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"
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Cave"

"

reckon they is some things they don'i
them up-north schools," he said
and he shook his lines and clucked to hi?
horse, and away he went, chuckling, leaving
I

learn ye in

me

discomfited.

FELT much

I

;

hurt.

He had

never before

shown any disposition to poke fun at
me.
I
now saw that he bore me some
grudge, and that it was in some way con
nected with Joseph De Long and our capture of the smugglers.

Some days later I was sent by my mother
on an errand to Uncle Bill's wife. I was
seated on the back porch steps, by the
basket into which she was placing some
pineapple slips and guava seed for planting, when I saw Uncle Bill coming with a
careless swinging of his long, jeans-covered legs. He was squeezing and sucking
an orange.
When he saw me he threw away the
orange, and, chuckling, pulled out his ol-d
Barlow knife and hunted up a stick. He
sprawled on the porch with his back to a

and grin
post, and began to whittle
his goat's whiskers.
I saw he was in for a talk, and
"
ticed that he again omitted his old
dy, Nathan-ee-al
"
I
reckon ef

I

SAW UNCLE

BILL

"

above
no-

I

How-

I

them steupid smuggler
boys hed belonged to these parts, you-all
'em.
wouldn't
a-ketched
They shore
should a-been tied to a log an' horsewhipped, to 'low theirselves to be ketched
that a-way."
His wife had retreated to her kitchen
and left us alone.
"
Them 'ere fellers warn't stealin' no
folks' goods.
They war just takin' their
own goods to market, an' 'lowed they hed
no call t' pay them lazy gover'ment rap-

COMING, DRIVING IN HIS LIGHT WAGON.

CHAPTER

I.
long, thin goat-whiskers wagged up and
down as his smooth upper lip pressed a scallions for the preevilege o' bringin' in
SUSPICIOUS MOVEMENTS.
cud of tobacco. And there was the well- their own goods. An' them same rapscalDAY that Joseph De Long, the known soiled, peaked-crowned hat of no lions up there makes out thet a man hain't
revenue officer, started off North definite color, on the back of his head so got no right to make his own corn liquor
with the five smugglers including he could see.
without he pays them a right smart pile o'
Tom Wasson, the shore watch all
When we came opposite one another he spendin'" money for a paper thet says. Go
ahead.'
chained together in the three-seated rig,
pulled up. His chuckle was not so friendly
"
Uncle Bill hung around with all the rest to as I could wish.
But that's the law," I said.
"
"
"
He was grinning and crack"
see the fun.
an' them fellers
Yes," he answered,
Uncle Bill
I greeted.
Hello,
of
into
the
ears
an
undertone
in
"
laws
to
makes
the
ing jokes
keep their pockets full
omitted his usual
NathanHe
Howdy,
some of the folks, and I gathered that they ee-al " but
o' spendin' money to buy their own corn
only chuckled.
were witticisms mostly at the expense of
"
juice, which they aire too lazy to make
I reckon you an' thet governmint cuss
theirselves."
the revenue officer.
'low
to
be
right smart of a police pair, aI
had always liked Uncle Bill, and he
The porch and steps were well littered
catchin'
of
smugglers.
They ain't nothin' with shavings and splinters, and his stick
had always seemed kindly disposed toward
like a danged good lot o' schoolin'.
Say, was half
me.
But I was soon to learn that some
I caught myself wondergone.
did ye see any o' my hogs out in them
sort of change had taken place in our rewhat he was going to make out of the
ing
woods when ye was chasin' them smug- stick.
lations.
"

UNCLE BILL

THAT

'

1

!

It

was the day

after Joseph

De Long had

gone. I had just been jumping from stepping-stone to stepping-stone to cross the
branch that divides that little Florida

and was

backwoods town
two parts,
emerging from the heavy growth that lines
the creek, when I saw Uncle Bill coming,
in

driving in his light wagon.
One could easily see he

where he

sat

flopping

-**~~^~~
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the

was quite
lines, and

tall

his

glers?
"

No, Uncle Bill,"
what they're like."
"

I said.

Every kid knows

"upper-bit, under
ear;

-hit,

"

"
I

don't

know

my

mark," he said ;
cwaller-fork in one

upper-half -eioo,

slit

Jti

couldn't

tell

uniierbi'-,

t'other."

He
it

rattled

it

off

so fist

.1.

from Chinese.
"

I

don't understand,"

'

here,

faltered.

mind two year ago," he chuckled,
them gover'ment police come down
havin' heard someone or other was

o'

makin" corn liquor without payin' tribute
One o' the boys whispers
to them fellers.
in his ear he "lowed he could tell him
where the doin's was goin' on. So he takes
him down six mile in the piney
woods
'

'

a swamp, an' tells him to foller 'long
the edge till he come to where he could
to

I

I

one

Jungle
Illustrated

NORMAN
see

round

the

to
an'

through

t'other

side,

to

by

ROCKWELL

P.

woods

'piney'

wade over

an'

on

foller

he come to a cow-path leadin'
swamp, an' he shore'd find

till

right into the
hit."

The
Bill

was

stick

began

whittled up, and Uncle
whittle up the

all

gather and

to

larger splinters.
"

Thet thar gover'ment jack-ass, he did
he was told, an' follered round thet
swamp, crossed over an' follered round
an" round, but he didn't come to no cowas

path."

Uncle
"

chuckled.
a right smart

Bill

He walked

reckon he

I

When the sun was
thought forty mile.
only about a half hour high he stopped an'
scratched his head, an' looked around for
prented signs, I reckon. Well, purty soon
he see he was lost, an' begin to hump along
to git round thet swamp.
But the night
come on an' he set down till mornin'
Then he struck off through the woods an'
got lost worse an' worse, an' got to runnin'.
Then 'long about noon one o' the boys
happens along, huntin' turkeys, maybe, an'
finds him an' takes the pore cuss back to
taown.
"

The feller thet showed him
swamp to hunt the corn
tory hed gone daown the bay

the

way

to

facfishin,' an'
the revenuer give a good price fer a rig
to take him back up to the railroad."
Uncle Bill had finished the last splinter
and shut his knife with a snap as he said:
"
I
reckon you better tell thet to thet
the

smuggler-ketcher friend

o'

liquor

yourn."

He

clasped his hands around his knees,
and his head bobbed up and down as he
laughed his derisive laugh.

trudged home
AS comfortable.

decidedly unsure of a number
of unpleasant things. Uncle Bill knew the
details so well that I was sure that he had
had a hand in that playing at " cat and
"
mouse
with that government agent.
He
was himself engaged, without doubt, in
some practice which was unlawful, but
which he in his ignorance considered
And that accounted for
morally lawful.
his strong prejudice against government
agents, and also for his changed feeling
toward me, as one who had been in friendly association with one of those whom he
considered his enemies.
It was a shock to me
for. as I have said,
I

I

I

felt

felt

;

liked Uncle Bill.
I
had never before
seen a mean trait in him. He never let a
chance go by to do a good turn for a
I

-

neighbor, and I'd seen him take meat, and
flour, and grits to the old Widow Simpson more than once. I missed his friendI knew him well enough to know
ship.
that I could never talk him into seeing the
moral wrongfulness of the things he had
talked about.
I was uncomfortably conscious, too, that

owed

to

my

friend, Joseph
the revenue officer, to write him
I

of

what

it

I

De Long,

"l

RODE

MY PONY

TO

THE EDGE OF THE PRAIRIE, MY GUN SLUNG
POMMEL OF THE SADDLE."

ACROSS THE

means doubtless of getting Uncle Bill into
The thought
chains like the smugglers.

made me

positively miserable.

was a mile south of town,

OURandplace
a mile

and a half to the east the
pine woods came to an end in an interminable, irregular line, and the big prairie

began.

Some

Bill!" I said.
just chuckled quietly over his goat's
whiskers and curled that smooth upper lip
stubbornly not quite like the old Uncle

He

Bill.

"Out
said, his

huntin'

smugglers,

manner showing

his

be ye?" he
contempt for

such an occupation.
"

No rabbits," I said.
He chuckled some more
:

rode

days after, in the afternoon,
my pony to the edge of the prairie, my
gun slung across the pommel of the saddle.
It was here I often went to get a rabbit
or two for meat.
As I neared the open prairie I heard a
sudden "Whoa!" and turned my head to
see Uncle Bill leap from his wagon and go
back and carefully tuck a tarpaulin around
a bulky mass that filled the light wagonbed, as if to keep out suspicious eyes. He
climbed back into his seat as I came up to

something
had learned, and thus be the cross his path.

"Howdy, Uncle

I

in

lieu

of his

unspoken thoughts, and urged his horse
forward, going southward, picking his way
among the saw-palmetto roots.
Perhaps everything he did had come to
seem a little suspicious to me now. Anyway, I got to wondering what he might
have in the wagon that he seemed so careful to hide.

In order to convince him I was not watching him. I changed my intention to skirt the
edge of the woods for the rabbits, and instead turned my pony out across the prairie.
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Scouts'

natives.
Though he was a
become
not
had
very intimate
neighbor,
with the boy. His being a few years older
made very little difference, but while was
fascinated by, and roaming in, the tropic
wires,
scenes, he was all taken up with
and wheels, and batteries, and motors.
His father was some kind of an engineer,
and anyone could see the boy was b<>rn

habits of the
I

I

another.

was
I helped him find his pony, which
the
grazing within the jungle growth by
1
branch, and we got better acquainted.
would have liked to share with him my susregarding Uncle Bill and Bat
|iicins
Mason, but was a little fearful of results
for Uncle

Bill.

AN expectedcame,

from Joseph De Long

letter

telling

finally

me

of

how our

had been disposed of behind
the wish
prison bars, and he expressed
that it were possible that we might enjoy
a chase,
again so exciting and profitable
and that he would ask no better company.
words and
I warmed under his generous

smugglers

shared his sentiments; but
think how I should report

I

trembled to

my

suspicions
tor
of Uncle Bill in my letter of reply,
to withit would be no part of friendship
hold such matters, seeing he was a revenue

and bound to be interested.
Bat Mason did not attract me.

officer

He was
showing no scintilla of fine
Uncle
feeling; and I couldn't understand
But Uncle Bill was
Bill's interest in him.
with everygenerous and most agreeable
on his
one, so long as they didn't trample
ideas of liberty and in most ways he was
As I have said
rather easily influenced.
hurt
before, I liked him, and I was much
repugnant,

MAP

NAT'S

OF

THE SCENE

OF HIS STRANGE

EXPERIENCES.

"THE shadows of the distant pines were
Then suddenly" he pulled up with an- 1
me when
"
me
creeping fast toward
to
out
called
he
and
Whoa
other
oak and leaped
"
slipped down out of my
I could see any o
ef
see
I'd
Thought
Leaving the huminto the saddle again.
them hogs o' mine. Jes' keep yer eyes
mock island, I galloped my pony across
:

!

_

out in case ye see any."
"

All right,"

And

off

I

said.

he started again.

couldn't decide whether he was again
woodcraft, being
poking fun at my lack of
unable to read hogs' earmarks, or whether
1
he sought to turn aside any suspicions
the purpose ot Ins
have
I

regarding
journey.
for a
I rode out over the prairie, making

might

of cabbage-palms and live-oaks,
the shela mile away. When I got within
ter of the trees of that island in the prairie

hammock

dismounted and began a half-hearted
But my mind was on
hunt for game.
Uncle Bill. I climbed high into a large,
and
moss-hung oak on the southern side
watched for some sign of his horse and
T

could not see into the shelter
of the pine woods, but after a time I saw
him coming out into the open. He headed
across a corner of the prairie toward a
hammock that I knew must fringe a
branch called Prairie Creek.
When at last Uncle Bill, with his horse
and wagon, became a wee moving mass.
nearinsTthe woods to the south of me. I
suddenly became aware of another wagon

wagon.

I

following in his tracks.
Immediately I thought

of

Uncle

Bill's

a time
had I seen their heads together, often travand now
eling on the same wagon-seat;
on a
their comradeship began to take
new interest. I became convinced that
particular chum, Bat

Mason.

Many

the pine
the piece of prairie, entering
forest where I had left it. I looked about
and
for the tracks of the second wagon,

mass
eye fastened on a little yellow
between saw-palmetto roots.
lying
"
in my
I dismounted and took some up
It was a small spill of corn-meal.
fingers.
As I rode through the darkening forest
toward home my wits worked over Uncle
Bill's problem.
Though the corn-meal had
been spilled from Bat Mason's
likely
wagon, I was sure it was also corn-meal
that Uncle Bill had been so careful to keep
I knew that it
covered from my sight.
was never the practice to feed either hogs
or cattle out on the range much less with

my

ground corn so it was plain that that
corn-meal was intended for some other
I had heard of one very particular
use.
use for corn in the backwoods and it
was a use that was practiced secretly.
When I reached the road that passed to
the south near my home, I came upon
James Howatt, a boy four years older than
He was hunting for his pony,
myself.

to
by his new attitude of unfriendliness

myself.
"l

knew

that

about Uncle
his

I

Bill

practices;

must
and

but

I

Joseph De Long
misdoubts about
began to hope there
tell

my

him from the
might be some way to turn
crooked trail before ill consequences should
catch up.

Thus I delayed my reply to Joseph De
Long, and set about seeking knowledge
indefinite
that might lead to better things,
But
then.
though they were in my mind
I should
I had the feeling that some way
find, and so began my quest.

CHAPTER
WHAT

I

II.

HEARD IN THE Loo HUT, AND
SAW IN THE SWAMP.

about Uncle Bill's stampingas often as fortune favored
ground
IHOYHKF.n
me and I noted that the heads of himwere
self and the ill-seeming Bat Mason
conoften inclined one toward the other in
spiring attitude.

They were much given to holding
at
in an old log structure down
meetings
which
home,
that had strayed off from
of Uncle Bill's yard, next to
end
far
the
our
was a mile to the west of
place.
of these
"
patch and on one
Did you see who that was that drove his sugar-canewas
about they had business
that I
days
he
south at the edge of the prairie?"
which
in there among the sugar-cane,
vyas
questioned.
So when they
to get stalks to chew.
"
not
I think that last one was Bat Mason,"
their
had
finally gone
"
both as" I supposed,
I didn't see him close by."
I answered.
'toward town, I went over and put
"
was there someone else went way
Bill's wife,
Why,
Uncle
mvself in the wav of
"
he said.
by?
her the chance she never neglected
Diving
""Yes; Uncle Bill," I answered.
to some cane.
to invite me to help myself
He laughed.
and cut a
I crawled through the fence
"
Those fellows must have a mighty in- stalk on which I munched as I roamed
his

they were co-workers in some particularly
I
recollected that Bat
guilty business.
or picnic-ground
Mason seemed to have no regular occupa- teresting ball-ground
that way," he said, "they go down
tion; sometimes he helped on a cow-hunt, down
sometimes he'd helped Uncle Bill butcher so much."
the
team,
James Howatt had been living in
hog. and on occasion handled a
a year before my folks
hauling freight from Bogg's Landing- region nearly
wilds, so had some
two miles down on Peace River when the moved down into these
the
advantage of me in knowledge of
steamer came in from Tampa.
;i

;

;

about

among

the sheltering canes to

find

what they might have concealed there.
had got well down the field when I
I
me a view
stepped between rows that gave
in the
of Bat Mason, not thirty feet away,
(Continued on

/'(iff."

31.)

"Mickey" Edits
The Bannister College "Weekly" Gets Out a " Fight Extra" on the
By

J.

RAYMOND ELDERDICE

Illustrated by

PART

McCann

II
"

night there was a
private affair
over in the Gym. Hicks, staring from his window in Bordyke, the
Junior dorm, saw bathrobed and sneakshod figures slip from the other dorms, and
later bathrobes were hung over the Gym
"
windows, so that no prof." would suspect
the affair of honor.
Hicks knew that a
fight was on, for the custom at Bannister
was to separate the wranglers when they
clashed and bring them together in the

THAT

Gym
"

"

were out.
Hicks exclaimed, slipping on
a sleeveless jersey, a pair of trousers, and
at night, after lights
"

Hello

!

"

rubber-soled sneaks.
A fight in the Gym
and the press has not been notified I wonder if it is
Heavy Stayton and the big
!

'

'

The

Battle for the Tissue-Paper Weight Belt

WM.

J.

SHETTSLINE,

JR.

a regular tissue-paper weight."
running track, serving as a gallery,
is

was crowded with boys, and Hicks was
justly proud of the ringside seat accorded
"
him as a representative of the press. Ger-

Of

late

this

had ceased

condemnation, and reform talk, a few boys
human lathe, purchased copies, so as to find objections
on
his
and McCann, who wobbled
pipe-stem to cast in the teeth of the irrepressible
legs as he entered the ring, insisted on Junior.
The old Staff, charitably desiring to enpleading with "Hickey" to do them justice,
trude

"

Shipley, an effeminate

write-up of the
"
cleared the
of
all
but
the fighters
ring
and seconds, and the most
memorable battle ever witnessed at Bannister Col-

in

his
"

fray,

lege

was on

It shall

Hicks'

dis-

comfiture

to-

joy

Bucky

gether, grabbed a
".

'.

e e

the

the

of

copy
W
k

.

y before

1

were

piles

taken upstairs to

!

sanctum;

the

be described by

and. retiring to
the Science Hall

Freshman?

There has been
bad blood between them ever

they

steps,

started in amazement at the lurid
cover. Instead of
the usual decor-

since the class
scrap; if so, what
"
a bully one
Arriving at the

Greek

ous

!

Gym

cause even

to

a ripple on the surface of student existence,
but because Hicks had been hurled into the
editorial chair as a result of his criticisms.

au-

thor, sculptor, or

armed with pencil
and scratch pad.

statesman whose
head was always
o n t h e outside,

Hicks whispered

there

entrance,

ure

Bob

Pendledoorkeeper

to
ton,

representative of the press.

reporter for
Bannister
the
Weekly!" While

a

'SPECIAL

Pendleton gasped

amazement

his

this startling

nounceme

fig-

a

prizefighter in action,
and over the picture was the biglettered caption

:

"A

was a
of

FIGHT NUM-

BER

at

annt,

"

count

Hicks passed triumphantly inside.

!

ac-

Detailed

Shipley
Battle
Tissue

the

of

McCann

-

the

for

the rights of the

- Paper Belt
weight
" Written
by a

press, Hicks secured a ringside

from Notes Taken

Insisting on

seat,

!

representative of
the 'Weekly'

with

and

at the
side

poised in
air. he prepared
to take copious
notes of the fight.
pencil

He nodded

Ring-

"

!

The paper was
opened

sue h

in

haste as to render it in peril of

pleas-

antly to Theophi-

dragged

destruction,
other
boys
crowded up to

his will
to such scenes of

peer at the contents
and, hav-

lus

Opperdyke,

who was always
being
against

mortal

;

combat,

ing

who was
shivering! y

and

SAVAGE STRING BEAN
THE
"
AND THE BALTIMORE PINCH
OF SNUFF" IN THE RING.

are the

Hicks inquired non- the Bannister Weekly, since the description
'Bucky'?"
"
"
Bucky Turner, the referee, printed in the first edition of that periodical,
who was hastily reading the Rules on Box- under the editorship of T. Haviland Hicks,
Jr., caused a terrific sensation in the school.
ing. "Heavy and his foe?"
"
"
The next afternoon, about the time the
Nope." mumbled
Bucky," thrusting
"
the handbook into his hip pocket,
Ger- la-it recitations ended, and the students
"
trude Shipley and John T. McCann. John loafed on the campus, a mild excitement
T. rough-housed
Gertrude's
boudoir to- was caused by the rattling approach of the
Some wagon from the town printing office, as this
day, and it's a fight to th; finish.
pugilists,

chalantly of

'

bout,

for

Shipley

'

is

quite

ladylike,

and

meant the delivery of the Weekly.

Soon
torrent

a

steady

of

yell-

ing, pummeling
boys besieged the

editorial rooms,
and the first edisold out with such speed as to

gan.

Who

to scoff,
to read.

remained

looking for a way
to escape before
the carnage be"

come

dition was
leave Hicks and Theophilus breathless with

emotion.

As the riot increased (^or the boys secured the papers, retired to the campus to
read, and straightway became convulsed
"
with laughter), venerable
Prexy," who had
returned that morning, felt constrained to
examine the issue of the Weekly, the first
under the Hicks-Opperdyke regime
!
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EVERYWHERE THE BOYS WERE READING THE WEEKLY, AND CLAMORING FOR

After barely escaping a faint when he
surveyed the extremely scholarly cover design of the pugilist, he glanced at the words
beneath the figure
"
A Vivid Write-up of the Shipley-McCann Controversy Don't Miss It! "
The worthy President gasped, passed a
hand bewilderingly over his brow and
gazed out over the campus. Everywhere
the boys were reading the Weekly in twos,
threes, or
crowds, and invariably they
rolled in convulsions on the ground. Looking up at the editorial rooms, he could see
a crowd as excited as that which stormed
the Bastile, clamoring for copies.
Then he turned a page, and the ShipleyMcCann headlines, in all their flamboyant
grandeur, flashed on his gaze.
Paralyzed,
as he remembered the long list of exthe
changes
Weekly possessed, with such
dignified publications as the Yale Record.
the Harvard Revieiv, and the Cornell Widhe read
ow,
"
ALTHOUGH this far-famed encounter
took place in an inconspicuous spot, owing
to a Jack of Faculty sympathy and understanding, we feel that it has never been
given due consideration by American historians, and it is our purpose to correct
this omission, so far as lies in our power.
Why Mr. Greasy omitted this epoch-mak:

opponent, and the cheering was
It was lowered, however, and a
riot nearly started when he insisted on
in the
being allowed to wear his
specs
encounter.

in his

his

favor.

'

"

"

'

THE FIGHT BY ROUNDS.

ROUND ONE.
McCann

The

rush.

opened with a

fight

started

_

Shipley

rushing

The
across the ring, slugging savagely.
was brave, however, and
String Bean
retaliated by turning his right side to the
Pinch in his
enemy, which stopped the
attempt for a knock-out, as he could not
land on the thin edge thus presented him.
Gertrude
was cneercd to the echo for
this masterly i'' ->l;.y of ring generalship.
"
ROUND Two. Shipley opened cautiousJy, and seemed to have the better of it for
a short time.
He inflicted several rather
Pinch's
painful scratches on the
face,
and stepped on his toes rather cleverly on
three occasions.
This scientific fighting
seemed to daze McCann, but he came back
with several vicious pulls of his opponent's
ear, which caused the newspaper men at
the ringside to call the honors of the round
even.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

"

ROUND THREE. The third and final
round was the scene of a terrific encounter,
in which McCann somewhat lessened his
chances in the early part of it, by winding
ing engagement from his Fifteen Derisive his arm around
String Bean's neck and
Battles of the World is a puzzle.
hitting himself in the face. He seemed to
"
The exact cause of the dispute between understand this later, however, and the
these pugilists has never been ascertained, fighting became fast and furious.
The
but a case of roughhousing
climax came when Pinch, in a moment of
Gertrude's
boudoir by McCann is popularly supposed passion, seized Shipley's ear firmly in his
to have embittered them toward each other. teeth and administered a cruel, cruel bite!
"
Certain it is that on that evening they apPandemonium
broke
loose.
Amid
resolved
to
cries
of Murder! from the 'String Bean,'
do
battle
to
the death.
peared
"
The contestants weighed in at 3 :30 on and of Foul
from the spectators, the
the day of the fight, and Ireland McCann, fight was awarded to
Gertrude,' and the
the Baltimore Pinch of Snuff was found police were obliged to clear the hall.
"
to be slightly over weight, tipping the scales
When seen in their dressing rooms
at 73, Troy, N. Y.
He was confident of after the fight, the opponents had but little
'

'

'

which

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

!

'

'

'

'

'

being able to reduce this before appearing
at ringside, and accomplished it by the
somewhat heroic, but altogether effectual
method of receiving a hot bath, with vigorous applications of soap and sulphonaphthol.
The Pinch absolutely refused to be etherized for this trying ordeal, and bore the
unaccustomed pain with courage."
"
"
Kindly, dignified, white-haired
Prexy
clutched at his desk for support, and stared
'

'

at the caption

"A
"

:

Description of the Gladiators!"
'Gertrude Shipley, the Savage String
Bean,' appeared in the ring attired in a
tailor-made gym. suit, cut Princess fashion.

As Referee

'

'

'

'

Bucky

Turner

called

them

to

the center of the ring, it was seen that the
String Bean' was at a slight disadvantage.
McCann's immense chest and gorilla-like
arms seemed to dwarf the proportions of
'

Shipley, with characteristic brevity,
talked for five short hours to the reporters,
and said as briefly as possible that he intended to sue McCann for mayhem, assault
with a dangerous weapon, and several
minor accounts, including desertion and
arson.
"
It was left for the defeated
Pinch,'
however, to rise to heights which could
never be attained by his victorious rival.
to say.

'

will

become famous

would, yes!'
room, leaving
For a time
"
"
in
Prexy's
battle, and he

And we

'

in

tiptoed

history

from

/
the-

him alone with his dead."
laughter and wrath clashed

being, but mirth won the
sat back in his chair, laughing until his eyes filled with tears. Then
the thought of other colleges reading that

Weekly sobered him, and he remembered
Hickey had vioin him, and the
uncensored copy had wrought havoc.
At supper that night, the Dean an"
"
wished to see all
nounced that
Prexy

that Duty must be done.
Jated the trust imposed

the students in the auditorium immediately
after the 7 o'clock bell for study hour.

Such an urgent summons always meant a
matter of grave import, and the hall was
"
"
arose,
Prexy
thronged at the hour, as
from
to
and
smiling
hawing
keep
hemming
at the memory of the Weekly, and began
"
I was deeply shocked and humiliated
the make-up of this week's college
at
"
It was a burpaper," he said sternly.
lesque, a travesty on the staid, dignified
publication that has reflected glory on Bannister in the past.
Mr. Hicks, I am hurt
that you should have violated my trust in

'

'

COPIES."

noble head, and a light of almost transcendent beauty flashed across his seraphic
face.
As we stood breathless he opened his
and uttered the momentous words
lips

you,

and

printed such trash.
pillorying of our

article, .such

am amazed
"

Why,

I

them,

sir!

that

Such

an

students!

your pen produced

T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., looked properly
"
chastened, and
Prexy," afraid to prolong
the interview, lest he laugh and lose his
power, was about to demand the destruction of that week's edition of the Weekly
and to return to office the former staff,
when, to everyone's amazement, Theophilus Opperdyke arose and nervously
attracted attention by feebly waving his
hand.
"
"

I

but

beg your pardon, sir." he stammered.
it
wasn't Hickey that wrote those

I thought the Weekly
things, it was I!
just had to be saved, and the only way I
knew was to make the boys laugh. Once
we got their favor, we could go ahead and
build up the paper Hickev didn't want to
publish them, sir, but I begged him to
;

do it!
"
The edition sold out, and our subHis sublime remark when questioned about
the fight has gone down in history as the scription list is larger than ever in the
epitome of indomitable pluck and deter- paper's history the advertisers will be
mination, coupled with a spirit that knew buying space at a great rate, and soon the
not how to brook defeat.
With folded alumni will be sending in for copies, as
arms the little general cogitated (what- we mailed the Weekly to the entire alumni
ever that means) for several hours after list.
"
I
wanted to do something for the
being asked the leading question: 'Would
school before I left, sir, and Hickey said
you fight him again ?
"At the end of that time he lifted his
(Concluded on page 32.)
'
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was not known within the

fort that

Girty instantly ordered preparations to
be made for raising the siege. When
daylight came the Indian camp was de-

IT

serted

!

When

Peleg and Israel sought the place
where the warriors had encamped they
found the fires still burning brightly and
even that pieces of meat were left on the
roasting sticks.
The rejoicing at Bryant's Station was
great when it was known that the Indians
Before noon the fighting
had departed.
force of white men was increased to one
hundred and sixty-seven.
Among those
who entered came Daniel Boone.

"What

does this

when he saw
Daniel, also among
"

mean?" demanded

Is-

his

younger brother,
the men in the assem"
What are you doing here ?
bly.
"
I think I had as good right to come as
"
I
you," retorted Boone's younger son.
rael,

am

"

almost seventeen."

And

old

enough

to

know

better,"

laughed Peleg.

The
called

officers

the

men

assembled
of

Bryant's

at

once

and

Station to a

conference.
"

"

It is

known," explained Colonel Todd,

Logan has collected a strong
force in Lincoln and that he will be here
within twenty-four hours. If we wait for
"
PELEG SUDDENLY FELL AS HE RAN ALONG THE BORDER OF A SWAMP."
his corning we shall be stronger when we
What
do
start in pursuit of Girty.
you
"
that Girty is trying to quired his opinion as to what was best to
think?" he asked, turning to Boone, who Colonel Todd,
be done.
was standing near by, silently leaning upon lead us on."
"
The great Scout, speaking in the deep,
But it is too late to go back," said
his rifle in the rear of the assembly.
"
It will be wise to wait," replied Boone Colonel Todd.
quiet tones he usually used and leaning
"
"
"
I have never found it a mistake
My opinYes, I am afraid our men will not go upon his rifle as he spoke, said
quietly.
But my advice is to go ahead ion is that our situation is critical and difto get ready before you attempt to do any- back now.
ficult.
The force before us without quesGirty has treble our numbers. The cautiously."
thing.
"
Will you be one of the advance tion is ready for battle and outnumbers us
trail which the Shawnees have left behind
"
is so plain and so broad that I am sus- guard?
very largely."
"
If you so desire."
"Why do you think that?" inquired
picious that they have made signs which
Todd.
As Peleg, who was standing near-by and Colonel
they hope will lead us to pursue them. My
"
Because of the easy and slow retreat
advice is to wait until General Logan shall heard the conversation, looked into the
face of his friend, he became aware that of the Indians who just went over the
c:ome with his men."
The younger members of the force, the years of anxiety had left their mark crest of yonder hill. I am quite familiar
however, were not to be denied. To them upon the countenance of the rugged with all this region, and I am fearful they
There was, however, a deeper are trying to draw us on. About a mile
appearances were convincing that the In- pioneer.
dians had fled because they were alarmed. expression of gentleness on the face of the ahead of us there are two ravines, one on
Ignoring the council of Boone and other great Scout which in no way detracted each side of the ridge. They run in such
of the older scouts, who had had longer from the impression of strength which his a manner that the Indians can hide there
and at the same time attack us both in
experience in dealing with their Indian entire body still produced.
Orders for camping for the night were front and on our flanks almost before we
enemies, a swift pursuit instantly was begun. Many of the men were mounted on soon given, and on the following day the should know they were there. " My adis to do
horses, but the entire mass, horse and foot, entire force arrived at the Lower Blue vice," continued Boone quietly,
As the force arrived at the south- one of two things. The first is to wait for
Licks.
kept well together.
The eager party had not gone far from ern bank of the Licking the men saw sev- the coming of General i^ogan. If it is
Bryant's Station before a halt was called eral Indians climbing the rocky ridge on decided to attack the Indians, then my adwhen it was discovered that the retiring the opposite side. The redmen halted when vice is that half of our force ought to go
Indians had turned into the buffalo road the Kentuckians appeared, looked at them up the river and cross the rapids and fall
and that, almost as if they were attempt- intently a few minutes in silence, and then upon the Indians from that side at the
ing to make their trail still more evident, as calmly and as leisurely as if no ene- same time the other attacks them in front"
they had chopped many of the trees on mies were near they disappeared over the
Every man in the little assembly was
each side with their hatchets.
listening with deep attention to the words
top of the hill.
Daniel Boone shook his head seriously
A halt of the white men instantly was of the great Scout.
When he ceased, for Boone was a man
when he discovered these indications of made and several of the officers at once
of silence unless his advice was sought,
apparent carelessness in the band they entered into consultation.
were following.
After a few minutes had elapsed Colonel there were some who urged the adoption
"
My opinion is," he said quietly to Todd summoned Daniel Boone and in- of his recommendation to wait for the
that General

:
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coming of General Logan and his men.
There were others, however, who were

'Boys' Life' Will Give $300.00
to Readers of this Story

strongly in favor of advancing at once.
In the midst of the discussion Major
McGary, one of the young officers, who
was unable to endure the thought of being
near an enemy and not fighting, let out a
At the same moment he
wild whoop.
waved his hand over his head, spurred his
horse into the river and shouted in his
"
Let all who are not cowards
loudest tone,
"
follow me
Instantly the mounted men dashed into
the river, everyone apparently striving to
be the first to gain the opposite shore. The
men on foot also rushed into the stream.
No order Had been given and no order
now was desired. Through the deep river
horses and men staggered forward, with
McGary still leading the way.
When they gained the opposite shore no
scouts were sent in advance and none
acted on the flanks. The contagious example of Major McGary s:mply acted like
magic and men and horses went forward
as if everyone was doing his utmost to out-

After you have read this, the last instalment of Mr.
Tomlinson's great story "Scouting with Daniel Boone/'
write an essay and send it to BOYS' LIFE. Be sure you
do not break any of the simple rules printed below.
Essays must be in the BOYS' LIFE office on or before
February I, 1915.
You do not have to be a subscriber to compete.

!

his

strip
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others
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57 Prizes

were striving

to

extend

fiercer.

according

their

lines

!
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Total $300.00

Remember Them

for boys to write essays,
the rules printed below, on

is

to

the subject given above.
The prizes given by BOYS' LIFE in cooperation with Doubleday, Page & Co-, who
have just published the story in book
form, will be distributed as indicated in
the list printed above.
The prizes will be awarded to the
authors of the essays in the order of their
merits as to fidelity to facts of the life
of Daniel Boone as revealed in Mr. Tomthe intelligence displayed
linson's story;
in the estimate of the personal qualities
and public services of Daniel Boone, and
the clearness and directness of the com-

their

position.
Legibility, grammar, spelling and punctuation will be taken into consideration in

They
and

turn the right of the Kentuckians so that
their retreat would be cut off.
As soon as this was made clear the men
in the rear attempted to fall <lack and then
by breaking through the attacking partyfind their only way of escape to the river.
Their actions, in part misunderstood by
their companions, almost created a
panic
and a flight. From the ravine to the river
the sight was indescribable.
Many of the mounted men escaped, but
those who were fighting on foot were in
And Daniel Boone, in the
deadly peril.
thick of the fight, saw his boy, Israel, fall
lifeless before the guns of the Indians.
Even the death of his boy, however, did
not prevent the great Scout from becoming aware that he himself was almost entirely surrounded bv the frantic, howling,
whooping mob of warriors.
It
was in such crises that the great
Scout displayed best the qualities which
had made him a marked man among the
Whatever occurred, it was selpioneers.
dom that Daniel Boone was found unprepared. Quickly controlling his feelings, he
turned to the men who were near him and
"
said quietly,
Come with me "
The men obediently followed the Scout.
who, instead of running toward the ford
as most
of the fugitives were doing,
dashed into the ravine where many' of the

-

Read these Rules
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They stood almost as if they had
been shut in by the jaws of some enormous
savage beast. They were without protection and a terrible fire was being poured
into them from front and side.
Their
enemies still were hidden from their sight.
Gradually the Indians pushed out from
became

in
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Cash
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rushed forward to assist their
stantly
friends. But before they were able to gain
the ridge they were stopped by a terrible

the ravine as the

in
in

"The qualities of Daniel Boone which made him a
good Scout and a valuable citizen, and why those

Scout, where the two ravines met. As the
men drew near, a small body of the Indians appeared for a moment and fired at
the approaching settlers.
Instantly McGary and the men with him
returned the fire.
As the reports of the
guns were heard the men in the rear in-

from the ravine which was on

$50.00
25.00
100.00
100.00
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Boone, his two boys and Peleg. The expression on Boone's face had not changed
since his quiet advice had been disregarded. But he was not one to draw back
when his friends were rushing into action.
Suddenly the men in front halted. They
had arrived at the place mentioned by the

fire

Best
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LIFE.
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after the judges have made the awards,
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The essays winning the first and second
prizes will be printed in BOYS' LIFE together with the photographs of the authors,
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Kadi essay must be not more than four
hundred words in length. It is what you
say and not the number of words you use
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The essay must be written in ink, on
only one side of the paper.
The name, age and address of the author must appear at the top of the first
page, and all of the pages must be numbered at the top right hand corner.
Essays must not be rolled.
Contestants may discuss the story and
the life of Daniel Boone with parents,
teachers or companions,
but the essay
must be written by the contestant without
aid from or correction by anyone.
(Remember this is a "game of brains" for you
boys; be true sportsmen, play fair. Your
essay itself will be accepted as a bond
that it is your own.)
Don't include in the contest letter any
information or question about any other
subject.
All essays
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publication
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We
ALSO

BOTH

previously had been concealed.
now they had left to join in
wild pursuit of the demoralized set-

Indians

Apparently
the

tlers.

Boone and

his

comrades

were not

to

escape, however, without attracting the attention of some of the howling Indians.
half dozen or more discovered the fleeing

A

and

with wild whoops
started in swift pursuit.
settlers,

instantly

It
was here, however, that Boone's
knowledge of the region, as well as hiscoolness, came to his aid.
Leading the
way to a place in the ravine where there
was a narrow passage between the rocks,
he ordered his companions to precede him,
while he himself coolly raised his rifle and

fired

their

the approaching Indians.
band instantly halted,
own rifles were not loaded at

at

The

entire

for
the-
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time and they were depending upon a
similar condition among the whites.
As soon as the band halted, Boone
waited a moment to assure himself that
his companions were safe, and then running swiftly he rejoined them.
"
shall now be able to make our
to
Bryant's Station," said Boone.
way
"

We

There

no

be

Indians to interfere with us from this time on."
His words proved to be correct, and by
the middle of the afternoon the half dozen
men with the great Scout arrived safely
will

at the fort.

Throughout the remainder of the day

many
gone

of the men
forth in the

who had

so confidently

morning came straggling

back.
Peleg,

who had been among

those

who

rushed to the ford, returned

to Bryant's
Station when it was nearly dusk. He had
secured the aid of two men and the three
were assisting young Daniel Boone, who
also had been shot in the fight at the Licks.
that Boone's
It was soon discovered
younger son was not seriously wounded.
When the welcome information was received by Boone the face of the great
Scout was still unchanged in its expression, though the deathly pallor that for
a moment had spread over it when he had
been informed of what had befallen this
boy disappeared.
"
that any
"Tis a wonder," said Peleg,
of us are left alive to tell the story. Some
of us ran up the stream and swam across.
The men who could not swim were shot
down or were made prisoners without
'

being able to do anything to defend themselves."

Such of the bodies as had been recovered were now being brought to the fort,
and the fact that many of the men of
Bryant's Station had been made prisoners
by the attacking Indians increased the
feeling of gloom that settled upon the Sta-

Among

tion.

the

men who had

fallen

was

Colonel Todd, who had sought the adv:ce
of the great Scout and then did not fol-

low

it.

Long before nightfall Colonel
and his men arrived at Bryant's

Logan
Station.

In his force were no less than four hunfifty men, and he rapidly led his
force over the way by which the defenders of the fort had gone in their untimely
pursuit of their wily foe.
With Colonel Logan, Daniel Boone and
Peleg, as well as many others of the defenders, were advancing. The great Scout
showed plainly the suffering through
which he was passing. Two of his boys
had been shot by the relentless Shawnees
and his third son had received a severe

dred and

wound.

He had

men had

seldom spoken since the

departed

from the

Station,

but

Peleg was confident that he understood
the purpose which was urging the gentlehearted hunter forward.
The second day the advancing soldiers
came near to the place where the fight had
When the band approached the
ocurred.

bank of the river they discovered many of
the

bodies

still

the

near

floating

shore.

They were the unfortunate victims that
had been shot by the Indians after they
had rushed

into the stream.

the

Silently

men

crossed the

advanced toward the rav
scene

of

ne.

recent fight
heartbreaking.

the

ford and

Here

the

at

sight

the

was

The bodies of
could not be distinguished
one from another. All traces of the once
familiar features already had disappeared.
Daniel Boone, apparently unaware of
the presence of his comrades, quietly had
been searching among the bodies for that
even more
the fallen

men

The Boy

of his missing boy.

were most eager

Scouts' Magazine

Even

the

"

men who

in their search for

Children
learned

has

their

friends
stopped_a moment as they watched
the man in his agonizing and fruitless
quest,
The great Scout soon turned to Colonel

man shows

Logan and

his

A

class

strong
in

my

troubles."

"Is

it your best
thing for us to do

men

judgment that the best
is

to return to Bryant's

Staton?" asked Colonel Logan,

carried out the
leader speedily gave.
Silently the
dug trenches whereever the soil permitted.
When this task was accomplished the
bodies of their dead and mutilated friends
were buried.
There were many faces in the band
down which the tears were rolling while
'his tatk was being accomplished.
The
manner of the great Scout, however, apparently was unchanged.
Only the deepening of the lines in his face and his unusual pallor gave any indications of the

Noiselessly

Neither

savages.

humble judgment," Boone added modestly, "by being able to refrain from speaking useless words and by not whining over

said, '"Tis no use, Colonel; we
must give the poor fellows decent burial
here and at once."

the

and

to control itself.
his strength, at least

bidding which

their
settlers

"It
"

is."

Then

shall see to

I

it

that the order

is

given."

T

HE

CHAPTER XX.
To THE MEETING PLACE.

was
in

of

judgment

1

accepted
the band.

Boone

Daniel
all

by

Indeed,

the
there

men
were

now who were blaming others
havwell
as
themselves for not
ing listened to the word of the wise old
Scout before they had entered into the
unequal struggle with the Indians at Blue
Licks.
Swiftly and seriously the men retraced
many

as

through which he was passing,
His manner still was as silent and as selfcontrolled as in the days when only the
joyous things of life had been his portion,
suffering

their way to Bryant's Station, where they
gruesome task at last was were dismissed by Colonel Logan with
accomplished it was Daniel Boone him- the understanding that they would respond
self who said to Colonel Logan in reply if he should call for their help in the near
"

When

the

It
to the latter's inquiries,
to follow the Shawnees.

is

useless

now

are

far
time,

They

future.

In

a brief

time

the

Boonesbor-

ough men were back in their settlement,
To all it now was evident that Daniel
Boone held a place in the affection and

beyond our reach. They have lost no
you
may be sure."
"
How many captives "do you think they respect of the settlers such as he never
have taken with them ?
His deep sorrow, the
before had won.
"
Not many," said Boone quietly.
which had brought
tragedies
distressing
"
I
am told," suggested the Colonel, the loss of two promising sons, the will"
that they will put every prisoner to death, ingness to do all in his power to aid his
or so many of them as may be required to friends all these qualities were in addimake good any loss they themselves have tion to the value of his judgment, which
had."
now was more highly esteemed than ever
shook his head as he by the people of the region. The simple
The great Scout
"
The Indians have not manner of the great Scout, his skill as a
replied quietly,
lost as many as we."
hunter, his knowledge of the Indians, and
"
"
his quiet but enduring friendship were
Why do you say that?
"
Because the advantage was all with more fully appreciated with every passing
them. They greatly outnumbered us and day.
A few days after the return of Boone
in a good part of the fight they were sheltered by the rocks, while our men were and his companions the Scout said to
"
It was
I have just received
Peleg,
fighting" in the open.
a message from Colonel
the bloodiest fight I was ever
in."
George Rogers Clark from
"
He
the Falls of the Ohio.
And to you one of the
.

s a d d e
colonel.

s t,"

suggested

Boone nodded

his

the

head and

sends

me word

did not speak.

Indian towns."

cannot
understand,"
"
continued the colonel,
why
take
it
is that you
your own

asked Peleg.
"

"

"Where

I

troubles so quietly. You cerhave suffered more
tainly
than most men on the border,
and yet I fancy the man has
yet to be born who has heard

complain."
you
"

And
why
"

that he plans

to raise a force of one thousand men to go against the

do

we

meet?"

At the Falls of the Ohio.
have seen Colonel Logan
and he is to assemble his men
and march in a body to the
have arI
meeting place.
ranged with Colonel Logan
for you and six other men
to go as a band of scouts to
I

should I comthe north of the route we are
Boone,
inquired
to take, and at the same time
smiling as he looked " into the
have several bands move_ to
It does
face of his friend.
I do not believe
the south.
not make my own griefs less
there will be any danger beto try to have another share
fore we arrive at the meeting
them. That is something no
place, but it is well to provide
one can do.
Every heart
DANIEL BOONE AT THE
for what may happen before
must bear its own burden. If
it
comes to pass. At least
AGE 85.
anyone thinks that his
that has always been my plan.
troubles are less than those
that come to his friends he is mistaken. My I do not think I ever had a fight with an
I
did not try to think what he
experience teaches me that almost everyone Indian that
has about all he can bear. There are only would do, or what I would do if I were in
two classes of people, at least as far as I his place, before the real contest began."
The following morning Peleg, as the
have observed, and I am well aware how
Ittle I know in this particular, but as I leader of his little band of scouts, at
from the place of assembly.
said, there are only two classes of people once departed
The advance to the Falls of the Ohio
that cry and laugh" too easily."
(Continued on page 24.)
"Who are they?"
plain

?

.

Pancake Jim
By
Author

NORTON

walked slowly out of
the dingy railroad station at Overland,
and started across the snow-covered
prairie path leading to his home. There was
a troubled expression on his boyish countenance this morning, and though New
Year's was but a few days off, none of its
pervading spirit of good cheer seemed for
What had at first appeared to be a
him.
piece of good fortune had terminated in
a. moat unfortunate circumstance.
The North Pacific railroad agent at
Overland had wanted mrec weeks' vacation, and James, having qualified for relief
work, was placed on nights as telegrapher
and ticket clerk, while George Havens, the
regular night man, was
transferred to the day

JAMES

In order
as agent.
that the boy might accept
shift
this

temporary

employ-

ment he was released
from high school one
week before holiday vaca-

On

Decemwhen James began

duty at the Overbut one element of inharmony exHavens was existed.
ceedingly prejudiced
against beginners. He disliked seeing this seventeen-year-old boy receive
salary at the rate of $60
per month, which was the
land

same

figure

for night work, notwithstanding that Havens had
for
railroaded
twenty
years.
"

Well, you just wait,"
had prethe old-timer
a
trainman.
dicted
to
"
Some night that kid will
make a mistake. See how

long his job lasts then!"
In -pile of this ill-feelhowever, James performed cheerfully and to
the best of his ability all
tasks
assigned to him,
which, besides telegraphing and ticket-selling, consisted of handling baging,

gage, and delivering to
the
express
messengers

FISON

Eve

at

Whistling Bend."

on passenger trains money packages and into view
various express parcels.
Things ran smoothly enough until December 18. When the St. Paul flyer arrived at Overland at nine o'clock that night,
James emerged from the telegraph office
carrying two heavy mail sacks and a small
express receipt book containing a sealed
money envelope of five $20 gold pieces.
When just outside the door he thoughtlessly
laid
these things on the platform and
rushed back to the telegraph key to answer
a call from the despatcher.
Returning to
the mail sacks a moment later, he found
everything intact save the envelope containSearch as he might, that
ing the $100.
could not be found.

Havens, on being apprised of the loss, promptly reported it to division
headquarters, and begged
that Norton be replaced

and McKenna, the
regular
canceled
agent,
his vacation and resumed
on
the
duty
following day.
shift,

depot,

paid Havens

ROGER

Joe's Christmas

once by an older and
more experienced man.
No extra man being
available, Havens himself
was returned to the night

the night of

10,
his first

"

a figure so feeble and so forlornlooking that for the moment James entirely
forgot his own trouble. A friend, Uncle
Joe Storey, was approaching.
For two weeks Uncle Joe's wife had lain
seriously ill, and the long nights of nursing
and watching at her bedside had finally rendered the aged veteran unfit for
duty at
his lunch cart a little business he conducted near the depot, and one that had,
until this misfortune, furnished a modest
living for the elderly couple.
To make
niducrs wurac, the man placed in charge ui
the establishment had closed it up, then disappeared. The lease for the cart had almost
expired, and if not soon renewed would be
taken up by another, thus
depriving Uncle
Joe of his only means of earning a livelihood.
"

This

morning marked
James Norton's fifth visit

I

y

the
railroad
station
since his dismissal.
He
to

had hoped by now to reencouraging news
regarding the lost money,

ceive

but was disappointed. The
$100 could not be found.
Only by earning money
during spare hours had

Norton

James

found

it

to attend school.
this lost $100 to rehis
schooling must

possible

With

pay,
cease. Worse yet, his prospect for a future railroad

career
ruined.

appeared

"

to

be

To think." he exclaimed bitterly, when half
way across the prairie,
"
of a little carelessness
"
losing a fellow
He did not finish. The
stooped figure of a crippled old soldier hobbled

-

ie

Good morning, Uncle Joe," was the
"
How's Aunt Jane

boy's kindly greeting.
"
this
"

at

tion.

ber

ot

morning?

Jimmy boy, pretty bad No
Happy New Year for me, I guess, and I'm
Pretty bad,

!

afraid I've lost my trade at the cart
Oh, it's
a shame to let that place stand idle.
If there
was only some man on whom I could depend some one who would show interest in
the business. Can't depend on help, though."

There was a strange touch of pathos in
the quivering recital which
deeply moved
the youthful listener, ^he old soldier, surmising the boy's own trouble, but deeming
it not
wise to comment on it, bade him
good-bye and started on.
James himself had gone but a few yards
when he stopped.
about the time he
had gone camping in the Green Mountains
back East?
about those compliments
paid his cooking by some boy comrades?

How

How

Could he do it? He turned quickly about
and rushed after the retreating figure of
the old soldier.
"

"

Unc-le J-o-e
he shouted, the first
hopeful note" in his voice that morning, "oh,
Uncle Joe
The old war veteran looked back, and observing the tall, dark-haired figure rushing
toward him, stopped.
"
Jimmy," he
said, when the boy had
"
I knew you wanted to tell
reached him,
me about that lost money; saw it on your
!

!

face

mean
"

the

all

But

I

Of

want

to

course,

you

didn't

'

I

what I was going to say,"
somewhat downcast
know do you think / could

that's not

interrupted

"

time.

be careless.

to

the

boy,

run your lunch cart?"
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So astonished was the old soldier that,
without a word, he placed his hand in his
right pocket, withdrew a small bunch of
and handed them to the boy.
keys
"
"
Jimmy," he said,
there's no one in
Overland I'd rather have.
Can you do
short-order cooking?"
"
Well, if you'll give me a chance Uncle
"

Joe,
"

I'll

-

You'll try," prompted the old
"
Why, of course, you will.

man

No

derly.

to

going

lose

maybe

well,
rest easier

that

little

business.

go ahead and

try,

my

James.
too

boy!

Magazine
!

one

Now,

Scouts'

dently no one considered him responsible
Supposing he did not succeed!
Mrs. Norton saw the troubled look on
her boy's face as he dejectedly entered the
cottage that night; saw, too, the red, chapped hands that had toiled so faithfully in
an endeavor to make the car a fit
place for
the most fastidious customer.
Intuitively
she felt it would be unwise to
question

ten-

n Overland tries harder to make a man of
himself than you do. I was afraid I was

The Boy

His careworn expression

plainly

the

story

of

that

Do your best, Jimmy.
Jane now. Good-bye."
The fact that no arrangements had been
made with regard to the pay he should receive did not worry James. He was
fairly
overwhelmed with joy at having found
work, and glad, too, of the
opportunity of
serving Uncle Joe Storey.
The hopeful boy lost no time in
reaching
the little lunch cart. It stood 300
feet west
of the depot and seated ten
customers. It
had in former days, served as a street
car
As James unlocked and opened its door
an
I

1

arrange

that.

go back

11

to

failure.
"

Mother," he confided presently,
"
voice broken with
I took in
emotion,

in

but

you. It takes
time and patience to re-establish a
business
reputation once it has been lost."

started for the cart

1

'

flg.

,

Ck

"

ight he rushed in to the
v
^1*
greeted her affectionately
"A?" u
he
Mother,
exclaimed enthusiastically
^
'

you can t guess
I'm to run Uncle Joe
Storey s lunch cart. Been working there all
OWl mother what shall I serve?"
Z\*
Well, responded Mrs. Norton, her
eyes
!

.

r

,

dimming with glad

laying now, and you

from

tears,

"my

may have

here.

hens are
fresh eggs

They will cost you nothing"
P roteste d James promptly,
I
'u
you shall have the regular market
price
hat egg money is
part of your income "
Before midnight Mrs. Norton had
prepared home-made bread, pies and
doughnuts
"

I

tor the next
day's trade
C! Ck thC fo ' lo
n morning found
the K
f
ff
httle car open for
business with a bill
of fare posted as follows :

T

EGG

SANDWICHES

FRIED EGGS

DOUGHNUTS
APPLE

pl

HAMBURG
MILK
The attendant in charge was hopeful, but
when noon arrived not a single customer
had entered the place. Former
patrons who
had been driven awav
by the last employe's

unclean ways were not yet aware of the
-change in management. Up to closing time
that night James had sold but
one cup of
coffee, a sandwich and a piece of
Bepie.
fore going home he overheard some
noisy
talk between a
pumpman and a brakeman.
I can see that kid
runnin' a lunch car "
e pumpman had declared
sarcastically
Why, he needs a guardian to hold his
money for him, eh Bill? Well, he won't
Bast very long."
The boy suddenly grew hopeless. Evi_

"LET'S TRY SOME OF THOSE WON-

DERFUL CAKES "

a

a

early the following morning he had decided
on a change in his menu. The
crisp, cold
weather seemed to invite it A
year before
this his widowed mother had
disposed of
her httle farm in Vermont
and, with James
had migrated to Overland, a
thriving town
in the
fruit-growing belt of Idaho where
she purchased a house and five
acres of
ground. There still remained some of the
ma P e syrup brought from their old home
unpleasant sight greeted his vision.
and this morning James carried two
Dirty
galcooking utensils and numerous empty bot- lons of it to the cart.
tles rested on the shelves
On arriving there he began the still novel
and counter- the
floor was littered with
work of opening up the cart." That
paper and crumbs
meant
for all of which the last
employe was re- scrubbing and scouring of counter, stove
sponsible.
coffee urn, and floor and the
boy did it
James removed his coat, heated two
pails thoroughly.
of water on the small
When everything was spic and span
gasoline stove, and
finding an abundance of soap and
cleaning James immediately prepared a strange
powder, washed up every dish and utensil mixture consisting of flour, cornmeal,
At noon he set to work clean- eggs, salt, baking powder and sweet
j
the windows
ing ft
and scrubbing the
milk, then added to it a handful of a
seats,
SheK m a " d
certain flaky cereal.
He next took up
By
evening
the little
tol' car looked
l quite respectable
a small blackboard and a bit of chalk.
Mrs. Norton was not
only surprised but Having learned from Agent McKenna
how to execute that style of handgreatly overjoyed at the change in her
manner when, on returning home at boy's writing known to
as
telegraphers
eight
i

/3e/iv<v

day's

fifteen cents to-day."
"

When James Norton

operator's fist," he presently placed on the
outside of the cart the following notice:

told only

first

Have courage," she responded after a
knowing it's in honest hands.
Get what provisions you need at Greene's moment's silence. "
Perhaps to-morrow has
grocery and meatshop. Charge them to me something better in store for
11

ii

"

In spite of this earnest invitation, the
forepart of the day yielded no encouraging
results.
The receipts at 3 p. m. amounted
to only fifty cents. At that hour the whiteaproned boy gazed hopelessly out of the

window, first at happy holiday crowds
passing by, then at the new depot being
erected across the tracks. But for his recent carelessness he might have at some
future day been a regular employe at that
When he thought of the splendid
depot.
telegraphic equipment he would have enjoyed in the new building, the crude practice telegraph set he had installed in the
lunch car lost all its charm. Perhaps, after
he would never have another
all,
opportunity to work at railroad telegraphy!
It was in the midst of this
dep'ressing
period that a jolly-looking traveling man
approached the new lunch sign, gazed curiously at it for a moment, started on, then
for some unknown reason retraced his
steps
and entered the car.
"
Well," he exclaimed cheerfully, " are
"
you the boss now?
little
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lars. The veteran official was favorably impressed with the boy's frank expressions,
placed the letter in a special file, and made
several entries in a small notebook.
The pancakes and coffee served by James

James smiled in the affirmative, but the
smile quickly vanished when the customer
"
a Spanish omelet."
called for
"
heard of that,"
I don't believe I ever
"
I'm not a regular
stammered the boy.
I can fry, poach or boil you some
cook.
I'll know
eggs.
the next time."

"

how

to

make

Norton were winning praise from all who
partook of them. Traveling men and even
certain employes at the Overland lumber
yard foresook a large restaurant uptown
and patronized the cart. Conductor Lahey
said there was nothing like it on the Colum-

that omelet

Well," he responded kindly,

some of those wonderful cakes

"
let's

that

try

you

in that very plain handIn fact it was the handwriting
writing.
Looks like an
that attracted my attention.
I'm an old telegrapher
operator's fist.

have advertised

myself."
In a moment James placed before the
traveler a plate containing four deliciously
browned pancakes fluffy pancakes with
These the stranger
crisp, crackling edges.
flooded with golden syrup, all the while
questioning the boy regarding his knowledge of telegraphy, finally learning of his
unfortunate experience at the depot, and
of how he had happened to take charge of
the cart.
"
Well, James Pancake Jim, I've half a
mind to say, for these are the best pancakes
I've eaten since I left Boston keep this up,
and you'll make a reputation. You're bound
to make good.
Take that from an old
traveler.
Hope I'll see you again."
As the kind-hearted stranger departed
there was a feeling in the boy's throat
which he found difficult to swallow, for
these were the first kind words he had received from a customer since he had taken
charge of the cart.
moment later a coal-begrimed fireman
entered the car.
"
Whatcher got to chew, Buddy?" he
"
asked.
Wouldn't have come in, but a
Let's have
traveling man told me to try.
some of your pancakes. Hustle; we leave
in twenty minutes."
It seemed that this good fortune was to

A

January, 1915

bia division.
"
is

Why,"
actually

"

remarked one day, that lad
drawing trade from the hotel.

he-

Who wouldn't enjoy
those delicious pancakes and that golden
coffee he dishes out? Jim Norton has won
Do you wonder?

my

SUNNY JIM.
now came an engineer and

THEY CALLED HIM
for

continue,

two brakemen, and during the next ten
minutes pancakes, maple syrup and coffee

was
"

fairly flying across the little counter.
Fellows," declared Engineer Jones as he

started with his three companions toward
"
the train,
that lad's no slouch on pancakes
and good coffee. Real cream in the coffee,

What do you know

about that? That's
for a railroad eating place."
That afternoon proved to be the turning
The success
point in affairs at the cart.
that quickly followed so surpassed his expectations that, when Saturday arrived,
James had written John Tyler, superintendent of the Columbia division, telling of his
new-found employment and of the probability of his soon being able to make good
at least part of the missing hundred doltoo.

a

new one

trade."
All of the boy's patrons now spoke of
him as "Jim."
One wag of a brakeman went even further, for when the boy arrived at the cart
on the morning of the day before Christmas he was surprised to see fastened to it
a well-made and beautifully lettered sign
on which were these words
:

PANCAKE JIM -THE BEST EATING
HOUSE ON THE ROAD
"

"

Thereafter his name was Pancake Jim.
The boy labored hard at the little cart

from early morning

until late at night.

He

kept the place very clean, served only the
best of food, was prompt and willing, and
so cheerful that patrons suggested changing
"
the name to
Sunny Jim."
few days preceding New Year's a railroad official's private car was switched into
That
a sidetrack in the Overland yards.
same night James was a trifle surprised to
see a distinguished-looking gentleman step
(Continued mi facie 29.)
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Money! Money! Money! Money!
Some Staggering

About Uncle Sam's Great Wealth
J, F. THIEL
FRANK
By

Facts

Secretary to the Treasurer of the United States.

HE

MYSTERIOUS

of
money is
known to us all. What
boy does not remember
the
time
when
he
begged his mother or
father for a penny or
a nickel to buy an " all"
or a bag
day-sucker
of marbles at the little

power

store around the corner?
He never gave
much thought to the form of the money
itself, yet he knew it was necessary to
have it before he could satisfy the longings

and thereafter when

unfit or mutilated curdestroyed a like amount of new
money is taken from the reserve vault and
placed in the cash vault. From the latter
vault the new money is finally shipped to
Subtreasuries, banks and others, and thus
placed in circulation.
The output of currency of all denominations varies according to the country's
needs, but at the present time the daily
supply is 268,000 sheets of four notes each,
or 1,072,000 notes.
These notes cost the
Government one and three-tenths of a cent
There are eleven different denomapiece.
inations of United States paper currency
issued at present, ranging from $1, trie

rency

is

of his heart.
In times gone by when
people wanted to
buy anything, dried fish, silk, tobacco, furs, lowest, to $10.000, the highest.
The money is put up in packages of 4,000
rice, wheat, olive oil, wampum and many
other articles served the purpose of money, notes each, regardless of the denominabut today in this country metal and paper tion so that while a package of 4,000 one
are used almost altogether.
dollar bills represents $4.000, a package of
The paper used in the manufacture of 4,000 $10,000 gold certificates is worth $40,United States currency is made by a private 000,000. I have held in mv arms at one
concern under Government contract. The time $100,000,000 in $5,000 and $10,000
;

process employed in manufacturing it is a
secret one.
The money is printed at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing and
delivered to the Treasurer of the United
States in the Treasury building every day
in large wagons which are closely guarded.
After it reaches the Treasurer's office it is
placed in what is called the reserve vault,

feit.
If counterfeit they are

so branded and
If
destroyed.
genuine, they
are strapped in
packages to be
canceled
and
b y
destroyed
maceration.

After

com-

destrucplete
tion the resulting pulp is rolled

out in
sheets about one inch thick,
put in bales and sold to
private parties under annual
contract, and by them is
manufactured
into
paper
stock, souvenirs of Washetc.
the
last
ington,
During
year we received for redemption mutilated
paper money having a value of $975,416,-

^

516.00.

PEOPLE WHO USE THEIR STOVES AS SAFES
There is an interesting fact developed
BECOMES OF WoRN-OuT " BILLS."
When old and worn United States paper every fall when the Treasurer's office recurrency is received at the Treasury for ceives fragments of burnt paper money

bills.

WHAT

redemption it is turned over to the Re- which has been put in stoves for safekeepdemption Division of the Treasurer's office. ing during the warm weather and the
Here experts examine the notes to deter- hiding place forgotten until cold weather
mine whether they are genuine or counter- comes on, a fire is started and the awful
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THIS VAULT CONTAINS $10.5,000,000 IX SILVER EACH BAG CONTAINS ABOUT $1,000
AND WEIGHS ABOUT 59 POUNDS.

WHEN MONEY

UNFIT FOR FURTHER CIRCUCUT UP BY THIS MAC1HNK.
ABOUT $3,000.000 A DAY IS DESTROYED.
"
THE " PIECES ARE CONVERTED INTO PULP,
WHICH THE GOVERNMENT SELLS FOR ABOUT
LATION

discovery made only after partial damage
has been done.

regulations.
however, the

the employes is considered worthy of mention in connection with the performance
of their responsible duties.

Prizes

VIEW

For money totally destroyed,
Government can afford the

OF

INTERIOR

OF

THROUGH WHICH

CASH

$3,000,000

VAULT,
I'\

EVERY DAY.

owner no relief.
ONE TRANSACTION $1,426,422,051.48%.
estimating the continental population of
All the moneys of the Government are the United States on December 1 at 99,733,000.
The total amount of our gold was
placed by Congress in the hands of the
Treasurer of the United States, whose re- $1,817,121,700 about three times as much
as Great Britain has.
It would require
sponsibilities are therefore very great in-

When the present Treasurer took 120 cars of 60,000 pounds capacity each to
he gave his predecessor a receipt for carry this gold.
Our silver dollars amounted to $565,904,all moneys and securities turned over to
him.
This receipt called for $1,426,422,- 478, which if placed on top of each other
deed.

office

051.48":!,

which

single financial
history.

is said to be the largest
transaction in the world's

THE TWO-THIRDS

OF A CENT.
The two-thirds of a cent has caused a
great many people to remark that Uncle
Sam must have bookkeeping down to a fine
point of accuracy. A short time ago a man

Canada

wrote the Treasurer a letter
saying he had noticed that the Treasurer
was carrying among his assets two-thirds
of a cent, and he took pleasure in informing him that he had the other third!
As a matter of fact, this fraction of a
cent is brought about by a bond of the
It is
State of Tennessee for $1,666.66%.
one of a lot of $335.000 of other bonds of
the same State, which years ago belonged
to the Indian Trust Fund, but now are the
property of the United States Governin

IS

IS

$20 A TON.

We receive on an average two thousand
such cases every year, and the result is
that packages come to us first from the
colder sections of the country and then by
degrees from more southern points, until
we are able every year to pretty accurately
trace the frost line from Canada to the
If there remain fragments sufficient
Gulf.
for proper identification, the full redemption value may be had under reasonable

IT

would make a pile 835 miles in height; if
placed edge to edge would make a string
and which would
13,500 miles in length
require 555 freight cars of 60,000 pounds
capacity to carry them.
;

BILLIONS HANDLED

WITHOUT LOSING A

CENT!
In concluding this brief article I cannot
refrain from presenting below in concrete
form the great volume of cash transactions
in the office of the Treasurer of the United
States during the past three years
:

1911
1912

1913

$6,382,303.750.59
6,601,731,502.41
7,071,520,498.25

A

For Big Tree Pictures

CHANCE

for Boy Scout foresters,
"
"
in genphotographers, and hikers
eral, is presented by the offer of the
American Genetic Association, with headquarters in Washington, D. C., of $100
One of the
apiece for two photographs.
prizes is for the photograph of the largest
tree which bears nuts, such as the walnut,
chestnut, hickory or pecan, and the other is
for the largest broad-leaf tree which does
not bear edible fruit, such as elm, poplar,
ash, cottonwood, maple or birch.
The purpose of the contest is to secure
pictures and information which will tell the
association where the largest trees may be
found, so that seeds or cuttings may be
secured for propagation in experiments
bearing on the influence of heredity in tree
growth.
Here is a chance for live boys with
cameras, who know of particularly large
broad-leaf trees in their localities. There
is no need to be discouraged by a fear lest
the Scouts in California will carry off the
and
with their giant redwoods
prize
sequoias, because the association does not
want pictures of the conifers, since they
know already that the California big trees
have no rivals amorfg the evergreens, or
needle-leaf kinds.
The pictures must be clear, and all measthese should include
urements authentic
the diameter at five feet from the ground,
and the height. There is not only a chance
for rivalry among the Scouts, but an opportunity to put forward the tree-growing
claims of the various sections of the counForesters who have discussed the contry.
test say there is a chance for the tulip
poplar of the Southern Appalachians, the
oaks of the Middle Atlantic States, the cottonwoods of Kansas, the hickories -of the
Ohio and Mississippi valleys, the walnuts
of Indiana, and even for some phenomenallv large sassafras trees in Georgia.
Pictures should be sent to the American
Genetic Association, 511 Eleventh street,
Washington, D. C.. which may be written
for fuller information. The contest cl"
on July 1, 1915, and pictures of trees in
leaf "i- bare of foliage will be accepted.
;

a grand total of $20,055,555,751.25
It should be remembered that the above
figures do not include checks, warrants,
bonds, drafts, etc.. handled in the ordinary
In the matter of
course of business.
checks alone there are handled in this office
between 10,000,000 and 12,000,000 a year,
representing approximately $800,000,000 additional. These checks have been issued by

Making

ment.
All moneys in the Subtreasuries and all
coin and bullion in the mints and assay
offices
are
charged to the Treasurer.
There are nine Subtreasuries, located in
Boston, New York, Philadelphia. Baltimore,
New nearly 3,000 Government disbursing officers,
St.
Louis,
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
There are who have some 5,000 separate accounts with
Orleans and San Francisco.
three mints, at Philadelphia, Denver and the Treasurer.
It can truly be said that the United
San Francisco, and nine assay offices, disStates Treasury is the greatest banking
tributed between New York and Seattle.
institution in the world, and when it is
li'O CARLOATIS OF GOLD.
The total amount of money in this coun- realized that this vast aggregation of
been handled without the loss
try on December 1. 1914, was $4,031.4*1.- wealth has
945.
The money in circulation averaged of a cent to the Government, the spirit of
and fidelity on the part of
$36.40 for every man, woman and child. zeal, industry
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The
DonT Fight

New

Year's

Your Pack!" Mr. Beard

Tells

Duffel

Bag

What "Fighting Your Pack" Means and Why

You Should Avoid

It

By DANIEL CARTER BEARD
National Scout Commissioner,

SCOUTS New

Boy Scouts

of

America

load;

!

Year's
FELLOW
know,

Day, you all
the time to
is
swear off all your bad habits.
Often it seems to make little
difference on January the second what was sworn off on
January the first. The swearing off business on New
Year's Day is observed by
most boys in the same spirit
as is the fooling of people on

if

the

mind

is

strong,

under

will stagger along
a very heavy load.

you

"

meant to perish, so when
fight the pack
the pack wearied him and the straps rubbed the skin off his body he forced himself to think of one of the good dinners
he had at the Camp Fire Club of America,
of all the jolly stories that the toastmaster
told, or of the fun he had at some other
entertainment, and all this time he was
trudging along and forgetting the pack on
his back.
In this way he learned how not
to "fight the pack," but to FORGET IT.
He braced himself up, looked at the snowcapped mountain "range ahead, hummed a
lit'le
tune and
mushed " on over the
frozen snow at a Scout's pace.

Just now your National
The whole North country is sprinkled
Scout Commissioner is carry- with the bones of
the men who fought
ing a heavy pack. He must their
packs. Our whole country is sprinkled
get out this Duffel Bag for with men we call " misfits " and
failures,
you fellows each month, and but who are
really men who have fought
also one or two stories for
their packs.
But every post of eminence
the New York Sunday Press in
the United States is occupied by a man
every week, besides which he who
forgot his pack; this country was
is trying to finish up a couple
built by men
who forgot their packs.
of books. But this he looks
"
George Washington carried a portage pack
as
a
for
upon
portage pack,"
in
all through his life, but it was
when the two books are fin- a weight burden
and he stood straight
proud
ished he can get into his under it.
Good old Abe Lincoln had even
canoe again and will have a heavier
pack to carry, but in spite of the
nothing to do but paddle weight of it he
always had a pleasant
with
his
Duffel
and
along
Bag
Scout smile for everyone, and a merry
contributions
to
the
weekly
to send the visitor away smiling.
If
New York Press, which, by story
Daniel Boone and Simon Kenton had
the way, is also publishing a
fought their packs we would never have
page of funny Scout comics, heard of them
the
intended to help lighten
According to the Indians' calendar, Janpack which we are all carry- uary is the Moon of
Difficulty; according
ing.
to the Scout calendar, it is Pike's Moon
what a and old Zebulon Pike, after whom Pike's
Now that you know
"
fighting a Peak is named, carried his pack without
pack "is, and what
remember
that complaint.
means,
pack
(He was born on February 5,
if your studies at school are
This is also the Wild Goose or
1779.)
hard, that's your pack. If the Cohonk season of the Pioneers and Inwork you are doing is hard, dians, and for us the l\ew Year. So brace
difficult or tiresome, that is up, boys
Put on your Scouts' smile I
your pack. If your boss is know you know how *o do it, because I
cross and exacting, that is have seen you. Whistle " Yankee
Doodle,"
your pack. If your parents sing your Scout song and make us all
are worried and forget them- glad glad that we are alive, glad that we
selves in their worry and are connected with such a
bully bunch of
speak sharply to you, that is boys. A Happy New Year to you all and
your pack. Don't fight your God bless you.

the first of April, or the
dressing up like ragamuffins
on Thanksgiving Day or the
giving of gifts on Christmas
Day or the hanging out of
the flags on the Fourth of
July, but I want you Scouts
to be mighty careful what

you swear off, because I shall
expect you to live up to your
promise for the rest of the
year and not forget it the
next day, that is, because you
are Scouts. If your load of
resolutions is heavy, do not
fight the pack. Do you know
"
"
what
fighting your pack
I
the
means?
will go into
subject and explain.

I

;

In all new countries, when
a load we say we
carry
"
have
are
packing."
pack horses and we carry
packs on our own backs.
This is so universal that the
wrd "carry" is almost forgotten in the wilderness
there a man will ask you if
"
"
you won't pack that letter
pack, remember that you are
MR. BEARD IN THE
to the settlements for him,
a
Scout,
your
straighten
WINTER WOODS
and a pioneer woman will ask
shoulders, put on your Scout
"
you if you won't
please pack a pail of smile and hit the trail like a man
water up from the spring." Consequently,
If you find that you are tempted to break
when we say we are " fighting our pack " the Scout Law, that you are tempted at
we mean we are fighting our load that times to forget the Scout Oath, that bedoes not mean setting your load up against cause your playmates use language unfit
a tree and punching it with your fists, but for a Scout and you are tempted to do the
it
means that you are complaining and same, if your playmates play craps and
fretting because the load is heavy and the smoke cigarettes and laugh at you hecause you refuse to do so, so that you are
straps chafe your shoulders.
There are two kinds of "packs," the tempted to join them, these temptations
pack that you carry day after day on a form your pack; don't fight your pack,
long hike, and the pack that you carry don't give in and fall down " under your
when on a canoe trip and you are com- load and whimper like a
sissy," but
pelled to leave the water and carry your straighten up, look the world straight in
canoe and duffel overland around some the eye, and hit the trail like a man
bad rapids or falls. Tl~e first named pack
Some of us are carrying portage packs
should be as light as possible, for on a which we can dump off our shoulders at
long tramp every pound counts, because the end of the "carry," some of us are
you know that you have to carry it as long carrying hiking packs which we must carry
as you keep going and there is no relief through life and can never dump from our
ahead except when you stop for your meals shoulders until we cross The Grand Portor to camp at night. But the last named age from which no voyaguers ever return,
"
All our packs vary in weight, but none
pack, the
portage pack," the kind that you
carry around bad pieces of water, may be of them are easy to carry if we fret and
as heavy as you can with safety load upon fume and complain under the load.
Belyour back, because your mind is buoyed more Browne, a great friend of the Boy
up by the fact that you know you will not Scouts, wilderness man, climber of Mt.
have to carry that load very far, the work McKinley, explorer, hunter and naturalist,
will end when you reach the water again, will bear to his grave the marks on his
and, strange to say, fellow Scouts, the body made by the straps of the pack he
mind has as much to do with carrying the carried over the frozen Northland. When
load as the body. If the mind gives up. I asked Belmore how he carried the load
you will fall helpless even under a small he replied that he soon found that to

we

We

;

!

!

!

Camp

in

the

Snowy Mountains

;

Garneill, Mont., had an unusually interesting outing the past summer
in the Snowy Mountain range.
The boys

Troop

1,

I

MONTANA SCOUTS IN THE MOUNTAINS
made the trip on saddle horses, and the
trail

led

them across dangerous

trails

and

almost impenetrable forest and
jungle. After six hours of hard work the
boys reached the crest of the range, from
where they could see six different towns

through

different mountain ranges, including the lofty peaks in Yellowstone
National Park, 125 miles away. Although
it was mid-summer, the boys passed snow-

and eight

banks

fifteen feet deep.
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Save the Birds This Winter
-

New Methods of
Them in Snowtime

Scouts Everywhere Are Interested in

( (

the birds
QAVE
of thousands

"

!

jj

are

and ^Teller

The Boy

of

This

is

Providing Food and Shelter for

the slogan

Boy Scouts who

planning this winter to feed
their feathered friends.
Scouts have begun to realize

the birds of America are fighting a
losing battle with hunters and nature, and

that

they have decided to come to their aid.
Since the destruction of the forests and
the breaking up of the land into farms has
deprived the birds of their natural feeding
grounds and shelter, winter has become an
especially difficult season for them to survive and thousands of birds, especially

have died.
But the Boy Scouts are coming to the
Last winter hundreds of Scouts
rescue.
"
"
friends to animals
proved themselves
by providing food and shelter for the birds,
and this winter the number of Scouts engaged in this service has increased to thouThe boys have discovered that it
sands.
requires even more skill and knowledge of
quail,

TACKING SUET TO TREES FOR THEIR
FEATHERED FRIENDS

Prize Winners in

Our Story

Title

Contest
Here are the winners of the contest
"
the story without a title," by
based on
Mr. Joseph Ames, published in the September and October BOYS' LIFE.

ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, SCOUTS
than it does to kill
BUILDING BRUSH SHELTERS FOR BIRDS
it is more
it; and they have discovered that
school Boy Scouts spent some time
The
fun to save than to destroy.
FIRST PRIZE, $-5.00 in Cash.
each day taking corn and grain to these
bird
pro- stations and made extended trips into the
Perhaps the best example of
TAD, MAN-MAKER
tection is furnished by the Boy Scouts of country on Saturdays.
Winner, Msrdpn Q CrxMce, Ha'('<;bu''% CaL Allcgher.jr Cetinry, Pennsylvania.
Their
The different birds the boys discovered
work during the severe snow storms of last were the downy and hairy woodpeckers,
PRIZE, $3.00 w Cash.
winter attracted wide attention.
red-bird, wren, snow-sparrows, chickadee,
THE DOMINATING SPIRIT.
A detailed account of the activities of snow junco, blue-jay, slate-colored junco,
Winner, Waldersee Hendrey, Trinidad, Colo.
these Scouts should serve as an inspiration winter wren, Carolina wren, screech owl,
THIRD PRIZE, $2.00 in Cash.
to boys in other parts of the country. brown creepy, red-tail hawk, etc.
When the heavy snow storms came and it
One troop of Scouts located and fed
THE GREATER VICTORY.
was realized that the birds were in danger, seven covies of quail, and all over the
Winner, Orrin L. Mangum, Glens Falls, notice was
from the office of county Scouts discovered quail and fed
sent
N. Y.
Scout Executive Charles B. Horton, of them.
Many of the Scouts did not want
were
MENTION, one year's Pittsburgh, to all the Scoutmasters in Al- the men to know where these quail huntwork was imme- for fear they would kill them in the
subscription to BOYS' LIFE awarded to legheny County, and the
ing season.
diately organized.
each.
In all of their efforts the boys were
Within the city limits of Pittsburgh the
TAD COSTA'S DOUBLE VICTORY Wallace
M. campaign of feeding the birds was carried
Mr.
and
aided
John
encouraged
by
Mass.
Lincoln W. Beale,
Muir, Mich.
Scout Commissioner of the Alle- out under the supervision of George W.
Walter Metcalf, Iowa; Jack McKelvey, Phillips,
Council,
Boy Scouts of Burke, superintendent of the city parks,
County
ghenyOntario John P. Ryan, N. J. G. S. Grosse,
America, and Game Commissioner of the and the Scouts worked in the various parks
Wis.; Alan N. McDougale, N.Y.; Ralph
State of Pennsylvania.
under his direction.
Snively, Ind.
The Allegheny County Scouts have made
The Scouts hung suet on the trees for
TAD COSTA'S DOUBLE TRIUMPH U. Archie
for their
insect-feeding birds, scattered seed in shel- even more elaborate preparations
Mass.
Ridhy,
tered places and hung small ears of corn bird activities this season than they did
THE DOUBLE VICTORY W. Harden Haight, on trees for seed eating birds, and built last, as many of them spent a great amount
N. Y.; Willis Ritter, Utah; Harold West, shelters and feeding stations for quail. of time during vacation building bird
Charles These shelters were built by making " lunch-counters," bird houses, shelters, etc.
Ind.; Ralph B. Urmy, Jr., N. Jy
Meanwhile the idea has spread to all
Kincanon, Va. Isidore Simon, N. Y. Mey- thatched roofs and putting them i-n posiran A. Lotz, 111.; Arthur H. Pierstorf, tion where the snow would not be so heavy parts of the country. At Davenport, Iowa,
N. Y. Myer Kornreich, Pa.
as to break them down and where the birds Scouts are prepared to care for the birds
The Scouts
during the coming season.
The total number of boys who entered the con- would come.
furnished with all materials for
It was very pleasing to us who are
test was 1,255!.
suet was hung around the trees out were
The
BO careful to select for you stories that have action
of cats and in such a way that it feeding and sheltering by Mr. E. S. Marand thrill and yet are inspiring, to note that of reach
Ames would not be blown down. The grain in renar, of that city, who is interested in
nearly all of the boys, instead of seeing Mr.
Scout Commissioner A.
itory merely as a football tale, read even between the feeding stations was arranged so that bird protection.
The
the lines and caught its real significance.
the squirrels R. Forbush, of Worcester, Mass., is planit would not be disturbed by
the
were
who
task was no easy one for the judges,
A good ning extensive activity of this nature for
it.
Chief Scout Librarian, the Author of the story, and so that the quail could get
Last season WorcesScouts could not get around the coming winter.
and the Editor of BOYS' LIFE.
the
of
many
The first title " TAD, MAN-MAKER," not only ideso they devoted their eve- ter 'Scouts, co-operating with the S. P. C. A.
the
day,
during
bat
quately describes the purport of the story,
the and the Humane Society, distributed over
names the chief character. The second and third nings to going out and following up
The Worcester Scouts
titles are nearly as good except that in them the
bird tracks and locating the birds. Wher- two tons of food.
personality definitely named in the first title il ever birds were found in numbers sufficient have also been making bird houses and
In the titles that follow, recognition il
omitted.
stations were estab- feeding platforms during vacation.
of the personality of Tad, as well as the idea to justify it, feeding
given
"
These are only a few communities, seLanterns and flash-lights were
of
a dominating spirit," but there was included
lished.
also what was only an incidental touch -Tad's victhe bird tracks. This is the lected at random, to show how generally
follow
to
used
In "The Double Victory "of kicking the goal.
method many troops could use, be- the idea is being taken up. Bird protection
tory
you have the same idea as just stated above, only
as a regular
cause the members worked all day. Some is coming to be recognized
except that Tad's name is left out.
It will be noted that, though only ten "Honorary
Scouts who worked all the week gave up feature of scout work in a great many secwild

life

to protect

it

SECOND

HONORABLE

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

Mention"

awarded.

prizes

were

promised,

eighteen

were

Sunday

afternoons

to

erecting

shelters.

tions

and

is

rapidly graining in favor.
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Winter Stunts

Troop

1

Noiwood, Ohie

,

graph

H
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Send

in the Funniest

Scout

"Funny
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P

to

You Have

Pictures
or

Help

Take
the

This

Page
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Some.

Editor

Make

Two

Work

fr

to

Funny

"Corker."

Warming Up

Westbrook, Me., Scouts Cutting Wood for Winter.
Photograph by Scoutmaster Maurice Ross.
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niiiin

in

"The

Bear's Den," Near Youngstown, Ohio.
Scoutmaster F. Clay Viets.
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Active Scouts

A

New Mexico They Have No
Nicholson, Scoutmaster,

Winter.

Group

of

Ohio Scouls Taking a Cooking Test

in

=

Winter.

This Picture, Received from C. C.

Shows Troop

I

at Staff

Drill.

Scouts on a Ski Hike in Norway.
Photograph from Leif Underdahl, Portland, Ore.

Dan Beard Making

cinaling Stories in the

Snow Being Read by

a Patrol

of

Scouts

at

Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.

Friends

with

Ten-foot Blacksnake. Photograph
H.
from Scoutmaster J.
Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa.

a

=

With the

Boy Scouts

Stories of Especial

Interest to

America

of

From Tenderfoot

All,

to

Eagle Scout
(Other Scout

SCOUTS OF SCHENECTADY, N.
CABIN

I

How
IOW can

to

Become

Hundreds

of boys ask this question every day.
to become a Scout, the tirst
to do is to find out whether
or not there is a troop organized in your
town or city. If there is, you should call
on the Scoutmaster ot the troop and apply
for admission.
The Scoutmaster would
then tell you just what you would have to

Report of the National Court of Honor
for

you want
thing for you

become a member.
you live in a large city where there is
a Scout Commissioner or Scout Executive
and nearly every large city has one it
would be better for you to apply to him.
He will tell you which troop it would be
best for you to ioin or oossiblv he will
help you organize a troop ol your own.
But if there is no scout organization in
your town your problem is entirely different, for you must have a troop organized.
to

If

The

first

to do
thing
"

is

Handbook

to

get a copy of

You
Boys."
be able to buy one at your local bookstore, but if not you can get one from
National Headquarters for 25 cents. Read
the

official

20 and

for

may

A

Distinguished Scouts

If

do

News on Pages

21.)

AT

a Scout

join the Scouts?

I

Y.,

November,

1914.

EAGLE SCOUTS.
To win

the Silver Eagle these First Class Scouts
have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
It is the
highest honor given for winning Merit Badges.

Wilbur H. Collier, Baltimore, Md.
William Saunders, S. M., Bala, Pa.
D. Wantland, Denver, Col.
George Sheriff, Washington, D. C.

Merit

Badge Question

Being a First-Class Scout my chief desire has been to become the first Eagle
Scout in this city. So far I have managed
to pass satisfactorily nineteen Merit Badges
and have entered upon Pioneering which I
have completed with the exception of the
first question, which requires a Scout to
fell

in

a

prescribed

direction

a

9-inch

tree.

I
am writing you with the purpose of
finding out whether the felling of such a
tree is not a direct violation of our Scout
SCOUTS.
To win the Star Scout Badge these First Class Law number six, also if it would not be
Scouts have qualified for Merit Badges in first just as sufficient to demonstrate what cut
life
aid,
athletics,
saving, personal health and
to take or write a statement on how to fell
public health and any five others in addition.
a tree. As far as I am informed there are
George Embree, Bridgeport, Conn.
approximately 500,000 Scouts in the United
Oscar Clauder, Bridgeport, Conn,
tfpr-rloul number of Merit Badges issued, States. Can you imagine what a
destruction of trees would result it
dous
527.
each of these boys were possessed with a
desire to fell one tree apiece?
In all my
becoming an Eagle Scout, and thus reach- years of service, this being the sixth, I have
ing the highest rank in the organization.
always been opposed to the wilful destrucThe important thing is to get a good tion of trees. Kindly inform me what
Scoutmaster, so keep your eyes open for course to pursue.
the right man to direct your troop.
Thanking you for giving this matter

STAR

this book carefully until you know just
what a Scout is expected to do.
your prompt attention, I remain.
GEORGE SALAK, Racine, Wis.
Next you must talk things over with your
Watch For This Boy
boy friends and get them interested too.
All Boy Scouts are asked to be on the
When you have enough boys to form a
For the benefit of other Scouts who may
patrol that is at least eight boys you are lookout for Scout Robert Kirkpatrick, who be puzzled with the same problem, it is
left his home at announced that the Committee on Badges
ready to organize.
824 West 83rd Awards have already had this matter unYour next problem is to get a Scoutstreet, New der consideration and the test as now reHe must be a man whose good
master.
York City, on quired omits this item.
character will be vouched for by others. If
9,
September
you have not already found a man who is
and has not
willing to take charge, you must find one,
been seen since.
Extinguish Forest Fire
for you can not become Scouts until you
Scout Kirkpathave a man at the head of your troop. Try
A forest fire in the mountains near Forty
rick is a memall your fathers and brothers and see if one
Fort, Pa., was discovered by the Boy
ber of Troop 3. Scouts, who immediately rounded up their
of them will not consent to help you out. If
New
York
City, membership and hurried to the scene of
none of them will do this, pick out some
of which Syl- the blaze.
other man you know, and try to get him
Within forty minutes the fire
E.
Me- had been extinguished.
vester
Send his name to the Scoutinterested.
r
is
ga gee
masters' Department at National HeadFort Scouts are always on the
The
Scout master. lookoutForty
for forest fires and they have a
quarters and ask them to write to him. In
His description
the meantime, go ahead with your work
regular system which they follow in this
is
as follows
and show your man that you mean busiThe boy who discovers the
emergency.
Fourteen years fire notifies the Scoutmaster, and he in turn
ness.
And don't quit! If you keep trying
five
feet
old,
long enough you will finally get a Scoutcalls up the other members of the troop
has light
tall,
master.
ROBERT KIRKPATRICK
by telephone.
complex ion,
When you have your Scoutmaster then
light hair, blue eyes and rather large front
you are ready to join the Scouts. Your teeth.
First Aid Kits
Robert's
Scouts
:

Scoutmaster

will apply to

headquarters for

blanks, he will send in your
fees, which are 25 cents a year for each
Scout, and your names will be officially enrolled with those of the tens of thousands
of other boys who are members of the great
organization. You will then receive an official certificate, and be entitled to wear the
official badges and uniform and will be in
registration

father asks that in case he
Detroit
Receive
should happen to read this notice, that he
The city of Detroit, Mich., in recogniwill write to his mother and let her know
tion of the services of the Boy Scouts of
that he is well, as she is very much worried.
that city rendered during the National Encampment of the Grand Army of the ReHis GOOD TURN.
public, held early in September, has preBOY " Miss Jones, you are very beauti- sented every troop in the city with a firstful."
The kits contain all the essenaid kit.
LADY " Thank you, Bobbie."
tials for first-aid work and are of excel:

:

"Oh. that's all right.
Us Boy lent quality and workmanship. On them is
game and advance from Tenderfoot up Scouts have to do one kind 'act every day." printed an acknowledgment of the services
Hans Ramthun. Michigan City, Ind.
of the Scouts during the G. A. R. reunion.
through the various degrees, possibly even

position to begin your progress in this Scout

BOY:
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Find Body Under Ice

After a prolonged search by several
groups the Boy Scouts of Antigo, Wis., had
the honor last winter of finding the body
of a young man who had been lost while
disskating across a pond. The boys
covered the skate tracks very faintly
marked and by noticing the length of the
strokes saw that he was traveling very
fast.
They deduced that on account of his
momentum he was unable to stop when he
fell on thin ice and they estimated the spot
at which he sank in ten feet of water. The
man was dazed by striking his head on the
ice and instead of turning toward the shore
went parallel to it, breaking the ice. He
finally realized the situation and walked or
crawled under the ice toward shore until

he was overcome as he reached the shallow
There was no outward sign to
water.
show where the body was located but by
reasoning out the course of events the
Scouts found it in this unexpected place.

Where Boone "Cilled

A

Managing the Business

Bar"

Garnet Sowder, nine years old, of Johnson City, Tenn., has sent BOYS' LIFE a picture of the Daniel Boone tree near Johnson City. On this tree is carved the following inscription:
D. Boon

CILLED

A. Bar

of 8,500,000 Telephones

On

Imagine a manufacturing busi-

Tree

ness having millions of customers
scattered over the country, with
millions of accounts on its books,
most of them less than $30 a year,
and including a multitude of 5-cent

The

In

1760
eighty-six years old when he
died in 1820, and therefore he must have
been twenty-six years old when the in-

year

Boone was

scription

was made.

charges.

Evidently Daniel Boone made a hobby
of carving his name on trees, for another

Consider it as having shops and
thousands of cities, and

offices in

reaching with

70,000
places, more than there are post
offices in the United States. Think
of the task of patroling 6,000,000
miles of connecting highways con-

output

its

1

In so vast an undertaking, every
branch of the organization must
work in harmony, guided by one
The entire plant must be
policy.
managed in the light of accumulated experience, and with the most
careful business judgment.

The aim of the Bell System is to
make the telephone of the utmost
This requires an army

usefulness.
of loyal

men and women,

inspired

by a leadership having a high sense
of

its

obligations to the public.

stantly in use.

This gives you a faint idea of
the business of managing the Bell
System.

Not all the 8,500,000 telephones
are in use at once, but the manage-

ment must have facilities always
adequate to any demands for instant, direct communication.

Animated by the spirit of service,
and unhampered by red tape, the
150,000 Bell employes have the
courage to do the right thing at the
right time upon their own initiative.
They work together intelligently as

a business democracy to give the
public

good

service.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
Daniel iSuuut ncc
Ky., by Rev.
This tree bore the
D.
ville,

When

the

tree stood

tract

was found at
George Willis
inscription

Sailorsin

$AOO and YouGet This

:

Boone
1776
of land

was cleared

You Can Have Lots

Superb Cornet
on which

in 1894, the section

BOYS' LIFE is very glad to
correct a mi-statement which appeared in
the September and October numbers of
In the articles written by
the maga/me.
Scout Joseph E. Aiken, of Benton, 111., his
rank was. given as Second-Class Scout.
Scout Aiki-n is a First-Class Scout and he
has earned four Merit Badges, one of
which is aviation.

With

This
Triple Silver Plated Lyric
Cornet will be sent to you
for onlv $2 00. Pay the bal-

An astounding offer.

this

of the tree containing this inscription was
sawed out. and it is now preserved at the
Lexington Public Library.
CORRECTION.

Universal Service

One System

One Policy

1890.

a

and make many use-

ance at rate of 10c a day. Free
before you decide to buy.

|

trial

Free Carrying Case
thia
ith
Superb
Triple Silver Plated

lync comet, genuine
leather. Write today.

Send your name and address and
Boy direct

ret

OUT260-PP. BandCatalog,

rom the manufacturer.
prices

on

all

Rock-bottom
easy

kinds of instruments

Cincinnati, Ohio

cover mailing.

We

Dept.

578

Chicago.

send you a
cutter and

catalog
III.

styles
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Smith
168

You
things.
need one in
your tool
chest.

showing 40
preferred by me-

chanics

In answering advertisements please

mention

ful

Send 6c
in stamps to

glass

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.

of Fun

Red Devil Glass Cutter
No. 024

the

world

& Hemenway

Chambers

Street,

over.

Co., Inc.

New York

City, N. Y.

Our Lonesome Corner
Exchanged, Through "Boys' Life," by Many Boys
States and Many Lands

Letters

How You Can
Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope with his
right postage.
Don't seal that envelope.

Join the "Write
Enclose

name and

the

Now"

in

Many

Club

another addressed to the boy in
care of BOYS' LIFE.
Mail this to us.
If your letter is to a boy in North America or
England, put on a two-cent stamp. If it is
to go to any other country abroad, five cents.
it

in

ENGLAND
Quite a number of boys, who have en- seemed to be extremely fascinating, if we
growing by
becoming tered the rapidly increasing ranks of this can judge from the number of letters towhich have been
more interesting with each issue. department, have specified some particular boys in other countries
"
Our Lonesome Corner "
Some important announcements are in subject in which they are especially inter- sent through
during the month just past. A few more
store for you Lonesome Corner boys in the ested.
They are
near future, so be on the lookout for them.
Ralph Lake, Iowa; 12-year old Scouts.
foreign boys, who would be delighted to
New
Scouts,
York;
cycle
have letters from boys in the United States,
Written in English script which would Sidney Waltz,
H. Walker, Michigan; birds and bird photgbi
are given below
do credit to an American high school
tography.
Cliford D. Copeland, England;
correspond with
senior, a letter which came recently from Frank A. Klemm, Indiana; stamps.

Lonesome Corner

OUR

leaps

is

and bounds and

is

:

r't

:

G. Misu, who lives in Tanabe, Kii, Japan,
had especial interest. This letter, which
was forwarded to a Scout in Buffalo, read
in part as follows
:

"

Dear

my
am a

Clarence F. Kramer, Indiana; taxidermy, wireless,
camping, Morse telegraphy, photography.
William A. Mattice, New York; model aeroplanes.
.Norman P. Marks, Connecticut; magic,
lohn Sparrow, Jr., New York; photography, camping, cycling.

friend
II. Lester Schug, Pennsylvania;
stamps.
"
I
stranger to you at all. I am a Staller Edwards, Pennsylvania; photography, hikes,
Scouts.
foreign
student of the Tanabe Middle School, and Park
Snyder, Indiana; wireless.
now a boy of the fourth year. I heard Donald Dickinson, Montana; correspond with boys
in
Montana, and Massachusetts on stamps.
about the Boy Scouts of America from my
So I Howard Kennedy, New Jersey; foreign Scouts.
teacher, and it very interested me.
Claude Garn, Michigan; foreign Scouts.
am very wishing to correspond with any \\illiam J. Groetzinger, Pennsylvania; boys in U.
s possessions and foreign countries.
one of you. Will you kindly reply to me?
Then I will send you some picture cards Lycurgus Laskaris, Pennsylvania; woodcraft, for:

,

of Japan.

I

am

very glad to hear from

As you

you about the Boy Scouts.

see

1

cannot write English so well as an English
boy.

"But

I

will

tell

you about

my

school.

.

estry signalling.

Franklin Casper, Wisconsin; P nglish and Canadian
Alaskan Scouts; Scouts interested in
>'<>uts;
mineralogy and mining.
Berthel Logergren, Massachusetts; foreign Scouts.
Chester
S.
boys in
Fitzpatrick, Pennsylvania;
Arizona, Wyoming, California on nature and
photography.
Leon N. Seaf, Connecticut: exchange postage

Scouts on out-door life; exchange weekly paper
on out-of-doors; boys books.
Xorman A. Norcross, England.
Andrew Fabian, England.
Reggie Lopes, British Guiana; 16-year old Scout
on stamps.
Misu, Japan.

'

i.

This list of boys have sent letters through
bedepartment of BOYS' LIFE, without
"
on our records as
lonesome
ing actually
"
boys
this

:

Sterling Callisen, N. J.
George Lawton, Mich.
O. Blanchfield Brown,
Mass.
Emanuel Hoyt, N. Y.

H. Clarence Skiff.Conn.
Geo. Eakland, Conn.

Lawrence Sacks, Pa.
R Maxwell. W. Va.
I'.
Neil Bozeman, Tex.

Wilbert Klcinstirber, Wis.
Louis Bragdon, Ga.
Reid Whaling, Md.

Chester Coggeshall, R.IClarence Chadwick,

Arthur M. Dole, Vt.

Anton

Reuben Edin,

Hallocit Marsh. N. Y.
Lee Strickland, Ga.

Mass.

T.

R. I.
Chas. C. Barloe, Fla.

T.

Loverinn.

111.

*iric Meese. -\. I.
Clayton Skinner, Mass.
school stands near the sea of Tanabe
Geo. P. Miller, Pa.
John Y. Wilson, Pa.
A
calm.
is
almost
The
sea
always
III.
Bay.
George Welch, Pa.
Lloyd Knappenberger,
stamps,
Raymond Taber. X.
long pine-grove stands by the sea. Steam- W. P. Woolen, Jr., North Carolina; electricity, as- D. W. Abbott, Jr.. X. Y.
W. S. Conrad, Mass.
sistant patrol leaders, stamps and Scoutcraft.
McKinley Tingle. Drlers and sailors are going in and out.
H. Kingsbury, Ind.
N.
Geo.
William
violins.
Horace
Miller,
J.
Arctander,
Illinois;
"
There are about 400 of boys in my Kenneth Jones, New York; stamps.
Donald Remington
Leland R. Smith, O.
I.
matches
Thos.
B.
L.
N. J.
the
hold
all
nasometimes
of
Rose,
Edwin
S.
school.
Portens,
Youmans, Wisconsin; flags
Clarence Tohnson, VY.
Ralph Hooten. Fla.
tions, size 12x6 inches.
hold
of baseball, tennis and fencing.
Eben L. Webber. Me.
Louis Warner, L. I.
once or twice the match of wresting and
Correspondence with foreign boys has Seward S. Merrell, X. Y.
learn English seven hours in a
boat.
first
from
have taught English
week.
A, B, C. About four years ago we began
to learn English, but now only a baby as

My

)

We

.

We

We
We

to

English.
I will wait your letter or others. Please
give my love to all your friends. If I could
have letters of yours and your friends, I
am only so glad to read them.
"

"

Yours

"G. Misu."

month correspondence has been handled to
or from England, Wales, Ireland, ScotJapan, South Australia,
Canada, Finland, Bolivia,
Chile, Sweden, Greece and Turkey, as well

Holland,
land,
British Guiana,

Lonesome Corner

Hawaii and Alaska.
letters

sending
to be

forwarded

to
to

the

boys

other countries, you are missing a dandy
chance. It costs only the price of the postin

age.

The following new boys have signified
their desire to join "Our Lonesome Corner" and each will be glad to receive letters
Louis Gilchrist, Iowa.
Robert Tryon. N. Y.
Ray Kenneth Smathers,
N.J.
Lloyd Griffith. Tex.
Emery Russell, Penn.
Eugene T. Seaward N.H.
Wm. Field Herbert, N. J.

Boys are urged

Boy Scouts
to

Afield

send in reports of their interesting doings.

truly,

Letters just as interesting, some of them
accompanied by pictures, are passing between boys of the United States and of
many other lands every week. In the past

as the Philippines,
If you are not

With the

Wm

Youngblood, Tex.

Ferrel

Williams,

Ga.

Harold C. Washburn,
Minn.
Harold Barcus, Del.
Lowell Callyer, Ind.
Tohn A. Tarrell, Ala.
Kenneth Keefer, N. Y.

:

LOCKPORT, N. Y. On Thanksgiving Day the Boy
Scouts of Trrop 2 distributed twenty baskets of provisions to poor families in that city. These baskets
were contributed by a society of the First Presbyterian Church. In addition to this the Scouts
distributed two baskets of provisions which they
donated themselves.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. Troop 21, in charge of Scoutmaster Merritt L. Oxenham, celebrated its fourth
birthday in November. On November 14 they were
hosts to the entire Bedford district of over thirty
troops at an outdoor rally. At this rally the trophy
was won by Troop 25 of the Central Congregational Church.
CAMDEN, N. J. Troop 6 held their second annual field day on Thanksgiving.
LISBON, O. The members of Troops 1 and 2
led the parade at a mardi gras celebration and
assisted in the distribution of prizes.
PONTIAC, MICH. The Pontiac Press-Gazette contained the following item the morning after Hallowe'en: "The Boy Scouts were out In a body
Saturday evening, guarding property about town.
They also called on several widow ladies and presented them with provisions."
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. Troop 8 held an entertainment at their rooms on November 5 and pleased

an audience of about 150 people. The program
consisted of the various work of the Scouts.
HARLAN, KY. Troop 4, in charge of Scoutmaster D. H. Scott, recently carried a message
through the mountains from the Mayor of Harlan
to the Mayor of Middlesboro. For a considerable

20

portion of the distance covered the Scouts were
off the beaten trails. Their exploit was considered
quite remarkable by the people of their section
of the country.
ELIZABETH, N. J. Scouts G- Schau, H. Bennett
and R. Keys, of "Troop 10, while returning home
from a party given by a brother Scout recently,
noticed fire in the Edward Clark Club which is
The boys immediately
tneir troop headquarters.
turned in an alarm and then assisted the fire
department on its arrival. The quick work of the
Scouts enabled the fire department to confine the
fire to the engine and pool room.
WOODSTOCK. VT. The Scouts of Troops 1 and
2 recently held an Indian pageant in the prinA feature was the
cipal streets of the village.
enacting of the scene of rescue of Captain John
A
Pocahontas,
Smith by
banquet was served in
the evening at which the Camp Fire Girls were
guests.

BAT AVI A, N. Y. BOYS' LIFE has recently received some very interesting reports of a hike
taken bv the Boy Scouts of the school for the
blind.
The reports were written by two of the
blind boys and describe the various incidents of
the trip. On this hike the boys were in charge of
Scoutmaster Lesser Erenstone.
HORNELL, N. Y. Scoutmaster Ira M. Sitterley
has made a most interesting report of the Scouts
in that city.
One of the important activities during the past year was their work at the Hornell
Agricultural Fair. The Scouts did first aid work,
helped find lost children, etc. Their services were
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much appreciated that the Hornell fair officials
mailed the Scouts a check for $20.
ROCK HALL MD. Scout Scribe Buckney Sewell
reports that Troop 1 is progressing rapidly- The
Scouts have a commodious log cabin and have
The troop
also a room for local headquarters.
also has a substantial bank account.
NEW LONDON, CONN. Scout Harold Round
claims a time record for his troop in making an
improvised coat stretcher. In a recent race two
teams were tied in the final contest at eight
seconds.
The boys were required to put their

The Boy

Scouts*

21

Magazine

so

YOUR CAMP

SUMMER OF

and at the word "Go," to pick
up and construct a stretcher. The New
London Scouts are anxious to know if any other
troop has a better record in this event.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. Scoutmaster H. L. Butler, of
Troop 25, and a delegation from his troop gave uo
their Thanksgiving holiday to a visit to the St.
staves on the floor,

them

1915

In six short months summer will be here.
Your
troop will then want to spend one or two weeks campWill you have the necessary money?
ing.

Giles hospital for crippled children.

DALLAS, TEX.
Captain J. M. McCoy has donated
the use of four acres of land on the west shore
of Winn's Lake, seven miles from Dallas, for the
use of the Boy Scouts as a camping ground. The
Scout cabins at Steward's Lake, the old camping
ground, will be moved to this new location.
PECKVILLE. PA. Troop 1, in charge of Scoutmaster L. D. Palmer, held their first annual banquet recently. Every Scout in the troop, except
two who were ill, attended the big "feed," and
plates were sent out to those two Scouts who could
not attend.
ASHEVILLE. N. C. The Boy Scouts have been
invited to hold their weekly meetings in the rooms
of the Asheville Board of Trade. The invitation
was extended by Mr. N. Buckner, the seceretary,
who is also helping the Boy Scouts in other ways.
OSKALOOSA, IOWA. The Boy Scouts recently took
a hike to an abandoned mining community where
they spent a great day exploring old excavations.
BERLIN, N. Y. The local troop of Boy Scouts
recently took an interesting hike to Williamstown,
Mass., where they went through the buildings at

This Troop

Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Dear Sirs Your Troop Finance Plan, which \vas
taken up by our troop a few months ago, has been a
great success. Since the return of our troop from last
summer's short camp it has been the aim of the boys to
devise some way by which they might earn a bigger and
better camp the next year. Your Finance Plan seemed
just the thing, and it has been taken up and pushed
along with a spirit which only boys can show when they
want to do a thing.
The effect of the boys' work was shown when our
Treasurer read his report at the last meeting,' showing
a sum of $30.45 to the good. The boys have adopted
"$100 by May" as their motto and are going to work
hard and earn a summer camp planned and paid for by
themselves.
The Troop Finance Plan not only creates a substantial
income, but individually gives the Scouts a valuable
training in salesmanship by bringing them into contact
with business men and in keeping their accounts with
:

William College.
RICHMOND, VA. About 500 Boy Scouts visited
Pamunkey Indian Reservation on Thanksgiving
Day. Last year this trip was made by 2-14 Scouts.
An exhibition of woodcraft was given for the
benefit of the Scouts by the Indians, while the
Scouts also gave a demonstration of various features of their work. The invitation was extended
to the Scouts by Chief Cook of the Pamunkey

the Troop Treasurer and customers, teaching them to
be accurate and to work on a business-like basis.
On behalf of the boys and myself I wish to thank you
for the consideration which you have shown us since
we have taken up the Finance Plan.

tribe.

The Boy Scouts

IXD.

Going Camping
OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

the

MONON,
work in a

is

did very effective
fire which destroyed a residence in this
city recently.
great deal of property was removed from the house by the boys and saved
from destruction. The house was totally consumed.
SUFFOLK, VA.
group of Boy Scouts numbering about fifteen, in charge of Scoutmaster G. L.
Woodhouse, were the guests of Boy Scouts in

A

A

Yours for a good

turn,

(Signed) D. CHARLES WHITE,
S.

Washington, D. C., over Thanksgiving. Mr. Woodhouse reports that since the Scouts were organized last May they have done a great deal of
valuable work and have won many warm friends
in the city.

for uniforms, camping equipOur Troop
or anything your troop requires?
Finance Plan, which more than 250 troops have ac-

ment

cepted, will provide the capital.

OUR OFFER
For

fruit stands, etc., to receive contributions of provisions.
After the collection was made the provisions were divided equally among a number of
families. The first family visited was an old German couple who lived in a barn.
the old

Only two
Scouts from each State are accepted and one of
the requirements is that members must be subscribers to BOYS' LIFE.
After obtaining a representative Scout in every State in the Union, the

"Invincibles" plan to include representatives from
foreign countries. Scouts who live in the States

above mentioned and who would like to join this
troop should correspond with Scoutmaster Holt.
His address is 3036 North 27th Street, Kansas
City, Kansas.

IS

MADE TO SCOUTMASTERS
ONLY

full particulars,

write today to

Troop Finance Section

When

Wyoming, North Dakota and Nevada.

X... 22-10.

Do you want money

DAYTON, OHIO. Troops 12 and 7, in charge of
Scoutmaster Glide well, are making good progress
in their Scout work.
They recently went on a
hike to Miller's Ferry.
Several of the boys are
prepared to take second class tests.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. Troop 22 organized a relief
squad and collected groceries for a number of
poor families on Thanksgiving Day. The boys
started early in the morning with a large box and
visited
grocery stores, butcher shops, bakeries,

people saw the provisions which the Scouts had
brought they both broke down and cried for joy.
On their way home, after distributing the food,
two of the Scouts stopped a runaway horse.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. Scout Fred Fulmer reports
that Troop 1 is making fine progress.
Recently
Scout Fulmer succeeded in getting seventeen new
members for his troop. The boys are building a
log cabin headquarters which they think will be
a big help to them in their work.
Scout Scribe Crest on Collins
CRISFIELD, MD.
reports that his troop is engaging in a good turn
contest.
The contest started on December 5 and
will close on January 28.
During this term each
Scout will report his good turns. At the end of
this time the Scout having the most good turns to
his credit will receive a silver medal.
"INVINCIBI E" SCOUTS.
Scoutmaster George M.
Holt, of the Invincible Scouts, reports that eightysix boys in forty-three States are now members of
the "Invincibles."
There are still openings for
Scouts in Arizona, Utah, Mississippi, Kentucky,

M.

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

ENTS
Toothache

Gum

not only stops tooth-

Swell A fair ache instantly, but
cleans the cavity, removes all odor,
and prevents decay. Keep a supply, and save many a dentist bill.
There are imitations. See that you get
Dent's Toothache Gum.
At all druggists, or by mail 15c.

A

C. S.

DENT

&

CD.,

Detroit, Mich.
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for
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Write for full f articular*.
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Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
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COUNTRIES
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Lightning Changes

100

By FRANK

chance to round
in
out your collection
100 postage
nice shape.
stamps each one from a dif-
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Mexican Stamps

GOES

a

HERE'S

War

THE

of

another war going on very close to us.
But this war near at home is causing
changes in stamp issues just as interesting

free.

stamp enthusiasts as those I told you
last month.
fact that they were printed in London.
There is a nice little family row going
It is really remarkable how much inof
all
in
Mexico
and stamps
on down
formation a bright boy can dig
put of the
kinds are being overprinted first by one
issues of our own continent, and
faction and then by another, much to the stamp
if people knew more of
Mexico and its
disgust of the collector who had Mexico
people and its troubles the United States
all fixed up in his albums and felt satiswould be better liked by our neighbors
fied that there was one country, at least,
across the Rio Grande.
that he had well in hand.
General Villa may not be a stamp colSpeaking of information and stamps relector, but he knows that new stamps sell minds me of a method a friend of mine
well and that he can dispose of the ones in
Birmingham, England, has used to teach
that are not used as postage to someone his
boy geography. This man believes that
who will sell them to collectors.
his boy will learn geography quicker by
MexThere have been so many issues in
means of a stamp collection than in any
ico that it is impossible to name them all, other way.
Here is how he does it. He
thnnorh all of them are interesting. General gives the boy a
library globe, a stamp
Villa, when he got con- catalog, a blank book and an envelope filled
trol
of the State of with stamps.
The boy works from the
Sonora, issued a series. catalog, finds the country from which the
After that there was the stamp came, and then locates it on the
Ejercito
(Army) Con- globe, afterward putting it under the

50, all difAp12, all different, lOc.
discount.
at

to

Warring Nations,

the

ferent, 25c.

;

proval sheets

about

50%

Write for 84-page price list and monthly
Scott Stamp
book on stamps free.
Catalogue. 73d edition just out, bound
in paper, 75c.
extra.

cloth, 90c.

;

postage, lOc.

;

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN CO.
127 Madison Ave., Dept.

KEVENUE

New York

0.,

S X A

VI F

Yes, the new sot Is out. And I can send you
boys splend'd selections of the older O. S. RevPremium, three of the
enues, priced Ic. up.
Extra premium for eaeh 50c. purliew set.
Reference necessary.
chase.
Mrs. L. W. KelloBfl. Pept S. West Harllord. Conn.
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Jap., N. Zld,. etc., 5C, Hi list; coupons, etc., FREE
Bi Y STAMPS 1000 fine mixed 20c. 1000 hinges
5c.
Agents wanted 50 per cent.
CO.
St. Louis, Mo.
!

WE

:

HUSSMAN STAMP

100 varieties used
pi.
1 packet stamp hi
1 pocket stamp album
2 varletli*
1 set Venezuela.
1 set Ecuadot. 2 variv**

ALL

10c!

FOR

10 varieties unused stamps
520 Union Bldg., San Diego. Cal

LAKE VIEW STAMP CO.

rprr
rnCC

SlttlK
ATTENTION!

lend names

Large album
2 collectors.

QUAKER STAMP

Illustrated

troni

100 all diilerent stamp
countries Iree. Postage ^

this paper.

15c

We

Stamp Album 8BO

WRIGHT, 210 Tyndale S.,

possihlt

buy stamps
Vole

CO..

bingec and 100 varieties

tl'

Mention
II

HDaoe". 25n

5C.

Roslindale, Mass.

me

ALL

for

A 25c. California eold piece, a
selling list, a Colombia
C. J. Carey, New Eolucky sped.
B.
Catalog for stamp.
Y., Dept.
30c.

Premium Coin Catalog, a
chelle
fail

N

a

CTAIMPS.

105,

mill

S.iiOO

2;
cent.

A.

list

China, &c., stamp dictionary
Agents, 50 per
bargains 2c.
CO., Sta. A9, Boston, Mass.

BULLARD &

100 foreign

varieties

rprr
'"It.
50% approval sheets.
thousand mixed stamps, 25c.

HOLLEY STAMP CO

SAVE

-

-

to

applicants

for

Big bargains.

oar

One

East Pembroke, Mass.

1VIOIMEY

All friends of the Boy Scout Movement can save
money on yearly subscriptions to the leading magaWrite for "Boy Scouts' Magazine Guide,"
zines.
BOYS' LIFE, 200 5th Ave., N. Y.
Free.

In answering advertisements please

mention

BOYS' LIFE.

1

and some are

in

peculiar colors.
the Constitucionalist
leaders met at Juarez there was a fete day
and celebration of the victory won over
the Federals at Torreon.
For this occasion special stamps were issued and over"
Victoria de Torreon, April 2,
printed

Last

April

when

1914."

The
ther
ina'.y

list of Mexico stamps has been furlengthened by the overprinting of
of the old issues with the letters

"

Constitucionalist
C. M., which means
Government of Mexico."
By tracing the stamp issues it is
possible to trace the Governmental changes
of
most nations.
Let's
continue with
Mexico as an example.
The Republi-

G.

can

issues

of

1856

are

rather

hard

Next come the issues during the
years when Mexico was an empire, from
to

nickel ami

using the
Army
s'amps for postage.
This year the Constiticionalists brought out
ransitorio issue. All are lithographed

gan

;

Toledo Stamp Co.

of

won territory outside of Sonora, they be-

M

Loots.

issue

special revenue stamps
to raise money.
Later,
u-hen the Constitucional-

buy stamps.

I

C. Stegman. 5951 Cote Brilliaote

Ten Nations with all
movements of

stupendous

troops and its desperate battles has
nearly caused us to forget that there is

Boliferent country, including
Columbian
Bosnia.
Brazil,
via,
Price oOc post
Republic, etc.

From

of the

its

get.

1864 to 1868.
Some of these stamps will
be easy to obtain and a few reprints and
counterfeits will make the hunting good.
Next come the Republican issues from
1868 to 1910.
These are easy to obtain
and easier to place and there is a world
of information in them.
The first issues
of the last Republic bear the portrait of
Do
Hidalgo as do the official series.
you know anything about him or Benito
Juarez, who appears on the 1879 issue?
Then the issue of 1899 to 1903 is a regu-

proper continental heading.
In this way this little chap learned geography, spelling and some arithmetic from
his stamps.
The whole thing appealed to
the boy and seemed to him like a game,
because he could go to his father's office,
bring home the accumulated stamps and
enjoy the search a new one caused him. I
think he must be a Boy Scout now, for
when I saw him it was his dearest wish
to join the organization, and he is now the
I have told you this because I
right age.
want you to realize that even the cheap
current stamps have something in them
that will help us to learn something of the
countries from which they come.
There are postage stamps valued at
There are some that you
$5,000 each.
can get 5,000 of for a dollar, but after the
items of color, issue, face value, country
and the lesser items of paper and perforation are gone through you can learn
about as much from the cheap stamps as
you can from the expensive ones.
Last month, you remember, I told you
about the German stamps which have been
"
overprinted
Belgian." And now England
even
with German colonial issues
is getting
in German colonies which have been conhave
quered by the British. These issues
"
been overprinted with the letters
G. R. I."
"
"
This does not mean
George Really Is
as the kid in the reform school said, but
"
The " R."
George King and Emperor."
"
comes from the Latin word
Rex " mean"

I." comes from the
ing king, and the
"
"
Latin word
Imperator meaning emperor.
Inasmuch as the German colonies are practically cut off from the Fatherland by England's powerful fleet it is more than likely
that other of these colonies will fall into
It will be inthe hands of the British.
teresting to assemble the list of German

The two low issues colonies and watch the change from Gerlar picture gallery.
have portraits of women on them, Josefa man to English administration. You can
Ortiz and Leona Vicario. Following them save a few pages for these chance changes
are portraits of Rayon, Aldama, Hidalgo, in your book, and later correct them in
Another your catalog.
Allende, Gonzalez and Abasolo.
(Concluded on following page.)
interesting thing about these stamps is the
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and orderly, whose hair is always brushed,
whose teeth are always in perfect order,
whose shoes are always shined, and who
I want a Scout
is never late to meetings.

T
h

who

Beech-Nut

able to do things in a systematic
Scout Burnett, you say?
All right, Burnett, step up here.
And now I want a Scout who has plenty
"
of
pep," a Scout who gets things done
because of his abundant energy and enthusiasm, a Scout who goes after merit
badges like a hungry turkey after grassis

and orderly way.

c

Cave

Scout Tousley?

hoppers.
Touser.

S

Now

me

a

Scout

up here,

Step

who

is

give
cheerful, a Scout who thinks it's
when his tent blows down at 3 A.

c

Peanut Butter

always
a joke

M. and

his blankets get soaked with rain; one of
those Scouts who makes the most of every
"
what's
situation, who, instead of saying
"
when something goes wrong,
the use
"
"
starts right in to
save the pieces
a
Scout who can't be downed by discouragements.
All right, Scout Parkhurst, you'll

o
u
t

do.

Next
on

"

"

in,

fellows,

mitts
by this open fire. It's pretty
bet
I'll
cold out to-day, isn't it?
some of you fellows have been here before;
There's Scout
your faces look familiar.
to see
Cast' over there, for instance. Glad
out in La
how's
everything
Mike;
you
of
Crosse, Wis.? And here's Carl Bissett,
are your plans
Washington, N. J.
working out for that hike to Washington,

COME

How

D.

C?

here? All right, then shut
Are you
c door before some of those Scoutmasters sneak in, and we'll get down to busiall

ness.

now let's see what's in the question
Hello! here's a letter from Scout

And
hole.

I

want a kind Scout, one who has

great, big heart in him, one who always
considers the feelings of others and who
does his good turns almost instinctively.

and warm your a

Frank Parater, of Richmond, Va.
Mr. Cave Dweller:
"Dear
"

talk on good turns was dandy.
class with Dan Beard's and Chief
Seton's departments, and that's going some.
shucks Frank; don't make me blush right

Your
the same

Scout

lAw,

(Concluded on page

can have-some tool
Beech- Nut Peanut Butter as much as big

BABY
Loves

brother and sister do. because of its
pure flavor the acrid heart of the
nut completely removed.

24.)

Lightnim* Changes in Stamps
Scout in Wisconsin wrote me that he
knew the names of the peaks shown on
the New Zealand stamps and his letter
showed him to be a careful reader. When
I
answered him I suggested a new idea
"
"
for his
good turn list. I always make
it a practice to $&<!
my young friends who
are shut in, or convalescent, something to
amuse them. I have found that a package
of loose stamps, an old catalog, a blank
book or a small album, and an envelope
of stamp stickers will Jielp them to pass
many hours that woulcf otherwise be very

A

THE DETROIT PHILATELIST
Contains Hundreds of Stamp Barraial.
Try these at 3 cents each postpaid all lfferent: 25 Austria, SB Germany. IB Belglm.
6 Bulgaria. 12 Sweden. 7 Bavaria, 10 Rol16 B. fc. Her, 10 D. 8. Portmaila. i
age, 10 Chile, 6 Costa Rica. 8 Merlco, B Newfoundland, 6 Peru, 3 Panama. 10 Denmark. Onr

SnU,

motto
Is

a

Is
first

"Good value
cousin to

MILLARD

CO., 327

Is

good business," which

"Do a good tarn dally."
W. Ferry Aye., Detroit, Mloa.

10 diff. bright For'n Coppers, .80;

Y

N

Medal, .15; 10
5 For'n Coins,
150 Tr3
]d, .32; 5 diff. For'n Silver
LincolB Olrll
Abraham
.25;
Coins, lot,
\\*ar Token, .20; Roman Silver Coin,

Tercentenary
<"" Laree Cts.,

tiresome.

here
I should think all the
before the whole crowd!]
Scouts would rush to the Cave and have their
troubles solved for them.
"
Here are a few questions I would like to have

Off.
.45;

I
can't tell you how many collections
have had their beginning in a spell of sick- rkf
E/Ii5
Jr rffOO
.20; Isabella quarter, 1893. .70; Im
ness, but the number is large, and a funny
ported French indestructible Pearl Necklace (golil
thing about them is that these collections clasp), val. $5.00, only $2.50; Fine Baroqne Pearl.
answered
seem to last longer than the ones that have .25; 5 diff cut genuine gems, .35; Real Spinel Rftby
" 1.
In what does an ideal bcout consist? What
"
50 PD. lists of thousands of Coins,
for Din. $1.00.
I suppose the reafor fun."
been started
is one, his qualities, etc.?
Gems Curios, etc.. for 2c. stamp; Premium Coin
"
2. How is the best way to run a hike, i. e., proson for this is that the shut-in ones have Booklet, .10.
L. ELDER, Dept. B, 83
THOMAS
discipline, compfire, food?
gram,
B. 23d St., New York City.
fewer interests to occupy their attention.
"
3. How can you stir up interest in advanceI always teach my stamp folks to use
4 f\^% different STAMPS. Including D. B.
ment?
" 4. What are
H-^1SS1 Civil War, Japan, Argentine,
stickers, and make sure that "they have a
etc., large Price List and sample New Eng"
and
a pair
land Stamp Monthly only 60. Finest approval
Mike!
hinge
of
peelable
the
love
quality
good
For
STOP!
Hey, Frank,
sheets
50% discount.
The Cave Scout could write a book on of tweezers or tongs. It is just as easy
NEW ENGLAND STAMP CO.
"
73 Washington Bldg.. Boston,
those three questions, and you're still ask- to begin right as to begin wrong, and here
so is a point to remember, the cleaner and
a
book
here,
write
I
more
can't
ing
and let the more perfectly your stamps are kept and AFRICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN.STAMPS
tackle the first
I'll
.

:

!

question

just
rest go.

arranged, the

"In what does an

What

is

ideal

Scout consist?

If

ones.

there were such a thing as an ideal

stand him up here in
front of you fellows and show him off.
But since there isn't any such Scout I
guess we'll have to make one.

Scout

I'd

First.

I

like

to

want a

well-built

fellow,

one

with a deep chest and long, firm muscles,
one who is strong, quick and graceful, a
fellow with sound teeth, clear eyes and no
All right,
cigarette stains on his fingers.
Jones. I guess you'll do.
I want a fellow who is always neat

Now

you

later

more valuable they

on

will

and the prouder you

be
will

be of them.

one, his qualities, etc.?"

Well, just between you and me and the
"
there ain't no such
pump-handle, Scouts,
All of us are good Scouts in
animal."
some respects and bum Scouts in others.
None of us are good Scouts in every respect even if our mothers do think so.
We all have some strong points and some

weak

to

FRED

in a

was talking about stamps not long ago
school-room, and a little girl came to

me

with a sticker that

I

These attractive stamps are a good purchase and
I
will send fine selections on approval If you will
send your father's or Scoutmaster's name for referPremium to each new applicant.
ence.

I

could not place.

She said her father had promised her a
new album if she would place the contents of a packet he had brought her from
The one that puzzled her was a
Paris.
Russian Local Post stamp, and that stamp
put me in a way of making a collection

S.

MARTIN

Box G 30

Greene.lN.

Y

HA.RD-TO-GET-STA.VUPS
are found in my net approval books at J4, 1
and 2c. each. Let me know to what troop yon
belong and receive a good stamp Free.
S. E. Colman, 63* Reefer PI.. Washington, P. 0.

ME XI CO

1886-90
1895 1,
1903 1,
1910 1,

4

varieties,

2,

5,

2,

4,

Incl.

lOc
B and lOc

(Postage 2c eztra)
lOc lilac unused .13c
OBc

0c

IB and 20c, beantles

30c

2. 5. 10.
Zemstvos, as
THE WESTERN STAMP CO., Detroit, Mich.
I
call them.
our
think my collection is one of a very few
FIVH MIX 1C AH REVOLUTIONARY POWTA6I
of
in this country, perhaps the only large STAMPS sent post free for lOc., with a selection
choice stamps on approval at B0% dlscout from
one, and it started from a little Miss in catalogue.
CHARLBS H. UBKW1TU Jr.,
You can never tell what the retrouble.
U- I*"*!*, Mo.
800 N. Broadway
sult of a start in stamps will be.
ICE BOAT
MODEL
PERFECT
as
need
assistance
some
of
you
Perhaps
constructed and correct IB
she did, and I'll do my best to help, but I SubltUtlally
Sails can be raised and lowered:
very detail
to Bail or money refunded. Sent
Guaranteed
will
that
won't
bring anything
hope you
complete with runner*, aleo set of wheel* f 1
L*
start me on a new collection, because the for Die on land, postpaid for
C. B. WILL I A MS. 296 Fourth St.. Newark. N..1.
me
war is keeping
pretty busy.

of

Local Stamps, or
Russian friends would

these

.

-
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Such a Scout

SCOUT

can't help being courteous,
for true courtesy is nothing but thoughtand respect
fulness
for
the
feelings
Who's the kindfor the rights of others.
Scout Lincoln, you
est Scout you know?
say? All right, Scout Lincoln, step up.
of
And now there is one more kind
"
Scout I want a Scout with a good bean,"
one who grasps the meaning and significance of a situation quickly, one who thinks
raoidly and reasons accurately, a Scout

CAPE

with an alert, keen mind. Scout Calhoun,
over there, just about fills the bill.

HERE'S GOOD

I

NEWS, BOYS
YOU CAN BUY
A GENUINE

Fish Brand

FOR $2.22
Waterproofed

see what we've got.
Now, "then, let's
"
"
"
Here's
Jones and
Husky
Orderly
and
Burnett
and
"Peppy" Tousley
"
"
"
"
Cheerful
Parkhurst and
Courteous
"
"
Lincoln and
Calhoun.
Let's
take
Brainy
"
Burnett's neatness, Tousley's
pep," Parkhurst's courtesy and Calhoun's brains, and
dump them all into Jones' fine physique.
That will make "some" Scout, won't it?
But he isn't an ideal Scout yet. He is
something like a new automobile, strong,
able to
do things, and full of
neat,
"
But that automobile
gasoline or
pep."
won't go until a spark sets the motor runAnd so this Scout we've made
ning.
won't be an ideal Scout until a spark sets
him going. This spark is Scout spirit.
Scout spirit cannot be analyzed and described like these other qualities can, but
I
it is the most essential one of them all.
can't tell you what this spirit is, but I can

the

like

FISH BRAND
SLICKERS. Olive-khaki

famous

in color,

the

and made

just like

the

picture,

Cape

in

with plenty of room.

The FISH

BRAND SCOUT CAPE will

keep you dry and stand
in wet weather.
If
it

you can't buy
to

you

it

all sorts

of toughing

of your dealer

at the regular price, but

we

it

will send

of your
he can show you this
trade mark on the silk label.

dealer

A.

buy

it

if

J.

TOWER Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

ft Shoe Polishes
Finest

Quality

"OIL PASTE,"

Largest

Variety

Blacks, Polishes and Preserves.

Also Russet "Oil Paste," same *>ee box. eaob lOc

"STAR" combination for cleaning and

polishing

"DANDY"

all

kinds of russet or tan iboea. lOc.
line 26c.
"GILT EDGE," the only ladies' ahop dressing that
positively contains Oil. blacks. Polishes and Preserves ladies' and children's shoes, shines without
'FRENCH GLOSS/' lOc.
rubbing. 26c
your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us
price in stamps for full size package, charges paid.

If

the.

WHITTEMORE

BROS. &

CO.,

Albany Street,
Cambridge, Mass.
he Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
Shoe Polishes in the World.

20-26
'I

you some things it does. It makes a
fellow proud of the fact that he's a Scout;
it makes him anxious to make the right kind
of man of himself and eager to be of service to others.
Spirit is the thing that helps
a fellow to get deep enjoyment out of his
Scout work instead of simply " having a
good time."
Those of you Scouts who have this spirit
will know what I mean, but those of you
who haven't go%it may think the Cave
tell

Does Your Troop Want

to

Go

This Spring ?

Scout

I have a simple plan that enables me to give
your Troop, either one 9x12, or two 5x7 KhakiDeplored wall tents with poncho, Scout axes,
In addition the boys refirst-aid outfits, etc.
ceive compass watches, Scout axes, Wood's
night electric signal lamps, official camp cooking kits, signal flags, etc. It's a plan to enable
troops to secure with ease, their camp outfits.
You can do it with one afternoon's work. Over
125 troops secured their outfits last summer.
All you have to do is to
It costs you nothing.
get your Scout Master to write for particulars,
and give me his number.

H.

NEIDLINGER

1S1 N. Arlington Ave.

1

,

i

EAST ORANGE,

"

is
bughouse."
But those of you who haven't got the
true Scout spirit will catch it sure as
shootin' if you do your level best to live up
to the Scout Law.

I

L.

And now we mustn't feel discouraged
because we can't ever become ideal Scouts.
The thing for us to do is to keep the qualities of an ideal Scout constantly in mind
and work like sixty to come as near to
being ideal Scouts as we can. If we do
that nobody will have any kick coming
not even ourselves.
That looks like a reasonable program
What do you

Cave Scout.
think about it?
to the

Now

N. J

(Continued from page
three days or

require

9.)

more.

In

band was Sam Oliver. Sam
now was plainly showing the effects of the
He was suffering from
passing yeavs.
rheumatism and exposure through the
He was still sens'tive,
many winters.
Peleg's

little

however, concerning his physical strength
and skill, and refused to listen to any suggestion that he was not in condition to accompany the younger men on their way to
the meeting place of the army.
"
Peleg," said

:<

Skc\te Sharpener
IXT2GI ^e/ CJ.QTM6nT2e.Gl.
It makes the
the shoe
skate grip

the blade grip the ice.
This is the tool that puts the
"Ace" in "Pace" that wins the "Race."
Send 25 cents in coin to

N. J.

all

Sam

Oliver

mounted now. had
"

set

when

the party,
forth on their

I know a little Indian town
expedition.
about seventy-five miles from here where
we can get some horses."
"
"
Is it on our way?
"
It is not far from the river.
If we can
get a dozen or more horses it will make
the heart of Colonel Clark rejoice."
Late on the following afternoon, when

his

friends halted,

Sam

Oliver donned his

Visible Writer

Supreme Achievement

the

BRAND NEW OLIVER MODEL INSPIRES ALL
making this extraordinary announcement

THIS
Iti

would

EDGE ON COMPANY.
BOX 398,
NEWARK,

The Standard

fellows

Scouting With Daniel Boone

and

OLIVER

we realize how the typewriter world baa waited
for what we now give.
How typewriter uaers
Jook to us for the first advances and refinements. Our responsibility has grown with every
Oliver innovation visible writing, visible readPrin type

ing,

and our numerous epoch-making

inventions.

The No. 7 Model
Reduces human effort to the minimum. Performs automatically many operations.
The new cushioned keyboard, the new anchor
keys
model

all

the ingenious advances that raise this

to the peak of typewriter perfection.
effort required. lt>sg attention, less eyestrain
Yet utmost speed and 25 per cent, more

Less

value

We

!

1 7 Cents a Day
have applied our popular

purchase plan

this new Oliver.
Aud we will not increase
the price one penny.
Now see this typewriter at any Oliver
Send for the Oliver No. 7 De Luxe
agency.
to

Catalog

The

FREE.

Oliver Typewriter Co., 310 Broadway,

RINGS &

New York

MEDALS

BOOK OF DESIGNS FREE

GROUSE

CO.

JORTH ATTLEBORO MASS. BOX A
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In his disguise he was
Indian garb.
scarcely to be distinguished from one of
the warriors.
"
I
have learned the lingo, too," he said
"
A good many times I have
laughingly.
been right in their villages and no one
has suspected that I was. a white man."
Advanc.ng with three of his companions
and leaving Peleg and the remainder of
the party behind to await their return,

Sam stealthily began to make his way
toward the little Indian village, which he
said was situated only a few yards distant from the spot where a halt had been
made.

True to his words, Sam was absent only
two hours. His approach was heard by
his waiting companions long before the
It was plain, too,
hunter could be seen.
that he had been successful. The noise of
and
an
occasional
branches
snapping
whinny indicated that Sam was not returning empty handed.
"Did I not tell you what I would do?"
boasted the hunter
said
six,

when he

returned.

"

I

I
have
wanted a dozen horses.
so that I am only half as happy as I
1

ought
"

to

You

me."

will
happier now than you
"
unless
again," retorted Peleg,
leave this part of the country right

are

Winter Endurance
and Stamina

soon be

we

away."

Even

Sam acknowledged

ness of their situation, and the

forward

the

serious-

men pushed

rapidly.

When

night fell they selected for their
a spot on the bend of a little stream.
Two of the men were assigned positions in
the rear of the camp to be on watch for
any pursuing Indians. There was no fear
of an attack from the opposite side of the

Shredded Wheat

stream.

long, cold pull back; for
across the wind-swept lake;
the' Half-way House or for
winter there is no healthier

camp

as

At midnight the guard was relieved, and
it was Peleg's turn to take the position,
"

All
I can do this alone.
the rest of you turn in and get your sleep."

he said quietly,

without alarm, but
streaks of the dawn
appeared Peleg, taking a little bucket, advanced to the brook to secure some running water.
When Peleg returned to the camp he
was startled when he discovered by the
dim light that the water in his bucket was
muddy. There could be but one explanation, and the young scout hastily aroused

The night passed
when the first faint

his
"

companions.
The brook was not
Far Be

,

It

muddy

From Me

No.

night,

TAR BE IT
MY TALENTS, BUT WILL
SAY THAT AS AN
FDI50N

AND

ARE

SHREDDED WHEAT.

SHREDDED WHEAT
body with the
same manner

warmth
camp fire

the

Boy Scout's
in the
health
good

furnishes the
of

internal
as

the frozen hill and the
the all day skating party
for the snow-shoe hike to
any continuous exercise in
or more nutritious food for

down

coast

Boy Scout than

the

supplies

him with

external comfort.
whole
boy who cats plentifully of this wholesome, nutritious,
wheat food will find himself in tip-top condition to enjoy the numerous,
wonderful sports of winter.

The

its flavor is always new and fresh.
Easy to serve, easy to carry
No expedition or outfit is complete without SHREDDED WHEAT.

I

FROM ME TO
I

I

last

For the stinging

"There

health and vigor in every shred"

is

Made

only by

The Shredded Wheat Company,

Niagara

Falls,

New York

HILOREN:

Lile

Reader Need* a

Every Boys'
POINTER
SEE-KITE PENCIL
of
thousands
Hundreds
The

in

best

daily use.
pencil sharpener regardWill last
less of price.
months.
Will not
for
break the lead, waste the
pencil or litter the floor.
Has adjustable razor steel
blade that shaves like a
Be the first boy
plane.
to send a dime for one
and get agent's appointment. Worth 2Sc. to any pencil user.
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To
is now," said the young eader.
mind, that shows that we are being
followed and the Indians are coming down
the stream to creep close to us."
After scouting around the camp for
some distance the men became convinced
The
that no Indians were near them.
stream might have been muddied by any
one of half a dozen other means. P.
So
ably a 'coon had been the guilty party.
they lay down again to rest, as they knew
they had a strenuous day ahead.

as

yet, all unknown to the little body
of settlers a band of twelve warriors had
been stealthily approaching them in the

and
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very manner Peleg had suspected.

also

FREE
nmore
D m

he gazed
enemies.

steadily

at

his

approaching

Suddenly he turned and fled into the
unmindful of the few scattered
shots which were fired.
"Who was that?" whispered Peleg exto Daniel Boone.
citedly
"
It was Henry."
forest,

"

'

He

We

"What

was," declared Peleg exwill he do now?"

will give

the alarm to the village

believe

I

citedly.

it

more than a mile from

it now,
he will be there long before our
horses can carry us over ^uch ground as

are not

we have had for the past few miles."
The words of the great Scout were fulnoiseless footsteps had now brought them filled when the force drew near the Indian
within a few yards of the camp. Only the village. Not one of its inhabitants was to
coming of the morning was required to be seen. The fires were still smouldering
and even the meat which was being roastenable them to attack.
ed and the corn that was still boiling in the
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ating

Any Boy

Scout that could not earn $10 a week in
spare time selling Gliding Casters could
not sell bread in a famine.

CHAPTER

Their

kettles had been abandoned in the precipitate flight of the Indians.

XXI.

The discovery of the food was perhaps
of the rising sun had as welcome to the hungry men as would
appeared when the crouching In- have been the sight of their foes. At all
dians together fired upon the silent events, a halt was made and such food as
little camp.
could be obtained was speedily allotted.
The settlers were taken completely by
In a brief time fires were started in the
]How to Earn a
surprise, and without stopping to return various sections of the village, and in less
the fire they leaped to their feet and fled than an hour the men departed, leaving
from the spot.
behind them only the smoking embers of
Walter Jones, Baltimore, Md., earned
There had been no time for plans to be what a brief time before had been a prosin
five
weeks
to
enough money
buy
made, and consequently every man fled perous village of the redmen.
A
INDIAN
Colonel Clark now urged his men forby himself.
Peleg, who was fully dressed and bet- ward with increasing speed. At times the
The Boys' Club was organized to
ter equipped than his friends for flight, force was divided and the task of burnhelp you help yourself to help you
still grasping Singing Susan in his hand,
ing certain villages was assigned to the
accomplish things. It is a club for
suddenly fell as he ran along the border different bands.
who
want
to
make
boys
money.
of a swamp which he had not noticed
Village after village soon was burned to
Write to
The rich fields of corn were
before.
the ground.
In a moment the warriors swept past left in ruins.
The pioneers were deterhim, all apparently believing that the mined to rid themselves once and for all of
4029-35 Market St.
PHILADELPHIA
young scout had been shot and that his further possibilities of attacks by the unscalp might be secured when they returned. yielding Shawnees.
Waiting only until the howling band had
Apparently the alarm over the advance
"IDEAL" accurate scale drawings and knock
dowo parts will enable you to EASILY build passed him, Peleg quickly made his es- of Colonel Rogers had spread throughexact 3
duplicates of man-carrying maIgnoring his sorry plight, he sped out the entire region, and with one accord
cape.
chines. Every boy wants to build and fly an
aeroplane. Clearest plans for classrooms, exswiftly back in the direction of the camp, the redmen abandoned their homes and
hibitions, aeronautic students, etc.
hoping to secure one of the stolen horses. fled into the wilderness beyond.
3-ft. scale drawings Curtis* Flying Boat 25c
When he arrived, however, his disappointWhen the attacking forces at last disNietiport Monoplane 25c
Bleriot Monoplane. 15c
ment was keen when he found that not one banded and the men returned to their
Wright Biplane
25c
homes Daniel Boone and Peleg Barnes
of the horses was still there.
Curtis* Convertible Hydroaeroplane
35c
Cecil Peopli Champion Racer
25c
Exerting himself to the utmost, Peleg went back with their friends into KenComplete Set of Six, $1.25 Postpaid, so PP
darted instantly into the forest and ran tucky. The warfare with the Indians was
__^'Ideal^_Model Aeroplane Supply Catalog. 5c_.
The Kentucky homes were now
swiftly in the direction of the meeting ended.
Ideal Aeropluie & Supply Co. .Warren St. & West Broadway.N.Y.
free from the attacks of the Shawnees or
place which Colonel Clark had selected.
Several hours elapsed before the young Cherokee*.
scout arrived at the bank of the river.
Peleg was no longer a boy. The years
Before night fell three of his recent com- that had passed in the pioneer days had
panions also came, but Sam Oliver was made of him a man. He now had his own
not of their number.
home and a tract of land adjoining that
an ^ bright by wiping before and after
Soon after Peleg's arrival the announce- of his great friend, Daniel Boone.
us n 8 with woolen cloth moistened with
Not a word was heard concerning
"3 -in-One." Prevents rust and tar- ment was made that the men would depart
There were occasional vague refor the rendezvous at once. There was a suf- Henry.
nish on the runners, keeps clamps and screws in fine
Good sample bottle and hoc*
ficient number of horses in the camp to ports of the presence of a white man
working order.
Write
3 INI OIL CO.
absolutely free.
provide one for Peleg and for others who among the Shawnees, but whether or not
had come on foot.
this referred to the white Shawnee was
the great never known.
Just previous to the departure
"
are not
As for Daniel Boone himself, it seemed
Scout explained to Peleg,
far now from one of the largest villages for a time as if the days of his peril were
BOYS' LJFB. thnmch
The region which he had opened
of the Indians.
It may be that we shall ended.
with otbr rnag
come to it before morning."
IB
able
to
fill
nubup for the incoming people had now beto any standard Plblicatloi <UdlThe following morning dawned and still come settled. The sound of the axe was
ally or In
clubs ") at prices
low as any
no signs of the first of the Indian villages heard more frequently than the rifle.
subscription agency offers.
These prlvlleg-M It
nakes available to all friends of the moremi-nt.
had been seen. Stranger still, not a sign Prosperity smiled upon the efforts of the
By ordering through us you can save money and
111 permit us a small
of a warrior had been discovered through- sturdy settlers, and the steadily advancing
Our " Boy Scouts'
profit.
Magazine Guide," Juat published, will show 700
out the night nor had any been seen when civilization and the spread of education
how to obtain what you want at the best bargains.
several hours of the new day had passed. wrought wonders among the people.
Send for It.
Remember. NO agency can quote
you prices below those we- give.
In the diary of Daniel Boone there ocWhether or not the men had been inBOYS' LIFE. National Headquarters, Boy Soouts
formed of the approach of their enemies curs the following:
"
of America, 200 Fifth Ave., New York.
Two darling sons and a brother I have
was not known.
Peleg and the great Scout were in the lost by savage hands, which have also
front lines, when suddenly on the opposite taken from me forty valuable horses and
Every advertisement is carefully investigated be- shore of a
Many dark and
large pond they discovered a abundance of cattle.
fore insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
Readers can help us
The warrior was standing sleepless nights have I spent separated
solitary Indian.
maintain this valuable service by always mentionalmost as motionless as the near-by trees from the cheerful society of man, scorched
ing BOYS' LIFE when answering advertisements.
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by the summer's sun and pinched by the
winter's cold, an instrument ordained to
settle

left

the

Scouts'

2/

Magazine

PENNSYLVANIA

the wilderness."

Another writer has
"He (Boone) has

The Boy

following
left behind him a
annals of
in
the
written
name strongly
Kentucky, and a reputation for calm courage softened by humanity, conducted by
prudence and embellished by a singular
His person was
modesty of deportment.
robust and
strength
indicating
rough,
rather than activity; his manner was cold,
grave and taciturn his countenance homehis conversation unadorned,
ly but kind
unobtrusive, and touching only upon the
He never spoke of himself unneedful.
:

*THREE if STAR,*
BICYCLE
TIRES

;

;

less particularly questioned."

As the years passed he showed more and
more a spirit which has been described by
one of his admirers in the following
words
"
There never beat in man a kindlier or
more philanthropic heart. While he was
a stranger to selfish and sordid impressions he was alike above mean actions
and he lived and toiled for others, amid
hardships and sufferings that would have
crushed thousands of hearts."
The simple-hearted Scout, shrewd in his
deals with the Indians, was honest and
:

;

straightforward with the men of his own
race and looked for similar treatment from
them.
One can therefore imagine his
surprise and indignation when he was informed that he had no legal right to an
acre of the land which he had discovered
and into which he had led many families
that already were sharing in the steadily
increasing prosperity. The clearing he had
made, the acres he had cultivated, he was
informed, were not his property now, but
belonged to a man who had signed certain

j

moderate priced tires built and
by the manufacturers of

THESE
guaranteed

famous Vacuum Cup Casings have become immensely popular with bike riders
everywhere.
Three Star Tires are sold

intensely

loved

rocks and trees, its rivers, its forests,
very soil were dear to his heart. In
Kentucky, too, he had experienced his
deepest sorrows and many of his highest
joys.
Perplexed as well as disheartened,
the great Scout departed from the settlement which in a large measure was his
own work. He now was homeless in a
land in which he had helped so many to
secure homes for themselves.
Deep as was Boone's sorrow, he still
was a man whose feelings did not find exIts
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in useless
words.
Quietly he
went back to the bank of the Delaware
where he had been born, and then went on
to Virginia, and on the borders of the

pression

BOY SCOUTS
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great
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Kanawha

he dwelt for

known land beyond

HANDBOOK FOR BOYS
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it:

Merit Badges, illustrated Merit Badge Requirements,
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How to Fell a Tree; How to Handle a Canoe; New Codes;
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Games
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Indian, whistle and other signals,

etc.,

etc.

five

years in

woods with his dogs and gun.
Meanwhile his son and a brother had
gone out into the remote and almost unthe

the Mississippi

River.

Their reports and appeals were so strong
that at last, when this great Scout was
sixty years of age, once more, accompanied
by his faithful wife, he journeyed away
from civilization and went to join his
friends in the far-away wilderness.
The name of the great Scout, however,

was so well known and

his character

was

much beloved that the Spanish Governor at once made him a present of
so

eighty-five

now

is

in

hundred acres of land in
the State of Missouri.

Here the great Scout
newed the scenes of his

what

measure reBut all
the time he had been working quietly and
saving the money which he received from
his crops and his furs, until he had an
amount sufficient to enable him to return
to Kentucky.
There he looked up every
man to whom he owed any money through
the loss that had come to them by his inin

a

early

life.

in the region he
had loved. It was not long, as has been
"
he went back to
said, however, before
Missouri, his heart lighter and also his

ability to retain his land

It can be ordered direct from the National Headquarters, 200 Fifth Ave., New York; 30 cents
Price at
postpaid; prompt shipment guaranteed.
local booksellers', 25 cents.
The HANDBOOK FOR BOYS and a Year's

SPECIAL

Subscription to Boys

Both for $ .00

1

Life,

1

pocketbook."

When

the Scout was seventy-five years
age he still was a great hunter.
Friendly with many of the Indians in the
region, he paddled in his light canoe over
the creeks and the little streams in the
new territory, and it is sa d that even along
the banks of the great Missouri River he

of

:

As a HOLIDAY GIFT for

ANY BOY it

SUPERLATIVE

is

many of his traps for beaver.
As long as the Spanish and French were

set

control of the Missouri country Boone
to hold his land safely; but
when Napoleon sold the vast territory to
the United States once more Boone suffered a heavy loss, for his own government refused to recognize his claim to
any part of the region. It seemed almost
as if the closing days of the great Scout
were to end in darkness.
in

The

Ideal

Book

for

Boys

Just Published
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BOONE

Scouting

With

Boone

Daniel

By Everett T. Tomlinson
To

every boy the

Boone immediately

name of Daniel
brings the thought

of adventure.
Doctor Tomlinson
here tells the exciting adventures of
two young boys while on their way

from the

Yadkin

Carolina to
"
in
tuckee

North
"
Boone's beloved
Kancompany with the great
\ alley

in

scout.

Every boy who loves adventure
be glad to join the company.

EVERETT
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boy that gets

Illustrated by
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this bunk.

Norman Rnckwll.

Net

SPECIAL OFFER

will

$1.20.

Through his friends Daniel Boone now
appealed to the Legislature of Kentucky to
see that justice was done him.
Eager to
recognize the services of the men who had
done so much for their State, the Legisature of Kentucky urged Congress to do
Scout.
to
the white-haired old
justice
After some delay the petition was granted
and a gift of eight hundred and fifty
acres of land was voted to Daniel Boone.
It was in December, 1813, when Daniel
Boone received the word of this gift, but
lis relief and pleasure were in part less-

ened by the death of his wife. Selecting a
choice spot that overlooked the river for
ler grave, the old Scout said that when
le too should die he wished to be buried
jeside her.

when he was

eighty-

ive years old, the wish of Daniel
was granted.

Boone

Seven years

later,

Missouri, however, was not to be the
ast resting place of the famous old Scout
and his wife.
quarter of a century later

A

"Scouting with Daniel Boone," Value $1.20 /Both for
Value $1.00
Boys' Life, One Year
$1.20
\
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

continued

200 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

of
Legislature
Kentucky requested
he children of Boone to permit the people of the State for which he had done so
nuch to bring the bodies of the great
:he

Scout and his wife to Jfrankfort, Ky.
To-day on a beautiful site overlooking
he hank- of the Kentucky River, and also

WONDER
OUTFIT
Lotsulru

looking down upon a part of the city of
Frankfort a fitting monument marks the
place where all that is mortal of Daniel

LIGHT/^
f

Boone

rests.

THE END
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G

boy," said the stranger,

"

wish to

I

some of those pancakes that have become so famous on this division."
James promptly served the customer, and
answered

When

his

mjnute inquiries
eating establishment.
the caller started away he grasped

cheerfully

concerning the

little

the boy's hand.
"
By' making better pancakes than "your
you
competitors," he declared earnestly,
have built up a good trade here. I'm glad
In knnvv a boy who does a thing just a little
better than the 'other fellow I don't care
if it's only blacking boots.
Good-night."
"
plucky young chap," reflected the tall
stranger as" he walked toward his private car.
He isn't going to let one mistake floor him."
James little suspected that he had served
John Tyler, superintendent of the Columbia
division, and that very soon he was to have
further dealings with this railroad official.
in
the last night of the year James
called at the Overland railroad station.

Rrandes

Upper Montclair, N.

J.

MORSE & WIRELESS
HEADQUARTERS

(

Agent McKenna welcomed him co_rdially,
and even Peggy, a black water spaniel who
made her home there, wagged her tail joyThe
fully when the boy patted her head.
little dog had not forgotten how James,
during his brief employment at the depot,
had always given her a part of his midnight lunch.
"
after a
Well, Jim," declared the agent
"
I've ranbrief chat with his voung visitor,
sacked every nook in this old shack for that
move
$100 no trace of it anywhere.
I'll keep
into the new station to-morrow.
my eyes open. Drop in again."

For

But for that

lost

s
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money,"" thought the
I could have

depot and comprised a finely equipped

i

and

boy as he trudged homeward,

finished high school this year."
The next day marked the opening of
Overland's new railroad station a structure which stood directly opposite the old
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Clip contact.
exactly like fountain pen.
Can be carried in vest pocket. Postpaid, $1.
Write for free Wireless Manual.
David Killoch Co., 57L. Murray Street, New York

of other electrical specialties.

The

'

bulb.

Send For Wireless Manual J-l

A

hand-book of 96 pages. Tells how to
and maintain a wireless station
gives codes and other useful information.
Both catalogs sent free on request.
They are educators and money savers.
erect

Manhattan
New York
17 Park

PI.

Electrical

Chicago

114

S.

5lh Ave.

Factories: Jersey City,

Supply

St. Louis
1106 Pine St.

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up vnur mind
Say, Boys!

Shall it be a trade,
to be?
a profession, or something in the mercantile
would you like to become a Watchline?
maker and also take up Jewelry work and EnIt is a nice clean business and a
graving?
trade that pays good salaries.

what you are going

How

Co.

San Francisco

Address

604 Mission St

Ravenna, 0.,

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria,
ing for full particulars.

Cincinnati

Sec Third Cover Page.

111.,

ask-

graph and ticket office, waiting-room, baggage-shed and living quarters for the agent.
Late that afternoon workmen began tear-

down the two-room building that for
ten years had served Overland as a depot.
As fast as the lumber was separated it was
loaded onto a flat car. As the last boards
were being ripped up from the telegraph
office floor Agent McKenna, who stood near
by, suddenly caught side of Peggy, the
water spaniel, lying under one end of the
Curious to examine her strange
flooring.
quarters, he pried up a board, knelt close
to the ground, and there in a snug little bed
discovered three squirming black puppies.
Near one of them a familiar inscription and
seal attracted the agent's keen eye, and,
lifting up the wee animal, he found the
larger part of the envelope, together with
the five $20 gold pieces which had been
ing

This

1915

Magazine
Catalog

FREE!

away from James Norton on the
night of December 18.
Peggy had innocently carried away the money.
"
Peggy,
Peggy," scolded the old rail"
roader,
you don't know the sorrow you've
caused."
So repentant did the little dog appear that
the agent smiled his forgiveness, patted her
head, then rushed to the telegraph key and
entered into a wire conversation with the
division superintendent.
spirited

WRITE
FOR

At

this

same hour James Norton was

be-

ing welcomed at the cottage of Uncle Joe
Storey his first visit there since he had
taken charge of the lunch cart.
'

IT!

"

Yes, Jimmy," declared Uncle Joe after
an exchange of New Year's greetings,
"Jane's health is so greatly improved that
I hope to resume
duty at the cart. Tell us
how you've made out, my boy."
For reply James handed the veteran a

M. Hanson-Bennett

J.

roll
"

of crisp $10 bills.
Sixty dollars " Why,
!

Magazine Agency

has
been
Everything
answered the boy proudly,

the largest in the world furnishes all Magazines and Newspapers at Lowest Possible Club
Prices, and gives the quickest, most accurate and

most

reliable

services.
"

hardly

know

Surely

for,"
paid
except my

"

what

they're

Why, my

you that
been hearing
You
good reports about you every day.

my

!

little

business.

boy,

it's

I've

know it, but the other night I took
duplicate key and walked into the car.
Clean
Why, the sight was good to my old
eyes.
Jimmy, here's $30. That's not all.

didn't

1915 Catalog (44 pages) lists more than 3,000 Periodicals and Club
It is a BIG MONEY-SAVER and is FREE to you for the asking.
The Name J. M. HANSON-BENNETT is the accepted stamp of reliability
and promptness in the magazine field.

Our

Offers.

Send Us Your Name and Address

Worth

saved

SAVE MAGAZINE MONEY !

to

I

!

worth."

service.

Agents Wanted

Jimmy

this isn't all clear?
"

TODAY!

Represent Us

my

!

shall continue to help me by running
the car after school hours, keeping all you
make during those periods. The sign
PANCAKE JIM shall remain. That name
stands for well-earned success."

You

"

Then

I

Uncle Joe.
mother "

Write for full particulars

can finish high school after
Oh, I must run and

all,

tell

!

J.

M. Hanson-Bennett Magazine Agency
103 Brooks Building,

Without a Cent of Cost To You
you a very fine pure
wool sweater; double collar
iiii'l
full's,
your choice of
color.
Just handle for me
your club's fall order for
football goods at special disI give

count, and this jerse> is yours.
Send for complete catalog of my
best grade sporting poods at
wholesale prices foi-tbl ba-sketI.

bal],

baseball,

tennis,

golf.

etc.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WIRELESS OUTFITS. CARPENTRY AND
OTHER TOOLS
and booka sold at big discount or given aa premiums for selling extra large Sanitary Dost
Cloths at 25c.
Every housekeeper needs them.
Write now for three Dusters and full informaI trust you.
Send 4c. postage for Catation.
AGENTS wanted in every city. W. H.
logs.

DUMVILLE,

JACK SHANNON CO.
))!..

I,

;.

I

E.

Monroe

333 Bainbridge

St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

on request, a Catalog of Amateur
Plays, Sketches, Honologa, Min-

St.. Chicago

Recitations,
etc.,
Jokes,
especially adapted to boys' clubs.
FITZGKBAT.P, 12 Aim
strel

SAVE
All friends of the

IVIOlSfEY
Boy Scout Movement can save

money on yearly
zines.

Free.

subscriptions to the leading magaWrite for "Boy Scouts' Magazine Guide."

BOYS' LIFE,

200 5th Ave., N. Y.

DICK &
FREE
Mew
York.

Every advertisement

is carefully investigated beReaders can help
fore insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
us maintain this valuable service by always mentioning Bovs' LIFE when answering advertise-
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Scarcely had the boy stepped out of the
door when he was met by Agent McKenna.
Both re-entered Uncle Joe Storey's cottage,
and there, for the first time, James heard
the story of how the agent had found the
lost money with Peggy's family under the
depot, how he had reported it to the superintendent, then sought James at the lunch
cart, and, finding it closed, had traced him
here.
"

Hereafter," advised the old railroader,
keep a tight hold on money packages.
Don't lay them on platforms for dogs to
carry off. Now, listen to this message:
'"'To Pancake Jim. Happy New Year!
While I dislike checking the career of a
competent lunch cart manager, yet if you
still think of following railroad work we'll
give you another trial on the Columbia
division next summer.
"'JOHN TYLER, Superintendent,
"

"

'

Columbia Division, North Pacific Rail"

road.'
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Moonshiners

in

Scouts' Magazine

the Jungle

(Continued from page 4.)
act of laying an armful of brush down

among

The Boy

the cane.

The Problems

Before he could look up and see me I
had dodged back out of view again. But
directly I heard him humming, coming
toward me, and I hustled back up through

of

Boyhood
*

W1NSLOW JOHNSON

By FRANKLIN

the patch.
I

crossed

the

cleared

of

bit

space be-

tween the cane patch and the log shack,
around which I started to make my way,
of Uncle
when my ear caught the sound
"

Old
Dan
Bill's
playing
jew's-harp,
Tucker."
I turned back, and, to avoid Bat Mason,
climbed hurriedly through the rear window of the log house, intending to crawl
out again when he should have passed.
But as I peeked trough a crevice between
the logs,

toward

I

my

saw Uncle

Bill

coming

right

hiding place.

As I looked about me,
I was in a panic.
saw my only chance was the top of lum
ber that lay across beams under the roof.
I jumped, seizing a beam, and was soon
I

A

textbook for boys of high-school age, including discussions on custom, habit,
honesty, sex, alcoholic liquors, loyalty, choice of life work, religion, and kindred

stretched on the lumber, out of view.

Immediately Uncle Bill was in through
the door, and Bat Mason came in, as had I,
through the back window.
"
Well, I reckon I got enough brush in
"There ain't nobody
there," said Bat.
goin' to look in there noway."
"
I reckon they
No," said Uncle Bill
ain't no up-kentry police in these parts

topics
.r.rzi

+

1^0 pages, izmo, cloth; $1.00, postage extra (weight

I Ib.)

OF CHICAGO PRESS
THE UNIVERSITY
.NOIS
AVENUE
5743

CHICAGO,

ELLIS

IL

'

;

naow

onless hit be *het young scalawag."
An' he don't count," said Bat Mason.
I was sure he meant myself, and I wondered what would happen if I should be
discovered hiding above his head.
"
Hit's jest as well I go daown for them
demies this evenin'," continued Uncle Bill,
"an I kin take 'em daown an' meet ye in
the
bay to-morrer evenin', an' we kin
"

'

Pocket Flashlight

Given With BOYS' LIFE
Vest-pocket Flashlight for One Subscription to
Almost everyone is
HOYS' LIFE at One Dollar.
carrying one of these they're so convenient. Take

'

git fixed for the biz-ness ag'in ;
a-goin' t' agree t' set the biler

moon sheds water
"
said Bat,
Oh, etarnal hades

long as the
"

A

but

I

"

1

up no room

ain't

;

in'

such

doins'

light

you

aire

it,"

said

to-day
vear.

SxlJ^xJi

o'

a

and Bat had to give in.
The two soon left the log hut, Bat to
town, to prepare for going to their agreed
on rendezvous the next day, and Uncle
Bill to his house to prepare for his trip
"
"
demies
whatever they might
for the
insisted,

inches.

and get

HOTH

this

Send
Slide contact button.
flashlight and BOYS' LIFE one
The supply is limited.

for $1.00.

Send order promptly.

o' start-

with thet thar kind

-USE THIS

moon."

He

your pocket, yet throw a bright

at night or in a

so

too

dang supersteeshus."
"
I ain't a-carin' what you calls
"
no good never come
Uncle Bill

in

dark room.
Heavily nickel-plated
over brass.
Tungsten battery, guaranteed to give
400 per cent, longer service than any other similar
2J4 volts Madza lamp,
flashlight battery made.

a-bilin*

BOYS' LIFE, THE BOY

800 6th Ave.,

New York

ORDER BLANK-

SCOUTS' MAGAZINE,
New York:

200 Fifth Avenue,

LIFE, one year, beginning

You may send BOYS'

,

for which I enclose

ONE

DOLLAR.

Name.

be.

Address.

A ND

that I determined to find out if I
could. I meant to follow Uncle Bill.
So, when the way was clear, I climbed
down from my place on top of the boards,
and crawled out the back window and
made my way to a corner of the sugar-

cane patch.
I saw Uncle Bill lead his yellow horse
out of the barn and back him into the

Premium.

BANNERS

shafts.
"

"
I
heard him
Git over, consarn ye
hoof trod the
the
horse's
off-hind
as
say,
The startled
ground outside the shaft.
horse immediately lifted the offending foot
and placed it carefully inside the shaft;
and when he had finished with the hitching Uncle Bill, as if in repentance for his
gruffness, patted the horse's neck with
affection, which the horse acknowledged
with a bobbing of the head.
Uncle Bill climbed into the seat, and,
with a cluck to the horse, was off.
I slipped out of the sugar-cane and followed.
(Continued in February BOYS' LIFE.)

The Parlor Base Ball
Game Which Made Big
Cheer
League Players
Fan wants
the Grebnelle
Every Base Ball
Championship Parlor Base Ball Game, the came
have declared
leadinc
players
that
professional

!

to be the nearest thing to the real champloubif
yet tie vised. Fathers should get It for thlr
Any number can play. Get your frlenda to

game
boys.

straight if your gu

YOU CAN'T SHOOT
the

with

stack,

lubricate

is

the

Clean out

dirty.

the
barrel,
polish
'3-intrigger with

Use "3-in-One," on your

skates, bicycles,
the stock, lubricate the trigger with "3 in One."
Use "3 in One" on your skates, bicycle, tools prevents rust. Write for free sample and booklet.
42
OIL COMPANY.
3 i;i

One."

1

NEW YORK

CITY

ELM [BROADWAY,
JS j

.

More fascinating than any
organize leagues.
!other home game or evening entertainment.
terests old and young alike, and grips the cloaeat
attention of the most enthusiastic fans.
If your dealer can't supply you, send us 91.00
and we will forward a game to you by parcl
Agents wanted In every city and tow.
post
Write for terms and territory
Quick idler.
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122 Metropolitan Bids.
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"Hickty"

Don't Forget

Now

1915

It's

TWO HELPFUL REMINDERS
BOY SCOUT CALENDAR
"

The

"

day of the week isn't
you the Scout

before

keeps

all
<

it

)ath

Law

are there also to serve as
guides to daily conduct.
A very distinctive calendar artistic-

and

ally

lithographed in

If desired,

endars

we

full colors.

will mail these calto those whose

individually

names you send us, making no extra
charge beyond regular price for the
calendar when sold singly.
Size 11x14 inches, on heavy Bristol.

15c.

Single copies postpaid,

To one

address.

Each 13

I

k
ly,

in a desperate effort to save the Weekto do something to serve Bannister
!

Opperdyke, you and Hicks meet

me

'

'

'

a

is

dignity to humor, even

to

as

Hereafter, Hicks, I shall
all copy before it goes to press
"

'tragedy.

lac.

the

in

study at eight."
"
"
In the study later,
smiled at
Prexy
the quaking pair, and laid a hand kindly
on Theophilus Opperdyke's shoulder.
"
Lewis Carroll, who wrote such delicious fun as
Alice in Wonderland and
"
he said,
Through the Looking Glass,'
"
was a mathematician, Theophilus, as
yourself, and when he met Mark Twain in
London, Carroll was abashed and timid.
You have saved the Weekly, undoubtedly,
and lifted it to power, but I prefer that
you temper your writings with reason.

There

Lots of 25 to 100

Edits

(Continued from page 6.)
if I saved the Weekly and restored it tu
power, I'd be woing a big thing. 1 believe.
perhaps those little skits might be funny,
and
"
You wrote them?" demanded " Prexy"
and the same thought was in every mind,
that it was incredible that this mathematical grind had turned out such uproarYou! And you did
iously funny material.

read

!

That

Lots of 100 or more

you have

believe that we three, working together,
make the Weekly the powerful influence in college it was once, and a

NEW FORM

a treasure-trove of Scout lore and other useful knowledge as well as
a diary. Many added features for 1915. New size, 2%x5 inches, more convenient for the pocket, and a cover by Leyendecker in colors.
It is

THREE STYLES OF BINDING
Per copy

Prepaid

Flexible

Paper, lOc.

100 or more 8Vjc.

Limp Leather

Cloth

Gold Edges, 50c.

New, 25c.

ORDER DIRECT FROM

SupplyiDepartment, Boy Scouts of America
200 FIFTH

NEW YORK

AVENUE

"
sprightly, literary publication
the bean-pole Hicks and the relieved little Theophilus had filed from the
"
"
!

book.

this little

CITY

When

flung himself back
Prexy
chair and chuckled quietly.
Then,
as he thought of how pathetic little Opperof
when
he
told
earnestly
dyke had been
his great ambition to serve his college in
some way, by saving the Weekly, since he

room, kindly
his

in

could not be an athlete, he was serious.
"
He has his wish, all right," he said
for outside, a volcano, tornado,
softly,
hurricane and earthquake combined seemed
to rage above the roar and the tumult arose
the shout
"

'Rah

for

BOY

You're a LIVE

or a LIVE
YOU'LL

WORKER Among

Boys

WANT

Opperdyke,

Theophilus

the

of
Pen
the
Opperdyke and
the
Hickey forever! 'Rah for Theophilus,
"
who saved the Weekly
boy
"
Bannister has had its heroes of the
"
"
Butch Brewster, up in Hicks'
past," said
where
the
pair were being feted,
room,
"
Warriors of the gridiron, Mercuries of
the cinder-path, and Cobbs of the diamond,
but Theophilus Opperdyke is more he is a

Wizard

!

'

'

If

You may go now, and

can

You'll neither forget the date nor the important facts you wish to preserve
if

do.

I

Each 12 %c.
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DAN BEARD'S New

demi-god

"How

Book, Just Published

Haviland

"Shelters, Shacks
With more than 300
In answer to

many

and Shanties"

illustrations

requests

by the Author

Shelters
Shacks and
Shanties

from Boy Scouts them-

about me?"
Hicks,
Jr..

Chief-

"

Big
a

Butch

new

for one

year

SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

Thomas
Editor-in-

Brewster quelled him with

"You!" he sputtered, "Don't you steaJ
Theophilus' glory, you idler, you loiterer
of knowledge the
along the flowery path
"
hero is Opperdyke

A

Statement to Readers

Zy
D. C.

Beard

About the Advertisements Published
"

All

A GREAT HOLIDAY OPPORTUNITY
Price $1.25
"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
BOYS' LIFE

"As

look.

1.00

200 Fifth Ave.,

in

Boys' Life"

advertisements

BOVS' 1IPE

"

"

strutted

!

selves and others interested in the movement, Mr. Beard,
the greatest authority on boys' interests, has prepared his

book.
Boys will find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters in their hikes
or encampments.
It contains easily workable directions
accompanied by very full illustrations for over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most primitive
shelter to the fully equipped log cabin.

!

published

in

are carefully investigated
and approved by the Editorial Board of
the Boy Scouts of America.
The aim is to accept only the adver-

)

f

Both for
$1.25

New York

tisements of articles, books and propositions which we believe will be not
only of interest to the readers of BOYS'
LIFE, but worth while for the boys
to have.
In every case the article advertised
is first submitted for eKamination, as
evidence that all clams s made with
reference to it are as represented.

Discoveries and Re-Discoveries

A

handy clock holder can be made as

follows:
First obtain a piece of brass rod oneeighth of an inch thick, about five inches
long. Two inches from one end it is bent
over to an angle of ninety degrees. At the
end of the long, or three-inch side, it is
bent round to hold a snap, which can be
obtained from any harness shop. Obtain a
brass strip one inch long and one-half inch
wide and put this on a vise opened as wide

as the brass rod.
Hammer the brass rod
on the brass strap, which will enter the
teeth of the vise,
forming a socket for the
rod.
Bore a hole at each end of the brass

Were you

Did you get a fine new bicycle for Christmas?
Are you
scooting around the streets, coasting down the grades and showing it proudly to the fellows ?

strip and screw it to the tent pole.
The
rod sets into this and forms a
good clock
holder, which can be easily dismantled and
packed away when moving the tent. The
brass strip should be left on the
If a
pole.
round brass rod is used,
something should
be attached to stop its
turning around
JAMES B. DRAKE, Buffalo, N. Y.

If

us for

And when

have learned a new winter game refor rainy camp dayscently, or one

Fussy Passenger: Conductor, conductor!
which end shall I get off.
Weary Conductor: Either you want
Madam. Both ends stop.

you have something to look forward to. Tell Father you'd just
have it now.
Or resolve to earn it your own self and write to
details of four good ways in which
you can do it.

not,

as soon

We

Break the Cracker." There are two contestants.
Each one secured a large square
soda cracker at the top of his head
by
punching a hole on each corner and tieing
a string through the holes, back of his ears
and under his chin. Each is blindfolded
and given a rolled newspaper for a club
They clasp left hands and lie face flat
upon the floor. One cries, "Are you there,
Bill?"
The other answers, "Yes!" and
number one strikes out with his club, while
number two dodges. But they must
keep
their hands clasped all the time.
D V
GAYTON, Gowanda, N. Y

the lucky boy?

you do get your wheel, be sure

Then
coast a
trol of

you'll

lot.

be

You

right at the

get

your wheel

front every minute.
get it easier.

more speed and

It

From Me

No. 4

is

equipped with the

You pedal a little and
You have absolute con-

at all limes.

The New

Departure Coaster Brake can't slip, bind or lock.
out of order; heavily nickle-plated, won't rust.
Write us the name of your nearest bicycle dealer and we
a gold-plated J y fj y Stukpin.

New Departure Mfg.

C The Brake

Co., 101 No.

Main

It

can't get

send you

will

lutely free

Far Be

it

ball-bearing

abso-

St., Bristol,

that Brought the

Conn.

Bike Back

Fine Holiday Gifts!
a special arrangement with the
publishers, we are
permitted to send you complimentary, with a subscription
HOYS' LIFE at $1.00, while the limited
supply lasts FOUR
iiy

to
of

FREDERIC REMINGTON'S
great drawings in colors of
of his series of

"Western Scouts/' being four

"A BUNCH OF BUCKSKINS"
"Sioux Chief"

"Cowboy"

"Cheyenne Buck"

"Cavalry Officer'

OWEN

WISTER, the famous novelist, writes: "Here, in
'Bunch of Buckskins,' Mr. Remington has performed
another miracle, and the Frontier glows before us once
more in living flesh and blood."
his

Send For Them This Day
Size,
in

Each

15x20 inches.
Brilliant Color*.
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The Boy Scout Smoke-Eaters
The Surprising Experiences

of

Quarry Troop No.
By IRVING

I

and

Its

CRUMP

Author of "In the Line of Fire," and "Jack Straw
Illustrated by NORMAN P. ROCKWELL.

in

Mexico."

that was some fire for an
hay barn, wasn't it, fellows?"
exclaimed Jiminy Gordon, as he
entered the meeting room at headquarters.
His eyes were flashing excitement and he
was thoroughly out of breath from running
"
up the long Otter Creek Hill.
I stayed
until the last spark was out," he said, as he
dropped into a chair beside Bruce Clifford,
Leader of the Owl Patrol of Quarry Troop
No. 1.

Jiminy,
<<|^V old

Ij

"

Some

fire,

is

perfectly

"

correct,"

said

Bruce bitterly, though it needn't have been
anything more than an ordinary blaze. 1
tell you the Woodbridge Fire Department
needs a little pep, fellows." This last was
addressed to the four other occupants of got for Christmas, and Romper here and
the room. Bud Weir, Romper Ryan, Babe Ray Martin of the Flying Eagles have the
Wilson and Nipper Knapp.
machines they built themselves.
Then
"
there's Old Nanc,' the automobile we built
Right," said Romper.
"
The way they went about it was a last winter. She's good enough to carry
hose and hatchets and a couple of fellows
farce," said Bud.
"
We've the equipment. What do
Yes, they all had to have their red flan- besides.
nel shirts on," remarked Babe, the fat boy, you say?
I'm dead sure my dad will let
'

Say, did you see 'em scrapping over who
should carry the fire trumpet?" laughed

Romper.
"

Sure, and about six men were giving
orders," put in Jiminy, who had caught the
spirit of the remarks.
"
And no one obeyed any of "em," supplemented
Babe, sarcastic as usual.
"
But the finest exhibition of firemanship
was when one of the nozzlemen let go of
the only hose they got on the fire while
he hunted through his pockets for a paper
of tobacco or something else just as im"
Of course the other
portant," said Bruce.
nozzleman couldn't hold onto the hose alone
and it twisted put of his hands. The thing
acted like a big black snake, fellows, and
hit Chief Blaney a whack in the chest that

borrow some

fire extinguishers from the
and he has any amount of hose and
other things to fit up a first-class brigade.
We'll get our equipment together and then
drill like the dickens.
How about it?"
"
And we'll keep it a secret. Won't tell
a soul until we get a chance to spring a
"
surprise on the whole town, eh, fellows ?
Bud.
suggested
"
Let's spring it at the tournament and
convention next month.
The Champlain
Valley Firemen's Association meets here
this year, you know.
Perhaps we can get
first
in
the tournament,"
added
prize
Romper
Ryan.
"

us

sarcastically.
"

mill,

Whoo-o-o-pe

!

Motorcycle Fire Brigade

Great

!

Let's get busy,"

shouted Nipper Knapp.
"
"
But first of all
Right-o," said Bruce.
let's tell our plan to Assistant Scoutmaster
Ford."

knocked him sprawling. Then it proceeded
to wet down the whole fire department before someone captured it. It was a scream. ""TO be thoroughly familiar with Quarry
"
Didn't any of you see it?
Troop No. 1 you must know that it
"
I reached there in time to see Tom Howas composed of three patrols in Woodgan try to stop it and get a ducking for bridge, Vt., and that its members had crehis trouble," laughed Nipper Knapp.
ated a reputation for themselves through
"
"
I
their ability as mechanics and electricians.
Oh, it is a shame," continued Bruce
know it isn't exactly proper to criticise, but Woodbridge has long been noted for its
then if they'd had a little system about it electrically operated marble quarries and
old Eli Osborne's barn would still be stand- its many machine shops and textile mills,
Now it's a heap of cinders. I tell and the boys of the town, as a result of
ing.
you any ordinary troop of Boy Scouts has their surroundings, were by nature of a
more snap than the Woodbridge Fire De- mechanical turn. Added to this, the Woodpartment. I believe
By Jove, fellows. bridge Academy was one of the first inI've an idea
Let's organize a fire depart- stitutions of the country to adopt a manual
ment of our own. A motorcycle fire de- training course as part of its curriculum
I was reading in a mazagine
and all the lads received an early drilling
partment.
only the other day how they started one at the lathes and forges.
over in England somewhere. How about
Bruce Clifford, always the most self-reit?"
liant lad in town, first suggested that he
"Bully how's it done?" demanded Bud and his fellows establish "a troop of EnWeir, Leader of the Blue Heron Patrol.
gineers," and of course his proposal was
"
Corking idea let's get busy," exclaimed received with enthusiasm by the Academy
Gordon.
Bruce took the plan to his father,
Jiminy
boys.
"
Great
Give us the details," shouted Samuel Clifford, and to his father's friend,
Hamilton Townsend, a well-known consultRomper.
Bruce wrinkled his brow in deep thought ing engineer in Woodbridge. Mr. Townsfor several moments, then his face lighted end was delighted with the idea, and quickup" with a smile.
ly consented to become the Scoutmaster,
Look here, fellows," he said enthusias- while Mr. Clifford, to foster the interest
"
three of us have motorcycles we of the lads along mechanical lines, offered
tically,
;

!

;

!

2

them the abandoned machine shop on the
top of Otter Creek Hill for their headquarters.
This was a real find for Bruce and his
friends, for the old place had never been
dismantled.
Mr. Clifford was a builder of electrical
stone cutting and polishing machines and
for a long time he had maintained his business in the little two-story structure.
But
four years previous he had erected a fine
new concrete building just across the way,
and abandoned the machine shop, intending
to tear down the building and sell the old
equipment for junk.
This made ideal headquarters for a
troop that desired to specialize in engineerOn the first floor were the old handing.
forges, bellows, lathes, work benches, planing machines, and various other appliances.
They were all out of date, to be sure, and
some slightly rusty, but still quite usable
after they had been cleaned up.
On the second floor of the building were
two rooms, one of which was used for
meetings, while the other was converted
into a wire room for the loop telegraph
line that the lads had built through the
town. This loop was connected with an
instrument in the bedrooms of every member of the troop and the boys_ could be
routed out of bed at midnight, if need be,
by someone calling on any of the keys.
wireless system had also been erected on
the roof of the building by the wireless
enthusiasts of the troop and the helix,
spark-gap and various coils and keys were
also set up in the wire room.

A

Headquarters immediately became popuevery member of the troop and
always someone was to be found pottering
about in the machine shop, building something that he was particularly interested
in.
Two of the boys, during the long winter evenings, had made more or less serviceable motorcycles for themselves, and a
half dozen of the young engineers had
even essayed the construction of an automobile from old parts they were able to get
"
"
for a song at various junk shops indeed,
some serviceable material was found in
scrap heaps about town.
How well they succeeded, a wheezing
car attested. This turntwo-cylinder motor
"
"
Old Nanc by the troop,
out was dubbed
and though it went far better down grade
than it did on the level, the boys managed

lar with

;

And
to get a great deal of fun out of it.
it was not a bad
looking machine either
when it finally received several generous
coats of red paint and enamel.
Luckily, Austin Ford, the engineer in
charge of the hydro-electric plant of the

Company, became
Woodbridge Quarry
"

in-

Scout Engineers." and
the
through him the officials of the quarry company were persuaded to allow the lads to
use as much electric current as they reterested

in

quired without cost. The youngsters quicktransmission line to the electric
station, which was located a few miles
north of 'the town on a branch of Otter
Creek.
Mr. Ford's interest in the lads increased
to admiration when he saw the business-like

ly built a
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which they went about building th
and he even offered them some pracengineering advice when they found
themselves up against knotty problems.
This led to a more intimate relation \\\tli
the young Cornell graduate, and in the end
the boys suggested that he become the AsScoutmaster. This office rather
s'stant
pleased him. for in reality Austin Ford was
little more than a big boy in the matter of

way

in

line,
tical

pleasure.

He

became a master of scout
every opportunity he was afield
with the lads or else in the shop at headquarters
working out new engineering
"stunts" (as he characterized them) for
The boys never
tlie Scouts to undertake.
failed to talk over each new undertaking
with him, as, for instance, the troop's latest
scheme, the organization of a motorcycle
fire department.
Indeed, on the very evening of the day
Eli Osborn's barn was reduced to ashes,
Bruce, Bud, Romper and several others
lore

quickly

and

visited

at

Mr. Ford and outlined

their plans.

the Assistant Scoutmaster approved of such a very laudable idea, but
he did admonish the boys against criticising
the present fire fighting force of Woodbridge, stating that though the men had
their peculiarities the lads should remember that they were volunteers, doing their
work without receiving a cent of pay because they recognized their duty to others.
As to the equipment of the brigade, he
left that all up to the boys, telling, them,
however, that whenever they had any difficulty they would find him ready to help
them.
He also suggested that they visit
the hydro-electric plant and take a few
tools and some old sand buckets which they
could paint over and use as bucket brigade

Of course

equipment.

"THE

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

fighting apparatus and still not let the news
of their secret organization leak out.
Mr. Clifford, when he heard of the plan,
was particularly delighted and he personally conducted the boys through the ma-

chine shop and mill, making numerous suggestions meanwhile. First of all he found
that he could spare eleven small, two-andone-half gallon chemical extinguishers and
still leave enough equipment to comply with
the fire underwriters' laws which call for a
certain number of extinguishers for each
floor.

Just

the

stuff,"

Ryan,"

who had been

tu>,

h: inly

more than

a

could handle

would
"

like

All

"
it's

recommended Romper
inspecting the appara-

and compact. Doesn't weigh
hundred pounds. Two of us
it

to

right,"

in fine shape.

have

\Ye certainly

it."

acquiesced

Mr.

Clifford,

yours."

TlK- H'Mjd-natured manufacturer also gave
the boys a set of old fire pails that needed
fresh coats of paint, and several lengths
of old but serviceable fire hose, not to mention a number of rusty fire hatchets, crow-

These eleven were enough to provide two bars and pike poles.
"
How about ladders?" said Mr. Clifford
for each motorcycle in the brigade and one
for the automobile. It seemed rather un- as the boys were about to depart.
"
fortunate to Bruce that they could only get
Gee, we never thought of "em," said
"
one for
Old Nanc," for he had had a Bruce, surprised at such an omission. "Then
Old
mental picture of the red automobile with as he considered the capacity of
"But if we had
a shining extinguisher on either side of the Nanc," he continued:
driver's seat.
Indeed, he was so keen on them we wouldn't know how to carry them;
this artistic arrangement that he pleaded we
you see, we can't afford to overload
with his father to spare an additional tank. the auto or she will never be able to get
"
you can have started for a fire."
Why, I'll tell you what
"
"
a regular
said his father
to balance up
Old Nanc,'
Ho, ho, that's right. She'd be
"
But why
laughingly when he heard Bruce's " reason tortoise," said Mr. Clifford.
here's don't you make a couple of scaling ladders?
for wanting another extinguisher,
a light oxygen-acetylene tank equipment I'll have the top hooks forged for you if
with a blow torch I've been using around you'll build the ladders. They'll be light
to get a new one of and serviceable and you can work up a
the mill. I'm
'

going

larger capacity, and if you polish this up
it will look mighty business-like, I tell you.
"
These torches are being adopted by the
You see they are
city fire departments too.
composed of two tanks, one filled with
oxygen and the other wkh acetylene gas.
These gases both flow through the same
opening in the torch and unite before they
If you touch a match to
strike the air.
the end of the torch, presto, .you have a
thin blue flame so hot that it will cut
through the hardest steel. The flame gives
off a heat as high as 6,000 degrees Fahrenheit; think of that! It literally burns its
way through the toughest metal a'ld doe-,
the job before you can say scat.' The city
to burn the
fire departments use them
hinges off iron doors and window shutters

two weeks following were mighty
busy ones for Quarry Troop No. 1.
First of all it was necessary for Bruce an
his companions to find out exactly what in
the matter of equipment they had at their in big warehouse fires. Do you boys want
This could o'.ily be determined it? It may come in handy, you know."
disposal.
"
You bet we do," shouted
Want it
by a visit to Mr. Clifford's mill and several
other places where they could borrow fire Jiminy Gordon eagerly.
'

1

"

!

spectacular drill with them."
mighty
"
Then
Great, we'll do it," said Bruce.
"
he added,
perhaps we will have a real
fire department after all."

" P\LD KAXC"

spent the busiest day of
her career gathering up the loads of
beextinguishers, hose and other equipment
fore she was laid up for alteration, and
the Scouts for many days thereafter found
that their spare time was well taken up

^

with their work at headquarters.

From the hour that the Woodbridge
Academy closed until ten o'clock in the
Bruce,
evening they toiled like beavers.
the
always a capable manager, divided
and assigned
patrols into working squads
them to the various tasks to be accomplished.

Those who were handy with carwork making a
automobile.
patrol body for the

to
pentering tools he set

new

fire

Those who excelled

at

the forges he as-

_

"

His motorcycle

fairly flying."

BOYS' LIFE
signed to the task of making brackets and
metal clamps with which to fasten the exSome
tinguishers onto the motorcycles.
were appointed ladder makers, others were
painters, and still others were buffers and
polishers, who shined up the tarnished sides
of the tanks and took the rust off the axes
and pike heads. And when they all became
active the interior of headquarters was a
veritable beehive for busyness.
The boys did not devote all their time
to building work, however, for they realized
that to win honors at the fireman's tournament, in which they meant to compete,
they would have to be well drilled in every
branch of fire fighting. Consequently every
evening, just before dusk, the entire troop
assembled in the field back of headquarters.

Scaling ladder drills, first aid work, rescue work, bucket brigade drills, and hose
coupling contests were indulged in until
the lads worked with the precision and
accuracy of trained fire fighters. For the
sake of unity Bruce had been appointed
fire chief, having charge of all three patrols.
entire squad was under his command
a very few days he had systematized their work to the point where there
was scarcely a lost motion or a false move.
Indeed, the Scouts drilled with such vigor
and enthusiasm that inside of an hour they
would be completely tired out. Then, while

The
and

in

Ihey were resting, Bruce would put them
through a sharp oral drill on the rudiments
of firemanship as set forth in the September number of BOY'S LIFE until, to quote
"
Jiminy Gordon,
They could say it backwards, or upside down, and do it blind-
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vey his own handiwork on the sides of
"Old Nanc."
"
For downright good looks I think our
equipment has it on anything Woodbridge
ever experienced," said Jiminy Gordon en-

"\Y/ELL,
vv
_- what do you think of that!"
exclaimed Romper disgustedly.
"
And after all our working and plan-

thusiastically.
"
Well, we'll sure create
"

sarcastically, turning
ings.

some sensation,"

This is going to be a complete
Has Bruce heard
surprise to everybody.
from Chief Blaney yet? He sent him our
entry for the tournament events last week,
Here he comes
you know. I wonderI
now
That was a
heard his siren.
mighty quick trip to St. Cloud."
Bud and several others rushed to the
door. Coming up the hill at top speed was
Bruce, his motorcycle fairly flying. When
he caught sight of the group in front of
the machine shop he began to wave a blue
paper above his head.
said Bud.

!

'^W

\ if\T "^
hei

ell

fr

"!
Chief Blaney," he shouted as he jumped
I just got it at the
from his machine.

Haven t opened it vet. Come
round and hear what he has

house.
gather

on,
to

ning," said Jiminy bitterly.
"
Oh, we're only juveniles,"

And

for Bruce, he could hardly beHe re-read the letter and
when he finished he slowly tore it into
little scraps and tossed them to the ground.
"
Well,
fellows," he said with a grim
"
as

they'll

never

town.

Tough

T

us fight any
luck, isn't it?"

let

d

f

er,

ing

doesn't
off,

said

faint brush

fire fight-

Rnmper Ryan, back-

still

in

hand, to sur-

8.

j_
.

With eager fingers he tore off the corner
of the big envelope and ripped open the
And as he unfolded the le ter every
top.
Scout pressed closer to get a glimpse ot
Bruce began to read aloud:
its contents
C

Engineers

Kre Department.
Dear S,V- Your entry

.

.

mont

Bm

in

of

spite

a| ,

this

gai

Bruce

Clifford and the

Boy Scout Engineers were
Indeed for the past week they

blank and fee for the dispirited.
I am returning
had been very unhappy over the turn of
tournament events reached me.
your fee herewith for, unfortunately, your company affairs.
tried their hardest to brace
They
n te
j L
cannot tae
take part in
the tournament. In
n te
the first
rst
_ nn j ~ nnrrs h,. t thpir Hisannnint U P " nd e g
ooa sports, but tneir disappomtplace your organization is only a juvenile company, and in the second place it is not an ac- ment was greater than they had expected.

On tournament day they
wandered about with
cheerless
air
watching
the various
companies
file into the side streets
to await the formation
of the parade that would

AS HE UNFOLDED
THE LETTER EVERY

SCOUT

PRESSED

CLOSER

TO

GET

OF
GLIMPSE
CONTENTS."

conducted up Webavenue to the tournament grounds.

be

ster

A

They were not so
downcast, however, as
to ignore the fact that
here was an excellent
opportunity to view a
number of fire fighting
machines of all varieties.
Indeed, they inspected
the equipment of every
out-of-town
company
they ran across, and in
the course of the morn-

ITS

ing had become partly
familiar with everything,
from an old-fashioned
gooseneck hand engine
the latest type of
to
hand-drawn chemical engine, the pride of the

company from

MiddleThis last appli'V ance
was an excellent
V piece of work and Bruce

few days before the tournawere working on their

she?"

R

T

fa ,

ored streanierSi flags and bunting
Since
early
.^ morning fire companies had been ar,
d d
d
d d
y b
B
co
unti , the P lace was crowded with uni .
section of Ve rfigures from e

bury.

and

his friends realized
that even with her new

the Scouts

decorations.
necessary
"
By Jove, she looks like a real

this

URNAMENT

.

last coat of
equipment. Indeed, the very
"
"
the
varnish was put on to
Old Nanc
Saturday afternoon preceding the tournament day. which fell on Wednesday. All
that remained to be done was to deck the
machine with flags and bunting and she
would be ready for the parade. In truth,
that very morning Bruce had gone on a
motorcycle trip to St. Cloud City, twelve
miles south of Woodbridge, to buy the

fires in

day had been declared
a holiday
Stores and
* in Woodbridge.
=
factories wer dosed and tn e vin
deco .
1

sides.

a

'

'

I fancy
Old Nanc won't need
smile,
the flags and bunting I ordered to-day. And
I
guess our little fire department sort of
busts up before it gets started. If old
Blaney is such a stickler for regulations

fire

TJ NTIL
ment

Bud

said

to hide his feel-

lieve his eyes.

folded."

Gradually after weeks of toil the fleet of
fighting motorcycles assumed a business-like appearance.
And as for " Old
Nanc " she, redolent with the odors of
fresh red paint, loomed above them all
exactly like a mother hen keeping a watchful eye on her brood of chicks.
Each motorcycle was equipped with a fire
extinguisher clamped on either side, just
back of the seat. Directly in the rear of the
seat was a small red tool box in which
hose-coupling wrenches and two sets of
harness were kept. This harness, devised
by Mr. Ford, was made of canvas in the
form of a sling to hold the extinguishers
in position on a Scout's back.
In that way
a boy could enter a burning building and
carry an extinguisher with him still having both hands free to operate the extinguisher hose. On top of the tool box was
strapped a short coil of hose with a small
nozzle ready to be brought into action
when coupled to the nearest street hydrant.
"
Old Nanc," besides carrying an extinguisher and the oxygen-acetelene blow
torch tank, also contained the remaining
hose, an equipment of axes, pike poles and
scaling ladders, and provided accommodations for three- Scouts and the driver be-

away

paint and shining brass,

"Old Nanc"

could not
general appearance with this COStly equipment.

compare

credited

member

of

the

Woodbridge

Fire

De-

partment.

The

fact that

you have not

charter from the

p RQMPTLY

in

at half-past ten the autotown authorities will also prevent your little de- I
-,
--t.j *v, Mo,-r,r
mobile
in which was seated the Major,
partment from taking an active part in fighting
fires in this village, for the Champlain Valley VolFire Chief Blaney and several other digmunteer Firemen's Association has passed a ruling tares SWU ng into Webster avenue.
This
-,-,,
r ..
.,
preventing any individual not wearing a badge
7
ju-:,4~ K~,4 and
~nA
of a recotnized fire department from entering fire was followed by the Woodbridge band
These the parade to the tournament grounds was
lines or participating in fire fighting work.
rules are rigidly enforced by m y department.
The Boy Scout Engineers reull der way
the procession from the curb, and
viewed
(Signed) W. T. BLANEY,
Chief Woodbridge F. D.
(Continued on page 31.)
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Story of the Boyhood Experiences of

Scout

Age

"The Father

of His

Country"

By FREDERICK TREVOR HILL
Author of "Washington, the

Man

of Action,"

"Lincoln, the Lawyer,"

"On

the Trail of Grant and Lee," etc.

WHAT HE

about his twelfth to
his sixteenth year the
boy was directly under his mother's guidance. That
she was a strong, forceful
character does not admit of
of doubt, and her government
of the lad was all that could
Well disciplined
be desired.

FROM

and accustomed
respect

his

earliest

years,

from

iittt
uiu u/ncn rtt: ivud iwu
uye uiud u, , -will be to you, particularly because his experiences and training
were so like some of the experiences and training of Boy Scouts
of to-day.
Any boy will recognize the points of similarity.
So we are going to give you a part of this story, from the

book "Washington, the

his

an Tina

younger children
and to aid his mother in the
management of the household
and the plantations, part of
by

Man

of Action."

he was gradu-

bility for the

which,

time Washington
this
an excellent
attending
school at Fredericksburg, kept
by a Mr. Marye, under whom
he studied, among other things,
This
the art of surveying.
work evidently appealed to him
more than anything else, for at
the age of fourteen he sur-

By

taught to assume responsi-

ally

terms

the

of

to inherit

when he became of

But

age.

it

in

your norary.

we

nope you win ao so

if

you
and

you will be delighted first with the splendid illustrations,
then will read, with pleasure and profit, the whole absorbing

do,

story.

his

was

father's will, he

'.-..

"*'
I

land was worth very little in
Virginia unless good use was

made

of

brought up with a thorough
understanding that he would
be obliged to earn his own
living as soon as he had finished

Go TO

TO

the survey of his property be-

SEA.

At one time he expressed an
inclination for a sailor's life,
and as his half brother, CapLawrence
Washington,
tain
heartily approved of this and

offered to procure
able
commission,

\

^

him a suithe would

V

probably have gone to sea at
the age of about fourteen had
not his mother positively forbidden him to consider such a
career.

Mrs. Washwith Captain
Lawrence on this occasion, she
had good reason to be grateful to him and to her other
But,

ington

stepson,
interest

although
differed

Augustine, for the
they displayed in her

his
finished
elementary
studies and entered a school
a Mr. Williams near
kept by
"
"
Wakefield
the
plantation
then
occupied by his half
Here the
brother Augustine'.
Augustine.

MISTAKES

OF

A

TENDERFOOT.
not to be supposed that
Fairfax intrusted the
surveying of his distant estate
entirely to a young boy like
of
He
was,
Washington.
course, merely one of those to
whom this very difficult and
arduous task was committed,
the party including Mr. Genn,
the licensed surveyor of Westmoreland County, Col. George
Fairfax, one of his lordship's
It is

Lord

and

a

number

of

guides.

ney there and back entailed an

THE BOY WASHINGTON SURVEYING.
in
Reproduction, in smaller size, of one of the many colored pictures
"Washington, the Man of Action," drawn by the famous French artist
"JOB" (Comte J. Onfroy de Breville).

absence of several weeks.
It was, therefore, necessary
to procure suitable packhorses
and load them with all that was
for
the
essential
expedition
without overburdening them
for the difficult mountain trails.

boy

nro- In
awrence hee was mtroin
this WO rk Washington took an active
Captain
aptan Lawrence
J.^_J to Lord
T n^A
UToiT-f^v in r\\ A anH cnmfduced
Fairfax, an old and some- par t an d everything he learned proved of
what eccentric bachelor, who took a great le utmost value to him before many years
had passed. Indeed this initial experience
fancy to the lad.
Lord Fairfax was a graduate of Oxford
roughing it apparently cured him of any
business
a
on
who had come to Virginia
con ceit in his own knowledge of woodcraft,
visit and had fallen in love with the coun- for t h e daily journal which he kept on his
his home.
mistakes
try which he hence forth made
trip shows that h e made all the
His hobby was fox hunting, and it was w hi c h a tenderfoot usually makes, and the
which humorous veins in which he recorded his
perhaps, Washington s horsemanship
first attracted his notice. At all events, the blunders
demonstrates that he accepted
old gentleman promptly invited him to join them in the right spirit.
OU
y
F RIEND OF THE INDIANS, AKD A Goo,
a good HdeTbufa A
in his
interested
became
he
lad,
promising
The surveyors met with n
future an d finally gave him his first busi(Continued on pagt
ness opportunity.

lived visiting
vistng
r

a

rite

A

THE

Careful preparations had to
be made for the trip, as the
land beyond the Blue Ridge
was an almost inaccessible
wilderness, and merely to jour-

time and 'soon became a favowith his host and his brother, who,
finding him apt in every sort of sport, made
him their constant companion and encouraged him in all that makes for manliness
and good breedin^ Both men had been
educated abroad and knew the ways of the
world
and the unconscious instruction
their voun<r relative received at their hands
did much "toward making him not only a
man but a gentleman in the best sense of
for

MADE

relatives,

was

ton

ceptance of this opportunity
for experience and profit the
boy's school days ended and
his life as a surveyor began.

woodsmen and

most
Indeed
boy.
fortunate that he should have
come under the influence of
these young men at this period,
for two cleaner, manlier fellows never lived.
Lawrence was a retired
army officer and Augustine
was a planter when Washingit

which have been preserved
were obviously transcribed by
Washington himself.

yond the Blue Ridge Mountains, and with the glad ac-

school.

WANTED

Mount Vernon
the
veyed
from
as appears
plantation,
the map still in existence, and
took special lessons from Mr.
James Genn, the official surveyor of the county, some of
whose surveys for these years

It thus came about that when
Washington was nearing his
sixteenth birthday, Lord Fairfax offered to employ him on

and the boy was

it,

HE WAS

was

obey and

to

parents

DID WHEN
FOURTEEN.

GOOD RIDER.

The brothers were not alone in this serwas
vice
ice, however, for while Washington

4.,-,

t i

;

^nin^t^y

The Moonshiners
By WALTER

in

the Jungle

WALDEN

Author of "Tropic Smugglers," and "The Mystery of the River Cave."
Illustrated

by

NORMAN

P.

ROCKWELL

blossoms.

Cypress knees stuck up

the

like elongated

A

ground

humps

from

of camels.

HUNDRED

yards hither side of the
Uncle Bill turned off the road
to the left.
Creeping behind the brush, I
saw him stop in a clump of cabbage-palms,
where a number of dead trunks of palms
These palm trunks
lay on the ground.
were all hollow, and Uncle Bill kneeled
down and drew from the hollows as many
as six or seven demijohns, which he put
into the light wagon and carefully covered
from sight with a tarpaulin. They were
empty, I could see from the way he
river

handled them.
Immediately the return journey was begun, which was but a repetition of the one
I took a short-cut through
to the swamp.
"
"
the
woods, getting to the sugarpiney
cane patch ahead of Uncle Bill, who, when
he arrived, drove around the fence to the
side away from any near habitations. After
a look around, he set to work to pull the
demijohns out of the wagon and set them
within the fence.

~"lT BEGAN.
Through "Uncli
Billy" had always been kind to Nat,
after the
completely
his manner changed
latter
helped the government officials
Nat to
This
set
catch same smugglers.
He soon saw Uncle B'lly, who
thinking.
a
with
intimate
good-for
was strangely
nothing named Bat Mason, drive toward
a lonely swamp with a carefully covered
It was hard for Nat to suspect a
load
hts
friend like Uncle Billy, but he knew
other good friend, Joseph De Long, the
do
him
to
revenue officer, would expect
his duty in reporting suspicious circumand
He overheard Uncle Billy
stances.
Mason talking of "demies," corn math

HOW

"bilers," and later when he saw Uncle
Billv hitch up his horse and drive off, he
slipped out of the sugar cane and followed.

and

with zinc and carbon, that showed me they
constituted an electric battery.
Mr. Howatt took one of the wires coming from the pine stump and made it fast
to one side of the battery and then James
took the other wire from the stump in one
hand, and a wire from the battery in the
other hand, and, at a signal from his
father of "all ready," he brought the two
wires together, when on the instant
;

Then, from my hiding-place in the cane, "BOOM!"
I felt the house shake.
saw him do what I was expecting. He
JAMES IN THE CLOW OF ONE OF HIS OWN carried the large wicker-covered bottles
We ran to the stump and found it shatELECTRIC LIGHTS
into the shelter of the cane and covered tered, and the ground torn up around it.
them up with the brush that I had seen They talked about pov er and an electric
CHAPTER II. (Continued.)
Bat Mason putting there at an earlier hour. fuse, but it was not till the next week that
BILL drove west and was
When Uncle Bill had disappeared around I learned just how the thing was done.
soon on the road leading to the the corner on his way to the barn, I slipped They were to clear a whole field of
river.
The ever-present luxurious out of the cane and made for home. As I stumps in that way.
saw-palmetto of the pine forest furnished trudged through the pine forest, now and
James took me into the house and
plenty of screens behind which I could again stumbling on the saw-palmetto roots, showed me how, by a combination of a
dodge in case of need. But there was no I set my mind to employment on the pres- considerable number of battery cells, they
He
were able to enjoy electric lights.
ent and future of Uncle Bill's affairs
need, for he never looked around.
When well clear of the town Uncle Bill that is, so far as I should be in relation- darkened a room and soon had two incanbrought out his jew's-harp," and with finger ship to them. For my connection was a descent bulbs aglow. A number of electric
and breath performed a
hoe-down," the thing I could not well dodge, now. I must toys he had, and his father a considerable
horse immediately taking advantage of his either inform on Uncle Bill or manage variety of apparatus, such as I had not
master's preoccupation of tongue and hand some way to pull or drive him out of the thought to see in the Florida wilds. I was
bad business he was in one which, from mechanical enough to enjoy the hour or
to slow down to a lazy walk.
As he picked the metal tongue of the his point of view, was morally altogether two I spent at the Howatt home, and left
with a sense of neighborly friendliness and
jew's-harp with his middle finger and beat legitimate. Such was his ignorance.
time on the floor of the wagon with his
Uncle Bill was engaged with Bat Mason a promise of more intimacy in the future.
in the making of moonshine
he called to the imaginary dancers
corn whisbrogan,
"
"
CHAPTER III.
All hands round
still," was
key, and their distillery, or
Swing
pardners
yer
"
hidden
in
some bay-head. About that I I SEEK HELP, AND GET CLOSER TO THE
Gid-ap
(to the horse, who made a little
I looked up at
jerk of pretence to trot, then promptly set- was in no sort of doubt.
QUARRY.
the pale moon in the western sky as I
tled back again to his walk). "Do ce do!
in mind Uncle Bill's engageAlia man left!" etc. And finally: "March thought of what Uncle Bill had said about
ment with Bat Mason, I trudged
"
"
t' yer seats
not agreeing to start the
biler a-bilin' so
over to the edge of the prairie in
"
"
Durn yer lazy hide
he said, grasping long as the moon sheds water." There was mid-afternoon. As I expected, finally along
lines and bringing their tail ends down the crescent with the convex side up, like comes Uncle Bill in his wagon, clucking to
th_e
with a whack on the horse's flank. " Yer a chopping-bowl turned upside down.
I
I
his old horse.
peeped out from the
too durn knowin'."
had heard of that being a sign of rain, but palmetto and saw, in the wagon-bed, the
So then there came a short spell of trot- had never heard it associated with any same old tarpaulin, covering the same bulk
But soon the jew's-harp went back to superstition like that of Uncle Bill.
ting.
of something as on the day before, when
his mouth again in a rendering of " Old
he drove back from Peace River swamp.
Dan Tucker," and the horse promptly took J
at my breakfast when a thunder- It was the demijohns, of course.
his chance again
all but stopping.
I might have followed him on down to
ing report shook the pine forest. The
I found it no great effort to keep up
and sound came from over the Howatts* way. the southeast, but I feared it would be a
soon the palms, cypresses, magnolias and It determined me to make a promised visit longer journey than I was prepared to
live-oaks showed that the mile-deep swamp to young James Howatt, and thus satisfy make then and, too, I felt that I already
"
"
of the
river bottom
was at hand. It was my curiosity as to the cause of the explo- knew more than could rest easily on my
When I approached the Howatt conscience without communion with the
impossible to see far in this thick swamp sion.
forest, so I drew close to the wagon, which homestead I could see James and his father law in some way.
In fact, as I walked
I followed in the windings for
nearly a busied at a great pine stump, and a near homeward again through the forest, I felt
mile.
view showed them arranging a pair of that I could no longer shirk my responsiDuring the rainy season all that ground silk-covered wires that were fast in the bility. I must write Joseph DeLong. But
held water.
But now it was dry, barring stump.
while I owed something to the law and
an occasional low spot. Squirrels jumped
James pulled me along back to the house. Joseph DeLong. I owed something to the
from oak limbs to palm fans, and then to There, just within the door, stood a pair wrongly educated Uncle Bill.
magnolia trees, shaking down fragrant of glass jars two-thirds full of liquid, and
And then it came to my mind like an inI

UNCLE

;

:

!

I

!

KEEPING

!

!

WAS

;

;
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be the
spiration that his religion should
to save him from his mistaken im-

means

Uncle Bill was strong in his reas he
were all his folks; and,
"
"
set great store
by their
expressed it, he
pulses.

as

ligion,

preacher.

determined

I

in the
house in the

him

told

to

appeal to the minister,

morning made

and

town.

that

I

direct

to

his

named no names, but

had reason to know that

I

an otherwise good man of his flock was
engaged in the making of corn whiskey
the law, and detailed the talk I'd
heard, to show that the culprit was unconscious of the moral wrong in the practice.
had seen
I told only so much of what I
as I thought needful.
The minister stroked his dark beard
thoughtfully as I talked on, _never once
interrupting me, nor embarrassing me with
.against

till I had said what I wished to say.
his eyes seemed to smile as he preto speak in return.

a look,

Then
pared
"

the evil and not the

It is

wish to

fight.

You wish

man

that

you

convince the
so that he will

to

man

of the fact of the evil
out, and so save his soul and body
from the consequences of the evil; and by
your coming here you show that you consider it in the province of the church and
its ministers to bring this about.
Yes, you
And then he added, after a
are right."
thoughtful pause: "And I don't know but
that your instinctive avoidance of names is
cast

it

just as well."

He

from

rose

pace the

floor.

his

chair

and began

As he walked

to

slowly to

and

fro he talked, apparently to himself.
is a man who makes his corn into
pon-bread and cannot see why he should
not make it into liquor too if he chooses;
"

Here

'

'

in all other ways upright, sober and
law-abiding; a good neighbor, God-fearing, but untutored
He paused in his talk and continued to
walk in silent thought for a short space.
Then finally he turned to me.
"
"
It
Come to church Sunday," he said.
is hard to convince these men with their
primitive ideas of freedom, but we'll see
what we can do."
I left the minister with an eased heart.
But my conscience would not let up quite

a man,

till

I

had

Neither did
names, but

written to Joseph DeLong.
give the revenue officer any
made plain my friendliness

I

toward Uncle Bill, and said much about
good qualities. I made it a matter of
little doubt that we should shortly have
liim renouncing his moonshining for all
I made just enough mention of Bat
time.
Mason in my letter to make him the villain
of my meagre story (little knowing how.
much of a villain he really was). It was
on him I tried to put the blame of Uncle
Bill's law-breaking; which was not entirely
correct, for (as he afterward admitted)
Uncle Bill had been at the moonshining
long before the coming of Bat Mason. His
grandfather had never known of any law
his

against
Well,
ter that

it.

made

plain enough in my letI meant to save Uncle Bill before
anything could happen to him, though not
openly hinting that I didn't want any officers after him.
I felt much easier when
I

it

NAT AND JAMES IN THE JUNGLE.
the fence, hoping to hear what they
might be conspiring. But their talk was
too low. Their gestures, however, showed
that Bat was urging something upon Uncle
Bill, who resisted. Finally Uncle Bill broke
to

out with

:

"

I ain't a-goin'
Let that mash rot then
nary a step this day. Ef hit cain't wait
till to-morrer hit kin jest rot !"
the letter was gone.
Bat finally shuffled off, grumbling, and
IT was the next afternoon that I was on Uncle Bill swung his ax into the wood. I
the way to town and saw Uncle Bill's
easily gathered that Uncle Bill was turning
horse and wagon standing near the old a hand to help out the old Widow SimpWidow Simpson's little tumble-down son, and that Bat was urging him to abanhouse. As I came near I saw Bat Mason don her and give his attention to the
in talk with Uncle Bill in the yard, where moonshining so that the " mash " should
he stood by a wood pile with an ax in his not rot.
hand.
On my way back from the stores I saw
I came up behind a shed, and from there
Uncle Bill's wife through the widow's open
crawled into a clump of saw-palmetto close door, and I could hear the widow's voice.
!

"

aire sure saints," she
to give up your own an'
help a poor old body like this."

Ye two
''

ing,

was say-

come an

Uncle Bill's wife spied me and came out
She said the
speak a pleasant word.
widow was taken with the chills and fever
This was far from the first time
again.
that Uncle Bill and wife had come to reto

lieve

the

known

old

lady's

they did

supplied.

And

much

wants.
to

yet here

It

was

well

keep her cupboard

was

the

man whom

duty to betray to the
I
law.
felt, then, more than ever determined to prevent this thing.
it

might seem

my

It wanted
I now became rather rested.
three days till Sunday, when the minister
would exert an influence intended to turn
the moonshiner from his crooked road.
I was conscious of a strong desire to see
"
"
of Uncle Bill's, and
still
this moonshine
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We

James

hurried along, practicing caution as

the point where the wagon had
found marks of
re-entered the forest.
the wheels and the horse's hoofs, and these
we followed to the south till we saw the
heavy growth of either hammock or swamp
ahead.
stopped then, fearing that there
might be watchers just within the thick
coppice.
"
We'd better not go any farther," I said,
"
might see us."
they
"
I
was just thinking that, too," said

We

T

was not till afternoon that we were off,
guns in hand, for we planned to go to
where I had seen Uncle Bill and Bat Mason going toward Prairie Creek.
We trudged about four miles to the
southeast, and sat down by a clump of sawpalmetto, near the edge of the prairie, to
wait till the moonshiners should show'
up
so that we could follow them to their secret

"

James.

I
could hear a
bumble-bee.

Again

saw-pal-

Uncle

voice

as
of

Bill.

"Hev

ye shot anythin' yit?" he said.
"Nothing yet," said James.
"
Hev ye got any buck-shot?" said Uncle
Bill.

"Yep."

"We

said James.

jumped

jest

a

deer two hundred

yard back; he went that-away."
I could hear
James making off west, after
thanking Uncle Bill. But I didn't hear any
movement of the wagon. Then came the
voices of Uncle Bill and Bat.
Uncle Bill

was saying:
"
I

don't

noways

like

the looks

o'

"

till

too," said

We

'

!

We

thet
I

Their

WAS AT BREAK-

FAST

WHEN

in

We

compelled to go around

this

place

is-

around here somewe c a n>.
where
come here in day-

A

;

THUNDERING

RE-

PORT CAME FROM
OVER THE HOWATT'S

WAY."

light,

when we

know

they are

in<

town."
"

It
be
might
dangerous to go
poking around in

the dark," offered

James. "That fellow might hear us-

and

blaze

away

with his pistol."
"
Let's hike for

home
"

We

then,"

I

said.

can follow
the edge of theprairie till we get
to our branch."

We

J

the rear, keeping
When they
carefully under cover.
came to crossing the corner of the prairie,
Uncle Bill looked back into the pine woods,
keenly, from time to time, and he hurried
his horse toward the farther side.
were

"

ing.
"

I.

far

;

We

into their
after dark," said James.
they'll be on the watch-out,

followed

Old

favorite,

It's Uncle Bill playing his Jew's-harp,"
whispered.
crawled nearer the music ceased and
there came the sound of voices.
They
seemed in altercation, but we couldn't make
The
Still nearer we crept.
out a word.
Jew's harp started up again, the tones now
made out Bat Mason's
more clear.
voice interrupting the music; and then
Uncle Bill broke out into a loud voice so
we got his words.
"
They " ain't no use argyfyin' it ain't:
he said.
time yit
"
"
in
Then they continued to
argyfy
were
ears.
tones indistinct to our
by
now become conscious that night was fall-

No, and

\Y/E

Bill's

1

That means they won't go

place

the

though

We'll have to light out for home,
"
It's getting dark."
whispered James.
I
could
Before
reply we heard wagon
("
Now let's follow up the creek," said I, wheels, and we hastily crawled deep into
"they can't see us any quicker in here than the undergrowth. We had but a minute to
we can see them."
wait to see Uncle Bill's horse and wagon,
"But they might hear us," said James. with the two men in the seat, coming by,
"Do you think they would shoot?"
back, over the same road they'd gone.
"Uncle Bill wouldn't," I answered, "I
We allowed them to get well out of
don't know about Bat Mason."
sight, ahead in the hammock, before follow.We pushed on through the tangle, at ing. Back at the ford we waded across and
times crawling through a copse. So intent
passed on through the now much darkened
were we on finding that secret distillery hammock to the pine woods. But we neither
'hat we forgot that the afternoon was near- saw nor heard
anything of the wagon and
'-v worn away, and the shadows had already
men.
"Well," I said,
"it's too dark to
see any tracks.

bein' 'round here."
chap
"
Hit don't signify nothin'," said Bat.
"
Yer too durn skeery, Bill."
"There! 5ee him lookin' back?
said
Uncle Bill.
"Wall." bepran Bat, "he ain't much
more'n a kid, nonow."
"_Tht Nathan-ee-al skalawag's sure only
a kid," said Uncle Bill, " an' you know what
he did, a-catchin' o' them smugglers."
"
An' they thought they got 'em all,"
"
laughed Bat Mason.
I reckon they'd be
some-cussin' e-f they knew."
"
Wall," began Uncle Bill, clucking to
"
the horse,
We don't go in to thet place
in daylight no moh."
The wagon rattled off over the palmetto
roots.
I crawled carefully forth from the
palmetto. When the wagon had got some
hundred yards to the southeast, I stood up,
and was soon joined by James Howatt, to

"

forward,

cautiously

"

And now we know which way

;

wagon

a sudden

not unlike a

humming

recognized Uncle

1

:

clump

hammock.

to

Dan Tucker."

We

metto. hearing the rattle of the
it
drew near. Then came the

of

humming had ceased. We stooped in the
brush as we stole along. Then again came
the humming, now more distinct, and I
could name it.
"

they've gone anyway."
"
And then," said I, " from what they
sa 'd. they won't go to the
still
till after
dark. I'll tell you let's cut across to the
distillery.
kept a sharp look-out for southwest till we get to Prairie Creek. It
an hour. Our moonshiners did not appear, can't be far. And we can follow it up
which was not strange, for there was no I'M t> et their place is on that creek, sometime set. But we began to tire somewhat, where up above they have to have water."
and to relax, so that for the next hour an
So straight through the " piney " woods
occasional survey of the way they should to the southwest we went, and were surcome was all the attention we gave.
prised to strike Prairie Creek after hardly
Then James arose to look. I saw him above half a mile's walk. As is the case
start, and he said
with all Florida streams, the creek was hid"
There they are! They've seen me! "
den, throughout its course, in heavy growth
"
f hammock
Let them think you're out hunting,
live-oaks, palms, magnolias,
alone," I said.
"I'll keep out of sight
cedars, vines and oftimes impassible thickand you go away, west, as soon as you get et s of undergrowth. The stream was not
the chance."
wide; three good jumps would have landed
us On the other bank.
So I crawled into the
of
'

for-

Moving

through sev-

stop.

We

the next day.
J

southern side of the creek.
ward cautiously we passed
enty-five or a hundred yards
Then something brought me

we neared

I

February, 1915

and an ear ahead, we waded over, hastening into the shelter of the brush on the

after.

now that I knew him better.
went over and got him down by the
branch, in the hammock, and told him
what I knew.
He became enthusiastic; so, without figunng much on the difficulties or dangers, we
agreed to start on our hunt for the " still "
So

Scouts' Magazine

keep within the cover of the woods, and
though we saw the wagon re-entering the
pine woods again, we got no glimpse of it

strongly tempted to let James Howatt into
my secret, that he might help me. I had
already told the minister and Joseph
DeLong something; and I felt that I could
trust

The Boy

begun
place

to deepen.

Finally

where a way seemed

we came upon

through the hammock. An
the ground gave wagon tracks.
Here's their trail again," said
'

I.

us down to the water, where we
out there was a ford. With an eye

It led

open space, to made

a

have been cut
examination of

to

were

soon.

cut across to theArnorthwest.
rived at the other
sides we kept to
the edge of the forest in the dark, alternately running and walking fast, for fiveThen we took the heavy growth
miles.
marking the course of the creek for our

guide
"

till

What

we came

to

my

home.

time are we going down ?
(Continued on page 23.)

"

asked

Primitive
A

Description of the

Ways

in

Methods

of

Fire

Making

which the Eskimos, American
Indians, African Savages,
Get Flames Without Matches

Filipinos

and Barman,

By SCOUT EDWIN SMILEY
Troop

many "Scouts who make

Philadelphia, Penn.

46,

fire

by
sticks realize that they
rubbing
are using the good old-fashioned
Eskimo method? Our American Indians
never dreamed of a bow, simply whirling

HOW
"

between the palms of the
But our fat, slant-eyed
Eskimo, with a brain made
keener by the northern cold,
saw the possibilities of a
how.
So he took a curved
walrus tusk, shaved down
about half the ivory and

their fire drill

hand.

DfllK

strung it with a loose strip
of walrus hide. The drill was
inserted in the loop of the
hide and held upright in a
notch of the fire-board; and
presto! the Eskimo had fire
with a few vigorous strokes
of the bow, before the Indian could
get
his hand limbered up.
Not only the bow, but the hand socket
owes its origin to the Eskimo. In order
to keep the drill upright in
boring, he
held the pointed, upper end in a hole

gouged out of

a slippery
piece of serpentine or some
other hard stone. In addition to the hand socket, the

Eskimo developed a most,
unique,

socket

mouthpiece.

was used mainly by
Eskimos of the coast, who relied on
This

-the

small pieces of drift wood to make fire
These fragments were often so
>upon.
small that the left hand had to be used
to hold the fire board.
To hold the drill

upright they rigged up a mouthpiece instead of a hand socket. This was a crescent-shaped affair with a bit of hard stone
inserted in the wood.
No wonder the
Eskimos have such powerful, square jaws

CORRECT POSITION FOR BOWING
WITH ARM HELD TIGHT
AGAINST KNEE.
this shows the author of
article who with his sticks has made
in 21 seconds, as timed by Philadelphia Scout officials.

Incidentally,

this
fire

hide thong about a speared shaped drill.
This is done by raising and lowering the
"handle" of the pump. The
a r>\p
f (f e
c i rcu ar
di sc j us t above the
barb of the spear-like drill
steadies it and acts as a flywheel.
The other tribes of Indians
i

into the edge of a red cedar board threequarters of an inch in thickness.
To do
this, start a hole three-quarters of an inch
from the edge of the board with a
penknife, then with a pointed drill bore into
the hole until black dust
The
appears.
notch is then cut right to the center of the
hole.
It should also be wider and
deeper
at the bottom.
The drill should be about
16 inches long and
three-quarters of an inch
thick. When you drill, the
punk peels forth
and packs in the fire pan. Don't stop until
you see the punk becoming black and smoking from the underneath. It is needless to
say that unless you have held your drill
steady so as not to have broken the coal
in the punk you can attribute
your first
failures to either one of two
The
things.
notch was not cut to the middle of the hole
or you didn't bow hard and
steady enough.
Let us turn our attention to some
methods of fire making which are not drilling.

In the Philippines "strings'" of bamboo
cut in narrow strips are drawn crosswise
over a very soft wood, but a more satis-

factory method is good, hard sawing with
had simply their rotary drill two pieces of bamboo, as they still do in
and fire board. The thin drill the Philippines to-day. Here they split a
bamboo in half, cut a small
is spun around by the palms, three-inch
while the hands exert a certain groove across it, then with a sharp-edged
--..
pressure as they slide down bamboostick they saw away until enough
V
from the thin to the thick low- punk collects to blow into a coal. Bamboo
Cr Cnd
f the dri "The trick shavings are packed inside to serve as tinJl-nr'.f/
v
here is to get the hand from der.
the bottom to the top of the drill without
Gcfing back to Burmah we have the most
Their fire piston
stopping the motion of the drill. Obvious- baffling method known.
ly two men are needed for quick work. The has truly kept scientists guessing, even tolonger the drill the better, for the Austraday if you were travelling in
lian bushman has his drill long enough so
the windy jungles of BurEfr"1 "'1
n
that one man is standing, while his partner
mah, your coolie would light
fire P/5T
-"' is
H*njie

,

kneeling.

There

his cigarette with his

one

little

which is cruder, however,
fire piston if the wind was
than that of the American Indians. It is to
high. He would get a little
be seen today in the Malay
grease on the end of the
where the natives
Islands,
piston to hold a wad of cotsaving his precious "coal"
take a flat board and a
ton in place, then with a
from falling on the snow. To
drill.
the
pointed
They place
quick snap the piston is
"
"
this end he cut a
in the
step
board on a tree stump,
forced into the air-tight
edge of his fire board to catch
straddle it with legs apart
cylinder, the compressed air
the coal.
They even mainand plow the drill back and becomes hot enough to ignite the cotton
tained a

after biting on this mouthpiece!
Even the fire pan of the scout set can
be traced back to an Eskimo device for

is

set

single coal for as long
forth in a groove.
Strange
as two weeks by letting it slowly burn in
to say they have acquired
"Iay
a rope of woven cedar bark.
skill enough to produce fire
But the truly artistic accessory of the
in forty seconds.
Eskimo set, the Scouts have yet to adopt.
Curiously, on the coast of East Africa
This is the seal skin bag with its beautiful one tribe
preserves the trick of fire making
in
bead work, which preserved the as a man's
designs
right exclusively. Father secretfire set from the damp snow.
ly imparts the mystery to the son, for they
The nearest approach to a bow among fear that if the women learn the trick of
our North American Indian was the fire fire
making, they will want to run the govpump. "Pumping fire" sounds strange in- ernment and be bosses in general. Evideed, yet that is exactly what the Iroquois dently it is not the construction of the set
of New York did. Any epidemic of sick- that these Africans wish to hide from their
ness they would blame on the " Old Fire," women. But it is the art of
cutting a notch
so they would get out their fire pump and in the side of the fire
board and a particu"
New lar form in drilling. As a matter of fact
go through the ceremony of the
Fire."
The principle of this set depends the
_author has found that the art of fire
upon the winding and unwinding of a raw- making can be learned only by close observation of an expert at work, rather than by
NOTE. The author wishes to thank Dr. Walter any amount of explanation.
Mr.
H.
C.
and
Hough,
Mercer, of Douglastozvn,
Yet for the few who may be bold enough
Dr. P. Gordon, of the University of Pennsylvania
museum, for their kindly suggestions in regard to to do it alone, I would say that the trick is
"
"
this article.
E..S.
briefly this
shaped notch is cut

M

I

:

A

V

so that when the piston is quickly withdrawn the cotton is already aflame.

In conclusion, you might be interested to
these various sets compare in
the International Exposition at
St. Louis in 1904 a primitive fire-making
contest was held.
An Igorote represented
the
an Ainu,
Philippines,
Japan, and the Indian stood
for America. At the crack of

know how
speed. At

the

pistol

they

The Ainu, with

all
started.
his flint and

very readily struck off
But he became so
completely bewildered before
his audience that he failed to blow up the
steel,

sparks.

coal into a flame.
his

bamboo

set,

but

The

Filipino

all

in vain.

sawed at
Perhaps

he lacked the inspiration of a rolling pin
hands of his powerful wife, waiting
for fire to cook breakfast.
So the Indian
quietly took his time and produced fire in
two minutes.
in the

"A

Scout

What the Book

Said,

By

F.

Brave

is

and What the Boy Did
H. CHELEY

Author of "Buffalo Roost," "Three River Kids," and
Illustrated

T was

cold February, so cold in fact that
Jasper Gibbs had "not ventured out but
had spent most of the day by the big
stove in the cabin, pouring over a Handbook of the Boy Scouts of America loaned
him by a city cousin who was the proud
possessor of two Scout merit badges.
Mr. Gibbs stood by the fire' warming his
hands, while his face wore a troubled ex-

valley had been
that surpassed anything

For two days the

monia.

lost in a blizzard

even the oldest settlers could remember,
The wind had blown the snow in a flurry
that was beyond description and so penetrating
was the cold that he had
been compelled to tack
of

strips

sacks

grain

about the door

to

keep

suddenly

by

NORMAN

straightened

P.

"Told by the Campfire.'

ROCKWELL

himself,

raised

his

Scout salute and in a very serious
"
v ice said,
On my honor, 1 will do my
His father could not help but
best."
chuckle as he jumped into the sleigh and
calle d to Jerry. Jerry fairly flew down the
lan e an d lnt o the mam road. Some way he

han d

in

had
middle of
and he had

so

night
labored unceasingly to
save it from freezing.

He had
on

this

/

AND RAISED
THE GUN.

from the stable, and on his way in had
noted the low-hanging clouds and rising
wind.
He knew the signs, and the fear
within him seemed to squeeze his heart as
if in a vise.
As he stood thinking, undecided, Mary went into a fit of coughing,
each spasm startling him anew with fear.
There was but one way out of it he must
drive for mother. A second blizzard was
coming, and it might keep mother from
home for several days more and Mary
just couldn't survive without her.
He hurriedly filled the stove afresh with
wood. Harnessing old Jerry to the cutter
with a haste that surprised him, he ran into
the house and gave Jasper a few words of
instruction.

my boy, don't under any circumAnd remember
leave the house.
Don't light the lamp if
to keep it warm.
we should be late. You will be all right by
And don't get frightened.
,the firelight.
You are a whole lot of a man now, and
"Jap,

stances

He's counting on' you.
father knows it.
You read me awhile ago about a Scout being trustworthy; father knows he can trust
Take good care of sisGood-bye
you.
"
!

ter

!

Jap flushed a bit with pleasure and assured his father he would obey orders. He

put his face close to the frozen

II E

the barn.

uttered an exclamation
a second's time he was
citement.
He began talking
self.
Yes, the upper half of

as the means of raising
the
mortgage on the

place and he just must
not lose him even in
these
unfavorable circumstances.
He had just returned

He

out.

months

for

!

went to the window facing the barn
and began to scratch the ice from the glass
It was slow work,
with his jack knife.
but he would get there soon. Rose whinnied again and again, and finally he heard
her kick. He hurried a little faster and at
length he had a place big enough to peer

window and looked toward

been depending
colt

much

He

the

the

He

had settled himself once more with his
book and was engrossed, when he almost
jumped from his chair and his heart came

!

prize Percheron colt
in

had

near stop beating.
Above the gale he heard Rose May whing ' *** ny. For a moment he was lost in thought
What could that noise have been
And
hours
the
least"
then it dawned upon him.
Father, in his
haste, had not securely fastened the upper
half of the barn door and the wind had
blown it open with a bang. As he stood
wondering, it banged again. He was alert
in a second and was thinking of the stalT AP had never felt so lonely.
The house lion colt. Yes, Rose was whinnying and
J
seemed bigger and more empty than it he knew the colt must be cold with that ice
had ever seemed before. He had found a wind blowing through the stable.
It was just thirty yards to the barn.
He
ft-\v h;ird biscuits in the bread box and had
could slip out, fasten the door, and be back
in a minute. True, father had said for him
not to, but then, of course, father had not
thought the barn door would be blowing
If the colt should freeze, then it
open.
would be Jap's fault and oh, it would mean

the cabin warm enough
for the sick child.
On top of this and to
add to his anxiety, the

come

answer him, and just now she
slipped off into a restless little sleep.

to

of terror. In
wild with exaloud to himthe barn door

was open he had been right in that, but
that was not all by any means, for, standing directly in front of the half opened
door, her tail extended, her nose up testing the wind, stood a fierce looking mountain lion.
Only last week they had seen
tracks in the snow at Smith's, and had supposed that the brute had been driven down
from the cliffs by the cruel storms and
little sorgum from a barrel that had floated
cold but to find one actually standing in
of
streaks
light
The
pink
to shore.
long
the barnyard, just ready to leap into the
that came from the base burner reminded half
open door, no doubt to devour the
little
sister,
the
and
him of a red camp fire,
new colt, was enough to frighten any one,,
nf a Princess that he had saved from let
alone a boy like Jap.
"
"
drowning. She had caught an awful cold
Oh, the colt the colt! cried Jap aloud.
from being in the cold water so long to be "He'll
the colt.
He'll get Dad's coltf
get
he
So
sure, but soon she would be better.
What shall I do?" and then he remem"
enjoyed an hour of strange imaginings.
a Scout is brave."
bered,
The wind that was a mere breeze when
moved uneasily and heaved a long
Mary
Mr. Gibbs started had grown to be a gale
sigh.
that whistled around the corners and made
"What is it, Jap?" she whispered.
the pine block in the stove sizzle and crack. " What are
you talking about, you silly
a
heard
he
rusty
he
twice
or
Once
thought
boy."
comwere
windows
the
but
"
hinge squeak,
a real sure-enough mounlion, Sis
the cold had
pletely covered with pictures
tain lion, like Jim Ford shot last winter on
not
could
he
and
before
painted the night
Black Mountain and oh, Mary, he's going
Father's last words had been a
see out.
to go right into the barn and kill the colt.
walked
He
door.
warning not to open the
That's Rose
whinnying now to tell us.
around" the big empty rooms, but it was What shall IMay
do? I don't seem to think
cold except just by the fire.
and right. Can't you help?"
He
He had inquired a dozen times already quick
danced about the big stove in his exciteof Mary if he could, do anything for her
that ment, then back to the window.
comfort, for his Handbook surely said
The beast whiffed and whiffed, turning
"
Scout is helpful." until she had refused
a

on
spread a generous supply of molasses
each one and eaten them, for Dad had forIt reminded
gotten to get them dinner.
him of being stranded on a desert island
with nothing to eat but hardtack and a

;

!

A

;

IO
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head this way and that to make sure
there was no danger, and then made ready
to spring through the opening.
Jap suddenly calmed himself. Then like
its

lightning he jerked on his cap and coat,
pulled a chair over to the wall and took
down the ritie from the shelf, made sure
it was loaded, as he had so often seen his
father do, and started toward the door.
Mary objected and clung to him desperateher back
ly, but Jap shook her off, ordering
to her bed, just as Mr. Gibbs would have

done.

turned the knob, pushed on the door.
gave slowly, for the snow and ice had
worked into every crevice and frozen. Once
out, he shut the door by throwing all his
weight against it.

He

It

""THE huge
1

cat turned at the sound of
door and eyed Jap, then came
one step nearer, her tail working like a
big snake, her lips drawn back exposing
her long white fangs. Jap tried to raise the
gun to position, but it was so heavy he

the

couldn't

hold

steady.

it

making great

just

The

was
Every
yet he was

barrel

circles in the air.

muscle

in the boy's body tingled,
surprisingly 'calm and determined. He fell
It was
to one knee and raised the gun.
It seemed to him ages
better that way.

elapsed before he could steady

it

Suddenly a new thought struck him. He
dared not shoot for fear of killing one of
His shot would go right
the horses!
through the barn
He stood up again. The lion took fright,
!

crossing the barnyard.
he could and fired.

leaps

it

was

fast

Jap aimed as best

The shell went wild, but it encouraged
He hurried toward the barn, closed
Jap.
the door with a bang and fastened it.
Then quickly he became aware that he
was freezing cold. He had not stopped for
gloves, and he now realized that his ears
were numb.
was gone, that was sure. He
had so wanted to shoot him, but anyway
the colt was safe. He hurried back to the
house, gun in hand, and stamping the snow
from his feet as best he could, prepared to

and

HER TAIL WORKING LIKE A BIG SNAKE, HER LIPS DRAWN BACK, EXPOSING HER LONG
WHITE FANGS."

enough

to shoot.

and with long springing

"

fingers
lion

The

enter.

TO

his utter astonishment, he found he
could not budge the door. Pull as he
great
might, it would not give a particle.
fright seized him. His ears and face were

A

when suddenly a more horrible thought
came to him. Mary would not be able to
put fresh wood in the big stove and the
must have burned out ere this and she
would be cold he shivered and drew
down into the old blanket the more and
He remembered
perhaps she would die.
just what his father had said about keeping
her warm. He was getting so sleepy. Oh,
why didn't some one come? Where, where
was his father anyway? Rose May whinnied, but it sounded far, far away, and soon
Jap Gibbs wa? dosing and dreaming of
horses and colts and lions and Indians,
ships, biscuits, islands, and what not
and then all was blank.
T was dark, pitch dark, when Jerry pulled
the old cutter into the yard, and Mr.
Gibbs, stiff and cold, climbed out, lantern in
hand and helped Mrs. Gibbs and a stranger
to alight. He then lighted them to the door.
The house was dark not even the faintest
flickering of shadows lighted the frosty
window pane. He took hold of the knob
and pulled, but the door stuck fast. He
handed the lantern to his wife and taking
a firm hold with both hands pulled again
and again.
log

numb. The wind cut him like a knife. It be"
gan to snow. He called with all his might but
"
I nailed
Frozen, Doc," he muttered.
he received no answer. The peephole he had
to
keep out the
made had frozen over, and Mary was para- sacks on the door yesterday
and they have gotten in the crack and"
lyzed with fright, for she could hear only cold
She had tried with all frozen fast. Here, Doc, give me a hand
his cries for help.
He kicked the door a heavy blow to
her little might to open the door from her
he did so the jar toppled
loosen
it, and as
frozen
it
was
tight.
side, but
from its resting place. Gibbs
Jap leaned the gun against the wall and over the gun
it up and held it to the light.
summoning all his strength tried again, but snatched
"
My gun What foolishness has that
it
was no use. He stumbled to the barn,
now?" In an instant his
opened the door with numb fingers, entered boy been up to
of a giant.
and closed the door behind him, fastening it strength was as the strength
hands
He, clasped the knob with both
from the inside.
There was a
Rose May whinnied as he passed. On he braced his legs and pulled.
the door gave
went to the hay pile. There he found a squeak, a grating, and then
with such force that
came
and
open
in
it
and
himself
preway
blanket, wrapped
him completely down.
pared to wait for the home-coming of his it knocked
He snatched the lantern and entered,
He remembered now with real refather.
in hand, calling, "Jap, Jap," but no regret every word he had told him. He had gun
He hastily lighted a lamp and looked
that
knew
he
and
ply.
disobeyed his father,
him. Already mother had Mary in
about
him.
some appropriate punishment awaited
and was sobbing over her. She
arms
her
the
colt,
He was not sorry he had saved
start and clutched her
for by so doing he had saved the home, but awoke with a little
frantically.
he almost wished the lion had attacked mother
"
the lion has
she cried,
Oh, mother,"
him and killed him.
"
!

!

'

He

sat thus meditating in his

boy heart

eaten

Tap

!

The

child,

herself to

burning with fever, had sobbed

sl'eep.

"Where is Jap, Mary?" asked Gibbs,
between chattering teeth, his voice was
so shaky he could hardly talk.
"
Oh, Daddie, Daddie, the lion came to
get the colt and Jap went out to shoot "it. He
Oh
and
never, never came back Oh
she wept as if her little heart would break.
!

!

MELSON

GIBBS was a man of action.
Like a shot he had pumped the rifle,
carefully examined the shell, and noting it
had been shot, he pumped a new shell into
the chamber and taking the lantern hurout.

ried

added new
and took
charge of things in general. Mary was telling the story as best she could between

The Doctor poked up

wood, removed

the

fire,

his great fur coat

sobs.

Gibbs went straight to the barn. When
six paces from it, his eye caught sight of
the deep tracks in the snow. He took one

glance" Lion upon my word,"
"and the boy?"
!

he mut-

tered,

He noted that the barn door was fastened from the inside, and a faint ray of
hope came to him. Hurrying to the wood
pile he snatched up the axe, and in another
second he stood over the prostrate form
of Jap.
"

Frozen

!

ing to break.

barn!

"

he ejaculated, his heart seem"
My boy, frozen in my own

sobbing now. He gathered the
bundle in his arms and hurried to the
With great difficulty, and under
house.
the doctor's careful manipulation, Jap was
His first question was about
aroused.
Mary. When he was told she was all right
and that Dr. Carter had come to get her
well, he smiled a happy little smile, and
with mutterings about bears and guns and
things sank bank in his father's arms.
"
Some snow, quick, Nelson," ordered the
"
and now let's strip him quickly
doctor.

He was

little

yes, clear to the skin."
full

of

snow and Jap was rubbed from head

to

Gibbs

returned with a dishpan

His ears and nose
foot and back again.
were frozen, and there was no doubt that
(Continued on page

25.)
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From Dan
A

Tip To

Fellows

Whom

the Cold

The Boy

Beard's Duffel
May Nip-Also, Some Timely

Scouts' Magazine

their out-door work.
Get busy and make
your councilmen furnish you some such
character to help you with your woodcraft.

Bag

Boy Scouts

month

moccasins, whang strings,
snow shoes, fur mitts, gaudy
mackinaw coats and toques.

the winter woods
often frost bitten.

is
the moon of the
First-Class Scout, dedicated

spent weeks in camp with
them, and although 1 was

Duffel Bag
THISwhen the with
sleepis

filled

Lumbermen

This

to
Abraham Lincoln and
George Washington, both of
whom, you know, were born
in February, and both of
whom were good wilderness
men.
Last night a young fellow,
six foot two in his moccasins, blew into my studio

'Sisf ?hey

enj?/

having^I
it

are

good

of America.

ing bags, woolen stockings,

the

d

pulled when the ones that pull
Scouts.

would not hesitate to rub it
with a pinch of snow, or
holding it in a cup of cold
water until it thaws out.

is

e

Talk About Bird Houses

By DANIEL CARTER BEARD
National Scout Commissioner,

February, 1915

frost bitten

around
sleigh

in

or

working

in

No Word About

are not
I

have

No word

Missing Scout

has

yet been received from
Scout Robert Kirkpatrick, about whose disappearance a notice was published in the

from traveling January number of BOYS' LIFE. Any inwoods by formation about the missing boy should be
in
their funny sent to his father, Mr. J. G. Kirkpatrick, 14
the

little locomotives

which

haul the logs over temporary tracks, I did not meet
_) with a single instance
the
among
lumberjacks
themselves of frost bites, although the bottom had dropped out of the
thermometer.
They were swinging the
axes, exercising, and keeping the blood circulating, and as long as the blood circulates
it will not freeze.
\

West

Eighty-fourth

street,

New

York

City.

\

witli a pair of big snow shoes under his
arm, and an atmosphere of balsam boughs
and camp fire surrounding him, which so
impregnated my body and soul that to-day,
although I am sitting in Editor McGuire's
chair in front of his desk littered with paGET YOUR BIRD HOUSES READY
"
"
pers and books and talking this
dope to
Now, boys, to get down to something
his stenographer, it seems to me that in useful besides taking care of your own
Remember this is the month to prereality I am out in the woods toasting a hide.
piece of bacon over a fire on the sheltered pare for the coming of the birds in the
side of a stump.
Now's the time to build your bird
spring.
WHEN ITS FREEZING COLD
houses and have them all ready. Now's the
It is very cold now out in the woods boys, time to put your suet upon the trees and
up in this section of the country, and when watch the chickadees, the sap suckers and
you go on your hikes you should take good the little white-throated sparrows, and a lot
care that old Jack Frost doesn't nip your of other winter visitors come around and
If you thank you for their dinner.
nose or your ears or your toes.
Mr. Charles E.
can keep up the circulation there is little White, of Kenilworth, 111., has one of the
danger of this. I have had my forehead best contrivances for holding this suet on
It was adfrozen, I have had both of my ears frozen, a tree that I have ever seen.
I have had the end of my nose frozen, and
vertised in the November number of BOYS'
I have had my lip frozen, but always when
But if you dp not want to buy one
LIFE.
I was driving or sleighing or in the cab of of these bird pantries, melt some mutton
a locomotive, and never did it happen when suet and pour the soft fat into th? cracks of
So if you will be the post of your grape arbor where it will
I was on foot walking.
careful to have warm socks on your feet harden and where the birds may reach it,
and keep the latter dry, there is little dan- or daub the tassels of a fir or pine tree with
ger of Jack Frost bothering you while on it. Or make it into balls or blocks and cover
it with a piece of wire netting with a mesh
your hikes.
If you break through the ice and get wet, about a quarter of an inch, which should
and there is no place to dry your clothes, be tacked to the tree.
THE COMMISSIONER" " STUNG"
it will take but a few moments for them to
to
American Boy's
I
freeze stiff, and the best thing for you
offered a prize of an
"
do is to keep at a dog trot until you come Handy Book to the boy who built the best
There
to some house where you can change your bird house over on Long Island.
clothes and dry the wet togs in front of the were four bird houses so well made that it
fire.
The dog trot will tend to keep you was necessary for your Commissioner to
warm until you reach shelter if this is too go down in his jeans and rake up the price
distant let the other fellows build a big rip- of four frizes in place of one. Those were
roaring fire for you, but you keep moving bully bird .houses, and I am proud of them,
but the boys made them too good for me,
until the fire is built.
"
"
and I have stopped offering prizes. I will,
DON'T CRACK YOUR EARS
Recently I have seen it stated that warm however, suggest that you get some of your
water is best to take frost out of frozen troop committeemen to put up prizes for
of
fingers, toes, etc., but cold water will take the best bird houses made by members
the frost out, as I know by experience, and your troop.
In Pittsburgh, the Boy Scouts not only
my advise to you in case of frost bites is to
use cold water and let some other fellow make bird houses, but they also put them
do the experimenting with the warm water. up and they plant the trees that furnish
The Boy Scouts out in
I have used snow to rub my frozen ears fruit for the birds.
into life, but they were not badly frozen. Pittsburgh are right on the job. They are
When an ear is frozen so that it is all hummers in everything that pertains to
white, you must be very careful about rub- Scouting, especially the out-door part of
bing it at all, because in that condition it is it. They had with them this winter a real
exceedingly brittle and you may wound Scout by the name of Smith from up in
yourself seriously by breaking the ear. The the Alberta mountains, a man who has
same is true, in a sense, of any other por- killed many grizzly bears and climbed all
But if there is only a the peaks of the Rockies up in the snpwland.
tion of the body.
small white spot on the lobe of the ear, I He furnished them lots of inspiration for

Fleet

School

Scouts

Progressing.

H. E. Shaffer, Scoutmaster of Troop 1,
Flat Rock, North Carolina, which is organized in the Fleet School whire the Boy

Scout plan has been made a basis of recreation and discipline, reports that excellent
progress has been made since the opening
of the school in September.
Three of the Fleet School boys, Scouts
^

Graham, Davidson and Mattison, were
awarded free scholarships for a full year
in accordance with the plan announced in
the September number of BOYS' LIFE.
There are twenty-seven boys at the Fleet
School this year, of whom eight have had
previous Scouting experience.

Thousands

Who

According to the

Live Underground
latest

statistics

about

20,000 people in New York City spend their
entire working hours underground, and
there are more than 10,000 people whose
work takes them underground more or less
during the day. On ordinary days 1,500,000
people crowd the New York subways (the
underground railways) to go to and from
their work, or to do their shopping and
sight-seeing.

A

A

Striking

Good Turn.

good turn was undertaken
last winter by the Boy Scouts of Moscow, Idaho, and as a result they stirred up
much civic interest. The streets had bepractical

;

MOSCOW, IDAHO, SNOW BRIGADE.

come so dangerous and impassable from
the accumulation of ice and snow that
the Scouts organized a snow patrol and
did heroic work cleaning the thoroughfares.

The

appreciation of the Elks Lodge took

substantial

form,

for

when

wanted to build a clubhouse
gave them $100 toward it.

the Scouts
the lodge

The Cave Scout
A Vermont

Scout

Asks a Question

and Geti an Answer

bunch!

there,

I

thought

it

was about time for you to be showI've been waiting
ing up again.
here for you for a month. I wish I knew
every one of you personally, but I am getting better acquainted all the time and i
see a great many more familiar faces than
[
did in January. There's Patrol Leader
Lawrence Klepper, of Montoursville, Pa.,
over there, and -here is Scout Jay Morris,
of Salem, Ore., and I see Scout Ernest

HELLO

Voss, of Racine, Wis., and several
more. I'm glad to see you and you
may be sure that you are all welcome
in the Cave. Drop in any old time you
take a notion.

mighty good chance for the Scout who
Scout 'vho will stick.
the
will
stick
Sounds kind of musical, doesn't it? Mayhe there's a

poem

in

comes from tackling

nard job and getBut there is something even more' important that these fellows miss.
There is no training in the
world more valuable than learning how to
face difficulties and disappointments and
win out in spite of them.
When a boy
has learned to do this, he is ready for almost any emergency that life can bring.
ting

it.

1"NOTE This bally poem got stuck on itself and
dolled itself all up in a fancy border, but you'll
find it on this page just three lines down.]

Now

you and your

then, Scout Barker,

friends

who

are

mighty

good

examples

the

in

still

"

of

are

game

who

Scouts

John Paul Jones, that old bulldog

{

personally.

Who

And we know how

Will Stick.

You may

We know

ihe

Who

who

your Scouls

talk of

are strong on

hike,

are "there" on the

woods and

the

in

trail,

the like;

have

the

all

and

Eagles

signallers,

First-aiders,

But

all

my

pick
fasten

I'll

who

choice on the Scout

my

will sli'c.

1
don't care a whoop if he's fat, short or tall.
Bow-legged, pigeon-toed, cross-eyed or small,
He may be a dub with an ax or a kit,

:

DEAR MR. CAVE SCOUT:

At

1 have read with pleasure your articles in
BOYS' LIFE, that splendid magazine for boys,
and would like to have your advice on one

His
But

overlook that

Scout who mill

the

in

sd'cfc.

question.

A

troop of Scouts was organized here in
Soutn Royalton some four years ago. At
that time it aroused a great deal of enthusiasm.
It grew quite rapidly, but I am sorry
to say, never could boast of over fifteen memBut South Royalton is a small place.
bers.
The high school here has less than seventy
members, less than half of whom are
" boys
memBut unfortunately the
of Scout age.
"

There's a job
fear

done,

a

it's

one,

tough

I

;

take

may

He

takes off

Looks

the

at

a week,
to

do

his

coat,

job,

may

it

he throws

year
the chap,

difficulty is the lack of Scoutmashave tried two all we could into aid us
but both had too much other
to attend to.
They could not put sufficient time into the Scout work.

Another

down

his

cap,

the

When

thick.

And we

It

end

the

Scout who will

sliclf.

grow

at

up.

There
ing,

is one big danger about stickhowever, and that is the danger of

wrong

thing.

Some

fel-

lows stick to cigarettes and lose their

Yours very truly,
HAROLD C. BARKER,

it ?

find at the

Cave Scout congratulates
South Royalton and
all other Scouts who are lucky enough
to have some good husky difficulties to
overcome on your fine opportunity.
You'll be better men for it when you
so the

sticking to the

best to do.

isn't

right, and everything's wrong.
look the blackest, some Scouts will

say

The nearest troops are from ten to twenty-live
miles distant.
Please give me your advice as to what it is

Vt.

a tough proposiseems to me this is a
is

things

"Oh, Gee, what's the use!" and then beat it away.
But someone fights on through the thin and the

almost exhausted. It is utpatience
efficient man to
terly impossible to secure an emcient
serve as Scoutmaster, and only two or three
of the boys are still enthusiastic over the
movement. We have tried our best to keep
About nine out
up the interest, but in vain.
"
of every ten are, in fact,
dead."
Two or three, myself included, are still
loyal, but we live two or three miles from
South Royalton, and four or five miles separate our homes.
We do not wish to give up
hope of becoming an aid to the Scout movement, but what are we to do?
is

certainly

hard work and planning, and yet, as
Mr. Edison stood watching the flames,
he had nothing to say about hard luck.
What he DID say was " I'm pretty well
burned out just now, boys, but I'll start
all over again to-morrow.
There'll be
some rapid mobilizing here when the
debris cools off and is cleared away.
I'll go right to work to build the plant
over again. It's just a temporary setback don't forget that."
That is the spirit which has made
Thomas A. Edison the greatest inventor the world ever knew.

you fellows

arise as the job goes along,

Nothing works

We

that

000.

And

Problems

duce
work

H'm,

fire with a loss of $5,000,This plant represented years of

stroyed by

his

at

South Royalton,

:

few weeks ago Thomas A. Edison's plant at Orange, N. J., was de-

jaws with a click
Seoul who mill sticfy.

shuts

Fellows, that's him

lake a

Here comes

it?

And now,

(Signed)
R. F. D. No. 1.

way from rail-splitter to President
because he knew how to stick.
We
know but here is a more recent il-

his

;

It

Who's going

each meeting began to be
"
to
cap the climax," no
meetings have been held for over six months.

tion,

be

to

of the enemy.
stuck

Washington

:

daily inspection he won't make a hit,
skull may be ivory six inches thick
I'll

tar out

how

A

and sea-scouting tars;
Scouls you will give me

athletes

from

if

I

winter at Valley
through that awful
"
"
Forge, and how Abe Lincoln fought

lustration

Stars,

sea
his ship was
asked to surren"
begun to fight
he sailed right in

when

sinking and he was
der.
"We've only

By THE CAVE SCOUT.

Well, here is a good letter from
Scout Harold Barker, of South RoyalBarker's troop is certainly
ton, Vt.
in a bad pickle, but lots of other troops
of
are, or have been, in the same kind
trouble, so perhaps it will help us all
to consider this case.
Here's the letter

Our

said,

and licked the

You may

ters.

who

fighter

The question hole is chock full this
month. Let's see what we can find.
Here's a difficult problem but I guess
we can't talk it over here in front of
the bunch without getting one of you
Scouts into trouble, so I'll answer it

less.

a

it.

Our history is full of stories f men
who won because they had the courage
to stick.
We all know the story of

The Scout

bers present

away with

will

stick."

All

the

rest

of

us

Scout>

ought to be proud of you and the brave
struggle you have made to keep the Scout
movement alive in your town. r-our years
of discouragement is "some" sticking!
You know, sometimes the Cave Scout
feels sorry for those fellows to whom
everything comes almost without effort.
They never have the satisfaction that
'

J

health; others stick to lying and cheating and lose their honor and the respect of their friends. Before you begin a thing be sure it is worth stickNo boy ever lost either his
ing to.
health or his honor by sticking to the
Scout Law, so you are safe enough there.
And so the best advice I can give to
Scout Barker and other Scouts in the same
difficulty

is

to stick

to

it.

The mere

act

of sticking will be a big help to you, so
you are sure to gain something anyway,
and the chances are about ten to one that
(Continued on Following Page.)
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the pattern in front of the light and allow
the shadow to fall on some smooth surface.
Carefully move the pattern nearer to or
farther from the background until the right
distance is reached.
Then see if you can
recognize the picture which you will see.
This interesting puzzle was sent to BOYS'
LIFE by Scout John R. Mitchell, of Troop

To Celebrate the Scout Birthday
Special Activities Planned

for

fifth birthday of the Boy Scouts of
America will be celebrated on MonThis is the fifth
day, February 8.

THE

anniversary of the incorporation of the organization.
For the most part the program explains
itself, but there are some features about

which additional information

Boys

reports of troop activities and greetings
from ihe Chie f Scout, Ernest Thompson
Seton. Promptly at 8:15 every Scout in the
United States will salute and repeat the
While you are performing
Scout Oath.
this ceremony, Scouts, be sure to remember that at the very same time you are
this, hundreds of thousands of other

doing
Scouts are performing the same act.
on
Participation in Lincoln exercises
It is ben
February 12 are optional.
that a great many Scouts will find it con-

venient to join in any program in honor of
Lincoln's memory which may be arranged
by the community or by some other organiOf course any troops that care to
zation.
their
<lo so may arrange Lincoln services on

own

responsibility.

A new feature of anniversary week is
the delivering of reports of progress and
activities for the past year to city officials,
chamber of commerce officials, local council
members, newspaper

offices, etc.

These

Good Turn.
to

Troops will visit the sick
hospitals and private homes, taking
them flowers and the best wishes of

the Scoi:t

Movement.
M. Anniversary Day MeetAnnual report of troop activities.
ing.
S.UO P. M.
Reading of Greetings
from the Chief Scout.
8:15 P. M. Every Scout in the
7 :30 P.

United States
with his hand
Scout Oath.

will

stand at attention
and repeat the

at salute

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Scoutmaster

Ask your
ing, February 13.
It is believed that only
for' further details.
a few Scouts will be needed for this duty.
Others will engage in another" regular fea-

in

13.

M.

Delivery of report on
Si iut Aork and of Scout greetings to
citj iiliicials. Chamber of Commerce or
club

O'liimercial

officials,

newspaper

members of local councils, etc.
9:00 A. M. Troop Good Turn.
2 :00 P. M.
Inter-patrol or intertroop contests for possession of Anoffices,

niversary pennant or banner.
7:30 P. M. Boy Scout entertainment, exhibition, reception or banquet,
followed by awarding of prizes and
honors.

re-

mornports will be delivered on Saturday

12.

where practicable,
Lincoln Memorial services.
Participation,

IMHI A.

Whose

Picture

Is

This?

la.

Oskaloosa,

7.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8.
ANNIVERSARY DAY.
4:30 to 6:00 P. M
Scout Birthday
in

3,

The Cave Scout

Church troops or

other groups of Scouts will attend their
churches en masse.

One

"Scout Birthday Good Turn," which
this year will be performed on the afternoon of February 8. This is the day on
which Boy Scouts visit the sick in hospitals
and private homes, taking with them
flowers and good wishes.
Another distinctive feature of the birthciav celebration will be the evening meetAt this meeting there will be annual
ing.

Program

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY
Church Exercises.

ful.

the'

Anniversary Week

Annivrsary Week

will be help-

of the most popular of the anniversary week activtie of the past has been

for

February, 1915

(Continued from page 13.)
hard enough you can make
things come your way.
if

you

fight

Here are some

hints that will help

you

Talk Scouting to these disinterNever
ested boys every chance you get.
miss an opportunity to tell them of the big
times other Scouts are having. Maybe you
can r-'-awaken their interest by arranging some special activity, such as a hundred
mile hike for the coming season, or a
competition of scout activities with one
of those troops you mention which are ten
or twenty miles away.
As for the Scoutmaster, get enough boys
to make at least one patrol, show your man
you mean business and keep at him until
he consents to help' you out.
Very tew
men can resist the persistent entreaties of
a group of boys who are in dead earnest.
Send the name of your prospective Scoutmaster to National Headquarters with tlie
request that Scout literature be sent to
him. Keep after him, boys, and you'll get
"
"
him.
STICK!
But after you get him, you must not
It is hard for a
"soldier" on the job.
Scoutmaster to retain an interest in his
Scouts if they go at their work in a halfhearted way.
Get some definite object in mind so that
you will know exactly what you are working for, then grit your teeth and say:
"
This thing is worth doing, and by George.
I'm going to stay with it until it's done!"
to fight.

"

Here's a little tip for you which has
nothing to do with sticking. Did you not.ee the picture of the Cave Scout at the

Here is an interesting indoor stunt. beginning of this article? Look at it now
Cut out the picture printed below and then and see if you can tell what kind of shoes
very carefully cut out all of the black the Cave Scout is wearing.
Troop Good areas. When you have done this hold up
ture of anniversary week, the
Out in the Rocky Mountains where this
taken
J urn." This good turn in the past has
picture was taken they are called "Califorthe form of some service ot be'ieiit to the
Miners, trail builders,
nia overshoes."
whole community. Last year ivany Scouts
prospectors, forest rangers and surveyors
shoveled
conducted clean-up campaigns,
often find it necessary to work in slushy,
If
snow from sidewalks, etc.
melting snow for hours at a stretch.
Two other features for this day are sugany of you have over tried it, as the Cave
is offered
Scout has, you will know how the cold
gested, although neither of them
soaks through until " your feet ache. Unas a prescribed feature of the celebration.
California overshoes"
der such conditions
The first of these optional activities is an
to be
inter-patrol or inter-troop contest
held on Saturday afternoon. Many troops
have made such a contest a regular part of
their anniversary celebration.
In order that every Scout may keep before him during the whole anniversary
week the spirit of the celebration, every
Scout is asked to perform double good
turns every day of the week. The ideal of
the Boy Scout movement is service for
others and it is most fitting that this ideal
should be emphasized in the anniversary
week program. National Headquarters will
from troops
appreciate receiving reports
the
concerning their special observances of
fifth birthday of the Boy Scouts of AmerThese reports are wanted because they
ica.
will help
may contain suggestions which
in arranging the program for the celebra-

tion next year.

.

are a great relief.
The ones the Cave Scout is wearing in
the picture are made of four old cement
sacks wrapped outside his boots and tried
with stout cord.
Any kind of cloth will
do, although wool is better. An old woolen
coat or pair of trousers would make fine
"
This
California overshoes.'
material for
not keep out water but it
will
wrapping

matter how wet
keep warm,
for the natural heat, generated by the circulation of the blood, does not escape.
Tust tuck this information away in the
back of your head. It may save you a lot
of discomfort some day.
will keep out cold.
your feet get, they

No

will

still

Well, so long, fellows. Hope to see r.ll
here in the Cave in March. And you can
if you
bring some other boys witli you
choose.
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OUR DOUBLE PAGE PICTURES
interesting are our double page pictures in this issue of
UNUSUALLY
Bevs' LIFE on account of the varied
activities they represent.

One of them, from Utica, N. Y., offers a
good suggestion for the celebration of
Washington's birthday .This stunt, called a
"
Xorth Pole Hike" was held last February.
Several days before Washington's birthday, Scout Commissioner M. M. Harris and
a group of Scoutmasters planted a scout
staff, flying a tattered American flag, at a
point in the

Marcy Hills several miles exactly north of the city.
The Scouts were organized into two
parties, one known as the Peary force, and
"
"
the others as the

followers of
Doc Cook.
The_ parties followed parallel routes about
a mile apart and their maps
finally brought
them together near the place where the
pole was planted.
Scout Clarence Morcy,
of Troop 3, was the first Scout to reacli
the pole and as he belonged to the " Cook "
party it was taken as a complete vindication
of Doctor Cook.

Another picture shows a scene

at the

By

one day watching some
logs floating down stream.
there in the hills they
broke through the groundthey grew and grew, until finally, found fit for timber
they
Were cut down and skidded into the river.
They got into a light
jam occasionally, and had to be handled roughly with the
pikes and
hoofc of the nvermen to be straightened out; at the mill the
rough
edges had to be taken off before the sawyer could

Boy

material out of them; and the lumber had
to be
could fit into a house and stand the strain.

uprights were raised and lashed at the
corners at the bottom, and a Scout skilled
in gathering cocoanuts was
delegated to
shin up the poles and lash them
together
at the top.
Then he pulled up the boards
for the floor, and let down a
rope ladder
for the signal crew.
One of the most popular stunts ever
pulled off by the Boy Scouts of Washington,
D. C., was a bear feast,
recently held on
the Congress Heights. The bear meat used
in the feast had been
prepared in September, when the animals were shot, by salting,
drying and smoking. The hides of the
animals can ba seen on the pole in the
background of the picture.

We

straighten us out.

We

have

to get

always pleasant

through the sawmill, too
the school.
It
it hurts to have
the "rough edges"

isn't

either, for

taken
off.
besides, did you ever notice that the more
knots there are in
the timber the better it is
for kindling wood?
Well there are
KNOTS in our make-up, too; knots of
disobedience, disloyalty unkmdlmess, 1 should worry."
And if We want to
o) ourselves they ve got to

make

the 'most

come out!

remember how on Graduation
Day I told the world how it
I meant it, loo,
every word of it.
But in a little
while 1 found the world didn't care
to be run
at
I

should be run

Whais wrong

said:

answer
-and

had
1 hat

short climbs.

we

One

of the double page pictures shows
several troops of New
Jersey Scouts assembled for instructions in the search for Mrs.
Helen Breck, who disappeared from her

A

before

Pretty much the same with us, isn't it?
were small once
grew, and now we find ourselves in the "river
of life."
And
rve,too, get into a jam occasionally
at baseball, football, later on
businessand it lakes father, mother, teacher,
Scoulmasler, to

trip taken last summer in
the Olympic
mountains by fifteen Scouts of his troop-.
Their route led through a wild section of
the mountains, where there were no trails
except those made by wild animals. A considerable amount of time was spent in exploring perpetual snow fields and in making

at

building

n>e

Scoutmaster George Welsh of Port Townsend, Washington, has reported an unusual

to
is

Finally I
J

found

lots

came

with
to

the

world,

ask myself

You

of answers.

:

my way
anyhow?"

"What's
was

see, I

all

I

{

got no
wrong with ME?"
GREEN limber- I

be seasoned, by knocks and
disappointments and failures
Way we can ever fit properly into the

the only

great structure

call society.

It helps you to
Scouting helps you.
grow, to get out of jams, to
straighten out others; to season your
green timber so you mat BE
PREPARED for your place in the World.

Orange, New Jersey, on Decemplan has been worked out by Scout
Commissioner Frank Gray, of Montclair, by
which a large number of Scouts can be assembled on short notice for any emergency
4.

make

SEASONED

it

The

home

DALE

S.

Away back
/STOOD

Scout rally held in November in Honolulu,
Hawaii. This rally was attended by all of
the scout troops of the Island of Oahu.
The picture shows a signal tower built by
Troop 5. The to /er was constructed almost
the uprights being
entirely of bamboo
twenty feet long and six inches in diameter.

ber

LUDVIG

It

just^helps

Doesn't

you

to

"make

the most out of the
log."

it?

work.

One of

the big features of scout work at
Plamfield, N. J., is the Engineers' Patrol of
Troop 5. These Scouts have made a specialty of building bridges, towers, etc. They
have constructed a thirty-foot suspension
bridge, which they can erect in one minute
and seventeen seconds.

Troop 1 of Shreveport, La., has made a
special study of knot-tying.
One of the
most attractive articles in the exhibition of
Scout handicraft at National Headquarters
a fine mahogany case of knots tied
by
thes* Shreveport Scouts. Their Scoutmaster
is Mr. H. F. Bretthauer.
is

:

Washington

at

(Continued from page 5.)
adventure on the trip, and although
they
encountered several Indians, some of whom
had obviously been on the warpath, the
men merely displayed curiosity in
red_
their work and did not attempt to molest
them in any way. Washington
accordingly
improved the occasion to make friends with
the savages and to learn all he could
of
their customs.
In fact, at the end of the
month he had managed to increase his

Scout Age

knowledge of Indian lore very consideraand by the time he returned
to the
settlement he was a
good woodsman and

bly
a

better

surveyor.

Certainly

the

written

which he handed tc/his
emp c er
must have made a
very favorable impress.on on Lord
for
Fairfax,
he strongly encouraged his protege to persevere 7n this
work and later aided him to
procure a I
report

cense conferring

official

authority upon his

BOYS' LIFE
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Scout La
The

Interesting

Are Described

Utica, N. Y., Scouts on Their

Way

PHOTOGRAPH FROM PAUL

Sc

Acl
in

i

"

to

B.

The North Pole."
WILLIAMS.

I
Bridge Erected by

Engineers'

Plainfield,

N.

Patrol,

PHOTOGRAPH FROM EAGLE SCOUT CHARLES
TROOP 5.

New

Jersey Scouts Receiving Instructions from Scout Commissioner Frank F. Gray Before Their Search for Mrs. Helen Breck.
Dr. Oelschlagel, Scoutmaster Troop I, West Orange, N. J.
PHOTOGRAPH COPYRIGHTED BY INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE.

Troop

J.

The Other

E.
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Official
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Winter
Here

y on Page

15.

Washington, D. C., Scouts Enjoying a Bear Feast.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM STEPHEN S. APLIN, FIELD SECRETARY.

Boy Scouts
"

Bumps on a Log
PHOTOGRAPH FROM
ST.

A

New

Headquarters.

CLAIR.

of

Fancy Knots.
UOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER H. F. BRETTllllllllllllllllllllllllllimiiiiiill

mini

Erecting

a

Signal

Tower

in

Honolulu.

PHOTOGRAPH FROM ACTING DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
HARRY S. HAYWARD.

HAUER, SHREVEPORT, LA.

mi"""""

Troop 15, Syracuse, N. Y., at Work on Their
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUT SEWARD S. MERRILL.

Troop 2, Hoboken, N. J.
SCOUTMASTER HARMON

Hawaiian Scouts

Bunch

of

=
i

i

i

minium

muni

miinii

mm

iimimimiii

Port

Townsend, Wash., Scouts in
Olympic Mountains.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER
GEORGE WELCH.
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A SCOUT "SANTA CLAUS"

With

the

Boy Scouts
Interest to All,

Stories of Especial

of

America

From Tenderfoot

to

Eagle Scout

Minneapolis, Minn., boy delivering
provisions to poor families.

that

Thousands of Scouf'Santa Clauses"

Distinguished Scouts

since Christmas, reports have
been coming to the National Headquarters of relief work undertaken
parts of the country by Boy Scouts.

Report of the National Court of Honor

EVER
in all

impossible to give a definite estimate
the number of persons assisted by
Boy Scouts on Christmas, but there must
be thousands of persons throughout the
country who can thank the Scouts for having had a merry time on that great holiIt

for December, 1914.

HONOR MEDALS

is

day.

At

Richmond,

Va.,

several

^

Year's

holiday by taking' supplies to the
of a destitute widow with eight chilat the point of starvation.
These items have been selected at random from a great mass of reports sent
as an example of the kind of relief
work Boy Scouts performed durin
the
holiday season.

home

Wayne Carney

ISSUED.

(Bronze),

Ind.anapolis,

Ind.

Ralph
N. Y.

Paulson

Howald

(Bronze),

Mt.

Warren

Vernon,

who were

Richmond,

(Silver),

Va.
Robert Cooper (Silver), Honeoye
hundred

Scouts distributed more than 900 stockings
Each child
to poor children in that city.

efforts, coming at some other
would be more helpful.
Troop 25, cf Brooklyn, spent their New

dren

as to

their

time,

Falls,

N.Y.

To win the Silver Eagle, this First Class Scout
got a stocking filled with candy and fruit has qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
It is the highand in many instances toys and dolls were est honor given for winning Merit Badges.
distributed.
H. A. Ingraham, Bala, Pa.
From Mattoon, 111., comes a report of
number of Merit Badges issued,
how the Boy Scouts brought Christmas __Total
'58.
The Scouts worked
cheer to the needy.
in cooperation with other relief organizaScranton, Pa., Boy Scouts, sold sprigs
So
tions in the distribution of gifts.
of evergreen to raise funds for the comthoroughly did they plan and execute their munity Christmas tree.
They succeeded
stated
the
one
of
work that
daily papers
in collecting $400.
who
in
the
a
child
that there was not
city
The Boy Scouts, of Pittsburgh, Pa., aided
did not receive a Christmas gift and that in
distributing supplies to 900 persons.
who
in
the
there was not a person
city
At Indianapolis, Ind., Scouts assisted
Christmas
did not have a good meal on
women shoppers with their bundles, helped
day.
them on and off of cars, etc.
Scouts
At Nacogdoches, Tex., the Boy
assisted the
The Baltimore, Md., Scouts
"
or
"
delivered gifts to 130 families, mailed
in
Club
bringing
Stocking
Empty
delivered 298 Christmas baskets, filled 360 Christmas
joy to 3,000 children and in
stockings for children, sent twenty baskets sending out supplies to poor families. One
of groceries and provisions to needy fame rh
member of which hid
troop,
to
ilies, and delivered five loads of wood
saved $5 as a troop fund, contributed half
widows.
of this fund to the Belgian Relief Work.
At Minneapolis, Minn., fifty Boy Scouts
Later, when an appeal came for poor
assisted the Salvation Army in distributfamilies, the Scouts unanimously voted to
of
500
baskets
provisions.
ing
give the remaining half to help in this
At Portsmouth, O., a picked squad of work.
more than 230 basfifty Scouts delivered
novel method of
One of the Portskets of provisions.
raising funds for the Red

A Brooklyn Scout's Bravery
Scoutmaster Adolphus W. Beeny, Troop
81, Brooklyn, N. Y., has made a report of
a brave and efficient act of Scout William
Hunter.
While on his way to church one Sunday
evening, Scout Hunter noticed smoke pourng f rom t h e upper windows of a house
at 74 Sands Street.
He immediately notitied Mrs. Guey, the occupant of the house
and together they rushed to a room of
the second floor.
They found tne door
locked, but Scout 'Hunter forced it open
and found a mattress in flames. The fire
had gained such headway that Mrs. Guey
feared for the safety of an elderly woman
who lived on the floor above. Scout Hunter immediately went to this old lady's
assistance and helped her to the street. He
then sent in a fire alarm to Engine Company No. 6 and called a policeman. Then
he returned to the house and assisted Mrs.
j

Guey

until the firemen arrived,

when Mrs. Guey learned that
Hunter was a Scout, she wrote a letter to
"
Scoutmaster Beeny and said
had not this
boy acted in the brave and orderly manner he did, I might be without a home
Later,

to-day."

A

mouth newspapers commented editorially Cross Society was emon" the work of the Boy Scouts:
the holiday
at
Here were half a hundred boys not looking for ployed
favors or tips at this season of the year when the season by the Boy Scouts
average individual is inclined to be generous, but of Troop 1, Westbrook,
half a hundred boys who were out to help others Me.
These Scouts sold
out the
teachings of their
and to
carry

movement:
"

'

supreme

Do

a

Good Turn

Daily.'

Portsmouth should be proud of these modern
Knights in her midst, and encourage in every way
possible this great work which is doing wonders
for the boys of her city."
This season only three policemen were
needed at the Madison Square Municipal
Christmas Tree celebration in New York
The Boy Scouts were on the job
City.

a great

wreaths

many Christmas
and

evergreens
Christmas
The sum of $20
trees.
was cleared, all of which
has been sent to the R^d
Cross for relief work in
Europe.
Other Scouts waited
to help preserve order.
New Year's Day
Bridgeport, Connecticut, Scouts co-oper- until
ated in providing Christmas presents for before doing their good
turns, because they felt
500 children.
At South Bridge, Mass., the Scouts that no family would bs
100 families with baskets of pro- likely to be overlooked
sup_plied
on Christmas day and
as

well

as

visions.
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A GROUP OF SCOUT

"

SANTA CLAUSES

"

AT

Rl

CHMOND,

VA.
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Bonne Contest Essays Coming In
Essays in the Daniel Boone contes
have been coming to the office of BOYS
LIFE in every mail. This is the contest in
which $300 in cash prizes will be awardei
"
for essays written on the subject:
Th
qualities of Daniel Boone which made him
a good

am

why

lif

scout and a valuable citizen
these qualities are important in

The Boy

Scouts' Magazine

The Telephone Unites the Nation

to-day."
It will be a big task to read all of th
essays which have been submitted, but thi
judges will get to work at once, and the
Announcement of the prize winners will b
made at the very earliest possible moment

This Scout Has Thirty Badges

Eagle Scout Cur
Bellamy, patro

tis

of

leader

Troop

3

Portsmouth, O., ha:
an unusual record
Scout Bellamy ha
earned a total o
thirty merit badges
He has also won th
button awarded b
National Rifl
the
Association

for

marksmanship,
addition

to

i

i

ef

his

ficiency in Scouting
is
quite an ath

he

lete,

being

an

un

usually good wrest
ler and boxer, while
he has made splendid records in basc-

SCOUT BELLAMY.
and basketball.
Rev. J. W. Dunning.

His Scoutmaster

ball

is

A

this
time, our country
looms large on the world
horizon as an example of the
popular faith in the underlying

We

are truly one people in
that the forefathers, in their
most exalted moments, meant
by that phrase.

Headquarters

:

"I am sending you my personal check for $50.55,
the results of a tag day contribution carried on by
the Athens Troop of Boy Scouts on Saturday,
November 28, for the relief of the Belgian sufferers.
have a very active organization of about
thirty-two members.
have recently formed a
drum and fife corps of twenty-six pieces and expect to be in working shape in the spring.
are

We

We

We

having our hikes, hare-and-hound runs and have
had this fall a very successful field day.
Nearly
every meeting we have a good talk by some speaker

on some subject relating to the boys' welfare.
"
Will you forward this small contribution to the
proper authorities?" Frank S. Howland Assistant Scoutmaster, Athens N. Y.

Look Sharp

On

the

for This

Missing

morning of Nov.

West Chester,
while on his way to high
Schell,

of

5,

Boy

Robert B.

disappeared
and has
seen
by
relatives
or
friends
since.
He is 16 years
old, rbout 5 feet 6
Pa.,

inches

tall,
weighs
about 120 pounds, has
dark brown hair, light

blue eyes, regular features,

fair,

smooth

skin and has a small
u-art, or scar where

wart has been removed, on upper right
ROBERT SCHELL,
hand forehead.
He
was dressed in dark
gray suit, with red sweater under a Norfolk coat, long trousers,
light gray cap low
black shoes. Plays on his flute, which he
took with him could play also clarinet and
violin, and may have joined an orchestra
or band.
If you see a boy
answering this description communicate with R. O.
Tefferies
;

County

Detective,

West

relations.

The

telephone has played its
as
the
situation has required.
part

That

it

should

of

regardless

local

conditions

or distance.

tele-

graph and the telephone have
been important factors. They
have facilitated communication
and intervisiting, bringing us
closer together, giving us a better
understanding and promoting

more intimate

varied,

have been

planned for its present usefulness is as wonderful as that the
vision of the forefathers should

The need

the service

that

should be universal was just as
great as that there should be a
common language. This need
defined the duty of the Bell
System.
Inspired by this
repeatedly aided by
tions
Bell

need and

new

inven-

and improvements, the
System has become the

welder of the nation.
It

has

made

the continent a

community.

school,

been

not

the

is

the larger task of the telephone
was to connect the communities
and keep all the people in touch,

making us a homogeneous
railroad,

grew more

interests

its

all

people, the

it

At first, the telephone was
the voice of the community.
As the population increased and

principles of the republic.

In
Sends Check for Belgian Sufferers
BOYS' LIFE believes that a great many
Scouts will be interested in the following
letter which has been received at National

have beheld the nation as
today.

Chester, Pa.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
One Policy

One System

Universal Service

MONEY
Boy Scout snow

C7 know.
Of

Cents a Da

Morestart-

Pays for

Ing daily.

100 Sets

Ca-

Gliding

Sell at

ters.

lOc.
in

set

TWO

and earn $6.50

lOc a

WuRUlZEI*

OATS.

Sell more If
like
and
earn

you

We

till

also

all

FREE

25 Demonstrating Sets.
Any Boy Scout that
could not earn $10 a
week In spare time
selling Gliding Casters
could not sell bread In
a famine.
S. MFG. CO., Desk I
1,
02 Warren Street. N. Y!

this

ment* Free
Tlie

trial.

We

superb

Triple Silver P>ated Lyric
Comet. FREE TRIAL before you decide to buy.
Write for our big offer.

Free Band Catalog

Band Catalog.

are sold

send

day buys

Write for our bis new

Send no

plenty more.

money

this Cornel

An astoundingoffer! Only

Send name of your
Scoutmaster to PROVE
you are a Boy Scont
and we will send you

230-pagre

ROCK- bottom,

direct-

kinds of instruments. Pay for them at
the rate of only a few cents a day.
G.-nerous allowanro for old Instrusupply the U. S. Gov't. Write today.

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co..

^"72

I'wI'biS'AJSr.'ci.iS'j;

In answering advertisements please

mention

BOYS' LIFE.

Our Lonesome Corner
in

Boys

Many

Letters-

and Many Lands Exchange Interesting
Read the Appeal for Help
Don't You?

States

Why

How You Can

Now"

Join the "Write

Club

Enclose it in another addressed to the boy in
Mail this to us.
care of BOYS' LIPB.

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address n envelope with hie name and the

If

boy IB North America or

letter is to

your

England, put on a two-cent stamp. If it is
any other country abroad, five cents.

right postage.
seal that envelope.

to go to

Don't

JAPAN
every State in the Union and
manyJ foreign countries are repre-r
sented in letters which hundreds of
boys have sent to one another through the
BOYS' LIFE "Lonesome Corner" in the past
month. And of all the things they do write

NEARLY

.

_

about

.

.

.

.

.

!

friends in

1

i

i

who are interested in similar
For instance: Several Scouts in
things.
the British Isles who are interested in
photography have sent letters which we
have forwarded to American boys who are
The same
interested in the same subject.
is

true about general Scout activities

merit

system of technical education and night classes;
a studem
student of
commercial.
o everything
everythjng commerc

it

Hersch Herman, England; stamps.
U
T
\7
T^
J.
Henry I. Yonks, England; 17-year-old Scouts.
Harold Hitchen, England: 16-year-old Scouts.
Horace T. Wilson, Canada; stamps.
Severus Persson, Sweden; correspond with boys
who can understand Swedish.

1.

.

1

written to BOYS' LIFE as follows:
1 look
1 think BOYS' LIFE is one grand paper.
forward to the day when it comes. This is a new
best
the
Scoutmaster
think
our
and
all
we
roop

r,nvc
boys
touch

countries

Do

parts of the world.

all

now. Ask your scoutmaster about it, it
__.<_. 1_!__i._11
you are in doubt about this at all.
Morris A. Stewart, a Maine Scout, has

me and

very interesting to

is

I

enjoy

from boys

writes

to

in this or

Frank Young, Pa.

BOYS' LIFE
ing about"th'em and" hope some day to have the
pleasure of meeting them; for I am very anxious

Reginald Dee Johnson,

'

A

De Muth In

put off

;

^

,

.

^

Roger

MANY TRADE STAMPS
Speaking of stamps
are

making some

boys.

Some

of

many boy

collectors

trades with other
exoerienced
these are experienced
fine

boys, with big collections, while
others are just taking up this fascinating

stamp

-

-

-

AMERICAN

V enton
Stuart

Gco

-

w

William

N. Rcece, Va.
v^.
-

Gedney, N.

Howard

Eng.
land
Fred Simpson, England
Ernest G. King, England
Campbell Fisken, Eng-

J.

'

tablish

Eng-

Harold Faulkner,

Palmer,

E.

Conn.
Joe R. Yarbough,
M
x
Mex.
^ Spelkerj Mo
Fred
-

Phillips,

land

Short,_lowa.

The chance which they have to esin
many lands, Eugene E. Ellis,
correspondents
"
FOREIGN.
Lonesome Corner," provides
through the
A
for them
hobby.

D. H. torkran,

:

.

Jr., in.

Wm. Thompson,

Scot-

land
William
land

Scot-

Leslie,

*
an exceptionally good opportunity
Andrew G. Mackenzie.
;
^ 11B 011U
Scotland
Mr. Coes speaks R bt. Scott, England,
to get foreign stamps.
R. Pierce, New South
Thirkettle,
Reginald E._
of this in his stamp story in this issue.
Wales, Aus.
England
A WHOLE TROOP WROTE
Many boys have signified a desire to
One Scoutmaster in England did a dandy cor
nd on particu ar subjects, both in
He got each one of the boys of his th{s count and
stunt.
in f ore gn i an ds.
sent
them
and
letter
write
a
to
troop
good
A,,,.,.,
Amerfor
in
BOYS'
one
LlFE,
all,
N?'cT !;c"outs near West Point
packet,~to
Abernathy
... Erncst
-V
,
and in foreign lands.
The letters were forwarded to
ican boys.
Harold Reyan,N. Y.I Scouts in San Francisco. Cal.
boys in several States, east, west and James
White, Iowa; 12-year-old boys interested in
j
this
that
south which means
English troop
music, Indian relics and foreign newspapers.
N.Y.:
Herbert
Herbert'
Y.; French Scouts.
Rosenthal, N.
JRosenthal
J.
is going to get some mighty
interesting
*
Indlan re ""' stamps
A1rtPuppe Md
letters, telling-them a lot ofdifferent things

^^

1

,

j'r.

Ray Gnaegy,

Wm

i

-

.

.

.

1

111.

Va.

McKinley,

Mass.
Ben. Kuykendall, Pa.
Alonzo F. Brand, Va.
Allen Swift, N. Y.
Free Attenmiller, Pa.
Harry Griswold, N. Y.
Albert F. O'Meara, 111.
Edw. T. Payson, Ind.
Myron Avery, Me.
Leroy S Fernald, Me.

Gordan Swebilius.Conn.

^j^f^

troop? If each one of you would write a
good letter, telling facts about your city or

town, your school, your Scouting, your
games, your work, etc., and if convenient
enclose a post card of a local scene, and
send them to BOYS' LIFE, with postage for
forwarding (read the rules), we will send
them to boys in other States and countries
The answers could be passed around to all
of the boys of your troop, and perhaps
In a few
kept in your troop SCrapbook.
weeks you would have a very fine collection
of letters

and you would have,

also,

good

Chauncey
-

:

Idaho.

Marcus Pinkston, Kan.
Harry Oertel, Iowa.
David McCoy, Mo.

-p

C. Whitcher, Mass.;
E.

U

correspond on high-

Freemaj
e

and ouT-of-door

'iife

Tommy Howard,
Geowe

O.;

Gentrier,

Robi P. t Gail ; y

_

111.:

Pa

.

piano music.
Scout work, stamps, teleg-

boys in England and

Minne

.

sota.

Del.;

H.^M. Tfa|le,
R eu ben A. Lewis,

^

first-aid
Del.; photography.

FOMIGN.

.

Herbert

Depledge.

JjM"d

S

England:

York

Paul Jones, 111.
Robert B. Schell.Tenn.
Paul Cressey, 111.
Benton N Reece, Va.
A "webi hr, Tex.

-

Wm

N V

H e |p \Vanted

!

'

school'topics and motion pictures.

Edward

Pa.

R. G. Callahan, Mass.
L.
W. Merryweather.

F aul Wi s

"

'

'

Md.

Elmer C. Smith, Mass.
John Spencer, Jr., N. Y.

Ky

ffl

Jr.,

W. H. Jameson,

Harold Butcher, W.Va.
Elliot A. Wright, N. H.
Crawford, Ky.
John Mrowca, Pa.
Harold Clifton,
n U
O.

U
A M
|^
p^V^

Gordon,

V. L. Couture, Me.
Carl Chatters, Mich.
Eugene Robe, Ohio.
Ralph H. Wagner, Pa.
H. S. Waters, N. Y.
David Rust, Conn.
H. Ewing Wall. Va.
F. Hays Jacobs, Md.

i

<

W. Wentworth,

A. Stuart Kelsey, Mass.
Paul Mote, Okla.
Benson Cashion, Mo.
Kerfoot Brown, Va.

Vt.

Albert Fearn, Jr., Conn.
A. E. Likins, Iowa.
'a.
Albert Cross,' Mass.
T. McCombs, Mass.
Elbert Brown
Chester

Jr.,

Mayfort Miller, Md.
W. Hobart Keefer Md
F. F. Dickmann, Kan.
Dixon Coulbourn, Fla.
Chester Brumbaugh, Pa-

;

members

Jones

C.

Mass.
Chester Lee, Mich.
Wilbur F. Pray. Me.
R. H. Nolan, N. Y.

.

,

some Corner

any other land.
Hamill, 111.
Clyde Begbie, N. Y.
George Titcomb, N. Y.
Paul Savage, Mass.
Louis Barnitz, Pa.
L. L. Sudweeks, Idaho.
Cullen Child, N Y.
Lyle H. Plant, Kan.
Raymond Yates, N. J.
Fred'k Miller, Conn.
W. Socolofsky, Kan.
Tolin Francis, O.

y

Rona

through our

letters

Warren

writing at ^STsuveYkrutf \nT
boy least Qne letter to some boy wnose name E
badge work, first aid, signaling, _etc.
waiter
Br'ubaker,
in Indiana who has sent several very good
on this page or you can send the
refriplett, Mo.
LIFE
BOYS'
to
little
stories
and
essays
what coumry
and say wnat
to ug
us anQ
lettef tQ
country you
rnest Seairave Ca]
ceived a dandy, long_ letter from a boy in wou , d l;ke ;t tQ
D R Burgess, fj. Y.
gQ tQ and we>n try to get Wm.
.
London who has ability and ambitions ot i( there Thg
J. Lawson, Mass,
expense is for the post
y bp
Other subjects discussed
the same kind.
which must be en _
for forwardi
A S^'Xj Fla
Peter Johnson> C on n
by boys in their letters are farming night dosed
A b > who sends a letter to a Sherwood
T.
Gr,m
historic
-imes,
railroads,
newspapers
classes,
th
h BoYS LlFE will have his name
Conn.
"
,- "Lonesome
T r>r,oc, me Corner."
r^m^r
events, monuments, music, out-door lile, M .KI:.T,.J in our
DU
R.
Miss.
Pre
Dance,
published
the war, high school topics, telegraphy, InTHE
LIST
NEW
1NEW
ON
.BOYS
BOYS
Hubert
Iowa.
McCalley,
dian relics, technical education, violin playThe following boys have asked to have Kenneth Wright, Iowa.
ing, motion pictures, birds, picture postLone- Ear]
their names included in the list of
c Kwombly Mass
cards and stamps.
"
don't

'"felk/ws

rr

Morris H.
Tex.

,

Bob E.Joines,

^7w

-i

These boys have sent

it.

From Sweden, Harry Ledin

1

'

'

boys,
' han *<

15

years old,
'
" ost

"'""

ps

Percy M. Monaghan, England;

20

correspond about

LIFE
g OYS'
The

is

in

a

sort

of predicament.

Lonesome Corner any more
the contrary it has become one

at

all.

On

of the most

popular features of the magazine and hundreds of boys are now listed there. Since
this growth has taken place it can hardly
be sa d that th boys engaging in this in--:-:-.
A_J .so
And
teresting activity are lonesome.
the name has been outgrown.
We have got to have a new name for
this department, and BOYS' LIFE wants its
readers to help out.
For that reason we
will be very glad to accept suggestions for
j

a
in

name from any boy whose name
the Lonesome Corner.

is listed

BOYS' LIFE

February, 1915

The Boy

to

send in

re-

ports of their interesting doings.

A

1

Boy Wants

Every boy needs a good knife,
but every boy does not know how
to

Scoutmaster William S. Jones
STRUT-HERS. O.
has sent to National Headquarters a report of the
year's work at that city. Among the more important
developments has been the presentation of a local
headquarters. The Scouts also have access to a
gymnasium room 100 feet long by 100 feet wide. A
library of seventy-five books has been formed. At
present a game room is being fitted up which will
contain a billiard table, two checker tables and a
carrom table. The billiard table is a gift of Mrs.
C. C.

31

Just the Knife

Scouts Afield
Boys are urged

Scouts' Magazine

buy

a

good

Even grown-

knife.

ups get fooled occasionally.
For this reason we have marked

all

McKinney.

NEW HAVEN, CONN. Scouting has enjoyed a
most prosperous growth during the past year. At
the beginning of the year 1914 there were only
nine troops of Scouts and the work was conducted
in a very irregular and haphazard manner. At the
close of the year there were twenty active troops
organized. In addition to this increase in member-

Knives and Cutlery

of
ship there has come about a definite organization
a local council.
REDWOOD CITY, CAL. Scoutmaster H. H. Sears
reports a recent trip made by his troop to the
rounds of the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San
f rancisco. The trip was made by ten Scouts and

KEEN KUTTER trade mark. When you find this mark on a
you want the kind that gives good service.
The steel in KEEN KUTTER knives the finest kind of cutlery steel made. The
with the

knife, there is just the kind of knife

is

two Scoutmasters.
VAN ALSTYNI, TEXAS. Assistant Scoutmaster
Rea A. Nunnallee reports that Troop 1 has reached
its limit of membership and is filled with hardworking Scouts. Recently the troop presented a
play, "Old Glory in Cuba," which was very well

absolutely true, and that means a keen edge that will stay sharp. Prices
range from 25cto $3. 50 each. Your dealer is authorized to give back your money
Send for Tool Cabinet Booklet
^ for any unsatisfactory Keen Kutter knife.
No.
597 and Home Furniture Design Booklet No.
976.

temper

is

G

"The

received.

G

Recollection of Quality Remains
Trade Mark Registered.

Long After

the Price

E. C.

One

of the principal features
of the senior division of Troop 21, Merritt L.
Oxenham, Scoutmaster, is Sea Scouting. The work
started last summer and the troop is planing even
greater activity in this direction during the coming
season.
They will receive instruction from Lieut.
A. I. Perry, of the Naval Battalion, and Assistant
Scoutmaster Sammis will take the Sea Scouts for
a cruise on his boat at Huntington, L. I.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

and
Over 200
PA.
parents
PHILADELPHIA,
friends attended the Boy Scout entertainment given
at St. Mary's Hall by the Boy Scouts of Troop
109, reports Joseph Williams, Troop Scribe.
CHEVY CHASE, MD. A hike to an abandoned gold
mine has been reported by Scout Robert D. Milner.
Six members of Scout Milner's troop succeeding in exploring the mine to the very end.

If

3 blades

St.

Louis
New York
Philadelphia
Minneapolis Sioux City Wichita

Toledo

SCOUTMASTERS, ATTENTION!
Winter
living

in

Work

suburban or country towns.

for

Your Boys

Send us the names and addresses of the

two most deserving boys of your troop and we will send them
contest, which means 20% commission with the chance of
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ported that since last May the number of troops
in Newark has increased from nineteen to fortyfive, and the total membership from S25 to nearly
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on request, a Catalog of Amateur
Plays, Sketches, Monologa, MlflBtrel
Jokes.
ReelUtlonm,
etc.,
especially adapted to boys' clo>.
DICK & FITZGERALD, 12 Ann
York.
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The Boy Scouts of this city
relief work for Belgian war

September.
OHIO. Scoutmaster Merritt Scott is
raising a fund for a new building for the Boy
Scouts.
About $5,000 has been subscribed for this
It is Mr.
Scott's plan to construct a
purpose.
building costing about $12,000, making a building
suitable for use for all community purposes.
NEW YORK CITY. William Badinelli, Edward
Webb, Richard Mayor, William McKay and Thomas
Waldrun, Scouts of Troop 125, recently took the
in
initiative
relieving several families of poor
people who were rendered homeless by the total
(Continued on pagg 24.)

for

will

de-

New

Jeresy

Don't Overlook the Flashlight.
You want one, of course. Do you know how
you can get a dandy? It is explained on
Page 30.

USE THE COUPON

SCOUT
DIARY
SPECIAL EDITIONS

sufferers.

BETHEL,

called

along the right lines and will give them a good business ex-

editor.

last

in

winning $2.50

Address

Moorestown, Burlington Co.

memory

DETROIT, MICH. A big scout rally, in which all
the Boy Scouts of the city participated, was held
at the Central High School on December 21. More
than 1,200 Scouts were present. A feature of the
rally was the presentation to the Scouts of first
aid kits purchased by the city for the troops of
Detroit, as a recognition of their efficient services
during the National Encampment of the G. A. R.

work

details of the

full

STOKES SEED FARMS COMPANY

reports the death on

MIFFLINBURG, PA.
have been active in

"

Simmons Hardware Company

;

of their departed comrade.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. Several members of Troop
57 publish a semi-monthly paper for the Scouts
of Philadelphia. It is called the West Philadelphia
Boy Scout News. It contains stories, jokes, pictures, cartoons, troop news, etc. R. W. Zimmerman
is
the editor, and Bromley Wharton, assistant

Forgotten.

not at your dealer's, write us.

Pocket Knife

NEWARK,- N. J. Mr. C. F. Honness, Assistant
Scoutmaster of Troop 7, has reported an interesting meeting held recently by his troop. Among the
speakers were Scout Commissioner Frank F. Gray,
Scout Executive Everett, of
of Montclair, N. J.
Newark; Scout Commissioner P. W. Snyder, of
Bloomfield, and Deputy Scout Commissioner Ralph
Mr. Everett reE. Ellis, of Springfield, Mass.

Scout Scribe Elmer Cushman
December 19 of Scout Herman S. Penn, a member of Troop 1. The members
of Scout Penn's Troop attended the funeral in
uniform, marched to the cemetery and sounded
taps over the grave, as a mark of respect to the

is

SIMMONS.

FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING.
One Thousand Copies Only.
Meeting the Scoutmaster's need of
pocket record book for troop and
affairs.

Vest Pocket Size.

a durable

personal
Postpaid 26c.

LIMP LEATHER

GOLD EDGES.

Souvenir Edition.
Scout
cover stamped in gold.

Attractive as a gift, or as a prize in
contests.

Red

leather,

Postpaid 50c.

REGULAR PAPER EDITION.
Cover Design in Colors.
Uniform with Revised Handbook for Boys. Every Scout should have a copy.
Bugle Calls, Scout Knots, Semaphore Code, Camp Cooking, Secret Signs. Postpaid

New

items

lOc.

Orderjd ire ct from Supply Department

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
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New York

City
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Barrel Ball

Ice

By WILLIAM

T.

Ctntf

HAVERSACK
PERFECTED

MILLER

C'tflt-

Note the Straps

It will make
with 3-in-One Oil.
For
work
noiselessly.
door hinges

longer wear and
3-in-One on your:

easier

clocks, locks, hinges, bolts, catches, pulleys,
else around
scales, scissors and everything

your home that ever needs

r

rKth

Write for generous free sample of 3-in-One,
today. Give it a good hard test.

Sold everywhere in 3 size bottles:

lOc

Also

3-IN-ONE OIL CO.
New York
.

Broadway

City

"Oil Paste" Polish
For

all

kinds

THIS
and end

may be marked

lines

off

by hockey

tree branches, ropes or anything
handy that may be laid down on the ice, or
a hockey rink may be used. At each end a
circle 10 feet in diameter is marked on the
ice, and in the center of this circle is placed
a barrel with open top. The game is played
with a basketball, and there are five players
on each side, although more may easily play
The object, of
if the field is made larger.
course, is to get the ball into the opponents'

Russet "Oil Paste"
size box, each lOc.
Ask Your Dealer for

Same

it

went
6.

There .is a Difference in Polishes

out.

In

standing

thrower must be
no player may be nearer than

free throws the
still

;

5 yards' distance.
7.
foul shall entitle the opposing center
to a free throw for goal, from a point 20
feet from the barrel.
No one but the goal
tender may block the foul throw, and the
ball is in play as soon as it is thrown.
8. Tripping,
punching and tackling are

A

Send

20 cents for

banner o
An)
any 2 col
Catalogue Jrte on Reyue.
18

In.

your school.

fouls.

letters,

E.. Lowvllle,

rRINGS& MEDALS
W BOOK OF DESIGNS FREE

..
<JORTH

GROUSE

A goal

from the field counts two
and a goal from a foul counts one.
9.

Arthur Mfg. Co

Oept.

CO.

ATTLEBOROMASS. BOX A

When your pack is light, attach both snaffles to
the center ring and put your arms through the
thus formed.
The haversack will then " stay
loops
"
on your back.
put
If the load is heavy, detach snaffles from the
Put the straps over your shoulders,
center ring.
crossing tnem on your chest, and fasten snaffles to
the lower rings.
This will hold the pack firm and
keep it close in to your body whether you are
climbing, running or crawling.

SOLD TO MEMBERS ONLY
Orders for these haversacks must be signed by
the Scoutmaster, and if there is a Local Council,
countersigned by the Scout Commissioner.

Price,
Add

75 Cents

Parcel Post for

One Pound

ORDER DIRECT OF
SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200

Fifth

Avenue

New York

City

:

Shoes

Preserves

Polishes,

Blacks,
also

of Black

ice surof different sizes, but a convenient field is 50 by 100 feet. The side

Two of the players are centers, and two
are goal tenders. The only rules as to location of players are:
1. The
centers stand facing their opponents' goal, in the center of the field, at
start of the game.
th
2. No player may be nearer than 5 yards
from the centers at the start of the game
or at any new throw-up.
3. The goal tenders may not go within the
10-foot circles, except to recover the ball
No other
after it has touched the ice.
may go inside the circle at any time.
play
The game is started by the referee, who
tosses the ball into the air between the two
centers, who must stand at least 2 feet
When a player secures the ball he
apart.
may skate with it, but must immediately
toss or throw it if he is tagged by an opponent. The object is to get the ball into
the barrel, just as in an ordinary basket.
The rules are
1. Players may carry the ball any distance, but must immediately throw or toss
Failure to do so is a foul.
it when tagged.
2. The ball must not be kicked.
Any kick,
even if unintentional, is a foul.
secure
the
ball
3. If two players
together,
or nearly so, the referee shall call the two
a
new
centers to the spot and give
throw-up.
4. If both centers secure the ball together,
the
ball is
the center in whose territory
shall have a free throw, without moving
from the spot.
5. If the ball goes outside, the center of
the opposing team to that which sent it out
shall have a free throw from the spot where

To Shoes

Longer Life

game may be played on

faces

barrel.

(1 oz.),25c(3oz.).50c(8oz.,%pint).
in new patented Handy Oil Can containing 3K ozs. of oil, 2c.
Library Slit u'illi every bottle.

42 E.L.G.

to light

sticks,

oiling.

3-in-One is a clear, light oil preparation
or
that cuts out all dirt and never gums
cakes. It lubricates perfectly every action
No grease; no acid.
part and prevents wear.
3-in-One also cleans and polishes all
wood and metal surfaces absolutely prevents rust and tarnish, indoors and out.
rr> r

"
"
of pack between your
wobbling
See the five rings for adjusting straps
and heavy loads.

Xo more
shoulders.

work use

Sewing machine, typewriter, talking
machine, ice cream freezer, bicycle, skate?,
music box, lawn mower, cream separator?,
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Start/Your Collection
POSTER STAMPS
six of the neweit
Poster Stamps each a. work of art In
in
stamps.
colors, sent for 4o.
Tnis fascinating pastime baa spread
all over Europe and has Just come to
America Hundreds of bright boys and flrll
are collecting these beautiful, artistic Poitr
Stamps. They're about twice the size of
postage stamps and are works of art.
It Is easy to get the stamps, too. We haye
started a Poster Stamp Collectors' League
and have ready for our members a number
of assortments of Poster Stamps.
To become a member send twenty-five cents

HIS sample packet

(In stamps or coin) for an attractive stamp
album, a member's special stamp, and any
one of several stamp assortments. From time
to time each member of the Art Stamp

will receive ABSOLUTELY
special assortments of new stamps.
will not be abl to buy them.

League

points,

10. Periods shall last for fifteen minutes,
with a change of goal after the first period.
This game may be played equally well in
field or schoolyard, running with the ball
instead of skating. The tag rule eliminates
most of the roughness of straight basketball, by making it unnecessary.

FEES

You

Join the League now. Send nfl your name
and address, with either four cents in stamps
for the sample packet or 25 cents for
membership stamp and the album and assortment of stamps.

THE ART STAMP LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC.
Successor to Poster Stamp Bureau
New York
84 Maiden Lane
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CHAPTER
WE MAKE

DISCOVERIES

Mail the coupon and learn in this handsomely illustrated book
of the winter revels that reign around these perfect tables tight
in the homes of thousands!
While the Storm King rages out-of-doors, the billiard balls
click merrily within. There are moments of thrilling suspense

and lively fun till bed-time.
Learn how Carom and Pocket Billiards develop strength,
skill and quick decision.
How they teach the young folks the
love of home.
And see the famous Brunswick "GRAND," "BABY GRAND"
and "CONVERTIBLE" tables, all shown in actual colors.

IV.

AND ARE ALMOST

CAUGHT.

WAS

my

in

restless

bed,

from

ex-

and wondering what the
Saturday and Sunday would bring
Somehow I felt they were to be
forth.
two eventful days. And I suffered some
I liked
misgivings regarding Bat Mason
his appearance and actions less and less.
I was becoming convinced that he was a
citement

I

It

Get One FREE

own home.

for his

Royal Sport!

This Graphic Book Reveals

"

you what,"

Magazine

Home BILLIARDS!

I'll
answered.
watch near the prairie in the morning, and
when I see them coming back toward town,
I'll come over after you, and we'll saddle
up and go down right away. It'll be a good
time, for Uncle Bill always stays at home
Saturday night and goes to church Sunday
morning."
"Alright, I'll wait for you. Good-night!"
he said, and set off west, down the creek

tell

I'll

Scouts'

the Jungle

(Continued from page 8.)
James; for we had agreed to go back on
the morrow and renew our search for the
"

The Boy

Superb

BRUNSWICK Home

Tables

;

desperate character, in spite of his retiring and apparently inoffensive manner
when in the presence of others. And I
was sure that he was hiding his real character
as he

from Uncle Bill. I recollected that,
went about town, he always wore

his black hat slouched
like Uncle

down over

and never,

Bill,

his eyes,

looked people

straight in the eyes.
In the morning I was out at the edge
of the prairie early, and began my watch
for the return of Uncle Bill and Bat MaI had no way of knowing what time
son.

they
their

sleep

should miss

I

if

.

my

The white pond-birds were

Our world wide

rattle

All these distractions helped me to while
the time, till about ten o'clock. Then
a sound of galloping came through the

away

woods,

piney

and

I

:

I

"

Read

in th's

book how we

Brunswick 30 days

requiring: nine
to sell at prices

Outfit

FREE

let

you try any

in your home!

Read how we give a high
Rails, Cues.

class Playing-

Rack, Markers.

Tips. Cue-Clamps, expert rules on "How
to Play," etc.
Remember, we mail you
Send
this valuable book postpaid,
the coupon at once.

FREE

!

SeiidNoMoneyButMailThisForBilliardBookFREE!

saw James Howatt

coming on his pony. When he dismounted
from his blowing steed, he said
"
They just came "by our house."
"
I wonder what made
Why," I said,
them go that way."
"
Uncle Bill said he was curious to know
if

Outfit Free

30-Day Trial

enable us
unheard of ten years age.
You can buy direct, save dealer's profit
and pay us monthly for a year terms as
low as 20 cents a day!

me.

at

sales

great factories

A

peculiar call far down in the woods.
red-bird eyed me from a sapling.
Once a
small rattlesnake coiled up and shook his

warning

life!

Factory Prices
20 Cents a Day!

dinner.
flying from
pond to pond in search of food, and I
could hear a sand-hill crane making his

"vsljj^jKJ^

speed! and accuracy! not toys or subPocket Billiard
stitutes for regulation tables. Yet a size for
Style
every home. Have genuine Vermont slate
bee fast imported billiard cloth and Monarch quick-acting cushions.

"BABY GRAND"

would be coming; if they worked
moonshine still all night they might
most of the morning. But I meant

be patient, even

to

arc i,'iil Carom and
Pocket Billiard Tables with

They

got that deer," said James.

The Brunswick- Balke-Collender Co,
H
I

Depl lo-W 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., CMcagu
Please senu me free, postpaid, color-illusira'cedbcci^

"Billiards
and

details of

Name

didn't go clear round that way
just to find that out," I said.
"
"
I guess he wanted
No," said James,
to know if I was hunting around down
that way to-day
I knew that right away.
He said ' Huntin' aint much good aroun'

The Home Magnet"

your 30-day home

trial offer

,

They

Address

(393)1

:

Creek, but
deer other side o'
him I didn't expect
for deer hunting
Prairie

they's right smart o'
I
Peace River.'
told
to have much time to

for

a

while."

James

ATTENTION
to $8.00 per
proposition.

Lots of Scouts earn from $5.00

week while attending school on our

No

prizes, but real
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monev. Write

us.

Lookport, N. T.

that

Mason

talk

grumbled

out,

Bat

any?"

I

asked.

"No, he

just

A real bargain boys.^Your name and your scout troop's
printed on pencils. 3 for only 25c., postpaid. Highest Qualeraser tips. Write today_to;C. H. SMITH, 6 19 Oliver

ity,

Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

smiled.

"Did

Pencils With Your Name
and Scout Troop's

CANOEING KING OF SPORTS

'Howdy'

he always does."
I climbed onto the pony behind James,
and we rode back to my home. I saddled
my pony and put a lunch in the saddlebags, and we rode off to the southeast.
We picketed our ponies in the hammock
beside Prairie Creek, a mile below our

like

t

King of Canoes

Royal fun, boys, in owning an "Old Town Canoe" in paddling away to camp, fish, hunt and explore. And here is
the finest, the prettiest, the swiftest canoe thatevertouehed
n Canoe. It s used by all famous scouts ami guides, who must have the strongest. Ugh test canoes.
water the "OldTownCanoe.
.n Canoe Book of canoe views and facts tOOO canoes ready dealers
Write for "Ol
everywhere Write
today for the book mighty good reading.
OLD TOWN CANOE CO., 492 Middle St.. Old TOWD, Maine. U. S. A.
^
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destination, and then footed it up the creek
o the ford.
waded across and were
oon at the spot where we had last seen

We

Jncle Bill and Bat Mason in the
he evening before.
The marks of the wagon, where
he trail south of the ford were

ound.

:

jalms,

WINDER KEATING

Hey FellowsLook Here!
go on
through
trip
the Panama Canal to the
with 300
Exposition next July.
of the livest Y. M. C. A. boys
and Boy Scouts in the country,

would you
an 8,000 mile

l.ke to

HOW

FREE OF EXPENSE?
Yes,

just

sir,

we mean

what you can

That's

it!

The Pan-

do.

has opened its
doors to representatives of one

ama Canal Club

hundred Boy Scout troops.
can represent your troop.

You

it

left

easily

We

"

'

I

guess

Let's

you're

said

right,"
see."

go down and

James.

The thicket barred us on this side, so
we went up and crossed at the ford, and
down the north bank. When we came
opposite a point a hundred feet below the
edge of the thicket that lay on the south
3ank of the creek, we saw over there what
seemed the beginning of a way cut through
the under-growth, on a slant, into the midst
of that towering hammock of hardwood
trees.
I

looked questioningly into James' eyes.
That's the place over there, I. think,"

With

as

If

Secretaries.

you want

to

go on

this

mag-

nificent trip, free of expense, fill in

the attached coupon

and mail today.

PANAMA CANAL

CLUB,

(Continued from page

FILL IN

New

York.

AND MAIL TO-DAY.

M. GANNON, SEC'Y,
PANAMA CANAL CLUB,

F.

381 Fourth Avenue,
New York.
Tell me bow I can represent my troop on
your Boy Scout and Y. M. C. A. Boys' Panama
Trip without expense to me.

Very truly yours,

Name
Street

21.)

ROCK PORT, Mo. Scout Scribe Vern Adamson
reports that his troop recently collected funds
for the Belgian Relief Committee.
WASHINGTON, D. C. Three days and three
nights of good fun in camp, of long hikes in the
woods by moonlight, a Thanksgiving dinner of
roast turkey, cranberry sauce and trimmings is
a brief story of the Thanksgiving outing of Troop
The turkey weighed

fifteen

pounds and was

A

fearoasted in a reflector before a camp fire.
ture of the camp was news reports picked out of
The
operators
the air by the troop wireless corps.
received news of the Army and Navy football
game, weather reports and a number of stray
The outing was in charge of Scoutmessages.
master Vernon Bailey.
NEW HAVEN, CONN. One of the features of the
opening of the New Yale Bowl at the YaleHarvard football game on November 21, was the
were
presence of fifty-one Boy Scouts. These Scouts
selected from the various troops in New Haven.
DETROIT, MICH. Troop 44 of the University
School recently raised $35 with which they purchased 1,288 bandages which went to the Red
Cross Society for use in the European war, reports
Scout David G. Carter, Assistant Patrol Leader.
NEW YORK CITY. Arrangements are being made
for the
by Scout Executive Charles L. Pollard
the newsorganization of Boy Scout troops among
atScout
meeting,
Manhattan.
of
big
boys
tended by 300 newsboys, was held on the evening
was
first prethe
which
at
plan
of January 2,
sented. Features of the demonstration were music
by Troop 5 and tent and first-aid drills by Troop

A

City

Write here

name

of

Scoutmaster

Address

.

.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

A number

have been trained as newspaper

a coil that made its spiral way down in
a barrel of water to poke its end out at
the bottom. This was the "still."
"
I never saw one before," said James,
who showed great interest in the diain

bolical,

snaky-looking

outfit.

We

examined several barrels, two containing cornmeal in a state of fermentation; a pair of buckets stood beside a shallow well. Then I glanced about to be impressed with the fact that there was no
apparent way out but by that of our coming in, and set to wondering what we

could do in the event of being surprised.
(Continued in March BOYS' LIFE.)
has assigned' one of its members as reporter for the Boy Scout column which is printed
as a weekly feature of one of the newspapers.
It
is
reported that the Scouts are doing good
work and that the newspapers are giving their
support to the plan.
troop

the Scouts Afield

destruction by fire of a five-story tenement house in
124th Street, The boys acted under instructions
of their Scoutmaster, John J. Hall.
CLIFTON, N. J. Scoutmaster Roy J. Schliech, of
Troop 1, reports that his troop cooperated with
the police of Clifton in supplying provisions to
poor families on Thanksgiving day. The baskets
of food collected by the Scouts were distributed
by Chief of Police William Coughlan in his automobile.

39.

381 Fourth Avenue,

over half-hip deep.
Sure enough, it was a way cut through

They made through a compara- the brush. It seemed like a court leading
region among the cabbage- to a large, dark castle, for forty steps
right down to the creek, some way brought us to immense live-oaks, whose

he said.

Work

We

>elow the ford and just above an impene- far-reaching branches formed an archrable coppice that stretched from Prairie way, decorated with great festoons of
Creek across south to where a smaller gray Spanish moss.
Passing on, we enstream bent round to meet Prairie Creek tered a space cleared of under-growth
ome distance down. Just beyond this im- like a large room; tall cabbage-palms and
jassable thicket, and within the V of the a magnolia or two for pillars, the ceiling
oining creeks, we could see towering and sides tapestried with palm fans, leaves
broad live-oaks, and tropic and Spanish moss.
nagnolias,
But near the farther, or south, side of
'alms.
As I have indicated, the wagon tracks the open space showed objects that thrilled
went straight down to the water, just us with interest.
Screens of palm fans partly hid the
where the thicket met the creek.
ooked across the stream to witness where main works. But on removing the screens
he wagon had left the water on the north we had something to feast curious eyes.
side, but the bank, though not above five There, on a rude fireplace, stood a round
eet high, yet was too precipitous to allow copper boiler, the top continuous with the
of a passage anywhere there.
side; over the middle a hood, like a stove"
or perhaps more like a coffeeI'll
tell you what I think," I said to pipe, hat
"
I believe they drove down along pot upside down, with its spout slanting
Tames.
The end of the spout conhe creek in the water for a way it looks downwards.
nected with a copper pipe that was wound
shallow here."

"

This great Boys' Panama Party has
its leader M. D. Crackel, Cleveland,
Dean of the Boys' Work Secretaries.
An assistant leader will be in charge
The Executive
of every ten boys.
Committee is composed of seven of the
most prominent Y. M. C. A. men in
the country, including Ivan P. Flood,
President of the Association of Boys'

That it was back by the ford again to
the edge of the thicket.
strode right
into the water and waded down that hundred feet to the opening in the undergrowth. The water none of the way was

open

ively

The First First-Class Boy Scout in Lackawanna County, Pa. One of the Livest
Panama Canal Club Members.

wagon

February, 1915

of Boy Scouts
Each
reporters.

ALBANY, N. Y. Two Boy Scouts of this city
have undertaken a good turn to be performed
On this
on the first Sunday of each month.
day Scouts Otto Rauch and Raymond Brownhill
lead a blind man from the Home for Incurables
to Trinity Church, a distance of nearly two miles.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. A most successful scout
conference for the State of Massachusetts was
held at Springfield on December 28 and 29.
More than 200 Scouts and Scout Officials from
various

parts

of

the

were

State

in

attendance.

The conference was arranged by Scout Commissioner

Donald

North

and

Deputy Commissioner

Among the speakers at the
Ralph Ellis, Jr.
conference were National Field Scout Commissioner Samuel A. Mofrat, Scout Commissioner
Ormond E. Loomis, of Boston; Dr. Charles East-

of Amherst; Arthur Howe, captain of the
Yale football team; Thornton W. Burgess,
F.
of Springfield, and Scout Commissioner Frank
Gray, of Montclair, N. J.

man

1911

RICHMOND, VA.

An

audience

was granted

to

scout party from this city by President Wilson
the
White House on December 30. The
Scouts who made the trip to Washington were
in the membership campaign which
winners
prize
was conducted in Richmond recently. The party
Adair and Ashbey
included Scoutmasters L.
B. Pyle, and the following Scouts: Eagle Scouts
and Scouts Gray,
Morton
and
Dudley, Denny
and
Jackson, Johnson, Eubank. Delouze, Grant
interest.
Pyle. The Scouts visited all places of
More than 3,000 Boy
PA.
PHILADELPHIA,
Scouts celebrated New Year's day with an entertainment and exhibition at the Second Regiment
the
Special features of the rally were
Armory.
of patriotic songs and an illustrated lecsinging
" Around
of
Bunch
a
the World with
ture
Scouts" by Perry Ivis, who last year made a
tour of the world with the Columbia Park boys
a
at

C

club.

WITTEMORE, MICH.
2 and the
recently.

Camp

The Boy Scouts

of

Troop

Fire Girls held a joint banquet
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Scout

Brave"

Is

25-

(Continued from page 11.)
his finger tips and feet were badly frosted,
but there were chances if they worked
hard. Oh, did two men ever work any harder to save a human life?
But they were
rewarded. Jap was then wrapped in a huge
warm blanket and fed hot lemonade, while
he lay on a bed they had improvised for
him by the side of the big stove.
I

Evening-

T
"

was morning when Jap again opened

sweep into the new season with added beauty
and refinement. To the grace and lightness
of the Indian canoe, we have added expert
workmanship, exquisite finish and splendid
durability.

you

congenial companion and a Mullins canoe
lights
dancing among the ripples the
the swishing
gentle lapping of the water
of the dipping paddle
enchantment!

^-__

'

__^N

MULLINS CANOES

Our canoe book

is

"

fascinating

interesting
free.

"

!

boy,"

with some
''

World's largest mamt c act:trcrs of
Steel and Wooden B.-ats.

in

replied

surprise.

Dailr
ment.

Gibbs,

softly,

wich of Beech-Nut Peanut
Butter Just the cream of the

but

delicately salted and prepared
special Beach-Nut process.

effort.

But why won't
"
'

it tickles a felto get a big sand-

but

GEElow
!

my

gage,

SALEM, OHIO

St.

risk it?

Yes, but father, the colt will be worth

$1,000 when he's a yearling, and will raise
the mortgage," added Jap, seriously.
"
But that colt will never raise the mort-

The W. H. Mullins Company
25 Franklin

Peait Butter

his eyes.

"
I'm
Say, Dad," he cried a little later,
so sorry I disobeyed you, but I had to do
it or be a coward, didn't I, and
a Scout is
brave,' the book says so."
Nelson Gibbs swallowed hard and then
squeezed the hand nearest to him in reassurance.
"
But you are no coward, Jap. You are
a brave boy.
I forgive you a thousand
times. Only you and Mary were worth so
much more to me than the colt. Why did

A

Beech-Nut

e

"
father ?
asked Jap
didn't freeze, did he,

he,

He

His voice was

full

of disappoint-

"

MORSE & WIRELESS
HEADQUARTERS

Because, my boy," cried Nelson Gibbs,
because the colt is to be yours.
You
saved his life.
We'll raise the mortgage
some other way."

"

30 DAYS

Boone Trail Traced and Marked
The old Daniel Boone trail across North
Carolina to Tennessee, which was lost for
century, has been traced and marked.
This section of the Boone trail is a link
a

Send For Catalog J-26
More than 200 pages picturing and describing telegraph instruments, batteries, bells,

and hundreds

of other electrical specialties.

Send For Wireless Manual J-l

A

hand-book of 96 pages. Tells how to
and maintain a wireless station
gives codes and other useful information.
Both catalogs sent free on request.
Tbey are educators and money savers.
erect

Manhattan! Electrical
New York^
17 Park

Chicago*^"*'

114

PI.

S.

Sao Francisco

5th Ave. .'1106 Pine St.

Factories: Jersey City,

Co.

Supply

'St. Louis

604 Mission St

Ravenna, 0.,

Cincinnati

WIRELESS SETS

in the longer trail from North Carolina to
Kentucky which was laid out by the famous scout. That portion of the trail
which goes through the Cumberland Gap
has never been lost, but the section which
has just been marked was almost obliterated when the main travel shifted.
The work of locating and marking the
old Boone trail from one end to the other
was undertaken by the Booneville trail
committee of which Mrs. Lindsay Patter-

son

is

inter-state chairman.
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the"J?anfer."
free trial on tr.
mLiiuub J
ht pi
Will ship it tO yOU On approval, j i ei;/t,
prepaid,
r^ ULU, without
cent deposit in advance. This offer is absolutely genuine^..
for our big catalog showing
i
our fuU ,> e of bieycles for
men and women, boys and girls at prices never before.
equated for like quality. It is a cyclopedia of bicycles,
sundries and useful bicycle information. It's free.
rear wheels, inner
TIRES,
tubes, lamps, cyclometers, equipment and parts for all
limited number of
bicycles at half usual prices.
second hand bicycles taken in trade will be closed out at
once, at $3 to $8 each.
wanted in each town to ride and
exhibit asample iai& model Ranger furnished by us.
It Costs
Nothing to learn what we offer
you and how we can do it. "You will be astonished and
convinced. Do not buy a bicycle, tires or sundries until
you get our cataiop and new special offers Write today.

TWU/\
fin AY
J
.

COASTER-BRAKE
A

RIDER AGENTS
You

MEAD CYCLE

I

Dept.W n, CHICAGO,

CO.,

The Clear W inter Mights

GIBSON.FLAGGAND
BUD" FISHER AS

are especially favorable for wireGet a pair of
less reception.

ARTIST5 ARE POOR

Brandes Wireless Receivers
and do some real Lone Distance
Receiving. Prices, SI. 65 each up

ALONGSIDE ME.

to 513.00 per pair.
Send stamp for our New Catalogue. Just Out.
C. BRANDES. Inc.,
9a Liberty Street. New York

Receiving Seta assembled on
bases

-

SI. 85 to S10.86

.Sending and Receiving Sets
7
'

on bases
Nickled Double Headband
600 Ohm Potentiometer -

5-95 to
-

Remarkable Code Learning Apparatus

50.00

-

SCHOOL INFORMATION

.70
.85

Catalogs of all Boarding Schools (or campsV
|n
o. S.
Eipert Advice free. Want for
American
or boys 7 Maintained for all schools.
Write, 1050 Times Building;,
firls
chools' Association.
New York, or 1550 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

SOc.

SRECIAL SALE
HALF INCH SPARK COIL

-

ILL.

$2.00

and 10 pieces of apparatus
Send stamps for Bulletin "L" of remark

Co.
Supply
-

NEW YORK

Own a Genuine Remington TypeCost $97.50 reconstructed and
guaranteed, two years $10.00. Send for
catalogue. Agents wanted.

A GREAT BOY SCOUT SERIAL STORY

Typewriter Exchange, Dept. B. L.
217 West 125th St., New York City

Boys.

able values.

writer.

____
23 Duane St. and
by

Lodge
106

Park

Elect.

Row

WILLIAM HEYLIGER

-

WILL START SOON IN "BOYS'
Renew your

subscription

now

so

cooy

LIFE."

you won't miss

it.

Have your Scouts earn camp
mone y. Send 35 cents for a
" Scouts in
Camp." a 5-aot play for BOY SCOUTS.
It deals with Scout life and brings before the public the aim
and teachings of Sooutcraft. Address
LeRoy C. Partch. Lake Mills, Wll.

MACTt?DC
mHOlttfO

specially written for

BOYS' LIFE by this popular writer of boys' stories

See page

29.
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STAMPS WITH SHIPS ON THEM

column are accepted
unless they meet the approval of an expert in
sl.iuif iratters.
Kindly report any unsatisfactory

[No advertisements [or

this
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STAMPS
[Mo advertisements for

this column are accepted
unless they meet the approval of an expert in
stamp matters.
Kindly report any unsatisfactory

service.]

service.]

For Sale Cheap. Russian. Beleiaa. Japanese
French and Turkish Coins, 5c. each. Ancient

Greek, Egyptian. Bactrian or Roman Coin,
10; Morocco Coin, date 1288, 12; Lame Oval
Jap. Coin. 12; Thick Native Indian Coins, 10;
Cu6o and Arab Coins, 10; 10 diff. Large U. 3.
Cta.. 45; Babylonian Clay Tablet, inscribed.
4200 yeara old. 75; Widow's Mite, 50 A. D..
40; 5 varieties Wampum. 15; 20 varieties ano.
Egyptian and Roman Beada, B. C. 1500-100,

YEAR'S
COINS
CURIOS

35 Special. Elder Rare Coin Book, 160 pp.,
28 Plates, quarto size. Premiums U. S. and
For'n Coins, best everiaaued, former price SI.
60 pp. Retail lista for 2c. stamp. THOMAS L.
ELDER, Dept. B. 32 E. 23rd St.. N. Y. City.
-

now

ALL BARGAINS- Fosfsge
F\ UNITED STATES
125" Varieties, inc.

Re

War

Civil

Collection of 510 Varieties
Varieties,
30 Mejciro

.

-

-

SOc
25c
lOc

-
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4 Liberia

ISc

9 Chile (1911-12-13)

-

17 Var. N, Y. State Rev.
lc 1,'CO Hinges
Entire 12 Specials as above for $3.00. Please state
r

GEO.

deaire approvals

E.

6c
if

G13[Cflxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

1000
i VVU

dlfferent(? osta P est8m P s '"^>lfr oni

world

you do
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HAYNES STAMP

parts of the
trashy iunk. Many

no

Fine specimens

all

Stamps of many lands often carry out similar
Water craft are shown on them.
Upper row (left to right): North Borneo, snowing
Malay dhow, and China, showing a junk; lower
row: British Solomon Islands, piroque, and

FOR

<

Guaranteed

money refunded.

to satisfy or

Lists Free.

Lake, Iowa

About Starting Right
in

LAKE VIEW STAMP CO.

CTAMDC
tort
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MITirO FRLL

_
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two collectors and 2o. postage
pictures
30 Sweden. lOc.:
1906,
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U.
S.
cent
60.
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buy stamps and coins.
Buying list 10o
I

10

Bosnia

6

We

Toledo Stamp Co.

-

Toledo.

-

U. S. A.

Ohio.

STAMP ALBUM

with $^8~Genuine Stamps. Inch
Rhodesia, Congo (tiger), China (dragon), Tasmania
(landscape'. Jamaica (.waterfalls), etc.. lOc. 100 diff.
Jap., N. Zld,, etc.. 5e. Hi? list; coupons, etc., FREE!
BUY STAMPS 1000 fine mixed 20c. 1000 hinees
Agents wanted SO per cent.
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:

HUSSMAN STAMP

CO.

St. Louis,

Mo.

A packet of stamps fror
rom Argentine, Swe/^ \ Tf7 "V T den
Chile Jamaica,
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V
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F \\1
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'
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*
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postage an
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ISvar. King Ceo. stamps
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"

A Hoc
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value-
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e
etc.,

.

l

shilling

West Somerville,
MttM>

co.
/"*rk

HARO-TO-GET-SXA.MPS
are found In my net approval books at M, 1
and 2e. each. Let me know to what troop you
belong and receive a good stamp Free.
B. E. Colman, 634 Eoefer PL, WaahingtoB, D. 0.

STAMPS.

108 all ditterent.

Transvaal, Serrla, Brazt

1

,

Peru,
Cuba, Mexico, Trinidad, Java,
etc.
and
album, lOc. 1000 Finely Mixed, 20c.
65 different
U. S., 25c. 1000 hinges, 5c. Agents wanted, bU per
.

List Free.

cent.

buy stamps.

I

C. Stetman, 5951 Cote BrilHute

A

.

St. Loots.

M

Finest approval selections on
the market.
Agents wanted.
60 page price list sent for a

STAMPS

60 v*r. Stamps.
European War Countries 12o.
50 stamps from 60 different countries 60o. 26 different
animals and birda 67c. 100*0 hinges lOc
2c.

stamp.

BOK 744.

ALDRICH,

St.

Joseph, Mltsourl

AFRICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN STAMPS
These attractive stampa are a good purchase and
will send One selections on approval If 700 will
send your father's or Scoutmaster*t name for reference.
Premium to each new applicant.
I

FRED

S.

MARTIN

ATTENTION

WRIGHT
two

Greene. N. Y.

Stamp Album. 880 space*. 250
hinge* and 100 varieties. 5c.
Illustrated

I
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of

Box G 30
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St.,
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study,

many
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right.
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hinges.

KEOKTJK, IOWA.

constructed and eorreet la
can beraleed and lowered:

Bails,

Guaranteed to sail or money refunded. Bent
complete with runners, also sst of wheels tf 1
--- 9'
for use on land, postpaid for
E. C. Wl LLIAMS. 296 Fourth St., Newark, NJ.
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S.

World. Subscription $1.00
per year. Trial, 25o. Philadelphia Stamp News, 1708
N. 18th St., Phila.. Pa. Est
"
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and receive a
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set of
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stamps FREE.

35cFREE
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State size of collection.
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App. Books;

up to 25c.
19 Pearl St..
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OF THESE STAMP
COLLECTIONS?

foreign stamps.
60 diff. Asiatic stamps
U. S. Stamps.
25 diff. Canada stamps.
remit 25c. for six months' subscription to

the finest stamp paper In the world

MEKEEL'S STAMP WEEKLY.
.

8 Kait Building,

.
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this paper.
Large album
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dlHerent stamps from all
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California
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Toledo. 0.
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piece,

a selling list, a Colombia
.1. Carey, New
and a lucky seed, l
BoCatalog for stamp.
chelle, N. Y.. Dept. B.

Premium Coin Catalog,

nickel

.

150 Different Foreign Stamps from all parta of
the world, lOc; 10 unused stamps, lOc; a package
of mixed stamps for 2c.
J.

N.
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Jr..
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J.

Start

Raising
SSSS In Pigeons!'Squabs
,',
for
I

Market

Make

or
Breeding Purposes.
big profits with our Jumbo

Pigeons.

little

his father's collection and had passed it
to her, and every stamp was stuck down
the old-fashioned kind
tight with mucilage

"you,

1C.

names

friend of ours brought in her
collections the other day for me to tell
her how to move it as her book was outgrown. I found an object lesson in patience in her book.
Her father inherited

them?

Weekly information about
all that is best in the Stamp

natural-

They

don't

boys

to try

new customers, and for each BOe.
Send father's name as reference.
W. KELLOGG, West Hartford, Conn.,

shall think too

are far cheaper in the end than cheap ones.
Hinge-making is quite a trade in itself and
the "peelable" hinges have two coats of
gum on them, which helps in removal.
You'll remove your collection many times
if you become really interested, so it is well
to prepare in the beginning for possible

A

of

lots

to

Bept.

of the possible existence of old stamps that
we can find, at home, or in the old papers
that people are selling for Belgium's starving people.
Let's talk about old stamps a bit.
Suppose you find some. Don't hurry to take
them off the covers or documents, for they
may be (and in lots of cases are) more
valuable on the original envelope. If you
have determined the value, go at it careSome stamps (Russian and Great
fully.
Britain and colonies) are printed in ink
that runs in water, so don't soak them till
The best way is to dampen
you're sure.
the back of the paper, either with a wet
blotter or a brush, and take the paper
from the stamps rather than the stamps
from the paper. Don't clip the perforated
edges. Dry the damp stamp under a plate of
Sometimes if the dampening is done
glass.
carefully, you can leave your old stamp
with a good part of the gum on. If you
can, so much the better.
Don't mount a stamp that has the remains of several hinges on its back. They
come off easily and the stamp looks better

mounted

L.

.

1C.

A SET OF UNUSED happenings.

PERFECT MODEL ICE BOAT
Habitant fully
every detail.

L.

CO.

APPROVALS

want

Christmas holidays are
over and we shall have long evenings

ly think of

pleasing

Premium

that the

NOW

.

Washington Bldg., Boston, Kail.
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Collecting
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NEW ENGLAND STAMP
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Stamp
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large Price List and sample New Eng60. Finest approval
50% discount.
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1

lOcI

,

Stamp Monthly only

sheets.

1
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I

M

different STAMPS. Includln* D. 8.
flA.
lv
'^1861 Civil War, Japan, Argentlae,

land

packet stamp hinges.
pocket stamp album.
1 set Venezuela.
2 varieties
1 set Ecuador. 2 varieties.
10 varieties unueed stamps.
520 Union Bldg., Sao Diego, Cal.

DE T O T

I

etc.,

100 varietfefl used stamps.

ALL

O

CO.. Cleveland, R.

WESTERN STAMP COMPANY,

Zanzibar, native sailboat.

including

50 STAMPS. ALL DIFFERENT
5 Different Columbian Republic.
10 Different Unused Stamps.
7 Different Netherlands.
10 Different Norway.

ideas.

desirable stamps, choice sets and hipb values, listed up to
50c each. Lot catalopp S35. 2000 Imported Hineee (25o>
A 25 diff. scarce (32). Entire lot for price of packet rf[O A f*

H.S.POWELL STAMP CO. .Box 955, Storm
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*L.L,

He
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not

lOc

$1.00
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IflO

Rev., long.

LOT

10 U.

for
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SOoTMixed, Old and New 4" VariMies cut *q. Env.
''l

K*T

SPECIAL U. S.
6 Spanish War Revenues.
S. Envelopes, cut square,
P. O. and War Depts.
10 Civil War Revenues.
6 New York State Revenues.
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E
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S

It. Extra.

40;

free,

We

teach you.
Large,
Instructive clr-

illustrated
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PLAYS
Drllla. etc.

T. B.

Co., Dept. D. Prov.,

F

for Parlor, School Room Of
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Recitations. Tableaux* Games,
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Catalogue free*
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She proudly told me she had lost but
too.
half a dozen in several hundreds, and I
could find the old ones only by knowing the
date when grandfather stopped collecting.
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1 persuaded her to make her own book,
and she is now well along in a home-made,
loose-leaf album, which she has made herHer
self, cover, leaves and decoration.
system of pages makes the book ready to
take new issues, and capable of extension
in any country of which she is fond or in
which she has a large increase. I don't
think you will all find a blank album best,
but it is a way to make yourself a good

collection.
in

because

I

think,

too,

it

teaches

mounting one has

more
follow

to

closely the catalogue.
I
had to give my friend a long talk on
The idea seems to be that
duplicates.
"
duplicates are
good to trade with," but
the young collector who has no collecting

friends cannot trade readily.
He should
join some good stamp exchange or some
club that has an exchange bureau, and get
new stamps for his duplicated ones.
Boy Scouts, who are much together in

troop and patrol meetings, have an exceptional opportunity to trade stamps.
It will
be fun and profitable for you to do so.
You don't want to keep duplicates.
In

keeping them you lose a chance to learn

=

The Boy

"%.,

a lot of things you'll be glad to know. And
at the same time you are perhaps holding
bark others who need you to move their

them to move yours.
It means little extra work to prepare your
duplicates so you can exchange and I
"
think the Boys' LIFE
Lonesome Corner "
will help you out.
Of course you have been reading the
"
Lonesome Corner " every month and
probably you have been exchanging inter-

Scouts'

Great Ally

duplicates as you need

|

Remember that England, France. Sweden
and Denmark are all full of real stamp collectors, and a boy of fifteen in England is
probably as much an expert as many collectors here at twenty. Mount your stamps in
such a way that they will carry safely. Price
them carefully in ink. You know of course
that there are catalogues of value.
Remember, though, that it is possible to secure thousands of varieties at one-half the
catalogue prices or at 50 per cent, dis-

SHREDDED WHEAT

no healthier nor more delicious food for the
athletic, active man or boy than the wholesome,
muscle-building, whole wheat berry, SHREDDED

There
E
|

is

SHREDDED WHEAT

|

Trainers recognize this, and
has an established place on college training tables
everywhere.

E

serve, as
delicious.

For the needs of
welcome

the
at

camp it is perfectly
dawn as it is at night

There

is

fun and satisfaction, howmaking exchanges.

outing

ever, will be obtained by

You'll find that for several

common

outfit.

Its

=

flavor

is

always

new.

only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

Falls,

New York
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HANDSOME AND USEFU

duplicate you'll be surprised to see how
other desirable stamps you can get
for them.
Good for your head, too such

THE PLUMB ANCHOR BRAND

many

exchanges

especially
ferent countries.

those

between

dif-

I have a few questions that may help your
"
"
Escuelas
stamp knowledge. What does
mean? On what country's stamp is it and
why? A stamp with "Cataluna'' belongs
to a lad here. Do you know what it is and
the history of the head it bears?
Yes, it
is in your catalogue but not under Cataluna.
Poland had one stamp. As Poland is in
"
the papers now, can you tell what
ZA
This In
LOT KOP 10" on that stamp means?
is

easy.

E

WHEAT

Made

stamps,

which you may have in abundance, you can.
obtain a few rare ones that you especially
desire to get. Or, if you have rare ones in

easy to carry, easy to
at all times fresh, at all times

suited

health and vigor in every Shred.
a part of your

Make SHREDDED
biggest

=
=

WHEAT.

count.

The

|

In the cross-country hike or the up-hill carry, in work
or in play, in any emergency
furnishes the strength and stamina that fits him to
hold up his end of the game.

esting letters with boys in many other
States and countries.
1
have noticed that a large number of
boys whose names are published in the
"
"
Corner
state that they want to corres-

pond about stamps, and I suppose nearly
all of them want to exchange duplicates.
Indeed lots of them are doing so now.

Shredded Wheat

Think of the Fun

(ANCHOR!

i

vou car. h ive with "Red Devil"
No. 700 7 inch p'iers flat nose.
buttons anJ ide cutting, hammer,
all in one
srr**\v drivei and ,-eamer
lust the too! for the BJV Scout.
your dealer or sen. postpaid for 90
for
one ool and bookie: of other
cents
"Red Dtvit" tools

too'

A.I

SMITH & HEMENWAY
168

Chambers

Street,

CO., Inc.

New York

Look lor

Trademark on Ihf Olflclal Seoul Axr
Deaignea and Furnished by

(his

City

FWYEXXE

R.

FHJMB, Int

PHILADELPHIA. U.S.A.
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How
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This

By

Built a

I

a Desert
A.

House
Isle

HYATT VERR1LL

1915

Magazine
Catalog

FREE!
asSSL* "*

\\7

1

WRITE
FOR
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"""iitn

ni

HAT

would you do if you were cast
up on an uninhabited island with
nothing to start life with but a pocket
knife? Mr. A. Hyatt Verrill has chosen
such a situation for a new book called
"An American Crusoe," recently published
by Dodd, Mead & Company, of New
York.
Mr. Verrill spent considerable time on
an island in the West Indies as a member

^

IT!

of a natural

history

He

expedition.

as-

sures his readers that most of the feats
which he describes were actually attempted
and performed.
In the following extract from this book

reprinted through the courtesy of the author and the publishers, Mr. Verrill tells
how he built a house.
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was needed

not only
but quite comfortable.
wooden, or log, house was, I knew,
impracticable, for to cut the logs or trees
with only a pocket knife would be the work
of many weeks, or even months, not to
mention the liability of breaking the knife
or wearing it out.
To be sure, I might burn off the trees
and afterwards cut them up by the same
process, but this I also knew would require a long time to accomplish, and meanwhile the rainy season would have arrived.
Moreover, such a building would last but
a short time, owing to the ravages of
wood-ants and in a severe storm or hurricane would be of little protection, if merelashed together the only means of
ly
fastening at my command.
stone house would answer, but to obtain a sufficient number' of large stones
and carry them to one spot would require
an amount of labor beyond the power of

A

Magazine Agency

my

castaway

life

bearable,

A

one man to accomplish.
Thinking over this matter and considering it from every point of view, I raked
apart the coals of my fire to light my pipe
pushed my wooden
inadvertently
poker against a bit of rock. Much to my

'and

surprise, it at once crumbled to bits and I
realized that I had hit upon the solution
The island was a
to my house problem.
mass of coral limestone and I had only to
burn this to lime, form it into mortar or

concrete, and build my house easily.
To think was to act and I began piling
brush, sticks, and dead branches, against
the side of a ledge in a sheltered spot a
hundred yards inland.
This was a situation I had long since
chosen as a dwelling site, for it was thoroughly sheltered by large trees, was cenon a ristrally located and. moreover, was
even in the
ing knoll which would be dry
rainiest weather.

My

pile

of brush and trash complete,

1
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brought a light to the spot and soon the
mass was a roaring fire, with its hot flames
licking up the side of the ledge for several
feet.

The limestone

rapidly cracked and flaked
exposing the fresh, white surface beneath, and all through the day
kept the
off,

I

fire

roaring.

provised

cold,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Make

I found the fire
and by means of an im-

broom of cocoanut

leaves

I

raked

and brushed away the ashes and gathered

my

largest turtle shell full of lime.
Only stopping to eat and attend to my
fish trap and replenish the oil in my lamps,
I
kept the fire going brightly for several

days and soon had a great accumulation
of lime of excellent quality.
I now thought it time to test the building properties of my material and attempted mixing it with salt and sand. It
slaked well and mixed up in a most satisfying way and, pleased at the result, I
placed a number of stones in the form of
a low wall and set them in the fresh mortar.
By the time this was accomplished it
was very late and I left further operations
for another day.
The next morning I hurried to my
foundation, expecting to find the rocks
Imagine
firmly set in their bed of lime.
my chagrin on discovering that the mortar
was dry and powdery and crumbled at a
touch. Although greatly cast down at this,
I decided that it must be due to some fault
in mixing, for I was sure the lime itself
was of good quality.

Determined to experiment until I hit
upon the proper proportions, I commenced
cleaning out the turtle shell in which the
mortar had been mixed the previous day.
As I scraped the crumbling material from
the shell

BUILD
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IT
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A. C. GILBERT,
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President.

I

I

it

readily at

PRIZES

a big effort.

THINK OF

Lots of Toys

NEW MODELS s WIN

noticed that the lime adhering
along the edges and back was exceedingly hard and firm and resisted all efforts
to dislodge it.
This seemed quite strange
and unaccountable, until I remembered
stories of some early castaways in Bermuda who used lime and turtle blood for
cement to caulk a boat.
Evidently the blood and grease in the
shell had been softened by the water mixed
with my lime and had formed the hard,
cement-like substance.
Here, then, was an easy way out of my
difficulty, for if blood and grease formed
a cement with lime I had all the materials
to

29

IhUoBws!'

The following morning
dead and
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my

won this Auto

it's

a dandy.

Wouldn't you

like to

shout

that to your friends?

Some Boy
Will

I

disposal.

Turtles came to the Key nightly to deposit their eggs, and while previously I had
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caught them only to supply me with meat,
I was sure that I could catch a score
or more with little effect.
Finally I decided to build the walls of
yet

Good News, Scouts!
DO YOU WANT TO GO TO CAMP
THIS

W
WE

E

SUMMER?

have a plan whereby we absolutely eliminate one
very important reason why many deserving Scouts
are prevented from going to Camp.

ANYWHERE"

GIVE "FREE FARE

your troop.- starts for its summer encampment,
you be one of the fortunate ones or will you
remain at home? A great many Scouts have been
prevented from enjoying summer outings on account of lack
of funds.
One of the important items of expense is, of

WHEN

will

course, the railroad fare. Maybe in your case the price of the
ticket will just make the difference which keeps you at home.

And

think what you will miss
or two in the woods "roughing
!

be too bad, as a

It will
it"

will

do any boy
But now

week

a lot of

good and make a manly boy more manly.

WE PAY THE TRANSPORTATION

v

On' Ccout or a whole troop may take advantage of our offer. We want
'Scoutmasters everywhere to write for our plan. This is not a contest. You may
have as many mihs of transportation as you wish one mile or many thousands
of miles.

JUST LIKE RIDING
Ninety Miles an Hour on the

ON

New York

A PASS!

rocks, and branches, forming a sort
wattled construction, and strengthen
and reinforce the whole by cement.
logs,

of

TURTLE HUNTING.
Working along these lines,

I

spent the

day in gathering and placing the materials,
and by nightfall had a foundation two feet
in height and six by eight feet square.
That evening I walked about the beaches
searching for turtles and before daylight
I had three fine, big specimens safely on
their backs in the shade and covered over
with palm leaves and seaweed. I knew
if
that,
freshly covered each day, the
creatures would live for several weeks, and
as I had no method of preserving the
blood, I decided to keep them alive and
kill

them as needed.

The blood and grease from one of the
creatures was carefully gathered in nut
shells and, with some fear of failure, I
mixed it with a quantity of lime. I found
the mass far too sticky and thick to mix
thoroughly and I was obliged to thin it out
with water. I had some doubts as to the
practicability of this, but, judging from the
action of the dried blood on the lime previously mixed, I decided that only a very
small quantity of blood was required' to
make durable cement.
By the time the lime and blood had been
thinned to a fair, mortar-like consistency,
I had obtained two shells full and spent
several busy hours of hard, hot work
plastering it over the low wall of branches

and stones
I

I

had erected.

was thoroughly fatigued by

the time

I

had used up the cement, and, in fact, it was
by far the hardest day's work I had undertaken since being cast away.
The morning found me hurrying to my
cemented wall, and I was mightily pleased
to find that the cement had set to rocky
hardness and that protruding sticks and

Central.

FIRST-CLASS RAIL-

ROAD or STEAMBOAT
TRANSPORTATION

branches could not be dislodged from the
mass.
There is no necessity of describing the
work in detail, for the following week or
ten days was spent in ceaseless work, until
at last the walls were built to a height of
seven feet, with one wall a toot higher
than the others. In the upper edges of the
walls I set stout branches, projecting upward for a couple of feet, and to these I
lashed sections of trumpet-tree branches to
serve as roof timbers.
The lashings, and all other fastenings,
were made of twisted and braided cocoanut fiber which I obtained by rotting the
husks in the wet mud of the flats and dryall who
ing in the sun a trick familiar to
have resided long in the Antilles.
To make the lashings even more secure
I daubed them over with cement and, having still a few quarts of the material remaining, I painted all exposed timbers with
_

Address Scout

A
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Dept.,
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enclose

ONE

a good coating.
For a roof to my new house I used palm
leaves dipping them in salt water to prevent the ravages of insects plaiting the
each edge to
edges together and lashing
Not
the timbers to hold them in place.
thoroughly content with this, I laid layer
after layer of the leaves over the roof and
bound them down in a mass by strips_ of
the trumpet-tree wood lashed to the timbers at either side.
The roof completed. I found the dwelling
lack of windows
quite cosy, for while the
made the interior rather dark, yet the roof
the wall-top
being placed two feet above
allowed plenty of ventilation and the profrom 'beating
jecting eaves prevented rain
the walls.
in and cast a wide shelter beyond
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The Boy Scout Snnoke-Eaters
(Continued from Page

when

4.)

had passed they hurried by way of

it

a short cut across the fields to the tournament grounds, reaching there just as the
Mayor's car turned in at the big gate.

A makeshift two-story frame building
had been constructed in the very center of
the enclosure, and the village authorities
had erected a dozen temporary hydrants
in a half circle about the front of the
building. The plan was to conduct the contests on the level stretch of turf before
the grandstand, and as a finale set fire to
the wooden structure and have a real demonstration of

STURDY STUD

TRIPLE TREAD

fire fighting.

The procession of visiting companies
made a circle of the grounds after entering the gate while the Mayor reviewed
Then after
them from his automobile.
the various engines and hose carts had been
parked at the far end of the field the Mayor
prepared formally to open the ceremonies
But he had
with a speech of welcome.
hardly uttered two sentences when Bruce,
for some unknown reason turned and
looked down Webster avenue towards the
town.
In the distance he saw a great
cloud of black smoke mounting skyward
above the roofs. He grasped Bud Weir's

arm and shouted
"
Look
Quick

THESE

sylvania Rubber Company, makers
Vacuum Cup Tires.

!

A

fire

are sold at moderate prices, and carry a higher degree
been
of tire quality in proportion to their cost than has ever

"

put into bicycle tires before.

!

And

as if to verify his words the far-off
clang of the village fire bell sounded.
Instantly the tournament grounds were
in
a turmoil.
Everyone raised a cry
of fire
In a twinkle the grandstand was
empty, but before the crowd could reach
Webster avenue the companies had begun
With a rattle and
to leave the enclosure.
a clang one engine after another swung
into the broad avenue. Then with the old
hand equipment of the Woodbridge vamps
in the van the whole aggregation hurled
itself down the street toward the village.
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THE HAW-HAW CORNER

A

Boy's Remarks to His Stomach

What's the matter with you ain't I always been
your f rienil
Ain't 1 been a partner to you?
AH my pennies
dnn't 1 spend
In gettin' nice things for you?
Don't I give you
lots of cake?
Say, stummick, what's the matter, that you had
to go and ache?
:

I loaded you with good things yesterday.
I
gave you mitre
Potatoes, squa>h rind turkey tli:ui you'd ever had
before!
gave you nuts and candy, pumpkin pie ami choc-

Why,

I

olate cake

\nd

last

when

night

and ache!

I

got to bed you had to go

Say, what's the matter with you?

Ain't you satis-

fied at all'
I

gave you
like a

all

you wanted; you was hard just

ball;

And you

couldn't hold another bit of puddin', yd
night
You ached mos' awful, stummick; that ain't
treatin' me just right.
last

I've

been a friend to you, I have;
friend of mine?

They gave me castor
made me \vhine.

I

oil 'last

why

you a

ain't

night because you

m

awful sick this morning, and I'm feeling
mighty blue,
Becoz you don't appreciate the things I do for
you!

For every
big or

HE KNEW.
The proofreader on a small
woman

bicycle,

boy's or girl's,
to
the
heaviest
up
motorcycle,
there's a
Departure Coaster

Selectt'J.

little,

New

daily

was a

Brake that adds pleasure and safety

of great precision of language. One
day a reporter succeeded in getting into
"
Willie Brown, the boy
type an item about
who was burned in the West End b\
lur
wire."
On the next day the reporter found on
his desk a frigid note
"Which is the west end of a boy?"
To which he replied " The end the son
sets on, of course."

to the going.

not only doubles the efficiency of your wheel, but gives you fun
without fatigue
the speed without the spill
the exercise without too
It

much

:t

exertion.

Remember
to

have

it

:

this all-important point

when you buy a

bicycle or motorcycle

be

certain

equipped with the ball-bearing

:

THE WRONG ANSWER
The proprietor of a second-hand store
was not so tidy as he might have been.
One day vyhile standing in front of the

store an Irishman approached and asked
"
Hov yez any clean shirts in yer store? "
"
Sure I have," answered the clothing
"
Lots of them, so
man, anxious for a sale.
clean as anything."
"
said
Well,"
the
Irishman,
moving
:

"

away,

go
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You're a LIVE BOY or a LIVE WORKER
YOU'LL WANT
DAN BEARD'S New Book, Just Published

"Shelters, Shacks and Shanties"
With more than 300

illustrations

by the Author

Among Boys
Shelters
Shacks and
Shanties

In answer to many requests from Boy Scouts themselves and others interested in the movement, Mr. Beard,
the greatest authority on boys' interests, has prepared his
new book. Boys will find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters in their hikes
or encampments.
It contains easily workable directions
accompanied by very full illustrations for over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most primitive
shelter to the fully equipped log cabin.

Sty

D. C.

Beard

A GREAT HOLIDAY OPPORTUNITY
"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
BOYS' LIFE for one year
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Hicks,

Accidental Detective
Another Bannister College Story
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Author
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JR.

apology, and be true to football leader, had not given every candidate justice. "Show me the chap, Hicks."

life?"

"Spare me, Butch !"
croaked Hicks feebly.
"You'll need the wisdom of my mighty
brain in solving your
basketball
problems,
and

"The

Hicks,

dummy!"
Jr.,

jeered

T.

Haviland

making a dash around the track

as the basketball captain, forced to laugh
at the way he had fallen victim to the
Junior's wiles, returned to the gym floor.

studying the three players, soon
is
rated Country as number one on
true,
Hickey !" the basketball the list, with the first team forwards about
captain's face was seri- even; all things considered, the scrub forous. "Now, be sensible, ward was a wonder, and Captain Butch's
old man, and get this problem was apparent, for a place must
situation in mind, for I be made for him on the college five.
am perplexed, and the Either good-natured Hefty or the someLatham game is near. what haughty Torp must be supplanted,
You know th'at Hefty to let this berserker rustic toss goals into
and Torp have been the Bannister basket!
"Poor Hefty, I guess
meditated
playing the forwards
I
switched Hicks. "\Vhen" Torp is steady, he can't be
position
myself to center to equalled, but when he is erratic worse
make room at right forward for Torp. than a March hare! Hefty is steady and
"With Biff IVmberton and Deacon Rad- dependable. But this Country he is a
ford at guards, I would have vowed that tornado!
It will be hard on whichever
the five could not be improved upon, that one Captain Butch sends to the side-lines,
it was invincible!
But that Sophomore, for both have fought hard to make the
the husky chap we call 'Country,' has five!"
Before the practice ended, Coach Corproved a terror on the scrubs he blocks
our passing, and he is a phenomenon at ridan called the first string players together on the floor, the spectators being
shooting goals from any angle."
His talk became an illustrated lecture, ordered from the gym, and gave them a
for
that instant the young Hercules new play, with the secret signals. He exfrom the rural districts, a powerful, some- plained carefully every detail of it, how
what awkward chap, blocked a pass, each fellow on the offense and the defense
whirled with the ball, and then tossed the must play his position, and then the regsphere with one hand squarely into the ular five practiced the passing, until every
basket.
A big, slow fellow whose brain player knew what to do when the center's
worked on a freight schedule, 'Country,' right foot pointed to the left forward.
"It may win the game Saturday !" said
after mastering signals by days of hard
the coach.
"If we pull off this play
labor, was a wonder.
"I want you to watch the work of those brilliantly, the chances are all in our fathree, Hicks," requested Butch (for the vor that we shall surprise them and score
Junior's loyalty to Bannister was unques- a goal then we'll work the variations of
Let every fellow study the play and
tioned, and he knew a good basketball it.
Don't
player when he saw one), "Hefty and signals hard, and get letter perfect
Torp on the first five, and the work of let an outsider get the slightest hint of
Country on the second, and give me your the new play everything may depend
honest opinion as to their ability.
upon it Saturday !"
T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., who could not
was the next night, about eight
be serious outwardly, though he really
shared Butch's perturbation, gazed toward
o'clock, as Captain Butch Brewster
a corner of the gym, where hung the life- toiled faithfully at his "trig," though he
canvas - covered, sawdust - stuffed longed to work out basketball plays for
sized,
tackling dummy, brought in from the the five, that the big Sophomore dubbed
football field at the end of the past sea- Country because of his awkward, rural
"

That

HICKS,

'

HAVILAND

HICKS,

JR.,

that cherub-faced, mosquito-like
THOMAS
legian whose
powers were

col-

athletic

limited to twanging a banjo and eating
downtown at "Jerry's," stood on the running track of the Bannister College gym,
gazing down at the afternoon basketball

practice with a super-critical expression.

While he mournfully surveyed

his

own

toothpick anatomy and then compared it
with the husky forms of the basketball
squad a sudden inspiration smote his
When Captain
brain, nearly wrecking it.
"Butch" Brewster, the Gold and Green
center, with big "Biff" Pemberton, left
guard, and the two forwards "Hefty"
Hollingsworth and "Torp" Torpington, executed a bewildering play on the strong
scrub team, a raucous voice echoed from
the track
"Aw bally well played, Butch, old top
ExClevah work, Biff clevah, indeed!
well
executed,
Hefty, don't
ceedingly
y'know? Bah Jove, Torp, played like a
regular Hercules, ya as !"
storm of indignation, in which the
pestiferous Hicks reveled, burst from the
perspiring, grimy-faced basketball candidates, and the blithesome Junior, who had
actually committed the crime of clapping
his hands to applaud a basketball play,
A second later he
grinned in delight.
observed with consternation Captain Butch
Brewster, dire intent written In plain
English on his countenance, making for
the stairway.
Escape from the former football leader
was impossible, as Butch's ponderous form
blocked the entrance to the track, so the
terror-stricken
Hicks shuddered away
from the lumbering basketball captain, re!

A

membering former

reprisals,

and awaited

!

IT

son.

"Of

course, Butch," he responded, importantly, "you may trust me to handle
this awkward affair, and my decision will
settle the difficulty.
But, as football captain, Butch, you treated one fellow unjustly by keeping him off the eleven!
Every day he was first on the field, and
last to leave
rain or sunshine, he never
missed a practice he was battered around
and he never quit; he did more for the
eleven than any other fellow, and yet
you never gave him a fair try-out for the

appearance stumbled into the room.

He

had some papers in his hand, and his honest face was red with embarrassment as
he stammered
"Say, Butch I that is here is something I think you ought to see. A bunch
of the fellows were having a rough-house
in the hall just as I was going down for
dinner. When I came along I found these
I knew they must
papers on the floor.
have fallen out of somebody's pocket, and
in order that I might return them to
their owner I looked at them to see if I

the inevitable.
"Say, you thorn in the flesh, you biot
on the escutcheon of fair Bannister !" began Captain Butch, with a facility bred
of practice on Hicks, "what do you supcould find out who they belonged to.
pose the basketball squad is giving an team !"
exhibition of cricket? Why don't you have
"Why, who was he?" demanded Captain After I saw what they were, I brought
a cup of tea to sip, you excuse for an Butch, worried at the charge that he, as them to you. Don't think I am a sneak,
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Butch, but for the good of
the

team

Captain Brewster snatched
the
first

sheets of
sheet he

The
paper.
saw was ad-

dressed:

"Mr. Dan Milton,

care of
College, Stanford,

Latham
Pa."

"Why," exclaimed Butch,
"Milton

is

basketball

cap-

Latham." His ga/.e
rested on the letter, written
tain at

in the unmistakable, painful
scrawl of Hefty Hollingsworth, the Bannister right
forward, and he read

DEAR DAN:
something which may
and I'm glad to be
send it in time; you
need never return it, and don't
ever say a word about it, for it
a
fellow's
good
might ruin
This will reach you in
name.
plenty of time for you to prepare for the struggle with Bannister, and you can have a free
mind about the game, for I know

Here

is

help

you,

able

to

what victory means

to you.

Your

old

chum.

HEFTY.

The other

sheet, also written in Hefty's

laborious chirography, was a complete exmid
position of the new basketball play
variations given the team the previous afternoon by Coach Corridan! It gave the
details of the play, the signals, the duty
of each player on offense and defense
it was a perfect repetition of the coach's
outline, and so clear that Captain Dan
Milton would be able to break up the
play, on seeing the signals of the Bannister center, before it got fairly started
The Bannister captain stared at the
overwhelming evidence against the goodnatured right forward. He could not believe that Hefty would play traitor, even
though he knew that the big fellow and
the Latham leader were firm friends. This
meant a virtual giving away of Bannister's
chances for victory, for only by a surprise could the Gold and Green defeat
the heavy, fast Latham quintette.
"Not a word to a soul, Country !" he
said at last, his face set and his hands
"No man is guilty until he is
clenched.
Leave this matter to me
proved so
you acted in the right manner, for it is
best that we know of this in time.
Keep
quiet, for there is hope that Hefty is
innocent !"

"Tlie

an hour

HALF
lingsworth,

later,

to divulge their mission.
"
Butch's voice broke.
"Hefty, old man

"Can you explain this?"
The right forward took the letter, recognizing it at once, but when he saw the
sheet of the outlined play, his face went
pale; for a moment he stood, clutching
the evidence in his hands, slowly realizing,
as his mind gradually put two and two
together, of what he was accused
"I lost the letter," he began uncer"I wondered where it was but
tainly.
!

I can't

understand
"

could

tenimi

list If

be

from

miainst

f/ntthe

wall."

your handwriting, also, is found
explanation of the new play with
which we hoped to beat Latham Saturday
with that letter the letter certainly has
to do with the play can you explain it?"
The big fellow stared at them, bewildered.

game;
a

in

full

know how

have

it within your power to refute it?"
Hefty Hollingsworth drew himself up,
his big body stiffening to meet the shock
of the others' wrath; there was a quiet
dignity about the fellow that was impressive, as he answered quickly

"I

have nothing to say, Coach.

I

am

was innocent I love old Bannister, and I
found in my writing," he said.
"I would die rather than betray my alma
I
realize the terrible burden I
thought I had well, I can assure you I mater
am innocent of what you accuse me
I must bear, believed a traitor by the whole
But I can
can explain the letter, Coach Corridan, and college, branded an outcast
on my word of honor it has nothing to not speak."
Silence, and then Coach Corridan spoke
big Hefty Hol- do with the new play, or with basket-

a
knock,
answering
opened his door and admitted Captain
Butch Brewster, Coach Corridan and serious Deacon Radford, the left guard.
He greeted them with a smile, but, seeing their ominous expressions, he was
startled, and he stood waiting for them

this play

fii/iire

nlmclii s/ri>pin<i
Hicks' -.slii'lv.*.'. timl

!

!

(lurk

n'-iii

!

Butch, you

surely don't mean
"Hefty," said the coach sternly, "a compromising letter in your writing is found,
apparently about to be mailed to the
Latham captain, almost on the eve of the

"I

I

don't

the

play

!

!

!

ball

!"

sadly

:

"You understand, Hefty I have no
"Then explain it, old man!" broke in
Deacon Radford. "We know that you are other course to pursue we can not play
innocent, but the evidence is crushing. you until this terrible charge is cleared,
Tell us about that letter, and smash this and your innocence established; the evidence is too overwhelming to be ignored.
charge!"
The Bannister right forward started to Until further notice, you are suspended
speak, and then his gaze rested on the from the Bannister basketball squad !"
Silently they filed from the room of the
picture of a motherly, kindly faced woman,
with gray hair, that hung on the wall, dishonored athlete who would not speak
and his jaws came together with a snap, in self-defense, and when the door closed
like those of a sprung steel trap.
on them big, honest Hefty Hollingsworth
"I cannot explain it, fellows," he said bowed his head in his hands and groaned
hands clenched, his face show- aloud in his utter despair.
ing his mental agony. "I I confess the
evidence is startling and it looks as
next evening, after basketball
practice, Captain Butch Brewster
though I was about to send the play to
Dan Milton, but nothing is farther from dropped in on Thomas Haviland Hicks,
I am innocent
the truth
won't you be- Jr., who had a cozy den on the third floor
of Nordyke, the Junior dormitory.
The
lieve me?''
"Then you absolutely refuse to explain athlete, who was waiting for the supper
the true meaning of this letter?" de- bell, found the lathelike Junior sprawled
manded Coach Corridan.
"You swear in an easy chair, his feet thrust out the
that you are innocent, yet you will not open window, his face buried in "The
clear yourself of the charge, when you Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes," while on
firmly, his

THE

!
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the table were books by Edgar Allan Poe, keen interest.
Both Country and Torp
Gaboriau, and other writers of detective seemed to have fallen off badly in thsir
fiction.
form, and Hickey began to rack his brain
"Ha, Captain Butch!" breathed Hicks, for some reason which would account for
gazing up at the big fellow, "I deduce their slump.
that something has happened
Hefty Hol"Torp and Country are the only fellows
lingsworth did not report for practice to- who have gained anything by this rotten
"And both of them are
day, he won't talk, wears a. gloomy frown mess," he reasoned.
you look worried; therefore, Hefty has playing below form. They look and act as if
done something wrong !"
they were worried. I wonder if no that's
"Another catastrophe !" groaned the not a valid excuse for suspecting them
basketball leader.
"Hicks has the idea still there is a chance. But if they do know
he is a detective a second Sherlock anything about this case, I wonder if
Holmes Well, Mr. Poe-Vidocq-Scotland- there is any way of making them talk."
!

!

Yard-Holmes, solve the mystery of Hefty
Hollingsworth and the Strange Letter!
evening just at dusk a group of
basketball players were gathered in
Any one could deduce that something is
for
Biff Pemberton's room on the third floor
wrong when Hefty fails to report
practice, and wears gloom instead of his of the north wing of Nordyke Hall, dissolution?"
sunny smile, but what's the
cussing Bannisters chances for victory in
He got Hicks' word of honor not to di- the coming game with Latham. Suddenly
vulge the facts, for Captain Butch knew a window flew open in the quarters of
the Junior to be intensely loyal to Ban- T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., on the third floor
nister, and that he possessed a certain of the south wing, directly across the
mental brilliancy, despite his happy-go- quadrangle and a frightened voice warned:
Then he told the scatter"Don't! Don't try it!"
lucky ways.
brained collegian of the letter and the new
Butch, Torp, Country and the rest
play which Country had brought him, and rushed to the open window just as a dark
of how Hollingsworth steadfastly refused figure came out of the room across the
to explain what the epistle really meant. way and began the perilous journey along
"I can't believe him guilty, Hicks," the narrow~ledge that ran across the face
grieved the Captain, "but you must admit of the dormitory on the third floor.
I don't
such evidence is overwhelming
This excessively dangerous and deathwant to have the team go into the Latham defying feat had been achieved but once
in the history of Bannister, for none was
game with this tragedy hanging over it
the fellows don't know the truth, but they brave enough to attempt climbing along
will suspect something when Country stays the ledge, which offered scarcely a toein Hefty 's place !"
reckless
"Ricks"
The
famous
hold.
"So Country brought you the evidence." McFadden, who would try anything once,

THAT

!

mused Hicks, serious for a
second. "All right, Butch. I'm

1915

March,

Magazine

and had tried the faculty patience once
too often, had actually journeyed from
that room, along the sheer side of the
wall, and over to the tower window!
"Who is it?" shouted Butch, as the big
form loomed up against the face of the
building in the shadows. "Why, he'll fall
and be killed a tumble to the concrete
will

smash him

all

up

!"

"Don't try it, Hefty !" sounded the voice
of Hicks, from his room.
"Come back,
old man, before it is too late
You are far
too heavy and clumsy once you lose your
head you are doomed!"
!

"Hefty Hollingsworth!" shouted "Doc"
"What has gotten
Chalmers, a Junior.
into him, anyway?
He must have gone
to
such
a reckless stunt !"
crazy
attempt

But
mined

the big fellow was evidently deterto duplicate the immortal McFadden's feat, for the dark figure could be seen

slowly stepping from Hick's window, and
flattening against the wall, one arm reaching for the window of the next room.

The

little

Pemberton's room

in

group

stood

transfixed with horror
as they
watched the slow progress of the adventurer.
Then a second figure, whom they
recognized as Hicks, appeared at the window.
breathless suspense followed as
Hickey leaned out to help steady the
reckless climber. Then there came a wild,
piercing shriek of alarm, and

A

A

body hurtled swiftly downward in
the night, flashing past the windows of
the lower floors, and crashed with a sickening thud on the concrete walk, while
the agonized voice of Thomas Haviland
Hicks, Jr., shouted:
"Oh, I didn't mean to
I
wanted to
push him.

glad you decided to call on
sleuth powers I'll turn

make him come back

wonderful detective abilon the case, and you can
rest assured that before the

I

he

my
my

is

have

killed!
killed

ity

little

group
Pemberton's
THE
were
stunned

the Hollingsworth mystery will be solved !"

!

said
Brewster in a hoarse voice
as he rushed from the room,
followed by the rest. Along
fellows,

Just as they reached the

ground they saw two men
carrying the body into the

at the concrete walk,
far below, and then
out
across the quadrangle to the
windows of the north wing
of Nordyke Hall.
"Poor old Hefty has never

college infirmary, which adjoined the south wing of the

dormitory. Across the
rushed,
they
quadrangle
joined by another group of
students who came from the
entrance to the south wing.

been mixed up in any shady
deal that I ever heard of,
and, by George! I can't believe he is guilty
He has
some mighty good reason
for keeping mum about this

Among

letter and it's up to T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., to find out
what that reason is."

Up

was

when

Hickey

and

Doc

in,

fellows,

we

can't

help

him any, anyway. Let the
doctor do what he can."
The awed group stopped

stoutly

any

group

Hicks.

Chalmers, wh were in the
lead, turned r. d said, with
breaking voice", "Don't go

days passed and no
to
the mystery
give

this

the steps to the
infirmary they ran and they
had just reached the door

!

Hefty

!"

throat.

down

in-

formation and Country was
given his place on the 'Varsity.
Hickey attended the
practice on both days and
watched the games with

killed

he's

with them went Torp, his
face as white as death and
a dry sob choking in his

under your nose, you colossal fraud !"
When Captain Butch had
Thomas
Haviland
gone,
Hicks, Jr., stood by the window of his room, gazing first

found.
declined to

men
room

so
by the awsuddenness of the accident that for a moment no
one spoke. Then "My God

!

clue

Oh,

ful

spluttered Butch,
whom Hicks' calm confidence never failed to arouse
to the exploding point. "You
couldn't detect a thunderstorm
You couldn't get a
scent if an onion were held
i"

TWO
was

of

in

Latham game
"You

!

Poor Hefty,
him !"

"Half an hour

lati r ticn fir/urea

Ixn'k of

crawled out of a clump of
the

gym."

b-utthes

on the steps, talking softly
in hushed voices.
"Poor old Hefty," said
Brewster, "there never was
(Continued on pa ye 37.)

Lefty's
What

Climb

of

"Joe's Christmas

in

an Emergency

ROGER FISON
Eve

Jllu&trtited

stood

Happiness

a One-Armed Boy Scout Did
By

Author

to

at

by

Whistling Bend," and "Pandite Jim."

NORMAN

P.

ROCK\VI:I,L.

tin-

upon

HE

plat form of the
little railroad sta-

tion at

Timber Gulch,

Come on, Gold Dust."
A moment later Miller,

his

fice

window.

tening
to the

He was

frail

down

lis-

his lips

moved

figure
the

disappear

winding

"Poor little chap," exclaimed the agent half
aloud, "no father, no
mother and one arm to

egraph instruments within.
Suddenly he smiled

and

the
the

to the valley below.

elick-

rty-flick of the noisy tel-

.

at

watched

mountain road that led

listening intently
click-click,

standing

window,

pale face pressed tightly
against the telegraph of-

slight-

fight life's battle with."

for he had translated
some of the clicking dots
into
real
and
dashes

ly,

words.
even a

Then,
little

himself was

LEFTY
thinking

moving

of

but

one

thing of getting
some kind of work to
do.
It was now the
end of March. If he
could get the job helping to peddle milk, he
could at least earn his
board
a
while.
for.
Then, by summer, he
might be able to get
work.
Retelegraph
,

closer to the

window, his left hand began to hob up and down
He was unirregularly.
consciously repeating on
an imaginary telegraph
key all the letters he was

catching.
One thing, particularA Little Lat
I/I Have Claimed
"Lefty."
ly, was noticeable about
the young listener, The
sleeve mighty good to me, too.
live
I
can
right
Says
fleeting thus, he moved steadily along the
of his faded coat hung limply to one with her and go to school
just the same muddy roadway, unmindful of the dark
side.
It was empty
The arm that be- as when Father was living and paying my clouds which were gathering above,
But I ain't a goin' to. I gotta
longed in that sleeve had been taken off board.
"Maybe," he said to himself, "maybe
I c'n earn a livin'
by an explosion in his father's silver earn my own living."
right away."
"claim" three months before and the
Mr. Miller understood. He was a pracThe road he trod was a crooked one,
as
it
did
the rugged slopes of
explosion had proved fatal to his father, tical man.
following
the last living relative he had had.
"Sit down over there and let me hear the central Colorado Rockies, with a conNow, all alone in the world and with you send," he said. "I'll see if you've stantly shifting border of huge jagged
only one arm, Lefty Carlson was trying been practising any on that telegraph set rocks, tall straight pines and abandoned
hard to learn something that eventually I loaned you. It's lucky that you've al- mining claims.
He passed slide after
would afford him a livelihood trying so ways been left handed."
slide of soft earth and loosened rocks
earnestly that already he had enlisted the
pleased expression lit up the boy's the results of heavy rains which had been
sympathy of some one in the Timber Gulch face. He moved eagerly to the telegraph falling almost steadily for the past three
railroad station. This "some one" was Ed table and, after seating himself, grasped days.
For half an hour Lefty trudged on in
Miller, the tall, lank agent of the C. M. the telegraph key connected with one of
Railway Company at that point, who for the table's spare telegraph sets. His hand profound meditation, stopping only when
the past month had been helping the boy to began to move rapidly up and down and he reached a deep ravine
(the beginning of
learn telegraphy.
And catching sight of the hitherto silent instrument clicked out of Red Canyon) through which rushed the
him on the station platform now, Miller some of the cleanest cut dots and dashes mad and muddy stream of Roaring Fork,
moved toward the telegraph office window, that the. old railroader, who was listensteel bridge, known as Chimney Rock
rapped on it briskly and motioned the ing intently, had ever heard.
Crossing and forming part of the main
little student to come in.
"Tip top !" exclaimed Mr. Miller en- roadway, spanned the canyon and the
"Keep it up, boy. You'll creek. And because he was still half a
thusiastically.
I'll
talk to our mile from his destination and
had Lefty caught the sum- get there by and by.
heavy rain
mons when he was mysteriously superintendent about you the next time was coming down again, Lefty called his
joined by a long-limbed dog of yellow- he drops in. Do you want to practice a dog, and together they sought the shelter
of a small open shanty near the
ish color with stub tail and matted hair, little while now?"
bridge.
"Come on, Gold Dust!"
The boy glanced at the station clock.
A CROSS the canyon he could see the
And, hearing its name spoken, the lit- It was 5 p. m.
tie animal wagged its tail good-natured"I'd like to," he hesitated, "but but, I i\. C. C. Power Company's big steel
ly and followed its young master into the gotta be at the Bain ranch at six o'clock, transmission towers, the three wires of
railroad station.
I hear John Bain wants a boy to help which carried into Denver, more than a
Miller smiled kindly as the two entered, him peddle milk over in town mornings, hundred miles away, the 60,000 volts of
"Glad to see /you, Lefty.
Sit down. Guess a one-armed fellow could do that alternating current generated at their huge
You needn't have stood on that wet plat- all right. When was this new telegraph power plant at Tollan, ten miles south up
form all this time, though. Come right in set put in, Mr. Miller?"
the canyon.
Lefty indicated the set he had been
always. Why, Lefty, what's that?" The
Passing the shanty and strung on wooden poles were four uninsulated iron wires,
agent pointed to a neatly mounted badge manipulating.
on the boy's coat.
"Why, that connects with the new elec- the power company's combination teleLefty straightened and proudly extend- trie power plant down in Red Canyon, graph and telephone line. Two of these
Their wire can be used for either tele- wires ran directly from the Tollan plant
ed his chest.
"Oh, that's a tenderfoot Scout badge, graph or telephone.
Say, Lefty, you'd to the railroad station at Timber Gulch.
It's begin- The other
I passed the test before I'd lost my arm. better not start out just now.
pair followed the entire length
Just got the badge today.
Didn't think ning to rain again."
of the power circuit, and at certain in"But I gotta get that job, Mr. Miller," tervals along the route looped into flat
they'd let me be a Boy Scout any longer,
but they did.
troop even wants to said Lefty. "The ranch is only two miles wooden boxes fastened to the poles, each
help me, but I'm fifteen years old and down. I'll make it all right. Thanks ever of which contained a telephone, thus enMrs. Fitzpatrick's so much for listening to my sending, abling linemen to keep in close touch with
I gotta be independent.
!
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headquarters when they were out on the tempts the boy ascended the first step,
One of Then by clutching the post with his knees
searching for wire trouble.
these signalling outfits was installed near he was able to reach for the one higher,
the top of a pole about thirty feet from It was slow and difficult work with only
one arm and with cold rain beating fiercely
where Lefty stood.
The boy recalled with pleasure the time, against his face, but he stuck to it and
six months previous, when the construction finally succeeded in pulling hinfcelf on to
gangs had been engaged on these lines. the small platform just below the pole's
He had spent many an interesting hour test-box. So occupied was he now with
watching the men at work and plying them the thought of rendering service that he
with questions regarding the operation of failed to notice that his added weight had
the line.
Now, electricity was moving caused the pole to swing several inches
through these same wires and the wonder- toward the water-soaked bank.
ful machines that created this power were
Below him rushed the mad water of
being turned by the waters of Roaring Roaring Fork, tumbling its way over and
towns
and
cities
this
Fork and in distant
between huge boulders, dashing, splashing
line

electricity was lighting homes
mills and street cars.
These pleasing reflections

and running

might have

continued for some time had not a sudden angry gust of wind driven him furGold Dust
ther back into the shanty.
shivered with fright. In fact, Lefty himHe had hoped to
self felt a trifle uneasy.
be at the ranch by this time. Now it was

and the rain showed no
sign of letting up. So fiercely did it beat
against the frail shelter that it ceased
almost to be a shelter, and when finally
the little shack began to creak and tremgrowing dark

ble, Gold Dust crouched in a corner and
howled dismally. Lefty knelt down beside

him.

"Looky here, Gold Dust," said he, pointing to the badge on his coat. "What did
You
I tell you about Scouts bein' brave.
stop cryin' and be a good Scout."
Gold Dust quieted instantly.
Scarcely had the boy turned his head,
however, when came a resounding crash
from the other side of the canyon. Then
a flash of weird, blinding light.

Drawn irresistibly toward what he saw
ahead of him, Lefty leaped into the roadway. On the bridge's steel truss an immense ball of bright, bluish flame flashed
intermittently, crackling, sizzling and sputHe
tering like some fantastic fire imp.
knew then

the source of the flame.
Their concrete foundations having been
undermined by the heavy rainfall, the two
steel towers across the bridge, on which
were strung the three C. C. Power Company's transmision wires carrying 60,000
volts, had slid part way down the steep
bank of the canyon. One of the heavily
charged wires had dropped within four
inches of the bridge's steel truss work.
The steel formed an excellent ground connection.
Every few seconds the strong
wind blew the wire against this steel, and
then would follow a weird display of glar-

contemplated

LEFTY
fascinating

half dozen occupants fairly flew along the

canyon roadway, bumping through puddles
and over small stones in its path. Now it
pulled up at Chimney Rock bridge and its
repair gang leaped quickly to the ground,
Lanterns began to flash about in the darkThe one held by the tall foreman
ness.
suddenly focused itself on the lowered test
pole on the other side of the bridge. Nearby a drenched dog was whining piteously.
"Quick," shouted the foreman, "the rope!
Tie it about me. If he ever gets into that

boy did not know that the C. C.
Powe'r Company had received his
message and that linemen were already on
their way to the breakdown. Through 'Red
Canyon, along the power company's well
kept roadway, a powerful automobile was
now tearing along, headed for Chimney
Rock bridge. So far the roadway had
not to any great extent been damaged by

THE

the heavy" rainfall.
Bang f Slash Boom
!

sixty

!

horsepower machine with

its

Superintendent Brown, having known the
boy through his own interest in the Timber
Gulch Scout troop, had in the meantime
established telephonic communication with
Agent Miller at Timber Gulch railroad staAfter much conversation with the
tion.
agent had followed a conference between
Brown and his wife, for Miller had told
them of the boy's brave struggle to learn
telegraphy and to secure work,

Near midnight, when the wife entered
the boy's presence, there was a look on her
face which had not been there since she
lost her own boy two years
Lefty was still
previous.
mumbling incoherently when

the

for
sight
He realized

only a moment.
that these power wires were
liable to fall even lower,
thus making the bridge a
f o r
veritable
death-trap
travelers.

Proximity

she approached his bedside.
But when a soft, gentle hand
tenderly smoothed his hot
forehead and brushed back
his
hair, the
thick,
light
homeless boy smiled faintly,
seemingly conscious of the
return of some long lost
friend, then ceased his mumbling and fell into a deep
slumber. Gold Dust at the

with

high-tension wires like these
was
dangerous
especially
during wet weather. RePower
C.
C.
calling the
Company's test-box on the
nearby telephone pole, he

same moment was lying on

Gold Dust to his arm
and rushed toward it. The
test-pole was twenty feet

a

lifted'

it stood on the
very
edge of the stream's steep
bank and stout iron climbing spikes were fastened to
After four atits
sides.

1915

whirlpool he's a goner."
Three men leaped across the bridge, and
in another moment the big foreman, a
large rope fastened securely about him,
and foaming, the same stream that moved splashed into the treacherous stream tothe big power wheels at Tollan generating ward the apparently doomed boy. A little
later and the stream would have claimed
station.
Lefty was tugging away at the rusty Lefty. Now he was in the big foreman's
chain on the test box door when from the arms and the two were quickly drawn to
bridge came another terrifying glare of shore.
Restoratives were immediately applied
The boy trembled slightly,
electric flame.
dropped the chain, then took it up again to the boy, then he was wrapped in a heavy
and pulled with all his might at the little blanket ;ind with Gold Dust was placed in
the big auto. The foreman leaped in, the
door.
driver applied the power and the singing
This time it yielded.
Snatching the test phone receiver from engines rapidly bore the three people up
its hook, Lefty placed it tightly against his the canyon to Tollan.
ear, fearful lest this circuit had been afbesides one general store, a
fected by the storm. A moment's breathrpOLLAN,
1 schoolhouse and a dozen cottages, conless wait, and then
"Hello," came a feeble voice from the sisted only of the C. C. Power Company's
buildings two large gray colored strucpower station. "Who is this?"
"Power wires down at Chimney Rock tures, one, the home of officials and embridge," shouted the boy. "I'm at the test ployees, the other, the power station itself,
"
which was at the very entrance to the setbox, and
Here the pole quivered, gave a dizzy tlement.
It was to the superintendent's section of
swerve to the left, and its lower section,
with
its
entire
foundation, the company house that the boy was taken,
together
plunged into the stream below, lodging Besides having suffered from exposure to
Lefty, the elements, his head had been badly
securely against a huge boulder.
stunned by a blow on the head, lost his bruised when the test pole slid. Not until
hold and slid a few inches, his coat catch- a physician had worked over him for four
ing firmly on one of the pole's iron spikes, hours did Lefty show signs of reviving.
Rendered unconscious by the hurt, he now From that time on up till midnight he
in his
lay quite still againsrt the partly sub- moaned and tossed about, uttering
merged pole, his legs dangling dangerously wild delirium fragments of his conversain the swiftly flowing waters, which might tion to the dog, always ending, "Be a good
Be a good scout."
at any moment sweep him to destruction, scout, Gold Dust.
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comfortable

rug nearby.

room occupied by

THELefty

one that had
been hurriedly and tempo-

high,

rarily

"Where

Where Are We?" He Exclaimed, and Gold Dust
Capered and Yelped.

was

fitted

directl y

up for him
next

to

the

(Continued on page 37)
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Nat and James Examining

the Jungle

The Moonshiners
By
Author

of

James' mechanical mind
SEEING
entangled in those

still

copper

snaky,

I

coils,

:

"I'll go out to
the
creek; you come when
you're ready."

He

and

I

nodded assent,
was soon seated

"Tropic Smugglers" and "The Mystery of the River Cave."

NORMAN

P.

ROCKWELL.

Billy had always lieen kind to Nat,
completely after the boy helped the
The old man was too simple to
smugglers.
conceal
Nat noticed that he had also formed a strange
intimacy with one "Bat" Mason, a good-for-nothing fellow, new in the town.
Worried,
Nat followed the two one day when they drove to a- lonely sivamp with a cnref/iltii nn-What he overheard told him that "moonshining" the illegal making of
ered load.
was going on.
liquor
After consulting the minister, who promised to try to influence the men, Nat
wrote to Joseph DeLong, his revenue officer friend.
Meantime, the boy had become
intimate with James Bowatt, a neighbor boy interested in electrical and meclnini<-al
his
about
old
man. Htil!
to
him
the
and
rr.v//i/"'>//</. tli.perplexity
devices,
confided
two boys followed the moonshiners' trail, overheard an argument between them and*
hidden
Nat
looked
about
to
the
still.
see
what
discovered
cautiously
protection
finally
there was if they were surprised.

at the water's edge.
I sat gazing into the stream,

officials capture some
his hostility toward the law, and

government

!,i:

my

thoughts

find, when suddenly I was
fo see a piece of freshly-cut sugar-

He was mumbling

silent palms.
self as he came.

to him-

He went direct to a spot in the thicket,
hadn't gotten over where he reached in and pulled out a demibating by.
He stuck his thumb through the
my
^,1-ise when I caught the sound of John.
Some one was wading in the handle in the wicker-work, tilted the bottle
splashing.
water above.
up on his elbow, and took a long pull at
It was moonshine, I easily
I dug my feet into the soil in a rush the contents.
back into the startled James.
guessed. Then, first removing an ugly pis"Someone's coming !" I whispered, and tol from a back trousers pocket, he sat
began to rush the palm screens back on himself down with the demijohn between
cane

I

.

the

still.

We

was some minutes
he came back again

It
till

to

his

scrambled to the thicket, grasping
up some palm-fans, which we pulled after
us as we forced our way bare-foot into
the resisting bulwark of growth.
We peered out between our screening
palm-fans and presently saw, coming out
of the passage, the coarse form of Bat
Mason.
His battered black hat covered
his eyes as he shuffled forward among the

feet, and again mumbling to himself,
he pulled out of his coat pocket an envelope, from which he took a sheet that he
set himself to read.
He cursed aloud as he refolded the paper; and directly he got on his feet and
carried the envelope in his hand to the
He pushed in
farther side of the space.
back of a live-oak that stood just at the
edge of the thicket.

his

and

demijohn;

not
was that
again
wicker-dressed
bottle

He

neglected.

back

tilted

hat

as
he
pulled the gallon bottle
his
knees,
his

between
where he
tilted
pull,

busy with our
start! r

Jungle

T TOW THIS STORY BEGAN Though Uncle
AA who relates the story, his manner changed

IV

tinued

said

in the

WALTER WALDEN

Illustrated by

CHAPTER

"Still."

it

sat,

for

and

tip-

another

and a very long

one.
began to feel easier as to James' and
situation, for Bat Mason continued his
hold on the demijohn as he sat staring into
his thoughts and mumbling to himself.
It
I

my

seemed quite apparent that he meant to
liquor-up on that bottle, which, from its
size, seemed to contain enough to put him
a harmless state, in spite of his pistol,
bottle I thought,
will be entirely
'out'." And I could see by James' face beside me that he must be thinking the same.
You see our own safety was at stake.
Finally Bat began to sing, and the thick
accents gave evidence how muddled in liquor his mind had already become. Rapidly he weakened under his load of poisonous corn-whiskey, till at last he toppled
over and lay snorting like a pig in deep
drunken sleep. I believe I never saw a
more disgusting spectacle. If that sot had
in

At each tilt of the big
"Now, pretty soon, he
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I
wouldn't tomorrow was the day he had promised to
had the satisfaction of try to do something to save my (to him
knowing that Uncle Bill was incapable of unknown) friend.
James and I parted, promising to meet
such bestiality.
in the morning before church-time.
we were safe to crawl forward.
"Come on, he's dead for hours,
CHAPTER V.
now," said James.
A SERMON, AND A LETTER.
So we got out of
our place of hiding,
was after I had poured my pony's
and gazed on the sot.
IT breakfast of oats into his feed-box,
stood
have
We could
and while I was brushing him down as he
him on his head
munched his meal, that James came over
his
without
to say that his father needed his help that
having
either power or the
morning, making it impossible to go with

a bullet into his brain

fired

have

felt so sick.

I

NOW

me

will to resist.

to the church.
when the time came, I went alone. I
kept away from the little frame church till
I
said.
of that tree,"
I knew by the singing that the service had
So while J a in e s
Then, after peeking through the
begun.
crack of the door and locating Uncle Bill
pulled the drunken
farover at the left end of a pew, a third of
sleeper's pistol
Uncle Billy.
ther from his reach
the way down, I slipped into a place, two
with
and covered it
pews back and on the opposite side of the
a dead palmetto-fan, I pushed into the room. When the congregation was seated
the
letfor
to
look
that
oak
thicket behind
I could view Uncle Bill between
ter that I had reason to believe Bat Mason a pair of ladies' hats.
He was
a
little
found
I
there.
had concealed
pile perfectly at his ease, lounging
was
which
there
of dead brush, removing
against the end of the pew.
disclosed a small box, set into the soil. On
The minister presently caught
some
came
Then
coat.
top was a slicker
my eye with a look of recognishirt.
flannel
blue
trousers, a coat and
tion.
small bundle of papers, made up chiefly of
Bringing a concordance to the
was
a
which
newspaper clippings, among
help of my memory, I believe I
of
two
men, have dug up the text or rather
weather-stained photograph
one bearded, the other with a smooth chin. texts he used that morning. At
"Bat
in
On the back was written
pencil:
least, I cannot be far wrong.

"I'm going to see
what he's got back
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were holding down fat government positions.
He spoke quietly, but impressively:
"You and I are the government!" he said.
"You and I elect our representatives; you
and I are responsible for the laws they
make; and it is our bounden duty to upHis voice was rising,
hold those laws !"
and now he thundered: "All those who
turn smuggler, or in other ways defy our
laws, are traitors to our flat}!
I!
traitors to God!"

traitors to

you and

T JNCLE BILL

sat in painful attention,
forgetting to nod his approval.
"There are those," resumed the minister,
"who, by like false reasoning, bring themselves to believe that they have justification in taking the grain of the field into

\^>

dark places and converting

-it

soul-

into

destroying liquor, contrary to law. They
elect to live under the protection of the
laws that you and I and they, as citizens,
have made, but they reserve to themselves
the privilege to decide what laws they will
obey, and what laws they will violate. In
short, they hold no law inviolate
They are
they are law-less!
traitors to the flay!

traitors to

you and I! traitors to God! the
Great Original Lawgiver !"
For some minutes Uncle Bill
had been pulling his wisp of
about
and
whiskers
peering
stealthily to see if

any accusing
eyes might be fastened upon him.
At the last, and after repeating the text, the minister held up
his hand in a menacing attitude,

The bearded man bore a Here it is:
I had
and spoke ominously, in low
strong resemblance to Bat Mason, as
seen him with a week's crop of beard. I Corinthians.
tones, and with measured words:
Chap. Ill, v. 18:
which
bore
If
Let no man deceive himself.
There also I found an envelope
"If any there be, to whom my
The Revenue
to be
a post-mark of date the day previous. I any man among you seemeth
words shall chance to reach, who
wise in the world, let him become a
Officer.
here
to
reable
had out the letter. I am
shall be engaged in the iniquitous
fool, that he may be wise.
~. moonshining,
^, let- him- bewareproduce the text, for I later had occasion Proverbs. Chap. XXVIII, v. 4:
Fll*^ t .^^ of
practice
the
law
wicked;
the
that
forsake
praise
They
to make a copy.
mi ghty, retributive hand of riqhtj
t tfc
ntend
h
l
eovmet , cfnJ'down on bim-and crush
12
R lans "chap' ?i?
BAT
And as many as have sinned in the law shall him !"
Well old pal they got us 15 years though
beak
law.
That
the
be
that
be
long
Im thinking mine wont
judged by
Then he stopped abruptly.
thought he got the whole works but Im feared
Uncle Bill had great agony to keep from
he knows better now the boys thought at first
Then, after repeating the text with care- squirming visibly in his seat. When they
Id sold em up an cussed me out most of the way
an
told
talk
of
their
But the beak got tired
here
ful expression and marked earnestness, he stood and sang, I slipped out.
em different Now they are sure you sold em
to tell us how much given we were
an the beak dont say no so I guess they are began
So you just lay low to degrading our minds, and hearts, and yx was with a goodly sense of satisfaction
squealin on you in spite
is
a
bloke
There
till you hears from me again
that I walked among the pine trees;
souls with inward false reasonings intend- J[
who is goin to send this an thats
here guard
ourselves in our little sins of f or I had seen that Uncle Bill was strongly
I told him about the cache ed to justify
goin to help me slip
which Im the only one out knows where it is an selfishj un-Christlike acts; and our sins of moved by the sermon, which I have but
hes goin with me for a little chunk I promised failure to perform the many little acts of
weakly outlined. I began to have visions
him So wait till you hears from me an maybe unselfishness
taught us by the Master. o f his dumping that moonshine still into
I'll meet you down below P E
So long
And he told us how the thief, at the begin- the bay, and began to wonder if the old
T.
inward friendly feeling between us might not now
ning, by exactly the same forms of
I made very little out of the letter at the reasoning, convinced himself that he, hav- be resumed and that I should find opportime in my inexperience many of the pecu- ing little, was perfectly justified in taking tunity to offer my sloop. Rambler, to carry
But some of the goods of him who had more.
it to some deep place in the sea.
liar phrases had no meaning for me.
But I was counting without another who
I watched Uncle Bill, who, more or less
it gave an ill look to Bat's character; it
seemed to point to something criminal.
ostentatiously, nodded his head, now and might have something to say about that
and there, lounging on a store-step, was
I put the things back as I had found then, in approval of the
Bat Mason, doubtless waiting for Uncle
them and hastened out to James, who was minister's words.
Bill.
Then, finally, the minrevelling in disgust of the drink-soaked
ister came down to parBat Mason.
Immediately it came into my consciousness that the two would be getting their
He paused to
"I sure never will touch liquor," said ticulars.
heads together in the old log hut next to
James, looking down on the beast, snorting drink water from a
Uncle Bill's sugar-cane patch. Here was
tumbler before he bein his sleep.
my chance to learn what effect the minisLeaving him to his miseries, we were gan to tell how, a short
ter's words had had on Uncle Bill.
soon out of that grotto in the jungle. time since, many of the
I hurried, by a short-cut, to the cane
Wading around the thicket, we got back to congregation had Vieen
patch, tumbled through the window, and
the trail; following which we passed the treated to the sight of
climbed on top of the lumber under the
ford, and thus soon got back to our ponies. a group of smugglers in
roof, where I'd been before to listen.
As we rode back toward home, James chains, who were being
Bat.
I heard Bat Mason talking as they aptried to deliver me an exposition of the taken to their punishHe said that
proached.
workings of the still; but my mind was ment.
"Hit sure look like you was gettin' softtaken up with Uncle Bill and Joseph De- there had come to his ears the mutterings
reasoned them- headed like the most o' them fules," he
Long, in their relation to the 'goings-on' of those who had falsely
"So long as you pays for
back in that place. If the law should hap- selves into the conviction that the smug- was saying.
in that they were your meal hit ain't nobody's business but
pen in now it would go hard with Uncle glers' only fault lay
with it; you
Bill.
trying to bring goods into the country yourn what you does
"Moonshinin' is agin the law!" broke in
But then there was the minister and without payment of tribute to men who
and Hank."

^

"* ^'

;

'
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Uncle Bill, as they entered the hut,
"Thet's all there is to hit; hit's agin the
law."
I could hear his knife slashing a stick.
"Thet
"Agin' the law," repeated Bat.
ain't mine an' your law; we didn't make
"Hit sure is," again interrupted Uncle
"We-all vote fer them as makes the
Bill.
law, an' ef we accepts some o' the law, we
accepts all of hit, an'
"Yer beginnin' to talk like a 'black"
"I reckon thet
Bat broke in.
coat,'
'

preacher
"Yes," interrupted Uncle Bill, "thet
preacher did hev right smart to say, an'
he shore said hit plumb to the pint, too.
He said as how when we-all breaks the

law we

is traitors to the flag an' to God;
an' he shore made hit plain."
"Hit's the business o' them preachers to
"
an'
give ye thet kind o' talk," said Bat,

ye up with all kinds o' holy feelin's
about lavin' down yer lives fer things an'

stir
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You can imagine my emotions as I lay
on the lumber over the heads of Uncle
be I ain't sech a right smart good jedge Bill and Bat, listening to their talk.
I
"
o' right law as I lien a-thinkin', an'
found satisfaction in the evidence Uncle
"Don't let them preachers make ye too Bill gave that he had been deeply insofty," said Bat. "You has a mind o' yer fluenced by the sermon.
But, too, he had
own, an'
already begun to hack-slide; he had agreed
"
Wall," broke in Uncle Bill, "there ain't to continue the moonshining till the presno use argyt'yin' no more about hit. I ain't ent batch should have- been "liiled nut."
agin bilin' out this here last batch; but How well I knew that one slip back downthen I shore quits."
ward ofttimes was but the beginning of a
"All right," said Bat. "I reckon by thet complete fall.
time I'll be takin' a trip for my health's
sake.
So let's git started." Showing that
my cogitations I had come as far on
all his arguments were made
only to furmy way home as the row of stores, and
ther his own selfish interests.
caught up with the postmaster, who had
"No," said Uncle Bill, "we don't go apparently just left his shop. He greeted
down tell tomorrer night; an' thet brings me and gave me the information that there
up some thin' else. You went back clown had lain in the box for two days past a
there in the day-time agin' our agreement letter for myself; and he volunteered to
go
I reckon you hogged yerself with thet with me back and
get it out if I wished.
I gladly accepted, and was
pizen an'
delighted to
"Wall, there wa'n't no one t' see me go see that it was a writing from Joseph
figurin' it," he said, "but hit's agin' the law,
an' thet preacher sure made me think may-

IN

sech rot. Hit's their business, an' ef they in," said Bat.
don't do them things, why they loses their
"Yer jest a-guessin' thet," said Uncle
"
an' then hit don't make no differjob. Now hit's mine an' your business not Bill,
to lay down our lives too many times, an' ence you go in agin' 'fore dark an' I
to get some o' what's com in' to us in the quits thet's all there is to it."
ain't stealin' none
"All right, I won't do it no more."
ways we know how.
o' our neighbor's
"Wall, hit's time I was goin' after
money an' you cain't
say no reason for thet aire law thet says 'Mandie," said Uncle Bill.
a man cain't make corn-whiskey without
The two went out of the hut and over
to the barn.
When I heard their voices
payin' them revenuers."
Uncle Bill was slow to reply, so I feared sounding from some distance from the log
he might be weakening. Finally he spoke hut I climbed down, scrambled through the
window, and made off through the sugarup.
"Wall, thet's the way I has always ben cane patch.
;

We

The Clean Hands
/CONTRARY

JOHN ELBERT WILKIE

is

required

ways

to

with

readers of BOYS' LIFE.

When

al-

work

clean

hands.

The

instruc-

tions in this regard are strict
absolute.
If the operative
fails to observe
them to the letter he is imme-

and

diately

recalled

This
did.
the
operative
received his daily report, mentioning this fact, I recalled him at once.
In buying the nitrate of silver, he had become an actual accomplice in the crime,
although this idea had probably never occurred to him. The case was abandoned
for the time being. Later we arrested the
counterfeiter while he was attempting to
pass his coins, and eventually convicted
him.
In this case, you see, the operative was
not quick-witted enough to realize what he
was doing. If he had been, he would have
been forced to find some way out of making the actual purchase without arousing
the suspicions of the counterfeiter.
Most of the Government's men are prepared for any emergency that may arise.
Here is a case, for example, in which another operative of mine handled a similar
situation handled it differently and sucthe

MR. WILKIE.

from the case
and it is abandoned, at least temporarily.
Here is an example that will serve as
an illustration:
Some years ago, while at the head of

coins.
I

the Secret Service, I sent one of my operatives to Iowa, for the purpose of securing cessfully:
evidence against an old man out there,
In South Carolina, a good many years
who we knew was issuing counterfeit agp, there was a gang of counterfeiters,
money.
My operative secured a job on who were also engaged in "moonshining."
an adjoining farm, and finally managed I sent a young fellow down there for the
to gain the complete confidence of the purpose of "roping" them, placing him as
counterfeiter. The case was all but closed. a common laborer under the foreman of a
In the course of their acquaintance, how- company that was building a dam in the
ever, they went to Des Moines together. neighborhood.
operative managed to
As they passed a drug store one evening, display reckless attributes that attracted
the old man asked my youngster to go in the attention of the criminals and made a
and buy ten cents' worth of nitrate of favorable impression upon them.
When
silver, which was to be used in plating the time was ripe, he became involved in a

My

relief that I said "goodbye" to the postmaster at his home gate,
and I tore open my letter at once.

DEAR NAT,
I have your letter in which you tell me about
your moonshiner, his good qualities, his sort of
Of course, Nat, boy, that is
innocence, and all.
the w:iy most of the moonshiners look at it
especially at first.
They pretend not to see any
reason why they should not make whiskey out of
their corn if they wish.
And tlien, after they
h;ive killed someone in a raid, and a price is set
on their heads, they become out and out outlaws
too late to see their first mistake.

(Continued

on

page

23.)

of the Secret Service

to popular belief, the
By
V_/ methods of the United States Secret
service demand no apologies.
Its operaEx-Chief of the United States Secret Service.
tives must noi? encourage crime; they must
not aid criminals; they must refrain from
As told by him to Leslie W. Quirk, for the
any act that might be interpreted as participation in the
commission o f
crime. In other
words, the Government's 111 a n

DeLong.
It was with

dispute with the foreman, and after a
stormy session was discharged. This demonstration of his supposed character won
him an invitation to "come in" with the
counterfeiting gang.

Everything seemed working out all right
until one evening, when he was informed
that he was to pour the molten metal into
the molds on the following day; that his
turn at the job had come.
Now this operative knew the penalty of
participating in the commission of the
crime. On the other hand, he realized that
if he failed to do as they had ordered, his
usefulness would be at an end. He would
undoubtedly be suspected. It was a nice

problem from every angle.
That night, after the others were asleep,
he went out into the woods by himself and
deliberately mutilated a finger on his right
hand mangled it horribly.
When they called to him the next morning to make ready to pour, he exhibited a
bandaged hand, even going so far as to
unwrap it and show the raw and ugly
wound. It was impossible, of course, for
him to pour molten metal when he could
not grip the handle of a ladle.
Yet the
condition of his hurt after the supposed
accident precluded any suspicion of his
loyalty to the gang. Eventually the counterfeiters were arrested and convicted on
his evidence.
It seems to me his success was due to a
combination of sheer nerve, of sacrifice to
duty, of quick-wittedness, and of a spirit
of preparation for the emergency.
And
he proved, as other operatives before and
after him have proved, that it is possible
to secure evidence without becoming an
accomplice in the crime; that the hands
of the Secret Service are not only effective,

but clean.

they did.

Every company got its equipaction and lines of hose were
strung in some cases nearly half a mile.
There were at least a dozen hand engines
and two steamers on the banks of Otter

ment

into

Creek supplying lines to the fire, not to
mention the hundreds of feet of hose that
were coupled to the village hydrant system
in

every direction.

But all that
seemed to no

the willing

The

avail.

vamps could do
fire demon was

rampant. He roared full cry through the
long brick building, consuming everything
in his path.
Section after section of roof
sagged, then fell with a crash and a roar
into the flames, sending aloft a shower of
crackling sparks.
"Thank heavens, this was a holiday.
There's no one in the building," Bruce |
heard Chief Blaney cry as he hurried past
in company with the foreman of a visiting

company.
But the rubber-coated fire fighter had
hardly uttered the words when a shout
went up from the crowd at the east end
of the building where the firm's office was
located.
Men with blanched faces and
trembling hands were pointing towards the
big iron barred window that marked the
counting room.
"O-o-h!
It's
shrieked Blaney.

old

Uriah

Watkinsl"

looked and turned sick at the
There, his wrinkled o!3 face
pressing against the bars, was the aged
bookkeeper of the woolen mills. One hand
was extended between the iron grating in
The other clutched the
frantic appeal.

BRUCE
sight.

precious ledgers that the old man had
rashly rushed into the building to rescue.
His ajhen face was set with a horrible
expression, and his eyes stood out with terror.
Bruce saw his lips move, but could
not hear his feeble voice above the roar
of the flames.
For a moment the scout stood panic

Then suddenly his lips pressed
together and his face took on a determined
look. In a flash he turned to Bud and gave
a few brief orders.
Then, elbowing their
way through the jam and press about
them, the youngsters disappeared and left
Bruce there alone.
In the meantime a score of vamps had
been summoned by Chief Blaney to rescue
the aged bookkeeper.
They attacked the
heavy bars on the window with sledges
and axes, but with no success. They tried
to pry away the bricks with crowbars, but
stricken.

"Fintiflii
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"In the Line
Illustrated

of Fire"

by

Stood Erect."

and "Jack Straw
P.

and it was quite apparent
Uriah Watkins was to be
saved it could be accomplished only by
the slow and laborious task of sawing
Could this be done?
through the bars.
this, too, failed,

CKUMP

NORMAN

PART
CLIFFORD

He

Scout Smoke Eaters
By

Author

id

tin

to all that if

in

Mexico."

ROCKWELL.

Had

they time

to

accomplish the task?

Already a nearby section of the roof had
caved in
How long would it be before the
flames reached the office and burned the

II.

!

other firemen reached the scene the whole west old man alive?
At this point the figure of a boy in
1, end of the building was enveloped in flames
and a section of the slate roof had already Scout uniform broke through the fire lines
tion of the column of smoke that now ex- caved in. From every window long tongues and rushed up to the side of Chief Blaney.
tended clear across the sky, then, selecting of red flames darted out like hideous ser- Standing at attention, Bruce saluted in
Great sparks shot sky- regulation Boy Scout fashion and asked
the short cut across the field by which pents' tongues.
they had come, they hurried pellmell to- ward as sections of the west wall crumbled briefly:
and fell into the red hot caldron that had
ward the scene of trouble.
"Chief, can the Boy Scout Engineers
"It's down in the factories !" panted once been the building's interior, and the take a hand in this?
I'll have the bars
heat was so intense that windows in the cut in two minutes."
Romper as he ran.
"You will what!
"Yes, I think it's Mayor Worthington's factory building across the street cracked
and crumbled.
woolen mills," shouted Bud.
"Yes, yes, we can do it; I've sent for
It was a fortunate thing for Woodbridge our fire department
here come the Scouts
"By Jove, I guess you're right," yelled
Bruce, as they turned into Willow Street that there was a score of visiting fire com- now!"
and saw smoke pouring from the windows panies in town, or else the whole south
shriek of sirens was heard above
of the big brick building at the far end of section of the village would have been
the din about the factory building
the street.
wiped out. Chief Blaney, almost beside
It was the worst fire that Woodbridge himself with anxiety, implored the visiting and the great crowd beheld seven motordown the hill at top speed.
had experienced in
JJy the time the chiefs for their assistance. And assist him cycles tearing

and

the

members of Quarry Troop No.
BRUCE
waited only to determine the loca-

Why!"

THE
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them bowled "Old Nanc" knew that it would be next to suicide to
stand up and try to carry the prostrated
"Have I your permission to take a form to the window. The smoke was so
thick even down there near the floor that
hand?" demanded Bruce.
"Yes yes for goodness sakes do any- he was gasping and choking.
He twisted his hand into the old man's
thing you can to free him!" cried the
collar and began to crawl, face to the
chief.
The line of motorcycles stopped and hose floor, back toward the gray space that
But the red marked the window through the smoke,
lines were quickly strung.
automobile rumbled on, to come to a halt hauling Uriah after him. Foot by foot he
within ten yards of the building. Already dragged his burden. In spite of the handtwo scouts were unlimbering the oxyhydro- kerchief the smoke was getting into his
gen tanks and blow pipe equipment, lungs. His chest pained him dreadfully.
Bruce rushed forward to aid them, while Oh, what wouldn't he give for a single
The eight or ten
Chief Blaney looked on quite puzzled for breath of pure, fresh air
feet to the side wall seemed like eight or
the moment."

And

just behind

at her best.

!

!

!

Would

he never reach there!
Finally his hand struck the wall and he
stood erect. The draught caused by the
open window was drawing thick smoke out
Bruce knew
of the building into the air.
he could not stand in that current of gases
Pulling Uriah Watkins forward, he
stantly a tiny blue flame shot out that long.
hissed and sputtered in a threatening raised the limp form and forced it through
the window ahead of him. Willing hands
manner.

but with the utmost coolness, Bruce donned a pair of asbestos
and
gloves that came with the equipment
attached the blow pipe.
Romper turned
on the eases, while the young leader produced a match and ignited the torch. In-

Working

fast,

ten miles.

seized the old bookkeeper and lifted him to
advanced toward the window sa f e ty.
Bruce saw that the old bookkeeper
Then, dizzy and sick, Bruce clutched at
had disappeared. He knew from this that
i cc] ?e an j scrambled
up. But a dreadthere was no time to be lost, for the man ful na u S a seized him as he knelt on the
had probably fainted and would soon be w n( iow sill. His head whirled. He lost
overcome with smoke.
Hastily he shot j,j s h a ance
He knew he was falling backthe blue flame at the base of the first bar. warc] n to the burning building, but he
There was a hiss and a shower of sparks was powerless to save himself. He gave a
Bruce s tifled
as the flame met the cold metal.
cry of terror, and in answer the
while he ] ou(j vo ce o f Chief
pressed the blow pipe closer,
Blaney boomed in his
watched with anxious eye the progress of car an(j strong arms encircled his waist,
the flame.
Then everything grew black.
The bar grew red, then gold, then white.
The heat was terrific. The bar began to rr\ HE Boy Scout Engineers never forgot
J
the s hout that went up when Chief
melt, slowly first, then faster, until the blue
Another
flame ate completely uirough.
Blaney carried the unconscious form of
was attacked, and still another, until the ]}ruce' to safety. They were mighty proud
scout had cut a hole in the iron grating o f their leader.
But they were prouder
s t;u w hen, a week later, Bruce was sumlarge enough for a man to pass through.
Shouting to Romper to turn off the gas, mon ed into the presence of Mayor Worthhe dropped the blow pipe, and plunging a j n!rton and Chief Blaney and presented
handkerchief in a fire pail that stood near w jth a parchment charte'r which officially
nose and informed him that the fire
by, he tied the cloth over his
company o'f
Then he hoisted himself through Q uarrv Troop had been officially made a
niouth.
and
window
the
member of the Woodbridge Fire Departdisappeared.
Inside the smoke was thick and black, men t, to be known thereafter as Chemical
at
dart
flames
could
see
but Bruce
through
Company No. 1, with Brewster W. Clifford
the far end of the room, and he knew that as the Chief.
be
would
the
in a few moments more
place

AS

he

^

j

j

l

.

j

;

Quarry Troop's experience

seething.

He

groped vainly

Where

bookkeeper.

about for
was he?

dropped under the window

Had

a

the

old

He had

moment

he tried to crawl to the door?

the

instructions

in

his

Hand-

was purest near the floor
He dropped to his hands and knees, and
with his face to the boards he began to
crawl about, blindly groping for the body
air

o'f'

a

rirctis

BOYS'"! 'IF'E'"'

ago.

What

had happened?
The smoke was so thick that even the
moist handkerchief was of no avail. Bruce
began to strangle. Then suddenly he re-

membered
book. The

n-itli

*

pea'r'in 'an^'Jirh/' "."',

!

His fingers clutched
He drew the object toward
something.
him and peered at it through the smoke.
It was Uriah Watkins doubled in a ball,
and though unconscious and almost suffocated, the faithful old man still clasped his
of the old bookkeeper.

precious ledgers.
Bruce knew that unless *he man reached
the open air immediately he would perish.
Also 'he knew that if they were not both
clear of the building in" a few minutes
they would be food for the flames which
we re even then thrusting spiteful tongues
under the door at the other end of the
room.
Here again the instructions of the Handbook stood the scout in good stead. He

The

Scouts
of

11

away from his cave and shot, but also by
mountain gnomes and other evil spirits
who had somehow come to consort with
the lonely English ghost in a foreign land.
But the mountain boys of the present
generation, educated out of the belief in

spooks, haunts, and evil genii, have climbed
to the cavern's mouth with increasing frequency, sometimes venturing within and
investigating a few square yards from the
narrow opening, which lets in but little
light.

Recently, however, the most startling
prank of all was perpetrated by a neighborhood gang, numbering five of the most

daring lads

in that

part of the highlands.

Having gradually, and with the utmost

stocked Red-Coat's Den with a
goodly supply of potatoes, bacon, crackers,
and even eggs, dried apples, peanuts, and
such things most easily abstracted from
the family storehouse, these boys all
"turned up missing" from their respective

secrecy,

A

few old lanti-rns,
coffee-pots, skillets, etc., were also missing.
But the families, in their distress over the
unaccountable absence of the boys, thought

homes simultaneously.

of the disappearance of these articles,
was a favorite puppy of the gang
leader that betrayed the retreat of the
young cliff-dweller's. An older brother, attracted by the peculiar antics of the puppy, who, unable to scale the parapet, yet
manifested unmistakably that he knew he
little

It

should find what he wanted if IK
only climb well enough, proceeded to explore Red-Coat's Den for himself.
This big brother found the band saiely
intrenched there and provisioned for a
long siege. They had penetrated a hundred and fifty yards into their cavern, and
had found it of varying height and supplied with pure mountain water, trickling
from crevices at various points,
The boys had also brought in a store of
fuel, but had made little use of it on account of the smoke. Their beds were of
good, fragrant pine-stray from the heights
above, and altogether there was considerable comfort in the rehabilitated den of

poor Red-Coat.
"But what were you going to do?" asked
the big brother genially. The replies were

"Bandits, brigands, guerrillas?"
vague.
Hardly
suggested the uninvited guest.
will an
In truth, the boys
y" of these fitted.
"
were simply looking for adventure. Two
or three of the younger ones were almost
ready to confess themselves quite sated
with the adventure and more than ready to
go home. But the leaders stoutly held out.
"It's a bully camp," mused the big
brother, after looking around and examinFinally he
ing the labyrinth of recesses.
came to the front of the den with a propo-

Red-Coat's Den

sition.

you what, boys," he said. "This
the dandiest place I ever saw or heard
for
a
of
Scouts' headquarters.
You see,
I've been intending to organize you fellows
friends
ever
since
I
came
home
and your
from the institute, but somehow I let it
slip by while I was so full of vacation.
"I'll tell

By

R. A.

ELLIS
is

a cave in the

THERE
North Georgia mountains

is

which has been known for a
hundred and forty years as
Red-Coat's Den, because, in But we'll not delay organization another
Revolutionary times, it was day. Let's hike home now and eat our dinthe favorite hiding-place of a ners and clean up a bit. Then, when we've
told our mothers what we're going to do,
British spy.
The one opening of this commodious we'll meet at our barn, or maybe Charley's,
cavern is in the sheer side of a cliff ac- as Mr. Gray's place is handier for us all,
and we'll organize a Scout troop."
cessible only to good climbers.
"Mother" understood in each case, and
Through several generations Red-Coat's
Den was left unvisited, even by the ad- so did "Dad." The first patrol was tinventurous and sure-footed, for it was be- Wild Turkey, but others have followed,
lieved to be "haunted." not merely by the and together they make for the Red-Coat
forlorn ghost of the poor young spy whom Scouts, the strongest troop in that belt of
the Colonial soldiers had finally caught the mountains.
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head into the center we could understand
it, but I have seen him do it and know
that he completes the outer part of the
hole from one standpoint.
I imagine his
is that it must be not too
tight a fit
anywhere on his body as he enters, and
his body happens to be
nearly circular,

test

Does Nature Ever

Make a

Or Does She Ever
Make a Straight Line?

Circle?

hence the hole.

But surely some twigs and tree trunks
Are they?
Saw
perfectly round!
them off smoothly across the grain and
are

test

By

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

Chief Scout,

Ho

Boy Scouts

exposed ends

with

a

compass.

will find that what appears to be a
perfect circle is a most imperfect one

America.

after

all.

Even

the

concentric lines

of

growth will not stand the test.
it would
Vet another circle I have several times
pass even
the
among
imperfect shafts made by the
a grass blade sharply bent in the
Indians.
We shall find nothing on earth seen;
middle, blown all day by a light, veering
so straight as the heavenly sunbeam which south
wind, and all the next day by a light
has already been discredited.
northerly wind, so that its top dragging in
the sand about it sketched the outline of a
How ABOUT A RIGHT ANGLE?
perfect circle; at least it seemed so.
I
Nature rarely attempts the right angle, suppose that it was not perfect because
and in the material world outside of crys- the central point was not fixed. It is
easy
tals I doubt if she ever succeeds.
to imagine how a circle of this kind,
One may often find a nasturtium leaf sketched in the wet sand, then frozen and
in which the larger veins form
right angles drifted over with a different soil, might
in the middle and are subdivided into become embedded and
appear at last as
angles of 45 degrees with an exactness that a true circle engraved on the rocks exseems to form a surprising exception to posed by some geologist in the future.
the rule, but the straight edge of a proper
EVER NOTICE A ROBIN'S NEST?
instrument applied would soon
the
ing and chewing before

Scouts:

always helps one to see things

if

look for something special. Here
ITobject
Did
for your next hike:

you
an
you

is

ever see a true circle or a true line in nature?
I doubt it.
Anyway, it is a long
time since I was struck by the seeming
rule, and ever since my attention has been
attracted by anything that looked like an
exception.

"Never a straight line!
horizon line of the sea?"

What

about the
the question
that suggests itself, and the answer, that
it is not a straight line but an imperfect
circle, the vast circle of the globe broken

by waves and warped

of

the

You

is

tides.

The sun and

moon

are doubtless circles, but far from
perfect, if we are to believe the astronomers, and it seems that there is not an
angle made by stars that is exactly a right
angle, or a line of three or more that is
a true straight line.
"
Is not the ray of light from the setting sun through the trees a straight line?"
Not any more than the ray of light that
is bent as it enters the clear pond.
Nature may use the true forms in some of her
crystal work, but outside of that it is easy
to show that theoretically her supposed
straight lines, right angles and perfect cirare not mathematically true.
And

cles

every one seems

to feel instinctively on
finding any of these three anywhere a
true circle, right angle or straight line
that this is human handiwork, undoubtedly
a product of art.
There are, however, a number of interesting things that get very near to the true
forms; and these are the things to look out
for on a tramp.
The old proverb "Straight as a reed"
must fall to the ground, we learn, as soon
as we approach a reed bed, but there are
some pretty good straight lines in the
work of a spider just beginning her web.
The finished one yonder is so pulled and
geared that its lines are more or less out,
but the new one, in mere sketch plan as
yet, is made of a few lines long and tight,
and of course straight
straight as a
string.

"Straight as an arrow" is an ancient
saying referring not to the flight, that is
always curved, but to the arrow itself.
The arrow must be straight to fly reliably.
It is probable that an arrow was the first
straight thing made by man. To find slender shoots already straight enough to
make good arrows has always been considered a piece of good luck among
savage
hunters; and in each country of the bow
is
found a tree that, producing such
shoots, is known as 'arrowwood.'
Seen
among the tangled and twisted growths
of the woods, our North American Arrowwood (Viburnum dentatum) looks marvelously straight, and yet I never saw one. of
the shoots that did not need a lot of twistCopyright 1915 by E. T. Seton.

spoil

claim.

once saw a remarkable thunder cloud
that had an immense right angle bitten out
of its side. The legs of the angle were,
perhaps, half a mile long. It was so wonderful that the country people took it for
a sign that their community was 'right,'
I

A very fine example is afforded by the
newly made nest of the robin. After each
fresh layer she smooths the mud
by sitting in it and turning round and round.
She is, in fact, making an earthen pot, but
rotating

the

tool

instead

of

the

vessel.

The result is a remarkably true ceramic
meant that of unbaked clay.
Again we must look to the skies for percountry ex-

though others said, 'No, it
there was nothing right in the
There can be but little doubt that
I found it ex- fection.
cept this thunder cloud.'
actly fitted the angle of the window sash the great ring around the moon on threatas I stood indoors.
Unfortunately there ening nights is a true circle, so is that
was no camera near to perpetuate and which is so often seen around the sun
prove the wonder.
during winter in the far north, associated
with sun-dogs and as well as the lines and
THE SUN-DOG
right angles already noted. But again we
There is certainly one thing in the skies are unfortunate, for the scientists aver
that
these absolute circles and lines have
which exhibits four perfect right angles.
no more real existence than the mirage
I observed it
many times during winters which often
accompanies them; they are
spent on the northern plains, and that is
the Sun-dog.
The air filled with crystals optical illusions.
One
by one the perfect natural circles
of ice repeated the suns
rays in such a fall like the
perfect lines and squares.
way that a long perpendicular line through
If we walk along the bed of a
the sun was crossed by a horizontal one
pebbly
brook
we shall see among the thousands
at the middle of the sun's disc.
of
little stones some that seem to be
But these, it is claimed, have no real
perround till we take them up or test
existence, they are tricks played on the fectly
them.
boy's marble placed among such
eye by refraction.
The search for the circle has a better instantly catches the eye; it is something
chance of success. All can recall perfect so very different.
Instinctively one feels that this is hucircles discovered out of doors the
fairy man handiwork, it is too
nearly round to
ring in the grass, the cup that the acorn be
produced by the chance rubbing and
recently sat in, the orb of a bird's eye,
the newly sprung toadstool. But the com- rolling of the brook, and this is the mental
attitude in all such discoveries.
There
pass carefully applied discredits one after
may be true circles, lines and angles in the
another.
The globes of these peas-a-row in the heavens, but on the ground or in the earth
(excluding crystals) it is different, and if
pod are nearly perfect, and yet some of we
find there any object, be it block of
them do not roll straight down a
slightly stone,
fragment of bone, piece of clay,
inclined board, and this
"tabling" is the mound of earth or
arrangement of sticks
test that shot makers
put their shot with perfect mathematical lines in
it, we
through, rejecting all that do not roll off conclude
instantly and safely that man has
at the slightest
canting.
been there, that this is some of his handi-

A

THE WOODPECKER'S HOLE
But yonder

that tree is something
very like a perfect circle the hole of a
woodpecker. I wonder how he gets it so
true?
It is certainly not
by hewing to
any given line, for it is less of a circle
when he begins it than at any other time.
If he stood all around it to
peck with his
in

work.

A

Boy Talks Across

Melville Bell Grosvenor,

(1)

(2)

(4)

"TRAIN" or THE

FAMOUS MEN

MEN WHO

the Continent

Telephones from

Age

13,

WHO

FIRST TALKED FROM

FINISHED Tin: LINE.

New

NEW YORK

(3)

TO

York

to

San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HAULING POLES IN THE SAGE-BRUSH COUNTHV.

BORING POSTHOLES IN LAKE

(C)

BED.

THE
a

first

new telephone achievement of

boy to telephone across the

continent

Melville Bell Grosvenor,
thirteen-year-old lad of Washington, D.
Melville is a grandson of Alexander
C.
Graham Bell, the inventor of telephony,
and he was one of the guests of honor at
the formal opening of the transcontinental
is

telephone line on January 25.
Along with Mayor Mitchel

of

New

SETTING A POLE IN A
SINK.

S....Y

the Ameri-

can Telephone and Telegraph Company
(5) MAP SHOWING ROUTE OF THE ATLAN- which most boys probably have not heard
about.
TIC-TO-PACIFIC TELEPHONE LINE.

How THE

VOICE FLIES
boy in New York were able
Me- to speak loud enough for his voice to carry
historic ffroup nt the
Cart!/, Chief Engineer, American Telephone and to San Francisco.
How long do you think
Telegraph Companu Mr. ffeorffe McAneni/, Preswould take the sound to travel across
ident, Hoard of Aldermen, New fork Cittl ; Mr. it

The

(1)

Pictures

left end, those in
top art- : Mr. T. T.

Beyinninfl at

tin-

the

Suppose

a

;

York, "Grandfather" Bell and other disV. N. /;.//'.//. X.nior Vice-President, American
tinguished guests at this opening cere- Telephone and Teleyraph Company; Dr. Bell,
mony, Melville conversed with distin- the inrentor ; Ufaitor Mitchel, of New York
City; Mr. C. E. Tout, of Nebraska, and 31 r. \V.
guished men at the other end of the line A.
1'rrnilerflttSt, C'uinptrnller, ('if// of New fork.
in San Francisco, 3,400 miles away.
(2) In Nevada the construction cri'ivs, fur
Of course every boy in the country has from railroads, moved by these trains in finishheard of this wonderful new telephone inir their ffreat work.
(3) Carting poles in the roadless deserts was
line connecting San Francisco with New
no east/ joh, as this picture shous.
York, Philadelphia, Boston and other east(4) In Tliimlioldt Lake. Nev., two miles of
ern cities, and has felt a thrill of pride poles (80 in number) were set in water from
1,^ ni'-tn-tf to 3 feet deep; the picture shows the
knowing that this remarkable achievement iiiii'-hitic used, to bore the holes.
has been made possible through the genius
(5) Note the enormous distances between the

and persistence of American inventors and
But there are some

electrical engineers.

very interesting things connected with this

lamest,

on

cities

this

the continent?
Sound travels at the rate
of 1,160 feet per second.
The distance
from New York to San Francisco is 3,400
miles. So it would take a boy's voice about
four hours to travel from New York to
the Golden Gate.
How, then, is it possible for your voice
to be transmitted almost instantaneously
over the telephone? As a matter of fact,
transmission of sound by telephone is not
instantaneous, although for short distances
transcontinental telephone the length of time consumed is too brief to

be measured.

line.

This

K/KIICX

(6)
polesetting in

tin'

some

of

the

difficulties

"wild" parts of the West.

13

When

nf

(Continued

on

Melville

page

Grosvenor
40.)

To Win a Merit Badge for Art
By

FRANK

COLLINS

H.

Director of Drawing, Public Schools,

With

illustrations by

Mr.

New York

City.

Collins.

Pig.

i;i.

1.

Kingfisher

in

<lullin<

.

Fir/. S.

4.

For

the

Second Requirement.

Same, with Color Values Shown.

AVI LI, be delighted if I can aid you in with its color values shown. The drawing
obtaining a Merit Badge for Art, and of birds or animals which you submit may
I think I can.
If you will carefully be made from a living model, but to make
read what follows and do the work as out- such is not always convenient. They may
lined to the best of your ability, there will be made from stuffed animals or from
be no doubt of your winning out.
photographs. The sketch which you subIf you have an idea that you cannot mit should lie made on white paper and
draw, get rid of it at once. Every Scout may measure from three to six inches the
can draw and draw well, if he makes up 1< ingest way.
Figure 3 represents a red
his mind to do so.
Genius doesn't count. fox showing color values.
By the way, who was the chap who said THE SECOND REQUIREMENT is "Draw a eylinthat genius was simply a faculty for keepdriral object and a rectangular ob.iect grouped
Whoever he was
together a little below the eye, and show liu'lit
ing everlastingly at it?
and
shade."
matters little, and if he did not express
himself in just the above words matters
Figure 4 illustrates this requirement.
The truth exless.
pressed stands in

I

I am
either case.
sure that we are
agreed that knowing how to draw is

Fig.

Showing Ancient Greek Ornament.

Your drawings should

be made from oband you should neatly print the
words "DRAWN FROM OBJECTS" in one of the

jects

lower corners.

THE THIRD REQUIREMENT
of

some example

is "Make a drawing
of historical ornaments."

Figure 5 represents one of the kinds of
It is of an ancient
drawings required.
Greek
ornament.
Your drawings

may
er
as

represent othexamples, such
Egyptian, Ro-

man or Gothic.
Go scouting in the

and
that power to
draw is a mighty
worth

5.

while

books at school or

your library and
you can gain lots
in

valuable asset to
have, so let us go
after and capture
both
power and

of

interesting

formation

on

point.

badge.

THE
Qill

THE FIRST REQUIREMENT is "Maki a

I

FOURTH
RER E M E N T is

"Make an

original

decorative

arrange-

1

freehand

p c n
sketch of an animal
<

i

ment

1

in color ui-ing
and
any
motif.
state for what use

or bird showing in
values the distribution of colors."

the design
tended."

This rec|uircmt'nt

this

Your

decorative

ar-

rangement may be
a design for any
purpose you may

repre-

elect.

books

2

represents the same bird

under

requirement.

sents a kingfisher
in outline drawing.

Figure

in-

for

drawings are

shown

tion for it calls for
a sketch showing
in values the distribution of color.
1

is

No examples

may need explana-

Figure

in-

this

Fig.

3.

Sketch of a

Red Fox, Showing
14

Color Value

Consult

on

design
(Contin'd on p. 34.)

Chief Scout's Anniversary Message
The

Letter

Which Was Read

At Troop Meetings Throughout the United
of the Boy Scout

February
TI,

r\

tr

8,

rifi,

1915.

v

f
1

WE

are climbing the mountain togcther O Brother Scouts, and it
is good 'to stop and look back once in a
while, for then we can see how high we
are getting and take the proper joy of
success in a noble height.
Why do we
always prefer to travel upwards? We are
quite ready to make an expedition into
some dismal swamp and search eagerly for
adventures there, but when the night
comes we want to leave it and climb. We
'

must get up
the

Surelv

is

it

some

high, dry place for
quite happy,
instinct born of ancient

into

or

night,

we are not

an

experience.
I

remember once on the prairies some
ago I was tramping across

thirty years

country with a friend.

some

tea,

We

weather, and
the mosquitoes were fiercer than words can
tell, and more in number than the dollars

was July,

Movement

We, as a nation, are happily up high you will have learned meanwhile to be a
on a rock just now, and I think I may man and a Scout, so that your answer
say the whole world envies us. It gives may be calm and courteous like his."
us a chance to show how the scout spirit
He was a little ashamed of himself,
But
has struck in.
If we can't give money, though he still made a joke of it.
clothes or stuff to help the war victims, we he wasn't a bad fellow.
He was merely
heedless and ignorant, and I doubt not
CJm at least give kindness.
Not long ago I saw a fellow (not a the thought came back to him afterwards
to Dear fruit.
Scout) making fun of an old refugee beWell> brothers! This promises to be a
cause of his broken English; I said, "My
ear of g reat possibilities for good scoutfriend, you seem to think yourself very y
m S< especially among the poor and dis
superior. Well, you needn't. That man is
tressed.
This world never had more need
your superior in, probably, everything; in
of us
Ma y we a11 ? et lnls J' m a wav that
age, in travel, in knowledge of the world,
and also in language, for he knows a little wl11 be worthy of this biggest opportunity.
Cordially yours,
of yours as well as his own, and you know
only yours, and that in a crude way. But,
above all, courtesy, for he has made a
Some day
gentle reply to your mockery.
the tables may be turned, and I only hope
-

boiling hot

Uncle Sam's Treasury. We came to an
abandoned house that night and decided
to sleep there, for it was threatening a
thunder storm. There were bunks along
the wall and we lay down, but there was
no rest for us. The mosquitoes gathered
like vultures over a carcass, and feasted as
we groaned. At last I said to my chum,
"There is a cellar below; let's make a
smudge there and try that !" So down we
went, carrying our beds along with us.

Scout Anniversary Week

Celebrated Everywhere

in

A NNI\

ERSAR\

X\

February 8
out the United
Scouting

has

and you know

it is

safe."

Scout Exhibition at Annual

Meeting
The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Na-

tional Council of the Boy Scouts of America was hcld in Washington, D. C., on Feb-

week the week of ruarv jj
was celebrated throughQ^ C of
The interest in tne r0
States.

never

been

greater

since

movement began, five years ago.
A unique idea was tried out success-

the

where a Junior
Sportsman's Show was conducted at the
headquarters of the local council. At this
The cellar was just a big hole in the show there were exhibits of canoes, furground, without floor or wall, but the floor niture and other articles made by Scouts,
of scout equipment such as signal flags,
above made a roof.
Then in the middle I made a small fire staves, etc., and displays of outdoor equipand smothered it with punk and sod, so ment by sporting goods dealers.
that it gave a strong smoke.
We were In many of the larger cities big mass
lying on the ground. There was little or meetings were held where all the troops
no draught, so the smoke rose in a flat assembled in the evening to listen to the
cloud and hung about four feet from the reading of the Chief Scout's greetings,
ground, not bothering us, but effectively and to renew their oath as Scouts.
One of the most elaborate celebrations
driving out and disposing of all of the
mosquitoes; so we settled down to sleep reported to Headquarters was that arin peace.
ranged by the Tioga Inter-Church Troop
Did we sleep? I shall never forget that in Philadelphia.
It was cool in the cellar, it was
The Sunday program of Anniversary
night.
clear of mosquitoes, we were comfortably Week, on February 7, was more generally
blanketed; but how shall I tell the blank observed this year than ever before. HunWithout any ob- dreds of ministers delivered sermons on
misery of that place?
vious cause, we tossed about in a horror the Boy Scout work, and at most of the
of we didn't know what a sense of services uniformed Scouts were in atdoom, a certainty of disaster, nothing we tendance.
could name or locate, but it was horrible.
In Portsmouth, Ohio, twenty pulpits and
At last, after two or three hours of missions were occupied on Sunday morntense, sleepless misery, I said to my friend, ing by Boy Scouts, who spoke briefly of
"Let's get out; I'd rather be sucked dry the work of the organization.
On Sunby 'skeeters' than stand this awful dun- day evening there was a mass meeting
another
hour."
at which one of the ministers spoke on
geon
So we went out and laid down on the the subject "Lincoln, the Great Scout."
open prairie. The dawn wind came cool,
Reports also indicate an unusual interand drove the mosquitoes away; and very est in the distribution of flowers to the
when
we awoke refreshed, the sun sick and in the Troop Good Turn, which
late,
was shining through our blankets.
was performed on Saturday, February 13.
I don't know that there is
National headquarters will be glad to
any particular lesson in this.
If there is, it says:
receive from any Scouts the reports of
"Boys, don't live in a hole but get up as their Anniversary Week celebration to ashigh as you can, provided it feels com- sist in making up a program for next
fortable

on the Birthday

carried a pot,

some bread, a gun, and each a

blanket.
It

States

fully at Montclair, N. J.,

tne mos j important features of
g ram? as ide from the business sessionS; was tne Boy Scout ex t,ibition held
at Convention Hall in the evening, under
the direction of Scout Commissioner E. S.
]yi ar t m) O f Washington,
-phis Vally was one of the most elaborate
scou t demonstrations ever held in this
coun t r y. Every troop in Washington was
represented and there were visiting troops
The exhibition infrom near _by cities.
c l ucled all of the ordinary scout activities,
suc h as tower building, relay races, first

p

15

A

aid> rO j, e wor k ( etc
special feature was
a se i.j es O f troop stunts, such as an exhibi.

tk>n o f t re k wagons, volunteer fire departInen wor k, bicycle corps, humane compass,
j.

etc

.

The big event of the rally, however, was
an ad dress to the boys by Dan Beard, the
The rally
National Scout Commiss'ioner.
closed with the singing of "America" and
the sounding of taps.

Get Badges from President
safe to say there were no hapboys in the world on February 11
than seven members of various troops of
Washington, D. C., who received badges
and medals from the President of the
United States in the East Room of the
White House in the presence of the members of the National Council and representatives of Local Councils from various
It

is

pier

sections of the country.
One of the seven Scouts, Scout

H. A.
Gatley, received an honor medal for life
The other six Scouts were given
saving.
These boys were
Eagle Scout badges.
Samuel Hardy, Troop 5; Edward Pardoe,
Troop 51; Edward Sherry, Troop 37;
Lawrence Prentice, Troop 4; F. D. Watson, Troop 5, and Clinton Allard, Troop
21.

year.

'
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From Dan

The Boy

Scouts' Magazine

Beard's Duffel

Bag

Kite-making and Kite-flying the Subject of This Month's Talk

Kites,

By

DANIEL CARTER BEARD

accordance with the

IN Buckskinthe Calendar,
sore-eye
is

of the Indians and
It
second class Scouts.
is the Johnny Appleseed
moon of the first class
Scouts; and it is the kite
moon of all Scouts.
Ever since this coun-

moon

that

sticks

with tissue
flown with

we

tions

around

call

the balloon.

w hen pi a yi n g
my father's stu-

mixed up with a
great big skeleton frame
which corresponded practically, line for line, with
the modern monoplane.

and

I

asked

it

was.

my daddy what
He took me up

on his knee and exthread for
is
because
plained it to me, although
that
I
I was then but a little
of the light winds. The same kites
chap.
He said that that was a flying machine;
made as a boy in Cincinnati could not
stand the winds that we have on Long that the trouble with the balloon was that
it
could
not
be
Island.
successfully
guided
In some parts of the country, if you put through the air any more than an inflated
a belly-band on a shingle and a tail on bladder could be successfully guided on
will fly.
In other parts, the kite the water, but a flying machine built on
it, it
must be made of the lightest material, but the lines of a bird could go in any direcScouts are supposed to have gumption, tion, with the wind or against the wind,
and a boy with gumption will build a kite if it had a proper engine. He did not call
according to the strength of the prevail- it a. motor that is a modern term he
ing winds in the part of the country where had in mind an engine small enough to be
he lives. In my "American Boys' Handy- supported by it and powerful enough to
book," and the "Out-door Handybook," I propel it. He further said:
"I will never complete this machine bedevoted chapters to kite building, and
most of the kites are of my own inven- cause of a lack of the proper engine; but
tion.
By the way, I see by a copy of you, my son, will live to see the day when
"The Aeronautical Magazine," that the such machines will be flying through the
line.

That

first working drawings of the tailless kite
were published in my book. This kite was
sent to me by Mr. Ellwood of Rochester
and called the Holland kite, but it is the
same as the Malay kite used by all the
scientific kite flyers, and had probably
come to Holland from some of their eastern colonies, and thence to me.

You boys who
should

all

are

studying

busy.

you.

Toledo Scouts Save

dio are

covered

paper

try

WHAT MY FATHER TOLD
ME
My earliest recollec-

try was settled, kite time
began the first of March.
middle
In
the
West,
along the Ohio River,
the kites are made with

match

practical purpose, or a kite that may be
used for amusement and pleasure. Don't
forget that amusement and pleasure are
just as practical as bread and butter, for
without them life would not be worth livDo not make your kites too big. I
ing.
know by experience that any boy can build
a kite bigger than he can hold.
Do not

to go up on your kite string you
might get into trouble. Learn how to wind
as the boys of yesterday
a kite
modes of transit, and used to string
wind them on a stick. Don't let
also, in my opinion, will be
the boys of yesterday have anything on
the death of the gas bug
Get

National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America.

this

1915

March,

aviation

be expert kite flyers, and get

air."

This

incident

made

a

deep impression

upon my mind, and as soon as I was big
enough to whittle the sticks and thread
the frame, I began experimenting in the
making of kites.

Birds

Bird protection during the severe Winter months has been accomplished in a
most thorough manner by the Boy Scouts
of Toledo under the direction of Scout
Executive J. St. Clair Mendenhall.
The season has been an especially severe
one, as a heavy snow fell on Dec. 15, and
since that date the ground has been continuously covered to a depth which makes
difficult for the birds to dig out their
usual food, which consists mainly of seeds.
In this emergency the Scouts have come
to the rescue by establishing thatched
shelters.
Only a few shelters were constructed at first, but more have been
added as the need required, until at present there are about fifty scattered through
the outlying districts. They have been set
up in cemeteries, parks, groves, and
wherever proper shelter is afforded.
These shelters are visited every Saturday morning by a group of picked Scouts
of first class rank, who carry stale bread,
grain and suet provided by the Art Museum and interested friends of both the
Boy Scouts and the birds.
So much enthusiasm has been aroused in
the subject of bird conservation by this
activity of the Toledo Scouts that the
boys have been asked to supervise the
placing of 5,000 bird houses which are
being constructed by the school children
of Toledo.
These houses will be set up
it

SOMETHING FOR You TO Do.
on April 3.
The Toledo Scouts are delighted with
fellow Scouts, I was not a bright
boy; I was just an ordinary, healthy chap the fact that their work for birds has atlike lots of fellows you know.
I
was tracted attention in a great many cities, a
Now,

busy and invent some kites. The reason I
I did not stand at
referred to my own books was not to ad- rather stolid.
the
vertise them, but because those chapters head of my class.
But on the shores of
would give you some suggestions that the Ohio river I invented many of the
might lead you to making inventions of kites which are in use today, although the
inventor is unknown by the users.
You
your own.
can do the same.
ABOUT SOME KITE INVENTOBS
Some of you boys are much brighter
You know Lieutenant Hargrave in than your National Scout Commissioner
Australia invented the box kite, which is a was, and before the Ides of March are
biplane, or double biplane, and with it he over I expect to see the Editorial sancraised a man in a swing hung from the tum of BOYS' LIFE festooned with models
kite.
Then Lillienthal came along and of new kites made by you kites that will
made a glider on the lines suggested by fly, kites with tails, and kites without tails,
the box kite.
Lillienthal's glider was a and bob-tail kites.
I expect to see enousih
success that is, it was a success like a to give an exhibition of the kites you
surgeon's operation in which the patient Scouts have made.
dies.
Lillienthal was killed, but his death
Those of you who are readers of my
was not due to the principles upon which books will remember that in one of them
the kite was built.
It was due to some I
prophesied that the dry-as-dust old
defect in the kite's frame.
scientist would take up the boys' playAfter Lillienthal, the Wright Brothers things, the kites, and experiment with
began to experiment with gliders, as Or- them and produce some sort of practical
ville Wright told you in his fascinating results.
This has all been done.
Now
stories told in BOYS' LIFE last September. may I risk another prophesy, and say that
Fortunately, the Wrights were not killed, some one of you Scouts is going to probut lived to develop the modern aeroplane duce a new and valuable addition to kitewhich is destined to revolutionize modern craft a kite that may be used for some

fact which

proved by the

is

which

are
Scout Executive.

quiry

letters of in-

being received

by the

The Toledo boys are delighted, not
merely because it brings credit to Toledo
but

Scouts,

because

it

brings

credit

to

Boy Scouts wherever they may be. "A
good turn for the Movement" is what the
Toledo Scouts

call

their work.

Koast a Deer

Whole

When

Scoutmaster J. D. Whitelaw, of
Fox Lake, Wis., recently resigned his
commission on account of 'change of residence, his successor, Scoutmaster F. M.
Pittegrew, arranged a big farewell dinner

his honor.
At this farewell dinner a
deer was roasted whole.
The deer was
taken from the private park belonging to
Mt. Pittegrew. There were about
seventyfive Scouts and friends
present at this
but
had
all
affair,
the venison
every guest
he could eat.

in

S.

a

Mr. Whitelaw is now living at
Carthage,
D., where he is planning to organize

new

troop.

The

Greatest
A

Story

Machine

About
By DR.

Lub-dup, lub-dup,
dup, lub-dup!

the Mysteries of

in the
Your Heart

WILLIAM BRADY

lub-

that
automatic
cannot permanently
ruin it by subjecting it to
unreasonable demands or
by feeding it tainted fuel
fuel adulterated with such
poisons as alcohol, tobacco
entirely

you

sound of the
machine which most
nearly approaches perpetual motion. Soft music
made by the quiet working
the

is

IT

of the only self-lubricating',
self-regulating engine ever
invented that runs day
and night, year after year,

without
without
long

overhauling
a

as

and certain drugs.

isn't

A

four

cylinder

and

for,

effort in an
emergency; you can train
your heart so that it will
respond in time of need, or
you can abuse it and render it
incompetent for
even ordinary emergencies.

traordinary

so
abused.

motor

Intelli-

the
heart is capable of wonderful endurance and ex-

breakdown,
it

cared

gently

Lub-dup, lub-dup, lub-dup.
-

World

Hurdling and Similar Exercise at Once Test and Strengthen the Great
Little Engine (See Diagrams Below)

which never stalls; silent,
efficient, powerful; possessing greater endurance and adaptability
than any other apparatus ever designed to
do useful work.
Lub-dup, lub-dup. In order to hear its
gentle, murmuring throb you have to place
your ear directly upon the casing, and
even then it requires long practise to distinguish the normal sound of the motor
from the sounds it makes when subjected
to unnatural strain or injured by bad fuel.
The expert mechanician can tell by listening whether it is running all right. The
sound, lub, tells him the quality and
strength of the muscle for the machine
is nothing but a muscle as big as your fist.
The second sound, dup, shorter, sharper,
higher pitched, tells him whether the
valves close in good order and gives him a
good idea of the load the machine is carrying the back pressure of the blood colfirst

nine lives.
Well, a man has a wonderful
hold on vitality, too. A great number of
cases of stab and gunshot wounds of the
heart are on record, in which the wound
was repaired and recovery followed.

WHAT

BEING ALIVE

TINY MACHINE PUMPS TEN TONS OF BLOOD
EVERY DAY.
Learn to think of your heart as a little
motor which pumps about three ounces of
blood out into the arteries at every beat,
thirteen pounds of blood per minute, neara tidy bit of work for
ly ten tons per day
a machine weighing only three-fourths of
And that presupposes that you
a pound.
are sitting around quietly all day long
if a Scout ever spends a whole day that
way.
Playing football, hiking, or swimming, your heart does tremendously more
work than the figures show, yet never

Is.

Being alive is just a process of combusEvery second, asleep or awake, at
rest or at work, cells and tissues are being
burned up to supply energy for the performance of mental and physical functions.
tion.

The products of combustion, CO; (carbonic
acid gas or carbon dioxide) particularly
and other combustion products stimulate muscular and organic functions up to
a certain point; when the accumulation of
this

kicks so long as you treat

How You GET YOUH

it

well.

SECOND WIND.

combustion products becomes excessive,
In a mile run you begin to feel short of
one gets very tired, and that means depresbreath after the first eighth or so; you
sion of muscular and organic functions.
umn against the valves.
Now, the heart muscle is supplied with can't grab quite enough air to satisfy your
But you keep running,
This powerful little engine is said to be blood like other muscles, and the heart oxygen hunger.
the only organ in the body that never responds to the same impulses other mus- for you know that you will get "second
After you get it you
It may tire quickly, or it wind" pretty soon.
rests, but that is a mistake of observation. cles respond to.
As a matter of fact the heart rests nearly may have great endurance, according to can keep on for one or more miles without
half the time when it is in good condition. the" way you train it, just like other muscles, any trouble at all. That is, if you have a
The greatest engine in the world is not good heart you can.
Indeed it takes a brief rest between each
Second wind represents the most vitally
effort
does its seventy or eighty tricks of so delicate but that it may be repaired by
function of an athlete's heart,
duty per minute with a rest after each human hands when injured. Nor is it so important
the ability to apply reserve force
beat.
in an unusual effort, or, in other
WHAT MAKES IT WORK.
words, the efficiency of the heart.
Nerve centers or ganglia situated in the
It means that the muscle has been
What the Diagrams Show
heart wall supply the impulse which causes
"trained" by regular and persistaken,
contraction of the muscle; its control is
Exercise,
carefully
tent effort until it is capable of
makes the heart grow larger
largely contained within itself, though in anil
three
as
the
stronger,
meeting not only everyday needs,
part regulated by impulses sent along the sketches below show.
but also the great demands of
great
pneumogastric, or tenth cranial
AT THE RIGHT: Fig. 1, A
emergency.
nerve, from a center in the medulla of the to B, represents normal caEvery one in health has more or
brain.
Thus, the heart of an animal will pacity of tin- In-nrt. B to C, the
less reserve force to call upon in
continue beating for several minutes after normal reserve force. A to G,
time of need, but the difference
the full capacity of heart under
it has been completely removed from the
severe strain, as in a football
between the untrained heart and
body. Dr. Carrel, of Rockefeller Institute, game or race.
the trained heart is that the latter
C HI
succeeded in keeping a system of vital
the
in
2
the
same
Fig.
has a wider limit of efficiency.
Notice the additrained heart.
organs heart, lungs, stomach, kidneys
The tobacco user, the user of alcowhich the
tinnnl ri'.si-rve
working and functioning naturally for trained tithlete power
hol, or drugs, on the other hand,
may call upon in
thirteen hours after their complete re- an oin'/'t/t'uci/.
has a very narrow limit of reserve
moval from a cat. To be sure, a cat has
in his heart.
That is
,

why

power
is bound

to lose out, sooner or
later, in competition with the athlete who does not believe in supplying adulterated fuel to a valuable machine.
That is why old

he

Hans

Wagner

still

bats

rings

around 'em in the National Hans
has no use for cigarettes.
Second wind is apt to fail the
fellow

who abuses

The Heart
Rest.

at,

At

the

End

of

Long Run.

Weeks Later,
Showing Growth.
17

^m

A
i

2

A

his heart habit-

it or by
subjecting it to undue strain withthe
out
proper preliminary training.
(Continued on page 35)

ually, either

by poisoning
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The Boy

Scouts'

very far with some of us boys, because all
know "tough little nuts" who smoke
cigarets, who can lick the tar out of some
"mamma's darlings" who never had sand
enough to do anything naughty.

for boys to waste their lives on such a silly
It's bad enough for men to smoke

of us

The trouble

is,

the

of

effects

1915

March,

Magazine
habit.

them."

So those O f us wbo smoke to make men
o f ourselves are certainly on the wrong
track.

cigaret

smoking are not immediate. It may be
Then there are the boys who smoke
years before they have any apparent effect.
but you may lie absolutely certain that if cigarets because, they are afraid not. to.
you smoke cigarets when you are growing Maybe I'd better explain this statement,
you will be weaker for it" physically some for" it sounds kind of queer. Here's the
way it works. A boy goes out with a
day.
bunch of fellows most of whom smoke.
Here's the way the Cave Scout looks at They offer him a cigaret and he says: "No,
it:
It is a perfectly natural thing for boys I don't smoke."
They coax him and coax
to want to smoke cigarets, and the mere him, but he still refuses. Finally they say:
fact that they want to smoke them is no "Aw, you're afraid to smoke."
indication whatever of "moral depravity,"
savs the boy. "I just
"jj^ j am no t
We see older don't want to, but I'm' not afraid."
as the preachers would say.
boys and men smoking cigarets and think
;f
ain t afraid why
Wel] th
it must be great fun.
They certainly seem d
to smoke a
e u?
j (, are
-

,

The

it.
Then, a great many of us are
wonder
curious about cigarets.
how they taste or if we'll get sick if we
smoke them. Then, too, we have always
been told that we mustn't smoke cigarets,
and if there is anything in the world that
will make a boy want to smoke cigarets it
is constantly being told that he must not

to

Cave Scout
Listen,

While He Answers

Fellows,
Scout's

Two

Questions.

I

fellows,

must

confess

I

WELL,

reading the letters in the question-hole
while waiting for you to show up. There
(ire getting to be so many of them that I
a while
thought it might take me quite
to find a good one to talk about, so I
Here
time.
picked one out just to save
it is:
6

ifad'^ou

in

long

aga

talks are certainly dandy, so I have come
to ask you about a couple of questions' that have
e y ar e
U E t
hYn b oys iB your tr o op o r pa't'rol Tote

You
our

T

and what about Scouts who are
Tenderfeet after a year and eight months'
we have a
It looks as though

cigarets,
ttill

etc.,

uve

aht

a
troop
P tartit
We havHone q uite a lot of good and are trying
to do more.
T

cia;are (.|"

We

And

so

afraid not

,
because he

the boy smokes

is

to.

We all know how hard it is to refuse to
do a thing when we are dared to do it.
The Cave Scout has done a whole raft of

_

crazy stunts because he wouldn't take a
dare. He did it for the same reason this
boy smoked a cigaret because he thought
Since it is natural for us boys to want he was displaying bravery, when, as a matto smoke, we must have some niighty good ter of fact, he was displaying cowardice.
reason to dissuade us from "trying the A boy who gives a dare is a coward, and
so is the boy who lets the cowardly bully
thing a whirl."
Tne best reason the Cave Scout knows bluff him into doing his bidding. The boy
who smokes because he is dared to do so
is the testimony of men and older boys
wno have fastened upon themselves the is a coward because he is afraid of the
taunts of his comrades.
I have known hundreds of
cigaret habit.
I tell you, fellows, any boy who has
such men and boys, and almost without
"To be perfectly enough courage to say "No, I won't smoke
exception they say:
honest with you, I wish I had never started your old eigaret even if you do dare me!"
I
would be a is about the bravest chap I know, and I'll
this smoking business.
whole lot better off if I had never seen take off my hat to him every time! Any
a cigaret!" That's the kind of talk you boy who can show that kind of courage
hear from fellows who "wondered what it comes mighty close to being a man in the
was ]jk e to smoke" and who "took a whirl Cave Scout's estimation.
at it" just to satisfy their curiosity.
The Cave Scout hopes that you boys
will see the point in this and not let any)lodv j,I u ff VQU jnto the cigaret habit by
want to
Then
en there
ere are some boys
onor
faise ieas
ideas o
of honor
oys who wan
such fase
suc
smoke because they think it makes them
,
to other t
fc
this wil ,
look like men. Now then, if a boy wants
t
>
this
kehimse look llke a
an
to
for
find tt t men will ndmire
the
he
must
smoke
means,
way
cigarets
ine
artidp
in
j
the
braverv
,
*
n do. But is this the case? How many
call you-just as the bovs wi'u
-men do you know who hide their papers call
vou a booby and a poor sport , but
and makin's" out in the barn and only
down deep n their hearts all of them
an alley some
smoke when they are out
>4
s
j ad mire that fellow>s couragel
out to the woods where nobody
P lace
can see them? But isn t that the way most
So far, this discussion about cigarets
of the boys who smoke cigarets do it? So
to all boys, whether Scouts or not.
you see, fellows, if we are going to smoke
should be much easier for Scouts to
the way men do, we must come out in the
the cigaret
en? for Scoute
S
whcre
r fathers
mot hers slsters h ,'
should be wis e enough to size up cigarets
,"
a
at their face value and see what they have
And even suppose a boy does come out to offer. Here's the way the balance sheet
in the open to do his cigaret smoking, will

do

have taken a little advantage of
been
you this month, for I have

'd^w^n^'l^ha'v'l

enjoy

just

so.

wo

'

.

y

^

.

m

.

.

m

.

,

>

'

.

hadn't better give this
The other members of his
Scout's name.
has been tattroop might say "Scout
I think we can
tling to the Cave Scout!"
do more 6
good by forgetting the name in

But

I

iU ._

this case.

guess

I

T-,
u
.,
Don't
you?

let's see what we can do to help
with his problem.
boy
"
What would you do when boys in your

Well,

this

troop or patrol smoke cigarets?"
The Cave Scout has been expecting this
question quite a while, for it is one which
is a real problem in nearly every troop,
and because it is a real "problem to so
many," "the'Cave'Scout has 'selected it to
talk "about, for he is anxious to pick out
questions which will be of the greatest general help.

Say, boys, doesn't

^

-

-

m

'

Wl

-

P.

'

'

^b

'

.

-

that

make him

look

a

like

man?

Do

you suppose some man will come up to a
with a cigaret in his mouth and say:
boy
itt~\
il
_
_
T
L A_
to the office, old man, I want to
"Come up i_
IT*

over

1

_1

___

CREDIT.

DEBIT.
Stunted growth
Loss of strength

L

^ f^fo
waste

Loss

Not
a
dog-

8s

f

others

goned

a little business matter with
of money, etc
thing
No, I guess we'll have to agree
Furthermore, the Scout Law knocks
that no boy can change himself into a man c ;
There
gare t smoking right in the bean
on short notice by smoking cigarets.
are so many Laws that apply to the case
Let's see what the men themselves say of cigarets that the Cave Scout hardly
about it. The Cave Scout has never known knows which one to cite:
A Scout is
a man yet who said he thought cigaret brave.
A Scout is clean. A Scout is
smoking' made a man of a boy. What they thrifty well, I will let you fellows think
do say is this: "I hate to see a boy smoke out the applications for yourselves,
It always makes me feel bad,
cigarets.
because I know that if he keeps it up and
Just a word about the proper attitude
the
habit
fastened upon him he will to take toward Scouts who smoke. Don'f
gets
never amount to a whoop! It's a shame say to these boys: "You're a bunch of

talk

you?"

!

it

make you

sick the

way some people

talk about this cigaret
Just say the word "cigarets" to
some people and they hold up thrir hands
in holy horror and say "It's naughty!
It's
No nice boy would think of
naughty!

business?

smoking cigarets!"
Other people say "You will ruin your
health.!"
But that argument doesn't go
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and

rough-necks

you'll

have to quit the

The Boy

make few

loafers who stay in it just to take adthem realize how silly it is to smoke so vantage of the hikes, feeds, and other good
that they will stop of their own accord. times, but who are too lazy to work on
If this doesn't work, there is another way. their scout requirements.
Many troops
Make the troop work so entertaining that adopt the policy of requiring the Scouts
to
certain
tests
within
a definite
lose
a
than
would
rather
member
pass
leg
every
it can be done, period of time or hand in their resignahis standing in the troop
for dozens of troops are doing it then tions.
This plan should be very carefully used,
pass a rule that any Scout who smokes
That however, for there are some boys who don't
after a certain date must resign.
learn so fast as others, and allowance
ought to bring them to time.
But in spite of everything, I suppose, should be made for these slower fellows.
there will always be some Scouts silly Furthermore, Scouting should be made so
enough to smoke cigarets. Most of these interesting that every member of the troop
fellows won't be Scouts long, however. would lie willing to work his head off
They will quit of their own accord in or- rather than forfeit his membership.
should remember, boys, that progder to associate with other boys who do
ress in scout tests is not the best standard
smoke.
This same general principle applies to by which to judge a Scout. The best test
the case of a Scout who never advances in is the Scout Law. If a boy tries his level

troop or cut out cigarets."

Try

to

We

Scouting

in

19

Magazine

Nearly every troop has a best to obey the Law he will be a good
Scout if he never advances beyond the

Scout work.

his

Scouts'

But the fact of
stage.
that a Scout who does obey
Law is ,-ilmost certain to advance in
various seoul tests.
The Cave Scout can't say goodbye

tenderfoot

matter

is

the
the
his

for

time without first saying something
about his friend. Eagle Scout J. Stanley
Light, whose inspiring story is printed in
this issue of BUYS' LIFK.
The Cave Scout
met Scout Light a few weeks ago and
found him to be an unusually bright fellow, modest, earnest, and enthusiastic.
Look up his remarkable record and read it
through. Doesn't Scout Light remind you
of what the C'ave Scout said last month
about "The Scout Who Will Stick?" Well,

this

here's hoping you fellows will stick until
April, when I hope to meet you all here
in the Cave again.

the Antarctic Ice Fields

By SIR

MAWSON

DOUGLAS

for duty in the trying
climate of the Antarctic is not a
matter of weeks or months, but one
of years. It requires a strong constitution
that can come only of clean living and
careful training, a study of the methods
of former expeditions and a certain
amount of courage that comes from confi-

/fLL

/I

H

onts

c

hats

their

take

It

was then

that

to
off
o
(In

physical fitness told.

Bucking the strong winds and heavy blizz.-trds, ope by one the dogs died, and the
flnl.
h
Here's one
Doug- little-meat that clung to their bones was
las M a w x o n, a real divided
The short
equally between us.
scout.
He was a member of Sir Ernest food allowance soon began to show its

PREPARING

m e
ings worth
;i

t

I/'

It

.

.S'i'r

effect in the lagging steps of Dr.

Mertz.
did not complain, but when he finally
refused the dog meat, saying it did hot
seem to agree with him, I knew he was in
u'hich made a a bad
dition,
way, and prepared and gave him the
scouting trip in a,
store of regular provisions.
frozen land whereon it" remaining
human being had ever This seemed to buoy him up, and we
set fnot.
The explorer turned in in our sleeping bags to get a

Shackleton's expedition
which sought tin' Xi,i/f!/
Pole, and later organized and led the Australian Antarctic Expe-

dence in self.
There are

many things connected with
the expedition that I would like to talk
to boys about, but the most important,
probably, is physical fitness.
With two companions, Lieut. Ninnis,
of the Royal Fusiliers, and Dr. X. Mertz,
I left our main base for a scouting journey
had traveled 311 miles
on sledges.
over sharp, jagged ice in the face of ter-

mapped
in lies

of

out over 2,000

He

coast line good

rest.

I

hoped

to

find

him much

and discovered an area better, and when I awoke I readied over
There
of approximately 1.000,- and shook him by the shoulder.
000 square tuiiex tlorl
was no response, and with a feeling of
rifli
in coal, and also

We

i.v

gales and hurricanes, when suddenly,
without any warning, Ninnis and his dog
team fell through the ice roof of an un-

has deposits of copper

rific

and

gold.
of the
rendered to

tion

In recogniseri-iri

hi'

science

in

dread I uncovered his face and realized
my worst fears. Dr. Mertz has passed to
the great beyond.

This happened thirty days after the loss
fathomable crevasse.
this way, he was
of Ninnis, and left me alone with only the
Not a sound came up out of that awful Iniuhled in 1914 by King George V.
A-S a boij erery moment that could be spared half-eaten carcass of one
hole in answer to our repeated shouts, and
dog for food.
fnnii lii.t reyidar iluties he spent in the Australafter hours of repeated calling I read the ian bii'tli. lliinth* of ei-ery near he camped out I was thirty days distance from the main
he attributes his splendid base, and my only hope and desire was to
burial service.
I well
recall, when this in the open, and to tlii.t
eiulUion which enabled him to make
}>liii*ii-iit
as possible and cache
ceremony was over, the happier look on tin' tlirillim: dash of 311 milet over Antarctic get as near to it
our diaries on the chance that they would
Mertz's face and his short "Thank you" as fields of ice.
be found by a search party. I did not exhe shook my hand.
We then took stock of our provisions
pect to reach cam]) alive, but the years of
and careful living had given me
(most of the food had been on Ninnis's about two weeks. We had no food at all training
about a strength and ruggedness of constitution
sledge) and found that by cutting down for the remaining dogs, and being
the allowance to a few ounces per day, for sixty days tramp from camp we turned that triumphed over the elements and the
Mertz and myself, we had enough for about and raced for it.
ravages of hunger.

President
What

Wilson

to the

Boy Scouts

the Nation's Chief Magistrate Said to the National Council Members
on February llth, at the White House.

AM sincerely glad to have the pleasure the idea of the Boy Scouts because of
I of this visit from you, and to have their secure notion of being responsible
an opportunity to express my very sincere t o society. They are responsible to the
interest not only in the organization of
p eo pi e wno live around them to help
the Boy Scouts, but in the objects that ni intam tne standards of order and fidelFrom all that I
that organization has.
whk h (he community depends,
u
know of it, and from all that I have
we
fc
rankg
the connob- all stand in, and that is to.serve
dmirab e
.,

^^
.

>

^SSS^SS'^

^

try in some way that will tell, and that
has nothing particular to do with our own
The man who devotes
personal benefit.
himself exclusively to the development of
No excuses are allowed in this school of his own character will succeed in nothing
But
except to make of himself a prig.
life, and the only way to make good is
That is the reason I like if he devotes himself to helping other
to keep faith

mvself thoroughly believe in.
'
There is only one rule in the world,
and it applies to all professions, and that
is that vou are expected to "make good."
iects that

I

and the Boy Scouts

take
people his character will not only
care of itself, but it will grow to a very
noble stature.
I have always maintained that, in the
language of manufacture, character is a
bv-product. If you set out to develop it
i oye it for yourself vou will
b ;, cause
If you disregard the consean ass
quences to yourself in order to serve
other people you will make a noble g
man, and that I believe is fundamental
and sacred in an organization of this sort
I congratulate you for belonging
and hope you will honor it m every way
by your conduct and allegian
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First Class

Scouts of Rochester, N. Y.", Working for Pioneering Merit Badge.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER J. E. WILLIAMS.

ii

Indians Teaching OklaScouts To Use Bow and

Cherokee

homa

Arrow.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM DKPUTT COMMISSIONER A. H. ALLEE, MusKOGEE, OKLA.

Unusual Photograph of Mt. Rainier, Taken by Mr. E. S.
Ingraham, of Seattle, on a Scout Hike to the Mountain.

Interior of Scout Cabin at Pataskala, Ohio.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER JOSEPH B. WILLIAMSON

Ohio.
Headquarters at the Y. M. C. A., Springfield,
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER HARRY O. VAN TREES.

Boy Scout "Slumber Party"

Minnesota Scouts on a Wint

Hike Thro,

in

PHOTOGRAGH FROM SCOUTMASTER CHARLES BL
PALLS.

Scouts'

Magazine

Pictures
L'S.

Cabin Erected by Boy Scouts of Cleveland, Ohio, Recently Completed
PHOTOGRAPH FBOM SCOUTMASTEB THOMAS SPAEEOW.

Scout

Don M.

Six,

Logansport,

Ind.,

"Wind Wagon."
t

Trail Followed
of a Fox.

by That

R&r.n

FROM SPOUT COMMISSIONER'

K F.

GRAY, MONTCLAIR,

s

Big North

TTERNATIONAL

Scout

N.

Beaumont, Texas, Scouts Release
a Kid Entangled in Briars.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER
THOMAS HOLLAND.

J.

Owen
a

and His Home-made

at Gates Mill.

M. Smith and His Pony Doing
at Portland, Me.

Good Turn

Solid Comfort on a Winter Hike.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM DOUGLAS LAUGHLIN, EAST ORANGE,

N.

J.

Deaf Boy Becomes an Eagle Scout
the
Despite Great Handicaps, J. Stanley Light Reaches

News About

ONE

playing, I did odd jobs around the house or for
some of the neighbors, and in summer I kept
the lawn and gardens of three or four estates
Thus I qualified for the merit
in good order.
badges of Handicraft and Gardening respectAsking questions of a friendly fireman.
ively.

of the most remarkable illustra-

Stanley Light, of Boston, who was
awarded an Eagle Scout badge on January

I soon acquired all I wanted to know for Fireiinnship and by studying books and practising
011 others I was able to pass for First Aid."

J.

but was unable to find enough boys interested in the plan to make it a success.
'He next became interested in athletics
through the Y. M. C. A., and while there
he became a member of Troop 1, the first
troop organized in Boston. He became a
Tenderfoot on February 21, 1911, and on
April 27, 1912, he passed his second class

The ea n n

,;,;,.;,

page

Scout

In

On

built.

J'liham

("* Imw he

did

this

Distinguished Scouts
Report of the National Court of Honor
for January, 1915.

EAGLE SCOUTS.
To win the Silver Eagle these First Class
Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
It

the highest honor given for winning Merit

is

Badges"

j ac k Rawlings,
j; ar i

AND

,

,

all their faculties.

Prink Parater
Later he took out transfer papers from
g", el Hardv
as
it was nearer his
1
to
36,
Troop
Troop
j s "anlev Light
home.
In the new troop he was made
TJ" 11

w

'

On
patrol leader of the Beaver Patrol.
March 12, 1914, he received his commission
as Assistant Scoutmaster for Troop 36.
He was qualified for this honor sooner, but
he decided that it would be better for him
not to accept it until he had thoroughly
mastered the fundamental principles of

Scouting.
In winning his Eagle Scout badge Scout
Light passed the requirements for the fol-

lowing merit badges

:

*

Boston, Mass.
Catskill,

N. Y.

LIFE SCOUT
L;fe

^

Scouts hold Merit Badges in first
life saving, personal health and public

athletics,

heaitn.

Frank

Sugar, Idaho

J. Kirby,

Total number of Merit Badges issued, 697.

class Scout and one who will, I
continue to serve the Movement

he

Chemistry

Richmond, Va.
Washington, D. C.
'

am

sure,

wherever

lives."

BOYS' LIFE felt so sure that all Scouts
would be interested in this story of pluck
and persistence that a letter was written
to Scout Light asking

him

to tell in his
it to pass

own words how he went about

The
tests in spite of his handicap.
following letter describes briefly his progress in a dozen or so of the merit badge
tests for the Eagle Scout badge:
his

Eagle Scout Light is now attending Gallaudet College, at Washington, D. C.
Scout Commissioner Ormond E. Loomis,
of Boston, speaks very highly of the charicter -ind ihilitv of F-urle
Spoilt l.lgnt.
T io-ht
e SCOUt
I have known Stanley since the summer
of 1911," writes Mr. Loomis, "and have
'

'

"When I became a first class Scout my next
Scouting was to get the Eagle Scout
Decoratiollr After stu dyins the requirements for
the different badges I found I w:is already prep:ired for Chemistry, Civics, Personal and Public
I had already studied the first two
Health.
h P e in

Scout Light's record shows that he is not
Star
only an Eagle Scout, but a Life and
Scout as well. Surely, after this boy has
been able to make such a wonderful record,
is there any reason why a boy who has
no physical handicap whatever should not

do at

it.

Rochester, New York
Utica, New York.
Talbot,
Boston, Mass.
j Stanley Light,
Kansas City, Missouri
Leslie Sherman,
tests.
He became a first class scout on 2 ar i staats,
Emporia, Kansas.
July 20, 1912, while on his vacation at Blue
STAR SCOUTS
LIFE
Hills Camp, the scout camp conducted by
the Greater Boston Council.
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
All this time he had to obtain his scout athletics, life saving, personal health and public
Star Scouts have fl
Hh
information either from books or by lip
reading; yet, in spite of this handicap, he
Rochester, New York
.,
,
passed his grades faster than some Scouts
Utica, New York.

who had

Other

Boy Scouts of America

the

tions of scout persistence and pluck
which have come to the attention of National Headquarters is the record of Scout

19.
It is no simple task for a boy to win
the Eagle Scout badge under the most
favorable circumstances, but what do you
Scouts think of a fellow who is able to
attain this honor in spite of the fact that
he is unable to hear a sound?
"When quite young, Stanley Light had a
very severe illness, the effect of which was
to make him totally deaf, but he was cheerful and persistent, and with the help of his
mother he began practising lip reading and
studying elementary school work. Before
he graduated from grammar school he became interested in scout activities and
tried to form a troop in his neighborhood,

Top

least as

much?
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in the

Jungle
(Continued frum paye
But, in spite of

fellows, I can't help
plan to turn this one

fore

it

is

too

my

all

9.)

experience with those

wishing you well in your

from

his

bad business

be-

late.

But I am more interested just now in what
I wish that
you say about that worse fellow.
you would write to me at once, and describe that

man to me as well as you can. His height,
I have
build, age, complexion, peculiarities, etc.
had occasion to call to see our smuggler prishave learned that which may send
you again very soon. It may dr
letter and description
So do not delay, Nat boy. We
of that fellow.
adventure together
have
another
after
all,
may,
sooner than we have thought.
oners,

and

me down

I

to

pend very much on your

Your

friend,

JOSEPH BELONG.

warmed

at the thought of the possisoon again.
bility of seeing Joseph DeLong
But my skin seemed to crinkle as I picI

tured myself pointing out Uncle Bill and

"moonshine still" to my friend, DeLong.
For that is what I should do if he came;
and he, I knew, would do his plain duty

his

(Continued

Makes
Word

in

April BOYS' LIFE.)

Friction Fire in 25

At

Seconds

tlie

As the culmination of all this,
the Bell exhibit at the PanamaPacific Exposition marks the
completion of a Trans-continental Telephone line three
thousand four hundred miles
long, joining the Atlantic and the
Pacific and carrying the human
voice instantly and distinctly

Centennial Exhibition

been received from Scout at Philadelphia, the exhibit of
Commissioner Arthur R. Forbush, of
the Bell System consisted of
Worcester, Mass., that Scout R. S. Bowden, Jr., of Troop 1, Newton, has suc- two telephones capable of talkceeded in producing fire by friction in
of the room
This is one second ing from one part
twenty-five seconds.
faster than the time made by Commis- to another.
In one atsioner Forbush last March.
Faint as the transmission of
tempt Scout Bowden produced fire in
eighteen seconds, but this record was made
then was, it became
while the drill and baseboard were warm speech
from previous attempts, so it was not at once the marvel of all the
counted. Official reports on these records
world, causing scientists, as
have not yet been received.
has

Scout "Movies" to be
Boy Scouts in all parts of

Shown

well as laymen, to exclaim with

wonder.

This telephone line is part of
the Bell System of twenty-one
million miles of wire connecting
nine million telephone stations
located everywhere throughout
the United States.

Boy Scout activities, formerly
known as "The Making of a Scout" is to
have a wide circulation. The name of the

instruments, the Bell Company,
by persistent study, incessant experimentation and the expendi-

knowing

film has been

changed to "The Adventures

of a Boy Scout" and it is being booked to
exhibitors under the direction of the World

Film Corporation.
BOYS' LIFE is giving

ture of

immense sums of money,

new

has created a

art,

ing, developing and perfecting;
making improvements great and

see this interesting exhibition of Boy Scout
activities, and to let others know of the

small in telephones, transmitter,

opportunity.

And

the

Worst

is

Yet

to

Come

Composing this System, are
American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and Associated Companies, and con-

invent-

announcement
because it is certain that Scouts will want
to take advantage of any opportunity to
this

and San

Francisco.

Starting with only these feeble

will be interested in

New York

between

the country
that the film

showing

New Art

Creating a

as a revenue officer.

the

switchboards and

lines, cables,

necting

companies, giving to

one hundred million people

every other piece of apparatus
and plant required for the transmission of speech.

Universal Service unparalleled
among the nations of the earth.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES,
One

One System

Policy

Universal Service

_

"IDEAL"

accurate scale drawings and
parts will enable you to
build exact 3 ft. duplicates of
man-carrying machines. Every boy wants
Clearest
to build and fly an aeroplane.
plans for classrooms, exhibitions, aeronautic students, etc.

0UILt

down

Unnrk

EASILY

3-ft. scale

An astounding

25c

Bleriot

'SR

i^^E.>,-.;i Cecil

B

C.

l,!r-.l

tke Philadelphia Bulletin.

'i

Peopli

Racer
Champion Kacer

Set of
f Complete M.M

2bc

Six. $1.25 Postpaid 50

i

p

Aeroplane Sup. ("ata.. .V.
"Ideal"
AD.'cp!;.ie & Supply Co., Warren St. & W.Broadway ,N.Y.

in answering advertisements please
mention BOYS' LIFE.

Getihis

iffer.

This

Triple Silver Fluted Lyric
Cornet will be sent to you
for only S2.00. Paythe balance at rate of lOc a day. Free
trial bfiuro you decide to buy.

drawings Curtiss Fly'g Boat 25c

Nieuport Monoplane
Monoplane
Wright Biplane ..
Convertible Hydroaeroplane

I

^Superb Cornet

Free Carrying Case
with
this
Superb
Triple Silver Plattd
1

eatGer!\Vri to today*

Send your name and address and

retour250-pp. BanHCatalop. Buy direct
rom the manufacturer. Rock-bottom
*v
>rices on all kiniia of instruments
avments. Gonorous allowance for old

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.
Cincinnati. Ohio

Dept. 1573

Chicago,

III.

Our Lonesome Corner
Formed by Letters Sent Across
Look at the Growing List.

International Friendships

letter
you think Scout Jensen's
Editor of BOYS' LIFE is a

to the

DON'T

thing

to

print

right

at

the

Roscoe J. Abare, Mass.; Scotch Scouts.
M. Sanford Miller, III.; boys from Italy and
Greece.

Joseph

Mannix,

with

Maes.;

Patrol

English

good
Corner" news Leaders on Scoutcraft and signaling. with
beginning of the ""Lonesome
boys
Spencer Whwlou, N. Y. correspond
Of course you don't know who
this month?
love books.
read it but we're goClarence W. Dodson, 111.; foreign Scouts and
yet, for you haven't
here so you can read Scouts whose first name is "Clarence."
ing to put it right
Dick W. Abbott, Jr., N. Y. with Scouts in
some of you fellows
m
it, for it will show
England, Japan, Australia and Canada; also
how much fun one boy is having exchang- the South and West.
Scouts.
Fla.
how
foreign
and
Fred
M.
Carlson.
the world,
ing letters all around
John Miller, Wyo. Morse telegraphy and wiremuch he is finding out that he didn't know less.
Of course there are many boys
before.
who are enjoying this great opportunity
we
through BOYS' LIFE, but which of you,
It
would like to know, have such a string of
Boy
Well,
distant friends as Scout Jensen has?
is
the
This
way
here's his letter, written from his home in
a little city in New York state:
Pick out the name of a boy.
To BOYS' LIFE "Lonesome Corner":
Write a letter to him.

of them use the typewriter
be interesting for you to
make them your friends. Their names:
John Gross, 16 yrs.
Philip Espenhaim, 16

;

;

;

wish to tell you of the interesting letters I
receiving from Scouts in this country' an "
A former Scout, who now lives
foreign lands.
in Dawson, Canada, writes how gold is mined.
It was 26 degrees below zero at Dawson last
September. Moose and caribou meat is on the
bill
of fare at the restaurants as a regular
I

Can Do

eatable.

A

me who

Scout has written

lives

about

his
age-

We

the war and some pictures of
writes again.
New York City says that
cycle
troop takes trips on their bicycles to the

himself

A
his

of

when he

Scout of

New

York.
A first-class Scout who lives in Sweden says
in the world are made in
knives
best
that the
country near

home

his

city.

Scout has invited me to go
He is
camping with his troop next summer.
correspondent for the West Philadelphia Scout

A Pennsylvania

Nfivs.

A

ad-

abroad, five cents.

A German

some pictures

post

right

and we will forward it.
If your letter is to a boy in
North America or England, put
on a two-cent stamp. If it is
to go to any other country

a

factory and the
tells

the

dressed to the boy, in care of
Mail this to us
BOYS' LIFK.

shall probably visit an aeroplane
New York State Fish Hatcheries.
Scout writes to me in German, and
He is going to send me
the war news.

there.

with

envelope

name and

Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another,

hundred and ten miles from where I live, and
I expect to take a bicycle trip to a point about
half way between our home towns and meet

him

an

Address

am

Scout whose home is in New Mexico and
used to live in Mexico but was driven out

Gordon Meredith,
American Scouts.
F.rnest

A.

stamps.

Lawrence

111.

Fisk,

Iowa

overnight

;

Scouts,

foreign

;

North

and

foreign

;

Mass;

Lilley,

hikes

and

H.

Ga.

Howell.

;

athletics

and

field

meets.

exchange postcards.
Winfield Garvin, N. Y.
Charles E. Cole, Pa.; forestry, photography
;

and

electricity.

Israel

Elkin,

N.

Y.

western boys interested

;

and

it

will

Stephen Coblitz, 15 yrs.
Milton Bennett, 16 yrs.
Simon Glass, 12 yrs.
Hugo Sauer, 13 yrs.
John Kennedy, 12 yrs.

yrs.

Carl

Rice,

17

yrs.
yrs.

Frank Prince, 13
Jos.

Gillmartin, 14 yrs.

Robert Simons, 13

yrs.

THESE HAVE SENT LETTERS AND WILL BE
GLAD TO GET SOME
It

how

is

this

and pleasing to note
department has increased in size

interesting

We

since the last issue of BOYS' LIFE.
hope that it will be even larger by the
April issue. Get busy, boys, and see what
you can do about it. Here are the American boys who have sent letters through

our "Lonesome Corner," this month. Any
of them will be glad to hear from you:
Winfield Garvin, N. Y.
Robt. L. Godfrey, Wash.
Leo Dickson, 111.
Albert Roscow, Mass.
Geo. W. Mason, N. Y.
Ernest Noetzel. Ohio.
David Freudenheim, N.
Y.
Geo. M. Tomlinson, N.
Y.
Lloyd McNeely, Ind.
Carroll Fairo, Ky.
Fred A. Plummer, Me.
Lyle Biggin, Okla.
Spencer E Twist, N. J.
Russell Wilhelm, Ohio
W. Corydon Kahl, Mass.
Raymond Ransome, N.
Y.
Aliott G. Mills.

Conn.

Walter Johnson, Mo.
Leland S. Slater, N. Y.
Claude Fitch, Va.
Glenn Hinckiey, Ind.
Will

Seed,

Walter

F.

Mass.
Krebs,

A. E. Johnson,

Pa.

Utah

Edward W. Eames,

N.
Y.
Archie Smith, Jr.,
N. J.
Geo. H. Ostrander, N.
Y.
Brice Halliburton, Mo.
Earl Crane, Texas
Clark Nelson, 111.
Richard Boyd, N. C.
F. Leland Stowe, Conn.
S.

Harold Latham, Conn.
Norman W. Warburton,

Mass.
Smith. Mo.
Glen F. Hall, Mich.
J. K. Cushwa, Md.
Robert Thorn. Kas.
Benj. L. Webster, N. C. Walter Brown, N. Y.
Nelson Pierce, Wash.
Floyd Morgan, Wash.
Richard Crocker, Idaho Richard K. Chapman,

Vance

B.

Erickson,

Hugh

Mont.

David Schroeder, Md.

'

Charles

many

letters

;

Any

the Seas-

Iowa
Frank Grissinger, N. Y.
Donovan K
Bryant, Lawrence Jones, Texas

Harold S. Blizzard. 111.
Neb.
Eugene Hutson, 111.
Robert Ahl, Ohio; foreign boys interested m Lyle Smith, Idaho
Andrew
Stough, Ark.
111.
insects.
and
Ted
Weigand,
minerals, stamps
Moe Rafelson, N. Y.
Geo. C. Martin. Fla.
Ravaud Chapman, Ohio; French boys.
A.
Wis.
Chapman. Mo.
Philip
foreign
boys.
Ohio;
Craig,
Donald Baird,
Lloyd
Elmer Blackford, N. Y.
at Pedro Miguel, where there are locks of the
Norman York, Texus Canada, Cuba, Philip- Harold Bissell, N. Y.
Edward A. Simmons,
Panama Canal. He has lived in the Zone six pines, foreign countries.
Ben B. Campbell, Va.
Indian Earl L. Beem, 111.
Mich.
Ralph Brant, 111. geology, mineralogy,
William Edwards, Pa. Bertie Thompson, Fla.
Greetings to all Boy Scouts of America and relics.
HAROLD JENSEN.
Thomas, Wm. McCullpck, La.
E.
Raynold
foreign lands
Ralph Jack, Iowa; wireless and electricity.
Robt. E. Vining, Mass.
N. J.
sports and telegraphy.
Farris Roberts, Kas.
PICK YOUR BOY AND SUBJECT.
Vincent McCafferty, Pa.
Indian relics, foreign Rex Ramsey, Ark.
Aving Levine, N. Y.
Wis.
Albert
C.
Robinson,
Llewellyn Walker,
Well, now, here is a chance for you to Scouts.
Kas.
Ga.
boys, exchanging Harold Freeman, Ind.
foreign
E.
Joines,
Bob
esare
the
about
things
S.
you
Maine
Dale
correspond
Taylor, W. Va.
Chas. A. Gray,
postcards, etc.
The 'boys whose pictures,
Prescott C. Clarke. Mass.; stamps, correspond Alf M Perkins, Mass. Harold Moody, Iowa.
pecially interested in.
Va.
Ross
Wheat.
Clyde Harden. Ind.
names are below have told us just what with boys living in Maine.
W. Aldrich,
Francis
Jr., Augustus
Crump,
William J. Clench, Mass. collecting insects.
their hobbies or favorite pastimes are, and
Vt.
Alaska.
S.M.,
Ind.
Rufus Carter, Tenn. Scouts in
George L. Gridley, Jr.,
Scouts in American Isadore Genfan, Ohio
Melvin McBride, Del.
any one will be glad to hear from a boy
N. Y.
Glen Huffman. Ohio
who has similar interests. The names and and foreign lands.
Dwight Thornburg,
Harold" Diehm, Mich.; exchange stamps with Bob Merriam, Mich.
Ind.
subjects follow:
E.
Redenger,
Clyde
bovs in foreign lands.
religion,
DeWitt
Woodrum, III.
Mich
Conn.
politics,
FOREIGN
.1
Felden.
Harry
J. Talbot Harlan, Cal.
Mass.
Wm.
Whitlock,
sea
stories, Philippines, Hawaii,
sports,
Patrol
science,
with
Canada
Francis Rice,
correspond
111.
Ervin
S.
Mines,
M.
and
Ernest
Turkey.
Greece
Vaughn,
Leaders and Scoutmasters in America and Eng- Alaska Scotland,
Robert Bledsoe, Texas
M., Mass.
Lyman T. Branch, Wis. exchange postcards.
land.
A.
111.
Jacob
S.M.,
E.
King,
Louden,
Virgil
R. B. Chilton, Canada; correspond with boys
N. Y.
Julian H. Turner, Ga.
in Washington, D. C.
LETTERS.
Mass.
SCOUTS
R.
Wm.
BLIND
Mass.
Cole,
Jr.,
Dennison
Smith,
Gunner Johnson, Sweden exchange postcards,
Everett Pittsley, Mass.
Robin H. Wood, Ga.
etc.
Now, here's a chance for good Scouts to George Rogers, Ohio Frank Kinard. Ga.
AMERICAN
York
New
Mnss.
Horace
Turner, Miss.
In
M
Cole
nice.
Edwin
do
something mighty
amateur artists.
0. Roland Green, Vt.
Fred H. Maddox, Ga.
of blind C L. McCarty, 111.
Mass.
Edgar D. Dunning, N. Y. stamps, scouting, there is a troop composed entirely
Howe,
Russell Finger, N. J.
Henry
the picture of Edward Barce, Ind.
boys in British colonies.
.LeRoy C. Spear. Mass.
boys; you may remember
Macdonald Sill, N. Y. American and foreign them and the' article about their work Pattison Keith. N. Y. iHartwell Graner, Md.
boys interested in stamps.
-Aubrey W. Akin, Vt.
Felton, Cal.
which appeared in BOYS' LIFE in February, Mark
books.
J. Howard Krimmel, 111.
Ivan Forsten. Okla.
,George Titcomb, N. Y.
Scouts in England and 1914.
Eleven of these boys have sent in William A Free, Pa.
Kendall Toune, Cal.
Arthur Morris, Pa.
California.
S. Curtis Bird. N. J.
their names to the "Lonesome Corner" be- Geo P Hull, Pa.
in
interested
foreign
Bromley Wharton, Pa.;
Van Valkenburgh, F. X. Newman. N. Y.
cause they would like to have letters from J. D.
Wm. L. Kiser, Ind.
N Y
Boy Scout work.
names
the
of
one
out
Pick
aviation.
Sco'uts.
other
R. V. Ricketts, Texas;
Russell N. Carhart, N. Candler Campbell, N. C.
Dorsey Henderson. Ohio; hikes.
Y.
Lloyd Allen, N. Y.
write a good letter. It will be read
and
Lewis Clarke, 111. photography, especially deVa. Fred. Merehutt, N. J.
to him by his Scoutmaster, Mr. Grant H. Charles Williams,
Edw.
J. Thomas, N. Y.
veloping, and stamps.
be re-written for

who

The soil of New Mexico
by Mexican soldiers.
is very sandy and because of this his well is
339 feet deep.
A Second-class Scout of the Canal Zone lives

in trapping.

;

;

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

WANT

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Donald Olson,

Jr.,

Wash.

taxidermy, poultry, stamps.
Willis B. Parsons, Ohio;
ested in photography.

;

manual training,

foreign boys

inter-

Longenec'ker, and it may
in raised type so he can read

him
his

fingers.

The boys

24

will

it

with

answer such

NEW

"JOINERS"

Here are more additions

to our already

BOYS' LIFE

1915

March,

The Boy

Scouts'

25

Magazine

list of new members to our "Lonesome Corner"; write to any of them:

large

"Win. J. Crum, Ga.
FOREIGN
-John Wickens, England C. Arthur Robinson, Va
'Percy H. Bond, Eng- Gordon Lees, N. Y.
Edw. F. Evans, Pa.
land

Leonard Symons, Eng- Glenn L. Keidle, Iowa
Walter Leon Smith, N.
land
Y,
H. S. Ong, Federated
Charles Fariss, Ind.
Malay States
Charles R.

AMERICAN

Linfield

Robert Lemon, Kas.
Russell Coombs, S.
J.
M., Mass.
Everett Pittsley, Mass.
Charles Ellsworth, Wyo.
N. T.

Clifford Price,

Can Learn

to Play

Billiards at

Home!

Mich.

Vernon Lawing, N.

J.

William Adams, Pa.
Everett S. Turner,
Conn.
Louis E. Collins, Mo.

Mass.
Mass.

Cole.

Stiles,

Dennison Smith. Mass.
Donald B.-iird. Ohio
William Wiant, 111.
Peter J. Hoogerhyde,

You Everyone
This

is

C.

George Edwards,

Homer

111.

Tierney, Ind.

In the last issue of BOYS' LIFE mention
was made of a whole troop of English
boys who had sent letters to American
hoys through our "Lonesome Corner."

royal

game.

Brunswick

tables,

everybody's

Now, thanks

to

the real science of billiards can be

enjoyed

your home though

in

it

be a cottage. What better fun for
young or old? .The practice itself

the greatest home fun you
is
hoped that Amer- know. And you can easily afford
to
ican boys will take this opportunity
it on our exceptionally easy terms
write to some of them.
which are offered to you now.
Willie Hughes
Stephen Wilson

Here

the

is

It

list.

is

Harrison
John
thews

Martin
Joseph Byrne
H. D. A. Spooner
Arnold Watson

John

Mat-

Try

30 days.

it

Tom Nixon
Harold Proctor

Superb Brunswick

W. Thompson
OvER-THE-OcEAN CLUB.

Many British boys have sent letters to
boys in the United States, and it is hoped
that American boys who were fortunate
from across the
not delay sending good letters in

enough
sea, will

reader of BOYS' LIFE may pick
names from this list and write letters in
accordanace with the rules as stated above.
These boys will be delighted to have letters

Any

reply.

from you:

ENGLAND
David

Lewis

C.

Russell

W.

Herbert Simpson
Terence S. Harris

J.

Jones
Greene

Wilfred Squires
Reginald Jenkin
George Cross
Frank Risbee
Stephen Adkins

L. Tucker
H. Keabe
B. Samuels
Henry Peck
Harold Tindall
Norman Booth

W.

T.' Ballisat

Leonard Pitts
Bob Holloway
Arthur Tennan
Frank Edward Colton
Bernard Chadwell
Alan Rogers
James Henry Robert
Joseph F. Lowden
Ernest Lindon
Leonard C. Tudor
Edward Reader
Douglas Goldthorp

A.

Pinnell

J.

E. Hiscoe
Lorris Price

Hearnden
Rowland Williams
Edgar A. Elliott
Reginald

Edward Saunders
Duncan Wilson
Jack Banks
Stanley Popperdine

C.
.lark

Joseph Wain
Herbert Lawton
Joseph Tolley
Alan Goodfellow
Jack Parkes
Frank L. Smith

and

designs that harmonize with
home surroundings.
Men who are wizards at billiards Hoppe,
yet

sizes

Sutton, Inman perform their hardest shots on
these home styles.
all
Life, speed, accuracy
scientific playing qualities are attained.

"GRAND and BABYGRAND"
"GRAND"

The

made

"BABY GRAND"

and

are

and beautiful mahogany,
Have genuine Vermont slate bed,
richly inlaid.
Monarch cushions famed for lightning action
and fast imported billiard cloth.
superbly

of rare

J.

FREE

Outfit

you try any
Brunswick 30 days before you buy then pay
monthly as you play terms as low as 20 cents
lets

a day!

Hand-Tapered Cues, Rack, Markers,
Tips, Cue Clamps, Table Cover,
Chalk, Brush, expert rules on "How to Play,"
Balls,

Spirit

Level,

included complete, without extra cost.

etc., etc., all

Now get our famous
Home Magnet." that
Tables
full

actual

in

Sent

details.

billiard book, "Billiards
The
pictures all Brunswick Home
giies low factory prices and
FREE. Use the coupon while the

colors,

edition lasts.

13-H, 623-633 S.

me

Send

postpaid,

Hilling

(406.)

"Billiards

Wabash

Ave.. Chicago.

your

color-illustrated

free,

The Home Magnet"

with details of your SO-day

trial

offer.

Hutton

G. H. Birch, S.M.
A. F. Tapley
R. Vernon Owen
H. Bullock
Charles Robinson

Hampson

Our popular purchase plan

Oept.

Oxley

Hugh

A Year to Pay-Playing

The Brunswlck-Balke-Collender Co.

F. Oakeshott
Charles P. Sunderland

F. Dowdell

Granville

Built exactly like our famous regulation tables
for all games of Carom and Pocket Billiards

Walter

Albert Blackford
J.

Tables

Billiard

Bloom

Cecil

Hearnden

Cecil

Home

to receive letters

"BABY GRAND"
Combination Carom and Pocket Table

SCOTLAND
Alex B. Currie
Charlie

Bobsie Fraser

Smith

Make This
Summer One

IRELAXI)
Victor Jones

H.-rtor

Blemings

George H. Dawson

Henry J. Ellaway
David E. Edwards
Hansel Griffiths
Severus

BOYS'

Persson,

LIFE

as

\

Frank
J.

Corhin
Williams

1

to send

You and your

pals can have the bulliest summers any boys
ever had with an "Old Town Canoe."
Just one long sum-

mer of paddling,

Sweden,

follows:

"I

has

would

written to
like very

of boys have been sending magaand newspapers to other boys through the
Lonesome Corner Department of BOYS' LIFE,

zines

27.)

camping and exploring. You
or one like this

Town Canoe,"
9

Old Town 'War Canoe

Severus a good letter?

A number

(Concluded on paye

fishing, hunting,

can have a two-seated "Old

much to correspond with an American Scout
who can understand Swedish."
Who is the
first

Long Canoe Trip

\,

SOUTH WALES

No

other canoe

name

for free

is

so good or pretty, so easy to paddle or low-priced, as the "Old Town."
of canoe views.
4000 new canoes ready to ship. Dealers everywhere.

book

OLD TOWN CANOE

CO.,

493 Middle

Street,

99

Send your

Old Town, Maine, U.

S.

A.

Wonderful "Finds"
Boys and Others

Have Come Upon Rare

FRANK

By

L.

in

Stamps
Unusual Places

Issues In

GOES

About a week afterward he came in with history near where the subject is mena single yellow stamp carefully mounted. tioned.
Plymouth. The farm- He said, "I think you'll want to keep this
A STUNT FOR SCOUTS
house was filled with guests, and some of one." (Anachs, Peru No. 10.) Of course
A Scout official down in Harlan, Ky., has
the boys were sent to a neighbor's to sleep. I did, and we swapped very cheerfully.
His name is Will
Boylike, they rummaged in the attic, and But how that stamp got into a cheap gone me one better.
I am glad he is Ward Duffield, and he is the Commissioner
one of them found an old butcher's book packet no one knows.
there.
He writes to National Headfull of loose stamps and empty envelopes getting sharp eyes.
They help a lot.
and tied with fish line, shoved under the
quarters that he had started stamp collecTHE STAMP "ARK"
tions among his Boy Scouts in connection
A little inquiry showed it must
eaves.
A Scout" here has been making a with the study of geography, government,
have belonged to a boarder many years
collection.
I was really sur- etc.
Each boy is given a stain]) of a counago, as the letters were addressed to a "menagerie
person long lost sight of. These stamps prised to see the number of animals repre- try and he is expected to return it, towith
a
and divers have
gether

summer

went on
LAST
shore near

his

started
well

one

a boy friend of mine
vacation to the sea-

short

boy

toward a
complete

very

on

essay

the country from
which the stamp

United States
and the sale
and trade of the
duplicates has en-

comes, giving its
geographic posi-

to

area, geographic
features, popula-

set,

abled

him

tion,

compractically
plete his issues
to 1900. I bought
from him by exchange a beautiful pair of 5 cent orange
brown 1857. So you see youngsters can

tion,

PAID HER BOARD

young lady

WITH

A "FIND"

in Arizona, sent

from the

East for a lung trouble and with time to
burn, suddenly got an idea that some of
the old houses must have things to sell,
or perhaps china or furniture that had
come from the East as part of a '49 load.
Trip after trip proved her furniture collecting craze was a failure, but she found
in an old chest that at some time must
have belonged to an express rider or stage
driver, a coin bag practically full of the
'61, '67, and '69 issues, divided about half
between the first two and the "little square
fellows." I have a pair of 90 cent carmine
and black '69 from her find. And I might
add that I helped her sell the lot, and it
paid her board until she got ready to come
home. So the stamp man helped to save
a

life

that time.

A BIG Loss
have had a few lucky things happen
to me, and some that made me feel awIn 1903, through a change in
fully blue.
ownership, I had to clean up and consoli-

A

Stamp "Menagerie"

Notice the creatures shown on the lettercarriers above.
In the upper row, beginning fit tlte left,
ir,
tinre (1) a stamp frtitx a native state
of the Straits Srttlt'itiotlH. $rlun<if>r,

shows a Malay tiger.
stamp, showing the

(2)

A \illi

ivhich
l:u,u,,>

Malay stag, called
the Portuguese Colony
xltows the giraffe at dinnri-.
\t/ti*xn
From Australian" Ci>/u>ini"'rrdth, a
(4)
m/ft'iv
bird
railed
Kitkiihiirni."
(5)
Front rrvguay, showing one of the na"Roussa.

(3)

From

irhi<-l/

(!>'

I'Uttl,'.

In the lower row, left
North Borneo; right

side,

an elephant

side, a stamp of
with a simian
but can i//i ti'U
what kind o/-i/?i>/""'""'/. gorilla, or what?

of

Liberia,

He has gone so far as to get the
queer revenues from the Isle of Jersey
with the pretty cows and the Irish revenues for dog licenses, with a greyhound
on them. He has not mounted them with
date two offices.
In the safe, in a tin any alphabetical idea, but with an eye to
change box, I found among some old coins beauty, balance, and color. It is very inand other junk, an inverted center 1 cent teresting.
Our favorite Kookaburra on
Pan-American (Scott* 294), very badly the Australian Gd heads the first page.
trimmed, but genuine. On inquiry I found His album leaves are grey bristol board,
that it had been put on a letter that was perforated and bound with a leather covnot mailed, and cut off and kept as a er. He has the funniest running elephant
on the cover, done in burnt work. I alcuriosity.
"We had part of a sheet and used them," most offered to buy the book, but I
said the old bookkeeper.
(Worth $45.00 changed my mind and gave him a Peru
each now.)
The sheet or block had been No. 20 with its funny white llama in relief.
sent by a customer to pay a bill of a few Other "animal stamps" are shown in the
cents under a dollar.
That man needed illustrations on this page. Do you know
a deal of talking to.
His eyes were not of still others?
used to see with or his brain to think
Perhaps you have noted that flowers are
sented.

I

with.

This

i

it,
t s

resources

and government.
The boys are
of fun scouting around for the

find things even now.

A

bounding

describing

not so

common

as animals.

I

can't see

one reason why I say stamps why, unless it is that the animals are more
make bright wits, sharpen eyes, and help attractive to the collector or the engraver.
us to think quickly.
A little nephew of Not so long ago I advised a teacher in
mine wanted some revenue stamps, and I one of our schools to get stamps with porfound an envelope of a thousand varieties traits of such rulers and notables as were
some one had sold me in a collection. obtainable and mount them in her world's
is

26

having lots
information necessary for these essays.
One which was written by a boy under
thirteen was sent in by Mr. Duffield, and
I wonder how
it is a dandy.
many other
boys can do as well. All of you ought to
It would lie a good thing for you to
try.
tell your Scoutmaster about Mr. Duffield's
plan which is so popular.
I have had some interesting experiences
which have shown me how much sharper
some folks' eyes are than others. Scouts
who can see a bird in a tree or a bush
when other boys can't, and who can catch
semaphore letters signalled from far away,
understand how much you can make your
eyes do for you if you try.
An old friend of mine (well over fifty)
was walking by a store window in which
were playing cards of many kinds. His
first glance picked out two packs sealed
with iicrfnnitfil playing card revenue
stamps. Further investigation showed that
he had seen the only ones in some hundreds of packs.
Nothing wrong with his
eyes,

I

Now

guess.

me

you another story. I
same stamps down before a much younger man, alongside a reglet

tell

laid one of these

ular rouletted stamp, the other day, and
asked him two or three times what differences he saw.
The only difference, he
said, was that one "seemed darker than
He did not like it when I
the other."
told him he did not use his eyes to see
with, and acted as though he felt "sore"
when I further proved to him that the

were identical.
have seen another man look in vain
for the difference between the original and
the reprint 5c. 1847.
Another, who becolors
I

lieved himself to be a real stamp collector,
insisted that a genuine Samoa 5, which
he had nestled between two reprints, was

the only genuine he had.
It took nearly
an hour and all of his catalogues to show
him the little differences that mark the
genuine from reprints.
Eyes that were

no sharper than

his

would get stamp colBut this man's colfree
from fakes,

lectors into trouble.
lection is
unusually
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STAMPS
unless

c^l'f.'ii
:

I*,

i

in

t

column are ac
flu' n^provnl of an exKindly rt'imrt any un

advertisements for

:

[A o

slit in

satisffictoTy

tli '-it

i,

i

I'd.

iinttti'rx.

I-

si'i'ricc.

this

]

SETS
We

have over

from
For

different sets of stamps
all parts of the world for sale at lOc a set.
^01)

for complete 80-page list of sets,
etc.,

free.

Finest approval sheets, 50 per cent, commission.
\Ve publish the Standard TatalnRue.
listing
The 1915 edition Is now
every stamp ever issued.
Price $1.00 postpaid.
ready.

SCOTT STAMP & COIN CO.

Madison Avenue,

127

N. Y. City

Free Fine Animal Packet
including stamps bearing the following designs: Camel,
Lion.
Oxen, Tigers.
Horse.
Swan.
Tigeon,
Eagle.
Dragon, Mules, Springbok. Emu. Anteater. Parrot. KanSend 2c stamp (not coins) for postgaroo and Fish.
l!r
age.
stamp mails letter to England.
LIGHTBROWN'S STAMP CO.. Palmerslon Road. Soulhsea. Eng.

ALL

SPECIAL U.
War Revuinrs

Spanish

5

10

LOT

S.

lOc.

including

TI.

CO..

Ohio.

Cleveland.

iluent STAMPS, including U. 8.
til
Civil
War, Japan. Argentine,
etc.. large Piice List and sample New England
Finest
Stamp Mnnthly only 5c.
approval
sheets.
discoun t
SIX;/
.

NEW ENGLAND STAMP

73 Washington

APPROVALS at

Iftl
H w I

Premium
And an

^&
^^^^

MRS.

Ic ?"

new

Port. Col. to
extra one for each
Reference, please.

L.

4

Mass.

ad
t

s

,<"

i-

new customers
SOc

W. KELLOGG. West Hartford,
,-

ALL
FOR

CO.

Boston,

Bldg.,

purchase.

Ct., Depl. S.

100 varieties used stamps.
packet stamp hinges.
1 pocket stamp album.
1 set Venezuela. 2 varieties
1

lOc

Lake View Stamp Co., 520

ALL FOR

set Ecuador, 2 varieties.
10 varieties unused stamps.
Union Bldg., San Diego. Cal,
1

^

40 Different U. S.
8 Different Switzerland
30 Different Sweden
3 Orange River Colonies
10 Argentine

,

I

P R IC E
F R E !

S T S

FOREIGN

Week| y information about
tnat

best

i3

World.

stamp

">

>

all

Subscription

$1.00

per year. Trial. 25c. Philadelphia Stamp News. 1708 N. 18th Street. I'hila
Pa
Est. April 1. 1910.
5 medal awards.
Mention "BOVS LIFE" and receive a set of
stamps FREE
1

STAMP ALBUM

with 538 Genuine Stamps,
kind. Rhodesia. Congo (tiger). China (dragon),
I Tasmania
(landscape). Jamaica (waterfalls), etc
lOc.
100
diff.
Jap.. N. Zld.. etc.. 5c. Big list'
f
coupons,
fine

50 per cent.

To

etc..

mixed

FREE! \VE BUY STAMPS

20r.

:

1000 hnik'es 5c.

HUSSMAN STAMP

CO.

1000

Agents wanted
Louis

St.

Mo

BE PREPARED
classify your

Watermark

Pocket

50 different stamps

LIFE."

lOc.

Detector
if

you mention

Burt McCann.

Klrksvllle.

"POT'S
Missouri

HARD-TO-GET-STAMPS
are
LC.

and
S.

found in my not approval books at *&, 1 and
each.
Let me know to what troop you belong
receive a good stamp Free.
E.

Colman,

634

Keefer

PI..

Washington,

D.

C.

AFRICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN STAMPS
These attractive stamps are a good purchase and I
11
send fine selections on approval if you will send
your father's or Scoutmaster's name for reference
Premium to each new applicant.

FRED

S.

MARTIN

Box G 30

derstand our slang, though they have lots
of their own. Keep a copy of your letters
if you can.
A sheet of carbon and a hard
table make it easy.
Then you can tell
what you've written and what your Scout
friend is answering. I have just taken up
with the editor the question of some sort
of a stamp contest.
Watch for an announcement about it.

crackers, too. It comes ready
to use. Delicious and health
ful. At all good grocers'

BEECH-NUT PACKING CO.,

STAMPS
With
c.

LIBERTY STAMP

100

25c.

coins.

Greene, N. Y.

:

will

forward

his

from a boy

name

to

cent,

Buying

the

names

2c.

postage.

list

5c.
lOc.

lOc.

;

20 ditf.
Lists free.

lOc.

:

U.

of
5

Bim-

6

Foreign
uuy

We
S.

A.

specially for
Packet free to
Dept. B.

000
"*"

different Postage stamps only from all parts of
the world.
Fine specimens no trashy junk.
desirable stamps, choice sets and high values
listed up to SOc each.
Lot catalogs $35.
2000 Imported Hinges (25o) & 25 diff. scarce (only d>9 AC
Entire lot for price of packet.
J>.*iO
$2).
Guaranteed to satisfy or moneu refunded. Lists Free.
H. S.
STAMP CO.. Box 955. Storm Lake. It.

1

POWELL

STAMPS.

108 all different.
Transvaal. SerPeru. Cuha. Mexk-u. Trinidad
and album. lOc.
1000 Finely
20c.
65
different
Mixed,
U. S.. 25c.
1000
5c.
hinges.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent.
List Free.
I buy stamps.
Stegman. 5951 Cote Brilllante Ave.. SI. Louis. Mo.
Tia.

Brazil,

Java.

etc..

FRFF
D

in

inn j!1 different stamps from
" countries, free. Postage
Mention this paper. Large album.
15c.
If possible send names 2 collectors.
We buy stamps.

Paris, Tenn.. addressed to G. Misu, Japan.
No
name was signed to this letter, and if the boy
it

S.

for

cliff,

:

TOLEDO STAMP CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
HELWIGS STAMP NEWS is published

C.

who wrote

lOc.

and heads.

pictures
large tl.

stamps and coins.

etc.

will

all

con^tors and
30 Sweden.

tlvo

1U06

India, etc.
sheets enclose

''<-,

CO., I70A Tremont St.. Boston. Mass.

Bosnia pictures 1906.
inania

50

Many

25.)

and while we are always glad to have this exchange between the correspondents in this department, we cannot readdress these without extra postage.
The Post Office will not accept
printed matter which lias been redirected unless
is
We would suggest
postage
again attached.
that boys wait until they get the full addresses
of other boys before they send printed matter,
a letter

retiuest for our
fnr postage.

the Boy collector.
Get a free copy.
heginners.
Helwlgs. Hanover. Ontario,

Our Lonesome Corner

BOYS' LIFE has received

Caoajoha

racket from China. Victoria,

us,

- 1 '-

we

be glad to send his letter to the Japanese

boy.

REMARKABLE.
Henry: "I once knew a man who was
turned into wood."
John: "Nonsense!"

QUAKER STAMP

Toledo, Ohio

CO.,

China.
&c..
stamp dictionary
and list 3.000 bargains 2c.
Agents. 50 per
A. BULLARO & CO.. Sta. A9, Boston. Mass.
105.

cent.
/"<

I

Ul

A

If C \T

packet of stamps from Argentine.
Sweden. Chile. Jamaica, etc.. to applipostage and request-

V Ell

ins our

cants sending 2c

Brown

SPECIAL FOR FEBHenry: "Not at all. He was taken on RUARY, 15 var. King approvals.
Geo. stamps including 1 shilling
value. I2c. Aj.l aa ^4--v^% <""<-> West Somemlle.
and then he was aboard."
"Has
l^O.

a vessel,

stamps you need a Vest

FREE

as every
busy mother knows. BeechNut Peanut Butter makes delightful sandwiches. Fine with

it along.
Remember that you will
learn a lot by corresponding.
It' is well
worth while. Don't be afraid to write to
somfeone who can't write English.
It will
help you both if you have to get a first
letter translated.
After that you'll be trying to write in the other fellow's language.
Here's just a hin-t. Don't irse slang to
an English boy. Over there they don't un-

(Continued from paye

125
Collection of 510 Var.$l.
500
100 Varieties, unused 50c
40 Varieties Cut sq. Env.ISc
311 Mexico
2.1c
10 Civil War Rev. Long..lOc
4 Liberia
lOc
10 Telegraph ........... 15c
3 ChileU911-12-13)llp.
17 Var. N. Y. State Rev.ISc 1000 Hinges
6c
Entire 12 Specials as abov for $3.00.
.. Please state if
you do not desire approvals.
GEO. E. HAYNES
STAMP CO.. 613 Caxton Building, Cleveland. Ohio.

CT AMD MFIUO
i
A VI r llll
nr W
^
Jinilll
II U

require fre-

CHILDREN
quent lunches,

Just have a look at the Lonesome Corner list this month.
I hope you will try

Mich.

W E ST

L

UNITED STATES
Varieties inc. Rev... 50c
Mixed. Old & New..lOc

?:in help more by
helping them
by going to any outside society.
More than this, you know you'll be treated
right by a brother Scout. Tricks and the
other drawbacks of exchange with unknown collectors won't bother between

than

Detroit

WESTERN SCAMP COMPANY,
ALL BARGAlNS-Postage 2c. Extra L

and you

to help

:

CROWELL STAMP

It is

Scouts.

S.
Envelopes, cut square,
P. O. and War Depts.
10 Civil \Var Revenues.
Xew VorK State Itevennes.

FOR

Peanut Butter

Stamp Club a success, and no one seems
to be willing to take it in hand. You can
join an Exchange Club, or get exchanges
through the stamp papers, but it is better
for a Scout to help other Scouts through
the Lonesome Corner lists published in
BOYS' LIFE. There are Scouts everywhere
ready to exchange, correspond, and assist,

packets,

and monthly stamp paper

Beech-Nut

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
One Scout writes me asking about a
Scout Stamp Club.
I
feel that as you
grow older you will be better served by
joining the junior of London at a cost of
S. of this country,
a pity there is no Junior
society here, but it ta'kes time, money, and
lots of work to make a widely-spread

from Japan.

20 Varieties

27

Magazine

thanks to his boys and to the honesty of
the man he buys from.

for a dollar.

Commonwealth (kangaroo).
4 Australian
5 Unused Dominican Republic.
5 Unused Indo-China.
4 Unused Mexico
(Sonora issue).
Send

Scouts'

2/6 a year, or ihe A. P.

example:

albums,

The Boy

John: "That's

was

dumb

for

old.

years,

I

knew

a girl

who

OLamp

Mass.

" Iustrated Stamp Album.

SCO spaces. 250

B.

Dept.

and then gained
ATTENTION

speech in a minute."
Henry: "How did she manage that?"
John: "She went into a bicycle shop
and picked up a wheel and spoke!"

liook

!

liinges

WRIGHT.

210

ONI
Y ^OC.
2V
>J^X
1

1.

N.

K

up my

Clarksnn,

and 100

Tyndale

varieties.
St..

KCl
10
last

Jr.

difr
foreign:
difr
HmtSfll s
.

rnonth's

5c.

Masi.

Rosllndale,
40

T. S.
unusi d p russla
still
eood
Ridgewood, N. 1.
diff.
,

.

offer,

THE BOY'S COMPLAINT.
"'"" lv I'acket Stamps. Big Illustrated List,
Fre e
J 1 15
Coupon.
Sample Peel.,!,!,.
"Oh, no; there ain't any favorites in this Hinges. %,
Etc.. Etc.
For name and address 2 ac-ti-c
tamji Collectors & 2c postage.
U. T. K. Stamp Co..
family !" soliloquized Johnny. "Oh.no! If
I bite my fingernails, I catch it over
my
knuckles.
But if the baby eats his whole Trial membership in the GLOBE STAMP & CARD
CLUB and PHILATELIC FLASHES 6 months lOc
foot, they think it's cute."
VAN NESS CLARK. Y. M. C. A.. CHAMPAIGN. ILL.

FREE

-

-

The Boy
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Can You Get

BOY
SCOUTS
Panama
200

Are Going

Scouts'

Magazine
In

March,

or

Out?

Try

1915

It!

to

SAN FRANCISCO AND
!

BACK
8000MHES:5T?EEKS

for YOU!
TREMENDOUS outburst of

some trip
A

/\

enthusiasm
the

that

opened
In

its

fact,

delegates

greeted

news

the

Panama Canal Club had
doors to Boy Scouts.
so quickly are the troop
being selected that AR-

RANGEMENTS HAVE NOW
BEEN MADE TO TAKE 200
SCOUTS WITH US.
Three weeks on the water in a steamsailing from one side of

ship of our own,
the continent to
the Exposition;
back home in a

the other; five days at
a great sightseeing trip
that's the
special train
trip 300 Boy Scouts and Y. M. C. A.
on
next
The exare
July.
boys
going
penses of every boy will be paid.

// YOUR troop hasn't selected it*
delegate you stilt have a chdnce to go on

FREE OF EXPENSE.

this wonderful trip
Fill in the coupon below

and mail

today.

PANAMA CANAL CLUB
381 Fourth Avenue,

New York

City

Executive Committee, Boy Scouts' and
Y. M. C. A. Boys' Panama Party.
M. D. CRACKEL, Executive Secretary,
Y. M. C. A., Cleveland Chairman
IVAN P. FLOOD,
HARRY M. CLARKE
Scout Commissioner, Formerly State ReNewark, N. J.
ligious Work Secretaf y. Ohio.
J. A. VAN Dis,
Michigan Y. M. C. C. B. KERN, Boys'
A. State Secretary,
Secretary,
Detroit, Mich.
Dayton, Ohio.
E. M. ROBINSON,
CLARK H. HAC.ENMember, Executive BUCH, M. D., PhyBoard, Boy Scouts of sical Director, Y. M.
America, New York. C. A., Cleveland, O.

Work

F.

M.

GANNON, SECRETARY

PANAMA CANAL CLUB,

NEW

381

FOURTH AVE.,

YORK.

Let me know how I can represent my
on your Boy Scouts' and Y. M.
A. Boys' Panama Trip -without expense to me.
Very truly yours,
troot>

C.

Name
Street
City

Write here name of
Scout Master

Address

A.

/( was sent to BOYS' LIFE by Scout Arthur Koch, of Minthat is SOME PUZZLE.
or from any entrance
Start from the center "x" and get out
neapolis, Minn.
and reach the "x." You must follow o/x'u /xitlis mid }it cross
It can be done, but can
do it?
or jump any line.

MAZE

YOU

Our Double Page

Picture Stories

our double vent them from enjoying their scout work.
It
special Their camp is named Camp Chicadee.
An unusual one is that of Mt. was here that they had a special feed on
notice.
Rainier, "The Mountain that was God," February 13, as the final feature of their
The
which was sent to BOYS' LIFE by Mr. E. S. celebration of Anniversary Week.
Ingraham, Secretary of the Local Council troop is under the instruction of Scoutat Seattle, Wash. Last season Mr. Ingra- master Charles Hawken Blake.
Scouts who like machinery will be espeham spent some time in camp in the foothills of Mt. Rainier.
During this vacation cially interested in the picture of the "wind
several members of the party, among wagon," built by Scout Don M. Six in a
whom were representatives from two Scout machine shop in Logansport, Ind. The
troops of Seattle, succeeded in reaching machine is propelled by an aeroplane prothe summit of this mountain which towers peller fastened to the rear and is capable
The photo- of a speed of thirty miles an hour. Scout
to the height of 14,526 feet.
graph is an unusual one, showing, as it Six is .justly proud of his "wind wagon."
Just to the right of this picture you will
does, the summit poking through a bank of
notice a troop of Scouts doing an unusual
heavy clouds.
The smaller picture in the middle of the good turn. On one of their hikes these
page, showing a rabbit trail followed by Texas Scouts discovered a kid entangled
that of a fox, was taken during a winter in briars from which they carefully reouting at Mawayanda, N. J., by Mr. Fred- moved the unfortunate animal.
In the upper right-hand corner is a picerick K. Vreeland, the noted naturalist.
Mr. Vreeland and Scout Commissioner ture of the fine new headquarters recently
Gray, of Montclair, spent several days in built at Gates Mill, Ohio, by the Boy
This cabin will be
the winter camp in that section, accom- Scouts of Cleveland.
panied by Charles Chase, a First-Class made the objective point of many scout
scout, who was permitted to take this trip expeditions from Cleveland, and it is beas a reward for special merit in his scout lieved that it will add greatly to the interest and efficiency of the troops of this Ohio
work.
Another interesting winter picture shows city.
In the center of the page near the top Is
a patrol of Boy Scouts at International
Falls, Minn., on a winter hike through the a picture received from Muskogee, Okla.
big north woods of the Rainey river sec- It is of a Boy Scout camp, known as
tion.
These Scouts have a winter camp on "Camp Cornstalk Shoot," one of the feathe Rainey river which they frequently tures of which was special instruction in
visit.
The snow is often very deep in these archery by Cherokee Indians. The camp
big woods and temperatures of thirty or was in the Spavinaw Hills.
even forty degrees below zero are not unThe other pictures are fully described
common, but these hardy Minnesota boys by the captions which accompany them.
do not allow such considerations to preMore photos are wanted. See page 34.
of

SOME
page this

the

pictures

on

month are worthy of

March,

A
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Between a
and a Spider

Fight

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

Wasp

BY F. A. CROSBY
On a hunting trip in Lower California
last summer I was the interested spectator

Going Camping This Summer?

and death struggle between the
larnr wasp, Pompilus formos-us, called tarantula hawk, and a tarantula, our largest
to a life

In only four months your

summer camping

spider.

its

The great wasp, an inch and a half long,
deep blue of body, and -with brilliant scar-

$100.00.

wings, spied the ugly looking, black,
The tarantula
hairy spider in the path.
heard the buzzing of its approaching enemy's wings and prepared for battle, evidently realizing the futility of running.
Its only hope was in keeping its formidable and poisonous mandibles facing its
antagonist. The wasp knew this, and did
not care to take chances with a spider two
inches across.
It would alight within a
foot of the tarantula, buzz and jump
about, evidently trying to entice the spider
to do a certain thing; I could not tell what.
The tarantula would run at its enemy, who
would always keep a few inches away.
This kept up for about fifteen minutes,

trip.

will be preparing for
trip may cost your Scouts

Troop

The

let

when finally, tormented beyond control,
the spider jumped at the was]) instead of
running. With a motion too quick for the
eye, the tarantula hawk was upon the back
of its victim, and before he could recover
had stung him in such a way as to completely paralyze him, but probably not kill
In this way the tarantula
immediately.
would be preserved for some time as food
for the young wasps to be.
Scouts Display

WE WILL PAY THE EXPENSES OF YOUR
CAMPING TRIP
To twenty-six Troops we will, about June first, give
twenty-six cash prizes, including prizes of $100.00, $90.00,
$80.00, etc. This money will be in addition to their reguincome of $5.00
Finance
Plan.
Troop
lar troop

Referring to
Scoutmaster

this
at

to

$45.00 a month from our

regular troop income, E. R. Stagmer,

Towson, Maryland, writes:

"We now have a Camp Fund of $10.26 earned
through selling your publications. We have set our
aim for $60.00 by May first and I am sure we will
make

it.

"We

certainly appreciate your liberality
in a way repay you by our work.
are becoming very enthusiastic.

Weather

we can

Signals
In Detroit, Minnesota, the Boy Scouts
have undertaken to display from day to
day signal flags of the United States
weather Bureau. The flags are flown from
a flag-pole on the Public Library.
The
weather forecasts are received daily from
the Minnesota section of the United States
Weather Bureau.

and hope

The boys

"This is certainly a great opportunity for the Scoutmasters to secure a Camp Fund which to me 1ms
always been a problem and I recommend it most
heartily."

The

flags are changed daily during the
noon hour, and the people of Detroit are
beginning to depend on them for their
weather forecasts.
According to the
Weather Bureau Code a square blue flag
indicates rain or snow. The first time this
flag was displayed it brought a snowfall
of eighteen inches.
A square white flag
with a dark center indicates a cold wave.
Shortly after this flag was displayed the
thermometer in Detroit registered forty-

two degrees below zero.
The Boy Scouts of this Minnesota city
are in charge of Scoutmaster Walter D

YOUR TROOP

Before summer
can earn $60.00 more
and perhaps win the $100.00 Prize in addition.

TO SCOUTMASTERS ONLY
your Troop wants money for its camping trip or for
other
any
purpose, write for information about this steadyincome plan and our Camping Trip offer.
If

Bird.

Troop Finance Section

To

Help You Remember

Scout Commissioner Merritt Lamb, of
Muskegon, Mich., has composed a short bit
of poetry incorporating the twelve
points
of the Scout Law which may
help some
Scouts to remember this important part
of their Scout work. The
poem is as follows
Trusty Tommy was a Scout,
Loyal to his mother,
Helpful to the folks about,
Friendly to his brother
Courteous to a girl he knew,
:

Kind

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Time

Circus
So

is

Coming

is

a great circus story.

THE SCOUTS OF QUARRY
TROOP No. 1

Obedient to

to all his rabbits,
his father, too,
Cheerful in his habits;
Thrifty, saving for a 'need,

do a great stunt, in which an elephant figures.
It's "The Smoke Eaters" in a new adventure.
Don't miss it.

Brave, but not a faker,
Clean in thought and speech and deed.
Reverent to his Maker.

Send

IN
in

THE APRIL BOYS' LIFE
your

subscription

or

renewal

now.

The
BIRDS

NESTS

Oologist
EGGS TAXIDERMY

OOLOGIST

only magazine
devoted to these.
those making
collections, as its columns are filled with
All Boy Scouts should
exchange notices.
learn about the birds they see in their
tramps and camps in the woods. Subscription, only 50 cents per year, with a free exchange notice. Sample copy FREE. Address
is

the

America
THEpublished
indispensable
in

It

is

The Oologist

to

Lacon,

III.
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Light

New Motorcycle
New
Write for
The biggest

Catalog.

bicycle value
Read the wonderful new 1915 irnprovetnen ts.

Light

tine.

beauty, speed, easy riding and comfort. A perfect motorcycle type. All
sizes for men, boys, women.
Write today for new catalog..

Large.

lorcycle sad.civ Departure
-r

briike.

Long.

Special

Pay As You Ride

,

Write today.

tires.

Nothing

like this ever offered before. The New 1915 Arrow
a positive wonder for

1915 Features
Electric

Write today for our
special,

small

rock-bottom direct

offer.

amount down and we

Just a very

will ship you this
sensation-il 1915 Arrow. Start riding and enand
joying this bicycle wonder right away
pay for it while you ride. Write for full details.
1

Write Today

wonderful motorcycle type,1915 Arrow. Also
particulars of our special, rock-bottom direct
offer. No obligations. JustsendapostaUorfcry.
Street end California Avenue
flrrnut
Pn iqfh
TOW Purlo
Cycle l0D
1573
ept.

Chicago,

ill.

Delivered to You
on Approval and 30 days Trial

lid

MflUEY
mUNtl

butwritetodayforourbiK

llU
191 ji catalog of "Ranger"
Bicycles, Tires and Sundries at prices so low they u-iil
astonish you. Also particulars of our great new offer
to deliver you a Ranger Bicycle on one month's free
trial without a cent expense to you.
you can make money taking orders for bicycles,
I
tires, lamps, sundries, etc. from our big handsome catalog. It's free. It contains "combination offers"
for re-fitting your old bicycle like new at very low cost.
*
Also much useful bi'-yrle information. Send for it.

DAVC
DU w

LOW FACTORY PRICES j^t^you.Noone^secan
terms. You cannot afford to buy a bicycle, tires or sundries
withoutjiraf I earning what we can offer you. Write now.

MEAD CYCLE

Send

CO.,

Dept. A-17, CHICAGO, ILL.

for Booklet !

SOME CAR

!

The

Scouts'

Electric

+ARROW-

ever built.

The Boy

Boys !

Send.f or particulars today

Lad's Car

f<>r
P.onkM. telling how to build this
automobile.
Complete instructions and descriptions of
parts and sixes, illustrated with diagrams, blue print,
cuts made from photographs, and price list of parts.

Send 20c today

SPECIAL INDUCEMENT

to

first

boy in your town

Niagara Motor Car Corp'n, Dept.G,NiagaraFalls,N.Y-

Tools

and Cutlery
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Magazine
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Tfie officers of the lumber company voted a caril
of thanks to the Scouts for their help.

('\Knoxn.\LE, PA.
Troop 1 took a New Year's
New Year's Day from Mayor James
Mayor E. B. Jermyn, of Scranton, Pa.
Twenty Scouts relayed the message, which was
started at 9:30 A. M. and delivered at 11:4.-,
On the average the Scouts covered a mile in
The
.very ci^lit minutes of time consumed.
relay \\ a - arraimrd by Scoutmaster L. D. Palmer
and Assistant Scoutmaster Alfred Ganzemuller.

message on
Miirriii to

A winding stream
woods

the

Scout Frank Parater has
Rrrmroxn, VA
reported an interesting meeting held by his troop
on Jan. 9, the first anniversary of the or^ani/a

Morning

Early

Troop 31. The program consisted of announcements by Scout Executive W. J. B. Housnian and other scout officials, music, exhibition
of scout work, presentation of prizes, and retion of

of

scent

dew-

sunshine

sounds of
and you with your

drops- all the
Ilie wild places

musical

Mullins canoe

fascination!

CMJJJ.LIMS

OSKALOOSA, IA. On Jan. 1 the boys of
Troops 2 and 3 held a field meet in the Y. M.
Some of the events were:
C. A. gymnasium.
standing broad jump, high jump, relay races,
potato race, and a basketball game, which was
won by Troop 2. Reported by Scout Scribe
Theron E. Coffin.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.- On Dec. 28 and 29 the
Boy Scouts of this city had a basketball tournaTen troops were represented. The first
ment.
evening they all met and played each other.
The next evening the winners from the first day

CANOES

sr

met and more games were played. At last Troop
That same evening
14 defeated all the others.

workmanship.
The Mullins Canoe Catalog,
ins and
ashing.

is

yourt

are

sold

complete,

Wherever

canoes

interestfor the

you

a

will

is

H. Mullins Co.

World's larRpst manufacturers

of

and Wooden Boats.

Steel

held at the City Hall at

E. G. Burchtill.

FOWLER, IND. The Boy Scouts of this town
conducted a moving picture entertainment and
the $10 which they cleared was for the benefit of
This plan was suggested by their
the Belgians.

SALEM, OHIO

48 Franklin St.

Boy Scout Rally was

which a game was played between Troop 14 and
After a long struggle. Troop
an all-star team.
14 won a shield presented to the winners of the
The Scoutmaster of Troop 14
series of games.

find a iMuJlins.

TheW.

Scoutmaster, E. L. Wheeler.
The Boy Scouts recently gave
CAIRO, N. Y.
the play "The Boy Scouts" in the Masonic Hall
at

Cairo, and cleared a sum of $24
reports Scout Leland S. Slater.

WINCHESTER, VA. The Boy Scouts of this
town are organizing a new troop. They are also
putting up gymnasium apparatus, such as punching bags, boxing gloves, Indian clubs, dumb-

Go Camping!

bells,

supply the outfit if your Troop will
Wall tents, pouches,
do a little work.
axes, rnmijass watches, signal lamps, cook
kits, signal flat's, etc.. for one afternoon's
125 Troops have secured outfits.
work.
I'll

It
Just
give

Costs

get

your

me

his

Scoutmaster

H. L.

the

Troop

easy.

is

NEIDLINGER

180 N. Arlington Ave.,

East Orange, N. J,

n
CAMP WAUBUNO
D
>C
ooys oummer tamp Highlands O omano
i

Algonquin Provincial Park, Canada
Vncler

experienced

Camping, canoeing,
exploring,

sailing,

wilderness

life,

oversight.

swimming.
bungalow, tenting.
fishing,

Address GEORGE G. BROWER
State Model School, Trenton, N. J.

etc.

8,

recently

made

a

camping

trip

to

the

dam

at

The Scouts had a big time fishing,
Bayview.
Mr.
tracking and practicing other scout work.
Percy Mathews reports that Troop 11 has one of
in
the
the best first-aid teams
city.
Assistant
Scoutmaster
OHIO.
TOLEDO,
Harry W. Stark, of Troop 11, writes that the
basketball team of his troop challenges any scout
team in Ohio, Michigan or Indiana to a game of
basketball to be played on their own or on their
opponents

floor.

One of the biggest Scout
Brooklyn, was given on Janwhen the Thirteenth Regiment, Coast
was host to the Brooklyn Scouts. There

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
rallies ever held in

uary 22,

CAMP OXFORD

Artillery,

Seven miles from Poland SpringsMaine.
Land and water sports of every kind- Public OpinMountain climbing.
Deep-sea fishing.
ion Club.
Library and Reading Room.
Tutoring, if desired.
Athletic prizes.
Talks on Boy Problems. First aid
two months' summer vacato the injured, etc.
"I recomtinn full of delight and instruction.
mend Camp Oxford without reserve as a healthful.
happy, helpful summer place for boys." Bishop
E.H. Hughes. Booklet. Address A. F. Caldwell, A.M.
Green Castle. Indian a.
Oxford.

A

GOING CAMPING?

St.'JMffil

Watch for ft.
will be advertised here next month.
If interested, write for advance information.
Camp
Dr.
Frederic A. Wilson, 400
\\ymiee for Boys.
Manhattan Ave., New York City.

SCHOOL INFORMATION
Catalogs of all Boarding Schools
ln

TJ.

s

Expert

Advice

free.

(or

camps)

Want

Boy Scouts

for

American
or boys?
Maintained for all schools.
Schools' Association.
Write, 1050 Times Building, New
York, or 1550 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

girls

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning Bois' LIFE when answering advertisements

1,500 Scouts and 5,000 visitors in attendance. The features of the rally were demonstrations of Scout, work, an exhibition of coast
defense guns by the Artillery Corps, and music
by the Regiment band.
SOUTH EASTON. MASS. Scout Clyde Vitim,
Troop 1, reports that his troop is giving a series
of plays to raise money for a Scout building.
The first play of the series was given early in
December. The foundation for the new Scout
building has already been laid and the boys are
confident that they will soon have enough money
to complete the structure.
KENOSHA, Wis. A very encouraging report
of Scout progress has been received from AssistThe
ant Scoutmaster Clarence \V.
Dod_son.
Scouts have made such a favorable impression
in this city that regular Scout courses have been
started in the public schools in charge of Mr.
David O. R. Fogwell, Scout Commissioner.
ANNISTON, ALA. Reout Ernest Culberson has
sent a report of a trip his Troop took recently
The boys carried their equipto Weavers Cave.
ment in a trek cart which was pulled by hand.
BEAUMONT, TEX. The Boy Scouts recently
celebrated the third anniversary of the organizaThe celebration of Scout work in Beaumont.
tion was held at the Country Club und 150

were

attended.

E

of America.

Three piece

H

black enamel, cork

steel rod, with nickelplated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;

handled

E
E
E
E
~
~
E
E
~
E

75 feet hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel
hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
made to attach to Boy
pn

E
E
~
E

&n

E
E
E
~
E

Scout Haversack

Bamboo

Split

making a fly,

.

.

.

<f>faD"

with two tips,
bailor boat rod; quadrod,

ruple multiplying, nickel -plated
reel, sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot

E
~
E

'VA.
Scout Wm. D. Williams, of
reports a visit of his troop to the ship-

The boys boarded a
yards at Newport News.
number of steamers and saw the "PennsylScout
vania," which was launched in February.
Williams reports that two-thirds of the members
of Troop 8 have wireless stations in their homes.
The Scoutmaster's home is also equipped with
wireless apparatus.
WYLAM, ALA. The Boy Scouts of this section
of the country have an advantage over their
Northern brothers because they go camping in
the winter as well as in the summer.
Troop 1 1

and

write

to

rest

bands,

S
E

NORFOLK,

You Nothing

number

elastic

|

Scouts

Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,

and some

cents,

Let's

Boy

freshments.

n odeled and finished as to
gratify your every wish for beauty,
combining
grace and durability
t!ie lightness of the Indian Canoe
with the exquisite finish of expert
are

Built Especially for

|

E

E
55

double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in

E

neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired
in place of split Bamboo)
pO.UU

E.

~

*r AA

Either outfit sent postage

5

E

free.

ABBEY & IMBRIE

|

|

MakersofFishingTachletliat'sFit for Fishing"

E

18 Vesey Street,

E

New York

City

Established 1820
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The Boy

Who

Leads

any sport knows
that "3 in One" is
in

the best

oil for bi-

Makes

cycles.

run eassmoothly and

bearings
ily,

prevents wear
will not gum, dry
out or collect dust.
Cleans,
polishes
and prevents rust on all the metal surface.
on
Try
guns inside and out trigger, hammer,
barrel.
Also try on tools, roller skates, fishing
A little "3 in One" on
reels, etc.
base ball gloves makes them soft,
*

and

pliable

tDtf
rilLk

Write today for large free
sample bottle.
3

42 ELB.

lasting.

IN

ONE OIL COMPANY
New York

Broadway

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up your mind what
Say, Boys!
you are going to be? Shall it he a trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? How

fession,

would you like to hecome a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Encraving? It is a nice
clean business and a trade that pays pood salaries.
Address HOROLOGIfAL DEPABTMENT. Bradley
full

Polytechnic
I'articulars.

Institute,

Peoria,

111.,

asking

for
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Send for Copy of Our
New Wireless Manual J2

If

of interest for the
wireless
enthusiast.
should have a copy.

a

new

tractor,

And

in

lit" to have kept him going two
longer had not darkness driven him

packet

sent,

or

25

cents

for

meiiibpr*hip
assort-

ART STAMP LEAGUE
OF AMERICA, Inc.

Iceland to Have Railway

have a railway, its Congress having provided for a
line 62 miles long which will worm its way
between the glaciers and among the hot

Buy.

members are

stamp and the album and
ment of stamps.

to earth.

It Means Money Saved to You to Have Our
Manual and Our Catalog When You Want

addition,

free.
Membership costs but
Without any further charge members are given a very handsome Collectors' Album,
a special assortment
of the latest stamps, and members'
special stamp and certificate.
Join the League now.
Send us
your name and address, with ei'her
four cents in stamps for the sample

he

At

to join the

25c.

27 years old. He used thirty gallons of
in the flight, and had enough left
"
when

Connectors.
Switches,
Battery
Wireless
Telegraph
Instruments,
Ignition Supplies, Etc.
Ready about March I.

want

will

from time to time, special assortments

fuel

Battery
Gauges,

you

absolutely

is

fiours

ynu are already a Poster Stamp
collector,

Art Stamp League.
Funned to help
collectors,
the
League keeps you
supplied with all Hie latest stamps,
for a very nominal fee.
(The cost
is a fraction of the charge if you
write for each
individual
stamp. )

Cal., on January 15,
and when he descended
it
was found that had been flying eight
bours and 53 minutes.
That was longer
than any other American aviator ever remained in the air, so Lieut. Jones is the
holder of the new endurance record.
He
in

will contain over 2110 pa^es, with over
1,000 illustrations, Uesrriliing in plain, clear
language all almut Bells, Push Buttons,
Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys. Burglar and Fire Alarm
Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries, Motor
Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus,

last little Iceland is to

springs of the island.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
Park Place

17

Poster Stamp:
Six of the newest sent you for only two two-rent
stamps just to show you how wonderful these little works of art really are.

sky above San Diego,

It

ST.

'hese

In the Air Nearly Nine Hours
Lieut. Byron Q. Jones, of the U. S.
Army Aviation Corps, sailed up into the

Send for Our Pocket Catalog J26

to

Start Your Collection-

Everything

both
the
amateur and
professional user or exWorkperimenter.
able diagrams, arid
instructions together
with other features

1915

March,

Magazine

and

will be ready for deabout March 1st
livery
and will contain a complete list of standard upinstruto-date
wireless
ments and accessories for

interested

Scouts'

Everywhere

It

Everyone

The Boy

114 So. 5th Ave.

LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

1106 Pine St.

604 Mission St.

BRANDES

WIRELESS
RECEIVERS

The Oxyhydrogen Torch
After reading Mr. Crump's story "The
Boy Scout Smoke Eaters," which is concluded in this number of BOYS' LIFE,
the following statement, from a recent issue of the Scientific American, will be of

ENTS

especial interest:
"It is well known that the oxyacetylene
or oxyhydrogen torch is very useful in cutSuperior
ting up old structural iron work that has
to be removed in sections; for it provides
Complete, the easiest and quickest way of cutting
illustrated, through the material."

Our

Type, 2000
ohms,
a

s

The

$5.00. Single rec e

i

v e

r

only,

1000 ohms,
$1.65 each.

Send stamp for

C. BRANDES,
LIBERTY STREET

Remarkable
Jso

man

strength

can take
of

it

Larger, complete
case with battery
Postage

5c.

Wireless Sets on Bases
f

For
For

Receiving

Sending

$1.85

to

Duane

$10.85

and Receiving,. .$5.95 up
70c
85c

Nickeled double headboard
600 ohm Potentiometer
Remarkable Code Learning
Send stamp for Bulletin
23

American

publishes

a

His Life Saved by a

cleans the cavitj

and prevents decay
ply,

and save many

Dog

Mr. Robert Macdougall, a meteorologist
Ben Nevis Observatory, had a most
Inc.
exciting experience when climbing that
NEW YORK mountain, according to the Christian
Register. His only companion was a collie
Medical Coil dog, to whom, he says, he owes his life.
When maneuvering on a snow-slide
the full Cfjf%
*JUC.
about 1,000 feet above the halfway wayColl in Cl 9C
pl.O station, Mr. Macdougall lost his footing;

our new catalog.
9a

Scientific

photograph showing the work of one of
these torches in cutting up an old bridge
over the Rhine at Cologne.

GOc
Apparatus
"L" of remarkable values.
LODGE ELECT. SUPPLY CO.
and 106 Park Row. New York City.
St.

"THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER"
The big electrical Maeazino for those
who dabble in electricity aod Wireless.
Chuck full of expeiimcots. Intensely
Monthly prizes of S5.00 for
best experiments. Amateur Electrics,
wireless news. Complete Klectric Course
etc. 50 to lOOillustmtions. Only T>Oe a
On all
I/far in U S. and Canada.
News-stands. Send for freesample.
234 Fulton St., N. Y.
Electrical Experimenter
interesting.

Boys Are Making Money

at

SEE-RITE PENCIL POINTER
Hundreds
daily

of

thousands

in

The best pencil

use.

sharpener regardless of price.
Will
Will last fi>r months.
not break the lead, waste
the pencil or litter the floor.
Has adjustable razor steel
a
blade that shaves like
Be the first boy to
plane.
send a dime for one and

and, as the surface of the snow was glazed
and hard, he was soon being whirled down
a gully at an alarming pace, sometimes
head foremost, at others the reverse.
-"i agent's .i>.Tuijntiiient.
Wd'th 25e. to any pencil nipr.
It was at this juncture that the dog's SEARIGHTMFG.ro.. Dept. B. 45 E. Forl St., Detroit. Mich.
As soon as Mr. Maesagacity came in.
dougall began to slide, the .collie caught
his coat with his teeth, and greatly impeded the downward progress. The dog
"NEW BOOlt OF DESIGNS FREE
ultimately guided him to a place of safety,
after the twain had slid down on th
snow for nearly a thousand feet. Strang
JORTH ATTLEBOROMASS. BOX A-19
to say, neither observer nor dog was much
Genuin e
Remington
TypeBoys,
hurt; and the former, breaking open the
writers, $10.00 cost $97.50. guaranteed
door of the halfway hut, lit a fire. There
two years. Free, a course in speed typeSend for proposition. Agents
writing.
he was found by a search party, half
Wanted.
Harlrm
ExTypewriter
cli a n p.e.
asleep, with the dog watching over him.
Dept. B. L. No. 207 West
12,1th St.. New York City.
Wolves Get Back to Island*
*

MEDALS

GROUSE

Game wardens

have been stationed on

BOY SCOUT

CAMP

CO.

INDIAN

During their spare time selling our Isle
a game-preserve island in PLAYS
ENTERTAINMENTS
Your mother is a cus Lake Royale,
Specialties.
Superior, just to kill wolves. Some Everything needed for Outdoor and Indoor
tomer and every other housekeeper in
ago, says Recreation, it was thought
Affairs
NO MONEY RE- years
your neighborhood.
the wolves had been exterminated on the RECITATIONS * DRILLS * PANTOMIMES
QUIRED. Write at once to
Entertainment Material Headquarters
island, which is fifty miles from the mainCall or send for free catalogues.
land, and the only theory advanced for
Essex Rubber Company, Inc.
258 Broadway

New

York.

their devastations there last winter is that

AND

EDGAR

S.

WERNER &

(Dept. B), 43 East 19th Street

CO.

-

New York

March,
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the animals must have crossed on the ice
during the winter of 1911-12, when the
lake was frozen over the entire distance.
But. how could the wolves know there was
a game preserve 'way out there in Lake
Superior across all that ice?
Killed in the Mines

In the year 1913, 3,651 men were killed
and nearly 10,000 were injured in the
mines and quarries of the United States,
says a recent report of. the Bureau of
Mines. This means that nearly three and
one-half men were killed for every thousand employed. These employments, from
their nature, must always be hazardous,
but in Europe only one man per thousand
is killed in similar works. The government
and the mine owners are working to re-

Wouldn't you

like to shout

duce the ratio here.
Auto

(200,000.000 for

There are

in

Tit

round numbers 1,600,000
the country, and not less

automobiles in
than 600,000 new cars are scheduled for
manufacture in 1915. The cost of tires
alone used in 1914 probably exceeded
$200,000,000.

Scouts' Questions

Answered

NEW MODELS

BUILD

want you boys to build for me
the biggest, best and most original
models produced for any construction toy. I am willing to dig
I

any exception ever made to the rule
Q.
that no boy under twelve years old can become
Seovt T., Ore.
a Kcout?
Scout officials are instructed to enNo.
A.
force this regulation absolutely.
Is

Is there any special badge or insignia for
Q.
Scout M., Penn.
the Troop Scribe?
A.
Not at present. The mutter is being considered by the National Council's Committee on

Badges, Awards and Scout Requirements.
be a Scout when he
Scout O'B., Ark.
reaches the age of eighteen?
A.
Indeed, he does not.
Q.

Does a boy cease

to

the official Scout record for makScout L., Neb.
ing fire by friction?
A.
Thirty one seconds, made by Scout Frank
Reed, of Washington, D. C., on December 21,
Lower time than this has been reported,
1912.
but the contestants had not fully complied with
The conditions for this event
the conditions.
have been outlined as follows
Q.

What

is

deep into

make

to

my

THINK OF

PRIZES

pocket to pay you

a big

effort.

IT!

WORTH

BRAND NEW

300 PRIZES!
$3000

AUTO "ONE

Try hard for the Auto but if you don't
win that, there are 299 other prizes:
Motor Cycles, Bicycles, Camp Outfits,
Tents, Canoe, Camera, Skates,

It

costs nothing to enter contest.

Air

Rifles, $25, $15, $10, $7.50, $5.00
I want
$3. no Erector Sets, etc.
these models to use in showing other
boys what can be built.

and

:

(1)
socket,

The
and

THE REQUIREMENTS.
Scout must make his own bow,
fire

drills

of

native American ma-

terials.

(2) The tinder used is to be stuff gathered
by himself in this country.
(3) When he comes to make his record he
may prepare all his materials beforehand and
he may use a hole in the fire-plug that has
already been used, but he must not use any
chemicals or any bought substances to help,
nor may he gather for use the black powder of
a previous fire.
(4) Time is to be taken from the moment
he makes the first draw with the drill and ends
when flame bursts from the tinder. Thus he
may put the bow and the drill all in position
before the word "Go!"
(5) Time must be taken with a stop-watch
and the exploit must be witnessed by three witnesses, one of whom, at least, is a Scoutmaster,
or other commissioned officer of the Boy Scouts
'

of

(The Toy with Girders

You do not have

to

like

buy Erector

to

Structural Steel)

compete.

We

cannot

tell

the full story here.
Aak your toy dealer to-day for Free Folder.
a big, special folder full of pictures.
It gives
I have prepared
also
all details about the
auto, its name, specifications, etc.
illustrates and describee minutely all prizes.
If your toy dealer has no folders, write me his name and I will
He sells Erector in sets running from $1 to $25.
supply you.
There's an electric motor In all sets at $5 and over. Yours for a
A. C. GILBERT, President.
dandy good time,
;

THE MYSTO MFG.

CO., 268 Foote

St.,

THIS
BIG

NEW
FOLDER
'

^=^HH^^^^^^^^
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

America.

The competition is open only to registered
Scouts of the Boy Scouts of America.
Each new record that is made will be published in BOYS' LIFE.

Missing Boy

Found

BOYS' LIFE has received a letter from
Mr. W. A. Schell, of West Chester, Pa.,
which brings the information that his boy,
Robert Schell, about whose disappearance
a notice was printed in the February number of BOYS' LIFE, has returned to his
home.

BOYS
_

K&PAID W.10

carry tht laraeit clack of experimental electrical faedc In thewerld.oniarei^
US. Wh'
Kiven.
ahip in 24 hours. Send today

We

ASK YOUR FBI ENDS ABOUT

W

I.6OO - artic'n
d

FREE.

-gn
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The

Scouts'

Merit Badge of Art

(Continued from page

March,

Magazine

Longer Life To

1915

Shoes

14.)

and elementary and high school drawing
courses.

THE FIFTH REQUIREMENT

is "State the essenof the reproductive processes of etching,
half-tone engraving, color printing and lithog-

tials

raphy."
I do not think it is necessary for me to
write on the subjects of this requirement.
They are good topics for research and you
should be able to state clearly the essentials of the processes enumerated after
consulting books on these subjects which
may be secured from any good library.

THE SIXTH REQUIREMENT

Do You Want
THIS PONY?
Can You Supply

Do

Name?

To

Join the

is

a military

title.

Pony Club and Get

1,000 Votes, Clip the

Coupon

Set your brains to work and fill out the pony's name
right now. You are just as smart as the boys and
girls who win ponies every year in the Pony Club.
Clip the Coupon and send your name and address to
the Pony Man right away and get the Free Votes
and become one of the first members of the Pony
Club. The Pony Man will send you pony pictures
and tell you all about the other boys and girls who
have won Shetland ponies. It will take but a few
seconds to fill out the Coupon, and think what a

grand reward you

may

a

f

of

Black Shoes

Polishes,

Preserves

Russet "Oil Paste"
as

size box, each IOC.
Ask Your Dealer lor

Same

a model a wild flower, such as the Woodlily,
Black-eyed Susan, Golden-rod, or
Trillium.
is

"Present

a

either in "water-color or oil."

The drawing here called for is perhaps
the most difficult one of the set. It is recommended that water-color be used and
that the drawings measure not more than
It
six or eight inches the longest way.
may be made from a photograph, or a
sketch, which you have made of one of
your own camps, or it may be made from
imagination with the idea of using the
drawing as an illustration for some story.
All drawings submitted should be on
paper which measures 9 x 12 inches. They
should never be rolled, but packed flat between

stiff

There js a Difference in Polishes

A

Pocket Flashlight

cardboards.

Given With

Act quick.

get!

For all kinds
Blacks,

flower-

work from the object and use

camp scene

will be given
This pony
with cart and harness too
to some boy or girl who joins the Pony Club. Here
is a hint:- If you can't guess the missing letters yourself, perhaps you know some one who has been a

The name

this

THE SEVENTH REQUIREMENT

M-J-R

soldier.

"Paint

'
'

"Oil Paste" Polish

spray or leaf-spray in color."

the Missing

Letters in His

is

'

Timo ana Money Saver

BOYS LIFE
9

Pony Man, Farm and

me
of

Fireside

Springfield, Ohio
I think the pony's name is
his picture and give mo 1,000 Votes, also

Membership

Pony, so please

in
tell

Send
a.

Helpful Hints for Scout

Certificate

Photographers

your Pony Club. I want a Shetland
how to get one without spending

a cent.

LIFE

Name_
State_

SCOUTING

Hey,
Scouts!
This for

^DANIEL
BOONE

all

of You!

EVERETT T.TOMLINSON

A Rare

Bargain

Mr. Tomlinson's Great Scout Book
both for
and Boys' Life for a year
the price of the book alone.
Thus:
"Scouting with Daniel Boone." Price.
"Boys' Life" for one year
Total

..

.$1.20
1.00

$2.20

OUR PRICE TO YOU] $ 1 .20
A:
FOR BOTH
.]
.

.

.

(YOU SAVE $1.00)
your subscription is paid up for 1915, we'll
anuther year to your subscription or eend
BOYS' LIFE one year to some friend.
If
arid

recently has received so
requests for information in regard to the pictures of scout activities,
published on the double-page and in other
parts of the magazine, that it is believed
that a statement in regard to the kind of
pictures needed will be of help to Scouts
who contemplate sending pictures for use
in the official magazine.
As a general rule, ordinary posed or
group pictures cannot be used. So many
pictures of this kind have been received
that it has been necessary to make a rule
that they will not be published unless
there is some special reason for it. This
rule has been made in order that BOYS'
LIFE may be fair to all of the Scouts in
the country who are submitting photo-

BOYS'
many

It was made, also, because it is
graphs.
believed that such pictures have no great
interest for any Scouts other than those

whose pictures appear

in

As

far as possible the policy of
BOYS' LIFE will make an effort to obtain
pictures illustrating some special subject
in order to make a double page of pictures,
all of which can be grouped under one general title. Just now "funny fotos" are being
collected.
Photographs of troop or patrol
mascots are also desired.

Scouts should reIn sending
member that photographs must be quite
clear and distinct in order to reproduce
effectively, inasmuch as a great deal of dein pictures

so convenient.
Take up no room in you
pocket, yet throw a bright light at night o
in a dark room.
Heavily nickel-plated ove
brass. Tungsten battery, guaranteed to
400 per cent, longer service than any othe
similar flashlight battery made.
2H v
Madza lamp, 3x1 ',x% inches. Slide ?
tact button.
Send to-day and get this fl
BOTH
light and Boys' Life one year.
$1.00.

The supply

promptly.

such groups.

The main thing to bear in mind is that
unique and unusual pictures are most desired.

Vest-pocket Flashlight for One SubscripAlmost
Boys' Life at One Dollar.
everyone is carrying one of these they're

tion to

is

limited.

200 5th Are.,

New

Send

0-

York.

USE THIS ORDER BLANKBOYS' LIFE. The Boy
200 Fifth Avenue.

You may send
for

Name
Address

Srouts' Magazine,
York.

New

Boys' Life, one year,

which

I enclose

beginning

ONB DOLLAR.

1915

March,
t;iil

and

ing

;i

BOYS' LIFE

ok-iirness of outline is lost in
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mak-

BOYS' LIFE several
months ago, no pay is made for pictures
used in the magazine unless a reques
is made.
BOYS' LIFE, however, is willing
to pay for accepted pictures at the rat
of !jil each for those used on the doulik
page and 25 cents each for those used
other parts of the magazine.
In submit
ting photographs Scouts or scout official
should designate whether or not they ex
pect remuneration.
great many pictures, which cannot be
used in the magazine, are sent to the file,
of the Boy Scouts of America for refer
ence. National Headquarters is constantl}
receiving requests for photographs of scou
activities from all parts of the country
and it is always desirable to have a gooc
supply on hand. For that reason anyom
sending in pictures should state whether
or not they desire to have them returnee
after they have been considered for use
Whenever the request is made pictures wil
be gladly returned to their owners.
in

Again

I

Say :

"Good News, Scouts!"
THE
Don't miss this chance to go to camp.
HOUSEwill give you the transportation on
any railroad
or steamship line.
Other fellows who read our announcement in February BOYS' LIFE are already busy
making plans to get to camp without expense. How

WIFE

A

about you?

HAPPY DAYS

!

WE WILL PAY YOUR TRANSPORTATION
One
whole
can

scout or a
take advantage of our offer in fact
troop
working out our plan it has been found that a troop by cooperating has done many times as much as the same number of scouts
could do if they were operating singly.
In fact, a troop working
together can soon get transportation for itself to any
camp anywhere
\\e want every Scoutmaster to write to us for our
This is not a
plan.
in

8 "'

and to preloss, every picture sent to Nationa
Headquarters should be plainly market
identification purposes,

with the

name

SlnUes'oTmS.'inousand's'Tn'Iile's

*"*>**"

OUR SPECIAL OFFERS
NEW
The

For one
subscription to
Housewife at 50 cents a year, we will
five
give
1-mile National Mileage
Coupons.
For two
subscriptions to
The Housewife at 50 cents a year

of the sender, his address

A

scout rank and troop.
brie)
description of the picture will often prove
his

CAMP

IN

The days in camp are the happiest in a scout's life. Think of the
fun you can have that week or two ill the woods
"
How
"roughing it
extra fit you are when you come back, what
good times you have to
look back on. Want to go to
camp? Of course you do
Or do you
want to take a tnjj somewhere.this Spring or Summer?
Well

vent

and

Magazine

half-tone plate.

As was announced

For

Scouts'

each, \ve will give twelve 1-mile
tion Mileage Coupons.

A

great many readers have written that
they enjoy the pictures of scout activities
more than any other feature of the magazine.
BOYS' LIFE appreciates the excellent
co-operation of Scouts and scout officials
whose generosity and thoughtfulness have

NEW

For five or more
subscriptions to The Housewife at 50 cents
a year fiu-h. we will give at the rate
of seven miles for each subscription.

NEW

helpful.

*>u "*

For five NEW subscriptions t<>
The Housewife at 50 cents a year
each, we will give thirty-five 1-mile

Na-

National Mileage Coupons.

Just Like

GIVE

Riding

on a

made

possible this interesting department
the magazine.
It is hoped that the
picture section will be improved, and possibly extended.
Any assistance that the

Pass

of

of BOYS' LIFE ran give in making
even a greater success than it
has been, will be most heartily appreciated.
rr.-iders

this feature

The

Greatest
the

Machine

in

World

(Continued from j>aye

17.)

The want of breath which immediately
precedes the coming of second wind is due
to stretching or, as doctors say, dilatation

of the heart muscle.
early in those with

This point

is

reached

hearts, and
maybe second wind fails to come at all.
In that case, the dilatation remains for
days or weeks, or forever, and the victim
suffers permanent shortness of breath,
palpitation, throbbing in the throat, weakness,
to
do
either mental or physical
inability
work for any time, and general poor
health.
So you see why it is that wellmeaning physical directors and medical
advisers often oppose physical contests
like football and track meets for
young
fellows who have not gone through a
regular course of training in
preparation for
the strain to which their hearts will lie
subjected. If a man has not carefully developed a good limit of reserve muscle

damaged

in his little ten-ounce engine, he has
no right to injure the engine with any
sudden strain.
"Training," then, is simply a gradual development of the heart muscle by exercise,
especially the muscle of the right side of
the heart, which pumps the blood
through
the lungs.
An athlete must have a large

THE ADPORTERCOfllSUSHERS'NtWYORK.

Every woman will subscribe
for The Housewife.
Established
over thirty years.
Greatest magazine for women published at
50
cents
a year.
Interesting
Serial
and
Short
Stories
by
famous authors, beautifully illustrated. New Fashions. Needlework. Cookery, and care ot'cliildren. Mother Hints and Helps.

Scud for

a

i> . II DriAr> no OTPAM
RAILROAD OR STEAM
BOAT TRANSPORTATION
MV\WI_IC-DC- WITHOUT
AI/ITIJ/-HTT C-VOT-MOCANYWHERE
EXPENSE

sample copy, Booklet "Free Fare Anywhere" and a

Address Scout

Camp

Dept.,

THE HOUSEWIFE,

lo-filile Certificate free.

30 Irving Place,

New York

GIVEN TO SCOUTS!
!

s

power

SCOUT
AXE
POLISH

This

Scout Axe

sheath

with

All
for two hours' work.
you have to do is sell (:-iO)
POLISH
of WI.\O.\AII SIIOK

ten cents each -when sold, .st-nd
the three dollars to us and we will
send you the Official Plumb Bu\ Smut
Axe. Write us to-day and wr \\ill M'li

you the
charges

WINONAH SHOE POLISH

paid.

\YI\ONAH SHOE

the best Shoe Polish made and sells all over the wnrld
for ten cents. Write us to-day, give the name of your Scout-Mash
and troop number.
is

i

WINONAH PRODUCTS COMPANY

heart.

Master McGrath, a famous greyhound,
and Eclipse, a race-horse, both famous for

FIRST-CLASS

1967

LAVEER STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

all
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endurance

Get Ready for the Song Birds
Including 3-Hole

Give Our Song Birds Food

Entrance

and Shelter
Enlist for the protection of our native song
and insect-eating birds. A few bird houses
erected on your place will invite the birds
to stop on your premises. Proper food will
keep them there

'round

ALL-IN-ONF
/ RiDGEWOOD IMPROVED ^

to

pro-

tect

your trees,
shrubs and gar-

HOUSE

BIRD

year

the

all

den.

artistic: attracts Blue Birds.
Chickadees. Wrens. Woodpeckers, etc.
Has metal
Can be hung anywhere.
Is self-cleansquirrel-proof opening.
and green.
Stained
brown
ing.

Very

Order

Birds need sheland food now.

ter

Order several of
the beautiful bird
suet baskets.

direct.

houses shown here and a few
All shipment charges prepaid.
not satisfied. Address

CHARLES
Who

E.

believes in befriending the

Money back

White's Suet Basket

if

Pat. April 7, 1914
Get some of these bask
and keep the song birds
home.
Are strongly made of Brown
Japanned Metal. Back curved to fit

WHITE

any tree or

Wild Birds

KENILWORTH,

in

parks,

speed,

had very

victim "broken-winded."
In the July, 1914, issue of BOYS' LIFE
we told of an experiment in which, by a
knack of breathing, you can hold your
breath for a minute or a minute and a
half.
Now, that would be impossible if
the heart muscle were not normal.
One of the simplest and most reliable
tests of the efficiency of the heart muscle
is the measurement of the
length of time
you can hold your breath. If the heart is
right, the average person can hold his
breath 35 to 40 seconds by the watch. If
the heart is weak, if the muscle is not up
to standard, if tobacco has been
getting in
its destructive work, the breath cannot be
held so long. A person "in training" finds
it
easy to hold his breath 40 or more seconds, while a person who has a deficient
heart muscle may not be able to hold his
breath more than 20 or 25 seconds.
Any young person who enters athletics

should submit to a physical examination
three or four times a year.
There is a
limit of endurance beyond which it is unsafe to drive the heart, and only a
competent physician or physical instructor knows
what this limit may be in individual cases.

etc.

grounds,

private

than

hearts.
Good training developed
their hearts for them. An untrained heart
is likely to fail in a severe test,
leaving the

large

"Suet
Howe's
Crescent
Shaped
Price 25c
Grain" Cake n[s basket.
Order with basket.
per cake.

our friends and neighbors

Box 45-C

Used

post.

links.

golf

rather

1915

ILLS.

Great Panama Exposition
Is

SCOUTMASTERS, ATTENTION!

Open

Winter Work for Your Boys
suburban or country towns. Send us the names and addresses of the
two most deserving boys of your troop and we will send them full details of
the contest, which means 2O'/r commission with the chance of winning $250.00
in cash prizes for meritorious work. The character of work called for will
develop your boys along the right lines and give them a good business experience. Address
living in

STOKES SEED FARMS COMPANY,

Moor

T w% ERSEr
B

c<"

E

One

of the

Great

Buililinrts

the Horticultural

Palace.

If

WORKER

BOY

or a LIVE
Among Boys You'll Want
DAN BEARD'S New Book. Just Published

You're a LIVE

" A RE you

going to the Panama Expoyear?" This is a question which thousands of people are asking
each other. Of course, every boy is interested in this big fair which celebrates one
of the most momentous events of modern

IX

Sriclters

"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"

Shacks and
Shanties

With more than 300 illustrations by the Author
to many requests from Boy Scouts themselves and

In answer

times, the opening of the Panama Canal.
It is the significance of this event that
makes the celebration in San Francisco a
matter of pride to every American citizen,
for it was American efficiency and energy
that made possible the building of the

others interested in the movement, Mr. Beard, the greatest auBoys will
thority on hoys' interests has prepared his new book.
find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters on their hikes or encampments. It contains easily
workable directions accompanied by very full illustrations for
over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most
primitive shelter to the fully equipped log cabin.

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY
"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES" Price
BOYS LIFE for one year
Boy Scouts of America, 200 Fifth Avenue,

sition this

By

great waterway.
The buildings and grounds are probably
the most remarkable ever constructed for
New York
The site is near the
exhibition purposes.
sea, facing the famous Golden Gates.
The exhibits of foreign nations will be
Learn tn letter Price Tickets and Show
It is easy to do RAPID ('LEAN-CUT
Cards.
Of the nations
LETTERING with our improved Lettering complete and attractive.
MAXY STUDENTS ARE ENABLED TO CONTINUE THEIR STUDIES THROUGH THK COMI'EXSA- which planned before the war to particiPens
FOR
THE
BY
PRICE
TICKETS
AND
SHOW
SMALLER
LETTERING
CARDS.
RECEIVED
5IKKCHANT.
TION
OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL HOURS. Practical lettering outfit consisting of 3 Marking and 3 Shading Pens, 2 pate in the celebration, not one has with-

....

$1.25
i.oo

1
)

D. C.

Bolhfor

Beard

$1.25

A PROFITABLE VOCATION
colors of Lettering Ink, sample

Show Card

in colors, instructions, figures

and alphabets.

drawn.

Prepaid $1.00.

PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM OF COMMERCIAL PEN LETTERING AND DESIGNS,
8 x

II,

containing

100 PAGES
122 plates of Commercial Pen alphabets, finished Show Cards in colors,
etc., also large list of crisp business Advertising Phrases
a complete instructor for the Marking and Shading

Pen.

Catalogue

free.

Prepaid. $1.00.

NEWTON AUTOMATIC SHADING PEN

CO.,

Hke
bait with

Imn.u-rv wolves
any season, if you

Magic-Fish-Lure.

Best

ever discovered. Keeps you busy
out. Write to-day and get a
box to help introduce it. Agents wanted.
J. F. Greeory, Dept. 46 St. Louis, Mo
fish bait

pulling them

Dept.

N

PONTIAC, MICH.,

U.S. A

School Room of
Dialogues, Speakers,

for Parlor,

PLAYS
Drill*, etc.

T.

s.

Stage,

Comtc

Monologues,

Mlnatrela,

Jokes, Operett.Moaleal Pleeea,

Recitations, Tableaux* UBmeA,
Suitable for all ages.
Catalogue free.

1H.M-.ON

A

Co., IH-I.U

18,

CHICAGO,

1LJ.

To boys, one of the most interesting
features of the exposition is the program
of sports.
This program will continue
during the whole of the fair and will surpass in variety of events and in number
of entries any Olympic games ever held.
For these games a special track has been
constructed which is said to be the most
nearly perfect track ever built in this
country. A feature is a 440-yard straightaway, the only one in America.
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Lefty's

Climb

to
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Happiness

(Continued from page

6.)

Thus it was that
superintendent's office.
when the boy awoke at eight o'clock the
following morning he found himself in
strange, but bright and airy, quarters,
whose large windows overlooked Roaring
Fork Creek and the power plant. The
storm had given way to bright cheering
sunshine.
The boy rubbed his eyes and looked
looked straight at Gold Dust.
"Why, why !" he exclaimed. "Where
where are we?"
And Gold Dust, as if he had played a
splendid joke on his little master, capered
about arid uttered a series of happy,
snappy barks.
"Well, how's our trouble man?" interrupted a cheering voice from behind, and,
turning about, Lefty looked into the genial
face of Superintendent Brown of the
power plant, who related to him much of
what had happened since the accident at

A

wonderful
a

e

dreamed of

*ne price..

standard

modS

of

Ur

".led

action saved us many dollars, my boy," concluded the superintend"As it was, Denver was cut off only
ent.
That was a brave climb
thirty minutes.
you made up that test pole. Now, I've
been talking with Miller about you and he
to ansays you're just the fellow. I need

"Your prompt

on our telephone lines. And I
you can do the regular work, so
I'm going to pay you a regular salary
twenty dollars a month and your board.
Besides, you can finish learning telegraphy
and go to school. From now on you're
Well I must run out.
going to be
Some one else will tell you the rest."
And no sooner had the big man stepped

at

Three models

1"ty-three
era te.
Bnil
who knows a "

the test pole.

swer

Vou

quality

,

never

"Tripletread"

"Sturdy Stud"
,

"Success

,

A*k your dealer
show y ou

to

calls

believe

out than a gentle faced woman took his
wife.
She
superintendent's
place the
walked to Lefty's bedside and took his

one hand in hers.
"You're going to be our boy now," she
smiled sweetly.
"And Gold 'Dust c'n he stay, too?"
"Yes, dear; Gold Dust may stay, too,"
and Gold Dust, as if he had heard and approved the whole .jolly plan, gave it his
hearty sanction by placing his forepaws on
the bed and barking gleefully.
Out at the power house falls the rushing
water splashed, flashed and sparkled in the
joyous spring sunlight, and with the new
born spring had come to Lefty one great,
glorious thing HAPPINESS.

[NSYLVANIA RUBBER co.
Jeannette

Pennsylvania

STURDYSTUD

PENNSYLVANIA
VACUUM CUP MOTORCYCLE TIRES

tCfDlOOff'

Automobile construction throughout. Extra strong; permanently oilproof effectively anti-skid. They
have proved that motorcycle service
;

requires real automobile
calibre in the tires.

MOTORCYCLE TIRES
A

new popular

ant quality.
of
quality
cyclist

priced tire of abundhave put more real
the kind the motor-

We

wants and needs

into

these tires than has ever
before been offered at the
prices of ordinary tires.

Guaranteed
5.OOO miles
and average
twice that
distance

Guaranteed
4.OOO miles

f

Sold
Direct to

Dealers

Hicks, Accidental Detective
(Continued from page 4.)
He must have been
squarer fellow.
crazy to try such a stunt."
But even while Brewster was speaking
there was a disturbance at the edge of the
a

group and Torpington, his dark face pale,
pushed his way through the collegians. He
had almost reached the doorway when
Doc Chalmers and Hickey barred his way.
"Let me in, fellows," he shouted. "I
must see him."
"Don't old man," begged Doc, holding
the quivering Torp. "You couldn't do any
good I guess no one can, not even the
doctor! A fall to the concrete from that
height will be
For a few

Of

the

shaken

Torp

paced up and down wildly, clenching his
hands in some great emotion; finally, the
terrible suspense seemed to break him
completely, and he faced the little group.
"It was
Hefty !" he gasped, "why won't

bF 7!
now

Boy Scouts
More starting
Send name

WITH A RED DEVIL GLASS CUTTER

know.

earn plenty more.

no
sold.

money

till

all

kinds of glass novelties
nil
inktrays,
l.nnpshades,
aquariums,
stands, toy houses, etc.) and experi-

Making
i

mental work.
expert

are

Your

We

send
alao
12 Demonstrating

Any

glass cutters are used by
glass workers.
tool chest is incomplete without

"Red Devil"

Send

Scout
that could not earn $10
a week In spare time
Casters
Gliding
selling
could not sell bread in
a famine.
Deik II,
S. MFG. CO.,
20 Warren Street. N. Y.
Sets.

No.

LOTS OF FUN

daily-

of
your
Scoutmaster to PROVE
you are a Boy Scout and
we will send you 36
Seta Gliding Casters. Sell
set
and earn
lOc.
at
in a few hours.
$2. 34
Sell more if you like and

FREE

fatal!"

seconds

MONEY
07

one.

Boy

For
ling

cents in stamps to cover handand mailing, we will send you one.

six'

ll'rite

for free booklet of 40 styles.

SMITH & HEMENWAY
168

Chambers

St.,

CO., Inc.

New York

City
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Sound Body and a Keen Mind

Shredded Wheat
wind.
the
and
Skating, snowshoeing, coasting, sleighing
forests.
cold tramp home through the bare, still
WHEAT. It
These are the days for
fills the body with vigor and warmth, the muscles
with strength and endurance.

Snow and

ice

and long days spent

in the biting

SHREDDED

Not only

is

SHREDDED WHEAT

delicious to eat, but
athletic, active boy.

it is

at

all

times

also the perfect food for the

Stores the muscles with strength without overburdening the body; ready-cooked, easy to serve.

When

your outing trips, see to it that
has its place on your list. It is the
ideal food fot the Boy Scouts outfit.
provisioning

for

SHREDDED WHEAT
"There

is

health

and vigor

in

every shred."

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

BOYS ATTENTION. A BUSHEL OF FUN
For ten cents in coin we will send you prepaid,
2.
Aerial railway
Directions for making a kite.
It climbs the kite-cord to any height deattachment.
sired and releases a parachute or other aerial toy.
3.
Then returns for another trip.
Special Agency
AH the bovs will want one when they see yours.
offer.
1.

It.-

the

first

COMPANY.

vourself.
A.,

Dept.

THE HAMMOND SPECIALTY

Trenton,

N. J.
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us go in and bring forth the body for
Torp and the rest to gaze upon!"
In a few seconds they returned, and the

Scouts'
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ANNOUNCEMENT

collegians crowded forward as Hickey
and Chalmers brought out and laid down
tenderly before the awed group the football

The Boy

dummy!"

not Hefty!" breathed the
it's
stunned Torp. "Oh, it's all a joke!"
"Yes, it's all a joke," said the imperturbable Hickey. "If you want to see the
real Hefty you will find him boning for
a math exam over in the library."
With that Hickey and Doc leaped from
the steps and fled across the campus to
escape the wrath of the buncoed students.
"Say, Butch," begged Torp, as he and
Brewster joined the group which was
pursuing the fleeting form of the toothpick Junior, bellowing for vengeance;
"won't you put Hefty back on .the team
tomorrow and put me on the scrubs? I
want to have a chance to show you fellows
that I have some decency left."
"All right, Torp!" said Butch, happily.
"Go to Hefty now, and square things up
with him, then come out for the scrubs
we'll give you a square deal; break the

EQUIPMENT RECENTLY ADOPTED

"Why

SCOUT HAT

New

Model.

Olive drab felt, silk band; crown $ /> inches
deep, with ventilating eyelets brim perfectly flat,
l
2 /2
inches wide, with five rows of stitching. Detachable ties.
Price $1.15, postage extra; boxed
l

;

shipping weight

i

Ib.

READY AFTER MARCH

HAVERSACK

1915 Design.
Heavy
size

able

an hour later two figures
crawled out of a clump of bushes
One of them was
back of the gym.
Thomas Haviland Hicks, Jr., and .the other
was his fellow conspirator, Doc Chalmers.

to

then

worked their way
campus toward Nordyke Hall,

crawling.

Wasn't that some surprise?"
Hickey was non-committal.

Price 75 cents

a few minutes later he found Butch
Brewster waiting for him.
"Quick, Watson, the needle," he said, as
he slid into a big armchair. "It has been

room

As

stated

in

the

regulations originally
printed, it is impossible to comply with these
The only notification that can
requests.
be made will be the announcement in the

magazine

itself.

add postage for

Ib.

i

ORDER DIRECT OF

from whose

a ten-ton weight had been lifted
with the innocence of Hefty Hollingsworth established by such startling means,
surveyed the cheerful, complacent Hicks a
few moments, and then he looked out of
the window at the silent, canvas-covered,
sawdust-stuffed form on the steps.

Big Essay Contest Closes
The Daniel Boone essay contest closed
on February 1, and the judges are now at
work reading the hundreds of papers submitted in the competition for the fifty cash
It is hoped that
prizes aggregating ,$300.
the announcement of the prize-winners can
be made in the April BOYS' LIFE
Many boys have written asking for personal replies in regard to their essays.

;

Orders for these hats and haversacks must be signed by the
is a Local Council, countersigned by the

mind

"Well, Thomas Haviland Hicks, Jr.," he
answered, "there's no use for you to manufacture glory for yourself out of this
strange affair. It only goes to show that
what one dummy can not accomplish
another one can !"

body between

Scoutmaster, and if there
Scout Commissioner.

!

Brewster,

close to

lies

BOTH SOLD TO MEMBERS ONLY

a difficult case, but Sherlock Holmes has
solved the mystery and found the true
offender
Hand me my violin. I would
forget the problem, now that I have
cleared it up."

Butch

loads.

NOW READY

the slim Junior slipped into his

Captain

and heavy

For heavy loads, detach snaffles from center ring; put straps
over shoulders, crossing on chest, and fasten snaffles to lower rings.
Pack is held firmly in center of back whether running, climbing or

!

When

Adjustwith five

the shoulders.

"Gee whiz, Hickey, I nearly fell off the
Christmas tree when Torp sprung that
Whoever thought our innocent litstory
tle joke would have such a dramatic end-

But

straps,

light pack, attach snaffles
center ring and pass arms
Haversack
through the loops.

Doc exclaimed:

ing.

compartments.

carrying

With

cautiously

they

canvas, leather bound
inches square, with

rings, for light

HALF

As

l

i$ /2

double

news to Hefty that he is a regular again,
and that he is not dead!"
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Boy Talks Across the
Continent
(Continued from page

Ml

13.)

spoke into the telephone in Xew York on
January 25, it was only one-fifteenth of
a .second In-fore his voice was heard at the
other end of the wire, 3,400 miles away.
The explanation of this wonderful feat
of sending the sound of a voice across the
continent in one-fifteenth of a second is
found in the fact that it is not sound, or
air, waves which are transmitted, but elecr
trical waves.
Electrical waves have a
speed of 56,000 miles per second. When
you speak into a telephone transmitter the
sound waves of your voice are converted
into electrical waves.
These waves travel
.

over the wire to the telephone receiver at
the rate of 56,000 miles per second, and

up these electrical waves
and transforms them into air waves so
that the sound of the voice is accurately
reproduced although the actual sound of
the voice of the speaker goes no farther
than the transmitter into which he speaks.
the receiver picks

The open road

^^s

calls

you

Out in the fresh, pure
Out amid the fields and woods.
ozone of the springtime.
Coasting joyously down the hills.
on
the
level.
Pedalling swiftly
That

is

what

it

means

to

own

places, with jolly companions.

You

"WAVES" MUSTN'T GET TANGLED UP
This seems simple, but it is really a most
These waves, having
complex problem.
been faithfully converted from air waves
into electrical waves and sent out on their
journey over the line, must not interfere
with each other; they must not tumble
over each other, so to speak, or get in each
other's way; they must be sent out, nearly
Some of
50,000 of them, every minute.
them have one shape and some another.
They are .just as different from each other
as the waves of the sea. These differences
in shape, the distance between them, the
time between them, must be faithfully preserved and conserved, so that at no point
in their journey will they be changed suffiIt is not the probciently to be noticed.
lem of sending one simple current, but as
many as 120,000 a minute. All of these
minute currents, millions of them millions and millions in a conversation
must
be carried electrically over the line to San
Francisco and then converted back again
into sound waves which agitate the air of
the room and affect the ear as air waves.

You can get out and go to
waiting around for trains or car lines.

a bicycle.

No

are free.

Make
to work or play, you save time, money and health.
And be sure that it is
up your mind right now to have a bicycle.
equipped with the ball-bearing
Whether

This is the brake that doubles the pleasure of bicycling.
gives safety, comfort, saves fatigue, adds to your mileage.

The New

Departure Coaster Brake cannot

gel out of order,

is

handsome

in

slip,

bind or lock.

It

It

won't

can't rust.

design, heavily nickle-plated

Do you know any boy that wants a gold-plated Joy Boy Stickpin ? Send
us the name of your nearest bicycle dealer and we'll mail you one FREE.
Write today.
We'll also tell you of four good ways to obtain a wheel.

New Departure

Mfg. Co., 101 N. Main

C The Brake

Bristol,Conn.

St.,

that Brought the Bike.

Back

3

Buys Goodyear Quality
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Smooth Tread

Why pay an average of $4.25 apiece for

other standard bicycle tires when
$2.48 buys the famous GoodyearAkron single tube guaranteed?
Men cannot build better tires than
Onnrk'par
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thp nrirp
e the
pnc. i<3s
cut in two through Goodyear meth
ods enormous production and

Akrons excel

all rivals, just

automobile and motorcycle
also have
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as do Goodyear
tires
tires that
fields.
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Lesser bicycle tires sell at even lower prices.
B "' >" ou W J} want a /l a o?
tire must
stl11 pay others around M.25.
Yet Goodyear-

Ed
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..

59.43.

MOW

_ the
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r
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make-cost yyou only

are content with small profit.
,
Th
h ^

a

10 VjCt Ifiem size jg by l'<, sells
These Goodyear-Akron tires are made at 52.48 per tire. The Non-Skid, sizes 28by 1?6,
15$ or 156, at $2.75. Askyourdealer
In the world's greatest
.-fs^Sr
^ or 'hem.
If he hasn't
and

modern equipment.

tire factory,
to 10.000

where up

Goodyear

pneumatic tires are
built daily. Goodyear-

f^ ,-v*
^SrVii * w^
I lOOD'v 'YEAR
VJ
A
ti/VM
.

AKK-tJIN

them,

insis '. hewillget them fromour
nearest branch. Start your economy by buying these tires now.

you

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,
Makers of Goodyear AutoniobUc Tires

130,000 POLES
be interesting to the readers of
BOYS' LIFE to know something about the
material required in building this transcontinental telephone line.
From New
York to San Francisco there are 3,400
miles of hard drawn copper wire of No.
8 B. W. G. gauge.
There are four such
wires from which are derived two physical
The
circuits, and one phantom circuit.
diameter of each wire is .165 inch. The
weight is 870 pounds per circuit mile; that
is 435 pounds per mile of each wire, two
wires being required for a circuit.
The
total weight of one circuit of two such
wires is 2,9fiO,000 pounds, or 1,480 tons.
It

Akron, Ohio

may

In the line itself there are 130,000 poles.
In addition to this there is the wire used
in the Pupin coils.
This wire used in
these coils is of .004 of an inch in diameter.
For each physical circuit of the line, in
addition to the 6,800 miles of copper wire,
.iino miles of this hair-like wire is used.
If you will look at the map reproduced
in this issue you will see the enormous
distance between the largest cities on this
new across-the-continent telephone line,
which will give you a clearer idea of the
wonderful thing that happened on Janu-

arv

25, 1915.

n
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Each part of Uniform

stamped with the

is

official seal

of the

BOY SCOVTS OF AMERICA
We

manufacture Uniforms for
Boys' organizations of all Kinds

IF

THERE IS NO AGENCY IN YOUR

CITY,

WRITE DIRECT TO

SIGMUND EISNER
OFFICIAL OUTFITTER BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Manufacturer of U. S. Army and National Gxiard Uniforms
New YorR Salesrooms
1O3 FIFTH AVENUE
THE CAREY PRINTING

CO.,

N. Y.

Special Offer to

Boy Scouts!
7x7 Feet
Genuine
Full Weight

8

oz.

Duck

A Real Waff Tent All Complete
With

poles, ropes

and

Just the thing for "camping out."

pins.

Large enough to accommodate four boys in great shape. If you are going on a camping
And you can set it
trip you simply cannot afford to be without this remarkable tent.
Only $4. 75
This is the greatest bargain
up in your back yard and sleep out in it during the summer months.
offer-ever made on a genuine 8 ounce duck wall tent. If you have not enough money of your own to buy
this tent, get two or three of your friends to go in with you.
Boy Scouts think it great!
Ever sleep out in a tent? Say, boys, its bully
It makes a fellow feel great when he gets up in the
morning, and eat well, just try it once and see. Hungry as a bear every morning. Go ask your father this very minute
if you may have this crackerjack tent.
You will never be able to get such an opportunity again. You can easily earn
enough at odd jobs to pay tor this tent. Your folks can buy it for you and you can pay them later.
!

Army

Shelter Tents

Just like the regular soldiers use when
Every boy scout in America should have one of these tents.
Can be folded up and easily carried on your back while marching. No Boy Scout kit is complete without
one.
These tents are called "dog tents"

on the march.

by the

soldiers.

"hikes".

Get one and surprise your
Every boy in your town
will want one when he
Plain
sees yours.

friends.

Just

heavy cloth

the

thing

for

SS.25.

Extra quality
khaki $3.00.

This

Camp

We

Guide Sent

XFREE
Guide

FREE

Camp

or a post card will do,
but be sure to send

4

send you at once and positively free our special
"camp guide" which tells you al! about camp life; how to lay out a
camp: what to take along:: what to do when you get there. We will send this grear
book to you absolutely FREE. It tells you all about how to cook game and fish righr.
over your own camp fire. Best kind of bait to use for different fishes. What to do in
camp in case of sickness. It also lists everything needed by the camper all kinds of
today.

will

150 N.

Department 1573

150 North Market Street

Chicago, III.

Department 1573
Market Street. CWcago,

Please send to me, prepaid,
FREE Catalog and Camp Guide.

canvas goods sleeping baps and everything positively everything campers desire. We'll
seud you a copy FREE by return mail. (If CillluUiuu, inclose 1U cents because of duty.)

H.Channon Company

COUPON
H.Channon Company
111.

your
Also

your rock-bottom offer on camping supplies, without any charge to me.

Name
Address..
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without
question

There's a Blouse
for every

boy and

occasion

in-or-

out-of-doors, for
play and dress.
Shirts, too, for

oyou weai

any

If you
Attention, Scouts!
do not wear KAYNEE Blouses or KAYNEE
Shirts, will you tell us why? And
will you tell us the name of your
dealer and whether he sells KAYNEE or
not? Give your full name, street
and number, town and state, age,

time, all the time
and a garment for

possible

every

hour's use, night or
day, for Kiddies.

Every

garment

guaranteed, inside
as well as outside.

They
cents

start at fifty
up to sev-

dollar grade

father's or mother's initials.

Tell
us if you have smaller sisters or
brothers who wear Rompers, Wash-togs,
Nighties, Pajamettes, Creepers, UnderYou can get it all on a Postal
togs.
Card.
It will cost you only one penny.
You will hear from us promptly.

The

eral dollars.
is

the

biggest money's
worth.

Our

factory is the largesc, cieanest, brightest, most scout-like in the world.
We're with you, heart and hand, and we want you, every one of you, with us.
Lithographed SCOUT LAWS with valuable coupon, packed with every KAYNEE garment.
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APRIL,

It

is

IN AMERICA.

It is packed full of the finest stories for boys
stories with plenty of excitement in them, plenty
of fun of the right sort; stories about camping, woodcraft, handicraft, scouting, trailing, signaling, basein fact,
basket ball, animals
football,
every
ball,
sport, recreation or activity in boys' life, presented for
the entertainment of all boys.
It contains also all the news of tlie Boy Scout
;

WE

are going to start out this month telling you right here
something you don't know. That is, why BOYS' LIFE, the
Boy Scouts' own magazine, has not printed more Boy
Scout stories. You perhaps have wondered about this because you
have seen quantities of books bearing Boy Scout titles. But if you
have read many of these books you understand how large our problem has been, for while authors may be able to "get away with it"
among readers who are "just boys," only a few of them have produced tales which any real Scout could not "punch full of holes"
on points of true Scouting while many have written Scout stories
of which any real Scout would be heartily ashamed.
The fact is, the men who know Scouting thoroughly and can write
But it was our busiit into good fiction are few and far between.
Some of the
ness to find them, and we have been "on the job."
IRVING CRUMP'S stories, JOHN
results you have seen in BOYS' LIFE
FLEMING WILSON'S, ROGER FISON'S, CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY'S,
F. H. CHELEY'S others are in this issue still others you will get
later
by JOSEPH AMES, Mr. CRUMP and JOHN H. SKEEN.
But all of these are short stories episodes of Scout life.
Now we are going to give you what you have long waited for
a genuine Scout serial story, beginning in the May issue and running for months.
You may well believe it will be a great story, because WILLIAM
HEYLIGER is writing it Mr. HEYLIGER who wrote "Off Side," "The
Winning Hit" and "Quarterback Reckless."
For a long time he has been engaged in the game of Scouting and
;

;

has come to know it as you know it. So he is sure to put into his
serial the same kind of boys you have met in his splendid football
and baseball stories the same sort of lifting thrill and adventure.

Only now, remember, his boys are Scouts, playing the biggest and
game of all the game of Scouting. It is the one game
which every boy can play on equal terms with every other boy. It
is the game which, with all its wonderful fun, fits you best to play
best boy's

the finest

game

of all

the

game

of Life.

movement.

The subscription
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price
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a

year

;

single

10 cents.
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If tne magazine arrives in a
wrapper it means that your
Address on the wrapper
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cates the month with which your subscription
Tear off this address and send it in with the
of a subscription, and you will not miss a
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Surprising Things About the
'! '' This will
you
Life and your parents
>

\

"Ads"

interest

What do you know
do you know about advertising?
about BOYS' LIFE advertising? Of course you all have read
the statement about it in the front of the magazine each month:
"All advertisements published in BOYS' LIFE are carefully
investigated and approved by the Editorial Board of the Boy Scouts
of America. The aim is to accept only the advertisements of articles, books and propositions which we believe will be not only of

which the Editorial Board can approve,
have been quick to realize that BOYS' LIFE offers a
most unusual opportunity to find a steady patronage.
This is one reason why BOYS' LIFE published last
month 50 per cent, more advertising than it did in
March last year why it publishes in this issue 75 per
cent, more advertising than it did in April a year ago.
You see, boys, you are safe in dealing with firms
whose "ads" appear in this magazine. Money spent
on their goods as advertised here will not be wasted.
Your father and mother will be interested in this.
Ask them to cooperate with us by carefully examining
our advertisements each month and bringing to our
attention any which do not square with this policy.
their parents

William Heydger
father as to

Jr.,

an earful of advice from
become a second Matty.

getting

how

to

his

to the readers of BOYS' LIFE, but worth
while for the boys to have. In every case the article
advertised is first submitted for examination, as evidence
that all claims made with reference to it are as represented."
Have you ever stopped to think what it really means?

interest

You probably know of several magazines which keep
out of their columns advertisements of articles and
But do you
schemes which are actually fraudulent.
know of a single other one which keeps out not only
the "frauds" but all articles and propositions which,
while they won't do the reader any particular harm,
won't do him any particular good?
Most magazines offer their readers inducements to
purchase articles which will be of no more use to them
There is
than a pair of roller skates to a rooster.
nothing illegitimate about that kind of advertising;
people have a perfect right to buy such things, and
people have a perfect right to offer them for sale but
Boys' LIFE doesn't believe in creating a demand for
such articles among its readers. "A Scout is Thrifty,"
and the official magazine of the movement cannot consistently offer its readers temptations to waste their
money on things which won't do them any good.
There are plenty of ways in which a boy can get a

worth of value for every dollar expended.
These are the sort of propositions BOYS' LIFE wants to
the only
offer to its readers in its advertising columns

dollar's

kind

it

will offer.

the Editorial Board of the National Council of
of America which exercises this just
Not only is
censorship in the interests of all boys.
careful examination made of merchandise and employment opportunities for which advertisements are
offered to BOYS' LIFE, equally careful examination is
made of all books before advertisements of them are
It

the

is

Make Your Eyes

This Will
Bulge Out
"^ O

magazine was ever the property of its readers
This
in a more real sense than is BOYS' LIFE.
magazine is owned by the Boy Scouts of America and
It is your magazine,
published in their interests.
What it is now is due largely to you and
you will have an even larger part in what it is to be.
Because of this you will be proud to know of the
Above, we have
progress your magazine is making.
is

Scouts.

told of the

enormous advertising growth

it.

Scouts, month after month, your magazine is getting
three times as many subscribers as it was getting a

year ago.
If this keeps
will be able to

up a few months longer, BOYS' LIFE

make every number

And it will keep up. Don't you forget that This is
Boy Scouts' official magazine and the Scouts have
!

the

never foozled a job yet!

About the Author of Our
Leading Story
no doubt about Percy Fitzhugh's knowledge
His story "For the Honor of Uncle Sam,"
which starts on the page opposite, will prove this,
but even better proof is found in his splendid book

There

is

of Scouting.

"Along
This

tivities,

for

it

is

and

its

spirit

is

right,

the true Scout spirit.

Mr. Fitzhugh knows Panama

He was there soon after
the Americans began their marvelous work, and he was there
just before the work was fin-

well.

elsewhere ?
Of course this policy costs

Mr. Fitzhugh has fallowed the indistinct trails of
the jungle on either side of the
"zone," and the picture of him
which is printed here was

BOYS' LIFE a lot of
money. Thousands of dollars worth of advertising has
been rejected, and more is being rejected each month,
because we are determined to live up to Scout ideals in
every way and present in advertisements, as well as in
stories, only that which is worth while as well as

ished.

interesting.

results? Business men who
worth-while propositions for boys and

the Mohawk Trail."
a cracking good Scout

story of camping, trailing, and
other outdoor Scouting ac-

We

reliable,

is

all

are just as anxious that boys get "readpublished.
ing" that is worth while for them, as that full value be
Who ever
given in articles of general merchandise.
heard of such a high standard of advertising before or

But what are the larger

the size of this one

or even bigger.

Boy Scouts

have

and the why

Here's something else that will make your eyes
bulge out: In the past year BOYS' LIFE has more than
doubled the number of its subscribers.
Right now,
of

Mr. Fi.zhugh

in the

Panama Wilds

taken in a wilderness as strange
as the wilderness into which the
two Bo y Scouts journeyed for
the honor of Uncle Sam.

"They Cast a Wistful Look Back Toward Las Cascadas

Sam

For the Honor of Uncle
How Two

Scouts Did a

By
Author

of

Is the Jungle's poisonous breath
the serpent and the fever,
'Long the paths that lead to death."
;

Lurk

but we simpli/
the life out of him!"

O-O-H-H,
LeRoy Clayton

jollied

turned and

curiously at the speaker; then,
amid the laughter which followed, he
strolled back along the wide veranda and
joined the little group.
The half-dozen boys were gathered in
a corner of the main portico of the Tivoli,
Uncle Sam's big hotel on Ancon Hill in
Panama. Below them lay the old city of

glanced

On

the

K.

Mohawk

Trail,"

"On

the Trail of

La

narrow, crooked streets,
and beyond, the bay with its ships riding
at anchor in the slow roll of the blue Pacific, their spars and rigging touched with
the first crimson glow of the tropical sunHere and there could be seen the
set.
lateen sail of a fishing-smack hurrying
shoreward obedient to the lurid warning;
for the night falls suddenly in the tropics.
There were more ships than usual, for
the next day but one there was to be the
great celebration the formal opening of
with

its

Canal Zone

FITZHUGH

PERCY

"Along the

Panama

"Beyond the Chagres River

Grand Good Turn

Station."

Salle," etc.

ken was swinging his legs from the rail
and he had the floor.
"Why, you know those things you put
Kind
under a plate to make it dance?

of a rubber ball with a long tube? You
ought to have seen him stare when we
worked that on him. It was as good as
a circus
Fred told him that up in the
States
"
'Him much big rich country,' " mocked
"We told him that
the boy called Fred.
up in the States all the plates and cups
the Canal.
and saucers dance and sing and talk. Oh,
LeRoy Clayton stood on the outskirts we had him jollied to a turn !"
of the group, listening.
Pierce Van Au"We told him that on the day the Canal
!

'
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is goopens," laughed Pierce, "Uncle Sam
You'd laugh
ing to hand out souvenirs.
yourself hoarse if you could hear the way
Wolley was stringing him told him Uncle
Sam was going to give one of these motion-picture machines and a box with a

The child, his hot head hanging back in
But he had won the fight, had little Nicuesarro; the magic liquid in the hollow the Inspector's arms, smiled wanly, showneedle of the mysterious white men had ing his white teeth, for the name of Colodone its work; and little Nicuesarro had nel Gorgas was a magic name in the regone back to his jungle and to his pre- motest jungle, right up to the Costa
Rican border.
cious monkey.

'much bright devil' in
"He swallowed all

tor,

Then and there had begun the catalogue
of wonders which convinced little Nicupushing his lonely, unmarked way up
the old, overgrown Mendoza Trail, had esarro that he was in the hands of wizards.
come upon the tiny thatched shack where The Sanitary Inspector produced a little
It was a dozen glass tube, looked at it, shook it, and put
little Nicuesarro lived.
miles beyond nowhere but that is just it in little Nic's mouth. This tube had a
where the Sanitary Inspector is sure to go. silvery devil in it and mystical numbers
Little Nicuesarro's mother was half Span- on it, and it told the white man what was
the matter with little Nicuesarro.
ish, half Indian, and his father was all
He was in the grip of an awful enemy,
Spanish, which was no improvement.
But the Sanitary Inspector will sit down the Chagres fever; the enemy which had
and eat a mango and meet you half way mowed down his big brother and his two
But that was before the days of
in any language you please, Spiggotty, or sisters.
Kernergorg, who now wrought wonders in
San Bias, or Jamaican gibberish.
"Trail worse bad all time," said the the mystical kingdom of "Unclesam," thirty
miles away.
"No more trail at all."
Inspector.
So the Inspector got on his donkey, hold"Then you no come more?"
Nicuesarro in his arms and
little
"Oh, yes, I will; Kernergorg, he send ing
started off with him to that mysterious
me."
Six weeks before, the Sanitary Inspec-

it."

that,

did he?"

Le-

asked.
"Sure, he'd swallow anything, that kid.
told him Uncle Sam always hands out
souvenirs whenever he opens a new canal.
He's got Uncle Sam sized up for a wizard
and a good spender."
Harry Morse shook his head in remi"He's going to dress his
niscent delight.
monkey up so as to be ready when the
souvenirs come," said he.
"Will he be expecting the plates and
cups and saucers that talk and sing?"
asked Fred.
"Oh, sure!"
LeRoy thrust his hands down into his
trousers pockets and bit his lip ruminative"Hmm," said he, with an amusement
ly.
that was half thoughtful, half rueful.
"You mean that Mendoza Trail Kid, don't

Roy

We

you?"

"The Zone."
came into the line of the Canal
They
up at Las Cascadas Station, and then the
The Sanitary Inspector
wonders piled thick and fast. Down in
ever saw.

"Uuh," laughed the mother, "good!"

They
in

the

liked

these semi-annual

jungle.
"Sure! He thinks the United States was the
only person they
has got Aladdin's Cave beat all kinds of
little Nic?"
We told him not to worry he'd "Where's
ways.
"U-u-uh, he no play with monkey."
He'll be waiting, all right !"
get his.
"No? What's trouble?"
"He'll have some wait," observed an"U-u-u-h."
other boy.
"Where is he?"
Fred shook his head exultantly and hamHe was lying among the pineapples out
mered the rail witli delight.
in the little clearing, and when the In"That a medal on your coat, Clayton?"
heard that little Nicuesarro had
asked one of the boys as he jumped down spector
not played with his precious monkey he

from the

rail to

go.

was

He knew what

it

meant

suspicious.
"This?" queried LeRoy, fingering the
when a little hoy thirty miles up the Chagbronze cross of the Scouts, which he wore.
res River neglects his pet monkey and lies
"Why, no, that's an alarm-clock, only don't down
among the pineapples and does not
tell anybody, will you?"
to greet the Inspector.
The questioner seemed a little cha- come
Tenderly he lifted little Nicuesarro into
grined.
his arms and the child looked at him with
"Any fellow can buy one of those," he
heavy eyes and with a smile which was
said, sarcastically.
worse than tears.
"Sure," said LeRoy, "you get one with
"No feel good, eh?"
Ask me ana book of trading-stamps.
The little fellow shook his head.
other."
wide.
There was a significant silence.
"Open mouth
Kernergrog he
LeRoy was not half bad as a jollier make 'em feel good."
himself.

land,

visits

the depths of the big trench, little Nicuesarro saw the great steam-shovels at work
and the ceaseless din of the mammoth
drills assailed his reeling senses and made
his little head throb harder.
"Big devils; him make much noise," he

murmured.
"Yes, they make a lot of noise, Nic;
down here on the bench like a good
boy for just a minute," soothed the Inlie

spector.

"Unclemsam, he not kill me dead?" The
drowsy eyes looked apprehensive.
"No, he won't kill you, Nic."
The throbbing head lay back on the
bench and the fever-racked child saw the
Inspector do the most extraordinary thing
which he had ever seen done in his life.
He picked up two things, holding one to
his ear and the other to his mouth and
into the latter he talked.
"You talk him Unclemsam?"
"Yes, he's going to send a white
for us, Nic."

"W e
they had jollied the life out

"One
yes;

of the Mendoza Trail
kid; what little life
there was left in him.
It had been easy, for
he would swallow anyHe 7m(7 swalthing.

his

sojourn

in

home

after

wizard men in
white on its
seat, and stopped at
Las Cascadas Station.
There was a big red

two

spotless

in
his

cross

Wonder-

and

land.

He had
every
which

ice

his
thigh,
piled on his

He had

swal-

capsules

and

tablets

without

and

\

powders
and

complaint.

it

inside

Nicuesarro

and
off
of

through the
wonders.

number

without

on

whizzed him

little

and

lowed

painted
place

;

little

chest.

a

that was softer than
the pineapple patch
and on this they laid

swallowed

bitter draught
the nurses had

given him; he had had
spoon-handles stuck
down his throat till
he gagged, vicious hollow needles thrust
into

Kernergorg's

And sure enough
wonder of wonders
along came a beautiful, magic wagon with
no horses and with

pretty nearly
everything, but now,
thank goodness, it was
over and little Nicuesarro had gone
.jungle

of his houses,

house."

lowed

the

him

go

house?"

YES,

back to

wagon

"He Let Fly

the Pillow,

Which Went

to its

Mark With Deadly

Precision.'

that
THAT

land

was the
little

last

Nicue-

sarro knew for three
weeks. Then his hollow eyes looking out
of the little pinched
face began to watch
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The AdIn the middle of the night Warren was
white-robed nurses as they glided Colon is red, white and blue.
silently about, and he asked if they were ministration Building has a hundred flags roused out of his peaceful slumber by a
on it. Empire, Culebra every station is terrific slap between his shoulders, imangels.
Once his nervous little hand, exploring decorated. Why, Uncle Sam
mediately followed by a vigorous tows"Uncle Sam is going to be made out ling of his head.
outside the sheet, encountered a strange
"I've got it!
I've got it!" shouted
thing that he could see through and that to be a bluff and a liar," interrupted Lethe

had a long twisted cord running from it.
It had a little
Inside was a thin wire.
handle and this he curiously turned, when
The
lo, a dazzling light appeared inside.
nurse came and smilingly turned it off and
on many times, till little Nicuesarro had
to blink his eyes from watching it.

Roy.
"Dear,

dear

LeRoy,

Who

!

was

telling you that?"
"Listen, Worry. This

bunch (Van Auken and
those

been

The

they've
fellows)
jollying the life

his

out of t'hat little
bright devil," he said weakly.
there came a day when little Chagres Fever kid from

"Him
Then

opened

his

motion picture machines
(the poor little chap
must have seen one of
And
the next day they put little Nicuesarro those) and a box with
in a chair with wheels and placed a soft a bright devil in it
"What'd they mean "Tlie Principillow behind his head and rolled him out
to a spot under the cocoanut palms on the by that?"
pal Thin
"Don't know
beautiful grounds of Ancon Hospital; and
they A bout Him
him every- IF a s
His
here he sat, languid and happy, taking in promised
the wonders.
thing that happened to Stare."
And that is how it fell out that the come into their heads;
Zone boys, making a short-cut across the plates and cups that
and the poor little kid has
hospital grounds to gather fibre for cocoa- talk and sing;
nut caps, loitered about the queer, in- gone back home counting on having those
You see how it was with him,
the life things.
quisitive little fellow, and jollied
out of him.
Worry; he thinks the Zone is a sort of
He was grateful and delighted, and said, fairyland, and I hate to think of the kid's
I was thinking last
being disappointed.
"Gracia," which means, "Thank you."
I
It was easy because, you see, he was night
suppose you'll think I'm crazy
but I was thinking I'd just like to take
in the land of wonders and he would swallow anything.
my celebration money and buy a lot of
It would
stuff and go up there with it.
half shamethat, in turn, is how it came about be a good turn," he added,
ing.
It

LeRoy was

silent.

"What's the matter, you old grouch?"
said

Warren; "lonely without papa and
I suppose your father was dis-

mamma?

appointed that he couldn't stay for it."
"He isn't the only one that'll be disappointed," said LeRoy.
"Don't you fool yourself," said Warren, "if you had come across on the train
this morning you wouldn't have seen much
room for disappointment. Why, my fraptious boy, everything between here and
*Col. Goethals.

at-

stem

to

fusillade

of blows.

the

W-iWho

up!

he w-wasn't?"
"A Scout is thoughthe
his
ful;
brains
"A Scout uses his

said

uses

fists

a minute

in

if

you

don't

;

smile and twenty dollars "Spiggoty" for
the grand celebration.
"It's going to be some show," said he.

rubbing

drowsily

tempted

"Let

the wizard, Kernergorg, himself!
that is how it came to pass that

AND

victim,

eyes,

terthyou? Let tip I"
"A Scout is thoughtful," shouted LeRoy.

was

that LeRoy Clayton lay awake a good
part of the night, thinking of this talk he
had heard.
LeRoy's father was one of the "Old
Man's"* engineers over at Culebra, and
he had planned the emergency dam. He
and Mrs. Clayton and LeRoy lived at the
Tivoli, but the boy's parents had gone to
the States and LeRoy was alone in his
glory for the time being.
First and last, I am not so sure but
what this whole story hinges on a "good
turn" performed by Mrs. Clayton on the
very day she sailed, and it simply shows
the far-reaching effects of good turns, for
here was one performed on the Atlantic
shore one afternoon, and what did it do
but pop up like a Jack-in-the-box on the
Pacific side the very next day, producing
another good turn which in turn produced
a stunt and oh, well, there is no telling
where a good turn will lead.
Mrs. Clayton stopped in Colon and asked
Warren Archer if he didn't want to "go
across" and keep LeRoy company for a
few days, and so the next morning Warren came over with a suit-case and a broad

up and

"Got what? Wasmat-

eyes and saw a up Mendoza Trail. They
man all in white with a white moustache told him Uncle Sam
and white hair and shining gold on his would give out souveto
shoulders, looking down at him and smil- nirs
everybody

Nicuesarro

sitting

bringing the pillow like
a ghostly cudgel down
upon his companion's
head.

"What
talks

is

a plate that
sings?" de-

and
LeRoy,

manded
"

wav-

ing the pillow.

con-undrum?"
phonograph record, you gump !"
shouted LeRoy. "Can you beat that?"
In less than half a minute Warren was
up fumbling in his trousers' pocket. "Four
dollars Spiggoty for donkey hire," said
four five seven.
he, "that leaves two
Can we get a phonograph for fifteen dol'S that a

"A

lars?"

"Can we!

Can we!" mocked LeRoy,

rising menacingly to his full weight upon
the bed. "Can we? Didn't I see a secondfacedly.
"It would be a fool thing to do, though," hand one at Maduro's for eight?"
"I didn't see it."
said Warren, "and you'd miss the celebra"A scout is observant," said LeRoy grimtion."
And he let fly the pillow, which went
"I wouldn't mind missing that so much," ly.
said LeRoy, "but I don't know how I to its mark with deadly precision.
For a scout is a good shot.
could make good all the crazy promises
those fellows made to little What's-hisold Mendoza Trail was about as
name."
It was fike
"You don't mean you're actually thinktangible as the equator.
the Fountain of Perpetual Youth there
ing of doing such an idiotic thing !"
The old Mendoza Trail was
"I'd like to," said LeRoy, doubtfully. wasn't any.
"I could almost do it, too; but a 'box a myth. Once upon a time an old Spaniard
with a bright devil in it' I don't know named Mendoza had hewed his way with
a machette up toward the headwaters of
what that could be
"Why, sure
pocket flashlight !" cried the Chagres River. But hewing your way
Warren.
through the jungle is like breathing on a
LeRoy nearly jumped out of his chair. pane of glass you've got to keep hewing
"Keep your seats, ladies and gentle- or the trail will disappear; the jungle will
men," said Warren. "It wotild be a great close in about it. That is why the isolated
stunt, wouldn't it?" he added, thought- shacks far up in the jungle have no paths
leading to their doors.
fully.
"It would give us a Scout smile as
Yet by virtue of an extra sense which
broad as Culebra Cut," suggested LeRoy. scouts and woodmen possess, it is possido
it.
Come ble, if one be keen and observant, to trace
"You bet
Suppose we
a former pathway through the dense, tanon, I'm with you!"
"But how about the dishes that talk gled wilderness of the tropics. The Zone
and sing?" LeRoy asked, and at this Sanitary Inspector who does this is pretty
certain, after a day's or a week's jourposer Warren shook his head ruefully.
Nevertheless, they resolved to make the ney, to come upon some little shack cut
trip for "the honor of Uncle Sam," as off for many years from any visible avenue
LeRoy said, so they made one fund of of communication with the outside world.
When the first Zone Inspectors appeared
their celebration savings and with this
they spent a good part of the day along out of the trackless jungle before these
the Avenada de Centralle, purchasing a remote dwellings, the natives thought they

THE

!

A

!

motion-picture machine, an American flag,
a sumptuous pocket flashlight with two
extra batteries and other odds and ends
in the way of toys.
And yet, somehow, both felt that there
was something lacking and LeRoy thought
ruefully of the words of Fred: Will lie
be expecting the plates and cups that

can talk and sing?

were supernatural beings and treated them
accordingly.

We

hear a great deal about the famous
scouts of pioneer days and their triumphs
in tracking and trailing, but the most
amazing feats of this art have been performed by the United States Sanitary
Inspectors on the Isthmus of Panama;

(Continued on page

33.)

Uncle Sam's Big
Ditch
By

WILLIAM JOSEPH SHOWALTER
Illustrated

with

Photographs

from the

Panama Canal Commission.

A
July the American people will celethe
officially the completion of
greatest engineering undertaking in the
whole history of the world the Panama
brate

IN

Canal.

was an undertaking so vast that it
hard for anyone to comprehend its magThink of the task of digging a
nitude.
ditch sixty miles long, forty feet deep
and as wide as a city block; or a wall
nine feet high, six feet thick, and stretching around the earth at the equator; or of
a train of cars belting the earth four
times around its greatest diameter, and
requiring a string of engines reaching from
New York to Honolulu to haul it. Those
It

is

some idea of the amount of
material that came out of the ditch or
went into the controlling works.
Or take the average monthly pay day.
It was my good fortune to see the force
It
paid off in 1908 and again in 1912.
took twenty-four tons of silver and sixteen hundred pounds of gold to pay off
the men behind the shovels.
Or again, take the commissary 9,000,000 pounds of meat and 5,000,000 loaves
of bread, with other things in proportion,
were required annually to provender the
The commissary ice cream
canal army.
figures give

annually froze nearly 150,000 gallons of ice cream, and nearly 5,000,000
pieces of linen went through the commission laundry.
plant

and know the canal and what
means, let us take an imaginary
I'll be the guide.
trip through it.
Sailing down the Spanish main, where
Morgan and his buccaneers lived their
pirate lives, let us first examine our maps

TO

it

see

Steamship Passing the Cucaracha

just where the canal is located.
surprise is that it is due south
The second surprise is
of Pittsburgh.
that a line drawn north and south through
it would leave all of South America to
the east except a very small portion of
Ecuador and Peru. The third surprise
is
that, paradoxical as it may sound,
the Atlantic end is twenty-three miles
West of the Pacific end. When we arrive
on the Isthmus we will find the sun rising in the Pacific and setting in the AtAt the point, where the canal
lantic.
crosses the isthmus, the South American
side is further north than the North AmerAnd here is another striking
ican side.
geographical fact: When you leave the
Pacific end of the canal for San Francisco you have to sail nearly a hundred
and fifty miles almost due south before
you can start northwestward toward
to

The

see

first

'Frisco.

at
to the Port
ARRIVING

Panama we come

first

of Colon.
On our starboard side we see a great breakwater
This breakbuilt out from Toro Point.
water is about two miles long, and on the
seaward end there is a powerful lighthouse.
Great stones weighing from eight
to twenty tons are in place on the breakwater from end to end to keep the great
sea gales from washing it away. On our
port side there is another, but shorter
The opening between them
breakwater.
of a thousand feet or so permits the passage of ships.
Near the other ends of the two breakwaters are the fortifications of Toro Point
and Margarita Island.
The big 14-inch
disappearing rifles, two at each place, will

Slide.

carry a shell weighing 1,400 pounds at
a velocity that will drive it through five
feet of wrought iron at point blank range.
The sixteen 12-inch mortars have a range
of nearly four miles.
When we come inside of the breakwaters
we are in the canal channel several miles
before we come to the shore line, for
the bay was shallow and an underwater
channel had to be dredged for some distance.
This work was done by a giant
seagoing suction dredge, with great twentyinch pipes that sucked up mud as readily
The
as a vacuum cleaner sucks up dust.
pipes were let down at a gentle angle,
and a great comb on the end raked loose
the soft earth.
Th,e giant centrifugal
pumps sucked the mud-laden water up
into the hold of the ship, the water draining off again and leaving the mud behind.
The dredge traveled back and forth until
it was full of mud to the scuppers, and
then steamed out to sea and dumped its
load through doors in the bottoms of the
mud bins. The wonderful suction force
of these dredges is shown by the fact that
they would pick up pieces of anchor chain,
cannon-balls, or anything that came their

way.

We now

drop anchor at the port works
Atlantic side.
Here is a third
breakwater, or mole, made to afford a safe
roadstead for ships calling at the Atlantic side. There is a great coaling plant
soon to be put into operation, with a
capacity of 150,000 two-horse loads of
coal.
Allowing thirty feet to the team,
it would take a procession of coal wagons
nearly 900 miles long to fill the plant. It
can put 1,000 wagonloads of coal in a ship
in an hour, or take 500 wagonloads out.
at

the

April,
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Here, also, is a great bakery, a laundry
that can do a ship's family wash and have
it waiting at the other end of the canal
before the ship gets through. Then there
are great storehouses where anything from
a paper of pins to an anchor or a propeller
shaft may be furnished.

After we have paid our toll, which is
for every hundred cubic feet of
in
freight and passenger carrying space
our ship, we are ready to proceed through
the canal. They call a hundred cubic feet
of space a net register ton. If it be filled
with baby carriages or sewing machines,
On the
it may not hold a ton in weight.
other hand, if it is filled with wheat it
A
will hold about two and a half tons.
10,000-ton ship has to pay $12,000 for
passing through the canal. Quite a little
bit of toll?
Yes, but if she had gone
around Cape Horn she would have had
$1,000 a day added to her expense account for the thirty-odd days extra it
takes to sail the around-South-America
It costs
route.
Figure it out yourself.
about ten cents a ton per day to keep
a ship on the sea, and the distance saved
between New York and San Francisco
is around 7,000 knots, which the ship covers at the rate of from ten to twelve knots
an hour.
$1.20

with
WITH
we
now

our bunkers filled
our laundry put off, etc.,
ready for our trip through the

our

tolls paid,

coal,

The Boy

Scouts'
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PEDRO MIGUEL
LOCKS HERE,
BY TURNING A
SWITCH, THE
OPERATOR
CAN SEND

WATER TO
THE PACIFIC
OR THE
ATLANTIC.

aft.

While they are getting ready the we are on the

man who
little

operates the locks

sits

up

in his

tower and moves lever after lever.

lock model before him
exactly like the big locks.
If he opens a gate in the big lock the
same gate in his little lock goes open,
and so on. And he cannot move the wrong
lever, for they are so constructed that
each one can be moved only in its turn.
He now opens the two lower gates.
Each gate is made up of two great structural steel doors, which close across the
canal in the shape of a flattened V, whose
apex points in the direction that pressure
Each of these great
is to be encountered.
doors is 65 feet wide, 7 feet thick and
from 47 to 82 feet long. They weigh
from 300 to GOO tons each, and are opened
and closed entirely by electrical machinery.
pass through the lower gates and
they are closed behind us. Great valves
are then opened in the huge culverts that
lead down through the lock walls, which
are large enough to admit an express
train.
From these great culverts others
large enough to accommodate a dray wagon run under the floor of the lock. Connected with these are dozens of vast openings in the floor, each large enough to
pass a sugar barrel through. The water
is admitted into the big culverts and from
them into the smaller ones, out of which
it rises into the lock through the openPut a chip in a tin
ings in the floor.
can in whose bottom" you have made a lot
Set it in the bath tub and
of holes.
draw water into the tub. As the water
runs into the can the chip rises up. The
lifting of a ship at Panama involves the

He

has

and

it

a

little

does

level of the water in the
next lock above, the gates ahead of us
are opened, and we are towed into that
lock. Again the gates behind us are closed,
more water is let down from the lake
above, and we get another boost of 28y^
feet upward.
Once more the operation is
repeated, and we now find ourselves on
the level of the lake.
We are towed out
into the forebay, the towing engines take
loose their hawsers, the canal official unlocks the levers in the engine room, and
we are ready for our sail across Gatun
Lake and through Culebra Cut.

are
We find ourselves starting
canal itself.
before we start across the lake,
inland through a channel 500 feet wide,
let us look around a little.
The
dug out so that the sea could find its way
locks we have passed through, together
It is only a few miles up
in to Gatun.
with their companions on the two sides
and by the way, you pronounce
to Gatun
of the Isthmus, required enough cement in
it Gattoon.
their construction to build a row of houses
When we get there we find ourselves
We
half way from New York to Chicago.
at the bottom of a great stairs.
They
are only three in number, but those three
They have room in them to accommodate
a ship nearly a fifth of a mile long and
steps lift us up a distance of eighty-five
110 feet in the waistline.
feet, out of the sea into Gatun Lake.
It was a sight to see them under conThe steps are divided so that you go up
struction.
Great structural steel towers
on one side and come down on the other.
were erected on the two sides of the lock
When we come to the lower step we
find a great chain stretched across our
site, and they were connected by heavy
A battery of giant concrete mixcables.
path to make sure that we do not go too
ers were fed by a little circular-track elecfar.
If our ship does not stop it will
tric railroad.
It had a twenty-four-inch
ram its nose into the chain, which will
gauge, and its little electric cars ran
slowly yield through an automatic payingwithout motormen, each car being stopped
out arrangement, until it brings us to a
Whether going
or started by a switch.
dead stop. The links of this chain are
made of 3-inch iron.
up hill or down, running under load or
Once we are stopped an officer of the
empty, they automatically regulated their
canal comes aboard and locks every lever
speed so that they didn't vary more than
ten per cent. What boy could tell within
Then four
in the engine-room of our ship.
ten per cent, how fast he was running?
towing locomotives take hold of us with
The cars ran into a little tunnel where
their long hawsers, two on either wall of same general principle.
After the lifting process goes on until they got their properly proportioned loads
the lock, one of them before and the other
of stone, sand and cement, and then ran

BUT

to the mixer house where they dumped
their burdens into the mixer.
After the mixer had rolled its portion of

cement and sand, with a proper
amount of water added, around in its

stone,

THE
MIRAFLORES
LOCKS
"WHERE WE
ARE GIVEN

TWO LIFTS
DOWNWARD
THAT BRING
US TO
SEA LEVEL
AGAIN."

maw for a sufficient time, another little
train pulled up alongside, bearing two
Into these two buckets two
big buckets.
mixers deposited their "mixins," which was
now concrete.
This little train had a tiny electric engine, run with a third rail hitched to it.
As soon as the two big buckets were full,
off it ran to a point under the great
cableways which stretched between the big
From this cableway came down
towers.
two empty buckets, which were set in
their places on the car. The loaded buckets were then taken up and carried across
on the cable to the part of the lock which
to be put into.
it was
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We

must the evening you might ride through it and
think it was almost ready for the water
artificial hill thrown across the Chagres to be turned in; next
morning a great
River Valley so as to dam back the waters avalanche of earth would be found down
Gatun Dam!

not
to inspect
WONDERFUL
fail

it.

It is a great

of the Chagres and to convert that river in the cut, covering steam shovels, hiding
into a lake through its middle course, and railroad tracks and breaking up plans in
About 250 acres of land, with
so as to make it carry ships across the general.
continental divide. This dam covers about its trees and rocks and buildings slid or
Its broke loose into the cut, and if it had not
288 acres, and its height is 108 feet.
been for them Colonel Goethals would
slope, however, is so gentle that if you
take a yardstick and elevate one end four have let me take you on this in fancy trip
inches higher than the other you will have through the canal in 1912 instead of 1915.
a greater slope than the average of Gatun
we get through the great canyon
Dam.
which we call Culebra Cut we come,
The waters It impounds have a surface
of 164 square miles. The lake thus formed still sailing on the waters of the Chagres
reminds one somewhat of a kidney bean River impounded in Gatun Lake, to Pedro
with a sprout, Culebra Cut representing Miguel Father Micheal, we would call it
the sprout. Sailing up through this great- in English.
Here, by the turning of a
est artificial lake in the world we see single switch, the lock operator can deterhere and there islands, and finally we mine whether the water of the Chagres
The barnacles that may flow into .the Pacific or whether it
come to Gamboa.
had caught onto our ship in its thousands will have to look to the Atlantic for an
As we look back over our lake
of miles of ski-hooting through the brine outlet.
do not like the fresh water a bit, and so, journey we will understand that the buildone by one, they sicken, loosen their hold, ers of the canal raised the waters up to
and drop off to die on the floor of the meet the ditch half way; the ditch would
have had to be eighty-five feet deeper if
lake.
When we reach Gamboa, which is about the waters of the Chagres had not been
twenty-three miles above Gatun, we get dammed back to that height. Therefore,
to the starting point of Culebra Cut. Ahead Gatun Lake is, figuratively speaking, a
of us lies the most wonderful ditch ever great water trestle that gives ships a
At places it is a third of a mile level ride across the continental divide.
dug.
Padro
wide at the top.
It is nine miles long,
Arriving at Pedro Miguel
and at places its sides tower five hundred Megeel you should call it we are ready
to be lifted down to ocean level again,
feet above us.
Out of this great cut there came 105,- The locks there lift us down one step.
000,000 cubic yards of material. Try your A chain duplicating the one we met at
arithmetic and figure out what that means. Gatun stretches across our pathway.
A ditch deep enough to float the Maure- canal official comes aboard and locks our
tania would probably need to be 13 yards engine levers again, the towing engines
deep and 40 yards wide. That would be make fast to us, the chain goes down,
520 cubic yards for every linear yard. the gates go open, and we are towed into
Divide that "into 105,000,000 yards and re- the lock. Then the gates are closed beduce it to miles, and you will find that hind us.
it
would make a ditch reaching from
Now the water operation is reversed,
Instead of flowing into the lock from the
Washington, D. C., to Richmond, Va.
lake above, the culverts to the lake are
way they broke that old backbone closed and the valves to the forebay beof the
vast
mountain chain that low are opened. This permits the water
stretches from the Arctic Ocean to the to run down through the floor of the lock
Straits of Magellan was a wonder.
They and out through the culverts until it
used well drills of the largest type to drill reaches the level of the water outside the
the holes for the big blasts, while hundreds gates. Then the gates are opened, and we
of tripod drills were continually in opera- are towed out into Miraflores Lake. This
tion. They drilled nearly a thousand miles is a small body of water, ano> leads to
of holes annually and fired about six hun- the Miraflores Locks, where we are
given
dred holes a day. When the work was at two lifts downward that bring us to sea
its height they used nearly 10,000 two- level
again.
horse wagonloads of dynamite in three
few miles through a low marshy
with
a
loss
of
years,
only eight men in plain, with a channel five hundred feet
all that time.

ONCE

A

THE

A

There

-

were seventy five
constantly
engaged
in hauling away the spoil,
and about 3,700 carloads of
dirt and rock went out of
the cut every day.
One of
the big shovels could pick
ten
tons
of
rock at a sinup
gle mouthful and keep that
trains

Ancon

In

point where

tary at the other.
long embankment stretches out into
the bay for a distance of nearly four

A

Pericio, Flamenco and
the mainland. On these
islands are the great fortifications that
protect the Pacific entrance to the canal,
One of the guns is the huge sixteen-inch
It hurls
rifle built at Watervliet Arsenal.

and unites
Naos Islands with

miles,

projectile weighing more than
a distance of seventeen miles,

a ton

a

W

T
a

Tl

TE

HAVE

now

passed hurriedly
Let us go back
you something of the

through the canal.

little

great

while

I

men who

most of them

toll

built
all

is

First and foreColonel George W.

it.

Goethals, the master builder.
Boys, let me tell you he certainly

is

a

good scout.
I have visited him on the Isthmus upon
four different occasions, and go to see him
every time he comes to Washington, and,
believe me, if there ever
who didn't have a single

was a great man
frill

or furbelow,

name is Goethals. He doesn't have
time to put on any lugs.
And he is as
backward as a schoolboy when it comes
to public speaking.
I have seen him alhis

most forget

his piece.

But when

it

came

to work, let me tell you that he was there
with all four feet.
He had over 40,000
men under him, and he did not ask a
single one of them to work as hard as

he did.

When a man worked hard he hadn't a
better friend in the world than "The
Colonel."
If he was inclined to shirk he
would be told about it and given a chance
to pull himself together, but if he did not
improve his chance that was the end of
him.
Col.
Goethals loved justice so
strongly that he spent every Sunday morning hearing the complaints of his men and
trying to see that justice was done to
every man on the Isthmus,
white or black, high or low.
He believed that he was in
duty bound to spend Uncle
Sam's money just as carefully as he would his own,
and his doctrine always was
that you save dollars by
looking after cents.
It did a fellow a lot of

good

men

to see this giant among
at his work.
No man

ever faced a sterner task or
a greater undertaking. Yet
through it all he worked
along with an air of ease
and lack of exertion that
the
men who
the magnitude of
his
Where two of
job.
e r i ca's
engreatest
gineers failed, he succeeded.
Yet he was always the soul
of generosity and the in-

astounded

the spoil down the bank
after it was unloaded and
track shifters with which a
dozen men could do the
work of several hundred.

Cut

a

Hotel Tivoli, the

from Culebra Cut, now built up with
houses for the common labor at the one
side and barracks for some of the mili-

minutes ;
spreaders that
could take the place of a
hundred men in pushing

slides in Culebra
terrible obstacle.

to

Hill, the beautiful

large Administration Building, and the superbly situated Ancon Hospital look down
upon us. A little further and we come
to what was once the floor of the great
Ancon Rock quarry but which is now a
And
parade ground for the military.
nearby are the new towns that house the
employees of the permanent works and
the great machine shops and drydocks and
A little further on we
freight terminals.
see the great peninsula made with material

all
Thereday long.
were unloaders that could
unload a twenty-one car
train, containing some eight
hundred tons of spoil, in ten

The

down

brings us

wide,

up

were a

1915

April,

knew of

Am

Culebra Cut, Looking South, Showing Dredges Operating
in Cucaracha Slide.

(Continued on page 36)

A

Treasure Hunt for Real Gold
By

HERBERT HUNGERFORD

Valuable Prizes for Readers of This Story

was a sure sign that Mr.
Wilcox was strongly
when he indulged in
the rather odd and often uncouth phrases picked up from
the farm hands during his boyhood. So the Stowe family realized that Uncle Henry meant
business when he exclaimed:
"Ding bust it, Martha! it
plum kerfoggles me to see the
boy go moping around this
way, when he always has been
I'd be
so 'full of life and fun.
willing to give a hundred dollars
to cure him of that grouch."
The boy to whom he referred
was his nephew and namesake,
Henry Stowe, who had been

make that scheme work.
could make it like the
regular treasure hunt games
that we play at the scout camp,
where two or three bunches of
fellows hunt from one place to
another for slips of paper or
could

You

Henry
ITmoved

signs which

country.

in

crickets, Buddie!"
Uncle Henry, slap-

"Jumping

"I believe at
ping his thigh.
we've got a real idea by
A game of hunting
the tail.
last

treasure for a real gold prize.
Jolly wads, but there really is

something in that, I do believe."
"Sure there is," shouted the
delighted Buddie. "Only you'd
have to hide the money in an
awful hard place to find if
you're going to make it real

it.

would, and I'd
gold, too. Just
see here." Taking a handful of
coins from his purse, he picked
out several large gold pieces.
"Old Danny Peters handed me
I

real

slip or sign tells

the

exclaimed

exciting."

grouch?"
in

camp

gets

tioned Buddie Stowe, Henky's
thirteen - year- old brother.
"Would you really pay a hundred dollars to cure Henky's

it

leaders
the

around

the quickest time
treasure which is a
watermelon or a freezer of
cream or something."
to

"Do you really mean that,
Uncle Hank?" eagerly ques-

"You bet

camp

where the next slip is
hidden, and the bunch finding
the last one and getting back

Uncle Henry had motored
from Buffalo that afternoon to
pay his first visit to the Wilcox
Corners
creamery since his
brother-in-law had moved there

pay

Each

all

about

case.

take charge of

the

hidden

have

sent after the mail in order to
give the family a chance to take
council together regarding his

to

See Next Page

?

/
'

i

"Trust your uncle for that !"
"Now see here, Henry," remonstrated Mrs. Stowe. "You
are surely not going to take
the children's nonsense seriously, I hope?"

"Never more serious
life,"

in

my

brother
chuckled.
me think this idea all

her

"Just let
out and I'll fix up a scheme
that'll drive away more glooms
these five twenty-dollar gold
pieces to-day to pay back a loan I made around that I almost feel like taking him than Henky could find in a dozen years."
him when he built his new barn. Of course, out in the woodshed and giving him a dose
you know about the old fellow's cranky of strap oil, even if he is sixteen years
Henky returned from
old."
notion against touching paper money."
the postoftice and willingly, but rather
"There now, father, that's no way to listlessly responded to his uncle's sugges"Gracious, how I wish I had them," exclaimed Ruth, the young lady of the family. talk," rejoined Mrs. Stowe anxiously. tion that they take a little sail on the lake
"Maybe if you gave them to Henky, he "You know we've got to be patient with before supper. As soon as Henky's little
would cure himself. I'm sure I'd be as him. Henky is a good boy, even if he is catboat was well out from the shore, Uncle
cheerful as a Cheshire cat for half that sometimes a little headstrong and stub- Henry in seeming innocence inquired:
born. But so was his Uncle Henry when
"Well, Henky, how do you like Wilcox
money."
"You don't need cheering up, my dear, he was a boy, too. Our Henky has a good Corners?"
"Like it !" Henky fairly exploded. "Like
any more than you really need more deal of Wilcox in his disposition."
"That's right, sis," grinned her brother. this old hole, Uncle Hank!
All I can
money," smiled her father. "And it isn't
money or anything that money can buy "Blame it all on your poor innocent say is that if hating a place could wipe
that Henky needs. The plain fact is that brother.
But, never you mind; in spite it off the map, Wilcox Corners would have
his being born and brought up in the city of his Wilcox disposition, Henky is going been missing for some time.
Only," he
We'll find some added bitterly, "I don't suppose it ever
has so prejudiced him against the country to come out all right.
that he simply won't see anything pleasant way to cheer him up."
was on any decent map. Why, just look
"I've got an idea, uncle," exclaimed at it yourself, uncle," pointing to the vilhere."
"Perhaps a trip back to Buffalo for a Ruth. "Just hide your sack of gold some- lage as it lay before them, huddled at the
little outing would make him feel better," where and give it to the one of us who outlet of
the pond.
"There's the old
This would make Henky take creamery, and the <>hl mill, and the old
suggested Mrs. Stowe. She had no hesi- finds it.
tancy in allowing her wealthy brother to notice because he's always crazy over any blacksmith shop, and the old school, and
And besides, / really the old hotel, and the two old churches
spend money on Henky, because Mr. Wil- kind of a game.
cox was a bachelor and Henky was his need that money."
and the four old stores and the dozen or
"You do, eh !" laughed her uncle. "But so other old shacks which all the old fosfavorite nephew.
"He would be worse than ever when he don't be too sure you would be the one sils live in. Why, they haven't built a new
got back from the city," argued Mr. to find it if I should hide it.
Henky is building here since Noah let them out of
Stowe. "I tell you what he needs is some- no slouch at any game. Then there's Bud- the ark, and yet they call that a town
thing to jar him loose from himself and die, our eagle-eyed Scout, and you know and expect live folks to try to live in it."
"Whew!" exclaimed his uncle, as Henky
make him sit up and take notice of things there's a bunch of pretty live youngsters
around him. Money won't do it and scold- over town.
paused for breath. "Aside from all that
"You bet, we'd be there," chimed in I suppose it's a pretty nice old place. By
ing won't, but sometimes he makes me so
exasperated with his pig-headed moping Buddie. "But honest, uncle, I'll bet you the way, young fellow, has it ever occurred
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to you that this is my native town that I guess I can find a job, even if the Wilwant me.
you are running down the place where cox Produce Company doesn't
your great, great grandfather Wilcox set- If you think a fellow who has always had
tled when he came to this country and the all the advantages of the city is going to
place where I got my start in busines, bury himself in this old burg where there's
to see, nothing to do and nobody
right there in that old creamery you so nothing

but a

greatly despise?"

lot of

country rubes to talk

to,

then

didn't think about that!" was I can tell you you've got
your wires
"Of course, I crossed."
Henky's contrite reply.
"Gee whillikens, Henky," exclaimed his
didn't mean to hurt your feelings, I'ncle
Hank. Still," he continued more defiant- uncle. "Don't fly off the handle that way.
of run- Just hold your ponies a bit and listen to
ly, "you really couldn't accuse me
ning down the place, because, it seems to a little horse sense. If you haven't been
me, it ran itself down a hundred years so kiln-dried, warped and spoiled by your
ago and nobody has ever tried to wind it city life, so that you are unable to tell an
"Oh",

I

advantage from a' disadvantage, just listen
town to a few plain facts. Don't you know for
needs winding up and setting going again, instance, that your father and your mother
why wouldn't that be a good job for a and myself and practically every man
holding a responsible position with the Wilhusky lad like you to tackle?"
"No, thank you, nothing doing on that cox Produce Company were once 'country
Just as soon as dad rubes,' as you call us?"
line for yours truly.
"Well, I notice that you and dad and
gets things running a little better in the
creamery I am going back to Buffalo to the others got away and went to the city
work. Why, I thought, Uncle Hank, that about as soon as you got a chance."
"I suppose you think you've scored with
you might have a job for me !"

up again."
"Good joke,

ha, ha!

But,

if

the

that hit," grimly replied the uncle. "Well,
you're still mistaken, because neither I nor
your father went to Buffalo until we had
made good right in the old creamery there.
And you can bet we were mighty glad we
had hung on to the old concern when your
got real backbones."
"Why wha what do you mean, regular father's health began to fail and the docbackbones?" stammered the boy, flushing tor ordered him to quit office work."
He went on more mildly, "Now, you
with surprise, which turned to anger. "So
that's the way you feel about me, is it? mustn't think that I don't see your point
And I always thought you liked me! Well, of view, my boy, for I fully realize that
life here must seem
slow and dull to you,
compared with all the

rather
"I
"Oh, y-e-s,"
dubiously.
reckon I might find something for you
to do around our place, but I might as
well warn you now that all of our really
good positions are given to fellows who've

April,

law not to worry if he worked a while in
the shop where the butter tubs were
marked. He added that he was likely to
take a stroll in the moonlight.
Realizing, of course, that he was "up to
something" the Stowes bade him goodnight and left him to his devices.
When the boys came down to breakfast
next morning their father called out:
"Just come out here, boys, and see
what's on the east end of the creamery."
Henky and Buddie hurried out, and
there, tacked upon the building, where the
patrons would see it as they drove in
with their milk, was a great, flaring poster,
crudely lettered in black paint upon a
double sheet of heavy wrapping paper. It
read:

"ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS

REAL GOLD
FOR YOU
YOU CAN FIND IT WITHIN
IN

IF

FIVE DAYS.
The undersigned has hidden a sack
cinilninimi $100 in gold in a certain
place -within one mile of this creamThe person finding this may
er;/.
keep it, but if it is not found at the
end of five days, I shall return and
reclaim it for myself.
(Signed) "HENRY K. WILCOX."

They Found

the

Bag

of Gold
But

activities
you have
been used to; but at

the same time, let me
tell you that the coun-

How

A

can match every
advantage of the city
and then have some
left
big advantages
try

over. Of course, some
of us are obliged to
go to the cities to find

1915

Did

They Do

It?

Real

Scout Test,

with Prizes

you had read the sign which
posted on the creamery
larger commercial ad- how would you have gone about it to find
vantages; but I can the bag of gold?
We want you to find this treasure, and
tell you that not many
of us could stand the
strain- and stress of
business in the city if
we hadn't been well

Mr. Wilcox
SUPPOSE

to

tell

how you

did

it

in

a

story

not

than 300 and not more than 1,000
words long, written according to the rules
given below.
less

The map easily places you at Wilcox
prepared in mind and
body during our early Corners. With its aid you can search for
days in the country." the gold almost as well as though you
The dinner bell rang were there.
and, the conversation
Any Scout may go over the story and

interrupted, they sail- the map with other members of his troop,
ed back to the cream- and with them develop the hunt plan tocry.

Henky

still

was gether.

sulk, but
his uncle was satisfied

inclined

to

The story may be submitted

your own name or

in the

name

in

of your

troop.
The judges will be Mr. Hungerford, the
that the boy was beto
do
a
little
author; the Cave Scout, and the Editor
ginning
of BOYS' LIFE.
thinking.

The
night

the young
THAT

MAP
AND

OF

1.

The Creamery

2.

Ol,l

New

Ice

VICINITY

House
House

Ice
3.
4.
5. Hill with
6. Cemetery

Pumpkin Seed Island
Great Twin Pines

7.

Mill

s A

?/

l0

'T?'V-f'
Church
House

10. Baptist
11. School

.

Stoles.

'5,

submitted will be judged on

retired, Mr. Wil- qualities shown in planning and conductcox announced that he ing the hunt in a manner consistent with
was going to start the facts stated by Mr. Hungerford in
back to the city be- his story, and with physical features indifore sunrise next day. cated by the map; it is understood that
Also he procured a features not inconsistent with the general
if lay of the land may be introduced by the
lantern,
inquired
the door leading to writers:
Ten points for grammar, spelling and
of
the
the
cupola
un- punctuation;
was
creamery
Ten points on neatness of manuscript;
locked, and told his
sister and brother-in(Concluded un Page 37 :>

had

WILCOX

stories

after the following basis:
folks
Sixty-five points for the good Scouting

With

Wood-Pile

the Aid of the

Another Dan of the Mountain Story
BY

F.

MOULTON McLANE

Author

of

"Dan

of

the Mountain"

There was a long
Bob broke

and Bob

DAN

made

pause.

their
first trip together to

it.

their

traps

such

Christmas.

a

goin'
I
traps.

my
I

ly,

borrowed

ant

"How
and

Bob was

particuinterested in

how Dan

that
so
it

liked

He himself had enjoyed
book.
that copy
thoroughly that he had bought
for a friend at school but it had gone into
Dan's stocking instead.
Dan polished the knife-handle vigor"Look
ously. "No," he said constrainedly.
Quick! On the
Tha'r's a brown creeper!
See him?"
trunk.
The next time Bob remembered to ask
about it Dan answered:
"We've looked at th' pictures, pap an'
;

!

!"

It

fine.

Ain't th'

was on the day of

air

clear to-

their third

tramp

Bob found out why Dan was so shy
about it. Dan came, for the first time, to
Bob's home to call for Bob. Much to Dan's
the
relief, it was Bob himself who opened

that

door.

"Got to stop for a new boot-lace,
There's
in.
apologized Bob. "Come along
no one in the study."
Whatever do ye do with
"Gracious!
such a pile o' books !" exclaimed Dan, as
he gazed at the four book-cases full and
overflowing.
Mine are over
"This corner's dad's.
Look at 'em while you're waiting.
here.
Here's my new bird-book. Beauty, isn't it?"
Dan looked about uncomfortably as Bob
But there was no one there, and
left him.
after a moment, he sat down in the huge
soft ohair and opened the book, which im-

mediately amazed him with the wonderful
colored pictures.
"There's all the woodpeckers, jes' as I
know 'em Mr. Redhead, an' Mr. Hairy,
There's readin' beside
Mr. Downy.
I wish
"O, Bob," came a soft little voice at his

an'
'em.

elbow.

Dan

to

He

Dolly's
then,

in the quiet, pleas-

jes' like

"Have you tried
Black Arrow yet?"
asked Bob.

They're

'fore
That'll

beginning

word-book;

grand

cheese."

day

six.

clear the table.

one," he said shy-

I.

was

Learn-

won't it?"
"Lots," answered Bob, cheerful-

toe.

larly

all

letters.

help,

sought to feel the

ly.

the

ed 'em from

hard smoothness of
the knife that had
tumbled out of its

"Cuts

to

know

o'

;

a

if

Dan, softly. "Le's
do it to-day, 'stead

n

wore the gay red
and
muffler
cap,
mittens he had
found in his stocking and every now
and then his hand

"It's

say,

sort of

helped
boosted you along
till you could?"
"Mind!" echoed

there was
a day as

D

I

I

mas eve when Dan
learned

wish

"I

would you mind

several
weeks after that
memorable Christ-

started; but he

saw only a

little

the Chips Flew
the Axes Flashed
in the Air!"

study,

somehow

which
seemed

>e place to
J" 3 *
do it, they began to

make their way

over the, to Dan,
mat, and man,
"Why, that's me!" laughed
pan,
and big blue eyes.
Dan. It was a harder trail than any he
"Oh, I thought you were Bob," she exhad ever tried to follow before
claimed.
They kept at it steadily, till Bob's father
"I'm Dan," he explained.
came home a small, slender man. "Pap
The girl nodded wisely.
could fling him over his head with one
Bob's best chum."
"I know.
arm," thought Dan, as they shook hands.
Dan's cheek reddened with pleasure.
in his eyes
"But you'll do just as well for what I But there was a quiet strength
that made itself felt, so that
want. I came over to ask him to help me and voice
Bob
Will you tell me what Dan didn't wonder any more why
with my lesson.
She pulled a book from had been able to face Old Joe so quietly
that word is?"
When Dan went
under her arm and pointed to the middle and yet so fearlessly.
home he carried the precious "Wordof the page.
Book" in his pocket.
Dan drew back uneasily.
"Better wait till Bob comes, hadn't
," said Bob meditatively, as
you?" he muttered.
Please."
they talked before the fire that night,
"He's always so long.
"I believe I never 'predated what bein'
Dan's eyes wandered to his boots.
able to read meant to a chap before, nor
I cayn't
"I
how much a feller can learn all at once
"You can't! Why? What
Makes me feel
"I cayn't read," his voice sank to a low if he really wants to.
cheap the way I've slid over my lessons
whisper.
"You can't read!" Her voice was shrill sometimes. Why, we did all the words of
You one syllable in 'the book. What do you
with surprise.
"Why, how funny
think 'of that?"
can't read!"
"I guess he had a good teacher."
"Dan!" Bob stood in the doorway, eyes
"Fiddlesticks !" grunted Bob impatientwide open with surprise and accusation.
"Run away, Dolly." Then, when she had ly. "I wasn't fishin' that time, honest."
The minister placed the tips of his
gone "Dan !" he repeated, "an' here I've
been askin' say, why didn't you tell a fingers together and studied them intently.
"If he really wants to learn," he said
feller
"Didn't want to," Dan mumbled. "Didn't at last and Bob had felt that something
splendid was coming, but what, he could
think I'd haf to."
Bob walked to the window, hands in not guess "teach him all you can readHe always did ing, writing, arithmetic, geography. I'll
pockets, whistling softly.
Bring him up to where
this when he was moved, or puzzled, or find the books.
he can enter Rockville when you go back
three
was
all
And
he
hard.
just
thinking
without
hopelessly
being
year,
now. He looked out a full minute before next
ashamed of himself, and I'll see if I can't
he spoke.
"Would you like to?" he blurted awk- get him the Bell Scholarship."
Bob sprang to his feet. "O, dad!" was
wardly, without turning.
all he could say.
"You bet," answered Dan earnestly.
girl

about eight, with tumbled yellow hair unblazed

trail of Cat, rat,

Dan, --

!
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the first time since they got ac"Don't tell him till we're sure. He may muscle.
Funny, Dan just hates it,
JP quainted and feeling mean that he
not keep it up; or we may not get the though."
"You and he are just as good chums as could possibly feel that way Bob dreadAnd you'll have to be very
scholarship.
The
ed to call for Dan at the cabin.
careful not to let it slip out unintention- ever?" asked Mr. Wallace.
"Of course. He's a fine chap."
sound of the ax echoing down to him as
Remember that, Bob."
ally.
"And so are you. That's the secret, I he climbed the narraw trail recalled, too,
"Dad," responded Bob, warmly, "you've
the talk in the wood-shed,
Have you ever suppose."
told me lots of secrets.
Bob took off his cap and made a low
"Can't go till I finish this," shouted
been sorry you did it, once?"
"No.
Nor I shan't be this time, I'm bow. "I hope a compliment doesn't mean Dan, as Bob drew near.
"All that!" cried Bob in dismay. Then
sure ."
you're going to ask me to be pastor's assistant again?" he murmured anxiously, his heart did a double somersault, for
"It does," admitted the minister there on the top step he saw Old Joe,
was a bit afraid at first that Dan
would tire of the hard task he had promptly.
sitting lazily, watching Dan.
Bob folded his arms.
ahead of him. And when Dan now and then
"Morning, Mr. Bracket," said Bob,
"If it means holding a relationless, cheerfully, though his thoughts were far
stuck in some bog, Bob thought he would
secret, sleepless, foodless
Old Joe in the actuality,
everything but voice-* f rO
cheery.
fairly burst with the tremendous
Yet he was not half so eager to teach as less infant in my arms for an hour a s ix feet of woodland brawn, seemed about
as it did last time, I'm ready ten times as formidable a person as he
full hour!
Dan was to learn.
"
had seemed to talk about in the parsonTwas that book ye give me," Dan to resign."
"It made me
confessed after a while.
"Poor, abused fellow," laughed the min- age wood-shed.
mad t' see all the pictures, an' know there ister. "Not as bad as that. Have you
"Yes; Dan's got to chop that 'fore he
Left it las' night when he
was a gran' story there that / was shet seen Old Joe much lately?"
gits off.
out of." He raced through Dolly's Word"Change cars for a new subject !" should a' done it. He ain't wuth his salt
Then they tried a First Reader, shouted Bob.
Book.
"Hardly any, sir thank at the wood-pile boys ain't, nowadays.
When I think of the way I Look at him now. Anyone 'ud know he
Bob with pride, Dan with disgust. "I'm goodness
'shamed to be readin' this baby stuff, an' tackled him a year ago!" And Bob de- hated it! Him a woodsman!"
me fourteen," he blurted out one day.
molished a huge stick to demonstrate his
Old Joe certainly was not in a mood
But the
reader which combined reading and geog- feelings.
that might be called genial.
"How many times, lately?" persisted sight of an extra ax standing against the
Geography was so
raphy went better.
door-sill gave Bob an inspiration,
new to him in some ways, and so familiar Mr. Wallace.
If
"Would you mind if I helped?
in others, that he seemed to remember it
"Just let me see twice. Once we met
as fast as he could read it.
on the path, and he nodded and went on; you've got another ax
"Thar's one," said Old Joe gruffly, with
Dan always stayed a bit shy of asking the other time he was in the cabin when
Bob about his studies, but Bob never for- I stopped for Dan, but he didn't come a jerk of his thumb.
"Thank you, sir," said Bob. But, as he
got to ask him if there were any ques- out."
Dan never failed to have some.
tions.
"That's a pity," mused the other, half took up the ax he said to himself, "Boys
Now he'll sit up
And every time they tackled things anew, to himself.
ain't, nowadays, hey?
Bob was amazed to find out how far Dan
and take notice! Now he'll see some tall
"I didn't think so.
Why?"
And he started off at his
had progressed, and yet to hear the sim"Because I want you to 'tackle him' chopping!"
best speed.
pie questions he asked, which proved to again."
Bob more than anything else, how he was ""Dad," answered Bob, leaning on his
"Showin' off, eh?" Old Joe commented
"Ye won't keep that up long."
helping him.
ax, "I'd rather you asked me to chop this audibly.
It was about a year after Bob began whole shed of wood this afternoon!"
But Bob did keep it up, much to Old
his "boosting" that Mr. Wallace sent to
"I'm afraid that wouldn't help Dan as Joe's surprise.
Bob, as he got into the
the school for some specimen question much.
A letter came from Rockville to- swing of it, and felt the heavy ax swing
to
the
for
entrance
"Upper day."
papers
just as his muscles directed it, was thankSchool."
Then, as he and Bob planned
Bob drew near.
He had long been ful for all the winter's drudgery at the
He had done that to save his
together, Bob cornered Dan one day and waiting for that letter from Rockville. wood-pile.
made him answer them "just for fun."
"Dan can have the Bell Scholarship." father, but he saw now it was also getAlthough he didn't get amazing per cents, ("Hurrah!" interjected Bob.) "I thought ting him in training to help Dan. "Dad
would make a sermon out of that," he
But more
yet he passed them! And Bob was a that could be managed.
then laughed at himself.
proud boy!
they've just been given a large tract of thought; and
"Guess ye're in a hurry t' go," chuckled
forest land they need some one for a
OB was sauntering up the garden path sor t of warden," and in the summer a Old Joe. "Say, young feller, you can sure
If ye'd only l.-irn
one day in February when a sound practical director for the boys' camp 'nough chop some.
from the rear of the house made him there."
Dan some o' that, 'stead o' book-larnin'."
"We had a wood-chopping race at
"Old Joe, of
prick up his ears and make for the wood"Q, bully!" cried Bob.
shed.
But he school. I won this," Bob pulled off a
If he'll only take it!
course.
of an
"Now, dad," he shouted, warningly.
must! When shall you tell him?"
tiny silver scarf-pin in the shape
"So I'm caught again, am I?" answered
"I shall not tell him," said Mr. Wai- ax,' and handed it to Old Joe.
the little minister, with a faint smile. "If J a ce, with a
"M-m. Must be somethin' of a school,
Bob understood.
quiet smile.
a man can't chop his own wood, I'd like
What's th' letters for?"
"Q, dad! You're never goin' to ask me that!
to know the reason why !"
"R. A. Rockville Academy." Bob sent
to do it."
"I'm the reason why," replied Bob
"You're the best one in fact, the only up a wordless thanksgiving that they were
promptly; and by this time he had taken one. The chance may come about, natur- talking so easily and so naturally, so near
the ax from his father's hand.
"There's ally, with you, most any day. He's never that dangerous topic,
no sense in your wearing yourself out over talked with me yet; and you're such
"Wr hy ain't ye thar now?"
ic'ood when you've got the souls of this chums with Dan, a'nd have
"Dad needed me when we first came
he'lped him so
whole place on your mind, and me to chop much, it seems to me he'd listen more to here.
I've been studyin' with him so I
the wood."
you than to anyone else." Now the min- haven't lost any time."
"What a husky fellow you are, Bob." ister appeared the vigorous one, and Bob
Old Joe held out the pin. Bob reached
The minister sat down with relief; for he the one who drooped.
for it.
had made an exhausting and discour"What ye 'fraid o' me for, now?" de"As if you haven't been the one behind
it all, if I've done
I'm manded Old Joe.
aging visit that morning.
anything for Dan
"Lick my weight in wood-piles," sure it's hopeless, if 'it depends on me,"
what ?" stammered Bob.
"I
"Your han' shook."
laughed Bob, lifting a new stick with the sighed Bob.
"Don't
"I didn't know it it's because I've got
Mr. Wallace looked up with one of his
speed of the lightning express.
forget I won the wood-chopping race at gentle smiles that, Bob always said, made something to say to you, then and I
Rockville."
He saw, ha'f unconsciously, you think you could tip the world off its don't know how to begin," answered Bob,
that his father was tired and down-heart- axis if he just asked you to."
"And you may not like it
honestly.
"It's about Dan, I'll wager?" asked Old
ed, and he kept talking in an effort to
"Nevertheless, we'll try?"
cheer him up.
"O, yes I'll try."
Joe, suspiciously.
"Don't see why some fellers always fight
"Yes, sir."
"But, Bob, it isn't really trying when
To me it's better you go into it beaten."
"Sunthin' ye want to persuade me t'
shy of the wood-pile.
than a punching-bag, because you've got
Bob squared his shoulders.
do, eh?"
"I'll do it, dad,"
something useful to show for it besides
(Continued on Page 41)
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The
Moonshiners
.

in th<

Jungle
By

WALTER WALDEN
"That dream gave me the inspiration for my plans, which I worked
out in tny mind at: nuj i>nii carried
me and Joseph DeLony's letter
through

the

morning

freshness of the early
to the postoffice."

ILLUSTRATED BY NORMAN

CHAPTER

V.

P.

ROCKWELL

here was a task to be performed
How was I to describe Bat
at once.
Mason so he would not be confused
with many another of the same ilk?
It was then I thought of that photograph
I had handled down in the thicket by the
still.
I would get that to send with my
description of Bat. And since Joseph De-

BUT

for an immediate reply, I
must go at once.
It was barely after an hour's ride that
I
tethered
my pony in the hummock
and made my way into that dark place of
I quickly had out Bat's bundle
the still.
of papers from the box in the thicket, and
pocketed the photograph. I had bethought
me of that letter signed T., that Bat had
got yesterday in the mail, and had pro-

Long pressed

vided myself 'before leaving the house with
some paper on which I made a copy of the
It might
letter to send to Joseph DeLong.
mean more than it seemed. (As it did,
we'll see.)

carefully back, leaving no
signs of disturbance, and made off with
the purloined photo. I had no qualms; for
the law, I knew, would seize anything it
required for evidence, and I, in some sense,
represented the law through Joseph DeI

put

Long.

HOW THE STOUT

Continued.

all else

When I got home I prepared my letter,
describing Bat Mason as well as I could,
but depended much on the photograph to

who

relates the story,

his

BEGAN.
manner

Tli^m'li

chan<n'd

The
officials capture some smugglers.
the lau>, and Nat noticed that he had

old
also

I'nrle Billy
e<nns>l<'t>iti

tnn

had always

afti-r

the

(/<.
jri,-,,,ls with Nat,
buy helped the government

u'as f"" siiufli' to e<nici ol his
:

tmr<n-,l.\

liuxfiiif'/

formed a stranye intimacy with one "Bat" Mason,
a good-for-nothing fellow, new to the town. One day Nat followed the lien, u-li.n thrii dmr,He learned that "moonshining" the
to a loni'lit x-fniii>, with a carefully covered load.
was going on.
illegal making of liquor
The minister promised Nat that he would try to hijln>'nc<' tin- >nen, and Xnt also wrote
Meantime, the boij has liecu,,:,- intimate "-itli
to Joseph DeLong, his revenue officer friend.
.sYThe
-</.
/j.'/"/. <nnl Ai/.v tnl,l /,/,/* !!/,
Janti'S Hoi'-'att, a neighbor boy of a nf'-linni'-al turn
two l>oi/s /i>//'i/r //,, moonshiners' truil, orrrh,'iir an ai-<//a/n'nt l/,t>r,',n tl/<i:< nii'l jiniilhi disBat comes unexpectedly, but they hide innl wliett lie falls into a
cover the hidden "still."
drunken, sleep, then find a letter which incriminates him icitl* nr>me even more srrimix escapades.
The minister's sermon stirs Uncle Billy, but Bat induces him to tnake "yi/.vf one more
batch" of moonshine. Meantime, Nat receives a letter from Joseph DeLonn, asking csjiecialhi
about Uncle Billy's confederate. Nat is loath to hurt his old friend, but wants the evil influence removed.
(J

>.<

my friend's requirements. I inclosed also the copy of that letter, made
down at the still, and was ready to get it
into the mail before the departure of the
mail-carrier in the morning, whose route
carried him to the terminus of the railroad, sixty miles up-country.
I began to be more and more disturbed
over the prospects. Here was the chance
of Joseph DeLong coming in a week; and

satisfy

no knowing whether Uncle Bill's last batch
of moonshine should be finished and he
I
free of that bad business before then.
did not feel that I could go to Uncle Bill
and let him know how I'd been spying on
him, even though I could say it was with
motives only for his own good; and I
was in two minds about laying the whole

proven vain; for he went off with the mail
in the morning and was gone the whole
week.
I went over to counsel with James
Howatt, but found he was gone off to the
river with his father.
So I had finally to
take my problem to bed, which puzzle, together with a heavy sultriness in the air,
kept me tossing from side to side for

hours.

could hear the rumbling of a wagon
the road James Howatt was calling to me to keep far away from the
stumps. The rumbling came nearer, and I
I

on

saw Uncle

Bill in his wagon playing on his
Jew's harp. No, it was not a wagon, it
was a vessel on the bay all sails set.
Uncle Bill sat on a hatch, picking the
case before the minister, for his advice Jew's harp; and before him was the
and further help. This last would have moonshine still, a fire under the boiler.
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The copper coils
a terrific crash
I
flew aloft, over the water.
Rain pattered on the roof
sat, rigid.
over ray head, and I could hear the rumble of thunder outside.
I put my head on the- pillow again, conI must
scious that I had been dreaming.
have fallen asleep again, the hazy details of my dream sticking fast in my
memory, for it all came back to me while
I dressed in the morning.
That dream gave me the inspiration for
my plans, which I worked out in my mind
as my pony carried me and Joseph De
Long's letter through the freshness of the
early morning to the post office. The rain
was over and the sun was drying the tops
of the pines.

Boom

!

!

of the

still
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After relieving the pony of his harness
and properly tethering him to graze, we
set the canoe into the water and put
aboard the grubbing-hoe and ax. Then,
James with his paddle and I with a pole,
we moved on up Prairie Creek, under

the overhanging boughs.
When we got near to the mouth of the
little creek I had James set me ashore on
the south bank and I went off to reconnoitre.
It would not do to begin chopping and slashing into the thicket if Bat
Mason and Uncle Bill should chance to
be within hearing. I passed through the
hammock to the south of the grotto of
the still, crossing the little creek on one
of the many fallen logs, till I got to the
little open space where we had discovered
Uncle Bill and Bat on the Saturday before.
I
then followed cautiously down
PREPA- the imperfect- trail to the water, by the

April,

1915

find.
No way of entry except by
the way of the waters of Prairie Creek,
thus no tell-tale trail to point the way.
examined three barrels.
Two contained fermenting corn meal, the third
held dry meal.
"It will take them several nights to fin-

hard to

We

ish all this, I imagine," said

I.

wonder how much they put in at
"Do you think they
once," said James.
can make enough moonshine out of this
"I

to

fill all those
demijohns?"
"I don't know," I answered, "but

I hope
never finish it."
"Well, I guess they won't when we get
our works in shape," he said. But we'll
get a chance to see how they work it."
His mechanical mind ever craved mechanical entertainment.
I went over to the entrance which was
to be the scene of much of our preparation.
One large, live oak held some of
its moss-hung branches over the inner end
of the entering road. I picked out another
moss-hung oak, halfway down to the waThese
ter, on the other side of the lane.

they'll

and waded down stream and into
I
crept forward very careback around by way of the fully, but found the place without any
Howatt homestead, but James had living thing visible except the birds and
But there stood the
gone off to hunt up myself and I found a gray squirrel.
him at my own door. It was then I took screen-covered still that caused me so two would suit my purposes.
him into the hammock by the branch and much disturbance of mind.
It wanted but an hour of sun down
laid open my plans.
He was aroused
"Nobody around," I said to James, when when we went out by our own little path
with interest said he knew just how to I got back to the canoe.
through the thicket to the canoe and moved
We got the canoe up the little creek, down stream, back to the pony and wagon.
manage his share of our enterprise.
After pouring out oats for the pony
My purpose was nothing less than the about two hundred feet.
destruction of the moonshine still, so that
"I think this is a good place," I said. we went out into the "piney" woods for
Uncle Bill should have very material reaIn fact we couldn't have gone more pine-knots for a fire.
It took us but a
son to discontinue at once an occupation than a few feet farther for a fallen tree minute to gather all we required, and
which I'd heard him express a purpose to and vines.
James got a handful of worms from unWe set immediately to work to cut into der the bark of dead pine trunks. So,
give up when it should be a bit more
convenient than now. And, also, it would that mass of jungle growth. A small dog while I made a fire and set on rice to
be destroying any tell-tale evidence of would have found difficulty to get through boil, he put a line into the creek, where
Uncle Bill's errors, against the probable that thicket.
Before the
perch were always plenty.
coming of the revenue officer.
By noon we had cut our way no more rice was done we had fish sissling in the
"Father will help me get things ready," than twenty feet. We ate our lunch in pan.
said James, "and he'll tell me just how the canoe, after a trip down to give the
"Do you think we'd better go up there
to set the charge."
pony his oats, and it was midafternoon before dark?" asked James.
"Have you got some more of those elec- when we got to a point two feet from the
"Yes," I said, "we want to see what
tric lamps and plenty of wire?" I asked. higher ground and the inner edge of the time they come, so we'll know how to get
answered.
"But
"Lots !" he
ready for them."
what do you want electric
The sun had gone down by
the time we had set the canoe
lamps for?" he added.
in the water again, and we
"Oh, I'll show you when I
hurried up the
get it ready," I answered him.
darkening
I had an idea that grew out
stream, that seemed in the
of the minister's sermon and
dusk like a wee river in a
Uncle Bill's superstitions, but
cave, so closely overhung was
I was not ready to disclose it
it with trees and vines.
as yet.
James was the meWe presently crawled by
chanical expert, but I had a
our path into the nest we
little
mechanical conceit of
had made close to the inner
of the
thicket
and
my own that I meant to work
edge
out and keep as a surprise.
crouched
to
watch.
The
screen of palmetto still cov"Well," said James, "when
are we going to start gettin ;
ered the boiler
and worm
barrel.
ready when is the big show
to come off?"
We must have lain in our
"We'll go down in the mornhiding place about a quarter
of an hour, and darkness had
ing," I said. "We'll be ab'.e
to work each day till near suncome on, when we heard the
down they won't go to the
rattle of the light wagon comstill any more till after dark
ing from the lane through the
I know from what Uncle Bill
thicket.
Then a dark mass
Of*
said."
moved into the open space and
In the morning we put an ax,
toward the still, beside which
"When I yot home I prepared my letter as well as I could."
a grubbing hoe, and James's
it
stopped.
canoe into the Howatts' wagon and set off thicket.
We could hear them throwing wood to
Another hour was consumed in
for Prairie Creek. We discussed plans as making a snug nest, well-screened from the ground and presently one of the two
we went.
the grotto within.
From here we had a led the horse to one side and unhitched
"Where do you intend to make the good view of the still.
him, while the other kindled a fire under
James was delighted over the prospect. the boiler of the still. The blaze illumined
path?" asked James.
"From some place up the little creek," He was taken up with the experiences in the face of Bat Mason, and soon the other
I aaid.
"I think it isn't so far in from store, while I, as yet, was stirred chiefly form approached the fire, whose light
there."
showed us Uncle Bill's long chin whiskers.
by the results to be attained.
We drove the pony into the hammock, "Let's go in," said James.
Uncle Bill took up a tin pail and apSo we pushed through the remaining proached one of the barrels.
bordering Prairie Creek, some hundreds of
"I reckon we'll take out o' this one first,"
yards below the still, and there sought two feet of thicket and stood within the
out a well-sheltered spot and cleared a open space, canopied in green and gray. he said.
A more ideal place to hide it would be
place for our headquarters camp.
(Continued on page 44)
thicket,
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I saw how ridiculous it was.
By confusion of dots and dashes quite unintelJiminy, I'd rather see the money go toward ligible to anyone not familiar with the
a new camping outfit, or the lumber for the Morse International Code.
wouldn't spend
I
troop's power boat.

of last night

Quarry Troop No. 1, of Woodbridge,
popularly known as the Boy Scout
Engineers, were gathered in the meeting
room at headquarters. In fact, they had
been literally driven there when the Woodbridge Academy let out at half past two
on Friday afternoon. You see, it was raining so hard that there was no other place
to go. But, then, the old machine shop was

TWELVE

the best place in the world for the boys,
rain or shine, so that didn't make much
What really did matter was
difference.
the monotony of it all. For five days now
the region round about Woodbridge had
been literally deluged with a spring downpour. Otter Creek had swollen to twice its

that thirty dollars to see three circuses,
wouldn't."

I

Ford calling," read
"Headquarters,
Bruce.
"Fellows, Mr. Ford is trying to
from the conversation, the raise us. Wonder what he wants !"
circus question referred to had died a
He hurried into the wire room with the

JUDGING

hard death. To tell the truth, its demise rest at his heels, and taking the low operhad really been quite painful so far as ator's chair opened the key and answered
most of the boys were concerned, for all of the call. Then he closed it again and
them had rather liked the idea of being waited. The boys were all attention, for
able to enjoy "the World's Mightiest, Most most of them were second-class scouts and
Magnificent Combination of Clever Ani- could "read" Morse well.
mals and Human Skill and Daring," etc.,
"Mayor
Worthington
just
'phoned
which was booked to show in St. Cloud City
me," clicked the instrument. "Wants

normal size, springs were gushing from a few days hence.
most unheard-of places and rivulets were
For a week the temptation to spend the
racing down hillsides that usually were, to troop's thirty dollars had haunted the lads
quote Nipper Knapp, "dry as a smoked day and night, until finally with a great
effort they had laid the ghost by a unanherring."
"By George, I do wish this rain would imous vote that the money must not be
What we want is a chance to get
let up.
It
spent on the profitless amusement.
out of doors a bit. I haven't stretched my
had
really was a sacrifice, for every Scout
legs in a week," said Romper Ryan glumly set his heart on a hike to St. Cloud and a
as he gazed out of the big front window.
day crowded full of gaiety and glitter, not
"Well," said fat Babe Wilson with his to mention a stomach crowded fuller with
usual sarcasm, "if it don't dry up soon the
peanuts, popcorn and lemonade.
whole blamed world is liable to shrink."
"Fellows, I am just as much disappointan
after
as
he
"That
Then,
added,
thought,
ed as the rest," said Bruce Clifford, leader
St.
Cloud
so
near
Woodrhight bring
City
of the Owl patrol, "but I think we decided
bridge that we could at least see the circus wisely last night. We can all do without
parade."

"Aw-w, what'er you bringing up

Eaters,"

that cir-

going to the circus, even
gest one that has visited

if

it

this

is

the big-

neck of the

cus subject for again," said Jiminy Gordon, woods in
years. The possibility of a new
who didn't like to be reminded of the pleas- set of tents
or the lumber for a motorboat
ure he had decided to forego.
appeals to me more than blowing the
"Yes," chorused two others who were money in on a show; that is, it does when
equally reluctant about facing the sacrifice I stop and think soberly about it."
they had voted themselves; "forget about
"Right-o!" said Romper.
that blooming circus."
"That's what I call common sense," as"Say, you fellows needn't hop on me .just serted Nipper Knapp.
because I want to have a little fun with
"Just the way we all should look at it,"
"I'm as good a insisted Bud Weir, leader of the Blue
you," protested Babe.
Don't you suppose Heron patrol.
sport as any of you.
I agreed when you voted not to go to the
"And if we were to sh! Listen, felcircus. I know it would be foolish to spend lows
Some one's calling !" In an instant
most of the thirty dollars in the troop's
everybody was silent.
treasury for a day's outing. You needn't
talk, Jiminy Gordon; you were the first
inclined his head toward the
one to suggest the idea last week when you
wire room at the other end of the
saw the man posting the bills."
building where the headquarters telegraph
"Yes, I know I was," said Jiminy, some- key and the instruments connected with the
what embarrassed, "but I said it without wireless aerials on the roof were located.
When we got to discussing it Out of the doorway seemed to tumble a
thinking.
!

BltUCE
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Scouts

to
see
four
I

would

- Ford

Asst

at
like
S'c't

Town
to

have

M's't'r

Hall

at

you
3":10

go.

p

m."

we wear uniforms
right Shall
Bruce
L'd'r
Owl P't'r'l 3:12 p
in," Bruce flashed back over the wire.
wet
"Yes careful don't get too
Ford
3:14 p m," came the
G'd by
"All

answer.

"Crackey

!

Something interesting

!

Won-

der what's up !" said Bruce excitedly, as
he began calling on the loop telegraph win'
that was connected to an instrument in
every Scout's home.
three

THE
stood

patrols

at attention

of

Quarry Troop

the broad corTown Hall, await-

in

ridor of the Woodbridge
ing the coming of Mayor Worthington.
Their campaign hats were water-soaked,
and rain dripped from the edge of their
slickers and gathered in little pools about
their feet. They must have been uncomfortable. But if they were, they gave no
signs of it. All their attention was riveted
on the doors that led the way into the

Mayor's private

office.

Presently these doors swung open, and
the tall, broad-shouldered figure of the
town's chief executive strode forth, fol-

and Timothy CockCommissioner of Streets and
Highways. Every back stiffened and every
hand went up in salute as these men advanced and took their position in front of
Bruce, the recognized spokesman of the
troop. The Mayor acknowledged the salute
in quite the proper manner, as did the

lowed by
ran,

the

his secretary
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others then, clearing his throat, he spoke.
the rain had decreased con"Scouts, I have asked you here because
siderably the Scouts lost little time in
you can be of service to Woodbridge. The getting from the Town Hall to Scout headtown needs you. Are you willing to do a quarters, where the details of organizing
the road patrols were worked out. It regood turn for the welfare of us all?"
"We're ready for anything, sir.
try quired the rest of the afternoon to do this,
to do a good turn daily, rain or shine," said and the dinner hour arrived almost before
the boys were aware of the time.
Bruce, once more saluting.
And his answer was echoed by the score
"Say, fellows, this is going to be
or more of brown-clad youths ranged in fine," said Bud Weir. Then,
glancing
line beside him.
out of _ the window, he exclaimed:
"Thank you, Scouts," said Mr. Worth- "By Jove, the storm's nearly over;
the clouds are breaking out there
beyond the mountains. This will be
a fine night for
Crackey, fellows, I almost forgot; the circus
;

THOUGH

We

-

comes through town tonight. It will
comet down the valley from Collinsville and take the north road to St. If
Cloud."

"By George, you're right," exclaimed Bruce. "Say, fellows, that
makes our work doubly important.
These heavy circus vans may get

"Come On, Tobi/ Came On. Yuli Gotta
Come Out T Get This Heal"
:

into followed the camels;
great, long-legged
trouble if all the lamps aren't in good creatures that
grunted at every stride as if
order. You fellows be sure and report for
they were indignant at being kept up so
late. Gaudy band wagons, the cook's outduty, will you?"
"Don't worry; there'll be enough of us fit and a
heterogeneous assortment of veto patrol tonight.
I guess we're all
going hicles came next, all of them moving slowly
to stay up and see the circus go through
ii]) the hill while the drivers dozed in their
town, if it isn't raining, aren't we fellows?" seats.
asked Bud. And from the chorus of af"Say, isn't it great?" cried Romper Ryan
firmatives it was evident that few of the as he took in
every little detail.
"You bet it is!" returned Babe Wilson,
troop would be abed when the "World's
"I wonder where the eleMightiest, Most Magnificent Combination breathlessly.
of Clever Animals and Human Skill and
phants are. Oh, here they come!"
Daring" rumbled through town.
clank of chains could be heard
above the grumble of the wagons, and
seven o'clock the rain

"Now to business. The
ington, crisply.
rains of the last few days have raised havoc
in tliis end of
Champlain Valley. So much
water has fallen that the high 'roads leading north and south on either side of the

Byentirely

had stopped

and, when the lamp-lighting
patrols started out in the gloaming, the
storm clouds were fast disappearing in
the southwest, their edges splashed with
the gold and vermillion fire of the setting

valley have been made dangerous by wash- sun.
outs and landslides. In several places the
Indeed,

by the time the second patrol
banks have slipped down from above, but had reported back at headquarters and the
the most dangerous sections are those third group of night watchers had started
where the roads have been washed away out, a big yellow moon had appeared and
almost entirely. Vehicles traveling at night the stars were twinkling merrily
up above.
are very apt to have serious upsets and
After the last patrol had been gone an
the life and limb of the occupants are en- hour the Scouts who, when their duties
dangered, in spite of the fact that we have were finished, had gathered in headquarmarked the washouts with red lanterns ters, moved on to the top of Otter Creek
hill.
hung on short posts.
They had decided that this would be
"What I would like to have you boys do the best place to watch the coming of the
is to organize a road
patrol to keep a care- circus cavalcade.
ful watch over these red lamps and see
The valley presented a queer appearance
that they are all lighted between the hours at that hour. Here and there were red
of nightfall and midnight at least. After lights
standing out against the darkness,
twelve o'clock there is hardly enough traffic while from various points along the highto make the patrolling worth while. The way came the glow of
tiny battery lamps
first patrol can light the lamps at a
given as the Scouts signaled to each other.
hour and thereafter at certain intervals
look
a
like
lot
of fireflies," said
"They
Scout patrols can visit each lamp and see Bruce, after he had watched the series of
that it is in good working order.
How dots and dashes that the boys were flashwould you like the job, boys?"
ing back and forth.
"Fine!" shouted some.
"Yes," said Bud, "just like mighty big
"Just the kind of work we like," cried fli
Hi, fellows, here comes the circus
others.
See 'em that string of lights coming down
"All right," said the Mayor, shortly. Willow street hear that rumble of the
"Scouts, you are hereby appointed Guardi- wagons?"
ans of the Highways by order o/ the
"Sure enough!" exclaimed Bruce, who
Mayor and the Commissioner of Streets was as enthusiastic as the rest.
and Highways. Each morning at half past
Up the long hill, in view of the group of
eight one of your number will be expected wide-eyed and thoroughly interested boys,
to make a report at the Town Hall of the came the
phantom-like caravan. A string
of swinging lanterns fastened to the centre
night's work.
"The Commissioner here has a map of pole of each wagon marked its course.
these thoroughfares showing each washout
First in line were the grumbling and
and just where each lamp is located. You rumbling red and blue animal vans, folcan organize your patrols this afternoon lowed by two
rattling canvas wagons.
and start tonight. I think the storm will Then a troop of little black and white
be somewhat abated by that time.
It is ponies appeared hitched in fours to
light
letting up a little now.
Good-day and gilt and red vehicles that held all sorts of
odds and ends. In the rear of the ponies
good luck."
.

!

THE

moment later five huge elephants appeared out of the darkness. They lumbered
along sleepily, their massive heads and
long trunks swaying from side to side at
every stride. The forelegs of each beast
were chained together with stout links of
iron, but there was little need of fetters,
for the animals were apparently so docile
that the idea of running away seemed
farthest from their minds. The leader of
the drove was, of course, the largest and
apparently the meekest, for as he scuffled
by the Scouts the boys saw that he walked
with his tiny eyes closed exactly as if he
a

were

asleep.

A string of a dozen red vans followed
the elephants, and at the very rear of the
line was the big steam caliope.
It was
muffled and silent now, but its driver was
snoring lustily as if to keep its reputation.
"Gee, but that was worth staying up to
see," said Ray Martin, the first to find his
tongue after the cavalcade had passed OB

down the valley.
"You bet it was," said Bruce. "Jove, I'm
almost sorry we decided
Say! Look!
-

Something has happened! See the lights
down there by the old quarry hole? The
circus has stopped! Look, there are some
It's the patrol!
Can you read
signals!
them?"
"
'We need help. Elephant in in
'

What

the dickens is he talking about?
I
couldn't get that last, could you, Bruce?"

asked Bud Weir.
"Yes; he said that an elephant is in the
quarry hole. By George, one of those big
beasts has fallen down into Tollen's old
quarry. There was a washout down there.

Come on, fellows !"
And the Scouts started at top speed
down the North Valley road toward the
scene of trouble.

A score
BEDLAM

of frantic circus men were
orders at each other, lanterns
bobbing about among the wagons,

shouting

were

reigned at the quarry hole.
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and everyone was beside himself with ex- phant out of the hole all right, but it will
One little gray-haired man mean some hard work. I want you,
citement.
seemed almost distraught over the situa- Romper, to go back to Woodbridge and
tion. He was storming up and down the tell the parents of every fellow here that
road, alternately roaring commands and we have serious work to do. Tell them not
in to worry if we don't get back until late.
delivering tirades against everything
that he was Then I want the Owl Patrol to go to headgeneral. It was quite evident
the manager of the outfit.
quarters and get all the No. 10 wire we
"Now we're in a fine mess," he thun- have on hand, load it on a couple of wheeldered as he strode to the edge of the barrows and start stringing a line from
down
quarry and peered down into the dark- our switchboard in the machine shop
"It's so dogon dark down there we to the quarry hole here.
ness.
How'll we ever
can't even see th' brute.
"String it along the fences and where
I want to know, you have to cross Druery road put it overget him out? That's what
Hang the man who's responsible for this head from tree to tree. Remember, no
mess!
monkeying with the telegraph or telephone
Gol-ding t' wush phew."
!

HIS

thing and everybody.
"Kill t' beast! Kill him, Gol ding his
hide!" screamed the dripping manager as
he picked himself up out of the mud. But
he was such a comical figure that everyone
shouted with laughter.
To Bruce and the Scouts the whole situa-

was extremely humorous.
lost

his

footing.

along in fine shape."
"Good," said Bruce.

Nanc

Evidently

We

hole.

down

into

below.
Some of the circus men can unload the motor, and Nipper, you can show
them how to set it up on the derrick platform.
And while all this is going on,
Babe, you take charge of making a sling,

Take

We

H

We

The next

thing he knew he had slid with a big
splash into the quarry hole. And then,
having a fondness for water and seeing no
way to climb up the twenty-foot wall of
rocks, he had decided to stay there and
e
0d
3
Ug h
"Tut ^uce r ei,led that they could not

^

^

said the manage, Then to his
men, "Come on, boys !"
Bruce led the group around the quarry
hole to the north side and pointed out the
derrick and the coil of rusted steel cable,
"Here's what we'll lift the elephant out
with, providing the boom will hold and
your men can string the heavy cable
through the pulleys at night."
"Huh! our end of it is no trick for a
bunch of canvasbacks," said the foreman
of the gang. "Get busy, boys
quick now
Some of you bring some gasoline torches
Move now, you fellers !"
so's we kin see

""Sure!"

; ;

!

!

five minutes the circus men were
working like beavers, weaving the
for Woodbridge, sir," he said, "and we cable through the pulleys, placing the
would
heavy boom and getting the derrick fitted
"You are the WHAT!" roared the man- up for service. The system and speed with
which the trained tent riggers went about
ager.
their task was nothing short of marvelous
"The Guardians of the Highways and
*
"Well, why in tarnation didn't yuh guard to Bruce. He watched them almost fasciI
the little manager came up
I
I
until
nated
'em then?
Bruce interrupted the sputtering man- an d claimed his attention.
"Look here you feller, I ain't sure your
ager by pointing to the red light.
"There's our light. We did our part. It scheme is goin' t' work out," said he,
must have been your fault. But no matter skeptically. "How'er we goin' t' get some
These
we'll help you get the animal out of the light into' t' hole t' see the brute?
down
quarry if you'll let us."
gasoline torches can't be lowered
"How'll 'yuh do it? Haven't got a thing there. The elephant would go wild and
in my outfit t' pull him out with."
P r ^bly drowned hisself an' ifof
said Bruce.
"Oh, we'll do it all right
figuring on using the headlights
Then briefly he outlined his plan to the old Nanc (that's the troop s automobile

JN
1

;

And when

he

had finished talking the old man looked at
him in amazement.
"Can you do all that?" he demanded
Were the
"Sure we can," said Bruce.
Boy Scout Engineers. Just loan me some
of your canvas men who know how to rig
a block and tackle and we'll have the elephant on his way to St. Cloud by daylight
'

we

Tm

built

last

winter)

for

searchlights.

They are powerful enough and can be
turned anywhere we need em. I here, you
can get a look at them now. That's Old
Nanc on her way here.
Up the road sounded a siren, and the
little manager turned to see two beadIt was Old
bowling toward him.
lights
g

N anc

loaded

down with

the heavy motor,

blasting mat and tools.
"
Fint, Bud; you made a fast trip How
go you," said the manager.
Bruce gathered about him all the Scouts are the wire stringers get ing a ong
shouted Bruce to the Scout who was drivnot doinsr patrol duty
the
elecan
"we
he
sfid'
ing the machine.
get
''Fenows/'

at the latest."

"All right,

I'll

hitch^a

^inte,

of that big blasting

Yes

now

!

in

mat fnd

him ou?

raise

roared the furious manager, but
tarnation are you going to get it

his belly? Think some one is going
there and dive between his legs with
your blooming old sling, do yuh?
animal is nearly all under water, remem-

under

down

tell the truth, that question had been
He
bothering Bruce from the first.
nad hoped that the water was only two
or tm, e e feet deep. But there was at least
ten feet of drainage in the quarry hole
He stood beside Old Nanc and bit his lips

rr-iQ

J

!

Luck seemed
embarrassment.
Was everything going to
f a ]l through at the last moment?
He did not answer t h e irate manager,
but began to turn one of the headlights
slowly so its rays illuminated the west
wall o f tne hole. Then suddenly the light

j

n

his

him.

against

p aused> and a sm ile crept over the boy's
The white beams had revealed 'to
face
him a shelf of marble two feet above the
water _i ine and a t least ten feet across,
'

lower edge of the west wall.
de f ea t turned into victory
t h a t elephant mind his trainer?"
Bruce demanded of the manager.
"Huh! Will he? Well vou'd better
th e

skirt j n g

He saw
wi n

,

<

manager

M

.

rick had been only partly dismantled and
that the rusty steel cable was coiled up in
a pile beside" the heavy upright. Then he
returned to the roadside and approached
the agitated little manager.
"We are the Guardians of the Highways

circus

w

,

,

H

indulge their humor long, for as guardians
of the road it was their duty to give all
Hastily the
the assistance they could.
patrol leader made an inspection of the
pit bv the light of his pocket flash. He remembered a derrick on one side of the cut,
and he hastened to look that over, for already he was beginning to form plans for
getting the beast out of trouble.
He noted with satisfaction that the der-

skeptical

"Now bring Old
up to the edge of the quarry
want to shine her headlights
there and see what it looks like

right

j

the lead elephant had wandered into the

washout and

passed them about a hundred and
yards from here. They are coming

fifty

this blasting mat and get a couple
O f circus men to help you bend a section
O f cable to each of the four corners,
Fasten the ends together around that rusty
can be arrested for anything derrick hook attached to the end of the
poles
in
and
can
like that.
cable.
stop
Romper, you
Hurry it, will you, fellows?"
ask Mr. Ford if he won't go up to Headwith the help of some of the "canvasthe
new
line.
I
and
connect
up
quarters
backs," the automobile was worked off of
don't think we should fuss with the switch- the road and into the field on the north
at
board
night.
side of the qua rry hole near the derrick,
"Now, I want the Blue Herons to go to Then it was pus hed cautiously toward the
the
and
disconnect
fivebig
headquarters
edge of tne pit and its wheels blocked by
horsepower motor on the lathe. Load it some big p eces o f marble so that it would
down
Nanc
and
it
here
aboard Old
bring
The rays of the
not roll into tne hole.
as fast as you can. On your way turn in
headlights dispelled the darkness below
road
and
run
to
the
Baldwin
at Druery
up
j mme
and there was His Highness
Ask Dave Porter, the night the diately
quarries.
Elephant, almost submerged, looking
foreman there, if you can borrow the
small eyes,
up a t them with his ridiculously
'
largest and heaviest blasting mat he has.
h
l kne
Congarn it
you kids
Now hurry, fellows.'
11 need that
foQ ,
d h dr .
,a
me f
The Scouts started off immediately, and
manager when he looked into the cut
Bruce turned to the c.rcus manager.
ow'er you're goin' to hitch anything
"Now if you'll bring your canvas men
d
anim |j rd ]ike to knov;, ? ,,
along, 1 11 give them a good, hard job. It s
anvthins
don
t
,d to
, thing
one we boys couldn't handle. Are you

soliloquy on the brink of the
quarry hole ended abruptly when
with a snort the elephant shot a trunk
full of water out of the darkness, bowling
the little man over and drenching every-

tion
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m

h;

%

stormed th ; man

,

.

simple. You lower
bo'son's chair over the
west wa n there and down to that ledge of
marWe Rp can coax., thg anima] Qut of
rnr i. s ., nd a fter

everything

is

down
S^^^^enTa couple n' men
the rest
h

'

he

^

e

^

.

'

.

H,
^

Mler,
first

can do

and th

,;

nlan?
P
said the

manage
*

'

ac

^

^V

O wl Patrol
quarry hole trund ng several
Go Qn was
j
,

cne
^^e^'^e

milinL for th!

'

^

(Cont.nved on page
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The Cave

Scouts
Scouts
Scouts
Scouts
Scouts
Scouts

from
from
from
from
from
from

Kansas,
Utah,

on

Tennessee;

the

Member

Breaks the Boy Scout

Boston,

Here comes one who's short and fat,
Here comes one with a freckled nose,
Here comes one in his Sunday hat,
Here comes one with blistered toes.

Troop

to

Do

Before we make up our minds definitely Scout
this question, maybe we'd better think from

over pretty carefully.
every Scout in this cave
broken one of the Scout

Kankakee.

When

What's

it

Frisco,

Scout

Now, then, will
who has never
Laws since he

joined the organization please stand up?
Don't be bashful, get up so I can count
you! What's that? Not a single one in
the whole bunch?
Well, I'm not sur-

a

Law ?

a little help and encouragement
comrades, and that instead of
giving him such help and encouragement
his comrades kick him out.
He feels that
the Scouts are against him. Being unable
to associate with his scout companions he
gets in with a bad bunch and winds up
in the juvenile court.
Wouldn't the troop
be partly responsible for that boy's failure?
is

his

GEORGE, Scouts, I am glad you're
back! To tell the truth, the Cave prised.
What's the matter, anyway? Does this
And so I guess the only fair thing for
Scout gets kind of lonesome somemean that nobody in this whole crowd is us to do is to give the law-breaker every
If it wasn't
times between your visits.
a good Scout?
Not at all. It simply chance we possibly can before we kick
for the letters you write I don't know
means that a Scout is a human being, and him out.
what I'd do. Sometimes, though, these that he
makes a mistake once in awhile
letters come so thick that I find it hard
But in doing this we mustn't go too
just like other human beings do.
to answer them all.
So
if we kicked out of far in the other direction.
Sometimes a
Are you all in? No, there's somebody the you see, Scouts,
organization every boy who breaks Scout will do things which discredit the
else coming.
Gee, what a racket he's the Scout
Law, everybody would be whole troop. If he persists in his actions
Listen to him
making
kicked out and there wouldn't be any and nothing is done about it, other Scouts
"Arkansas may be all right,
Scouts left.
will say: "Aw, shucks, what's the use of
Alabama's out of sight,
This brings up the question as to how my living up to this Law all the time.
Old Kent.uck's a bully state,
Arizona's simply great
serious an offense must be before a troop Bill don't, and he gets away with it!"
Old Missouri's not so slow,
is justified in dropping a member.
This And the first thing you know the troop
Oklahoma's full of 'go,'
is a question which the Cave Scout can- discipline is
shot to pieces, and people
But there's never a state like TEXAS I
not answer, for no two cases are ever lose respect for the troop and the whole
Whoop e e el"
No troop should be
Gosh, fellows, I hope he doesn't shoot exactly alike, and each must be considered scout organization.
the place up
But there are allowed to break up just because one memstrictly on its own merits.
ber refuses to be the kind of a Scout he
Come in here, "Tex," and state your a few general rules to apply.
case.
First of all, the members of the troop ought to be.
In some extreme cases, then, the only
"Well, Mr. Cave Scout, here's the should make sure that all the circumtrouble.
Some of the Scouts in my troop stances bearing on each case are carefully thing to do is to give the trouble-raiser
But even then it
are not living up to the Scout Law. Some considered before definite action is taken. his walking papers.
of them are not obedient, and some of Some boys, you know, have not had the should be made plain to the boy that he
them are not trustworthy.
Sometimes same advantages of home training that will be given a chance to make good, and
they do things that get the whole bunch other members of the troop have had, and that just as soon as he has proved that
in bad. What do you think we ought to it is hardly fair to judge such boys by he is worthy of a place in the ranks of
the same standards that other members of scoutcraft he may apply for readmission.
do about it? Kick them out?
"And here's another question, too. Per- the troop are judged by. Some boys, for If a boy has any real stuff in him this
sonally I'm getting kind of sick of having instance, have been "babied" at home un- should help to rouse his pride and help

BY

!

!

I

I

!

it

everlastingly

rubbed into me that 'A

Scout wouldn't do that,' and 'A Scout
wouldn't do this
Some folks seem to
think that no Scout should do what they
think no Scout should do.
Sometimes it
gets me so mad it is hard for me to be
What should a fellow do in
cheerful.
such cases?"
Well, Texas, you certainly have a
couple of good questions there. What's
your name and what town do you live in?
!'

"If it's all the same to you, Mr. Cave
It kind of
Scout, I'd rather not tell.
looks like 'squealing' on some fellows in
my troop to say that some of them do not
live up to the Scout Law."
All right, if that's the way you feel

about

it,

have

it

your own way.

I

guess

most of us don't care a rap what town
you come from anyway.
Let's talk these questions over. Should
a boy be kicked out of a troop for failure
to 'observe every point of the Scout Law?

til
they are selfish and thoughtless and him to make a man of himself.
far from courteous.
Sometimes boys are
born with a natural fear of water or the
But what are we going to do when we
sight of blood, and it is hard for them to think the offense committed is hardly
be brave under all circumstances.
serious enough to warrant expulsion from
It should be remembered, too, that a the troop?
can get some help here
great many boys become Scouts before from the criminal law. The criminal law,
they really know what Scouting is. They you know, provides different penalties in
have an idea that all there is to it is proportion to the seriousness of the ofhiking and camping and having a bully fense. For instance, there is one penalty
good time. They don't realize how sacred for murder in the first degree, another
a thing the Scout Law is to a real Scout. penalty for murder in the second degree,
Sometimes it takes these boys several another for manslaughter, etc.
Well,
months to get a genuine understanding of then, why can't we have different penalthe Scout movement.
ties for Scouts who break the Scout Law?
It might be a good scheme for 9Bch
Furthermore, we should never forget
the duty of the troop to the Scout. Isn't troop to figure out some penalties ef its
For the more trivial offenses, the
it the duty of the troop to do something own.
for the boy, as well as the duty of the boy culprits might be made to run the gauntto do something for the troop?
Isn't it let, or be assigned to some "fatigue" duty,
up to the members of a troop to help a such as sweeping troop headquarters for
a month. In some troops that the Cave
fellow member all they can?
Let's suppose, for instance, that all a Scout knows of, the boys have adopted
boy needs in order to become a good the old-fashioned method of spanking.

We
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forced to stoop over

head on a table and every
member of the troop is permitted to take
one swat. What's that, you ask? Do they
swat him on the head? Oh, no.
For still more serious offenses a Scout
might be forbidden to accompany the
troop on a certain hike or camping trip.
For an even more serious offense the penalty might be suspension from the troop

and place

his

for a definite length of time.

And now

for the

second question our
Let's repeat his

Texas friend has asked.
question:

"Personally I'm getting kind of sick of having
everlastingly rubbed into me that 'A Scout
that,' and 'a Scout wouldn't do this!'
Some folks seem to think that no Scout should
Somedo what then think no Scout should do.
times it gets me so mad it is hard for me to be
a
in
cheerful.
What should
fellow do
such
it

wouldn't do

cases ?"

Don't you think, fellows, that "Texas"
has a pretty good license to raise a kick?
Just as soon as a boy becomes a Scout,
a great many people seem to think he's
going to grow a pair of wings and do
things just the way they think things
ought to be done. Scout ojnes, for instance, will happen to be a little noisier
around the house than usual, and somebody will say, "I didn't think a Scout
would be so noisy !" Then he comes home
with his feet soaking wet after enjoying a
good snowball fight, and his mother says,
"I thought a Scout had sense enough to
keep his feet dry !" Scout Jones' big sister will loaf around the house all day
and keep him chasing all over on a lot of
foolish errands that she ought to do herself, then when he kicks about it she says:
"Why, Willie, you haven't forgotten that
you're a Scout, have you! Don't you know
"
Then Scout
that 'A Scout is Helpful?'
Jones says, "Aw, bugs !"
And I don't
know that I blame him much, either, even
if "A Scout is Courteous."
The whole trouble is that in these cases
somebody else is trying to tell the Scout
what the Scout Law means.
Most of us, no doubt, have read the old
fable about the man and his son who were
going to town with a donkey. One person
they met suggested that the man ride
and the boy walk; another believed it
would be better for the boy to ride and
the man to walk; still another suggested
that they both walk and carry the donkey
on a pole.

Do you

fellows?
The Cave Scout believes that a Scout
should work out as far as possible his
own conception of the Scout Law. The
proper understanding of the Scout Law
comes from inside the Scout instead of
from the outside.
But, of course, we must try never to
forget, even if we are very much provoked at times, that it is our duty as
Scouts to be cheerful and courteous. And
the best part of it is that if we are always
cheerful and courteous, it is very likely
that the people we associate with will be
the same way. Cheerfulness and courtesy
are just as contagious as grouchiness and
get

it,

The Agency of a United People
A striking comparison

geneous group of countries is obtained by placing over the map of
the United States the map of Europe.
These represent the same area
about 3,000,000 square miles if a
few of the remote provinces of
Russia are omitted.

Europe has the advantage in population, with more than four times as
as the United States; in
of large cities, with two
a half times as many cities of

many people
the

number

and

over 100,000 population.
Yet the United States, a comparatively young country.has outstripped

And

so

Scout

we
Scouts we
self if

this

in the diffusion of civilizabecause of its wonderfully

Europe
tion,

means

of communication
parts of its area. The
United States not only excels in trans-

greater

between

all

portation facilities, but it has nearly
three times as many telephones as
Europe, or about eleven times as
many in relation to population.

Europe, with twenty-five countries

and

many different languages,
serves as an illuminating contrast to
the United States, with one language
and a homogeneous people, despite
the fact that our population has
been derived from all parts of the
world.

During the last forty years the
steadily extending lines of the Bell
System have contributed in no small
measure to this amalgamating of
different races.

The latest achievement the linking of coast to coast has given
greater force to the national motto,
"
E Pluribus Unum."
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Jimminy Christmas,
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for supper
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Law"
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By the completion of the Transcontinental Line we now talk from
one end of this country to the
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A

Pueblo on a Mesa Top.

I

April,

Pueblo Kiva.

Ho, Scouts:
cember
EARLY

white man." I then
asked him if he knew

De-

in

certain persons, mentioning the President
of the United States,

I

last,

took a trip into the

far

Southwest to
some of my old
Indian friends, and

Commander and

visit

At an Indian R

make

the acquaintI
ance of others.
wanted to see the

Visit

Village

famous rock village
It
is
Acoma.
placed on the top of
a remarkable pla-

and joking good naturedly all the
time.
I cannot think of him now excepting as "the merry Indian boy," and he
was not by any means an unusual type
ing

among
I

told

Laguna

people.

him that
Pueblo

I

wanted

or

Indian

to

go

first to

Village,

Acoma.
"Laguna, yes; Acoma,

and

after that to

He

said,

no.

No

white man for three days, for now they
dance."
I said, "If they are dancing that is
just the time I want to be there."
He shook his head and said, "No white

man."
three miles
and so
thither I 'went.
As we drew near across
the plain I could not help thinking of
pictures in our Sunday School books of
Jerusalem. The style 6f the houses, their
grouping and all made a very complete
reproduction of a city in Palestine.
I had neglected to' bring with me my
usual letters from the Indian Commissioner at Washington and I found that the
Indian agent at Laguna was not inclined
to help me in any way. He merely offered
me one piece of advice, namely:' "Don't
unless you want to waste
go to Acoma
"
time
your
'
I said, "I have come here to see Acoma
and I mean to see it"
He said, "Well, they won't admit any
white man, for they are having a religious
festival"

Laguna, only
HOWEVER
away, was on the road,

I

see-

"That is iust what I want to
have seen them before and I guess

replied
I

'

.

'.

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

By

teau, that rises abruptly out of the plains
some twenty miles southwest of Laguna
At the railroad station
in New Mexico.
I was able to hire a good natured Apache
He interIndian boy named Sarasino.
ested me because he was so very unlike
all printed descriptions of the Indian that
He was full of fun, laughare current.

A

Copyright 1915 by E. T. Seton.

t)i

t

"

Which

Was

Called Impossible

of

his

1915

He

said, "I

don't

know how."

"Sometimes
help when other means
I

replied,

a silver

key

will

fail."

He

answered, "I don't care if you were
President of the United States and
went there with $500 in your hand, you
couldn't get up on that rock till after
their dance is done next week."
Then he left me, but the trader, the one
other white man there and more friendly,
now joined in. He said, "If I were you
I would wait for three days and then
maybe you can get up, but they won't
admit any white men now."
I said, "In three days I shall have to
be back East. It is now or never, besides
I am not so easily killed.
When I set
out to get something I expect to make a
good fight before I give up, and I am
the

Chief of the Army,
the Indian Commissioner, etc., but he
shook his head and
said he never heard
of any of them.

I tried people living nearer with the
same result and finally found we had a
mutual "riinipo" in Chas. F. Lummis of Los
Angeles, California. Lummis I knew was a
good friend of these Indians, as he was a
good friend of mine, and for the first time
the old man showed interest at mention of
a name.

But again when I told him I wanted
go up and see the village he said,
"No white man." He seemed quite disto

tressed

at

He would

having to take

this

position.

smile at me, look at the sky
and draw pictures in the sand with his
moccasin toe and look much embarrassed.
At length he said, "Come back three

from now and you will see."
"No," I said, "I must see now, because
He
I am going back to Washington."
shook his head and continued drawing in
Then he got out
the sand with his toe.
going to go to Acoma."
a cigarette and smoked it nervously, which,
HE merry Sarasino with me looked by the way, was the only time I saw any
rp
1 very grave when I told him to drive of these Indians smoke. They do not seem
on to the forbidden Mesa, but shook his to be using it as does the white man or
the northern Indian. That is, as a habithead and said, "No white
man.';
Wel1 l am S m "S to try, said I, and ual indulgence.
awav we went for our twenty-mile drive
was still drawing pictures with his
across the snow-speckled prairie in the
whel
face of
cold
It: was noon
toe, so I smoothed the sand and
Pd
j
we &* ther
The great rock towered drew different tracks. He named the anif'.
" ut
f the P lain llke a wonderful " ahirnl mals readily as fast as I made the track,
fortress.
Ihe houses on its summit were except on one occasion when the track
He
c ' ose together on the outside so that was too big for the animal intended.
the y *ned a solid wall, even if one were shook his head. Then I smoothed the dust
and drew it proper size, whereupon he at
;llr ead v on the rock itself.
As we approached an Indian came to us once said "Coyote."
,
looked at me closely, shook his head and
By using little things that were about,
motioned me to go away My Apache ex- such as desert plants, bones and feathers,
P^'ned that I wanted to see the village I established a sort of friendly woodcraft
and the dance. He said, No white man.
Then I said, "I
footing with the chief.
"
have to go back to Washington. I must
_. id * him WilJ >' ou P Iease : the
In leave this afternoon. Do you want me to
Chief or Governante to come -down
aou
own, go back and tell the Great Father that
about twenty
minutes thee chief came down,
weny mnues
He was a nl ce entle old Indian with a you would not even let me go to see your
f
came shaking his head village?" Again he looked distressed and
benign tace, but he
"
at me and said > No white man '"
said, "After three days, yes."
I ex P lained to him that J had come a
"I said, "No now !"
He looked at the
l n
? way to see the village and I did not sky and said nothing. Then I said, "Hear
want to' go back without having done so. me, chief. Take me up to see the Mission
He shook his head and firmly said, "No Church. If you do, I will give you this."
sleeps

'

.

,
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He
offered him two silver dollars.
I
took them and began to climb up while
I followed in silence.

When we got up, we had a wonderful
view of the great adobe church, while I
photographed it with the chief in the

=toPROFIT-Sf/?S
T '*
B

other side was the
and phovillage, so I went a little nearer
Women and children
tographed that.
came running to see who the stranger
I told the chief I wanted to buy
was.
some pottery, then somebody, it seems,
told the people there was an "easy mark"
in town, and in a few minutes I had all
the pottery I could carry, and for very
Then a woman came
reasonable prices.
up a ladder carrying on her head a vase
The vessel was so beautifull of water.
I took photoful that I bought that also.
graphs as much as I wished of the street,
the crowd, the views about, and promised
to send the old man such of the photographs as he appeared in, if they came
out well, which promise I duly carried

On

foreground.

^\^

the

out.

Thus I did see Acoma, although everyone said it was impossible at that time.
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I was close to Laguna,
though on a rocky hill, is not
a rock-fortress like Acoma. So I put in
a day there and had one or two interesting experiences which I shall always re-

next day
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member.

A lot of little boys were on the square
tumbling about, wrestling or shooting with
I had brought a
their bows and arrows.
pound of mixed sweets for just such an
occasion and gave some to the children.
Then I put up the sweets one at a time
for the archers to shoot at, allowing each
As
one to keep what he knocked over.
it
was near noon, their parents called
them to come home for the noon meal, but
they evidently said they would rather be
in the caramel fight, and we had a wild
time together while the sweets held out.
They were so reckless that I half expected
I
know that
someone would get hurt.
when I put up a fresh caramel they
would not wait for me to get out of the
way but started to shoot before my fingers were fairly off the prize.
I noticed also that they were perfectly
honorable in their dealings with each other.
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Blank and mail it

to us

UNITED PROFIT-SHARING CORPORATION
Dept. 18, 44 West 18th Street, New York

They knew exactly whose arrow knocked
the sweet off the wall, and no matter who
picked it up it was handed to the one
who had hit it. One chubby little archer

me

Please send

want them

I

Coupons.

FREE

the 10

City

United Profit-Sharing

to help start

my

collection.

knocked over a caramel but did not knock
it

off the wall.

He

looked at

me

saying,

"Eh?"
I
shook rny head no and said,
"You must knock it clear off." He under-

my meaning, very obediently set the
caramel up again, and was happy in
T
hen the
knocking it off next time.
sweets were all gone the oldest boy called
to me, "You know more?"
I said, "Yes, I'll teach you a game.'
So I taught them a game which I often
played as a child, the one you see in the
Scout Manual as "Step on the Rattler" or
"Stung." The boys played it with volley!

State

stood

W

war whoops and laughter until everybody but the biggest boy had been stung
That game being over, they came again
Then
and said, "You know more?"
taught them the old-fashioned game of ha1
ball, and although they did not understand
English, it was a surprise how fast they
learned. In the first game I was the one

of

1

who
had

first

got

to hold

five

chips in my hat, so 1
against the wal

my hand up

while the dozen little boys threw at it
The first one skinned most of my knuckles
(Continued un jxii/e 32)
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Sell
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In
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MILL DAM
sounds just
JACKSON'S

like

of Avil J.

Houser, and others,
These
paused in alarm.
words always suggest a certain
well-known method of handing
fat "plums" to politicians, but
in
this case it was only the

a swimming

they

The oldest
hole,
Scout in Montgomery County,
Maryland, cannot remember when
doesn't

it?

boys began to use it for that purOn the 25th of August,
pose.
1914, a party of boys went there,
The one who could
as usual.
swim the least proved to be the
swiftest in shedding his clothes
and he was in the water before
the rest. He made the mistake of

name

of the old swimming hole
the Tioughnioge River near
C'ourtland, N. Y., where Scouts
in

Houser and S. Jackson Lyman
pluckily and persistently kept
after a drowning friend until
He was
they saved his life.
learning to swim by lying on a

going in too far, and before
he realized it he was beyond his

plank

depth, frightened, strangling and
Several boys saw him
sinking.
go down only one grasped the
desperate seriousness of the sit-

Scout Howard S. Gutley
broke the strangle hold
which the drowning boy secured
the instant he felt his rescuer,
uation.

dove,

Scouts

Whom

President Wilson Honored at
House (See Story on This Paye).

the

and brought him safely to shore.
The Scout and his chums kept the affair The right thing was not so hard to do as
quiet, but it leaked out in December, and the wrong thing
making the decision was
a bronze medal has been awarded.
where his brains and training counted.
Bronze medal.
Caught in the Undertow
Saved By His Legs
and undertow Scouts should
Scout could not swim because the
remember that always when the
waves come tumbling in, the water must
boy whom he was trying to rescue
go sliding out again somewhere down be- grabbed him by the hair, pushed his head
low their foaming crests. The Scout who under the muddy water of the Des Moines
went wading and swimming out into the River and held him down. However, this
is
not an obituary notice.
The Scout,
icy surf of Lake Michigan on Sept. 6
out toward Merritt Lamb, his Scout Com- not being in a position to swim, fly or
missioner had no thought of endangering motor, made use of the oldest form of
One human locomotion and just walked. It
his own life or that of his leader.
outstanding fault of boyhood is its failure was a short walk, fortunately, and his
to stop, think and consider before rushing breath held out until he deposited his
into its pleasures.
Only when the great companion on the bank. This happened
waves engulfed him and the fierce current in Story City, Iowa, and it is a true story,
wrenched his feet from under him did backed up by the affidavits of eye witthis Scout see the danger.
Heroic work nesses. Scout Luther Hansen now modon the .part of the man and the coolness estly wears a bronze medal.

SURF

THIS

both in the presence of death won
An Accident with a Moral
It was the desire
against crushing odds.
of the troop that the bravery of their
moral of this story is to listen to
leader should be recognized and thus it
advice even if it does come from your
Bass Pond is just about the
happened that the matter was placed be- brother.
fore the Court of Honor and a bronze
right distance for a Saturday hike from
of

THE

medal awarded.

Where Brains and Training Counted

E

and

paddling,

but

he

They pushed the
plank toward him but he was
too far gone to grasp it. Houser
swam to him then and his arm
was caught in a vice-like grip.
slipped

The bunch which went
Springfield, Mass.
out there last June found an old boat,
half full of water, just waiting to be
used to dive from.
As sometimes happens, the brother who could swim onlv
a little insisted on going out to the old
boat even though the one who could swim
well advised him to stay nearer shore.

tried to reach her in the canoe,
but utterly failed. I dove in and
reached her when she came up to the
I held her head above water
surface.
until help arrived," said Ernest Leech, of
A
Milford, Conn., when asked about the poor swimmer plus deep water equals a
rescue which he made on August 19, 1914. funeral except when there is somebody
Exactly the right thing done at the right around who has a Scout's courage and a
He might have overturned the Scout's training. Scout Robert A. Baldwin,
time.
canoe, or it might have drifted him too Jr., was the one who robbed the undertaker.
far away to be of service if he had con- The fellow whom the drowning boy grabbed
tinued his strenuous effort to bring it up at first knew enough of life-saving to
He might have break the grip and save himself, or Robert
against the strong wind.
exhausted his strength by a vain attempt might have made a double play.
The
to reach the shore, an eighth of a mile bronze medal will be proudly shown to
away, with the girl who was doubled up his grandchildren, perhaps, in after years.
with a numbing cramp. Being a Scout, he
Pluck and Persistence Won
did the right thing took a safe hold and
the Court of Honor saw the
her
head
above
water
until
the
just kept
words "Pork Barrel" in the affidavit
them.
girls in a passing boat could reach

w
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White

off.

He struggled out of it but lost
hold of his unconscious friend,
who immediately sank. He dove
once but could not find him

tried again and brought him to the surface, only to have the limp form slip again
from his hands. The third time, with the
help of Lyman, he succeeded in bringing
the unconscious boy to the shore.
Then
came a heart-breaking struggle to revive
him by means of artificial respiration.
Neither of the rescuers was as large or as
strong as the rescued, but after half an
hour they succeeded so well that all three

walked home together.

"

I

Think He is a

Hero"

" r I^HE

rescue took place on a beach.
1 The party was floating and could
not swim. She stopped to get her breath
on a water-soaked log.
The log went
under and so did she. I was pulled under
the water by her once, but succeeded in
One more young
getting her to safety."
lady has learned that the very best thing
in the world to lean upon under almost
any circumstances is a truthworthy, loyal,
helpful, brave, clean and reverent Scout.
As BOYS' LIFE is read mostly by boys, it
will be safe to give his name, even though
he is "sweet sixteen" and all that. Bryan
Francis, Kansas City, Mo. "I think he is
a hero and is deserving of any medal you
Guess who
might see fit to give him."
said that
!

Honored by

President

Wilson

This is a picture of the boys who received badges in the White House from
President Wilson on February 11.
The
Scout on the extreme left is Howard GatIcy, who was given a bronze medal for
life-saving. The other boys received Eagle
badges. Their names are as follows, reading from left to right: Edward Pardoc,
Samuel Hardy, Edward Sheiry, Clinton
Allard, Frank Watson.
Another Washington Scout, Lawrence
T. Prentice, was eligible for an Eagle
Scout badge at the same time, but his
work made it impossible to attend the
White House meeting. The President sent
his badge to him, with his congratulations.
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Plucky Scouts
Little

Which

Stories

Meaning

of

Sliow
the Motto

the

"Be Prepared"

RICHMOND, VA.
mite

the

in

plant

The explosion
suburbs

of

of a dynathis city was

the work of the
].n.l..ilily prevented recently by
Boy Scouts of Troop 8 assisted by members of
a
on
Juke under the
were
Troop 31. The boys
leadership of Scoutmaster Crenshaw, when they
discovered a serious brush and rubbish fire.
It was spreading rapidly in the direction of the
dynamite plant when the Scouts appeared on
ml set
the scene
They realized the danser
After fighting desperwork immediately.
to
a
half, they got the
ately for an hour and
fire under control and avoided any possibility
of its spreading to the dynamite house.
UTICA, N. Y. A member of Troop 12, of
this city, recently fell on the ice and sustained
Other
a serious wound just below the knee.
Scouts carried the boy to his home, where the
The doctor found that it
doctor was called.
would be necessary to take fourteen stitches
in the cut and he wondered whether or not the
''Well,'' said the
boy could stand the strain.
"Yes,
doctor, "you are a Scout, are you !"
"I am glad
answered the lad, saluting.
sir,'
to hear it," said the doctor, "because Scouts
have such splendid courage. I never dread sewing up cuts for them; they are all such brave
That was enough. In went the fourfellows."
teen stitches with never a whimper.
;

TROOP NO.
OF GLOUCESTER,

BALTIMORE, MD. Scout Leroy Haynes saved
John Straw-bridge, on Washington's
The Strawbridge boy was out on a
camping trip with the Scouts of Troop 70, when
he fell into a deep pool in Herring Run. Scout
Haynes heard the splash and running to the
edge of the pool he saw the boy struggling in

ury available for camping

You can make your Troop

a self-supporting organization, free from the necessity of
asking frequent contributions for its support. Your program of Troop activities need
not be restricted by lack of funds.

Lutheran and Edward Hodina, who broke
The Scouts
through the ice on Shakees Lake.
twisted their coats into an improvised rope
which they threw to the drowning boys and
succeeded in drawing them out safely.
Scout Arthur Barnett reST. PAUL, MINN.
cently rescued five-year-old Charles Underwood,
who had broken through the ice on a pond near
his home and who was unable to extricate himself.
Scout Barnett pulled the boy from the
water and carried him to his home where he

Underwood
little

BBUNSWICK, GA.

and

L'

boy,

named

in rendering
boy suffered no

Scouts

first

Thorvaled

BY OUR PLAN YOUR TROOP
CAN EASILY EARN FOR THE TROOP
TREASURY FROM TEN DOLLARS
TO FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH

aid

effects

ill

Winter

Lomm

recently found a small
Laird, wandering around the
docks where he was in constant danger of fallThey
ing into the water and being drowned.
picked up Billy and carried him into his father's
office in spite of the fact that the little chap
howled and fought like a wild cat.
They received the warm thanks of Mr. Laird.

Eagle

If

your Troop is handicapped by lack of
ready money, write to us for information
about our Troop Finance Plan.
If

Billy

Born

Troop Finance Section

in the Flag House
associations count for

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING

anyCharles V. Weisgerber of
Philadelphia should be the most patriotic

thing,

early

Scout

in the countrj",
he has the dis-

for
tinction of being the
only living person
born in the Flag

House.

Scout Weis-

fierber

was born on

April 14,1902, in the
house where Betsy

Ross made the

Scout

first

His
companions
flag.

him "Yexil," which is an abbreviation
of his middle name, Vexildomus. This word
was made to order for Scout Weisgerber
from two Latin words, meaning "flag" and
"house." He is an enthusiastic member of
Troop 7.

CO-

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Scout

American

other

or

trip

Troop expenses.
Over four hundred other Troops are
earning money in the same way.

Without hesitating he plunged
the icy water.
into the water and swam to the spot where the
On his second dive from
down.
bad
gone
boy
the surface he caught the drowning lad by the
to
hair and managed
drag him to the shore
where other members of the troop assisted in
applying artificial respiration.
CLEVELAND, O. A troop of Boy Scouts recently saved the lives of two boys, Thomas

assisted Mrs.

NEW JERSEY

has earned $80.80 by our Troop Finance
Plan.
This money is in the Troop Treas-

the life of
birthday.

treatment.
The
from his "bath."

1

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up- your mind what
Say. Boys!
;

"RINGS &

:

you are going to be? Shall it b'e a" trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? How

*NEW BOOK

fession,

would you like to become a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Engraving? It is a nice,
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, Bradlev
full

Polytechnic

Institute,

Peoria,

111.,

asking

JORTH

OF

MEDALS

DESIGNS FREE

GROUSE BOXA-19
CO.

ATTLEBOROMASS.

for

particulars.

call

INFORMATION and FREE

Boarding
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

Schools (or camps) in I'. S.
free.
for girls or boys? MainAmerican Schools' Association.
tained for all schools.
Write. 1050 Times Building, New York, or 1530 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.
Catalogs of

all

BOYS AND GIRLS, BE ARTISTS
Send
own
with Blal^dells.
Do your

color chart,

coloring

free.

!

f<r

PHILADELPHIA
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Snap-shots of

Scouts of

Crow

Patrol, Portland, Me., Preparing Dinner.
F. LIBBY.

FROM SCOUTMASTER W.

Mineral,

111.,

Scouts Climbing Cliffs in Starved R(
State Park.

FROM SCOUTMASTER W.

G. BIKD.

Vermilion, O., Scouts Building Walk Across Vermilion River.
FROM SCOUTMASTER W. E. CHILDS.

Boy Scouts

San Benito, Texas, on the Arroyo River V

of

Motor-boat, the "Queen B."
FROM SCOUT DONALD MAKTIN.

Signal and First Aid Practice by Troop I, Inglewood, California.
FROM SCOUT CLARENCE VAN WINKLE.

Scouts of Troop 48, Washington, D. C.,
Working on Their Log-cabin.

FROM

S.

S.

APLIN, FIELD SECRETARY.

Priz

Scouts'

Magazine

Active Scouts

Wireless Outfit of Troop I, Hazelton, Pa.
FROM SCOUTMASTER LEON G. MANE.

Indian Mill and Rubbing Stone Near Yorkville.

FROM MR.

E. A.

111.

DAVEY, JOLIET, ILL.

r
*-*

iflti
A
heir Scout

3

Walter Walden, Author of "The Moonshiners in the Jungle," Camping on Red
Eagle Lake, in the Rocky Mountains.

Bird-house Contest Recently Held in Pittsburgh, Pa.
FROM SCOUT COMMISSIONER JOHN M. PHILLIPS.
in

Rattlesnake Captured by Scouts
Beaumont, Tex.
FROM SCOUTMASTER THOMAS HOLLAND.

Big

A

Crack Worcester, Mass., Scout Baking a "Twist."
FROM COMMISSIONER ARTHUR R. FORBUSH.

of

With

the

Boy Scouts Afield
of Troops and Patrols
Parts of the United States

Interesting Activities

The
HOUSTON, TEX.
Boy Scouts had a prominent part in the dedication of the new triangular
bridge in this city on Feb-

A picked detail
ruary 6.
of four Scouts raised Old
Glory on a flag pole which
had been set in a circular
plot where it is proposed
a memorial
in
to erect
honor of General Samuel
Houston.
The Scouts all
attended the dedication in
uniform.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The only permit to bu ild
w
fires in Rock Creek Park,
which has been granted by the Secretary of the
Board of Control, was granted recently to the
This permit will
Boy Scouts of Washington.
enable the Scouts to enjoy outings in this beauThe Scouts, of course, are placed
place.
their honor not to destroy trees or other

tiful

on

property.

DETROIT, MICH.

There was a monster Scout
Light Guard Armory on Feb. 5.
An unusually elaborate program was given and
the work of the Scouts was very well received.
The most striking thing about the exhibition
was the clock-like regularity with which the
various events were run off.
PETERBOROUGH, N. H. The local Scout troop
is already making plans for gardening activities
This has been a
during the coming season.
special feature of the troop in the past and
some very good results have been accomplished.
Last year the troop entered the state potato
contest and won five out of seven county prizes
offered.
Most of these boys had never had any
One of them
experience in gardening before.
even brought a coal shovel to the potato field
on planting; day, thinking that it would be of
use in digging holes for potatoes.
The Scouts
intend to go into this work more extensively this
season than they did last.
rally

in

the

Two thousand Boy
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Scouts of this city attended a service conducted
by Billy Sunday, the evangelist, on the afternoon
of Feb. 20.
They all went in uniform, accompanied by their bands and bugle corps.
NEW YORK CITY. One of the features of a
performance given recently by blind children, was
a demonstration by the Boy Scouts of Troop

115, of which Grant H. Longenecker is Scoutmaster.
Every member of this troop of Scouts
is blind, but this did not prevent the lads from
putting on a fine exhibition.
They formed pyramids, stood on one another's heads, did elephant
walks, drilled and turned cart wheels.
These
boys frequently take long hikes under the direction of their Scoutmaster.
They are getting a
Most
great deal of fun out of Boy Scout work.
of them entered their names in the BOY'S LIFE

Lonesome Corner

last

month.

The first public reading
established in this city has recently
the
Local
opened by
Troop of Scouts.

DUPONT, PA.

ever

KNOXVILLE,

TENN.

Books

and

room
been

magazines

are being distributed to the inmates of hospitals
and sanitariums of this city by local troops of
Boy Scouts.
ST. MICHAELS, MD.
Scoutmaster N. E. Smith
reports the Boy Scouts are regularly doing good
turns for five old ladies who are living all
alone, and who have no one to help them with
such tasks as chopping wood, running on erThe Scouts have also
rands, and so forth.
been doing a community good turn by keeping
certain drains clean and by helping to keep
rubbish off the streets.
"It" has recently been
admitted by some citizens of the town," reports
Mr. Smith, "that my Scouts saved the business
section of the town from destruction by fire,
by prompt action, while the population slept."
Assistant
PARIS, TEX.
Scoutmaster, Noble
Van Burkleo, reports that the Boy Scouts of
that city are making rapid progress.
The troop
has forty-four members, thirteen of which are
first-class scouts.
These thirteen have a total of
The troop has a library
forty-four merit badges.
of 175
volumes and also a troop museum.
Thirty -one of the forty-four Scouts are subscribers to BOYS' LIFE.
"This," says Mr. Burkleo,
"is one reason why they are all live ones."

Distinguished Scouts

HONOR MEDALS

ISSUED.

(Bronze.)

Howard

Gatley,

Ernest Leech,
Luther M. Hansen,
Merritt Lamb,
Robert A. Baldwin,
Avie Houser,

Washington, D. C.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Story City, Iowa
Muskegon, Mich.

in All

out before very much damage was done, reports
Assistant Scoutmaster Harry W. Young, Jr.
FALMOUTH, IND. About a year ago the local
troop of Scouts realized that they had no funds
with which to purchase equipment for a summer
camp, so they began laying their plans for some
means of earning money.
Early in June they
rigged up a refreshment booth at which they
sold lemonade, popcorn and candy.
Their trade
increased so rapidly that by the end of the
month they were able to purchase a large refreshment tent. This tent they also used when
they went camping.
During the summer the
Scouts paid for the tent, paid the registration
fees of all the Scouts, paid the registration fees
for the Assistant Scoutmaster, and went on a

two

days'

hike.

They

still

have some money

their treasury.
This summer, reports Scout
Scribe Lavell Colly er, the boys expect to earn
Springfield, Mass.
funds to purchase the books of "Every Boy's
York Library," wireless outfits and other
Cortland,
equipment.
Kansas City, Missouri
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. The annual report of
Bryon Francis,
Troop 3, of this city, A. J. Jourdenis, Scoutmaster, shows an unusual record of Scout
In the past year the troop has been
activity.
presented with a log cabin by the City of
York
Jackson Lyman,
Cortland,
Out of a total of $90 received
Schenectady.
Charles Davies,
Scranton, Pa.
by the troop, nearly half has come in as the
result of the Curtis troop finance plan which
Arnold Knott,
Scranton, Pa.
the troop has adopted.
During the past year
the boys have covered approximately 500 miles
SCOUTS.
on their various hikes.
CHICAGO. An unusually complete and inTo win the Silver Eagle these First Class
Scouts must have quali fied for 21 Merit Badges, teresting report of Scout progress has been received
from the Scribe of Hyde Park Troop
Merit
It is the highest honor given for winning
No. 1. These Scouts have been unusually active
Badges.
ever since the troop was formed in April,
Victor Miller,
Denver, Colorado
1910, and hardly an important Scout event has
been held in Chicago in which they have not
Burnet Moses,
Timpson, Texas
A feature of their work is two
participated.
Lawrence Prentice, Washington, D. C.
mounted patrols. They also have one Life SavJ. Boyd Paul,
Harrisburg, Pa.
ing Scout in the person of Daniel Greenberg, who
saved the life of a servant girl, who was overFrancis W. Watson, Washington, D. C.
come by escaping gas in the kitchen of his
Edward Pardoe,
Washington, D. C.
home. Scout Greenberg opened the wnidows and
James Prescott,
Jenkintown, Pa.
rendered artificial respiration and succeeded in
Daniel C. Beard,
Flushing, Long Island bringing the girl back to consciousness before
the physician arrived.
Samuel W. Hardy, Washington, D. C.
UNIONPORT, N. Y. An entertainment was
W. Clinton Allard, Washington, D. C.
given by the Boy Scouts of Troop 21, on the
Edward Sheiry,
Washington, D. C.
evening of Lincoln's birthday, at which the
Kansas City, Missouri mothers of the Scouts were guests of honor.
Ralph Frank,
The program included recitations and songs bv
Clifford Appleton, Bridgeport, Conn.
the Boy Scouts, an address by the Rev. Merrill
A. vonder
Elizabeth, N. J.
Clark, pastor of the Presbyterian Church, and
talks by Scoutmaster E. B. "Burchell and others.
Hayden,
An impressive feature of the entertainment was
the presentation of an American flag to the
SCOUTS.
troop, the gift of the mothers of the Scouts.
TRENTON, N. J. Two hundred Boy Scouts of
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
Trenton, N. J., enjoyed an outdoor rally on
athletics, life saving, personal health and public
The Trenton Scouts also partichealth. Star Scouts have five badges in addition February 12th.
ipated in a Lincoln memorial meeting on that
to these.
evening.
Victor Miller,
Denver, Colorado
Scoutmaster
R.
L.
MC-LEANSBORO, ILL.
Vance reports that his troop is busy erecting
C. McMillan,
Detroit, Michigan
York headquarters building 32 feet wide by 60 feet
J. E. Williams,
Rochester,
The funds for this building were sublong.
J. B. Paul,
Harrisburg, Pa.
scribed by citizens of McLeansboro, who had
Otto Spies,
been brought to a belief in the work of the
Washington, D. C.
Boy Scout through the actual evidences of its
value as exemplified in the lives of the boys
SCOUTS.
of that city.
COHOES, N. Y. Troop 2 recently gave a
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
and
life
health
saving, personal
public most successful play entitled "The Boy Scout
athletics,
in

New

LETTERS OF COMMENDATION.
New

EAGLE

Max

LIFE

AND STAR

New

LIFE

health.

R. Hayes,
William Smith,

Earl Wright,
Total number

Josephine, Pa.
Josephine, Pa.
Cortland, New

York

of Merit Badges issued, 861.

Camp."
ATLANTIC, IA. The Boy Scouts of this city
were hosts recently at a chicken pie supper,
at which their guests of honor were prominent
and professional business men who are interested in the work of the Scouts.
Moosic, PA. The local troop of Scouts attended a scout banquet held renectly in Scranton for the Boy Scouts of Lackawana County.
Troops from Peckville, Scranton, Dunmore and
Old Forge were also present.
Robert Graham,
Scout Scribe, reports that the Moosic, troops are
doing fine work.
They have telegraph lines,

COVINGTON, KT. Several winter over-night
camps have been held recently by the Boy Scouts
of this city.
The boys have spent a good deal troop libraries and a great deal of other scout
of time in the open air and have learned to equipment.
make themselves comfortable in the woods, even
ORANGE, N. J. More than four hundred
when the thermometer is considerably below Scouts and Scout officials attended an AnniThe troop is now making versary rally held in this city on February 8.
the freezing point.
POMONA, CAL. One hundred and sixty plans for a new headquarters building for which The principal feature of the rally was :m ;nl
Two mem- dress by Mr. W. A. Perry, of the Scoutmasters'
Scouts of this city attended a rally recently at the land has already been donated.
which they were addressed by National Field bers of the troop. Scouts Russell Sanders and Department of National Headquarters.
Scout Commissioner, H. B. Cross, who was re- Ralph Gilhams, recently showed great pri'snu-n
SUFFERN, N. Y. The second annual rally of
cently appointed to supervise the work of the of mind in extinguishing a fire in a house the Rockland County, N. Y. -Bergen County, N. J.,
movement on the Pacific Coast, reports Scout which they were passing. The fire was started Scouts, was held in Suffern, N. Y., Washington's
Paul H. Pfeiffer.
Fifteen troops numbering over 350
by a gasoline explosion, but the boys put it Birthday.
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Scouts and Scoutmasters were present.
troops attending were Sloatsburg, 1 and 2

burn

and

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

The
;

Hill-

Spring
Valley 1 and 2, Sparkill, Nanuet, Monsey, New
Scout
City, Pearl River and Suffern 1 and 2.
Commissioner Dillon Wallace was present and

Kamsey

1,

1,

Ridgewood

1

2,

Every Boy Scout
Needs Good Tools

presented the scout work in an interesting and
able manner to a large audience in the High
Scout contests were a feature of the
School.
Last
morning, and the competition was keen.
year 125 Scouts attended the rally. This year's
of
the
gain of 225 is significant of the growth

You

work in this section.
PROVO, UTAH. One

of the Assistant Scoutmasters of the Boy Scouts, of this city, is a
native of Hawaii, who is teaching the Scouts
the dances of his country.
KOSKNDALE, N. Y. A recent winter camp of
the local troop of Scouts was named "Nick o'
in honor of a famous American
the Woods,'
Scout, who operated in this vicinity during the
Revolutionary War.
Senior Patrol eLader LeDETROIT, MICH.
Roy Wing, of Troop 59, reports that his troop

for

trail

tools for

or

camp;

building shacks, rafts, bridges or
boats; and making box-traps, livefish-boxes and a lot of other things
that you'll always find to do every
time you go outdooring.

7

A special feature
completely organized.
work is a large bugle and drum corps.
Arthur W. Hall,
^Scoutmaster
COLO.
PUKIJLO,
reports that his troop includes boys of foreign
six
nationalities, but that
parentage representing
the Scout work has made them forget all national prejudices and work together as Brother
is

must have good

scouts

woodcraft

all

now

of their

do more work, better work,
work, because they are all
and made with just the right
quality,
"
"
You can work a long time
hang.
with Keen Kutter tools and not get
tired. Besides, you work faster with
them and do more in a short time.
Best of all, Keen Kutter tools are
guaranteed and that means the dealer
is authorized to return the price of

tools

easier

Scouts.

BEDFORD, VA.

Troop

1,

of this city,

has

in-

creased its membership from sixteen "_to thirtyThe City Library Association has pretwo.
sented the troop with a handsome club room
with six lockers.
Nearly every member of the
troop is at least of second class rank.
FLA.
Rapid progress in the
-I.U'KSONVILLE,
development of the Boy Scout movement in this
There
are now more than
is
made.
being
city
four hundred boys enrolled in the various troops.
They recently enjoyed a big scout field day at
The
their camping grounds, at Trout Creek.

any unsatisfactory Keen Kutter

in
is
charge of Scout Commissioner
Friend E. Hoyt.
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, COLO. Scout M. W.
Leckenby reports a ski hike taken recently to a

work

"The Recollection

of Quality

deserted mine some distance out in the moun-

Long After the Price

tains.

Trade Mark Registered.

ALBANY, N. Y. Washington's birthday was
celebrated in this city by an all-day Scout rally.
The feature was an aquatic meet in the afternoon at the public baths. Nearly two hundred

If

and

in all ways made themselves helpful.
Camden newspapers were unanimous in

cently

in

city.

Members from

"BE PREPARED"

its

Each

Each

tool is

perfect

tool

li

and

VIEW,

OKLA.

The

local

introduced,

de-

signed

and

built with that
Fine for
idea.
A u t omoblists,
orcyclists,

complete, as
efficient aa

an Individual
tool can be.

Mot

C a m
Hunters,

Boy

to this bridge, where the plunder was discovered.
It is believed that the jewlery was stolen from
the local depot.

,

Price,

Post

$2.00.

Prepaid.

OFFER TO
BOY

No.

Scouts recently found a large quantity of
watches, guns, knives and some money cached
under the railroad bridge, just outside of the
The Scouts had noticed a suspiciouscity.
looking stranger in town and they trailed him

p e r s
etc.

Regular

and

Nannet, New City, Monsey, Suffern
in the various activities.
A
feature of the rally was the lunch served for
the boys by the ladies of the Reformed Church.
PITTSBURGH, PA. Troop 15 is the proud
possessor of a real Indian Totem pole, a present
from Mr. Harry W. Dunlap, a member of their
troop committee.

superior

anything of
kind ever

The

burn took part

MOUNTAIN

is

It

to

their

Sparkhill,
and Hill

mm

Every Scout should and will eventually have a
Trimble's Scout Knife & Tool Kit.

SCOUTS
Detach

1

fill

coupon and

out
re-

turn with $2.00
bill
attached.

rendered

this

CO.

New York,

Philadelphia
Toledo, Minneapolis, Bloax City, Wichita

valuable assistance to the
delegates at the State Sunday School convention recently held here.
The Scouts were granted
a two days' vacation from school to enable
them to be of service to the delegates.
SPRING VALLEY, N. Y. More than one hundred Boy Scouts participated in a big rally recity

Remains

Forgotten."

E.C.SIMMUNS.

not at at your dealer's, write us.

Bt. Louis,

commendation of the work which the boys did.
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. The Boy Scouts of
this

is

SIMMONS HARDWARE

Scouts were in atendance.
SAULT STE. MARIE, MICH. Nearly one hundred Scouts, gathered from all parts of Chippewa County, attended a Scout rally held at thf
Y. M. C. A. in this city recently.
TACOMA, WASH. One of the features of the
Sportsmans' Show held here recently was an
exhibition of Boy Scout work.
Scout Scribe Hawison Hull
MOIRA, N. Y.
reports that his troop is making rapid progress,
and that they expect to increase their membership very soon.
PEARLVILLE, N. Y. The business men of
this city have offered a prize for the best allaround Scout in town.
The prize is a trip to
Buffalo and Niagara Falls, and will be awarded
to the first Scout who attains First Class rank.
ANDALUSA, ALA. Scout Scribe George Whaley reported that his troop recently performed a
community good turn by tearing down a number of old circus signs that detracted from the
neat appearance of several streets.
CAMDEN, N. J. The local Boy Scouts rendered invaluable service during the recent "SelfSacrifice Day Campaign," which was held on
behalf of the poor and unemployed of this city.
The Scouts assisted in collet-ting conrit but ions

tool.

Send for our Tool Cabinet Booklet
No. G 597. Furniture Booklet No. G 976.

No.
2
Send
names and addresses of your
troup signed by

Master

Scout

and

$1.50

in

cash.

Weighs

Handle.
,.,
,
,.- ; t
genuine stag
Riven to every
sides. Case:
Black Seal
selling
Grain
twelve sets at
Leather.
regular price
cash with or-

ten

\Scout

ounces com
plete

and

the hip
pocket nice

fits

ly.

i

1

der.
Elflht Practical Tools
File. Leather Punch,

Gimlet,

Hack Saw, Screw

Driver,

A. C.

TRIMBLE

Knife Blade,

5084 Jenkins Arcade

Can Opener, Cap Remover and Handle.

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Wood Saw,

In answering advertisements please mention BOYS' LIFE

How

to

Make

a Baseball

Diamond
By

WALTER PRICHARD EATON

Author of "Boy Scouts of Berkshire,"
in White Mountains," etc.

"Boy Scouts

is

Soon

coming!

you'll hear

the peepers in the meadows, the frost
will be out of the ground, and you'll
get baseball itch in the palms of your
hands.
Baseball itch is a very common
No cure has yet been discovered.
disease.
But it isn't dangerous unless it attacks
you suddenly in the
middle of a spelling lesson, so that
you don't hear your

SPRING

name

called.

I

hope you put
some sweet oil on
your glove before
you stored it away
last winter. If you
didn't, let some oil
soak into it over
night before you
use

this spring.
will keep the

it

That

from getting dry and crack--

leather

When
is

Baseball

Itch

Dangerous.

;

ng

But

what

you

and when you play you'll notice a big
you difference in the trueness of the bounce.
don't put on too much.
The grass will
But don't stop here.
come up through it, or you can scatter
Get a heavy beam or plank, the longer
some seed.
the better, and an old strip of carpet the
Be sure, as I said, not to have any same length. Tack this carpet firmly by
stones in the SL
If you haven't any soil one edge along the under side of the beam.
jnes, borrow a gravel Then fasten a rope to either end of the
nearby free of
screen and screen the dirt before you cart beam, and let two or three boys take each
it to the field.
rope, and drag this scraper slowly back
When you've done this, go over the and forth across the field, first from home
field once more with the roller, and don't to second, and then from third to first.
play on it till this top dressing has had If your beam is ten feet long, you'll cover
time to settle.
Then you'll find your a ten-foot path, and it won't take long
grounders will bounce far truer than they to smooth the whole diamond.
ever did before.
But you mustn't do this till the ground
If you take some more soil, mixed with is dry.
If you do it over wet ground
fine sand
don't be afraid to use plenty you will spoil the surface.
of sand, perhaps 2/3 of the mixture and
You can keep this drag all summer, and
top-dress the turf next autumn, by an- by using it every now and then keep your
other year you'll have a fine, true diamond. dirt diamond almost as smooth as a tenNow, if your diamond is not turf, but nis court. If you have some clean, fine
sand nearby, put some of that on before
dirt, what can you do?
In the first place, you can all line up you drag the field.
near home plate, and go right across it,
There is one thing more you can do
each boy picking up stones into a basket you ought to do, in fact, even if
you do
or pail, clearing a path say two feet wide. nothing else. That is, to see that all stones
would have been better to do
fall,

but

it's

this

right in spring,

all

in the

if

..

ought to be thinkIf there are ten boys, one trip will thus are
picked out of the paths in front of
ing of at this spring season is your baseIf you haven't got a good cover a twenty foot strip.
ball diamond.
By the time first, second and third bases, and the home
crossed
the
entire
diamond
and plate, too, so that nobody will be hurt
one, which is kept rolled for you, how can you've
back again, you'll see a big difference, sliding. After the stones are picked out.
you yourselves make it better?
It's not half so much fun to play on a
diamond where the grounders don't roll
true, and a bounce shoots off to the left
You
just as you are going to nail it.
can't become so good a player, either,
under these conditions.
What can a group of Scouts do to make
their

diamond better?

In the
turf,

now

first
is

place, if your
the time to roll

diamond
it,

just

is

as

soon as the frost is out and before the
ground gets dry and hard. Borrow the
heaviest roller you can find, a big horse
roller if possible.
If you cannot get this,
get a hand roller, which you can haul by
tying a rope to it and letting half a dozen
Roll the whole playing field
boys pull.
twice once from home to second, once
across at right angles, from first to third.
Roll the outfield, too. If your turf is very
rough, criss-crossing it with a disc harrow

before rolling will help smooth it.
But don't stop there. You can, with a
little work, do a lot more than that.
Next get three or four wheelbarrows,
shovels,

and some wooden

rakes.

Find

a

spot near your diamond where you can
dig up soil (without stones in it) and
bring loads of this soil to the playing
field.
Then with the shovels scatter this
soil in all the places where the turf is
uneven, and spread it down into the hollows with the backs of the rakes.
It

The Bt-am-and-Carpet Scraper
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barrow loads of
up the approaches

get a few

and

fill
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clean, fine sand,
to the bases an

Then, when you
much more pleasant

inch deep with this sand.
slide,

find

you'll

it

than skinning your stomach on stones and

mud.
play on an untrue field when you
can have a true and good one? Spring is
the time to begin this work.
Do a good
turn for baseball in your town!

Why

Scouts' Questions

Answered
Q.
except

Can a Scout

w

register

at

any other time

en the troop registration is made?
S., Va.
A.
He
Yes, a boy may join at any time.
pays dues in proportion to the amount of time
left before it becomes necessary to re-regi&ter
the troop
for three months, ten cents
six
nine months,
months, fifteen cents
twenty
twelve
cents.
cents
Fracmonths, twenty-five
tions of these periods are counted as whole
It

Scout

;

;

Ball!

Play

Here are
the Things
to Do It With

;

;

quarters.

.

What are the customary forms of TeQ.
Scout G,, Mass.
spect due to the fag?
A.
(1) The flag should not be hoisted before sunrise nor allowed to remain up after
sunset.
(2) At "retreat," sunset, civilian spectators should salute.
(3) When the national
colors are passing on parade or review the
spectators should, it walking, halt, and if sitting, rise and stand at attention and uncover.
(4) When the flag is flown at half staff as a
sign of mourning it should be hoisted to full
staff
at the conclusion
of
the funeral.
In
placing the flag at half mast it should first be
hoisted to the top of the staff and then lowered
to position.
Preliminary to lowering from half
mast it should first be raised to the top.
(5)
On Memorial Day, May 30, the flag should fly
at half mast from sunrise until noon, and full
staff from noon to sunset.
Q.
Why is it necessary to hoist the flag at
sunrise and lower it at sunset, and where did
the custom originate ?
Scout M., Mass.
A.
This question was submitted to the War
Department at Washington, D. C., and the
following information was given by that de-

partment

:

"The raising

the United States flag over
military posts and stations at sunrise and the
lowering of the flag at sunset is a custom of
the military service that has been observed for
many years, and was probably established as a
means of indicating the commencement and
cessation of activities for the day at the place
where displayed. As exhaustive a search of
the official records as it is practicable to make
has resulted in failure to discover any information showing where or how the custom originated."

Q.

look?

of

Any one

them Given With

of

a

Subscription to Boys' Life at $1.00

Scholastic
League Base(Price 65c. postpaid.) An excellent ball for young men.
Regulation
Horsehide cover,
and weight.
size
made of woolyarn, rubber center.

"Reach"

ball.

"Reach" Catcher's Mitt, made on
new Reach combination Basemen's

the

and

Fielders' model. One-piece face
"pocket" is readily formed in
mitt of this kind.
a

a

Must a boy be a Scout to obtain a HandFrank G., Pa.
No, the Handbook can be obtained by

A.
It is on sale at
any person who desires it.
nearly every bookstore in the country, or it can
be had by applying direct to the Boy Scouts
Of America,

200 Fifth Avenue, New York

City.

Q. Is it necessary for a boy to be a Scout
or a subscriber to BOYS' LIFE in order to correspond with other boys through the Lonesome
Corner? G. N., New York.
A.
No, any boy may take advantage of the
opportunities offered through the "Lonesome
Corner."

MEMBERSHIP CARDS NOT TRANSFERABLE. In
view of the fact that several requests have
been made to have the name of some new boy
substituted for an old one on membership card;
which have been returned to National Headquarters, notice is given that membership cards
are not transferable and that one boy may not
be registered on the fee of another except when
the error has been made by Headquarters.
Lost
or destroyed cards will be duplicated on payment of ten cents to cover cost
and the necessary recording.

of the

new

"Reach"
"Reach"

65
cents.)
(Regular
price
of pearl colored leather
welted, fully padded, leather
lining,
deep pocket
pocket
and web thumb. An excellent glove.

Made

PICK

BIRTHDAY PRESENT.
"The baby's swallowed the penny you
gave him to play with," wailed the little
"Whatever shall I do?"
girl.
"Oh, let him keep it," replied her elder
brother.
"It's his birthday to-morrow,
and I should have given him something,
anyhow."

Boy

the

200 Fifth Avenue,
I

A

-'Reach Professional"
Bat, spotted, extra quality white ash, burnt finish
full size. (Regular price
The Bat for the boy
65c.)
who is after the 400
average.

OUT THE ONE YOU WANT

BOYS' LIFE,

card

A

Glove.

Fielders'

Mask.
65c.)

Catcher's

Price.
(Regular
Young men's size.

Made

of heavy steel wire,
well finished and padded.
A fine mask for amateur
players. Covered by Reach

guarantee.

USE THIS BLANK

NOW

Scouts' Magazine,

New

York.
as pictured in the April Boys' Life.

want the

Please send it to
with $1 for same.

me
I

right away.

understand tht

Name
Address

For it I enclose a year's subscription to Boys'
premium win come with all charges prepaid.

Life,

Our Lonesome Corner
More and More Boys Exchanging

"T WOULD

Scouts corwith one another, and
with
Scouts,"
foreign
especially
writes Lawrence Sacks, Assistant Scoutlike to see all

responding

master of Troop

"I think

64, Philadelphia.
that the Lonesome Corner is one of the
best features of BOYS' LIFE."
The number of boys who are taking advantage of the pleasant opportunity is
growing fast, as you can tell by examining the names published this month. Join
now, if you are not already a member. It
costs nothing.
The only requirement is
that you observe the rules printed on this
Tell
page.
your boy friends about it, too.
That will be a sure-enough good turn.

YOUR HOBBY HERE?

Is

Letters

Robert E. Vining, Mass.
Scouts in Indiana.
Oliver Raymond, Mich. correspond with stamp
;

;

collectors in

Germany, Alaska, Africa and

Pacific

Nelson, N. C.

wireless.

;

Edgar Bilton, Conn.; India, Japan and
other Oriental countries.
H. Stuart Goldsmith, N. Y. Foreign Scouts.
Marion Tomblin, Mo.
magic, model boats,
aeroplanes; stamps and coins.
Ben L. Cash, Kas.
English Boy Scouts
C.

;

;

;

;

farming.
Leslie Kniskern, "Wash. ; United
on birds foreign boys on stamps.

States

boys

;

Camant Higgins, Va.; exchange

A.

Carmino Paolucci, Colo.
Alden Arn, Kas.
Ed. E. Parsons, Md.
Howard Wilkins, Md.
W. L. Hastings, Md.
Buckney Sewell, Md.
Wm. K. Tenney, N. Y.
C. Duncan Clare, Ky.
Zerban Sutliff, Pa.
Joseph V. Barry, 111.
M. \V. Leckenby, Colo.

;

Any Boy Can Do
This

the

is

It

way

Pick out the name of a
boy.

Leo Wood,

right post-

Enclose

it

in

Milton

J.

wireless.
Swift, Ky.

addressed to the
Mail this to

another,
It.

If your letter is to a boy in North America or England, put on a two-cent stamp.
If it is to go to any other country abroad,
five cents.

assistant

;

on their work.
Donnell D. Baldwin,
birds,

flags

6x6

;

;

;

;

;

;

Minn.

signalling.

;

Scoutmasters

Nelson D. Montgomery, N. J. foreign money.
Ward Pensyl, Pa. electricity, wireless, telegraphy, birds and bicycle hiking.
Arthur Summer, Pa. photography, birds, electririty. overnight camps and bicycle hiking.
Harry O. Riepen, Pa. foreign Scouts.
Philip C. Rotherbusch, Cal.; stamps.
Louis Ferguson, Kas. soil wanted from every
State.
Send in a tobacco can.
Robert Wilson, O.
stamps.
Karl B. Rugh, Kas.; baseball.

Mauritson,

;

;

;

Cal.

stamps,

;

rabbits,

;

Idaho;

correspond

about

;

Jay D. Warner, O. athletics, camp building
and outdoors.
Fred A. Plummer, Me.; exchange postcards
;

with

16-year-old patrol leaders.
Walker R. Alexander, Okla. electrical experi;

stamps and foreign

Fritz
Scouts.

inches.

Richard Crocker,
mechanical things.

Harold Sparks, Wash.
stamps.
Hueh Norris, O. sixteen-year-old Scouts.
Carl Weaver, HI. English and American boys
about poster stamps and birds.
Roland Tailby, N. J.
correspond with foreign boys, patrol leaders
exchange picture postals with Scouts in South and Central America.
John Cilley, N. C. Indian and other relics.

James Shepherd, Mass.

;

;

ments.

H

N

R. Gal-field,

Sid Woodley,

111.

Y.

'N.

Dawson

Stewart, Mo.

Edsou W. Conger, N. Y.
Leonard Wilcox, Pa.
Vernon R. Selby Md
Owen S. Selby, Md.
Carl Apsley, Md.
John Galloway, Neb
Tom Mullady/Neb.
Laureus Williams, Vt.

W.

C.

Edward

Watson,

Mo.

Poppele, N. J.
Okla.
J. Ammen Blake, S. C.
R. W. Howe, Mass.
Kenton T. McCurry, Pa.
Joseph L. Connolly, Pa.
Hallett Schenck, N. J.
Virgil

Wright,

Mass. Anton Suchan, 111.
Raymond Walker, Conn
M. G. Fanner, N. Y.
L. Dodson, Ala.
Gordon L. Hess, Wis.
Loyd Shore, Iowa.
Ivan Murrell, 111.
Lyle F. Kirk, Neb.
G. F. Robinson, Conn. Roger Bonner, N. Y.
Francis Carlisle, Pa.
Harry Rice, Pa.
Geo. S. Silliman, Ala. Robert Ely, Va.
Wm. J. Ludwig, Md. Carl Davis, Tex.
Walter Guillod, Mo.
Harry N. Luber, Md.
John Cameron, Mich. William Peach, Va.
Jos. Adelstein,
N. Y. Reginald Sipfle, 111.
Louis H. Allen, 111.
Eli Dorsey, Colo.
Eugene Ferriss, Conn. George Robbins, Pa.
Fredericks White, N. Y. A. H. Stallman, Wis.
Gould B. Martin, N. Y. Casper Murphy. Mo.
Thomas Ray, Me.
Fred B. Walch. N. J.
J. Parker Ewbank, Ark.
Harold Connick, Me.
Walter Poor, Me.
Harold J. Kalbas, 111.
Jas.
Loren
Kas.
Lloyd
Powers,
Williams, Okla
Oliver Gribble, Neb.
Byron Knight, 111.
Bob
Pa.
Ralph Lichtenstein,
Falagrady, Colo.
Wm. H. Wright, Ind. Harold Bulkley, N. J.
M. G. Demongeot, Me. Geo. A. Wolgamott. la.
R. Ewbank, Ark.
Harold Holub, Cal.
J.
Geo.

P.

Mapes,

H. Ross Barrett, O.

BOYS' LIFE.

us and we will forward

J.

Chales J. Davis, O.
G. H. Gower, Minn.

Address an envelope with

and the

N.

Secord,

Owen

his name
age.

boy, in care of

O.

Write a letter to him.

scenic views,

postcards and

Robei-t T.

William R. Yorkston, S. I.; British boys interested in sea and navigation.
Elmore Smith, N. Y. first aid.

AMERICAN.
Wayne M.

Robert Flint, Me.
Brownstein, Conn.
Adams, Mass. Leroy W. Luff, O.
Leon Penniman, 111
Maxwell Evans, Me.
I.

Islands.

Don't seal that envelope.

Boys are becoming more and more interested in each other's pastimes. An idea
of the extent of this is shown by the number of boys who desire to correspond with
other boys on different subjects. The list
follows:

Are You?

Ernest Culberson, Ala.
R. G. Dow, N. J.
Robert D. Watt. Mo.
Neil Campbell, Tex.

F.

P.

Squibb,

Ind.

Edgar

Thomas Henley. Tex.
Myron Kelly, 111.
Conan A. Priest, Me.
R. B. Moore, Tenn.
Cyril Fraser, Iowa.

Lewis

J.

Powers,

III.,

Mass.

Edward
Harold

North,
Jaynes,

Mich.

Conn.

L.

Lazier,

Cal.

Karl R. Bloom, Minn.
Murray Snively, Ind.
Gibson Kincheloe, Va.

Dean

Poisal, Kas.
George Shepphird, Cal.
Earl G. Ingraham, N.

Mex.
Cecil Poor, Me.
Donald Mair, Neb.
Orange Lemon, Idaho.
John T. Browning, Ky.
Thos. Ray Gaither, Md.
Charles Keevil, Mo.
Roscoe T. Foust, N. H.

Clarence Duke, 111.
Walter Wilson, Minn.
stamps.
FOREIGN.
Fred Lowcock, Mo.
Mich.; athletics.
Clifford Bradfleld, Canada; stamps.
Leo Nassimbene, Wyo., outdoor life, hunting,
Clem Bush, Okla.
Eric Brook, England
patrol leaders.
Ward Buck, N. Y.
trapping, Scout work.
Rodman Doremus, N. J. foreign Scouts and
W. D. Meany, Mass. Otto F. Holden, W. Va
LIVE CORRESPONDENTS.
Takashi Koga, Cal.
Scouts in Maryland and Virginia, to exchange
Alvaro Dunn, Idaho.
Fred P. Wilmer, Va
Roland Scull. N. J.
snapshots and postcards.
is the list of boys who have
Following
K. Zankel, Pa.
German Scouts.
R. Wright Finley, Conn. J. H. Jung, Jr.. N. Y.
Earle Buchanan, Wis.
New England Scouts. written letters for the first time through Geo. T. Lewis, N. Y. Harold Ebert, Conn.
Fridtjof Gilbert, S. D.
Scout work, stamps, the Lonesome Corner. Notice how this list Robert R. Follis, N. Y. Eugene V. Barrone. O.
K. McCornrac, Mich.
Rublee Brown, Wis.
foreign Scouts.
Any one of Geo. W. Bates, Mass. Arthur Horst, Neb.
Edward Barce, Ind.; agriculture, athletics, is increasing every month.
these boys will be glad to have a letter Robert Sumner, Ind.
Walter Asp, Minn.
Scoutcraft.
James Henningson, N. T. stamps.
Orville Sampley, 111.
from you. Their names:
Thomas M. Shelley, Mass. Scouts in Edinburgh, Scotland.
FOREIGN.
AMERICAN.
Alfred Warshqfsky, Pa.
twelve-year-old boys
about Indian relics and Scout work.
Lee Nixon, O.
William Cassidy, Pa.
Redford Stewart, Can. Murray Anderson, Can.
Benjamin Carr, Mass. thirteen-year-old Scouts Geo. Burwood, Jr., Pa. Nick Hamilton, La.
W. A. Brookes, Eng. W. Taylor, Eng.
in the west and in foreign countries on athletics, Nelson Hunter, Ind.
John A. Carney, Ind. Joseph C. Head, Eng. N. E. Denyer, Eng.
etc.
Howard Reed, Ind.
Robert Cummings, Ind. Leonard Golding, Eng.
Myrl Patterson, Tex. wireless, stamps, photog- Hackett A. Peck, Ind. Allan C. Krause, Ind.
James Jobes, Ind.
Paul Withers, Ind.
raphy, electricity, foreign boys.
MORE BLIND BOYS.
Howard P. Sharts, N. Y. English hoys.
P. L. Sargent, Ind.
Ralph Pierson, Ind.
Edward M. Warner, Ind.; correspond with Arthur Gones, Ind.
Myron Bard, Ind.
Here
are three more blind boys to be
Hawaiian Scouts near Honolulu or Schofield G. T. Purves, S.M., Ind. Henry J. Meyer, Jr.,
-dded to the list which we published in
Barracks.
Pa.
N. Y.
H. T.

Langdon Smith, Conn.
Glen

F.

;

Hall,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Edwards,

Jr.,

30

April,
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LIFE.
They would be
letter from you:
a
have
to
glad
Warren Marshall, N. Y.
Charles Otten, N. T.
Alfred Cerimedo, N. Y.

March BOYS'

the

THESE ASK FOR
Other boys who have
names
their
to have
Take
"Corner" follow.

LETTERS.

asked especially
in

this

pick,

and

inserted

your

some interesting letters:
AMERICAN.

write

Winferd Roliinson, N. Y. Arthur E. Likins, low;
M(
Russell
j.
Callage, Lester Kinnman,
Leopold Goldstein, N.

Mass.

,

Everett, Minn. Hix Long, Jr., Del
Arthur
N.
Johnson, Russell H. Fisk, F
Harr
n n r,r,
Gporze
A.
Uonn.
(Jonn.
Harold Bowe, Ohio.
Kas.
J.
Ga.
Stags,
Ralph
Scott,
Billy
Arthur J. Thompson, Leo Diekson, 111.
Victor H. Brock, L. I.
Ga.
Ernest Hugvelet, N. 0. Wilford Ellenberg, N. J.
Thomas Eastwood,
c,astwooa, Mass.
Proctor l\esuill,
Nesbitt, ri^y
Ky.
Marshall Roberts, 111.
Robert Held, Wash.
rcoDeri

Lyle C.

.

Bay

Powell,

Okla.

Forrest

Kelley,

Kas.

FOREIGN.
Bostrom,

i>tils

Sweden. Harold Smiley, Canada

Mr. George T. Purves, Scoutmaster of
a Troop of Boy Scouts in Indianapolis,
Ind., has had twelve of his boys write
letters to other boys through the Lonesome Corner of BOYS' LIFE. He also sent
a number of scenic views of Indianapolis
That's
to boys in England and Scotland.
a

1

Out Your
Outfit With

1

Shredded Wheat

|

A

|

Fit

fine idea.

Clean-up Campaigns Started

bowl filled full of milk and this delicious whole
wheat food will make your camp-fire seem more
and your body more rested after a
cheerful at

Reports are already coming to BOYS'
LIFE about "Clean-up Campaigns" which
This
are being started by Boy Scouts.
kind of community service is becoming
increasingly popular among scout troops,

and these early reports indicate that

night

vigorous day.

this

For the hungry Boy Scout there is no more suitable
food than wholesome SHREDDED WHEAT. So
is
simple and enjoyable and so easily digested

year more Scouts than ever before will
participate in such campaigns in all parts
of the country.
The first report of this kind comes
from Berkeley, Cal., where Boy Scouts
put in a hard day's work on February 6
removing tin cans, refuse and unsightly
garbage heaps from one section of the
The Scouts were assisted by the
city.
Police and the Street Cleaning Departments. It is planned to tackle other sections of the city later.

"Clean-up Day" in Montgomery, Ala.,
was held on February 9. The work was
mainly done by a large squad of Scouts in
charge of Scoutmaster W. L. Pittman. A
number of prizes were offered for the
best work done and first place was won
by Dan Speigner, who gathered a pile of
trash 26 feet long, 24 feet wide and 5 feet

SHREDDED WHEAT that

=

Athletic teams train on
their

=

it

does not

tire

or over-

tax the already tired system.
training

tables.

it

;

coaches endorse

muscle and stamina which
but in every walk of life.

by placing it on
makes that

spell success not only in athletics

Easily carried easily served its flavor
sure it's a part of your outing outfit
every shred."
;

it

SHREDDED WHEAT

;

=

always fresh and sweet. Be
"There's health and vigor in

is

=

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

Falls,

New York

high-

Wireless Patrol

In

Buffalo

inillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir.

Seven members of Troop 29 have
formed a wireless patrol. Every member
of the patrol has obtained a preliminary
operator's license from the government
and has installed a sending and receiving
Each boy has constation in his home.
structed and erected his own outfit. The
members of the patrol are Arthur H.
Benzee, nineteen years old; Wesley E.
Benzee, twenty-eight years old; Arthur J.
Preston, sixteen; Harry L. Maxon, fifteen;
Roland E. Hauck, sixteen; Raymond E.
Corts, eighteen; Ralph J. Davis, eighteen,
and Charles W. Davis, sixteen.

catalog.

4000

low-priced canoes ready. Dealers everywhere.
CO. , 491 Middle St.,01d Town, Maine, D.S .A.

OLD TOWN CANOE

In answering advertisements please mention
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SUMMER CAMPS

The Boy

Around

CAMP TIMAGAMI

Scouts'

Magazine

the Campfire

(Continued from page 21.)
the pioneer
boys' camp or
for he was a dead shot and hit my hand
ruCanada,
The others were not
de r present marly every time.
a n a g eso good, and so I escaped further punishiiieut for flft e e n years.
ment. I now taught them the One-Legged
iu
Situated
t
e
real ChicUen Fight, and they were still at it

;

li

when

How

can you spend the summer with- i
out a canoe?
There's nothing quite
so
like canoeing
so exhilarating
satisfying
nothing that will bring
you quite so close to nature and force the
daily grind of yesterday so far into the
ckground.
^

til

backwoods of
Tima-

1915

April,

I left.

[the
I
I

Forest
garni
Reserve, Outario.

|
'

and

Senior
Junior

d

-

i

visions.

Separate acc

m m

o

o-

for
adult
ends.

dations
r

f

P
t

i

o

r

u

s

1

/"l

i

We Want

You

f* i

1 T

Get Acquainted with

to

A

A

I

paid

THE W.

ADIRONDACK.

MOUNTAINS

H.
Franklin

77

-

i

Cation to Scoutmaster G. D. Clarke. 81 W. Kingsbrldrjc
Rd.. Bronx Borough. N. Y.: or to A. L. Cochrane. Upper Canada Colleoe. Toronto, Ont.

ftjm
Ft
CAMP GAHAUA

answered, "Fifty cents, please."

possess every refinement that you will
v.ant in your canoe.
Exquisite workmanship beauty, ^rai-e :iml lightness, carefully iii.-iir|.rl cr<];ir. canvas cover rubbed
and polished to perfection and the price
will
please you, too.
Big, interesting,
Wherever
illustrated catalog 011 request.
canoes are sold you will find a Mull ins.

him the fifty cents and said, "You must
show me about." This he did for a little
s p e cupon while. Then 1 said, "I want to see one

a p P

Boys,

MULLINS CANOES

was one other interesting epiI got out my camera an
elderly Indian came up to me and said,
"You make pictures?" I said, "Yes." He
sode.
When
THERE

lawst

Wnrld's

of the oldest houses in the village, a place
with an old-fashioned fireplace."
He didn't seem to know what I meant,
but he took me to the house of a woman
who spoke English. Most of these dwellI exings now have cook stoves in them.
plained that I wanted to see an open fire-

MULLINS COMPANY
Street,

Ohio

Salem.

inanuf.H'tnrers

of

This woman said, "That woman
there has one." So I went down to
house she indicated.
It was of thr
type that existed when Columbus landed
and appeared to be hundreds of years old.
Across the low wooden door was printed
the words: "She never stays at home.'' I
place.

For boys of Christian parentage, ten to fifteen years of
Beautiful grounds. Lodge. Tent for each
age. inclusive.
Resident
two boys.
Every known camping attraction.
Elaborate portfolio of views, also
Tutoring.
physician.
Terms, $150 a season.
poster stamps on request.
William B. Efner.

Dlr..

P.O.B. 223L, Schenectady, N. Y.

down
the

suppose the owner knew what it
meant or she would have rubbed it off.
I knocked and went in, and there I found
don't

three Indian

women

in their ancient cos-

tumes

MINNE- WAWA ?.V %X
5,? Y.
_
.

_.

-

-

^

Located at Lake of Two Rivers, Algonquin Provincial
rn<urPark, in the heart of Ontario Highlands.
passed for fishing, canoeing, observation of nature.
Just the camp you
and wild animal photography.
have been looking for. Wholesome moral atmosphere.
Write for
Reasonable terms.
Highest references.
Booklet N. W. L. WISE, Ph. B., Bordentown. N. J.

an Ideal Summer
Camp for Boys
Maine.
Seven miles from Poland Springs.
Land and water sports of every kind. Public OpinMountain climbing.
Deep-sea fishing.
ion Club.
Library and Reading Boom.
Tutoring, if desired.
Athletic prizes.
Talks on Boy Problems. First aid
months'
summer vacaA two
to the injured, etc.
"I recomtion full of delight and instruction.
mend Camp Oxford without reserve as a healthful,
happy, helpful summer place for boys." Bishop
E. H. Hughee. Booklet. Address A. F. Caldwell, A.M.
Green Castle, Indian a.
Oxford.

sitting about a fine old-fashioned
fireplace.
They were talking softly and

scarcely noticed me, but they gave me
The house
permission to make pictures.
was of sun-dried bricks and stone mixed,
with a heavy timber roof and some timber
in the walls.
All of it very ancient. The
rafters were hung with dried squashes,
dried meat and corn in the ear.
There
were one or two bins of corn and jars of
smaller seeds, and everything from top to
bottom was spotlessly clean. The household
arrangements were primitive. Everything
seemed to date back to pre-Columbian
days.

The language the women talked evidentwas antique, as was their dress; and I
rejoiced to think that here I was four
hundred years back in point of time, and

BOOK

seeing the life that these people lived hefore our people came to America.

FREE
CAMP WYONEE

As

sketched and enjoyed these reflecwas suddenly startled by the sounding of a "b-rrrrr." I turned, and here on
the wall was a telephone
It rang three
times.
The women listened. Then that
not being their number, they turned again
to their employment and took no further
tions

I

I

their parents wisn tnem tc
Address Capt. F. G. Mueller.
Free booklet.
Dlr., Madison, WIs.
Chicago Office: 1515 Masonic
Tel. Central 3902.
Temple.

ana the Kina

have.

camp in Maine. Very comJust the
equipment for all sports.
like.
Scout Commissioner on the
staff.
camp
Exactly ~5 f f of the campers of
1913 came back last summer. Wyonee boys

The

Freehold Military School.

Freehold, N.

J.

CAMP
ALGONQUIN
On Asquam
Lake, N. H.

XVouId you like to have the best time this summer
you have ever had, with baseball, buntball, tennis,
swimming and rowing and at the same time learn
about birds, trees, flowers, plants, the stars all of
nature's wonders? Come to Algonquin and improve
for boys who
physically and mentally.
Tutoring
want it. References required. Circular free. Address

EDWIN DE MERITTE.

817 Boylslon Street, Boston, Mass.

In answering advertisements please
mention BOYS' LIFE.

boys

life

;'

won 47

prizes, including ten silver cups,
1914. Send for elaborate book of pictures, request for which must come from
in

Dr.

CAMP TOPANEMUSsur

best boys'

plete

notice of me.

OT s
PE ! N H.
For buys 8 to 15. On Little Lake Sunapee at an
elevation of 1200 feet. Tents and administration
building.
Boating and swimming under safe restrictions. All field and water sports.
Fresh farm
food. For booklet, address J. D. HOLLENBECK.

BOYS

for

LONG LAKE. HARRISON, MAINE.

!

want,

Wonderful fun and health in paddling,
sailing and motoring in a Kennebec. Write
Read why
postal for new book FREE.
"Kennebec "means greatest beauty. strength.
''peed,
lightness, steadiness and carrying
Canoe
Address
Now.
Kennebec
rapacity.
Company, 8 R. R. Sq., Watervllle, Maine.

ly

boy's parents. Early enrollment necessary.
Frederic A. Wilson, 400 Manhattan Ave., N. Y. C.

CAMP CHAMPLAIN
An

Ideal

Summer Camp

for

Boys

on

Lake

Twenty-first Year. Every convenience for safety and comfort.
Waterproof tents
with floors. All land and water sports. Leaders
Best of food.
carefully chosen college men.
No mosquitoes or malaria.
Camp physician.
Long-distance phone. Number limited. Booklet
upon application. Address \Vm. H. Brown, 270
West 72nd St.. New York.

Champlain.

For Wall Sealers
Scoutmaster E. M. Deering, Troop No.
3, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., is anxious to know
whether or not any troop has ever excelled the record of his Scouts in the wall
The record of Mr. Deerscaling event.
ing's Trdttp - is twenty-three seconds for

an eight-man team over an eight-foot wall,
starting fifty yards in front of the wall
and ending fifty yards behind it.

A

TREK CART FOR YOVR TROOP

How

you can make one will be
May Boys' LIFE.

scribed in the

fully

de-

1

CAMP RUSHING WATERS
Open June

1st to Sept.

In the Catskills

15.

Ideal

Summer

and young men. Picturesque
mountain climbing, swimming,
Wall tents, wooden
boating, trout fishing.
floors, army cots.
Expense moderate for all
or part of season.
Write R. L. Marsans,

Camp

for boys

spots, hunting,

SHANDAKEN, ULSTER CO.
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Scouts Give Charity Benefit

IDEAL BOY SCOUT

TENTS
Scout Should Have One

Every

One of

Size 7x7 ft.

Genuine
Weight

the most important scout events

Full

ever

held in Worcester, Massachusetts,
was the "Good Turn" demonstration on
March 2. At this demonstration a total
of more than $700 was cleared, which will
be divided between the Associated Charities, the District Nursing Society and the

Duck

Temporary Home and Day Nursery.
The entertainment was given entirely by
Scouts and every cent of profit was turned

over to these charity organizations.
An especially interesting feature of the
affair was the fact that of all the registered Scouts of the city only three were
absent. The special speakers for the demonstration were National Field Scout Commissioner Dan Beard and Captain J. van
Beuren Mitchell, Scout Commissioner of
Note

:

In

by
catches

poles

these Tents Scouts' Staffs are used for
tacking leather washer to staff which
l', 2 -lnch
rings sewed in top of tent.

in

See tents rolled up on
Rings all hand -sewed.
shoulders of two end Scouts, ready for a hike.
Above cut shows part of Troop No. 1, Boy Scouts
of America. Toledo, Ohio, with their No. 1 Army
Khaki-Dyed Tents manufactured by us.

No.

I

Scout Tent
wall,

1

4x6

ft.;

Khaki -Dyed,
filling

No. 2

No. 3

Stakes
Scout
double
Duck.
Stakes
Scout

duck.

center 3 ft.,
U. S. Army
double and twisted
Complete with Poles,
8

ft.,

oz.

Same

8

Size.

oz.

filling White
with
Poles,
Complete
and Kupea .............. 3.50

and twisted

Tent.

Same

Size.

8

oz.

ordinary KhakiFilling
with
Dyed.
Complete
Poles,
Stakes and Ropes .............. 3.25
Same Size. 8 oz.
No. 4 Scout Tents.
ComSingle Filling White Duck.
with
Stakes and
Poles,
plete
Price .................. 3.00
Ropes.
Terms net
Special Prices in lots of twenty-five.
Single

Write
cash in advance unless otherwise arranged.
fur Special Tent Catalogue and Samples furnished.

OHIO CANVAS GOODS MFG. COMPANY
OHIO
lULtuu, umu
Dept. No. 10,
TOLEDO,
A SCOUT OFFICIAL'S ENDORSEMENT
:

"With the boy's welfare in mind,
ily endorse Tent No. 1."
(Signed)

GEORGE

Scoutmaster, B.

SI.

I

most heart-

PROCTOR,

S. of A.,

Decatur,

$4.75 while this offer lasts. This is a great
we are making for a short
time if you send for our free Camp GuideFill in the coupon below and send to us
today. Thousands of these tents are being
sold.
are making this special offer to
you if you will send your order in
now.
Big enough to hold four boys in

We

great shape. If you have not enough
money of your own, get two or three of
your boy friends to chip in with you.
Don't miss this opportunity to get this
jim-dandy tent at a rock-bottom price.

is

But the two treasure-laden boys who
sat astride their little donkeys and looked
into
the rank, pathless jungle before
them were not quitters.
They cast a wistful look back toward
Las Cascadas Station. There above the
barracks of Camp Otis waved the Stars
and Stripes and the tower which rose
among the palm trees at Gamboa was
gay with bunting. Through the intervening solitude they could hear the tooting
of the tug, Gatun, as she steamed about
the Cut, busy in the festive business of

Hungry as a bear every morning. Set this
crackerjack tent up in the back yard or anywhere. You don't have to go to the mountains
to have a good time. Camp out with your boy
friends. Great fun to play soldier. You be the
captain. Put your friends in the guardhouse.
Sit around the camp flre at night. More fun than
anything you ever owned. Don't wait and pay
others nine to ten dollars for a tent like this one.

Send
1915

"The Commissary boys are going to send
up at night from Gold Hill," said
LeRoy.
"It'll be some sight," observed Warren.
never

This years

AMP

Y~OU'LL
Scial

find

your

of-

(Xo.

descriptions and pictures of all the best and latest
it's
the
things
sure, reliable campers' guide.
You can't get along without the
Send for it
Carpenter Catalog.
soon the earlier the better; mailed
free on request.

GEO.B. CARPENTER & CO.
411-421 Wells Street, Chicago.

celebration

you all about your ammunition and fishing tackle.
How to cook in camp
rightovers

it either if you come to that.
Oh,
just wait till I see Van Auken and that
You'll need a yard-stick to measbunch
ure my scout smile."

like

!

where we pick her up,"
"Ever try Balboa's trick?"

"Well, here's
said

LeRoy.

tween

visibility

and

invisibility.

MAIL THE FREE COUPON TODAY

Don't wait another minute. Put your name on the
We will send
coupon and mail it to us at once.
you postpaid our new r.H'i Qatalog^and_^Map
'Guide.
Canadians must
because of duty.

H.Channon Company

Along

they jogged single file, Warren taking all the baggage while LeRoy went on
ahead reaching forward and chopping
away the growth with his machette.
Sometimes it was a veritable green tun-

^
\$
jjv.;

1 SON.

Street

Chicago,
,iu-

,'

/"

H.Ciannon Company*

v

Dept.

1574

50 N. Market St..
Chicago, III.
$? Gentlemen; Please send to me, postpaid,
your Free Catalog and Camp Guide. Also
your rock-bottom offer on camping supplies.
1

nel through which they passed, the dank
growth being as thick above them as on
the sides, and it was necessary for one or
other of the boys always to go ahead swing-

ing his machette continually. Making fun
out of the whole affair, as a Scout is
pretty sure to do, they accommodated the

1574
Market
rket

Dept.

this
Ly.

ourown camp

It also tells you of
the many wonderful bargains we are offering in
tent find camp supplies.
You would not take anything for this book if you could not get another
fire.

looked cross-eyed into the denseness
before him and sure enough there appeared
to his strained vision the faintest suggestion of a path, hovering, as it were, be-

"dog tent" (shown
above) and everything else
you want in the big new Car5i6.)
Complete

another

said, half regretfully.

"Well, there'll never be another good
turn like this nor another good laugh

He

-*-

penter Catalog for 1915.

be

Camp

along: what to do incase
of accident. It tells you
the kind of clothing to
wear on a hunting or
The best
fishing trip.
bait for fishing. It tells

rockets

LeRoy

Book
Guide

for Free

Every boy ought to have one of these
books. Tells you how to camp out: what to take

preparation.

"There'll

Tent

in a

Ever sleep in a tent ? Say, boys, it's
bully! You feel great when you get up in the
morning. And eat well just try it once and see.

quitter.

like this,"

and Health

Fun

Mendoza

quite inviting and you jog along
Then the trail becomes a
confidently.

Trail

the greatest tent

special offer

(Continued from page 5.)
and many of the boys there, too, have acquired this strange extra sense.
For a mile or two the old

is

Offer yOU ever Saw. This crackerjack
7x7 ft. 8 oz. duck wall tent, complete
with tent poles, ropes, pins, etc., for only

For the Honor of
Uncle Sam

and Ropes .............. $4.00
Tent.

Boys, here

Morristown, New Jersey.
Worcester is making a specialty of citywide "good turns." During the past winter the Scouts put out about 4,700 pounds
of grain for the birds in the suburbs of
the city. The Scouts also patrolled coasting
At present they
hills to prevent accidents.
are working on plans for a campaign
against the caterpillar and gypsy moths.

Name
,5

Add res
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slashing motion of the machette to a singrecital of the words, "For the

song

of

ike

Un-cle-Sam

!"

They had left the canal at sunrise and
when they hewed out a little clearing and
balloon-silk shelter at sunthey had traveled for thirteen hours.
'And I'll be ever so provoked," said
Roy, mincingly, "if it turns out that
we've headed wrong."
The next day their progress was im)eded by tropical showers and the sturdy

itched their

set,

ittle

donkeys plodded along through green
whence arose the sickening odor of
The rains seemed to bring
;he jungle.
brth legions of gigantic spiders and hide>us insects which dropped upon them from
above and which they found on clothing,
saddle and bridle, brushing them off with
Tiush,

shudder.
But before the brief, green twilight had
"hanged to darkness they came out, beIraggled, torn and weary, into a little
clearing where stood the most insignificant
abode they had ever seen. It was made
entirely of thatch and seemed rather the
landiwork of nature than of man.
A little boy with very brown face and
very white teeth was sitting on a reed
mat carving a gourd, and the clothing
which he wore would scarcely have sufficed to bandage a cut finger.

But

the principal thing
stare.

his

about him was

If Mrs. Clayton had
tvould have said
that

GIVEN TO SCOUTS!
This

Scout Axe with

sheath

for two hours' work.
you have to da is sell

All
(301

of WINONAH SHOE POLISH
ten cents each when sold, send
the three dollars to us and we will
send you the Official Plumb Boy Scout

SCOUT
AXE

WINONAH SHOE POLISH

all

WINONAH SHOE
charges paid.
POLISH is the best Shoe Polish made and sells all over the world
for ten cents. Write us to-day, give the name of your Scout-Master

I

friends

and troop number.

!"

He

extended his hand with all the pomp
and graciousness of a true Hidalgo and
Nicuesarro came forward hesitatlittle
His parents stood in
ingly and took it.
the doorway amazed, but smiling at the

WINONAH PRODUCTS COMPANY
1967

But whenever I think of him,
think of him as he looked to them, as
he alighted from his donkey in the full
gaiety of triumph with the spirit of the
great celebration upon him.
He knew how he meant to do this thing
and he was master of the situation.
"Don Nicuesarro?" said he in the broad
in tatters.

We
"Spiggoty," "I make you greeting.
come the couriers to Don Nicuesarro.
Uncle Sam and Don Nicuesarro much

Write us to-day and we will send

you the

been present she
her son was a
The slime of the morass was
"sight."
upon him; his blouse was bedraggled and

LAVEER STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MONEY FOR
BOY SCOUTS
Shining Machine Complete
including a rag for 25 cents. Can
shine all parts of shoe. Terms to
Scout agents: $3.75 for 2 dozen,
complete, prepaid, provided Scoutmaster's name is given as reference, and machines are sold in
30 days. Write today.

E-Z SHINER CO.
New York

303 Fifth Ave.

City

unprecedented scene.
"Uncle Sam him make big promise. Him
always speak truth. He send greeting and
Uncle Sam
presents to Don Nicuesarro.
him feel much good and happy. He open
him big Canal to-day and say him great
Whatever Uncle
waters flow together.
Sam say, he do!"
Catching his companion's spirit, Warren
hauled out from a duffle-bag the Stars and
Stripes and formally tendered it to little
Nicuesarro.

"Uncle Sam, him 'Merican Nicuesarro,
he San Bias. Uncle Sam he send his flag
to Nicuesarro and the plates, just as it

was

said, the plates that will talk
his great song."

and sing

They brought out the motion-picture
and the box with the "bright
devil" in it, and a dozen other things and
the phonograph whose magic "plate" sang
machine

BOAT BUILDING

AND BOATING

Boat-Building and Boating
By

DAN

C.

BEARD

BOY SCOUT EDITION.

Cloth Bound with Boy Scout Seal.
by Mr. Beard.
All that Dan Beard knows and has written about the
building of every simple kind of a boat, from a raft to a
cheap motor boat, is brought together in this book.

Fully Illustrated

SPECIAL: This

fine

scription to
Ijfc

book by Dan Beard given with one yearly sub-

BOYS' LIFE

at

$1.00.

ORDER NOW.

the great song of Uncle Sam. Little Nic's
monkey advanced cautiously and perched
on his master's shoulder and listened to
the Star-Spanyled Banner and was greatly edified.

Far off along the line of the Canal the
Bas Obispo Band was playing the StarSpanaled Banner to cheering throngs. But
the Star-Spanyled Banner is the StarSpangled Banner no matter where you

April.
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it or listen to it, and if Uncle Sam
joyous and triumphant that day and
evening, he had good reason for it; for he

play
felt

was not discredited.
There was a movie show up Mendoza
Trail that night, and other plates talked
and sang, and Uncle Sam's good friend
was entertained in royal fashion.
And
little Nicuesarro came to realize more
fully
what a marvelous wizard "Unclesam" was,
and truthful (which all wizards are not),
and rich and powerful beyond the dreams

Built Especially for

|

of

Boy Scouts
5

Boy Scouts

=
~
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black enamel, cork

S
5
2
S
~

Scout Haversack
Split

.

.

.

P^.Ov

Bamboo

making a fly,

rod, with two tips,
bait or boat rod; quad-

ruple multiplying, nickel-plated
reel, sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot

~
~
S

double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in
neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired *r Art

~
5
~
5

in place of split

~
;

find pain;

~
~;
5

of looking at things.
Another thing about them

5
S

bunch."

~
^

S

Bamboo) JpD.UU

Either outfit sent postage

known

that such preparations conarsenic in deadly quantities.
realized the peri! to
little
children
that
accompanies
the use of fly poisons.

tain

They have

day, had been most gayly squandered for just plain, every-day phonograph records.
Yet who shall say that the money did
not go for the glory of Uncle Sam?
Who shall say that it was not spent in

pleasure?
The Scouts are queer fellows, from all
I can see; they find pleasure where some

and they have

their

But for those who have not
learned of these dangers, we quote
from a recent issue of the Child
Betterment Magazine, which comments upon 35 cases of children
being poisoned

"The

"Arsenical

ABBEY & IMBRIE

|

Makers of" FishingTackle that's Fit for Fishing"

poisons are as

And

flies.

poisons, if used at all,
should not be used in homes
fly

where there are children, or
where children visit."

'ANGLEFOO

T

"The Sanitary Fly Destroyer'
Non- Poisonous

"That was a pretty good stunt," said
"but little What's-hte-name

Catches the

waiting for the plates that

and sing, I guess."
"No, we took him those," said LeRoy.
you didn't !"
18 Vesey Street, New York City
5 "Yes,
"Sure. We took him some phonograph
Established 1820
E records," said Warren.
5
There was a moment's silence.
FlllliiiiimiliillllllllllimiiimimilllliiiiiE
"Well I'll be
began Fred. But
out of the laughter which followed arose
the voice of Harry Morse, who was a Scout
and didn't know it.
"We're not going to let you fellows get
away with that," said he. "This is on us.
What do you say, fellows?"
The very next day they took up a collection and refunded to LeRoy and War-

|

fly

catching or killing
I

WARREN
still

is

dangerous as the phosphorus
match.
They should be abolished.
There are as efficient
and more sanitary ways of

into
Plaza.

be

children

and the danger to adults
no means inconsider-

In the December issue of the
Michigan State Medical Journal,
an editorial on the same subject
cites 47 cases and goes on to state:

was not disappointed. The
very next day he and LeRoy ran
the Van Auken crowd in Cathedral

will

year:

to

able/'

own way

Van Auken,

free.

by

is

last

danger

great,

is that you
can't always put your finger on a Scout's
motive.
Warren Archer always stoutly
maintained that he did this thing just to
have the laugh on "Van Auken and that

So there you are

a million care-

mothers have intuitively
known the dangers of poisonous fly destroyers. They have
ful

gala

hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
made to attach to Boy <t> r/\

S
~

know was

did not

that these
strange, happy-faced couriers who
disappeared into the jungle the next morning had not so much as fifty cents between
them. He did not know that the savings
which might have gone for pleasure and
for the glory of the great wizard on his

steel rod, with nickelplated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;
75 feet hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel

H

Mothers Avoid

all

More than

What he

handled

;

knew

two

of America.

Three piece

Nicuesarro

Little

this.

Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,

S

avarice.

What a Million

The

talk

new

Germ With
metal

T

the Fly

Tanglefoot

Holder removes the last objection to the use of Tanglefoot,
loc at dealers or sent postpaid
two for 2$c
United States.

anywhere

THE O. & W. THUM CO.

'

Dept. 230

Grand Rapid], Mich

THE PLUMB ANCHOR BRAND

ren

Look

Trademark on the Official Scout Axe.
Designed and Furnished by

for this

FAYETTE

R. PLUMB, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

Makers of the Plumb Anchor Brand Tools
Hammers tf~li mlif-u P'ifclAxes
I* 1FSI sledges
Hatchets

V-iaHly

^

Frederic Remington's Great
Color
Drawings of "Western
Scouts," being four of his series of
of

"A Bunch

of Buckskins"

"Sion.r Chief"

"Cowboy"

"Cheyenne Buck"
Given

with

BOYS' LIFE
Order

one

"Cavalry Officer"
yearly

subscription

at $1.00.

promptly

forty-three dollars "Spiggoty," that
being, as Van Auken cheerfully put it,
"the high cost of jollying."
"How do you join the Scouts, anyway?" said he.
''Oh, that's easy," said LeRoy; "first
you have to take off your shoe and kick
a cocoanut across Culebra Cut.
That
makes you a tenderfoot. Then you have
to track an extinct mosquito up Curucuchia Slide while it's in motion, and that
Then you
lets you pass the tracking test.
have to roll a plate that can sing
"Tell me straight, will you?" laughed
Van Auken. "I want to join."
LeRoy was not half bad as a jollier.
But just as I said, a Scout has his own
ideas about jollying.
And there you are!

while

the

supply

lasts.

to

BEGIN THE WORK EARLY.
Scout troops in all parts of the country
are making plans for "Swat the Fly" campaigns this season.

in

Camp

Outfits Given!

supply the outfit if your Troop will
Wall tents, pouches,
do a little work.
axes, compass watches, signal lamps, cook
kits, signal flags, etc., for one afternoon's
work.
125 Troops have secured outfits.
I'll

It Costs

You Nothing

Just

get

your Scoutmaster to

give

me

his

number

H. L.

the

rest

and

write
is

easy.

NEIDLINGER

180 N. Arlington Ave.,

East Orange, N. J.

In answering advertisements
please

mention BOYS' LIFE

See Editorial on First Page
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On To Panama!
can

July you
NEXT out
of New
sail

York harbor on

a pala-

steamship with 200
Boy Scouts on the first

tial

Col.

Harris

lap of an eight thou-

&

will

sail

nent to the other

carnation

beautiful tropical seas.

You will
through
Panama Canal by day-

the

light,

scribes so well in his arthis page.

Listen to Scout Philip Godfrey!
This Scout was one of the first twenty-five
fellows to gain a place on the Panama boat.
"If I could tell the other Scouts all the
good things I know about the Panama
Canal Club you'd have some job limiting
the Panama Party to 400."

You will spend five of the biggest, livest and most educational days of your life at the San Francisco Fair.
You

will enjoy a great sightseeing trip back
across the continent on board a special train.

And

might have been operating

it

stead of 1915.

built

The canal he

1925 in-

in

is

great,

of construction
greatest single piece
work in all history, and yet it is not one
whit greater than this plain, easy-as-anold-shoe, honest-to-the-core man who lives
by his deeds and not by his words. Were
I asked who, of all the men I have ever
met, I would recommend as a model for
Boy Scouts, I would say Colonel Goethals.
And some time I may tell you further
about him in BOYS' LIFE.
the

ride

and here everything
you
which Mr. Showalter de-

in

credit for

five

will be pointed out to

8.)

of liberality
giving them
what they did.
The American people can not overestimate their debt to Colonel Goethals. But
for the wonderful efficiency he put into
his canal army we might have spent twice
as much for our canal as it cost, and we

from

thousand miles through

ending on

Canal Builder,

(Continued from Page

one side of the conti-

ticle

the

Uncle Sam's Big Ditch

sand mile voyage.

You

Goethals,

Ewing

won't cost you a red cent!
below and mail to-night.

Fill in the

it

home

coupon

PANAMA CANAL CLUB
381 Fourth Avenue,

New York

City

man was
man who

Colonel
fought
the mosquito to a finish and pulled his
teeth, so to speak.
Y'ou know for centuries people had been
having yellow fever and they could not
tell for the life of them how they got it.
Finally three army surgeons, Reed, Carroll and Lazear, proved that Mrs. Stego-

great

He's
ANOTHER
Gorgas.

the

it

mya Mosquito gave

to

people.

They

it withThen they proved
out her biting you.
that when she bites you after having bitten some one who had yellow fever, she
It's a debatable question
gives it to you.
whether she gives people yellow fever or

first

proved that you couldn't get

She can
it to her.
not get the yellow fever germ into her
body without biting a yellow fever patient,
and once she gets it down into her little
whether people give

Mr. Scoutmaster:
The Panama Canal Club

is

the

outcome of a conscientious
effort on the part of a New
York business concern of splenIt offers a delegate from your troop an opportunity which, as Mr. Crackel,
the leader of our party says is
"one of a lifetime."
You couldn't do your troop a
better turn today than ask for

did reputation.

This

is

the

information about this opJust put your name
and address on the coupon befull

N.

portunity.

itinerary as nearly
as we can tell you

low.

Mr. F. M.
I

am

GANNON,

Secretary,

a

Boy Scouts' and Y. M.

Panama Canal Club,

381

Fourth Avenue, New York

Tell me how I can represent my troop
clars Scout.
C. A. Boys' Panama Party without expense to me.

Write here name of

Name

Scoutmaster

Street

Address

City

on your

"tummy" it begins to eat its way through
her "innards" until it gets up to her bill;
bites somebody else, that
there right ready to hop out into
that person's blood.
After all this was proved Colonel Gorgas
was assigned to the task of applying the
He did so well
lesson learned in Cuba.
that he was later given the task of getting
the yellow fever out of the systems of
the lady Stegomyas at Panama for the
gentlemen Stegomvis don't bite people and
therefore don't get yellow fever germs.
He set to work, shut mosquitoes out of
the houses with screens, killed them out

and when she

germ

is

everywhere by fumigation and oiling mosquito-bearing waters, forbade the people
to leave anything set around the house
that might catch rain water, began givincr
people quinine by the wholesale to
a
protect them against malaria, and set up
quarantine at the ports that kept out
everybody who had stood a chance of
forming an unwilling acquaintance at any
recent time with Mrs. Stegomya or any
of her

brood.

It

was not long

until

a
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a Day
For 2O Cents
Own
Real Brunswick Home
a

Boys

Our handsome

Col. Gorgas,
(C)

&

Harris

From

Who Drove

Yellow Fever
the "Zone."
Ewing.

a
tropical pest hole was converted into
national park reaching across the Isthmus,
and disease had to take to the jungle.

Learn a

be the king of your neighborhood.

friends

man's sport on a real man's

you

Table

Billiard

Win

!

book

billiard

real

table.

sent

free

tells

how you

can

pay

while

play.

will "chip
the grownups at home all wild to use your table
few cents a game.
Hundreds of boys have paid for their tables like this. And parents are
glad these days to help the boy buy the table. Because they see how it keeps
him home and brings out his many traits.

Shows how

in" a

Superb

could go on with this story by the page,
that
telling you of the little naked negroes
played around the native villages, of the
Martinique negroes who had never seen
a wheelbarrow and carried it on their
heads instead of wheeling it, of the old

BRUNSWICK Home

I

Billiard Tables
The Choice

of Experts

got a letter from the postit
office, laid it on her head, weighted
down with a stone, and then went her
way, and a hundred other things. But you

woman who

will want to see
in the days when

some of

it

yourselves

your good records as
Scouts may lead your path that way.

Treasure Hunt
Famous Brunswick

(Continued from paye 10)

"BABY GRAND"
Combination Carom and Pocket Billiard Table

Ten points on the story-interest of the
narrative
Ten points on observance of the rules.

30 Days'

:

THE RULES.
The statements made above

traptions

are to be consid-

ered as definite rules.
Papers may be written with pen or with typePlace your name,
writer, not with lead pencil.
age and address in the upper right-hand corner
of the first page, together with a statement of
the exact number of words in your story. Write
on only one side of the paper and number each
page. "You may send these pages folded; do not
roll them.
Address your envelope to BOYS' LIFE, The
Boy Scouts' Magazine, 200 5th Avenue, New
York, and write in the lower left-hand corner
of your envelope "Treasure Hunt Contest."
This contest is open to all boys not over
eighteen years of age.
All answers must be in the office of BOYS' LIFE
on or before May 12.
The prize winners will be announced in BOYS'
LIFE as soon as the judges can finish their work.
The continuation of the hunt story as written
by Mr. Hungerford, will be published in the
It is expected that the story
June number.
winning the first prize will be published in the
following month.
The stories submitted by contestants will be
judged entirely on the points mentioned above,
and without relation to the description of the
hunt which has been written by Mr. Hungerford.
No personal replies can be sent to inquiries
of contestants regarding the contest.

THE
FIRST PRIZE

Any fifteen (15) books
picked by the winner of this contest
from the list of 30 books in Every
Boy's Library Boy Scout Edition.
included

in

that

ten

(10)

books

(5)

books

five

picked from that library.

FIVE

(5)

HONORARY MENTIONS

The winner of each of these
ceive

that

Note.

any one book he

may

will re-

select

from

library.

A

list

of the books included in

Every Boy's Library, Boy Scout edition,
will be sent to each prize winner, and to
any boy who requests

it.

are

"GRAND"
made

sands everywhere.

San

Playing Outfit

richly inlaid,

Balls,

man perform their marvelous shots
on these Brunswick Home Tables.
FREE

Mail

postpaid.

FREE

Rack, Markers, Brush, Table
Cover, Tips, Cue-Clamps, expert book on
"How to Play," etc., included complete without extra cost.
Full details, easy terms, low factory prices,
and indorsements of parents and educators
now given in our handsome book, "Billiards

"Convertible" styles can be changed
in a moment from Dining or Library
Tables to real billiard tables.
Billiard wizards
Hoppe, Sutton, In-

Sent

games

home. Then billiards will win the
whole family, as it is winning thouat

"BABY

and

of magnificent

Domingo mahogany,

Cues,

The Home Magnet."

the

coupon while the edition

lasts.

This Brings Billiard Book FREE
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.

Dept. 14- Y, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
free, your book in colors

Send me,

"Billiards
and
.

The Home Magnet"
details of 30-day trial offer.

.

Address.
.(424)

BOYS: DON'T
If

You Have a Dozen Boy Friends

Who

library.

THIRD PRIZE Any

The famous

Trial

can learn to play.
offer lets you sample

the raptures of these grand old

real
regulation tables,
only in size and design to
harmonize with home surroundings.

modified

GRAND"

Home

You every one
And our free trial

But

tables.

Name.

PRIZES

SECOND PRIZE Any

not shaky, collapsible conmade to look like billiard

Not toys

would enjoy reading the
magazine

stories in this

PAY ANY MONEY

for your baseball

uniform this season.

We are giving them away for only a few
hours of your spare time.
They are made
Sell 36 shoe or silver
by Spalding, too.
ish outfits to your friends at 35 cents
each.

And we
each.

what

will send a sample copy to
Let's let them know just
kind of a magazine this is.

STEWART BROTHERS,

$W

BOYS' LIFE
The Boy Scouts' Magazine
200 Fifth Avenue

New York

City

That

is all

we ask.
Send 12
cents for postage
land we will send
you samples.

Send Us Their Names and Addresses

715 Lexington Ave.. N. Y.

f

In Pigeons!
,'*?
bs
Market or Breeding Purposes. Mafeq
big profits with our Jumbo Pigeons.
We teach you. Large, free, illustrated. instructive circulars.
,
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO,, Dept. D., Provlden

k
""

B.

I.
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The Diary or a Boy
Inventor

All For

Warranted

Best
Tool

-I-.

The Boy

It's

*--

a Real

Speed
Jimmy Writes Down His

Steel

By G.

.

Warfon!

Big Ideas

VERBEEK

MARCH

3.
Today I got an idea, and
got it I tried to trace where it
ame from or how I happened to think of
t, but as far as I can see it just seemed
Ideas are funny
:o come out of nothing.

after I

I

things.

told

pa

I

supposed they
were around us
all the time, and

I

A REAL POCKET TOOL
KIT FOR SCOUTS

s Want one? Of course you do!
5 Get one NOW for that camping
5 trip. Keep one in your pocket;
= it's the handiest article ever. A
nickel case, contains 37
= compact
PRACTICAL TOOLS of High2 Grade steel. Easily carried; the
5 ideal kit for the "hike," in camp,
E or about the house. Especially
E designed for Scout use it's
= Sanctioned by Committee
~ *o
I
Boy Scouts of
= Of ScOUtS 9t Supply,
America
*

c*

E

Send just one dollar ($1.) and 1
KIT prepaid.
will send

E

SPECIAL AGENT
OFFER TO SCOUTS

YOUR

Many

PRACTICAL
I

bought my PERFECT
TOOL KIT. and are so enthusithat they have asked me to ap-

Scouts

mstic over

it,

have

That's why I am
agents.
YOUR paper to give every
Scout a chance to make money.
I
would
have heen a
When I was a Boy,
Scout, if there had heen such an organization
then.
As it is. I have camped over a good

them special
now advertising in

point

_
~

portion of the American Continent, and I know
from experience, what a wonderful Kit this is
for Scouts.
submitted this
But to be sure,
Kit to the Committee on Scouts' Supplies and
I

"

It

was approved.

he

said

supposed

James
so,

too.

"James who?" I
asked, and he told

me

William

and got
out his "PsycholJames,

and read
"Whether
anywhere in the

ogy"

there:

room there be a
thought which is
nobody's thought
we have no means
In the Picture I For- of ascertaining."
Funny thing
got to Hold. My
ab'out my ideas is
Nose.
they always come
at a time when I can't try them, and when
I am free to try them I seem to have forgotten them, or they don't seem good any
more. The full appreciation of them seems
to die away unless taken note of at the
time they come. That is one reason I
started this diary, so I could remind myself to experiment with them some time

summer
and

this

~
^
S

113-Q Pearl Street

=

SI

=

H. A.

GRANT,

Mqr.

CHASE SPECIALTY CO.

your head under water and remain down
as long as you want to, breathing with no
trouble at all. I'm going to draw a picture
of

it

I

if I

^immiiumiimmiimmimmiiiimimiifr

can.

wonder

if

there

is

some

little

hitch to

plan so it won't work? I am jusl
crazy to try it. What fun it will be to hide
such a tube in my bathing suit and when
the other fellows are not looking take il
it

out, slip

New York, N. Y

into

my mouth

and duck under

"What's become of Jimmy?" one of them
will

ask.

didn't

come up

again," another will say.

Author of "For the
in

Honor

of

Uncle

Sam"

this issue.

This story recounts the adventures
of boy scout patrols around Lake
Champlain. Cloth Bound.
With one yearly suhscripTI
%
inl
BOYS' LIFE at
This Book Given '>;>
$1.110.

Order

Boy Scout Edition.

to-day.

because

real beauty
it goes like the wind, is a
is as strong as can be and will stand the
roughest usage.
It is easiest to pull and quickest to pick up speed
on a hill. Boys can have bully fun with the Auto
Wheel Coaster Wagon and many earn spending
money by carrying newspapers, groceries, and doing tlio errands for their mothers and friends.
If
you
Surely you want one.
/!-..,",
/,,.....
can't buy one right away let us
with hub cap re-,r>pd tell you how we can help you
earn a beautiful Auto-Wheel
Coaster Wagon by forming a
Boys' Coaster Club among your
Write today (or have
friends.
your father write for you), and
ask for our descriptive booklet

and

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
131

Schenek St., N.Tonawanda, N.YIn Canada, Preston, Ont.

This Train Will Take You to

When I finally appear they will be
comically puzzled to know how I stayec
under water so long.
It will also be fun to crawl along the
bottom in this way and look for clams anc

;

We

Will Pay Your Transportation

for any distance. One Scout or a
whole troop can avail themselves of our offer.
In fact, in working out our plan it has been
found that a troop, by co-operation, can easily
obtain transportation for itself as a whole to

Anywhere and

camp anywhere.

It

is

hundreds of miles and

We

it

easy

to

get

tens

or

is

Just Like Riding on a Pass
want Scoutmasters and Scouts everywhere

It is
to write to us for our plan.
contest and no one is disappointed.

with

not

a

Send a

name and

address
our offer and also
and get
the details
our 10-mile Complimentary Free Certificate.
Come for your transportation now.
It v;ill

postcard

today

your

of

all

carry you anywhere you want to go.

SOUTH
EAST
NORTH
WEST
BOY SCOUT DEPARTMENT
The Housewife, 30

Irving Place,

New York

At

night it would be great to sit
still beneath the water like that and have
an electric flashlight or bottle of phosphorous with me and watch the fishes and eel
and other water creatures that would come
to investigate the light.
But of course the thing may not work. 1
things.

Camp

camping days are the happiest in a
Scout's life.
They mean most to him
give
him most. Teach, him not only woodcraft and
nature craft, but self reliance, in a thousand
How extra flt you are when you come
ways.
back from these two or three weeks roughing
it in the heart of the woods.

Those

water.

"He went down and

ALONG THE MOHAWK TRAIL
BY PERCY K. FITZHUGH

you can he the speed king in your neighborhood.

It is a very simple thing,
surprised none of the boys have

money. Don't be afraid to order in quantities,
for I will take back any Kits that you do not
sell and refund what you paid.
Send your order, today, so that I can start to help you.
Please address me personally.

~

AUTO-WHEEL COASTER WAGON
The Auto-Wheel t'oiistcr has roller bearings of
Bessemer steel and axles of steel absolutely true,
The strong, substantial
just like an automobile.
wheels with steel hubs and trim, dust -proof hub
caps; the oval spokes and the solid steel tires
make it different from all other boys' wagons.
It is strongly braced at all points and the handsome ash and maple body is finished wear- an dweather proof.
Every hoy who owns an Auto
Wheel Coaster Wagon is the envy of his friends

time.

am

I

~;
~

~

many

the

and

hill

Now, this is spring, and the idea that
came to me today is something to do in the
ever done it. All the apparatus needed is
a rubber tube and a cork or a stick for a
float.
One end of the tube is attached to
the float so when placed in the water it
will always stick up into the air. The other
end you hold in your mouth. Then by
holding your nose you will be able to sink

each.

down

up again yov must get
the Auto-Wheel Coaster, the
wapon with the real roller bearings and the
With an
real unto type wheels.
first

later on.

The regular price of my TOOL KIT is $1.
Now, I am sure you can sell a great
if you try.
Every Scout will want one.
and there . not a real man or woman who
will not buy when you show it.
I have decided to make this special offer to
every Boy Scout, so you can make extra money
for your camp, or for supplies or for any purHere are my prices
pose a Scout needs money.
to Scouts:
You sell Kits at $1.00 eac/i.
Your profit $1.50.
6
Kits cost $4.50.
12
Kits cosf
Your profit
8.40.
3.50.
24 Kits cost 15.60.
Your profit
8.40.
Please remit by Money Order, or cash
in Registered Letter, or Check.
Here's a splendid
Now. Boys, get BUSY.
opportunity for you to make a lot of extra

S

Boys, if
you want
to he first

Genuine

Boys,
writers,

Remington

Type-

$10.00 cost $97.50. guaranteed
Free, a course in speed typeSend for proposition. Agents

two years.
writing.

Harlem
Typewriter
change, Dept. B. L. No. 2Q7
125th St., Jfew York City.
Wanted.

ExWest
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MONEY* PRIZES
FOR BOY SCOUTS
Think of having your

fat

fish

come

to

you by

the air route!

guess

I'll

try

it

out in the bathtub to-

You Can Make Two

Dollars

night.

MARCH

Here

a thing I thought of
that would be interesting to try as soon as
the fish begin to bite:
1.

Make

you can
2.
3.

8.

is

a large kite

(waterproof material

get it).

Attach a fishline to the tail.
Bait with minnow, live or artificial,

A Week-Or~More

i]

foi

BOYS!
money

Do you want to make plenty of spendyour spare time? Think of all the things you
you only had plenty of money!

Listen here!
in

ing

trolling.
4. With

could buy

to sea

YOU can make two dollars a week, or MORE if you are
willing to do a little work for us out of school hours, when you
have lots of time.

wind blowing off shore, send kite out
(over fishing banks preferred).
5. Let out string till kite drops enough to dip
hook in water.
6. The fish, not seeing any boat, would be less
scared than usual and the kite, swaying and
sliding out on a slackened string, should give i
good trolling motion to the bait.
7.
hen the kite shows signs of bobbing (like
a cork) or laboring with a bite, haul in on the
string, bracing it stiffly to the wind till it rises
with the captured fibh.

^

That

Of

is the whole process.
course, I don't pretend to
is

common method

the sea, and having your fat fish come to
you by the air route! Wouldn't that be
great? I'm going to work this out as*
as I can.
Of course, anybody can do it

that wants

The more time you
up to you
more money you make!
!

And you

give to our proposi-

make

plenty of money, but we are going
Boy Scouts who do the best work for
what you want in the form of PRIZES!

not only

in addition

to give
us, just

suppose

superior in every way to the
of fishing, but I claim two
advantages for it which cannot be denied
1.
The lack of boat which always frightens the wary fish.
reach a point off shore
2. Ability to
without rowing, which makes a fellow tiret
and then if the wind is strong you're
liable to be blown out to sea.
And a third claim, which is something
a fellow always likes it is spectacular
Think of seeing your kite rise with a live
thing that squirms and glitters far off in
that this

It's all

tion, the

if

Think

to

of it!

the chance for you to make all the money you want
each week, and besides win a valuable prize, such as a Canoe,

Here

is

Camping Outfit, Tent, Wireless Set, Baseball Outfit,
Football Outfit, Talking Machine, Camera, Roller and Ice
Skates, Model Aeroplane, Hunting Boots, Army Blanket, and
dozens of other things that every boy wants.
Bicycle,

Let us

TION
you

if

tell

you

forget.

HOW. We will send you FULL INFORMAsend the coupon below. Do it NOW, before
Don't delay one minute. Tear it out
put it in
you

will

an envelope AND MAIL THE COUPON TODAY! No capital
needed just your co-operation. Be sure to fill in the name
and address of your Scout Master and your troop number.

TEAR OFF HERE

to.

Scouts Solve Puzzle

_
The

fr\f
Tar

Revised

At the time BOYS' LIFE went to press
correct solutions to the Maze Puzzle published in the March number had been received from Guy Hawison, Brockston,
Ind.
Seward S. Merell, Syracuse, N. Y.
;

;

Adrian Chadwick, Paterson, N. J., and
Earl Orr, Hepler, Kans. The "way out,"
as found by these boys, is shown in the
illustration

above.

BEST YET

i/c The Manual for all Scouts
yS Fascinating to all Boys
in the

Thirty-two more pages than were
original edition.
lustrations. New

Some
Cover

thirty additional
In Six Colors.

il-

Some of the NEW Features in it:
Merit Badges, illustrated Merit Badge Requirements, changed an'
to
date
New Scout Regulations; How to Fell a Tree; HUH
brought up
to Handle a Canoe ; New Codes
Games to play Indian, whistle

New

:

;

;

and other

;

signals, etc., etc.

25

CENTS AT BOOKSTORES
or sent postpaid for 30 cents.

BOYS* LIFE

40
STAMPS

Let Other

all

and

50%

List and
to $55.00.
Scott's Catalogue, 1000
85c ; cloth $1.00 post

Albums 30c

discount.

free.

monthly paper
paper covers,

pages,
free.

,

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN COMPANY
127 Madison Avenue, New York City

Magazine

In

On

It,

R

s

t,VT l

R"!

?

FOREIGN

UNITED STATES

125 Varieties inc. Ret ---- 50c Collection of 510 Var.$l.
..
100 Varieties, unused
600 Mixed. Old & New..lOc
25c
30 Mexico
40 Varieties Cut sq. Env.l'Jc
lOc
4 Liberia
10 Civil War Rev. Long,.10c
a Cliile(1911-12-13)llc
10 Telegraph ........... 15c
*
..... B ~........ 6c
17 Var. N. Y. State Rev.l5c 1000
Hinges
Please state if
Entire 12 Specials as above for $3.00.
GEO. E. HAYNES
you do not desire approvals.
STAMP CO., 613 Caxton Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
.

EROM

70 DIFFERENT FOREIGN STAMPS
70 DIFFERENT FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Including Bolivia. Gold Coast, Guatemala. Hong Kong,
Mauritius. Monaco. Persia. Reunion. Tunis. Trinidad.
Uruguay, etc., FOR ONLY 15 CENTS A genuine BarWith each order we send our pamphlet, which
gain.
tells all about "How to Make a Collection of Stamps
QUEEN CITY STAMP & COIN CO.,
Properly."
Room 35, 604 Race St., Cincinnati, 0.

1
A f\/l
V**

STAMPS,

different

including

S.

TJ.

Civil
jjii.l
War, Japan. Argentine.
large Piice List and sample New England
Finest
approval
Stamp Monthly only 5c.
sheets.
5Q(/r discount.
etc..

,

NEW ENGLAND STAMP

Bldg.,

ALL

SPECIAL U.

--

CO.

Boston.

73 Washington

LOT

S.

5 Spanish War Revenues.
10 U. S. Envelopes, cut sq., Incl.

FOR -

War

8 Civil
6 New

lOc

Mass.

War

Dept.

Revenues.

York State Revenues.

CHOW ELL STAMP

CLEVELAND,

CO.,

0.

STAMP ALBUM

with 538 Genuine Stamps,
Rhodesia, Congo (tiger), China (dragon),
Tasmania (landscape) Jamaica (waterfalls), etc.,
lOc.
100 din Jap., N. Zld.. etc.. 5c. Big list;

Incl.

i

|

I

.

.

'coupons,
fine

FREE!

etc..

mixed

20c.

;

WE BUY

1000 hinges

HUSSMAN STAMP
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Free
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and Especially the "Shut'ins"

FRANK

came

lots

of

other

living in my town
things.
to my house soon after he received

BOYS' LIFE, and showed me what he
called "the smallest zoo on earth." For a
zoo it u'as small but for a stamp collection
it was big enough to make my eyes bulge
his

L.

GOES

shades, and an extra
color has appeared. Probably the greatest
eye trainer is this shade hunt. The parcel
post stamps were much shaded, the 3 cent
and the $1.00 being more off shade in some
sections than in others, due probably to
shipments of a color going to offices in rotation as they were ordered. The current 3
cent is found in three shades, as is the 8

This Scout had in it stamps bearing
not only the pictures of animals, but of cent.
birds and reptiles, too and he had them
Now, the catalog will not agree in the
mounted by continents and all carefully names for these colors. It will be your
lettered.
task to grade, arrange and finally name
There are any number of groupings you them for yourself. Keeping in mind the
can make with your stamps. Besides ani- fact that all colors come from a few
mals and birds and reptiles, you have or primary ones, it becomes easy to call a
can get men and women of note, presi- green, yellow-green or blue-green. Carrydents, heroes, ships, trains and other means ing the colors in mind is more difficult, but
of transportation, and historical scenes.
it is worth learning. How many of you can
But whatever odd line comes to mind, look at mother's dress in the making and
or is started let me plead for complete- go to the store and come back with a spool
ness.
Try to make it not only a finished of silk to match? How many of you can
whole, but each part finished to the limit of see a gentian spray out of reach across
obtainable knowledge.
It will take some the brook and tell from color and shape if
thorough scouting to do this but that's it is "blind" or the true bud? The color
about the best fun in "stamping." There feature of your collection will teach you
are the libraries, the encyclopedias, the dic- many other things. And your sick friend
a veritable will find that the study of stamps is much
tionaries, the stamp catalogs
forest of facts in which you can either get easier for the eye than steady reading.
lost like a Tenderfoot or pick up trails and
ABOUT PBE-CANCELLED STAMPS
follow them like an Eagle. Whatever you
I have a letter from a Scout asking about
find, don't rest until you have put it into
These are stamps
condensed good English.
pre-cancelled stamps.
which are cancelled in the sheet and used
LET OTHER BOYS IN YOUR "GAME."
at the parcel post windows or sold in
You will find that your fun with your sheets so that time will be saved in
stamps will be greater if you take other handling the mail. They are used by most
boys into your confidence. Show them your all of the big firms that do a heavy mail
collection, explain it to them, tell them the order business. Most of the cancellations
interesting stories back of certain ones, re- consist of city and state in two lines of
count your buying and trading experiences, bold-faced type with a single or double
let them know which stamps you especially line above or below.
Contrary to Uncle
want, and tell, them why you want them. Sam's usual custom, many of these preThe boys you know may not be interested cancelled stamps are coming with the canin stamps now, but it is safe to guess that cellation bottom side
up. Boston, Chicago,
nine out of ten of them will be if you let and New York inverted cancellations seem
:hem in on your "game." And the more fel- to be most common. Parcel post stamps
lows playing that game, the easier and also bear the pre-cancel mark.
Some are getting very scarce, especially
pleasanter game it is.
the ones from the small cities in the MidREMEMBER THE "SHUT-INS"
dle West. Some that were stamped by
There's a chance for you to do something hand are also scarce. No one can tell
fine
will
^retty
something you
enjoy very their value now, but it may be that the
nuch if you don't forget the "shut-ins." inverts and the ones from
the cities and
are
the
either
They
boys or towns where only a few were used will be
youngsters,
who
are
sick
or
and
can't
jirls,
crippled
rare enough to be 'valuable. You can't
run around like other folks. I expect you lose if
you save all you see. They have the
can find a boy of scout age right in your further
advantage of being cleaner than
own neighborhood who is sick and hasn't
used specimens.
;>een on a hike for a coon's age.
You can't ordinary postally
how
if
that
would
be
"PERFORATED
10"
imagine
happy
boy
you would take your stamps or a collection
From the Lonesome Corner I have a
of duplicates over to his home for him to
request regarding the U. S. stamps "perstudy. Help him get "into" them explain forated 10." There have been many rutheir arrangement in the album, what they mors
concerning these, but I think you
mean, where they came from, and such will do well to save for your collection
that
he
out
the
birds
things. Suggest
pick
at least one specimen of every value.
It
and animals, the famous men and women,
may be that there will be no return to
or other gromps, and then study their
"perforated 12" or the P. O. D. may wake
colors.
up and use "11," which would be half
out.

ALL BiRGilNS-Poslage 2c. Extra

April,

month we talked about "stamp Franklin has varied
menageries" and
LAST
A Scout

50

Austria-Hungary
Approval sheets at

25c.

different,

Bosnia,

Russia,

France,

England,

Servia

Boys

By

THE WAR MAY END THESE POSTAGE STAMPS
European War Packet; Belgium, Turkey.
Germany,

Scouts'

Open Your Stamp Game

[A'o advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an expert in stamp matters.
Kindly report any un
satisfactory service.]

Japan,

The Boy

WATCH YOUB

The subject of

COLORS

color collections you (as
well as your sick friend) will find of very
great interest and full of surprises. The
stamps of the United States have many
shades. For instance, the 2 cent of the last
:hree issues runs from a lake to a most uncertain yellow-red.
The current 10 cent

way between and ought

to be right if "10"

and "12" are both wrong. Anyhow you
can't go wrong by saving a used copy.
I have
a set of the new Togo overprinted "Occupation Franco - Anglaise,"
and a few changed values. Maybe these
will turn out to be as cheap as the German
stamps overprinted "Beige" are, but it
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STAMPS

Said

5 Centavos.
L'oinnl from

MEXICO

trolley

to have
wire.

small number coined.

been
Only
Price

Rare.

GENUINE
$10.

$5.

Confederate Currency.

and

$20. the set for 15c.
Fifty (50) large U. S.
about 25 different dates,

SPECIAL:

COIN

Cents,
the lot only

$2.

A

genuine old coin, large 34-page coin list and $2.50
worth nt coupons good in trade, all for lOc.
SEND
XOW. You have nothing to lose. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
B. Max Mehf, Numismatist. Dept. B. Ft. Worth, Tex.

loes not look likely.
Used copies will be
arer than mint copies.
This is likely to be the case in any new
ssue to a small colony, because the writers in the colony are few as compared to

used copies, especialy of the mark
German colonies and the shilling

Jostally

and pound values in British colonies, are
lard to get and worth more than the unused Stamps of the same issues.

With
000

t ]ie

W orlcL

desirable

choice

stanuis,

and high

sets

Lot catalogs
up to 50c each.
ported Hinges (25c) & 25 din", scarce

Im-

*O AC
J

(only

?..**
Entire lot for price of packet.
Guaranteed to satisfy or money refunded. Lists Free.
H. S. POWELL STAMP CO., Box 955, Storm Lake. la.

$2).

(Continued from page 12)
"

varieties used stamps.
packet stamp hinges.
pocket stamp album.
set Venezuela. '2 varieties

lOfl
1

lOc

1
1

1 set Ecuador. 2 varieties.
10 varieties umiRert stamps.
Co., 520 Union Bldg., San Diego, Cal.

Lake View Stamp

WA.R SPECIAL.

ALL

FOR

2Oc

VERNON STAMP

MT.
W.

of

4

I reckon it wun't hurt me
His face looked most unpromsing, but Bob plunged in.
"Mr. Bracket, why don't you let Dan

to

New

Wales

South

Stamp

Queensland.

1098 Lafayette Blvd'W.
Co. Detroit, Mich.

APPROVALS at

Ic

new

^ ^

A
l

s

Port. Col. to new customers.
And an extra one for each 50c purchase.
Reference, please.
L. W. KELLOGG. West Hartford. Ct.. Dept. S.

Premium

MRS.

and

4

MIXED FOREIGN

1,000

containing more than
gian war stamps, full
Enclose stamp.
FAR
N. Lawrence

St.,

varieties for

1511

set

unused,

r
tc.

25c.

Bel-

Both

:2.

WEST STAMP

CO.,

4T,c.

2821

Tacoma, Wash.

A SET

of 8 Mexican 1910 catalogued at 500.
for i2c.
Send for my approval sheets you will find them interesting. Please give reference.
Address
HAAS, 115 Primrose

SIMON

Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

disconcerted

t

|

WRIGHT,

Tyndale

St..

Sandwiches.

who stopped with

moved, delicately roasted and
crushed to golden-browa butter.
Sold by all good grocers.

BEECH-NUT PACKING

BOB," pleaded Dan, anxiously.
"Ef ye get him mad, he might not
Whatever did
let us be chums any more.
ye say?"
"Nothing," muttered Bob, bitterly disappointed. He seized the ax, and for the
next five minutes he made even better
time than he had when he knew Old Joe's
They were upon
eyes were upon him.
him now how long, he did not know
but suddenly, from the bank above them

came a gruff command:
"Come hyar!"
Then,
started, ''No; not you,

The

boys

Dan."

"You," said Old Joe, grimly.
Bob went up the steps.
Old Joe laid his two hands heavily on
Bob's shoulders, and they gripped till
they hurt. But Bob didn't think of that.
He only felt that there was coming another chance to do what he had promised

Oologist

OOLOGIST

only magazine
devoted to these.
those making
collections, as its columns are filled with
should
All
Scouts
Boy
exchange notices.
learn about the birds they see in their
tramps and camps in the woods. Subscription, only 50 cents per year, with a free exchange notice. Sample copy FREE. Address

question?"
that it was

It

The

Rosllndale.

Mass.

RALPH HENRY BARBOUR'S
New High School

Lacon,

Oologist

MONEY

Story

is

Lucky Seventh
now ready

Write for free catalogue containing descriptions of this story
and other brand new books by the

Scoutmaster

i

I

greatest

writers of boys' stories.

D.

APPLETON AND COMPANY

35

W. 32nd

Street,

New

York

when he got

excited.

"It

lost
it

his

isn't

g's

just

Mr. Bracket. There's a splendid
way open. O, mayn't I tell about it,
to

BOYS,

Bob always

talkin',

please?"

YOU CAN MAKE
BIG MONEY!

say."

He

raised his eyes appealingly

Old Joe's.
"Nobody's henderin',"

said

Old

Joe

wrote

Depl. A-62, Smethport, Pa

My my

I

I

hope you won't mind,

sir

more

a
if

Sets.

Sell

and earn
few hours.
you like and
more.

jilt-nty

FREE

till

We

all

Send
are

send
Demonstrating
Any Boy Scout
also

12

that could not earn $10
a week in spare time
Casters
selling
Gliding
could not sell bread in
a famine.
S. MFG. CO., Desk II.
20 Warren Street. N. Y.
(35c). Daniel Boone
(25c), Capture of Ozah
Boy Scout: The Boy Scouts (25c)
Making of Larry (25c), Perry Boys (25c).
Camp: Valley Forge (loc). Self-SacriIndian
Soldier
Saved
(35c).
fiiB
Dances and Songs: Indian Sun Dance,
Indian Drill and Dance (35c). Squaws' Dance or Har'..!) el
\> '-r
Dance, War Dance, Great Feather Dance
We carry
Indian Songs and Story ($1.25).
(50c),

Hiawatha
Yagowanea

Indian:

(35c),

<-">.

I

(paper or cloth).

every play published

EDGAR
B)

43

S.

WERNER &

East 19th Street.

"You

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE,

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE

Send no money.

PROVE

set

money

(Dept.

each month
Write us to-day for 10 copies
All unsold copies can be returned.
selling

Sell

sold.

shortly.

Rockville has a lot of scholarsee
free tuition, and expenses, you
ships
know.
I'm a minister's son, so I have
dad
one; but there are others.

lOc.
in
$2. 34

learn

t'

to

to

Sets Gliding Casters.

so yourself?" Again Bob had the feeling
that he was doing this important mission
of his very badly.
"S'pose I did think so? S'pose I'd been
thinkin' 'bout it th' last six months?
Whar'd he go? Nearest deestrict school's
twenty mile away. S'pose ye think I ought

goin'

Ji

you are a Boy Scout and
we will send you 36

Don't you think

send him t' some fine private school,
send him t' some fine private school,
almost as if he were defending himself
against an accusation.
"That's where this comes in what I'm

111.

Boy Scouts now know.
More starting daily.
Send name of your

=>W 87

t'

The

to

is

that
Old Joe's voice was so intense
unsteady, and his eyes blazed

oughtn't he?

the

is

America
THEpublished
indispensable

know why you arsked

to

TAXIDERMY

EGGS

BIRDS^NESTS

to do.

want

CO., Cangoharie, N. Y.

in

both

as

"Me?" queried Bob.

I

is

just the meat of the finest peanuts,
the little acrid hearts completely re-

fiercely.

Illustrated Stamp Album. 560 spaces. 250
hinges and 100 varieties. 5c.

210

Bob,

take

Butter

aanged behind him.

"Because
ITTCUTinu
"""HUH,

next hike

Beech-Nut Peanut
YOUR
Beech-Nut

go to school?"
"Eh?" Old Joe seemed so startled that

CO.

4 different Cape
40 different U. S.
Good Hope. 25 different Denmark.
4 different
different New Zealand.

Western

Well,

hear."

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

FOYE STAMP COMPANY

Successors

is."

it

sir,

open mouth. Old Joe rose, turned on his
ieel and in a moment the cabin door had

Our sheets are different. Get something
the other fellow can't find.
50% discount
on this great collection.
Limited supply.
Send for them now on approval.
Dept.

Yes,

"H'm.

;'

ALL
FOR

the Aid of the

Woodpile

values,

2000

$35.

Peanut Better

ither sold to orders sent the colony office,
home postoffice. Either way, real

stamps only from all parts of
Fine specimens no trashy junlt.

listed
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or at the

different postage
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Magazine
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SEND FOR OUR BIG TEN-CENT OFFER

Many

Scouts'

he population, and the mint copies are

only 45c. each.

Revolutionist

The Boy

New

CO.
York.

School Roonf^of
Dialogues, Speakers,

for Parlor,
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Drain,

T.

B.

etc.
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Comic
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OK.MMO \ i

Monologues,

Minstrel*,
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Recitations, Tableaux, balnea,
Co..

all

Catalogue freo.
18, CIIICAUO, LUU

ages.
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and

and there's one for Dan, if if you'd
him go."
Now Bob was aware of Dan, with ax

SEND FOR COPY OF OUR NEW
WIRELESS MANUAL No. 5

let

Its pages give simple forthe
for
calculating
natural period of an antenna; capacity of a receivcon or
transmitting
ing
denser
spark frequency of
rotary spark gaps tables for
calculating the correct amount
of wire for the construction
of magnets and tuning coils;

listening eagerly.
a fine school," urged Bob. "Dan
would like to go wouldn't you, Dan?"
Dan flushed red.
still,

mulas

"It's

;

"Ey?" questioned Old Joe, turning sud-

;

denly.

Dan's

tables for ascertain ing
the spark lengths of
tho
different voltages
Federal regulations regarding the restrictions
of
wave lengths for
amateur stations; instructions for the installation, maintenance and
operation of wireless stations; directions fur learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
wireless instruments and aclist of up-to-date
cessories, together with, other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
Containing as it does a fund of valuable information not generally contained in a catalogue, it
approaches nearer a text boob in the fascinating
field of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
cover in two colors.
No expense has been spared
to make it accurate and reliable.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for it which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
No wireless experimenter should be without the

fingers

fumbled

with

the

ax

handle.

think

"Ye-es, pap,

:

MESCO WIRELESS MANUAL.
SEND FOR OU'R POCKET CATALOG

The Boy

might," he mut-

I

"
Dan and I d have
unwillingly.
bully times together, just as we do now.
We'd room together
But Old Joe interrupted.
"How long you two been cookin' this

tered,

'

up between ye?"
"I've never mentioned

12b

"No;

over 200 pages, with over 1,000 illustrations,
describing in plain, i-l.-.u- himriuure all ah-.ut Bolls. Push
Buttons, Telephone and Ti'k't,-raph Material. Electric Toys
Burglar and Fin Alarm Contrivances. Electric Call Bells.
Electric Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Hi-m.-il Am-nrnlu-, Bntlt-ry Connectors Switches,
Battery GauR.-s. \Yn.-l, -., Idemi-h In -( um,-nts, fernition
Supplies. Etc. Ready about March 1st. [t Means UoneySaved to
you to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to buy.

Wisht

I

I

control
means safety
assured" whether you are coasting

down

never knew a thing about it.
I'd 'a' worked twice as

or riding

crowded

streets.

Your wheel

under your

is

absolute control every minute,
because the

DUPLEX

ORBIM COASTER
BRAKE

Dan," profather found

had.

hill

through

to

it

tested Bob, earnestly.
"My
out he could get the scholarship only
last week.
Of course I couldn't tell Dan
till I was sure
and I didn't want to tell
him till I was sure you'd say yes. I knew
my father was tryin', "but I didn't tell
Dan. Did I?" he demanded.

It will contain

"Corbin

enables you, with slight pressure
of your feet, to stop gradually or
instantly, just as the occasion de-

mands.
Sold and equipped by dealers everywhere.
Write for catalog.

THE CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION

hard."

"So ye think ye're sure

i

o' goin'

nin' 'bout roomin' with Bob.
leavin' me V room alone!"

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

!

Plan-

What about

Bob broke in before Dan could say a
word and told all about the school's new
woodland. Then he asked the final ques-

NEW YORK

17 Park Place
ST. LOUIS
1106 Pine St.

"What do you say, Mr.
Dan go?"

tion:

Bracket,

about letting

Old Joe's gaze rested on Dan, biting
his lips and fumbling with the ax; then
to Bob's eyes, pleading with him.
Then
it wandered to the distant mountains.
At
last he spoke:
"How long will it take ye both t' finish

wood?"
The boys gazed blankly at each other.
This was so different from anything they
had expected.
"Well?" said Old Joe, impatiently.
"Twenty minutes, maybe," hazarded Bob,
seeing that Dan would not speak.
th'

"Do it in ten, an' I'll let Dan go."
"What?" exclaimed both boys.
Old Joe planted himself on the top step.
"I want t' see Dan hustle, once in his
at

life,

the

wood-pile,"

he

explained

"An" I want t' see how fast
you can go when you really want to.
That's fair, ain't it? Take it or leave it."
"Do you mean that's the only chance
elaborately.

BRANDES
If

have

you

less

WIRELESS
RECEIVERS
a

receiving

should

have

of his going?" asked Bob.
"That's what I mean."
Bob's eye measured the pile
wire-

set,

you

"Let's try
"O' course

BRA NOESpairRE-

CEIVERS

for

best

re-

Prices, $1.65 each
up to $13.00 per pair. If
you wish to build your
sults.

own wirclcs-; receiving set send for our
Book "A Wireless Receiving Set for Time
Signals."

Sent Postpaid for 25 cents.

For catalogue send stamp
9A

to

C. BRANDES, Inc.
LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK
"THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER"
Tho bic electrical Magazine for those
whodabblein electricity aod Wireless.
Chuck full of experiments. Intensely
Monthly prizes of S5.CO for
c^t c\pcriments. Amateur Electrics,
wireless news. Complete Klcctric Crjitrsc
etc. 50 to lOOillustrations. Only fcOc- a

ii.ti-rrsting.

Electrical

Th

'

wheel

s

leaf

seat,

cleringly,

it,

!"

as

head not to

if

CYCOBI WHEEL CO.,

Lighted!

or
th'

ye
he

them.
never want to see that watch again

"I'll

!"

1>

rc y c

I

rubber K,lp motLn-ycle
handle bars
reinforced
motorcycle frame. Fisk

Ke.lTrt-ad Clincher Tires
-beautiful finish. Write.

the axes first?" asked

Take it
jest as they be.
"I'll git
leave it!" repeated Old Joe.
watch to time ye by; Dan's watch
give him Chirstmas," he chuckled, as
lose
sleeves.

e mud puarda,
eland and parcel rack
mi. tor cycle pedals
Ions
1

try.

"Use 'em

we

steer-

Read! Electrically
more care-

Bob.

if

as

Bloomfield, N.J.

Dan," he said.
Dan gazed at him wonit had never entered his

"May we sharpen

left

h.

spring,

ing wheel, and is underslung. For 750. we
will send you blue prints and specificaWith these any boy can construct
tions.
this wheel.

fully.

of

a

SCOUTS

muttered Dan, pushing up

his

New Motorcycle Type
Write for our new 1915 catalog. Read the wonderful
1915 improvements above.
Nothing like this bicycle
Other features, too. Send for
catalog. The New Arrow the most wonderful bicycle
value ever built. All sizes for boys, men and women.
D-. if - r Vftii Dirfo A small amotmtdown brings
rdy dd IUU IllUC yo u the 1915 Arrow enjoy
riJing it right away pay just a little each month

ever offered before.

while you ridf.

Write for ruck bottom direct

WRITF
BVnllt
offer.

No

r

'

"'

1916

Arrow Cycle

Co.,

Dept 1574

offer.

free catalog of this won.
Arrow and our rock bottom

obligations. DoD't delay
California

Write

&

NUW.

19th Si, Chicago.

III.

"We're not

goin' to lose," said Bob,
But he
stoutly, flinging off his coat.
wished in his heart he was as sure as his

"Here

unfair."
And he slipped off his own watch,
On all and stood it upright in a little hollow in
yi-ar in U S. and Canada.
News-stands. Send for freesample. the
turf bank, where they could see it as
238 Fulton St., N. Y.
Experimenter
they worked, but Old Joe couldn't. "Buck
up, old pal. We're goin' to win!"

words sounded.

!

This

isn't

THE UNICYCLE

!

HURRAH

! !

What boy

ever thought of riding inside a
It's the
Latest and Greatest
single hoop?
Fun-maker. Develop your muscle; be healthy
and strong.
Racing in a "Unicycle" is the
best-sport-ever. Every Boy Scout should send
stamp for circular and agents' prices.

THOMAS

E.

BEMIS,

Indianapolis, Ind.
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began Dan, uneasily.

"What?" asked Bob.
"Wisht pap wasn't on the other side,"
murmured Dan.
Old Joe soon came back, watch in hand.
He was smiling to himself, such a queer
smile that Bob thought he would almost
You knew what
rather see him frown.
he meant then, at any rate.
"Ready, ey?" he asked, as he saw them
"Ready! Go, then!"
waiting.

30 DAYS

B)ANG,

bang! Thump, thump, thump!
They began as if with one stroke, but
Bob soon was going a faster stroke than
Dan. How the chips flew, and the axes
>

flashed in the air!
Thud, thud, regular
Old
as the clock as two clocks, rather.
Joe was having the time of his life, apwith laughter.
parently, for he roared

Dan! Didn't
chop so fast!
Bob's walkin' all round ye as 'tis. Greased
sonlightning couldn't beat him! Go it,

"Ha! Ha!
know ye had
ny

!

Good
in

it

Wow! Go

boy,

ye,

t'

Colors and Sizes in the
famous line of 'RANGER'

Your Choice of

it!"

Ninety-Four (94) Styles, Bicycles, shown in full color
It seemed as if they had been chopping
in our big- new 1915 Catalogue just off the press. There are eighty-three (83)
...
also, shown at prices
(S3) others,
for hours when Old Joe called "One min- ranging from $11.75,
$13.75, $15.75, up. There is a MEAD Ilicycle for every rider, at a
With a hasty glance they price made possible only by our FACTURY-DIRECT-TO-IUDKR sales plan.
ute more!"
TODAY for the new 1915 Catalogue of "Ranger" Bicycles, Tires
asked themselves could they ever make

SEND NO MONEY

it?

"Most done

don't

give

up,"

panted

Bob.
"Nope," puffed Dan.
What a long minute! Stick after stick
they snatched, chopped, and flung away
twice as fast as ever before

yet

how

that

Only six more
Four? Three! One! Bob
sticks left?
snatched the last one. The ground was
minute spun

out.

What!

cleared.

They straightened up, stiffly, and looked
at Old Joe.
He considered the watch long and carefully; he looked at their red faces; he
took a casual glance at the sky perhaps
to look for weather signs,- then he cleared

and Sundries at prices so low they IV ill astonish you. Also, full particulars of
our great new offer to deliver to you all charges jirepaid your choice of any of the 94 kinds of "RANGER"
Bicycles you may select, for ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL. This wonderful offer is altxolittrly genuine.
No one criticises your choice if it's a "Ranger" the most popular, largest selling Bicycle in the country.
with Coaster-Brakes, Inner Tubes, Electric Light- *
-- P*nnir- V>?ii-l-c -im * n ff Outfits, all the newest ideas in Bicycle equiptnpnt
nnH , Rnnclrir-t;
nc fVi**
ment and
as woll
well as
the 1 Repair
Parts and Combination Offers for refitting- your old Bicycle
Sundries, nc
all shown fully illustrated, at HALF USUAL PRICES. Our new Catalogue is the largest ever issued
by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need a new Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc., for your
old Bicycle, you nt;ed this Catalogue to tell you the prices you should pay when you do buy.
We want a Rider Acrent in every neighborhood to ride and exDill
Uf
I
nillCn AI2CIITC
If HI! I
hibitthenew"JSjUVGEB." Youcanselecttheparticularstyle
suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the country are riding "Rangers" and taking
orders from their friends. They make a pood commission on every sale and so can you. Our great output,
perfected methods and machinery enable us to sell "quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.

TIRES, LAMPS, Built-Up-Wheels

ANTED
CU

ED MUCH O

MOTORCYCLE AN AUTOMOBILE

D
SUPPLIES. Our big, new 1915 Catalogue also gives large space
to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of our "Bicycle" customers of a generation ago are now buying
their "Auto" Sundries of us, because they know "Mead" quality and prices are always right.
A Ym Dp not delay.
postal request at a cost of one cent will bring you the big catauntil you get it and our wonderful new 1915 offers and prices.
logue.

WRITE US TOD
DO NOT BUT

A

MEAD CYCLE

CO., Dcpt.B-17,

his throat.

"You win," he said, carelessly, pocketing the watch. "Never had so much fun
in all my life!" he chuckled, rising.
Bob sank onto a log and wiped his face.
"What / want to know," he said cautiously, as soon as the cabin door banged.

He

beckoned
"What?" asked Dan.

"See here."

Dan

To All Boys:

WOULD YOU LIKE TO GET

WITHOUT COST THE

to his side.

Bob pointed to his watch. He was so
anxious to talk that he couldn't wait for
breath.
"It was five minutes past when we
started and 'twas eighteen minutes past
when we stopped. I thought that last
minute was a pretty long one!"
flash of joyous
understanding il-

A

lumined Dan's face.
"I'm glad pap was

on our side !" he
never hate a woodNow tell me all about Rockpile again.
ville Academy and what we'll do there."
whispered.

"And

Still

Working

BOYS' LIFE regrets that it is impossible
for the judges of the Daniel Boone essay
contest to announce the names of the prize
winners in this issue. Every essay is being
given the most careful consideration by
the judges in order that the decision may
be entirely fair, and so many essays have
been received that the judging of them is
a long task. It is believed, however, that
the announcement of prize winners will be

made

in the

May

CAMP BOOK

BOY'S

By

EDWARD CAVE

new, illustrated, cloth-bound edition containing everything the boy camper
should know, with full instructions for camping under all conditions?
Numerous helpful illustrations by Norman P. Rockwell.
;

I'll

Another story, by the author of this
one, will appear in an early issue of BOYS'
It it-ill tell of Dan's strange exLIFE.
periences at Rockville.

Judges

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

number.

It's

a Valuable and Highly

Commended Book

"Intended primarily for the Boy Scouts, everyone of the thousands
who get their favorite recreation under canvas will find much helpful
BOSTON POST.
information in the 194 pages of this attractive volume."
"One must be an expert in camping to find a fiaw in this little book,
a
source
much
it
will
be
that
enjoyment not only
and it is safe to say
of
to young Bov Scouts, but also to thousands of young boys who have not
has this little book
who
The
Scoutmaster
yet joined that organisation.
has plenty of information in the art of conducting a Boy Scout Camp."

BROOKLYN CITIZEN.

For One new Subscription
zine, at $i,

we

will

OUR OFFFR
to

send the

BOYS' LIFE, the official Boy Scout maga"BOY'S CAMP BOOK" FREE, all charges

prepaid by us.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Publishers of

200 Fifth

Avenue

BOYS' LIFE:

$1.00 a Year

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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A $4.25 Guaranteed $ O 48
Bicycle Tire for
Other leading makers still ask you an
average o{ {4.25 for a quality bicycle tire.

Mow

here

is

offered you the famous
single-tube Bicycle
tire of genuine Goodyear

"Goodyear-Akron"
a

Tire at J2.48

quality through

1

I

and through.

This Low Price?
These tires are made in

Why

world's greatest tire
I plant.
An output of up to
I

I
[
|

the

r* O(

\J^

Others can make lesser
not worth while.

tires are

how
And

but poor

tires

No man knows

to build a better tire than

Goodyear.

here at $2.48 you set a guaranteed tire
of beauty, durability and service at about
half the regular standard
price of such quality tires.

>YEAR

How to Get Them
The Smooth Tread, size

ION

by \%. costs you

S2.48

and largest output.

this

28

per

The Non-Skid, sizes 28 by 1%, VA
li,at2.75. Ask your dealer for them.
tire.

We

Smooth
Tread

$2.75forNon-Skid

ten thousand pneumatic tires a day has
are
brought the cost down and down.

content with a small profit. Thus you get
the two-fold advantage of smallest profit

Magazine

or
I

he hasn't them, and you insist, he will get
them from our nearest branch. Remember

when you go

Makers of Goodyear Automobile Tires

Shoes

(3212)

A Camera of Merit
for

Scouts
Easy For You

To Get
(S

For

kinds of Black Shoes

all

Preserves

Polishes,

Blacks,
also

It

Bebw)

"Premo Jr.,
Model B"

"Oil Paste" Polish
Russet "Oil Paste"
size box, each lOc.
Ask Your Dealer for

Same

(Regular

Price,

Postpaid.

$2.00)

A

well made, substantial reliable
camera, made by the Eastman Kodak
Co.

makes

pictures 2% x 3% inches
excellent enlargements can
be made from the negatives. Loads
and unloads in daylight with the
Premo Film Pack of 12 exposures.
Automatic shutter, which works
for both time and "snap shot" exposures; best grade of single achroIt

matic lens; two finders, one for verthe other for horizontal picScouts will find that it pro-

tical,

tures.

JThere

How

a Difference in Polishes

is

Make

to

A Scout Trek

Cart

You want to know that, of
course Every live troop finds
such a cart a very useful vehicle

For

duces first class results in all ordinary amateur photographic work,
such as snap shots in good light, time
exposures, home portraits, landscape
and street photography, and the like.
A book of instructions is included
with each one, and a school boy who
never had a camera in his hands before, can make good pictures with
the

Premo

How

Troop 95 of Philadelphia made

for Three Yearly Subscriptions at
$1.00 each, or for Two Subscriptions and 50c.
in cash.

CUTOFF HERE
USE THIS ORDER BLANK
BOYS' LIFE,

its

;

All

this

Scoutmaster
trated

with

be described by Assistant
Alfred H. Loeb, and illus-

will

photographs and

In the

sketches.

May

Don't
Miss It

Subscribe

mium

Now.

offers in this

Boy Scouts' Magazine.

(Name your

New

York.

choice)

Please send me. without charge, Premo Jr.,
Model B Camera, for which I enclose names
of three subscribers to Boys' Life, and $:$ for
their subscriptions.

OR

send

Please

Premo

Jr.,

Model B Camera,

for 50 cents which I enclose with $2 for two
subscriptions to Boys' Life, and names of sub-

Name
See Prenumber.

the

200 Fifth Avenue,

scribers.

BOYS' LIFE

Model B.

Given

HIKES and CAMPS

famous transport wagon one that
can be used for hauling camp equipment, provisions and firewood, or as an
ambulance; or can be inverted and
used as a table
or can be "knocked
down" and transported by rail

Jr.,

.

.

Address

.

in the

Jungle

(Continued from page 14)
"Hit's the first
"Yeh-a," agreed Bat.
one we set."
Uncle Bill thereupon dipped his pail
into the corn-meal "mash" and transferred it to the boiler, having removed the
spout-fitted top. When he had dumped a
goodly number of pails of mash into the
boiler he set the cover on again, and
looked after the junction of the spout
with the copper worm. Then he squatted
before Bat's now briskly burning fire,
and got out his Jew's harp. "Old Dan
Tucker" was his favorite air and be beat
time in the air with his toe as he played.
Bat Mason put a bottle to the end of
coil, protruding under the barand added a few buckets of fresh water to the barrel, and then took his place
on the ground beside Uncle Bill.
Uncle Bill kept his eyes on the still
with its brightening flames under the
boiler, while he picked the Jew's harp with
I noted that he didn't
his middle finsrer.
play with the same old vigor, his toe beating time with a hesitating movement. He
very soon took the Jew's harp from his
teeth, so that he might give vent to his

rel

feelings in speech.

"They ain't no use
perked up 'bout this
been," he said.

"You

I ain't so right smart
'ere biz-ness as I has

shore ain't never got no

easier," said

money

Bat Mason.

"Wall, I ain't ever got ary money
a-moonshinin' as ever done me ary good,"
said Uncle

Bill.

"Oh, Nick an' blazes

!

Ye've been get-

much

church," said Bat.
"They ain't nobody ever git's half
enough church," said Uncle Bill. "An" ef
I'd thought God-a-mighty war agin moonshin' I'd a been done with hit long 'fore
this.
But I knowed preachers is sometimes mistook, an' argues wrong; but this
I jest cain't git
'ere preacher yesterday
them things he saved out o' my haid. An'
thet there haind" (he held up his hand
in the menacing attitude of the preacher)
"an' thet there haind an' he saved, 'let
him beware lest the mighty, re'butive
haind o' righteousness come down on him
an' crush him !' Them was his words."
"Sure," said the ungodly Bat, "all
preachers preach that-a-way."
Uncle Bill then gazed silently into the
fire till it came time to add more fuel
and refresh the worm-barrel.
tin'

in size;

ft iShoe Polishes

Moonshiners

1915

the copper

to buy.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO

Longer Life To

April,

too

I whispered to James:
"Let's go."
crawled, very carefully, back to the
canoe, and pushed on down the creek in
the dark. I remember the bull-like bellowing of an alligator came rumbling up the

We

stream and ceased only when we approached our place of landing. We found
the pony trembling in fear, and a pineknot torch revealed the marks of the alligator on the bank.
We gave the pony the reins and he
picked the way through the open pine
woods, getting us home by ten. On our
way we talked over our plans for the
morrow. James said he wanted the whole
of the morning to get materials
apparatus together.

"Then

I'll

work on mine,

for his

too," I said.

"I'd like to know what it is?" he queried.
"You'll see," was all the satisfaction I
gave him.
In fact I thought my plan was quite a
prime one, and something Uncle Bill had
said down there in the moonshine grotto

BOYS' LIFE

1915

April,

had convinced me that it should be successful if there was no hitch in matters
as planned. There seemed to me now some
chance that Uncle Bill might give up his
moonshining at once, for his talk had
shown that, influenced by the sermon, he
had lost much of his confidence in his
He was not altogether sure that
position.
he would not be damned in this occupation
that he had always considered morally
right, in spite of the law.
"Uncle Bill may give up the moonshining before we are ready," I said to James.

"I don't think so," he answered. "Bat
him over."
I
realized that probability; and, too,
that the influence of the sermon would
tend to wear away as time went on. It
might have been well could Uncle Bill
will talk

have experienced another such sermon in
midweek.
When we had unhitched the pony in the
Howatt's yard, we parted with the understanding that we were to meet after noon
of the next day, Tuesday.
In the morning I fished out some lumber and made me a box about two feet
wide, two

feet

high, and two

feet

Magazine
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PENNSYLVANIA

<$&*.

VACUUM CUPBICYCLE TIRES
Just think of ill Bic
tires made
with 15^2 oz. fabric
the kii
that's used for small size

mobile tires. Itmakesyour
V. C. tires as puncture-pro
as bicycle tires can be made
Of course, V. C.'s were
far and away the high

Our Three New Models

PENNSYLVANIA
*

grade tires on earth
before
oilproof
anti-skid, guaranteed for a whole
nov
season
they'rea whole
lot

more

Three Popular Prices

at

est

THREE * STAR*
BICYCLE TIRES
;'(

so.

3.

excuse for not

getting
SUCCESS

Automobile Tires Motorcycle Size

PENNSYLVANIA.
VACUUM CUP MOTORCYCLE TIRES
have proved that what's needed for the "two legged automobile" is regular V. C. Automobile tire construction
and
that's what you get in these tires.
Most V. C. riders easily double the 5,000 mile Guarantee and their numbers are great and growing.

A

These new tires are put out to
sell at a very easy price, and we
have made them so good that
we put behind them a
Guarantee of 4,000 miles
This means they will average

Close Second to V. C.'s

STURDY STUD
MOTORCYCLETIRES

7,000 or 8,000.

his

Dealers every-

where have been quick to stock
to be ready for your demands.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER

three of his glass bulbs of incandescent
electric lamps and some of his silk-wound
copper wire.

box

fine

tire service.

I made quick work of my dinner and
went after James, who brought with him

my

at its

no rider any

made my

he saw

tire

price, leaving

help.

When

The "Triple Tread".
The Sturdy Stud".
The "Success".

1.

2.

Each the "Star"

central works. I took
a large piece of stout cardboard, laid my
forearm on it, and with a pencil outlined
the arm and hand and cut it out. To one
side of the cardboard arm and hand I
glued a strip of wood for strength. At a
point, one-third of the way from the elbow
end, I made a hole in the wood for the
umbrella rib axis; and then, on tacks, near
the elbow, I fastened small fish-line leads,
in such a way as to hold the arm on its
axis a little off the perpendicular.
I cut
some white tissue paper to fit the open
side of the box and was ready for James's
I

Scouts'

from

front to back, leaving the front open, except for six inches at the bottom.
By
means of small wires running from the
four corners and drawn taut, I suspended
a wee metal ring at a point in the open
side of the box, a few inches below the
middle.
Then a small gimlet-hole was
bored through the back of the box, just
opposite the suspended ring, and through
the two I passed the rib of an old umbrella.
Shoulders bent in the rib, both
within and without the backboards of the
box, kept the umbrella rib from slipping
forward or back.

Then

The Boy

Atlanta
Boston

Cleveland
Dallas

Chicago

Detroit

An

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Philadelphia
Minneapolis

CO., Jeannette, Pa.
New York
Omaha

Pittsburgh
St. Paul

Seattle

San Francisco

Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy

eyes opened

wide.

"Whatever is that thing?" he said.
But when I directed him to set the three
lamps in a cluster about the umbrella-rib
axis at the back he gave a knowing twist
to his head.

"Oh, I think I see now what it is. It's
going to be that hand Uncle Bill talked
about last night 'the mighty re'butivr

hand
That'll
too."

o'

be

By

righteousness."

great;

James had

little

he's

so

whackey

The Revised

difficulty to fasten the

three lamps in the back of the box, using
wire and tacks, and he ran the lamp-wire
down through the bottom of the box and
stapled them to a front corner.
"I'm mighty curious to see how you're

going to work it," he said.
When we got to his home, James showed
me some of the results of his morning's
work. He held up an inch-long cylinder

Prize Contest

Handbook for Boys
The Manual

for all Scouts

Fascinating to

!

superstitious,

'RED DEVIL'

BEST
YET

all

Boys

Thirty-two more pages than were

Some
original edition.
additional
illustrations.
Cover In Six Colors.

in the
thirty

New

Some

of the

NEW

Features in

it:

New

Merit Badges, illustrated: Merit Badge Requirements, chanced and brought up to date; New
Scout Regulations; How to Fell a Tree; How to
Handle a Canoe; New Codes; Games to play; Indian, whistle and other signals, etc., etc.

25

CENTS AT BOOKSTORES
or sent postpaid for 30 cents.

To encourage you

in

making pretty

and useful things and having lots of
fun besides, we offer prizes from $10.00
to $1.00 for all kinds of work done
with RED DEVIL glass cutters by
boys under seventeen, and mail you

ONE

No. 024 glass cutter for ten cents
stamps, with enrollment blank and
complete instructions. You will find
this very enjoyable, interesting work
that you and your parents will be
in

proud

Smith
168

of.

& Hemenway

Chambers

Street,

Co.,

New York

Inc.
City

In answering advertisments please
mention BOYS* LIFE.
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NEW ELECTRIC CAMP LAMP
WITH "SPOTLIGHT" REFLECTOR
Hundreds
tric

Camp

in

last

year with

This year they are
great satisfaction.
even better because of the high candle
power, long distance reflector.
Lamp
stands 8^/2 inches high, with black enameled,

steel

non-tarnishing

Has

case.

A

push of the thumb
produces a powerful round spotlight with
a range of several hundred feet. Uses
any No. 6 dry battery to be purchased
everywhere. Will average 30 to 40 hours
continuous burning.
Sold without bat-

Tungsten bulb.

tery to prevent

damage

in

1915

of wood, through which
passed two separated silk-wound, copper wires, the bared
ends sticking out of one end of the wood.
These ends were joined by a bit of fine
platinum wire, coiled. He explained that

when

of Scouts used "Delta" elec-

Hand Lamps

April,

shipment.

an electric current would
pass
through this fine wire it would become
red hot and set fire to a combustible like

Then he showed me a stout
gun-cotton.
tube of paper, into which the wired
cylinder of wood fitted perfectly.
"And now," he said, "you push some
gun-cotton into the open end against the
fine wire, stick it into some
powder, connect up the wires with an electric
battery

Boom

and there you

!

are."

Quarry Troop and the
Circus
(Cont. from Page 17)

carrying the remains of the last roll of
ire.

Prepaid, $1.25

"Here we

are, Bruce, ready to connect
but you'd better believe
building a
is no
easy job, by Jiminy."
"Guess it isn't," said Bruce in a businesslike tone.
"Is Mr. Ford at headquarters?"
"Yes, he's waiting to turn on the current whenever he gets your signal."
"Great!" said Bruce.
"I was a little
worried about that. There isn't any real
but
danger,
you might have made a ground
or a short circuit and upset
everything."
Then turning to Xipper Knapp, he shout"How
about
the
ed,
motor, Nipper?"
"Set and ready for connections," shouted

up,

HERE
No
step

IS,

SCOUTS

MILE PEDOMETER

100
hiked

IT

line at night

disputing about how far you
you have one of these. Every

if

you take

dial is

is

spaced

registered. The small
off into quarters of a

mile up to ten miles, and the large
dial registers up to one hundred miles

and repeats. Hang
pocket or on your

the Scout.

"Right-o Then we'll have Mr. Elephant
out of the hole in a jiffy," shouted Bruce,
as he seized the two ends of the wires and
)egan to bend them about the terminals
of the motor.
He worked with speed and
accuracy and the little circus manager
could not help commenting on his skill as

on your watch

it

!

Full direc-

belt.

tions with each pedometer.

Prepaid, $1.00

an

ORDER DIRECT FROM

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
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Fifth

electrician.

"Hum!

New York

Avenue,

I

ou're doin',

guess

you lads know what

right," he said.
"Well, we hope our efforts are successThen he added, "It's
ful," said Bruce.
all

ime you sent your trainer down there on
the ledge to get the elephant out of the

City.

water."

"Don't worry, son; we ain't losin' no
ime on our end of this game. He's down
here

now

OHOUTS
SCOUTING
/^DANIEL

Hey,
Scouts!
This for
Is

Your Glove

Not

mask, fasteners,
sticky or greasy.

rQ r r
'f

3 IN

:

etc.

Total

dictionary

ONE OIL CO.

42 ELF. Broadway,

EVERETT T.TOMLINSON

Boys' Life for a year both for the
price of the book alone. Thus
"Scouting with Daniel Boone." Price. .. .$1.20
1.00
"Boys' Life" for one year

Write t oday for large
free sample bottle and
"

"3 in One

all

Mr. Tomlinson's Great Scout Book and

glove will last twice as long.
"3 in One" makes base ball
cover and stitches stronger and
hold longer. It also prevents

New York

r

/J

$2.20

OUR PRICE TO YOU] $ .20
A
FOR BOTH
.J
-|

I

.

.

.

(YOU SAVE

If

add

$1.00)
is paid up for 1915.
we'll
your subscription, or send

your subscription
another year to
year to some friend.

BOYS' LIFE one

of

laughter

from the crowd

assembled around the edge of the hole
nterrupted the little manager.
He and Bruce both looked up involun-

Then they, too, burst into uproarilaughter at the spectacle.
The trainer had gone down onto the
edge with an armful of bread loaves to
empt the elephant out of the water.
There he stood holding out a loaf invitngly while the elephant, still half subnerged, held his great mouth open and
arily.

>us

of You!

Stiff?

Put a little "3 in One" oil on
fingers and palm and the leather
becomes soft and pliable at once.
The ball will stick better and

rust on

BOONE

"

an'

is trunk aloft expecting the man to toss
he bread toward him. But this was not

he trainer's intention.
on.
Yuh gotta
meal," he called.
The elephant moved a little closer and
i'aved his trunk aloft impatiently as if

"Come
ome out

on,
t'

Toby; come

git this

eckoning the trainer to toss the loaf.
"Oh, no, yuh don't. Come on out, Toby;
ome on
Hi Gol ding yuh, leggo
Hi! Help! HELP!"
Toby had refused to be tempted any
mger. The waving trunk descended and
rapped quickly about the trainer's leg.
!

!
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The Boy

Then slowly
man toward

the animal began to pull tlu'
the water.
The trainer was
startled half to death.
He dropped the
bread and began to struggle mightily, for
the black water looked cold to him even
though the elephant did seem to enjoy it.
He clutched at the smooth marble floor
and tried to brace himself with his unincumbered leg, shouting lustily all the time.
"Hi! help me! Help! Kill th' beast! 1
I
I
don' wanna git a duckin'
got a
"
cold in my
Splash blub blub
!

blub

Toby's black little eyes seemed to twinkle with mischief as he gave a final tug
and plunged the trainer into the water.
Then while the man floundered about, the
animal deliberately put his two front feet
onto the edge of the shelf and reached out
toward the pile of loaves. One by one hepicked them up and deftly slipped them
into his mouth, disregarding the shouts of
the trainer.

But once in the water the man decided
that he would stay in and drive the elephant out.
"Hi, Jerry," he shouted.

down
out

the pike.

o'

here

I'll

if it

"Throw me

git the blasted critter

takes

me

all

night

!"

Jerry tossed the short pike pole down
onto the shelf and the trainer climbed out
to get it. When the elephant saw the pole
he immediately began to wade across the
quarry hole.
"Oh, no, yuh don't, Toby. I'll git yuh,
now," shouted the man, as he plunged
back into the water and began to swim

toward the

beast.

"Git outa here, GIT, yuh brute," he thundered, when he came alongside the huge
bulk.
And he accentuated his command
by jabbing the pike deep into the beast's
hide.
As meekly as a lamb the elephant
turned around, and after allowing the
trainer to climb onto the top of his head,
he waded toward the shelf and climbed
out of the water without the slightest
sign of rebellion.

"There, consarn his pesky hide, he's out
now," said the little manager to Bruce.
who was still laughing over the comical
antics of the big beast.
"Good," said the lad.
he called to Babe, "Hi

Then,

turning,
the
blasting mat sling is it finished?"
"Yes, it's ready," shouted the fat Scout.
"Well, then, we're all in good shape,"
said the patrol leader, inspecting the out"Now for business. Ho, Jimmy, flash
fit.
Mr. Ford the signal."
Instantly Gordon bounded out of the
circle of light and climbed the nearest
stone pile. Then with his battery he began to flash the Morse code toward head-

quarters

The

!

how about

where Mr.

circus

Ford was waiting.
manager took the whole per-

formance in with wide eyes.
"Say, hang it all, you Scouts know a
thing or two, don't yuh?"
"Yes, we know enough to be fairly
Then, as
helpful," said Bruce modestly.
he saw Mr. Ford flash back his O. K., he
said,

"Now

we'll let 'er go."

reverse lever on the
threw it over. The dersqueaked a moment before setthe

seized

motor and
HEdrums

rick

tling

down

to

a

business-like

grumble.

Then the rusted
provised

steel cable, with the imblasting mat sling dangling at

its end, was played out swiftly until the
mass of woven rope settled down on the
ledge beside the circus men, who were
hard at work putting chains about the
elephant's feet and trunk so that he could
The adnot squirm about in the sling.

THE

Scouts'
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justing of the heavy affair was no easy
task, but the men worked with a will and
a few moments later Bruce caught their
signal that all was ready.
For a moment he paused with his hand
on the starting switch.
He was almost
afraid to throw it into position.
"Oh, if
the boom will only hold," he whispered to
himself, for to have his plans fail now
would have been more than he could endure.
He moved the switch. There was a
Then
slight arc as contact was made.
slowly the motor began to turn. The boom
stiffened and creaked ominously as the
cable tighened. He pushed the switch
over another notch. The big animal was

that Brought

Back"

the Bike

April,

lifted off its feet!

Would
member

the boom hold? Bruce and every
of the troop stood tense and
silent, as they saw the big body of the eleHe was
phant dangling over the pit.
lifted a foot, two feet, five feet
He was

Without a coaster brake on your bicycle, you pedal all the way, up hill and
down. That's the old-fashioned way.

Now, with
Brake, you
half

the

!

snorting and squirming in protest, and
Bruce's heart almost stopped when he
saw the boom give under his weight.
"Oh, if he would only hold still !" muttered the boy.
"He'll smash the timber,

the New Departure Coaster
ride all day and pedal only

way

always with

absolute,

safety.

No
is

sure."

fatigue

all

That's

fun.

popular again.

Why

so

The patrol leader pushed

why the bicycle
many boys and

over

began to

girls and grownups are depending on'it more
and more for pleasure and business.

was raised ten

Riding a bike is healthful, invigorating exercise.
It takes us out on
the open road where good air and
refreshing outlooks abound.

makes the miles short, whether you roll along gently or hit up a
motor jog.
You get speed without exertion when your wheel is
equipped with the ball bearing
It

the

switch

and the motor
hum and sputter. The beast
another

still

notch

feet, fifteen feet, eighteen,

Now he was on the level with
twenty.
the top of the quarry!
Slowly the boom began to work in,
creaking and snapping under the strain.
Splinters were raising here and there on
the

Bruce knew

timber.

it

was only a

matter of seconds now before the great
stick would be shattered.
The elephant
was but a few feet from safety. Canvas
men were reaching out over the quarry's
edge to seize the side of the sling. They
gripped it
They pulled and tugged, and
with a prodigious squeak the boom swung
over. Then with a crash it buckled, dropping the elephant on the very brink of
!

the hole!

fails,

that cannot slip, bind, or lock, works smoothly and never
indestructible, cannot get out of order, heavily nickel plated,

is

and cannot

rust.

A

postal

FORTUNATELY,
part entirely or someone
been

killed.

cable held

will

do.

The New Departure Manufacturing
North Main Street, BRISTOL,

it

safe.
It took the Scouts and the circus men a
brief instant to realize this, and when they

Boys and eirls. write us today and ask us to tell you
how to win a gold watch, chain, stick pin, and cuff links.
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timber did not
would have
The lacing of steel derrick
in place, and everything was
the

The brake

did a cheer went up that must have

Co.

CONNECTICUT

waked

the villagers in Woodbridge.
The little circus manager was delighted.

He

rushed up and grasped Bruce's hand.
"Fine work, young feller
Fine work,
I say
Now you Scouts all git home and
tumble into bed.
My men will clean
It's halfthings up here in fine shape.
past three.
Sleep 'til ten o'clock and by
that time a couple of my best vans will be
at that buildin' yuh call headquarters
!

C TheBraRe that Brought the Bike Bach
If

You're a LIVE

BOY

Among Boys
DAN BEARD'S New

or a

You'll

LIVE

!

WORKER

Want

"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
With more than 300 illustrations by the Author
to many requests from Boy Scouts themselves and

Shelters
Shacks and
Shanties

In answer

Boy Scouts

of America, 200 Fifth

$1.25
i.ooj

Avenue,

I

Both

for

$1.25

New York

t'

good turn, do we?"

others interested in the movement, Mr. Beard, the greatest authority on boys' interests, has prepared his new book.
Boys will
find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters on their hikes or encampments. It contains easily
workable directions accompanied by very full illustrations for
over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most
primitive shelter to the fully equipped log cabin.

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY
"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
BOYS' LIFE for one vear

t' take yuh t' St. Cloud.
Yer goin'
be my guests at t' circus er I'll know
the reason why."
"Gee, that's mighty good," said Bruce,
"How about it, fellows? We
excitedly.
don't mind taking that sort of pay for a

waitin'

Book, Just Published

"You

bet

we

enthusiastically.

they

fell

in

don't," shouted the Scouts,
And a few moments later

line

and started

off

toward

Woodbridge.
D. C.

Beard

AXOTBEE SCOTT STORT

lv

Mr.

Crump

appear in the next number of BOYS'
LIFE.
The title is, "Quarry Troop and the
Movies." In it the Woodbridge Scouts, by a
strange chance, get INSIDE a movie play in
will

the making.

DOX'1 MISS IT!

Each Part of Uniform
is

stamped with the

Official Seal of

Boy Scouts
We

the

America

of

Manufacture Uniforms

for

BOYS' ORGANIZATIONS OF ALL KINDS
AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES
If

none

in

your town, arrange-

ments may be made with

SIGMUND EISNER
Official Outfitter to

Boy Scouts

of

the

America

MANUFACTURER OF

U.S. Army and National Guard Uniforms

RED BANK, NEW JERSEY
New York Salesrooms
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FIFTH AVENUE

t;t

MILES

Price only $125.00
Weight only 11O Ibs.

Hello Boy Scouts!

IMAGINE

a self-propelling machine much
than
a
pedal-driven bicycle and almost as
stronger
much
to
operate;
lighter than a motorcycle and
easy
without its mechanical complications; as safe to run as a
bicycle, but without the exertion required to run either kind
of machine
then you have a good idea of

JUST

Except for high speed it can do everything that a heavy
weight, high-powered motorcycle can do, and with much
less expense and trouble.
It will take you from four to
miles
an
hour
which is fast enough for busitwenty-five
ness or pleasure with due regard for safety.

summer days to come those long, long vacaa Miami Motor Bicycle you can make the
whole out-of-doors your neighbor. Think how quickly you
can get there and back with no more effort than if you were
coasting down some breezy, sunny hillside out in the open
Think

of the

tion days!

On

country through which you will be spinning.

You

can go up hill and down dale, to and from school, and
costs only ten cents a hundred miles
one-tenth of a cent
per mile to keep it going. You have always wanted someit

thing like the Miami Motor Bicycle, something that you
could run with safety to yourself and peace of mind to your
something Safe, Silent, Clean.
parents

Your Parents You Want a Miami Motor

Tell
Write

at

Bicycle

once for Illustrated Free Booklet describing the Miami Motor Bicycle and showing how easy it
You can buy one from your Dealer or direct from our factory.
care of, and how safe to run.

The Miami Cycle & Mfg.

is

to take

Co.

"America's Greatest Cycle Makers"

850 Mobile Ave.

Middletown, Ohio
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Standard Blouse of the World
and these Shirts are the Worlds Standard, also
Illustrated are
lar

models

two practical and very popu-

for

Summer

The Umpire

convertible in-or-out collar, sport sleeves

The Ostend,
For

all

hi-or-lo collar, sport sleeves.

wide-awake boys there are

Shirts of the right sort.

perfect fit, man-like styles, clean finish, hand
tailoring, exclusive patterns.
Leading Retail Stores almost
everywhere will show the line. Prices begin at fifty cents.

There

is

The One

Dollar grade gives you the very greatest in value.
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Our

Great "Scouting with Daniel
Boone" Contest

Dan Beard to Tell Bully Stories
Every Month on "Making
Things"

WALTER

P. McGuiRE; Associate EdDANIEL CARTER BEARD and ERNEST
THOMPSON SETON; Business Manager,

Editor,

How!

itors,

LIFE

announces, on page 19
boys who won the

of this issue, the
BOYS'
cash
fifty-seven

totaling
prizes,
$300.00, offered by this magazine, in co-

operation with Doubleday, Page & Company, for the best essays on the subject
"The qualities of Daniel Boone which
made him. a good scout and a valuable
citizen, and it'hii thoxi- qualities arc iin:

portant in

life

contest, as our readers know, was
based on Mr. Everett T. Tomlinson's

great serial story, "Scouting With Daniel
Boone," which ran in BOYS' LIFE from

June, 1914, to January, 1915, and which
has been published in book form by

Doubleday, Page & Company.
The judges were Mr. Tomlinson, Mr.
Daniel Carter Beard, the National Scout
Commissioner; Mr. Franklin K. Mathiews, the Chief Scout Librarian; and the
Editor of BOYS' LIFE.

were received from boys in
of the country
hundreds
and hundreds of them. It took a long

ESSAYS
all
parts

time even to read them. It took a much
longer time to pick the winners, for
nearly all of the essays were good, and
many had elements of peculiar interest
and value. It was pleasant work, but the
greatest pleasure of all comes now when
the winners are informed of their success.
It is a success of

may

which

their parents

and

justly feel proud.

COLVER.

V
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design,
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dangerous work, which endeared him to
his

frontier

companions

and

which

brought him that best of all rewards
success achieved in service to his fellow
men.
All of the boys who competed for these
prizes, whether they won in cash or not,
are richer than they were before, for they
will never forget, nor fail to desire for

the
which disthemselves,
qualities
tinguished the great pioneer.
They know better than other boys

because they have thought more carefully

BEARD

has been called "the
has done more than any
other person that ever lived to
show the boys of America how to have

man who
DAN

it
what makes one successful in
whether it be in such wilds as
Daniel Boone explored and opened to set-

about
life,

tlement and civilization, or in school, or
at home, or in employment at the world's
work.

McMURRY'S

essay, wh'ich
be published
in the June BOYS' LIFE, together with
further information about those who stood
highest in the contest.

HAROLD
won the

Mr. Beard's "Dufflle Bag" stories in
Bo^s' LIFE have been among the most
popular departments ever run in any
magazine for boys. In them this great
Scout has been telling tales about animals, snakes, birds, insects, the woods,
trailing, mountain climbing, and about being true Americans.
But his great work is to show what a
boy can make and do. And now he is
going to tell you each month in BOYS'
LIFE how to make things this in addition to his "Duffle
first

"HOW"

first prize, will

article

Bag" stories. The
on page 18.

is

ought to know more than you
about your good friend, Mr.
Of
and about what he does.
any man or boy can be a folthe one we take our hats off to
one who leads, the one who does
nobody else ever did before.

YOU
do
Beard,

.

I

evident from the essays written
in this great contest that no boy can
read Mr. Tomlinson's fascinating story of
the eventful life of the brave pathfinder
without keenly appreciating the qualities
which sustained him in his hard and

IT

L.

fun."

VOL.

to-day."

The

friends

FREDERIC

Editorial Board : William D. Murray, George
D. Pratt, Frank Presbrey, Ernest Thompson Seton, Daniel Carter Beard.

course,

lower;
the

is

things

Mr. Beard produced the first working
drawings ever published of a houseboat,
of the building of a paper balloon, of the
building of a birch-bark canoe, of a log
house, of backyard switchbacks, of treetop houses, of underground clubhouses, of
a house built on the water, of the backyard toboggan slide, and many other
things which boys have enjoyed for years.

only a regular boy could have
up to be this kind of a man.
Dan Beard was a regular boy. He began going to school in a little red schoolWhen eight
house in Painesville, Ohio.
years old he drew so well that the teacher
he then lived in
in his public school
Cincinnati used to get him to teach the

NOW,
grown

drawing

class.

He was

eleven

when

the

Civil

War

and he saw the war at close
During the conflict he went to
range.
Worrall's Academy and was graduated at
nineteen as a civil engineer and surveyor.
started

He

entered Ernshaw's surveying office in
his tools
Cincinnati at nothing a week
were a bundle of stakes and a sledge
hammer. But three years later he was
;

Suppose a man says
two dozen packages of

to you,
coffee.

"Here are

Sell these
cents a package and
out of each sale to pay you
keep
for your trouble."
In this case, you are
an agent and the money you earn is your

me

for

for

thirty

five cents

commission.

These are simple illustrations of the
most common means by which scouts can
earn money.
is

one

vital

THERE
honest man adopts in

Dan Biard Makimi

the Pictures

Fur His "Him-

Then Mr. Beard began making maps

In J/iiA'c" .Irticli

Probably Never
Thought of About

thinking out

then,

new

things

do has been the main part
His success has been
of his life work.
enormous, for throughout the country boys
are eager to do the original things Mr.
Beard has thought out.
They have
learned these things mainly from his
books.

was

there

First,

the

"American

of instant popularity.

Handy Book,"

Boy's

Then came "The Outdoor Handy Book,"
telling about kites, hoops and wheels, a
raft that will sail, points on camping out,

Indian games adapted for boys, etc. Next
Mr. Beard got together new information
about tree-top houses, backyard work
shops, how to put on a homemade circus,

how

with

fun

have

to

scissors, pastecalled this book

board and paper, etc., and
Then he
"The Jack of All Trades."
took up more outdoor stunts in a book

"The

called

and

Field

Forest

Handy

Book."

"The Boy Pioneers" was another

of
Following its
very popular books.
suggestions, thousands of boys enrolled
themselves in a society called "The Sons

inferior
it

is

one

only

way

that is to sell somebusiness of the world
is simply a series of buying and selling
Take those shoes you are
operations.
wearing, for instance a storekeeper sold
them to you; a wholesaler sold them to
the storekeeper; a manufacturer sold them
to the wholesaler a tanner sold the manua packing-house
facturer the
leather
company sold the tanner the hide; a
cattle buyer sold the packing-house man
the steer on which the hide grew; a
rancher sold the cattle buyer the steer,
and a land company sold the rancher the
land on which the steer was fattened.

money
THERE

and

The

;

;

;

The

other materials in the shoes, such as
thread and pegs, could be traced through

an equally complex

Most

of them wrote
and he wrote letters
and from this delightful and

to

them

always helpful
tude

of

boys,

correspondence

many

of

whom

a multiare men

series of selling trans-

actions.

This custom of buying and

selling has
developed out of the needs of mankind.

Did you

ever stop to think what would
be the condition of life if nobody could
buy anything and nobody ever offered
anything for sale?
are

four

in

which the

ways
THERE
average boy can earn money.

He

be a laborer, a manufacturer, a

retailer,

an agent, but not without

selling

can

some-

When you get a job mowing a lawn,
or splitting wood, or spading a garden,

Shanties."

shop, or any other articles or products of
your own efforts, you are a manufacturer.

THIS
Scout

man who

Commissioner,

the National
and the As-

is

sociate Editor of BOYS' LITE.
This is the man who has been opening his wonderful "Duffle Bag" for you
every month the man who is going to
tell you in every issue of BOYS' LIFE just

what you want
things.

to

Follow his

know about making
trail!

WHEN

ads are submitted offering boys

opportunities to sell things, BOYS'
LIFE not only makes certain that the
articles to be sold are all right, but that
the boy who acts as agent shall receive a
fair commission for his services.
You'd be surprised if you knew how
selling propositions of this kind
to pass the test applied by the
Editorial Board.

many
fail

There are a number of reasons why
BOYS' LIFE brings these opportunities to
the attention of its readers. But the most
important one is that it is thoroughly in
accord with the principles of the Boy
Scout Movement. Training boys for life
is one of the purposes of Scouting, and
the business training received in this

sell

your labor.

Here's another reason:
"A Scout is
Thrifty." This means that a Scout should
not only save but earn. The rules of the
organization prohibit him from "soliciting" funds for his Scout uniform and

The Handbook recommends

supplies.

for

that

Scout supplies by
and even discourages

their

their own efforts,
their receiving gifts of money from their
parents for these expenses. And so, since

Scouts are required to pay their own way,
is the duty of the organization, and of
its official magazine, to show them some
ways of doing so.

The money you earn

usually called pay or wages.
When you sell vegetables which you
have raised in your own garden, or bird-

way

is

houses you have built in your

own work-

In most such cases, boys sell their own
labor to themselves and their products
direct to the consumers.
When you set up a refreshment stand
and sell pop and peanuts and crackerjack

and

way

it

thing.

you

the

be worth.

Scouts pay

in this

no boy should sell an
more than he knows

for

will be valuable in later life.

now, have a pleasant recollection which
they never will forget, and for which their
thanks can never be adequately spoken.
His very latest books are "Boats and
Boat Building" and "Shacks, Shelters and

is

to

article

earn

to

his

of Daniel Boone."
letters to Mr. Beard

It means that a boy who runs a lemonade stand should sell lemonade and not
an acid imitation with a few lemon peels

floating in it.
It means that

Money

Earning

thing.

SINCE
for boys to

measure.

Something You

woods for his own amusement, and once
when he was in New York, Mr. A. W.
Drake, Art Editor of Scribner's Monthly,
asked if he might have one for publicaMr. Beard said yes, and received a
tion.
check for $50.00.

Things

Selling

that every

business, and it
is
a
mighty good rule for scouts:
"Whenever you sell anything, be sure that
the buyer gets a reasonable amount of
value for his money."
This means that no boy should sell
his labor for the purpose of piling up
wood and then do such a careless job
that the pile falls down as soon as he is
safely out of sight with his pay.
It means also that no boy should sell
potatoes and put a lot of worthless
little
"spuds" in the bottom of the

earning $125.00 a month in the City Civil
Engineer's office.
for insurance companies, and mapped
scores of cities, towns and villages east
All the time he was
of the Mississippi.
making sketches of wild animals in the

rule

ice cream cones, you are in the retail
business.
You sell things for more than
they cost you, and the difference between
these two prices is your "profit."

you do act as a salesman, you
should always remember that no
self-respecting boy will sell anything on
sympathy.
If you have something to sell, dispose

WHEN

of

it

on

its

own

merits.

Do

not go teasing around for favors
because you are a Scout; such soliciting
as that comes a whole lot nearer to
begging than it does to selling.
The selling of honest goods at an
honest price is a dignified, legitimate business, and no boy need apologize for en-

gaging in

it.

THE EDITOR.
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ROCKWELL

"Hurry, Donald !" said his mother. "You
just have time enough to wash."
"Always making a fellow do something,"
called from the hot Donald grumbled.
He was the last of the
kitchen:
family to come to the table.
"Donald !"
"Late again, Don," said his sister
The hoy, poring over a baseball score- Barbara.
book in the cool dining-room, arose from
"You forgot to comb your hair, Don,"
his chair, rebellious!}
smiled his sister Beth.
Donald scowled. His sisters, he thought,
"Yes, mother?"
"Call father to supper, please."
were always picking at him. He took lit"Gosh !" the boy said to himself. "A fel- tle part in the talk that ran around the
low can't sit down a minute."
supper table. Barbara had spent the afIn the carpenter shop in the basement of ternoon mending, and Beth had brought a
the house his father was working at a slight addition to the family treasury by
bench.
waiting on customers at the village bakery.
"Where were you all afternoon, Don?"
"Supper is ready, dad," said Donald.
Mr. Strong signed and straightened his his father asked.
back. The August day had been hot and
"Oh, around," Donald answered vaguely.
he was tired. He looked about the shop in
"What doing?"
a discouraged sort of way.
"Playing ball."
"This floor ought to be swept," he said.
said
"That's
all
he's
ever
doing,"

CHAPTER I
Donald Receives a

Patrol

Beth, the peacemaker, smiled at her
brother. "Who won, Don?"
"We did," the boy answered. "The other
side wouldn't have scored a run if Alex

had been catching me.
But
Alex's never around any more."
"Maybe he helps his mother," said Barbara.
Davidson

Donald scowled again. He wondered if
Barbara was encouraging his father to
keep him out of high school. That would
be just like Barbara, he thought spoiling
a fellow's fun.
In truth, it was only as fun that the
Chester High School appealed to Donald.
He was thinking of the fact that Mr. Wall,
the Latin teacher, was a corking good
coach, and that all high school teams were
uniformed. He wanted to play end on the
football team; he wanted to pitch for the

Donald nodded his head as though he Barbara.
supper, while his sisters helped
with the dishes, he wandered forth
The floor was thick with woodDonald bristled. "What do you want
with his hands in his pockets. On one of
A broom stood in one corner. me to do, sew buttonholes?"
But Donald, after kicking one foot back
"No," said Barbara; "but you might help the village roads he met Ted Carter, the
and forth through the shavings, turned his fa
high school first-baseman.
"How about it?" Ted asked.
back and went upstairs.
"Barbara!" cried Mrs. Strong.
agreed.
shavings.
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He's been -working. the cheek, turned and fled down the hall.
recently.
couldn't earn much working for
Donald went into his room.
He had
"Davidson's coming," Ted announced.
farmers," Donald argued.
thought that Alex Davidson's twenty dol"Davidson?" Donald was astonished.
"He has twenty dollars in the bank," lars was the greatest surprise that could
"Why, everybody says what a hard time Mr. Strong said. "Twenty dollars for his come to him. But here was a greater
he and his mother have and
summer, Don and how much for yours?" Barbara pleading for him, Barbara am"He's coming just the same," Ted inDonald sank low in his chair. Twenty bitious for him to be somebody. Think of
"He told me himself. Gee, if he dollars! He had always felt a bit superior that
And he had told her that he was
sisted.
can come, you ought to be able to make it." to Alex and now Alex had twenty whole going to. He drew a deep breath. Well,
That was what Donald thought, too. He dollars and he had nothing. Oh, if he only he meant it.
had a father and Davidson hadn't. He could have the summer again
Why hadn't
walked home grumpy and out of sorts. somebody told him to get out and hustle?
CHAPTER II
He wondered if Barbara was advising that
"Now, that you know the conditions,"
Good Turn
Donald's
hi- In sent to work in the mill.
his father said, "if you do not care to
"She'd better mind her own business," go
morning, to the wonder of the
he muttered.
family, Donald was downstairs long
"Oh, I'll go," said Donald.
before breakfast was ready.
When he reached home he went in
"Couldn't you sleep, Don?" Beth teased.
he entered the house and
through the rear entrance. In the kitchen
"Let Don alone," said Barbara.
his mother was mixing bread for the next
went upstairs. His hand was on the
It was curiosity that had
day's baking. Barbara, busy
as usual, was mending an
brought Donald from bed so
He had never seen a
early.
apron.
"It wouldn't hurt you to
boy who owned twenty dollars.
He had heard of boys
fill the wood-box," she said.
his

head.

field

"He

yet."

!

!

1

NEXT

TURNING,

"Barbara

!"

who

had one dollar, and
once he had heard a rumor
that Ted Carter had three

warned Mrs.

She turned to the
Strong.
boy. "Father's on the porch.
He wants to see you,

Donald went out
porch.

to

But

dollars.
lars

twenty

dol-

Donald held his
breath.
He wanted to see
just how Alex Davidson
looked now that he was so

Donald.'"

the

His father sat in the

darkest place.

rich.

Don," he said.
The boy dropped into the
"Sit down,

After breakfast he walked

nearest chair.
He noticed
that his father looked more
tired than usual, and had an
uncomfortable feeling that
this interview wasn't going
to be pleasant.

Barbara was disapShe had hoped
would sweep his

off.

pointed.
that he

father's shop.

But Donald's thoughts
were not about sweeping.

"We're going to let you
enter high school," said his

Twenty
beat

Didn't

dollars!

it

how lucky

everything

He was

father.

some fellows were?

Donald gave the chair a
sudden tilt that almost up-

beginning to resent the fact

set

it.

"O Dad

Now

glee.

for the nine

he

summer
it

you

Barbara

and

Beth

could

garden. He reached
the fence and
plucked a poppy blossom.

a

little

through
He

heard footsteps coming

down
up.

fact,

much

liking for anything
except
play. But mother and I feel
that there may be something
in you that hasn't shown it-

thought

easily find time to fuss with

"You've never shown much
books.
In
haven't shown

He

flowers.

was a shame there were

so few flowers in his yard.

said nothing.
"I may be making a mistake," his father went on.
for

much

so

When he came to the Davidson cottage he loitered
outside the fence. The garden was fragrant with late

!

The man nodded. "Yes;
you can go." He was silent
a moment.
"I wonder if
you understand what this
means?" he asked. "I don't
suppose you do."
Donald scraped one foot
along the porch floor and

liking

had

that Alex
money.

he cried in
could pitch

!"

the path.

The poppy

He

fell

looked

from

his hands.

"Wasn't

-Vr.

Wall

the

Good Fellow!"

"Hello,

Don !"

Donald

stared.

cried Alex.

Alex was

clothed completely in khaki
shirt, coat, breeches and
His jaunty felt hat was of
leggings..
olive drab.
Somehow, he looked very

self yet.
We feel that you ought to get doorknob of his room when a voice halted
your chance in life. So we are going to let him.
smart and alert, very bright and eager,
"Don !"
you enter for a year."
She came along the very much like a boy who could put his
It was Barbara.
"Only one year?" said Donald.
mind to the business of saving twenty
"We can hardly afford that," said his landing and put a hand on his shoulder.
"You'll study, won't you?" she pleaded. dollars.
father.
"As it is, there will be many a
Donald found his voice. "Gosh
A boy
"At me again, aren't you?" he asked.
I
understand that high
tight squeeze.
"You make me so angry," she stormed, scout. When did you join those kids?"
school has its social side, class societies
"Three weeks ago," Alex answered. "Our
and class dances. I'm afraid you'll have breathlessly. "I've been begging father to
to keep all that out of your head.
I don't send you to high school and
troop has just been organized. They're
think you'll find Alex at dances, for he
"You've been begging father to send not kids, Don."
"Oh, no !" Donald's laugh was mocking.
won't have any money to throw away. me?" he gasped.
He's paying his way through."
"Of course, I have. You're the only boy. He was sore about that twenty dollars.
"Where
where did Alex get the Oh, Don, I want to see you make some- "I've seen pictures of them being watched
by a man
just as though they were
thing of yourself."
money?" Donald asked.
"I'm going to," he mumbled. He could babies."
"W'orking for farmers, hoeing the fields
"That's the Scoutmaster," said Alex.
and cutting brush. You said at supper think of nothing else to say.
"I'd call him a nurse," Donald retorted.
"If you only would," cried Barbara.
you didn't see him around any more.
That's the reason he hasn't been on the Suddenly she s'tooped and kissed him on "You couldn't get me to be a boy scout."
!
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"Maybe you

couldn't be a scout," Alex

said, quietly.

Donald's eyes
be? Why not?"
.

"Do you know

opened wide.

"Couldn't

the history of the flag?"

Alex asked. "Do you know how to tie a
square knot or a reef knot, or a sheepshank, or a clove hitch, or a
"You don't know all that, either," Donald broke in.
"Oh, yes, I do," said Alex. "I had to
know all that before they'd let me become
a scout."
"I could learn it if I wanted to," Donald
declared.
He wasn't going to show how
Alex walked on
dumfounded he was.
down the road. Donald turned toward the
baseball grounds.
He wondered if Alex
re.ally could tie all those knots.
However, by the time the noon whistle
blew at the sash mill he had once more become a scoffer. Knots or no knots, it must
be a kids' organization, else why did a man
go along to watch them.

The Boy

Scouts'
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He could not remember when he had heard
yes," said Donald; "I guess so."
Mr. Wall said, "That's line."
his father whistle before.
And that night,
Ten minutes later Don sat in assembly at supper, there was a book lying alongand didn't hear a word that Mr. Radcliffe, side his plate.
the principal, said. He had jeered at the
"I thought you might like to have it,
boy scouts as a bunch of kids, and now he Don," said his father.
was going to be one of them
He read the title slowly: "Boy Scouts
of America, Handbook for Boys."
later he had passed his tenderOpening the book, he rapidly turned the
foot requirements. Then, one day, he pages, talking excitedly:
stood stiffly at attention and took the oath:
"Gee, here's animals and animal tracks
"On my honor I will do my best to do
and birds and birdhouscs and snakes
my duty to God and my country, and to and fish and bugs and trees and scout
obey the scout law; to help other people stunts and scout badges and campfires
and poison ivy and swimming dope
and life-saving
and signal codes
and
wireless outfits and log cabins to make
and games to play and
"And," his mother interrupted, smiling,
"here's your supper to eat."
He had forgotten all about his supper.
!

A WEEK

after church, Mr. Strong
for the little walk he always took before Sunday's dinner. Donald had never been much interested in
these walks.
But lately
"Can I go, Dad?" he asked.

SUNDAY,
started off

afternoon he went to the ball

THAT
grounds

To

again.

his

delight,

Mr.

Wall, the Latin teacher, was batting to an
eager crowd of infielders. It was the first
time in many months that the high school
coach had appeared on the green. Donald
edged close to the plate. He liked to be
near Mr. Wall.
He
"Hello, Don," the man called.
chopped the ball toward first base. "Will
you be with us when school opens next

"Go where?"
"With you."
"You surely can, Don."
So they swung off side by

week?"
"Yes, sir."

"Good! I had my eye on you when you
were pitching for the grammar school.
Wait around. I want to look you over."
"Yes, sir," said Donald. He would have
waited all night.
Mr. Wall had been at all times; to keep myself physically
watching him! Wasn't that fine?
mentally awake and morally
strong,
quiet corner of the straight."
The words thrilled him. What a lot they
green, he pitched to the man. Wasn't Mr.
Wall the good fellow! He knew just how meant. His head went higher.
to help you out, and just how to steady
"I'm glad you're with us, Don," said Mr.
your control, and just what to say to make Wall.
As Donald walked
"I'm glad, too," said Donald.
you do your best.
home, slapping his glove against his thigh,
He had become a member of Chester
he was quite sure that he and Mr. Wall
Wolf Patrol. For the present, the

Afterwards,

in

a

side.

His

lather began to tell him about the trees
and the birds, and how the trees grew and
how the birds lived. He had never realized
that his father knew so much.
And after a while Donald began to talk
about the hikes boy scouts took, and about
the other Wolves.
"Wolves?" said his father.
"Yes, ours is the Wolf Patrol."
Alex, he said, was a second-class scout,
and soon he wanted to be a second-class
scout, too.

"But

I must wait thirty days," he said.
"Is that all?" his father asked. "Is that
the only requirement?"
"Oh, no. I must be able to use a knife
or a hatchet
"I can teach you that, Don."

"Oh Will you, Dad? And I must know
about signalling, and first aid to the inTroop,
were going to get on famously.
And jured, and I must have some money in the
troop met at Mr. Wall's library.
when Donald left he was wearing the ten- bank that I have earned, and
"How much money?" his father asked.
opened the following Monday. derfoot badge pinned proudly to the lapel

SCHOOL

Donald left home that morning full of
eager interest. On the way he met Alex.
Alex was not in khaki to-day, but on the
left breast pocket of his coat was a metal
It was curved like a
badge.
smiling lip,
and on it were the words, "BE PREPARED."
When they came to the high school, Mr.
Wall stood in the wide doorway.
"Good morning," Donald said, brightly.
"Good morning," said Mr. Wall. He
raised his right hand to his forehead as
though in salute. Donald blinked. Was
that for him?
He glanced back. Alex's
hand was raised just as Mr. Wall's had
been.

of his coat.

!

"One

dollar."

"WT e can fix that," said his father. He
Reaching home, he sat on the porch and
Barbara all about the ceremony, and held out his hand. "Here's your dollar,
about that wonderful scout oath, and Don."
about Mr. Wall, and about the twelve
"Thank you," cried the boy. He reached

told

scout laws.

eagerly for the money, paused, reached
did you say the third law
again, and finally pulled his hand away.
was?" Barbara asked.
"I
I can't take it," he said.
"A scout is helpful," Donald answered.
"Why not?"
it
means
"It means
Oh, you know;
"I must earn my dollar."
that a scout must do a good turn every
"But
have earned it. This is for

"And what

you

sweeping the shop."
"Oh!" said Barbara. "Every day?"
"That that was my good turn, Dad.
He sat, A scout won't take money for doing a
"Every day," said Donald.
thinking, for a while, and then went good turn. A dollar's a lot of money, but
In the cloak- indoors.
I'll find a way to earn it somehow."
Barbara waited for him to come out.
day."

Donald gave a low whistle.
room he swung around.
"What was that?" he demanded.
When he failed to reappear, she followed
CHAPTER III
"The scout salute," said Alex. "Mr. him in. Beth met her in the hall.
Wall is our Scoutmaster."
"S-sh !" Beth whispered. "He's downDonul! Miikrs His Choice.
"Oh!" Donald exclaimed in surprise. "I stairs sweeping father's shop."
didn't know that."
Barbara went back to the kitchen. Afnight Donald sat in his room
and gave serious thought as to how
"Sure," said Alex. He walked right up ter a w"hile, when the boy had carried out
he could earn money.
Twist the
to Mr. Wall and said: "I think Don
ought the last of the shavings, she called from
to be in our troop, don't
the kitchen doorway:
problem as he would, there did not seem to
you?"
be anything that he could do for which
Donald gasped in confusion. This was
"Don! Have some lemonade?"
"You bet!" he said. "I was wishing for anybody would pay him. But next day,
rushing things. "I I didn't say so," he
as he walked home from school, he notiiv.l
stammered.
lemonade."
Alex grinned. "Well, you want to, don't
Next day he swept the shop again. He a lawn that looked sad and neglected.
heard his father whistling at his bench.
you?"
(Continued on pnge 41)
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Quarry Troop
and the Movies

whe-e-e-o-o-o!

screamed the siren as Bruce Clifford's motor
whe-e-e-o-o-o

!"

cycle came to a halt in front of the Weir
cottage on Willow Street. Then:
"Hi, Bud Bud-d-de!
Hello-o-o, Bud!
Come on, wake up !" shouted the leader of

CRUMP

By IRVING
Author

of

"The Boy Scout Smoke-Eaters," "Quarry Troop and the Circus,"

Owl Patrol, cupping his hands about
mouth and directing his voice toward
an upstairs window. A moment later the
window in question opened and Bud in his

etc.

the
his

undershirt, with a towel in one hand and a
cake of soap in the other, appeared.
"What're you making such a row for?
I'm awake," he shouted rather irritably, for
Bud really never became thoroughly cheerful until after he had had his breakfast.
"Say, Bud, the highway bridge over
Muddy Brook the one just below the railroad tracks on Lake road, has gone down
under a big motor truck full of scenery

Illustrated by

WILLIAM

Their collapse head projected the heavy vehicle front first into
the stream, so that its hood was jammed
against the abutment, while its hind wheels
their stone pier.

remained on the sloping bridge floor.
his two assistants stood
surveying the scene in a most dejected
still

The chauffeur and
attitude.

Of course Bruce stopped at the stream
and things belonging to the Historical Mo'- and looked over the situation, asking intion Picture Company, the outfit that has numerable questions.
But the men were
been taking Revolutionary War pictures not in a pleasant frame of mind and gave
over near Ticonderoga.
The machine's him only disagreeable answers, which nethalf under water and the men need help. tled the scout to the point of exclaiming:
There's a chance for the scouts to get busy.
"Huh, if you weren't so grouchy about
Are you with us?"
it, I'd like to try to help you get out of the
"You bet I am. I'll be up to headquar- mess you are in. Maybe we could help a

J.

SHETTSLINE,

JR.

tended through the town and connected
with an instrument in the home of every
second-class scout, and all the boys could
be called to headquarters in a jiffy.
When his summons had been answered
by most of the boys, Bruce hurried down
stairs and proceeded to get "old Nanc,"
the troop's home-made automobile, ready
for service. Into it he loaded all the manila rope he could lay hands on, as well as
blocks and pulleys, chains, crowbars, axes,
sledges and everything else that might
come in handy.
By the time this work was well under
way the scouts began to arrive and lend a
hand. They came on motor cycle and on
foot until there were twenty-odd gathered
at headquarters.
And when they were all
assembled, Bruce outlined briefly the situation at the Lake road bridge and gave
them his idea of how the task should be
handled.
Of course, they were all eager
to undertake the work, and in a few minutes they were on their way to the scene

I'm a member of the Boy
great deal.
Scout Engineers, and it is just our fun to
natured.
lend a hand in a fix like this."
"Fine
The chauffeur looked at the lad in amazeI'm off to headHurry now
Then he spoke in
quarters to call the rest of the fellows to- ment for a moment.
gether," said Bruce, as he started his mo- milder tones.
tor cycle and shot up the long incline that
"Excuse me, son.
I didn't mean t'
lead to the machine-shop headquarters of be so nasty. If you fellows will give us a of trouble.
The chauffeur and his men had done as
Quarry Troop No. 1, of Woodbridge, popu- hand, we'd be mighty much obliged. I
I've met 'em Bruce suggested, and when the lads arlarly known as the Boy Scout Engineers. know what the scouts are.
rived they found two great stacks of canbefore."
"Thank you for the compliment," said vas scenery by the roadside. They gave
leader of the Owls had left home
a little after daylight that
morning Bruce. "We'll be here with block and this only a moment's inspection, however,
with fishing pole and creel strapped to his tackle in less than an hour. In the mean- for they Tiad work before them. With as
machine, for he intended trying the brown time, get your truck unloaded," and, turn- much system as a trained army corps they
trout in Concord valley.
But when he ing about, he raced back to town, stopping began to unload the coils of rope and the
reached the little highway bridge where the only to awaken Bud Weir before reaching pulleys.
Then, under Bruce's direction,
Lake road crossed a shallow brook near headquarters.
several wove the cordage into a block and
the Rutland Railroad tracks, a situation
tackle arrangement.
This done, a group
the home of the troop, he headed by Romper Ryan removed shoes
presented itself that banished all thought
of trout fishing.
hurried to the wire-room on the sec- and stockings and began to ford the shalThe ends of the bridge timbers had rotted ond floor and began calling the scouts from low stream, carrying the block and tackle
away from dampness and under the weight breakfast. The telegraph line leading from with them. In no time they had one of the
of a big motor truck had parted from headquarters was a big loop that ex- pulleys lashed to a substantial maple tree
ters in three winks," said the leader of the

Blue

Heron
!

Patrol,

considerably

better

!
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The other pulley was shears and put the block and tackle into
by the roadside.
fastened to the back end of the automobile place.
truck, which was still on the sloping floor
Fortunately section gangs had been
of the bridge.
working on the railroad recently putting
When this was completed the single in new ties, and there were any number
strand of rope on which they were to haul of discarded timbers along the embankwas passed back across the stream and at- ment. These the lads appropriated, for
tached to the rear axle of "old Nanc."
they knew that the railroad men no longer
Then came the test of the boys' engineer- wanted them and that sooner or later a
At the request of Bruce the bonfire would be made of them. The
ing skill.
scouts all seized the rope to assist "old heavy timbers were piled up on the bank
Nanc" in hauling the big machine back- of the brook as fast as the scouts could
ward up the grade. Bud, the official driver find them, and by the time Bruce and his
of the troop's automobile, climbed to his helpers had hitched the block and tackle
to the sagging bridge the crib builders
place and everything was ready.
"Now, all together! PULL!" shouted were ready to begin work.
Bruce, and at the command every scout
liaising the bridge floor was accomarched his shoulders and hauled his hard- plished quickly, for the wooden structure
est, while old Nanc's engine began to was nowhere near as heavy as the auto
truck.
Indeed, "old Nanc" managed to
cough and grumble furiously.
The pulleys haul it up all alone. This accomplished,
The tackle grew taut.
squeaked and groaned and the bridge tim- the scouts waded into the water again,
bers protested in like manner as the big and, working in pairs, carried the railroad
truck -began to move. Up it crawled, inch ties to a point just under the broken
by inch. Now the hood was out of water structure. The first two ties were put up
A moment later the rear wheels were on to and down stream and weighted with stones
the road! Slowly but surely it was lifted to keep them from floating away.
Two
out of the brook until, finally, with a more were then placed across the stream
clear
off
the
on top of the first set, exactly like logs in
mighty tug, the lads backed it
a cabin. Then, like bees, the boys traveled
bridge and safely on to the highway.
"Fine !" shouted the chauf!

feur.
"I knew you scouts
were the bully boys. But, say,
fellows, how's the machine going to get across the stream?
We are bound for Woodbridge, you know, and we're

ringing cheer, for their efforts had been
successful.
And, as if in answer to the cheer, the
loud honking of a motor horn was heard
and a big red motor car containing one
man and the driver came tearing down the
road.

"Gee, here comes our manager, Mr.
Dickie!" exclaimed the chauffeur when he
saw the machine.

DICKLE

MR.businesslike
He bounded from

It

will

mighty

then,

additional

the

the

new

top

for his cast.

floor

of

We

have

our

headquarters

all the electricity
you want, only there isn't much dayThere are
light for taking pictures.
only three windows, and
"Tut, tut, never mind the daylight.
don't need it in modern photography. We'll go up and look at the
place," said the manager. Then to the
"Here, Jim,
chauffeur he shouted:
fasten a rope to the truck and I'll
have this machine of mine tow you up

building.

sensible,"

get

members

"And, say, about a studio; perhaps
you could use the meeting room on

make

let's

to

!

We

1

to the scouts'

Mr. Dickie Explains

headquarters."

the next few days the troop's
on Otter Hill was

station.

on,

his-

Allen

take part in the production,
as Green Mountain Boys or
British soldiers or the mob,
or roles like that, where good
I have a big
actors are not needed.
I'll need
battle scene as a climax.
you in that surely."
"In the movies, eh? Whoope-e-e-e
Fine!" exclaimed several, and the
manager knew immediately that he
would not have to look further for

said the chauffeur.
"Will it
take long?"
"I don't think so. It's only
half past ten now.
Here
comes the ten thirty Montreal
Special," said Bruce, as the
Canadian flyer shot around a
bend in the railroad tracks,
her whistle screaming her approach to the Woodbridge

"Come

of Ethan

films

want a number of people

bridge timber in place, too."

"Sounds

make some

torical

about it?"
"What's a supe?" asked
Bruce and Bud together.
"Why, a supernumerary. I

they can find along

crossing safe until
town authorities can put

are going to

How

the tracks over yonder and
build a square crib under the
bridge. They can lay the ties
on top of each other in log
cabin fashion and I guess that
will hold up the bridge under
the

stopped,

and the Green Mountain Boys.
Say, by the way, you fellows
How would
look intelligent.
you like to be my supes? I'll
pay you fifty cents a day.

the bridge floor and hoist it
back to its proper level again.
The rest of the fellows will
get all of the discarded rail-

your machine.

it

at the

been done.
"Rebuilt the bridge, eh? Looks as if it
would hold a steam engine now. That's
bully," exclaimed Mr. Dickie. "Now, if you
fellows can tell me of a building equipped
with electricity that I can rent for a studio
for a couple of days, you will have done
me another great favor. We

the wrong side of the
busted bridge now."
"Oh, maybe we can work
that out some way," said
Bruce. "I guess we'll try to
make a pair of shears out of
a couple of fence rails, then
hitch the block and tackle to

ties

the car before

same time to know all
the particulars of what had happened. It
seems that he had seen the stalled motor
truck from the window of the ten thirty
train and had hired the first automobile
he could find at the Woodbridge station
and rushed to the scene of trouble.
Briefly Bruce and the chauffeur told him
all that had happened and all that had
demanding

on

road

proved to be a very
and hustling individual.

to

the Scouts the Mystery " f
the "Movies"

busy right away. Perhaps we
Making
can have the machine into
Woodbridge by noon," said
the chauffeur. Then, to his assistants, he back and forth to the bank, carrying the
called.
"Hi, you fellows, git over there heavy ties, until finally the crib was conto the railroad tracks and pick up some o' structed snugly under the bridge flooring
those old ties. Go along with the scouts. with two heavy cross timbers resting safely
on top.
They know old ones from new ones."
All the lads, except two or three of the
When the tackle was finally removed
older boys, waded the brook and started and the bridge platform settled into place
out after crib building material.
The and gave every indication of being safely
others remained to help Bruce rig up the propped up by the crib, the scouts gave a

FOR
headquarters

the strangest place imaginable. Passers by were surprised to find groups
of real Indians in war paint, Colonial
and Green
British
troopers
soldiers,

Mountain
walking up

Boys in buckskin garments
and down in front of the

building or sitting in the sun waiting
for their turn to "go on" in the studio
These were the reguroom upstairs.
Motion
Historical
of
the
actors
lar
Picture Company, who had come to
Woodbridge by train to take part in
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which Mr. Dickie v;as questioned was Mr. Dickie. In fact, every that suit you?" It was a thrilling idea.
time the manager finished directing a
"How does it suit? Gee, whizz; were
To be sure, all this fascinated the scouts. scene, Bruce and several other scouts there ever fellows as lucky as we are? Just
It was a decided pleasure to be allowed pounced upon him and began plying him think of being in a real movie film; I tell
to circulate among such famous people. with questions concerning the film indus- you
Ethan Allen was a big, broad-shouldered try, all of which he answered in great
"Jiminy crickets, we'll have the time of
actor whose name was known from coast detail, for he appreciated the fact that our life, Mr. Dickie. Why, we'll do it for
to coast.
So was the individual who took they were boys who wanted to learn and nothing, just for the fun of the thing," exclaimed Gordon generously.
the part of Captain Rember Baker, Cap- understand.
It was during one of these periods of
tain Warner and Captain Warrington.
"Oh, no, you won't; you'll get fifty cents
Anne Story was a girl whose face the catechising that he finally explained the big each, and, besides, I'm paying you ten dolfilm he was making at the time.
lars a day for the use of this building.
boys had seen on a dozen different bill"This photoplay," he said, "is to be a Forty dollars is due you so far.
That
boards, and there were any number of
other well-known individuals in the troupe. feature production; five reels of 1,000 feet should help the troop's treasury a little,
And there were real live Indians, too, who each. I'm going to give all the details of eh, boys?"
"You bet it will," said Bruce. "Only we
afforded the boys no end of interest. Al- the troubles Ethan Allen and the Green
together, the advent of the motion picture Mountain Boys had with the authorities of don't like
"Tut, tut that'll do. I owe you money,
company was a liberal education for the New York State over the New Hampshire
Grants.
Of course, you boys know the and I'm going to pay it. If you don't take
lads.
it I'll mail it to your Assistant Scout masBut for knowledge of the technical na- story. It's history."
"You bet we do," said Bruce; "find a ter, Mr. Ford. I met him yesterday," said
ture, which the boys liked best, the interior
of headquarters presented a world of op- Vermont boy who hasn't read about the Mr. Dickie. Then, to the actors, he called:
"Next scene, gentlemen
When the company's electri- Green Mountain Boys."
Ring the bell,
portunity.
cians and stage carpenters had finished
"Well, I'm glad you are so well informed. Benny!" And Bruce and the scouts realwith their work in the big meeting room It will help a little when you take your ized that it was time for them to leave.
Bruce and his chums scarcely recognized parts tomorrow afternoon. I've finished
Two banks of a the studio work on the film now, and all
it as the same place.
following day Woodbridge witnessed the strangest scene in its hisdozen electric lights as big as street arc that remains are some exteriors in the
It was that of a score of Green
lamps, and just as powerful, had been vicinity of Lake Dugmoor. The film will tory.
strung across the ceiling. These, by means wind up with a big battle between Allen Mountain Scouts, in buckskins and coon
of reflectors, were made to flood the far and his Green Mountain Boys against the caps, traveling up the dusty road toward
end of the room, "the stage," with a steady Sheriff of Albany, assisted by some Indians Lake Dugmoor. Some were astride motor
and Red Coats.
white light.
cycles, a half-dozen were crowded into "old
"I want you fellows to be the original Nanc" and the rest were walking.
Behind the light was the camera man,
An hour after leaving headquarters they
grinding away steadily, taking sixteen pic- Green Mountain Scouts. Your buckskins
tures a second, while before the light were are all downstairs in the trunks.
They reached the lake shore. Ethan Allen's cave
the actors playing their parts, now in a came by express this morning. I'll expect was up a very steep grade from the water
log cabin, now in a Colonial mansion and you all to report here tomorrow at two and the boys could see as they rounded
again in a courtroom at Albany, according thirty. Get into the duds and come up to the bend in the road dozens of Red Coats
Bruce and
to the way the scene shifters arranged the the lake. You'll find us all ready for you and Indians waiting for them.
up there with an automobile full of flint- the lads on the motor cycles put on high
portable canvas scenery.
Between the camera man and the actors, lock rifles and things. The stage will all speed and took the grade in whirlwind
to the left of the stage, sat Mr. Dickie in lit set for the big battle around the mouth fashion but "old Nanc" was not equal to
How does
his shirt sleeves, clutching a bundle of of the real Ethan Allen cave.
(Continued on page 46)
manuscript in one hand and a megaphone
in the other. Through this effective mouthpiece he directed each of the actors. The

the

Ethan Allen

film

making.

;

!

THE

members of

the cast did their

work en-

pantomime, except when Mr.
Dickie bawled a few lines at them, which
they repeated so that the camera could

tirely

in

register the action of their lips.
It was all so perfectly wonderful to the
ooouts that they stood for hours watching
the making of the film; that is, they stood
still and watched while the actors and
photographers were at work, but the mo-

ment business was suspended, while scenes
were changed, they began
of every one in sight.

to ask questions

They learned that the big lights were a
new type of tungsten lamp filled with nitrogen gas which made them burn three
times as bright as other lamps. They discovered that the original photographs were
only three-quarters of an inch long and
they were magnified from thirty to fifty
thousand times when the} were projected
on to a movie screen by the machine in the
theatre.
They found out also that raw
film cost four cents a foot, that "movie"
actors were paid as high as $20,000 a
year, that there were nearly four hundred
American firms making movies, that most
of the films of the world were made in
this country, that American "movies" were
being shown in China, Australia, India and
all sorts of far-off corners of the world
and that in one American city alone the
"movie" theatres took in more than $40,000 a day in admission fees.

The Man
By M.

r

little

in the
ELWELL

Box

Illustrated by C.

R.

CHICKEKINQ.

station on the edge of the

ly

hours ahead, unrelieved by

wood had never seemed more lonely panionship, except when a
to young Jack Thornton, station mas- went.

THE

agent and telegraph operator,
than when he entered it at the end of a
certain dreary day in late November.
Outside, all was dark with the heavy
darkness that belongs to a cloudy night
The only sound to break
in the country.

ter, freight

human com-

train

came and

Although it seemed quite out of the
world, the station was really an important
one and several trains stopped there be-

and 6 in the mornthat there were many passengers either going or coming at those hours,
the silence was the moaning of the wind but there was often considerable freight
because of certain constructhrough the trees. Within, the room was to be handled
tion work in the near neighborhood.
brightly lighted, but had the bare, ugly
Tonight only two pieces of freight were
All this and a great deal more did the furnishings usually found in a small counconscious of an taken off when the 7:30 drew up with the
inquisitive youngsters gather, until they be- try station, and Jack was
came veritable motion picture encyclopedae. unusual wave of homesickness as he usual cheerful noise and bustle. One, a
Of course, chief among the men whom they looked about him and thought of the lone- square box, small but very heavy, was extween
ing.

6 in the evening

Not
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and revolver anyway?" and
money,
pccted.
gold, to pay the men on the construction Jack hastened to open
work. The paymaster usually came with his desk drawer and
the money, but at this particular time he take out the weapon
would arrive from a different direction which his friends had
and was not expected until the following forced him to provide,
It

contained

silver

morning.
This box was put on the floor of the
waiting-room.
The other piece of freight, also a box,
but larger and quite different in shape,
was unexpected. It was long and narrow,
in short, just such a box as coffins are sent
It was consigned to
in, and it was heavy.
some person unknown to Jack but "in care
of station master," with directions that it
be kept in the station until called for.
After placing this box on the floor, not
very far from the other, the trainmen hurThe bell sounded, the whistle
ried out.
blew and the trainmen swung aboard, a
brakeman calling back through the darkness:
"Pleasant company for a dark

Thornton!"
Jack stood alone on the platform until
the tail-lights disappeared in the distance.
Then he turned slowly, adjusted the station signal and re-entered the little room.
He locked the door. That was an unusual precaution and, though he wouldn't
have said it aloud, he knew in his heart
night,

but which in his fansecurity, he sel-

cied

dom thought

of.

was loaded.
Then came the waitwas
for
there
ing,
Yes,

it

nothing to do but to
hold his ground alone
until the next train

came in.
The time seemed

and

terminable

infit

every sound Jack was
sure that accomplices

were near.

Then he imagined

he heard the

man

in

the

box

stirring.

He must be
"Poor fellow
mighty uncomfortable in that
!

small space," he thought.

But Jack remembered the
danger he himself was in and
set his jaw firmly, and waited.

The

clock ticked loudly in the

stillness.

He

could almost hear

that the cause was the presence of the his own heart beat and then he got to
square box. "Guess I'd better quit think- wondering whether the heart of the man
ing about it," he muttered, and busied in the box was beating, or whether
There came a grating noise; a moment
himself with various matters connected
with his work. When they were finished, later Jack saw the gray head of a rat,
he settled down with a book to await the with glistening eyes, poking out of a hole "The Top
in the baseboard.
With a queer fascina- Was Rising
arrival of the next train, due at 2:45.
little after midnight, when his atten- tion he watched the sleek little beast cross Slowly!"
tion had wandered slightly from the book the floor. It came right up to the big box,
before him, Jack's trained ear caught the then stopped very suddenly, lifted its head
click of the telegraph instrument and he in alarm and scurried back to its hole.
At first he was sullen and refused to
How slow the clock talk, but finally he admitted that he was
was instantly alive.
Tii-k-tock, tick-tock.
Could it be running after the box of money and that a confed"Watch the box," came the message, was going now!
down? Or was it just that Jack was erate with a team was in hiding near the
clear and distinct.
"Watch the box, indeed !" muttered Jack nervous. It was nervous business, waiting grove of trees beyond the station. This
as he turned just enough to look over his there alone with that unknown prisoner.
confederate was to wait for an agreedNever were sounds more welcome than upon signal; none having been given beshoulder to where the box stood behind
him. "So they think I am going to. keep those that heralded the arrival of the 2:45 fore the arrival of the train he had probmy eyes on that precious box all night?" train. It didn't take long for Jack to tell ably driven away. The men searched for
"Watch the box!" came a second mes- his story and enlist the willing service of him but, though the tracks of wagon and
horses were found, the accomplice and his
sage, louder and more imperative than the several men.
The box was soon opened and the in- outfit had disappeared.
first and Jack, turning squarely about,
mate
assisted
to
his
feet.
He
was
And Jack never learned who sent over
saw what made his heart almost stop beatfully
Not the square money box, but the armed, but seemed exhausted by his long the wire the timely warning which served
ing.
confinement
and
the
of
his
failure
him so well.
plans.
long one, needed watching, for here before his eyes the top was rising slowly, as
though pushed cautiously from within.
All that this meant, or might mean,
rushed through Jack's mind and for a few
seconds, which seemed like ages, he remained as though frozen to the place.
Queer Denizen of the Antarctic
Then, by a mighty effort of will, he threw
off the horror that threatened to overwhelm him, and springing forward seized
Penguins of many varieties are the prin- a catch through its ability to swim faster
upon the smaller box and by might and cipal inhabitants of the Antarctic, and than the fish it has selected for its meal.
main succeeded in lifting it and placing it they are one of the queerest of all the
When the more severe weather of winmultitudinous life ter settles over the polar regions, they go
upon the other. Down went the rising
cover and down went Jack, resting for a
found in the frozen straight out to sea and apparently rebrief space upon the box itself.
main at sea until summer brings them
polar regions.
In a second he recovered himself and
They are half fish back to their rookeries.
faced the situation.
and half bird; their
Where they go to is a deep mystery,
"Of course," he thought, "it was a plot
bodies are clothed even to scientists.
in
a covering
In the nesting season they are found
by some one who knew about the money.
like that of a fish, in great quantities, and Sir Douglas MawWell, he's got it all right, but not where
he wanted it. And, of course, the man in
and their "wings" son, the distinguished explorer, whose
the box was armed and desperate, ready
are really flippers, article, "Scouting in the Antarctic," apto commit murder if opposed, and I would
with which they peared in the March BOYS' LIFE, secured
have been surprised all right but for the
propel themselves wonderfully intimate views of them; in
timely warning. Who sent that warning?
through the water several scenes his films show flocks that
"I wonder if I can think it out here
with wonderful contain close to a million birds.
alone.
Seems like no one would attempt
The Kmperor Penguin is plainly colored
speed.
to get that money away alone. Therefore
Unlike most of in black and white; the Victoria Penguin
VICTORIA PENGUIN
there must be an accomplice, or several of
awson^efish-eatmgbirds, is a gorgeous bird with a wonderful head(c)Sir Douglas
them. Maybe they're outside and may apthe penguin goes dress, and is beautifully colored in blue,
pear at any moment. Where is that old under the water after its food and makes red, and orange tints.

A

Half Bird- Half Fish
A

M
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The Cart Used fur Haulintj a Heavy Load

Trek Cart Fully Equipped

The whole cart can be easily and quickly
you a trek cart?
troop ought to have one, assembled and taken apart, so that not
every troop can have one. All only is it convenient to transport by rail,
you've got to do is to make it. Our troop but, when desirable, it can be stored away
made one and we like it so well we are without taking up much space,
Our headquarters is located in the cenglad to pass the information on for the
benefit of other troops which have not ter of the city, far away from the open
yet added a trek cart to their regular country, so that on the car ride necessary
Every
HAVE
and

before starting to hike, each scout can easily care for his assigned part of the cart

equipment.

One of the best things about our cart is
the fun we had making it. Every bolt and equipment.
nut and board and screw is an old friend,
The best place to build a trek cart is
and every scout in the troop knows what in a shop where you can have the use of
every part of the wagon is for and just whatever tools you will need.
Nearly
how it works, for we put them together every troop has among its members some
ourselves.
boy who has a well-equipped work shop
Judging from our own experience, we either in the basement of his home or out
believe that a troop can easily build a trek in the barn, and in most cases this boy
cart for less than $15. The most expensive will be glad to have the troop build the
parts are the wheels and springs, but, in cart there.
When you have decided where the cart
many cases, troops will be able to obtain
these articles second-hand, and thus save is to be built, the next thing to do is
considerable money.
to collect all the materials which you will
To help you in making a cart for your need in constructing it. Probably there
troop, here are the details of the one which is some one scout in the troop who has
we built, every bit of which was made by had more carpenter experience than any
the boys themselves, with the exception of other member and who knows just how
It would be a
to go about such a job.
the wheels and the springs.
This is a two-wheeled cart, and, when good idea to elect this boy "boss'' and
work.
fully equipped, has ladders lashed to each have him direct the
When you have your materials all colside and a Baker tent for the waterproof
covering.
rope attached to a hook on lected and your "boss" elected, you will
But you will
each wheel and a long shaft make it easy be ready to begin work.
need a plan to go by carpenters must
to pull a heavy load of camp equipment.
Of course, it is essentially a transport have plans before they can build houses
wagon, but when we reach 'camp, by re- and scouts must have plans before they
moving all the extra

A

equipment, we have a
cart which is ideal for
hauling firewood
provisions, or which can
be used as an ambulance,

and

if

to

cart

ft.

longer,

in all.

boards fastened together at each end by a
cross-board 5 in. in width, and several
bolts.
L-shaped brackets and screws hold
the sides rigidly to the base of the body
while the ends are hinged to the base and
provided with chains, so that they can le
held at any convenient slope.
The body of the cart is mounted on leaf
springs and the wheels are fastened to a
1-inch axle by means of washers and keep
The shaft is bolted under the body
pins.
with three 1-inch bolts with "butterfly
nuts," and is, therefore, easily detachable.
Supports for the canvas covers are inserted into slots cut in the 5-inch crossboards, and are held firm by being screwed
to the side-boards.
These supports also
serve as legs when the body is used as a
table. The ladders may be lashed to these
supports or fastened to the sides or slung
under the wagon. An extra leg hinged to
the shaft supports the
cart when not in motion.

The wheels have

extra

wide

rims

which

the
cart from
in the mud.

wagon

95," and on the
back the word. "PHILADELPHIA."
Among the advantages

TROOP

the
the

thing makes an
bridge to cross
an eight-foot stream.

I 1/,

The other dimensions you
can obtain from the plans. The base of
the body is composed of three 10-inch
ft.

is
conof ash and is
painted with the city's
colors, blue on the outside of the body and yelOn
low on the inside.
the sides we have placed
the words, "Bov SCOUTS,

climbing trees to
study birds' nests or for
reconnoitering purposes,
the

down, the cart becomes

or G

The

walls,

of

let

structed

from the wheels and
turning it upside down,
we have a table ready
for use.
The ladders
may be used for scaling

shaft

SPECIFICATIONS

sinking

the body

and when lashed

THE

Here are the specifications of our cart:
The size of the body is 2 ft. 6 in. by
4 ft. 6 in., but when the board ends are

prevent

necessary.

By removing

can build trek carts. Detailed diagrams
of the cart which our troop built will be
found on the opposite page.
By comparing these diagrams with the following specifications, you should have no
trouble in building your hike wagon.

of this cart are the small
number of tools required

whole

efficient

'tiny

Can

L'st It

as a First

!0

Aid

.l

only a screw-driver and
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a small wrench being needed for assembling and taking it apart the ease with
which it may be carried, the simplicity of

construction, and

It will
its durability.
If bolts with
safely bear 600 pounds.
"butterfly nuts" are used throughout, no
tools are required.
You can see by the photographs the
many uses our scouts make of their cart.
If you will follow these specifications carefind how
fully, you will be surprised to
easy it is to make a trek cart, and after
you have used it a few times, and have
found out how much work it saves you
will wonder why you didn't build a trek

Mortise

Tenon Joint

cart long ago.

Police

To Honor

Scout Badge

Cellar

'

Director Hubbard of the Department of
Public Safety, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued an order to the Pittsburgh police, requiring them to recognize the badges of
the Boy Scouts of America.
This order resulted from a complaint
that a patrolman had interfered with
Scout Harry Stein when he was administering first aid to a little girl, who had
rushed from her home with her clothing
in flames.

Assist

Humane

Society

Plans for the co-operation of the Boy
Scouts with the Evansville, Ind., Humane Society have been completed by the
of the two organizations. The
scouts will take a prominent part in the
work of the society will report any inhuman action to the proper authorities
and will help to teach owners of dumb
animals the proper care of them.

officers

Work

Scouts
Governor

AValsh

In State
of

Capitol

Massachusetts

is

such a firm believer in the value of the
Boy Scout organization that he has made
arrangements with the scout officials of
Boston to have scouts on duty in the executive offices.

The plan

PLAN OF A TREK CART
These Plans Are Reproduced from Those Made by Scout Samuel Schultz, 15
Years Old, Who Had Charge of the. Construction of Troop 95's Cart

to have the boys work

Scout Donald Alexander, Troop 39, of them a feeling of responsibility in public
These scouts were selected for service for the good of the Commonwealth.
Boston.
this duty on points of general efficiency

and character. It is planned to change
the scouts on this duty every two weeks.
The boys do general office work, such as
of keeping up the Governor's book of news-

Conduct Sanitary Survey

Five hundred scouts of Toledo, Ohio,
conducted a sanitary survey of the city
relays so that a considerable number
scouts may obtain, at first hand, informa- paper clippings, interviewing prospective during the first two weeks of April. The
tion about the way in which the state callers, and attending to routine cor- scouts kept a record of the condition of
the front and back yards of every home in
government is conducted.
respondence.
Wherever insanitary conditions
The first three scouts selected for duty
It is the hope of the Governor and the Toledo.
in the Governor's office were J. Edward scout officials of Boston that this plan will were
found, they left instructions for
Knott, Troop 2, of Jamaica Plains; Paul give the boys a clear idea of the business cleaning up and notified the owners of
Stevenson, of Troop 245, Boston, and ot the State House and will develop in the telephone numbers of trash haulers.
is

'i'he

Box and Ladders Make

a.

in

Little

Brulyc

\\'hen the

Time Comes for

the

"KatS"

The Moonshiners

in the

Jungle

WALTER, WALDEN

By

Illustrated by

NORMAN

P.

ROCKWELL

HOW THE STORY

BEGAN. Though Uncle Billy had always been friends with Nat,
manner changed completely after the boy helped the government
capture some smugglers. The old man was too simple to conceal his hostility towards
the law, and Nat noticed that he had also formed a strange intimacy with one "Bat" Mason,
a good-for-nothing Jellow, new to the town.
One day Nat followed the two, when they drove
to a lonely swamp, with a carefully covered load.
He learned that "moonshining" the illegal
making of liquor was going on.
The minister promised Nfit Hint lie icutild try to influence the men, and Nat also wrote
to Joseph DeLong, his revenue officer friend.
Meantime, the boy has become intimate with
James Sowatt, a neighbor boy of a mechanical tin-n of mind, and has told him the story. The
two boys follow the moonshiners' trail, overhear an argument between them and finally discover the hid.len "still."
Bat comes unexpectedly, but they hide and when he falls into a
drunken sleep, they find a letter which incriminates him with some even more serious escapades.
The minister's sermon stirs Uncle Billy, but Bat induces him to make "just one more
<< in *
ir,,rd from Joseph DeLong, asking especially
ati'h" of moonshine.
Meantime, \at
about Uncle Billy's confederate.
Nat forwards a picture and a copy of the letter. Then
the two boys secretly visit the still in the jungle, cut the underbrush to make a safe hiding
place, and rig up an electrical apparatus to blow up the still (which means the destruction
Nat adds a "spook" surprise to alarm the superof the evidence against Uncle Billy).
who

relates the story, his

officials

I

/

stitious old

man.

"I'm going to use that oak tree for my
apparatus," I told James, who stood on
a limb just below me.
"Oh, I see now what you're up to," he
Leave it
"That'll be scrumptious
said.
to me; I'll fix it so it will work like a
charm."
The Spanish moss hung all around us.
We seized on some of it and disposed it
so as to screen our nest from any who
should pass along the lane below.
We descended to the ground, and James
got out his staples and hammer and proceeded, with my help, to tack two pairs
of strands of wire to the trunk of the
oak up to our nest. Then we measured
off enough to reach from one oak to the
other and back, which was coiled and hid
near the foot of our tree.
Though the sun was still near an hour
above the horizon, we struck off work
!

CHAPTER VII

A

Disappointment The Explanation.
More Moonshining.

was near two

IToff
We

to

o'clock

when we

set

southeast in the wagon.
with us coils of insulated

the

had

copper wire and blankets, for we planned
camp on Prairie Creek that night, as

to

well as those to follow.
When the pony had been made comfortable at the end of his tethering rope,
we got the canoe out of its hiding-place
and voyaged up to the wee branch and
the beginning of our little secret path in
Pressing into the
through the thicket.
grotto, we measured off a sufficient length
of copper wire to reach from the still to
our nest, and this portion we coiled and
tied to a stem for future use.
Then,
working very slowly along the edge of the
thicket, we uncoiled and laid the main
portion of our wire, following down the
moonshiners' entry-road, till we came to a
very large, moss-hung live-oak on the
left.

This oak, I told James, I had selected
our headquarters, from which we
should operate our electrical apparatus.
"We've got to make a nest up there
among the limbs and run our wires up
for

there," I said.
"Let's climb
said he.

up and

find

the

place,"

his manner told me that
the spirit of the thing.
When I had climbed to a point twenty
feet from the ground, I stopped.
"Here's the place," I said.
I threw one leg over a large horizontal
branch and pointed up the lane to another large oak that sent branches out
over the inner end of the roadway.

His eyes and

he was

all in

we had done

we had come prepared

the barrels holding the corn mash.
alone.
waited, expecting
to see another form come into the place.
But Uncle Bill didn't appear; and it
was not many minutes till Bat Mason
moved back into the lane.

among

We

He was

"Uncle Bill is gathering wood, I guess,"
said James.
But I had another idea that
amounted to a fear. But we waited to
see if the two would come in together

and get
in

We

at their moonshining.

waited

vain.

"Uncle

has quit," I whispered.
I
disappointed at the time,
though I should have been happy; for it
was for just such a result that I had
started to work.
"Oh, I don't think so," said James.
But he expressed a wish rather than a
confess

I

Bill

felt

conviction.

"Well, they're not coming,"

I

said.

"We

might as well go."
So we crawled back to the canoe, both
do that day and crawled aboard the
canoe well satisfied with our progress. quiet with disappointment. We got back
We found the pony shaking his head for to our camp and crawled into our blankand we were soon seated under ets. We said very little, both depressed
his oats
the palms discussing our work, over the in the thought that our plans seemed cut
We had three days re- in the bud.
evening meal.
We were astir before daybreak, and
maining in which to get ready for the final
"touch-off"; and this we contemplated in set off in the canoe in the vain hope
some elation. It was to be a grand play that the moonshiners had, anyway, got
In imagination I could see Uncle Bill's back to their work. But we found things
chin whiskers bristling forward in dumb as they were, and no sign of any fire under
bewilderment. I even forgot the purpose the boiler.
of it all in anticipation of the fun of the
We broke camp and started for home.
I should have been glad, and felt guilty
thing.
"Do you think you can make the light to think I was not.
"I'm going up town and see if I can
strong?" I asked James.
"Oh, yes, I know I can," he answered. find out what's going on," I said, as the
"I'll take along two cells for it
they'll wagon bumped over the palmetto roots.
"I'll go with you if I can," said James.
make a good light."
The sun had gone down when, we started "I think they'll go down tonight," he
back toward the still. We crawled again added; but there was no conviction in his
tones.
into our place of hiding, and waited.
We stopped at James' home long enough
The screen-covered still showed only as
a black mass in the rapidly increasing to unhitch the pony and bolster ourselves
murk of the grotto, when something not with a breakfast on Mrs. Howatt's bisthe wagon came out of the moonshin- cuits and syrup; then trudged on toward
ers' lane and moved toward the still.
It town.
We were moving along the Widow Simpmight have been a bear for all that we
could see.
But we heard Bat Mason's son's fence; I was saying: "If they should
as
he
voice,
puttered go down, they won't start before four
low-grumbling
all

to

;

!
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startled by a voice had agreed to conour elbows, coming out of the tinuc our preparations,
in ease matters at the
bushes.
Aire ye havin' right smart still s h o u 1 d again
"Hello, boys
take, what we were
luck huntin' o' late?"
Uncle Bill moved a step forward and now disposed to call,
a favorable turn.
So
leaned on the fence.
We were too startled to find a ready we put into the wagon
answer; but James voiced my second our whole outfit four
glass jars, with zincs
thought.
and carbons for elec"Is Mrs. Simpson sick?" he asked.
"Yes, she's porely again," answered tric batteries; a bag
of chloride of ammoUncle Bill.
electric
nium
two
As we moved off he called after us:
"Was you-all to church, Sunday?"
fuses; a keg nearly
full of powder; my
James called back:
box with the cluster
"No, I didn't go."
on
was
still
of electric lamps, and
It was evident that sermon
Uncle Bill's mind. Doubtless he suspected Japanese chimes from
he
And yet
our porch; a couple
that all eyes were on him.
didn't suspect quite how truly, nor in of small boxes, conof
the
serwhat way, he was the object
taining provisions,
blankets and tools.
mon.
It
was about two
"That's the reason Uncle Bill didn't go
didn't
when we arrived at
down last night," said James. "I
interour former campingthink he'd let anything like that
o'clock,"
right at

when we were

!

;

place among

fere."

the

"He'd stop his own affairs any time to palms and oaks, beI s
d e Prairie Creek.
go and help someone that needed it!"
declared. "He's that kind and he doesn't The canoe lay where
we had hid it in the
think it's any credit, either."
i

We took very
time to put our
camp to rights, but
Uncle Bill again deep in his good works transferred most of
I lost some of my enthusiasm for play- our
cargo from the
wagon - bed to the
ing tricks on him.
We made a short visit to the stores; canoe, hiding my
and then James must get back home to precious box in a
further preparations for his share in our clump
of
saw-palhad metto.
enterprise, which I was not so sure
not come to an abortive end.
When we got our
But we must make certain; so, after canoe load to the foot
three, we started for town again to recon- of our little secret
We skirted the Widow Simpson's path through the
noiter.
place and glimpsed Uncle Bill's wife; then thicket, we first carUncle ried the four glass
went toward Uncle Bill's home.
Bill and Bat Mason stood in the yard, jars into the place of
"Well, he'll go down this evening, I
guess," said the hopeful James.
And since seeing
I was not so sure.

brush.
little

"He came

up
Uncle Bill the
still
moonshine
talking as if in argument.
presently strode out of the gate, angrily, and down the lane
and Bat followed.
They continued to- to the foot of the
From oak that held our nest, and which we
gether till they got to the stores.
here Uncle Bill proceeded alone to the had already wired for our purposes.
Widow Simpson's.
set the jars on the ground and James
two kept under cover of the pal- connected one pair of cells with two of
metto bushes as we watched.
the wires coming down the tree, and as
"Bat tried to get Uncle Bill to go well with the pair of wires that were inback to their moonshining," I said, "but tended to connect with the fuse to be
To the other two
Uncle Bill refused."
planted in the still.
"Yes, it looked like that to me," ad- batterv cells he connected the wires inmitted the disappointed James. "But they tended for the electric lamps in my box,
Let's wait and one portion of which circuit of wires
mat/ have agreed to go.
see."
had already been run up to our nest in
So we crawled as near to the widow's the oak.
fence as we could, under cover, and
He measured out and poured in a cerwaited.
tain amount of chloride of ammonium for
Presently we heard a pounding, and each cell; so it would be necessary only
raised our heads to see Uncle Bill on our to add water to make the electrical batHe was driv- teries complete. He explained to me that
side of the widow's shed.
ing nails into a loosened hinge of the the ammonium chloride solution would act
The pounding sud- on the zinc and the carbon in the jar
little square door.
denly ceased, and Uncle Bill was shaking so as to make an electric current, when
his left hand with a:
the two ends of wires, one fastened to
"Tut-tut-tut-tut-tut-tut !"
the zinc, the other to the carbon, were
"He hit his finger," said James.
brought together.
"Yes, and it hurt like, tut-tut-tut !"
together is
"Bringing the two ends
"
he said. "If
Uncle Bill's wife called out from the called 'closing the circuit,'
back door to ask the cause of the com- a thin platinum filament is used anywhere
motion. Uncle Bill answered:
to join the wires, the current has such a
"Oh, I jest missed the goose an' hit hard time to push through the fine wire
the gander."
And he got to his nailing that the fine wire gets red hot and makes
a light. That's how the electric lamps are
again.
Finally it became evident that Uncle worked. Or, if some guncotton is touchThat
Bill was not going to the still this night, ing the red hot wire, it catches fire.
so home we went.
shows you how the fuse is made to work
was Thursday. James and I when we blow up stumps and other
The next

tc'iV/i

We

We

day

ttco fsli of flood size,
jinliii

like

things,

me a
When we

giving

ready cleaned, on a

fan"

moonshine

stills," he added,
suggestive grin,
got all the evidences of our

activities covered up, we paddled back to
our camp.
We set things to rights and
gathered "lighter-wood" (as dead pine
branches are termed) for a fire,
"Do you want to take my gun and hunt
a squirrel for supper," said James, "while
I try for some perch?"
For answer I got out the shotgun. It

was a muzzle-loader, so

I slung on the
powder-horn and shot-bottle, and put the
cap-box in my pocket.

"Use the

right

keep buckshot
I

set

off

in

down

"I
barrel," he said.
the left barrel."
the creek in the ham-

mock.
I soon
saw two squirrels and
missed one clean, as he leaped from the
end of an oak branch onto a cabbagefan.

palm

When

skirting

the

edge of the pine woods,

at the

rabbit,
cover.

and got him

as

hammock

spied a
he jumped for
I

When I got back to camp, James could
only show a wee perch, too small to fry.
But by the time I had cleaned my rabbit
and got the fire started, he came up with
two fish of good size, ready cleaned on a
palm

fan.

with its fat pine-knots,
furnishes a hot blaze.
Some oak chunks
on this soon made hot ashes for sweet
potatoes and glowing coals for the fry(Continued on page 44)

Lighter-wood,
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roof on the corner of Sixteenth Street and
Fifth Avenue, with one leg up, watching

Bag

for frogs.

rear their

Studying the Habits of Flying Squirrels, Bald Eagles, Falcons and Other
Creatures in
York City.

Wild New York

CARTER BEARD

National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America.

WHEN

the

woods now you

may

find the co-

still

coons of the cecropia
moth on the branches
of the maple trees
bulging,

brown

with his tail up the
trunk and his head

sleep-

bugs where the
moth is kept all winter, with a waterproof
tenting on the outside.

-ing

You may

also

turned

i.nd

hanging from the ends
of twigs and branches
of

the

aiianthus

The nickname

this fellow

is

some people

for

cynthia

;

call it the

cynthia moth.

These

are

exceed-

ingly interesting. The
baby moth is a very
beautiful caterpillar neat
not only that but smells

down

WHAT CAN You

SEE?

If a poor, disconsolate scout who is compelled to stay in the big city all winter can
find so many wild animals, you boys who
have a chance of getting into the country
ought at least to discover deer and buffalo
and black heron in the pasture lots. Keep
your eyes open and see what you can see.

and

then raised himself
on his haunches and
ate the acorn. That
is so that at the first
warning of danger
Forestry Badges
he can sail off into
U. S. Forester Coert Dubois has despace. I stood there cided to
present badges to the Boy Scouts
for about half an of this section
who qualify next summer
hour, and in that as National Forest Aids.
To become
time that squirrel
eligible to receive a badge, the Scout is
ate about twenty
required to spend at least ten days in a
acorns, and always National Forest
performing useful service
in the same position,
during the fire season under the direcand yet in none of tion
of Federal forest officers.
At the
the books have I end of this
period he has to pass an exseen the flying squirrel pictured
his
eating
amination in elementary forestry.
food in that pose. These are facts which
The first Scout to receive the badge
I want you scouts to notice
these are was a Mill
Valley boy who worked in
to
test
observation.
things
your
the Tahoe Forest last summer under
Forest Supervisor R. L. P. Bigelow. He
GRAY SQUIRREL AND STARLINGS
performed with credit the duties assigned
SCOLDED THE SCREECH OWL
to him, being specially complimented by
Going down Amity Street last night in Bigelow for his conduct at the Crystal
Flushing, a dark object slid across the sky Peak fire, and passed the examinations
up against a maple shade tree. I called with a fair rating.
Mrs. Beard's attention to it and asked her
The badge is of bronze with the Forest
if she saw that bird.
She said she saw no Service pine tree in relief encircled by
bird, but a piece of paper or something the words "National Forest Aide." The
flew down there.
When we reached the District Forester expects that a number
tree there was a mamma screech owl sit- of them will be earned by the Boy Scouts
next season.
ting just outside a knot hole.
I then understood why both the
gray

To Award

tree

the pendant cocoons
of the ai'.anthus miller.

in Jersey.

watch this fellow."
The squirrel came
down and got an
acorn and began to
eat it.
But he did
not sit with his head
up the trunk, but sat

you go

out in

Night hawks lay their eggs and
young on the gravel roofs in

The other day I saw a
City.
falcon dive down among the pigeons in
front of the National Scout Headquarters,
but be did not capture one. He is in the
habit of visiting New York City and carrying pigeons to his home in the rocks over

New

By DANIEL.

1915

and clean
sweet.

and

When

something inside movwhich means that it is changing its
form under its skin, it gets busy. It takes
a leaf and binds it by" a silken ribbon
wrapped around the stem of the leaf, then
around the twig and then makes its cocoon inside the leaf and binds the leaf
this caterpillar feels

ing,

By this method the
firmly to the cocoon.
leaf is so fastened to the twig that the
severe storms of the winter cannot break
it loose.

You can take these cocoons home with
you, and in a few days or weeks you will
have your room full of butterflies that will
measure anywhere from four to six inches
across the wings.
The cecropia moth is a native of AmeriHe
ca, hut the ailanthus moth is a Chink.
was imported from China, but, like all the
other immigrants, he has made himself at

The hairy woodpecker, howit that this moth doesn't get
too numerous, for the woodpecker eats

home

here.
ever, sees to

holes in his cocoons and sucks the juice out
of him so that he can never hatch.

WHY

squirrel and the starlings had been making
such a fuss about that knot hole for a week.
Every time they peeked into it they said
things which could not be printed if translated they were so angry. They scolded
and used violent language at the something
hidden in the knot hole.
When you know that screech owls will
catch squirrels and feed upon them, you
can understand why the squirrel scolded,
and why the starlings scolded because,
while the screech owl does not make a
habit of preying upon birds, it will not
object to feathered game if it is handy.
So when the screech owl builds its nest
in the knot hole that has been
frequented

Scouts Plan
Scout troops

War On

Flies

parts of the country are making plans for "Swat the Fly"
campaigns this season. Notice has been
received from Toledo that the Scouts will
make an unusually strenuous effort to
diminish the fly pest in that city this
summer. Other cities are making similar
in

all

reports.

The time to begin an effective fly campaign is right now. Every possible breeding place for flies should be rendered
HEAD.
harmless before the eggs have time to
The other night I came home late it
hatch.
It is a whole lot better
and a
must have been after 12 o'clock. It was
whole lot easier to prevent the hatching
raining hard, and I and the gentleman
of a few flies in the early spring than it
who was with me stopped in front of my by starlings and squirrels, you must expect is to swat hundreds of
millions of them
house and stood under the umbrella to that they will enter a protest.
The secret of an eflater in the season.
finish our discussion.
fective fly campaign is to kill the pests
WILD LIFE IN A BIG CITY
While we were there I noticed a pair of
before they have time to begin their marBut the interesting thing about this,
little bright eyes peeping around the trunk
of the oak tree. Then down came a little boys, is the fact that these gray squirrels velously rapid reproduction.
and screech owls are all of them inhabisquirrel, and I remarked:
Scout is Kind
"Why, there is a flying squirrel." The tants of the city of New York, the biggest
Humane persons inspect their stables,
I have seen in
city in the United States.
gentleman said, "How do you know?"
"Because the flying squirrel is not as this city a bald eagle perched upon a flag- kennels; personally attend to their pets;
large as the gray squirrel, is it?"
pole over a Broadway hotel; I have seen pension off or mercifully destroy old
And I further re- a great Virginia horned owl at the top of horses; protect the birds; place bird
"No, it is not."
marked: "Did you ever see a gray squir- a bank on the corner of Dey and Broad- basins and fountains for the thirsty crearel out this time of the night?
The gray way; I have seen a black-crested night tures, and report ill-treatment of animals
squirrel is not a nocturnal animal.
Now, heron sitting in a pool of water on a tin to the authorities. Our Dumb Animals.
FLYING SQUIRREL EATS STANDING ON His

A

The

Merit Badge of

Photography
A

Helpful Talk

With
By

Scouts and Others

JULIAN

Illustrated with

of the effect of light upon the sensitive film, and the action of developers.
a knowledge of several
2. Have
printitu/ jinn-esses and their relative

advantages.
3.
Take, develop, and print twelve
three
interiors,
subjects
separate
three portraits, three landscapes, and
three instantaneous "action photos."
4. Make a recognizable photograph
of any wild bird larger than a robin,
or a wild animal in its native haunts,
or a fish in the water.
of the good things about photogis that the study of it has no

raphy

passes directly into art.
of a limit to art?
The camera and the sensitive plate are
merely the tools of the craft, much as the
brush and the paint and the canvas are
the tools of the painter.
A good artist
can paint a picture with the poorest brush
and the cheapest canvas, while a good
photographer can take a good photograph
with the tiniest, most inexpensive camera.
On the other hand a poor painter cannot
make a good picture with the best tools
in the world, nor can a poor photographer
take a really good photograph with the
limit, for it

And whoever heard

finest

camera

in existence.

IT'S

UP

TO You.

it's the fellow who
that counts.
Never think that
who takes those pictures which
you like so much is successful because
he has a big camera and a high-priced

It isn't the

is

using
the man

camera,

it

He could exchange with you, use
your $5 outfit, give you his $250 camera
and then brat you so badly that you would
never want to see him again.
He takes

lens.

Use a Camera

DIMOCK

Photographs by the Author

To obtain a merit badge for photography, a scout must:
1.
Have a knowledge of the use of
lenses, of the construction of cameras,

ONE

A.

Who

has
those lovely pictures because he
studied and thought and practiced for
He has gone to sleep
years and years.
thinking of picture-taking and his first
thought in the morning has been how to
He has looked out of
use his camera.
the car window and wondered how the
He
views would "take" in his camera.

watched his mother pouring coffee
and tried to decide just where his camera

has

should be placed to make the best picture Raccoon The I'<i.- Indicates its Apprehensive Fears.
of her. Always, always, his thoughts were
on his camera. That is why he takes better pictures than you.
work is you, youi-M-lf. Train your faculties by reading, by using your eyes and
DID.
WHAT A COUNTRY CLERK
by thinking, and you can accomplish alNot very many years ago a man sent most anything with your camera.
some pictures to a little photographic
I am not going to give developing forshow in Ohio. He was a clerk in a coun- mulas or directions for making print-..
You may guess his salary These you can find on every box of plates,
try store.
wasn't very big and he thought a long roll of film and package of printing patime before he spent even the $2 that his per.
They are worked out by skilled
I have never heard how much chemists
lens cost.
to fit the particular emulsion
the camera cost, but it is safe to say that and are better than any I could give.
a man who could spend only $2 for a
THE CAMERA'S EYE.
lens did not give more than $5 for his
camera.
The lens is the eye of the camera. It
Some one who saw those pictures of his captures the light rays that come to it
at once recognized that the man who took and arranges them in order and passes
them was an artist and looked him up. them along through the camera to the
Soon a few of his pictures were sent to ground glass or the sensitive plate. Your
a big show in New York City. From that eye is a lens and when the rays of light
day to this that man's name has been from a scene come to you through your
known all over the world to photograph- eye you see the picture as it is. If iners, who were trying to do the very best stead of an eye you had merely a hole
Still in your forehead, you could not see anythat could be done in photography.
he kept on working with his $7 outfit. thing, because the rays would not be
Don't blame your camera if you cannot arranged, only a lot of light would come in.
So it is with the camera. The lens extake good pictures. Learn how to use it
cludes all light rays save those which
before you find fault with it.
Those
I have talked a good deal without say- come from the scene in front of it.
ing a word about the technical side of it bends into proper shape and then
photography (by this I mean telling how passes them along.
To use the lens properly you must
to use the lens, the camera, the plates,
for it is that I want first learn the comparative amount of
etc.), and the reason
you, to know that the chief factor in the light which it throws on the plate. Some

in Canoe
A Picture Which Indicates the E.rtrnt of
the Everglades, and the Opportunity Cscd. to Add
the Effect of Reflections.

Seminole

15

Tarpon Fishing Note the Charm of Action in
the Canal I'hulograph of a Self-conscious Sports
man Displaying a Dead Fish.
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lenses are big and let
in a lot of light; some
little.
in
let
very
Some are made so as
to bend the rays at
such an angle as to
make them come together very near the

while

lens,

This will save lots of
plates and make many
a picture, for if you
how the
see
just
scene looks on the

ground glass you will
often want to change
your position a little
so as to get more of
the pond, or the tree by

others

throw them a w a y
back in the camera.
If the lens throws the
picture

the

and

way,

much

is

THE

a

It

"SPEED."

It

of

have

the

label

If

you

speed.
a lens

labelled
your friend

F8 and
much bigger one

has a

OF

THE

is

now

important to
theory of

the

he sensitive plate so

comparative

is

shift-

PLATE.

is
called
brightness
the F value of the

lens.

little

THE SECRET

brighter.

1

This

A

plate.

ing of the camera may
make all the difference in the world.

is
exposure
longer
needed, but if the picture is thrown nearby

it

grandhouse on the

father's

on

so

side, or of

its

away back, a

lot of light is lost

1915

May,

you may under-

that

stand the

Navajos of Arizona and Hogan

labelled F8, b o t h
lenses have the same speed,

How

ness of the Plains

and plates ex- with the camera.

the Imprcsxii'i- ISnrrenness

and Loneli-

Can Be Suggested,

To remedy

way

hits the plate, the

it

is

the

Where
light

this the lens

reason

for
treated.
acts
on the
Light
sensitive emulsion so
as to make it opaque.
the

bright
the sky
acted upon

from

emulsion

is

becomes dense. A very little light
let down
rising and falling frontboard comes from the dark shadows and that acts
Place your camera level but little upon the emulsion, leaving it
make up this factor are (1) the size of it is called.
Between
the opening in the lens and, (2) the dis- and raise the frontboard until the lens nearly or quite transparent.
tance back from the lens where the rays takes in the building that you want to these extremes are produced various de-

posed behind them require the same time
to make a picture. The two elements which

is

fastened to a board that will

lift

up or

Dry as dust, isn't it? photograph. Of course, th building may
together.
But when you go up so high that this will not take
to understand,' too.
have it fixed in your mind, once, you will it all in. Then you can use another dealways understand about the F value of vice which is on most cameras the swingback. Point your camera up at the buildthe lens.
You can easily see how the size of the ing, but swing the ground glass so that
opening affects the amount of light, but it is perpendicular, and swing the frontthe distance back at which the rays come board with the lens so that it, too, is
Do you see that you then
together is harder. Try it with a candle, perpendicular.
Hold a book, eight inches from the flames, have the effect of a level camera? The
and see how much light is thrown on the ground glass and the lens are both perThen move it away to sixteen in- pendicular, only the bellows of the camera
page.
ches.
Move it again to thirty-two inches, (which is merely to exclude the light) is
Almost hard to read, isn't it? So it is on the slant.
with the light in the camera.
If you are interested to learn the rules
Use a tripod whenever you can, for it
for working out the F value of a lens
read about it in any book on lenses. For holds the camera steady and allows you
remember that the to study the picture before using a plate,

until

it

come

grees of density.

Hard

developed negative and
the part which is sky
is the -emulsion where are
the deep shadows. When you put a piece
of printing paper under this negative the

taking photographs
light passed by different lenses or different stops in the same lens, varies as the
square of the F number. F16 needs four
times as much exposure as F8, because
the square of sixteen is four times that
of eight.

THE CAMERA
The camera

ITSELF.

from the sidewalk, or down a winding
It had a queer appearance,
didn't it?
That was because the lens of
your eye distorted the rays and threw
the lines out of true. So the lens of your
camera will do if it is not kept level.
stairway?

A

T<//iicnl

Old-time Negro of Dignity and
Simplicity.

the'

is

process

is

reversed.

The

through the negative where

it

light comes
is thin and

upon the paper, making the print
of the shadow dark while very little light
can get through the thick emulsion of
the sky, and so the paper is left white
acts

To understand this clearly you
have to look at your negative and
look at your print, then while trying to
make a print think it over. It will be
for that.

will

clear as

noonday

to you.

ABOUT THE DEVELOPER.

You may ask why, if the light thus
works upon the plate, you cannot take it
out of the camera at once and print from
it?
For two reasons: the plate is yet
sensitive to light and the stronger light
outside the camera would blot out that
which had worked in the camera.
The
light in the camera has not done its full

We

are in such a hurry, these
that we cannot wait.
So we expose a plate just long enough for the
light to begin the work and then take
it out and put it in a developer for that
solution to complete the job which the
liuht has begun.
This is the work of the developer to
carry on the effect produced by the light
passing through the lens. As soon as the
plate is sufficiently developed we take it
out and put it in a fixing bath. This solution so acts upon the emulsion as to prevent further action by light and to clear
up the parts of the plate not acted upon.
Then the negative may be brought out
of the dark.
I
should like to talk to you further
about plates for various purposes, orthochromatic plates for landscapes, highspeed ones for wild animal photography
or horse racing, but all this you can
days,

any general description which will help,
but perhaps I can give a few hints.
It is important to keep the camera level,
for otherwise the horizon will tip or the
lines of buildings will be askew.
Have
you ever looked up at a tall building

at

how dark
and how thin

work.

the box which holds the
lens at one end and the sensitive plate at
It must be tight so as to
the other.
keep out all rays except those which come
through the lens. Cameras are of so many
kinds and makes that it is hard to give
is

THE FRONTBOARD AND SWINGBACK.
Sometimes the view which you wish to
take is not directly opposite to and level

Look

see

May,
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study up for yourself in catalogues, hooks,
photographic magazines or by talking to
dealers or other men who have worked
at the business longer than you.

To MAKE ARTISTIC PICTURES.
the beginning of this paper I told
you that there was no limit to photography, for it can be carried right up
into the realm of art. Whether you carry
it there or not depends wholly upon yourIf you wish to take pictures that
self.
are really worth while and that your

At

friends

who know about such things
have, you must work over

The Greenwich

Some

Scouts' Bird-Boxes

By

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

the Ho, Scouts
are you going to do for next
summer? It is time that you were

WHAT

forming plans.

We

in

Greenwich,

Connecticut, are counting on a great time
with our summer camp, but on a larger
scale than usual.

Of course, each fellow is expected to pay
own expenses, and in order to do that
we are going methodically about raising
money, in a way that I hope will appeal
his

to all of you. We have sent to the Departof Agriculture at Washington for
would wonder what was going to happen, ment
would not be a restful picture to Bulletin No. 609 which tells how to make
it

bird boxes.
I suppose you all know that each bird
that of a triits own style of box with the
with
feet
requires
a
standing
boy
Imagine
angle.
wide apart and looking directly at you. exact right size of entrance hole. All of
You would never be afraid of his falling these details are given in this Bulletin, so
over.
His legs would brace his figure that they can be followed by those who
and give you a sense of security. But if would make successful nesting boxes.
he were standing on one leg with the are establishing a carpenter shop one that
other up in the air you would wonder has already been in service for us and the
how soon he would fall over. This is boys are going to make hundreds of boxes.
These will be put on sale at prices varymerely an illustration of balance.
to the
Every picture should have the objects ing from fifty cents up, according
so arranged as to balance each other. The amount of work required for the box.
have every reason to believe that the proonly way for you to learn about this is
to study every good picture that you can ceeds will make it easy for us to run the
Pick up the best magazine summer camp and even have a surplus
get hold of.
that is in reach and look carefully at afterwards.
the illustrations.
See which are the prinNaturally one wonders how long this
be continued. I should
cipal objects in them and draw these sort of thing may
in outline so that you can see how they say until we have a million bird boxes in
each State of the Union. That would be a
balance and support each other.
at.

The most

solid

form

is

We

We

How

I LEARNED ABOUT COMPOSITION.
The way I learned about composition
was to send to the Perry Picture Company for a collection of the pictures of
the artists whose work I liked best. They
cost only one cent each and soon I had
a row of Millet's and Israel's pictures
around the walls of my room. Whenever
I took a photograph that I thought was
good I hung it by the side of the picture
Then
that was nearest like it in subject.
I looked at the two every time I went
into the room and tried to see why mine
was not so good as the other. It didn't

take long to find out, and as soon as I
found the difference I had to take min~
right away, for it hurt my eyes to see
such poor stuff by the side of the other.

kept working away at my pictures and
did get a very few that stood
of comparison.
I
don't mean
that they were as good, by any means, but
that the composition was good and I
enjoyed looking at them.
I

finally I
the test

SIMPLICITY'S

THE THING.

pictures simple. Don't think
that a lot of objects are necessary.
The
best pictures have very few things in

Keep your

them.
Look up Millet's "Angelus," one
of the best known pictures in the world.
See how simple it is. Israel's "Sower" is
another.

you put

Them

will

care to
laws of artistic composition as you worked
over your multiplication tables.
Harmony and balance are the chief
The
things to consider in composition.
beggar must not be clad in fine clothes,
nor the society girls in rags. They are
not in harmony. A standing ladder must
lean against something, a landscape must
have the objects so arranged that they
balance each other. If you took a photograph of a teetering board with a boy on
one end, it would not be balanced. You

look

New Ways

of Making

safe guess, and not by any means too many
When we
to meet the needs of the birds.
realize that half a billion acres of land
have been denuded of forest in America by
man, and every acre of it had at least ten
hollow trees, or trees with holes in them
that served as nesting boxes for birds and
tree-climbing quadrupeds, I think you will
readily see that forty-eight million boxes
will fall a long way behind the number
that might be used.
In order to insure good work and continued interest, I am going to suggest that
each box be sold at a lower price than the
schedule, but that a higher price than the
schedule be received after the box has
proven itself a success; that is, after it has
been used as a nesting place by some deIn other words,
sirable bird or animal.
we give a guarantee with each box.
I have only one criticism of the little
wooden box patterns offered by the Department of Agriculture. That is, they
In order to
look so ugly and artificial.

meet

this difficulty I

have attempted two

or three different styles of boxes made to
resemble limbs of trees or hollow trunks.
Whenever I find a hollow limb in the woods

I try to utilize it in this way, by arranging
a roof and entrance hole, being careful always to adhere to the dimensions given by
If I canno'
the experts at Washington.
find a hollow limb I often make one by
splitting or sawing four thin slabs of some
big limb of easily worked wood. Then I
cut out the middle part of the square core
that is left, save the two ends, nail the
whole thing together again, bore a hole of
the dimensions prescribed by the Bulletin,
a Good Hike Record and thus I get an artificial hollow limb
Troop
which can be hidden in the foliage or
BOYS' LIFE has received from Scoutnailed to the trunk of some tree.
master Ashby Pyle, of Richmond, Va.,
I have also found it easy to build hollow
an interesting account of a hike of 210
limbs out of wire netting and plaster of
miles from Richmond to Luray Taverns
when hard, is covered with
and return. On this trip the boys hiked Paris, which,
some paint that will harmonize it with the
trunk and help to shed the water.
One of my most interesting experiments
along these lines was by building a hollow
It was seven feet through
tree complete.
at the base and thirty-five feet high and
was divided off in stories which were
There were
reached by ladders inside.
many nesting boxes in the tree with different sized holes as well as different sized
I had it arranger"
cavities for the nests.
so that I could peep into these boxes without their occupants knowing that I was
I had some delightful experiences
near.
with Flickers, Downy Woodpeckers, Owls,
210 miles in ten days.
They had some
besides Flying Squirrels, Gray Squirunusually interesting experiences on their etc.,
But that is a
rels, Rats and Tree Mice.
long trip, one of which was a climb to
and I shall have to leave it for
Stony Man's Mountain, one of the highest long story,
another chapter.
peaks in the Blue Ridge range, which
reaches a height of 4,028 feet above sea

A

With

level.

Mr. Pyle's scouts believe
first

in keeping in
class physical condition so that they
take such trips without wearing their

Remember that the art which can
into your pictures is the thing legs off.
The photograph shows the Inns
in one of their typical setting-up exercises.
(Continued on page 45)

Copyright, 1915, by E. T. Seton.

Dan Beard

Tells

To Make Trammels
By

for

How

You

Campfire Uses.

DAN BEARD

National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America.

THE
ing
son

camping
is

sea-

Captain Jack
Crawford, Yellowstone Kelly, Theodore

Jones,

now openfor the

Scouts, and it is time
that we get busy and
'bone
up" on our

camp
that

Roosevelt, or Gifford
Pinchot.
But I am
not going to select a
name for you.
I

so
shall be pre-

knowledge,

we

pared.

merely suggest these.

The main point is to
a move on and
send the name in right

In order that

you may do that, I
have given you on this
page all the ordinary
rustic trammels and

get

am

not talking

now only to the Boy
Scouts of America. I
am talking to any one
who happens to read

camp.

The crane you

I

away.

pot-hooks used in the
all

know how

to make by
placing a stick horizontally between the

this

Send

article.

in

a postal card with the
names you want for
e a c h
one of these

of two upright sticks, as shown
in Fig. 5. The
by
pothooks or trammels
some of you
how to make; that is,
of you know
how to make some of

crotches

Do

sticks.

AB

It

is

it

today.

supposed that

you Scouts know

know

than

ter

to

try

betto

build a fire with green
for instance, and that you
them, but I doubt if
know that yellow
birch
burns
any of you know how
nicely,
to make all of them.
even when it is cut
In the first place,
that
old,
green;
dry
we want a stick with
roots make the hota crotch to it, so we
test fire and one of
cut one as in Fig. 1.
the
best
ones
for
Trim it off as in Figand toastbroiling
ures 2 and 3, turn it
that
spruce
ing;
end for end as in Figa fire that
The Crane Trammels. Shnicint) Construction and Use. Drawn for BOYS'
ure 3, drive a nail disends
sparks crackLIFE by Mr. Beard
agonally in the bottom
ling out in every diend, use the nail on
rection; that two flatwhich to hang the kettle, and the crotch individual fire all by your lonesome. In tened logs placed side by side, with two
hook to hang- over the crane
(C, Fig. 5). that case it is not necessary to go to the of the ends close together and the other
Possibly you may be out in the woods trouble of erecting a crane and making two ends further apart, make the best
where there are no nails, and you have trammels and pot-hooks. You can com- kind of fireplace; over which you can cook
neglected to put some in your pocket. In bine them all in one notched stick, driven by setting the smaller vessels at the narthat case, you can cut a notch as in Fig. <! diagonally, or, as the boys would say, row part, and the larger vessels at the
in which to hook the handle of your pot, "slantingdickularwise," as in Fig. 8.
The wider part.
and then hang it on your crane as shown end of this stick may be up high, as it is
Probably you have read the Scout Cornin I), Fig. 5.
in the diagram, where the boy is toasting missioner's books, and so know how to
Or, you may cut a branch, with a long, his bacon on a green fork, or it may be build an altar fireplace for a permanent
pliable twig growing on it, as in Fig. 6; so low that the pot rests directly over the camp; that is, to lay up a little log cabin
and fill it in with dirt and sod and stones
bend the twig back, as in Fig. 6,
& F, coals.
then with the green root of a tamarack,
None of these trammels have any names, "ntil it reaches the height of a table, over
which is spread a smooth surface of dirt
cedar, or some equally pliable tree, bind and they are all used by campe'rs.
This will prevent backthe twig to the main shaft of the twig, and should have some name by which to desig- fr a fireplace.
fasten it with a hitch like that shown in nate each one.
You can call them the ache and make the cook's work so easy
and delightful that even an ordinary serG, Fig. 6. Green willow bark, green bark Boone,
Kenton,
Lincoln,
Washington,
from a young chestnut, or various other Crockett, etc., or you can call them after va nt girl would not give you warning with
things will do as substitutes for twine. the modern woodcutters in our own move- such a stove to coolt on

some

tamarack,

makes

AB

E

We

-

You can

then slip the crane through the ment, like the Wilderness Men on the
loop and hang your pot on it as in H, Scout Commissioner's staff, Vreeland, GreBut we want to decide
Fig. 5.
gor, Browne, etc.
Of course, if you have nails with you, upon a name for each one of these sticks,
it is not a difficult matter to make a num- and we are
going to leave it to the readers
ber of pot hooks like the ones shown in of BOYS' LIFE.
Pick your stick, name it,
Do
Fig. 7, by nailing the two forked sticks to- and send the name to the magazine.
gether in the middle and clamping the it now. We want the BOYS' LIFE readers
nails end to end, and hanging these on the to name these sticks, so all campers everycrane as in J, Fig. 5.
where in the world will know them by the
But it may be that you are building an names you give them. You may call them
The Boy Scout, The Boy Pioneer, The
Girl Pioneer, if you choose; or Buffalo
Copyright, 1915, by D. C. Beard..
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supposed that you have a
plentiful supply of gumption, and that
your gumption will tell you, if you have
not the timber with which to build a log
cabin altar stove, that you may substitute rocks and with them erect a fireplace
It

is

also

after the

manner described,

Also, having gumption, if your camp is
on the plains and you must use buffalo
chips for fuel, you will dig a trench in
which to build the fire and make the
trench long enough so that when part of
it is covered
again with the sod you have

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine
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removed for that purpose, it
a chimney for a draft for your

carefully

make

will

BOYS' LIFE

1915

May,

fire.

you do not know how to do any of
things, try them all, for the best
way to learn to do a thing is to do it.
If I could do all the things which I have
read about, I could do more than any1
body else in the world but I can't.
can only do those things which I have
If

these

tried.

ANOTHER

"Hotc

Make"

to

article

by Mr. Beard will a/i/it-ar in the June
BOYS' LIFE. Watch for it.

The

Boone Contest

Daniel

Prize

Winners
are the names of the
the Daniel Boone essay
contest recently concluded in Boys' LIFE.
To each of these we have sent the amount
of his prize, together with a letter of commendation and congratulation from the
It will be noted that twentyjudges.
three States are represented in this list,
and that these States are in all parts of
the Union:

T71OLI.OWIXG
winners

IL

Prize

First

in

$50.00.

Harold McMurry,
Second

Prize

Raymond

Age

Calif.,

16.

$25.00.

Clarke

N. Y.,

Ellis,

Age

Each $10.00.
Prize
Harold A. Cory, Tex., Age 13

17.

Third

(Special hon-

orable mention).

David Dean,

Tex., Age 13 (Special honorable
mention)
T.
Robert
Pollard, Ohio, Age 17.
.

Samuel Roth, Penn., Age 16.
Harold F. Stose, D. C., Age 16.
Christopher S. Tenley, D. C., Age 15.
Dwight L. McNulty, N. J., Age 17.
Win. J. Hagney, Mo., Age 16.
Stewart

F.

Gelders,

Ga.,

John P. Ruppert, D.
Fourth

Prize

Each,

C.,

Age
Age

14.
16.

Wilbur Andrews, Wis., Age
A. MacJIullan, N. J.,

15.

Harold Watson, Mont., Age 15.
Kenneth P. Masteu, N. Y., Age
Strong, Jr., Ga.,

Age

16.
13.

William A. Firm, Penn., Age 13.
August T. Unfug, Jr., Col., Age 17.

Frank

Parater, Jr., Va., Age 17.
Gleeson, Penn., Age 16.
John Calvin Tildon, N. J., Age 16.
Rodolph Valentine, Iowa, Age 16.
David Peterson, Mirh., Age 16.
John Patterson, N.Y., Age 16.
Robert Hinkelman, N. Y., Age 12.
Warren Leonard Hanna, N. D., Age 16.
J.

Raymond

Harry Rowe, 111., Age
Gordon B. Ambler, N.

17.
C.,

Monroe Rathbone, W. Va.,
Fifth

Prize

Each,

ities for

crow

flies, the
telephone brings
every one as close as next door.
Though it be hall- a day's journey
to the village, the farmer is but a

telephone

cities

and towns,

it

abreast of the times.

The Bell System has always recognized rural telephone development
as an essential factor of Universal
Service. It has co-operated v/ith the
farmer to achieve this aim.

It

created new rural neighborhoods
here, there and everywhere.
Stretching to the farthest corners
of the states, it brought the remotest
villages and isolated places into
direct contact with the larger communities.

The

same

result is that the Bell

System

reaches more places than there are
post offices and includes as many
rural telephones as there are telephones of all kinds in Great Biitam,

Today, the American farmer enjoys the

away.

Aside from its neighborhood
the telephone keeps the
farmer in touch -with the city and

com-

life.

call

value,

communication.

pletely transformed farm

15.

Age

communication as the city
dweller. Though distances between
farms are reckoned in miles as the

direct

In the days when the telephone
was merely a"city convenience," the
farms of the country were so many
separated units, far removed from
the centers of population, and isolated by distance and lack of facil-

beyond

$5.00.

Swingley, Tenn., Age 15.
Myron H. Avery, Maine, Age 15.

1'asi'hal

One of the most significant facts
of our telephone progress is that
one-fourth of the 9.000,000 telephones in the Bell System are rural.

But, as the telephone reached out

Lamar
Henry

Neighborizing the Farmer

France and Germany combined.

facilities for instant,

Age 18.
Age 14.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

$1.00.

John W. DeWitt, N. J., Age 16.
David W. Bishop, Mass., Age 15.
Elsworth M. Schnebly. Col.. Age 16.

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

William Carroll, Penn., Age 12.
J. Harold Graf, N. Y., Age 15.
Oscar L. Bard, Mich., Age 17.
Reginald Austin, N. Y., Age 15.
F. Leland Stowe, Conn., Age 15.
Reginald R. Zisette, N. J., Age 14.
Charles Ellis. 111., Age 14.
Charles M. Stotz, Penn., Age 16.
Lowell Bryan, Iowa, Age 15.
Leopold Goldstein, N. J., Age 15.
J. L. Saville, N. J., Age 15.
William Z. Porter, Penn., Age 16.
George McLaren, Penn., Age 15.
Joseph H. Sanford, Conn., Age 14.

George Borgman, Wis., Age 15.
Samuel Blumenthal, N. Y., Age 12.
Earle R. Pace, Iowa, Age 16.
Clarence J. Olson, Mich., Age 14.
George E. Duff, N. Y., Age 16.
George E. Clarke, N. Y., Age 18.
Hinnibal L. Davis, N. Y., Age 16.
Ralph E. Zimmerman, 111., Age 16.

One

One System

Policy

Universal Service

Cents a flay
Scout about; earn money. Process engraved I
ind embossed Visiting Cards. SAMPUtbl

/REE. NEW. Never offered before. Boys
and girls make moneV. Nocosttoyou.
149 W. 36th St., New York. N. Y.

|

KENT,

Carrying Case Free
superb
with th
plated
triples

[LyricC

Spend

summer

gathering

bottom. S.rect-ffim-manufucturer 3 prUcs
on allkindflti* instrunirnis. Pay r rate of a
n few cents n dav. Generous allowance
for old instruments. !>..- trial. \Vuaup1

I

The Rodoipi'i Wurlitzer Co.. Dept1575
4thSl..Ctnr.nnjti.O__S-W atj^sh flv..Cn.M_HO.

insects,

I pay big prices.
Many
All salable.
Men. \Vmiun.
Get instructions, price-list, pictures, descriptions.

butterflies.

worth $3.00-$10.00.

Fend stamp.

SINCLAIR,

Box

244, D. 79,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Tools

and Cutlery

Do You Want

to

a Pitcher?
Here's

By

W.

CLARKE

J.

CLARKE

and

How

FKEDRICK

T.

DAWSON

Head Coach

of the Princeton University baseball team;
Mr. Dawson
professional player and manager.
Union College; in 1910 he was captain and
These two authorities have written a fascinat"Baseball," published this month by Charles
The authors and publishers have kindly permitted Boys'
Scribner's Sons.
LIFE to give its readers in advance this "how to pitch" information, and also
Throughthe illustrations, though the latter are smaller here than in the book.
out, as the authors tell how to pla/i i-ach position, this same simple yet detailed
is
In
the
same
is
as
telling
team-play
followed.
way
of
pitching,
description,

MR.

formerly, he

is

was a leading

is
General Athletic Coach at
catcher of the Princeton nine.
ing and helpful book entitled

described.

The

article

and

illustrations are copyrighted by Charles Scribner's Sons.

from diagnosing the delivery, this ball, with all the power of arm back
For instance, if the pitcher de- behind it, will break a little (that is, when
livers the fast ball with an over- thrown by a right-handed pitcher to a
hand motion, he should throw right-handed batter, the ball bores in toIf the required speed
his curve and slow ball the same ward the batter).
way. If he uses the overhand de- is present, the ball will seem to hop or rise,
Keep this fast ball shoulder-high and as
livery for his fast ball, and a
ter

=

t=

,

^-i-jj

-- -_

most successful curve is the outdrop, because it curves outward and
and therefore is difficult

THE
downward,

to hit squarely.
The slow ball

side-arm mulion t'or the curve, near the corners of the plate as possible,
it won't take an opposing team never cutting the centre of the plate unless
long to find it out; and then they can al- compelled to; occasionally throwing it low
at the batter's knees. This low fast ball
ways tell ahead of time just what to exis very effective when alternated with the
pect.
.<.,. 3

THE FAST BALL

is

something every pitcher
should have if he would be successful,
worries
a
good batter so much as
Nothing
to face a pitcher who is known to have a
good slow ball to mix with his fast one.
Remember, however, to use the slow ball
very seldom against a weak hitter; it is the
good hitter against whom it works most
successfully.

The slow ball is the most difficult of all
deliveries to master, but its effectiveness
is well worth any amount of time spent on
it.
This ball is most difficult to hit when
thrown across the base in the neighborhood of the batter's knees; then there is a
tendency for the batter to hit
on top of it, driving it weakly
on the ground. It is only after
a careful study of the batters
that the pitcher can know when
to use the slow ball.
Usually

low drop-ball

In delivering the fast ball, grasp it firmly
with the first two fingers and the thumb
and let it go off the tip of the fingers,
Some pitchers get the best results by
placing the two fingers along the seams,
each finger on a seam where they are
illustration
closest
A);
(see
together
others place the two fingers across the
while
others
have
succeeded
seams;
by

grasping it with the fingers and thumb in
almost any position. A pitcher should try
these different methods and adapt the one
that gives him the best results.
When delivered with a motion that

is

between straight overhand and side-arm,

using the same general delivery in each case.
pitcher who has a
good fast ball which he can control is not
compelled to throw many curves
only
enough to unsettle the batter by letting
him know that he has a variety.

TOP

The preliminary motions of throwing the
out-curve are the same as those of throwing the fast ball the grip on the ball, the
and the back movement are
wind-up
identical in each case.
But instead of
letting the ball go off the tips of the
fingers, as is done when throwing the fast
ball, the out-curve is produced by a twist

axis, letting it go out
between the thumb and the side

vertical

of the index-finger.
lustration B.~)

it.

Pitching, from beginning to
end, involves the pitcher and the
batter in a battle of wits.

The pitcher should hold and
deliver all balls as nearly alike
as possible, to prevent the bat-

C

The Drop-Curve

,

of the wrist bringing the hand
across in front of the body
nearly horizontally, with the
back of the hand downward,
spinning the ball with nearly a

batters who take long swings
at the ball have difficulty in hitting

A

(See

il-

THE DHOP-CUBVE
The preliminary motions of
this ball should be the
as those of throwing the
fast ball and out-curve.
There

throwing

same

ATlie

D

Fast Ball

Drop-Curve

20

BThe

Out-Curve

EThe

Out-Drop

F

Knuckle-Ball
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are two methods of producing this curve.
One is the following: The ball is sent
spinning with a horizontal axis by a twist
of the wrist, bringing the hand directly
downward the back of the hand vertical
letting the ball go out between the thumb
and side of the index-finger. (See illustration C.)

Another method of throwing the dropis that of twisting the wrist and
bringing the hand directly downward with
the palm up, letting the ball go out between the tips of the fingers and thumb,
curve

with a snap of the wrist.
tion D.)

(See illustra-

THE OUT-DROP
the same preliminary motions as in
throwing the fast ball.

Use

This curve should be thrown the same as
the out-curve, except that instead of bringing the hand across in front horizontally,
it should be swept diagonally outward and

downward.

(See illustration E.)

THE CHANGE

OF PACE

All curve balls should not be thrown with
It is very effective to
the same speed.
throw curves (especially drop-curves) occasionally with very little power behind
them, thus producing a slow curve or
what is known as a change of pace. This
also is true of the straight ball.

This Club House

For Your Troop

THE SLOW BALL
This ball should be thrown with identically the same motion as the fast ball, the
only difference being in the way the ball is
There are several methods of proheld.
ducing the slow ball, among which the following are most common. (It is advisable
to experiment with these various methods,
and to adopt one only after being convinced that it will produce the best re-

Without a Cent

To Any

() Grasp the ball with the first two
fingers and the thumb, pushing the ball
well back into the hand against the base
of the fingers and thumb. Then, in throwing the ball, remove the ends of the fingers
from the ball, grasping it with the thumb
and last joints of the fingers.

Here your Scouts may gather on stormy afternoons and
evenings, hold Troop meetings and enjoy Troop "spreads."
The Club House, cut to measure and ready to be assembled
by your Scouts, will be delivered to your Troop entirely without charge, forwarding charges prepaid, as sta ted in our offer.
To any Scoutmaster we will, upon request, send a copy of the
offer and a complete description of the Club House.

Deliver the ball held by the thumb
two fingers, removing the first
fingers entirely from the ball upon

(b)

last

delivering

it.

(c) Deliver the ball held in the

palm of
the hand by the thumb and little finger
the three middle fingers entirely removed
from the ball.

NOTICE TO SCOUTMASTER:
write for our Club House Offer, give the number of your
Troop and state how many Scouts you have. Write today to

When you

In throwing the slow ball, the pitcher
should avoid making a slow motion; the
motion should be as rapid and vigorous as
though producing the fast or curved ball.
It is only in this way that the ball can be

made

Expense
You

This ready -built Club House for your Troop headquarters is
a handsome shingled bungalow with porch. Within is a club
room 18 x 24 feet, with a large fireplace and hearth, a kitchen
and a room for supplies.

sults.)

and
two

of

of

Troop Finance Department

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

deceptive.

THE KNUCKLE BALL
Hold the

ball in the

palm of the hand,
last two ringers,

grasped by the thumb and

with the first two fingers bent in, pressing
the knuckles against the ball, (See illustration F.)
Some pitchers press the knuckles
of

middle fingers against the
ball. The knuckle ball is curious in that it
combines the effects of the slow ball with
the drop-curve and the moist ball.
It is, however, a difficult ball to control,
having been mastered by but few pitchers.
the

Hold

V

.

accurate.

AMERICAN BOOMERANG

LOGAN,
CO..
"If you miss your shot they return to your feet."

it

is

held

(Continued on page 44)

Genuine

Boys,
writers,

the ball just as

when

W

rkirmrmo
"
M

scientifically

Remington

Type-

Send for proposition. Agents
ExHarlem
Wanted.
Typewriter
change, Dent B. L. No. 207 West
125ta St., New York City.
writing.

"

SPORT.

PA.

Start

In Pigeons! Squabs
Market or Breeding Purposes.

$10.00 cost $97.50, guaranteed
Free, a course in speed type-

two years.

(SPIT-BALL)

THE NEW AUSTRALIAN

at extraordinary speed circle trees or posts, turn
Splendid
corners and return to you or land far behind you.
outdoor exercise and endless fascinating amusement. Easily thrown 50c each, guaranteed "x,Vf_M_
Take one on your next hike.
by anyone.
feet

three

THE MOIST BALL

BLUE BIRD

/'Scouts even-where starting Boomerang contests
*"no one can beat you if you own a BLUE BIRD
Will travel five or six hundred
or a BLACK BAT.

*

Raising

for
Make

k

big profits with our Jumbo Pigeons.
We teach you. Large, free, illustrated, instructive circulars.
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO.. Dept. D.. Providence. R.
.
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Work Your Way
Through College!

The
Cave Scout
Suppose a Boy

Wants

-_^
It

_

-

$1400.00.

of
of the big, successful men
cent
every
the country paid
of their college expenses by

own

efforts.

Thousands
are

ambitious boys
worrying about where

of

money

now
the

coming from

is

for

The

their higher education.

Current Opinion
Scholarship Fund
the

solved

Read

this typical letter

fellow,

young

from

pictured

who wanted an educaand who had the sand to
work for it.

above,
tion

Current Opinion Scholarship Fund,
134

W.

29th Street,

New York

It is almost impossible
for
express ray appreciation
in the past and great
ScholCurrent
Opinion
service that the
I owe
arship Fund has rendered me.
all my college education to the Scholarship Fund, as I am entirely dependent
on this source to pay my expenses. Not
have I profited financially by the

me

to

your kindness

i>nly

HOW

bunch of scouts here and some of the boys object
I do not think that he would
to his coming in.
go on any of the hikes, hut still we might make
says so?
out
of
him.
something
"I say so a Denver scout !"
Please answer soon.
All right "Denver," I give up. I might
Yours truly,
have known that I couldn't put that kind
Oscar I
of a story over on a bunch of scouts.
I'd
better
not
I
No,
give the
guess
am glad you caught me up on it. Serves
name, this lazy boy might get hold of a
me right.
of BOYS' LIFE and it might make him
And now I will tell you the truth about copy
feel badly.
scout, you know, is always
It is a tent-shaped granite
that rock.
considerate of the feelings of others.
boulder about ten feet high, located in
a cow pasture out in Minnesota.
This is certainly a puzzling question,
It was Spring when that picture was
taken and that's why the Cave Scout but we will do the best we can with it.
was acting so frisky. Golly, it used to be
Of course the Cave Scout doesn't know
fun rolling around on the warm ground on all the particulars in this case, but it seems
the sunny side of a knoll in that old to him that this lazy boy ought to see
You know how it is when
a doctor.
It isn't natural for a boy of
pasture
that age to sit around all the time and
The air feels soft and warm and clear,
And the white clouds drift and the sky seems never play ball, or take any interest in
near,
games.
Maybe he's got the hook-worn
And the creek flows shimmering in the sun
But
disease or dropsy or something.
And the pickerel and red-horse start to run,
sometimes there is nothing really wrong
And the crocus blooms on the sunny hill
Where the robins and meadow-larks come to spill with these lazy fellows all they need is
Their flood of song on the vibrant air,
a dose of "pep" to wake them up a
While down in the swampy low-lands, where
little, and I don't know of any bunch betThe fertile marsh-muck stirs and bubbles,
The blackbird sways on a reed and doubles
ter qualified for the .job of administering
His efforts to drown, with his eager trill,
"pep" than the Boy Scouts.
Those musical fakers on the hill.
Let's decide this particular case and
Wheel How's that? Never stopped for then we will talk over the whole problem
breath, either. Here we go again
of admitting boys to troop membership.

peaked as that!"

Who

!

City.

Gentlemen:

for

do you like the picture of the enough get-up about him to get his lessons and
He
pass, he could not pass the Tenderfoot test.
Cave Scout playing leap-frog over is very lazy and always complains of being tired.
I know the scout movement is to make bad
Pike's Peak?
a very active
"Aw, you're crazy, Pike's Peak isn't as boys into better boys. We have

A

problem.

has
the

And

I

but also intellectually.
plan
consider the training I received far
more valuable than any single course
I would advise any
given in college.
student wishing to get a college education to take up work of the Current
I
shall be
Opinion Scholarship Fund.
next
delighted to work for the Fund
summer and I expect to secure a large
renewals.
of
percentage
(Signed) AMOS HORST. _

in the clover patch.
the beetles and dragon flies start to hatch;
crayfish crawls from his winter nest,
And the bumble bee starts on his honey-quest;
The bullfrog booms in the leafy mud
And the old brindle cow chews her first green
cud,
The wympus whimpers his mournful lay,
\nd the whifflepoof slumbers the livelong day.
The "shiners" flash in the deep, still pool
And the scout hates like blazes to go to school!

The woodchuck grubs

And

The

Any young man with grit
and determination can do likeIf you want to enter
wise.
college next

from next
from next

or a year
or two years
is the

fall,

fall,
fall,

NOW

great to be
kind of lofty
Well, you can't all be
Shakespeare's you know.

IT

L

't

let's

get

you

down

it's

feel

to serious business
find in the question-

hole.

Mr. Texas Scout, I like the spirit of
your letter very much it shows that you
have a good conception of what Scouting
really is it shows that you are helpful
and kind, and have a keen sense of duty.
If, as you say, you have a good live
bunch of scouts, can't you afford to take
in this slow boy and try to wake him up
and make a real man of him? That cert&inly is a big enough job for any troop
to tackle.
Suppose you talk this matter
over with the other members of your troop
and explain to them that it's their duty
to take in this boy and to give him a
chance to make something of himself.
Show them what a fine thing it will be

Here's a good letter.
Why, it's from for the troop to do. A scout is not a
Texas, and we had a Texas question last snob, you know, and he won't keep a boy
month! These "Lone Star" boys must be out of the troop just because he doesn't
live wires.
seem to be as bright as the other members.
But do not try to crowd this lazy boy
Dear Cave Scout:
in
down your comrades' throats, so to speak.
I would like to know what you would do
If a boy in your town wanted
a case like this.
Try to persuade the fellows to accept him
to join the Boy Scouts and he had no really bad
in willingly.
qualities, but had been in the 6th Grade
Then go to the boy with some such talk
school for four years and was fifteen years old.

Fund.

W.

:

"THE OPEN DOOR TO A COLLEGE
EDUCATION," and full information about
the operation of the

you, fellows,

and tee what we can

Opinion Scholarship
29th St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me, without
Gentlemen
obligation on my part, your free booklet
134

tell

Makes
poet.
and noble-like.

TODAY!

Current

I

O,

a

time to start the bank account
which will see you through.
Fill out and send the handy
coupon for full information.

DO

Don't Like

Your Troop?

'EARNED

can be done! Thousands

their

You

to Join

Fund.

Name
Address

He

ball,
I

hasn't any get-up about him. Will not play
or run, or take exercise, but just sits around
I think if he did not have

and does nothing.

as

this

mended

"Now then, Bill, I've recomto the troop that they take you
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and the fellows have all voted in LMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIMIIIIIIMIIinillllllllllllMIMMIIII^
These scouts are a live
favor of you.
"*? <nffli'ii(M
bunch and they all expect you to make
Jf
'V
fellows
and
they'll
good. They're friendly
do all they can to help you enjoy the
of
But
and
benefits
Scoutcraft.
pleasures
they can't do it all, so it's up to you to
get busy and hustle."
Then you must take him in charge and
try to keep him interested and busy.
in,

Jt^^i^M ^/

Keep punching him up whenever you

see

And if you
slowing down.
and your comrades do succeed in waking
him up well, there aren't many other
ways in which you can do a greater service
signs

to

of his

God and your

country.

If this advice to the Texas Scout is of
any use to any other of you fellows, you're
welcome to it. I am sure Oscar will be
glad to share it with you.

consider some other phases
membership problem. Sometimes it seems mighty hard for a troop
to live up to the Scout Oath and Law
and be kind and friendly when boys apply
for membership. But it seems to me that

Now,

let's

of this troop

is the duty of a troop to extend the
fun and benefits of Scouting to just as
many boys as it is safe to handle.
But how many boys is it safe to handle?
This depends a good deal on the Scoutmaster.
Some men have more time to
give to the work than others have, and
for that reason it is possible for them
to have a large troop and to handle it
well.
Sometimes, too, a troop will have
a number of older boys in it who will
relieve the Scoutmaster of a great deal
it

Mobilize Your Strength

Shredded Wheat

of work and in this way make it possible
for the troop to have a large membership.
In other cases, where the Scoutmaster
cannot give much time to the work, and
where he has little help, it is dangerous
to extend the membership too far.
The test should be the greatest good
for the greatest number.
Certainly no
troop is justified in taking in so many
members that the work of the whole bunch
is

broken up

maintains the muscle army always at

The

a

all

WHEAT.
most

greatest strength.

for quick, active, vigorous service made on Boy
over the country is answered by
The endurance that enables them to stand the

SHREDDED

tiring strain can only be

found

in this nutritious, deli-

cious whole wheat food.

and nobody gets any good

out of the scout activities.

Here's

call

Scouts

its

little

story.

SHREDDED WHEAT

A

year

or

is the stuff that muscle is made of.
the
health of the sun and soil are in
and
of
living
vigor
every shred.

The

so
of

ago, the Cave Scout saw a bunch
scouts starting on a camping trip. They
had a cart which was pretty heavily

sportsmen, out-door men everywhere have long recognized
remarkable muscle-building, stamina-giving value. They have appreciated also the ease with which it can be served and the convenience
of carrying it and keeping it fresh.

loaded down.
Several boys were riding
and it looked as though the vehicle had
But one
just about all it could stand.
of the scouts took a notion that he would
climb on and ride too.
The cart struck
a little rut in the road and the whole

Athletes,

its

Make SHREDDED

shebang fell to pieces.
Sometimes the same thing happens to

outing

a troop.
The troop is loaded up with
just as much membership as it can posone or two boys are added
sibly stand
and the whole troop goes bump as a re-

outfit.

Its

WHEAT

a

delicious flavor

of your
always new.

part
is

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

Falls,

New York

sult.

That is why the National Council has
decided that a troop of three patrols of
eight members each shall be the standard
size for a troop.
Experience has shown
that it is difficult for the average Scoutmaster to direct the work of more than

They're paddling

Off for a Day's Sport

Canoe"

twenty-four boys and to give them their
tests so that they can advance properly
in scout work.
Of course, there are many
troops larger than this and many troops
smaller but this is the standard size.

The problem of troop membership
in

different

and towns,
waiting

list

(Continued on page 33)

is

"Old Town
chock-full of

Street,

Old Town, Maine, U.

S.

A.

Co/we

differs

In large cities
a good plan to have a
after the full membership
is

in their

Every day

QLD TOWN CANOE

49S Middle

localities.

it

down stream

to their island cave.

fun and adventure if you own an "Old Town Canoe."
It is easy to paddle, graceful, swift and strong. The craft
used by famous guides and scouts. 4000 ready all low
priced. Dealers everywhere. Send for free catalog of
canoe views.
CO.

4

Great Color Drawings by Frederic Remington
a year's subscription to
$1.00 TO-DAY

Given without extra cost with

SEND

Boys' Life.
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The

Corralled t

West Groton,

Made

Mass., Scouts
Last Summer
Raising Vegetables.
FROM SCOUTMASTER
A. G. KILUOURN.

Money

Philadelphia Naut
PHOTOGRAPH FROM CATT. CHARLES LONGSTR:

See the Scout on the Mountain?
D. CROSS, NATIONAL FIELD COMMISSIONER,
Los ANGELES, CAL.

FKOM H.

iHS5J!3g^

"When Women Vote!"
SCOUT

E.

LIFSHET. TROOP 25,

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

A Sample of B
PHOTOGRAPHED NEAR LAKE

Scoutmaster Richard T. Sweet, Concord, N. H., and
His Kitchen on Wheels.

A Flock of "Eagles" on a Cinder-Car.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUT WM. ETCHELBERGER, EAGLE PATROL,
SAXTON, PA.

PHO'I

y Scouts'

25

Magazine

the

Camera

The Start of a Hike at Fairbanks, Alaska
PHOTOGRAPH FROM SCOUTMASTER H. H. LUMTKIX.

Scouts at Signal

Drill.

CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON NAUTICAL

Franklin, Ind., Scouts Find a

New Use

Billboards.

FROM SCOUTMASTER

O. H.

BUTLER.

for

Boy Scout Statue by Dr. R.
Tail Mackenzie.
USED BY COURTESY op
Philadelphia

icout

Wood

?LERS, M'CH.,

.PH

1'nhlic-Ledycr.

Carving.
BT 0. B. BECKWITH.

A Friendly Bout in Camp.
FROM SCOUTMASTER JAMES N. ROBINSON, PUT.TON, N.

Y.

Nautical Scouts Serving Mess on Board Ship at Philadelphia, Pa.
PHOTOGRAPH FROM CAPT. CHARLES LONGSTRETH.
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SUMMER CAMPS

Distinguished Scouts
The

Medals and Badges

Litesavers

By Armstrong Perry

MINNE- WA WA ^

,?
Located at Lake nf Two Rivers, -Algonquin Provincial
UnsurPark, in the heart of Ontario Highlands.
passed for fishing, canoeing, observation of nature,
and wild animal photography. Just the camp you
have been looking for. Wholesome moral atmosphere.
Write for
Reasonable terms.
Highest references.
Booklet N. W. L. WISE, Ph. B.. Bordentown. N. J.

PETERSON
that a
LESLIE

"bluff"

is

Keport of the National Court for March, 1915

Boys often say
you can

make it good. The reason
made good ceases to be a

that a "bluff"
In the Lee W. Maurer
"bluff."
P. Paddock
case of Leslie Peterson, of Muskegon, the Leslie Peterson
"bluff" was unintentional. When, in July, Arna Gregory
1014, some men in a boat trying to locate
a

is

swimmer who had gone down, asked him

he could dive, he said "yes" before he
Boys, We Want You to Get Acquainted with
thought in fact, he didn't stop to think
it
over until he had loosened the limp
body from the weeds ten feet below the
surface of the water, brought it to the
For boys of Christian parentage, ten to fifteen years of shore, ascertained that the man was still
Beautiful grounds. Lodge. Tent for each
age, inclusive.
Resident breathing, and turned him over to the
two boys.
Every known camping attraction.
Elaborate portfolio of views, also
Tutoring.
physician.
coroner, who had covered eight miles in
Terms, $150 a season.
poster stamps *>n request.
twelve minutes, bringing a pulmotor. When
William B. Efner, DIr.. P.O.B. 223L, Schenectady, N. Y.
at last he had time to think about it he
remembered that he was not much of a
diver, but it was too late the deed was
An Ideal Summer Camp for Boys on Lake done. It's a good thing to have the kind
Twenty-Second Year. Every con- of training which enables a fellow to act
Champlain.
Waterproof
venience for safety and comfort.
would only cool his courAll land and water sports. when thinking
tents with floors.
Leaders carefully chosen college men. Best of age, and to think when action should be
if

CAMP GAHADA

CAMP CHAM PLAIN

Camp physician. No mosquitoes or mala
Number limited,
Long-distance phone.
Address Win. H.
Booklet upon application.
New
York.
72nd
270
West
St.,
Brown,
food.
ria.

delayed,

LE

Lake Kezar, Maine

Catalogs of

(or camps) in
for girls or boys?

all

free.

on.

of the prizes in our contest, (from
will soon be gone. This is your last
invitation before contest closes.

or

some

$10 to $

Prizes

)

for

DEVIL"

work done

Glass

in

Cutters.

with "RED
easy and lots

glass
It's

of fun.

send you one for lOc, also enrollment
blank and full particulars.
You'll be glad and proud you took part in it.
Write today so you won't forget.
We'll

SMITH

& HEMENWAY CO. Inc., 'S.?K

BOYS!
l;ir

,tart

You Can Earn

$5. to $20. a

Week

GROW MUSHROOMS
Small beds which
barns, sheds, etc.
Webster
often produce $20 to $60.
writes: "I can
Little Rock,
make more money out of It than

.luiii-s.

Herbert Ficken-

anything else."
\vorth.
Chicago,

writes:
"I am
and selling mushrooms
picking
every day." Other boys are making money in this business why

shouldn't you?
tion
A.

Get free informaWrite today.

how

to

V.

Jackson.

start.

FALMOUTH
MUSHROOM CELLARS. Inc.. 350

Gifford

Only

Street,

Mushroom Farm

Scientific

Fal mouth.
in U. S.

Mass.

AMAZING PROFITS
M rsilRIMtHS. Anybody can add $s to^oper
;uk

t-i tliL-ir

uwiriK

income, in spare time, entire year

mushrooms in cellars, eheds, barnsI tell you where to sell at highest

v-*. e t'.
ices.

Free Illustrated Instruction Booklet

HIRAM BARTON, 373 W. 48ih

St..

New York

4,

1914, he

The

face

wings

the surthe water,

at

stopped

Main

American Schools' Association
tained for all schools.
Write. 1050 Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.

Your chance W?N $10. Cash

Louis.

St.

Louis, Michigan
Perry, Iowa
Muskegon, Mich.
Harlan, Ky.
3t.

LETTERS OF COMMENDATION.

W.

Harlan, Kentucky
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Perry, Iowa
Perry, Iowa
Subulla, Iowa

MacLeod

T.

EAGLE SCOUTS.
To win

Silver Ea^le these First Class
Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
honor given for winning Merit
Badges.
St. Paul, Minn.
Herbert P. Page
Donald Metcalf
Glenwood, Minn.
Louis Carnes
St. Paul, Minn.
Kiver Edge, N. J.
Milton B. Sackett

the

It is the highest

LIFE

AND STAR

of

but the boy

ten
When

feet

he

went
further.

came up

SCOUTS.

Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
athletics, life saving, personal health and public
health.
Star Scouts have five badges in addition
Life

to these.

H. Livermore

Gorman Mattison
Burdette Green
B. B. Wilson
Daniel Carter Beard

James E. Roy
George T. Purves
Cecil

Pickard

Total

Number

of

Washington, D. C.
Plat Kock, N. C.
Flat Rock, N. C.
Washington, D. C.
Flushing.

I.

Washington, D. C.
Merit Badges Issued.
.1,207
.

.

Comparison of the Report of National
Court of Honor for March, 1914, with
that for March, 1915.
Merit Badges
Eagle Badges

1914

1915

1,023
5

1,297
4
11
11
4

2

5

he grabbed for the Life Badges
Scout, Maurer.
Star
wings, but missed HonorBadges
Medals
them and went down again. He was un- Letters of Commendation
der for the third time when Scout Maurer

caught him. The story of the rescue was
told in fifty-one words in his affidavit.
What is the difference between a Boy
Scout and a pair of water wings? A Boy
Scout is not a "hot air" proposition.

L.

N. Y.
[ndianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Washington, D. C.
Flat Rock, N. C.
Buffalo,

"stunt"
diving in Lawrence T. Prentice
ten feet of water Ralph W. Yaw
Frank B. Wilson
with water wings

I

C. Last Invitation

in

saw a boy try a new

INFORMATION and FREE
S

Boarding Schools
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

Maurer

Scout

On June

woods, lakes and. While
Unique combination of
Mountains. Woodcraft, fishing, canoeing, mountain climb
8 to 1I. Personal care. Prop. Dr. E. H. Arnold,
ing. Boys
Yale University. Mrector endorsed by Ernest Thompson
Seton. Address H. C. WENT. Director, Bridgeport. Conn.

.

(Bronze.)

John F. Fallen
Jack Hurowitz
Vere SIcDermott
Barton Bills

F.

MAURER

E

lives

CAMP KINAPIK
Maine

HONOR MEDALS

all right if

mott

received

letters

of

commendation

for their brave though unsuccessful effort.

ARNA GREGORY

mon himself
JOHN

Since Solo-

gave up trying to explain
PADDOCK A spectator at a the ways of a man with a maid, the Nagame will sometimes see mistakes of tional Court of Honor did not attempt to
which the players are not conscious. Life- find out why the young man and the young
woman younger in judgment even than in
saving is more than a game, but the same
Paul Paddock, sitting years started to swim across the Clover
principle applies.
on a spring-board at "Hauserman's Bend" Fork of the Cumberland River at Harlan,
in Beaver Creek, at Perry, Iowa, saw a Ky., on May 29, 1914, without making any
for safety in case of accident.
boy who could not swim step from the provision
shallow water near the opposite bank into A boat, a log, a plank any old thing
the deep, swift current.
Hearing him which would float and bear the weight of
but a person would have made it safe, yet they
cry for help, Paul jumped in at once,
two Scouts who were nearer beat him to started without putting anything of th:
He saw them pulled under by kind where they could reach it. About
Ihe spot.
the frightened boy it was an object les- thirty feet from shore the young lady beHer escort
son on what not to do. Seizing the drown- c'ame frightened and sank.
the arms, he tried to save her and failed went under
ing boy from behind, under
turned him on his side.
Watching out twice himself.
John Arna Gregory, a first-class Scout,
for the frantic grab which is always
made in such cases, he kept his best grasped the seriousness of the situation.
aim free and quickly covered the ten With a few sturdy strokes he brought the
Her strangling companion,
leet which separated him and his charge girl to safety.
from safety. The rescue was performed relieved of that responsibility, saved himA bronze medal was awarded to
so promptly that the rescued was able self.
He made the rescue so
to walk up the bank as soon as his feet Scout Gregory.
Scout Paddock has a neatly that the risk which he ran was
touched bottom.
bronze honor medal and the other two scarcely apparent at the time, but the
Scouts Barton Bills and Vere McDer- danger was there, nevertheless.

PAUL

1
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CAMP TIMAGAMI
The pioneer
present
'

Scouts' Questions

camp

boys'

Canada.

of
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Clarke.
Cochrane, Upp
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W.

Rd.,
K ingsbridge
Bronx Borough, N. Y.; or
Canada College. Toronto. Ont.

CAMP WYONEE

BOYS

for
LONG LAKE, HARRISON. MAINE.

Tin' lK>st boys' camp in
plete fiiuipiiieiit fur all

Dr.

Q.

Can

a

the

change

troop

age

limit

of

joint m.i nn'int"'i'x front tn','lr<< l
}<n<rti'nn and
ttitike
a
trou/t
requirement that every
ho;/ tHlniitti'd inn tit be ui:i.-r 4 ft. 11 in. in height?
its

ran

tario.

for

Their

Tinia-

Forest
naini
Jtcsorve, On-

Maine. Very com-

Just the
Scout Commissioner on the
life buys like.
camp staff- Exactly??'; of the campers of
1913 came back last summer. Wyonee boys
won 47 prizes, including ten silver cups,
in 11114. Send for elaborate book of pictures, request for which must fume from
boy's parents. Early enrollment necessary.
Frederic A. Wilson. 400 Manhattan Ave.. N. Y. City.
spurts.

CAMP EVERGREEN
Situated on the shore of Big Indian Pond.
A well-planned ramp for
St. Albans, Muine.
Terms $100 for
Tutoring if desired.
boys.
Fur
booklet apply to
July and August.

Scout D.,

Illinois.

A.
While the minimum a^e limit of twelve
years of age may not be changed, a troop has
the privilege of restricting its membership in any
way that it desires, providing that such restrictions do not conflict with any of the regulations
of the National organization and that they have
the approval of the Scoutmaster and Troop Committee.
It is doubtful if it is wise to make any
physical qualification.
Is
there any such thing as "Lone Scouts?"
Q.

Scout P., Washington.
If a boy wants to join the Boy Scouts
A.
America and he doesn't know of any troop
near him, he should write to National Headquarters asking for the name of the nearest
National Headquarters will ;is-k
Scoutmaster.
the nearest Scoutmaster to let the boy join his
even
though he can not attend the troop
troop,
Of
meetings more than once or twice a year.
the
"Lone Scout" will have to learn
course,
the work by himself from the Handbook, with
the assistance of letters from the Scoutmaster
and from National Headquarters. He will have
to arrange with the Scoutmaster to take his
examinations at such times as he can go to the
headquarters of the troop.
What is meant by the word "billeted"?
Q.

48

B. D.

WEEKS

Hyde

Park, Maes.

CAMPING GROUND

X,-i,nt

shore of river. Magnificent, site, in midst of
historical section,
splendid walks, boating,
Adjoining property is simple
bathing, sailing, etc.
throe room cabin and Mi acre of ground also for
rent.
Inquire of Geo. I. Titus, 43 E. 19 St., N. Y. C.
west

most

CAMP RUSHING WATERS
In the Catskills. Facing Double Top Mts. Open
1st to Sept. 15th.
For boys and young
Wall tents, wooden floors, army cots,
also large Administration Building with all
Mountain climbing, fishing,
improvements.
All or part of
swimming, baseball, tennis.
season.
Address R. L. Marsans.
SHANDAKEN, ULSTER CO., N. Y.

June
men.

D.,

concealed foes
sometimes called
Paisno; belongs to the family of cuculidae. The
American road-runner is the Geococyx Californius, or, in a language which everyone can
Dun Beard.
understand, the ground cuckoo.
In time of war would a Boy Scout be
Q.
In- fi-id and take part in
called upon to end r
the actual firing?
Scout H. J. F., Conn.
A.
No.
The Boy Scouts of America is a
non-military organization and its members are
subject to no military duty except that which
might be expected of any American citizen in a
national emergency.
In some books I have read I have seen
Q.
the statement that two smoke signals indicate
In the Handbook for Boyy there is a
(lixti-i'xs.
of

I

Oxford.

in

15.

On

of 1200

feet.

/

12 years.
Send for c-atalog of whichi'vcr M-lmol
interests you. Address

SUPERINTENDENT'S
AIDE

Summer Schools
Culver, Indiana

Culvei

(On Lake Maxin

SUMMER CAMP, New Bloomf ield Academy
Outdoor sports of
dent
ful

all kinds, under care of resiInstruction if required.
Health-

master.

outdoor

Valley.

life

among

the

Every boy taught

hills

of

Sherman's

swim.

to

Eight weeks from July 5 to Aug. 30, $60; no
For full information or enrollment, address D. C. Willard, Headmaster, Box M, New
Bloomrield Academy, New Bloomlield, Pa.
extras.

amp

a -*^la
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For Boys. On Lako
Mendota, Wisconsin.

Beautiful

Location.
Unquestionably one
of the beet equipped, best conducted, and
most reasonable campi In the country. We
guarantee everything at the camp to be ai represented in the catalog.
We give boys a very pleasant and most profitable vacation the kind they
want, and the hind their parents wish them to
have.
Free booklet.
Address Capt. F. G. Mueller.
IM
Madison, Wlc.
Chicago Office: 1515 Masonic
Tel. Central 3902.
Temple.

Cat-tin

.

CAMP
ALGONQUIN
On Asquam
Would you

Lake, N. H.

like to

have the best time this summer

you have ever had, with baseball, buntball, tenni,
wimmlng and rowing and at the same time learn
about birds, treea, flowers, plants, the stars all of
nature's wonders? Tome to Algonquin and improve
physically and mentally.
for boys who
Tutoring
want it. References required Circular free. Address
EDWIN OE MERITTE. 815 Beyliloo Street. B.iton. Mast.

xtttt,>itn-nt

your mind for danger.

Dan

Beard.

Bear Mountain

Camp

Cranberry Lake, Adirondack M'ts.
This camp is snuggled among the trees on the
shore of the lake, 1600 feet above sea level, surrounded by a picturesque game country Fishing,
hunting, canoeing, Swimming and all the delights
of the health giving Adirondack.
Illustrated Boolelet and full particulars by addressing J. M. Balderson, Prop'r, Wanakena, N. Y.

Earn Money Shipping Paper
The Boy Scouts of Vermillion, O., W. E.
Childs, Scoutmaster, recently shipped 4,360
pounds of old books, magazines, catalogues

TO HIRE
Camp

acres at Point
2^/2
Bathing, Boating,
Fully equipped with
army sleeping, cook and mess tents,
with all necessary equipment, large

grounds,

Pleasant, N.
Fishing, etc.

H

8 to

t'nr

tress.

Camp
Topanemus
FOR BOYS
For buys

In

for

;

CAMP
VA*VrVl\.l-r
V"/\Wir OXFORD

elevation
building.

c'jin't

Illinois.

A.
Soldiers are often lodged in private homes
the districts in which they are mobilized.
This practice is known, as "bilMinu."
What kind of a bird is the road-runner?
Q.
Scout L. S. Oklahoma.
A.
The road-runner is a western bird sometimes called chaparral-cock, but in the West
known as the road-runner because of its habit
of running along in front of one on the road.
In the times of hostile Indians, a road-runner
was a good picket or advance guard, giving

that three smoke signals indicate disWhich is correct? Scout S. B,, Maryland.
A,
According to the Ethnological Report of
the United States Government, three smoke sigthree gun shots in suen;frs indicate distress,
r.-ssnjii
are a call for help, three whistles of
Three
a steamboat are serious cause for alarm.
is
almost invariably a call for help, a cry of
distress, or a notice that something serious hatKeep three
happened, or is about to happen.

an Ideal Summer
C amp for Boys
Maine.
Seven miles from Poland Springs.
Land and water sports of every kind. Public Opinion Club.
Mountain climbing.
Deep-sea fishing.
Tutoring, if desired.
Library and Reading Room.
Athletic prizes.
Talks on Boy Problems. First aid
to the injured, etc.
A two months' summer vacation full of delight and instruction.
"I recommend Camp Oxford without reserve as a healthful,
"
happy, helpful summer place for boys
liisln-p
E. H. Hughes. Booklet. Address A. F. Caldwell, A.M.
Green Castle. Indiana.

-i

in

warning

For rent for summer 1915 2 acres nf land, part
woods and part clear, on side of a mountain overlooking Hudson River, 37 miles from New York, on

I"
Without
them
you
Imagine what a summer can
your son what it is .|.im
other men's sons whu will
some day be your boy's competitors.
Naval.
Cavalry
and
Woodcraft
hit in
Schools,
open to boys as young as

BUI

of

t

MR. and MRS.
Summer St.

catalogs have
made many s
exclaim: "If I could only be
again and go to Culver thii

father
a hoy

SUNAPEE, N.
Lake Sunnpee at an
Tents and administration

Little

J.,

enough for 75 people, surrounded by
Pine and Cedar trees. Climate very
Send for
Literature.
Reservation by week or month.

Boating and swimming under safe re
All field and water sports.
Fresh farn
food. For booklet, address
J. D. HOLLENBECK
Freehold Military School
Boi O
Freehold, N.
strietiims.

healthful.

Serg'l.L.W.Carkhuff, (Scout Master Troop 17)
Care of Battery B Field Artillery of
Elizabeth, N. J.

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Say, Boys!
Have you made up your mind what
you are going to be? Shall it be a trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? ITow
would you Like to become a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Enjrraving? it is a nice,
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, Bradfession,

ley
fill!

Polytechnic
particulars.

Institute,

Peoria,

111.,

asking

for

W

and newspapers to the New London
Paper Company, of New London, Ohio.
The picture shows the papers tied up
ready for shipment. On this first order
the scouts cleared $15, which will be used
to help

defray troop expenses.

In answering advertisements
please

mention BOYS' LIFE
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[A'o advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exin stamp matters.
1'i-rt
Kindly report any un-

satisfactory service.]

THE WAR MAY END THESE POSTAGE STAMPS
Turkey,
European War Packet
Belgium,
;

England,

(HTiiiiiny.

France,

Russia,

Bosnia,

and Austria-Hungary 50
all different, 25c.
Approval sheets at 50%
discount.
Albums 30c to $55.00. List and
Scott's Catalogue, 1000
monthly paper free.
Servia

Japan,

paper

pages,

covers,

85c

;

cloth

$1.00

post

free.

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN COMPANY
127 Madison Avenue, New York City

STAMPS.

108 all different.
Transvaal. Ser
Peru. Cuba, Mexico, Trinidad.
1000 Finely
and album, lOc.
65 different U. S., 25c.
1000
Mixed. 20c.
*
5c.
hinges.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent.
List Free.
I buy stamps.
Stegman, 5951 Cote Brilliants Ave., St. Luls, Mo.
,.

I
1

C.

Java.

Brazil,
etc.

,

ILL BARGAINS-Postage 2c.

UNITED STATES

125 Varieties inc. Rev. . . .50c
500 Mixed. Old & New..lOc
40 Varieties Cut sq. Env.l9c
10 Civil War Rev. Long..lOc
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n the most-used values. But then there
a great variety of opinion as to what
ere the most important things in his
so more discussion starts.

life,

nd

SOME REMARKABLE COLLECTIONS

JO"
DrtCTCD
QTA1MDQ W
UolUK olAlVlrO
lection

already have a colwhy not add to it
by means of our Poster Stamps? If you are not a collector why not start Now to collect these fascinatmc
Stamps? Our price list and a sample will be sent upon
LONG-FOX POSTER
receipt of a two cent stamp.
STAMP COMPANY. 1339 Main Street. Buffalo, N. Y.

The Boy

i

I told you about the Noak's Ark collecon a scout showed me, but when I did so
had no idea I was to be told of more

ovt-lties

Weekly information about

all

is
best in the Stamp
$1.00
\Vurld.
Subscription
per year. 10 weeks trial lOc.
Enter the subscription contest now. Philadelphia Stamp
Est. April 1.
News. 1708 N. 18th Street. Phila.. Pa.
1910.
5 medal awards.

STAMP NEWS

that

Coin Value'Book. 4x7. 'Get posted; it may mean your
C. F. CLARKE & CO.. Coin Dealers,
good fortune
Bux 10, Le Roy, N. T.

Btamps from
a |j t-ountries,
free.
Postage
2c.
Mention this paper. Large album,
If possible send names 2 collectors.
We buy stamps.
100

STAMPS

all

different

"

]

QUAKER STAMP

Toledo, Ohio

CO.,

Dandy Packet Stamps, Big Illustrated L
Free coupon. Sample Peelable Hinges,
JJ 15
For name anil address 2 active Stamp Col
Etc., Etc.

&

lectors

U. T. K.

2c postage.

Stamp

Co..

Utlca, N. Y.

in

the

collecting

line.

Up

to

have had to comment on a picture
allei-y collection, with more or less history
ttached to each portrait; a map pajrr as
tiown in stamps; a flower series; pages of
ate, I

ailroad trains (or a transportation series)
nd several attempts at specializing a sinle issue, the best of these being a very
lever set of pages on the "triangle," 1894,
The scout here has transJ. S. series.
erred to his album, by means of careful
ketches and hand-printed notes, the cataig information concerning the "triangles,"
nd all the information in Mr. Power's
ook on U. S., as well as quantities printed,
tc.
If he keeps on, his U. S. collection
It is
('ill
rival that of Lord Crawford.
wonderful how these things, in company
vith specimens of the stamps they illusrate, have many times the interest they
lave when printed alone in a reference

S
..'

stamp dictionary and

105. China. &c..
3.000 bargains 2c. Tata. stps. of world 12c. Agents,
A. Billiard
per cent.
Co., Sta. A9, Boston. Mali.

list

That is why I counsel your doing
that you can in one country or series,
Jefore leaving it for another.

&

ATTFNTIRN
flncnuun

I
.

Stamp Album, 560
and 100 Tarieties< 5c>

Illustrated

^^

WRIGHT,

210

Tyndale

St.,

WE CAN

FIND

We

Mass.

can't, many of us, afford to collect
>erfect unused stamps.
People who can
afford to, can also afford to be fussy.

We

$1.

10 countries lOc. 22 different 25c. 75 dif.
20 di/
of 4 centuries $1. 1000 mixed J8.
Baldwin Coin Ex.. Box 1083, Richmond, Va.

who wan ' s an JEastman Kodak, a
Docket Kiiife Tool Kit, a Spalding baseball glove, or who needs

ANY ROY

or wishes to earn a DOLLAR to
pass his 2nd class SCOUT'S test, is asked to write
Let us send you our list of BOYS' PREMIUMS
and tell you how you can easily earn one or all
Be one of the thouof them in your spare time.
sands of busy boys this spring.

spending money,
us.

SATIN-SHEEN PRODUCTS
Dept-

New

A.

CO.
Britain,

Conn.

BOYS: A SPALDING BASEBALL UNIFORM

to Boys' Life will be
given to you fur a few hours of your spare
Sell your friends only 36 shoo
time.
This is all
sh outfits at 35 cents.
If you sell 72 outfits, we also
ask
Send 12
>ou bat. ball and mil.

and one year's subscription

cents in
and
stumps
we send you

(sample

outfit.

prepaid.

STEWART BROTHERS, 715 Lexington Avenue. New York

The Revised

Handbook for Boys
The Manual

for all Scouts

Fascinating to all Boys

BEST
YET
Some

Thirty-two more pages than were
in the
thirty

New
of the

Some
original edition.
illustrations.
additional
In Six Colors.

Corer

NEW

Features in it:

Merit Badge ReMerit Badges, illustrated
quirements, chanced and brought up to date; New
Scout Regulations: How to Fell a Tree; How to
Handle a Canoe; New Codes; Games to play; Indian, whistle and other signals, etc., etc.

New

25

:

CENTS AT BOOKSTORES
or sent postpaid for 30 cents.

Ammunition.
.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for

BOY SCOUTS

are the most popular cartridges ever
because "they hit where you aim."

made

A

Book for Boy Scouts
Write for our free book, "How to Use Firearms." We'll mail it without charge.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.
New York

2311 Trinity BuilHing

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY General Selline Ajents.
SELBY SMELTING 4 LEAD COMPANY. San Francisco

CAN EARN
BOYS! YOUMONEY

our rubber stamps, stamping devices and supUsed in every office, factory, store and home
plies.
Practical guaranteed products on which we pay liberal
cunmiissions.
Send 25 cents today for sample stamp of
your name with self-inking pad and our complete illusIf you want intrated catalog with full particulars.
delible outfit for marking Scout Uniform, etc., send 50
You can bewish.
what
and
state
wording
you
cents
come our representative in your locality.
selling

PICK THE BEST

spaces, 250

Roslindale.

U. S. Cartridges (in the red, white and
blue boxes) were first made for Boy
Their success was so striking
Scouts.
most extliat
today thousands of the
America use U. S.
perienced shooters in

iook.
11

STAMPS.

Boys, It'sYour Ammunition!

Cincinnati, Ohio
can simply pick the best we can, and, when ECONOMY MFG. CO.
opportunity offers, trade it for a better
one. To my mind, the things to be learned
are still in evidence in a used copy. Far
setter a used copy than no copy, and even with a present of a package of beautiful
a poor copy is more to the eye and mind Engravatone Calling Cards, an exquisite
50 cards with beautithan a blank space.
birthday present.
ful leather card case, with initial in gold,
Free samples submitted.
WHAT Is NEEDED TO BEGIN

Your Mother

Surprise

.

A

teacher in a school in Louisiana asks
what he needs to get his boys started right.
This is such an important question to all
You
in full.
leginners that I answer it
need a catalog, an album (or loose sheets
:o make one), good hinges, some stamps
and patience. Also, as the best way to
handle stamps is "not to handle them," get
a pair of stamp tongs or tweezers. They
can work
*eep your stamps clean and you
faster ,-fter you get used to handling thc-m.
Don't forget that every stamp variety
neans something learned, something new
o understand and perhaps an added date
:o help you in your other studies.

These Cousins Don't Quarrel.
cousin and I have a nice little trick
For instance, it
of preventing disputes.
has happened that the two of us and my

My

My
elder brother have gone bathing.
brother is through with his bathing and
Other
home.
be
carried
to
his
suit
leaves

FRANKLIN ART

CO., Box

3, Little Falls,

N. Y.

A BUSHEL OF FUN. For ten
you prepaid. 1. Directions
It
Aerial railway attachment.
climbs the kite-cord to any height desired rfnd releases
a parachute or other aerial toy. Then returns for anAll the boys will
3.
Special Agency offer.
other trip.
Be the first yourself.
want one when they see yuurs.
The Hammond Specialty Co.. Dept. A.. Trenton. N. J.

BOYS ATTENTION.

cents
for

in

coin

making a

we

send

will

kite.

2.

RINGS &

MEDALS

Av BOOrt OF DESIGNS FREE
C.

GROUSE

CO.

ATTIEBORO MASS. BOX

WANT

A

A-19

MERRY-GO-ROUND?
Home

Hearings and parts for splendid Ball-Hearing

lireat amuseAlmost runs itself,
Merry Uo-Round.
Sell
Full directions to make it in an luiur.
ment
for
Write
particulars.
friendst
vour
Boston
Hub
IVHg. Co.. 391 Atlantic Aye..

Specialty

nrrlPIAI Srnut Axe and Sheath or
UrrllilHL
B hen with deliyery

Scout Compasscharges paid, to

any Boy Scout for selling 12 cans of Ashworth's Ivy
Brand Baking Powder. Other premiums if desired. No
Send post card now for particulars and
Mi.ricy needed.

as to who
boys would start quarreling
n
should carry the suit, but we just settle it Ashwortl| Chem. Co.. Dept. B. Wappingers Falls. N. Y.
the
first
decide
We
evens."
by "odds and
number of times we have to win till it is
SA Y BO^S iff
decided. We are both glad to try it, since
BUILD THIS
BLERIOT
outwill
he
that
believes
each one of us
RACER
abided
we
have
always
guess the other, and
us
saved
has
it
sure
by the result. I'm
many a quarrel. Harry Jaffe, Brooklyn, THE MODEL SUPPLY HOUSED Dept. S, 5O3 Fifth Ave.. N. Y.City
N. Y.
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HAW HAW

CORNER

All For

Warranted

Best
Tool

The

Steel

Diary of a Boy Inventor
More of Jimmy's
By

GUSTAVE VERBEEK

went

A Real Pocket Tool
Kit for

It was a caution the way that thing
rolled till it seemed to be fairly buzzing
;iround the yard. Finally the hen got her
neck through one of the meshes and ran

CIQO
$|00

Scouts

her own head, and
squawking with her feet up
There's something wrong

SPECIAL TO SCOUTS
Read again our offer to Scouts in April
for
Send $1.00
Boys' Life, page 38.
At least \vrtte for special offer.
sample.
Sanctioned by Committee on Scout Supplies,
Boy Scouts of America.

NOW

APRIL 10

New York. N. Y.

94
Styles

Hooray! I have invented a
new kind of hawkproof chicken
came from my overhearing Uncle Henry

APRIL 2

Delivered Y% FREE
Choice of

caught her,

It's

fun sometimes to

I

guess

let the

imagination play on the crazy possibilities
of some of the funny things around us.
folding hat rack has always appealed to
me with its peculiar extending propensities.
I think all boys have at some time
or other been fascinated with the way a
slight scissors movement will send the long
arm shooting out at lightning speed.
Therefore, Jules Verne fashion, I have
composed out of dreams a direct -push,
I should
crankless, sprocketless bicycle.
like to bet it can be done.
Some day if

A

CHASE SPECIALTY CO.

on Approval and 30 days Trial

I

in the air.
in the applica-

tion of this principle to a hen.
I'll have to try it on a duck.
They are more calm.

SEND Sl.OO TODAY AND
GET YOUR KIT PREPAID

Pearl Street

!

over

A
Get one XOW fur tlmt ninipiiifi ti ip
compact nickel case, contains 37 PRACTICAL
TOOLS of High-Grade steel. The ideal KIT
for the "hike," or in camp.

113-G

Big Ideas

hicken
t

tiling

a

!

another

man

that he lost over a

mndred chickens one year when he
hem run around in the fields.

let

"I keep them shut in now," said he.
They would do better if I could let them
as
lut, and cost less to feed, but as sure
'.

do, something seems to get them."
brain got to working.
Right away
hen could be made into a sort of hedge-

my

\

have an armor
log, I thought, if it could
But
jf spikes harnessed around its back.
but write t da v for our biz

CCIIH UP!'
UntlC V ms catalog ot"aneer
NU BlUNtl
SEND
'iu
and Sundries at prices so low
(/if!/

Bicycles. Tires
new Oder
attonish you. Also particulars of our sreat
month s tree
to deliver you a Ranger Bicycle on one
to
you.
cent
without
a
expense
trial
you can make money taking orders for bicycles.
handI
tires, lamps, sundries, etc. from our big
somecataloe. It's free. It contains "combinationoffers
low
cost.
new
at
like
very
old
bicycle
for re-fitting your
Also much useful bicycle information. Send for it.
Nooneelsecan
I ntil rACTARY DRIPFC direct to '
FACTOKT PHIOta^., ?ucyou.
h Taluea and such
terms You cannot afford to buy a bicycle, tires or sundries
Write now.
without/irsf learning what we can offer you.

DfWC
DU O
LOW

MEAD CYCLE

Dept. c-17 CHICAGO, ILL

CO.,

Boy Scout should

ride one

of these
EVERY

Just the
fine bicycles.
thing for a long trip in the country.
EMBLEM MFG. COMPANY, Angola, N. Y.

HURRAH FOR THE UNICYCLE
Boys run, then sit down and coast ii
side this single hoop. It's the lates
and best health and fun producer in
venteil.
Boys, you don't know wha
real fun is until you ride in the Uni

The Season

cycle.

ends Nov.

starts April I and
I give agents' prices to
so they can buy one anc
after school hours at a goot
I.

Boy Scouts
sell

them
Boys go wild over the Unicyclc

profit.

me at once for circular
Aeents' best prices.
Thomas E. Bemis, Indianapolis, Ind
WriU

1

kind.
Imagine a chicken in a harness of any
would flutter itself crazy in twenty minXext I thought of snails and turtles.
utes.
Couldn't a hen be made to drag along its
own little house into which it could duck
Harts nut whenever danger was nigh?
That wouldn't do.
ness again
Then it suddenly came to me like a flash the
boys see a human kangaroo shoot past,
Every chicken its own chicken coop. Go they will know it's Jimmy, the boy inNo harness. Safe from
in any direction.

It

!

!

ventor.

proof, rat proof, skunk
All
proof, top, bottom and every side.
APRIL 14 I took a stroll down to the
that is needed is a sphere of wire netting
and had a look at my Man
around the bird. Rolls wherever she wants river today
which I made last year
Is open so she can pick up worms Friday Catamaran,
to go.
from the directions in Dan Beard's book.
and things. Plenty of fresh air, too.
stunt

overy side,

hawk

This year
Simple, isn't it?'
But some of the world's greatest inventions have been of the simple sort.
APRIL 3 Uncle Henry doesn't think
much of my patent poultry protector. He
says I'll never get a merit badge on it unless for the drawing.
APRIL 4 Uncle Henry is right. It won't
work, at least not on hens. I made i\\?
I bent two pieces of chicken wire
thing.
over a round stone, put the hen inside and
There was
joined the halves together.
nothing- the matter with the workmanship.
The sphere was as true as the eye could

make

I

am

going to try a new

it.

In a square formed by the side
I am going to tack
a heavily painted piece of water-tight canshe made
vas.
This will form a sort of floating
denly and humped her from behind. This
seemed to annoy her. She took a bigger step pocket on which one could squat. At night
to escape it, she got a bigger bump; and it will be perfectly spiffy to sleep on it.
then she got real peevish, and away she Just like a floating sheet.' There would be

But the hen!
She just didn't seem

to take to it. When
a step the thing rolled too sud-

with
logs

it.

and the end pieces
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th
almost nothing between my skin and the
Talk about
rising and falling water.
at it?
cradles of the deep could you beat
Note How about snapping turtles,
les, etc?
A fellow might feel a little nervoius with
i,l,.
so thin a protection between his hide
and
:

Ad

This
is

To

50c

Worth

You

Be a Booster

.

be as proud of it as dad
reel, because the Tripart is as

is

will

any reel in dad's
what it costs.

as

the

10, Richmond, Va., won the signaling championship of that city at the
annual signaling contest held recently.
These boys sent and received correctly the
following message: "Ask for the old paths,
which is the good way, and walk thereon,"
.;nd their time was one minute and fifty

f

fj-

^3^~)-'-

I

of his

outfit,

no matter

Built Especially for

Boy
Boy Scouts

for 30 Jays only.

guaranteed,

or

money
back,

want

if

of America.

for Catalog

made
Meisselbach

to attach

to

Scout Haversack

.

Boy
.

.

&Bro.

making

J.

reel,

DON'T BLAME

THE REEL
"o i-

at a critical moment.
a chance to fail you

you

if it fails

Don't give

n->it

t

never will

The scouts in the picture are:
Samuel Anderson, Taylor Coleman, Frank
McFaden, and De Witt Fanar. They are
seconds.

all first class scouts.

From a Scoutmaster
From Damoh, India, a letter

acid.

It

abso-

.ately prevents
rust. Apply it to rod
joints, they will come
apart easily. Use on rod,
it's
good for wood proj
notes pliability. Rub on line,
revents rotting. Trial bo,ttle
sent FREE by
3 IN ONE OIL CO.
42 ELR. Broadway New York City

Rogers Silver State Seal

Souvenir Spoon!
Het this genuine, guaranteed 1881
State Seal Souvenir
Rogers ASpoon of your own state. They certainly are beauties. You never saw
The pattern is
anything lovelier.
1

simply exquisite. They embody the
new idea of smooth, large, bowl
and the elaborately decorated hanThe kind women love. A heavy
dle.
noble,
deep cut state seal design
:

The quality
elegant.
of the spoon is the very best, solid,
modern and

and rich.
They are
spoons you will be proud to own.
The illustration gives you only a

substantial

idea of the exquisite loveliThese
the whole effect.
spoons are made and guaranteed
by the time honored firm of Wm.
A. Rogers, which stands for finest
designing, highest grade of workmanship and longest wear. Every
spoon is wrapped in the original

faint

ness

of

guarantee

certificate.

from 50

These spoons

to 75c each.

Special
introductory price 15 cents each. 3?
additional for postage on one spoon
and Ic for each additional spoon.
We need ambitious, energetic and
reliable men and women to repreExclusive territory. This
sent us.
is a high grade clean proposition.
Your opportunity grasp it address
retail

;

If they are given a

chance they

will

feet

=
3
3
3
3

Either outfit sent postage

5

free.

ABBEY & IMBRIE

I

|
'

Makers of" Fishing Tackle that's Fit for Fis/iing"

18 Vesey Street,

New York

S

City

Established 1820

nliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHHi

IIIIIIMII

IIIIR

make

contest with our scouts at home.
always take boys with us for a hunt.
barefooted.
are
"They can walk through
They
They seem to be able
the jungle very quietly.
The natives do not
bush.
the
between
to see
have guns and the deer do not fear them. When
he
the
the guide sees
deer,
stops and gets under
move slowly towards him and then
cover.
black buck are the
The
deer.
try to stalk the
most common of the game.
see
new
things from AmerThese boys like to
let him use our
ica.
boy was just here.
typewriter.' He wrote the alphabet and his name.
He took the paper with him. How proud he was
I am quite sure that
of his new achievement.
these boys will take up the ideas of scouting in
such a manner. So they are all possible scouts
and India will profit by having such boys for
the new India.

We

nickel -plated

and drag; 75

who can

We

We

A

Official

Announcements

Xational headquarters has been put to con
siderable expense in returning to the senders
small balances sent in excess of the amounts necThese
essary to cover the membership dues.
excess remittances have, in a number of cases,
been caused by the failure of scout officials to
follow the directions for paying proportionate
Scout
dues and making additional enrollments.
officials are earnestly requested to make sure that
proper remittance is made. In future, no excess
fees will be returned.

The AUTO-WHEEL COASTER WAGON
Wins the Race Again
always wins the race in any fair test of
speed and that is what boys like. Goes
past the others like a flash because it has
roller bearings like a real auto. A beauty,
too. every part well finished and stronp
oval spokes steel tires
steel hub caps
that won't come off.
let
us
tell
you how you can get an
Boys,
Am., wheel Coaster Wagon FREE if you
Write today.
one
now.
can't buy

It

BUFFALO SLED CO.
131

Schenck St., North Tonawanda, N. Y.
In Canada, Preston, Ont.

talllllllllllllllllllllllllllllBllli
for Parlor,

School

Room

01

Dialogues, Speakers,
Monologues, Mtnstrelfl,
Jokes, Operetta*. Musical Pieces,
-^-^^ ^
Recitations, Tableaux, Game?,
Catalogue free.
Drills, et. Suitable for all ages.
TVs. in: -i) N Jk Co.. Dept. 18, CIUCAUO, 1LU

PLAYS

Stage,

Comic

M

;

Rogers Souvenir Spoon Co.
2252 S. Sacramento Ave.,

Mr. Ray E. Rice, formerly Scoutmaster
of Troop 19, Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Rice's
letter is as follows:
India has many boys. They are very fond of
They are always
all kinds of sports and games.
eager to hear what the boys in America are doscouts

sliding click

AA

has come

to BOYS' LIFE telling of every-day incidents and activities of boys in that farThis letter was written by
off country.

ing.

p.J"

neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired *r
in place of split Bamboo) pJ.UU

in India

Con-

3
3
s
s
3
=
s
3

r/\

of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in

1

tains no

(t>o

rod, with two tips,
a fly, bait or boat rod; quad-

multiplying,

ruple

.

=
3

Bamboo

Split

12 Congress Si.

f

3
5

assortment of sinkers; two-colored
all in a neat carrying case,
float

it.

Newark, N.

3
3
~
3
3
3

Three piece black enamel, cork
handled steel rod, with nickelplated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;
75 feet hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel
hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;

thousand boys who send us within

unreservedly

|

Scouts

Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,

FREE

reel is

mff^^f^fw

A Crack Signaling Team

we will
thirty days. $3.00 for the Tripart Reel,
a Utility Pocket Scale, a "Good
send
Luck" Scraper and a One Drop Oil Can the
This otfcr is good
total value of which is 50c.
Each

,^^<X
^F^^^^m

:

Troop

Swift and Silent

first

_^r*wx*^

=
=
=

are

anglers

Tripart Reel

To

1

UIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIHIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllli:

submarine attacks.

proud of their
tackle, no matter whether man or boy.
Every Boy Scout if he buys a
true

All

31

Magazine

Chicago,

III.

No. 542-549.

Scout

Neckerchiefs.

In answering advertisements please
mention BOYS' LIFE.
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SPECIAL OFFER
FOR BOYS

,

;

YouCanEarnAnyoftheseFine
Premiums in an Hour or Two

I

I

|

6

1

Complete,

I

Poles,

ft.

Ropes,

i

etc.

;

Given for

long,

I

(

30

Selling

Boxes
.Soap

at

,50ca
box

"
1

-XrK

I

"
=

i
|

45O29

Boys, Earn This Tent

/Vo*
Tent, Wagon

We

will send you this fine
or Lawn
|
= Swing for selling a few of our fast-selling 7-bar boxes
= of Fine Toilet Soap. You do not need any money;
just
have
father
=
or mother sign the Coupon in this adyour
= vertisement. giving two satisfactory references, such
= as your banker, doctor, pastor or postmaster, and we
= will send the Premium
you want and the soap. You sell
= the Soap at 50c a box send us the money within 30
= days and keep the Premium as
reward.

j

=
=

=
=
=
=
=

1

your

I

C.

&

R,

SOAP EASY TO SELL

I

Each fancy lace-trimmed box contains 7 assorted bars =
= of our most popular Toilet Soap sells at our low price of only =
= 60c. Spi'ak t..y...ur parents NO W-ask them to let you send for =
:

5 a whole summer's sport for you. We atn^e tu take entire ship- =
ent back at our expense, if you do not find ev
factory.

W

Just like a biff Farm
it: body ]Rx:i6 inches:
s: complete with toni

BOYS, Earn This

i

FARM WAGON

L

No. 3804

I

f beat material throughh wheels: heavy welded

!

Lawn Swing
No. 80109

4-Passenger;
painted;
just the thin
for your yar

r.iccly

Given for
Selling

30

you can earn
itinanhour
or two.

Boxes
7 -Bar
Toilet

Soap

~

IMPORTANT Your father or
sign the coupon, Fivinjf two refereno

1

CROFTS & REED CO.

=

CROFTS & REED

=
:

Dair of Bhafts.

CO..

Dept.

B

2

|

i
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The Cave

Scout

(Continued from page 23.)
has been reached and when there is some
prospect of there being an opening in
the troop, within a reasonable length of
time.
Of course, if there is no prospect
of a vacancy in the troop, it is unfair
to ask boys to stay on the waiting list.
lu such cases it is a good plan to encourage the development of a new troop
from among the boys applying for membership. Your Scoutmaster or Scout Commissioner can usually help you in getting
a new troop started.
In the smaller communities it sometimes
happens that only one troop is organized
when there is really material enough for
two good troops.
In such cases it is
desirable to have two troops organized,
since in this way a good deal of interest
can be aroused by inter-troop contests and
competitions of various kinds.
In other towns and communities there
is
only enough material for one good
In such places it is better to have
troop.
one large troop well organized than to

Magazine

BOYS!
CUT OUT THIS AD. AND
SAVE 25c. ON THE NEW $2.50

1915 Model

IDEAL THREE FOOT RACER

AEROPLANE

THE SWIFTEST, STRONGEST LONGEST FLIGHTED RACER MADE

WILL FLY

MORE

FEET OR

500

Finest Sport on Earth.

Safe, Healthful, Scientific.

No Racer like this has ever been sold before for less than $3.50. It has every point that made our
other Models famousplus many new ideas that make this the swiftest, longest flying Racer made.
SO SIMPLE IT

IN 15 MINUTES READY FOR FLIGHTS OF
FEET OR MORE
YOU WANT ONE OF THESE RACERS FOR YOUR VACATION

CAN BE PUT UP
500

Absolutely Guaranteed
Cut out
you tall

have two small ones poorly organized.
Here, too, it is a good plan to have a
It doesn't hurt a boy to be
waiting list.
required to wait a little while before obHe will aptaining troop membership.

this

Price, $2.50

ad and ta^e

get this great

it to your dealer arid ftc Will credit you With 25c., so that
Racer for only $2.25. // your dealer cannot supply you,

order direct of us.

"IDEAL" FLYERS, ready for instant flights:
for
BLUE BIRD Racing AEROPLANE, retails
$1.25
....
1.75
"IDEAL" SPEED-O-FLYER,
....
"
.65
SPEED-O-PLANE,
"
"
.25
LOOP THE LOOP GLIDER
"
are accurate and will enable you to
IDEAL" SCALE DRAWINGS EASILY
build exact duplicates of manOther lower priced

preciate it all the more when he finally
attains his ambition.
When the waiting
list gels large enough a new patrol should
be organized.
Meanwhile, members of
the troop should see to it that the prospective candidates receive careful preparation for their future work as scouts.
These considerations cover in general
the big problems of troop membership,
but there will always be some difficulty
in making individual applications, as in
the case of the Texas troop which we
In these
talked about a little while ago.
individual cases, you must always consider
whether or not the possible good you
may be able to do for the prospective
member is greater than the amount of
possible harm it will cause to the troop as

whole by receiving him into membership.
Sometimes it's a good plan to require
prospective members to demonstrate, by
their conduct and achievements, that they
The
are worthy of a place in the troop.
troop can tell a boy that he will be admitted just as soon as he has proved that
he can be a good scout. Then it's up to
If he is really sincere in his dethe boy.
sire to be a scout he will start right in to
work for his membership.

Scouts'

currying machines.

Curtiss

Pric

...
...
...

includes building and flying instructions for 3

Boat ........ 25c.

Flying

Nicunort Monoplane ........ 25c.
Monoplane ......... I5c.

Bleriot

COMPLETE SET OF SIX
"

ft.

models:

Wright Biplane ............ 25c.
Curtiss Hydroplane ......... 35c.
Cecil Peoli Racer .......... 25c.
$1.25

POSTPAID

IDEAL" MODELS AND FLYERS CAN BE HAD

FROM YOUR DEALER

Ask Any Toy, Department or Sporting Goods Store

or Write to Us.
SCHMELZER ARMS CO.. KANSAS CITY. MO.
ER & H U RLBUT. Inc.. SEATTLE. WASH.
SPELG
or^nr -mii-AT"
TiriTTTT!.
IDEAL DEALERS.
SOME
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY. BOSTON. MASS.
KIMBALL-UPSON CO.. SACRAMENTO, CAL.
Price List of Toys and Models FREE.
Complete 48 pp. Catalog of "Ideal" Model Aeroplanes and Supplies,
.

IJ

1

A

.

.,!.,..

Ideal Aeroplane

Warren

S C-,^,,1,

& Supply

$c.

and West B'way

St.

NEW YORK

,

a

- -r
Guess the Missing Letters
j
Earn This Pony

M

the two missing
a hint: Perhaps
some soldier friend of yours can
help you because the pony's name
is a military title.

Can you supply

Several other questions which have been
asked by Scouts are answered in the
Questions and Answers Department in
another part of BOYS' LIFE. Dan Beard
has helped the Cave Scout with some- of
them, and so have other officers in the
Don't miss this deheadquarters office.
partment, as you will find some very in-

letters?

number

will

sending in

have been
you
letters recently unsigned and,

of

it

the

course,

of

is

Cave Scout

and no names

be used

in

discussing

these questions, if the request is made
that they be not divulged.
Well, come again in June, scouts.
F. J. P.

this

pony.

You

the boys and
girls who win Shetland ponies every
year in the Pony Club. If you really

out of the question for
to reply to anonymous

will

be given with

are just as smart as

fellows

messages of this kind. The Cave Scout
requires that every letter submitted be
.signed
plainly with the name of the
writer.
Of course, all letters received
will be considered strictly confidential

is

Cart and Harness Too

teresting things there.

A

Here

want
Pony Man, Farm and

a Shetland

pony for your very
own, here is your chance.

The Pony Man
Fireside

will

send

mo F i^i""Send
ocuu me his
I think the pony's name is
n picture
i '1..U
and give me 1,000 Votes, also a Certificate of Membership in your Pony Club.
I \vant a Shetland Pony, so please tell me how to get one without spending

you pony pictures and
tell you all about the
other boys and girls who
have won ponies in the

a cent.

past.

Springfield, Ohio
,

My Name _
P.O.

.

R.

But you must

act quick.
Clip this

Coupon Now.

BOYS' LIFE
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TENTS
Scout Should Have One

Troop Forms an Overseas Correspondence Club
Other News About Letter Writers

and faster

the

fly

Lonesome

Corner letters to and fro across
FASTER
the United States, over the line into

Any Boy Can Do

Canada, over the oceans to other lands.

What
scout

these letters tell
school studies, games,

stories

life,

This

about

buildings, stamps, rivers, steamships,
camping plans, government, historic places,

Tents Scouts' Staffs arc used for
leather washer to staff which
poles by tacking
catches in
'/a -inch
rings sewed in top of tent.
these

In

I

See tents rolled up on
Rings all. hand- sewed.
shoulders of two end Scouts, ready for a hike.
Above "cut shows part of Troop No. 1, Boy Scouts
of America, Toledo, Ohio, with their No. 1 Army
Khiiki-Dyed Tents manufactured by us.

No.

Scout Tent

I

wall,

1

filling

Stakes
Scout
double
Duck.
Stakes
Scout
Single
Dyed.
Stakes
Scout

No. 2

No. 3

ft., center 3 ft.,
8 oz. U. S. Army
double and twisted
Complete with Poles,

4xfj

ft.

;

Khaki -Dyed,
duck.

and Ropes
Tent.

$4.00

Same

and twisted
Complete

.

Size.

8

filling

White

with

Poles,

oz.

and Ropes

3.50

Tent.
Same Size.
ordinary
Filling

Complete
and Ropes

with

8

oz.

Khaki

Poles,
3.25

Tents.
Same Size. 8 oz.
ComSingle Filling White Duck.
with Poles,
Stakes and
plete

No. 4

If

poles

are

not

wanted

duduct

5%

Special Prices in lots of twenty-five. Terms net cash
in advance unless otherwise arranged.
Special Tent
Catalogue and Samples furnished Free oa request.

THE OHIO CANVAS GOODS MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Dept. No. 10,

A SCOUT OFFICIAL'S ENDORSEMENT

:

"With the boy's welfare in mind, I most heartily endorse Tent No. 1."
(Signed) GEORGE M. PROCTOR,
Scoutmaster, B. S. of A., Decatur,

who

are writing English
of course, not
but rather well.
They should like to have their names placed
in BOYS' LIFE, and they will be very glad to

troop

;

perfectly,

3.00

Ropes

Of Mr. Metelerkamp I got your letter of Dec.
1914.
As I am a Scoutmaster of the 5th
Amsterdam Troop (Carpenter Troop), I am
going to give you some addresses of boys of my
5th,

-

111.

receive some letters of American Boy Scouts,
and start to correspond with them.
The names of the boys are the following:
Herin Heynders, Hendrik Onclin, L. J. Jorissen,
J.

BUFFALO TUOOP FORMS AN OVERSEAS CORRESPONDENCE CLUB

-*

W

ficial

find

your of-

"dog tent" (shown

above ) and everything else you
want in the big new Carpenter
Catalog for IQI5. (No. 516.1

descriptions and pictures of all the best and latest
it's
the
sure, reliable campthings
ers' guide.
You can't get along without tin-Send for it
Carpenter Catalog.
soon the earlier the better; mailed
free on request.

The Boy Scouts of Troop 24 of Buffalo
have organized an "Overseas Correspondence Club," to exchange letters through
the Lonesome Corner of BOYS' LIFE. Scout
William E. Leidt, who is the president of

master, Honorary Vice-President; Howard Bommer, Vice-President; John Ware,
Secretary, and Henry Doleman, Treasurer.

The

and we

will forward it.
your letter is to a boy in
North America or England,
If
put on a two-cent stamp.
it
is
to go to
any other
five
cents.
country abroad,

If

signaling, foreign scouts and scouts in
Georgia.
Forrest MeCutcheon, Tex.; stamps, chemistry,
debating, foreign scouts and photography.
J. R. Page, N. T.
correspond
(A. S. M.)
with assistant scoutmasters who have formerly

letics,

;

been scouts.
William Engesscr, N. Y. foreign scouts.
Tiny Barglund, S. D. American and foreign
scouts on stamps.
Andrew McNally, 111. correspond with foreign scouts and exchange pictures and postcards
with other scouts; first aid.
James Foster, Pa. electricity, wireless.
Arthur E. Harding, Mass. interested in archi;

;

;

;

;

first

tecture,

aid,

and

hikes

signaling;

patrol

Maxwell Haddox, Mich.
aviation,
cycling,
books and railroading.
John L. Holverson, Mass. exchange postcards
and stamps.
Frank Wood, Kan.
German, French and
;

English boys.
Rodolph Valentine, Iowa patrol leaders.
Claud Cross, Tex.
stamps, old coins
;

and

;

telegraphy.
Russell I. Peters, N. J.
foreign boys interested in shorthand and telegraphy.
Elmer Otis Bowyer, W. Va.
high school,
second year work, and telegraphy.
Carl H. Morrow, Tex.
English, German and
American scouts; signaling and merit badges.
Carl C. Wilhausen, Tex.; boys in Texas and
other states who go camping and on overnight
;

;

;

hikes.

Ind.
outdoor
Harold Freeman,
shanties,
sports and electricity.
17-year-old patrol
Percy Winchell, N. Y.
leaders interested in scouting and athletics.
Lawrence Sacks, Pa. (A. S. M.); foreign
scoutmasters and scouts on scout work.
Ray Dwyer, N. J. magic, aviation.
Charles Saylor, Kan.
boys in Canada interin
and
ested
in
scouts
Alaska
trapping;
Colorado.
Lee Maurer, Mich. scouts in Germany, Nor;

;

;

;

;

way and Sweden.

batch of letters sent by the
boys of this club, eight in number, have
been forwarded to the Argentine Republic, Bahama Islands, Spain, France, Belgium, England, China, and Denmark.
Here's a fine idea for any troop. Take
it up in yours now.
first

Harold H. Behrend, Wis.

;

American and

for-

eign scouts.
Elbert Brown, Va.
foreign postcards.
canoe trip between
Charles Jenrich, N. Y.
New York and Albany books, overnight hikes,
and free-hand
scoutcraft
woodcraft, campcraft,
;

;

;

drawing.

Edward Spoonhpur, Kan.

;

books and

collect-

ing stamps and coins.
Frederic N. Arviu, Jr., Ind.
troop scribes
and others on books, collecting great men's autographs, movies, and with English scouts.
Fred M. Waring, Pa.
telegraphy, manual
training and drafting.
Julius Lippman, N. Y.
Texas, California.
\Vasliington State, foreign hoys; wireless.
Lynn Miller, Okla. wireless, poultry, art and
;

THESE TOLD WHAT THEY WANT You TO
WHITE TO THEM ABOUT

Complete

correspond with
Upchurch, Tex.
I'nited States and Foreign Scouts.
.Maurice Munson, 111.; correspond with Japanese Scouts in America or Japan who can
i;ilk and write English.
stamps from North
Harry Anderson, O.

Joe

HI

J.

;

;

America.

Roy
(II-4-I Wells Street, Chi

Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the boy, in care of
BOYS' LIFE. Mail this to us

;

:

VTOU'LL

post-

;

"All members
organization, writes:
expected to write one letter per
month until they have as large a list as
they can conscientiously handle that is,
about three to five names, each in a different country."
Scout Leidt reports that the following
other officers have been elected: Rev. Rolf
P. Crum, Scoutmaster, Honorary President
Stephen Clark, Assistant Scout-

CAMP

right

leaders in California.

V. D. Berg, P. V. D. Braak.

the
are

This year's

the

age.

SCOUTS IN HOLLAND JOIN

writes:

name and

his

autographs, poultry, aviation, books, wireless, photography, coins, manual training,
magic, railroading everything, almost!
Aren't YOU in on this great sport? If
The rules are simple;
not, get in now.
read them, and write now.

Scoutmaster Casper Denis, of Amsterdam, Holland, and several of his Scouts
have become interested in exchanging letters with American Scouts, and has opened
He
a fine opportunity for our boys.

It

the way

is

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope with

cities,

tall

Note:

1915

May,

Our Lonesome Corner

IDEAL BOY SCOUT
Every

Scouts'

L.

;

;

;

manual

training.

Norman Lynch, Wash.; photography and
ing

;

hunt-

books.

Karl Cyrus Lambert, W. Va. German scouts
about war pictures and old and foreign money.
Charles Struckman, Idaho; exchange postanimals and
cards,
photographs of scenery
other things in foreign lands, United States,
;

C.

Hosteller,

111.;

hunting,

and ovprland hiking.
Donald J. Metcalf, Minn.; Scouts

in

trapping

Germany.

Thomas S. Tirnberman. N. J. western boys on
wireless telegraphy, trapping and scouting.
stamps, coins, athG. Clyde Garrett, Ga.
;

;

;

Island Possessions, Panama and Alaska.
A. E. Johnson, Utah; bird nature study.

BOYS' LIFE

1915

May,

The Boy

Scouts'
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Magazine

Francis E. Chrestien, N. Y. French boys or
American boys who write French.
William A. Niebuhr, Tex. exchange coins anil
i-tures with Philippine and Hawaiian boys.
;

KRE-MO-LA

;

Lloyd Petrie. Okla. an English boy.
(iilman Redding, Minn.; movies.
Robert Selby, O. exchange postcards.
Walter Wilson, Minn.; exchange snapshots
with boys in Florida.
Leslie Sewell, Md.
boys in India.
E. J. Bisack, N. Y. stamps.
Don M. Six, Ind. automobiling.
;

FOR

;

BOY SCOUT HOMES

;

and Every Home

KRE-MO-LA

;

;

Renews.

NEW MEMBERS WRITE

Cleans,

Brightens Rugs, Carpets, upholsiery, Clothing and Textiles.
A wonderful new material
brings out the colors gets the
dirt and germs without drudgery.

Put up

A

P. V. D. Braak, Hoi.

in 10-25-50 cent packages.

Stein,

your own home then write
for our liberal offer to

!>?!?

Boy Scouts now know.
More starting daily.
Send name of your

Id.

a

are

all

till

We

send

also

Any

S.
20

MFG.

Bob Emslie,
Ray Broome,

Deek

Winifred

Y.

Watts,

Eng.

Leslie J. Cornwell, Eng.
Robert Waugh, Scot.
F. Waugh, Scot.

Wm

Walter Sermons,
Arthur H. Eyre, Eng.
Bert Jones, S. Wales.

W.

Wm.

Scout Axe.

Eng.
Batley, Gt. Brit.

N. Hurst, Eng.
E. G. Chandler Cook,
Eng.

FAYETTE

R. PLUMB, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA. U. S. A.
sledges

Wayne

InftH,

Wis.

Ralph H. Weaver, Kan.

as
Hauil-WMmi, snft, durable, comfortable.
the South American Panama but cooler, lighter,
more dressy. Direct from maker to you $1.50 postMoney
State size and send money order.
paid.
Very
refunded if you are not perfectly satisfied.
this year.

MARTIN LOPEZ &

CO..

C-28, San German. Porto Rico.
0. Box 148.
Bank de Economias. San German.
Reference:

Burdette Frazer, Pa.

,

I.

E.'

Shepherd, L.

I.

O.
Chase, Vt.
Lee Bollinger, Okla.

please

mention BOYS' LIFE

(More names

of bnys

ordinary

any

3 1/::" long,
two "Car- Van" Steel
dadi's
the finest knife steel in the
I

Style

made from the famous Damascus sword blade formula rediscovered by us, after years of exworld

DM.

Length. 3 3/8 ".
2 Blades.

Price, $1.50.
Will hold a keener
perimenting.
edge longer than any other steel.
Unique Transparent Handles, clear as glass and tough
as horn, in which we can phirt- the owner's same and
any photo or patrol emblem desired. Our special agents'
price will enable you to make a yood profit on every
knife you sell.
Write today for further particulars of this unusual

proposition.

1

Willard Castle, Vt.
Harold C. Lincoln
Mass.
Cecil Thomasson, Ky.

appear on following

he v^anton v^utlery L*o.
Canton, Ohio

Dept. 63

.

canoes i__
Interesting

facts

about design, maworkmanship, finish. Describes models for paddling, sailing and motoring-. Quotes low
irices on highest quality ever limit. Now you can enjoy the
of canocinn in your own A
]il -;i
Kk every pa^c interesting and valuable,
ral.
Addri
KENNEBEC CANOE CO.. 8 R. R. Squrro, Waterville, Me.
terial,

O.

James Sparks, Tenn.
Gesler, Pa.
James A. Nuwash
Wynchester Cook, Mo.
Mo.
Minn.
Melvin Hosier.
Paul Williams, Va.
Joseph Huckins, 3rd
N.
Y.
Okla.
Harold Bui-dick,
Gordon Stephens, Pa.
Fred S. Steinbauer,
Ind.
Frazier,

from

V_?

different

knife.

Albert M.

Herman

distinctive

- -

Send us $1.50 for Sample Dll Knife with your name
and address and any emblem or photo In the handles.

Charles Hahn, Pa.
Glenn Maret, Wyo.
Edward Neuser, N. Y
Fred Johnston, Mich.
John A. Brookens, 111
Max Levy, N. Y.
teo.

splendid

P.ii\

Harry T. French, Conn.
Arthur T. Gowen, N. J.
Leroy E Edwards, Pa. Anthony James Dima

John

In answering advertisements

Dimbylow

Harley Taylor, Ind.

Fred Hausten, Pa.
Aaion Frank, N. Y.

Axes

Porto-PANAMA Hats
COOL AS A DROP OF DEW
Goml

P.

A.

George
Eng.

AMERICAN

Makers of the Plumb Anchor Brand Tools

stylish for Ladies

Loder, Eng.

Burton Milliner, Knu
Evelyn Arthur White
r

L.

Designed and Furnished by

VU*iy

W.

Ire.

these

knives to your
Scout friends, neighetc.
They sell on
bors,
tight beca use they a re
pocket

Capel,

Ireland.

Eng.
J.

Hatchets

John

Thomas Keane,

Henry Knight,

Cla'ude

OllPlif"V nrSl
F"iffr

selling

Davenport, Eng.
Arnold Moore, Eng.
Clan-nee
Eng.

Want!

All

You can earn some useful
money by
pocket

Cecily

Eng. A. Birch, England
Patrick Joseph O'Neill

W. Ruse, Eng.
John Roberts, Eng.
Frank Musk, Eng.
Guy Henderson, Eng.

Hammers

Here's the
Knife they

Harold A. Leach, Eng
William Graham, Eng
H. Watson

J.

(itim.il

STEEL

England

Jas. E. Dodgson,
J.. Mosley, Eng.

Trademark on the

SALEM, OHIO
475Franklin St.
"World's Largest Manufacturers of
Steel and Wooden Boats

Withecombe, Claude

E.

Eng.

for this

The W. H. Mullins Company

Eng. John Anderson, Swed.

THE PLUMB ANCHOR BRAND

Look

O.
O.

P. Morris Monaghan,
Ernest Walsh. Scot.
Geo. H. Warrick, Eng.
Eng.
A. Sidney Cox, Eng.
Maurice Berlyn. Eng.
Arthur Douglas AshWm. A. Jowett, Eng.
Wm. W. Morrell, S'-ol.
down, Eng.

II.

N.

Street.

are built to complete your pleasure in the
big outdoors. Cedar, canvas-covered
light, speedy, graceful and durable and
they cost no more than the ordinary kind.
Write for Mullins big Canoe Book It tella
the story of the Indian Canoe and all
about Mullins Boats. It'sfree. 'Wherever
canoes are sold, you'll find a Mullins.

FOREIGN

Boy

CO.,

Warren

MULLINS CANOES

Hotclikiss

F.

N. Y.

Kenneth Hales, O.
Arthur Murry, O.

12 Demonstrating

Scout
that could not earn $10
a week in spare time
Casters
Gliding
selling
could not sell bread in
a famine.
Sets.

Jr.,

Herald Bracy, O.

increasingly large number of letters
passed through the BOYS' LIFE office in the
The
last month, as this list will show.
names are of boys who sent them. Any one
of them (either American or foreign boys)
will be glad to have a letter from you.
Here they are:

set

money

i

FREE

Henry

Ala.

George Graves, O.

Va.

and earn
few hours,
iell more if you like and
Send
arn plenty more.
lOc.
in

.2.34

is

made

An

Scoutmaster to PROVE
you are a Boy Scout and
will
send you 30
Sets Gliding Casters. SeM
:t

ever

Sydney

The Kremola Products Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

MONEY

spent,

Charles Minsker, 0.
Carl Burdge, O.
Wayne Perkins, O.
Harry Farmer, O.
Ted Barrett, O.
Rollie Petterson, O.
H. Ross Barrett, O.
Clem Bush, Okla.
Kirkpatrick, Matt Kelly, Wis
Ark.
Fordyce S'pencer, Pa.
Horatio L. Boml. Mass
Rilph Steelier, N. J.
Klostar
Brown Thomas, Cal.
Powell, Okla.
Charles Sweetman, N.J. Norman Henniug, O.
Robert
W.
Warren Cuthriell, Va.
Hixson, 0.
Walter Socolofsky,
John F. Hines, Pa.
Kan.
D. S. McCormick, N. Y.
William A. Rainey, Jr., Jack Dodson, Tenn.
Benson Cashion, Mo.
Cal.
Wendell Palmer, O.
Howard Boss, Kan.
Thomas P. Cobb, W. W. A. McClure. Pa.

The Boy Scout Troops of Your City

07
o7

need to make this
summer you ever

a Mullins; the greatest canoe
for bathing, fishing, hunting, paddling and all 'round sport.

L. J. Jorissen, Hoi.

Va.

Eugene Rowan,

in

r^*
5

real sport. All you
the most delightful

AMERICAN
Claude

package.
it

like

nothing
THERE'S
a Mullins Canoe for

Tor Peterson, Sweden. J. V. D. Berg, Hoi.
Hendrik Onclin, Hoi.
Herm Reynders, Hoi.

package Renews 3 Rugs
or Carpets, 9 x 12, or 108 square
Send loc. in stamps for
feet.

Try

list

FOREIGN

5oc.

trial

THEM

TO

which follows contains the- name
of boys who have specifically requested h>
lave their names entered in the Lonesome
Corner. Write to them:

The

Ill

]j[

like
wolves
ITiefft
IaH Riff*
JCbllt any hnngrry
season, if you
Best
bait with Maeic-Fisb-Lare.
fish hait ever discovered. Keeps yon busy
"lulling them out. Write to-day and get a
iox to help introduce it. Agents wanted.
J. F. Oregory, Dept. 4G St. Louis, Mo

f
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MONEY

Scouts Afield

FOR BOY SCOUTS

Every Boy Scout
Money for Your Troop

for

CLEAN LIVE-WHOLESOME

Boys are urged

send

to

in

re-

ports of their interesting doings.

SAY, FELLOWS, You can
make several dollars each week.

THE BOY FROM
BY

COROZAL, CANAL ZONE.

RANCH

REIFEL'S

S. ELLIS

J.

A BREEZY BOOK
OF

THE PLAINS
Illustrated

PRICE, NET, $1.00
AT ALL THE BETTER BOOKSHOPS

THE ABINGDON PRESS
NEW YORK

CINCINNATI

ISO F.llh Avtnut

BOSTON
|581Bo,l,,o,

S,.

(C[I,,S,.)

CHICAGO

UC1W4

220

Win Founb

PITTSBURGH
IB F.l.h .,nu,
KANSAS CITV

Slrttl

DETROIT
II

Ad.m, \,,,l,

E..I

SAN FRANCISCO
lbh A.,,,,,.
1121 McGce S'rctl
... Hill A.fBM
S
J
ORDER FROM THE. NEAREST ADDRESS

S.

I

The

Oologist

BOYS' LIFE has

EGGS

NESTS
OOLOGIST

TAXIDERMY

the

only magazine
published in America devoted to these.
It
is
to
those making
indispensable
collections, as its columns are filled with
All Boy Scouts should
exchange notices.
learn about the birds they see in their
and
in
the woods.
camps
Subscriptramps
tion, only 50 cents per year, with a free ex-

THE

is

Sample copy FREE. Address

change

notice.

The

Oologist

Lacon,

111.

l

Detroit canoes can't sink
canoes cedar and copper fastened. We
all sizes and styles, also power canoes.

make

Write for free catalog, giving prices with retailer's profit cut out* We are the largest manufac(K.2)
turers of canoes in the world.
Detroit Boat Co., 62 Bellevue Ave., Detroit, Mich.

YOU CAN MAKE
BOYS, BIG
MONEY
!

selling

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE

each

month.

Send no money. Write us to-day for 10 copies.
All unsold copies can be returned.
THE BOYS' MAGAZINE, Depl. A-62, Smelhporl, Pa

POULTRY PAPER
all

ymi want

to

44-124

PAGE

periodical, upto - date; tells

know about care and man-

for pleasure or profit.
Four mouths for 10 cents.
Poultry Advocate. Dept. 197. Syracuse. N. Y.

agfiiifiit

of

poultry

DO YOUR OWN COLOR DRAWING

How

N.

CANTON,

of

est

Council

held on
There was an

New York

MY NAME IS
MY ADDRESS

the

successful

completion

the

of

cam-

paign for $10,000 which was held recently.
WALTON, N. Y. Troop 1 of this town gave
The scene was
an historical pageant recently.
laid in the Wyoming-Montana country in 1834.
The boys were divided into four groups, each
group being led by some gentleman interested
in the scouts.
One group represented a band
of Piegan Indians, another the Grass Society
of the Black Feet Indians, who were the allies

STATE

NAME OF MY TROOP
NAME OF MY TROOP MASTER

THE COMSTOCK PUBLISHING COMPANY
Ithaca,

Make your own

apparatus
and run your own plant.
Write for full information
about A. Frederick Collins's
new book

The Book of Wireless
D.
35

APPLETON AND COMPANY
New York
Street

W. 32nd

We

long camping trips on which each scout is
They
required to hike at least twenty miles.
are also unusually proficient in athletics and
have never lost a game in baseball, football or

A

basketball.

nr be paid tor

city recently completed an
rowboat which is furnishing the
this troop a great deal of pleasure.

member

is

working on

a

wireless

set

Another
and the

new

and othet interesting
books just published.

of

this

New York

BOYS! LEARN WIRELESS

hibited in this city recently for the
The scouts cleared about $20,
the local troops.
which will be used in fixing up their headquarters.
PELHAM, GEORGIA. Scout Russell Gonier reports that the Pelham scouts make a specialty

of Troop 3
eighteen-foot
members of

library

juvenile

and school." Chicago Herald.
"A book that has been needed." Guide to Nature.
For sale at all bookstores or shipped direct.

picexbenefit of

Two members

Price, $2.50 net.
Am. Libr. Assn.

"It fills a long-felt want."
Booklist: Mothers' Magazine.
"Book should he in every

CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS. The Boy Scout
ture, "Adventures of a Boy Scout," was

of

BL

PET BOOK

Piegans,

SAVANNAH, GA.

IS

CITY

the third party took the part
a band of trappers, while the fourth party
The
took the part of a troop of U. S. soldiers.
white men and Indians are on the eve of combat when a friendly missionary brings about
After the pageant the Scouts had ski
peace.
Scout George Brayracing and a flapjack feast.
son.
the

City.

pages half-tones.

Scout Smathcrs

The Richmond Scouts are taking even
in the work than ever before,

interest

since

Wuohvorth Building.

2107

Cornell University

was

more

to us.

PROFIT SHAKING BUREAU FOR SCOUTS.

Just the book for Boy Scouts. Stories,
housing and care of 70 pets, including the animals found in trips afield.
Profusely Illustrated. 310 pp. 4-117

unusually large number
of entries in the various
events.

and mail

Fill out this blank

ANNA BOTSFORD COMSTOCK

Richmond

the

5.

Let your

yourself.

in on it, too, and
to the Summer Camiiadd a tine
To find out
in K'
Fund of your troop.
about the plan just fill out the blank
All this you can do by our profitbelow.
sharing plan.

amount

The

VA.
The Annual Outdoor
Competitive Point Con-

April

sum for
members

a tidy
fellow troop

C.

RICHMOND,

t

to buy that

money

Get the Money

to

Make

good showing.
Scout
Kenneth
Ray
Smathers, of this city,
has made an unusual
in
his
scout
record
work, having successfully passed tests for
twenty - seven merit

get the

Bicycle, Motor Cycle, Canoe, Camping Outfit, Tent, Wireless Set, Baseball Outfit, Camera, Roller Skates, Huntins Boots, Army Blankets or anything
that you have your heart set on.

MUSKOGEE, OKLA. The Muskogee Scouts, reports Scout Horace Foster, of Troop 1, are enthusiastic over their chance to be of help at
the Southern Commercial Congress which is to
be held April 26 to 30.
The Scouts are canvassing the town to find vacant rooms, to label
the streets, etc.
They will act as pages and
escorts during the convention.
About 75,000
visitors are expected and a large share of the
work of handling this big crowd will fall to
the scouts.
They are determined to make a

of
of

Best grade cedar canoe for * 20

You can

re-

ceived from Scoutmaster P. T. Wool worth a
report of a relay message held on New Year's
Day. The message was sent from the Governor
of Colon to Colonel Ch'-stt-r Harding, act hit;
Governor of the Panama Canal.
The message
was received from the Governor of Colon by
Scoutmaster Anderson of the Cristobal Scouts,
and the members of Mr. Anderson's troop ca r
ried the message as far as Frijoles on the
Panama railroad at which place the Corozal
Scouts took up the message and relayed it the
rest of the way to Balboa Heights where it
was received by Colonel Harding,
Each boy
carried the message one and one-half miles and,
during part of the way, the message was carried through a driving rain storm.
The time
onsumed in the trip was exactly twelve hours.

badges.

BIRDS

37

Magazine

have

a

1915

MODEL

COLUMBIA BICYCLE for
Tou can

beautiful wheel.

hours.

Write

earn

Pleasant
trying.
for information.

it

you.

in a few weeks

work out

of school

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
New York
31-33 East 27th St.

whole troop expects to start work soon on a
woods near the city.
KOHALA, HAWAII. BOYS' LIFE has received
a copy of "The Midget," published at the
This number
Crystal Palace, Kohala, Hawaii.
of "The Midget" features the Boy Scout Movement, fully three-fourths of the space being de-

BOY SCOUT * CAMP * INDIAN
PLAYS AND ENTERTAINMENTS

voted to scout activities.
LANSDALE, PA. Sixty scouts of the Lansdale
and North Wales troops were the guests of
Mr. E. C. Spring, manager of the Lehigh Valley Transit Company, being taken in a special

Entertainment Material Headquarters
Call or send for free catalogues.

log cabin in the

Everything

for
Outdoor
Affairs

needed

RECITATIONS

EDGAR

*

DRILIS

S.

*

WERNER &

(Dept. B), 43 East 19th Street

and

Indoor

PANTOMIMES
-

CO.
New York

The Boy

BOYS' LIFE

Scouts'

Oilproof and

Guaranteed
One Full

was

VACUUM
FOR

FOR

MOTORCYCLES

BICYCLES

Motor-

can't

looking

wear so

Safety, Strength and
Superb wearing quality of

casing means real
automobile tire conIt

these tires have made them
the most popular of all
manufacturer's brands of

guaran-

tees weight, strength,

bicycle tires.

The vacuum cups save many a

addrpss of
Pittsburgh,

durability.

Made

Guaranteed for

clincher types, they
embody the highest
known bicycle tire
standard.

5,000 miles, and
good for double
that in average

5;

and

service.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER
St.

JEANNETTE,

CO.,

New York

Kansas City. Mo,
Minneapolis
Paul
San Francisco

gray

,

of

PA.

Seattle

An Independent Company
with an Independent Selling Policy.

PENNSYLVANIA
*TH REE* STAR*
BICYCLE TIRES

STURDY STUD
Oilproof and

guaranteed

No

n

f

ar,9
rA s.vs'rr oS L?,cnm
Don't delay Write NOW.
1

Arrow Cycle Co., DepL 157S

California

&

19th

St., Chicago. Ill

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
before insertion in Boy's LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOY'S LIFE when answering advertisements.

piece

ar-

pect a big boost when they give their scout
exhibition.
They hope to go to Cuba Lake, N. Y.,
in June.
Faye H. Roberts, Scoutmaster.

Word

has been received

of

the

trip

to

qualify

for

First

Class

a swimming pool for the use of
as a mark of appreciation for the
work they have done.
The troops of Boy
HAzrLwoon. WASH.
Scouts and Camp Fire Girls of Hazelwood and

How would
like
St'iid

to

eiiiiMinff

CYCOBI

you

ride

7nc

WHEEL

GIVEN

took a joint hike recently to a hill
several miles away, where they all cooked their
dinner tom-thm' in the open.

Kenny dale

a

Blue Prints and complete directions
any boy to build one.
for

CO..

BLOOM FIELD,

N.

J.

i

obligations.

floral

excellent

.

WRITE TODftv

beautiful

construct
the boys,

New motorcycle Type

offer.

a

own gymnasium and swimming pool, and
have made everything themselves.
CLIFTON FORGE, VA. One of the good turns
which the Boy Scouts of this town have done
is to supply a widow with coal and provisions
The troop was reduring the winter months.
The
cently presented with a fine American flag.
business men of the town are now planning to

Fisk
notor cycle frame
ied Tread Clincher Tirta
-beautiful finish. Write.

offer.
f
r

sent

their

I

Write for ruck bottom direct

troop

Scouts.
The trip was in charge of Assistant
Scoutmaster William Fowler.
The Boy Scouts of Troop 1 are
CARO, TEXAS.
all
equipped with suits, tents and complete
camping outfit.
They have built a log cabin,

.1

T

S.,

VA.

ranged in the design of the boy scout badge.
ELDRED, PA. Troop 1 is working hard for
their hundred dollar camp fund.
They are raising it by dues, cake sales, flower sales, and ex-

maps

4,000 miles.

Lighted!

while you ride.

his

"W.

Troop 1 recently gave a
performance of the play entitled "Boy
Every cent of the proceeds was donated to the Welfare Committee of the Women's
Club to be used in charitable work in College
Park.
BABYLON, L. I. Ten members of Troop 1
recently hiked twenty-one miles to Huntintrton,
where they practiced various scout activities in
the hills near that place.
All of the boys drew

MOTORCYCLETIRES

particular price.

Write for our new 19155 catalog. Read the wonderful
lit 15 irnpro/ements above.
Nothing like this bicycle
ever offered before. Other features, too. Send for
catalog. The New Arrow the most wonderful bicycle
value ever built. All sizes for boys, men and women.
A small amonntdown brings
Dan 06 Vnn
lUU Dirla
IllUC ytm the 1915 Arrow enjoy
raj
ruling it ripht away pay just a little each month

N.

COLLEGE PARK, GA.

Easy motorcycle saddleNew coaster brake mot or cy c e mud guards,
and parcel rack
motor cycle pedals long
!

street,

benefit

Read! Electrically

t

Boyson

Scouts."

ent models, each of
maximum qualityat

r

is

Pa.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Pennsylvania
Product

ing, oilproof, sturdy
tire at a moderate
price. Three differ-

its

Edwin Keifer

at National Headquarters from Scout Scribe P.
A. Dryzmalla and Patrol Leader Fred W. Carlson, both of Troop 1, telling of the splendid
progress their troop is making.
They have had
two hikes recently, one to St. Augustine, a distance of thirty-eight miles, and the other to
Fernandina, thirty-six miles from Jacksonville.
Tho troop was met in Fernandina by twenty-two
Boy Scouts outside of the city limits and were
taken to the public school, where they gave a
demonstration for the school children.

The newest

Built especially for
the bike rider who
wants a long wear-

of this

"Oregon."

The Boy Scouts of
Morgantown, West Virginia, at an entertainment
given a few weeks ago cleared $25.00 for their
summer camp fund.
They are expecting to
have fifty boys in camp this summer.
ALA.
Scout
William Graham of
ASKLAND,
Troop 1, died on Monday, March 1, 1915. As
a mark of respect to his memory the members

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Omaha

The Boy Scouts

trip to see the battleship

MORGANTOWN,

single tube and

treads,

slip.

red

in

a

the officers of the ship explained the working
Scout Lyle Fuss.
parts to them.
PITTSBURGH, PA. La Vaille Edgar, first-class
scout of Troop 66, and Edwin Keifer, tenderfoot, patrol leader of the same troop, took a
hike extending through four townships. Scouts
Edgar and Keifer left at 5.45 A. M. and arrived
home at 8.30 P. M., a pedometer showing that
they had covered a distance of thirty-two miles.
They would like to hear from scouts who have
participated in a longer hike in a single day,
scouts in Allegheny County.
especially from
The address of La Vaille Edgar is 3945 Duquesne Avenue, N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa., and the

The

V.C. on a motorcycle

struction.

city took

free.

long.

cleared, reports Scout Everett J. C. Ganger.

The Scouts were taken to the ship on the
Government tug by Commander J. Reeves and

ing punctures, -with rerepair or replacement

nor any

tires;

that will

comedy entitled "The Bowery
The play was a success and $50

SAN LEANDRO, CAL.

against mish; p, includ-

better

buy

tainment and
Night School."

Season

cycle Size

You

1915

car thirty-five miles to Allentown to inspect the
great power station and modern car barns there.
In the afternoon the scouts biked up Lehigh
Mountain to the cliffs at its top, and met there
the troop from South Bethlehem. They returned
to their cabin at 6 o'clock and enjoyed a big
feed prepared by mothers and friends.
BELLEVILLE, N. J. Scout Scribe Leslie V.
Prior, of Troop 1, reports that the membership
in his troop is now complete, and that dozens
of boys are placing their names on the waiting
list.
They recently gave a motion picture entertainment, and cleared about $50.
BUFFALO, N. T. The Boy Scouts of the Pilgrim M. E. Church presented a literary enter-

PENNSYLVANIA.

Auto Tires

May,

Magazine

with

one

BOYS' LIFE, "A

yearly

sub-

$1.00 ) to
Bunch of Buckskins,"

scription

(

4 Great Color Drawings of "Western
Scouts," by Frederic Remington.

BITKXKR, VA.

The Boy Scouts

of this

com-

munity have a permanent camping place on
the farm of their Scoutmaster Prof. Victor N.
Maucher. They are engaged at present in cona
dam across a stream on Mr.
structing
Maiicher's farm in order to provide a lake for
swimming and boating. They also plan to erect
a log cabin twenty by forty feet which they will
use as their troop headquarters.
MANCHESTER, N. H. Troop 3 of Manchester,
gave an exhibition of scout work and two farces
before a large audience on March 12.
The
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troop did

The Boy
for

it

profits to the

Red
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Magazine

a "good turn" and gave the
Cross.
George Winch, Scout-

master.

HARBOR BEACH, MICHIGAN. The City Coun
has donated a parade and exercise ground
in the heart of the city for the use of the Boy
In addition to this, Capt. J. G. Kish,
Scouts.
District Supt. of the Coast Guards, has donated
$100 to the scouts for gymnasium apparatus.
Several other citizens have expressed a desire
With thesu
to donate a like amount if needed.
evidences of the interest of the people, the
Scouts are hopeful that their ambition, for a

Beech-Nut

cil

Coaster Brake
takes half the pedalling
out of bicycling and
doubles the fun.
lour feet don't have to
a

the pedals in
ceaseless grind.

follow

x

You

take

easy

it

when you want to
rest back, and
just coast along.
great sport and safe
because the Corbin
lurt.
Brake gives you co
control of your wheel.
Vim stop it gradually or
instantly as you \visli.
It's

Sold and equipped by
dealers everywhere

Write for catalog
THE CORBIN SCREW
CORPORATION
The American HardCorp.. Successor

New

Bniain, Conru

winter gymnasium and

drill hall will

PeanutJSxrtter

be realized.

CROSSVILLK, TENNESSEE.

Patrol Leader Rob'
Schlicher reports that Troop 1 took their
first hike on March 13.
The scouts of this troop
;irt_- determined to make their organization one of
the best in their section of the country, under
the leadership of their Scoutmaster, C. V. Bellert

amy.

LOWELL, MASS.- A big rally for the scouts of
and nearby towns was held on March
More than two hundred scouts with their

this city
6.

Scoutmasters were present.
It is proposed to
have three or four such meetings in the course
of the year to bring the various troops together
and to stimulate interest in the movement. The
next rally will be held early in the summer
and will be an out-of-door meeting with field
Two silver cups will be awarded at this
sports.
out-door rally, one for the winner of the wall-

scaling contest and the other for the winning
team in a tug-of-war.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. The annual dinner of
Troop 60 was held on Thursday, March 25. An
elaborate menu was served, every portion of
which was furnished by members of the troop.
The members of Troop 60 are still talking about
the fine clam chowder made by Scoutmaster
Fred. F. Packard.

around for
and finding Beech-Nut Peanut Butter!

SCOUTING
something to eat

Say. what a sandwich for a hungry
fellow! Lots of nourishment and a
taste that goes fine with bread or

WASHBURN, N. D. The Boy Scouts of this
gave a concert recently at which they cleared
$78.00 which will be used in purchasing camp
The citizens of this town recently
equipment.
contributed $750 with which to construct and
equip a scout headquarters and gymnasium in
:he basement of the Congregational church.
The
joys are planning now to spread the gospel of
a
at
demonstration
UnderScouting by giving
wood, N. D., in the near future.
WICHITA, KAN. During the Kansas Older

crackers.

city
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Their

Scoutmaster, Mr. Mills, offered a cup to the
receiving the most points and the Wolf
Patrol won.
RIVER EDGE, N. J. Troop 1, of this city, celebrated its fourth anniversary recently when the
members were the guests of the Scout Commissioner's wife at a turkey dinner.
Interest
in the troop has been growing recently and a
number of older boys who had dropped out have

resumed

their active

membership.

Pla
A man who
Da o n e y.
bought a plant fcjrptrrnher. 1911,' writea he has

over

clear*

$:t,000.

Betht

rst to start. Experience unnecessary.
You learn quiclL Simply
ollow dii_
Business
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1

nalling,

all

making mon-

ey. Autos make
same proposi-

line.

surely a demonstration of that American spirit
of chivalry which evidently pervades your ranks
"If this letter could be forwarded to tlu
Commanding Officer of that particular troop to
which these scouts belong:, I would consider it
favor, as probably he would like to know
low they act when away from home.
"I suppose you might be able to reach them
when I tell you that the smallest scout had a
was printed 'B. S. A.
)ag or pouch upon which
"
Troop 31, Brooklyn.'
MAUMEE, OHIO. The scouts of this city have
made a specialty of bird houses.
They have
also succeeded in securing the assistance of an
xpert wireless and signal operator to coach
;hem.
The boys are now busy making plans
to open up a means of communication with a
troop at Perrysburg, Ohio.
BAYSIDE. L. I., N. Y. Scout Scribe, Louis
Warner, of Troop 1, reports a contest recently
held by his troop.
The different patrols were
pitted against each other in the events of sig-

Tires

and vulcanizing. Something
mm. Thousands forced to
buy new tires be-

the

:

patrol

Our lim

the famous Americai
rnwboat and canoe motors as
.!'

Automobile business growing
fast.

pairing.

The unassuming
manner in which they gave up their seats to
adies, when other 'gentlemen' held theirs, was
Staten

WMmorels
Polishes

Why

received recently by the officers of

TIRES

"Last Sunday the 21st, I had the pleasure of
viewing the courteous behavior of
'our Boy Scouts, who evidently came over on thi*
10 P. M. Staten Island ferry boat from M:mattan and boarded a Richmond car on the

size box, each lOc.
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Same
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00

3oys' Conference, held in Wichita, the Boy
Scouts of Troops 2, 3, 4 and 6 acted as guides
"n showing the delegates to their places of enertainment.
There were 1,395 delegates from
'orty-two towns and cities and 750 homes in
Wichita were opened to these boys. As Wichita
[overs an area of thirty square miles, it will
je seen that the scouts had quite a job on their
hands, especially as the homes were scattered
all over the city.
The work was practically all
clone in one day, and was greatly facilitated
the generosity of the street car company,
ijy
rt'hich gave the boys free transportation.
LANDING, MICH. Troop 1 of this city has recently been presented with a fine headquarters
The
)y the ladies of the Episcopal church.
Scouts, under the direction of their Scoutmaster,
.ave done the repair work and painting.

'ouncil
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the least cutting.
The boxes are cypress body and poplar
box cost
tops, and the material for each
five cents, allowing a quarter of a cent
for nails.
They were sold for fifteen
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Magazine Agency

The profits will pay
dollars a hundred.
the expense of these boys for one week
In addition to the
at Camp Eberhart.
boxes sold to the Humane Society, these
their
boys took personal orders among
friends at twenty-five cents apiece installed, and are expecting to make several

furnishes all magathe largest in the world
zines and Newspapers at Lowest Possible Club
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most

year

South Bend, Indiana, promotes a sale of
wren-boxes, selling from one to two hundred annually. This year the boys in the
picture organized a "Bird-box Company"
and went after the business. They secured
an order for two hundred as a starter
and before they finished nearly four hundred boxes were constructed and sold.
They were built in the shop of the local
Y. M. C. A. The lumber was purchased
in bulk and in sizes that made necessary

reliable service.
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five one
were offered for the best five
boxes made. Some of the prize winning

dollar bills

may be seen in the photo. Why
don't a lot of you Scouts try this scheme
for earning money?
boxes

Boy Scouts are Brave
Fire-Fighters
BELMONT, MASS. Arrangements have been
made by Scoutmaster Samuel D. Robbins for
Fire
co-operation by the Boy Scouts with the

In case of an emergency, ten
will be sounded from the Fire
When this signal
Headquarters.
is given,
every scout within hearing distance,
whether in school or church, or at home, will
respond immediately, going to a designated spot.
This arrangement was made after a series of

Department.
whistle

blasts

Department

serious forest fires, some of which were incenThe new plan was tried out recently
diary.
on a Saturday afternoon when the scouts were
assembled to receive instructions in fire fighting, and the results were entirely satisfactory.
Roger C. Dunn, Patrol
SCARSDALE, N. Y.
Leader of the Beaver Patrol, has made a report
LIFE
of
the
BOYS'
to
splendid work done by
Scout Barnard Stacey in a recent fire in the
Scout Stacey w:;s one
in
that
schoolhouse
city.
of the first to reach the scene of the fire and
he and another boy managed to put the first
Scout Stacey
stream of water on the blaze.
also succeeded in saving a number of valuable
His
articles from the top floor of the building.
promptness in reaching the burning building
had a great deal to do with preventing a much
more serious fire.
_
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Flashlight for Scouts
lunch so the fire had not been discovered an
The scouts
made considerable headway.
tackled the blaze at once and after a hard fight
succeeded in putting it out before it had a
chance to spread to another larger pile of lum-

had

"Made

in

America"

Flashlight (or Scouts, as
announced in the Official Catalogue of
the Supply Department of the Boy
Scouts of America, is now considered
almost as necessary to the scout's equipment
as an ax, for with it the hiker has at his
service an instantaneous powerful electric
or red, white and green lights for
light
The battery will burn consignal service.
tinuously for four hours, or indefinitely on
intermittent service, and can be renewed at
any hardware or electrical store for 350.
Fits compactly in hip pocket.
Flashlight complete, $1.10, from any dealer or by post.
For long distance night signalling we have
perfected a brand new device for either
The outfit is
Morse or Semaphore code.
powerful, lasting, and carries in small fibre
Its many uses make it
case on the belt.
an invaluable part of the patrol equipment.
Write for descriptive circular.
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are

work

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
Through the quick
and thoughtful work of throe Boy Scouts, a
was prevented recently in the Seventh Grade room of the public school.
An

possible fire

overturned during class, igniting the
beneath it.
Scouts Kindred Hull, George

stove

oil

floor

West and Robert Ashley rushed from their seats
and extinguished the blaze. They also helped to
prevent a panic among the other scholars who
were badly frightened.
BROOKLINE, MASS.

A

large

group

of

Boy

Scouts assisted the firemen of this city in checking one of the most serious brush fires that
Brookline has ever known.
Hundreds of people engaged in the fight of beating out the flames
with brooms and shovels and forming a bucket
brigade, where these methods proved ineffective.
IRVINGTON, N. Y. The Irvington Troop of
Boy Scouts fought a stubborn battle with a
forest fire a few days ago.
The fire had gained
considerable headway before the scouts reached
it and it took an hour and a half of desperate
work to extinguish the blaze. Fallen logs and
standing trees were burning fiercely when the
boys entered the forest, and their prompt action
probably prevented very serious damage to the
property. The scouts were directed by Assistant
Patrol Leader Harry Bradley.

Wolf

CHAPTER

A noonday road in the blackest nijrht
250 to 400 feet of light flooded road. Ymi
can sail up any road with all the speed and
of
a daylight ride when the
certainty
DELTA ELECTRIC headlight blazes the way
for you.
Simply turn the switch and you
A
get a stream of strong, steady light.
wide, penetrating light that reveals every
obstacle, every sign, every person, every
No oil-flicker.
corner for 250 to 400 feet.
Can't blow out jars and bumps will not
should
have the
Every cyclist
extinguish.
wonderful new DELTA.
!

The DELTA
Electric Bicycle

Lamp

A

reliable, detachable headlight using
ordinary No. 6 dry battery the kind

can get for 25c when the old one

is

one

you
worn

Battery will ordinarily last 8 to 12
months. The DELTA fits any machine. Attached in a minute or two. Burnished steel
case acidproof, waterproof and weatherproof.
Special Tungsten wire Bulb. ScientiAll in all, the
fically designed reflector.
out.

DELTA
electric
will be

(Continued from page 5)

is the finest and most serviceable
You
bicycle lamp ever designed.
delighted with it.

Complete with Battery,

III.

"Gosh!" he said suddenly.
"Maybe
where I can get a job."
He ran up the gravel walk and rang
the house bell. A woman opened the door.
"May I mow the lawn?" Donald asked.

here's

"Ten cents is all I'll pay," said the
woman.
Donald accepted the price. Ten cents,
he thought, was ten cents, and meant a

toward his dollar. He hurried home,
dropped his books in his room, and started
back for his first grapple with a real job.
"Hello!" cried a voice from the road.
"What's your hurry?"
Donald looked back. Ted Carter was

126

start

WO
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Supplies, Etc. Ready about March 1st. It Mrans MoneySaved to
you to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to buy.
;

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO
114 So. 5th Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
6O4 Mission St

Strong of the
Patrol

It will contain over 200 pages, with over I.
Illustrations,
describing in plain, clear language all about Bells, Push
Buttons, Telephone and TVli'k'r.ipli MIN-ML! Fli-ctric Toys

NEW YORK

city

of their
in a recent fire.
The blaze was
discovered in a burn loft and the scouts wrn>
among the first to reach the scene. Under the
leadership of Patrol Leader D. M. Prescott, the
boys assisted the firemen by removing the furniture from a nearby residence and also in
fighting the flames.

excellent

Don

to make it accurate and reliable.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for It, which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
No wireless experimenter should be without the

17 Park Place

MILFORD, N. H. The people of this
proud of their Boy Scouts, as a result

fur

spark

different,

ST. LOUIS
1106 Pine St.

a doctor.

called

coils;

ascertaining
lengths of
voltages; theFederal regulations regarding the restrictions
wave lengths for
of
amateur stations; Instructions for the installation, maintenance and
operation of wireless stations; directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
list of up-to-date wireless instruments
and accessories, together with other features of interest
tu the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
Containing as it does a fund of valuable information not generally contained in a catalogue, H
approaches nearer a text book in the fascinating
field of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
cover in two colors.
No expense has been spared
tables

the

I'cr which w;is near by.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Quick action by Scout Arthur Barnett probably saved the life of J. N.
Kerper, a machinist in the Ford Manufacturing
Company plant in this city. Kerper was working on an automobile when oil ignited, setting
fire to his clothes.
He ran to the street, crying
for help.
Scout Barnett, who was passing, saw
the danger and quickly stripped off his mackinaw, he wrapped it around the burning man
and extinguished the flames. After putting out
the blaze he rendered first aid treatment and

strolling along at a lazy pace.
"I have some work to do," Donald called.
.

He took two or three quick steps and
looked back as though expecting the other
boy

to follow.

"Oh, take your time," said Ted. "No
need to break your neck."
"THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER*'
Donald was in a fever of impatience to

The big electrical Magazine for those
his ten cents earned. Yet, for all that,
who dabblein electricity and Wireless. get
In
Chuck full of expei irnents. Intensely he hesitated, and ended by waiting.
of
55,00
Tor
interesting. Monthly prizes
most of the high school boys did
best experiments. Amateur Electrics, fact,
wireless news, Complete Electric Course about as Ted wished, for he was the oldest,
etc. 50 to lOOillustrations. Only f0o a
war in U S. and Canada. On all and the biggest, and the strongest of them
News-stands. Send for freesample. all.
Electrical Experimenter
238 Fulton St., N. Y.
"I have a
to mow a
Donald

job

explained, hoping

lawn,"

Ted would walk

faster.

Delta Electric Co.
Dept. F
Marion, Indiana
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unhurried.

he
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said.

ten
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"Catch

1915

"I do," Donald admitted.
He started
tell about the requirement that he must
iirn, and save a dollar; but Ted gave an
mused chuckle, and Donald flushed and
(ecame silent. He didn't like to be laughed
it.
Somehow, Ted made him ashamed of
o

His enthusiasm began to cool.
wanted a dollar," Ted said, "I'd
my father and get it."
"My father wanted to give me a dollar,"

lis

job.
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17 cents a da\!
writer, with the famous PRINTYPE, that writes like print, included FREE if desired.
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TOP)
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or run
IULAA V_Write
write r

and be among
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marve
See why typists, employers, and individuals everywhere are nocking to the Oliver.
to tell you about it.
for
us
mail
a
at
No
It's
a
once.
Just
postal
obligation.
pleasure

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

Donald retorted.
"And you wouldn't take it?" Ted denanded. "Oh, you knuckle-head."
Donald squirmed. He felt that it would
do no good to explain again, that the dolar had to be earned. He hoped that the
But Ted
other boy would go away.
^trolled along at his side when they reached
he house with the sad, neglected plot of
;rass, Ted leaned idly against a tree.
"You surely picked out a fine big job
'or your ten cents' worth," he observed.
Donald surveyed the lawn ruefully. It
He hadn't noticed
rlid seem awfully big.
:hat fact when he had made his bargain,
>ut Ted's scoffing had robbed him of his
est.

It is just

on

I

i

,

CO., 310 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

YOU CAN RENT THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER THREE MONTHS FOR 34.OO

Hey, Scouts! This for

all

of

You!

Mr. Tomlinson's Great Scout Book and Boys' Life for a
both for the price of the book alone. Thus

year

:

"Scouting with Daniel Boone."
"Boys' Life" for one year

Price

$1.20

i.o

Total

$2.20

Our Price to You for Both, $ 1 .20
(YOU SAVE

$1.00)

If your subscription is paid up for 1915, we'll add another year to
your subscription or send BOYS' LIFE one year to some friend.

He found a lawn mower behind the
icuse by the kitchen door.
"Mind you, rake it clean," the woman
called after him.
The afternoon had turned hot and sulTed lounged in the shade of the tree
:ry.
ind grinned. Donald pushed the mower
until it seemed that he must have cut all
the grass in the village of Chester. The
sweat ran down his face, and his neck, and
his back, and his chest.
"Half through," Ted called. "Five cents
earned."
Donald sat on the grass.
Only half
through

!

He mopped

"Ah! cut

it

his face.

out," said Ted.

"Finish

it

tomorrow."
"I want to get through with it," Donald
Why wouldn't Ted let
argued weakly.
him alone?
"Ah!" cried Ted; "come on down to the
station and I'll buy you a soda."
Donald's good resolutions weakened.
He was hot and thirsty. A long, cool soda,
with ice cream floating on the top

"Wait until I rake this," he said.
The soda was good. It trickled down his
throat and seemed to soak into him joyously.

"Have another," said Ted. "I don't have
to cut lawns to get a dollar."
Donald had another.
But that evening, as he swept his father's shop, he was terribly dissatisfied with

himself and his prospects. Tomorrow he
had the other half of the lawn to do. If
he had stuck it out the job would now be
off his hands. Despite those two sodas he
began to feel that he had been cheated out
of something, and that Ted had something
to do with it.
Next day, after leaving school, he went
He hoped that in
directly to the lawn.
this way he would escape Ted's attentions.

His plan succeeded, for he was raking

the last of the cut grass when Ted
appeared.
"Didn't go home, did you?" he asked.
"No," said Donald.
"I whistled outside your house," Ted
"Barbara came out and said
explained.
I
guess Barbara
you weren't home.
doesn't like me."

away
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Donald wheeled the mower around to
the rear of the house and collected his ten
cents. For a while he stared at the money
in a sort of fascination.
He had earned
it: he had sweated and worked for it. Gee,
it was the biggest ten cents in the world.
"Come on up to the field and play ball,"

Ted

"Be Prepared"

Barbara

tell

And
story,

all

about

it.

Barbara, when he had finished his
went upstairs and came down with

a yellow bank shaped like an orange.

Each

Each

toof Is

perfect

tool Is
of a

made

and

complete, as

particular

efficient as

steel

an individual
tool can be.

accurately

and

Is

tempered.

Into

problem that was new to DonI?" he asked helplessly.
"I think you are," Mr. Wall told him,
"if you work faithfully.
That doesn't
mean that a scout can take a job at ten
cents an hour and then soldier so that the
job will last a long time. A scout who did
that wouldn't be trustworthy."

Here

ald.

is

a

"Am

"He'd be cheating," said Donald.
"He'd be lying, too," said the Scoutmaster.
"He'd be promising to do ten
cents' worth of work each hour and perhaps doing only about six cents' worth.
Do you see what I mean, Don?"
"Yes, sir."
"Good Ten cents an hour is your price.
And make each hour an honest hour."
!

"I will," Donald promised. He felt that
Mr. Wall had put him on his honor.
threw back his shoulders with a sense oi

H

his responsibility.

From this moment ten cents an hour
would be his price. If nobody wanted t
He drew
hire him for ten cents
deep breath. Well, he'd cross that bridge
when he came
(Continued

to
in

it.
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one

Only
No.

and

of

list

each

COMPLETE KIT
ONE YEARLY SUB3.

SCRIPTION

BOYS'

to

LIFE given to every Scout
KITS
SIX
at
selling
cash with
Get sample.

regular

Weighs ten

price,

orders.

ounces com*
plete and

No.

the
pocket nice-

equipment

ly.

trip.

fits

BE

4.

Make

MY AGENT.

money
o r

for

your

camping

SCOUT MASTERS

take

this
up for your
Fill out and mail
coupon today for full in-

troop.

Screw Driver,
Tools Hack Saw.
File. Leather Punch, Wood Saw. Knife Blade,
Gimlet. Can Opener. Cap Remover and Handle.
Practical

"Well, let's see.
Cutting grass in the
heat of the day is hard work, isn't it?"
"Yes, sir."
"Very well. Now we'll talk about price.
Do you think you're worth ten cents an
hour?"

$2.00, Postpaid in
S. A.
Absolute guarI'.
antee with every KIT.

Price,

troop accepted.

He was not
cents," said Donald.
surprised that Mr. Wall knew of his work,
for Ted had gleefully told the story all
over school.
"I'm saving my dollar," he

ning.

Auto-

TER, and $1.50 in cash
or money order. Be first
and get list signed today.

"Ten

you think you're worth?"
"Not much, I guess," said Donald grin-

etc.

SEND NAMES
and ADDRESSES of your
troop, plainly written,
sinned by SCOUT MAS-

grass?"

expect our scouts to be thrifty
and clean, but we also expect them to have
dignity. We don't want people to say that
a scout will do anything for a nickel. We
want them to say that a scout stands for
an honest job and an honest price. If a
fellow accepts a cheap price people will
think he's a cheap boy.
I don't mean by
that that a scout must squeeze hard for
If he takes more than he's
all he can get.
entitled to he isn't square.
How much do

mobilists,

No.

other boys lazy.
put that into your head?"
asked Mrs. Strong;.
Donald looked at his sister. He wondered if she meant Ted.
He had a mind, next afternoon, to look
for other lawns to conquer. But Mr. Wall
kept him after school.
"Don," said the teacher, "I'm speaking
now as the Scoutmaster of Chester Troop.
How much were you paid for cutting that

"We

Scouts.

to

Hunters,

$2.00

make

Wall.

SIGHT

Campers,

coupon

"Now what

"Ten cents wasn't enough," said Mr.

AT

OFFERS TO BOY SCOUTS
No. 1.
DETACH, fill out

Donald dropped his money.
"Ted Carter says you don't like him,"
he remarked suddenly.
"Does he?" Barbara asked. At supper
she observed that a lazy boy usually tries

added.

OWN

make big money.

KIT, and become an agent.
This KIT is guaranteed to
be superior to anything
of its kind ever introduced, designed and built
SELLS
with that idea.

this

to

to

A THIMBLE'S SCOUT KNIFE & TOOL

invited.

He had earned a part
He wanted to go home and
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Donald declined.
of his dollar.
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formation.

~ TnfMni r rnoj itnin
A.G.TRIMBLE, 5084 Jenkins Arcade, Plttsburgh.Pa.
.

i

A. G. TRIMBLE. 5084 Jenkins Arcade, Pittsburgh, Penna.
and enclose $
I accept your offer No

herewith,

i

requirements

as mentioned therein.
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Street

and Number

City

Guarantee

money

If. fur any reason,
will be refunded at once.
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Moonshiners

in

Jungle

(Continued from

The

Ball!

Play

13)

rolled in cornmeal, was
pan.
soon sizzling in the bacon-fat and took
on a nice brown to make our mouths
fish,

water.

While we made relish of our first course
of fish and biscuits, the rabbit roasted
before the red coals on forked sticks. For
dessert we had guava jelly, and topped
with black coffee.
climbed into the canoe, dusk
had already blackened the deepest recesses of the tropic jungle.
We paddled
up the creek toward the moonshiners' still
in some trepidation
full with the quesWe
tion, "Will
they come tonight?"
off

When we

Here are ^B
the Things
to Do It With

moved

in silence; I, for one, fearful to
voice the query.
A hoot-owl, however,
sent his call through the darkening forest.
He said:

"What
what

Any one

of

;

what

what

what

;

what

what

whoo-o-o-o-o-at ?"

We

them Given With

a

Subscription to Boys' Life at $1.00

crawled from the canoe at the foot
of the path and crept in to our point of
vantage. All was dark and still in that
jungle grotto. At short intervals came
the eerie call of the hoot-owl.
But in
there by the still it was as solemn and
dead as a graveyard. The still seemed a

thing abandoned forever. And so I got
to think it to be. James whispered:
"I guess it's all up."
But I didn't answer, for I heard a
creaking over by the lane. Then more
creaking and the sound of wheels.
They were coming.
(Continued in June BOYS' LIFE)

Want
"Reach" Catcher's Mitt, made on
new Reach combination Basemen's
and Fielders' model. One-piece face
a "pocket" is readily formed in a

Scholastic
League Base(Price 65c. postpaid.) An excelball for young men.
Regulation
Horsehide cover,
and weight.

"Reach"
ball.

lent
size

made

the

mitt of this kind. Regular Price. $0.65

of woolyarn, rubber center.

to

Be a Pitcher?

(Continued from page 21)
throwing the fast ball, except that the fingers must rest on a smooth part of the
cover (avoiding the seams)
the thumb
preferably across the seams. The cover of
the ball should be moistened with saliva
under the ends of the first two fingers.
In order to obtain the best results, this
ball should be thrown with considerable
speed, just as the fast ball is thrown.

WORKING WITH His CATCHER

A

young pitcher should
judgment of his catcher in

"Reach"
"Reach"
(Regular

Glove.

Fielders'
65
price

cents.)

Made

of pearl colored leather
welted, fully padded, leather
pocket
lining,
deep pocket
and web thumb.
An excellent glove.

PICK

A

spotted, extra quality white ash. burnt finish
full size. (Regular price
The Bat for the boy
65c. )
who is after the 400

the

Price,
size.

average.

of heavy steel wire,
well finished and padded.
A fine mask for amateur
players. Covered by Reach
guarantee.

Made

USE THIS BLANK

NOW

Boy Scouts' Magazine,

200 Fifth Avenue,
I want the
Please send it to
with $1 for same.

Catcher's

(Regular

Young men's

65c.)

OUT THE ONE YOU WANT

BOYS' LIFE,

Mask.

"Reach Professional"

Bat,

me
I

New

For it I
right away.
understand the premium

Name
Address

kind of balls to throw, especially if the
catcher is one of experience and has knowledge of the batters' weaknesses. But when
the pitcher has had an equal amount of experience, it is a good plan for him at times
to use his own judgment, since he knows
better than any one else the condition of
his arm, and what control he has of certain balls.
Instead of shaking his head
when he disagrees with the catcher, the
pitcher should have some other sign whereby he can tell his catcher to call another
ball: such as rubbing his shirt or tossing
It is a good plan
the ball up in the air.
talk things over frequently with the
catcher; make note of the batters their

to

strong and weak points,

York.
as pictured in the May Boys' Life.
enclose a year's subscription to Boys' Life,
will

come with

all

charges prepaid.

rely upon the
the matter of

WHAT

etc.

HAPPENED YESTERDAY

are you moping there, Dick?"
"I've no one to play with."
"Well, go and play with Freddie, next
door."
"Oh, I played with him yesterday, and

"Why

I

don't suppose he's well

out yet."

enough

London Opinion.

to

come

May,
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Photography

TAKING

Blaze the trail for
the other boys
Any Boy Scout
ment

No. 3-A

Post Card Size

Folding

10

Made

same

fittings,

are the

Easy

$12,

accommodating

any

new member of the Seneca
more real picture taking ability

wood

strong, made of aluminum with
sides and heavy nickeled brass

covered with waterproof leatherette,
they

to

ideal

load,

cameras for the hike or camp
equipped

with

a brilliant

finder,

lens

control.

Get acquainted with the entire tribe of
Seneca Cameras Send today for the

1915 Seneca Handbook
Free for the Asking
It
to

describes all Senecas from the little Scout at $2
the splendid Roll Film Senecas.
Contains over

70 pages of photographic lore and gives our money
back guarantee It's yours for the
asking Send today.

Seneca Camera Mfg.

ACTION PICTURES.

Company

273 State Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

There are so many kinds of action
photographs that it is hard to even suggest
what kind to take. You had better select

L

J

|r|
I\A
f*

the kind of subject that interests
you the
most.
Is your friend an athlete?
Take
a picture of him
doing his best stunt.
Are you fond of hunting? Get your chum
out with a gun and take
something he
does on the "war path."
Are you fond
of horses?
Then take your camera to
where your favorite horse is
exercising.
Are you a lover of birds?
Try to get a
bird flying on your sensitive
It
plate.
often happens that in
pictures of this
kind we are unable to
give enough ex-

This High Grade

$

Bicycle Tire
Such a tire has been costing: you an
average of 4.25. But now comes this
Goodyear-Akron, single tube, guaranteed
bicycle tire at about one-half the price.
This is a Goodyear tire, made in the

to make
really good negatives.
Wait for the best light that
you can get,
give as much exposure as the action

posure

i

$2.75
Each
for

A
A

to

$8

of film, this

and splendid shutter with push cord
They are so simple to use that you
are bound to get fine
No scouting
pictures.
compares to scouting with a Seneca Scout.
fine

A

or animal you must know somewolf in a city street
thing of its habits.
would look absurd.
sea gull on a mountain top would seem out of
place.
Study

light,

reinforced

Make the landscape simple, put as few
things in it as possible.
single old tree
outlined against the sky is more effective
than a forest of trees. Parts of a house
is often better than a whole town of
them.
Three cows in a pasture make a better
picture than a big herd.
Remember your
rules of composition and
try to keep the
objects in harmony and in balance.

a successful picture of a wild

sizes,

Scouts

for

price.

Compact,

doors or in a room.
If it is taken indoors it is well to place the figure about
five feet from a window, for then the
light falls on the face with sufficient
strength to light it well and to make it
stand out from the background. But this
is only a
You may find it
suggestion.
better to have it nearer or much farther
Make the pose natural. Don't
away.
get the figure in a strained position.

STUDY THE HABITS OF ANIMALS.

Camera

Tribe of Cameras offers
than any Camera you ever saw for
anywhere near the

easiest way to take an interior view
by flashlight. This settles the question
of exposure and even illumination of the
room. Take it at night when there is no
Then
light from outside to bother you.
you can face toward the windows if that
is the best view of the room.
If you take
the picture by daylight you must not
have a window in front of your camera
or it will produce a blur.
A portrait may be taken either out-

do.

3

make

INTERIORS.

The

bird

in

standard

permits and then trust to the
developer to
bring out as much as it will. That is all

can have the most up-to-date
equipand bring home splendid pictures

in his troop

he gets a

if

is

To make

45

Merit Badge of

(Continued from page 17)
which counts. Simple perfection in photographic work is a thing which any one
can acquire, but the art is something that
is your own alone.
Do you know that
the photographs taken by certain men can
always be recognized by other photographers?
That is because their artistic ideas
are so pronounced.
Wouldn't you like
your work to be so much your own that
others would always recognize it without
being told?
This is quite a long talk about composition, because I believe it is the most important thing for you to learn in connection with photography.
You can become
an expert in it only by a great deal of
There
study and thought and practice.
is no limit to art.

you can

Magazine

NonSkid

world's largest
10,000

tire factory, where up to
tires are produced daily.

output,

I

|

I

^~

Smooth
Tread

$2.75 for Non-Skid

And the same experts and standards are
employed in the making: of these GoodyearAkron Bicycle Tires. You can pay more
for a tire. But, can you g<7 more? You can
pay less, but consider the risks. Here $2.48
brings you the best that money can make.

pneumatic

Enormous

modern equipment
and methods have established this new
low price for quality tires. Why pay
No man can build a
[more?
better tire than Goodyear.
Goodyear Automobile
Tires hold top place. So do ^*
A_
AI
Goodyear MotorcycleTires.
I

O 43

How to Get Them
The Smooth Tread, size 28 by \%, costs
$3.48 per tire. The Non-Skid, sizes 28
by 1%,1! or Us. $2.75. Ask

you

GOOD; Y EAR
,

your dealer for them. If he
hasn't them, and you Insist.
be will get them from our
nearest branch.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Makers

of

Goodyear Automobile Tires

(2213)
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E

the habits of the creature which you are
to photograph and see if you cannot make
the surroundings express some phase ot'
An owl would not look at home
its life.
perched upon the top of a tall dead

nor would an eagle seem natural in
a thick evergreen.
Of course, you usually have to take wild
creatures when and how you find them,
hut more often than you would think, you
can change the background by moving
your camera a little. If you haven't studied up the subject you won't know
enough to move it if the chance offers.
But here I am again on the subject of
Do you realize that the
composition.
tree,

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

proper surrounding

harmony after

E

1

B

E

E

E

E

1

ATTENTION

E
E

E

!

BOY SCOUTS AND ALL BOYS:
Here

B
B

E
E

E
E

your chance to earn a vacation trip.
You can do it without interfering -with your daily
Our tour plan
duties, during your spare time.
will enable you and other members of your troop
is

E
E
E

to visit

B
B
B
B

THE PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION, AT SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
or you can present a vacation trip to your SCOUT-

MASTER

to the California Fairs or elsewhere,

by adopting our
B
B
B
B
B
B

MILE CARD PROPOSITION.

you prefer

to earn in cash,

$5.00, $10.00,

$20.00, $50.00 or more, you can do so, and
spend the money as you like.
Perhaps you need a Baseball Outfit, Camping Outfit,
Canoe, Foot Ball Outfit, Bicycle, Wireless Set, Roller
and Ice Skates, Camera, etc. Hundreds of Boys are
already earning

E
B

money

and

their

required.

Fill

for their vacation,

E
E
E

E
E

B

START

at once

NO INVESTMENT

out coupon and mail today.

E

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

B

SANITOL CHEMICAL LABORATORY

B

St.

Louis,

Please

E

Cash

B

My
My

tell

If I

E

Missouri.

me about your TOUR PLAN*

No.

so

I

can earn

my

vacation, or the

Is

Scout Master's name

E

CO..

prefer.

Troop

E

E

E
is

is

merely a matter of

all?

Quarry Troop and the
Movies
(Continued from page 8)
the hill, so she was parked in a lot by the
lakeside and the rest of the troop went up
to the cave on foot.
Immediately upon their arrival activities

Mr. Dickie formed them in line
and marched them up beside the big automobile truck that stood in the middle of
the road. Here each lad was given a flintlock rifle and sent over to the mouth of the
cave, where Ethan Allen and a half-dozen
Green Mountain Boys were waiting, seated
began.

about a camp

"Now,

fire.

boys," said the manager,

His

address

My name

B

My

address

E

is

is

E

is

and they

will

make smoke enough

E

You

don't have to be a

Any

Boy Scout

take advantage of this opportunity.
Reader of Boys' Life has this chance.
to

E
E

to

want you fellows to
do is aim and pull the trigger. Are you
ready now, gentlemen? Camera!"
Mr. Dickie stood with his feet apart,
megaphone in hand, in the middle of the
road. The camera man had set up his tripod on the rear end of the motor truck,
which was held on the very brink of the
grade by its brakes. At the word "Camera"
he began to turn the crank of his machine
rapidly, and almost before they knew it
the Boy Scout Engineers were being photographed as part of a real feature film.
Action followed swiftly. While the lads
were sitting about the fire an Indian came
out of the woods. It was Neshobee, the
friendly Red Man of Judge Thompson's
He advanced to Ethan Allen, his
story.
hand extended aloft as a sign of friendship. Then he began to talk, pointing into
the bushes and up toward the leaves of
the trees.
Instantly the Green Mountain
Boys were alert
"The Red Coats and the Sheriff!"
snapped Allen, and every man was crouching, gun in hand, waiting for the attack.
A Red Coat appeared in the bushes
Up went a dozen muskets, and the next
instant there was a thundering roar
The
Red Coat disappeared! But others came!
Behind
They bobbed up everywhere
bushes and trees
From rocks and logs
they sprang, advancing and firing in apThe roar of
parently deadly earnestness
Bruce and
the musketry was deafening
his chums were thrilled with enthusiasm,
and they snapped their guns at every
enemy in sight On came the Red Coats
and the Indians with the Sheriff of New
York leading them! They advanced into
cover the

All

film.

I

!

!

!

!

!

!

State

City

all

ing with powder even in a sham battle. I
won't be responsible for your eyes. My
regular actors will do all the firing neces-

!

B

when

had been served with guns and had taken
their places, "those weapons of yours are
only dummies. I don't want you lads fool-

sary,

E

E

Or
If

E

outfits.

B
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the open, firing deliberately at the
group of defenders about the cave!

Money and Prizes

Hut
was answered with interest, and
and Indians were stumbling and

their fire

soldiers

For Boy Scouts
You can make two dollars
a week or more

falling in all directions

!

And

above all the din could be heard the
voice of Mr. Dickie, the stage manager,
roaring directions through his megaphone.
"Great scene! Fine! Register excitement!
Here is the chance you have been wait- Fall down,
Tumble over, there,
Murphy
ing for to make money! You can earn Lisk;
Don't
you're dead tumble, I say.
several dollars a week and at the same be afraid
I'll pa}' for
of your uniform.
valuable Premiums
time secure
!

many
fall!
fall!
that.
Fall!
Now, Green
an ALADDIN HOUSE for Mountain
Charge
Boys, up and at 'em
your headquarters.
Charge! Beat it, you Red Coats you're
not a Scout, can share in this good licked. Run! Git!' Beat it, I
After
say

including
No boy,
fortune

!

!

!

We

believe that Boy Scouts are the finest group
We believe that they are
of boys in America
honorable
We feel that we can trust them And
we ARE going to trust them ! We are going to
trust YOU1
We will send you the goods prepaid, on consignYou sell the goods keep part of the
ment.
money and send the rest to us. That is our plan
in general, and here is our plan in detail
Upon receipt of your Application Blank properly
filled in we will send you ten fifty-cent cans of
HUMt'S yeast of the earth. We will also
send you circulars and letters to mail out and
introduction cards to aid you in selling
We'll
help you in every way
You mail out the letters to your neighbors.
Then go around and see them the next day.
Everyone who has a lawn or garden, or who
has flower pots or window boxes, will want to
buy one can at least, just to try
yeast of the earth. Many will want to buy several
cans right away. But everyone will want to buy
at least one can.
You should sell the ten cans
in one afternoon ; you will surely sell them all
within a week.
The more you sell the more you
make
We pay you ten cents on every can
!

;

!

KEX

I

I

REX HUMUS

1

sell!

In addition, upon receipt of your remittance,
we mail you Sales Credit Certificates, one for each
can sold.
These are exchangeable for dandy
premiums, such as an Aladdin House for your
Tool
Outfit,
Cabinet,
Headquarters.
Camping
Gymnasium Set, Wireless Outfit Camera, Model
Aeroplane, etc., etc.
Just think
is your chance to earn that
new canoe, camping outfit, or whatever else you
want
And you can do it easily! Selling REX
HUMUS is the easiest thing you ever tackled
It's a cinch for any boy to make a success of

NOW

I

I

!

this.

We

back you up

1

When you read our pamphlet you
stand why everybody wants to buy.

will under-

You mail

this out along with the letter before you go to
see the people.
They are all ready to buy when
And after they try
you po to see them.
man alive then they'll want to

HUMUS

!

Why

1

;

I

!

Every time you sell one can, you may be certain
that you will sell several cans to the same person
as soon as they find out what a wonderful thing

REX HUMUS

is

I

By all means, get started ripht away Every
day you delay means a loss of money to you in
the sales you could have made by starting sooner
I

!

Why

not get started

TODAY?

Send us your name and address, your Troop
Number and class and your Scout Master's name
and address, and let us send you an application
blank and full particulars, including a copy of
our big premium

roar of the flintlocks ceased and
and the rest of the scouts
stopped, thoroughly out of breath with exThe Red Coats and Indians
citement.
stopped also, and, turning about, rejoined
The "dead" and
their erstwhile enemies.
"wounded" stood up, too, and began to
walk about and chat with the rest, all of
which gave the scouts the impression that
a "movie" battle was the only really pleasant kind of battle, after all.
"Well, you scouts certainly filled the bill
as Green Mountain Boys," said Mr. Dickie
when the boys reached the road where he
was standing. "That will make a great
scene.
Now, just as soon as Bob gets his
stuff stowed away in the truck, we'll start
for town."
Bruce noticed that the camera man was
having difficulty in getting his outfit in the
truck unassisted, so he ran on ahead of the
others to help him.
"Here, Bruce," said the movie operator,
"you get up in the wagon and I will hand
the things to you and you can stow them
under the seat."

Bruce
THE

The camera man handed up

the box-like

machine, which Bruce started packing under the seat. Just as the operator started

back up the hill to get his tripod, in some
REX unaccountable manner the brakes of the
heavy truck loosened and the big vehicle
So
started to roll slowly down the hill.
making money
Many people Steep was the grade that the truck gained

buy several cans
First thing you know you'll be
faster than you ever dreamed of.
have first bought a small quantity to test out
and then ordered by the car load.
You make
enough money on one such order to buy almost
want
And
we
anything you
give you Certificates
besides

'em, scouts, after 'em! Fine! Great scene!
Vll right; that'll do.
Quit firing."

!

!

you

!

list.

PETERSON, SINCLAIRE & MILLER
27 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.

momentum

at a terrific rate.

Bob, the camera man, noticing what had
happened, turned and ran swiftly down the
hill.
But it had gained such headway that
he couldn't overtake it.
"Hi, there!" shrieked Mr. Dickie. "Stop
that truck! Stop it! Good heavens, my
and the
film
It's all in the camera,
truck's running away! Stop it, some one!
Save the film !"
Bruce's first impulse was to jump from
the truck and leave it to its fate, but when
he heard the manager's frantic appeal to
save the precious film he climbed quickly
over the back of the high seat. In another
instant he grasped the steering wheel and
jammed his foot down upon the brake

Vacation soon will be here.

Maybe you want a

canoe, or pony, or camping kit. or gun, or camera
or biryde.
Maybe a Scout's new outfit. You can
have your choice and more! You can get ail the
spending money you need, without asking your
You can pay your own way in
parents for it.
'most everything.

Any Boy Can Earn This Money
You start a sileven the youngest.
It's easy!
Take your own
ver-cleaning business, this way.
dollar, or ask your father or mother for one.
(You can pay it back almost right away.) Fill
out the Coupon shown below, and mail it inclosing the dollar (or Money Order for a dollar) and
8c in postage stamps.
Lightning Silver -Cleaner outfit and complete
You can clean all
Directions will be sent you.
the neighbors' silver regularly and charge lOc or
5c each time.
Every lady can watch you do it.
and she'll
Silver- cleaning is a nuisance to her
be glad to have you.

A

Lots

of_

Fun While Doing

It

The Lightning Silver Cleaner does the work all
You need only watch it. Cleans any
by itself.
silver beautifully and thoroughly in a minute
like magic. Doesn't harm the silver or silver-plat(Let
ing in the slightest.
Really saves the silver.
your mother try it first, and if she doesn't find
Hie Cleaner altogether satisfactory, you send it

back at our expense and we'll return your
You can earn the price of the
dollar.)
Cleaner the very first day or two and

money every week. Be the first
imy in your town to build
silver-cleaning business and make
all the money you need.
Mail
this coupon, with the dollar
fine

and stamps.

TODAY!

The
Light-

Ring Silver-Cleaner
Box. I. Men-

chantvllle, N. J.

!

Enclosed
find
One
Dollar
and
8c.
in
Postage
for
Stamps.
hich please send me a
Silver-Cleaner
outLightning
fit and complete directions.

(Your
(Your

Full

Name)
Address)

lever.

Then bang
the brake band snapped
and the truck lurched forward again
Bruce had applied the brake too suddenly,
and the next moment he found himself in
a runaway motor truck that could not be
!

9 Pound, Waterproof, 6x6 Wall Tent I
Hikes or
Camping.

for

Durable, subno poles
required, well venstantial,

tilated,

room

for

4 boys or adults.

Great for

Write

for catalog

12B

summer

hikes, camping or
fishing trips.

COMPAC TENT CO., Inc.
10th

and Canal

-:-

Indianapolis, Ind.

!

stopped until

it

reached level ground.

Book
Camp
Boy'sBy EDWARD
CAVE
New, illustrated, cloth -bound edition containing everything the boy camper should know,
with full instructions for camping under all
Numerous helpful illustrations
conditions?
by Norman P. Rockwell.
OUR OFFER For One new Subscription to
BOYS' LIFE, the official Boy Scout magazine,
BOOK"
at $1, we will send the "BOY'S
;

The patrol leader felt like he was turning
Before him stretched a long grade,
cold.
and at the end a sharp turn! If he did
not make that turn the motor truck would
crash against a rock or tree and kill him,
or at best it would plunge into Lake Dugmoor and then the film would be lost
Could he make the turn?

!

CAMP

FREE,

all

charges

prepaid
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On rushed the massive truck. It had
developed express train speed now and it
rocked from side to side like a ship in a
gale as it tore down the rough country
road!
Bruce clutched the big steering
wheel with deathlike grip and tried his

"Oh! look, boys!
a New
Bill's

mightiest to keep the cumbersome vehicle
He realized that a loose stone
straight!
or a deep rut meant death to him and
destruction to the motor car!
His teeth
were clenched and his face was white The
wind had whisked away his coonskin cap.
I
"Oh, if I can only make that turn
must! I've got to!" he told himself, as he
saw the distance to the foot of the hill being eaten up by the flying motor car.
Nearer and nearer came the turn. It was

Bike."

got

1915

May,

!

!

a

whole neighborhood takes an

THE

interest in the lucky

boy or

new

girl

with a

wheel.

The boys

are quick

to point out the New
which won't "slip" or "bind," and

Departure Coaster Brake
who know that the New Departure makes riding safe and easy.

Even the grown folks notice a new wheel. They know how
handy it is for getting errands done and giving the young people the valuable habit of earning their own spending money.
a healthier, happier town where every boy has a bike. But
be sure it is equipped with the dependable, ball bearing
I

t's

gives perfect control at top speed, and saves
the fatigue of constant pedaling. Stays in order and keeps
free from rust
heavily nickel-plated, handsome in design.
do

simply

say

"Tell

me

St., Bristol,

BOY or a

LIVE

With more than 300 illustrations by the Author
In answer to many requests from Boy Scouts themselves and
others interested in the movement, Mr. Beard, the greatest auBoys will
thority on boys' interests, has prepared his new book.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
HERE'S

Boy Scouts

one year

been watching the terrible race from the
top of the hill.
They cheered loud and
long when the big truck shot safely around
the bend and headed up the level road toward Woodbriclge.
Then all of them
started down the grade pell mell, nor did
they stop until they reached the place
where the truck had finally stalled. Then
every one tried to shake the boy's hand.
"By Jove, but for your nerve, Bruce, my
boy, we'd have been minus film and motor
truck.
For pure grit, I think you scouts
take the prize.
I wish I could think of
some way to repay you," cried Mr. Dickie,
pumping Bruce around somewhat roughly.

it

Why,

!

to

And

Conn.

I'll

bring the

had

Shelters
Shacks, and
Shanties

$1.25
i.ooj

of America, 200 Fifth Avenue,

1

Both

for
$1.25

New York

By
D. C.

first release

Woodbridge myself and show

it

How'll that suit

the enthusiastic replies of the scouts

hit the right idea.

ANOTHER

Beard

Quarry Troop

Mr. Crump,

will appear in
issue of BOTS' LIFE.

O
OOVS
J

find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters on their hikes or encampments. It contains easily
workable directions accompanied by very full illustrations for
over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most
cabin.
primitive shelter to the fully equipped log

relief.

who had

convinced the "movie" manager that he

WORKER

"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"

for

fifty individuals

your headquarters.
you fellows?"

us today
a postal will
how to win a GOLD

Among Boys You'll Want
DAN BEARD'S New Book, Just Published

BOYS' LIFE

breathed a great sigh of

And so did
BRUCE

in
write

Departure Mfg. Co., 101 N. Main

You're a LIVE

!

WAS

of

C TheBraKe that Brought the Bike. Bach J
If

Now seventy,
the truck stay on all

away.

Would

four wheels or would it go plunging on
niiidly, end over end, into the lake? Could
he make it? The road bent slightly now.
Bruce followed the curve. Now came the
turn.
Bruce tugged at the wheel. The
It was skidding!
It
big truck swerved.
was on two wheels and ploughing up the
dust in great clouds
It was
almost
around! It
around! The road ahead
of him was straight and clear!
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WATCH. CHAIN, STICK. PIN AND CUFF LINKS."

New

yards

forty!

"Why er you see we don't want any
pay for what we do, but if it can be arnmged, I I well, we sure would like to
see that 'movie.'
Can't you send one to
the Woodbridge Theatre?" said Bruce.
"Huh, send one to the Woodbridge
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A Real Wall Tent All Complete
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pins.

Just the thing for "camping out."

in great shape. If you are going on a camping
this remarkable tent.
without
be
to
Only $4.75. And you can set it
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cannot
trip you simply
This is the greatest bargain
months.
summer
up in your back yard and sleep out in it during the
not
have
If
wall
tent.
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Large enough to accommodate four boys

this tent,
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get two or three of your friends to go

Boy Scouts

think

it

great!

It makes a fellow feel great when he gets up in the
Ever sleep out in a tent? Say, boys, its bully
Go ask your father this very minute
morning and eatwell, just try it once and see. Hungry as a bear every morning.
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never
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this
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them later.
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Shelter Tents
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Every Boy Scout in America should have one of these tents. Just
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Daniel Boone and their careful writing of their essays.

Other very interesting things are revealed by these
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letters.
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Quarry

search

for
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a

stories

on page 7; and
you ever go snipe

hunting? There's a tale
about it on page
1.
Your Camplire A big man tells
you a simple little thing about it,
but important, on page 32.
Fire with Flint and Steel
Ever
make it? Mr. Beard explains the
1

trick.

Page
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Gold You read the start of the
story in April; on page 16 you'll

how

er's takes
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Hitch" for Boys' Life, has spent
You'll
years "before the mast."
fairly shudder as the tale takes you
through a great ocean storm
and you'll be mighty glad that Jetty
written

knew how

to tie a "rolling hitch."
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ROCKWELL

up and down the field like a tornado.
Boys that he tackled grumbled that he
could be a trifle gentler seeing that it was
tore

only practice.
"Don't pay any attention to Andy," Ted
He's going
advised. "He's running wild.
to blow up. Come down and have a soda."
Donald didn't like to be always drinking
sodas at Ted's expense.
However, it was
sweet to have somebody tell him he'd make
the team, so he went along.
"You don't catch me stewing around
about football," Ted chuckled.
The next Monday the rough and tumble
For the first
of practice started again.
time Mr. Wall assembled an eleven.
Cordts was at one end of the line, and
Andy Ford at the other. All afternoon it
ran through signals. Donald didn't get a
chance to do any playing at all.
Discouraged and downcast, he trudged
away from the field. Ted ran after him.
"I don't blame you feeling sore," he
said.
"You ought to be out there instead
of Andy.
Ah, let's forget it. Come on

"Ted, after drinking
the first soda, insisted
on buying the second."

Ted Carter. This surprised him. down and have a soda."
Donald swallowed the lump in his throat.
However, he had little time to think about
"I
other boys. Mr. Wall soon had him pass- "Let me buy these sodas," he said.
ing the ball, and falling on it, and run- want to go home first."
Ted waited in the road. Donald ran in
ning down the field under kicks. Donald
was sure that he showed up pretty well. and took the orange bank down from its
nor was

initalmrnt of this great Hcnut
story was printed in the May BOYS' LIFE.
The synopsis irott will find on page 4.

The

first

CHAPTER

III (Continued)
next three days Don
After the practice he saw Ted lounging
His zest near one of the
Strong was a busy boy.
goal posts, looking on with
had returned and he quickly found a weary air.
To his surprise, his price of ten
work.
"Aren't you out for the team?" Don
cents an hour met with no objection. asked.
He thought that a big fellow like
he
earned
cents
twenty
mowing Ted would make a corking good guard or
Thursday
a lawn, and Friday he found a job work- tackle.
"Nix!" Ted grinned. "Too hard work."
ing the weeds out of a bed of poppies.
That night he dropped fifteen cents into
"Work?" Donald laughed. "Why, it's
the orange bank.
He now had forty-five fun. You ought to come out, Ted."
cents saved.
He felt like a capitalist.
Ted
"That's what Mr. Wall

the

DURING

Saturday morning he worked with his
books. But right after dinner he attacked
He was beginning
the carpenter shop.
to take pride in his sweeping, and did it
thoroughly.
That afternoon his father showed him
to use a hatchet and a knife. He had
an appointment to meet Ted Carter at
the village field, but the lesson was so
interesting that he forgot all about it.
When he ran inside just before supper to
put the hatchet away, he saw that Barbara
had cleaned the shop windows.
"Dad will like that," he thought aloud.
"I guess Barbara would make a good

how

scout."

Donald thought

Ted

so, too.

After he

left

The ten
gloominess deepened.
cents he had spent began to trouble him.
yawned.
has been telling me for two years.
I'll Now there was only thirty-five cents in
sit back and watch you fellows.
Come on the bank. Everything seemed to be going
down and have a soda."
wrong. When he reached home he did not
Donald went with him to the confection- go near the cellar, and for the first time
in weeks it remained unswept.
ery shop near the railroad station.
"You won't think it much fun," Ted
Next day he got something to do at
confided, "when you find yourself in the practice; but, to his chagrin, that somescrub, maybe."
thing was practising with a scrub. He did
Donald smiled.
He hadn't given the his work listlessly, and twice Mr. Wall
scrub a thought.
He was going to play spoke to him sharply. After the work was
on the school team.
over he found Ted waiting.
But before a week was out he began to
"Rotten!" said Ted; "that's what I call
worry. A boy named Cordts was sure to it. Come on down and
"Not to-day," said Donald. He was too
play left end. In fact, Cordts had played
there for two years. That left only right miserable to think of soda. And that afend and he found that Andy Ford was ternoon, for the second time, the carpenter
his

fighting for that.
shop remained unswept.
started Monday.
The following afternoon the squad had
Andy was blue-eyed, and red-haired,
hurried to the and freckle- faced.
He seemed to be al- its first scrimmage. Donald found himself
Alex Davidson was not out. ways smiling. But, for all that smile, he playing, against Andy Ford.
Here was

practice
FOOTBALL
After school Donald
village field.

The money clinked loudly as he
place.
tried to slide out a coin, but a ten-cent
piece quickly dropped into his hand, and
he put back the bank and hurried out.
Ted, after drinking his first soda, insisted on buying the second.
"You ought to be on that team," he said.
"It's a shame."
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Donald turned away
where he would show who was master! the final whistle.
But on the first play the school team had with an air of hopelessness.
"I call that raw," cried Ted.
the ball he found' that Andy had him
"Bring
blocked off completely. One of the backs you out afternoons, and bang you around
much
as
and
as
then
went around him for a big gain.
they like,
ignore
I'd tell
"You're standing flat-footed," Andy you when a real game comes.
to
fish."
them
go
whispered. "Get up on your toes more."
"I
I'm going to quit," Donald faltered.
Donald said nothing. He felt cheap at
If
had
they
given him only five minutes!
the failure he had made of his first play.
For a while he did fairly well. Then "You're the only fellow who stands by
The runner was me," he said gratefully.
came another charge.
So Donald dropped quietly from the
He became bewildered
well protected.
Instead of waiting when the next
trying to figure out where to strike. Then squad.
the play went over him. He picked him- practice came, he put his books under his
arm and went home. He had an idea
from the ground.
self
Andy's voice
that Mr. Wall would question him; but
sounded in his ear:
"Never mind how many interferers a day or two passed and the Latin teacher
seemed to be unaware that he had abanthere are.
Keep your eyes on the ball.
You tried to watch all the interference. doned the scrub.
Donald became irritated when he found
Watch the ball."
Donald felt blue. This was a different that his presence or absence apparently
meant so little. From a safe distance he
type of game than he had ever played. watched
the work of the new boy playing
Here was football with brains, and trainHe was used against And}'.
ing, and science behind it.
"That fellow's a shine," he told himself,
to the
take-a-chance, hitrough-and-ready,
or-miss type of play.
Ted wasn't at the field to-day. Donald
was glad that his friend hadn't seen the
practice.

He went

straight home and up to his
Barbara was in the kitchen, but
she did not call to him with her old hearty

room.

air of good-fellowship.

Soon would
Donald sat on the bed.
come the summons to supper. Barbara
would look at him
"Ah !" Donald scowled, "she's mad at

surely,

Will you

go back

if

they

ask

you?"

Donald

tried to look stern,

"I

should

say not."

Ted agreed, "There's
If a f elhaving backbone,
ought to stay quit."
Donald to have Ted praise
There was a troop meeting
that night, and he had intended to stay
He felt awkward about facing
away.
Mr. 'Wall. But after what Ted had said
about his backbone he just had to go.
Rain
All day a storm had threatened.
began to'fall just as he reached Mr. Wall's
house.
Alex 'Davidson was there, and so
was Phil Morris, leader of the Wolf Patrol.
The boys sat in the library and
stared at the row of books while Mr.
Wall corrected class papers at a distant
desk.
Presently the Scoutmaster looked
at his watch.
"The rain
"Half-past eight," he said.
has kept away the others. There's no use
in only us four holding a meeting."
"He doesn't even know the rules."
The boys stood up.
Saturday the eleven played its second
"You needn't run away," Mr. Wall
contest.
It was an "at home" game, but
laughed. He drew a chair alongside DonDonald, sulking, did not go to the village aid. "Let's have a chat. Sit down."
field to cheer on his school.
Ted Carter
Was Mr.
Donald scarcely breathed.
brought him news of the result.
-\Vall going to ask him about football?
"We won," he announced. "Say, you But the Scoutmaster began to tell them
ought to get a chance now. They 'fooled about first aid and bandaging.
Andy on a forward pass and tangled him
"What scout law does this work come
up on a fake kick."
under?" he asked.
"Did they score?" Donald asked.
"Third," said Phil Morris promptly.
T
"That's

right,"

nothing like
low quits he
It pleased
his spunk.

"N o n; they didn't.
But if Andy "A scout is helpful."
hadn't recovered himself and gotten into
because I haven't swept the shop."
"Yes," said Mr. Wall thoughtfully; "a
those two plays, they would have scored scout is
But, after a moment, he had a vague
helpful if he is the right kind of
Barbara
scout. Whether he
feeling that he was wrong.
what he's given
likes
wasn't angry at him for just that. There
to do or whether he
was something else. He had seen it in
the task,
he
dislikes
her eyes something something oh, he
He doesn't
didn't know what it was.
digs in.
his
burden and
He was still puzzling his brain when he
stalk off just because
went downstairs and took his place at
he doesn't like the way
He was resolved that he wouldn't
table.
If
look at his sister.
However, when the
things are going.
he's there to help, he
meal was over, he met her in the hall.
Donald stood still and
Their eyes met.
helps."
let her walk past him.
Alex nodded as
He knew now. Her eyes had said "Don
though that was his
Don! How about your good turn?"
Donald stole
idea, too.
He had forgotten it from that angle.
a glance at Mr. Wall
He thought he was simply stopping someand then looked away.
"It's easy to be helpthing because he was sore and discour"
the Scoutmaster
ful,
aged, but he had promised on his honor
to obey the scout laws, and he was quit"when
it
continued,
He wasn't doing his good turn a
ting.
gives us pleasure to do
our task, or when we
day.
He swung around and went down to
hold the center of the
the shop. It was dark. He found a lamp
stage with everybody
and lit it. Barbara was singing in the
However,
looking on.
kitchen.
As his broom started to swish
we can't all have the
the singing stopped.
Then suddenly it
fun, and we can't all
went on again, gayer and more lightbe out in the sunshine.
hearted than it had been before.
Every time a baseball
When he came up from the cellar he
game is played some
felt better.
He was once more a scout
boys must sit on the
in good standing.
He had squared acbench.
Every time a
counts with his oath.
race is run some boys
Two days later the entire football squad
must stand aside and
went off for the first game on the schedhold the blankets of the
ule.
Hillside Academy was expected to
runners. Every time a
battle is fought some
prove easy prey. The Chester boys, as a
soldiers must remain in
whole, wondered how high the score would
be.
Donald wondered if he would get in
the rear and guard supthe game.
But they all help
plies.
"It will be a shame if you don't," Ted
those who sit on the
stormed. "I wouldn't stand for it."
bench, those who hold

me

rdrop

!

"I'd like to get a chance," Donald said.
However, all through the afternoon he
stood far back from the sideline and
waited for the chance that did not come.
Andy Ford played from the kick-off to

the blankets, those who
guard the rear.
"And a scout is on

"They crowded around Don without envy and stared
critically at his idea."

his

honor to help at

times.

He

stands

all

fOJ
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things that are fine, and clean, and
He doesn't knock and he doesn't

true.
sulk.

to do he stays
When he's given something
"
Mr. Wall looked
with his job. He
around at the boys and smiled slowly.
"I'm preaching again," he said.
"Every time you tell us about the scout
laws," Phil Morris said in a low voice,
"I think of something I should have done."

"That," the Scoutmaster

said, gently, "is

what the laws are for to bring us back
when we stray off." His tones became
"Have you demanded
pleasantly brisk.
your ten cents an hour, Don?"

He lapsed
boy.
thinking about
And later,
ten cents an hour just then.
when he departed with Alex and Phil,
"Yes,

into

sir,"

silence.

said

He

the

wasn't

thoughtfully, his hands
dug deep into his pockets.
Monday, after school, he went down to
the lockers in the basement of the buildAlmost
ing, and put on his football suit.
shamefaced, he walked alone to the village
field.
Members of the squad stared at
him. Andy Ford pinched his arm.
"That's better, Don," he whispered.
Somehow, he had the feeling that Mr.
Wall had been watching to see if he would
come.
But the coach gave him not a

he walked home

For fifteen minutes he waited
around with nothing to do. Then, when
school team and scrub lined up for a
scrimmage, he heard his name read off the
as though he had never been
list just
absent.
He scampered out to his old
The scrub tackle nudged him.
place.
"What happened to you? Ted said you
had quit."
The
Donald pretended not to hear.
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Mr. Heyliger's Great

Scout Serial Began
STRONG,
DON
wants to enter
not

the Chester high school

study, hut to play football and
under Mr. Wall, the Latin teacher,

to

baseball

who coaches

the teams.

Don

thinks

his

wants him sent to work:
but the night his father tells him he can
sister

Barbara

have one year at school, he learns that
Barbara has been pleading for him.
Alex Davidson, a widow's son, also is
ambitious to enter high school. Alex works
all
summer.
Don learns that Alex has
Amazed, he goes
twenty dollars saved.
around to Alex's house for a look at a boy
who has saved that much money, and finds
He
Alex wearing a boy scout uniform.
sneers at scouts; but when he learns what
a boy must know before he can become a
Later, when he
Scout, he turns thoughtful.
discovers that Mr. Wall is the Scoutmaster,
he enters the troop and becomes a member
He and his sister Barof the Wolf Patrol.
bara have become chums.

Don

begins to sweep his father's carpen-

He

wants
ter shop as his daily good turn.
to earn a dollar so be can become a secondHis father offers him a dollar
class scout.
sweeping the shop. Don is tempted to
take the money, but instead he explains that
a scout cannot accept pay for a good turn.
He vows that he will find a way to earn his
for

dollar.

word.

tackle

laughed.

understand."

The other boy laughed. "You
me to belong to a gang like
N'ext thing you know they'll be feedthat.
ing you with a spoon."

"No?"

couldn't get

"But, Ted

"Yah!

Run

along

will get you."
Donald longed to

per

ter as he

saw

it.

home

the cool nights the grass no longer grew
His business of mowing
luxuriantly.
He had to find
lawns was at an end.
else

something

a thoughtless, careless boy,

or the kidnap-

make Ted see the matBut Ted swung around

"Don't want to talk about it, do you? and, with a careless, slouching swagger,
That other strolled back toward the field.
Well, I'm glad you're back.
Donald, staring after him, was genufellow couldn't give Andy any practice."
The kick-off almost caught Donald inely sorry. Ted had been his friend. Ted
He was thinking. He saw now had stood for him. He didn't want to
asleep.
But as between
what helping meant. Playing on the scrub lose Ted's good will.
or standing with
It standing with Ted Carter
were useless.
didn't mean that

1915
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to do.

For a week he was in a blind alley that
led nowheres. He walked all around town
but saw nothing that gave promise of a
Sometimes Ted walked with him,
job.
and sometimes he walked alone.
"Gee!" Ted complained. "You could be
sitting

down taking

things easy."

"Not now," he smiled. Ted wanted to
know why, but he did not explain.
Then came the first frost. As though
by magic the trees
Donald, coming down
mornings later, found
dead leaves from the
"Here," he called.
Barbara laughed.
like

Go

it.

in

began to

go bare.
to breakfast a few
Barbara raking the
lawn.

"Let

me do

"It's

fun,

that."

Don;

I

to breakfast."
took the rake

But Donald
from her
hands. "I want practice," he said. "Here's
the job I've been looking for."
He knew
now how he was going to earn his dollar.
That afternoon there was a scrimmage
between the school team and the scrub.
Donald's heart was set on finding lawns to
rake.
However, he pushed these thoughts
aside and played the best football that
was in him. Andy Ford gave him a grin.
"You're speeding up, Don," he said.
Donald mumbled that he knew it. He
had not yet entirely recovered from the
fact that Andy had beaten him out.
On
his way home, after the practice, he discovered a lawn thick with leaves and engaged to rake it on the morrow.
Next afternoon Ted sat back and
watched him while he worked. But now
Donald was used to this and he did not
mind.
He raked steadily, and at length
the lawn was clean.
His labor earned
him twenty

cents.

When

he reached home he found Beth
flushed and happy. Starting with Monday
she was going to work steadily at the bake
shop for $3 a week.
you
"This is going to be a rich family," Barmeant that you were fitting the school Mr. Wall
"Gee," he muttered to himself, "I hope bara laughed. "Beth's got a steady job,
team for its real games. Why, at that
Ted won't be sore at me all season."
and Don is
Ford's trainer.
he was

Andy

rate,

saving."

With

that thought he plunged into the
didn't do anything startling,
CHAPTER IV
game.
but he did manage to keep Andy on the
The
Ninth Law
'
swung over toward
jump. Once the play
He heard Ted Carter's
the side line.
Donald found that playing on
voice:
the scrub was going to allow him
Now
lots of time for other things.
"Well, you are one fine skate."
Donald's cheeks reddened. He did not that Mr. Wall had the school team runlook toward the fringe of spectators.
ning nicely, he permitted only one pracAfter the practice he found his friend tice scrimmage a week. As a result there
were many days when Don lined up with
waiting.
"I the scrub, ran through signals for ten or
"Mr. Weak-knees!" Ted jeered.
fifteen minutes, and was then .free.
thought you said you were through."
"I was," Donald answered.
In some way he had got over his
"This looks like liking for loafing.
He wanted to be up
"Sure," Ted agreed.
His eyes ran up and down and doing. Even the fact that Ted Carit, doesn't it?"
the dirty uniform.
"I'll bet you knew all ter became
friendly again did not slow
him up. He walked and talked with Ted,
along you were going back."
"I
cried
Don indignantly. hut all the time his mind was active
didn't,"
"When I quit that time I hadn't stopped with the thought of getting ahead and
to think.
A fellow on the scrub is doing becoming a second-class scout.
his part.
He's helping the team. Without
He had learned quite a bit about elethe scrub the team couldn't find its stride." mentary first aid and bandaging. He had
Ted looked at him curiously. "Where mastered the scout pace. As soon as the
did you get that dope?"
football season closed he knew there would
"From the scout laws.
scout must be many Saturday hikes, and he felt that
he would soon get the knack of starting

He

SOON

A

"Yah !" Ted howled in derision. "That's
how he hooked you, was it? Go out there
now and have Andy make a monkey of
bruised and battered, and
find you're forOh, you easy mark."
gotten.
"Ah, Ted," Donald pleaded, "you don't

you, and get
then when a

all

game comes

That night, at Mr. Wall's library, the
Scoutmaster suggested something that had
never entered Don's head before. It was
building bird houses.

months

The spring was

still

there was much to
be decided what sort of birds to build
houses for, what kind of houses to build.
Donald listened with great interest. The
idea of building a house that a bird would
live

in

away,

fired

but

his

imagination.
the scouts decided what
of
house
each
would construct.
type
"How about you, Don?" Mr. Wall asked.
Donald hesitated. "I I guess I'd like
to build a house for a robin.
Could I?"
The Scoutmaster smiled.
"Nothing
easier," he said, and the boy was pleased.
He had feared, for a moment, that perhaps robins wouldn't live in a house that
somebody built for them.
Before the meeting adjourned Mr. Wall
gave him a leaflet that told about bird
houses.
Donald could scarcely wait to

One by one

get

home

read it. Once in his room he
lamp and began to study hunBefore he went to bed he had
to

lighted the
grily.

learned that a house for a robin should
his own fire and of cooking his rations. be eight inches from roof to floor, and
He was going to ask Barbara to check that the floor should be six by eight inches,
him up on the observation test of looking and that one or more sides should be left
And open, and that the house should be hung
for one minute at a store window.
from six to fifteen feet above the ground.
he was going to earn his dollar.
For the present, however, earning a dol"My me!" he exclaimed as he undressed.
lar was his greatest problem.
Checked by
(Continued on page 45)

Over
Long-Distance
Another Dan of the Mountain Story
F.

By
Author

of

MOULTON McLANE
"Dan

Aid

JOE

vowed that the

of the Mountain," "With
of the Woodpile," Etc.

the

He paused in the doorway of their room.
Bol>, who had been there before, of
course, stood by him; but Dan didn't like Though Bob was downstairs, the light was
to be a "leaner" and tried to stand on his on.
In one Morris chair, with feet on the
own feet; and how could he tell Bob, to other, as if the room were actually his,
whom he owed this wonderful chance, that sat Ransom the boy who "could have
he wanted his companionship in that first roomed with Bob if it hadn't been for Dan."

becabin on lonely week more than he wanted help.
Dan's success in concealing this was so
the mountain-side was getting worn
down into a regular sheep-path; and all in great that it was disastrous. Bob found
that Dan got on by himself so well they
two weeks, too.
These two weeks had been full of hurry. had no classes together that he fell into
The school, when it formally engaged Old the way of forgetting about him. And
Joe as its forest-warden
which it did there were so many old chums of Bob's

OLD

tween the valley and

trail

his

at Mr. Wallace's recommendation
also demanded that Mr. Bracket
start for the woodland at once. They had

promptly

received information of trespassers there,
cutting timber without permission and
reckless in building fires. Then, Mr. Wallace, for a good many reasons
among
which was the fear that Old Joe might
Dan
decided
to
change his mind about
send Bob back to school for the last quarter of the year, April to June; and, he
suggested to Old Joe, wouldn't it be a fine
time for Dan to begin? Bob wouldn't be
near so lonely; Dan could get a good idea
of what it was like before beginning a full
year's work, and, if he were
particular subject, make it

weak in any
up over the

summer.
So Dan's new school clothes were bought,
packed in the little cowhide trunk, and left
at the parsonage to go when Bob's things
went.

who came and dragged him away
rooms, that

alone in what

Dan

to their

Dan most
little

often found himself
spare time he had.

Dan

hesitated on the threshold.

"Bob

isn't

here?"

he

asked,

at himself for blushing
som's long stare.

angry

stupidly;

under Ran-

"Apparently not," drawled Ransom.
"Might look behind the book-case, or under the rug. Come in and make yourself
at home."
Ransom unfurled his feet, rose, and sauntered around the room.
He stopped before a pencil-map of the school's new land,
drawn by Dan himself before he left there.
"Been wondering about this," Ransom
pursued, as cheerfully as if Dan were the
most cordial of companions. "What's it

friends readily. There
were very few of the boys who hadn't been
there all year; so they were already cemented into little cliques and circles; and
the few who did notice he was a stranger
also noticed that he was under Bob's wing. all about? What is it?"
"It's a map of the school's new land."
Dan had the peculiar kind of shyness that
"And what are the red crosses for
seems like aloofness; and several who
spoke to him were repulsed by the short- buried treasure?"
ness with which he covered his agony of
"Where my father's camping. No. 1 is
where he was when I left; 2 is where he's
shyness.
Dan had been afraid they might poke camped now."
fun at him, as the loungers in the valley
"Great Scott! If I kept track of my
store had done. He was rather surprised governor's movements with red ink and
of
that he had so far encountered none
Last month
flourishes, I'd be kept busy
that.
But one day he was going upstairs the yacht was at Panama. Next month, I
to his room when he heard voices ahead of believe, it's to be Brazil.
I only bother
him. The boys talking were hidden by the about it when funds get low. Hullo !" for
turn of the stairs; but their voices carried Dan had opened a book, "are you really
didn't

make

!

Old Joe and Dan closed up the cabin to- down.
"It's a pity Bob Wallace is tied to that
gether, and Dan went with his father for
the two remaining weeks before the quarter queer new chap," said one.
Believe it's
"His father's a minister.
opened, to help make camp and get things
settled in Old Joe's new home.
Dan was some charity of his."

going to grind, right in the illumination of

my company?"

"Yes," said Dan, bluntly.
will I gracefully withdraw."
He walked jauntily out; but he couldn't
"Ransom was saying he could have resist whirling about at the door and flingMore than once he
secretly glad of this.
had dreaded the wrench of leaving the lit- roomed with Bob, if it hadn't been for him. ing back, "So-long son Dan!"
our crowd would all have been
tle cabin, and the valley and his father; Then

"Then

last words brought Dan to his feet.
arrangement made all that easier, together."
"Too bad. Maybe he won't stay," sugHe sprang to the door, just in time to
up the last few days with plenty
the other.
hear other voices.
of new and interesting work.
Bob came to Old Joe's camp on his way,
"Bob up there?" asked some one.
and stopped a whole day, before he took
So
stood still, with hot cheeks.
"No," came Ransom's drawl. "Only son
Dan away with him to Rockville.
he was, even here, a "queer chap," a Dan salubTiouS xon Dan!"
Dan shut the door quickly, and snapped
"charity" of Bob's father; and he had
had never dreamed of being home- hoped how he had hoped that that sort off the light. That confirmed a suspicion.
sick, or lonely, after he got to the of thing was to be ended. Was that why He dropped into a chair to think.
school.
Since his arrival he had received one letBut that proved to be, the first Bob had left him to himself so much? He
was ashamed of him?
ter from his father. A queer letter it was,
week, the most lonesome place of all.
The number of boys appalled him; the
written with a cramped hand long unused
"Hi, there; hold on. I want you."
roar between classes, and the din at table,
It was Bob's voice, from the floor below, to a pen, and in strange, stilted English,
seemed to the mountain-boy almost fear- shouting to some one. Dan waited, think- that didn't sound at all as Old Joe talked.
some. There were endless buildings to be ing he was calling him softened by that Dan had been grateful for it he could
learned, recitation-rooms to be found, rules hearty call, eager to prove himself mis- guess how much labor it must have cost
to get by heart, hours to
taken.
But Bob didn't appear. It was his father yet he slipped it out of sight
keep track of
and sharp-voiced instructors to snap at you some one else he was calling of course! quickly. Not for worlds would he have
if you didn't
so that the first week was Dan climbed slowly upward, with a heavier had any one see it not even Bob.
heart than before.
It began, "Son Dan," "hoped his health
nothing but a whirl and a confusion.

and
and

this

THE

filled

DAN

DAN
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was sallubreeus," and "begged to inform
him that of the writer was the same." It
went on with the details of his new camp;
gave Dan minute directions as to the care
of his clothing; and hoped Dan would
'speak up smart and show them all what
a mountain-boy was like."
One day Dan missed his letter. He worried considerably about it; he didn't want
any of the boys to find it. But the next
day he found it stuck with a pin on the
pin-cushion. He thought then that one of
the cleaning-women had found and restored it. He hoped none of the boys had
found it. Ransom's quotation proved that
he at least had seen it and if this much
of it, then all of it. Dan's cheeks burned

He

with wounded pride.

hated Ransom

supercilious Ransom, with his yachting
father, and his silk socks, and white hands
with rings. He had read the letter, had
told the other fellows about it had come
to his room just to make fun of him

more

And where was Bob? Not that Dan
would talk it over with him if he were
Wouldn't it be comfortthere but
able to have him at least to talk to
A ringing crescendo of song came from
Dan had forgotten
the big hall below.
they all gathered Monday nights around
the crackling, open fire, to sing school
That was where Bob was. He
songs.
hadn't thought to come for Dan
Now
they were singing that school song where
the fellows stood up and put their hands
on each others' shoulders at the last
!

verse
" 'Shoulder

to
shoulder,
"
Mater,'
Everybody was
they sang.
there but Dan. Why 'didn't
Bob see he wasn't there.
Dan took a restless tramp
around the room. He wished
he were there singing with
them; but he couldn't go
down now, and break into
that roomful of strangers. It
was too late just as everything was too late with him.
It was too late for him to
Bob had
try to go to school
better have left him to stay.

"Wisht

I

dear

Alma

"So
comes

I

see," said

.

.

Ef

it

makes me

dollars.

enough

I've

he

father's
it

if

of

he

in China.

The new

been for

all

.1

.

thing that had

him

to seek

refuge.
this

shining in his eyes.

on, after a bit of a pause.
"Now, then. Did Bob say
any o' this?"
"No, pap; o' co'se not."
"Did he ever act it
or
look it?"

"O, no!"
"Treated ye white, hain't
he?"
"Yes, sirree, he has," an-

swered Dan, heartily.
Old Joe gazed at him for
a full minute.

"How've

you treated

him?"

Dan
''And what
are the red

gulped.

wanted to?
had

"I

"

he

But Old Joe swept

"Here he's been th' best
kind of a friend t' yer; got
me this chanst t' be more'n
a squatter; got you this
chanst t' go t' th' best kind
of a school, fer nothin'. An'
not only that, but shares his
room with ye. Is he th' kind
would done it ef he hadn't

crosses for?
Buried treasure?

behind: not the
least of all the big figure that just now
came swinging down the trail.
Old Joe stopped short when he saw Dan.
"
"Pap I've come
began the boy.
left

moved

Old Joe as a
He looked up with

Old Joe looked away quickly,
cleared his throat, and went

into Dan's
throat as he realized how homesick he

he had

"

pap

first

all

exception: the
familiar old tent, with the
patch on the weathen-beaten
canvas the trim clearing
the fire laid just as Dan had
seen it laid a hundred times:

came

.

"O, pappy !" The last thing
Dan would have owned the

camp was no

a lump

an' dif-

.

began.
on:
said

upon

.

ole

got

a

somehow
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/ will!"

always
would know
DAN
camp
stumbled
his

so strange,

.

.

.

"It's all

.

druther not." Dan's face
hardened with a new resolu"Train leaves at midtion.
.
.
Fare's five
night.
.

"How

.

I'd

.

curtly.

June,

;

Ransom

like

Old Joe,
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ye are here when school's keepin'?" frunt," burst out Dan, at last.
Dan flushed and wriggled; Old Joe's
"/* it, now?" quote Old Joe, sarcasshaggy eyebrows nearly met, as he gazed tically.
on the hesitating figure before him.
"Do ye 'member th' kitten that come to
"Run away from school, eh?"
us one day that jes' walked round an'
"
"Ye-es s'pose I did
mewed an' we tried t' pet her
"What fur?" came the blunt interruption.
"Makes ye think o' that, does it?" Old
Dan's eyes apparently sought for the an- Joe's eyes twinkled, for he had found
swer on the ground at his feet.
the trouble now.
"Well, th' diffrunce is,
"Got into trouble and run away from it?" if she'd been jes' shet up a day, an' not
Now, Dan was glad he could lift his fussed over, she'd 'a' made herself t' hum,
head and answer firmly, "No, pap."
'stead o' runnin' off an' never gettin' back."
"Then, what?"
Dan's eye sought Old Joe's inquiringly
Dan cast his eyes downward again.
but the twinkle had already vanished.
"Le" me stay with you, pap.
I
"Go on," commanded Old Joe.
doan
"
want t' go back never !"
"Th' fellers they're diffrunt
Dan's voice quivered a bit.
"How?" interrupted Old Joe, jealously.
Old Joe
"
heard the quiver, guessed a few things, and
"/ dunno.
They don't like me
made his own voice three shades gruffer.
What's
"Well, let 'em lump ye, then.
"What manner o' foolishness! Well, I that to you?"
'lowed this might happen," he said em"An' I don't like them. They make fun
phatically, "but I swar I didn't think it o' me." Not for worlds would Dan have
would."
hinted at the story of the Son Dan letter;
"
"You thought
and he checked himself just in time.
"Tell 'em t' make fun o' me, then, fer a
"Why, can't keep up in yer books, that's
what I thought. So ye've found out ye're change." Old Joe saw the red mount suda dumb-head now, hev ye?"
denly to Dan's cheek, made a shrewd
"No 'tain't that," answered Dan, rather guess, and, therefore, added, with a laugh,
"
'Twun't hurt me none, I reckon. Go on."
surprised and hurt at this view of things.
"Then what in time's the matter? Out
"They say" Dan's voice was desperate
with it."
now "what a shame it is for Bob t' be
But it didn't come out. Instead, Dan tied t' me. .
They say what good
heaved a big sigh. It all seemed so silly times them an' Bob could have, ef /
to tell, here in the big forest, to that wait- wasn't there.
doan like t' git
ing figure that even now began shifting Bob made fun of, an' felt sorry for,
'cause I'm there." He faltered, and then
uneasily.
Dan wished how Dan wished
he ended in a rush, to get it all out.
hadn't been so foolish as to run away
Old Joe thought a moment.
"Well, I'm glad it ain't at
all that y'r homesick
fer y'r

with pap," he whispered,
" Tain't
softly; and then
far; jes' a night in the cars.
7 don't care ef I don't
never learn nothin'.
.

Scouts'

it

back home

was

The Boy

And

here, just

because ye feel like a cat in
"Dan!" came the warning reminder, in a strange garret the fust week you, that
I
have never been away from yer own doorOld Joe's sharpest voice.
"Come!
What's th' matter sill because some low-down trash in silk
cayn't wait all day.
with ye?" He laid a hand on Dan's shoul- socks talks about ye t' some other trash
leave him without a
der, and shook it ever so slightly. "Speak ye run away from it
Mind !"
up, I say
(Continued on page 14.)
!

was overboard

The Ghost
Illustrated

)* yTEMBER that old house
Warfleld's across the
I
|y *

of

bay in
the black pine grove?" asked

Tenderfoot "Spots."
"Sure," replied Second-class Bill, gruffly;
"we've poked all through it many a time."
First-class Ed, with the added dignities
of service stripes, merit badges and patrol
leader's bars, did not join in.
The three
crawled into their tent and began to undress, talking in undertones, for the camp
patrol was abroad.
Spots' whisper was
awe-struck.
"When I paddled over there the night
Stuffy was lost, I saw I've been kind of
afraid to tell about it but there was a
red light flashed up all of a sudden, and
something that looked like a man, real
black in the window the one you can see
from the bay, you know. An' then the
An' an' we know
light
disappeared.
there's nobody in there !"
"Aw, forget that," sneered Ed," "you
saw a red sunset or a hobo's camp fire,
and got scared."
"Didn't get scared!" retorted Spots in"Xo more scared than you or
dignantly.
Bill 'd been !" This was a sweeping claim,
for the other two were scouts of proven
courage, and Spots had his spurs yet to

ctuwv touched

tin'

by E. A.

,

to

be the

first

to

tell.

FUKMAN

^HERE

J-

own

.

Hunters

is a famous story of it ounner who carelessly let a cannon
break loose on a ship nt sen. Afterward, with area! skill ami couraae, lie
secured the nun, sarinr/ the ship and
hi.t comrades' lives at the risk of his

*"/

.

JOHN HENRY SKEEN

By

tt

bcfm-i'

His General said:
"Couraae ounht to be rewarded and
life.

negligence punished."

He

conferred the cross of St. Louis
on the man and then ordered him to
be shot.
This

is

the

story

of

three

who disobeyed, and what came

scouts
of

it.

English speech, a wise and kindly philosopher.

MAIL!" yelled Two-Bits
from the pier where he could see

"TV/fAIL!

11

the flashing paddles of the returning
canoe.
"Mail !" shouted Canute Nilson,
the Great Dane, from the headquarters
porch.
beach.

The whole camp swarmed

to the

Spots was overboard before the canoe
touched, at imminent risk of danger to
all on board,
splashing through the shallows to be the first to tell.
"Gee, Chief, there was a big robbery
over at Royal Oak !" he said breathlessly.
"We heard all about it an' went to see
the place !"
The approach of the mail bearers was
usually the beginning of wild commotion,
with all manner of schemes to wheedle
letters and packages from them before
the appointed time of distribution, and
.sudden bosom friendships, based on a
rumor that Crazy Horse would receive
candy or a cake from home; but to-day
these are forgotten.
The Director, with
an experienced hand, impounded all the
"We will hear what you
mail, and said:
Be
say, and then we will have the mail.
brief; an Indian is brief and exact with
his news."
Spots ran on eagerly.
"Mr. Harrison's house was broken into
that big house on the point, you know,

towel-draped line straggles down to the
beach, with water funks sneaking out and
being nabbed by the watchful Scoutmasters; the breathless plunge into the water,
racing on the hard wet sand, rub-down,
sketchy toilettes, mess-call, breakfast and
the day in camp is begun.
Spots was assigned, with Dirty Duffy
and Hunks Humphreys, to go for the mail.
This share, at least, of the camp work
was sought after. It brought an hour's
canoe trip and shore leave in the summer
win.
colony nearby, with possibilities of cakes,
"Dare you right now to go over there !" pickles and ice-cream sodas, if the pocket
"Keep cool, tenderfoot," broke in Bill. money held out. This privilege was given
"Ed, let's do it tomorrow night, all go in turn to those who had failed to fall
from grace during three days, more entogether. Want to go, Spots?"
The freckled-faced boy, who answered during virtue not being in the nature of and they got all his silver, an' tried to
shoot Tom Harrison, 'cause he heard 'em
gladly to this name, wavered. "You fel- boy.
lows didn't see what I saw," he answered
"I give you pass, and you go now," and went down stairs with his gun an' he
Then in a moment, his mouth said the Director, in his even voice, "and thinks he hit one
slowly.
hardened. "I'll go," he said.
"That's right," chimed in Hunks, "we
you come back by eleven, sure-lee, because
we will all be wanting our home letters," saw the bloody footprints on the porch,
nEVEILLK! Followed by a chorus of and he pushed their canoe off with his foot, an' the place where they sawed through
f\. sleepy grunts and groans, and the and stood watching them beneath his hand the shutter.
They got away, an' nobody
usual cries "Rotten! Get a bugler!" and
this son of the savage Sioux, with his knows who did it !"
such.
After setting-up drill, the long, grave and polished manner, his correct
"Chief," Ed blurted out, "let's get up a
'
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a

poss

what-d'ye-call-it,

down!"
The Director smiled.

an'

hunt

know

"I

it

them
would

be fun," he replied, "but we are not here
for that.
We have a busy day."
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"Chief's
orders look
at
'em
every
round," retorted the conscientious Rack,
and they went off arguing.
"Now!" hissed Ed, and they slipped
down to the beach. Swiftly and silently
they slid the canoe into the water; then
they were gliding across the black still
Behind
surface, noiselessly as a shadow.
them the campfire cast a faint red glow

was quite dark, the stirof
"Assembly"
rang
through the camp, and caused a scurry
All day long, each after upon the trees.
of preparation.
his own fashion, the three had been in a
Folly Quarter, the haunted house, was
turmoil of excitement over the adventure on White Sister island, which was uninplanned for the night, though outwardly habited, and faced with a broad white
bearing an unconcerned demeanor worthy beach toward the sea. It was an exposed
of the Director himself. Bill was the only and weatherbeaten shore, where ships had
one who had made plans; he was the de- been wrecked.
The house had been besigner of enterprises, recognized by the gun in the grand manner by one of the
other conspirators as such.
last men of an old colonial family fifty
The
"We'll take our flashlights and some years before to receive his bride.
rope, and wear sneakers," he ordered, "an' marriage was never made, and the house
The first floor had
Spotsy, you get the paddles from the office wa s never finished.
and hide 'em good down by the wharf, been roofed over, but the walls ended in
an' we'll take the little canoe."
jagged outlines of brick and stone. Piles
Two-Bits, going from tent to tent, stuck O f weathered lumber, and great cubes of
"All
his head through the flap, and called
granite littered the grounds, with weeds
come to council !"
and mould crawling over them, and haunt"All right !" yelled Spots, and fired a e d by sleek snakes. The dismal ruin and
shoe at the head, which disappeared just jts materials blackened and rotted toThe three wrapped themselves in gether. A melancholy avenue of gloomy
in time.
their blankets, and strolled to campfire. fi rs i etj to the door.
it

notes
BEFORE
ring

"We can roll these up, an' hide 'em in the
woodpile when we go," whispered Bill.
Tremors crawled along Spots backbone.
He looked at the fire, which seemed to

We

We 're

right n ow; I see the house.
qme t," said Bill, as he swung
t , ]e cam)e toward the strip of whi t e beach.
))etter

-

-s

55,:
ft

"Don't know," returned matter-of-fact
of the Director in his Sioux war bonnet.
Then he glanced at the sky, where a heavy Bill shortly. "We're here to see."
cloud bank was lowering from off the bay,
blotting

out

He

the

stars.
and Bill

felt
wondered if Ed
what he felt, but he said nothThe boys lay down at the
ing.

outer edge of the big circle.
Campfire was great that
denight. There were thrilling
Irish

tective

stories, wrestling,
jokes, songs that quieted them.

At

the end, the Director said:

"That is all. We had a grand
day; now to sleep. The guard
will

wake

some small

these,"

pointing

to

figures

who had

al-

ready succumbed, "not kicking
them, but gently. Then in ten
minutes 'Taps.' Good-night."

and Spots melted
into the darkness.
They
met at the woodpile and stowed
there.
their
blankets
They
Bill

ED,

land-

THEY

and

ed

dragged
canoe

up

the
into

the sand.

"L

'

e t

around

to

the
whisEd.
"I

know
get

we
in

can

that

way." They

"It didn't," answered Ed softly, and
thrust his fingers under Bill's nose.
Bill
sniffed a strong reek of fresh coal oil.
"Holy Cats !" he burst out, but he kept
his voice low; "Somebody's been here.
Don't let on to Spots.
No lights !"
They were inside now, feeling their way
along the wall, step by step in the black-

Spots spoke in a strange voice.
"Bill, it don't smell right in here. 'Mem-

ness.

how musty

ber

it was before?
An' how
was? Feel on the floor!"
Bill stooped and rubbed his hand over
the boards. The dust of years, which had
covered the floor like a carpet, was gone.
"Draft blew it off, I guess," whispered
Bill boldly, but in his own mind he was

thick the dust

not sure.
"It does

smell

funny,

though,

like

What's the matter, Ed?"
Ed had emitted a queer stifled grunt,
and instantly fell heavily to the floor.
"I tripped over something," he muttered.
"It's alive!"
Bill dropped

beside Ed, and feeling
blindly around, put his hand on a great
warm hairy body, shaken with great
throbs.
He jumped. "Gee, what is it?"
he stammered. "Got to have a Jight !"
Spots flashed a bright circle on the floor.

An

enormous ugly white bulldog lay
sprawling at their feet, in an unnatural
posture that was neither of life nor death.
It was gasping for breath.
Cold thrills
shot through the boys as they stared.
"He he ain't dead !" said Bill stupidly.
"He ain't asleep," returned Ed, in an
awed voice, " 'cause I fell on him hard
What're
enough to wake a mule.
we going to do? My head aches!"
"Keep on see it through," said Bill
grimly. "If we can get out of this room,
there's a long hall that runs right through
to the front door an' then
The circle of light around the dog wavered a little and then went out; they
heard Spots' flashlight fall on the floor.
"Where's Spots?" broke in Ed's frightened voice.
Bill flashed his light.
The
tenderfoot had sunk down and lay help.

.

.

knew
They

quietly

without

why.

stole

up spinning."

Bill wasted no words.
He unhooked
Ed,
Bill and trem- the coil of rope from his belt, knotted a
bowline around Spots' heaving chest, and
bling Spots.
passed the end of the rope to Ed, who

the

steps,

Soon the papass," said Ed.
trol passed quite close.
"Go
count
the
will
boats,
you,
Kack?" said Crazy Horse, the
corporal, to his curly-haired

Kack returned promptly.
rowboats, three canoes,
and the Sea Scout anchor light
burning, all O. K.," he reported.
"All right," said Crazy Horse,
"guess we won't have to look
" M/osr
at 'em any more to-night."
enough!" gasped Ed, pushing away at the gap.
aide.

"Easy, now," said Bill, with his lips to
Ed's ear, "that latch '11 make a racket."

less, his head rolling from side to side,
fighting for breath. Both boys noticed his
freckles stood out on his white face.
talking, though
"Quick! Quick!" hissed Ed. "It's the
they
scarcely
air
here something
wrong my head's

moved

and

could see the lanterns of the
guard bobbing about at the upper end of the camp street. It
was the duty of the guard, beside repelling pigs and horses
and watching for sleepwalkers,
to make hourly rounds (as long
as they stayed awake), and account for the boats.
"We'll lay low here till they

"Six
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'

go

s

back,"
pered

June,

was

in front.

"Down

it's not so bad near the floor,
and crawl out," he said.
So they did, dragging Spots behind
them; and when they had got into the

passage Bill closed the door of the frightful room and threw himself on the floor,
sucking in the cool fresh air of the hall
in

great

"That

gulps.

was

pretty bad!
Thought I
couldn't hold out
All right now
let's 'tend to Spots 'an get out," he
.

.

.

said.

had
recovered
consciousness.
Spots
They splashed water from the canteen on
his face and chest; they helped him to
breathe by pressing on the small of his
back; and after a few minutes' rest, he
declared himself quite ready to return to
camp. They tip-toed down the long hall
toward the front door, the boards eraek(Conliniiecl on

page 82)

The Moonshiners
By

in

the Jungle

WALTER WALDEN

ILLUSTRATED BY NORMAN P. ROCKWELL.

CHAPTER VII (Cont.)

I

mass

black

near the still.
soon blazed,
drove away the

We

place.

sat

lay

stomachs in the
thicket, chins on hands,
and gazed and listened. I

my

joy in

heart.

here,
jinks

spavin'

!

a-settin'

mash.

you

I

Tonight is the
shouted.
James caught the infection, seized a palm-fan
and a stick, and went
prancing among the trees,
clad only in his shirt.
Pounding h i s imaginary
drum, he called:
"Hear ye! 'gators, owls,
and whip-poor-wills Great
open-air show tonight, at
the fork
Fireworks and

"Alright," growled Bat,
at the fire.
"Here's hopin' the tarnation old widder don't hev'

still poking

then.

till

reckon next you an'
your oF woman'll be sett in'
I

up a hospital

fer sickly old

widders."
"I reckon

thet'd

be

a

!

talk.

While our breakfast was

we whetted a
keener edge to our appetites by dancing around
the fire in imitation of a

pair of Indians. But after
the meal our gay mood

inter-

gave way to the more

to
to

minister.

troubled

me

to

rations.

We

"The hand swayed slowly and menacingly.

of
prepar-

think

trick I was
But I
ing to play him.
thought of the revenue officer,

the

;

I

satisfied

my

conscience.

Then a

terrific

roar split

cessaries.

the air of the grotto."

We
over

Joseph De-

Long, coming, possibly in three or four
days and Uncle Bill would not be through
with his moonshining for another week, according to his own words. And then, too,
by that time he might have "backslided."

Thus

took stock of our
and tools, to
materials
sure nothing had
been forgotten, before it
should be too late to go
home for any missing ne-

make

re-

words
the
My conscience

seri-

ous matter of our prepa-

promised

sometime,

his

peat

I

free!"

cooking,

shore ain't fergittin'
what he said."
As I lay there and listened I gloried in Uncle
myself,

A
!

Hear ye! Admission

"I

Bill's

!

earthquake, and the
eruption of Vesuvius
real

"I shore am
more convicted than ever
thet thar preacher knowed
what he was a-talkin' 'bout.
This here ain't
"You certain' has ben
havin' nightmares 'bout
black-coat,"
rupted Bat.

!

I

the mysterious hand

Bill.

thet

!"

!

right smart more honester
bizness than this 'ere weall is at jest now," said

Uncle

it

I

"Hurray

circus

to finish."

spells

stood

feet.

ben

another barrel o'
Six nights has got

no more

my

and was rejumped to my

drank

freshed.

'tarnal,

You

Howatt

James

Bill

"Looky

feeling a

over me, smiling broadly,
a cup of water extended,
a-tilt, in his hand"Don't you want to put
the rest of this water inside your face?" he said.

examined the
inside of the mash barrels,
holding; a pine torch, while
Bat Mason chunked the
fire under the boiler.
Uncle

up suddenly,

face.

ashamed of the

a bit

I

drop of cool water on

our

felt

slept peaceslept long;
tropic sun was

know

sending sharp rays between the palms when I

fire

on

I

the

for

stopped
THE
A

and life
dead of the

must have

fully.

The

call of the

hoot-owl weirdly entertained us as we moved slowly down the
creek in the eerie blackness. Were it not
for an occasional glimpse of the stars
through the leafy roof over the creek, we
might easily have imagined ourselves moving down some mysterious subterranean
stream.
When at last we approached our camp,
a whip-poor-will had set up his song,
After crawling into my blankets I lay and

We continued to listen and watch the
operations at the still for near two hours,
till, in spite of the interest, our eyes grew
heavy, and we nudged one another and belistened to his peculiar song. I remember
gan to crawl out to the canoe.
were in pretty good spirits on the it filled me with a sweet melancholy.
I
have never heard that bird except in some
way back.
"I thought they'd come back," said quiet,
lonely and dark place in the forest.
James.
And how sweet the tones
"
"I'm glad, after all, that they did," I
Whip-poor-will-11 ; whip-poor-will-11."
said; "and I'm glad they don't come any
It was the last sound I heard that
more till it's good and dark."
night.

We

!

thought ahead, going

all

details of the set-

to and including
ting of our stage, up
the final "touch-off," and found no cause
examined my box to Bee
for a hitch.
that the electric lamps were intact and
Then we tested the
the wiring O. K.

We

repasteboard arm, and found it would
the box.
spond properly to a movement of
I stretched the tissue-paper over the open
end, and we put it aside till it should be

needed.

CHAPTER VIII
The "Great Open-Air Show" in the Ju,
hour before noon we paddled up
to make
to the st'll to reconnoiter
sure the coast was clear, and the
results of our work the day before undiscovered and otherwise intact.
We found all as we wished. The moon-
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Then we dug a shallow trench from the
shiners had screened the still again, left the
barrels of mash as they were, and de-mi- end of our path to the still, and in it laid
Johns of corn whiskey stood in their hiding- and covered the extension of wires that
So we came from the cells at the foot of our
place in the edge of the thicket.
floated back to camp and made our dinner, nest-oak, down the lane.
had left, now, only to place my
Over the meal we discussed the order of
procedure for the afternoon's work.
magic-box and connect up the wires; and
"Do you think there is any danger of that must wait till the last hour. So we
Bat Mason going in there any time before returned again in the canoe to our camp,
dark?" asked James.
and prepared a hearty meal, which bol"
but then he stered us for the strain that was to come.
"No," I answered,
The sun was already sunk to peering
might, possibly.
long will it take you
to set the charge?"
through the tops of the trees, when we
"It might take a couple of hours, but it were again beside the still.
James made
won't take long to connect up the wires," connection of the wires; and, following
he answered.
back to the cells, he made sure that no"Then suppose we get the charge fixed where was there bare wires in contact,
early, and wait till the last thing to con- Then he climbed the tree to see that the
nect up," I said.
ends of wire were safely separate, before
"That will be the thing," said he. "And making the wires fast to the zincs and carI can bury the wire running from the in- bons of the cells,
ner end of our path to the still, so it will

We

How

HEN

be ready."

We

put my box and the keg of powder
into the canoe and were soon again at the
foot of our secret path. The box we carried in and put in hiding at the foot of
the tree in which it was to be hung, near
the inner end of the moonshiners' lane,
We dragged the powder-keg in to the still,
The palmetto screen removed, we found
the barrel holding the copper worm already drained of its water. Then James
set to work with chisel and hammer, to cut
open the copper coil, some way from its

came my

turn. After connectwires to the box, James
climbed the live-oak, close to the inner end of the lane, and crawled out on a
great limb that overhung the roadway,
I threw him a rope and he hauled
up my
box, with the Japanese chimes dangling
beneath.
The chimes are mere strips of

ing

the
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June,

stood silent guard over the still, in beyond
the box where it hung over the lane. While
yet there was dim light lingering in the
open places, I heard the whistle of a rabbit; and, from far down the creek there
came the bellowing of an alligator.

Then presently I was a bit startled by
the hooting of the owl. He seemed to be
back by the still.

"Wha-wha-wha
whoo-o-o-o-o-oa

An

interval

whoo-o-o-o-o-oa
interval,

wha - wha - wha; wha-

again:

"Wha-wha-wha

An

;

!"

;

wha - wha - wha

;

wha-

;

wha-

!"

and then:

"Wha-wha-wha
whoo-o-o-o-o-oa

;

wha - wha - wha

!"

That gloomy bird disconcerted me. His
had an ominous
or, rather, call
song
He kept it up, with intervals of
quality.
dead silence, while the darkness seemed to

my

imagination

full

of black flying things.

There may have been bats.
James, just below me, made no sound

I
could just
gentle breathing.
the box as a denser black mass
hanging under the oak up the lane.
Then, just as the owl finished one measure of his melancholy night poem, I
I heard the creak of the wagon.
glass, hanging in circular clusters, so that thought
"Hist!" I said to James.
slight agitation will cause them to strike
Then came more creaking. The owl beone another, with a musical tinkle result-

but his

make out

gan his "wha-wha-wha" again, and when
James regulated the box under my direc- it ceased for the interval, I could hear the
ilower end.
tion, till it was suspended in good view horse splashing through the water.
I pulled gently on my wires to the box
I set myself to watch, down in the lane, from a position at the creek end of the
with excitement as the
against the possible coming of Bat Mason, lane. Then I had him hang Spanish moss my heart throbbed
I must have inadverJames's pounding could be heard some dis- at the sides and above, thus largely mask- chimes "tinkled."
tance, and I prayed at each stroke as it ing the real identity of the contrivance. tently caused the ends of the wires to
touch just as the horse's head came to the
came that it would be the last.
Darkness would do the rest.
But finally the pounding ceased and
Next, the bight of wire that ran from opening of the lane, for the light flashed
and the horse snorted in fear,
there came a low whistle from James.
I the box to the electric
battery, was carried in the box,
hurried back to find he had made two up to our nest and made fast, so that I and I could hear splashing, and Uncle Bill
openings, a foot apart. We filled the lower might have this means of getting motion calling, "Whoa !" and the scraping of the
end of the worm with sand up to the in the box in the distant tree, and thus wheel on the wagon.
lower cut, which he wound tight with wire., play the chimes.
The horse must have turned the wagon
Then into the upper hole he poured powAll was now ready, signals arranged, and all clear around. There was mumbled
He and each knowing his' work. We climbed cursing beyond the thicket; then for some
der, filling nearly the foot of tube.
thrust in a small electric fuse, allowing the to the moss-screened nest in our oak, each moments all was still.
wires to hang out, and packed in sand on
The owl's call came again in the eerie
and
taking his pair of bare wire-ends
He wound wire tight around this cut waited,
top.
blackness. Then came a splashing in the
as well.
Dusk was coming rapidly on; yet we water again, and the voices of Uncle
"There !" he said, viewing the result knew we should have perhaps an hour to Bill and Bat Mason. They had left the
"there's ten inches of a charge in that worm. wait.
The air was quiet
there was frightened horse without, and were comThat thing will be put out of business, scarcely a rustle in the leaves. The palms ing afoot.
"Hit must 'a'
sure, when it goes off."
be'n a' 'gator," said
Then he turned to the boiler,
ing.

;

;

whose

Uncle

cap he
put myself again on

coffee-pot-looking

removed.

I

guard in the lane, while James
threw into the boiler a layer of

sand.
When he called me again,
he had another fuse thrust into
the keg of powder.

"/ set myself to
watch, down in
the

lane."

insulated wires, hanging out, to a
in the heart of the volcano
within, waiting the spark of life
short life, but awful

point

!

box

Uncle

Bill.

They
slowly

crept
forward.

KEEPING
rhythmic

with a stick.

abundance in the digging of their
well.
When at last the cover was
set on there showed only a pair of

the

!

a little puffing and sweatthat mass of thunder and
destruction was let down into
the copper vessel.
He got it
pushed over to one side of the
boiler by dint of much prying

shovelthe

chimes

came from

With

came a tedious
ing-in of sand, of

rattler,"

again.
atinkling
"
"
What's thet
the
startled

ing,

which
THEN
moonshiners had provided an

the

under

if

a

suggested Bat.
my
Trembling,
heart pounding, I
set

you'll help me a moment," he said, "we'll get this into
the boiler."

"Now,

Bill.

"Or

up a
pull

on the box, I set
the two ends of
wire together. The
light flashed up. And there, within the frame
of Spanish moss, showed a dark hand in
the milky-white light.
The hand swayed
slowly and menacingly, and the chimes
continued to tinkle.

Not a sound came from the transfixed
moonshiners in the lane.
(Continued on paye 12)
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Great Scout Snipe Hunt
By

WALTER SPENCE

Author

"

of

"The Hauntfd Hollow."

arms could be raised or lowered
by someone standing on the ground. Next

wait till we get this camp set
"
said "Spuds" Grant as
up, 'Boney,'
*-* he drove
deep into the sod a corner
peg for the big wall tent, "and we'll all
go on a snipe hunt. It's easy to ketch 'em
on a dark night."
"Never heard of hunting snipes in the

so that the

dark," replied "Boney" Brown, a Tender-

his

JUST
I

foot,

who was having

his first

camping

called for his brace and bit and
bored a hole right through the head of
the wooden man straight between his eyes.
It took considerable work with his knife

Jimmy

to

ex-

whole of the day and
evening snipe hunting was the prin-

DURING

cipal topic of conversation in camp and
the next day Boney was impatient to go
in quest of the game and so at the dinner

insert

the flashlight in his pocket, Jimmy climbed
down and the boys proceeded down the

,

the

the hole large enough to

flashlight, but this feat was accomFrom the ground Boney could
plished.
press the button with his staff. Replacing

of
,
perience as a member of Troop
"I don't see how a fellow
111.
p
can see to shoot 'em at night and besides
we haven't any guns in camp."
"Well, you certainly are a tenderfoot !"
exclaimed Jimmy. "Don't you know that
Huh!
folks don't hunt snipes with guns?
But I guess I
you've got a lot to learn.
might as well begin to teach you. It takes
a lot of people to catch snipes at night.
First you rig up a big net and set it up
batween two stones or two logs with one
end open. One fellow holds a draw string
to close the net and the rest of the bunch
goes through the woods whacking the
bushes and driving the snipes into the net.
You see snipes don't like- to fly at night
for fear of bumping their heads on the
trees, so they run along the ground ahead
of the whackers."
"Are the snipes thick around here?" in-

nocently queried Boney.
"Thick as grass. Come over here," he
added, leading the way to the edge of
the wooded hill on which the tents were
pitched and pointing down the picturesque
"See that
valley of the Vermillion river.
deep ravine just across the river? Last
year we caught 'most a hundred snipes
down there in one drive!"

make

highway.

Fixiny the

Not far from the bridge the road forked,
the other branch leading out to the other
side of their camp.
Here stood an oldfashioned signboard in the form of a cross.
Jimmy was too good a scout to mutilate
a public signboard but he thought it would
do no harm to change it for a few hours.
So he removed the board and in its place
put two boards fastened with a single nail
and provided with cords like the arms of
the wooden man.
They turned back by the other road,
following this till they came to a by-path
leading towards the camp. Jimmy led the
way up through a grove of oaks and
stopped beside a great white oak standing
close to the path.
The tree was hollow
with a large hole on the side opposite the

"Man"

so the fellows won't hear

me and

took out his brace and bit
to bore several holes in the
He
tree, until the light shone through.
completed the job with his jack-knife and
then drove a nail on the inside just above
the auger holes. "That is to hang the lantern on," he explained.
By the time the other boys returned
trail.

I'll

tell

you some things about snipe-hunting that
the other boys neglected to mention."
Jimmy hung the frying-pan in the sun
to dry and led the way to a shady spot
beneath a big oak where the two boys
sat down and talked quietly while engaging in a game of mumble-the-peg.
They were still engaged in earnest conversation when the other boys started for
the river for their daily swim.

Jimmy

and proceeded

from the swimming hole the two boys were
back in camp intent upon their work of
inserting a puckering cord in the big minnow net which it had been decided to

"Come on, Boney, come on Jimmy," use in the snipe hunt.
called Spuds.
it was dark, the
hour it was all arranged and each Scout
"Can't go," replied Jimmy.
"Got to
snipe hunters
started out on their expedition. The
was assigned his part in the hunt. The stay and help Boney fix the apparatus for
night was just right for such business.
deep ravine which Spuds had pointed out the snipe hunt tonight."
As soon as the crowd had disappeared There was no moon, and a haze half obto Boney was selected as just the very
Not a
place to set the snare for the snipes. down the path the stay-at-homes hurried scured the light from the stars.
Boney was chosen to stay by the snare to Jimmy's tool chest. Jimmy was the breeze stirred and the silence of the night
was
broken
as
soon
as
it
and
it
was
his
to
the
of
cries
crickets
and be ready to close
only by
camp carpenter
tight
duty
it was full of birds.
Jimmy Mason volun- keep all the rough camp furniture in and katydids, and occasionally the distant
call
of
the
which
a
sacrifice
of
the
chest
he
took
several
Out
The procession
teered to guard the camp,
repair.
whippoorwill.
was astonishing to those who knew how tools, a coil of wire and stout cord, and passed over the bridge and entered the
dark
forest.
the two boys hurried down the trail in the
fond he was of snipe-hunting.
The scouts proceeded silently until they
After dinner the boys retired to their direction of the bridge which spanned the
tents or to shady nooks to read or talk, river and which the hunting party would came to the head of the ravine a mile
and Jimmy and Boney were left "to do cross that night on their %vay to the ra- or more from the bridge. The snare was
vine where the snipes were to be caught. carefully set at the most strategic locathe dishes."
"It's a measly shame," muttered Jimmy,
tion, and so disposed that a snipe could
as he scraped the frying pan with his
path they followed soon led them neither go under nor around it. And Boney,
into the highway.
Beside the road concealed behind a great boulder, took
jack-knife.
some enterprising merchant had put up an hold of the cord with which he was to
"What's a shame?" asked Boney.
"Oh, nothing, nothing at all.
By the advertisement in the form of a huge wood- close the snare when the birds were all in.
way, Boney, did you ever go snipe hunt- en man with outstretched arms. Jimmy, They left him there alone and disappeared
with the aid of his staff, climbed up on in the darkness.
ing?"
A few minutes later a shadowy figure
the figure and Boney handed tools to him
"No. Never had a chance. Did you?"
as he called for them.
It took only a few crept out from behind the boulder and sped
"Yes, once."
minutes to extract some of the screws in down the dark road towards the bridge.
"I'll bet it was fun!"
"Oh, yes, pretty good fun, I guess. the arms so that each arm was held by It was Boney deserting his post of duty
But come over here away from the tents only one screw. Cords wene then attached at the snare. He could hear the bovs

WHEN
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beating the bushes and shooing the snipes
towards the ravine, but he tarried not nor
stood on the order of his going.
Spuds Grant emerged cautiously from
the woods fifteen minutes later, stepping
carefully so as not to break a twig, and
waited under a big elm tree at the end
of the bridge. Soon another boy appeared,
and then another, and still another. Could
it be that they, too, like Boney, had lost
interest in the snipe hunt?
"Are we all here?" whispered Spud.-*.
"All except Boney," came the response,
accompanied by a subdued snicker from
"He's back there in the rathe group.
vine waiting for the snipes.
Gosh, won't

he be scared stiff when he finds out he's
all alone in the woods !"
for
"Let's
start
camp," suggested
Spuds, and the hunters started back across
When they came to the fork
the bridge.
they turned to the left.
"Where's the path?" asked Spuds.
"Just beyond the wooden man," an-

swered "Fat" Murrey.
"And where the dickens

that?" said

Spuds.

the

man

Scouts'

Magazine

"I should say so," replied the other. "I
I'd
bust laughin' when they
jumped off the trail and started through
I
the brush.
guess they are almost as
scared as I was last year when I spent
a whole night in that old ravine across
the river waiting for these fellows to drive
the snipes into the net I was holding, while
they were chuckling over the joke in

thought

June,

the box from the other oak, and
We went in
all in the thicket.
still,

1915
we

hid

to the
pieces of bar-

where we came upon
a part of the copper worm; but
dark could find no part of the

rel and
in the
boiler.

At the inner end of our secret path
of the wires and coiled them
Then we got into the canoe
into hiding.
and dropped down the creek towards our
camp."
"And I guess they are just as scared camp.
as I would be right now if you hadn't put
"Everything worked fine," said James,
me wise to their scheme," said the other. when we got into Prairie Creek, and began
"Serves 'em right good and plenty, I say, to move slowly down the quiet stream.
I betcha we don't hear any more talk about
"Yes," I said. "I wonder what they are
thinking about it."
snipe hunts around this camp."
"Uncle Bill thinks it's ghosts," said
midnight, boys began straggling into James, "and Bat, I guess, thinks it's revcamp, singly and in pairs, panting, enuers. But I'll bet he wondering some
Do you know that was
sweating, brier-scratched and clothes torn. about that hand.
They found Jimmy and Boney stretched a great stunt. It looked just like a movbefore the campfire, wrapped in their ing live hand, with the light around it beNor did they tween the moss. Gee it made my skin
blankets and sound asleep
disturb them, but each went to his pallet crawl. And then that queer 'tinkle-tinkle.'
to meditate upon the strange things they Darn I would have run, myself."
"Do you think they'll come back in the
had seen that night, and to puzzle over the
I asked.
possible connection between the peaceful morning?"
slumbers of Jimmy and Boney and the
"They'll be mighty curious," he answered.
"I wouldn't wonder; they can
spectres which had so affrighted them.

we got hold

AT

!

!

!

is

"Just ahead. I see it between us and
the sky."
They all looked, and there, outlined
against the sky, only a few yards from
them was the figure of a huge man.

arms and waved
SUDDENLY

The Boy

raised

his

The Moonshiners

in the

long

them up and down.

Jungle

And the same moment a beam of light
(Continued from page 10)
shot out from his forehead, which fairly
Then I pushed James with my foot.
It was a fearful appariblinded them.
terrific 'roar split the air in the
tion, a veritable Cyclops, returned to earth.
With cries of terror the scouts turned and grotto. It was like the sudden bursting
As they glanced of a volcano and with its flash of fire.
fled back down the road.
Then all was dark and silent again
back it appeared that the apparition with
of
its flashing eyes of fire was pursuing them, except for a splashing in the water
the creek, as the moonshiners scampered
and they fled the faster.
off in panic, and the rattle of wagon
Another surprise awaited them.
At the fork where once stood a friendly wheels out beyond the thicket. The horse,
had taken fright at the blast.
guide post now stood a tall spectre with perhaps,
The owl was no longer heard. Doubtwhite ribs and grinning teeth and eyes
that glowed like fox-fire, and it was waving less he too was scampering off on panicky
There was a momentary wings, all the melancholy poetry driven
its bony arms.
wild, out of his soul by the ear-splitting dehalt, hut only for a moment.
weird ghostly cry from the rear fell upon tonation. I could imagine hosts of living
their ears, and they dashed by this new tilings making off, pell-mell, in paths away
terror and sped up the road to the right. from the grotto, straight as the spokes
from a hub. That roar from the blackThe Mara- ness, with the quake, was enough to startle
a race they ran!
thon runners were outdone.
They even the brawny oak, that almost shook
were scattered out along the hillside. Spuds, us from our nest in its arms. The smell
the air.
being long-legged, led the way, while Fat of powder tinged
Murrey brought up the rear. Spuds sped
some moments I held my breath.
like a wild deer up the by-path and
"p^OR
At the same time James was as silent
plunged into the woods. But suddenly he
stopped. The other boys came puffing up and still as one dead. The absolute quiet
and gathered around him in a frightened and blackness around, right on top of the
group, as they peered into the darkness earthquake of our own causing, oppressed
me.
of the grove.
"There it is," he whispered hoarsely,
"James," I said in a low tone. I wanted
"don't you see? Right there, by the path." to hear his voice.
"What?" he answered. He also seemed
They looked and saw it a fiery face
peering at them out of the darkness, with relieved from his tone.
crimson eyes, and nose and mouth. Just
"Wasn't that a fright?" I said.
then an owl hooted in a tree overhead, and
"Yes," he said. "I didn't think it would
the thoroughly terrified boys jumped from make such a roar.
That was because it
the path and went smashing through the was in that copper boiler."
brush directly away from camp. It was a
spoke aloud though in low tones
case of each man for himself, as they certain that the moonshiners had fled far
Let alone Uncle Bill's
charged wildly through the woods stumb- from the place.
ling over boulders and fallen logs in the superstition, they were sure to be in apdarkness.
The
noise
of
the
inky
stampede prehension as to the cause of that burst
added to their terror.
of thunder, and the vision.
As the sound of their wild flight grew
It was some minutes before we were
faint in the distance two figures stepped sufficiently recovered to think of action.
from behind a big oak tree close to the
"We don't want to leave anything to
trail and started in the direction of camp. show what did it," I said.
"Gee for jerks, but didn't they go," said
So we tore down our wires as we deone of them.
scended to the ground. James let down

A

A

WHAT

We

sneak along carefully among the bushes.
Let's go up there and watch from our
place in the morning."
We pulled the canoe out at the landing
and got into our blankets. But there was
no sleep in either of us for a long, long
time.

We

talked

over

our

experiences

of

and Bat, and what they would do.
"They won't make any more moonshine,
For I had become connow," I said.
scious again that that was what I had
Uncle

Bill

originally set out to accomplish.

THOUGHT

back to Joseph DeLong,
and wondered if he was coming. It
would be two or three days yet before

I

And then
he could get here if he came.
there would be no evidence that would
make it his duty to deal with Uncle Bill.
That was the best of it!
But what about Bat Mason? He now,
perhaps, would light out, and I would be
the cause of his flight.
This would be a
bad turn to my friend, the revenue officer,
if he should be wanting him.
James had finally dropped off. Only
a twinkling star or two, that peeped
through the palm tops, could tell when it
was I fell asleep.
A fool owl evidently imagined himself
a parrot, for he hallooed like one.
Then
he began calling: "Forward, march! ComBang
pany, fire
bang
bang,
bang
BOOM !" Then he seemed to be gone with
his noisy voice, and in its stead came the
!

sweet, peaceful song of the whip-poor-will.
I awoke.
I still heard the song of the
whip-poor-will. So he was real and singing away in the dark, perched in some
oak.
How sweet it sounded
few stars still showed through the
palm-tops, though the sky seemed a trifle
less black.
I ran out of the heavy growth
of the hammock into the open pine forest,
where I could see much of the sky. There
in the east showed a faint promise of light.
!

A

ran back and awakened James.
!" I called, and I shook him.
"Hello !" he answered, and sat up.
"What's the matter?"
"It'll soon be daylight," I answered.
We snatched a bite; James took up his
shotgun, and directly we pushed the canoe
I

"James

into the creek.

(Continued in July BOYS' LIFE.)

DANIEL

By

Killing

a jaguar

-

put

t

slipping

at the butt of the

I

paused
ground,
RELOADING
tree to catch the slightest

sound or

There was neither. Then out
along the Mora log, with the gun at the
ready, I stepped cautiously along. A big
lizard went scuttling over some dead
leaves.
Up went the gun, and I almost

movement.

SINGEK

^

my gun down for fear of dropping it.
So far I had escaped fever, but this occurrence was almost sure to bring on fever
that would go raging and surging until it
ran its course one way or the other. To
put it mildly, my prospects were not good.
At length the rain passed over, but every
few minutes I would be seized with another chill. When I realized that I was in
What happened then is told in the following
"
maze out of which no human being
Hiff a
extract from Daniel J. Sinner's new book,
Game Fields of America North and South," re- could possibly find his way, excepting it
Doran
Company. were a native
cently published by the George
Indian, a horror of loneliness gripped me as I felt myself being
swallowed up in the immensity
to the completely
and
in the jungles of British Guiana a
naturalist and explorer trailed a jaguar into
Here it bethe tanaled growth of the tropics.
came impossible to pursue the chase without the
aid of hounds, so the hunter sent John Charley,
But sudhis auide, back to camp for the dogs.
denly the quarry came into clear view on the
The hunter was armed
trunk of a fallen tree.
only with a shotgun and- the jaguar was not
within effective range, but he took a chance and

rjOTTW

*-*

J.

Author of "Big Game Fields of AmericaNurth and South."

of the jungle.

Could John Charley trail me after that
sea of rain had swept away every sign? I
But I did know that every
didn't know.
bit of wild craft he possessed would be
taxed to the utmost to do so. I climbed
high up in a tree to see if some solution of
my predicament would present itself.
The sun was slowly sinking below the

me

of a lone wolf bewailing the loss of
mate. I then listened intently, straining my ears to catch the slightest sound.
Suddenly a heavy, hissing breath close
behind me made me whip around with a
sensation of the hair rising on my scalp.
Not more than a few paces away was
coiled a huge boa constrictor in the low
branch of a tree, with its head protruding
too unpleasantly near, and eyeing me with
a pair of cold, unwinking, malignant eyes.
A forked, colorless, flickering tongue
added to its heinous appearance. Fickle
his

fate

seemed

pitilessly

and endlessly whim-

What would happen

sical.

next?

The deadly contents of the shotgun flew
out and quite demolished his whole head.
And then slowly his great coils unwound,
and gracefully, even in death, they slid to
the ground until the tail finally came down

I couldn't help but smile
flip.
the thought struck me that I would
have fresh meat, at any rate.
Near the end of the great log a few dots
Then once more came the mysterious,
roof of the jungle; the
undulating
great,
hit
was
He
of scarlet caught my eye.
But now a
of spending the night in such an whispering, terrifying silence.
prospect
careso
Ever
there was no doubt of that.
ill-chosen place was gradually commencing sharp sound came from the depths of the
fully, step by step, and scanning carefully to assert itself.
As I stared out over gloom, for the light was pallid now, and
every possible foot of the way, I took up these vastnesses
heart was smitten still another sharp sound. Then I hallooed

let off the right barrel.

with

a

when

my,
Twice I lost it, and twice I
with a sudden sense of infinite and eternal long and loud and waited like an echo
and puzzled it out again.
Then I felt another chill com- it rolled back through the jungle. There
Now and then I could see his footprints desolation.
was no mistaking it now it was John
so I quickly slid to the ground.
on,
ing
a
plainly in the soft soil, and occasionally
Pale shapes took form before my vision Charley coming with the dogs.
Then the ground became
spot of blood.
made and unmade themselves the whole
harder, and the blood spots fewer and
John Charley managed to get the hunter
swayed, moved a pace forward,
further apart, until I finally lost all trace; jungle
before the fever
I was in the grip of the jungle back
then
to civilization
made a circle back to pick up the trail fever!back;
After a short interval I recovered reached a dangerous stage, and he was soon
and
again, missed it, tried again and again,
the
sufficiently to move on again. strong enough to take up once more
then tried to find my way back to the tree my strength
Walking over to the gnarly roots of a trail of the jaguar. The closing incidents
where I had been watching.
of in this
the
exciting hunt are described by
giant tree, I sat down to "take stock"
hour more there was no use

his

trail.

;

turned

back

.

In an

to fool myself, though
as a fact. I was lost;

trying

hated to accept it
and what was more,
I

my

.

.

author as follows:

chances.

should never give up until he
is quite dead," I would say slowly, which
at almost this moment there came a veriBefore the tor- seemed to have a slightly stimulating
table tropical downpour.
effect.
rents of rain pelted down and drenched
Taking a deep breath, I sent a long,
me through I was in a dripping perspiloud call chasing through the jungle, and
ration, but now the sudden wetting had
me that it had
thrown me into a violent chill. Shaking when it ceased it struck
tone in it that reminded
so from head to foot, I was compelled to something of the

"A man
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beat through three
carefully
fresh
long strips' of jungle. But no

WE

on the
sign rewarded us; and so it was
second day. After hunting carefully, we
returned to the ranch without finding a
trace of the crafty fellow. The third day
was going very much the same, and it was
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the ground; his face went white,
in the afternoon when we to
"Shoot !" he said, for he was carrying
rode across the savannah to hunt the last
The cattle, nothing but the cutlass,
strip of likely-looking bush.
I saw nothing to shoot at, but a second
gazing gracefully, only stopped now and
As we glance revealed a coil of a dozen feet of
again to gaze at us inquiringly.
the most dreaded of all
rode by I could not help
snakes the "bushmaster."
their
splendid
admiring
The treacherous-looking
condition, for I was not

waxing along

aware that cattle thrived
so well in the tropics.
Another mile, and we
were at the edge of the
Jack's
of jungle.
strip

brow grew dark
set,

his

1915

aimed too high, the bullet penetrating the
upper part of the shoulder. Into the wild
melee I dared not fire, though my soul

sickened at each lightning stroke of those
terrible paws.
At last my moment came for an instant the dogs drew back.
Before they
could again rush in, my second bullet
en- crashed
through his brain.

appeared so
raged at our intrusion that
an attack seemed almost
reptile

The cattle-killer had paid his debtlives had he asked
now he had paid
mo- many
with his own.
ment of hesitancy it was
He was a male in splendid condition,
averted by giving him an
and the tape showed him to be six feet
of
undisputed right
way
and changing our course, ten inches in length. The day was fast
so we hastily started back
for I did not want to shoot declining,
the waving, bending sea of grass
at that moment, fearing through
But

certain.

lips

dark eyes
upon something half
hidden in the bush.

tight
fixed

June,

his

"A fresh kill," he said
at last; "done today, not
ten hours old.
ought
to get this fellow, now, if
we ever do."

in

his

for the ranch.

that the report might spoil
opportunity just ahead
for which I had come .so

We

The sun

my

far and which seemed almost within

The hounds came up, and as they

sniffed

was

just going to rest
after
a
terrific

my

day's

grasp.

work

try-

ing to burn up
The moments were precious now; the
the evil scent their hair bristled along
the world.
The
Then Star, the biggest and baleful chorus of the hounds warned us
their backs.
western sky was
boldest of the lot, led out, with the others the quarry was within a stone's throw;
aflame with gold and crimson, while the
following through the jungle, and then yet we could see nothing. Then my eye lit firebolts
leaped to the world below. Then
their quavering chorus rose until the whole upon something that held me for a long
the sun went lurid down.
Slowly came
woods echoed with the din of the wild moment arrested, motionless,
Close along a bough,

chase.

its

ears

flat

against

The jungle was thick and the going dif- its neck, its tail twitching, its lips drawn
flctilt.
Jack went on ahead with the cut- back from its yellow fangs in a vicious
lass, for the tangle of vines and creepers snarl, lay the handsomest jaguar I ever
made it impossible to force a way with- saw. From between their wide lids his
out continually wielding the cutlass.
eyes blazed into mine, as I raised my gun
to my shoulder, took careThe hounds had evidently stopped short,
ful aim and fired.
The
for we could hear the whole pack, not
claws relaxed their hold;
fifty yards ahead, while the wailing and
clamor that smote our ears assured us
slowly the great body
rolled over and fell into
that just beyond, in that intricate and
the midst of the frenzied
almost inconceivably
tangled mass of
and
before
I
that
But,
thick
cover,
pack.
savage,
crafty
could take a forward
powerful lord, the jaguar, was facing
At this ill-timed moment
the pack.
step, the huge cat had
Jack leaped back, nearly knocking me
leaped to its feet I had

the evening's changes, softly falls the mellow twilight, until the waning light has
fled
then everywhere stalks the mystic

night.

Big Jack's hulk, with his slouch hat at
loomed up before me as
we filed back in silence. Then, as we went
over a slight rise, he and his horse became
a careless angle,

a clear-cut silhouette against the star-dust

seeded sky.
the east a thin, silvery light
sky a full moon was rising.
Then across the vast and overpowering
loneliness of the stupendous savannah waste
the vagrant winds whispered soft and low.

Away

in

flooded" the

They were sweetly solemn

wildly sad.

Over Long-Distance
(Continued from pai/e 6)
in his throat.

and the way he had

way hurt most

ache

Old Joe's leaving him that
of all.
"I know I been
foolish," he argued with himself, "but I
owned up, an' said so; an' I chose a mighty
stiff way t' wipe it out. I sh'd think pap
"
"No."
his voice broke again.
might
In his misery, he pounded his knee with his
fist.
"He doan care. That's all. He's so
Old Joe's voice grew gentler.
plumb put out with me he doan care 'bout
But 7 care."
"Now, y'r talkin' sense. Well; ef ye me no mo'.
start right now, ye'll just erbout make th'
Dan felt, somehow, hopelessly adrift, as
walk a piece with ye. if something he had always believed
I'll
up freight.
Know a short cut." Old Joe rose, ready couldn't fail go back on him had failed
to go.
him when he needed it,most.
"Will you give me a note to Dr. Curtis,
savin' I've been here?"
freight let him off at the Junction,
Old Joe gazed at the top of a tall pine.
where he could get an accommodation"Ain't ye man enough t' tell 'im all about train for Roekville Center.
He spent a
it, yerself?"
dreary da}' in the noisy, crowded ear, and,

word, leave th' school without a word, an'
goodness knows what trouble ye're makin'
th' school, an' th' principal, an' him, this
minute. Whar's y'r sand? What do you
think about it?"
"I
I reckon you're right, pap."
"What air ye goin' t' do?"
Dan gulped again. "I reckon go back."

.

THE

Dan

flushed.

"I reckon," he answered.

hours later, after a tramp, during
talked rather awkwardly
everything else but
the matter they had settled, Dan boarded

which they both
TWO
about almost
the

"up

freight."

Old Joe's

last

gruff

.

.

left

him; and the dull

in his heart revived.

The telephone on the table before him
suddenly began ringing noisily. Now, he
thought, Dr. Curtis would have to come
cut. But, instead, he only opened his door,
End spoke as calmly as if it were the
most natural thing in the world to see Dan
sitting there

"Just

Say

I'll

answer that, will you. Bracket?
be there myself in a minute."
took

down

the receiver gingerly.
time he had ever used
telephone, but he had seen others doing
To his surprise, the voice that spoke
it.

DAN was
a
It

the

first

was very distinct.
"Long distance call for Roekville
Academy."
at four o'clock the next afternoon, sat in
Then something clicked and sputtered,
Dr. Curtis' outer office waiting for the and a man's voice asked:
"This Roekville Academy?
The prinprincipal to be disengaged.
The big entrance hadn't seemed quite as cipal?"
-"
"Yes, sir. I'll call
strange as it had when he first passed
began Dan: but
He was before he could finish the voice went on:
through its doors a week ago.
"Has Dan Bracket got there yet?"
surprised to find himself, somehow, glad to
-" stammered
"Ye-es
Dan, so startled
get back: to hear again the familiar hubbub between recitations, as the boys passed to hear himself asked for that he nearly
from one classroom to another. He could dropped the whole telephone apparatus.

words, delivered without even a handshake,
as Dan clambered aboard, were:
"Mind, I don't see your face again, here
till it
"This is his father." Dan gasped, but
beloni/s here !" and then Old Joe not go back to his classes again till that
turned and walked away, even before the interview were over.
Would Dr. Curtis the voice went on, like an inexorable fate
train started.
Dan vainly tried to wave never be through with what he was doing? that could not be stopped. "Dan'll tell ye
to him but never once did he look up.
Then his thoughts went back to where they how come he t' run away: an' I want he
Dan had to swallow hard at a big lump had been centering all day to Old Joe, should do that himself. What I want to
;
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say is this: I didn't punish him none. I
should have, I know. I'm gettin' t' be a
He didn't
sure-nough fool over that boy
do it out o' cussedm-ss, Doctor: he was jes'
plain upsot, an' I had all I could do t'
straighten him out jes' homesick an' lonesomelike he'll git over it, soon's ye put
butter on his paws-like. Ye know what I
mean. Luwsy, I felt th' same way 'thout
him th' las' week but ye bet I didn't let
on t' him! That's why I couldn't- thrash
I know
him, like, I reckon, he deserved.
he orter be punished, f'r breakin' th' rules
now I'd 'a'
I wisht
an' makin' bother.
done it. I ain't never laid a finger on him
he's that kind ye doan hat" ter. An' I
somehow couldn't then, when he'd run
back t' me with his little fool troubles. I
want you should thrash him, o' co'se but
I wisht ye'd kind o' remember it's th' fust
one he ever had, an'
"Who is it, Bracket?" Dr. Curtis stood
beside him before he knew it.
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Beard's Duffel Bag

This Month a Daring Explorer, a Rat and a Frog, and Parasites
By
National

DANIEL CARTER BEARD

Scout

Commissioner,

Boy Scouts

of

is the month of
the year, boys, that

THIS
combines
good

AcBuckskin

other eleven months.

cording to
Calendar,

my

1

o

s s

o

this

m

under our noses

the

is

askin'

Dr. Curtis now," he explained
Dan clinched his
instrument.

"Would you mind redespair.
.
.
No, it wasn't."
peating what you said?
He shot a quizzical glance at Dan, who
was shifting miserably from one foot to
the other.
"Er some one in the office answered.
hands

in

.

That frequently happens when I'm busy.

harm done."
Once more his eyes, with

There's no

that kindly
twinkle in them, sought Dan's. O, wasn't
Dr. Curtis a brick! Now he was listening
while Old Joe repeated what he had said
before. At last the principal laughed.
"O, he reached here safe and sound. I'm
sorry, Mr. Bracket, but we never use corYes.
poral punishment in this school.
.

.

.

No, never.
Why, you see,
we make the boys help each other. And
we're counting on your boy rather a lot
that way to help some of our flighty felWe're
lows; Ransom, for example.
very glad to get him back again.
Thank you.
Everything satisfactory
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ens

their

to

sincere

particular

men who

""'"

''Oh.

de lazy-bird

is

singin'

venj

'

gave

up

their

to
inter-

of

its

r,

lives

their work, which
ests us as Scouts because
sincerity.

A DARING PIONEER
But Marquette was

but

!

was not

we

mense

brand of religion; absolutely

us,

until then
noticed a movement in the rushes at the
edge of the brook, and
later discovered that the
noise came from an imIt

that

giggled nervously.

"This
into

the tall grass-

below

THE RAT AND THE FROG

"It's
it's my
Pere Marquette was
what the Indians called
you t' thrash me
He would have hung up the receiver, but a "black-gown." He was
Dr. Curtis' swift hand stopped him just in one of those early Amertime. Then, to Dan's dismay, he sat down ican pioneers who went
in the chair Dan had vacated.
out to convert the heath-

Dan

father, sir

among
right

noise was repeated right

is
the
Season, the
Strawberry Moon of the
Indians and the Marquette Moon of the First
Class Scouts.

B

ing
es

nothing else was in sight.
While we were wondering what it could be, the

the

of

qualities

was babbling and gossip-

the

ail

Auit-rim.

I

nin

'

n

i!>

dunno
Sony

He makes you
If
'

tree,

hyuhs him, but

if yo
is sweet

to we.
feel so

his

happy dat

you wants it understood
much lik? Heaven you
June
i.v

is willin

1

to

be good."

It

was

big,

disgusting

Norway

had caught the frog
by its hind leg and was
rat

"'

something more than a
missionary. He was a daring pioneer and
explorer and that wins him a place in the
Buckskin Calendar. He was one of the
first white men who ever saw the Mississippi River; one of the first to describe
several of the American animals, and I
believe was the first to describe the catfish.
He built bark churches and chapels
in the woods and held religious services.
He traveled in the birch bark canoes of
the Indians, and, like Johnny Appleseed,
he traveled unarmed, and by these achievements he has won a place on our calendar,

bullfrog.

not a croak, nor the "jugo'-rum" note which we
commonly attribute to
this
frog, but a wild.
weird scream that one
could hear a full block
away a scream of terIt was
ror and pain.
then that I found that a

pulling it from the edge of the water to
the rat's retreat among the rocks.

I am telling you this, boys, to show you
that no matter how long you live and how
much you observe, there is always something brand new to discover in nature. I
have raised bullfrogs from the eggs to
the tadpole, from the tadpole to the frog,
I have heard thousands of them croak and
bellow.
I
have kept for pets big fullbullfrogs two and three years at a

grown

stretch, but I never, until last year,

knew

that they were capable of making such a
blood-curdling screech as the one which
issued from this poor frog,
Neither did 1 know that the Norway
brown rat was a frog hunter. I am opposed to killing, for I am a lover of animals, but if I had plenty of money in
hand I would offer a cash prize for every
rat killed by anyone.

The Indian sign for Scout is the first
and second finger extended and spread
Thank
there?
That's
up
good.
I'm sure you with the palm of the hand upward and
you for calling us up.
moved forward with an up and down mowon't be bothered again."
He raised his eyebrows inquiringly to tion. Turn the hand around and hold it
in the same position aloft, and it is the
Dan, and Dan, smiling, shook his head.
American boys' sign for "Are you going
sure.
I'm
"Yes,
very
Good-bye.
"Come on swimming," or "I
"Now, Bracket, if you'll just step inside swimming?"
am going swimming keep mum !" Under
office
a
minute."
DON'T BE A PARASITE
my
the circumstances it should be our sign for
And Dan stepped in, briskly.
There is a lesson to be learned in this
June, for that is practically when the
The rat is a parasite. A
rat question.
swimming season opens.
is something that lives on others.
parasite
Memorial Day Aides.
EYES OPEN IN JUNE.
All parasites are degraded, be they huEarly reports received from all parts
June is one of the best months of the man, mammal or insect. There are various
of the country indicate that Boy Scout
year for outings, hikes, for studying the little creatures which politeness will not
participation in Memorial Day Services trees when the leaves upon them are fresh allow me to mention in these columns that
will be more extensive than ever before. and
green, for studying the birds when nearly all of us are familiar with by
Scores of Scoutmasters are writing to Nathey are nesting, and for studying the name at least, which are degraded insects
tional Headquarters telling of their plans small mammals with their
young.
Many
degraded because they have chosen to
for this day. Most of them state that they of them, like the
woodchuck, for instance, lead the lives of parasites. Human parain
the
Scouts
to
be
used
providing have their young with them in June.
expect
sites we call dead beats, and any human
refreshments for the veterans, establishing
Last June I heard a noise in front of being that lives on the labor of others
rest stations in the cemeteries, patrolling our house.
Mrs. Beard heard it too, but without giving full return himself is a
the line of march, assisting in decorating we could see
nothing ahead of us but the dead beat; no matter whether he is worth
and
other
in
ways.
graves
helping
orchard, the open road and the open pas- ten cents or ten hundred million, he is a
ture lot. The noise was just such a noise parasite.
as is made by the sirens used by cyclists,
June is the month to make every Boy
INDIANS DYING FAST.
Dr. Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa), in yet it sounded close by, and I knew that Scout take off his hat and thank God that
the Popular Science Monthly, says the some sort of a creature was making that he is a Scout, and that he is a BOY, and
that he is in America, and that he is alive,
death-rate among the Indians is 30 per noise, and not a human being.
crossed the road in front of the with the blue sky overhead and "the lazythousand of population, or double the averhouse and leaned on the fence. The brook bird" singing in the trees!
age rate among white Americans.
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How

the Treasure

Hunt Ended
Our

Sequel to

Hunt

Prize Contest Story,

for Real Gold,"

"A Treasure

Which Appeared

in

the April Boys' Life.

By

HERBERT HUNGERFORD

Illustrated by

CHARLES

R.

CHICKEBING

doufit that he had
discovered the treasure."

"The boys had no

own age named Robert Parsons. Bob ers would line us all up on one side of
about five or six feet
appeared to Henky to be less of a "coun- the camp ground
and the whole bunch would move
try greenhorn" than some of the others. apart,
In fact, as Henky talked more with him, forward, each fellow clearing up the space
Now, what I thought
he was forced to admit to himself, some- assigned to him.
what reluctantly, that Bob was about as was that we might organize a company
then map out the
bright as any of the city chaps with of all the boys, and
treasure.
whom he had previously associated.
ground for a mile on every side of the
As it was getting towards dark, Henky creamery, and then we would go over this
Everybody agreed that it was "just like
Hank Wilcox to cut such a crazy caper approached Bob and hailed him:
ground just as carefully as we did at the
as that"; so, of course, nobody for an
"Say, Bob, I'm beginning to think that scout camp."
As he finished there was a general murinstant doubted the truth of the poster we'll never find that money in a thouannouncement, and money was not so sand years if we don't organize ourselves mur of approval, but Dick Wheeler, the
plentiful around the Corners that anybody and hunt systematically. What do you say?" miller's son, raised this objection:
"The scheme might work alright in one
would miss a chance like this to pick up
"Well, we certainly haven't made much
a hundred dollars for nothing but a little headway so far," Bob replied.
"What's way, but if we all join together and one
fellow finds the money's who's going to
hunting.
Naturally, Henky, Buddie and your scheme?"
Ruth were early in the game.
A number of other boys came up and, have it?"
Such a ransacking the old town had as the whole group immediately caught
"That's so," echoed Pete Travis, one
" 'Twouldn't be fair
never before experienced.
Indoors and the good sense of the plan that Henky of the grocer's boys.
out, upstairs and down, helter and skelter, outlined, it was agreed that they should for one fellow to keep it all, if we all
they hunted all day long. And of all the spread the word among the others and hunted for it, and there wouldn't be much
things that were lost in the town, scores hold a mass-meeting of all the boys that for any of us, if we divided it among all
were brought to light.
Rusty old jack- night in the abandoned ice house near the of us."
"But we can fix that matter all right,"
knives, keys, pieces of jewelry, and trin- creamery.
kets of all sorts; even the gold watch
"All we have to do is
explained Bob.
that Miss Betty Clark, the eighth grade
spite of the fact that many of the to think up some way of spending the
school teacher, had lost the previous sum- INhoys
regarded Henky as a "stuck-up money for the benefit of all of us."
mer was found in the eaves trough of the city dude," sixty-two of them, which in"Sure !" sarcastically rejoined Dick. "I
school porch, the supposition being that cluded practically every boy in the com- s'pose we can put up a monument for
the teacher had dropped the watch from munity, gathered. Bob Parsons acted as a old Billy Sutton, the school janitor, or
her pocket while leaning out of the upper sort of chairman and opened the meeting some other noble hero.
None of that
window to ring the recess bell. Thus thor- by saying:
stuff for mine.
If I find that money I'm
"I guess you fellows all know Henky going to spend it for a trip to New York."
ough was the search, yet when night came
no trace of the hidden gold had been dis- Stowe, the creamery man's boy. Well, he's
The discussion grew rather warm, but,
covered.
figured out a scheme for finding the money when a vote was finally taken, all but a
dozen favored Henky and Bob, whereupon
Many of the adults and some of the his uncle hid."
There was a little handclapping as the minority declared that they would
girls dropped out of the hunt next day,
but not a boy was missing.
continue the hunt in their own way, and
Yet, when Henky arose to explain his plan.
the second day drew to a close, the efforts
"Last summer when I was at our boy withdrew from the meeting.
had been as futile as before.
scout camp, we used to have a way of
After this, the others tried to elect
cleaning up the bits of paper and all Henky leader of the company, but he inthis time Henky had begun to
get the other rubbish about the camp grounds sisted on turning this office over to Bob,
fairly well acquainted with some of which seems to me would be the right although he was persuaded to become one
the boys, particularly with one boy near way to hunt for this money.
The lead- of the three assistant leaders.
since the cloudburst of 1873 his

NEVER

had there been such excitement at
Wilcox Corners.
As the fanners
began to come in, the news of the poster
spread rapidly, and soon every boy, most
of the girls, and a majority of the men
and women, were hunting for the hidden

BY
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the next morning, the "Wilcox
Volunteers," as Captain Bob
Parsons named his company, lined up at
the
fifty-three
headquarters
creamery
Henky had prepared a hastily
strong.
dr.-iwn up map of the ground to be covered; and at the leader's command the
company stretched out along the road in
front of the creamery and began to move
forward slowly and steadily, making a
thorough search of every foot of ground
on the line of march. So the campaign
All buildings on the line of
proceeded.
march were ransacked from cellar to
garret, the townspeople being so greatly
interested in the campaign that nobody
offered objection to having their premises searched.
As the campaign continued all through
the
without
the
of
a
day
finding
single clue to the treasure, some of the
younger "privates" were inclined to become discouraged and quit; but the leaders argued, coaxed or poked fun at them
for being "quitters," and so kept the company intact. At the close of the first day's
campaign all the territory south of the
creamery had been covered and a start
had been made in a northerly direction.
When the company assembled on the
following day everyone realized that the
crisis of the campaign was at hand, for

Corners'
EARLY

two days Mr. Wilcox would return and
reclaim the money for himself.
So the hunt was taken up more dog-

in

gedly,

and even
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desperately,

than

Scouts'

he saw Dick rowing rapidly
towards the island. Henky and Bob
took in the situation at once. They
knew Dick was the strongest oars-

boat

man

the

in

bound

community

overtake

to

Joe

and was
before

he

the shore.
They had
no doubt as to Dick's designs.
Joe had been so scared that he
stumbled as he climbed into the
boat, and then fumbled one of the
oars loose so Dick's boat ran alongside before he was three rods from
Without a word Dick
the island.
made his boat fast to Joe's, then
scrambled into it and the two grappled, Joe trying hard to hang onto
the precious box.

could

make

But

he

match

was no

for

Dick,
got
possession of it,
climbed into h s

soon

who

i

boat and
started to the
own

main

shore.

WHEN

he

landed, his
friends gathered
around in an excited huddle. To

the
h

i

amazement
and

Henky

of
s

companions,

Dick's

ever.

group

made no attempt
Henky and Bob were not to run, but calmthinking so much about the money as they
waited for the others to apwere about winning the game. They in- ly
proach. As Henky and Joe cam
their
with
the
same
despired
company
near, Dick called out derisively:
termined spirit.
Stung
"Stung
Stung ag'in !"
noon
had
searched
the
western
they
By
"You give us back that box,
shore of the lake nearly to the northern Dick
Wheeler," cried Joe, angrily,
end.
A halt was called, camp fires kin- "or you'll
get something you can't
dled and "mess" prepared and eaten.
at every store."
After mess the march proceeded eastward buy
"You don't
taunted

By
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time

this

.

!

along the shore.

!

The

firiht

the

in

the boat for
box.

precious

say so,"

well, then, 'ittle boy shall
mysterious message created great
the upper end of the lake was a have his
Not a few of the boys,
discussion.
pretty box. Here, take it," and
tiny island about two rods long, less than to the surprise of everybody, he threw being already tired of the search, were
a rod wide at the middle, and tapering it towards them.
inclined to agree with Dick's view that
at each end, thus suggesting its title of
"What we want is the money that was the whole affair was a joke on them, this
Pumpkin Seed Island. It was grown over in the box," said Henky, "and we're going opinion being supported by the general
with willows, excepting a small plot near to have
it, too."
knowledge that Mr. Wilcox had a reputathe center, where boys of an earlier gen"You don't say so," Dick drawled in tion as a practical joker. Consequently,
eration had built a little rough board
"So you're going to less than a third of the original company
tantalizing tones.
shanty, now decayed and tumbling down. have some money, are you; well, how are turned up at the creamery the next mornAs the line of inarch arrived opposite you going to get it?"
other earning, with Bob and Joe and the
the island, Joe Dirker, one of those who
After a
"We'll take it out of your hide, if we est and enthusiastic fellows.
had not joined the organized searchers, have to," growled Bob,
send
doubling his fists brief conference it was decided to
shouted
and starting towards him. "You must be the remnant of the company across the
"Say, Bob, hadn't we ought to search a fool, Dick Wheeler, to think that you lake to continue the search according to
the Pumpkin Seed?"
can lick this whole crowd."
the original plan, while Henky and Bi>b
"Sure enough," was the captain's reply.
"I ain't expecting to lick anybody," were to go over to the Pumpkin Seed and
"You get a boat, Joe, and go over and replied Dick. "There's no use in fighting make a search for new clues.
look it over, and the rest of us will go on about it, 'cause there wasn't any money in
"Suppose we sail up in my catboat,"
around the lake."
the old box. Look at it for yourself.
It's said Henky, as he and Joe came down to
While Joe was after the boat it was got everything in it now that it had when the landing. "There's a stiff breeze, so
noticed
that
Dick Wheeler and his we opened it. D'ye su'pose I'd stay here we can get to the island quicker than we
friends were hunting in the cemetery on if the money was in the box? Hank Wil- could by rowing."
the hill sloping down to the east shore. cox has just been playing a joke on us,
"Suits
me," replied Bob, laughing;
Also it could be seen that Dick was that's all."
"anyway, we've got to save all the strength
It did seem a plausible reason for his we can for figuring out your Uncle Hank's
keeping a pretty close watch on the
not running away.
conundrum."
doings of the company.
"That's right," Henky agreed. "Gee, but
They examined the box closely. It had
made a search among the island been tied with stout twine and inside was I don't believe I slept ten minutes last
willows, finally disappearing into the nothing but a handful of small pebbles night, on account of trying to puzzle the
old shack.
He was gone several minutes, and some straw. There was also an ordi- thing out."
and then the other boys were suddenly nary business card of the Wilcox Produce
"So did I, but I couldn't make head or
What is there around the Corstartled by a loud yell as Joe rushed out Company on the back of which the boys tail to it.
of the shack wildly waving a cigar box found written:
ners that should move but doesn't, I'd
like to know?"
over his head.
Prom his exultant shouts
and his gleeful Indian dance the boys had
Use your head as well as you have
"Maybe it's the town itself," joked
no doubt that he had discovered the treasThat icliich should move
Henky.
your feet.
ure.
stands still and points the way.
"Maybe it is," Bob admitted with a grin,
But just as Joe started to get his
(Concluded on page 48)
Henry K. Wilcox.
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:

JOE

Dick.

"Very

THIS

Dan Beard
To Make

Tells

With Flint and
DAN BEARD

Fire

By

You

How

Steel

National Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America.

several occasions

ON

I

have told how aflded that our old
and steel, Puritan ancestors
communication
and cavalier an-

ure or dampness.
I have also a tin
tinder or punk box
I
which
secured

to light a fire with flint

but I welcome a
from Scout Commissioner Chase, Youngs- cestors too, for that
used
to
town, Ohio, upon the use of flint and steel matter
It is interesting and it hold yards
of it
for lighting fires.
in
their
reminds us that this flint and steel for looped
man's hand with which to
lighting fires, which is the white
off
their
method, has been omitted from our man- touch

match- locks

ual.

Mr. Chase says,
"For punk use
such waste as
you get around
a machine shop
and
or garage
pull
the

it

out

form

into

their
es,

o

from the

f

harquebuswhich

big

used

were

clumsy

guns

before

flint-

were

locks

vented.
shows a

many years
On top of
"

of

ago.
the

inside extinguisher
lid rests a steel of
the form of the
last one in the first
column of Fir/. 1.

in-

Fig. 1
collection

of antique steels
cord, with a piece of
char one end of flint at the head
use that of the first column,
it and
for
catching The three last
sparks, or use pieces of steel in
the commercial the second column
orange fuse wick I have duplicated
such as a few at Bannerman's.
"
Flint may be
years ago was
sold for the pur- purchased,"
Commissioner Chase says,
pose of lighting "one dollar purchasing enough to supply
This also two troops of scouts." But it is not absocigars.
must be charred lutely necessary to have a flint. My scouts
on the end before at Culver Woodcraft Camp learned to
you can catch the make a fire from sparks which they secured
by striking the back of their knife blade
spark.
broken
on the sharp edge of
(/'/</. 5)
CARRYING YOUR stories
Of
picked up by the Broadside.
PUNK
course, these stones must be hard and
He further gritty and not soft lime stones.
adds, "But the

rope

of

attic

an old Long Island
farmhouse. It has
inside
extinan
guisher lid which
rests
upon some
burnt rags just as
were
left
they

a

or

The outside

lid of
the box has a place
on top to hold the
candle or tallow
dip so that when
the light is secured
the candle may be

lighted and you
are then ready for any emergency.

How

TO PREPARE

PUNK.

these rags for
The best way to ^prepare
x
punk is to bake them until they are dry
as dust and then place them on the hearth
and touch a match to them. Soon after
.

they

burst

into

flames,

quickly

smother

them with a folded newspaper and carefully put your punk (baked and charred
rags into a tin tobacco box, punk horn or
similar contrivance where it will keep dry
and ready for use.

How TO UsE A Cow s HoRN
problem is how
Our own forebears had no metal carto keep that charred end from rubbing
Fig. 7 shows the old-fashioned flint lock
or falling off while tramping through the tridges of which to make a punk horn so of a gun used previous to the war of the
The natives of South America they used a cow horn for the purpose (Fig. States.
woods.
Take an <t. ) I have one before me now which is
do it in the following way:
"THE SPARKLER" USEFUL
empty 25-3G-117 Marlin U. M. C. car- a hundred or more years old and this is
8
shows a modern toy called "The
make
one
like
it:
the
to
off
the
closed
cut
end, Fig. 3,
Fig.
way
tridge,
Saw off the small end and the large end sparkler." This toy consists of a metal
push the punk through the cartridge,
scorch the end sticking through
of the cow's horn, saving a wheel covered with a composition which
l"ks like emery. It is hung between two
the large hole and then pull
piece about four and a half
this charred end back snugly.
Bore flanges of a tin weight, on the sides of
five
inches
or
long.
wh
aw metal pegs.
"It is kept in place by maka small hole through the small
'^hen thls
un
ing a small wire which reaches
'? *P
end of this piece of horn to
^
fl" """"T
ot
down from the bottom of the
rubbing
against the pegs ot the flanges
connect with the natural open
a shower of sparks,
cork to the cartridge. The punk
produces
Height
of
A
strip
space in the horn.
is hooked into the end of this
nlaking t his tov a rea n y practical fire.-,

,

^

rawhide or "whang string lighter for campers,
larger than the hole may then
How TO USE FLINT AND STEEL
be forced through the small end
and secured by a knot on the
To make a fire with flint and steel, hold
inside which prevents it from
the punk on the
The large
with the
flint
being pulled out.
end of the horn can be closed
thumb of the left
strike a
by a piece of thick sole leather.

wire; when the stopper is taken
out it pulls out the charred
end of the punk.
After the
fire is lighted, the charred end
is
pulled back into the cartridge, the stopper put on and

everything kept safe.
the

To put

punk back

into the
to pull
ridge", pull to the right
out. As the stopper is removed
the wire will bring out the

""fS

hand,

\*l

^M^/

T^

If

While this is yet wet, tie a
hard knot in the end of the
"whang string" and pull the

charred end. The natives of Andes wind knot snugly against the leather disk
yards and yards of this punk around their before the leather is allowed to dry.
waists, letting the cartridge hang down If the thong and leather stopper are made
like a watch fob.
to fit the horn tightly, the dry baked rags,
the charred cotton, or whatever substance
A
q
Q
you use for punk, when placed in the horn, immediately catch fire
The Scout Commissioner might have will be perfectly protected from all moist- blown into a flame.

18

smart

diagonal

blow, but not too
hard a one. This
will cause the

sparks to

fly

and

when one of them
falls upon the
burnt rags, they
and may then be
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I was dictating this, to make
that he was right, I this moment
made a fire with flint and steel and burnt
rags in the manner described, and I secured fire at the third stroke of the steel.
This I blew into a flame after I had
surrounded it with a handful of red squirrels' nesting material which I used for

While

sure

tinder.

REMEMBER TINDER ALSO
For building fire without matches you
need two sorts of material, punk and

Punk is the burnt rag, the charred
waste or the charred end of the orange
fuse wick which catches and holds the
But you must put next to this
spark.
a handful of fine dry grass or
strips of
birch bark or the inner bark of the cedar
or the materials of which field
mice, flying squirrels and red squirrels make their
nests in the holes of trees, or some similar material which we call tinder.
By
blowing in the punk you ignite the tintinder.

der, the latter bursting into flame.

CAMPFIHE TRAMMELS NAMED

Davy Crockett
others

when

I

said

am

"I

leave this

for

dead; be sure you're

right, then go ahead."
that was the
motto, the good old
American motto, from
which "Be Prepared"

And

3

4

was evolved.

we are

right,

we

asked last month for
a vote for the names
of the different tram-

mels used by woods-

men

at their campThe vote has been
cast and the ballots
counted we have used

fires.

;

our
to

The

man is an imporyour daily life and

government man is to see that we
do something for ourselves
that
is, to control and regulate.

He may raise wheat or cattle he
may manufacture flour or shoes
he may run a grocery or a drygoods
store; he may operate a copper

We pay them both, but of the
two we naturally find the business
man more get-at-able, more human,
more democratic.

business

tant factor in

happiness.
;

;

In order to be sure
that

Doing Business with a Business Concern

utmost endeavor
prevent the stuf-

fing of the ballot box.

Of

course, in a case of this kind, party
spirit runs high, for every real woodsman,
every scout with the bark on him, has his
favorite trammel and also his favorite
hero and he wants the two to go together.
Number 4 is voted to be the Boy Scout
because it can be made with a scout axe
or a scout knife and not even a nail is

necessary and it hangs easily on the crane.
Number 3 is the Dave Abercrombie because it is "simple and natural to make."
Dave is one of the most practical woodsmen we have and it is most fitting that his
name should go down among woodsmen
attached to an implement they all use. Number 7 is the Adirondack Murray. Adiron-

mine or a telephone company. He
some commodity to be used by other people.

creates or distributes

Because the telephone business
has become large and extensive,
it requires a high type of
organiza-

He is always hard at work to
supply the needs of others, and in
return he has his own needs sup-

and must

tion

employ the best

business methods.

plied.

The

Bell

System

is

in the busi-

All of us are doing business with
business men so constantly that we

ness of

accept the benefits of this intercourse without question, as we
accept the air we breathe. Most of
us have little to do with government, yet we recognize the difference between business methods
and government methods.

the needs of many millions of customers, and teach them to use and
appreciate the service which it has

We

know that it is to the interest
of the business man to do something
for

us,

while the function of the

commodity
It
must meet

selling its
telephone service.

provided.

The democratic

relation

between

the customer and the business concern has been indispensable, providing for the United States the best
and most universal telephone service of

any country

in the world.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
One Policy

m

One System

|^

In Pigeons!
b9
Market or Breeding Purposes.

E

Universal Service

New Band

n
f
Mako

u ?

Catalog

me and address

is

enough-

new Band CaUlusr

FREE
We
will

big profits with our Jumbo Pigeons.
teach you.
Large, free, illustrated, instructive circulars.
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO.. Dept. D.. Providence, R. i.

We

'

?? WURJUTZER j
Brings You This Cornet

$200
""a few cents a Jay. Superb
died at Guilford, Conn., March 3, 1904..
He is the man whose enthusiastic and
joyous writings first gave fame to the

(Continued on page 39)

lyric cornet,

Leather carrv'

triple silver plaiud.

dack Murray, you remember, was the Reverend Wm. Henry Harrison Murray, who

Allowance for Old instruh
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.. Dept"' A157
"
free.
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WANT FINE COLORED

PENCILS?

send

absolutely free.
pases. 788 illustrations. 67 art color plates,
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In answering advertisements
please

mention BOYS' LIFE

When You Go

Camp

to

By

The Cave

do you s-iv if we let some of the wilderness without learning some new
these letters 'in the question hole tricks about the outdoor life.
hold over for a month while we
camping js a bully thing for a feltalk about camping?
but, like lots of other good
lw,
.,
T
ad
]
hats that?
glad
small doses
Bully idea?
thingSi u ought to b taken
It wouldn t do at all for a group
first
you feel that way about it, so here goes.
_
First of all, let's see how many of you of
ts with little or no t xperi ence to go
Stand out mto the
are going camping this summer.
woods, far from a base of supthe
llve there for any i en gth
up, please. Gee, I guess pretty nearly
plies> and try to
whole gang is going!
one of a dozen serious comof time
Any
Now then, how many of you are going plications might ari se which would be
to a big, permanent camp which is man- likd
to result in disaster. You've got to
bv degrees, in this camp life, takaged by a camp director? Quite a bunch work
of you! all right, but evidently there are
ing adva ntage of every little opportunity
more who are going out in smaller groups lhat a ff or( j s to pick up further information

T TH VT

-I

X/V

-

W

-^g.
Y

me
m

m

Scout

So I guess I'd better confine myself
few suggestions about little things.

pTER

.

f

-

'

.

camps.

about

who

are going to the
need any spebig, permanent camps don't
cial instructions, because you will be told

Well, you fellows

comfort

..

.

i

.

.

s

an(J

R
h

h

_

you
7
would be^urprfsed to
things
6 contribute to

little

convenience

.

suggestions for some articles
e ver regret having taken

wm ^

>

.

e

'

an d w af^ay for fteSl in a draeVwJys 'iT'ls
always coming in handy in pitching tents and
makes a dandy line on which to hang blankets

il

this fascinating sport.
fe ii ows don't want to

be branded a j^ ^rfui in
d^agdng^buSdle* of Sy limbs
Made into a lasso it is
g reen horns when you get up against to the cooking fire." trees
dead limbs which are
from
fine
for
pulling
had
betin out door life, you
j thi
*" 'ar from the ground to be reached handily.

If

as
th

.

^_
^V^ou
know how much
.

No _

d
miserable one
overlooks the bis things

j

,

,

.

to troop

.

it
g the Httl
thi
that
the difference between a suc-

make

_/\

to a

you

-

pot-hooks and mak-

They are

indis-

in fixing up camp tables, chairs, etc.,
you can make flapjacks and biscuits and pensable
and will save much inconvenience and annoys tew that will not turn even a
, nu iii_, an
ant B
of you will want to cast _j-ron stomach
two
upside down after
p OCKET FLASH LiGHT.-This is just about the
a camp yourselves,
Get some old experi- handiest thing in camp. Just notice how popudays' steady diet.
in camp is the boy who has one.
The other
enced camper to help you, or get a good fellows
Jar
are borrowing it constantly.
Flashlights
iu
!!
!,,.,
book on camping from the public Ubrary. are especially ne ipf u in finding things at night
.

-

.

to each scout to shift pretty largely for

himself.
Besides, all
tackle that kind of

some day.

1

.

/

i

,

l

pared
such a simple art
without any pracSometimes they try it, ana
tice at all.
after spending a few days under canvas,
mossuffering loss of sleep, poor cooking,
horrors that
quito bites and all the other
the out-of-doors inflicts upon the uninitiated, they hurry back to civilization and
a dog s
say that "camping IS worse than

They think camping
that anybody can do

is

Scribn'er's Sons.

from the grub boxes or bags.

it

~Bu'nn"spTte"of all the practice you can
get near home you will find that when you
nit j^e real woods you will have problems
to face that you never dreamed of before.
jt
s rig ht then that you will thank your
stars for the practice you had be] uckv
for(/trus ti ng yourself to the tender mercy

J^Tave
to^top
your matches

for those who don t
so it is
life."
know how to do it right
But sometimes there are people who are
UUril HttllLCrOj

ell III

<ll v

-l'v Y

i

of

t he

wild.

>

1

-

'

'

c-innon

And when a

\^OTJ

fe

you'll

surely

NEEDLES' AND THREAD.

Whf n
86 old
Y, P"?"
she tries to
wilderness '^\
.

.

is

a

Hwf

'

,

,

.

need them,

Take several sizes;
camping is hard

for

with your pants held up with thorn-apple

CANVAS GLOVES.
'

YouTl need 'em for hand-

Sj

Tnd

ots and pans
boiliQg
""S p
\ja,na.
Tr>
**J? them
f Uti
and you U never go to camp without them.
.

u.

i

onci

'

WOOLEN

SOCKS. Get a pair of good heavy
the kind vour
mothers sometimes knit are
-

ones

the bes{
They are tl]e ])est fure known for
coi d fee t on
(When it is extra
chilly night.
old a canteen filled with hot water makes a
i
It is also comforting in cases
good bunk-mate.
s and tummy ache
_
_jf toothach
BED TICK. There are a whole lot of fancy
maarket, pneumatic maton
the
bags
t these are usually too
si^mg
"
use
for
to
nsei especially when they
expensive
boys
expeniSiTe
already have spent considerable mony for tents
A bed
to tell you and other more necessary equipment.
What's that? You want
ves *
i P
C1 *
what those weapons are and how you can
to carry
two"
si *f a n d Ht|
pieceTof
G^'
stout cloth, about three feet wide and six feet
find them?
a contract for long. Sew them together on the two sides and
Well, now, that's too big
p
After
u_i.,. i.-,., one end, leaving the other end open.
the Cave Scout. Hundreds of books have you
to cam
you can stuff _ h _ _ ick wjth
When
been written on that subject, and hun- straw dry grass leaves, or browse
to
The an- moving from o n e camp
dreds of others will IK- written
,.

-

me

J

^

fellow once gets the campins \ii\" it usually is an incurable disease,
n</lv
i iascmau<
fascination i.eeuli-ir to itnas a
Camping
I think the reason for this fascinaself
tion is the fact that camping offers such a
wonderful opportunity ,<' resourcefulness
would just about can be
and ingenuity. Dan Beard told me the swer to that question
the whole science of outdoor living. Bite
other day that he never takes a trip into cover

An

STS f

thorns,

vo^ o"
drown you
f| om
1_

with rain, or burn you up with heat, or
freeze you to death,' or else she sicks ,on
you a billion mosquitoes who seek to devour you alive. But, at the same time, si e
turns loose these forces to assail the wanr
derer, she provides, in various shapes and
forms, the means to combat them suecesshow to
fully-that is, for those who know
.-,
and ....
how to
of uk
defense
..iiciv. ^..
LIK-C weapons
find
imu these
wca^^no ui
use them.

a

%^\ "^LShrSfi'cS b^fSm
iM^iK
"dt/Sf,
camp

know, boys. Mother Nature
l

unpleasant time of it trying to live in the
tn,v vi
v "By
rally that
"'> old campDJ gouj
say,
open, tnty
I'll
learn to
ing game can't beat me!
t- vj.|.v..i,
cook in the
uiJdi
and
ni n/\/**
in the
1 ic
open,
sicep
open tii
sleep 111
if
and I'll fool those blasted mosquitoes,
i
Then
it!"
do
to
ten
it takes
they
years
begin to make some use of their brains
when they go to camp, and, after they
without
have learned to live in the woods witnout
suffering, you couldn't keep 'em out with

m:;j,

;

And

S3"taM

after you have taken an in,,t
(This is a joke I)
voluntary bath in the lake.
mp shotgul1 she " " nd a cork make " fine

i

^

r

-

,

,

.
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fined wjth

new

^

material

^nother^he

J_,

the
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OIL CLOTH. Many boys find that rubber
ponchos cost too much, but it is unwise to go
to camp without some protection from wutcr .iml
Oil cloth makes a tine substitute
dampness.
and is inexpensive. Take one strip, big enough
to serve as a ground cloth under the mattress.
Another strip will
Place the shiney side down.
be found useful in covering grub and other supplies for which there is no room inside the

The Boy

Scouts'

21

Magazine

1
B

E

tent.

In many camps there is too little soap
SOAP.
Take two kinds, toilet soap and kitchen
used.
is nothing like soap for removing
There
soup.
grease, both from hands and cooking dishes.
not
be afraid to use plenty of hot
do
Also,
water.
On a chilly morning, a dish of hot
\\alcr feels mighty good for washing your face

B

i

B

E

B

a

and hands.
TOWELS. Take two or three for wiping your
face and hands and also two or three for wip
There is no excuse for dirt in
ing the dishes.
camp any more than there is in your own

B

E

B

E

B

B

E

B

E

B

home.

CAN OPENER.

Have you ever been in a
camp where they opened sardine cans with an
axe! I have
FISHING TACKLE. Be sure to have an extra
number of fish hooks and fish lines. It is awfully exasperating to come to a fine lake or
I

stream that's simply teeming with fish and to
have no tackle with which to catch them.
This is one of the most essential arSALT.
ticles of the commissary
department and yet
in the hurry of preparations, salt is sometimes
It is a good plan for each member
forgotten.
ol' the party to carry a small supply in a watertight

container.

LIST OF SUPPLIES. On a camping trip where
you are frequently moving from one place to
another, there is always danger of leaving something behind. Sometimes when you come to pitch
camp at night and start looking for the hatchet,
you remember that you left it sticking in a
stump at the place where you camped the night
In order to prevent this happening, it
before.
is a good plan to have a list of all the articles
in your camping equipment.
Every time camp
is moved, each article should be checked off on
this list, then, if there is anything missing, you
will find it out before it is too late.
Of course,
nobody is going to forget such important articles
as first-aid supplies, cooking dishes, blankets, extra clothing, etc.

These are just a few suggestions. You
boys will disc-over new things for yourselves this summer.
But if you keep these
few things in mind your camp experienee
ought to be much more pleasant than it
otherwise would.

HAROLD
SCOUT
Plainfield, N. J.,

K. WILLETT, of
has asked the Cave
Scout whether or not firearms are permissible in a Boy Scout camp.
National
Headquarters has consistently urged scout
officials not to take guns with them to camp
and not to allow their scouts to do so.
There are a number of reasons why this
stand has been taken, but the most important one is the fact that Headquarters
is most vitally concerned about the
safety
of every boy in the organization.
Personally, the Cave Scout is very much
opposed to having firearms in a boys'
camp. There is not one chance in a thousand that they will ever be of any important use, and there is considerable danger
of their causing harm. A gun is a dangerous weapon and every possible element of
danger should be avoided. Your fathers

and mothers will feel much more comfortable about having you in camp if they
know there are no guns there.

B
B

Boy Scouts
Railroad

B

Transportation
B

B

or

Money

E
for

B
B

E
B
B

for your vacation this summer scout
camp, the Panama Exposition at San
Francisco or San Diego, a summer resort
or a trip somewhere. Half the fun will

E

be to feel that you'd earned a part or all of the
cost of travel.
Maybe there's something you
want to buy. We can help you perhaps help
you earn all the railroad tickets or money. We
have arranged with druggists everywhere to let
boys act as their special agents selling

E

B
E

B

E

B

E

E
I

Boy scouts are

just the manly, energetic,
courteous and honorable salesmen to make a success of

B

Call on your druggist and he will tell you
all about the plan.
For each package of any of the
Sanitul Preparations a boy sells he gets one mile of
railroad transportation to the San Francisco or San
Diego Expositions. Or wherever you'd rather go, the railroad transportation will be given
on any railroad of your choice so you can travel free any place you want to go to on
If you'd rather have money your druggist will give you cash for each
your vacation.
this work.

1
B

package you

B

B
B

sell.

Your Druggist About This Right Away

B

you can pet an early start.
If your druggist should happen not to
know all about it write us a letter with his name and address. Perhaps
you'd better write us, anyway, so we can help you get started.

B

See
so

B
B

Address Free Tour Department

Sanitol Chemical Laboratory Co., St. Louis, U. S. A.

B
B

E
Sanitol Chemical Laboratory Co..

Free Tour Department. St. Louis:
me about your TOUR PLAN, so

My

Troop No.

McGuire?
"For heaven's

My

Scout Master's

E

F. J. P.

E

B

B

again in July.

E

There's some place you want to go

Please

All right, Mr. Editor, if that's the way
you feel about it, we'll quit.
So long, fellows! Hope to see you all

B

Your Vacation

B

sake, Cave Scout, are you
Don't you
going to talk here all day?
know I've got a lot of other things I want
to get in this number of BOYS' LIFE?"

E

B

that coining through the door?
Gee, it's Mr. McGuire, the editor of
Boys' LIFE. What can we do for you, Mr.

WHO'S

B

!

B

His

B

address

My name

My

B

tell

City

is

address

can earn

my

vacation.

B
E

is

is

I

name

is

B
E

is

E
B

The Boone Top-Notchers
Prize

E

Winning

and

Essays,

Letters

From Many

Eagle, my
received a prize
$20.
I
am very fond of
Jack London's books;
also those of Tomlinson,
and Joseph C. Lincoln.
Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND C. ELLIS.

VERY

reader
BOYS' LIFE
will be glad to
the
essays

story

of

of

read
which wim the First

and Second Prizes
the

Harold WcMurry
(Firxl)

are

printed

on

in

Daniel
great
Contest re-

Boone

Of

course,

we

can't

print

all

"I

Paul Dean

Davia
tu-inx, and
!><n'id won a

are

They

bnlli

CLARKSVILLE, TEXAS, April 29, 1915

Dear Sir:
The boy on the right
my twin brother, who read the

are

.

Eaf/le
jirhe and

the first /SriiH/s.
third
Murry, of California, who won
in full.
prize '($50.00) you shall have
special honorable mention.
1915.
29,
TURLOCK, CALIF., April
To the Editor of Boys' LIFE:
Thanking every one who has made the
It was really a happy surprise to me to
Scout movement what it is and thereBoy
"Daniel
the
in
first
have won the
prize
by helped me, I am
felall
the
that
know
I
Boone" contest.
Yours truly,
lows who took part in it will grow up betHAROLD McMiTRRY.
Boone's
Daniel
studied
ter men for having
The boy who won the second prize
admirable qualities.
is
president of the graduating
I am sending you my photo, and in com- ($25.00)
for information class of Commercial High School, Brookpliance with your request
that I was born lyn, X. Y., and for the past ten years has
regarding myself, will say
Been captain of the school debating team.
in Bombay, India, on Nov. 14, 1898, and

my taste for scoutcraft while travwith my father in the jungles of
Central India^ where he was stationed as
It might be of interest for
a missionary.
me to mention here that my great-greatfriend and
grandfather was a personal
companion of Daniel Boone in Kentucky.
When I was twelve years of age, our
folks came back to America and settled
Soon afterwards
out here in California.
a Boy Scout troop was organized in Turgained
eling

which I joined. I was a second-class
scout and was about to take my first class
examination when our troop unfortunately
broke up. I had some of the best times
of my life while out on the hikes and in
doing scout work. I thoroughly believe in
the Boy Scout movement and its ideals;
it supplies a heretofore missing link in the
well-rounded education of an American
lock,

He

in

on

am

We

We

I represented my school in the speaking
contest held in Commercial Hierh under the auspices of Colgate University (Hamilton, N. Y.)
and was fortunate enough to win first prize
a gold medal for myself and a silver trophy
cup for the school. This gave me the privilege
of entering the state-wide Extemporaneous Speech
Contest held in Colgate University about a
month later, and in this I won first place, receiving another gold medal and a silver trophy
shield for Commercial.
I represented New York
City in the State-wide Contest, in which eleven
other cities competed.
In a prize-story contest conducted by the

year

16.

Again thanking you for the

Your

prize, I

am

friend,

DAVID DEAN.
Another Texas boy, Harold A. Cory, also

won

a

third

prize

Honorable Mention.
I

($10.00) and
He writes:

Special

received the ten dollars for which I thank
It will help me to buy a clar-

you very much.

(Continued on page 31.)

Which
By

story

it

joy BOYS' LIFE and the "Handbook," the hikes,
and the study of nature. We have profited by
the benefits of seouting as a practical education.
We finish high school in May 1915 with first
and second honors.
(I am second.)
As for poetry, we like Riley and Poe.
like the "Call of the Wild," "The Harvester,"
John Burrough's books, and Ernest Thompson
Seton's nature sketches.
Dickens and Thackeray
will do for cold rainy days.
have won
small prizes in the children's departments of
the Ladies' Home Journal and in Holland's
Magazine, of Dallas, Texas.
For a number of years we have been gathering curios and now have quite a collection. We
have had some success with experimental farmWhile working for the Eagle Scout Badge
ing.
we prepared a notebook containing the answers
to each test we passed.
In the April BOYS' LIFE you stated that I
was 13 years old. If you will look on my manuscript I am sure that you will find that I am

:

Essay

Paul Dean,
and dis-

is

.

with me. We are colleagues in
We joined the Scouts in January everything.
1914,
and both became Eagle Scouts Oct. 5. We en-

BROOKLYN, April 17, 1915.
Dear Mr. McGuire
You ask for information about myself. Last

The

.

cussed

writes:

boy.
I

7

!

the letters which
Equally interesting are
have come from the fifty-seven prize win-

from
them, but we will give you extracts
Harold Memany. The letter written by

r>
miKaymond KUis

(Second)
Twins and both
Eagle Scouts That's
the dandy news that comes in a letter from
David Dean, of Texas, winner of third
prize ($10.00) and special honorable mention.
Their pictures are reproduced on
this page.
Scout David Dean writes:

cently conducted by
this magazine; they
this page, and the OIK

following.

ners.

Boys.

Brooklyn

Won

First Prize

HAROLD McMURRY

my sophomore year
High School and am intending to go
through college. I laid most of my
just completing

money away for that very purpose.
In regard to the books I read, I will say
that I am fond of any good book and esI have
pecially those relating to history.
also read a considerable portion of the
writings of Dickens, Scott and Cooper and
other writers of their class.
Along the
lines of lighter and more modern reading,
I seldom read anything worse than Mark
Twain, Brete Harte and Kipling. I enjoy the stories in the BOYS' LIFE also.
They are so snappy and lively. I have
never had any taste for "yellow-backed,"
cheap, trashy literature.
I have tried, in a few contests before
and have sometimes won small prizes.
I
I never used tobacco in any form.
prize

the unselfish and noble lives of
affords us examples,
equal that of this brave pioneer.
His life was spent in leading others into
a new land, and, with no thought of gain,
he was willing to face hardships or even
death to help one of his fellow beings.
With this high purpose and those peculiar
mental and physical qualities that are
necessary for the making of a good scout,
he can be called the greatest of all back-

OF
few

all

which history

woodsmen.
Let us look at those mental
which made him what he was.

was not

22

absolute

confidence

in

made

him.

He was

always known as a brave man.
long, lonely marches, when
perils beset him on all sides, we never
hear of him turning back.
With all his
bravery, however, he was never rash. He
always tried to avoid any move which
would endanger the safety of anyone.
At all times he was cheerful and optimistic, and when he had sorrows he
never burdened others with them. He was
so honest that it seemed he hardly
qualities honest
In

all

his

Boone knew what dishonesty was. He was loyal
to his country and never shirked his duty.
He believed God had called him to lead
people into a new land and he did it in

but he can be called
educated.
His mind was so trained and
his will power so strong that he could
am interested in young people's societies control himself and use a clear judgment
of the church and am a teacher of a boys' in the most dire circumstances his mind
class in our Sunday School.
controlled his body.
He also had that
a scholar,

unusual genius for leadership which

men put

spite of all odds.
He was also physically

great work.

fitted

for

his

His strength and keen eye-

sight

BOYS' LIFE
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helped him

woodcraft.

his

in

The Boy
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He

nature, the forest was his home,
showing the great works of his Creator.
He loved animals, and called all Indians
his brothers and only killed them when
lovi-d

he had

to.

But above

all

these

qualities

was

bis

unquestioning trust in God, his protector
in solitary and trying journeys, his companion during night watches.
Clear, level-headed, thinking men of this
type, who are capable of seeing and seizing
opportunities, are those who advance a
nation and make the world a better place.

While those attributes which made
Boone a good scout would be insufficient
for

men

lying

man

of today, yet those deep, under-

qualities which
are the same in

are the only things
successful man.

made him a great
all times and they
which can make a

Second Prize Essay
By RAYMOND CLARK ELLIS

THE

sess

man can posthe honest desire to serve his

finest quality that a
is

Health and Vigor
in Every Shred

It was
country, his people, and his God.
this quality that predominated the life
of Daniel Boone.
Realizing where he
could best serve the world, he unhesitatingly placed himself in the van of the
nation, and, without hope or thought of
reward, he helped form the backbone of
the American frontier.

Apart from

this

fundamental quality,

he had those elements which were in those
days requisite for a good scout, and are

He was a
today essential for success.
man who never attributed actualities to
"luck," and because of this, and his implicit faith in God, he met all circumstances with unwavering fortitude and
unbroken will. In hours of overwhelming
sorrow he never lost control of himself.
He was meek and unassuming, yet firm
and determined when necessity demanded.
Born with that primitive instinct which
had been handed down to him through the
Rarely, if
ages, he was always alert.
ever, was he taken unawares, and it was
this quality of preparedness that was
most potent in his make-up as a scout.
One of his most valuable qualities, however, was his ability to think and act
quickly under any circumstances, but he
He was
always thought before acting.
cautious and one who bided his time. His
true patriotism, his rugged honesty, and
his loyal devotion to his people, gained
for

him universal

E

Shredded Wheat

I

Scout's most

E

damp weather it's always sweet in hot weather always
You can always enjoy it in its natural crispness by
heating it a moment in the oven or above the camp fire.

E

the

All-American,

In rain or shine, in

muscle-making,

work or

it's

play,

strength-giving

the

Boy

reliable "stand-by."

In

fresh.

In the

camp

or

trail,

training table or home,

its

is

place

E

firmly

E

established.

E
E

berries or fruit, alone with cream or milk, it furnishes a number
of delightful varieties. Simple to serve, convenient to carry its flavor
is always fresh and appetizing.

With

;

Make
outing

respect.

These qualities, governed by the predominating desire to help others formed
What we need in
his sterling character.
America today is not more men, but more
manhood of the type of Daniel Boone
The qualities of preparedness, meekness,
courage, self-control, caution, and the
ability to think and act quickly, which

food,

of

SHREDDED WHEAT
outfit

no camp

is

a part of your
complete without it

Made only by

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

E
Falls,

New York

!

Daniel Boone possessed, are just as imIt is these qualiportant today as ever.
It
ties upon which achievements depend.
is the man who has courage, caution and
self-control, who wins in statesmanship,
profession and business.
The men who have succeeded in life
have succeeded because they had the
qualities of Daniel Boone, which were
governed by the one great quality: tlv
desire to serve their country, not for what
they could get from it, but for what they
could give to it.

EMiiiiiiiillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllti

Vacation Time is Canoe Time
Vou can own an "Old Town Canoe" at small cost
and enjoy all kinds of water sports camping,

Our free catalog tells the
fishing and exploring.
Interesting story of canoes, from the Indian's birch bark
"Old
1

4

Town Canoe"

3000 canoes ready
Dealerseverywhere.
Write today.
Old Town Canoe Co.
496 Middle St.
Old Town. Maine

Great Color Drawings by Frederic Remington
Given without extra cost with

SEND

a year's subscription to

$1.00

TO-DAY
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IDEAL BOY SCOUT

Scouts'

Activities
Interesting Little Stones

TENTS
The

Scout Should Have One

Every

Magazine

'

of Boy Scouts

About Big Scout Events

Report

By ARMSTRONG PERRY
into

All Parts of

of

National

1915

danger on the spur of
knowing that the matter

will be settled for better or for

in

worse in

few seconds, is quite different from
starting on a desperate mission in which
cold and fear and fatigue combine with
the giant forces of nature to beat down
the spirit of courage or crush it forever
in the grim embrace of death.
a

these Tents Scouts' Staffs are used for
leather washer to staff which
poles by tacking
catches in
'/2-inch rings sewed in top of tent*
See tents rolled up on
Rings all hand- sewed.
shoulders of two end Scouts, ready for a hike.
In

I

Above cut shows part
America, Toledo,

of

of

Ohio,

Troop No.

Boy Scouts

1,

with their No.

1

Army

Khaki-Dyed Tents manufactured by us.
No.
Scout Tent 4xli ft., center 3 ft,
I

wall,

1

ft.

;

8

oz.

U.

S.

Army

Khaki -Dyed,

double and twisted
Complete with Poles,
Stakes and Ropes
$4.00
Scout Tent.
Same Size. 8 oz.
double and twisted filling White
Duck.
with
Complete
Poles,
Stakes and Ropes
3.50
Scout Tent.
Same Size. 8 oz.
Single
ordinary KhakiFilling
with
Dyed.
Complete
Poles,
Stakes and Ropes
3.25
Scout Tents.
Same Size. 8 oz.
ComSingle Filling White Duck.
with Poles,
Stakes
and
plete
Hopes
3.00
filling

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

If

poles

duck.

are

not

wanted

5%

deduct

Special Prices in lots of twenty-five. Terms net cash
in advance unless otherwise arranged.
Special Tent
Catalogue aud Samples furnished Free on request.

THE OHIO CANVAS GOODS MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Dept. No. 10,

A

SCOUT OFFICIAL'S ENDORSEMENT:

"With the boy's welfare
ily

in mind,
1."

I

most heart-

endorse Tent No.
(Signed) GEORGE M. PROCTOR,
Scoutmaster, B. S. of A., Decatur,

Charles H. Krause and Horace
members of Troop 31, St. Louis, Mo., were
entertaining two small boys at Kingsville,
Ontario, on August 24, 1914, by taking
them for a boat ride on Lake Erie.
gale was blowing, but they were safe
under the lee of a high cliff, where the
water was calm.
Suddenly they caught
sight of a small duck boat, a mile out in
the lake.
It was full of water and three
boys were clinging to the gunwales.
There was no other boat in sight no
time, to put their little friends ashore;'
they must decide instantly whether they
would leave the capsized crew to their
fate or risk the lives of four to save the
three.
Without hesitation they steered
out into the waves.
Rowing with a strong wind astern requires good seamanship.
Lifting three

To win the Silver Eagle these First Class
Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
is the highest honor given for winning Merit
Badges.
It

John

Super

J.

Detroit. Mich.

Cecil Pickard

John A. Baker
Leland S. Slater

LIFE

A

Life

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Mercer, Pa.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Wallmdge, Ohio
Morristown, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cairo, N. Y.

AND STAR SCOUTS

Scouts hold

Merit Badges

in

first

aid,

life saving, personal health and public
health.
Star Scouts have five badges in addition
to these.

athletics,

William Lawrence
Ernest Pickard
Glenn Bertels
Francis W. Watson
Robert N. Young
Wesley L. Billings

Harold Nicholas
Henry Hider
Charles Barnard

Amand

Donnell
Edward Chase
Charles Knowlton
LeRoy Jenkins
E. S. Stewart
Total

Number

of

Richmond, Va.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. 0.
Walhridge, Ohio
Batavia, Ohio
Buffalo, N. Y.
St. Louis, Mo.

Washington, D.

C.

Richmond Hill,
Eichmond Hill,
Richmond Hill,
Richmond Hill,
Merit Badges Issued

L.
L.
L.
L.

I.
I.
I.
I.

931

and helpless beings from the water
and rowing back a mile in the teeth of tion, and the
picture shows the houses
the gale with an over-loaded boat took sea- which the
boys entered. Three prizes were
marjfhip and other manly qualities which

chilled

are included in the one word "heroism."
If
the
sailors
hadn't
shipwrecked

"squealed,"

it

to collect the
111.

Court of Honor for April

EAGLE SCOUTS

Ernest Pickard
Glenn Bertels
Arthur Richards
Corydon Jones
Wesley L. Billings
Krause, Byron V. Dexter

Note:

America

Medals and Badges

Life Savers

the moment,
DIVING

1915

June,

would have been very hard
facts for this story.
The

"corkscrewing" of the Scoutmaster elicited only this brief statement: "Oh, that's
I only did my duty as a Boy
nothing.
Scout."

Each brother received a Bronze Medal
from the National Court of Honor on May
1st.
Their names will be on the May roll.

Help Prevent a Flood
The Boy Scouts of Carlsbad, New Mexico, attained lasting fame on April 18 when
they saved that town from great damage

This years
Y"OU'LL
*
ficial

find

your

of-

"dog tent" (shown
above) and everything else you
want in the big new Carpenter
Catalog for 1915. (No. 516.)

Complete descriptions and pictures of all the best and latest
things it's the sure, reliable campers*

guide.

You can't get along without the
Send for it
Carpenter Catalog.
soon the earlier the better; mailed
free on request.

by

flood.

In the valley above the town, a power
dam was being washed away by an unusual
pressure of high water. Only a few men
could be secured to combat the waters, and
it looked for a time as
though the dam

must surely give way.
At this critical juncture, the Scouts volunteered their services and rushed to the
dam where they worked for several hours
feverish haste, filling in the breaks
in the dam with bags filled with sand.
The men who directed the fight to save
the dam, are loud in their praises of the
work of the Scouts. Without the help of
the boys, they say the dam surely would
lave given way and great loss to property
and possible loss of life would have reith

sulted.

Ohio Scouts Aid
411-421 Wells Street, Chicago.

Birds

made a

one of them was won by
Scout Cirley, whose house was most mechanically perfect; another was won by
Scout Andrews, whose house was most
artistic; and the other by Scout King, who
most closely followed the correct specifications for dimensions and utility.
At Dayton, Ohio, more than 100 bird
houses were placed in McKinley Park on
Arbor Day by the Boy Scouts of this city.
At Toledo 2,000 bird houses were placed
in the parks and cemeteries in this city
early in April by the Boy Scouts.

competed for

Scout Laws in Parade
The most extensive community

service

ever undertaken by the Boy Scouts of
Hartford, Conn., was their participation
in the Clean-up and Fire Prevention CamThirty troops
paign, conducted recently.
participated in the campaign and made a
careful inspection of 10,084 houses, making
a complete report of conditions to the

Health Department. They also distributed
23,000 circulars concerning fire prevention,
and 35,000 notices of the clean-up cam-

spe- paign to property owners.
A feature of the clean-up campaign was
This troop
in which
recently engaged in a bird-house competi- a big parade held on April 17

Troop

18 of Cleveland has

cialty of bird-house building.
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300 Scouts marched in

Scouts'

line.
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The photo-

graph reproduced herewith, shows one sec-

Boy Scouts!
Get This Offer
Unheard-of Introductory Price

an cms

Heavy Standard, Full Weicht
WaIlTWlt<5
TT
i
Tent Duck> doub]e Iap Beains
complete with tent poles, ropes, pins, etc. All
ready to set up Wonderful bargains.
1.13
5-7...J400
9 ,12. ..
_

7i7... 5.32
7x9... 6.48

12.75

12x14...
14x13...

17.10

of the parade twelve Scouts, each
carrying a sign on which is printed one of
the Scout Laws.
tion

These Exceptional Bargains
are offered for a short time only. Save money by buying directfrom the largest, most reliable manufacturers
of Tents, Awnings and Campers' supplies
in the country.
Supplying the U. S. WE
Department, and Foreign Government:
Let us tell you about our new
Watershed and Mildew-Proof
Process. Write at once for free
descriptive booklet and price '

on everything
canvas.
list

With Poles

Scouts' Questions

Answered

Get your letter to MS quirk

1229 Fernwood

What

Q.

and

HETTRtCK BROS. CO.

Shltr
Rolled lor Carrying

ve. t Toledo, Ohio

it'hat

can be

MM

BOYS! BUY-A-TENT

Q._

or in

ORDER NOW

....
....

5x6

Wall Tent
7x9""
Made

36 inch 8

oz. high grade Duck.
poles, stakes and ropes.

of

$3.40
JS.53

Complete with

Council will be found useful and de-

Can a Boy Scout wear
company? Scout F. T.

Is there any

Q.

become a

to

swim

asthma

Terms: Cash in advance.

exception to the rule that
first-class scout, a scout must be
fifty yards?
Suppose a scout has

so that swimming makes him have it
there any exception to the rule in this case*
R., ff. Y.

is

B,

Toledo, Ohio

No.
If any exception were made, the
Class badge would no longer be a guarantee that the wearer could do the things which
the Handbook says he must do in order to earn
his badge.
A.
First

A 9 Pound, Waterproof, 6x6 Wall Tentl
for Hike* or

Camping.

Q.

Durable, substantial, no poles
required, well ventilated, room for
4 boys or adults.

Great for

hikes, camping or
fishing trips.

Write for catalog 12B
10th

summer

COHPAC TENT CO.. Inc.

and Canal

-:-

Indianapolis, Ind.

Is

it

permissible for a troop to organize
There is no Crow Patrol menHandbook lor Boys. Scout
A

a Crow Patrol?

H

tioned in the

Pa.

S.,

A.
Yes.
The
suggestions only.
be used.

may

names

Any

' '

Large enough to accommodate 4 boys in great shape. If
you are going on a camping trip
you simply cannot afford to be
without this remarkable tent. Only
$4. 75. And you can set it up in
your back yard and sleep in it during the summer months. This is

the greatest bargain ever
on a genuine 8 oz. Duck

made

Wall Tent.
to

If you don't want
buy the tent alone, get two or

three of your boy friends to go in
with you. BO YSCOUTS THINK

IT'S

GREAT.

his suit at school

A. There is no rule against it, although, as a
general practice, scouts wear their uniforms only
at troop meetings, on hikes, or when
engaging
in some official scout activities.

able to

MODEL TENT COMPANY
916 Summit St.

meant by a Senior Patrol leader,
must a scout attain before he
to this rank?
C. C., Md.

A.
The Senior Patrol leader is selected by
the Scoutmaster.
He may be the oldest Patrol
Leader in the troop in point of service, or he
may be the leader of the patrol which is doin"
the best work.
He must be a most efficient
scout because he ranks next to the Assistant
Scoutmaster in authority and responsibility.
Is it necessary to have a Local Council
Q.
tn a small town, of 1,000 population when'
unly one troop is organized?
B. L., Neb.
A.
The organization of a Local Council is
recommended only in a town where there are
three or more troops.
If a town of 1.000 population can organize that many troops, then
a Local
sirable.

GREAT TENT BARGAIN

is

age

entitled

Just the tent for "camping
out.

made of

before these big bargains

and Pins

in the Handbook are
other appropriate name

I would like to know if a Catholic boy
<?.
may become a Boy Scout? V. B., Pa.
Yes. There are many Troops in Cathchurches, and the Boy Scout Movement
endorsed by many prominent Catholics, including His Eminence John Cardinal Farley.
_A.

Army

Shelter Tents

Commonly

Made up

called

"Dog Tents"

Two

in
Sections
Complete with Poles and Pins
Special While Cloth

Special Ktoli Clutb

S22.'

These

are

used

for

temporary

shelter for troops, each soldier carrying
one section and one pole poles are
spliced. 5 ft. 3 In. long by 3 ft. 6 in. wide
by 3 ft. 9 in. center height. Just the kind
of a tent the U. S. soldiers use when they
are out in active service. It can be put up
or knocked down in a minute. Every Boy
Scout every boy who loves outdoor life
and adventure should own a shelter tent.
Can be rolled up and strapped to the back.

olic

is

HIKEMETER FOR SCOUTS
Hike meter
(2

Front

In

In

Compass

In

Back
Q.

(Price $1.50)

I)

Measures the distance you walk.
Adjustable to any step.
Registers

of

Is the organization of the Campfire Girls

America in any way connected with the Boy

Sold by all dealers or sent by mail. Send for folder.
Compass Watch Co.. 204 Jewelers Bldg.. Minneapolis

Scout organization?
Where is the headquarters
Scout N. W., Fla.
of the Campfire Girls?
A. There is no connection between the Camp5re Girls and the Boy Scouts of America.
The
headquarters of the Campfire Girls is at 461
Fourth Avenue, New York City.

Bamboo Scout

hold an official Scout
or must a Scoutmaster or an A ssistant
'coutmaster be present to make it official?
T
B. W., N. C.

100 miles.
interesting
'Price $1,50.
tourists,

No

winding.

and

fully

Accurate,
guaranteed.

Just the thine for boy scouts,
hunters, golfers, hikers and all sportsmen.

Q.

Can a Patrol Leader

leetinff,

Staffs

Full size. best quality, 15c tacb. Carrying charges collect.

Deltour.

901

Jefferson

St..

Hoboken,

N.

1

A.

A

patrol leader should never hold an official
meeting without the Scoutmaster, or an assistant,
or some member of the Troop Committee present.

"Camp Guide" FREE
Send Post Card Todays We
have a

remarkable book a "Camp
tells all about camp life;
how to lay out a camp; what to take
along; what to do when you get
there. .We will send this great
book to you absolutely FREE.

Guide" which

Just send a postcard. (Canadians must inclose 10 cents
because of duty.)

H.Channon Company
Dept.

150 N. Market St.,
A157
Chicago,

III.

,
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STAMPS

Vacation Stamp Hunting

[No advertisements for this column are accepted unless then meet tlir (i/<t>rui-<it of an expert in stamp matters.
Kindly report any un-

Various Items of Peculiar Interest

satisfactory service.]

By

FRANK

L.

GOES

THE WAR MAY END THESE POSTAGE STAMPS
Turkey,
Belgium,
European War Packet
;

Germany,
Japan,
nil

England,

Servia

different,

discount.

France,

Russia,

Bosnia,
50

and

Austria-Hungary
Approval sheets at

25c.

monthly paper free.
pages, paper covers,

85c

;

cloth

$1.00

be used along some V? What of portraits that come on some
stamp buying, because sev- of the stamps of Sweden, Norway, Saraeral scouts have sent me inquiries wak, or the Russian series of 1910? What
about specimens (taken from packets of of our own 1902 portraits of Madison and
"postal" issues) which are the cheapest Jefferson?
Perhaps Perry has a chancekind of revenue stamps.
also.
Anyhow I feel that the judges must
Now as you all know there are people have had little competition to look over
who collect and find interest in revenue or their decision would have been different.
stamps, but there are some issues (noA GREAT "VICTORIA" COLLECTION
tably those of Cuba just before the SpanSince writing the paragraph in the last
ish War, and of Mexico and Austria) that
seem to find their way into packets for issue on remarkable collections, I have
should

50%

CARE

lines of

List and
to $55.00.
Scott's Catalogue, 1000

Albums 30c

post

free.

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN COMPANY
127 Madison Avenue, New York City

STAMPS
LATEST NOVELTY POSTER
lOc.
and smart

"O\vl Sayings." 1*> epigrams
sayings.
Introductory Packet, 24 different stamps. lOc; 60 all
25c; 96 Coats of Arms of the Nations, 50c;
send names and addresses of other collectors with order,
and set 6 extra stamps FREE; we are headquarters for
National Poster Stamp
Western and other rare stamps.
Company, 641 Exchange Building, Denver, Colorado.

;

different.

It is always wise to buy packets seen one which deals with the portraits
from the people that make a specialty of of Queen Victoria only. We do not realize
And a blind belief in the value it, but her portrait was printed on more
packets.
than any other portrait has been,
STAMP ALBUM with 538 Genuine Stamps, incl. of quantity as against quality seems to stamps
and it was drawn in more ways, by more
Old Mexico. Malay (tiger), China (dragon). have led several scouts astray.
1 Tasmania
Jamaica
(waterfalls)
tlamlsi'iipe-)
I feel more hurt over this because most artists (and some that were not), and the
100 tliff.. Jap. N. Zld.. etc.. 5c.
Big
fete., lOc.
1000 Fine Mixed of us have to work to earn our
List, rmipntis. etc., FREE!
money, portraits (or rather pictures, because a
20c. 1000 HiiiRes 5c. Agents Wanted, 50%. WE
BUT Stamps. HUSSMAN STAMP CO., St. Louis, Mo. and it seems hard that such padding portrait is supposed to be a true likeness)
have varied more in likeness to the greatshould be resorted to.
est of England's sovereigns than have tiltlOc.
500 MIXED STAMPS
As
TO
"ON
APPROVAL"
likenesses on any series of stamps.
IOC.
138 VARIETIES STAMPS
Even
at
Discount
Send for our fine Approval Sheets
50%
A scout asks me for advice as to the the pictures of George Washington,
taken
from catalogue prices.
Reference,
please.
disposition of stamps sent him "on ap- from the beginning to the present, have a
PROSPECT HILL STAMP CO.
But
Winter Hill, Mass. proval" without his asking for them. This family likeness that is unmistakable.
30 Delaware St.,
is a very important
if you will compare say the first Maurithing.
If you did not send for the stamps, and tius, a laureated head of New South Wales,
70 DIFFERENT FOREIGN STAMPS FROM
70 DIFFERENT FOREIGN COUNTRIES
do not care to purchase, I suggest that a cameo Gambia, an Ionian Islands, a
Including Jtolivia, Gold Coast, Guatemala, Hong Kong,
Mauritius, Monaco. 1'ersia. Reunion. Tunis. Trinidad, you ask your parent or Scoutmaster to Queensland 77, and a "penny black," you
Uruguay, etc.. FOR ONLY 15 CENTS A genuine Bar- file the letter,
marking it with date of re- will get what I mean. It hardly seems
With each order we send our pamphlet, which
Bain.
When the sender writes asking you possible that all these portraits were meant
'How to Make a Collection of Stamps ceipt.
tells all about
&
COIN
CITY
STAMP
CO.,
QUEEN
Properly."
to report on the package, write a letter
Room 35. 604 Race St.. Cincinnati, 0.
saying you do not care to purchase, and
STAMPS. 108 all different. Transvaal, Ser- that the stamps will be returned "when
via,
Brazil, Peru, Cuba, Mexico, Trinidad.
the sender furnishes the necessary postA stamp
1000 Finely
1 Java
and album, lOc.
etc..
that shows
Have your parent or Scoutmaster
1000 age."
65 different U. 8.. 25c.
(JiKt.'ii
Victoria
[Mixed, 20c.
5c.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent. sign this as witness and don't do
iges,
as a Rirl
more
any
__ List Free, I buy stamps.
and as an
If he has sent you anything
C. Stegman, 5951 Cote Brilllante Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
worrying.
elderly woman.
worth the return postage, the dealer will
100 varieties used stamps.
send you the needful amount in due course.
filling.

k

,

,

i

f

ALL
FOR

packet stamp hinges.
pocket stamp album.
set Venezuela. 2 varieties

1

lOc

1
1

set Ecuador, 2 varieties.
1 10 varieties unused stamps.
Union Bitty., San Diego. Cal.
1

Lake View Stamp Co., 520

Our Stamps are

SPECIAL

different, get

other fellow
can't find.
50% discount on
this great collection.
Limited Supply.
Send for
them now on approval.
Mt. Vernon Stamp Co., Dept. L, Mt. Vernon. N. Y.

something

the

Selections of U. S. and Foreign Postage
Revenues and Cut Squares sent on approval at
50% discount. I price by Scott's Catalogue and
give a square deal.
Try me and be convinced.

BRYANT POLLARD,
FRFF

1 I\L,L,

STAMPS

2c.

10

al1

a

coun tries.

|

1

different

Mention

15c.
If
lectors.

QUAKER STAMP

Vermont

Proctorsville,

this paper.
possible send

We

names

2

col-

buy stamps.

CO.,

>LD COINS

stamps from
Postage
Large album,

free.

Toledo, Ohio

WANTED

$$

S. Eagle Cents dated 1S56.
$4.25 each paid fur V
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
before 1835.
Send lOc. at once for New Illustrated
Coin Value Book. 4x7.
Get posted; it may mean your
C. F. CLARKE & CO.. Coin Dealers.
good fortune.
Box 10. Le Roy. N. Y.

ALL

SPECIAL

U. S.

? Spanish War Revenues.
1U U. S. Envelopes, cut sq.,
S rivil War Revenues.

--FOR--

lOc

fi

LOT

incl.

War

Dept.

New York

CROWELL

State Revenues.
STAMP CO., CLEVELAND.

Dandy Packet Stamps. Big

Illustrated

0.

List.

$1.15. Free Coupon. Sample Peelable Hinges.
For name and address 2 active Stamp ColKte., Etc.
lectors
2c postage. U. T. K. Stamp Co.. Utlca. N. Y.
1

&

If he does not it is his

This

practice

is

bad

own
and

Don't be afraid
stopped.
share toward stopping it.

lookout.

should be for the same woman, and I have only mendo your tioned a few of the many variations of
the Victoria head.

to

WAR "COVERS" COMING IN
ASK THE QUESTION
I wish I could illustrate the war "covMiddle West a young scout
I
asks whether I want stamps sent me for ers" that are coming to me nowadays.
examination or if a description will do. just have one from Russia that has been
folded and sealed till the weight
I feel that it is better to write a
descrip- censored,
tion of the stamp you want information added made the letter over weight and it
about.
First this will help you to learn was "postage due 6c." Others came from
how to see the details and describe them; "Havre (Special)" with Belgian stamps
This is a little postoffice near
second, it will teach you to use the proper on them.
color terms and how to use your catalog, Havre, which the French have given over
and, lastly, it will assure your stamps to the Belgian government, and is about
not being lost or mislaid. I cannot always the only office using Belgian stamps, if not
answer letters at once, and delay might the only one.
I
understand that there are several
cause you worry. Of course, you can add
to the readable description by making a stamp men living close by who make a
sketch of the stamp or such parts as need business of stamping cards and envelopes
be, or which you cannot well describe, but with a whole set of Belgian stamps, thus
be sure to write all inscriptions and state making a cover carrying several stamps
not needed for postage, and at the same
color and perforation if possible.
time getting these Belgian stamps with
WHO'S YOUR "HANDSOMEST MAN"?
the French postal cancellation at the
speI see that one of the stamp
papers has cial office.
run
a
on
the
"Handsomletter
from
the
war
just
zone is "cencompetition
Every
est Man" pictured on a postage stamp. sored" and a series of the censor marks
The result put George Washington first would be an interesting thing. I have one
and George V, the present King of Eng- English censor mark numbered "Censor
I don't quite agree with 668," so that looks as
land, second.
though there were
either decision. Of course, it is truly patri- a few men
doing nothing but read the
otic to give Washington the first place, but mail of the soldiers.
How many more
there are others who should have a chance. there are doing the same
thing in GerWhat you you think of the present Czar many, Russia, Austria and Turkey I leave
as an offset to the second choice of George you to surmise.
The Russian cover I

WHEN You
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speak of, being a registered one, had two
"censor" stamps on it beside the usual
cancellation marks, as well as the extra
ounces of sealing wax.

To Shoes

"PERFORATION" EXPLAINED
I am
writing this story I have
from a scout asking for an ex-

Just as
a letter

planation of the "perforation" system.
This is another place where you learn

something.

The scale is based on the number of
holes in 2 centimeters.
This is a metric
unit, as you know, but if you have no
metric

is
rule, 2 centimeters
approximately 51-64 of an inch. After you have
measured a few you will find it very easy
to count the holes even if you have no
perforation gauge. Try it on an old U. S.
stamp. The most of them are perforated
12.
The current issue is coming perfor-

"Oil Paste" Polish
For

all

also

kinds of Black Shoes

Preserves

Polishes,

Blacks,

Russet "Oil Paste'
size box, each lOc.
Ask Your Dealer for

Same

10.
And, as I said before, it may
be a good thing to get a copy of the current issue perforated 10, because no one
knows how long it will be used. I understand it is not wholly satisfactory.

ate

Shoe Polishes

AGAIN

the

REMEMBER TONGS

Please read the last paragraph of my
May article over again. I want to impress on your memories the need of tongs.

There

is

a Difference in Polishes

If any one thing counts in making a
collection better, it is clean stamps. And
clean stamps, fairly mounted, are far better to look at than dirty ones, no matter

how

well mounted.
for every handling

mountings.
approvals it is better to leave no traces,
and you can be sure you don't if you stick
to your tongs.
Of course, it is not possible to handle sheets in this way, but
blocks of four, pairs and singles should
never be touched with the fingers, if possible to avoid it.

Regular Price $1.25

By a few hours work
This is a man's size glove, marie
white velvet tanned leather,
with inside hump, and is full
It's a beauty ;
leather lined.
Price $ .25.
is very popular with high school
ball players, and we know you'll be the proudwhen
est boy in your neighborhood
you own it.
All you have to do to tret this glove is to sell
of

1

12

bottles

of

EVERSHINE

Shoe

Vacation

STAMPS

our

25 cent mixture containing about
is sold only to those applying for our

regular

200 varieties and
approval sheets.

TACOMA. WASH.

FAR WEST STAMP CO.
ATTCWTinU

I

WRIGHT,
fil
!!
50

Stamp Album. 5GO

Illustrated

"""'U"!

spaces.

hinges and 100 varieties. Sc.
210 Urnl. ilr St.. Rosllndale,

250

Mass.

STAMPS.
;:.niHl

I.IT

105. China. &c.. stamp dictionary and list
bargains 2c. Cata. stps. of world 12c. Agents.
A. Billiard & Co., Sta. A9, Boston, Mais.

cent.

WHITE SCOTCH COLLIES
Like true Scouts, "are always prepared" to do tht-ir duty. They have
courape, faithfulness, intelligence,

and

will follow their master to any
part of the Continent. Fine pals to
take on your hikes or to camps,
summer or winter.
Protect your

M>t.r. guard your home, herd any
k ml of stock, chase a way tramps and
burglars. Brave aslions soft hi^irtv
h babies. Hardy need no artificial heat in wintergraceful, haudsoiin-.
Thrive in any climate. A
pair will raise over three hundred
i

.

<

1

1

1

pa a year.

o

,

The

m

y.ni

m

IT

will

mean chances

Ours are healthy, country
enough

ck. A spring pun will he big
te s; ow and ice this winter.

Island White Collie Kennels,

Get this kit of tools for your
You can do good
workshop.
work with them. They are tools
to be proud of, for they are workmanlike tools beautifully finished,
the kind used by best carpenters

and cabinet makers everywhere.

for

you probably can think of more after you
Old farm houses, the records of
begin.
old firms, the attics of your own homes,
the papers John the Junkman buys, old
letters no matter where, old documents,
old pension papers and patent medicine
bottles

in

fact

everything old

sible hiding place for the rare

]

1000 Mixed for 12 Cents
is

time

into the country, time and opportunity for quiet search among the stores
and junk shops for old papers.
I
can
suggest possible places by the score, and

advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exKindly report any unpert in stamp matters.

This

Builds Things

hikes

[No

.

Boy

Who

STAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN VACATION TIME

and Rubber

"Evershine" gives a
25 cts. each.
brilliant waterproof polish, without any rubIt is easy to sell.
bing, to Shoes and Rubbers.
Send us your name and address. Troop Number, Scoutmaster's name and address, and we
When sold,
will send the 12 bottles at once.
send us the $3.00 and we will send glove bv
return mail.
Address: EVERSHINE CO., Room
313, 44 Br omfield St., Boston. Mass.
at

sa t if: fartn rt/ firrr (V e

use tongs

from inspection to final
Even in selecting stamps from

YOU CAN EARN THIS
SPAULDING GLOVE

Polish

You should

For

Dcpt. G., Oshkosh, Wis.

is

a pos-

and elusive

stamp.
Polite inquiry, the offer of assistance,
the return of one favor with another all
should help you a long way toward suc-

Tool Cabinets
contain

the set
dealer is

failure.

When you get old stamps don't be in a
hurry to take them off the envelope or document.
If the paper is clean and the
stamps whole they may be worth more on
the paper than off.
Perhaps many times
more.
If in doubt, ask.
I will tell
you
how to recover and realize on anything
you may find later on. Do your hunting
now in the warm days and we'll do the
mounting in the Fall.

authorized

to

refund

your

money.

Keen Kutter Tool Cabinets are $8.50
to $125,
depending upon the assortment of toots.
Send

for Toot Cabinet

Home

Booklet No.
597 and
Furniture Design Booklet No. 0976.

If not at

your dealer's,

write us.

cess.
It seems funny to some that I suggest
a search at this late day, but I can assure
you that there are lots of places that have
yet to be searched and lots of stamps
.still
waiting for bright eyes to find them.
The last year has seen a "find" of St.
Louis stamps in Philadelphia that must
run into fifty thousand or more dollars.
Don't be discouraged if the first try is a

Keen Kutter tools
better tools are to be found
Every Keen Kutter tool in
must be satisfactory or the

guaranteed

No

only.

anywhere.

Simmons
Hardware Company
St. Lonis

Toledo
Minneapolis
Sioox
Philadelphia
City
Wichita

New

York,

mm*
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HAW HAW CORNER

Diary of a Boy Inventor
More of Jimmy's

Sometimes an invention comes of our water was spilled before we got it
a great shining light and I to the top.
I have not yet worked out how the litstand amazed as though on the threshold
some new and wonderful world. tle buckets on the string get tipped over
of
when they meet the projecting branch.
Today one
But that is a mere detail.
came to me
that was so
overpowering in
its bigness that
May 10 How many inventions nowaI had to get up
First it began
days are thingless things
and
with horseless carriages and chainless
around and
bicycles, and now we have wireless telegopen the winraphy
to

MULLINS CANOES
speedy

3

May
me

like

light

dow

to

some

air.

Just

tiful

think!

I

will

Canoe Book and learn where
you can see a Mullins canoe.

some day walk

THE W. H. MULLINS COMPANY

on

SALEM, OHIO

\vny pay a dealer from
30 to MS more for your mar
or outboard motor simply because h
writes out your order and sends it to a

FREE

Write for new book on canoeing

Investigate by writing postal now for Kennebec Book.
care in designing, selection of mateLearn why the name
rials, workmanship, and finish.
"Kennebec" means greatest beauty, speed, strength,
Don't miss interesting new book. Address
lightness
Kennebeo Canoe Co., 18 R. R. Sq.. Watervtlle. Me.

Read about our

WANTED

BOY SCOUTS
to earn

money

selling the best fruit jar rings made.
them and are looking for real

All housekeepers use

good rings such as we
to

portunity

camp,

etc.

deliver.
This is a
add to your fund for the
Write quick for particulars.

GEM SPECIALTY
208 N. Fifth Ave.,

flne

op-

and

take

durable; easily handled.
'Write today for Mullins big, beau-

494 Franklin Street,

!

walk

Cedar, canvas covered

beautiful

water

the

The.

motor carried
knapsack.

like

a

!

on
Yes, just as easily as though walking
And nobody has ever thought of
land.
Of course, lots of simple boobs
it before.
I have
have made boats for their feet.
read about them in the papers. But my
scheme has no boats about it. It's just
shoes, with a little revolving attachment.
Propeller-soled
Shoes that can't sink.
The motor
shoes, for walking on water.
is carried on the back, like a knapsack.
Then, you know the flexible shafts the
dentists use to spin things into a fellow's
teeth? Well, one of these goes to the sole
of each foot, where they spin two proNow imagine
pellers facing downward".
with revolving
stepping onto the water
facing against the surface.
propellers
Could a fellow sink his feet under if he

and

I

know

Without even a ghost
noise.

many

how
other

things,

including

that

triumph of

modern science, the coffeeless coffee.
The age of jiggerless jiggers is undoubtstruck me that a
edly with us, and it

endeavors
is a
limit to the lessness that one can apply to

good direction for my inventive
would be along this 'line. But there
things.

A

footless

horse,

for

instance,

dearly love to practice the different

I

put to practical tests.
My plan is to have a bugle with an indicator that shows at a glance what note
has been sounded without that note making even a ghost of a noise. Then a chap
can practice to his heart's content in his
bedroom or anywhere at any hour of the
day or night, and nobody will have a right
to kick.
If he misses a note the hand on
the dial will quickly show it, and when he
gets that hand working with promptness
and decision he will find that perfection in
the call has been reached.

;

.

rustless

screens,
don't

I

5

111.

especially for Scouts. Every
one should have a copy. 15 cts. postpaid (1 and 2
ct.
Ola Hood Shipley, Mt. Airy, Md.
stamps).

smokeless
powder and

have just thought of a good calls, reveille and taps and all the rest,
one.
It is a windmill in a tree top for and it
gives me endless pleasure to send
campers to get water up from a lake. the notes rising and falling and echoing
I'm going to try it and if it isn't going around the house.
But the other people
to work, I at least will know the reason of my family don't seem to feel exactly
the same way about it. I have tried burybut
ing the mouth of the thing in cushions,
that is too awkward and bungly, so I have
made designs which I hope to some day

May

the ball, put "3 in.
One" oil on youl
glove softens the
leather so the ball
sticks right in the center- makes your glove look
twice as good and wear four times as long. Get
a samnle hnttle frte from 3 IN 1 OIL COMPANY
42 ELH. Broadway, New York City.

The new song written

cows and

less

would be absolutely footless and a pointless pin would be so doggone pointless that
nobody would see any point to it at all.
No!
tried?
Using a little judgment, however, there
are many articles that would be better if
Whoopee! Isn't it great?
Won't the boys have fun playing tag they had the minus quality attached. Take
A soundless
on the bay and hurdling over the waves the bugle, as an example.
that come 'from a passing steamboat?
I think there is a discovery that
bugle.
would be eagerly welcomed by a waiting
world especially mothers and fathers.

CO.

"BOY SCOUTS"

cookery and seed1 e s s
oranges
and boneless
fish and horn-

fireless

summer

Chicago,

DON'T MUFF

Big Ideas

GUSTAVE VERBEEK

By

satisfy.

1915

June,

So watch out for it, people.
Along with Signor Marconi's wireless
telegraphy and Burbank's spineless caccamp. The ground between us and the tus, you may yet hear of Jimmy's trumplake was all boulders and ferns and most less trumpet.
why.
boys

I

made

a sketch of

it

and

all

the

like the idea, for they remember the
we had last summer in our
difficulty
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The Boone Top-Notchers
(Continued from page 22)
that I have been

met

am

I

the

iiol

M.

Y.

grade

A.

I

a

wanting for

Scout but

:\

(J.

am

I
in

am

long time.

member

a

the

of

seventh

high

school.

at

I like such books as
"Freckles,"
"Laddie,"
"Ivanhoe," "Last Days

"Scottish

of Pompeii,''
Chiefs,"

and

I

"Ben

The book

Hur."

best

like

"Ben Hur."

ftorie:

of reading
"Scouting
Daniel Boone."

tire
like

a

that

of all
I never

With

am

I

member

Travis
of
Methodist Sun-

Park
day

Every

School.
for

over

Sunday
years

I

have

four

been.

G. Washington's Refined

a1

Coffee dissolves instantly

Sunday School on time
with Bible and offerin
The upper pin on m>
coat is one that has
been given me by the
flnrold A. Cory.
Sunday School for goami $ii>-<-iaf
ing one year.
I'liiril,
have also given me a
Honorable Mention.)
fine
Bible
for
going
two more years, and a gold seal in my Bible
The lower pin is one that
for the other year.
I won as an Honor Pin in school.
Although I have never joined the Boy Scouts,
I admire their principles and am trying to live
up to their pledge. I placed the Scout calendar
and a Scout pennant which I got from National
Headquarters on my bedroom wall where I can

requires

They

i

camp

coffee,

flavor.

The

makes 20

can be

delicious

small

can

and
n the

to 25 cups

carried

i

pocket.

All

Food Stores

30c, SOc, 90c

Tins.

WASHINGTON COFFEE

G.

them daily.
Once more I wish to thank you for the Honorable Mention and the prize, and shall count
the winning of these as one of the most helpful

my

fire.

Real

see

as well as enjoyable efforts of

no

no boiling

all you need
codec pot
cold right from
is water
the spring or hot from the

SALES CO.
79 B Wall Street
New York

life.

Wishing you 'and BOYS' LIFE every success,

I

remain,
Sincerely

yours,

HAEOLD A. CORY.
received from other boys
these extracts:
ROBERT T. POLLARD, Ohio: Your very welcome check and letter announcing that I had
won third prize in your contest arrived this
To say I was happy is putting it
morning.
The work on the essay was pleasvery mildly.
Mr. Tomlinson has always
ant and profitable.
been one of my favorite authors, and his "Scouting with Daniel Boone" was above the average.

From letters
we have taken

WIN YOUR OWN BATTLES!
the great

Play

enjoyed each instalment of it better than the
The check will be placed with my college
last.
fund.
My ambition is to enter Ohio State Uni-

war

Strat game

I

You've guessed

where I have a brother.
CHARLES M. STOTZ, Pennsylvania (Fifth
I was sick in the hospital when I wrote
Prize)
the essay, and maybe that helped me, as I had
more time to think" it over. I read BOYS' LIFE
all the time and think that you have a more
wide-awake, useful magazine for boys than any

it

Strategy

!

! !

versity,

Use your wits

to defeat your opYou will be
and
sea.
ponent on land
a
real camplanning and righting

:

know of.
WILLIAM

I

I

paign.
Intensely exciting.

Z.
PORTER, Pennsylvania (Fifth
Yesternever rains but it pours.
second prize, $3.00
day I also captured a prize
for a letter on "Should Men Remain Seated
Stand ?" in a
in Street Cars While Women
Though I have entered
Philadelphia paper.
this is
LIFE
the
BOYS'
contests,
about five of
the first in which I have won a prize, which
stick.
to
shows that it pays
DAVID PETERSON, Michigan: I received your
check for Fourth Prize and I take this opporEven if I had
tunity of thanking you for it.
received no place in the prize awards, still the

Prize)

It

:

Take

a

game on your vacation

for

that rainy day.
Price $1.00, postpaid.
Descriptive Circular sent

FREE on Request

events of the great Scout's life and the better
knowledge gained of him and his duties would
The great
have been enough compensation.
number who read and received no prize have
nothing to regret, for the effort put forth by
them will outbalance any momentary disappointment they may have. They will have received
some idea of what constitutes a great life, and
they must have received some inspiration and
In this respect, it
help from the study of him.

impossible to estimate the good of this conIts influence will be far-reaching.
T. UNPUG, Jr., Colorado (Fourth
Prize)
My essay was not written with the
thought of success or money in mind, but rather
to express my thoughts and appreciation of the
Being related to the great pioneer. Danstory
iel Boone,
although not a direct descendant, I
deemed it my duty to write on the subject which
teaches several lessons to the applying youth
The thrilling story pleased the Boy Scouts of
WMsenburg, and many friendly discussions were
held on the subject.
GORDON B. AMBLER, N. C. (Fourth Prize)
I did not expect to win even Honorable Mention, but fplt thnt the strength derived from
is

test.

AUGUST

STRAT GAME

CO.,

Inc.,

450 4th Ave., N. Y. City

CAMPING CHEST FOR BOY SCOUTS
Has
Hotter than a trunk stronger, cheaper, greater capacity.
Excellent for provisions and camp utensils.
Made of touch wood slats woven with galvanized wire. Strong
capacity for tent as larpe as 12 s 14 feet.
Inside measuredovetailed frame, reinforced at corners by specially designed steel metals.
Solid %" cover.
Furnished with hasp for padlock.
ment. 39" x 16" x 1 :>':>".
Can be checked as bappape same as trunk. In camp can be used
as a table or seat.
Weight. 40 pounds.

SPECIAL

:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

you cut out this ad and sr-nd it to us we will grant you this
especially low price to introduce this splendid and useful chest.
Price, set up ready for use
$2.10 f. o. b. Watertown, Wis.
Price, K. D. (savins 2/3 freight).. 1.85 f. o. b. Watertown. Wis.
Make up a club order, pet these chests in the knock down and
save considerable in expense and freight.
If

G.

B.

LEWIS COMPANY, SOLE MFRS.. WATERTOWN, WIS.

:

having tried would be compensation enough.
CHRISTOPHER TENLEY, D. C. (Third Prize)
I am in receipt of your check for $10.00
Please
invest

accept
it

in

my

sincere thanks.

books for

my growing

I

fcr family,
school,
club,
.;
etc.
social,
Helps explain
Send ten cents
Lots of fun.
football.
fur booklet of direction'? for maldrs a
er,me at homo and rules for pHyinc.

Football

Satisfaction guaranteed.
ton. Whittier, Calif.

:

intend to

library.

New game

Rooters

Amen

R.

J.

Hamil-

Genuine

T>ovg,

writers.

i

nvo

j

Remington

Type-

$10.00 cost $97.50. guaranteed
Free, a course in speed P" o-

cars.

Send for proposition. Agents
FxHarl-.-m
Typewriter
De^t. B. L. No. 207 West
ciiarqe.
12.:!h St
New York City.

writing.

War ted.

.
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Make a Camp

to

By

P.

S.

1915

June,

Fire

RIDSDALE

Executive Secretary, American Forestry Association

are almost as many ways to
a camp fire as there are
so the American Forestry
Association, of Washington, D. C., informs the Boy Scouts.
Many prefer what is known as the
"tepee" or "wigwam" style, in which a

THERE
campers,
start

Just what you've been
waiting for!

THE AUTO- WHEEL
Trek Wagon for Boy Scouts
Pesi pried especially for scout troops.
Meets every
requirement of hiking or camping trips.

DON'T BREAK YOUR BACKS
pnrksacks and blankets.
The AutoWheel Trek Wagon will carry full camping equipment for the whole troop tents, kits, rations

carry inp

everything.

Solves the transportation problem.

READ THESE SPECIFICATIONS!
Tail board is raised or lowered with adjustable
chain.
Tongue and top are both removable.
Strongly braced at all points handsome ash and
maple body is finished wear and weather proof.
Has standard
construction
rtal
roller bearings, real auto type wheels.
Bessemer steel axles with trim, dustproof hub caps,
oval spokes and solid steel tires.
Absolutely the
easiest wagon to pull with a load
and it has
more speed than can be used except for play.

AUTO-WHEEL

Write

for

full

description

and

whether cam-as top
Don't
the
lag
camping season is here and
you need this wagon to
save you work.

rices,

stating

eluded.

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
131

Schenck

N.Tonawanda, N.Y.
lu Canada Preston, Ont.
Si..

pyramid is built with fine twigs on which
are placed others that are progressively
Others
larger until they are full size.
use on either side of a fire-place two
green sticks as supports, and "lay" the
fire as with andirons.
But whatever the method of starting,
there is only one way that is safe, as
far as prevention of forest fires is concerned.
Such a safe fire is never built
The
against a fallen log or near a tree.
ground is carefully cleared of inflammable
The picture presented
duff and rubbish.
herewith shows the right kind of a place
The large
for a camp fire in the woods.
flat rocks at the sides will support coffee
pots or cooking utensils; and the built-up
back will serve to reflect heat if the fire
is built for warmth or good cheer.
This fireplace puts such definite limits
on the blaze that when the time comes for
quitting the camp a little water and some
shovelfuls of soil will effectually extinguish the blaze and prevent the spread of
fire to the woods.
A fireplace of this type can be more
elaborate and pretentious, of course, but

essential features of safety and convenience can not be much improved.
Such a fireplace is available for use
from one camping party to another. Before being used, however, all the accumulated debris should be carefully cleared
its

away.
Stones are in no way essential. In the
Florida National Forest, for example,
where the soil is a fine sand, one camper
asserted that the largest stone he found
was in a can of baked beans. In such
a place a hole scraped in the sand, with
the pine needles and debris raked away,

makes

an adequate and safe fireplace.
Similar conditions elsewhere can be satisfactorily met by making a hollow in the
earth; then when the fire is left it can

be

extinguished by heaping
the earth removed from the exca-

effectually

upon

it

vation.

t'

SCHOOLS AND CAMPS

The Ghost Hunters
(Continued from page 8)

SUMMER CAMP
MINNF
lIlll^U-.- WAWA
Vftt TTrt for Boys and Young Men
Located at Lake of Two Rivers, Algonquin Provincial
UnsurPark, in the heart of Ontario Highlands.
passed for fishing, canoeing, observation of nature,
and wild animal photography. Just the camp you
have been looking fnr. Wholesome moral atmosphere.
Write for
Reasonable terms.
Highest references.
Booklet N. W. L. WISE, Ph. B., Bordentown, N. J.

ing beneath their steps.
around the knob.

Ed was

fumbling
"I

looked

hinges

all

rusted off long ago."
"It

might

fall

down,"

returned Ed.
I'm goin'

way out?

to try here."

He

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up your mind what
Say, Boyst
you are going to be? Shall it be a trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? How
would you like to become a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Engraving?
It is a nice,
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT. Bradfession,

ley Polytechnic Institute,
full particulars.

Peoria,

111.,

asking

RANDOLPH-MACON ACADEMY

for

ftuW

business courses.
Strong athletic
in scholarship and athletics at
Terms $255. Ask your parent or guardian to
college.
Address
send fnr catalogue.
Collegia t e.

teams.

E.

si-imtifle.

Graduates excel

SUMTER SMITH.

Principal.

Bedford

City,

Va.

INFORMATION and FREE

Boarding
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

Schools (or camps) in V. S.
for girls or boys? Mainfree.
American Schools' Association.
tained fnr all schr:nls.
Write, JOfiO Times Building. New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.

Catalogs of

all

turned aside into a large room,
planned for the grand parlor of the house,
and the others followed.
"Try the windows," whispered Bill.
What's that?" hissed Ed
"S-s-asli!
There seemed to rise from besharply.
neath their feet a soft muffled beating,
and through the open cracks between the
great stones of the hearth a dim, wavering
red radiance shot up into the room.
There was the same tainted air as in the
place where Spots had been overcome.
They threw themselves flat on the dusty
boards and scarcely breathed for what
seemed an endless time. Then Ed, who
was near the hearth, slowly dragged himself a few feet forward, looked down
through the cracks, and came sliding
back, pulling the others toward the hall.
In a moment they were outside the room.
"What'd you see?" demanded Spots and
Bill

For other summer camp advertisements, see page 33.

eagerly.

"Two men

down

the

wildly excited; "Got a

melting

and

beating

up

silver

they're

"It ain't locked," said Bill.
the other day the bolts and

"Ain't there another

fire

Harrison's burglars!" Bill broke in.
"We'll never get through that
room now they'll sure hear us," he continued. "We'll have to try the door again.

Come

on."

oak door had swelled and
in its frame. Its bolts and
hinges were gone, as Bill had noticed it.

heavy
was wedged
THE

was just possible that they could force
open wide enough to slip through, and
yet keep it from falling.
They set to
work quickly and quietly.
"
'Most enough !" gasped Ed, out of
breath, pushing away at the gap, which
was just too narrow. "All together now !"
The three threw themselves as one
against the door, and Crash! The rotten
sill gave way, and the massive door thundered down with a noise like an explosion, which reverberated down the long
It

it

hall.

They stood breathless and frightened
a moment and then began to think
As yet, all was quiet.
quickly.
"They know we're here.' Let's run for
for

the canoe

!"

cried

"Never make

it.

Ed

desperately.

They'd get out and

catch us," returned the level-headed Bill.
Spots danced with thrills and fright. Sudforge an' a denly Bill- almost yelled:

cellar
little

"

!"

Ed was

The Boy
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SUMMER CAMPS

Scouts'

Only
got it! The cellar door!
out for them, an' we can lock 'era in
.'"
Spots, you go to camp for help, quirk
"I've

way

And

Summer Camp

The

(t\\JKAT
""

the

best

place

for

the

buy or girl during the summer
vacation is a question which confronts
The strenuthe parent every season.
ous activities of the school term deiiijinl

certain

.1

amount

of rest

and

re-

but idleness on the other
The
not to be encouraged.
life at fashionable resorts, at hotels,
the country home, or the seashore cotit
provides no
tage is not desirable
adequate recreation for a child. Separated from his school friends, he loafs
about aimlessly or becomes restless,
and, unguided, seeks forms of amuseii'rnt \\hirh m;i\ pnive worse than idlelaxatiuii.

hand,

is

;

men below

just low enough for
Bill to snap the fastening.
The boys thought they had a breathing

perate

ness.

"The summer camp has successfully
solved the problem by offering a place
where rest and supervised activity are
Life in the open is
wisely combined.
\\holesome and invigorating, the pleasant companionship and well-directed
physical exercise keep the child healthmorning to night,
ily occupied from
so that at the end of the summer he
returns home rosy-cheeked and eager
to resume the school work."

spell.

"That'll hold 'em," said
flinging the sweat

from

Spots would hurry

!"

Ed walked

a little

where they had

Bill anxiously,
"Wish
his face.

way toward

left the

the place

canoe and stood

straining his eyes and ears.

The prisoners

had thrown off all pretence of concealment.
They were cursing and yelling,
throwing themselves against the door and
battering it with their
they were quiet.

ULVE

Summer
A

Schools

wonderful training in wood-

Dan

under
and camp-craft
Heard himself that is

what
you
you
attend the Culver Woodcraft
as
young
to
boys
School, open
as 12. A little study to make
for fun;
>(iu the more anxious
The
a tine lake for swimming.
take
Schools
Naval and Cavalry
Ask your
14 and over.
l,,,\s
will get this

summer

if

father to send for whichever
catalog interests you. Address

Superintendent's Aide

CULVER SUMMER SCHOOLS
(On Lakfi Maxtnkudpt

Culver, Ind.

Lake,

The Oldest Boys'

Camp

ould happen, and were in terror for fear
would find a way of escape.
While Bill stood guard over the door,
Ed ran again down toward the shore.
There was no sign or sound of Spots. He
ran back. "Don't hear a thing, and can't
"Gee, but I wish
see," he said nervously.
Spots would come back!"

a

^^iLZry
young boys incharge

O f a trained nurse.
Thirtieth season.

EDWIN DE MERITTE
815

De Meritte School
Boston, Mass.

BoyUton Street

'er

go

!"

They're coming
bent over the door.

!"

by the time
he got to the beach, and was barely
SPOTS
had run

his heart out

able to launch the eanoe, but he got started
in some fashion, and as he got his second
wind paddled away with all his might.

His heart was heavy

his

errand hope-

fearing that any moment he would hear his comrades cry for
blackhelp, but all around him was only
Still paddling desperness and silence.
What he saw
ately, he rounded the point.

less.

Address
Principal

Bill.

!

boys stood staring at each other in wideeyed terror.

for

Active outdoor life.
Physical training.
Nature study.

quick,

Ed
Ed

and instantly the door shivered under a powerful stroke.
The
"They've got an ax!" cried Bill.

in Existence

He

his whole strength into one
Strung out before him were all the
[on tin- shore of Lake Mascoma.
camp boats and canoes, tearing through
the Summer Camp of the Rockland Military
Academy. It affords all the sports and oc- the water, filled with scouts and officers,
that
Fishing,
loves:
rup:iu[is
boyhood
and oars creaking as the
su immiiiK.
rambles and lanterns dancing,
forest
bnating.
for

Boys.

Camp

Rockland.
X. H.. is

mountain climbs, all under careful supervision and semi-military discipline, with eight
Five
hours' stml.v or reading per week.
camp buildings, and extra tents accommoEighth Season
dating two cadets each.
For books of both
wilt
open June 25.

rump and academy address
Col.

Elmer E. French. H. M.,

boys' camp
Under
management

Canada.
present

fifteen

years
Situated in the

~ur

real backwoods
of the Tima-

Forest
Reserve, On-

gami

tario.

Senior and
Junior divisions.

Separate-

a c c o

m

modal ions
for
f

adult

r i e

n d

B

.

Prospectus
upon

appliea-

cation to ScoutG. D.

master
Clarke.

W.

81

Klngsbrldge

Rd..

Bronx Borough, N. Y.;
to

A. L. Coctirane, Upper

Canada

Indianola

Camp

or

Ont.

College, Toronto.

&SSijZ

Location.
Unquestionably one
equipped, best conducted, and
most reasonable camps in the country. We
guarantee everything at the camp to be as repreWe give boys a very pleassented in the catalog.
ant and most profitable vacation the kind they
want, and the kind their parents wish them to
Free booklet. Address Capt. F. G. Mueller.
have.
Chicago Office: 1515 Masonic
Dir., Madison, Wis.
Tel. Central 3902.
Temple.
of

IJeuutiful
the best

an Ideal Summer
Camp for Boys
Maine.
Seven miles from Poland Springs.
Land and water sports of every kind. Public OpinMountain climbing.
Deep-sea fishing.
ion Club.
Library and Beading Room.
Tutoring, if desired.
Athletic prizes.
Talks on Boy Problems. First aid
A two months' summer vacato the injured, etc.
"I recomtion full of delight and instruction.
mend Camp Oxford without reserve as a healthful,
happy, helpful summer place for boys." Bishop
E. H. Hughes. Booklet. Address A. F. Cal dwell, A.M.
Green Castle. Indian a.
Oxford.

CAMP WYONEE

for

BOYS

LONG LAKE, HARRISON, MAINE.
camp in Maine. Very comJust the
equipment for all sports.
like.
Scout Commissioner on the
camp staff. Exactly 75 f > of the campers of
1913 came back last summer. Wyonee boya

The

best hoys*

plete
life

boys

won 47 prizes, including ten silver cups,
in 1914. Send for elaborate book of pictures, request for which must come from
boy's parents. Early enrollment necessary.
Dr. Frederic A. Wilson, 400 Manhattan Ave., N. Y. City.

CAMP RUSHING WATERS
Facing Double Top Sits. Open June 1st to Sept.
Wall tents,
15th.
For boys and young men.
wooden floors, army cots, also large Administration Bldg. with all improvements. Mountain
L'limbinp. fishing, swimming, baseball, tennis.
All or part of season. Address R. L. Marsans,

SHANDAKEN.

ULSTER

COUNTY,

N.

Y.

SUMMER CAMP, New Bloomf ield Academy
Outdoor sports of
dent

all kinds, under care of resiHealthInstruction if required.
among the hills of Sherman's
Every boy taught to swim.

master.

outdoor

ful

Valley.

life

Eight weeks from July 5 to Aug-. 30, $60 no
For full information or enrollment, address D. C. Willard, Headmaster, Box M, New
Bloomfield Academy, New Bloomfield, Pa.
;

extras.

cry.

scouts bent to them with

all

their strength.

KYLE CAMP FOR BOYS

Catskill
Mountains.
Near
Van
Rip
Winkle's Rock.
Model bungalows no damp
All land and water sports.
Rifle
Amusement hall,
range
bowling alley.
and billiards.
Illustrated
booklet.
piano
Kyle School for Boys.
OR PAUL KYLE, Principal since 1890.
Box 511, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y.
tents.

;

(jj miles

CAMP

from

New York

City.)

KINAPIK Lake Kezar, Maine
"Help! Help!" yelled Spots again and t'niqiii i-nmbiiiatiiiii of Maine woods, lakes
and White
the Director's Mountains. Woodcraft, fishing, canoeing, mountain climbagain, and collapsed just as
Boys 8 to 15. Personal care. -Prop. Dr. E. H. Arnold.
shot
canoe
Willing hands ing.
alongside.
Yak I'nht'isity. IHn-<-ti>r endorsed by Ernest Thompson
pulled him in and as he lay in the bottom, Seton. Address H. C. WENT, Director, Bridgeport. Conn.
1

1

Enfleld, N. H.

if

listened,

made him put

A Summer Camp

i

the burglars

"Let

High moral standard. Scout work under
Scoutmaster.
Courteous manners.
Constant supervision. ^toring.

Good associations.

but suddenly

The heavy hurrying steps came closer.
They could even hear a hoarse whisper,

New Hampshire

The pioneer

The boys listened for some minutes.
This was worse than the racket and cursing, for now they did not know what

exclaimed

Algonquin
Asquam

fists,

"Here quick, Ed !" called Bill, who was
listening at the door. "They've gone away.
I
guess
They're up to something sure.
they're looking for another way out."

"Here

Camp

CAMP T1MAGAMI

Bill

open.
at top
Ed seized the
ing along the cellar floor.
open door, raised it, and slammed it down,
throwing himself upon it with all his hundred and thirty pounds of bone and
muscle.
There was a muffled curse from the
cellar, and in a moment Ed, lying promacross the door, felt himself lifted bodily
from below.
Bill
"Quick, Bill, the lock!" he cried.
was flashing his light frantically around,
and at last found the lock. Throwing himself
down beside Ed, their combined
weight crushed down the strong and des-

From "The Outlook"

SLIMMER CAMPS

dashed around the house,
the tenderfoot ran for the canoe.
side of the heavy cellar door was
As they rushed around the corner
speed they heard heavy steps heat-

and

Kcl

One

Solved the Problem
is

!

while

Has
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You can
down hill or
crowded

coast
ride in

streets safe-

because

your
wheel is under your
personal and instant
ly

control

is

it

if

equipped with a

The Boy
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Magazine

There was a long and silent wait. No
the Director, never pausing in his easy and
him and got one knew what to do; the boys were afraid
powerful stroke, questioned
"
'an they can't hold to go into the cellar.
the whole story.
They listened at
There was not a sound. At
the door.
out much longer," Spots finished.
"The guard missed the canoe, and at last the Director reappeared, dragging bewas the Direc- hind him a half conscious form the other
c.nce we all started
out,"

only comment.
Before his canoe touched, he leaped out,
Scoutmasters and boys swarming after
With an old campaigner's forehim.
sight, he had brought the two camp cooks,
ex-United States cavalry, two-fisted, rough
and ready Irishmen, and between Mahoney
and Hogan he sprinted for the house, all

tor's

burglar.

"Charcoal gas," he said

had a pipe from a forge

<>RBJN; Duplex
And you won't tire out yourself
by the necessity for constant pedalling because you can release the
pedals by a slight pressure of your
feet,

sit

back and

momentum

let

carry you along.

Get a Corbin Brake for your old
Specify it for the new.

wheel.

Write for catalog.

THE CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION
The American Hardware Corporation,

New

Successor,
Britain, Conn.

30 DAYS
FreeTrial

*"*

free trial on this finest of bicycles the "Ranger." We
will ship it to you on approval, freight prepaid, without a
cent deposit in advance. This offer \sabsolulelygenmne.
for our big
- catalog showing
our full H e of bicycles for
men and women, boys and girls at prices never before
of bicycles,
It
is
a
for
like
cyclopedia
quality.
equaled
sundries and useful bicycle information. It's free.
rear wheels, inner
TIRES,
tubes, lamps, cyclometers, equipment and parts for all
A limited number of
bicycles at half usual prices.
second hand bicycles taken in trade will be closed out at
once, at $3 to $8 each.
wanted in each town to ride and
exhibit a sample 11*15 mo<k>l Ranger furnished by us.
It Costs You Nothing to learn what we offer
you and how we can do it. You will be astonished and
convinced. Do not buy a bicycle, tires or sundries until
you get our catalog and HL-W special offers. Write today.

TftnAY
IUUMW

\MDITF
yyKfifc

COASTER-BRAKE

RIDER AGENTS

MEAD CYCLE

CO., Dept.l -17,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE PLUMB ANCHOR BRAND

men
"and

Look for this Trademark on the

Scout Axe.

Official

Designed and Furnished by

FAYETTE

R. PLUMB, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

Makers of the Plumb Anchor Brand Tools
Axes
Hammers tf~tiTzalit"U
Hatchets

FiclVi Ualll-y rirSl

Sledges

FLAG OUTFITS FOR SCOUTS
of American Flag 2i/2 x 4 feet.
and 48 stars.
13
cotton bunting
stripes
fast colors with brass jointed mahogany
ft.
long with glided spear and
color flag stair.
only
outfit,
$1.C!).
imnal <-;ip.
in-iiv
t'o'nplcU'
ram>l I'ost 1'aid lo am aihln-ss in thr I'nitod
States. Daniel O'Neiil. 27 Henry St.. Everett, Mass.

Consisting
Strong

Guaranteed

."

at the

The Director was moved
speech.

He

seldom did

to

make

a

but the speech
and unforgetable.

this,

feels fresh and strong and is
pain or heaviness, stay away
from the "rubber," writes W. J. Clarke,
Princeton University
he head coach of the

not hoys," said the
I
think you had

better'
"What!" roared the burglar;

and

the

arm

IF without

baseball team and F. T. Dawson, athletic

rushed for the Director, brandishing the
coach at Union College, in their new book
broken ax helve over his head. Mahoney
entitled "Baseball."
(Scribners.)
and
of
the
out
shadow,
stepped quickly
It is a bad thing to get into the habit of
rufthe
behind
fist
his
big hairy
planted
arm
rubbed
the
(Some
constantly.
It became a camp tradition having
fian's jaw.
masseurs rub the life all out of the arm.)
that this classic blow lifted him six inches
the
liniments
to
of
Continued
application
Certain it is that he
off the ground.
arm produces what is known as the "mediand
Mahoney promptly cine arm" that
dropped in a heap,
one which depends
is,
sat on him, remarking calmly, "An" thot's
the stimulating effects of the "rub";
upon
.ill
right."
in this ease the muscles lose their natural
"You blow me 'Assembly,'" said the life and demand artificial vigor. Needunruffled Director to Crazy Horse, "and less to say, such arms soon become flabby
we go back to camp and to bed at once." and useless as pitching organs.
"But hut Chief!" stuttered Ed exThe tired, overworked, or strained arm
there
are
citedly, "there's another man in
There
rest!
of
all
needs first
there were two!"
numerous remedies for sore arms every
"Dinnis, ye go git 'em," said Mahoney
his seat on his prostrate captive, to
Ili'iran, before any one else could speak.
Hoiran, perfectly willing, stepped forward,
"(lit him I will. Chief, if yez give th'
wur-rd, though he's as big as Terence
here, an' twict as ugly."
"No, you wait," said the Director. And
before any one could stop him, he walked
steadily clown the cellar steps.

from

turn.

room

was, as always, short
He placed the three in front of him; and
Flashing their lights before them, these all the others were
grouped around. He
three dashed around the house.
They
said:
I'ound one small khaki-clad figure tugging
"We have come well out of this busimanfully at a heavy beam, dragging it
"
toward the cellar door.
Ed, with the ness. I commend
(this was the swordstroke
on
the
shoulder
of the new-made
tears
of
streaking
strength
desperation,
"I
commend the scout who,
his dirty face, was' stretched across the knight)
door holding on, and shaking with the through faithfulness to his duty, discovI
am
blows that crashed on it from below. The ered that the canoe was gone.
imprisoned burglars had broken their ax obliged to Mr. Mahoney and Mr. Hogan.
in thrir mad assaults, and were battering A mini does not need to be commended.
away, using a heavy scantling as a ram. These three here have shown bravery
I commend them.
.Tust as the rescuers arrived, with a splin- American grit.
(With
lering crash the end of the ram shot these words Spots joined the honorable
inches
of
few
of
within
a
of
scouts
the
door
company
unquestioned courthrough
These same three left camp at
Ed's head.
age.)
The Director sprang forward and tore night without permission. For three days
nor swim, and
him bodily from his dangerous post. they *will not leave camp
for those three days they will supply all
the
door
when
done
this
had
he
Hardly
our wood and water, and do kitchen work.
flew from its fastenings and the head and
Now, back to camp."
A huge
shoulders of a man appeared.
and frowzy head it was. The face was
Perhaps the Director had read Victor
The Hugo's "Ninety Three." Who knows?
covered with soot, dust and blood.
man stared about him with angry eyes,
l-ut seemed taken aback at the men with
Your Baseball Arm
lanterns.

"\Ve are three
Director quietly,

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER-

"They

briefly.

to a

back, but they broke it, and the cellar
is full of gas.
This man is overcome.
Their watch dog is dead."

the others trailing behind.
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trainer has a different one.
They are all
effects; no liniment reaches the
sore spot yet any counter-irritant will
liberal
help to draw the soreness out. A
of hot toicels is as good as any-

.surface

<i/>l>/ii-ntii>n

arm feels heavy and "dead,"
there is pain, rest it for a
few days don't throw at all; for in doing
so you are likely to ruin it.
After four or five days of rest, begin to
throw gradually; and if there is no pain,
be shot! He'll be killed!" and the arm has regained its vigor, then
shrieked Ed, hopping wildly about. work carefully to prepare yourself to
Go with pitch.
"Mahoney, Hogan, stop him!
him !"
It is well, however, during this rest, not
Their army training had left its mark to remain absolutely idle the exercise
Iliinii.

If the

especially

if

TJE'LL

11

on both the Irishmen.

gained in chasing balls

is

conducive

to

condition, being
"He said shtay here," replied Hogan. keeping in good physical
the arm while re"He kin take care of 'imself, eh, Terence?" careful not to strata
turning the balls.
\ncl Mahoney nodded his red head.

My Hike
By
IS a pretty good-sized gully," said I,
And jump I
I ran jump it all right."
did.
Then, ker-flop. I'd stepped on a
loose stone and the next thing I knew I was
down in the bottom of the dry old diteh with
my ankle twisted under me.
"Well," said I, "Bud Maston, you're lucky
that there isn't any water in this diteh," and
then a twinge of pain shot through my ankle.
"Jiminy Crickets," I gasped, "I've sprained
my ankle and maybe it doesn't hurt. Now
I'm in a fine fix. Can't finish my hike and

"but

IT

to

Loon Pond

SCOUT BUD MASTON

"You fellows must have mighty rich fathers,"
said

I

"liich?" replied Joe, surprised.

Why?"

isn't rich.

"Huh,

"All right," I replied. "I'm willing. But. say.
1 have this book to take
along with me?"
"Sure," says Joe, and a few minutes later
they fixed me all fine and dandy in their trek
cart and three of them hauled me all the way to
And then, by Jove! if those
Warrington.

may

finally,

"My

dad

any dad," added Dug.
"where did you get these fine
outfits, the uniforms, the hatchets, and that seouts didn't stop in front of the slickest little
dandy jackknife of yours?"
building you ever saw, all painted up and look"Why, we earned "em," said Joe. Then be- ing like one of those fine little bungalows that
I

huren't

"Well," said

I,

.

i

fore I could ask how, he shouted, "Hi, ho! the city fellows with money build for summer
Ted, Jack, eome here. We have a scout who camps down by the lake. An' when they took
has sprained his ankle," and next thing there me inside it just tickled me to death. It had an
um-m-m-m, gee! where am I going to get any were two more scouts helping to lug me down open fireplace and was all fixed up fine.
"Gee!" said I. "You don't mean to say this
hot or cold water to bandage it with? ugh, the hill to camp,
When I got into their camp I felt for sure is your headquarters?"
but it hurts and it's swelling by the minute.
that Dug and Joe had been fibbing, for that was
"Sure it is; we earned it too. It
I sure am the original hard-luck scout all right,
the bulliest camp I ever saw a sure enough
"Look here," I answered, good and mad now,
Now
what
"
Hello, scout !" called some one near by, and wall tent, and all sorts of fine camping stuff. "you can't string me any more because there
There were duffle bags hanging on the trees, aren't any buildings offered in this book and
I saw two scouts standing up on the bank.
From the uniforms they wore I thought they fine fishing rods standing around, a canoe over besides why, this place is worth a lot of money,
in the pond, and every scout had the finest kind I wish our troop had one. We've been wanting
were city scouts with rich daddies.
of equipment.
a club house ever so long, but
"Hurt yourself?" shouted one of 'em.
"Look here," said I, a little sore; "you fel"Well," said Joe, "you fellows over in Cor"Nope," said I, looking sort of ugly, I guess;
"I just tumble down in gullies every morning to lows say you haven't rich fathers, or anyone to dele are dead slow. You can earn all these
see how hard I can fall without
things and a headquarters building, too,
if you only get busy for The Curtis Pubbreaking my neck."
"Aw, quit your joshin'," said the
lishing Company, of Philadelphia. Here,
first scout; "you've sprained your
this copy of the May Boys' Life will
tell you all about how to get a headankle; I can see that from here."
Then, turning to the other scout,
quarters foryour troop. Look at the ad
"
on page 21."
Come on. Dug, here's some firstI looked, and there sure enough was a
aid work for us." And they both
climbed down to look me over. I
picture of the building.
knew they were first-class scouts be"Gee," said I, "I'm going to answer
that ad right away, and
cause I saw their badges one of
them had three merit edges.
"Oh, no, that won't do you any good,"
said Joe. "The ad says to have your
"Bad sprain," said one after a
minute. "Dug, go down to that
Scout-master write to The Curtis Pubbrook we just crossed and get a hat
lishing Company. You tell your Scoutfull of water.
Then come back and
master all about it. And say, you ought
we'll bandage him up."
to subscribe for Boys' Life yourself. Our
And while the other scout went for the
troop has found in it enough
water the first scout (his name was Joe
chances to earn _money to pay for
a dozen subscriptions."
Chambers) took out his jackknife and cut
Just then a tall man came in. He
my shoe lace. And, say, that was the
dandiest jackknife I ever saw. When he
was Dr. Watson, the Scout-master.
He looked at my ankle and praised,
got the shoe off, my foot puffed up like a
the scouts about their bandages
balloon. Joe soaked his handkerchief and
"Gee!
You
and things and said the hurt would
bandaged up my ankle, and, gee! maybe
be well in no time. Then he said
that water didn't feel good. The scouts
Mean to Say This
he would be glad to take me back
took turns putting cold bandages on is Your Headquarters ?
to Cordcle in his auto.
after a time the swelling
my foot, and alter
On the way back I spoke to Dr. Watson
went down a little and the skin all turned blue, help you out. Where did you get all of this fine
All the time they were working they kept equipment?
I suppose you earned that, too, about the headquarters building that the Curtis
people offered and he said he would talk to our
asking me questions, until I finally told them I didn't you."
was a second-class scout of the Tiger Patrol
"Yep, sure we did," replied Joe with a smile. Scout-master, Mr. Dawson. Before he took me
"Don't try to string me," I said. "Why that home he stopped his automobile in front of
Troop No. 1 of Cordcle, and that I was out on
Mr. Dawson's store and showed Mr. Dawson
the fourth test for first-class scout, which is to would cost heaps of money and
make a round trip of fourteen miles on foot and
"Well, all these things are prizes that The the ad.
Mr. Dawson was surely tickled too. He said
Curtis Publishing Company has given us for
give a good account of the trip.
"Well," said Joe, "you're just about seven selling THE SATURDAY EVENING POST, THE it was just what our Troop needed and he wrote
miles from Cordele now, but our camp is only LADIES' HOME JOURNAL and THE COUNTRY to the Curtis Company to learn all about the
over the hill here on Loon Pond. We're mem- GENTLEMAN. You see we here, I'll get you a offer. And we fellows are going to work to get a
bers of Troop No. 2 of W'arrington, just three little book that will tell you all about it," said Club House and a tent too and some of the
miles down the valley. I guess the best thing Joe, and he dodged inside of the tent and other things in the Book of Prizes,
After I got home I began to wonder whether
we can do for you is to lug you over to camp brought out a green-covered book called "The
and then take you into \Varrington on our trek Book of Prizes," with a lot of little men on the there aren't a lot of other fellows whose Scoutmasters don't know about these corking Curtis
cart. Come on, Dug, let's make a coat stretcher cover.
for him."
That little book sure was interesting. It had offers. And when Mr. Dawson came in the
It was a rough trip over that hill, but my foot the dandiest lot of things in it you ever saw, other night to see how my ankle was coming
felt better and I had some things to occupy my even motorcycles. I was so busy with it that I along I spoke to him about it.
mind. I thought at first that those scouts were didn't even help Dug and Joe fix my ankle.
"Bud, I think you're right," he said. He
city boys with rich daddies, but they said they Guess I'd forgotten all about the hurt, because stopped to think a minute and then went on:
were from Warrington, which is a town not the swelling had gone down a lot. Finally Joe "Say, why don't you write a letter or story,
much bigger than Cordele. You see they had said:
telling how we heard about the Curtis Club
"Look here, Bud, we've done all we can for House Plan and send it to Boys' Life?"
uniforms, and fine jackknives and scout axes
at their belts and they looked mighty nifty, that foot of yours. Now we'd better trek you
So here is the story of what happened beThe boys in our troop didn't have those things, to headquarters and ask Doctor Watson if he cause I sprained my ankle jumping that ditch,
Gee All I had that looked likea scout was my won't take you over to Cordele. He'll look at and what The ( 'urtis Publishing ( 'umpany, of
felt hat and leggings.
Philadelphia, willdoforanySeout Troop.
your foot, too, I guess."
This page is hereby designated as an advertisement in compliance with the law.
!
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RECORD

The

Our Lonesome Corner

Book of Flights
PLANE

Pick

who owns

boy

an "IDEAL"
EVERY

name and

A

of

published

in

BOOK

of

flights

RECORD

FLIGHTS by using the
Record Card packed with each "IDEAL"
FLYER. This book will be distributed all
over the

making

country. Portraits of ten boys,
also be
best flights will

the

'EALRACER
can be put together in
a few minutes and will
fly

500

or

feet

more

Next
of world-wide Boy "Scout correspondence.
to the Boy Scout idea itself, this seems to me
e conception most fruitful in great possibilities.
Th_
tie
costliest evil in the world is that of im-

This flyer has new patented spring plane
fasteners, a patented friction winder and
is practically unbreakable.

the hatred or the contempt we
The hatred
feel towards those we do not know.
which comes from ignorance is one of the fundamental reasons why the civilization of Europe
has collapsed under the strain of civil war.
"I hate
Charles Lamb once said of some one:
that fellow."
"What, do you know him?" "No,

personal

THIS AD.

IS

WORTH

2Sc.

an
of
the
toward
purchase
Take it to
three-foot RACER.
your dealer or send it to us and get this
$2.50 Aeroplane for $2.25.
cash

in

"IDEAL"

I

OTHER LOWER PRICED "IDEAL" FLYERS:
$1.25
BLUE BIRD Racing Aeroplane,
1.75
"IDEAL" Speed-0-FIyer,
.65
"IDEAL" Speed-0-Plane,
.25
"IDEAL" Loop the Loop Glider,
"IDEAL" SCALE DRAWINGS J^^n^!

.

Set

" IDEAL"

Six

$1.25

postpaid.

list

of Toys

FROM A BOY

IN-

Editor of BOYS' LIFE, saying:
There came too many letters from your counfor
me to answer them. I am very much
try
thank you for ynor advice about how to do
them.
I am very sorry I cannot answer all
the letters myself.
Someones sent me interesting photographs, someones mailed amusing postI
cards, someones sent several post stamps.

REL
Scout about; earn money. Process engraved
and embossed Visiting Cards. SAMPLES'!
[

will introduce all my American friends to my
friends in our country who wish to correspond
with the American boys with English.
Many
Japanese-English letters from my friends would
have already arrived to some boys of your
American Boy Scouts. I am afraid that their
letters are full of a great deal of mistakes.
Will
do my best to find some correspondents for the
American boys who sent me letters.
I cannot
introduce the boys whose addresses cannot be

read by me.

WHITE YOUR ADDRESS PLAINLY
can make

$2.00 and more a day
selling greatest lOc safety housekeeping
Prevents scalding hands. Call: Write
necessity just nut.
United Manufacturers Agency, ISO Broadway. New York.

you

New

some

Jersey,

my

of

earliest

corre-

pines.

;

N.

west of Mississippi river,

Y.

;

patrol

Mexico,

leaders

and foreign

countries.

Louis
states

Hoople,

Minn.

and countries

;

from different
and pets.

soil

flowers

;

to the

5c.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
Warren St. and West B'way, NEW YORK

CprilTTC.
kJWWUlkj*

Mott of

spondents, are still writing and warm friends.
Earl has sent me scores of pictures.
Bill completed my New \ork collection of postcards.
Phil has told me nil kinds of interesting yarns
about Maine. Then I have a friend in Sweden,
who sent me a second-class badge of that country, another in England, and one in the Philip-

comrades on the with foreign scouts.
Edgar J. Mclntyre,

JAPAN
A Japanese boy, whose name was published in our Lonesome Corner, writes

0.

NEW. Never offered before. Bays
and girls make money. No cost to you.
KENT, 149 W- 36th St., Nsw Yoclu N. Y,

their

other.

and Models FREE.
Model Aeroplanes

FREE.

is
one of the finest
I have a score
things in the whole magazine.
of excellent letters, pictures and postcards from
that old Corner.
I wish I could afford a private secretary
I would write to all the members.
Earl P^rrett and Bill Engpsser of New
York State, Phil AU-Lelland of Maine and Jack

FIND YOUR HOBBY

on each side write to

of "Ideal"

and Supplies)

and added:

Richmond, Ya., writes:

The Lonesome Corner

;

I

Price

1911,

Scout

in

HERE.
The Japanese are fond of saying that the
It joins
Ocean does not separate us.
The
the Lonefollowing
boys,
entering
Japan is going to be our
Japan to America.
nearest Western neighbor for the next thousand some Corner, mentioned the things they
years.
especially desire to correspond about:
The Japanese are a loving and lovable people,
who want to know us and to learn from us.
Harvey C. Hiller, Pa.; German, Austrian
can write to them in their
It is worth our while to know them, to be good and Italian scouts
friends with them, "to clasp hands across the native languages; scouts who can understand
this
Ruthenian.
better
ot
and
I
know
no
doing
way
sea,"
for the next generation than to let the Boy Scouts
"William I. Given, N. Y.
exchange postcards

can be had from any good Toy, Department or
Sporting Goods Store, or of us direct.
Schmelzer Arms Co., Kansas City. Mo.
(
Spelger &. Hm Hint. Inc.. Seattle. Wash.
Jordan Marsh Co., Boston. Mass.
Some
John Wana maker. Philadelphia. Pa.
"Ideal- S. Kann Sons &
Co., Washington. D. C.
Dealers
Stambaugh- Thompson Co., Youngstown,

48 pp. Catalog

in

THRU THE CORNER

FRIENDS

Paritic

MODELS and FLYERS

Schaefer Rubber Co., Cincinnati,
,The T. B. Rayl Co., Detroit. Mich.

know."

WARM

A

Japan.

.

of

I

All these boys of Japan are filled with the liveliest interest and wide-eyed curiosity about AmerAll would like to write letters
ica and England.
to American boys, for English is taught now in
every high school and every grammar school in

.

i

never hate anybody

Japan

Flying Boat.. 25c. Wright Biplane. ..25c.
Nieuport Monoplane.. 25c. Curtiss Hydroplane. 35c.
l-ih
mt Monoplane.
I5c. Cecil Peoll Racer. .25c.
Curtlss

hate,

Dr. Jordan then told of a very interesting experience he had with Boy Scouts in

able you to build- EASILY exact 3 foot dupliClearest plans
cates of man-carryinE machines.
for class rooms, exhibitions and aeronautic stuPrice includes building and flying
dents. etc.
instructions for 3 ft. Scale Models, as follows:

Complete

Now

Out Your Names and Write

"SIDE from the general idea con- addresses could not be read by me." This
veyed by the universally signif- brings up a very important point about
icant term, "Scouts," nothing has letter writing.
Every boy should be very
been so influential in spreading and mak- on refill about his handwriting; remember that many of your letters go to boys
ing practicable the ideal of "a world
brotherhood of boys" as the "Lonesome in other lands, who find it hard to read
even the best-written English. And it is
Corner" in BOYS' LIFE.
most important, of course, that you
Recently Dr. David Starr Jordan be- write
your name and full address very
came interested in this department and
if you cannot do that,
wrote to the editor about it. Dr. Jordan, distinctly indeed,
you should print it all out so there can
you know, is Chancellor of Leland Stan- be no mistake.
Probably several of the
ford Junior University and a vice-president
letters which were sent to foreign lands
of the Boy Scouts of America, He wrote:
will never be answered because the boys
Dear Mr. McGuire;
who received them cannot read Jthe adI am very deeply interested in your scheme dresses.

can have his

the

About This Department

AERO-

the records

his

Dr. Jordan's Fine Letter

Of course, no eagle-eyed Scout who
reads* this extract from the Japanese boy's
letter failed to catch the meaning of the
line "I cannot introduce the boys whose

Any Boy Can Do
This

is

the

It

way

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address a n envelope with
his name and the right postage.

Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the hoy, in care of
BOYS' LIFE. Ma'il this to us

and we

will

forward

it.

If your letter is to a boy in
North America or England,
If
put on a two-cent stamp.
it
is
to
go to any other
country abroad, five cents.
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STEEL>
Here's the
Knife they

pocket

any

in

United

and

second-class

scouts

;

Bigelow,

;

If

you would

like to

be an expert marksman
you must he as careful

what

cartridges you
shots are.

buy

as World's Champion-

rifle

ship

;

;

.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for BOY SCOUTS

;

your name

Knife with

the

In

scouts,

;

ordinary

Sample Dll

in

warring nations, Italy and Mexico.
Howard McAloney, S. D.
foreign

;

long, two "Car- Van" Steel
the finest knife steel in the
world made from the famous Damascus sword blade formula rediscovered by us, after years of exWill hold a keener
perimenting.

for

collectors

stamp

;

your

and address and any emblem or photo

exchange postcards

;

;

;

edge longer than any other steel.
Unique Transparent Handles, clear as glass and tough
as horn, in whirh we can plate the owner's name ami
any photo or patrol emblem desired. Our special agents'
price will enable you to make a good profit on every
knife you sell.
Write today for further particulars of this unusual
proposition.
Send us $1.50

Charles Winans, N. J.
with foreign scouts.
Kenneth Corbett, Wis.

in
Okla.
scouts
eastern
United States; exchange postcards.
Edward Eberle, N. Y. exchange postcards
with American scouts.
Dan Bettis, Pa. boys in San Francisco, Cal.
John T. Baker, Ga. athletics and field meets.
Walter Maness, Okla. stamps, coins, curios
foreign boys, preferably Spanish.
Karl B. Pauly, O.
stamps, cabin-building,
amping, cooking; foreign scouts on stamps and

blades
3

Be Good Shots

athletics.

scouts,

Norris

?^"
Length. 3 ,'a ".
2 Blades.
Price. JI.50.

BOYS-

;

Haas, O.
trapping, electricity.
Fred McAlpin, Pa.; Panama and Canal Zone
about stamps and scenic views.
Dickinson Talley, N. J. collecting locomotive
photographs.

knife.

Style Dll.

;

;

Russell

Boy Scout friends, neighThey sell on
bors, etc.
sight because they are
different
distinctive
From

overnight hikes, campcycling, electricity, athletics, foreign scouts.
baseball.
Irving J. Lauderdale, Mo.
William Haver, Pa. hikes, camping, foreign

States.

splendid
to
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ing,

tenderfoot

AH Want!
these
knives

Peter McGlashan, Pa.

Scouts'

;

You can earn some useful
by
pocket money
selling

The Boy

handles.

newspapers.
Norman Fleming, Mo.; American and foreign

tamp

white and blue boxes) are made in the
Cartridge factory, by the same people who
S. Ammunition, which the most
experienced shooters in the world demand.
IT. S. CartrirlpcH help you to be a better shot because they hit where you aim and do not vary.
Book for Boy Scouts
Our free book, "How to Use Firearms," will be
sent to you without charge. Ask (or it on a post
card addressed to

(in the red,

U.

S.

make the famous TJ.

collecting.

Glenn Hinckley, Ind.
Germany, California.

in

scouts

;

Scotland,

Elton Raber. Ind.
English scouts.
C. H. Davis, N. J.
foreign and domestic
couts on stamps, curios, coins, minerals, views,
soil from each state.
etc.,
Ralph White, Mass. American, Canadian and
'oreign scouts on stamps.
Scotch boys.
William Thomson, Mass.
foreign scouts
George Hartmann, Conn.
western scouts who collect postcards.
R. M. Overlander, Jr., N. Y.
boys in Alaska,
interested in farming.
3anada
Walter Beers, N. Y. electricity.
Elmer L. Munson, Conn.
railroads, high
;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

IJNITED

STATES CARTRIDGE CO.

New York
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY. General Selling Agents
JOHN T. LEWIS <t EROS. COMPANY. Philadelphia
SELBY SMELTING A LEAD COMPANY. San Francisco

2312 Trinity Building

;

;

1

he V^anton Cutlery v^o.
Canton, Ohio

Dept. 63

;

school topics

and scouting.

\00 MONTH

scouts in MassaTaylor, N. J.
Wesley
chusetts and Connecticut.
Allen Hitclrings, Wash.; outdoor life.
W. Lloyd MrXeely, Ind.; boys on Atlantic
and Pacific coasts and Panama Canal.
patrol leaders,
Joseph A. Nuwash, Minn.
second-class scouts; baseball.
Win ton Deal, Ky.
wireless,
photography,
collecting insects, plants and minerals; scout-

V.

;

-r REPAIRIHG

TIRES

;

'ng.

Roy

Richard

and

Wyp.

motion picture oper-

;

electricity.

W. Hawkins, N.

Y.

of

sun-fast fabric.
inches with one
for use with staff

x 28

wide hem
as emergency signal

and

stamps

;

postcards.

Lawrence Deltz, 0. hikes, camping scouts
from Delta, Colo.
Lawrence Richardson, Pa.; hikes, camping.
V*
Fred Duckworth, N. C.
stamps, scout
;

;

Made
Size 27

fishing

;tor,

FINE FOR CAMP WEAR

G. Atkinson,

flag.

Automobile business growing

r

;

Scout Neckerchiefs

fast.

Enormous

field for tire re-

P

|;acb?Auto Sold Means More
Tirea to Mend
Pnncturea and blowonts are common. Tires
_
need
retreading and vulcanizing. Something
F
time. Thousands forced to
going wrong all the ==
buy new tires be-

cause they can't
g t old ones
Think of
el.
the old bicycle
repair
days,
ahopson every
c o r n e r all

it

Bunch

;

.

William P. Scratchley, Vt.; Aooks; would
like to hear from Spencer Whedon, N. Y.
H. Gower. Minn.
G.
boys in California
and Maine; photographs.
athletics
boys who
Leander Schlabach, O.
won the Panama Canal trip; patrol leaders.
Edward Boyce, Tenn. birds, country scouts.
stalking, scout work and overnight hikes and
camps.
hikes and camping.
Albert Brown, Pa.
violin music, hike
Ernest Senkewitz, Pa.
and camping.
Walter Watkins, Pa.; wireless telegraphy and

making monAutos make

ey.

;

Sold in eight colors

:

red,

orange, yellow, green, blue
purple, gray and khaki. Also

"Turkey Red" and "Indigo
Blue" Bandannas with assorted fancy backgrounds.

pa"m6 proposition
only ten
times hieeer and
_etter. U a e r a of
'

;

;

Hay wood Tire Repair
Plants are making big

;

money. A mim who

bought a plant September, 1911, writes he has
cleared over $3,000.
Be the first to start. Ex-

;

;

perience

You learn

electricity.

Robert McClay, Pa.; hikes, camping and

Be Sure to Say What Color

follow
ath-

Francis McClay, Pa.; fancy pigeons, birds.
William Lynch, Pa.
hikes, camping, cycling
and photography.
John R. Morris, Mo.; horsemanship, photog
raphy, stamp collecting.
Frank Canedo, Cal. ancient history of coun
tries to the present time; signalling; stamps and
exchanging postcards.
scouts in Bristol
Walter Gartland, N. Y.
;

$1.25
15

Singly

;

ORDER DIRECT OF
Department of Equipment and Supplies

New York

bors* work. Auto owners
save
repair your own tires
money have outfits for home use.
Anyhow investigate. Send today for
catalog explaining wonderful money
making possibilities In this fipld.
- *
HAY WOOD TIRE & EQUIPMENT CO.
933 Capitol Ave., In>iianapoli3, Ind,

;

England.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200 Fifth Avenue

Elmer Koehler, Mo.

City

stamps.
Charles Ellsworth, Wyo., stamps.
scouts
Irving Tli aver Stevens, Me.
and J.France.
i amc.
;i UlUUd,
Bermuda,
England
JUUgiauu CkUU
Clarence Beasley, Mich.
stamps and
;

;

;

fro

post

with one yearly
wim
f
V JLjll subscript! on
VJlIVFN

cards.

BOYS!

You Can Earn $5

to $20 a

Week

GROW MUSHROOMS
Small beds which
barns, sheds, etc.
Webster
often produce $20 to $60.
Jones. Little Rock, writes: "I can
make more money out of it than
anything else."
wurtli.
Chicago,

Herbert Ficken-

writes: "I am
mushrooms
picking and selling
every day." Other boys are making money In this business why
shouldn't you? Get free informaWrite today.
tion how to start.
A. V. JACKSON,
FALMOUTH

MUSHROOM CELLARS.

Clifford

Only

Scientific

Street.

Business

oomcs
Repair Tires at Home
yonng men! repair father's
tiros get the money he pays
garage man. Get the neigh-

.etics.

Order enough for your troop
Per dozen

unnecessary.
Quick. Simply

directions.
fast and easy.

Inc.. 351

Mass.
in U. S.

Fat mouth.

Mushroom Farm

Floyd

F.

N.

Appell,

Y.

;

Honolulu

Cuba,

Panama and western states.
H. Ewing Wall, Va. exchange
;

stamps, sceni<

views, etc.

Herman
hiking,

Therrien, Mass.

scouting,

camps

;

patrol leaders abou

and

camping

outfit

woodcraft.
Tom Fort, N. Mex. wireless and Morse
telegraphy, telephones and foreign boys, esp
cially in the war zone.
A. C. Krimbill, Jr., Conn. ; collecting relics
a boy from ever;
Atherton C. Smith, Mass.
;

;

state.

James Turner, O. first-class scouts
countries and America.
;

The following boys asked

to

in foreig

have thei

($1.00)

to

"A Bunch

BOYS'
of

LIFE,
Buckskins,"

4 Great Color Drawings of
"Western Scouts," by Frederic Remington.

PROFITS
AMAZING
\MUSHROOMS.

Anybody can a.M$s to J-lOpsr
weak to their income, inepare time, entire year
growing muflhrooma In cellars, sheds, barns,
boxes, etc. I tell yon where to eell at highest

prtcea.

Free

flJue>tmtp.rt

Instruction Booklet.

HIRAM BARTON, 373 W. 46th St., New York
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Our Lonesome Corner
from preceding page)

(Ciuitiiuied

~fl
PunctureProofed

in our
to receive letters from

with a special
15)4 oz. Sea Island
Fabric (as strong as that
in most Ford Size auto
this is the 1915 imtires)
provement that crowns the
long established service leader-

shipof

Ask your dealer
to

show you

new

fast

Lonesome Corner
any boys:
AMERICAN

names inserted

Melvin Irish,

Cal.

John Sacacino. Pa.
David Owl, Pa.
Lacy Oxtell, Pa.
Ralph Tourtellotte, Pa.

Ned French, Pa.

Charles Foster, Pa.
Clarence Welsh, Pa.

Milton Redler, N.

VACUUM cup

or refull season
paired or replaced free of charge.
Oilproof; effectively anti-skid

on

slick

Andrew

distinctive

prices no wonder they have
started a nation wide buy-

sturdy, sinewy, extra-service casings that easily handle the ^
most punishing road require-

Reimers,

Folke
Hellberg,
den.

P;i.

Aus-

Swe-

VACUUM CUP

foreign,

<9irctoof

MOTORCYCLETIRES

have

sent

Will

tralia.

John Edwardes,
North Wales.
David G. Bird, Eng-

STURDY STUD
the

Only our

line.

Superb quality at a surprisingly easy price.

big,

new

factory,

and our

STURDY STUD
ifnfcocf

Guaranteed for
4.OOO miles

Cleveland
quality.

An

Richardson,

Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy

Tex.

Donald Pierce,

Calif.

Wm.

Badinelli, N. Y.
Alson Bugbee, Mich.

Everett Spelker, Cal.
Crawford. Tex.
Ralph Grilzbaugh, 111.
Dunell Kennedy, O.

Jieballs.

low-priced Print, ng

I

Book

Kits, big scientific

Wasson,

Van

Tine,

Tenn.
N.

Y.

New

Electrical

N. Y.

Ben Barnett, Ind.
Clifford Howard, Pa.

Goods:

nod Quenched Spalk (Jap*
et-Ray H-Kh Freaueory APPB-

Bradlee
Mass.

Curtis

Cod

Call lette

and 20
less Coarse.

E.I.C

Send

once big
Catal. No. 15. 1 enclose 4c
at

|

259

FULTON STREET. NEW YORK

"THE

LI

"

Mill/ II

VIST OATALOQ

IN

Klein, Jr., Mass.

Gammon, Va.
Howard M. Bammer,

ary

plesa

J.

Robert

sec

IN

A.

'Size, 6

Winfrcd

m.5 in.

Weiqht.

4
'

.

pound.

E.
G.

Brown,
Brookens,

111.

272 Pages.
658 Illustrations.
2000 Articles.
]

III.

Philip Archer, Tex.
Wm. R. Brown, N. J.
John Woar, N. Y.
Trevor Boyce, N. Y.
Evan Eak'in. N. Mex.

Earle Johnson, Md.
Mally Wilson, Tex.

Fred Little, Minn.
Opal K. Evans, Mo.

Virgil

Alvin Lewis, Neb.
Robert Jenell, Kas.
A.
Clifford
Story,
N. Y.
John C. Allman, Ind.
Geo. E. Waltz, Tex.
Lowell Collyer, Ind.
Cecil Ross, Pa.
Donald Cruikshank, O.
Albert F. Drompp, Ind,

students' Microscopes and TelePhotographic goods. Model steam
en low-priced Watches. PocketFretwork Outfits, Phonograph!

Kennedy,

E. Reed, Wis.
Forrest Armstrong, O.
Lacy Conway, Tex.
Harley Jobe, Iowa.
Chas. J. Hanlon, Ma^s.
Frederic S. Wilkins. O.

Tenn.
Herbert Walsh, Mass.
Harold Fountain,

\V.

3.

R.

Wis.
Ellis

Edward

Geo.

S,

N. Y.

Oran

Merton Ruth, Pa.
Sidney Cahoon, Mass.

DON'T BUY CATALOGS. CD EC
WHEN THE BEST IS TriLL

Cecil Thomasson,
Ky.
George S. Lunge, Ore.
Malcolm C. Mages.

Briggs Howorth,

D. Bearing, Va.
John C. Lester, N. Y.
Ralph Sloan, Ark.
Weldon K. Knowles,

Pittsburgh

Minneapolis

Kenneth

Wm.

Pennsylvania Rubber Company, Jeannette, Pa.
New York St. Paul
Dallas
Atlanta
San Francisco
Omaha
Detroit
Boston
Kansas City, Mo. Philadelphia Seattle
Chicago

J.

Gordon Grimes, Colo.
Wayne M. Barry, N. Y.

bach, O.
Miles West, O.
Ralph Wilson, Okla.

for severest service and

N.

Marcy B. Sapin, Mo.

Minn.
Ralph Heitzman, 111.
LaRoy H. H. Zehr-

Just size up these tires at your
dealers take our word for it, they're
every bit as good as they look. Built

Petty,

Arnel S. LaFleur, Mass.
Chas. A. Bates, Mass.
Russell Willing, Iowa.
Arthur Fortin, Mass^
Harold E. Neville, la.

Howard

MOTORCYCLETIRES

and remarkable value. Designed
and built for great

Upton,

A.

England.
Fred Makinney, Hawaii
Rosaku Ru, Japan.

AMERICAN
Raymond

Henry LeBlanc, Mass.

us to put the quality we have in
these tires at the prices

tn&ad.

the

through

land.

could enable

direct to dealer plan

letters

FOREIGN
West Aus- Douglas

Price,

G.

leader of

Paul March (S. M.),
Denmark.
Andre Bussy, France.
Roger Hilson. France.

Lonesome Corner; any one of them would
be glad to receive letters from you. Their
names are:

Actual V. C. Auto Tire Construction
Guaranteed for 5.OOO miles

the

W. Wheater, England.

The following boys, both American and

ments

pede.

N. C.

Iowa

Neil Caner,

mark.

The

ing stam-

Howard Boyd,

Claud Gaines, Ga.

tralia.

models;

Martindale,

Tex.
C.

Axel Henningsen, Den-

three amazing grades of quality at three remarkably low

Holmes, N. Y.
Baron, Del.

Robert

O-i.

Beechtree,

W

G

BICYCLE TIRES
Three

111.

Cockelreas,

FOREIGN

pavements.

LIKE-

L.

Vernon Barnes, O.

Harvey Sells, Colo.
Harvey Coe, N. Y.
Woodbury Oher, Md.
Edwin Swain, Ga.

Guaranteed for one

*THREE *OF-STAR*

Wnod

E.

J.

Sunderliind,
Sipfle.

Vernon

J.

111.
Joe Goff, Tenn.
Tilton
Harold Spencer, Pa.
Edward Powers. N. Y. John

Don

E.

Mass.
Reginald

La.

Lee Dunagan, N. Y.

BICYClLE, TUteES

selling

Benjamin Caswell. Pa.
Herbert Poppin, Pa.
Fred Blythe, Pa.
Obed Oxtell, Pa.
Clement Virgal, Pa.
Chalmer W. Gill, Fla.

George Silverheels, Pa. Milton
Jefferson Kidd,

LeRoy Swartley, Pa.

the

Joseph Jesson, Pa.
Emerson Metoxen, Pa.

Winnard Chadwick,
Fla.

Mass.
Earl G.

McDonald,

Mo.
E. Hirsch Mann, Ky.
Whiteley,

Robertson,

Wash.

Wm.

Lavalley, Mass.
Burdette T. Johns. Mo.

Eugene H. Libby, N. J.
Emanuel Cohen, N. Y.

W.

G.

Brynjolfson,

N. D.
George Gibson, N. J.
Bernard J. Lynch, Pa
Franklin Glasier, Wis.

Earl Homuth. Cal.
Eversley S. Ferris, N.Y.

Arthur H. Erwin,

Jr.,

Okla.
Philip Archer, Tex.
Clarence Borrow, Ind.

Lloyd Fletcher, Mo.
George Brayman, N. Y.
I.

M. Zabel, N. Y.

Alice

McGaffey,

Okla.

Ralph Bornholi, N. Y.
Robert Murray, Cal.
Russell W. Brown. Pa.
Marvin W. Goodrich,
Conn.

Duncan

Phillips, Pa.

H. Bright Keck, Va.
Laurence G. Austin,
Conn.
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SEND FOR COPY OF OUR NEW
WIRELESS MANUAL No. 5
simple formulas for calculating the
natural period of an antenna capacity of a receivcontransmitting
or
ing
denser
spark frequency of
rotary spark gaps; tables for
calculating the correct amount
of wire for the construction
of magnets and tuning coils;

Our Lonesome Corner
(Continued from preceding

give

pages

Its

Beech-Nut

ftny

;

:

tables for ascertain ing
the spark
lengths of
tho
different voltages
;

Federal regulations regarding the restrictions

wave lengths for
inamateur stations
structions for the installation, maintenance and
of

:

operation (if wireless stations; directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
wireless instruments and aclist of up-to-date
cessories, together with other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast,.
Containing as it does a fund of valuabJe information not generally contained in a catalogue, it
approaches nearer a text hook in the fascinating
field of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
No expense has been spiuvd
cover in two colors.
to make it accurate and reliable.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for it, which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
Xn wireless experimenter should be without tho

MESCO WIRELESS MANUAL.
SEND FOR OUR POCKET CATALOG

Edna

1'ii ire Rozan,
X. Y.
Louis Thornton. Wash.

Okla.

Clark,

Cyrus Hoi combe, Vt.
Claude Baker. Pa.

F.

iuntington Moffut,
N. Y.
D. F o 1 e y,
Mass.
Damon D. \V;:tkins, O.
larry Rice, Okla.
Forney. Tex.
~ lubert
uman C. Holcombe,

Raymond

Jr., Vt.
)<raald Taylor,

Mass.

Bigelow, Okla.
Villiam Jones, Pa.
oh 11 G. Simmons, N.

.His

T.

X.

Tuttle,

Y.

Watson

McAlexander,

Fla.

Jack Martin, Ga.
Douglas L. Mclntyre.

Hui,'li

N.

Y.

H. Franklin, Jr.,
Tenn.
John Chesterman, 111.
Krskine P. Caldwi-11,
Tenn.
S.iin

Sammons, Tex.
Frank W. Armstrong

:

Dan Beard

Harold Bonsfleld. Cal
Frank B. Ward, N. Y,

Wm.

S.

John

Celley,

Tells

Wilson, O.

Iowa.

How

(Continued from parje 19)

V

\dirondack forests.
He was an orator,
a preacher and a lecturer.
A* a woodsnan he could have held his ow.i with tinold buckskin men.
Number 8 has been called the Handy
MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
Jack and a lot of similar names, so we
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
114 So. 5th Ave.
17 Park Place
No. 8
might as well let it go at that.
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS
is the Handy Jack.
604 Mission St
HOG Pine St.
In regard to Number 6, the Scout Commissioner wants to thank his friends for
WIRELESS the kind things they have said in voting to
name it after him, but at the same time
These receivers he would like to have another vote on
<

;iFl about
des^Yitong iVi 'pViin" clear 7riiiguac
Belle. Push
Buttons, Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys,
Burglar ami Knt.- Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells.
Electric Alarm Clocks. Medical natt.-rn-s. Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus Battery Connectors, Switches,
Battery ';.LUI-.-N, Wn.-l.'y.- Telegraph Instruments, Ignition
Supplies. El*. Ready about Much 1st It Means M.>nrySavei1 to
you to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to !;,.

BRANDES

EECH-Nut

costing

many
much

more.

The\

recommendec

;ire

Boy Scout?
for
their
goo(
qualities and thei
to

low price,
as

omplete

Illus-

trated, 2000 ohms-$5.0C
Single receiver only,
1000 ohms
1.65

Send stamp for
catalogue "L" to

C. BRANDES, Inc.
NEW YORK
UNION SQUARE
"THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
The big electrical Magazine for thoa
who dabblein electricity and Wirel
Chuck full of expciiments. Intense!
interesting. Monthly prizes of S5.CO for
best experiments. Amateur Electrics,
wireless news. Complete Electric Course
etc. 50 to lOOJIlustrationa. Only fiOt- a
all
War in U S. and Canada.

Number

6.

nourishing qualities of the Peanut.
By the Beech-Nut process ths acrid
heart of the Peanut is removed giving a fine, delicate Bavor.
If your Scout-master is going to
take Peanut Butter, tell him Beech-

Nut is the best.
BEECH-NUT PACKING CO..

THE

practicality and comparative
ease of making."
Says Sam Kyle, Lake Chelan, Washington:
"Because it is useful, simple and
practical, and because it is a real Wimdcrafter's implement, I vote it be named
'Dan Beard.' "
Now, then, fellow scouts, all these reasons will be good ones to name it for

originality,

else, and your Scout Commisfeels a little modest about this

some one

thing because he suggested the vote. Had
News-stands. Send for f reesample.
it been suggested by some other fellow,
23s
N.
Y.
Fulton St..
Electrical Experimenter
he would have bowed, blushed and accepted the honor.
Make another try at it and see if you
I know I could
can't find a better man.
find a good many of them.
i Lessons by "MATTY." ED. WALSH,
l-DOO" \\HlTJi. WALTER JOHN.
SSON "NAP" KDCKER, "SMOKX
7JOE''WOOD. PITCH THE FADE-AScouts Destroy Pests
WAY. SPITTER.KNUCKLER, SMOKE
BALL. etc. Clearly described and
Troop 3, Gaylordsville, Conn., has just
Illoatratedhj 66 Pictures. Entire
ACOtlKSE OF LESSONS 3ENT closed a contest against the tent caterpil<rs?avnsn PAID for
cents. lar. The
Troop destroyed more than 50,S. HORN. 72 1 S.Deerbgro St.,0ep. 121 Chicago.!*!*
000 egg masses each mass contains about
200 eggs. John Carlson of the Fox Patrol
won the prize a Scout axe.
The Boy Scouts of Smithtown, N. V,
3-in-Ooe.' Preserves and softens the
leather so theballsticks right in the hole.
under Scoutmaster Charles D. Miller, have
Don't spit on the ball, use "3-in-One;"
made a specialty of destroying the larvae
won't make
and will ma e it
ball^sticlcy,

LEARN TO PITCH
so

:

,

;

OUT

curve better.

FIRST

3-in-One

bat hit harder, Iteeps
Sample bottle F"FF.

"

makes your

it from cracking.
3 IN 1 OIL CO.

42ELH.BVay,

Hrw York Cltyj

of the tent caterpillar. During the latter
part of Mareh and the early part of April,
4,075 were destroyed. The Scouts are still
engaged in this useful occupation.

PRESIDENT

OF THIS COMPANY,

1

THE OLD
ELECTRIC HAND
LAMPS,
BICYCLE
AND

MAKING

P'lSOL
,

the Old Sol Pencil Flash-

and many

of

styles

and
carriage
iilnrcM-le lamps, was once
iiitoninhile,

who worked

boy

country

his father's farm, and whit
wants to give every boy a
to succeed,
:e

how many

consider

you

ride bicycles and
and the people who
automobiles and carriages
using lamps there is a splcnopportunity of earning money

'and men

ircycles
j

becoming our agent.
33 many boys and young men
will
an swer the folio win g
itions we will make an advantageous business offer

Do you

ride

How many

do

who

know

you

:

a bicycle?
boys and men
ride

bicycles?

How many

'

do you
know who have automobiles
people

motor-boats?

or

Tho

name

your nearest

of

dealer.

ml this information
cure and we will make
St.-

worth

for

wliile

at
it

you.

HAWT HORNE MFG.

CO., Inc

Spruce Street

15

CONN.

BRIDGEPORT,

On

,.,

Canajobarie, N. Y.

light

Brock, of Oakland, Florida,
Larry
writes: "Number 6F, being the most original and with due respect and honor to
the author, not only as an author, but
also as the National Scout Commissioner,
I, as a Boy Scout, suggest that we name
Number OF 'Dan Beard.' "
Doctor Frederick H. Wilson, of New
York City, says: "No. 6 can only be
called the 'Dan Beard' because it combines
J.

sioner

Peanut But-

ter is very appetizing for
the
It has all
the Scout Hike.

HEADSETS

have a record for
longdistance reading unequalled

32

-g>.

Jr.,

111.

Russell,

N. Y.
arl Gray, Kan.
ialph F. Willard, Me.
Valter Thulin, Mich.

126

Peanut Butter

.l;n'k
J".

lenry Roth, Wis.
jrordon

Day

39

Magazine

Scouts'

Over 200 Boy Scouts
EARN

now

which

to

YEARN

the

buy

money with
what
they

for.

name of your
Send
Scout Master to PROVE
you are a Boy Scout and
vvi- will
send you 36 sets
Gliding Casters. Sell lOc
set and earn $2.34 in a
[.few

hours.

more

Sell

if

ou like and earn more.
eep it up and when

comes

acation
earn
plenty Christmas money.
We also sen d 12 Free

Demonstrating
i:..v

Any

sets.

that

s.-..itt

couldn't

earn $10.00 a week in
spare time selling Gliding

i

'.rsti-

j

rs

bread in
S.
-41

MFG.
Warren

a

couldn't
famine.

CO,,

Desk

Street.

N.

sell

II,

Y.

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in Bnv's LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
LIFE
when
adverBOY'S
answering
mentioning
tisements-
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Get Civic Service
Medals

Pittsburgh Scouts

To

All Boys!

Of Course You Want

College Pennants
AND

PENNANTS of all NATIONS
Room

For Decorating Your

Eleven Boy Scouts of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
were awarded Civic Service Medals on
April 26, by Mr. Charles S. Hubbard, Director of Public Safety.
These eleven
Scouts were the first to receive this medal
which has been offered to candidates who
fulfill

the following requirements:
the duties of the various bureaus of the

Know

Department

of

Public

Safety,

and

how

they

function.

Know

name and

location of the principal
buildings in the city, and draw a rough sketch
map of the district between the Allegheny River,

the

Monongahela

LIST

OF COLLEGE] PENNANTS

Bowdoin
Brown

Dartmouth

Boston
Bucknell
Colorado
Case
Chicago

Georgia

Harvard (Seal)
Harvard (Mascot)
Holy Cross
Hobart

California

Indiana

Carlisle
Cornell
C. C. N.

Illinois

Fordham

Y.

Columbia

Kentucky
Minnesota
Manhattan
Michigan

Princeton (Seal)
Pittsburgh

U. S. M. A.
U. S. N. A.

emergency

Purdue

Vassar

rules

Rochester

Vermont

Missouri

Western Reserve
Syracuse

Wisconsin
Williams

Stevens

Wyoming

Smith
So. Dakota
Texas

Wellesley
Yale (Bull Dog)
Yale (Plain)
Yale (Seal)
And others

Maine
New York

Northwestern
Normal
Iowa State Univer. Nebraska
Johns Hopkins
Oberlin
Kansas
Ohio

River

and

Grant

Street,

pl;n mi;

principal streets and buildings.
Know the name and location of six hospitals
which have ambulance service and handle

Tufts

Tennessee

cases.
to turn in a fire alarm; common
for prevention of fires ; how to render
first aid to a person whose clothes are on fire ;
know location and number of fire alarm box

Know how

nearest your home.
Know the traffic regulations as published by
the Department of Public Safety.
Render at least 18 hours of actual service
under the direction of the Department of Public
Safety.

The picture of those of the Scouts who
were publicly honored, is given above.
Reading from left to right, in the top row,
the boys are Miles Loveland, Troop 10, and
Frank Hohman, Troop 4. In the front
row are Charles Kurtz, Troop 39; Milford
Richard Hawke,
Frederick, Troop 4;
Troop 21, and Edward Matz, Troop 4.
The other Scouts honored, who do not
appear in the picture, were Norman Ruoff,
Troop 12; Alva Corra, Troop 1, and Pierre
Johnston, Russell Richie and John Gibson
of Troop 21.

PENNANTS OF THESE NATIONS
Norway

Russia

Germany

Scotland

Austria-Hungary

England
France

Sweden
Japan

Ireland

United

States

Hard

Fire

Mexico

Denmark

Greece
Spain

Italy

Scouts Fight a

Canada

Belgium
Turkey

These dandy college pennants and pennants of all nations are
made of extra heavy felt. Excellent workmanship. The
emblems and designs are guaranteed to be official.
specially

THIS

ANY

2

THE EASY WAY TO GET THEM

IS

will be sent, all charges preof
one
(i) yearly subscription to
upon receipt
paid by
BOYS' LIFE at $1.00.

of the above

named pennants

us,

USE THIS COUPON
BOYS' LIFE, The Boy
For

the

enclosed

Scouts' Magazine, 200 Fifth Avenue, New
please send me BOYS' LIFE for

together with the

following two

These pennants are

Na
Address
Canadian or foreign postage extra.

when a serious brush fire started
The fire had gained headway and a sixty-mile wind was blowing.
It was hard work, and several of the
Council,

$1.00,

,

A lame irroup of Richmond, Va., Scouts
had occasion, recently, to show their appreciation of the work of Mr. John Stewart Bryan, President of the Richmond

to

York

on
City.

one

year,

beginning

pennants

be sent without cost to me.

his estate.

Scouts received burns, but they finally
extinguished the blaze.
The Richmond Scouts are making elaborate preparations for the Confederate reunion to be held on June 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
The Richmond Council has purchased a
45-acre camp site, including a large lake,
sixteen miles

nent

from the

city,

and a perma-

be started this year, in
charge of Scout Executive Hausman.

camp

will
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A Camera of Merit

Scouts LAST
take
Easy For You
(S

It

BcfoiO

"Premo Jr.,
Model B"
(Regular

Price,

$2.00)

Postpaid,

A

well made, substantial reliable
camera, made by the Eastman Kodak
Co.
It makes pirtures 2% x 3%. inches
in size; excellent enlargements can
be made from the negatives. Loads
and unloads in daylight with the
Premo Film Pack of 12 exposures.
Automatic shutter, which works
for both time and "snap shot" exposures; best grade of single achromatic lens; two finders, one for vertical, the other for horizontal pictures.
Scouts will find that it produces first class results in all ordi-

nary amateur photographic work,
such as snap shots in good light, time
exposures, home portraits, landscape
and street photography, and the like.
A book of instructions is included
with each one, and a school boy who
never had a camera in his hands before, can make good pictures with
the

Premo

Jr.,

Model B.

for Three Yearly Subscriptions at
$1.00 each, or for Two Subscriptions and 50c.
in cash.

Given

USE THIS ORDER BLANK
BOYS' LIFE,

the Boy Scouts' Magazine,
Fifth Avenue, New York.
(Name your choice)

2(H!

Please send me, without charge. Premo Jr.,
Model B Camera, for which I enclose names
of three subscribers to Boys' Life, and $3 for
their subscriptions.

OR
Please

send Premo

Jr.,

Model

B

Camera,

for 50 cents which I enclose with $2 for two
subscriptions to Boys' Life, and names of subscribers.

Name
Address

POISON IVY REMEDY
Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning,
Chegoe Bites, Chafing, Sun Burn. Itching Piles. No
A free can to
smarting or burning when applied.
any Scout Master. Sold by Druggists or shipped by
all

Parcel Post.
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C.

RAMAGE, Troop

Swissyale, Pa.
noticed in the daily

I

"TRUE BLUE"
BOYS SHOULD READ

1,

paper

that the Government was going to
a bird census.
I wrote for information and received a letter of directions
from the Biological Division of the Agricultural Department.
A certain number
of acres of either woodland, farm or pasture was to be selected.
The count was
to be made at four o'clock on three successive mornings, only male birds to be
counted.
Average results, nature of
ground, kind of trees, crops, and buildings were to be included in the report.
Two other scouts and myself made the
count.
got up at three o'clock the
first three days of June, took a brisk mile
hike over the hill, and then till six o'clock
we circled the farm.
each had a note
book and between us two pairs of field

A BOY'S
RELIGION
BY BISHOP

EDWIN HOLT HUGHES
C, It is evident that the Bishop
has not forgotten his boyhood

We

For boys and all
experiences.
love and work with boys

who

this book
treasure.

We

It was wet but more fun than
glasses.
Two sandwiches and an apple
enough.
on the way. A fine appetite and a greater

bird knowledge at the finish.

We

16mo.

Size,

THEABINGDON PRESS

itching.

Price 25 cents.

FOOT

REMEDY

CO.,

Centreville,

Md.

CINCINNATI
220 Well Fourth Siren

ISO Fitih Avenot

PITTSBURGH

BOSTON
I01M*

S.

DETROIT

KANSAS CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
7 C,l
ll.'l
Slrccl
5
H.U A'c.at
W.b.tb A.tnot
ORDER FROM NIL NEAREST ADDRESS

CHICAGO

McG

ft

The Oologist
EGGS

NESTS

BIRDS

OOLOGIST

TAXIDERMY

the

only "magazine
in America devoted to these.
indispensable to those making
collections, as its columns are filled with
All Boy Scouts should
exchange notices.
learn about the birds they see in their
tramps and camps in the woods. Subscription, only 50 cents per year, with a free ex-

THEpublished

inquiry, Mr. H. W.
Henshaw, Chief of the Biological Survey of tinUnited States Department of Agriculture, reports that the bird census taken last summer in
which Scout E. C. Ramage and his companions
assisted was so successful that the bureau proposes to repeat it this season.
Mr. Henshaw reports that he has already received a large number of offers to help in tht1915 census, but he will be glad to have further
observers.
"Anything that the Boy Scouts of
America can do for us" writes Mr. Henshaw,
"will be appreciated."
This is an opportunity for practical service
which BOYS' LIFE hopes many troops will take
advantage of. Complete instructions miy be had
by writing to Mr. Henshaw.
letter of

Scout Executive,
Walter S. Cowing, shows 3,049 registered
Scouts, and 289 Scoutmasters, Assistants
and Unassigned Scoutmasters.
The Scout Movement is growing wonderfully in Philadelphia.
Recently three
experienced leaders were added to the
headquarters staff, Mr. E. U. Goodman,
Mr. H. O. Merrill and Mr. C. A. Edson.

'

NEW TORR

get busy, Scouts, by troops, patrols and half-patrols. Records are wanted
from all over the land. And when you
write ask for a bird migration blank.
Filling it in will be fun. And Scouts, here
is a tip.
When you want bird house plans,
or magic lantern slides, or the favorite
He has
food of ducks, ask Uncle Sam.
some thousand free bulletins.
For the
birds write to United States Department
of Agriculture, Biological Division, WashThe count, I understand,
ington, D. C.
is to be taken annually.

by

Pages, 119.

found

Xow

report

cherished

NET, SO CENTS, POSTPAID

a flicker's nest with five eggs, twenty-nine
barn-swallow nests, etc.

recent

be a

will

It

change

is

is

Sample copy FREE. Address

notice.

The Oologist

Lacon,

111.

BOYS! LEARN WIRELESS
Make your own apparatus
and run your own plant.
Write fur full information
about A. Frederick CoIIms's

Philadelphia Leads
There are more registered Scouts under
the Philadelphia Council than under any
other council in the United States.
A

WHITE FOOT OIL
Relieves

May

In response to a

CUTOFF HERE

Scouts'

Helped the Government
Bird Census
By SCOUT EDWIN

for

To Get

The Boy

new book

The Book of Wireless
and other interesting
books just published.

the

D.
35

,

I

new

APPLETON AND COMPANY
W. 32nd

New York

Street

YOU CAN MAKE
RfYVQ
&9 BIG MONEY!

***** *
selling

THE HOYS' MAGAZINE

each month.
Write us to-day for 10 copies.

Send no money.

All unsold copies can be returned.

BOYS, DON'T
A

DROWN

your tools in cheap oil.
few drops of 3-in-One
makes brace and bit, plane, saws, all tools work
perfectly
keeps them bright and clean, free from
rust.
Write to 3-IN-l OIL CO., 42 ELB. B'way,
New York City, fur generous sample bottle FREE.

A Oil
fl
V/.rm.t9n

Spend

summer

gathering

in-

butterflies.
I
pay
big
All salable.
$5.00, $10.00.
Men.
Women. Clet instructions, price-list, picSend stamp.
tures, descriptions of valuable ones.
Box 244,
Los
Sinclair,
Cal.
D-79,
Angeles.

prices.

sects,

Many worth

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE,

MEMORIAM

IN

SCOUT GEORGE FREDERICK TURFLER,
Troop

River Edge, N.

1,

YOUR OWN PAPER, 2c. a
BO

J.

29,

"Worcester,

LITTLE WEEKLY.

Mass.

SCOUT HERBERT WALL,
Troop 120, Philadelphia, Pa..
1,

Troop

3,

Poughkeepsie, N.

as

Y

Roxbury, Mass.

St.

TANGLEFOOT"

Philadelphia, Pa.

SCOUT HARENES LLOVD,

PUBLISHING THEIR OWN
SEND FOR FREE "GUIDE."
IN

MODERN PRESS ASSOCIATION

353 Warren

SCOUT KENNETH HEEBNKR RUDRAUFF,
Troop

Copy!
FIT

AND INSTRUCTION

SCOUT THOMAS CLIFFORD CRABTREE,
Troop

Depl.A-G2,Smelhporl,Pa.

well

as

moves the
dealers

THUIM

the

fly.

the sticky, non-poisonous
fly paper that kills germ

The new Tanglefoot holder

re-

lOc. at your
objection to Tanglefoot.
sent postpaid 2 for 2yc.
THE 0. & W.
Grand Rapids, Dept. 230. Michigan.
CO..

or

last
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Scouts Afield

Play Ball!

Boys are urged to send in reports of their interesting doings.

HYANNIS, MASS.
Bond reports of a
of the

Here are
the Things
to Do It With

Scout Scribe Horatio L.
bicycle ride of the members
of Troop 1 to Sandwich,
miles
distwenty
tant, and a call on

lynnough Patrol

Scout Commissioner
C.

Howard

wood.

Ellin-

He

says the
Hyannis Scouts are
r ep ar in E
for a
usy baseball sea-

They have a
good team picked
from the two Hyannis troops and have
son.

games with other Cape Cod troops.
KIVEK EDGE, N. J. While on a bicycle hike
camping grounds at Oakland, boys
of Troop 1 found that a serious grass fire had
The fire
got beyond control of the local people.
seriously menaced the farm buildings which
asked for

to their old

Any one

of

them Given With

a

Subscription to Boys' Life at $1.00

would have been reached by the fire in five minutes had not the boys promptly started a back
which simple expedient very quickly brought
it under control.
CHICAGO, ILL. Since the 1st of April many
persons have been bitten by vicious dogs in Edison Park, and two have died from hydrophobia.
Dr. Frank M. Wood, bacteriologist, has instructed
the Edison Park troop of Scouts in the use of
cauterizing acids, as first aid and preventative
of hydrophobia.
The police department has also
instructed them as to how to proceed in reportthe
ing
presence of unmuzzled or vicious dogs.
fire,

The Scouts of Troop 5 of
C.
in great demand during the ConThey were on duty at the
station
meeting trains,

COLUMBIA,
were

this city

S.

Reunion.

federate

railway

with baggage and esveterans to their ho-

assisting

corting the

and arranging badges, tickets and programs.
They prepared
an emergency ambulance to travel
with the parade, and each scout
was ready to give First Aid treatment if it should be required.
They did not march in the parade
as a unit, but acted as an "escort
of honor
for the veterans. They
also gave a drill showing the va-

tels,

"Reach" Catcher's Mitt, made on
new Reach combination Basemen's
and Fielders' model. One-piece face
a "pocket" is readily formed In a

Scholastic
League Base(Price 65c. postpaid.) An excelRegulation
lent ball (or young men.
Horsehide cover,
and weight.
size
made of woolyarn, rubber center.

"Reach"

the

ball.

mitt of this kind. Regular Price. $0.65

"Reach"
"Reach"

Glove.
65
cents.)
(Reeular
price
Made of pearl colored leather
welted, fully padded, leather

pocket

Fielders'

deep

lining,

pocket

An

and web thumb.

excel-

lent glove.

A

"Reach Professional"

spotted, extra quality white ash, burnt finish
full size. (Regular price
The Bat for the boy
65c. )
who is after the 400

Mask.

Catcher's

(Regular

Young men's

Price,
size.

Bat,

65c.)

average.

of heavy steel wire,
well finished and padded.
A fine mask for amateur
players. Covered by Reach
guarantee.

Made

rious

activities

of

their

scout

It was agreed by all
training.
concerned in the reunion that the work of these
boys made it much safer and pleasanter for
many Confederate veterans.
SWAINSBORO, GA. The Boy Scouts of this
city were a big help during the State Clean-Up
Week, when, at the suggestion of the Lady Civic
Improvement Club, they cleaned up one of the
They" also cleaned up a place
City Cemeteries.
for a park, and on the last day of the work
dinner which was enjoyed by
a
gave
Troop
they
all members.
RICHMOND HILL, N. Y. About one hundred
and twenty -five Scouts, including three troops
from Woodhaven, and also one troop of Campfire
were entertained one Saturday
Girls,
evening by Mr. Edward Fleisher, of Brooklyn,
who lectured on "Birds and Bird Life." The
Plant for a
lecture was illustrated by slides.
hike were announced, and also for a Court of
Honor meeting at which some First Class and
several Eagle, Life, and Star badges will be
awarded.
KENWOOD, N. Y. Encouraged by the State
Department of Health and authorities of this
city, the Boy Scout troop of Kenwood opened
a "Swat the Fly" campaign the first of May, to
continue for the remainder of the summer.
Scoutmaster
ME.
EASTPOET,

E. Wickerson reports that the
authorities have given the
scouts of this city a grammar
school building.
The bo> s have
fitted
up a gymnasium, library
and reading room.
The scouts
have two baseball teams organ3.

PICK

OUT THE ONE YOU WANT

BOYS' LIFE,

city

USE THIS BLANK NOW

Boy Scouts' Magazine,

the

200 Fifth Avenue,

New

York.

ized.
I

want the

.

.

Please send it to
with $1 for same.

me
I

right away.

For

it

I

understand the premium

as pictured in the June Boys' Life.
enclose a year's subscription to Boys' Life,
will come with all charges prepaid.

of
PA. A
CARLISLE,
troop
recently organized in the
United States Indian School in this city has
taken up scout activities with enthusiasm, and

scouts

is

making

James,

Name

who

the troop.

Address

rapid progress, reports Red Fox
was instrumental in organizing
The Scoutmaster is Mr. Arthur E.

Brown.
Several of the scouts have
the BOYS' LIFE "Lonesome Corner."

MASS.
Eight hundred scouts
the exercises in which a tablet wai
Poll's Theatre marking the spot

WORCESTER,
assisted

in

dedicated

entered

on
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MEISSELBACH
~~
FISHING REELS

Wouldn't You Be Proud
a reel just as good as
that'll make him "sit up"

dad's
the big

at

home?

catches

^^^^^

buys a

w

^L

"\^J
B

-

^

Your

Catalog.

MEISSELBACH

&6RO.
12 Congress Street
Newark, N. J.

Statement of the ownership, management,
of BOYS' LIFE, the Boy
etc.,
Scouts' magazine, published monthly at New
York, N. Y., required by the Act of August
1 01 2
24.
Editor, Walter P. McGuire, 200
Fifth Avenue, New York; Business Manager,
Frederic L. Colver, 200 Fifth Avenue, New
York; Publisher, Boy Scouts of America,
200 Fifth Avenue, New York, incorporated
February 8, 1910, under the laws of the
District of Columbia, governing "Institutions
of
There are no individual
Learning."
Stockholders.
The present officers are: HonHon. Woodrow Wilson,
orary President,
Washington, D. C.
Honorary Vice-President, Hon. William H. Taft, New Haven,
Conn.; Honorary Vice-President, Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, New York, N. Y. President,
Colin H. Livingstone, Washington, D. C.
B.
L.
Vice-President,
Dulaney,
Bristol,
Tenn.; Vice-President, Milton A. McRae,
Detroit, Mich.; Vice-President, David Starr
Stanford University, Cal.
Jordan,
VicePresident, F. L. Seely, Asheville, N. C.
Vice-President, A. Stamford White, Chicago,
National Scout Commissioner, Daniel
III.;
Carter Beard, Flushing, N. Y.
Treasurer,
George D. Pratt, New York; Chief Scout
Executive,
James E. West, New York.
Known bondholders, mortgagees and other
security holders, holding i per cent, or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities:
None.
circulation,

;

;

;

;

;

;

FREDERIC L. COLVER,
Business Manager.

and subscribed
day of April, 1915.
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me
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Commission expires April

of
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camping

30.

TI
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Send '"'day for 20 packages of
LCXE Straw Hat Cleaner. You
.

DB
sell

at 10 cents a package.
When sold
you cet choice of fine premiums or $1 00 in cash
trust you.
Premium list free. Henderson Co

We

324

57th

'.

St.,

Brooklyn.

GIVEN

with

N.

Y.

one

scription

BOYS' LIFE, "A BuncK

Yearly

sub-

($1.00) to
of Buckskins,"

4
Color Drawings of "Western
Great^
Scouts," by Frederic Remington.

Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,

Three piece

=:

the

handled

E
S
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S

plated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;
75 feet hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel
hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
made to attach to Boy <t> r/\

won

first

prize

recently

at

Landruiu "Community Fair" in
a biscuit competition, most of
the competitors in which were

hundred

trips this

summer.

TAHLEQUAH. OKLA. Arrangements have been
made for the construction of a Boy Scout camp

1916.

=

Boy

acres have been

Ozark Mountains. Fortydonated for this purpose.

The camp will cost about $2,000, with all equipment, and will be designed to accommodate from
360 to 400 boys at one time. It is planned to
have the c:imp filled with boys from Muskogee
for two weeks, from Tulsa for two weeks, from
Oklahoma City for two weeks, and from other
The camp
points in the state for two weeks.
will also be opened for a period of two weeks
to boys outside of the state who desire to use it.
PITTSBURGH, PA. In a three days' campaign
to provide a three years' budget for Boy Scout
work here, $72,000 was obtained.
Pittsburgh
Scout officials plan to use this fund in developing the movement in Pittsburgh and Allegheny

They hope to increase the number of
County.
Scouts from the present enrollment of approxito 10.000.
2.500
mately

Boy Scouts

black

steel

Bamboo

enamel, cork
with nickel-

rod,

.

rod,

,

.

pZ.DU

with two

tips,

making a fly, bailor boat

E

rod; quadniple multiplying, nickel -plated
reel, sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in
neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired *r
in place of split Bamboo) JpJ.UU

|

ABBEY & IMBRIE
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of America.

Scout Haversack
Split

|

Scouts
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in the foothills of the
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Built Especially for

Scouts of Troop
recently captured
sum while on an all-day hike
n ^ ne woods neur tow n. Scout
lioyce Henderson of this troop
is an expert biscuit maker.
He

MORRISTOWN, N. J. Three
persons witnessed the
indoor rally in which more than
one hundred Morristown scouts took part. The
program, which was in charge of Deputy Scout
Commissioner S. C. Hicks, Scoutmaster Ray J.
Knox and Scoutmaster A. Stuart Reed, started
with a procession of the troops.
Then followed
a review by National Scout Commissioner Dan
Beard and Mr. Belinore Browne, of his staff.
Scout Commissioner J. van Beuren Mitchell was
in command.
Mr. Beard presented an Eagle
Scout badge to Scout Byron Dexter and then
the boys were entertained by Mr. Browne, who
was the first man to climb Mt. McKinley. Following Mr. Browne's address Mr. Beard gave a
talk on how to become an Eagle Scout.
An exhibition of various activities was given by the
different troops, after which the boys gave three
The evening
rousing cheers for Mr. Beard.
closed with a supper given the Scoutmasters and
members of the National Staff.
DETROIT, MICH. The report of the Detroit
Council of the Boy Scouts of America shows
that there are 81 active troops, 79 active Scoutmasters, 48 Assistant Scoutmasters. 2.078 active
Scouts, 270 Second Class Scouts, 43 First Class
Four new
Scouts, and one Life and Star Scout.
troops are now forming.
FORT WORTH, TEX. Troop 6, under the direction of Scoutmaster R. L. Myers, has completed
the construction of a log cabin headquarters.
FLUSHING, L. I. More than two hundred
Boy Scouts of Flushing, Astoria, Elmhurst and
other neighboring points in Long Island were
entertained at the Flushing Armory on May 4.
An elaborate program of Scout activities 'was
presented, followed by short addresses by National Scout Commissioner Dan Beard and Mr.
G. Howland Leavitt, President of the Flushing
The Flushing
Council, Boy Scouts of America.
Scouts also attended a Mother's Day program
on Sunday, May 9. arranged by District Scout
Commissioner Albert H. Spence.
PORTLAND, ORE. The sixteen Boy Scouts of
the Eagle and Wolf patrols, and their Scoutmaster, Rev. J. D. Corby, enjoyed a five-day
camping trip in the mountains near Willamette.
With special attention given to studying the native trees, ferns, plants and geological formations, and trailing tests, and opportunities for
winning credits in fire-making without matches
and camp-craft, the time was all too short.
ATLANTA, GA. The Ad Men's Club, of Atlanta, recently gave a dinner for the Boy Scouts
of that city, at which the Scouts gave some
demonstrations of their various activities, and
two interesting addresses were given, by Mr.
Bayne Gibson, Acting Scout Commissioner, and
Mr. Jameson. The Scouts are making plans for
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The Boy
1 of this city
a fine opos-
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for $3.00 gets an expert angler's reel at a
price low enough for any boy to buy and
use.
Equal to other makes of reels at
twice the price and fully guaranteed.
In the 1914 Field
Stream Conttest,
28 prize winners used Meisselbach
Reels.

i4th

|H

1

^^^f

'Swift and Silent Tripart Reel

A. F.

|

One

LANDRUM,

43

JiimiiiiimiJimiimimimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiL:

June.

Every Boy Scout who

Tell your dad
a Tripart Reel.
dealer has it.

Magazine

object of the union camp fire was
an inter-troop bird house building contest.
Plans are also being made for a scout
tournament to be held in the latter part of

bring

you'll

Scouts'

where George Washington was entertained when
he passed through Worcester on July 1, 1775,
on his way to take command of the Continental
Army at Cambridge. The tablet was erected by
the Worcester Continentals.
Lieut. -Col. Frank
L. Goes is the commander of that famous organization, and had a prominent part in the
ceremonies.
LINCOLN, NEB. One of the finest Scout exhibitions ever held in this city was given recently
by the Scouts of Troop 11, in charge of Scoutmaster Ray Of. Fletcher.
A feature of the rally
was an address on Scoutcraft by Mr. Fenner E.
King, Scout Commissioner of Lincoln.
LANCASTER, OHIO. The first union camp fire
held by the scouts of Lancaster was a great

success.
to launch

own

to
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Either outfit sent postage

free.

Makers of" FishingTackle that's Fit for Fishing"

18 Vesey Street,

New York
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Why

BOYS' LIFE
"Ads"
are Reliable
All advertisements published in
Boys' Life are carefully investigated and approved by the Editorial Board of the Boy Scouts
of America.
The aim is to accept only the
advertisements of articles, books

and propositions which we believe
be not only of interest to the
readers of Boys' Life, but worth
while for the boys to have.
In every case the article advertised is first submitted for examas
evidence
that
ination,
all
claims made with reference to it
are as represented.
will

In

writing

to

advertisers,
Life.

ways mention Boys'

al-
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Hints for Patrol Leaders
By FRANK F. GRAY,
Scout Commissioner, Alontclair, N.

J.

T-?E a real leader, not one in name only.
JJ Only
reality is honest. If you are not
going to be a real leader, don't be one

With This 14-K Or with the
Diamond Point
Famous
Fountain Pen
Clutch Pencil
With

solid gold pen point,
tipped with hard iridium,
the most expensive metal

known, which insures This is one of the
smooth writing and lasting
well known penof the

quality
point.
Made of good quality Para cils called
rubber, black chased cap
and barrel, well polished.
The simplest construction
and cannot get out of order,
overflow, or fail to write,
as the feeds are made exactly the same as now used It derives its name
by all the standard Founthe fact

CLUTCH

PENCILS

from

Pen

tain

Manufacturers,
having a deep ink channel,
reinforced by two lateral
slots, thereby keeping the
ink always in contact with
the point of the pen, and
always wet and ready to
write.
This Fountain Pen
is
fully guaranteed, and, in
the event of its proving unsatisfactory in any particular, can be returned to the
manufacturers and a new
one will be sent.

A

printed guarantee slip
mil be found in every box.

Regular Price, 75c., Postpaid

BOTH

this

lead

the

that

is

"clutched or grip-

ped" by screwing
end tightly.
the

To
first

unfasten lead,
turn the end,

and then,
again,

to fasten

turn

the

other way.
It

is

heavily nickel

plated and
is

its

grip

like iron.

Regular Price,

15c.,

Postpaid

DIAMOND POINT FOUNTAIN PEN
for ONE

and the CLUTCH PENCIL sent to you
Yearly Subscription to BOYS' LIFE

at $1.00

at

all.

Know your

Scoutmaster, and keep in
and sympathy with him. Remember that you are his' helper, and that
you cannot do the best work unless you
know his plans, his desires and his difficulties.
Go to him freely. Make him feel
that you are "with him."
The success of
the troop is "up to you" in
part.
close touch

Have a positive influence with your
boys. You owe this to them and to your
Be a leader in fact;
position as leader.
not a "boss" nor a driver.
Select your assistant with care. His influence is to count with yours.
If he has
no influence you do not want him. Remember, he is in line to become a leader.
Teach him how. His success will be a
credit to you as well as to himself.
Have a definite purpose in your patrol
work. Aimless effort is never
satisfactory,
and leads to discontent.
Have a definite plan for everything you
undertake. Aimless work is bound to be
ineffective.
Have a definite

method. Never undertake anything but emergency work until
you have carefully thought it over. This
will prepare you for
emergencies, when
you do not have time to think.
You will not succeed in all this at
first, but it is most important as a
preparation for your life work. You can afford
to practice it a lot.

Always have something
your patrol to do. It

for

the

Boy

200 Fifth Avenue,
Please send,

Keep

York.

all

.

Address
d
ifreq,^sted"'

Ma9azine

patrol

record.

Know

every

thoroughly organized, every boy numbered, equipped, his specialty well develAim to have yours the best patrol
oped.
to be found.
It is a good plan to have
all
equipment listed so that you know
just what your boys can do.
Be a help to the younger
He
boy.
looks up to you.
Look to the preparation of every Tenderfoot in your patrol, and examine him
before he goes to the Scoutmaster, so that
the latter need not be troubled with unprepared boys.
If not a First Class Scout,
get to be
one at the first possible moment.
It is
needless to say why.
Others than scouts look to
you for a
high type of work and a good example
and influence. Be a leader of the
highest
You can. Others have.
type.

Scout to Be Acting

charges prepaid, the DIAMOND POINT FOUNTAIN PEN and
the CLUTCH PENCIL advertised
by you, for which I send you $i oo for a
year's subscription to Boys' Life.

Name

a

boy's record; know his strong points, anil
points wherein you may help him.
Know
why, when he is absent. Have your patrol

Mayor

MARLBORO, MASS. Mayor Thomas H.
O'Halloran informed the Boy Scouts of

Scouts' Magazine,

New

ahead

a good plan
to have ideas
ready, copied in a book.
Some suggestions: patrol hikes; patrol
over nights; patrol competitions;
patrol
constructions, such as hike wagons, cabins,
wall for scaling, bows, etc.

ORDER BLANK
BOYS' LIFE,

definite
is

be scnt

addresses

this city at a

recent rally that' he will turn
keys of the Mayor's office over to
>ome Scout for one day. The Scouts are
to choose from their own members the
the

boy
who is to have this honor and the
boy so
chosen will become acting
Mayor of Marlboro for the day.

Mayor O'Halloran

believes that this will

arouse in the boys of Marlboro a new
pride
in their
city

government.

Strong, of the
Patrol

Don

The

BOYS' LIFE
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Scouts'

Magazine

Wolf

Smooth
Tread
h

(Continued from page 4)
bet

"I'll

can

I

build

a

nifty

$2.75 for Non-Skid

house."

Next day, after church, he worked on
When it was finished, it did not
his plan.
He had made the mistake of
suit him.
trying to be fancy.
"No bird would live

in

that,

he

No

re-

This time
After dinner he tried again.
the sketch
he was better pleased. He took

$2.75'
Each

to his father.

for

The house he had planned this time was
at two ends, and
very plain. It was open
to
its slanting roof had enough overhang
shield the floor from the weather.
"You see, Dad," he explained, "barn
swallows and robins use almost the same
house.

I

to

pay an average of $4.25
J2.48 buys the famous

when

Goodyear-Akron. single tube guaranteed. For here is a quality tire through
and through. No better tire is built.

flected ruefully.

size

need

for tires

I

I
I
|

Non.

The price is so low because _of
enormous output and modern equipment. Here up to 10.000 pneumatic
tires are produced daily.
content with small profit.

Goodyear-Akron

Skid

[

And we are

make Goodyear Automo- ^j
and Motorcycle

for Mr. Wall had praised
it,
what he called "its honest simplicity.
What was better still, the Scoutmaste
had advised that he use the house as
model and go around and solicit orders
"But," Donald asked, "do you thin
anybody will buy them, and how muc

Makers of Goodyear Automobile

SCHOOL

Made

about six pints.

Price $1.50
Add

parcel

"Wearever" Aluminum Cook Kit
At

last

an

outfit that

postage for

Ib.

The Best Yet

we can cheer

for.
pattern; ab-

Built on the most practical
solutely sanitary, lightest to carry, and
Outfit consists
complete in every detail.
of fry pan with patent handle, cooking
pot with cover, drinking cup and stewpan
which also serves as plate or soup
Parts
Also a fork and spoon.
bowl.
Khaki
nest compactly and do not rattle.
carrying case with adjustable strap.

Price $2.00 prepaid

ORDER DIRECT OF

AND EQUIPMENT
DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLIES
AMERICA
BOY SCOUTS OF

200 Fifth

New York

Avenue

Subscribe

Now and

est-pocket Flashlight for

charge?"

One

Get

This

Clty

Flashlight

Al
Almost
Dollar.
Subscription to BOYS' LIFE at One
these th
of tnese
they're
ying one ol
everyone is carrying
in
room
no
your
Take
up
so convenient.
at night
pocket, yet throw a bright light
nickel-plated
Heavily
or in a dark room.
over brass. Tungsten battery, guaranteed
than
to give 400 per cent, longer service
any other similar flashlight battery _made.
inches.
*
tf
2/2 volts Mazda lamp, 3 x
Send to-day and
Slide contact button.
LIFE one
get this flashlight and BOYS'
is limyear. Both for $t.oo. The supply
Send order promptly. 200 5th Ave.,
ited.
York.
New

H

cents."

Donald could scarcely hid

Why, he'd soon have his dolla
Maybe he would be able to sav

his joy.

for his father and his mothe
and for Barbara and Beth.
The other scouts had all made the mil
take that Donald had made in his fir:
Their models were all too an
attempt.
bitious.
They crowded around Don will
out envy and stared critically at his ide
"We were thinking of frills and fane
things," Alex Davidson smiled, "and Do

Canteen

for the B. S. A.

So fine are they that they will soon he
a distinguishing feature of the equipment
Maile of
of the Boy Scouts of America.
heavy aluminum with olive drab cover,
Holds
and adjustable carrying strap.

"There's about twenty
half-shut eyes.
five cents worth of lumber there," he saic

presents

MOST OVER

Aluminum

"Wearever"

Wall studied the model throng

now.
$8 or $4 and buy some nice Christm;

IS

Get Ready to Hike

i

for

fifty

to

A.

tires,

I

brought

Fifty cents?

Remember this when you go

.,

ION
buy tires.
AKRON, OHIO
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY,
(234
Tires

bite

"Plenty," said Mr. Strong.
After 'that Don became the busiest boy
and his
in Chester. What with his studies,
football practice, and his troop meetings,
and his bird house, he had plenty to do.
In between times he looked for jobs rakThat week he earned a quaring lawns.
at
ter.
Saturday the school team played
home and was defeated. Donald saw the
invitation
game, but declined Ted Carter's
to have a soda. If Ted bought him a soda
he thought that he ought to buy a soda
soda that
too, and every time he bought
meant that he was ten cents further awaj
from his dollar. There was now seventyfive cents in the bank, and he wanted to
hold on to every cent of it.
By the time the troop met again, DonHe hac
ald's bird house was finished.
sandpapered all the joints, and had puttied the holes left by nails, and had
stained the whole a neutral shade of green
While building it he had felt the joj
But now that it was fin
of the creator.
ished he thought that it looked cheap
Nevertheless, when he set out for the
house
meeting-place, he stuck the bird
under his arm. Good or bad, it repre
sented the best that he could do, and h
wasn't going to be ashamed of it.
An hour later he was glad that he hac

"Charge

How to Get Them
If he hasn't
them, and you insist, he will get
them from our nearest branch.

enough?"

I

made

dealer for them.

1

Mr.

Tires

The Smooth Tread, size 28 by I'A, costs you
The Non-Skid, sizes 28 by 1%,
82 48 per tire.
VA or iy>, at 12.75. Ask your

cycle tires are made by
the same experts that

don't get a family ot
little.
Maybe
robins I'll get a family of swallows."
11 lay
His father examined the plan.
"You
out some wood for you," he said.
can start to build any time you're ready.
"Oh!" cried Donald. "Is it really good

should

in their fields.

but poor tires
of lesser quality sell for less
are not worth while. For only S2.48 you can get
the world's best a guaranteed tire of beauty,
durability and service.

Bi-

a
changed the dimensions

if

which hold top place

USE THIS ORDER BLANKBOYS' LIFE, THE BOY SCOUT MAGAZINE,
200 Fifth Avenue, New York,
You may send BOYS'
ONE DOLLAR.
Name.

enclose

Address.

(Send me the

flashlight)
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was thinking about something for a bird
to

live

in."

Don

After the meeting

He

This

father

told his

hurried home.

what Mr. Wall had

said about selling bird houses.
"If you're going into business," his
father said seriously, "you'll want to know

1915

what your product

costs.
I'll get my lumber bills."
So the bills were brought out. Side by
.side, like partners in a great enterprise,
they figured cost.
"Twenty-one cents," Donald said at last,
"to build that bird house."
"That's not counting paint and nails
and putty," said his father.
"Anyway,
Don, you had better use screws.
They
will make a stronger job.
Go down to
the lumber yard tomorrow and order your

Magazine
Catalog

supplies."

"But I have only fifty cents," said Donald.
"Charge them," his father smiled. "All
business men buy on credit.
When your
bill comes due, pay it.
You'll have to keep
books now."
He went up
"Yes, sir," said the boy.
to bed feeling very important.
In a drawer of his bureau he found an old pocket

FREE!

note book.

WRITE
FOR

On

the cover he wrote:

DONALD STRONG
BIRD HOUSES
"I wonder what
"Gee!" he grinned.

Ted Carter

IT!

will say?"

what Ted did was to laugh and
fun.
But under it all Donald
could see that his friend was just a littk

AND
poke

bit impressed.

Monday morning

J.

M. Hanson-Bennett
Magazine Agency

furnishes all magathe largest in the world
zines and Newspapers at Lowest Possible Club
Prices, and gives the quickest, most accurate and

most

reliable service.

SAVE MAGAZINE MONEY!
lists more than 3,000 Periodicals and Club
BIG MONEY-SAVER and is FREE to you for the asking.
M. HANSON-BENNETT is the accepted stamp of reliability

Our 1915 Catalog (44 pages)
Offers.

is

It

The Name

J.

a

and promptness

in

the magazine

field.

Name and

Send Us Your

Address

TODAY!

to Represent Us
Agents Wanted
Write
for full particulars

J.

M. Hanson

-

Bennett

103 Brooks Building,

Magazine

Agency

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BOY'S CAMP BOOK

By

EDWARD CAVE

cloth-bound edition; containing
illustrated,
everything the boy camper should know, with full in-

New,

camping under all conditions. Numerous helpful illustrations by Norman P. Rockwell.

structions for

OUR OFFER

For

LIFE, the official
send the "BOY'S
prepaid by us.

One new

Subscription to
Boy Scout magazine, at $
I ,

CAMP BOOK"

FREE,

Fifth

charges

of

do.

"All there," he said.

He

took the

bill

room and entered it in his
book. He saw a line on the bill that told
him it was payable in thirty days. At
He had
that he had a momentary fright.
up

to

his

orders for only two. He'd never be able
pay that bill if he didn't sell more bird

to

houses.
In the evening he wanted to start right
But Ted Carter
in on his first house.
whistled outside his gate and he walked
down to the fence.
"Any orders?" Ted asked.
"Two," said Donald.
"Get all you can," Ted said. "There's
a show coming. I saw the signs in a store
window. It's twenty-five cents admission.
If you sell a whole lot of bird houses you
can go, can't you?"
"You bet!" cried Donald. Theatrical
seldom came to Chester.
"When's the show?" he asked suddenly.
"Wednesday of next week," Ted told
him.

companies

Donald breathed easier. That gave him
He'd surely have his dollar
and some over, so much over, in fact,
that he could easily spend a quarter and
lots of time.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200

all

BOYS'
we will

the boy quit the busi-

After school he
raking lawns.
trudged from door to door showing his
sample and soliciting orders. Late in the
afternoon a woman told him he might
make her one. Before he got home he
secured another order.
Next morning, on his way to school, he
stopped at the lumber yard and ordered
some three-quarter-inch lumber, a quart
can of prepared stain, and screws and
putty. When he came home to dinner the
material was in his father's shop and a
very important-looking bill awaited him.
He went down to the shop and checked
off the stuff just as he had seen his father
ness

Avenue,

New York

not miss it.
"You won't be able to do anything to-

June,

"Football
morrow," Ted reminded him.
scrimmage."
"I'll dig in Thursday," Donald said confidently.

But on Thursday afternon he was back
on the football field. Wednesday he had
played with more strength and dash than
he had ever shown before. After the practice Mr. Wall had asked him to wait.
There had been a short conference between
the coach and Leonard, the captain.
"Don," Mr. Wall had said, "we're getting to the tough part of the schedule.
In a hot game an end gets used up pretty
quickly. We need a good substitute, and
Leonard will
I guess you'll fill the bill.
You'll
give you the school team signals.
have to practice every afternoon now."
"Yes, sir," said Donald.
later he was scurrying
a typewritten copy of the sigThat night he studied
nals in his pocket.
them zealously. For the moment the bird
houses were forgotten. He was going to
get a chance on the eleven!

Five

The Boy

BOYS' LIFE
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minutes

home with

afternoon a new boy had his
He walked up
on the scrub.
and down the sideline and followed the
Toward the close of the day he
play.

NEXT
place

went into the school line-up for the first
time.
Andy Ford gave him a grin.
"Wonder if he's laughing at me?" DonA moment later he was up
ald thought.
to his neck in work trying to master the
signals so quickly that he would not slow
up the plays that came his way.
After the practice he found Ted waiting.

"Swell chance you have of seeing the
if you're going to play football every
"How are
afternoon," Ted complained.
you going to build bird houses?"
"I I'll find a way," Donald said unAll at once the matter began to
easily.

show

A New

The Standard

BUY

annum

will

counts

not

be

rate

charged

paid within

of

on

6%
all

per

world its first visible writing.
There is truly no other typewriter on earth like this new Oliver
tread of a kitten will run the keys

money

more than

A

Think of touch so

light that the

CAUTION
The new-day advances
this

machine

are

!

that

all

come alone

controlled

by

Even our own previous models

famous
Optional

never

in

their day
Duplex Shift.

had

the

It puts the whole control of 84 letters
and characters in the little fingers of the
And it lets you
right and left hands.
write them all with only j8 keys, the
least to operate of any standard typewriter made.
ThitS writers of all other machines can
immediately run the Oliver Number "9"
with more speed and greater ease.
m

17

WARNING!
This brilliant new Oliver comes at the
It costs no more than
price.
now out-of-date when comlesser makes
with
this
discovery.
pared
For while the Oliver's splendid new
we have equalized the
features are costly
added expense to us by simplifying conold-time

struction.

Resolve right now to see this great
achievement before you spend a dollar for
If you are using some
any typewriter.
other make you will want to see how
much more this one does.
If you are using an Oliver, it naturally
follows that you want the finest model.

CENTS A DAY

brand-new Oliver "9" is the greatest
* Remember this
I* has all our prevalue ever given in a typewriter.
vious special inventions visible writing, automatic spacer, 6'/S-ounce touch plus the
Optional Duplex Shift, Selective Color Attachment and all these other new-day features.
Yet we have decided to sell it to everyone everywhere on our famous payment plan
Now every user can easily afford to have the world's crack visible
17 cents a da\!
writer, with the famous PRINTYPE, that writes like print, included FREE if desired.

TODAY-Write
See why

For Full Details

"

5*

Jgg

employers, and individuals everywhere are flocking to the Oliver,
No obligation. It's a pleasure for us to tell you about it.
Just mail a postal at once.
typists,

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

CO., 310 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

YOU CAN RENT THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER THREE MONTHS FOR $4.OO

ac-

to pay.
"I guess," he said, "I guess I've bitten
I can chew."
(Continued in July BOYS' LIFE.)

total of $20,500,000 was spent in 19H
fighting tuberculosis, according to the
report of the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
in

"9."

!

thirty

Everybody who paid interest, it seemed,
paid a lot of money. And he didn't have
off

NOW!

IT

days.
Don felt a sudden panic at school whenever they gave him a problem in interest.
The answer always ran large in dollars.

a lot of

jjf^

It is just out
and comes years
before experts expected it. For
makers have striven a life-time
ideal
machine.
this
to attain
And Oliver has won again, as
we scored when we gave the

Oliver.

at .the

Writer

Visible

Yes, the crowning
typewriter triumph is
her el

on

Interest

Model Typewriter!

&Qk
OLIVER;

trouble him.

He knew that
paid within thirty days.
he would not be able to pay it if he did
not do some work and collect some money.
And now a new thought came to him
about that lumber bill. When he reached
home he went up to his room, took the
bill from a bureau drawer and read it
He came to the part he sought:
slowly.

47

Magazine

I*

him

When Mr. Wall had told
to report for daily practice he had
been delighted. Now, however, the thought
came to him that he might be in a mess.
He couldn't split himself in half. He
couldn't be on the football field and in
If he gave
the shop at the same time.
his afternoons to football, he would have
to drop bird houses.
Something told him that it was his duty
to stand by the team if the team needed
him.
On the other hand, there was his
It had to be
bill at the lumber yard.

Scouts'

BOAT BUILDING

AND BOATING

Boat-Building and Boating
By

DAN

C.

BEARD

BOY SCOUT EDITION.

Cloth Bound with Boy Scout Seal.
Beard.
that Dan Beard knows and has written about the
building of every simple kind of a boat, from a raft to a
cheap motor boat, is brought together in this book.
SPECIAL- This fine book by Dan Beard Riven with one yearly subORDER NOW.
scription to BOYS' LIFE at $1.00.

Fully Illustrated by Mr.
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Treasure Hunt

(Continued from page 17.)
'but can you think of the Corners
pointing- the way towards anything?"

were now

sailing along merrily,
tiller, while Bob sat facAll of a sudden he jumped to

THEY
Henky at the
ing him.
his feet,

exclaiming:

"Gee wiz
"Hold on

!

tip us over.

There

now !"

it is

Henky. "Don't
What's the matter?"

there," yelled

"I've found the clue we're after."

What

"Where?

You

are sure to enjoy
your vacation if you have a bike
Wherever you may

be, at the seashore, in the mountains, on
the farm, in the city
anywhere the bicycle will bring you
hours.
many delightful

Bicycle riding is not only a fascinating sport, but healthful,
-all fun, no fatigue
if
invigorating exercise
your wheel is

equipped with the dependable ball-bearing

is

it?"

"Just look at the old red cow," said Bob,
pointing toward the weather vane on the
cupola of the creamery, which was fashioned as a big red cow.
"Yes, but what about it?" asked Henky.
"She looks all right to me."

"But don't you see she is headed east,
while the wind is blowing us north?"
"That's so," Henky replied excitedly.
"Let's not wait to tack all the way back.
We'll run straight to the shore and walk
to the creamery."
But they did not walk much. They alnost broke the quarter mile running recird.
Scrambling hastily up the stairs and
ladder into the cupola, and thence onto
the roof, they found that the old weather
vane was wired so that even in the fiercest
gale it would point only one way.
"Sight across the old cow's back and see
where she's pointing at," urged Henky.
"She's headed straight for the Siamese
Twin Pines," replied Bob, pointing towards a couple of stalwart pine trees on
the hillside above the
cemetery.
"Well, there's our sack of gold," said
"Shall
we call in the
Henky confidently.
other fellows and have them help us finish the hunt or shall
you and I go over and
get the money and then call in the others?"

HE

next day when Uncle Henry's car
drove into the creamery yard he was
greeted with a rousing cheer by the entire company of "Wilcox Corners Volunteers" who had impatiently awaited his
J.

It

makes the

control

bicycle the safest vehicle on the street
obeys the will of the rider.

easiest to

instantly

arrival for several hours.

guaranteed not to slip, lock, or bind
recommended by over four million riders.
It is

Boys and Girls

it

never

"So you found it, did you?" he chuckled.
made you hustle some, didn't it?"
"Regular cinch," grinned Henky.
"But who gets the money?"
"All of us !" exclaimed Bob.
"We're
going to use it to fix over the old ice house
into a 'gym' and Henky is going to show

fails

"It

ask us today to tell you
a gold watch, chain, stick pin, and cuff links.

how you

can win

A postal will do.

New Departure Mfg.Co., 101 N. Main St., BristoI,Conn.
/j

us

how

to play basket ball."

And Uncle Henry knew Henky had

C The Brake that Brought the Bike Back:

cided after

all to

destay at Wilcox Corners.

)

About the
If

You're a LIVE

BOY or a

LIVE

When

WORKER

Among Boys You'll Want
DAN BEARD'S New Book, Just Published

"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
With more than 300 illustrations by the Author
In answer to many requests from Boy Scouts themselves and

Shelters
Shacks and
Shanties

others interested in the movement, Rlr. Beard, the greatest authority on boys' interests, has prepared his new book.
Boys will
find it an invaluable guide in constructing temporary or permanent shelters on their hikes or encampments. It contains easily
workable directions accompanied by very full illustrations for
over fifty shelters, shacks and shanties, ranging from the most
primitive shelter to the fully equipped log cabin.

"SHELTERS, SHACKS AND SHANTIES"
BOYS' LIFE for one vear

Boy Scouts

$1.25
i.ooj

of America, 200 Fifth Avenue,

I

Both

for
$1.25

New York

first

for the most interesting stories explaining
phat they thought happened after the
Wilcox Corners boys saw the notice posted

bout the hidden gold.
Stories have come in from boys in all
parts of the country. They will be judged,
us was announced, "without relation to the
description of the hunt which has been
written by Mr. Hungerford."
Thirty-five books of the famous "Every

Sy

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Prizes

part of Mr. Hungerford's
story was published in April, it was announced that eight prizes would be given
the

D. C.

Beard

Boys' Library Boy Scout Edition" will
given to winners.
It is expected that the story winning first
prize will be published in BOYS' LIFE in July.
May 20 was the last day on which stories could be entered in this contest, sq
none should be sent now.
'
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Hello Boy Scouts!
IMAGINE

self-propelling machine much
stronger than a pedal-driven bicycle and almost as
easy to operate; much lighter than a motorcycle and
a

JUST

mechanical complications; as safe to run as a
kind
bicycle, but without the exertion required to run either
then you have a good idea of
of machine

without

its

KtfB

XL

Except for high speed it can do everything that a heavy
weight, high-powered motorcycle can do, and with much
It will take you from four to
less expense and trouble.
miles
an
hour
which is fast enough for busitwenty-five
ness or pleasure with due regard for safety.

summer days to come those long, long vacaa Miami Motor Bicycle you can make the
whole out-of-doors your neighbor. Think how quickly you
Think

of the

tion days!

afSL'-^-L."""'-*^^' "<=^

On

can get there and back with no more effort than if you were
coasting down some breezy, sunny hillside out in the open
country through which you will be spinning.

You

and down dale, to and from school, and
hundred miles one-tenth of a cent
mile
to
it
keep
per
going. You have always wanted somelike
Miami
the
Motor Bicycle, something that you
thing
could run with safety to yourself and peace of mind to your
parents
something Safe, Silent, Clean.
it

Tell
Write

at

can go up

hill

costs only ten cents a

Your Parents You Want a Miami Motor

Bicycle

once for Illustrated Free Booklet describing the Miami Motor Bicycle and showing how easy it
You can buy one from your Dealer or direct from our factory.
care of, and how safe to run.

is

to take

The Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co.
"America's Greatest Cycle Makers"

850 Mobile Ave.

Middletown, Ohio

THE WH ITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
Juno 4, 1915

My dear Mr. West:

BOYS'

LIFE
THE BOY SCOUTS' MAGAZINE

INDEPENDENCE DAY ISSUE

I an very much interested by what you say of the special
edition of "Boys' Life" you are planning to get out, and as honorary president of the Boy Scouts of America, I cannot let this
opportunity pass to send my warmest greetings and best wishes.

It is fine to have the boys of the country organized for
the purposes the Boy Scouts represent, and whenever I see a
of them, I am proud of their manliness and feel cheered
froup
y the knowledge of what their organization represents.

This is just to bid you Godspeed.

Cordially and sincerely yours,
James E. West,
Chief Scout Executive.

JULY
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Here's a way for you to begin. You like to read a good story
read that one about PHILIP NOLAN.
He was a fine young officer of "The Legion of the West."
For more than fifty years

he sailed the seas, enjoying every privilege of every ship on
which he voyaged except the privilege of leaving it, and except the privilege of hearing a certain subject mentioned. What
a strange imprisonment
what a strange rule.
It will thrill you
this story which EDWARD EVERETT HALE
wrote about Lieutenant NOLAN and you can read it in an hour
If you are good at scouting you can get it from the
or less.
See if you can't. If
library without knowing the name of it.
you have read it already, read it again before the Fourth. Then
ask yourself if you have ever fully appreciated the meaning of
;
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and Stripes.
Read also the Independence Day features in this magazine
the Quarry Troop tale, and see how that troop took part in a
glorious celebration of the Fourth; "The Powder Mill," of Revolutionary war times "The Young Cannon Builders" the patriotic "Duffle Bag"
and, of course, PRESIDENT WILSON'S fine letter which he took time to write when he was busy with the
preparation of an international note of great seriousness, and

the Stars
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Magazine, is
issued monthly by the Bov
Soouts of America,
it is the
'

EVERY BOY.
It is packed full of the finest stories for boys; stories
with plenty of excitement in them, plenty of fun of
the right sort.
It contains also all news of the Boy Scouts.
The subscription price is $1.00 a year; single copies,
10 cents.
Postage.
Postage to all parts of the United States,
Mexico, Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii and the Philippines
is prepaid by us.
Subscribers in Canada must add 10
cents to yearly subscription price for postage; foreign
subscription requires 25 cents extra.
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By William Merriam Rouse
The

ln g-

Yes,

doubly glorious is our
Independence Day. A
Scout yell for it
Sing it
Get your folks, your Scoutmaster, all your friends to
join you in the joyous cry:
"Hurrah for the Fourth !"
But celebrating the Fourth
is something more than shout"be preWell, then
really glorious.

RED

the ma az i n e arrives in a
Rf>nt>\A/ftlc
i\<c-iicvvclis
wrapper it means that your subAddress on the wrapper inscription has expired.
dicates the month with which your subscription ends.
Tear off this address and send it in with the price
of a subscription.

;

;

with an impending cabinet crisis.
Why not have the President's letter read at your troop meeting, or in your camp, on or about Independence Day?
Then celebrate the Fourth in true Scout fashion. That means
unlimited fun. without hurting any one. Your Scoutmaster will
you to do this. Tell him vo

Keep Alive

the Spirit of

Independence Day

Quarry Troop's Fourth of July
By IRVING
Author

of

"The Boy Scout Smoke Eaters," "Quarry Troop and the Circus,"
Illustrated

AY,

by

C.

R.

CHICKERING and N.

P.

Etc.,

presently they were talking
at a furious rate, plan-

we

the idea

away

"Jiminy !" interGordon.
Jiminy
"Romper's got an idea first
he ever had in his life. Come,

ning the

any

it

out,
better

and

it

isn't

the

rest

if

than

and then put up our wireoutfit, just as we had
decided.
Before hand we'll
erect a big pole and a little

we've been listening to, we'll
maul you won't we, fellows ?"

"Bet we
Weir.
"We'll

will,"

said

him

duck

threatened

ereek,"

in

less

Bud

pole to hold the aerial. 'Old
Nanc' can carry the outfit
we have on the headquarters roof to Firemen's Field
and we can borrow one of
the batteries
from Dad's
electric truck and take that
along to furnish our current.
"Then, after the wireless

the

Nipper

Knapp.

"Come on there, young
man, let us know what's in
your cranium. None of the
rest of us has been able to
get even the glimmer of an
intelligent suggestion," said

Bruce

up and working, we can
wind up the performance
by presenting the town with
a flag. That should make a
is

Clifford.

here

said
is,"
to his feet.
"We'll furnish a climax to
our part of the Fourth of
July celebration by presenting Woodbridge with a city
we'll make the suggesflag
tion, get it approved by the
have old
council,
village

"Well,

it

real hit, eh, fellows?
We'll
get Mr. Ford to make a

Romper, getting

Granny Mastin make

it

speech from the reviewing
stand and then, after the
Mayor has answered, we'll
raise the flag on the big
aerial

How

and

pres
"Hi, hi, not so fast
you're rushing along like a
to
train
of
cars trying
dodge that ducking, aren't
Now, slower what's
you ?
What do you
this idea?
mean by a city flag? Never
heard of such a thing before," said Ray Martin.
"Huh, you haven't? Well,
Don't
you're a fine scout.
you ever read the papers?"
said Romper with disgust.

details.

here, why not make
the order of events like
"First
this," said Bruce.
we'll pitch a real scout camp

"Look

rupted

spit

Etc.

ROCKWELL.

have

I

fellows,

CKUMP

pole

do you

and

salute

it.

a

like that for

programme?"
"Great," exclaimed several
of the scouts.
"Bully," said Bud.
"Best ever," asserted Nip-

per Knapp.
we've been

'Almost every building was gay

oughfares

were

with flays.

The

thronged."

So far as that was concerned, the boys
"I've heard of it," interrupted Bruce,
"and it's a bully suggestion. A number were ready and willing to give exhibiof American cities have flags a distinct- tions in almost any of the many branches
ive ensign, just like patrol flags that we of scouting at a moment's notice, for they
But the fact that
scouts have. New York has just adopted were all well trained.
and
one, and I can't see why Woodbridge the occasion was Independence Day
Rom- that there would be hundreds of stranshouldn't have a flag of her own.
We can suggest gers watching them made the lads eager
per's idea is a corker.
a flag and get the approval of the Wood- to give an extra good performance and
Then on the Fourth we end with a grand flourish something
bridge council.
can present it to the city and have a spectacular.
Now. mst what this climax was to be
grand old celebration. Romper deserves
a vote of thanks instead of a ducking."
required' deep thought, and half a dozen
of the Okie? scouts of the troop had
^ maple in front of
gsrthered under the big
-shon headnuarters
headquarters on Otter
truth, Romper had piloted Quarry their machine-shop
INTroop out of a most trying dilemma. Creek hill to ponder the situation. They
Here is how matters stood before he sud- had been sprawled in various attitudes in
Woodbridge had the shade of the old tree for more than
denly became inspired:
been planning a safe and sane Fourth of half an hour, each one doing his utmost
All kinds
July celebration, with a pageant, municipal to think of something original.
but none
night fireworks and various other forms of suggestions were advanced,
of a good time. All of which was to take was worth considering until Romper final-

"But, say, here

talking about
giving the town a flag, now
what's it to look like?"
"Jove, that's right," said
Ray Martin. "What sort of
a flag is it to be?
Let's

make it green and purple,
green to signify ah"Yes, let's add pink, cana ry and sky blue," interrupted sarcastic
Babe Wilson, "what do you think this is
going to he, a rainbow?"
"Well, I think we should talk the plan
O ver with Mr. Ford and let him give our
suggestion to the City Councilmen. They
ma y ]lave some j,j eas as t o wnat tne -\Voodbridge flag should look like," said Bruce,
"Sure," said Ray.
thor-

'

"AH

right,

.,g

I'll

fellows,"
'
,

.

:

"

interrupted

Romper

in

a "'hisper, while he watched

a solitary
figure coming up the road, "here comes
^
* lat <* a
P ^e had at headquarters
yesterda v Dlck what s-his-name.'"
"Sure enough," said Bud Weir. "Say,
come on fellows, let's go inside; we don't
want a rald cat llke hlm hanging around
,{
W1
us
Aw, say, that isn t right," replied Bruce
in an undertone.
"Don't snub a fellow
like that.
I think it was sort of childish
f r h" 11 to be afraid, but he looks like a
-

>

.

-

idea.
place at the Firemen's Tournament Field ly stirred up his flag
at that."
It did not take the wide-awake young- pretty good chap,
on the outskirts of the town.
Quarry
But the lad in question evidently did
Troop had been invited to give an ex- sters long to comprehend the spectacular not intend to
element in this proposition, however, and
"hang around." Instead he
hibition.

1915

July.

made

his

BOYS' LIFE

way up Otter Creek

hill,

"

The Boy

passed

of " h
te
and he
ic p lant
a peculiar stnde, for his legs Troop's Assistant

walked

r

Scouts' Magazine

%

,

name and he had

,

Scoutmaster,

was su- have unanimously voted

W

come from his home in Arizona to spend
Q days later three lads in scout uniUn mer vacation with an aunt in rp
1 forms w fre to be seen in the ante? ?,
room of the Council Chamber in the WoodWoodbridge
Several of the scouts had met him at bridge Town Hall.
They composed the
various
is places in the v.llage since he had
Flag Committee of the Quarry Troop and
been in town, and had tried to make his as they sat there in the
-

-!

it

proposed em-

Wen"
This
scouts'
tentive

an

good news helped to dispel the
nervousness
They were too

now

"We

to think of being timid

have decided,"
contmed Mr
straight-backed Worthington, "that the desi"n s
be a

tered him on the street, and out of pure
tiently
kindness of heart had invited him to ac- were cr
the room tolheir left"
company them to headquarters.
^asi
But much to their surprise Dick did of the regular
weekly meeting of the
not like the machine shop at all. He ob- but the fact that the town fathers body,
were
jected to the hum of the motors and he debating the adoption of a town flag made
jumped every time he saw the flashes the session the most important in the
from the wireless spark gap. He refused
history of Woodbridge, so far as the three
Tfl
Q nHd nil tlio f onrlon-.
....I
nf nn n ^
*
to Tf\
try a ride on the tandem seat of one scouts were concerned.

SVaVfe

r

_

.

.

_

Jl

_

big regulator clock that
he became thoroughly frightened.
ticked away solemnly on the wall across
"Look year," he said with a decided the room.
southern accent, "I don't like this year
As for Bud and Romper, they remained
lectric business no how
Hit's dangerous silent,
nervously out the window,
stuff an
Im afeard o' hit. Yo' see I A little gazing
later Romper said: "Maybe
" they're
ham't been used t hit down whar I lived going to turn us down and
an' I cain't feel comfortable with a lot of
He was interrupted by the opening of
machinery so close to me. No, sirree, I'd the swinging doors that led to the Counrather leg it out o here and git into t' cil Chamber. Mr.
Bennet, Mayor WorthP-e "-- ington's secretary, appeared.

fail

to be interested in machinery,

know

a mystery to them.

will ever be

,

For"

tl^e^ we^^e^decicS on"".^

Vermont in the upper portion md
a quarry
derrick signifvFn" the marble
5
industry o Woodbri dge below
you like that bovs'-"
"
"Wonderful'" exclair
exclaimed
ncu the
LUC three
Llliee laus
lads
tree of

in unison.

chief, dismissing

rp HE

T

V

cout ,
descended
<.

them with a bow
were a]]
broad steTs o

t

,

the tow

and started down the gravel pith to
the street, where they had left the r motorcycles
'"Jove, we'll have some celebration eh
fellows?" said Romper.
"You bet we will ".assured Bud
"Yes, but we have a lot of work to do
hall

a t Firemen's Field, do you reaUze that?

digni- see Dick Austin, the boy from Arizona,
decided that he was a coward and had fied
Mayor, while to' the rignt "and
cTutYn ^ng the Ih e! ZWnTthat" w
lost
for
h.m, as was evi- were ranged the councilmen, all of whom lined
already
respect
up a? the curb
a US
COmments made
the b -VS ^cognized when
finally they be"Howdy," he said as they came up. "I
the
unde r tne

Yt

I

^

groTp
maple after he

llict
^Tr^iin rv
fljir>
was just
eyeing these
here
critters.
Look
blamed ferocious, they
\va*J

had

passed.
said
"Gee,"
Ray
Martin, "just imagine a fellow getting
fidgity over a motor;

regular

girl."

"It

does

queer,"

said

do."

"Would you like to
tandem behind me?" asked Bruce.
"Who, me?" e x ride on the

seem

claimed Dick. "No,

Bruce.

ree, yo' cain't git

Then getting to his
feet and brushing the
dust from his trou"Say, fellows, if we
are going to try this
flag stunt I think it's
up to us to get a

me."

"Huh," said B u d,
when
contemptuously,
Dick was out of earshot, "that sounds like
a bluff to me. Bet he's

on.
We've
wiggle
only two weeks to do

"I'll

Weir.

go," said

Bud

to

straddle that there animal.
Ef 'twas a boss
I'd be tickled to death,
but you cain't git a
snorting machine under

sers he continued:

the
work in, you
know.
I'm going to
see
Mr. Ford now
and talk it over with
Who wants to
him.
go along?"

sir-

me

"On came

the bull
his sharp hoofs
tearing /< tinsod and his hoarse bellow
echoing across the valley."
.

.

.

afraid of a horse, too."
"Oh, I don't know,"
said Bruce, as he started his engine, "he has
the legs of a horseman
and he comes from Arizona,

you know."

BOYS' LIFE
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Hundreds of youngsters ranging from
"Yes, but he's a scared cat," asserted
as the trip got under way.
the tiny tots who were to take part in a
Mother Goose scene to the stalwart scouts
OODBRIDGE was a profusion of themselves formed in line and paraded
\\T
VV bunting and streamers on Independ- around the field, passing in front of the
Almost every building, from stands.
ence Day.
the meanest little stores on Stone street
A very impressive scene representing
to the big business blocks on Willow and the signing of the Declaration of IndeState streets, was gay
pendence was the first
with flags and emblems.
number on the program.
The thoroughfares were
In this several academy
with
people,
thronged
boys took the parts of

Romper

the
the

folk

from

John

mingled

with

Adams and John Dick-

Summer

too.

cities,

inson,

distinguished

easily

farmers who had come to

Hancock,

John

and the members

July,

1915

wireless station had been assembled and
Bruce was at the key, flashing crackling
messages into the air.
Applause came from the grandstand,
but before the clapping died
away,
the lads lined up in front of the taller
of the two poles again and Romper produced a roll of shining red silk from one
of the tents.
With this under his arm
he took his place before the flagpole and
waited, one hand upon the new halyard,
which still remained in the pulley.
At
this sign Mr. Ford stood out and, removing his campaign hat, faced the spectators
and the reviewing stand.

of the First Congress.
Immediately following
came the folk dances, in
which scores of pretty
in
costumes exegirls
the
cuted
national
dances of the various

"Honored Mayor, ladies and gentlemen," he said, "the boys of Quarry Troop
No. 1 have been granted the privilege by

dance
music of the people of
the old world for fully
grounds.
The desir/n of the flay as
Firemen's
Field was
twenty minutes and as
drawn by Xippcr Knapp
an ideal place for the
the last group began the
It was in a broad unfenced final steps of a pretty Scotch fantasy
celebration.
stretch of valley bottom on the outskirts Bruce stood up and mustered the scouts
of town and a grandstand had been erected in line.
there for the Firemen's Tournament in
Now do your
"We're next, fellows.
the spring, so well remembered by the finest.
Are the tents ready and the rest
"smoke-eaters" of Quarry Troop. A deep of the equipment in order?
How's 'Old
woods stretched along the west side of the Nanc?" he called.
field and Otter Creek formed the southern
But it was needless to ask the question,
boundary, while the highway to St. Cloud for the lads had been ready for fully fifThere teen minutes.
ran across its northern extreme.
were several acres of broad green lawn
"How about the flag?" asked Bruce, as
in front of the grandstand, and the only the little girls danced their way off the
obstructions in the whole area were the field and the band changed to a martial
tall and short poles the scouts had erected, air.
"All safe," said Romper, who had been
These, however, had been placed so as
not to interfere with the dancing and appointed custodian of the precious bunt-

saw children cower and scamper for the
protection of the grandstand.
Instantly all turned and looked across
the field toward the strip of woods that

town for the celebration,
and these with the residents

made

the

Town Council to present Woodbridge
"
with a city flag. It is our
The Assistant Scoutmaster paused here.
In the crowd before him he saw scores
foreign countries. These of frightened faces. He saw men pointing
little maids tripped light- and heard women
He
cry out in terror.

popula-

town almost
normal size.

tion of the

double

its

Soon after the dinner
hour the crowd all began
to

move

in

one direction,
was head-

for everybody
ed
for
the

ly to the fantastic

exhibition

other events scheduled for the day.
ing.
The grandstand was filled to capacity
"Fine !" said the leader of the Owl pathe
hour
set
for
the
before
beginning trol.
long
of the ceremonies, and by the time the
sounded the call,
Mayor and various other officials had en- "D
tered their special reviewing stand hun- *-* "Forward, scouts," and the browndreds of people were massed in a semi- clad column started toward the tall pole
near the centre of the field, where Mr.
circle about the field.
To one side of the entrance was a group Ford, in Scoutmaster's uniform, stood
of gay colored tents or marquees, about waiting.
They marched in scout order
which were crowded hundreds of tiny with "Old Nanc" laden with the wireless
behind them,
tots, all arrayed in the gaudy carnival equipment trundling slowly
For a moment the lads stood in line in
Some 'were ladies of the French
dress.
the grandstand and saluted, then
courts, some were garbed in Colonial cos- front of
tumes and some were masquerading as at a word from Mr. Ford they broke
bears or as wolves. One group was wearing ranks and presently a scout camp was
the wooden shoes and frocks of Holland, growing before the surprised spectators'
another group was costumed as Russian eyes. Tents were erected in a jiffy, scouts
were scuttling here and there with camp
peasants and still others were dressed to
utensils and firewood.
represent German, Swedish, Danish and equipment, cooking
Irish folk. The Campfire Girls were there, Some were mixing dough, some frying bac n s me cutting wood and some carrying
too, in a special little marquee by themails of water.
Within ten minutes a
selves, and to the right of their location P
was the Quarry Troop, every lad in full model scout camp had appeared in the
centre of Firemen's Field.
uniform, and looking very important.
But presently the spectators discovered
"Corking crowd, eh, Bruce?" said Nipper Knapp, who stood watching the bank that they were doing something even more
half
of faces in the grandstand.
interesting than building camp.
"You bet it is. Say, we'll have to do dozen scouts under the direction of Bruce
Not a hitch today, fellows," wer e unloading queer looking sections of
our finest.
electrical
said Bruce.
apparatus from the troop's
home-made automobile.
"Right-o," asserted half a dozen memWhile this was being done Bud Weir
bers of the troop enthusiastically.
strapped on his climbing spurs and began
every one became silent, for to climb the tall pole, carrying the end
the director of the carnival had taken of a good strong manila halyard.
This
the centre of the field.
A moment he he wove through the pulley 'at the top
stood there and surveyed his performers, and soon the scouts were hoisting one end
then he gave the signal for the music, and of the wireless aerials up to him.
This
presently the grand march was under was quickly adjusted, as was the machinery
on the ground, and in a few minutes the
way.

UGLER BENSON

.

A

THEN

the

bordered it, and what they saw paralyzed
them with horror.

nPHERE

on the edge of the wood that
bordered the west of the field, shaking his massive head menacingly and pawing the ground, stood Ponto, the great
black and white bull of the Lyman stock
farm. The most savage animal in Woodbridge had broken through his barrier
and, attracted by the applause of the
people, had wandered through the woods
to Firemen's Field.
And the wrath that
kindled in his wicked eyes as he stood
and watched the assemblage made even
-L

bravest scout shudder.
For a moment the lads stood as if robbed of their
presence of mind by the unfamiliar emerBut the next instant they were
gency.
stirred to action by the rush of some one
running and a cry:
the

"Quick,
dren.

scouts,

take care of the chilo" dan-

Get these year kiddies out

I'll 'tend to'the bull."
This was from a stocky lad with legs
slightly bowed, who pushed through the
group of boys and laid hold of the halyard
of the flagpole.
In an instant he 'had
whipped out his jack-knife and severed
the rope.
Then he began to haul it out
of the pulley overhead, meanwhile shouting for the scouts to quiet the already
panic-stricken crowd and hurry the children out of danger.
Bruce gave one look at the boy from

ger.

Arizona and in his eyes saw something
that told him he was master of the situation.
Then he turned to the scouts.
"He can handle the bull, boys," he cried;
"come, work fast, get the children back."
And the next instant the scouts, armed
with their staffs, began to herd the tiny
tots behind the grandstand, leaving Dick
Austin alone in the centre of the field.
The lad from Arizona was working
With his knife nc cut the
frantically.
flag from the rope and with the line thus
freed began to weave a bowline knot into
one end. This he made to serve as the
ring for a lariat, and presently he had
a fifteen-foot loop spread out before him
on the ground.
Then with his eyes on
the enraged bull he coiled the rest of the
rope into his left hand. And all the time
he worked his plucky face wore a grim
smile.

(Continued

on page 40)
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As these cries
came faintly to Duncan Ab-

Shame !"

from a distance he hurriedly
pulled down from the morning sky
his best kite, jumped over the stone
wall which bounded his father's
pasture, and ran along the Boston
turnpike a few rods till he could
look down the slope and see who
it
was that his schoolmates were
He had
shouting at so scornfully.
been waiting since breakfast for
these very boys to come along and
join him, so that they could march
bot

up the Andover hill together, practising military drill on their way
to the academy.
The boys, like every other soul
in the village of

Andover, were

afire

desire to do something to
For this
aid in the great cause.
was the year 1775. Only a month
before they had heard the news of
the brave stand which the colonial
militia had made at Bunker Hill.
And they had thrilled with pride
because a company from Andover
had been in the thickest of the fight.
But a greater opportunity had come to
the village after the battle.
For when
Washington took command of the troops
and inspected their arms and equipment
he was surprised to find that there was
not enough powder to allow each man to

with a

even nine shots. This desperate situation was kept a close secret, however,
lest the British might take advantage of
And the resourceful
their predicament.
commander sent Samuel Phillips galloping back to his home village of Andover
to hurry the building of a powder mill
on the little Shawsheen river.
The young Squire Phillips chose a spot
on the bank of the river just a mile below
the ford where stood the Abbot grain mill,
and by organizing the volunteer laborers,
men and boys, into three shifts, he forced
the work ahead night and day until the
mill was ready to begin its great service.

fire

was on the

ITpowder
Duncan,

mill

while

first

had

morning after the

"yow, youny
won't be

fox, I guess you
to interfere with

our plans."

heard the shouting and hooting.

"That's just what the little chump did,
Looking
saw two men leading though.''
"See here
Simon !" demanded Duncan,
horses which were heavily burdened with
large packs; following behind were the as he grabbed the smaller boy by the
As the shoulders and shook the books out from
familiar figures of his mates.
groups approached he observed that on under his arms, "Is that right?"
"I I didn't mean to," stammered the
one of the horses rode a woman with a
One of the horse frightened Simon. "I met um a mile bebaby in her arms.
leaders proved to be a boy of his own yond the ford and walked with um, as
age; the other was an elderly man with they was very pleasant like; and when
hair as white as the wig which Squire they asked me if I was going to school
And I answered 'yes, I was, for the first time
Phillips wore on state occasions.
now he discovered a sturdy man walking since the powder mill was started'; and
behind with a pack on his shoulder and then the old grandfather called me a little
He recognized the rebel don't hit me, Duncan and then
a staff in his hand.
group as a family of Tory refugees. Like Phil and Ben met us at the ford and I
others who had passed along the turn- told um what had happened and
"You little fool !" broke in Duncan, "to
pike, they were on their way north to
Canada, where they could live under the think of breathing a word after the
English flag, loyal to King George III. warning Squire Phillips gave us and the
Bah !"
"Oh, Duncan !" gasped Phil, the second pledge we took. Shame on you
boy to reach the top of the hill. "What And he finished up by giving the unhappy
do you think Simon was fool enough to informer a push that sent him sprawling

down

the road, he

finished that do?"
for his mates,
"Not the

!

'

!

been

waiting

ab'le

in the dust.

powder

mill?

He

didn't tell?"

"Haflgin's

too

good

for

him,

too,"
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to think out a plan of action- but watched
"Who knows what may "What do you make of that, Phil?"
prowled Ben.
"Hanged if I know. Perhaps the baby's his leader's anxious face. He noticed him
come of it? But, I say, we must hurry
and he's going for a Salem doctor finally square his shoulders in a resolute
up the big hill or old Eliphalet will cane sick,
or a Salem witch," Phil added with a way just as they reached the kite, and
us sure."
to appear light-hearted, was not surprised to receive directions at
"Quite right, corporal," said Phil, "and lame attempt
once.
no time for a drill this morning; it must "No telling what a Tory will do."
"There's just one way to cover the dis"No, there's no telling what he's after.
Come on, Simple, don't
be

nearly eight.
like a puppy

whimper
say.

Captain

now

don't

lie

!

tance."

I

"What distance?"
"Why, from the cross-roads

Duncan,
so

to the vila good long mile and a half
too long for us to cover on foot before
Bethey would reach the powder mill.
sides, they will be mounted if they come
at all, and they might head us off before
we could give the alarm. No, we must

gloomy

of the
tongue; those Tories are
going in the wrong direc-

over this

be

to

tion

dangerous.

You know
single

here

there isn't a
red-coat between

and

Canada.

It s

signal

Duncan,

!"

"But how?"
"With the kite, of course, just as we
did when we played Indian war last year."

impossible for them to do
anything about it."
"P e r h a p s, perhaps,"

muttered

It's

lage.

little slip

who

"Just the thing
Where will the stations be?"
"I can see only one plan," replied Duncan, "I'll go to the Salem cross-road and
put up the kite as high as she'll go. You
wait till the kite is up and then go as
!

looking after the
disappearing figures o f
"But I say,
the Tories.

stood

Phil, just give me a hand
with my kite for a moWe'll
ment, will you?
catch up with you, Ben

far toward the village as you can without losing sight of the kite.
You won't
be able to see the cross-road after you

;

Thats
do n't wait.
And he put his
right !"

leave

arm

across Phil's shoulder and led him toward
the pasture wall as Ben
started up the side Ian/
for the school, with Simon

this

hill.

But

if

you can see the

kite, that's all that's necessary.

We'll use

same signal as before; if the kite
comes down slowly it will mean the coast

the

clear; but if it falls suddenly, as
broken, you will know that the redcoats are at the cross-road.
You ought
to take a station about half-way between
here and the village. That will give you
is

still

if

trailing along after.

instead of climbover the stone
only a half-mile to run, and you ought
wall, Duncan sat down on
"He drew nearer rapidly and in a moment fairly shot by to have the church bell going in five mina flat boulder and moutes after you get the signal.
the tin'o startled lads,"
Besides,
tioned to Phil to do the
I'll do my best to
delay them."
"See here," he said, "no Latin But there's one chance against us, Phil,
same.
"But what will happen to you? They
Salem is only eighteen miles away, and
verbs for us to-day."
may
Boston is twenty-four. Now you remem"Bah! Go to your post at once now!
"Why not?"
"Because we have more important work ber what Squire Phillips said to the Corn- That slippery Tory brat might meet a
mittee of Safety when we were hauling
must watch this turnpike."
to do.
party of them on the highway at any mo"Now don't be silly, Captain. If you stones for the mill." Duncan had come ment."
think these people are dangerous, we can down from his lookout perch on the
Suiting the action to the word, the
overtake them before they get out of the boulder and was talking with sharp em- young scout grabbed up his kite from the
little
was
there
told
them
"He
them
lock
the
constable
and
have
phasis.
village
ground and started at full run for the
chance of our seeing any red-coats in cross-road. His somewhat bewildered subup in the town hall cellar."
from
land
unless
Dunanswered
wouldn't
Andover,
they might
do,"
ordinate stood staring after him for a
"No, that
their ships at Salem and send foraging
can
moment, and then obeyed orders by leapan
If
such
about
the
countryside.
parties
"Why not?"
ing over the stone wall and scurrying off
"The* baby would suffer."
expedition has started from Boston by toward the village.
and
about
will
know
those
Tories
it;
mind,
sea,
"Well, then, put them out of
You can just wager they won't risk send-" they may be sending word about the powd d carefullv acroql thp
cler mill to Salem, because, of course, it's
ing any message back to Boston, and
ford with his kite heft high and
nearer."
much
He was silenced by a punch from Dunsoon reached the sign-board which Ipointed
"That's a rather big 'if,' Duncan," inFrom the north there
"Listen!"
can.
ominous
Phil.
,.
came the faint clatter of a horse's hoofs, terposed
b "* * f<.,,,,;*<. tn ,.),,.
P
the
on
that
"Yes, but there goes
boy
Some one was riding toward them at full
'"
th e nLrbv D astur e ^d"
we?
didn't
saw
him
go,
Presently the horse and rider Salem road!
gallop.
out his stout
out cord
nu^ck
cord. Then a quick
mean everything to
appeared in the most distant bend of the Now, Phil, this may
S
He drew nearer rapidly, and in a the cause. But it is uncertain danger, as
road.
his
hand
moment fairly shot by the two startled you say; and perhaps we had better not
ih breez e
The
as steadTenouffh
nlease
steady enough to please
send word to the Committee of Safety,
lads on the stone fence.
.^
a Bailor, and Duncan soon found that he

BUT,
ing

We

.

,

,

.

g^

P*

We

C w^
LSS
bK

Duncan stood on the highest boulder roads, and you know that every minute
near him and watched the speeding mes- counts in making that powder and deliverHe saw him continue down the ing it to General Washington. They are
senger.
send the first lot to-morrow."
hill at a break-neck pace and then go hoping to
water at
"Well, what shall we do?" asked Phil,
splashing through the shallow
to follow his boy
the ford. In another moment he was tak- who was always ready
with checked speed captain in any plan made at any time for
ing the uphill grade
until he reached the top.
Again he was any purpose.
Let's think it over.
"I hardly know.
But when he reached
off at full gallop.
the cross-road which comes from the east Come on for the kite."
to join the Boston turnpike he pulled up
two boys stumbled over the stone
to read the sign board. Then, turning towall and walked slowly back toward
ward the east, he quickly disappeared,
the spot where Duncan had left his favorE'vallowed up in the pine forest.
made no real attempt
"S-'_r~!" blurted the surprised Duncan. ite possession. Phil

THE

sat down beside the highway tp
his kite soaring placidly far aloft,

a great American eagle.
The blue
and the soothing wind conspired
against his wakefulness, and his heavy
eyelids, much abused by the recent night

like

sky

shifts at the mill, soon

curtained off the

world from him as he crumbled down into
a deep sleep.
In the land which he entered beyond the blue sky there seemed to
he utter confusion.
Kites, sign-boards
and pine trees were marching about in all
directions.
Yes, and there were some of
(Continued on page 34)
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CHAPTER IV.

the

KOCKWELL
"Will you be able
go to the show?"
"Sure," said Donald. He
to
wasn't
worry
going
other
bird
about
that
Didn't he have
house.
over a dollar in the bank?
asked.
to

STRONG
down
DON

by NOR.MA.N p.

(font.)

went

to supper with

conviction

that

something had to be done
about his bill for the birdhouse lumber.
He got
through his football prac-

"How much

If he could
tice too late.
get through earlier
the
"What's
matter,

Don ?"

Barbara

quired.

"Why

whis-

"You're sitting with
your mouth wide open."
"I
somethought of
thing," Donald answered.

Why

couldn't he
instead of

first

lumber company

teen cents in the bank, but
only ninety cents of it was
his. Twenty-five cents was
due the lumber company
for the material that had
gone into the first bird
house.
Why hadn't he hurried
home and started the second house? If he didn't
finish it in time to deliver
it
tomorrow night, it he

bill,

then glanced at him and
smiled a bit.
"Afraid of having a bill
you cannot pay, aren't
you?" he asked.
"Yes, sir," said Donald.
"Could I practice first?"

swallowed again

"Yes; we can fix that.
be
Don,
And,
always
afraid of the bill you can-

<

The//

get that other bird house
done."
After supper he lighted
a lamp and carried it
down to the shop. The

Were Marked E2 and Ej."

earnest.

complished very little.
"Tomorrow's Saturday," he told himself.
all

school.

I'll

get up early and

work

morning."

He was in the shop at eight o'clock. By
noon the first bird house was finished. He
went upstairs jubilant.
"Football today?" Barbara asked.
Donald nodded. It was a road game.
The team had to travel to a neighboring
town. Suddenly his face lengthened. The
round trip was twenty cents. The other
high school would pay half their fare, but
at that the trip would cost him ten cents.
That would leave him only sixty-five cents
in the bank.

"Gee," he muttered, "football's getting
in trouble every way."

me

when he stepped aboard

the local trolley
HOWEVER,

with his uniform in

a battered suit-case, he felt better.

would

wanted to go.
It might
be months before another
show came to Chester.
"I'll work
tonight," he
vowed.
"I'll pile in and

But when he hurried home from the
practice next afternoon it seemed that he
could not get started the way he wanted
to.
When supper time came he had ac-

"No

it

impossible for him to
go to the show. And he

be

not pay."
"Yes, sir," said the boy.
He didn't quite grasp the
full meaning of this, but
he was acutely aware that
a great load had been
lifted
from
his
mind.
Next day he would start
in

Donald paused,

He wanted to be alone.
He had blundered again.
He had one dollar and fif-

prac-

Andy

Ford? Then, as soon as his
turn ended he could hurry
home and start work. That
night he went around to
see Mr. Wall.
The coach
heard his story and looked
at the

"

ahead a moment
and swallowed as though
his throat were dry.
"About a quarter," he
said weakly. "See you tomorrow, Ted."
stared

pered.

tice

does it cost
one?" Ted in-

build

to

He

was one of the squad. He could sit with illumination was poor. The board on which
Leonard and Mr. Wall and feel that he he worked was half in and half out of
was not intruding. That was worth ten shadow. Yet, for all that, the boy worked
cents alone.
Now, if he got into the with furious haste. When bed time came
he had his material cut. Next afternoon
game
He got in at the finish for ten glorious he would put it together, deliver and colminutes. Twice the other school tried him, lect his price. He'd see that show after all.
and twice he spilled the play. He rode
The better to make sure of the comhome feeling that he was a hero. His pletion of his job, he asked to be excused
pulse still pounded from the joy of the from the next day's practice. As soon as
This was worth all the ten-cent classes were over hj hurried home.
He
game.
sat near his father's nench and began to
pieces in his possession.
That night he delivered the bird house put the house together.
and collected fifty cents. The coin fell
into the orange bank with a cheerful clink.
as he worked, he beHis fortune had reached a high-water mark
gan to see that this house wasn't
of one dollar and fifteen cents.
going to have the trim look of the sample.
Sunday he did no work in the shop. The edges were ragged. One of the corMonday there was football practice. Don- ners wabbled. It was a sloppy job.
ald had his turn first and should have hurFrom the gate came Ted Carter's whisried away.
But the glamour of having tle. Donald went out.
"We want to get our tickets before
played Saturday was over him. He lingered and lingered and lingered, and when school tomorrow," Ted said excitedly.
at last he did hurry off it was too late to "The best seats are always sold before
get much done.
night.
Going, aren't you?"

GRADUALLY,

"How

about that other bird house?" Ted

"S

sure," said Donald.

The Boy
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"Finish the bird house?"

slower,

and made

Scouts'

his

eight,

he'd

Magazine

it

kinds of money.

all

!

the screws in very tight, he could get
those edges together.
Maybe, if there
was only a little space, he could putty it
and the paint wouki hide the effect. He

ter now wouldn't
difference.

went

five

to work.

But, screw tight as he might, he could
not bring the edges snug. In the end he
puttied the open spaces and stained the
wood.
He went upstairs. He did not
look back, but he was sure that his father
had gone over to inspect the job.
At that his cheeks flushed. He thought
about what Mr. Wall had said about an
honest job and an honest price.
"But," he faltered, "but I need the
money. That's why I hurried." He knew,
without being told, this his excuse sounded
weak.
When he came down to supper
he didn't feel like eating.
"Going to deliver the bird house tonight?" his father asked.
He stared at his plate a moment. "I
I'm not going to sell that house," he said.
He heard Barbara breathe as though
she had been holding her breath.
Then:
"May I have it, Don?" she asked.
"It isn't worth giving," the boy said in

He opened

his

make

the least

bit

of

thrifty.

He

may pay

saves his
his

own

way."
It
Pay his own way meant what?
meant paying his bills. How could he be
sure of being able to pay his bills if he
didn't save his money?

Donald's breath trembled in a sigh.

and a fellow jumping

train wreck

off

A

a

bridge.

bet

"I'll

a line show," be said wist-

it's

fully.

The house had quieted. He opened his
went inside room door, tiptoed along the hall and
Soon a twenty- started to go downstairs. Once or twice

He
fell into his hands.
ticket in the morning.
in his own room later doubts

cent piece

Upstairs

is

so that he

money

pen-knife,

and took down the bank.
would buy

"A Scout

have

He'd have enough
to pay his lumber bill, and the dollar to
put in the bank to meet the Second-class
scout requirement, and enough to buy
more material and pay cash if he wanted
Think of it cash
father was looking at the bird house. Mr. to.
He became all aglow with enthusiasm.
Strong put down the job and quietly returned to his bench.
Why, there was no reason why he couldn't
see the show.
All he had to do was to
"It it's a little loose," said Donald.
make those eight houses, and he would
"A little," said his father.
The boy pondered. Perhaps, if he put have so much money that taking a quar-

now."
"I'll whistle for you in the morning,"
Ted told him. "We'll go right down and
get good seats side by side. So long."
His
Donald went back to the shop.
"Finishing

1915

July,

his

began to dampen his joy. He had made
two houses and there wasn't a penny
of profit to show. He had made twentyfive cents on the first job, and had lost
twenty-five cents on the second.

caused the boards to creak. He
and listened, but nobody came
to investigate.
Presently he reached the
his feet

stood

still

parlor.

He

heard

his

mother and Barbara talk-

In the darking quietly in the kitchen.
ness his hand felt along the mantel-piece.
His fingers touched the orange bank, felt
He tried to tell himself that the eight about until they came to the little slot,
houses he was going to build would make and opened.
A piece of silver clinked
all the difference in the world.
And at as it dropped into the bank.
once he found a new question presenting
itself.
Would he make eight houses?
CHAPTER V
Would he tear himself away from the
Donald Receives a Gift
football practice the moment his turn
ended ?
Don awoke next morning he
He sat on the side of the bed and
lay in bed with no ambition to
did not undress.
be up and doing.
Before hiT
Suppose he couldn't
make those eight houses? Suppose Andy stretched a sorry sort of day. Right at
was
hurt
and
he
was
the
the
Ford
start he would have to meet Ted and
only player
for the place.
Then he'd have to prac- explain that he could not go to the show.
afternoon.
he
tice all
Suppose
spoiled He had faced Ted's gibes before, and he
one or two of the eight houses. Suppose knew that explaining to his friend wasn't
He stood up and walked over to going to be a very cheerful experience.
a low voice.
At length the smell of coffee and grid"It's the window.
"Oh, yes, it is," said Barbara.
Suppose he couldn't pay
worth more to me than the best bird his bill at the lumber yard. Just as Mr. dle cakes told him that breakfast was
Wall had said, it was the bill you couldn't almost ready.
He arose and began to
house in the world."
dress.
He looked at her. He knew now. She
she understood, and was glad.
"Hurry, Don," came Barbara's voice.
"I'm keeping your cakes hot."
Sitting on the porch
He came downstairs scarcely interested
after supper he heard
as to whether his breakfast was hot or
Ted Carter's whistle at
the front gate.
cold.
He had hardly seated himself at
"Oh, you hayseed, I'll
tell i/ou when it's time
the table when a whistle sounded shrilly
"I
was just passcurtain
to
from the road.
Ted said hurfor the
go
ing,"
Barbara looked at him.
up."
riedly. "Finish the bird
house?"
"Is that Ted Carter?"
Donald nodded.
"Yes," said Donald.

"Good!
out

in

I'll

the

WHEN*

"So early?"
"We have an appointment,"

get you

morning.

Everybody

it's
says
going to be the finest
show that ever came to
Chester. One scene has
a railroad wreck, and
in another scene a fellow jumps off a bridge.

We

want

seats

so

to

we

get

the

He ate a few cakes, and then excused
himself and went out to the hall for his
He heard Barbara say something
about people who had nothing to do but
hang around.
Ted, at the gate, was stamping imHe brightened as Donald appatiently.
proached.
"I thought you were never coming.
hat.

good

can

said

boy.

see

everything."

We want to get good seats."
Hurry
But Donald, instead of coming out to

Ted was gone. Donald walked slowly back
to the porch.
railroad wreck and
a fellow jumping off a
bridge
Why hadn't
he worked a little slower on that bird house?

!

him, stood
looked miserable.

join

A

inside the fence and
"I can't go," he blurt-

ed.

"What's

!

"Why

that?"
not?"

Ted

swung

around.

"I can't afford it. I owe money to the
lumber yard, and I must save a dollar
"Beans !" Ted cried in disgust. "Boy
'

he
clapped his hands

SUDDENLY
he worked

together.

afternoon
and
every
took his time he could
turn out bird houses
that would be right.

make eight in
He had made the

easily

scouts again."
"I'd have been all right if I hadn't
mussed up that second bird house," Donald explained. "Instead of making a quarIf I don't pay the
ter, I lost a quarter.

If

Why,

he

could

the next three weeks.
rejected house in a

few hours, but he had spoiled things by
Well, if he went just a little
hurrying.

pay

that made you afraid.
the bureau top was

On

"Handbook

for Boys."
and turned to the Scout

them

slowly.

He came

He

lumber yard
his

Scout

opened

it

me

thirty days they'll charge

Ted scowled.

Laws and read money.

to this:

in

interest."

"You ought to have some
You've been cutting grass, and

raking lawns, and
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"I have a dollar

and

fifteen cents."

"How much?"
"A dollar and

fifteen cents."

"Is

Ted mocked.

all?"

that

"How much

became sharp.

His tone
do you think

costs, a million dollars?"
"I can't spend a quarter," said Donald.
He began to explain again about his lumber bill, and the dollar he had to save.

a ticket

Ted gave an impatient shrug.
"Tell

it

to

Sweeney," he said.

He

be-

gan to walk away; but even as he took
his first few steps he was aware that
going to the theatre without Donald was
going

to

spoil

his

evening.

He swung

around and came back.
"Say," he said, "couldn't I lend you a
quarter to buy a ticket?"
Donald made a jump through the gate.
"Would you, Ted?" I wouldn't have to
touch my bank. I could pay you when
Ted gave an airy wave of his hand.
"Any time," he said; "any time. Hustle,
now. We want to get good seats."
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stepped up to the box office window and ing everything. Then the orchestra came
They were marked out from the pit under the stage and Don
bought the tickets.
felt his heart thump.
Was the show goE2 and E4.
"What does the E mean?" Donald ing to start? He asked Ted.
asked.
"Oh, you hayseed," Ted mocked. "That's
"Beans!" said Ted. "Haven't you ever the overture. I'll tell you when it's time
been to the theatre before? That means for the curtain to go up."
After that Don asked no further quesShall
that the seats arc in the fifth row.
tions.
When the music ceased and the
I
mind your ticket?"
"Here's
"Can't I mind it?" Donald asked.
lights were lowered, Ted said:
Ted handed him the pasteboard with where she starts."
Don scarcely breathed. The curtain
But Donald was too
very bad grace.
happy to bother about how Ted felt. Five went up. It seemed to him that he was
times during the morning he took the looking at a river that stretched miles
ticket from his pocket and looked at it. and miles away.
There was no football practice that
To Don it all seemed glorious. When
afternoon. Don should have started work the hero jumped from the bridge he all
on a bird house, but Ted wanted him to but cried out aloud, and at the train
go down and stand outside the theatre wreck scene he trembled with anxiety.
and see the scenery carried in. He came Then, at last, the final curtain fell. He
back to supper with dancing, excited eyes. sighed and blinked his eyes, and reached
"Come home as soon as the play is under the seat for his cap.
over," Mr. Strong ordered.
"Great, wasn't it?" he asked.
Ted nodded. For the moment his su"Yes, sir," said Don.
perior air was gone.
"I'll pay you that quarter," said Don,
"just as soon
"No hurry," Ted told him. They sepA long
arated, and Don ran for home.
time afterward he lay in bed unable to
sleep and lived again the story of the play.
Next morning the company was gone,
whisper.
"It is," Ted agreed languidly, "to a and the theatre was closed and dark, and
fellow who's never been down to the city." Don came back to the everyday life of
Donald felt abashed. Gee, what a fel- a workaday world.

the theatre doors were opened
ran back to the house for
he and Ted were the first persons
his school books.
His whole day had
changed. He wasn't going to eat into his to enter the playhouse. They went down
money. He was going to be thrifty. And to their seats and craned their necks and
he was going to see the show, anyhow. looked all around.
"Gee!" he said to himself. "Isn't Ted
"Big place, isn't it?" Don asked in a

WHEN

DONALD

the good fellow?"
Ted, by virtue of his position as capitalist, took charge of the arrangements.
He dictated the pace as they walked toward Chester's little theatre, and he

low Ted was, going every place and see-

The Young Cannon

(Continued on page 30)

Builders

A FOURTH OF JULY STORY
OOM, boom

poppety-pop

With a hasty "May I be excused?" a
peck at his mother's cheek and a "So-long,
Dad," to his father, Jed bolted through
the front hall and out the door to be
greeted by the rattle of cartridge pistols
and big fire crackers exploded in his honor.
Jed fired two or three "big 'uns" by
way of retaliation and then a hasty conference ensued which ended with a rush

ban;/

bant/!
his eyes and
for a second, then, with a grin,
leaped out of bed and began hustling into

Jed Crawford opened

listened

his clothes.

Boom, boom bang, bang, bang, ban*/,
The dawn of the Fourth echoed
bang.
across the town.
Jed heard the roar of
the big 'uns and the rattiety-bang of the
"packs of "em," the ringing of church bells
and all the attendant noises that aroused
the countryside that Independence Day
morning. He could almost smell the burning powder.
He hurriedly doused his face into the
wash bowl and swept back his wet hair
with an impatient stroke of the brush.
Then as 'he gave his hands a hasty drying
he looked at the red pasteboard box that
he had carefully placed on the chair at
It
the foot of his bed the night before.
was stuffed full of combustibles the long
gray tails of firecrackers dangling over
the sides and the rotund forms of "giant"
torpedoes bulging out of the mass of color
like great red onions.
Jed gazed at the assortment with pride
But as he recalled the
for a moment.
precious quarters, dimes and nickels these
things had cost him, coins that he had
worked hard to earn in these months past,
he sobered a trifle.

Boob, boom bang, bang pop-pop-pop
boom, bang, rolled the thimderous message of the Fourth through the open window.
"Pshaw," said Jed, "it's the F ;i'-th an'

down

the graveled drive to the barn.

sturdy lads crawled into the dustand darkest corner of the building and from under grimy tarpaulins and
hay covers hauled the biggest, ugliestlooking gas pipe cannon imaginable. With
it came a can of big-grained blasting powBut say
I want to make a racket, too.
der and a makeshift ramrod. This equipjust wait until we trot out our old can- ment was carried through the rear door
non. It'll make more noise than anything of the barn, out through the apple orAnd with the red box of chard to the field beyond. Jed insisted
in this town."
fire crackers under his arm he rushed down on this precaution for he had a feeling
stairs to the dining-room.
that his folks would object mightily to

FIVE
iest

the cannon and well, the way to get away
the family was with it was not to let them know of its
only a ceremony that morning so far existence, then they could not raise any
But even before objections.
as Jed was concerned.
"Isn't she a corker?" asked Jed as he
he had left the table came a rippetybang, bang, bang, bang of a blank cart- surveyed her.
"Biggest thing in this town," shouted
ridge revolver from the neighborhood of
the front lawn, and a voice:
Claud Einry.
"Wait till she goes off. She'll wake lh'
"Hi, Jed Jed come on! Here're t' fellers !"
dead," said Reddy as he produced a firefreckle- cracker fuse from his trouser pocket and
It was the voice of happy,
faced Reddy Stafford, Jed's chum and one forced it into the priming-hole.
Jed was cannoneer and when the primof his co-workers in the construction of
The "fellers" referred ing had been inserted he scooped a handtheir big cannon.
to were cannon builders, too.
(Continued on page 28.)
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Strawberries and
Scoots
Bunk Carson, Fatty Masters and the Rest of

Introducing

the Cartersville

Gang
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had on soldier more about what he's doing than you do."
clothes not the
All this while the new boy had been
Grand Army kind
When
looking around on the lake shore.
but

he

have

didn't

any gun that

I

could

see.

'You

ami

hail

to

be

healthy to
at that hole

chance

the

"Jimmy beeswax!"

strong
get a

says

in

didn't

Slats.

you

"Why
tell

us,

Fat?"

fence."

"If I had you'd
was a liar, and it's too hot to fight."
Fat was right. Most anybody would of
said he was a liar, especially if they had
known Fat real well,
to read it.
"Is his pa an officer?" asked Scales LawWe were all over behind the blacksmith ton. Scales' pa keeps store and is rich
shop just talking about things in general and Scales has got ideers about money and
when Fatty Masters ran around the cor- high society and them things,
nar.
He was het up, inside and out.
"I dunno," said Fatty. "Miss Sally Stagg
"There's a new boy in town !" he said.
is his aunt and he's a-staying up there, I
We all set up and took notice. Fat went heard."
"What does he talk like?" Smitty Henright on talking.
"He's the newest boy that ever come here derson asked. Then Fat begun to hem and
to Cartersville or any other town !"
haw and get red in the face.
"Let's go see," said Smitty Henderson,
"You had a fight with him, Fat Mas"That's
pulling up. his galluses.
Smitty is the ters!" squeaked Runty Brown.
He can swing his how you got the dirt all over your back !"
strongest boy in town.
Fat looked at him kind of reproachful
pa's biggest sledge in the blacksmith shop.
He grabs right hold of a thing, just like a and then 1 knew why Fat was so het up
dog does a bone, and that's why he wanted when he came and told the rest of us about
to go see the new boy as soon as he heard the new boy.
Somebody snickered and
try to get things down here as
near as I can like they happened, but
sometimes if they are not just right
please excuse me. Anyway, you don't have

said

I

1WILL

about him.

"Wait a minute,"

told Smitty, "I'm beginning to have an ideer."
Smitty stopped willing enough, but Slats

Sanders spoke up,

I

like

he most always does
to think, or some-

when somebody's trying

!

you want to!"
Maybe I would of had to hit Slats after
that if Fatty hadn't yelled:
"Hurry up and come along before that
feller gets tired and goes home !"
So we started for the lake shore where
Fatty said he had saw the new boy. We
went through the village and down across

Stedman

lot

to the top

of the bluff

and peeked between the trees.
Sure enough, there was the boy on the
shore.
Leastways we took Fat's word for
it that he was a
boy. He looked more like
a picture of the Spanish

watched us come.
"Whoop 'er up !" yelled Pieface Sherman, and we tumbled down that bluff like
a herd of elephants, yelling and jumping
through the bushes, but the new boy just
stood

We

fetched up on the shore
kind of half ring around him.
"Hello!" said he, standing as cool as a
cucumber, with his back to the lake.
"Hello yourself!" said Smitty. "What's
still.

and got

in a

your name?"
"John Nelson."

Nobody could find any fault with that
kind of a name, but pretty soon Grunter
Perkins spoke up and said:
"What you got on them clothes for?"
"I'm a boy scout," the new feller told
him and looked at Fatty with a kind of
Fat got red in the face again and
grin.
I figgered he had got mussed
up for making talk about the soldier clothes.
"What's a boy scoot?" said Smitty.
"Scout, not scoot," said Nelson.
"Boy
scouts are boys that are trying to learn
how to be ready for anything."
That kind of

flabbergasted

Smitty, hut he
Smitty said to shut up.
had his brain
"Where's that ideer of yours, Bunk?" he
said to me. "The only thing I can think of
working
along
one line and it
is to wallop this new feller, but I want to
was
like
him
to
for
it."
out
reason
a
have you figger
All of a sudden my mind was took with
keep on asking
what pa would call inspiration, but I guess
whether he unit comes from hard thinking, because I'd
derstood the
been feeling in the insides of my head that
answers or not.
I was going to have an ideer.
I've knowed
"Tell you what," I said. "I've got a plan
him to do the
that's going to teach that new boy somesame thing in
thing about war. We'll show him he can't
school.
lick one of our bunch without getting fixed
"Do all the
for it. We'll all go down and talk to him
scoots have to
and when I ask him up to my house to pick
them
some ripe strawberries don't you fellers "Let's go see," said
?"
he
Smitty.
say a word. Just come right along and
act natural and do like I say."
asked, pointing
"But they ain't no strawberries in your to the new boy's clothes.
1 guess he's so fat
"Scout, not scoot," Nelson told him, lookgarden," Fatty said.
his brains get clogged up sometimes,
ing a little peevish.
"Shut up," Smitty told him.
"Come
"Scoot," said Smitty. You might just as
He knows well have tried to lift an anvil as to change
along and do like Bunk says.

questions

thing.

"You're always having ideers, Bunk Carson
Just because your pa's the preacher
you think you can have ideers any time

the

we went down the bluff without trying not
make any noise he turned around and

to

War

to me.

He

wear

duds

10

July,

1915
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Ain't it funny how some
that.
folks get set in their minds?
It looked to me like it was time to start
something else, so I said:
"Do you want to go and pick some ripe

him on

happened.

work

and

healthy to
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was rough seem like there was going to be any such
and miracle as his getting off.
"How do I know you ain't lying?"
get a chance at the hole in the

The next minute
you had to be

it

strong

asked him.
Gramp
"
'Cause I'm telling you the truth !"
Being the biggest, Smitty got through
the hole first.
I
strawberries?"
punched Slat Sanders Scoot fires right back.
and made it next, and pretty
I don't know what would of 'happened,
The boy scout looked at
soon we were all through ex- but just then Fatty wiggled to rest himme and grinned.
Fat self, his stomach being squashed some from
"Where
"Sure," he said.
cept Fatty Masters.
was the last one and he got laying on it, and Gramp saw the currant
are they?"
stuck in the hole tighter hushes shake.
He only made two jumps
"Come on up to my
than a plug in a cider bar- from where he was and the next minute
But I
house," I told him.
rel.
\Ve pulled on him, but Fatty let out a holler that was louder
didn't say the berries was
it didn't do no
there.
good. Then than any holler I ever heard him give
I
"Come on, Scoot," said
whispered to him to lay before. Gramp Hawkins had fetched that
still
and
Grunter Perkins, and that
maybe Gramp barrel stave down on the part of Fatty
wouldn't see him because he that was on the other side of the fence.
was what we called him
was
behind
the
currant He fetched it down again and I guess Fat
But he was
after that.
to
bushes, and Gramp don't thought all the mustard plasters in the
friendly and didn't seem
like to bend over much, so world was being put on him all to once.
mind it all the way back up
The way that barrel stave whacked
the bluff and into the vilperhaps he would go in the
house after he got through sounded painful, even on our side of the
lage.
with Scoot and not look for fence, and Smitty and I grabbed hold of
The gang followed along
the hole now.
I figgered Fat and pulled like it was a tug of war.
all right until we got to old
Fatty let out
holler.
that Fat would be a good We got him, all but his pants and part of
Gramp Hawkins' garden.
plug to keep Scoot from his shirt and some hide. We were lucky
Then, when I started to turn
to get what we did, for the hole was two
in, they stopped and Slat Sanders pretty getting out, anyway,
By that time we got around to peek or three sizes too small for Fat. We
nearly spoilt everything.
c'
Topped him and jumped back to our
"This ain't
through cracks in the fenceboards to see
cracks in the fence. I guess that paddling
Right there I dug him in the ribs and what was happening to Scoot. I almost
kind of eased up Cramp's mind, for he
fell over when I saw him standing up and
he shut up.
"Come along," I said. "What are you talking right back to Gramp Hawkins' most grinned as he walked toward Scoot.
"Why didn't you run when you had a
Cream and sugar to put face like. Gee, he didn't run a step. And
all waiting for?
there was Gramp swingin' a barrel stave chance?" he asked him.
on the berries?"
"Why should I?" said Scoot. "I didn't
That made Scoot and all of them laugh that was in his hand like a cat switches
know I didn't have any right to come here.
and I knew they'd do what I said. Gramp her tail when she's ready for business.
I guess those fellows were
playing a joke
Hawkins has got a pretty high and tight
"No, sir," I heard Scoot say. "I didn't
on me."
fence around his garden and he li!;es know this garden was yours or I wouldn't
The have took them. I thought they belonged
Gramp looked at him kind of funny.
boys as well as he does potato bugs.
"Hm m," he said. "Pick yourself a
is always unfastened, to one of the boys."
the
to
garden
gate
But
"Huh!" Gramp didn't know whether to capful of berries and run along.
but Gramp can see you pretty near the
"Was it a peaked keep away from that pesky pack of boys
minute you get inside. The only regular believe him or not.
or you'll come to a bad end !"
way out is through the gate, for the fence faced rapscallion in a blue shirt that got
is over a man's head, but I knew some- you in here?"
"I don't know the names of any of
thing the rest didn't know.
FATTY MASTERS TEIES TO THINK
So I walked right up to the gate and 'em," Scoot said.
/7m/ \ II,:' till:' nf til,' Hfll Story
f
That made me think pretty good of
stood to one side like pa does when he
the doings of Bunk Carson and his
invites visiting ministers to step into the Scoot and I most wished for a minute that
Clinch of Carlersville chums.
In th?
house.
August Boys' LIFE.
Smitty is always game. He took Gramp wouldn't wallop him. But it didn't
I stooped fora chance and went first.
ward and whispered in his ear:
"There's a hole in the fence behind
the currant bushes !"
That was enough, for it showed him
fence.

way to get out. When
Slats Sanders see Smitty go in, he went,
Then I had
too, and I whispered to him.

there was another

'em all going like sheep and I whispered
to each one, except that when I came to
Scoot I said:
"The princess has hid the gold in the

moat !"
That didn't mean nothing, but it made
him laugh and think I had been talking
He went right
foolishness to all the rest.
along as easy as could be.

There were eight of us, altogether, with
and we settled down on Gramp
Hawkins' strawberries like a swarm of
bees. Runty Brown acted kind of nervous
but most everybody enjoyed himself. Of
course, it was too good to last more than
Scoot,

Just as Scoot got settled to
a minute.
eating, picking berries off the vines very
careful and telling me what a nice place
my folks had, I heard a heller like the
It was
Pattersons' bull had got loose.
Gramp and he was madder than a hornet.
He came a-yelling, as fast as his rheumatism would let him, and I got to own
up I was seared. He looked fiercer than
went for them currant bushes,
usual.
right through melon vines and everything.
That is, we all did but Scoot. I got a
glimpse of him standing still and looking
as though he couldn't make out what had

We

"There K'as

Gramp swingin'
a barrel stave like a cat
switches her tail when she's
ready for business."
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Let us sing the
old song, "Wait for the Wagon,"
and those songs written by Steven C.
Foster.
Very few of you perhaps have
heard of Steven C. Foster, but do not forget him now, for he is the man who wrote
"Way Down Upon the Suwanee River,"
"My 'Old Kentucky Home" and "Old Black

Beard's Duffel

Bag

jolly

American Heroes and American Songs for American Boys
By DANIEL CARTER, BEARD
Scout

Boy Scouts

Commissioner,

of

Uncle Sam's

is

Jonathan's moon, because
Brother Jonathan stands
for the American peo-

whereas Uncle

Sam

stands for the American
Government. This is the

moon

in

which a bunch

and,
course,
sentiment,
evil surDoodle" and we must not forget "Yanis the
This
roundings.
kee Doodle" was written in the Van Renssort of surroundings selaer house in Rensselaer, N. Y., in
amid which the old world
1758, to make fun of the Americans, by
folk-lore was born. Even
Dr. Richard Shacksberg, a British officer.
did
Arthur
good King
But when you hear "Yankee Doodle"
not escape being a thief
played to-day it is played by Americans
which
for
in
folk-lore,
who are proud to be called Yankees!
we have no less authorWe must not neglect good old "Dixie,"
Mother
than
old
ity
a song that makes the Southern scouts of
She
Goose.
says
to-day cheer themselves hoarse, nor "Home
"When good King Arthur Sweet Home," the "American Christmas
ruled this land.
Carol," by Phillips Brooks; the "Jolly Old
He was a goodly King,
He stole three pecks of bar- Saint Nicholas," by an unknown writer;
the "Old Oaken
Bucket," "Tombigbee
ley meul,
To make a bag of pud- River" and the good old negro hymn,

and

dared

own death warrant
Great Britain had won.
If you will look over

his
if

the facsimile of that old
document you will find
that their hands did not
tremble. They had their

nerve with them

!

They

step the issue, but just put their
names down there bedidn't

side

cause they thought they
were right and were glad
to register themselves as
SO thinking.

This

is

also

I BE LAND
Lord,

WE LOVE THE

MOST

while for

prat/,

Of every clime and coast,
fiftir us for our native land,
The land we love the most.
Oh ouard our shores from every

ding."

foe,

Catlin

Of

Ttnnirledyt, truth and Thee;
and valley* shout
ty ~

!<' '<' '""' *'"
The song >

was a great

We

want American poets for American
poets who are personally moral
men, but not milksops. We want poets
Whittier and William
like Longfellow,
Cullen Bryant, and all scouts should be
We want to
familiar with their works.
all we possibly can of the old
world folk-lore because it originated in
olden times, when morality was at a very
low ebb, when dishonesty was considered
heroic or humorous, when the funniest
thing a clown could think of was to pretend to steal something. The people had,
for instance, such heroes as that old highwayman, Claude Du Vail, about whom so
much romance is written. Claude was
nothing but a common thief and hold-up
man such as you may see to-day in any
of our prisons, but he had full swing for
a time when England was debauched, and
he swung by his neck later.

cut out

read in an old book, "The universal
joy which seized upon the nations upon
that happy event (the crowning of Charles
of all, and
II.) contaminated the morals
and every species of
riot, dissipation
profligacy abounded."

!

was

all American names and bedisreputable old
American folk lore.

scouts;

did,

Never forget that we have a great advantage over all the countries in the
general, world in this, that the old-time rulers on
honesty
everybody seemed to be a thief, an 'ad- the other side of the water raked their
mirer of the humor of dishonesty or a countries
with a fine-toothed comb, so to
worshipper of thief heroes. After Claude speak, and weeded out all the independent
Du Vail was hung at Tiburn in 1669, his thinkers and progressive, adventurous
body was buried "with many flambeaux spirits and made it so hot for them at
amidst a numerous train of fashionable home that
they had to come over here, so
lady mourners in the middle aisle of the that the majority of the early American
Church in Convent Garden."
settlers occupied a much higher moral
Stop and think of that
Compare this plane than the people they left at home.
J

John R. Wrexford, 1837.

Catlin's

do not believe he

As late as the seventeenth and
eighteenth
centuries in Europe dis-

m"

These are

We

I

Our fields with plenteousness.
Unite us in the sacred /'"

the Indians.

long to

"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot."
No need of
Oh, we have lots of them
but if he did, evidently going outside of America for American
the people would have folk-lore songs and there is every reason
why we should get them at home.
thought it funny.

With peace our borders Mess;
With prosperous times our cities
crown,

born on the 17th of July,
artist, a dead
shot, a great horseman, a great plainsman,
and a great student of Indian life. This
is the Roasting Ear Season, and you should
celebrate it by roasting corn at your
This is the Harvest Moon of
camp-fire.
1796.

:

mankind we

all

Ofi

He was

moon.

Joe," and Foster was an American and
not only an American, but he was born
no
doubt
painted
They
He wrote "Nellie
on the Fourth of July
a
old
bright
England
Bly" and "Nellie Was a Lady" and "Old
red, but they could not Uncle Ned" and "Old
Dog Tray," all of
contaminate Claude Du them
bully songs, songs that you may live
Vail, because you cannot with without
corrupting your morals. Tell
spoil a bad egg.
teachers and parents that the boys
But be not too hard your
want to learn such songs.
on Du Vail, for there
There is "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
were no boy scouts in a little hard to
sing, but the right sort of
Dumfront, and Claude
of
"Yankee

was a victim of

of our old Americans deliberately went to work
laid their heads on
the block, so to speak,
the
and then
headsmen to cut them
off, for every man who
Declaration
the
signed
of Independence signed

America.

!

moon, or more
THIS
Brother
properly

ple,

1915

rogues and highwaymen.

From Dan
National

July,

!

thief with the magnificent

Boone, oimon
Kenton, George Washington or Abe Lincoln, then see if you cannot understand
wnv we wan t an American folk-lore and
wny we want to do away with that of the
o id wor ld.
Le j us l ook at another old world celebritv w ) 10S e name is a family name abroad,
ano ther highwayman. Jack 'Shepard, whose
j;f e was one o f 1 OW) degraded viciousness.
j ac k was conducted to Tiburn, the place
o f execution, in a cart, and hung like any
There is another thief and murderer.
o (her fellow made even more famous by
t ne o id wor ld folk-lore and that is Dick
Turpin, burglar and all around common,
low-down thief. He was executed on April
7> ^39
Compare Dick Turpin, an unp rec edented ruffian, with Johnny Appleseedi the generous, kind, benevolent gentlecharacter of

man

our

Daniel

O f tne wilderness.

Added to which, they learned self-government, and as they pushed further into the
wilderness in search of free land they developed a type of manhood never before
seen on this old world of ours, because
never before were a people put through
such a schooling for self-respecting manhood and development of character.
That is why I say, when we signed the
Declaration of Independence, we put ourselves on record as opposed to the crowns,
scepters and old world royal titles, also
all such mock heroes as that scallywag,
Claude Du Vail, that thief. Jack Shepard,
that highwayman, Robin Hood, and that
other yeggman, Dick Turpin.
They all
Oblivion, my fellow
belong in oblivion.
scouts, is a big word, which means that
want to forget
we must "forget it."
all these old dead beats, thieves and rascals and put in their place good, redblooded, right-thinking, picturesque, dar-

We

Not
ing, athletic American scouts. Why?
want goo d, old-fashioned Amcr- because they are Americans, but because
j can
son g S f or our scouts, and none of
every one of them was every inch a man

We

also

!

ragtime stuff which will not
We want the songs that
last a season.
have proved their worth, lasting for many
We want our own folk-lore songs,
years.
none of them based upon thievery, none
of them celebrating the adventures of
this

foolish

Our Lonesome Corner
More and More Boys Exchanging
bird

swimming,

hiking,

study, fishing, trailing,
CAMPING,
the things boys do in

all

summer are

leaders

trol

pa-

butterflies

;

Francis Gregory, N. Y. foreign and Amcriran
boys about poster stamps and art
;

Paul A. Blackwell, Ky.
John Celley, Iowa
Erskine P. Caldwell,
Tenn.

Howard, Pa.

Clifford

now.

Any Boy Can Do

BLIND BOYS GET LETTERS

This

A

few months ago this Column gave the
names of several blind scouts who want
to receive letters. Their Scoutmaster, Mr.

is

Lester Lockhart,

Harry

It

his
age.

you that the Lonesome Corner of BOYS' LIFE has been the
means of waking up a lot of my scouts.
So far 14 of my boys have received 45
letters and the Scoutmaster has received
6.
Most of the boys are keeping up a
regular correspondence with scouts in
With this
other parts of the country."
letter, Scoutmaster Longenecker sent in
the names of four more boys of his troop
who want letters. They are Frank Wisglad to write

name and

the

right

Mass.
Ernest Siggins, Colo.
Clarence Von Gossen,

post-

us

to

your
boy in
North America or England,
a
If
two-cent stamp.
put on
is
it
to
go to any other
country abroad, five cents.
letter is to a

If

;

;

;

;

T.

WRITE TO THESE SHUT-INS.

Paul Drzymalla,

eign boys 16 years or over
McCombs, Mass.
Japanese,

English

;

and

Scotch scouts

And

here's another unusual opportunity
for scouts to do good turns.
are giving below the names of three
boys who for months, or years, have been
unable to leave their homes on account of
not send them an interan illness.
esting letter through this department, together with a picture or a magazine?
Perhaps some of the letters written will
never be answered, but think of the pleasures you will be bringing into the hearts
Write
and lives of these shut-in boys.
Harold Leon
now! Their names are:

We

Why

Davis, N. Y. Charles Howard Pride, N.
Y., and Francis .Lannon, N. Y.
;

Robert
golf

Dary

;

Murray, Cal.; foreign boys;
boys who made automobiles

C.

Maxfield, O.

bird nature

and
sig-

nalling
outdoor
birds, baseball,
Nickel, Wis.
sports
Elmer Nelson, Minn. stamps
Christ Nielsen, 111.
autos and machinery
Duncan Phillips, Pa.; agriculture
Edward Poppele, N. J. stamps

Erwin

;

;

;

;

Plumb, Kas.
change photographs

Charles

cartoon

;

drawing,

ex-

scouts in Colorado
Samuel A. Roth, 111.; foreign scouts; exchange
pictures, magazines and scout news
Carl Seigle, Pa.; first class scouts in Philadelphia
Clyde Sherman, Okla.
boys in British Isles,
;

;

France, Canal Zone
curios
Stelle, Pa.
stamps and postcards
Kendall Towne, Cal.
Scouts in San Francisco
Waldemar Voorhees, N. Y. printing and elec-

Randolph

FIND YOUR HOBBY HERE

;

athletics;

hikes, first aid,

cycling,

;

scenery
William C. Moore, Penna.

;

;

;

Here are the boys who want to write
about their favorite hobbies:

;

tricity
;

;

;

Axel

Anderson, N. Y.

J.

cycling
State

bird clubs

;

in

Edwin Arthur, O. boys
Edward Clarke Ardold,
;

building

houses

bird

stamps
Samuel Bortz,

bird

;

vicinity

study,

stamps,

New York

of

Ohio on bird study

in
Jr.,

Wash.

for
pitching,

plans

;

athletics,

;

scouts

;

in

China

;

foreign scouts

Graeme

Baker,

Wyo.

;

foreign

boys

on

bird

study

Frank

R. I.
hikes and camping
Francis Carlisle, Pa.; wireless
Boschetti,

Martin Dwyer,

Bertram

T.

J.

;

electricity and camping
Davis, Cal.
raising money for

111.

;

;

troop nse; aviation
western boys about trapElkin, N. Y.

Israel

ping

FOREIGN

Allen von Muralt, Germany; exchange stamps;
writes
in
letters
German and
English,

French

W. James
Mich.

Jr.,

;

Iowa

Jos.

S.

Sylvester,

Jr.,

Mass.

Ronald Swartz, Iowa
Fred E. Weidner, Iowa

Fla.

Clyde Estabrook, Vt.
Martin B. Freeman, N.Y.
Frank Gilliam, Tex.
Ralph Gritzbaugh, 111.

John Grosse,

Fla.

George P. Hunter, Wis
Percy Harrell, Mass.

Charlie

Webb, Tex.
Wash.
Page Averill,

S. Russell^ Allen.

Thomas

Ky.
Paul Brown,

111.

Russell J. Brock, O.
Stuart R. Beerye, Va.
Roland Barkley, O.
Newell Clapp, Wis.
Carl S. Coffey, N. C.
Mac Crosby, O.
John E. Doen, Jr.,
Ind.

Roy Elmore, Mo.
Roland Ellis, Ark.
Royal Fulwood Ga.
Virgil Gift, Mo.
La Montie G. Gist, O.
John Wilford Hix, Va.
Leslie Handke, Wis.

Charles Hebert, Pa.
Frank S. Haak, Pa.
Stanley J. Jarek, Mass. Stanley Jones, Cal.
Clarence E. Johnson,
C. Simon Johnson, 111.
R. I.
Glen Jefferson, Neb.
Francis Kelly, Mo.
Edwin Kingery, Iowa
Norman Kurzvig, Wis Hope Kirk. Okla.
Russell Kerlow, Tex.
B_oyd Kooker, Okla.
Kenneth Livingstone,
Killian V. R. Lansingh,
D. C.
111.
ueston Linson, Tex.
Lester Lewis, Pa.
arland McCoy, Kas.
Ova McCoy, Mo.
John Maxwell, Ga.
Frank Maytham, N. Y.
Vincent D. Miller, 3rd, Melvin Mabey,
N. J.
Rodger Mendes, Cal.
Jack Martin, Ga.
Max Newcomb, 111.
Herley Moore, Ark.
George E. Parks, 111.
Albert Nolan. O.
Lee M. Pullen, W. Va.
J. R. Newell, Mich.
W. Lester Richards,
Herbert Peach, Ga.
Md.
Glen F. Rupert, O.
Roy V. Price, 0.
T. S. Repplie'r, N. Y.
Carl Ranger, Mich.
Elmer A. Reed, Kas.
Harold Swales, Pa.
Melvin L. Roberts, Tex. John Swanke, Wis.
Fletcher Rider, N. Y.
Oscar Swanson, N. H.
John D. Seylar, Iowa
La Fayette Sory. Tex.
W. J. Sholar, Jr., Mass. Philip Smith, Pa.
Orlin Thomas, Cal.
Otto Smith, 111.
Ed. Satterwhite, Ga.
Joseph Vloch, Jr., Kas.
Harley Semple, Iowa
Ralph H. Wagner, Pa.
Earl D. Wooddell, N.Y
Carroll Thomas, Va.
Ernest Voss, Wis.
George R. Ziph, Mo
Bennie S. Williams, Va.
'

Rodolph Valentine, Iowa patrol leaders
John G. von Hofe, Jr.
N. Y.
merit badges
Malcolm W. Wadsworth, Ark.; foreign smuts
Richard W. Westerman, 111.
patrol activities
and photography; electricity; scouts in South
America
;

AMERICAN

Pidler,

Russell Hult, 111.
Ralph Peterson, Neb.
Reid L. Shultz, Iowa
Kenneth Smith, Conn.

AMERICAN

Joseph Mojzis, Simon Mahler and
American and Canadian
111.;
Mr. Longenecker says J. H. D. Heuer,Lakes
William Osman.
and Georgian Bay phoTex.
Great
boys
Keith Betts, Mich.
Philip Espenhaim, Robert Simons and Altography wireless stamps
fred Cerimedo, whose names were pub- Willard Merle Harvey, O.
14-year-old scouts William Brown, La.
interested in music, camping and cooking
Douglas Cook, Muss.
lished before, haven't been written to yet.
W. A. Logan, Tex. signalling, tracking, Span- P. Starr Cressy, Conn.
Do your part to bring pleasure to these
Harold Colwell, N. Y.
ish, photography
James W. Lowry, Pa.; wireless, music; for- Henry Reavis Cox, Tex.
unfortunate blind boys.
;

Harry A.

Ito,

Harold Allen, Mich.
Walter K. Alexander,
Kas.
Harry Bowyer, Pa.
Charles E. Bludworth,

oker,

;

M.

Lv. d. Kous, Holland
Japan
New boys are still writing letters
This can be seen
through this Corner.
by the large number of names in the following list, which includes both American
and foreign boys. Their names are:

the reverse side
envelope.
Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the boy, in care of
the inside

Boys' LIFE. Mail this
and we will forward it.

Iowa
Chapman,

R. Couch,

Mass.

FOREIGN
Chotaro

on

address

of

Roy

Arthur

Iowa

your own name and

Put

N. Y.
L. Rice, Okla.

Ernest M. Sutherland,
Iowa
John H. A. Sayers,

the way

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope with

Longenecker, writes:

am

AMERICAN

Col-

;

-

baseball

the subjects of most of the letters going
through the BOYS' LIFE Lonesome Corner

"I

Are You?

Letters

Harold Fountain, Wash. boys in Arizona,
orado, Texas
exchange postcards with

G.

Wyllie,

New

stamps and postcards

Zealand

;

exchange

The following boys have asked to have
FOREIGN
Clarence Gardiner,
their names inserted in our Lonesome Philip Dunn, Canada
New Zealand
Corner list, but since they did not men- Norman Glanoe, TTT
West
st Elmo H art, Hawaii
tion any particular subject on which they
Australia
Matt Holt, Jr., British
desired to correspond, we assume they Walter Hammond, Eng. Columbia
..Harry L. Ross, Hawaii
are willing to write about anything. They Hiram K. Naipo, Hawau
George Taylor, South
t

Leonard Russell, Eng.

Africa

The Moonshiners
By

in the

Jungle

WALTER WALDEN

ILLUSTRATED BY NORMAN P. ROCKWELL.
I shook with terror for Uncle Bill; and,
"Perhaps they went
when we were com- on impulse, seized James's gun and rushed
ing," offered James. into the open, the gun at ready James
Before I had made up at my heels.
my answer I heard a
saw us, snatched up his flour sack
movement in the brush
and darted into the brush.
to the east, and then
I heard the twigs crackle and saw the
Uncle Bill stepped into the small open place. brush wave for some distance the way he
He stopped and went. I felt there was no doubt he
scratched his head in thought revenue officers were at our backs,
thought for some mo- and so he was little likely to return.
ments then started
Uncle Bill turned. There was some asuntying the horse. But tonishment in his look. But immediately
he evidently changed his clean-shaven upper lip and his goat's
his mind, for he sud- whiskers stuck forward, showing his mouth
denly tightened the to be pursed in anger. His hands were
knot a g a i n to the clenched in hard, white knots, and he
disappointment of the looked in the direction Bat Mason had
horse and started off gone.
down the half-made "Consarn his skunk hide!" he said. "Ef
road, afoot.
to a-taken my gun along
I'd
We followed, keep- he'd a-thought
not got away!
He pulled his gun
under
cover
of
on me !"
ing

in

BAT

;

the bushes.

When
came

road

to
to

He
Uncle

where

said

Bill to himself.

it

painfully.

One could

the

He spoke as if
see that pulling a

on him was, to Uncle Bill, an unthe ford gun
insult.
send a forgivable
When Uncle Bill turned his eyes on me

branches to

to the water by
again I noted a kindlier look in them than
the thicket, and thence I had seen for some time
past.
into the grotto, he
"I reckon he's done fer good," he said,
then saw
stopped.
old
hat
over
one ear with
his
pushing
trail

We

Bat Mason coming
his head.
from that way. As he scratching
He asked no questions, nor made any
approached we saw talk that showed any curiosity regarding
that he carried a flour

"J raised with a yood will, for

CHAPTER VIII

my

(Continued).

we crawled up our

secret path
to the edge of the thicket, daylight
was not yet advanced enough to make
objects in the grotto discernible. But soon
we' were able to see that where the still had

WHEN

stood there remained only some pieces of
And presently we made out
wreckage.
the main portion of the boiler, lodged in
.he thicket

After having waited some time on the
chance of the men coming to investigate,
squirming impatiently, James spoke up.
"What do you say to going around to
We
the road on this side of the creek?
can see them sooner if they come; and
if thev go in we can come back here."
For" answer I began to crawl down the
path to the canoe.

We

our presence there at the nick of time.
His mind seemed busy with other things.
goods.
"I got my horse up here," he said, pointI thought to myself: "He's got the things
up the road and he -started forward,
ing
out of his cache; he's going to run away."
James and I following.
Uncle Bill stood waiting, and as Bat
"I sespicioned he was up to some devilMason came near, he said to Uncle Bill:
Uncle Bill mumbled to himself as
mint,"
hain't much left o' thet thar
."There
he strode ahead.
still."
Presently he turned in his tracks.
"What you-all got there?" asked Uncle
"Did yo'u-all hear a big shootin' last
Bill, pointing to the flour sack,
evenin'?" he asked.
"Oh, them's my belongin's," said Bat.
We nodded "Yes."
"Where be ye goin'?" asked Uncle Bill,
He turned and stalked forward again
"I certain ain't goin' back to town
and. spoke, much as if talking to himself:
to shake hands with no revenuers," said
"I shore seen the almighty hand o'
Bat.
he tol' about I shore seen
"There hain't no revenuers!' declared righteousness
hit !"
Uncle Bill.
James and I nudged one another.
"Well, ef there ain't there soon will be.
"I shore seen hit !" Uncle Bill mumbled
"I
I got news o' that," returned Bat.
"I shore seen hit!"
to himself.
lights out now, when I has the chance."
Then we got to the horse and wagon.
"Wai, then," said Uncle Bill, "I reckon
Uncle Bill began to untie the animal,
hits time we settles up."
"There ain't no more settlin up, I saying:
"I reckon you-all better ride with me,
guess," said Bat, putting down the flour
ef ye be a-goin' home."

hopes were rising."

sack

half

filled

with

;

got out into the pine woods to the
and then moved east till we got
little open place in the hammock, sack.
"They's a right smart comin' for thet
where the moonshiners used to wait for
darkness before driving into the grotto last load, I reckon," said Uncle Bill.
We moved rather cautiously, "I reckon they ain't," said Bat, with
to the still.
but had almost stepped into the place an evil twist of his head. "I keeps thet
when we saw Uncle Bill's horse and for the time lost you waitin' on sick

south,
to the

CHAPTER IX

We

Are Kidnapped

Uncle

Bill's

Escape

friendly tones of former
"I reckon
days that Uncle Bill said:
with me, ef ye be ayou-all better ride

was

in the

folks."
wagon.
IT
Uncle Bill stared fury.
The
AVe slunk back into the brush.
"I reckon you-all don't leave these parts
horse was tied to the trunk of a palm,
goin' home."
till ye settles up," he said, ominously.
and seemed alone.
Before James or I had time to reply
behind
him.
his
hand
Bat
in
the
brush,
We waited, crouching
put
we
heard another voice.
too
much
knows
"I
the
of
neither
reckon,
but
an
anyway,
you
half
above
hour;
with yer bands, all o' ye!" it said.
he
into
and
"Up
about
said
irkwas
Bat,
It
me,"
came.
jerked
moonshiners
getting
Bat Mason stepped from the bushes, his
of
his.
revolver
view
that
big
some.

14
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1915
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"Write a note telling what's happenbig revolver in one hand, his flour sack in
the other.
ing," I said.
James and I put up our hands. Uncle
I
tore a bit of paper off the bacon
Bill's face was white with rage, and his wrappings and
got it into James's hands
hands clenched at his sides.
as I pushed the provision-box under the
"Up with yourn, Bill quick!" said Bat. seat. He had his own pencil, which I

Uncle Bill's went up.
pulled from his pocket under pretense of
James's gun stood against a palm-trunk. getting him his handkerchief.
Bat stepped over and took it.
When we left our camp I was in the
"Now you, boy," Bat nodded to me, seat of the wagon, driving, James and
Uncle Bill sitting on the floor of the
"you git the rope out o' the wagon."
I got the
Bat followed closely in
tethering-rope.
wagon-box.
"Now you tie Bill's hands behind him," James's wagon, the guns between his
he ordered.
knees and a watchful eye out.
That went much against the grain; I
James soon lay down on his belly, and
knew Uncle Bill's extreme sensitiveness to I knew he meant to write the note. Forsuch an indignity.
Uncle Bill seemed to tunately his hands were tied before him.
discern my trouble and nodded an assent, Bumping over palmetto-roots as we were,
putting his hands behind him, though he the chances to use the pencil were seldom.
But when I saw a short, smooth
ground his teeth in rage at Bat.
"You know how to make a bow-line," space ahead I would wiggle my foot as
said Bat.
"Now you make good ones
a signal to James and hold the" horse to
a steady walk.
tight," he ordered.
I made them under his watchful
Now and then Bat urged haste.
eye.
Then he made me do the same for James,
"Hit 'er up there!" he would call.
but allowed me to tie his hands in front; "This here ain't 'xactly no funeral."
after which he had me help the two
Finally I knew the note was finished, for
bound captives into the wagon. He then I felt James pushing the paper into my
ordered me to lead the horse, and we shoe-top.
I had an idea in mind that I
started down the road to the ford, Bat might find a chance to make James's
pony
following behind, gun on shoulder and the carrier of the note.
in
pistol ready
pocket.
After passing the ford and getting out
was not yet noon when we got to
of the hummock into the pine forest on
Peace River and the anchorage of my
the north, Bat ordered me to turn east.
We drove into the humsloop Rambler.
"Go the quickest way you know to thet mock where my skiff lay locked to a tree.
sail-boat o' yourn," he said.
I got orders first to unhitch the horses.
"They say
as how you aire a good sailor we'll see It was while I worked to unbuckle the
what we can make out o' thet."
collar on James's pony that I wrapped the
So I began to perceive what he was up note (that James had written) in a handto.
He wouldn't risk our going back to ful of Spanish moss and tied it to the
town and setting a posse on him.
He pony's mane. Bat would not observe the
meant now to escape in my sloop, moss in the mane, but James's father, I
Rambler: I was to be his sailor; and he was sure, would seek to brush it off, and
was determined to keep us all with him thus find it tied fast. And so he should
till be was safe
away, and there would discover the note.
be no fear of pursuit. That he also apThe harness all off, I gave the pony a
prehended the coming of revenue officers, whack that sent him galloping away.
"Here
things he had let drop seemed to indicate.
They ain't no hurry sendin'
This ntted well, I thought, with Joseph thet boss home!" Bat called.
But the
De Long's possible interest in Bat Mason, pony was gone; I'd no doubt the animal
as suggested in his letter.
And now per- would make direct for his barn for a feed
haps my friend, the revenue officer, was of oats.
on the way and might arrive within the
Then the skiff was unlocked and pushed
next two days. If there were only some to the water and the provisions brought
down from the wagon. Bat was in much
way to ca.use delay.
Sly thoughts were interrupted by Bat. haste, prodding me at my work till the
"Has you fellers any grub with ye?" he sweat dripped from my chin.
demanded.
We were all aboard the sloop by noon,
I
I
thought of our camp, and James's dropping down the river on the tide.
pony, and our provisions there. It would sat at the tiller, and was kept busy at
hardly do to leave the pony tethered there times when a puff of the westerly breeze
without water if we were going on a voy- came between the islands to belly the
And the provisions, little as there sails. Uncle Bill and James, still bound
age.
now hands and feet lay in the cabin,
were, would doubtless nourish us as well as
Bat Mason. So I spoke up:
while Bat Mason sat near me in the cock"We've got a little in camp," I said.
pit, holding the gun.
"\Vhar is camp?" he demanded.
I found time, between whiles, to think
"Down the way we're going," I said.
of that last time I had dropped down
Peace River in the Rambler. How differ"Wall, go there," he ordered.
When we got opposite our camp in the ent from this Then Joseph DeLong was
hummock I pointed.
with me, and I looked forward to pleasur"It's in there," I said.
able excitement in store, and with an
"Kin ye drive in?" he asked.
agreeable companion, in whom I had great
confidence. Now I was sailing again over
"Yes," I answered.
"Then do it."
the same route; but this time unwillingly
So I led the horse in among the palms
under the threatening gun of a surly
of our camp site.
criminal, for his actions and words he had
"I reckon I don't walk no more," said uttered showed him
capable of the worst
Bat, as he observed James's pony and of crimes; and there was much to make
me believe his record was very bad.
wagon.
As I busied myself with placing our
Uncle Bill had not spoken a word since
bacon, rice, flour, potatoes and dried the ropes were put on his limbs. I could
peaches into the wagon I found oppor- see by his steadily averted face how he
suffered.
tunity to whisper to James.

IT

!

!

"Bat went briskly across the beach, without a word, and soon disappeared
in the moods."

Bat Mason showed snarling impatience.
"Git some kind o' a turn on her as'll
make her go !" he said.
But it was not till we got down into
the bay and had rounded the point, heading south, that the Rambler showed what
was in her. Then she lay over in the
beam wind and left the ripples fast behind.
For hours she held thus.
When, some time after five, we approached the head of Pine Island, Bat

Mason

said:
island

"What

"Pine Island,"

"Go

is

that?"

told him.
inside thet," he ordered.
had been fumbling in the
I

He
box of
provisions, and brought out some cold
sweet-potatoes, rice and dried peaches.
He fed himself and handed me a potato.
I threw it to James, who shared it with
Uncle Bill, holding it to his mouth; at
this Bat gave me another.
He recognized
that a sailor, to serve him, must eat. Some
dried fruit was similarly distributed and
water from the jug.
(Continued on pmje 35)

Dan Beard

Tells

To Make
By
National

You

How

a Noggin*

DAN BEARD

Scout Commissioner, Boy Scouts of America.

members

the
of
Fire Club of America, which, as you know,
composed of "boy" scouts

your fancy (but not
enough to be easily
cracked and broken) smooth
it both inside and out with
sandpaper do not leave it
half finished then put it in
a pail of linseed oil and
suit

THE

Camp

is

thin

anywhere from twenty-five to
seventy-five years old, take
great pride in their drinking
cups which they carry at their
belts.
These cups cannot be

purchased at a

store.

leave
for a

They

work, and hard work at that.
It is against the traditions of

two

have

I

of

the

the
club,

But

by

hol-

lowing out those warts, tumors or bunions which you
see growing upon the trunks
of trees.
Select a hurl a little larger

Take

your jack-knife and cut off
the outer rind from the highest point of
this to see

the

knob.

must use great care not to make a hole
from the trunk of the through your cup, for many a good noggin
tree, close to the tree, the lump or burl is spoiled by carelessness in digging out
To do this, it may be the inside.
as in Fig. 2.
Almost any wood is good material for
necessary to climb the tree and support
(Fig.

Now, saw

IE.)
off

yourself with a strap like a lineman (Fig.
1), though if you are lucky you may find
one which you can reach by standing on
the ground.

There must be a place for the handle
where you fasten the thong, and this must
be allowed for as that shown in A, Fig. 2.
If you have a vise handy, hold your
burl in the vise before you remove the
bark, then bore a

number of

holes in

tin-

upper surface as shown by Fig. 3, after
which, with elbow grease and perseverance, you carve out the inside.
When you have made a rough hollow,
you may peel off the bark and then you
'

not,

under any
your

bring

of any kind of wood which
is easy to whittle (Fig. 6),
cut off a piece (Fig. 7) and
form
into
the
it
carve
shown by Fig. 8 to make
Bore a hole through the

Do

whether or

not
there is a hole in the burl, or
a decayed spot, in which case
discard it. You want a sound
burl.

Do

stores for about 10 cents.
Slit the end of the whang
string into three parts so
as to make the knot shown
Now take a stick
in Fig. 5.

than the intended cup, because you must allow for the
thickness of the bark.

!

turpentine near the fire, or
even in the room where
there is a fire; take the
melted beeswax away somethere
are
where
where,
or
candles
neither
fire,
lamps burning, and then it
will be safe; the beeswax
will not set it afire.
In the handle of the cup
a
small
bore
hole,
big
a
for
"whang"
enough
a
that
is,
thong
string,
(Fig. 4), such as you can
the
at
country hardbuy
ware shops and harness

class

manufactured

!

consideration,

scout
should carry one of these pioneer drinking cups.
Not only were the cups of
our pioneer ancestors made
of hurls, but the porringers,
from which they ate their
cornmeal mush, and various
other household utensils were
also

after

will destroy.

of their united labor.
first

two,

will get a surface that will
take on a beautiful polish
which nothing but hot water

Mr. George Hubbel, and presented to me, and one made
by a whole bunch of the men,
each one working upon it so
that I should have the result

Every

or

If
you will take some
beeswax and melt it, then
pour some turpentine into
the wax and stir it up until
you make a thick paste
then rub this paste thoroughly into the cup, you

the club for a member to wear
a noggin made by himself.
After he has made a beautiful
cup he presents it to some

made by

soak overnight, or

day

which polish it up by hand
with the use of a flannel
rag or a piece of buckskin.

are the result of true scout

other member.
of them one
Vice-President

it

Copyright, 1915, hy D. C. Beard.

the

seymour.
seymour, then run your whang string
through the hole (Fig. 9) down to the
knot which you have just tied; put the
other end of the whang string through
a noggin.
Maple, cedar, spruce, white the hole in the handle of' the noggin (Fig.
end so it cannot slip
pine or birch can be worked into a beautiful 10) and knot the
one, while oak, although hard to cut, when out.
finished gives probably the most serviceNow, push the seymour up under your
from
able one.
I made one of wild cherry for belt
(Fig. 11) until it protrudes
Mr. George D. Pratt, President of the above and your cup is ready for use at
Camp Fire Club, and Treasurer of the any moment, and if you push it around
back of you it will be 'out of the way.
Boy Scouts of America.
Tell your Scoutmasters to urge every
Many a cup of tea have I quaffed from
a noggin in the far North, and many a First Class scout to produce a noggin of
delicious draught of cold spring water his own manufacture and that will set
have I imbibed from a burl noggin in the boys going. Of course, some Second
all parts of the wild country.
The nog- Class fellows may be clever and persistent
gin is typically an American article and enough to make a good noggin.
Go to it
typically a scout article and it is just the
The fewer tools you have the more
thing to busy yourself with this month.
When you have the cup thin enough to pride you can take in your cup.
!
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Mobilization of Scouts for a

Wreck"

"Railroad
By

ARMSTRONG PERRY

A

double quick.
gray-haired representative of National
Headquarters was chosen
to run the half-mile with them.
Was it

|

and

is

still

boost:Anyhow he got there,
alive to write this piece about

Two

at First

Aid Work

happen.

In a seri-

r\. ous emergency, when many persons

r.re injured, can the
boy scouts be depended upon to get there with needed
equipment, act as a unit and control the

situation?

The scout

troops then went after the injured.
Hy the time they had prepared the sufferers for transportation and carried them
to headquarters, field
hospitals had been
set up by other
troops, tents pitched for
those who must have shelter, fires were
burning and the smell of cocoa and coffee
was teasing the fellow with the broken

Boy Scouts

of a string of towns
i-.nd cities
lying along the Hudson (Peekskill at the upper end and Yonkers at the
On March
hiwer) decided to find out.
27 they arranged that an "accident"
should take place. The date and location
were known only to a committee, which was
as secretive as the source of real calamities.
On Friday, May 7, seventeen scoutmasters received a premonition otherwise
referred to as a "hunch" that the next
clay something was going to happen at
Dobbs Ferry, and that they and their
scouts should be on hand at three o'clock.
Two hundred scouts, getting out of bed
officials

on Saturday morning, ready for a joyous
and care-free day, were confronted be'fore

There was not much joking the scouts
took it sensibly and seriously. Men who
had seen service in the field looked on and
marveled at the efficiency of these boys in
their 'teens who had been trained
by

EE

volunteer leaders in such spare moments
home and business duties left them.
It might have been
better, of course
and will be the next time but now the
scouts and their public know that if a real
catastrophe should occur they have an
effective organization ready to
respond imThe
mediately to a call for assistance.

Outlook recognized

this,

and

successful,

and

said:

"The

Boy

Scout mobilization is wholly constructive.""
Why not try it in your town or your
count v?

lunch time with peremptory summonses
which meant an afternoon of strenuous
toil in which muscles and brains would
be tested to capacity, but which prom- REPORT OF NATIONAL
COURT OF
ised plenty of excitement.
1915
MAY,
They reached the place of mobilization
HONOR MEDALS (BRONZE)
without knowing why they had been called.
St. Louis, Mo.
But they came prepared for all sorts Horace Krause
Charles
St. Louis. Mo.
of emergencies.
The combined equip- Walter R.Krause
Giffin
Lowell, Mass.
ment which they brought included: 3 tents,
LETTERS OF
7 tO feet of rope, 7
signal flags, many boxes
of matches, 5 woolen blankets, 2 rubber Edward Cowan
Detroit.
Mich.
LeRoy Haynes
Baltimore, Md.
blankets, 15 bicycles, 1 pail, 34 sanitary Leslie P. Sewell
Baltimore, Md.
drinking cups, 12 axes, whistles, 2 knives, Carl Apsley
Baltimore, Md.
11
canteens, 3 knapsacks, 2 bugles, 1 R. S. Marshall
Baltimore, Md.
pocket flashlight, 4 first aid kits, 6 splints,
SCOUTS
1 cooking outfit and
plenty of staffs.
To win the Silver Eagle these First Class
They acted as a unit. Lining up at hcouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges
fifty-foot intervals, the troops first made It is the highest honor given for winning Merit
written reports of their numerical strength
and equipment to headquarters, then Ralph W. Smith
Philadelphia, Pa.
George Salak
Racine, Wis.
waited for orders. The information given Howard Griffith
Port Allegheny, Pa.
was quickly tabulated, and after inspec- Ralph W. Henn
Cleveland, Ohio
tion all the troops were notified that there James W. Holroyd
Jamestown, N. Y.
Herbert G. Underwood
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
had been a "railroad wreck," and each
LIFE
received an order to perform a specific
STAR SCOUTS
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first
duty all these orders being sent out at
aid
the same moment by messengers attached athletics, life saving, personal health and public
health.
Star Scouts have five
in ,M!,II
badges
to headquarters.
tion to these.
The "injured" were smaller scouts, Ralph W. Smith
Philadelphia, Pa.
chosen from different troops.
Each was Ralph W. Henn
Cleveland, Ohio
Frank F. Fitch
to
show
whether
he
was
Prophetstown, 111.
tagged
bleeding Francis W. Fitch
Prophetstown, 111.
to death from a severed artery or merely William
Hoyt
E. Bridgewater, Mass
groaning with pain from a sprained ankle. Denmead Kolb
Frederick, MJ.
These "victims" were sent from headquar- Tames A. Simmons
Utica, N. Y.
Otto Swesson
Yonkers, N. Y.
ters to the scene of the "accident" at Russel
Hayes
Josephine, Pa.

Medals and Badges

=
E

~

hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
made to attach to Boy (t>j p/v
Scout Haversack . . . <J)Z. JU
Split

May

ment

EE

Bamboo

rod,

E
E
EE

5
5

with two tips,
rod; quad-

making a fly, bailor boat

in its issue

26 described this work in a
long
article, and published two interesting pictures.
The magazine called the experi-

of America.

75ft. of hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel

as

of

E
5

Three piece black enamel, cork
handled steel rod, with nickelplated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;

jaw.
will

|

Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,

it.

The Mobilized Scouts

Built Especially for

Boy Scouts

a knock or a

\ CCIDEXTS

17

Z
E;

ruple multiplying, nickel -plated
reel, sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in
neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired *r //
in place of split Bamboo) yD.UU

Either outfit sent postage

|
~
5

E!

S
;
S
5
S

5
B

free.

ABBEY & IMBRIE

|

Makers of" Fishing Tackle that's Fit for Fishing"

18 Vesey Street,

New York

City

g

Established 1820

nmimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiR

HONOR FOR

The President of

i'

Old Sol

this

Making (he

Company,

Electric

Hand

and Bicycle Lamps,
the Old Sol Pencil Flashlight

and many

COMMENDATION

styles

of

Automo-

Carriage and Motorcycle
mps. was once a country boy
n. worked on his father's farm,
and who now wants to give every
nov a chance to succeed.
When you consider how many
ile.

ys and men ride bicycles and motorcycles and the people who have
.utomobilea and carriages all using
mps there is a splendid opportunity
of earning money by becoming
our agent.
To as many boys and young
men who will answer the following questions we will make an
advantageous business offer:
Do you ride a bicycle?
How many boys and men do
you know who ride bicycles?
How many people do you
know who have automo-

EAGLE

biles

AND

or

name

The

motorboats?
of your nearest

dealer.

Send

this information at
once and we wHl make
worth while for you.

it

Hawthorne Manufacturing
Company, Inc.
Spruce

St..

Bamboo Scout

Bridgeport.

Ct.

Staffs

Full size, best quality, 15c each. Carrying charges colled.

Deltour,

tion

901

Jefferson

BOYS' LIFE

in

St.,

Hoboken,

N.

J.

answering advertisement*

He Answers

that

HOW'S
better

fur

a

"Pretty
Well, I've seen
got an idea

But

it's

How

do you suppose the Cave Scout
idea?
got
By reading letters a lot
of you boys write to him.
I'll bet you a nickel if we look in the
Question Hole we'll find several letters
which suggest that poem I've just treated
you to. Let's see, here's one from a boy
in

it.

this

in Lewiston, Me., whose name is V. J.
Couture.
He doesn't say what his first

Do any of
is and I can't guess it.
you scouts know of a boy's name that
starts with "V"?
But let's have the letname

ter:

Dear Cave Scout:
I
am a happy-go-lucky boy, way out in
I want you to tell me in BOYS'
Lewiston, Me.
I've
LIFE how to organize a troop or patrol.
I
tried and always failed.
would be very
pleased if you would tell me how to get at it.

Yours

respectfully,

V.

J.

COUTURE.

Well, just to prove my point, let's look
again. Here's a letter from Frank Brockman, out in Cincinnati, Ohio:
Dear Cave Scout:
Would you kindly

inform

me how

tain a Scoutmaster for a scout club
Yours sincerely,

to

ob-

?

FKANK BEOCKMAN.
guess I must confess that Frank
doesn't ask how he can become a scout.
He wants a Scoutmaster, but, of course,
he can't be a scout until he finds one, so
I

really amounts to the same thing.
Let's see what we can do for these
These boys aren't
boys.. What's that?
scouts?
Jimminy, .that's so. I guess I
did tell you a few months ago that this
But these boys
cave is only for scouts.
seem to be nice fellows and both of 'em
probably will soon be scouts, anyway

it

what do you say
right?

That's

if

fine.

we

I

Scout

the Questions of Boys

Who Want

poem?

good," you say?
ones.

The Cave

let

them

in?

All

thought you'd do

it.

"I

Want

to

Be

Scouts.
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when

conventions were held in their
towns.
Here's an idea that just came to me.
Make a big sign and paint on it tinwords, "WE WAST TO BE BOY SCOUTS."
March up the street in a dignified, orderly

way every Saturday morning, carrying thi.s
This will help you to make people
know that you want to be scouts and that
you mean business.
You can also advertise your desire to
sign.

become scouts by writing letters to the
editors of your local papers.
Tell them
how much fun scouts have and tell them
all about the fine things Boy Scouts do.
Tell them you can't be scouts until you
can find some good man to lead you, and
ask them to print your letters or write an
editorial about scouting and about your
need for help.
You'll find that the majority of newspaper editors will be mighty
glad to help you. They are a fine lot of
men, as a rule, and are usually eager to
help any cause that works for better citizens.

But the very best thing you can do

is

The

to just live up to the Scout Law.
You
expect to be scouts some day, so you
might just as well get some practice.

Show

people, by your daily good turns,
what kind of fellows scouts are. Folks
will notice it and appreciate it.

Price of Progress

Panama Canal

THE
one

the

of

stands as

most

marvelous

achievements of the age.
Here's a

little

story to

show how

this

plan actually works out. A man in New
York, who has recently been elected to
one of the borough Scout Councils in that
city, and who is an enthusiastic scout
booster, was recently asked how he hap-

pened to become interested
"Well,

it

was just

this

in scouting.
way," he said.

"I have a

hedge around my place that I
am very proud of. It is a beautiful hedge
and I used to get pretty mad at a bunch
of boys in the neighborhood who made a
practice of smashing it down. They used
to go tearing through it until I threatened
to buy a shotgun to keep them off my

But all at once I noticed that
property.
these boys had stopped breaking through
my hedge. I wondered what was the reason, so I began to make some inquiries in
the neighborhood and found out that these
boys had become scouts that they had
learned to respect property rights, and
were busy now having a good time that
didn't harm
I
anybody or anything.
thought it over a while, and watched the
boys carefully, and then I said to my-

'By George, if this Scout Movement
can turn a gang of reckless, destructive
boys into a group of young knights, with
a keen sense of honor, I'm going to get
self,

into

it

myself,'

and here

I

am!"

If none of these schemes we have talked
about succeeds in landing you a Scoutmaster, we will have to try another plan.
Pick out some man whom you think you
would like to have and then go after him
hard. Have Headquarters send him some
scout bulletins, call on him often, and tell
him if he doesn't help you out, you probably never can be scouts.
He'll probably come back at you with

the

Then
excuse, "I haven't time."
you must be prepared to meet this argument. Show him that you can already tie
your knots, that you already know the
composition and history of your flag and

construction
est

skill,

(Continued on page 29)

its

but the best

engineering
business brains of the nation, backed

by hundreds of millions of

present canal with a new and larger
waterway of the sea-level type, to

be

built in the

next ten years.

Also suppose that this
would be the means of a
ing in time and money to
using public, because of

new

canal

great sav-

the canalthe rapid

progress in canal engmeenng.

This sounds improbable; yet

it

illustrates

exactly what has hap-

in

the development of the

pened

telephone, and

happen

what

phone instrument itself were changed
time and again, as

fast as

the ad-

of the telephone could

vancing
improve them.

was

It

because

practical

to

do

all

this

increased

the
greatly
of
the
reduced
serplant,
capacity
vice rates and added subscribers by
it

the hundred thousand.
In ten years, the telephone plant
of the Bell System has been rebuilt

and renewed, piece by piece, at an
expense exceeding the cost of the
canal.

Thus

the Bell System

is

kept at

the highest point of efficiency, always
apace with the telephone require-

will certainly

of
the public.
And the
usefulness of the telephone has been
extended to all the people.

ments

again.

Increasing

boards, cables, wires and the tele-

art

dollars.

Suppose conditions not to be foreseen made it necessary to replace the

demands

upon

the

telephone system, calling for more

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One

Policy

One System

Buy Motors Direct

scale

BUILD parts surelymodel
of

grade motors and practically

will

fly.

drawings

and

knock- dc-v

are
hat the dealer aaka?
-lanufacturera, not jobbera.
;k but on* small profit. Ourlir~
.nbod;cs the famous Americat
nwboat and canoe motora as
escribed in catalog "B;" also
motors from 2 to 30
one to four cylinders
__.ibed in catalog "A.' 1
State which book you want.
They're free. Get ourpricea.

We

build one of these fascinating models.
Curtlss Flying Boat
25c
Nleuport Monoplane
25c
Blerlot Monoplane
I5o
25c
Wright Biplane
Curtlss
35c
Hydroaeroplane.
Cecil Peoll
Racer
25c
Complete set of six, $1.25 postpaid
Be sure to read our big advert
1

"

i

$29.95

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

answering uJ

i

man -carrying machines tli t
Every man and boy shou.d

*

Save Half
We

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.
635 Boston SI.. Dotroit. Mtc,

Universal Service

Accurate

\Vhy pay excessive dealer prices
when we furnish you just as high

old

a whole lot of other things about scout
work. You must be able to convince him
that you are so keenly interested in scout-

Into

went not only the high-

extended and better service, forced
removal of every part of the plant
not equal to these demands. Switch-

BOYS' LIFE
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The

Aquatic Scouts

'

THE BOY ON THE BANK HELD HIS BREATH, TOO
At Still River Camp of Bridgeport Scouts.

oy on the rock an hour to cli
who took trl:

He Was Thre

When Tom H
TILTING

A

Popular

OH, SPLASH!

Tex.,

Camp Game and Laughmaker.

At Black River

Falls,

Wis.

Breaking a Grip To Save

Them

Both.

i

y Scouts'

i
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Magazine

Their Heyday

fir:

IN!

And One
at

it," states F.

Clay Viets, of Youngstown,

of the Smallest

The Woodcraft

from the Very Top!

School,

Culver,

Taken

Ind.

O.,

autiful picture.

:et

Under Water

id,

of

ped

Beaumont,
Him.

Making Him Breathe Again.

WHO'S HESITATING) Why

ANOTHER "ALL

IN"

Doesn't

PICTURE

Some One Lead

Off) (Conneaut, O.)

Scouts at Mt. Washington, Md.
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Here is Troop 121, of New York, which
has 56 members and an average of 90 per
It is
cent attendance at all meetings.
absolutely self-governing, the Scoutmaster,
Mr. Arthur C. Eckstein, acting in the capacity of an advisor.
Mr. Eckstein is a teacher, principal of
recreation centers, club organizer for the
Board of Education, principal of vacation
playgrounds, and a student of sociological
conditions in New York.
Each patrol of the troop conducts its
own afternoon meetings for advancing in
Scoutcraft, and the troop meetings are held
on Friday evening at the Beth El Sisterhood Settlement House, 329 East Sixtysecond street. They have a troop library
and a meeting room in which lectures are
given regularly. The hoys conduct a troop
paper, they have given a minstrel show,

The Natural Outdoor Food

and they have weekly outings. They also
have a Health Corps, working in co-operation with the Board of Health, and a Bicycle Corps.
writes the
"I am happy to announce,
Scoutmaster, "that through the kindness
of Mr. Mortimer L. Schiff, Troop 121
will be able to go to camp this summer."

The Boy

for the Natural

1

Outdoor Boy-

'

A

Summer

I

The

Circular Letter

Last summer the members of Troop

E

paste on photographs illustrative of their

summer

pleasures. Scoutmaster Skeen sent
"round-robin" to BOYS' LIFE, and it
was a most interesting document.
this

=

Troops whose members are scattered
during the summer months can get a great
deal of fun out of such a circular letter,
and after the season is over, and their
troop meetings are resumed, they will have
a composition to add to the troop museum
which will be a source of pleasure for

years to come.

E

First National Boy Scout Rally of China,
which was held in Shanghai, on May 19,
in connection with the Far Eastern Athletic games.
A preliminary announcement which was
sent to national headquarters gives a long
of events in patrol competition, individual competition, and troop display
list

These competitions were open t
Chinese, Japanese, Filipino and Siamese

work.

foreign Scouts resident
in China were invited to participate in the
troop display work.
The Boy Scout in China, an interesting
all

in

Shanghai, has been

it

j

is

After the morning plunge in the lake or the early fishing trip,
at night at the end of an active day, at any time when the
body needs food, a bowl of milk with" SHREDDED
will bring vigor back to the tired muscles and
enjoyment to
the tired camper.

WHEAT

it this
year on outing trips you will find it a neverIt is easy to pack and
failing source of comfort and pleasure.
carry, easy to keep crisp, easy to serve and store.

=
=

Try

"There

is

health

and vigor

in

=

every shred."

Made only by

E

National Boy Scout Rally in China
More than 200 boys took part in the

magazine published

natural food because

the food of Nature.
All that is good, pure and nutritious in the whole
wheat berry is caught and stored in every shred.
Light, nutritious, easily digested, its flavor is always
fresh and new.

16,

Baltimore, Scoutmaster John H e n r y
Skeen, were scattered all over the country
.as soon as school closed, but in order that
they might keep in touch with each other,
a circular letter was started. Each scout
would add to the letter a brief statement
of his experience, and many of them would

Scouts, while

Shredded Wheat

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

E
Falls,

New York

Tillllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllim

CAMPING CHEST FOR BOY SCOUTS
Better than a trunk stronger, cheaper, greater capacity.
Excellent for provisions and camp utensils.
Has
Made of tough unod slitis woven with galvanized wire. Strong
capacity for tent aa large as 12 x 14 feet.
dovetailed frame, reinforced at corners by specially designed steel metals.
Solid %" cover.
Inside measureFin list i.'i] with hasp for padlock.
ment. 39" x 16" x iri 2 ".
Can he checked as baggage same as trunk. In camp can be used
as a table or seat.
Weight, 40 pounds.
i

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
If you cut out this ad and send it to us we will grant you this
especially low price to introduce this splendid and useful chest.
Price, set up ready for use
$2.10 f. o. b. Watertown, Win.
Price. K. D. (saving 2/3 freight).. 1.85 f. o. b. Watertown. Wis.
Make ui> a club order, get these chests in the knock down and
save considerable in expense and freight-

G.

B.

LEWIS COMPANY. SOLE MFRS.. WATERTOWN. WIS.
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Helpful

Is

MANY

LITTLE STORIES ABOUT BIG STUNTS or

OHIO.

CLEVELAND,

Scout

1915

TROOPS.

Commissioner

received from the Welfare Department of the State Government a letter exthe
appreciation of the Citizens' Cleanpressing
up Campaign Committee for the enthusiastic
cooperation of the Cleveland boy scouts in

Mook has

that

Hurrah Boys
Pack your tits and "hike" to Ihe woods.
But don't fordet a bottle of 3-in-One Oil. or

HICKORY, N. C. The boy scouts of Hickory First Aid Ten/
of flu Mnskni/ii' S
have cleaned up the cemetery with results which
Commercial Cont/rrss.
so impressed the citizens of the town that they
During
have subscribed funds to keep it in good conThe scouts have also cleaned out a
dition.
pring along the road so that travelers can get of interest, and learned the street car and jitney lines. Each boy was given a "Scout Guide"
badge, which gave him free transportation on
Chamber of Commerce. This troop has thirty- street cars and access to the fair
At
grounds.
one members, of whom twelve are First Class the Headquarters of the Commercial
and eight Second Class. The boys enjoy their one of the boys put in wiring for a Congress
push buttwo troop libraries with their 375 books and ton, which was used in signalling for scouts
magazines.
from the various troops.
Several First Class
and Eagle scouts were on duty at the headFALMOUTH, IND.
A first-aid tent
quarters during the entire week.
Scout Scribe Lowell H.
was pitched, with scouts in attendance. The boys
Collyer has reported a
showed marked efficiency in all they undertook
done
by
"good turn"
meeting trains, handling the crowds during
the Falmouth Boy
the parade, fire department demonstration, races,
FalScouts recently.
etc., and each evening at the band concert and
mouth is a town which
court of honor entertainments.
These boys reis not incorporated and
ceived many letters of commendation and thanks
for that reason there
from prominent men who attended the Congress.
is no local law against
the speeding of automoROCKVILLE CENTER, N. Y. On Memorial
In the main
biles.
Day the scouts took entire charge of the parade
part of the town there
in which there were over one thousand children,
is a double turn in the
besides the Mott Post of the G. A. R.
They
road which is likely to
were also very busy in the recent clean-up
cause a serious acciweek.
Their baseball team hasn't lost a game.
warn
autoTo
dent.

the self-sealing Handy Oil Can that fits so
snugly in a hip pocket.
3-in-One is a real vacation necessity. Keeps
everything in working order and prevents
rust on guns and tools. Best gun and pistol
Oils hammer, trigger, break-joint and
oil.
magazine just right. Keeps inside of barrel
Nothing so
bright and prevents leading.
aS

3-in-One Oil
Also keeps lines and
stiff fishing reel.
Put 3-in-One
flies water-proof.

on shoes and leather leggingsmakes "em soft and water-proof.
All stores: 1 oz.,10c; 3 oz..25c;
8 oz. <i/2 pt.).50c. Handy Oil
Cang.S'/z oz.,25c. If yourdealer
does not carry these cans we
will send one by parcel post, full
Ask for
of 3-in-One, for 30c.

3-in-One and avoid substitutes.

Sample and Dictionary

f REE

of uses.

Three-in-One Oil Co.
New York
42 ELM. Broadway*

BOYS! BUY-A-TENT

mobile

danger

Made

of

...
----

-

36 inch 8 oz. high grade Duck.
poles, stakes

$3.40
$5.53

Complete with

and ropes.

St.

Camp Guide FREE
Write today. Get our preaf'Cai
Guide," which tells all about
"amp life; how to lay out a
imp; what to take- along;
hat to do when you get there.
will t-fn.J this preat book
Just send a
asolutely free.
;postcard. Do it NOW.
.

Only

/'

""rmy Shelter Tent

only $2.25.

Same

'

H. Chanpon

te

IB that are in active service

& Co.

FOOT OIL
WHITE IVY
REMEDY
POISON

Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning.
all itching.
Chegoe Bites. Chafing. Sun Burn. Itching Piles. No
A free can to
smarting or burning when applied.
any Scout Master. Sold by Druggists or shipped by
Relieves

Parcel Post.

WHITE

Price 25 cents.

FOOT

REMEDY

Ventinn BOYS' LIFE

CO.,

Centrcvllle,

in antvcrin.?

fd

Md.

TEXAS.
The scouts of this city
valuable service during the meetings
Southern Sociological Congress, and the
Southern Baptist Union, helping as ushers and
guides, as well as furnishing information to
the strangers who came to town.

HOUSTON,

were

S.

of

the

of

OAKMONT,

PA.
Fifty scouts of Troop 1, 2
accompanied by seven dump wagons and
men. recently cleaned up the city of
Oakmont. More than one hundred wagon loads
of refuse were collected in one day and hauled
In the evening a council fire was
away.
lighted and a city official decorated each scout
with a "100 Per Cent Duty". badge, to be worn

and

3,

fifteen

for

thirty

days.

EDWARDS, Miss.
Jr.,

MODEL TENT COMPANY
Toledo, Ohio

Summit

this

C.
During clean-up week.
April 5 to 10, the boy scouts did good turns
by cleaning up the streets, picking up papers,
etc.
They also cleaned up an old marble works
This
office, making it look like a new building.
is to be the future meeting place for the scouts
and the Civic League.

DENMARK,

Terms: Cash in advance.

916

of

the Falmouth

UNIONVILLE, CONN. Rev. David S. Wheeler,
scoutmaster of Troop 1. has established a very
the
practical connection between his troop and
local
volunteer fire company, some of whom
formerly were active scouts in Mr. Wheeler's
troop. 'The company has granted the troop permission to hold its meetings in the fire headthe scouts inquarters, and the firemen give
When a fire occurs
struction in firemanship.
fire
captain, then hold
the scouts report to the
themselves ready to execute his commands.

ORDER NOW

Wall

drivers

own
at
their
Scouts,
expense, have painted
and erected the sign
which is shown in the picture reproduced herewith.

GREAT TENT BARGAIN
5x6
Tent
7x9""

In the recent sanitary

survey conducted in this city 3.-900 calls were
made by boy scouts and 1,417 reports of unsanitary places were turned in to the Health
The boys were highly commended
Department..
for their work.

Camping Time Again

fora

campaign.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.

writes

that

Patrol leader B. F. Suttle,
scouts have participated

the

actively in a very successful clean-up
in Edwards.

campaign

TIPTON, IND. The boy scouts of Tipton have
donated a flagpole, sixty feet high, which cost
them $50, and it has been erected on the library
grounds.

On the last day of cleanCHATTANOOGA, TENN. The scouts of this city
April, the. scouts of Troops 1 and played a big part in the Conference for Eduinspection of the entire town, re- cation and Industry in the South, held here
also
asThey
porting all places left unclean.
recently.
They escorted delegates and acted as
sisted in the I. O. O. F. Convention, distribut- pages,
ushers and messengers at the larger
ing programs, aiding the Information Bureau, meetings.
and clearing the streets along the line of march.
During the parade they took positions along the
BOLIVAR, TENN. The scouts of Troop 1 were
and i<H>
line, armed with sunitary drinking cups
Tennessee Baptist
More than five thousand "drinks" were very active during the West
water
School Convention in this city, meeting
Sunday
his
show
To
appreciation
served in this way.
trains
and
the
showing
delegates to the houses
of their work. Scoutmaster Mover, of Troop 2
who is an Odd Fellow, announced that he would assigned to them and ushering every night at
meetings.
treat all the members to a free "movie."
BLOOMSBURG, PA.

up week,
2

in

made an

,

MUSKOGEE. OKLA. In the true scout sense,
the boys of this city were "prepared" and rendered 'great service during the Southern ComThere being few
mercial Congress, April 26-30.
street sisns in the city, a week in advance they
on the cement
streets
m-'rked the names of the
sidewalks at every corner, for the convenience
the
city maps,
They studied
of the visitors.
becoming familiar with all the streets and points

PORTLAND. ORE. Three boy scouts rendered
efficient aid in the fire which recently destroyed
one of the homes in that city. The boys, Robert
Downing, Glenn Webster and John Tuna, discovered the fire, sounded an alarm and then ran
to the house to assist the owner.
But in spite
of their efforts the house and most of the furniture were burned.
The boys were commended
for their promptness of action.
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an Undertow

BY WALTER WALDEX.
was on one of those long sand islands
ITthat make Sarasota Bay, in the Gulf
of Mexico. I was a lad of "fifteen.
Our little schooner had been driven into
the bay by a storm that continued to
rage
nearly the whole night long. In the morning I wandered over to the outside of the

f

g

Just what you've been
waiting for!

THE AUTO -WHEEL
Trek Wagon for Boy Scouts
Designed especially for scout troops. Meets every
requirement of hiking or camping trips.

DON'T BREAK YOUR BACKS
The Autopacksacks and blankets.
Wheel Trek Wagon will carry full camping equipment for the whole troop tents, kits, rations

carrying

in

Solves the transportation problem.

erything.

READ THESE SPECIFICATIONS!
Tail board is raised or lowered with adjustable
chain.
Tongue and top are both removable.
Strongly braced at all points handsome ash and
maple body is finished wear and weather proof.
Has standard AUTOconstruction
real
roller bearings, real auto type wheels.
Bessemer steel axles with trim, dustproof hub caps,
oval spokes and solid steel tires.
Absolutely the
easiest wagon to pull with a load
and it has
more speed than can be used except for play.

WHEEL

Write

for

full

and

description

rices,

whether canvas top
Don't
the
lag
camping season is here and
need
this
you
wagon to
save you work.
stating

eluded.

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
131

Schenck

Si..

N.Tonawanda. N

In Canada

V

Preston. Ont.
ft'

island, where, fascinated, I looked on the
monster waves that rolled in and boomed

U. S. Cartridges (in the red, white and
blue boxes) were first made for Boy
Their success was so striking
Scouts.
that today thousands of the most exS.
perienced shooters in America use U.

on the wide beach.

Ammunition.

slipped off my clothes and plunged
into the incoming billows.
It was wonderful sport, to be lifted high and tossed
on to the beach.
And all might have
been well had I not been venturesome; I
struck out to get a taste of the rollers
a little way from shore.
And then suddenly I felt a powerful sucking at my
I

feet
It

and
was

legs.
like a fierce

demon had got me

by the limbs and was pulling me out to

Algonquin
Asquam

Lake,

The Oldest Boys'

New Hampshire
Camp

in Existence

High moral standard. Scout work under a
Scoutmaster.
Courteous manners.
Constant supervision. '"Wring.
Ages_ from 8 up.
Good associations.
Special dormitory for
Active outdoor life.
young boys in charge
Physical training.
of a trained nurse.
Nature study.
Thirtieth season.

The next surge lifted me out of that
clutch and carried me a little
way back
toward the shore, but as it turned under
on the beach and came back, I was seized
again and draggedby that fiendish power
farther and farther out.
Struggle as I
would, I felt helpless in that clutch. I became frantic. I sobbed. I knew it was
the undertow that awful ebb that had
pulled so many to their death.
Then in my extremity phenomenon of
the mind
suddenly there flashed in my
memory a story I had read years ago, in
which the hero had been placed in just
the same desperate situation; and telling
just what he had clone to save himself
and regain the beloved land.
I imitated that other lad in the
story.
I kicked with
my feet and legs to keep
them above the surface, helping by forcing my chest and face into the water as
much as I could, not to suffocate. This I
did when each ebbing undertow began to
pull. So each ingoing wave carried me toward shore; and I held my own at each
reflux, kicking
vigorously, slapping the
surface with my legs, and so keeping them
out of that under rush of water out to

EDWIN DE MERITTE
Principal

I

Boston, Mass.

are the most popular cartridges ever
because "they hit where you aim."

A

Book for Boy

made

Scouts

Write for our free book, "How to Use Firearms." We'll mail it without charge.

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.
New York

2113 Trinity Building

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY

General Selling Agents.
San Francisco

SELBV SMELTING & LEAD COMPANY

long; but at last a wave set
me with my feet on the sands. I dug my
toes in and ran for my life.
The next

wave only helped me onward

Why

BOYS' LIFE
"Ads"
are Reliable
All advertisements published in
Boys' Life are carefully investigated and approved by the Editorial Board of the Boy Scouts
of America.
The aim is to accept only t':o
advertisements of articles, books
and propositions which we believe
will be not only of interest to the
readers of Boys' Life, but worth
while for the boys to have.
In every case the article advertised is first submitted for examas
evidence
that
all
ination,
claims made with reference to it
are as represented.

have no

memory how

De Meritte School

815 Boylston Street

sea.

The struggle was a long one

Address

.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for BOY SCOUTS

sea.

!

Camp

Boys, It' sYour Ammunition!

In

to

writing

advertisers,
Life.

al-

ways mention Boys'

to safety.

lay on the dry sand of the island for
some time, utterly exhausted, looking up
into the blue sky, and thanking the Power
that gave me memory and strength, which
I

Camping Ground

Ideal
On

Otseeo Lake. 2 ]/ miles from Cooperstown. N. T.
Arrangements can In- made for troops to cani|) in UKFenimore Cooper District. Plenty of room for 10 or

12 troops.
Nine miles of lake: boating, fishing,
swimming: extensive woods for ideal scouting; baseball games, running spring
ticulars to tin-

SCOUTMASTER. Box

Write for par-

water.

195.

Coooerstown,

N. Y.

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up your mind what
Say, Boys
1

you are going to be? Shall it be a trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? How
would you like to become a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Engraving?
It is a nice,
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT. Bradfession,

ley Polytechnic Institute.
full particulars.

/inii

Buys' LIFE

in

Peoria.

nimivn'n//

111.,

t

asking

for

had saved me.

Boat

Building and
By DAN C. BEARD
BOY SCOUT EDITION

hy Mr.
Cloth Bound, with

illustrated

Full;-

WHAT MAN OWES

Beard.

TO THE DOG.

The domestic dog is the most complete
conquest that man has gained in the animal
The
world, says Baron Georges Cuvier.
whole species has become our property;
each individual belongs entirely to his
master, acquires his disposition, knows and
defends his property, and remains attached to him until death; and all this,
not through constraint or necessity, but
purely by the influence of gratitude and
real attachment.

BOAT BUILDING

AND BOATING

All

Boating

Boy Scout Seal.
that
Dan
Beard
and has
written

knows

about the building of every
simple hind of a
boat,
from a raft to a cheap
motor boat, is bronchi toin

gether

this

book.

SPECIAL: This fine book
by Dan Beard given with
one yearly

BOYS'

subscription

LIFE

at

to

$1.00.

ORDER NOW.
itintinn BOYS' L/IFB

in

aniu'er .';/ mlr, -rlixi m, nil
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The Boy

With

TENTS
BUFFALO,

Scout Should Have One

Every

Scouts'

N.

Y.

The

Magazine

the Scouts Afield

Council

of

held at which each scoutmaster made a short
speech about scout work. This hike was of great
benefit to the scouts, as each member made at

Buffalo

in-runted for an outing for first class scouts
on June 11.
During the afternoon and evening several unique events were run off and at
mess
the main event was flap
the evening
jack making, each scout using such ingredients
he
as
chose, although the council furnished a
A ciiinpfire followed, with a general
recipe.
discussion of merit badge examinations, songs,
jokes,

As
with

dead

1915

July,

least

just

one new friend, and
how much progress his

got an

also

troop

idea of

was making

in

comparison with others.

etc.

usual, the scouts of Buffalo co-operated
the veterans in paying respect to their
on Memorial Day, marking the graves

with flitgs and decorating with flowers.
Tli._'>e
scouts took part in a Flag Day celebration on June 14 and helped also to dedicate
the new clubhouse of Troop 29 on that day.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
In

I

1

wall,

ft.

duck.

filling

Stakes
Scout
double
Duck.
Stakes
Scout

No. 2

No. 3

Single

8

;

Khaki -Dyed,

oz.

double

.

3

W

ft.,

Army

S.

and

and Ropes

Same

Tent.

and twisted
Complete

HEBRON, NEB.
$4.00

Size.

8

filling

White

Same

with

Pales,

lirertion of
ated in the

oz.

and Ropes
Tent.

zcircfcttx devnonstTdtion nf tin
Detroit Scout Rally on May 22.

The boy

Scoutmaster
ceremonies

W.

scouts,

under

8

of

won the highest number of points for t liewhole day, 352 points, the events in which they
took part being water boiling, first aid, signalling;
and drill. Results by other Troops were: Troop18, 335 points
Troop 27, 295 points Trooptroop

oz.

tone

Khaki-

ordinary
with
Complete

Filling

oz.

hopes

were

at the ceremonies.
N. Y.
On May 1 1 there were
troops of scouts in this city officially 41, 282 points; Troop 28, 276 points.
registered at National Headquarters, and there
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. Two Boy Scouts, Camare still five months left before the close of the
This indicates that Buffalo's brick Norris and George Button, members of
registration year.
record of last year will be considerably ex- Troop 13, won first place in the "rollermobilc
race" held in this city on May 15.
This rollerceeded.
mobile contest is one of the most interesting
SAVANNAH, GA. Accompanied by Scoutmaster events of the year in Birmingham. This is the
G. S. Sullivan, the members of Troop 3, East second
year that Troop 13 has taken first place
in the contest, which is open to all boys in the
Their victory gives them permanent possescity.
sion of the cup offered by the street railway
at a convict capip, a night's lodging at a taberOut of the four races boy scout
company.
nacle, observation trips through the woods to Te uiis won three
firsts, two seconds and one third.
study the trees and animal trails, and many other In the track meet held by the Birmingham
interesting' happenings, they finally reached their Athletic Club, in which teams from three states
The homecoming trip
destination, Egypt, Ga.
competed, Scoutmaster Gilbert Ritchie, of Troop
was equally exciting and interesting.
17, won a total of 21 points and was awarded
LAWRENCE, MASS. The boy scouts of Law- a cup as the best all-around athlete in the meet.
rence were presented with a flag by the ladies
VINELAND, N. J. Twenty-five boy scouts of
of Trinity Church, at a recent troop meeting. this city are planning a bicycle hike covering
The scouts had invited their parents, and, be- territory each day so that they will spend the
sides regular troop business, the boys gave a nights
in
the following
cities,
Philadelphia,
demonstration of camp life, the last part of Coatesville,
Frederick,
Lancaster,
Gettysburg,
whi<h was a night scene at a scout camp, which Mil., and arriving at Washington, D. C., on
was picturesque and impressive.
afternoon.
At
Saturday
Gettysburg they will
BOSTON, MASS. A new and interesting troop have a free automobile tour of the battlefields.
e
been formed in Cambridge
scouts has recently
o f scou
SCRANTON, PA. Members of Troop 9 are reunder the leadership of John Federkiewicz, ceiving instructions from Chief Ferber, of the
fire department, to prepare them in passing their

3.00

5%

poles are not wanted deduct
Special Prices in lots of twenty-five. Terms net rash
in advance unless otherwise arranged.
Special Tent
Catalugue and Samples furnished Free on request.

.

j

THE OHIO CANVAS GOODS MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO
A SrOUT OFFICIAL'S ENDORSEMENT

Dept. No. 10,

:

in mind, I most heartendorse Tent No. 1."
(Signed) GEORGE M. PROCTOR,
Scoutmaster, B. S. of A., Decatur, 111.

"With the boy's welfare

-'

-

examinations in

Unheard-of Introductory Price
Full Weight
Tent Ducki double lap seams.

Heavy Standard,

7*7 ... 5.32
7x9... 6.4B

12x14. ..
14x16...

etc.

All

12.75

17.10

These Exceptional Bargains
are offered for a short time only. Save money by buying direct from the largest, most reliable manufacturers
of Tents, Awnings and Campers' supplies
in the country.
Supplying the U. S. War,
Department, and Foreign Government:
Lst U3 tell you about our new
Watershed and Mildew-Proof
Process. Write at once for free
descriptive booklet and price'
list on everything made of

"

canvas.
Gft itour Ifttfr

to ustfi

btfore these big burOt

are snapped up,

tisements.

BOYS' LTPK

in.

advertisements

man ship.

tl

riir-'hi, John Remissewski and Joseph DyiegiZenon Wojciecrowski, John
Messrs.
Soszynski, and John Sznuich constitute the Troop
From the Boston Record.
Committee.

eli-iski.

earned the money.
Second Class tests.

All are

prepared to pass

The troop

the-

invites all scouts,

to visit their headquarters.

MARISSA, ILL. The scouts of Marissa have for
DUBUQUE, TA. Troop 4, under Scoutmaster their headquarters a four-room house, for whieh,
Abbo E. Abben, is making splendid progress. through the courtesy of the owner, they pay a
The boys enjoyed a cross-country hike to the rental of only $1 a month. They are expecting
home of the parents of one of the scouts, ten to give a show soon with slides presenting memThe scoutmaster noticed bers of their own troop.
miles from the city.
This
sevi niren good turns done during the trip.
MIDDLERURY, VT. The members of Troop
troop plans to go camping for a week this vaca- of Middlebury, hiked to Grand View Mount:. in
while
and
3
has
made
three
tion.
hikes,
Troop
On the way they destroyed many
on May 7.
on one, May 1, they passed through five town- nests of tent caterpillars, and while resting in
Illinois, Wisconsin and front of a house they were invited in by the
ships and three states
This troop gathered three barrels and owner to see bis museum. They ate their lunch
Iowa.
four boxes of old clothes and took them to charity on the mountain side, then continued to the top,
woikers who had sent out an appeal for such where they spent about an hour.
There are thirty -two enrolled members,
things.
NORWOOD, PA. After the scouts had se;ind more wish to come in.
cured pledges from nearly every citizen in the
dedicating honor and life to the
of
community,
GRATSON COUNTY, TEX. About 150 scouts
">,

county, from the towns of Sherman, Van
Alstyne, Howe, Denison and Whitewright, went
a hike to Woodlake recently, and there enjoyed boating, swimming, a ball game, friendly
boxing and wrestling matches, besides signal
A play given
pr;n-tice, woodcraft and cooking.
by the Van Alstyne troop in the Woodlake Opera
House made a hie bit A pcout meeting was also

on

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
-when
BOYS'
LIFE
answering advermentioning

It:

IM.-I

this

HETTRICK BROS. CO.
1229 Fcrmvood Avc.. Toledo, Obio

fire

BROOKLYN, N. Y. Troop 42, which was organized on March 12 with twelve members, had
J./VI
K \v 1C,
lVlH.llUltt.lt; W
^LIIUXBW
6,
USfpIl
grown to 25 members on April 30, according to
jrenik,
Anthony Jelowiecki, John Baranpwski, a letter from Assistant Scoutmaster Abraham J.
Anthony Dobhicurib, Lemberg.
Anthony Marcinkicurg,
The boys have a club house and
John Larasz, Anthony Rominski, John Ro- library, and all have outfits, for which they
II'

complete with tent poles, ropes, pins,
ready to set up Wonderful bargains.
9' .12... S 9.13
5v7...J400

;

;

seventy

Comand

If

governor Moreni

B r FFALO,

3.25
8

trail,

officials

Poles,

Size.

f>itf

KANSAS CITY, Mo. At the annual field day
the Kansas City boy scouts, Troop 1, composed of First Class scouts, retained the honor
This
flag,
winning it for the second time.

D. Morton, part

at the unveiling of

3.50
Size.

Single Filling White Duck.
with
Stakes
Poles,
plete

ily

The

isco.

twisted
Complete with Poles,

Dyed.
Stakes and Ropes
Scout Tents.
Same

No. 4

U.

Scoutmaster

1,

the

Above cut shows part of Troop No. 1, Boy Scouts
of America. Toledo, Oliio, with their No- 1 Army

Khaki-Dyed Tents manufactured by us.
No.
Scout Tent 4x6 ft., center

Troop

Otto Wistuba, has secured a plot of ground near
Exposition Grounds, upoa which they have
erected a scout cabin.
They extend a cordial
invitation to all visiting boy scouts to cull upon
them when they reach San Francisco.
Troops
LU yu
uiei e EUIUUIU
should ui
vv isiuuu
Mr. Wistuba
go there
intending to
iiiLuuuiug
drop
op an
a postal card about a week in advance so arrangements for their entertainment may be
:"
made.
Cards should be addressed to Mr.
uba, Room 301, Lachman Building, San Fr;

these Tents Scouts' Staffs are used for
leather washer to staff which
tacking
poles by
catches In l'/2 -inch rings sewed in top of tent.
See tents rolled up on
Rings all hand- sewed.
shoulders of two end Scouts, ready for a hike.

Note:

defense of the country and to the support of
President Wilson, Scouts Edward Ackroyd and
George Mundell, accompanied by the Rev. Stan-

They
journeyed to Washington.
were graciously received by President Wilson,
said he appreciated their loyalty and ear-

ley Billheimer,

who

nestness,

COR rrs CHRISTI, TKXAS,

When

they opened

new

their

were

srouts

Special Offer

Readers

to

of Boys' Life
This 14-K Diamond
Point Fountain Pen is

made

of

good

quality

Rubber,

with
black chased cap and

Para

well polished.
construction i s
simple and cannot get
out of order, overflow
or fail to write, the
feeds being the same
as used on all standard
fountain pens.
pen is fully guaranteed,
and if unsatisfactory in
any detail can be exchanged for a new one.
barrel,

The

Each

The Clutch
is

used.

The lead

is

"clutched" or
gripped by the
thumb screw

at the

screw

turn

the

desired

length. By
the screw

turning

opposite
the lead

back

in

fastened.

Heavily

nick-
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district this

N.

their

of

Beech-Nut Peanut Butter.
With bread or crackers
delicious and wholesome.
Selected Virginia and Spannuts the acrid hearts

ish

lightly
completely removed
roasted, and ground to a
creamy butter. Scouts know
what is best.

summer.

Money

J.

camping

trip

sufficient to
this summer

BEECH-NUT PACKING

Over 200 Boy Scouts
money with
what
they

the

buy

for.

name
of
your
Scout Master to PROVE
you are a Boy Scout and
we will send you 36 sets
Gliding Casters. Sell lOc
set and earn $2.34 in a
Send

Sell more if
Ifew hours.
[you like and earn more.
~ieep it up and when

comes earn
Christmas money.
send 12 Free
Demonstrating sets. Any
Boy Scout that couldn't
earn $10-00 a week in
spare time selling Glid'acation

plenty

We
>

also

Casters couldn't
a famine.

ing

'

sell

bread in
S.
41

take

MFG.
Warren

CO..

Desk

Street.

N.

II.

Y.

YOU CAN EARN THIS
SPAULDING GLOVE

was

Regular Price $1.25

camp

By a few hours work
This is a man's size glove, made
leather,
tf white velvet tanned
with inside hump, and is full
It's a beauty;
leather lined.
Price $1.25.
is very popular with high si'h<>"l
ball players, and we know you'll be the proudest boy in your neighborhood when you own it.
All you have to do to get this glove is to sell
12

GOTHENBURG, XEB.

direction

cif

EVERSHINE

Shoe and Rubber

"Evershine" gives a
25 eta. each.
waterproof polish, without any rubIt is easy to sell.
bing, to Shoes and Rubbers.
Send us your name and address. Troop Number, Scoutmaster's name and address, and we
When sold,
bottles
at
once.
will send the 12
send us the $3.00 and we will send clove nv
Address: EVERSHINE CO., Room
return mail.
Mass.
313. 44 Bromfield St.. Boston.
at

hrilliujit

city.

Under the

bottles

Polish

this

erans Auxiliary of this

of

Mr. Leslie Rich, their Scoutmaster, the thirtytwo boy scouts of this city organized this spring
All members now have
are progressing rapidly.

at $1.00.

to

YEARN

summer.
"WoBURN, MASS. Troop 3 has been presented
with a fine parnde flag by the Sons of Vet-

BOYS'

EARN

now

SAN LEANDRO, CAL. Assisted by the Camp
Fire girls, the boy scouts of San Leandro
gave a camp benefit show at which they cleared
over $47.
They expect to have thirty boys

you

CO., Canajoharie. N. Y.

which

Scout.'

in

shar-

your patrol
anything so good as

started thirty feet from a nine-foot wall and
scaled it, finishing thirty feet on the other side
Scout Frank E. Watt rein 19 4-5 seconds.
quests that any troop which has beaten this
write to Dr. J. H.
record
Sowerby, Field
Secretary, Detroit.
N.
Y.
About
175
to 200 boy
KENWOOD,
scouts attended the field day of the Kenwood
a
number of
This was the first of
troops.
field days and rallies to be held in the Cen-

New York

Law means

Good Turn

ing with

-The members of Troop 1
gave an entertainment, clearing $25, which went
into their camping fund.
These boys write
that they gained a lot of scout knowledge and
from
the
Adventures of a
"The
pleasure
film,

yearly subto

QCOUT
*"^a

NAPOLEON, OHIO.

FOUNTAIN PEN
and the CLUTCH
scription

More than two hunScouts took part in the parade in this
and
on
Memorial
also assisted the
day
city
Sons of Veterans in decorating the graves.
DETROIT, MICH. Troop 34 has made what
thinks is a record in wall-scaling at the
it
An eight-man team
fourth annual field day.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

dred

May.

DIA-

sent to

SARASOTA, FLA. The nautical scouts of this
town recently took a four days' cruise down
the bay in a motor schooner "Sadell."
BOSTON, MASS. Boy scouts of District 4,
Greater Boston, which includes Maiden, Melrose, Everett and Wakefield, recently held their
annual field day, on which occasion they were
addressed by Mayor Adams of Melrose.
ROME, N. Y. Troop 7, composed entirely
of iicwsUiv s, held an athletic meet recently in
the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium, under the direction of Scoutmaster L. C. Towusend.

HOROKEN,

MOND POINT
ONE

PeanuLButter

house.

earned by Troop 3, as a result of an entertainment and scout play which they gave in

pocket.

PENCIL

PEXSACOLA, 'FLA. Having been presented
with a tine cutter by the Navy Department,
Scouts of Pensacola are now
the nautical
busy with plans to erect a permanent boat

care

"clip" which holds
the pencil in the

this

Beech-Nut

library.

CHILTON, Wis. The Boy Scouts took active
part in the Memorial day exercises conducted
by the G. A. R.

eled plated and provided with patent

BOTH

Relief Corps of that city.
installing a wireless station and a

The boys are

EAST GRANGE, N. J. Troop 17 was presented with an entire camp outfit by the Men's
Club of the Sanford Street Methodist Church,
a
which was especially appreciated at
gift
that time, as they were planning for a three
days' hike to Little Falls.

direction
is

headquarters, the Corpus Christi
presented with a fine Ainrrn-;i n

Woman's

derful growth since the field day a year ago,
there being but two troops then and ten now.
and the people of Houston are strong in their
expressions of praise and appreciation of the activities of the boys.

the

until the lead

at

is

27
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HOUSTON, TEX. In the Field Day on April
21, with many interesting events. Troop 7 was
The Scout Movement has bad wonthe winner.

top of pencil. To
unfasten the lead

simply

Scouts'

TWIN BRIDGES, MONT. One of the most interesting troops of scouts in the state is that
in the State Orphans'
Home.
They have a
scout band and are planning a camping trip
for the summer and one to the state fair in
the fall.
WASHINGTON, PA. On Memorial Day the
four troops of boy scouts, assisted by the
Grammar School girls, had charge of decoratThey also took
ing the graves of the soldiers.
part in the parade and conducted an emergency
first aid teat iu the cemetery when needed.

very popular and

extensively

flag by the

tral

Pencil

for
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uniforms.

LEIPSIC,

ORDER BLANK
BOYS' LIFE,

the

Boy Scouts' Magazine,

Avenue, New York.
Please send, all charges prepaid, the
200

Fifth

PIAMOXD

OHIO.

tnkes

Address

charge of the city bloodhounds,
whenever there is need for their use.
DETROIT, MICH. St. John's Troop 4 publishes a little blueprint magazine each month
called "Scout News."
It is produced entirely
by the troop.
CROWN POINT, N. Y. Scout Gordon T. Rus-

Pen and Pencil ami the Magazine will
be sent to separate adarcsscs if requested.

teresting three

TOINT FOUNTAIN TEN and
CIL
for

a,

the CLUTCH PENadvertised by you, tor which I send you $1.00
year's subscription to Boys* Life.

Name
Note:

sell,

tain,
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Ride a RANGER

Scoutmaster O. O. Ireland,

of Troop 1, tells us about his Assistant Patrol Leader, Richard McKeen, who, during the
absence of his father, the Chief of Police,

know you have the best. Buy a
machine you can prove before accepting.
DELIVERED FREE on approval and SO
days' trial. NO EXPENSE to you if. after
trial you do not wish to keep it.
LOW FACTORY COST, great improvements and values never before equalled.
WRITE TODAY for our big catalog
showing our complete line of 1915 bicycles,
TIRES, sundries and parts, and learn the
wonderful new offers and terms we will
Auto and Motorcycle Supplies at factory
(rive you.
to itser prices.
Do not buy until you know what
bicycle and

entire

of

Troop

2,

Factoryville,

writes

of

days' hike to Wbiteface
about one hundred miles rli^t.'int,

an

in-

we

Moun-

can do for you.

MEAD CYCLE

I

1l<nti"n

HOYS' LIFE

A postal

card brings everything.

CO., DEPT.C-17

CHICAGO

in annwnrin'/ adveriittemsi\ta
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The Young Cannon

In Advance
This Marvelous

rammed

CAMERA

it

home with a wadding

Builders

be
He tried to count them
The hideous smoke seemed
"One, two
to curl in again
The world grew black
couldn't

(Continued from page 9)
ful of the powder out of the can, tipped
it into the cannon's yawning muzzle, and

1915

!

!

!

!

of paper,

f)OOM, boom, boom, bang, bang, roared
asked _Z5 the Fourth all through that long, hot.
But Jed did not hear it.
Reddy, hending over the priming hole with sultry day.
All those hours until darkness fell he
for
in
"now
the
hand,
punk
big
lighted
tossed and turned in the delirium of fever.
noise."
"
he counted over and over
"One two
his
had
held
instantaneous
of
these
dangerously
Reddy
punk
marvelous,
Only 10,000
again but went no further. And all that
picture-taking and making cameras to be sent near the primer.
out absolutely on approval without a penny in
day an anxious mother watched him,
BOOM
advance just to prove that it is the most wonsmoothed his pillow when he wrinkled it,
sensation
of
the
the camera
derful invention
roar was ear-splitting. The flash brought him water when he called for it,
So you must send
njre.
for it quick! Just
was blinding.
Yellow,
sulphurous and cried and cried each time he tried
the smoke
think of it
enveloped everything. But through to count.
new Mandel-ette
the cloud Jed saw a great jagged chunk
Boom, bonm, boom, the Fourth was wanof gas pipe go whirling through the air ing. The big clock down stairs was strik-

On FREE

grass and dirt.

"Now,

fellows,

how about

it?"

Trial!

!

THE

TAKES
AND
MAKES

Finished
Pictures
INSTANTLY
You

drop
the button,
press
card in develnper ami in one
I
minute take out a perfect, flnIshed post card photo, i; 1 ^::'-;
Camera, itself,
mcht'S in size.
is about 4V4x5\7 inches.
Loads in daylight 16 to 50
post cards at one time.
I

1

No Films

No

No Dark Room

Plates

Not a bit of the muss and bother of the ordinary kodak or camera. It is instantaneous phoUniversal focus lens produces sharp
Pictures develop and
pictures at all distances.
Can't over-develop; results
print automatically.
simply amazing.
tography.

We
No

difference

Trust

who you

what your age, we

are,

where you

live

No Reference

No Experience Required

Plain instructions and everything complete with outfit
you can begin taking pictures the moment it arrives.
We guarantee that even a child can operate it. Mail
coupon right now. No risk or obligation to keep camera
BO

-The Chicago Ferrotype

Co.,
j

Desk 51, Ferrotype Bldg., Chicago, III.
Send me at once one complete model Mandel-ette
Camera outfit including supply of post cards and inI
structJons.
agree to examine and test it thoroughly
and if satisfied keep it and pay you $1 a month until
your special price of $5 is paid. Otherwise I will
return it. at the end of 30 days, at your expense.

I
I

I

Name
St.

and No

.

.

.'

Town

He

held the queer
!

or

No red tape nf any kind. Monthly payments sn small
Lots of fun and big profits.
you'll not notice them.

I

"You were probably dreaming, dearie.
Please try to go to sleep again."
And
"But, mother, where is Reddy?"
feeling member up before his eyes.
what he saw made him sick with horror
"Oh, my boy dear son, don't ask. He's
It was a bloodhe's
It was not a hand.
Oh, Jeddie he was killed!"
smeared stump, red and lacerated. Two
Boom, boom, boom, growled the voice
No, no, he of the furious Fourth, and Jed, a-tremble,
fingers only could he see
must be wrong! This was not real! It turned his face to the wall and sobbed.
ness about his knuckles.

Scouts Planning a Happy, Safe
Fourth "of July

will

Easy Payments

State.

L

SCOUTS

States
BOY

are

At Waterbury, Vt.,
throughout the United Scoutmaster
Boicourt,
for

making preparations

the observance of Independence Day and,
as last year, the universal thought is to
incorporate the scout ideal of helpfulness,

a feature of which was the raising and dedicating of a municipal flagpole which was presented
The scouts had entire charge of
to the city.
this ceremony.
At Capac, Mich., the Boy Scouts, in charge
of Scoutmaster J. B. Lomas, formed an escort
the guest of
of honor for Governor Ferris,

ACADEMY \
( RANDOLPH-MACON
Bedford
For
City.

V;

A

school where a boy receives a thorough training
Studr-nt
college, scientific school or business.
body of 175, strong athletic teams, clean sports.
Our students excel in scholarship and athletics at
college 465 graduates have received full college degrees or entered professions in the past 18 years.
Ask your
$255 covers expenses of school year.
Address
parent or guardian to send for catalogue.
E. SUMTER SMITH, Principal
for

Mention BOYS' LIFE in ansturrinj advertisements

the scouts

gave

an

in charge of
entertainment

consisting of games and scout activities for
the benefit of patients in the State Hospital of
that city.

In
which makes any good time better.
places where Fourth of July celebrations
are under the direction of civic authoriNational Headquarters will be glad to
ties, or committees of local citizens, scouts
co-operate; in places where adults do receive reports of scout participation in
not take the lead, scouts have an oppor- Fourth of July celebrations this year.
tunity to "start something" that will be at
once entertaining, safe and patriotic.
Fire Fighters
Some of the Fourth of July activities of
scouts last year will indicate what scouts
SLATERSVILLE, R. I. The Slatersville scouts,
do on such a splendid occasion and sug- under Scoutmaster Roland B. Carr, rendered
great service in the tire which swept through
gest what other scouts can do.
At Burlington, N. J., the troop in charge of
Scoutmaster Scholl organized a big celebration,

Boys

ing eleven when Jed, his delirium gone,
opened his eyes and looked up at his
mother. Boom, boom, boom, bang, bang;
he heard it come rolling in at the open
window and he shuddered.
"Mother," he asked, "Mother, is Reddy
here?"
"No, dear."
"I thought I saw him."

You

send you the complete
Mandel-ette outfit absolutely on approval and give
If
not satisfactory return
test
it.
30
to
you
days
But when you see what elegant
at our expense.
takes
so
it
quick, so easy, with no troupictures
if you wish to keep it you simply send
ble at all
until
our special price of only
month
us $1 per
$5 is paid.

p

and strike Reddy full in the chest. He
saw the horror-stricken face of his chum
looking at him through the haze. He saw
Did he? What had he seen? He was
dazed. Was it all a horrible dream? He
was flat upon his back himself, and there
were terrible pains shooting up his left
arm. He was frightened. What was the
matter? His hand was sticky with something warm and wet. There was a numb-

VA
^^BW

*
J?plr^
M

the town on May 12,
troy ing three houses,

des-

two

barns and about $10,000
f standing pine timber be-

w; ^ s checked.
The
took
active
part,
passing water, fighting the
/ li
fire in the woods, watching
,4__^.
exposed buildings and helping the burned-out families
A log cabin conwith their household goods.
honor.
the past few
At North Wales, Pa., the scouts, in charge structed by these scouts duringthe
in the path of
fire, escaped
directed an elaborate months, although
of Willard L. Amthor,
credit for their
who
deserve
Those
damage.
program of athletic events held in honor of the work are Patrol Leaders Carl Christiansen, Earl
Park.
Recreation
of
opening
Lunn, Chester Maynard and Scouts Frank BurA Chicago troop maintained a first-aid camp rows, \Villk: m White, Napoleon Burchard, Ernest
throughout the day, so that they would be pre- Smith, Raymond McCulloueh, Edward Johnson,
pared for any accidents thnt might be suf- Arthur Schmidt and Clifton Maynard.
fered by persons celebrating in an "unsafe and
insane" manner.
Scouts Bernard Field, George
LEAD, S. D.
At Passaic, N. J.. Scoutmaster Heuser's troop Fogelsong and Clarence Manion, of Troop 1,
assisted the police in maintaining order at the discovered a fire that started in dry grass near
After
celebration and in doing picket duty at the a summer cabin in the Spenrfish Canyon.
They also helped severe fighting with old rags and sacks, which
parks throughout the day.
saved
cabin.
in
the
the river, they
they wet
guard all bad crossings.
Jfc

j\

tm

"
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Insulators
L. S.

By

DALE

a

a

heavily

a

power wire broke where it
a railroad track. The current,

a

i

piker.
witzer,

a

j

And the
rails as if they were hairpins.
great cotton mill across the river a minute before alive with the throb of machinery and in a blaze of light dropped
The power
out of sight as if by magic.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

evening,

ONEcharged
over

passed
running wild,

a

in

made

storm,

a

the storm look like a

It flashed and roared like a Hodug hap-hazard trenches all around,
splintered the ties and bent the 20 pound

was gone.

How

did

The "fixers"
insulator had gone out
What's an insulator for? To
all

it

soon found out.
of business.

happen?

An

keep power in its place.
In a few minutes the artificial storm was
over; a new insulator permitted the current to get through to the mill and, as if
Aladdin had rubbed his wonderful lamp,
the mill reappeared, the wheels were sing-

a

YOUR

insulator?
Haven't
about
any? Sure you have. Your TEMPER is
YOUR insulator again to keep power in
its place.
When it goes out of commission
you too let your "current" run amuck. Perhaps you take it out on the cat, or on

somebody's face, or maybe you just bang
the door and fume around by yourself
"saying it."
Anyway you are wasting power. Suppose you take it out on your algebra or
history, on painting the fence, or chumming with the wood pile! THAT won't
injure anybody else's disposition, and it
will help yours; in a little while you will
learn to keep your insulator in perfect order, so there will be few blow-outs, or

a

a

a

Boy Scouts
and all Boys:

a

Here

i

a

(Continued from paye 19)
ing that you are ready to set your own
pace, and make him understand that he
will not have to waste his time teaching
you things that his job will be to give
you your tests after you have prepared
yourselves, by your own efforts, to take

no room

scouting for a lot of flabby
weak-knees, for scouts have serious, important work to do. So, if any of you haven't
backbone enough to see a proposition
through, you'd better take warning right
now and not tackle the job at all, for you'd
only be in the way of the fellows with real
F. J. P.
sand in their gizzards.

a

a vacation trip.
You

can do

without interfering
with your daily duties, during your
Our tour plan will
spare time.
enable you and other members of

your

it

|
i

troop to visit

a

The Seashore, The Mountains,
The Panama-Pacific Inter-

a
a
a
i

them.

Probably he will hesitate at first, but
if you keep at him, showing him more and
more what scouting means, he can't help
Don't
getting interested after a while.
get discouraged. Stay with it long enough
and you are sure to win.
The Cave Scout is willing to guarantee
that these suggestions he has made will
work if persistently followed. A lot of
you fellows who have "pep" and ambition
follow them and become scouts.
will
Others, who are too blooming lazy to do
anything for themselves, will fall down
flat as a pancake and never find their way
There
into this great boys' brotherhood.

a

your chance to earn

i

a

Scout

is

a

i

i

Right?

The Cave

a

Attention!

[

B

D
D
1!

i

B

national Exposition

i

none.

is

I

a
a

ing, the lights bright.

How

a

i

or any place you wish to go.
With each package of Sanitol that you
purchase from your dealer for your own
use or your friends' use, you will receive
one Mile Card which will pay for

a
i

ONE
MILE OF TRANSPORTATION on

a

any railroad or steamship line when
redeemed by your dealer for cash.
This is an easy way to get a free vacation trip.
Or If you prefer to spend
the money in other ways, you can purchase what you like. Perhaps you need a Baseball Outfit, Camping
Outfit, Canoe, Football Outfit, Bicycle, Wireless Set, Roller and Ice
Skates, Camera, etc. You can easily earn whatever you desire by
using SANITOL and getting your friends to do so.

Everybody knows how good

the

SANITOL

preparations

are.

Everybody needs Tooth Powder, Tooth Paste. Tooth Brush, Face
Cream, Shaving Foam, Face Powder, Talcum Powder, Health Soap,
Shampoo and many more of the Sanitol preparations.
and insist
SANITOL yourself and get your friends to use
on getting a SANITOL MILE CARD with each package.
Your Druggist will furnish you the SANITOL MILE CARD with
l T se

it.

each package. If your dealer should happen not to know about it,
write us a letter and send us his name. Address Free Tour Department.

a

i
i

o
o
i

E
i!

i!

i

in

i

1!

Sanitol

Chemical Laboratory Co.
St. Louis, Missouri.

1
i

i!
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Patrol
season
was over. He had played in another
He had built three bird houses
game.

days

TEN

later

the

and had sold one. He
sixty-five cents saved,

kinds of Black Shoes

all

also

Polishes,

Preserves

Russet "Oil Paste"

a Difference in Polishes

v

Here's the
Knife they
r-

3

these

pocket

distinctive

- -

from

ordinary

any

V

x

long, two "Car-Van" Steel
the finest knife steel in the
world made from the famous Dainasrus sword blade formula rediscovered by us, after years of exWill hold a keener
perimenting.

edge longer than any

other

steel.

Unique Transparent Handles, clear as class and Umgh
as horn, in which we can place the owner's name and
any photo or patrol emblem desired. Our special agents'
price will enable you to make a jjood profit on every
knife you sell.
Write today for further particulars of this unusual
proposition.

Send us $1.50 for Sample DM Knife with your name
and address and any emblem or photo In the handles.

Canton, Ohio

HIKEMETER
In

Front

i

Compass

In

Bark'

In

(2
I)
(Price $1.50)
Measures the distance you
walk.
Adjustable to any siep.
Registers 100 miles. No winding. Accurate, interesting and
Just the
fully
guaranteed.
FRONT
thins for Hoy Scouts, tourists, hunters, golfers, hikers and all sportsmen. SuM
by all dealers or sent by mail. Send for fnlder.
Compass Watch Co.. 204 Jewelers Bldq.. Minneapolis

INFORMATION and FREE

SCHOOL
Advice
rat.iloK* of

Jill

Hoarding Schools (or camps)

in

I'.

S.

free.
Want for girls or boys? MainExport
tained for all schools.
American Schools' Association.
Write. 1050 Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.
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"Reach

A

Profes-

sional"
Bat*
extra
Spotted,
white
duality
a-h. burnt fin-

in

answering

tulr^i-nxi'tii'-nts

full

(Regular

How

"Don Strong" Began

STRONG

wants

to enter the Chester
not to study, but to play
high school
football and baseball under Mr. Wall, the Latin
Don thinks his
teacher, who coaches the team.
sister Barbara wants him sent to work
but when
his father tells him he can have a year at school,
he learns Barbara has been pleading for him.
Alex Davidson, a widow's son, also is ambitious to enter high school.
Alex works all
summer.
Don learns that Alex has twenty
dollars saved.
Amazed, he goes around to Alex's
house for a look at a boy who has saved that
much money, and finds Alex wearing a boy scout
uniform.
He sneers at scouts but later, when
he discovers that Mr. Wall is the Scoutmaster,
he enters the troop, and works enthusiastically.
Earning a dollar for his second class requirement does not prove easy. He weeds flower beds
and mows grass and later begins building birdhouses and selling them.
Don fails to make the
Ted Garter, a
team, but becomes a substitute.
shiftless lad, worms his way into the boy's good
Becaiise Ted is always buying sodas,
graces.
Don takes money from his bank and buys sodas,
too, and bis savings shrink.
Finally, egged on
by Ted, he quits the squad, but returns to it,

DON

;

;

he L^anton (Cutlery C/o.

Dept. 63

An

excellent plove.

ish

blades

Hlkemeter

pocket and web thumb.

said

laughed. "You're going to get your first
lesson in building a fire and cooking."
(Continued in August BOYS' LIFE)

different

3 l/z"

1

Fielders' Glove.
price 65 cents.)
of
colored
pearl
leather welted, fully padded,
leather pocket lining, deep

Made

meat and potatoes."

knife.

Style Dl I.
Length, 3 3/e".
2 Blades.
Price. $1.50.

"Reach"

(Regular

list

To his pleasure his father proved to be
well versed in the art of firemaking and
of cooking in the open.
Next evening, after Don had finished
another bird house, he came upstairs to
wash for supper.
Barbara met him in
the hall.
"You and Dad camp out tonight," she

splendid

knives to your
Boy Scout friends, neighbors, etc.
They sell on
sight because they are

a

Barbara.

You can earn some useful
money by
pocket
selling

a subscription to Boys'
Life at $1.00

of the articles displayed.
Barbara gave a low laugh.
"Nothing to fear about your observa"Does that fit you
tion, Don," she said.
for your second-class examination?"
Don shook his head. "I must know
how to make a fire in the open and how
recited

"Maybe Dad could show you,"

Want!

All

Anyone of them Given with

The money in his
already completed.
bank advanced to the astonishing figure
of two dollars and sixty-five cents.
His
lumber bill didn't worry him now, and he
was sure of a dollar earned and saved.
That night Barbara walked with him to
the village store. He took a minute's peep
into the window, looked away and quickly

to cook

o

Here are the Things
to Do It With

Once more he started to canvass for
bird houses, taking a sample from door
to door.
When he had taken eight orders
he returned to the shop.
It was now
time to build.
He delivered the two houses that were

it ^Shoe Polishes

is

had one dollar and
and two completed

Play Ball!

Troop.

size box, each IOC.
Ask Your Dealer ior

Same

[There

football

bird houses in the shop.
When the last game was over, when the
last whistle had sounded, Don carried his
football togs and stored them away in
For the first time in his life
the attic.
he did not regret the end of a season
He was eager to sell bird
of play.
houses, eager to plunge more fully into
the life of Wolf Patrol and of Chester

"Oil Paste" Polish
For

1915

Wolf

(Continued from page 9)

Blacks,

July,

Soon Don
realizing it is his duty to his school.
is shifted to th' first team.
A theatrical company goes to town. Ti.-kets
are twentv-nve cents each.
Don has planned to
go with Ted, Imt football practice has kept him
from doing much on his houses, and he can't
He knows that his lumber
afford the expense.
has to be paid or interest will be added.
hill
Worried, he fears he has "bitten off more than

size.

price

The Bat
boy

65c.)

the

for

who

is

400

the

after
aver-

"Reach"
Catcher's
Mask. (Regular Price,
Young men's
Made of heavy
size.
65c.)

wire, well finA
ished and padded.
steel
fine

mask

players.

for

amateur
by

Covered

Reach guarantee.

age.

"Reach" Scholastic League Baseball
An excellent ball
(Price G5c. postpaid.!
men.
for youne
Regulation size and
Horsehide cover, made of woolweight.
yarn, rubber center.
"Reach" Catcher's

new Reach

Mitt,

combination

made on the
Basemen's and

a
model.
One-piece face
"pocket" is readily formed in a mitt of
$0.65
this kind.
Regular price
Fielders'

BOYS' LIFE,

the Boy Scouts' Magazine,
New York.
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I
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Prize

Winners
based on the
for Real Gold,"
the followpublished in BOYS' LIFE, make
ing announcement of prize winners:

The judges

in the contest

"A Treasure Hunt

story,

FIRST PRIZE.
books front "Erery Boy's Library, lioy
Seout Edition."
Awarded to TKOOP 2, ILIOK, X. Y.

Fiftt-rn

SECOND PRIZE.
Ten books from that Libi-ar/t.
Awarded to HAROLD HENDRICKSON,
Wash.

Seattle,

THIRD PRIZE.
Fiiv

Awarded

to

bouk.v

from

that

Library.
Cal.

CLIFFORD L. SAYEE, Crafton,

HONORABLE MENTION.
Each one book from that Librari
Awarded to:
CLYDE COLSON, Quitman. Ga.
CARLOS FALLON, Peru, N. Y.
HAROLD BHACY, New London, O.

EDWARD STERN,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

DAVID H. COKKRAN,
OBSERVATIONS

JR.,
P-Y

Middlebury, Vt.

THE

.22

Jrn<;ES-

AVhen a small object, concealed in a large
must be found within a limited time,

territory,

and used LUC method which it worked out. itfo
The
one who reads its story can doubt this.
scouts in this troop did not go one by one, as
to
the
each
gol.1
contestants
get
some
did,
trying
and glory for himself.
They did not depend
upon chance, or dreams, or imagination. They
planned their work in such a way that they
were bound to turn up a clue if there was one

Every boy wants his .22
rifle to measure up to the same
standards demanded by experienced

submitted were good.
The true spirit of Scouting was usually present.
Many a scout stopped to chop the wood or help
his mother wash the dishes tefore he started on
all

the

stories

Most of those who found the treasure
the hunt.
divided it witli their companions or put it in the
A little girl who helped her
troop treasury.
brother with his spelling told us so in a letter,
so that no undeserved credit should be given.
\Ve congratulate the winners, and ask the
others to remember that every honest effort
Muscles exercised by
brings its own reward.
honest labor grow stronger, minds engaged in
creative thought grow brighter, wills cultivated
by self-discipline learn to control themselves
and others, spirits trained in kindness and generosity win the respect and love of all mankind.

The

First Prize

Prepared by Troop

T

/

Winner

2,

Ilion,

N. Y.

T ILL the meeting please come to orIt was the scribe who calmed
der?"

V/V
" *

Remington-UMC.
are looking for a rifle that will keep on giving
same reliable shooting for years to come.
For a quick-firing action get the .22 caliber Autoloadyou simply pull the trigger for
ing Remington-UMC

You

the

T

each shot, sixteen of them, without re-loading

For the boy that prefers a hand-operating repeater
there is the Remington-UMC .22 Repeating Riflecelebrated everywhere.
for the Remington-UMC Cartridges
For your rifle
have
for any make of rifle
to
go to the
you ought
dealer who shows the Red Ball Mark of Remington-UMC,
the sign of Sportsmen's Headquarters in every town.

the excited voices of those about him.

Write for booklet "Four American
Who Are Famous Rifle Shots"

say to us."

"You
Jie

said.

know why

meeting is
"Wili-ox, the creamery man,

all

this

What

Boys

called,
is

going

to give a hundred dollars in gold to the one who
How
finds it within a mile of the creamery.
The
are we going to find it within five days?
at
a
time.
one
scribe will take your suggestions

solid

breech, hammerless and safe.

"The troop leader has a few words he would
like to

rifles

sportsmen in their high-power

in existence.

Nearly

Cal.

AUTOLOADING
RIFLE

should include every trained
the searching party
"
The territory should he diperson available.
vided, the party organized, and definite tasks
assigned which will ensure the careful inspection of every foot of the ground until unmis
takable clujs* are found and followed up.
Troop 2, Ilion, N. Y., would have found the
gold if the troop had been at Wilcox Corrers

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
Woolworth Building

(233

New York

Broadway)

City

your idea, Scout Hadley?"
this early morning meeting was ended
was hopeful, for they had nearly five
one
every
is

When

FLAG OUTFITS FOR SCOUTS

full days.

said the
of us,
he started to sum up their plans.
"That is one man to every building and its
yard, and leaves three to follow the trail of the
Rubber Heels or any other new trail that may
We will spend the first two days on
be found.
The third day is for
the building and yards.
the cemetery and all the land on this end of the
other end of the lake,
is
for
the
fourth
lake; the
The
including the woods and twin pine trees.
on
the island.
Don't
will
be
fifth day
spent
forget to climb every tree, look in all knot holes,
hollow trees and birds' nests, under all loose
stones or boards.
Every tree you climb should
be marked at the foot by two crossed sticks
and stone; every loose stone should be turned

"Now, there are thirty-two

leader

of American Flag 2|/2 x 4 feet.
Strong cotton bunting 13 stripes and 48 stars.
Guaranteed fast colors with brass jointed mahoganycolor flag staff. 5 ft. long with gilded spear and
metal cap.
Complete outfit, price only $1.00.
Parcel Post Paid to any address in the United
States. Daniel O'Neill, 27 Henry St., Everett, Mass.

Consisting

as

lj| Fascinate young and

l&

B.

Hg

E

old.

A

lively

talking parrot will entertain the

whole house and keep everybody
smiling. Send your order to us for a
HAND RAISED PARROT, S6.00
guaranteed to learn to talk. Ready

to ship about July 1st. Others $10.00
each and up. Parrot prices
Always higher after Sept. T
Order early. Full direction:
:are and training free. I.ivini
al

guaranteed. Catalog
CO., DEPT. 3

IOWA BIRD

"BILLIARDS

fret

DES MOINES. IOWA.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

The Home Magnet"

A handsomely illustrated book showing
Home Carom and Pocket Billiard

wick

in

actual
Free!

colors,

giving

easy terms,
today.

prices,

all

FREE!
Brunfe*

Tables in
Sent
etc.

Write for it
The Brunswlck-Balkc-Collender Co.. Dept. I4D, Chicago
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This gold will all go in
with the wet side up.
a small tobacco bag, and that is a pretty small
If we all
thing to find in a mile circle.
sure of our own territory we will find it."
drew lots for the different positions and

make
They

set

to

work.

On

the morning of the fifth day, as the troop
was gathering for its trip to the island, the
troop leader saw a boy standing on the outHe recognized him as
skirts of the crowd.
Ht'iiky Stowe, nephew of the man who had hid-

den

the

gold.

"Would you like to go with us to-day?" he
asked of the boy, who was generally too tired
to answer until he had been spoken to several
times.

"Yes," was the prompt reply, "if you will
show me how to cook this stuff Ruth gave me.
I
didn't know what to bring, but sister had
heard Hadley talking about the trips and she
knew what to give me, but it's all raw, and I

raw potatoes or meat."
These preparations and change of heart surprised the troop leader, but he promptly replied:
"Come on, we'll teach you." And the thirtythree marched toward the lake shore, hopeful
and jubilant, for they had traced the Rubber
Heels almost to the lake shore, and they had
also discovered that the little boat had been
used on the night that the gold was hidden.
When the eight trips necessary to ferry them
across had been completed, and the provisions
carefully stored, they were ready for the final
search.
The rest of the territory had been so
well covered, and each scout had so much faith
in his fellows, that they knew it musu be on the
island.
The island itself was but one hundred
and sixty feet long and about seventy feet wide,
so that we are not surprised at their confidence.
They were arranged in a straight line across
the island, and at the given command they
started to move forward slowly, keeping the lint;
quite straight, so that nothing might be missed.
Every loose stone was turned and every tn-f
climbed and marked.
They started their search gleefully in the
morning sun and ended it gloomily wheu the
twilight was too thick for good work.
They
turned toward home, defeated. Seven boat loads
had gone and the eighth was on its way, Scout
Hadley in the bow, then the troop leader, and so
on l..u-k to the last seat, where Henky Stowe
leaned against the tail board tired and unhappy.
He had been the only weak point in their chain
of searchers, nor did he need the glances that
don't like

.

BICYCLE TIRES
The
1.

"Sturdy

Stud"

v V

NSYLVANIA RUBBER
Jeannette

Pennsylvania

here are the proudest tires alive
for the long, hard, speedy grind of the

And

VACUUMCUP

And

for

service.

many

.

the
island far in the rear, and, as they all believed,
the gold as well.
"Can any one think of another place to look'"

sell-

asked Hadley.
"No," said one, "we have looked all over
now."
There was a long pause. Then, as the boat
was nearing the shore, Hadley said: "Did any
one look in the boat house?" At first there was
no answer, then a younger scout, half asleep
from fatigue, said half aloud:
"Yes I did."
"Well, there is no other place I can think of."
"Nor I," "Me neither,'' came various replies.
"Did any one look in the boats ?" said the
There was no reply.
sleepy scout.
"Suppose
each one of you feel around you, then; if there
are any holes too small for your fingers, use
a flash light."
"It isn't near me," every one
declared as the boat scraped on the bottom and

Further words are unnecessary when we tell
you that we guarantee
Sturdy Studs for

The clinging
vacuum cupssave
spill

were cast his way to make him realize it.
They were near ing the shore, leaving

possible only

MOTORCYCLE TIRES

and

miles
that in

5.000

made

STURDYSTUD

MOTORCYCLTTIRES
doubling
average

at a price

by a direct factory to dealer
ing plan come

They're regular V. C. automobile tires
they're Kuaranin motorcycle sizes
teed
are

co.

q

on the

slippery
curve.

;

4,000 Miles

they leaped ashore.
They leaped ashore all but Henky, who sat
staring into an apparently empty box.
"What's the matter with you," asked the
"What are you staring into that
troop leader.
tin box for ?"
"Why why," he began breathlessly, "Uncle
Henry told me to clean out this bait box that I
left
dirty, and here in the corner is
is
the
gold."

And

^ FREE

^^

'IOO

Delivery to You

A sample 1915 mod.'l "Ranger" bicycle.
on approval and 3O DAYS TRIAL.
Write at once for large illustrated

catalog showing complete line of bicycles,
tires and supplies, and particulars of most
marvelous offer ever made on a bicycle.
You will be astonished at our to prices
and remarkable terms.
Wanted- Boys,
make monev taking orders for Bicycles,
Tires and Sundries from our big catalog.
Business direct with the leading bicycle

w

RIDER AGENTS

Do

house in America.
,

Do not buy until you know
WRITE TO US.
DEPT. C-i?, CHICAGO

what we can do for you.
MEAD CYCLE CO.,

MILES FOR

10

lively pioneer.

MIAMI MOTOR BICYCLE
SAFE

SILENT

PRICE, $125.00.
Send for

CLEAN
WEIGHT,

110

Ibs.

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO.
Middletown, Ohio

850 Mobile Avenue

tt,

BOY SCOUTS"

The new

song;

written

especially for Scouts.
10 cts.. postpaid.

Every

OLA HOOD SHIPLEY, MT. AIRY, MD.

and Cutlery

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOY'S LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOY'S LIFE when answering advertisements.

Jfenfion BOYS' LIFE in answering mlri

rtl.tf

menfs

Scout Refuge for
Through the

catalog.

one should have a copy.

Tools

so the boys marched home, defeat turned
and a slow, listless boy turned to a

(o victory

CENTS"-

Wild

Life

Ernest E. Jones,
President of the Oakmont, N. Y., Boy Scout
Council, leases have been obtained on about
one hundred acres of wooded land which
the Boy Scouts of Oakmont will take
charge of as a haven of refuge for the
birds and game.
This refuge is being
slocked with pheasants and other wild
game, which will be protected by the
watchfulness of the Scouts.

Scouts

efforts of
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'The Quartermaster Says"
Chats with the Equipment Man
By FREDERICK N. COOKE, JR.

UNIFORMS

Secretary, Committee on Scout Supplies

he

BE READY FOR CAMP

isn't

because
WELL,
want

uniform for camp and gen- liirn that
eral summer wear consists of Shirt,
ne\ er
Shorts, Stockings and the khaki Sum- came to

The

THREE SCOUT SPECIALS
For Hike or Camp

ideal

it-

exactly a
military

that's a
of a better

quartermaster
but for
title,

name we will just call
Come to think of it
for the present.
real
scout name sinr<> Inhas had a

of the time, perhaps you'll prefer cotton garments, but if you're to be in the
mountains or on the water, you'll wel-

There is the
National Headquarters.
"Scout Librarian." the "Cave Scout," etc., but
no handle for the scout who is trying all the
time to find out what hoys need or want in
and to get
the way of supplies and equipment
these for them.
Perhaps some of you readers of BOYS' LIFE
will think of u name for this scout and let us

come the woolen

liave

mer
If

Hat.

you are going where

is

it

hot

all

outfit.

it.

LET HIM
Possibly you have

KNOW

Called

the equipment

man

kinds of names a* times when something
lias gone wrong with your uniform or supplies
And that's the first thing we had better talk
all

Shirt

I

"POPULAR" HIKE TENT.

about.

with two bellows pockets. OfOrder
In three grades.
ficial
buttons.
by age size only. Add parcel post for 1
pound.
No. 514. Standard khaki
$1.00
75
No. 515. Light weight khaki

Coat

style,

No. 516.

Woolen

1.50

Cotton athletic under-

Also No. 531.

shirt

or

camp

jersey...

.25

Shorts
Made

similar

and

to
belt

running

Have

pants.

Order

by

age
Add parcel post for 1 pound.
size only.
No. 511. Standard khaki
$0.50
1.75
Woolen
No. 512.
pockets

loops.

The Quartermaster wants
do go wrong.
It's
your privilege

to

know when

kick

things

you spend
money and don't get every cent's worth that's
coming to you. When you give up a dollar
it
must be "for value received."
or a nickel
And that's what goes with every piece of scout
If
a
you
guarantee of service.
equipment
If you discover something
don't get it. holler!
that has slipped by the Quartermaster you'll
do the best kind of a good turn by speaking
up, so that whatever it is may be corrected
before some other scout grts a hold of it.
I'ri li.ips
we'll have to have a regular "trouble
blank" to be enclosed whenever you are sent
Then surely we ought to hear from
supplies.
you when things aren't right.
Then there's the other side of it. When you
find something good with reference to equipment
share it with other scouts by writing the Quartermaster about

to

if

This
Scouts

n
splendid tent for use of
on hikes or week-end ramps.
is

army "d<>"

Boy
It

is

from heavy
(governdrill, dyed with genuine khaki dye
ment formula), and the fabric is water-

made

in reyulnr

style

proofed.

Tent is open front and rear, but back can
be closed with the attached snap buttons.
metal
Poles,
Quickly and easily erected.
ground pegs and guy cords with each tent.
All packed in waterproof carrying case.
Size
in case 21 ins. long and 5 ins. in diameter.
Tents when erected are 36 ins. hich and afford ample sleeping room for two boys.
No. COIOO. 66
No. COIOI. 72

in.
in.

Shipping wgt.,
Shipping wgt..

4%

Ibs.,

51/2 Ibs.,

$3.00
3.50

it.

WHY

THIS SCOUT'S UNIFORM IS CLEAN
Recently at a scout rally and field day some
one asked the equipment man how to wasli
uniforms so they would not shrink and turn

Stockings

white.

Turned down below
Olive drab color.
knee.
The footless ones are used with
half-hose which may be thrown away
when worn through. This avoids blisters
Don't forget to mencaused by darns.
Add parcel post for 10 ounces.
tion size.
$1.25
Woolen
With feet.
No. 527.
No. 527A. Footless.
30
Cotton
With feet.
No. 528.
No. 528A. Footless.

Hat
for
summer uniforms.
Heavy
Ventilated crown with dekhaki drill.
hat
cord.
Be sure to give size.
tachable

Special

Add

parcel post for 10 ounces.

No. 504
$0.50
Regulation Scout Hat. New model. Olive
drab felt; ventilated crown, silk band;
detachable ties. Shipping weight, 1 Ib.
No. 503
$1.25

"Why, I know," said a scout from up the
Hudson, who was present.
"My mother has
washed mine two or three times, and look at
it."
We did, and then everybody wanted to
know how it was washed.
So we'll let the
scout

tell

the secret:

This
sure to use lukewarm water.
is what saves the khaki from shrinking.
Mother
makes good strong suds using any pure white
Once I asked her if she wouldn't get
soap.

"Be

more dirt off by rubbing the soap right on
the garment and she told me that was what

made other Scout suits white after washing."
"She does not scrub my coat and breeches
on the washboard," the scout continued, "but
lays them on the back of the board and scrubs
each garment hard with a stiff brush.
This is
what gets the dirt off and afterwards a good
soaking in clean cold water rinses away all

Aluminum Cook

Kit.

No. 1200 A new Scout mess kit.
Complete
in every di-tail mid bound to be popular. Outconsists of patent fry pan with handle,
fit
cooking put with cover, drinking cup. and
stew pan, which also serves as plate or soup
There is also a fork and spoon.
All
bowl.
pieces, with exception of fork and spoon, are
made of heavy gauge pure aluminum of the
famous "Wearever" brand.
Parts nest comKhaki carrying case
pactly and do not rattle.
to match uniform, with adjustable strap.
Prepaid
$2.00

the soap."

"Does she iron them ?" asked a Tenderfoot.
"No," was the reply, "for that would make
look shiny.
She wrings some of the
water out with her hands, and the weight of
the water left in the garments helps them to
dry evenly, and any wrinkles can be smoothed

them

out."

TO KEEP THEIR COLOR

We

Belt
Made

of olive drab webbing with pun
metal fittings, including snap hooks for
The patent buckle
attaching equipment.
allows it to be put on and off quickly.
Shipping weight, 5 ounces.
No. 529
$0.40

Haversack
New

ORDER DIRECT OF
Department

of

Equipment and Supplies

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200 Fifth

Avenue

New York

this.

And

here is the suggestion: "Save the grounds
coffee pot for a couple of days and
a second rinsing water for the uniform
the
addition
of these grounds.
The coffee
by
really acts like a dye and takes away any
whiteness which might appear if all of the
soap were not carefully rinsed out of the uni-

from the

City

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

"Wearever" Aluminum Canteen.

make

form."

approved October 26, 1914.
inches square, double compartments,
model

13
adjustable carrying strap, with five carrying rings for light and heavy loads.
Shipping weight, 14 oz.
No. 530
$0.75
-/

thought we had the full story at this
point, but along came a good suggestion from
He said he had read a long
another scout.
time ago that after washing a uniform in
this way and rinsing it thoroughly there was
a good stunt to keep the khaki looking fresh.
Naturally everybody wanted to know about

Now you see what helpful information scouts
have to share with each other.
You have
probably made some discoveries yourself.
Write
the Quartermaster about them and give him a
chance to pass them on.
ABOUT EQUIPMENT IN GENERAL
Scouts frequently write to ask questions
about equipment and complain that they do
not have sufficient access to the supply catalog.
The

Department

of

Equipment

and

Supplies

publishes at least two catalogs a year, and any
scout can have a copy by sending a postal to
the Department at National Headquarters, 200
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

No. 1201

The makers

of this

famous brand

aluminum utensils have made for the Boy
Scouts of America an almost ideal canteen of
heavy gauge stock with olive drab cover and
The capacity is
adjustable carrying strap.
It
is probable that this
just over a quart.
canteen will soon become a part of every
Scout's equipment.
Ib
$1.50
Shipping weight,
of

I

ORDER DIRECT OF

Department of Equipment

and

Supplies

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200 Fifth Avenue

New York

City
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Every Boy Scout
will want Columbia
Double-Disc Record
A1331
ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

for

COLUMBIA

Double-Disc

Record A1331

75c.

There are hundreds of other Columbia Records in the
Columbia catalog which are just as interesting and eduThis catalog is free and can be
cational as this one.
secured from any of the 8500 Columbia dealers. If you
do not easily locate a Columbia dealer, write us.

Columbia
GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
DEALERS

Box G645 Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK,

EVERYWHERE

N. Y.

Mill

(Continued from page 6)
troopers.
They were
They were singing:

the King's
ing along.

reel

Boot saddle to
Rescue my castle
Brightens to blue
Boot saddle to

The

last

rid-

horse
and away
before the hot day
from its silvery gray.
horse
and uway
I

1

"away" came

to

him

as

if

shouted by a thousand horsemen.

awoke and
HEamazed
was

jumped to his feet,
to discover that a real troop

of red-coats
riding down upon him
with a clatter of hoofs and clanldng of
sabers.
Before he could fullj appreciate
what was happening a young officer had

has a message for you on Scout Patrol Calls. As it contains the correct calls of loon, moose, seal, pigeon, fox,
cuckoo, night bird, and other patrol calls, it could not
well be written. Therefore Mr. Seton made a record
a record that will reproduce on either Columbia or Victor
talking machines.

Ask

1915

July,

sprung from
by the arm.

horse and grasped him

his

Curiously enough, Duncan was unable to
his presence of mind, as he had always planned to do in time of danger,
and he could only stare stupidly at tinbrass buttons on the officer's coat and try
to make out the motto over the lions.
He
felt his knees trembling.
He was un-

keep

aware that the officer was speaking to
him until he was given a vigorous shaking.
Then in a twinkling his brain cleared.
He measured the distance to the gate
Two troopers
where his kite was tied.
had dismounted and were standing by the
Resolving to signal to Phil at any
gate.
cost, he deftly twisted himself loose from
the officer's grasp and darted toward the
But there was a sharp order from
gate.
the officer, and the troopers turned in
time to intercept him in no gentle manner.
"Keep away from that, you young
devil," shouted the officer, now so angry
"A
that his face was as red as his coat.
Well, I'll put an
signal, I suppose, eh?
end to that !" And he strode toward Duncan, flashing his sword out of its scabbard

one quick motion. Duncan thought that
end had come; but he breathed again
when the irate officer strode past him and
slashed in two the cord which held the

in

his

kite.

As the
Duncan

kite

came toppling down

to

strength of a regiment within him; for now the village
would be warned and these troopers would
have no easy time. He started to count
them, but was quickly interrupted by the
earth

officer's

felt the

commands.

"Here, tie that rascal up to the signAnd prepare all for action!"
board!
There was a stir among the troopers as
their saddle
they dismounted, tightened

and carefully
Duncan was
over to the sign-board, where he was

their sabers,
girths, loosened
primed their heavy pistols.

led

PET COMSTOCK
BOOK
ANNA

The

that he could not
quickly tied so firmly
budge.

Every boy we ask says

BOTSFORD

"It's

Cornell University

Just the book for Boy Scouts. Stories,
housing and care of 70 pets, including the animals found in trips afield.
Profusely Illustrated. 310 pp. -|- 117
Price, ?2.50 net.
want."
Am. Libr. Assn.

fills a Innc-felt
Booklist Mothers' Magazine.

"Book should be in every juvenile
and school." Chicago Herald.

library

a Corker!"

THE BOY SCOUTS OF
BLACK EAGLE PATROL

pages half-tones.
"It

"Now, young

:

By LESLIE W. QUIRK

A

real live story for real live scouts

At

all

Bookstores

$1.00 net.

"A book

that has been needed." Guide to Nature.
For sale at all bookstores or shipped direct.

THE COMSTOCK PUBLISHING COMPANY
Ithaca,

New York

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

LITTLE,
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fox,"

said

the officer, "I

to interfere with
guess you won't be able
our plans," and for a moment held the
blade under Duncan's
point of the naked
chin.
Then, turning, he cried:
To horse !" Other orders
"Quick, men
"Sanders, take ten men
followed fast.
!

south on this Boston turnpike for three
Jenks, take twenty on
hundred yards.
on yonder
past the ford and stand guard
hill.

and

The

rest follow

steel ready.

me

!

Forward

Have your

flint

!"

Off they werit with a gallant show that
thrill, even though he hated
them for serving a tyrant king.
It appeared to Duncan like the troopers
were riding in a mist. The thongs about

made Duncan

He
cruelly.
reach the ford. While
his
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and ankles began to cut into

wrists

his
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saw the troopers:
some continued on
others dismounted and rushed

flesh

'

up the hill,
into the pine woods.
Then came the welcome ringing of the
Phil had done his
village church bell.

The alarm was given
seemed only a moment until Dunean

duty

!

!

It

saw a. blotch of red on the turnpike. This
drew near rapidly, until it came upon him
with overwhelming noise and clatter. He
seemed buried

in

an avalanche of black

horses, red coats and sabers
were fleeing the way they had
next instant they were gone.

the Tories

come!

The
G. Washington's Refined

men

from the town came clattering by ahorse a few minutes later.
Seeing Duncan, they drew rein and cut
Phil was by
the cords that bound him.
his side in a moment.
"That kite strategy worked mighty well,
Duncan," said Phil.
"So it seems," said the released boy,
"Hurry up, you men,
stretching himself.
HIK! catch the Tories, and tell that smart
captain I want to thank him for cutting

THE

folk
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cold right from
is \vater
the spring or hot from the

requires
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camp

coffee, delicious
The small can
makes 20 to 25 cups and
can be carried i n t h e
flavor.

pocket.
All Food Stores
30c, 50c, 90c Tina.

the kite string for me."
"Did the captain do that?" cried Phil,

WASHINGTON COFFEE

G.

not understanding.

Then Duncan

fire.

Real

gleefully told of his ad-

SALES CO.
New York
Street

79B Wall

venture.

"Well," said Phil, "I guess the captain

He
remain unthanked for a while.
was going like greased lightning when we
saw him last, and I don't think he will
will

stop very soon."

Moonshiners

in the

WIN YOUR OWN BATTLES!

Jungle

Play

STOAT

(Continued from page 15)
we neared a smaller island,
between Pine Island and the mainI was ordered
land, it was nearing dusk.
I turned the
to make a landing there.
sloop in as near to the beach as I dared

WHEN

the great war

and cast the anchor. We all got to the
beach in the skiff, and I soon had a fire
sending smoke up to the palm-tops. Fried
bacon and flap-jacks made our supper;
Dusk came
I was cook as well as sailor.
Bat Mason had me gather
on rapidly.

wood

for the

You've guessed

Use your wits to
ponent on land and sea. You will be
planning and fighting a real cam-

fire

goin',"

paign.

Intensely exciting.
a game on your vacation for
that rainy day. Price $1.00, postpaid.

he

Take

said.
I was not averse, for the fire was the
James
only cheerful thing in prospect.
and Uncle Bill lay on the ground within

the circle of light from the fire; Bat sat
with the gun on his lap, the big revolver
frowning out of his pocket; I sat on the
There
third side near my pile of wood.

was not a contented being there. Bat was
not the least uncomfortable of the lot
having three to guard. He stood up and
thrust the ram-rod down each barrel of

gun

to

measure the
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barrel has buck-shot," he
said, satisfaction in his tone.
I didn't contradict him, though somehow I'd rather he hadn't found it out.
It was quite late when I voiced a question that rankled in my mind.
"How far are you going to take us?" I
asked.
"Hey? What business is thet o' yourn?"
he said. "Hit'll be a long way t'other side
of the Caloosahatehee thet much I'll tell

"Thet
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defeat your op-
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was some time past midnight, I supwhen I noted that, as Bat nodded,
Uncle Bill edged himself toward the flre.
I
guessed his purpose, and, when mending
the fire, I pushed some glowing embers
vith my stick away toward Uncle Bill,
who gave me a look of gratitude. Very
toward the
cautiously Uncle Bill squirmed
coals, and I maneuvered to keep a smoke
Bat.
rising between him and
This was going on for about an hour.
Bat not any the wiser, when at last Uncle
Bill got his back and his bound hands to
He dug a depression
the glov/ing coals.
It

posed,

in the sand with his fingers, and, though
he couldn't see what he was doing, managed to get some coals into it.
Uncle Bill got his wrists over the re-1
coals, and I could smell the singeing rope.
I knew that Uncle Bill must be searing
his flesh, too, and I writhed within.

saw the wrists part with a
knew Uncle Bill had won.

Finally I

and

jerk,

I

Then came a gradual squirming back, and
his hands
turning over, Uncle Bill keeping
But
behind him, as though still bound.

how should he

free his legs?

for a look
presently roused himself
Uncle Bill and James across the
But Uncle Bill lay with his face to
his hands still behind him.

at
BAT
(ire.

the

fire,

subsided and begun to
cautiously got my pocketknife open; and, rising as if to mend the
near enough to
fire, I managed to get
With this he
drop Uncle Bill the knife.

When Bat had

nod again

Now and
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I

worked insidiously, his knees bent and
arms stretched at his back.

his

Then, finally, my heart beat in my
throat fearfully as 'l saw Uncle Bill pull
himself together for a dash.
He leaped to his feet and
It came
dug the sand with his toes.
Bat was aroused on the instant snarled
and cocked the left hammer of
like a
!

dog

The cap
pulled the trigger.
the charge of buck-shot
failed to explode. Cursing, he let fly with
But Uncle Bill
the barrel of small shot.
was out of view in the dark.
Bat then threw down the gun and drew

the gun.

snapped;

He

but

the big revolver.
Is there any folks livin' on the island?"
he demanded.
"There are people living at the lower
end of Pine Island," I told him.
Then he swore again.
"If I sail down there they'll head me

he said, pondering.
was plain he thought we were on
Pine Island; instead, as I knew, we were
on a smaller island between Pine Island
Uncle Bill would
and the mainland.
to Pine
hardly be able to swim across
But it was not for me to undeIsland.

off,"

It

Address.

(Send me the Flashlight)

ceive him.

"Here, you!" he began. "You put thet
bacon an' flour an' peaches in my bag."
I

complied.
then looked

He

to

see

that

James's

bonds were intact and ordered me forward

He took his place in
to the skiff.
the stern thwart and I pushed off.
"Now you go right across," he said.
I rowed with a good will, for my hopes

down
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were

rising.

the boat's prow grated on the
sands of the mainland Bat Mason scrambled out. He went briskly across the beach
without a word and soon disappeared in
the woods.
(Continued in August BOYS' LIFE)
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Chicago

This boy,

because of this influence, will beto our splendid movement.
It
is in this way that the scout can
help to solve
one of the most trying problems of his city todav
the boy truant problem.
The scout can be of
real service to his city by assisting the Board
of Education.
The Board of Education sends
the boy who goes wrong to some institution.
But how can the influence of an institution compare with the real personal influence of some
worthy scout appointed to be his official guardian
The scout's duties should be to become
this boy's friend and help him up
along the
right road from which he has wandered.
To
see him often and make him feel it is worth
while to do the right thing,
I feel sure this is not a too great
responsibility for a scout, and his city would reap a
great benefit if the Board of Education would
co-operate with the scout officials and the scouts
in solving this boy truant problem. This would
not only help the city morally but financially.
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Boy Scout Movement was brought into
existence for the purpose of making U'ncle
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make the good he does
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This essay wcs awarded
(EDITOR'S NOTE.
the prize offered by Mr. Charles L. Pollard.
Executive Deputy Scout Commissioner of the
Council for Manhattan and Bronx, for the /M-.S-C
essay on this subject. The contest was open to
all smuts, of whatever grade, in the city.
Mil'
ton ]V<'instein is a First-Class Scout, and is fifteen years old.)
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operation of wireless stations; directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
wireless instruments and aclist of up-to-date
cessories, together with other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
Containing as it does a fund of valuable information not generally contained in a catalogue, it
approaches nearer a text book in the fascinating
field of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
cover in two colors.
No expense has been spared
tu
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
Each

city department is a field in itself,
that offers many opportunities for usefulness
to the scout who is willing to do things.
Take,

instance, the Health Department.
We all
its rule is that all garbage and ash cans
are to be covered.
If this rule is not complied
with, the escaping odors and germ-breeding dust
will cause disease.
The scout could help protect his
city from disease by making it his
business to see that this law is enforced.
Another important element is that he should
in enforcing the "Pure Food Laws."
assist
First, by having the right to report on the way
loose can milk is kept in stores.
To see that ail
foodstuffs are kept in a sanitary condition,
especially that bread and pastry are covered
from flies in STimmer, in the various kinds of
stores selling it.
The same precaution should
be taken in inspecting the street fruit and candy
stands.
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Now we

consider the Fire Department.
boy scouts can help this department by
To report if the
inspecting tenement houses.
To
fire-escapes are not kept clear and clean.
inspect basements and report if full of rubbish,
and if oils, benzine, paint, etc., are kept in
Since the Fire Department
dangerous places.
co-operates with the Building Department, we
could report our inspection of the condition of

We

will

with

one

script ; on

yearly

sub-

to
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4 Great Color Drawings of "Western
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tenement houses. By this I mean reporting hallways found obstructed and toilets kept unreIf hall steps and banisters are in an
paired.
It is also important to notice
unfirm condition.
if roofs are .kept whole and clean, and that the
skylight windows are unbroken, so that the
weather conditions will not affect the tenants.

SCOUTS AND THE POLICE.
true the scout can make his usefulness
felt in each of these departments, but I shall
now speak of the one department of a city in
which the scout is a real need. It is strange
to say he has not, as yet, been considered in
I have reference to the Police Dethis light.
I wish in this article to bring to
partment.
their notice that with the aid of the scouts the
department would put their work on a higher
It

is

basis.

Let us take the problem of the children's
What becomes of him when
court prisoner.
he is released or put on probation
Who
him
the
chance
to go straight and help
tfives
him not to drift back to prison again? Nobody,
as far as I know, and even if there are a few
institutions or societies who do care, can't the
boy scout help along ?
You will probably smile and say that we
are too inexperienced to undertake such work.
We are not. We can arrange a system by
which we could obtain positions for released
I suggest that the Police Headquarprisoners.
ters division send the names and addresses of
released prisoners to the Boy Scouts' Headquarters, who will have a list of investigated
positions and will try to secure suitable work
He will
for the released young man or boy.
be taken in charge of, a good talking to will
be given him, as it always tends to soften a
man's heart. And as long as he will feel that
somebody cares for him and is anxious to see him
go straight the chances are that he will go
?

Troop No. 4
of

Rock

Has just received a
dition to $48.55 in
Troop Finance

Island, Illinois

straight.

trip prize of $100.00, in adcommissions already saved by our

camping

Plan.

The Rock

Island Scoutmaster says: The plan helps boys
to help themselves, which is what
boys need; it has opened
the eyes of the public to the fact that the
Troop is trainthe
to
be
men
of
and
it
has not interservice,
ing
boys
fered with

any other Scout duties.
The Mayor of Rock Island says: What we need

more

is

business concerns like The Curtis Publishing Company,
which is to be commended for the business training afforded

boys by the Troop Finance Plan. I have personally noted
the result of this
training in Troop No. 4. I am a booster
for the Curtis Plan of
training boys.
Five hundred other Troops are earning
training their Scouts by this plan.
If your

Troop

is

money and

handicapped by lack of ready money,
Troop Finance Plan.

write to us for information about our

Box

939, Troop Finance Section

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

A scout can always make himself useful to
this department by taking care of lost children
In reor by returning them to their parents.
gard to helping the Red Cross Division of this
department, a scout should have the privilege of
rendering first aid to those stricken, before an
ambulance arrives.
Many times the policeman
who arrives on the scene of distress is so busy
calling an ambulance and managing the surround ing crowds that he must neglect the
The boy scout is not permitted by a
patient.
policeman to render first aid. The scout should
be, because he is trained to do it.
PROTECTING PAEK PROPERTY.
And now we must not overlook the Park
The park is an important element
welfare of the people of a city, most
for
the
poor, for it is their only place
especially
of recreation and rest from the heat of the
crowded streets. Well-kept parks are the healthpreserving stations of all large cities, for the
babies, for small children, for grown children,
A scout could help this deand for adults.
partment in various ways. First, by seeing that
children do not destroy trees, shrubs and plants.
That refuse from individuals and parties is
gathered into receptacles placed for that purThat benches are not defaced, and by
pose.
protecting the public from abuse of rowdies.
This would be an easier task for the scout if
the department of parks would grant him authority by giving him a badge that should show
that he had these privileges.
Department.
in

the

THE BENEFIT TO THE SCOUT.
Why not have a certain number of troops
We
appointed to serve each city department?
would, of course, be giving much benefit, but
let us not forget that we would be receiving
To begin with, our city would
benefit as well.
give us the opportunity to put into practice
training and knowledge we have learned.
Every scout is in the city's debt, and it is his
duty to do all in his power to pay up by making
his 'city the finest, healthiest and happiest place
in the world to live in.
Let all the scouts join in and help; then I
guess we will have a mighty fine country.
the

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

BOY'S

CAMP BOOK

By

EDWARD CAVE

New, illustrated, cloth-bound edition; containing
everything the boy camper should know, with full in-

camping under all conditions. Numerous helpful illustrations by Norman P. Rockwell.
OUR OFFER For One new Subscription to BOYS'
LIFE, the official Boy Scout magazine, at $
we will
send the "BOY'S CAMP BOOK" FREE, all charges
prepaid by us.
structions for

1

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

200 Fifth Avenue,

,
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York

Scouts Eager to Sell Waste Paper
Since the publication in the May BOYS'
LIFE of news of how scouts of Vermilion,
O., earned money by selling old newspapers
and magazines to the New London Waste
Paper Company of New London, Ohio, this
company has received inquiries from scouts
The
in all parts of the United States.
manager advises BOYS' LIFE that they can
buy only from troops within 150 miles of
New London beyond that distance freight
charges would exceed what the paper would
;

bring.

He says scouts can obtain names of waste
paper firms in the nearest city by corresponding with the Chamber of Commerce.

PJease mention BOYS' LIFE ivhen answering these a
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STAMPS

THE WAR MAY END THESE POSTAGE STAMPS
Turkey.
Belgium,
European War Packet
;

50

Austria-Hungary
Approval sheets at

25c.

Stamps
By FRANK

A

L.

monthly paper free.
pages, paper covers,

BIRD GUIDE

stamps solve the
If you

cannot

these, cut

City

by Chester A. Reed. It tells all
about the birds, their peculiari-

afford

some

their nests, their eggs. It is
issued in pocket size, and there
are over 200 Color Pictures. With
ties,

sheets of paper
of a size to fit
easily into your
| etter
envelope,

STAMPS.

Transvaal. Ser108 all different.
Peru, Cuba. Mexico. Trinidad.
1000 Finely
and album. lOc.
1000
65 different U. 8.. 25c.
20c.
* Mixed.
5c.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent
hinges.
I buy stamps.
List Free.
Stegman. 5951 Cote Brill Ian te Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

this
will

ALL

etc.

.

200 different
on| y

revenues

$1.00

pamphlet which

Foreign

65 dlff -

I0c -

u

-

Stamps (or
s Stamps,
-

and

including old Issues of 1861 and
II c.
Our
$2. 00 values, for on ly

tells

"How To Make

a

Stamp

Collection

QUEEN CITY STAMP

Properly" free with each order.
Room 31. 604 Race
&. COIN CO..

St.,

Cincinnati.

Ohio

in

know

all

NOW.
The "Bird Guide" and
a subscription for one
year to BOYS' LIFE,
both for $1.30.

LOT

SPECIAL

Guide

your possession, you
the birds you will
be able to tell them by their song.
You need a copy on your campMail the coupon for
ing trips.
this beautiful book

New Zealand stamp
surcharged "Samoa"
number them in
order and mount
C.
ten stamps on each sheet, mounting on one
side only. You can sew these together into a
POSTER STAMP COLLECTING. World's Greatest Fad. book or fasten with a wire clip, or a McThousands of varieties, both art and advertising stamps.
We buy. sell, and exchange POSTER STAMPS. 25 ad- Gill fastener. Mark each stamp with its
Our
vertising poster stamps sent prepaid for silver dime.
price and have total of each page show at
color stamp and price list for postcard.
HARTFORD. CONM. its foot. Be sure to mention in your letter
THE HOBBY SHOP
how many stamps, how many sheets and
the total value you send, and keep a
U. S.
record yourself. Don't try to sell dirty,
5 Spanish War Revenues.
-FOR-- 10 U. S. Envelopes, cut so... incl. War Dept. torn or
The
heavily cancelled stamps.
8 Civil War Revenues.
cleaner your sheets and stamps are the
6 New York State Revenues.
lOc CROWELL
STAMP CO., CLEVELAND. 0. more
will sell.
Brazil,

,

1 Java.

own the famous

should

problem.

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN COMPANY
New York

Scout

books holding
about fifty

50%

to

Madison Avenue,

Boy

to send to other scouts for exchange.
This may help a lot who are using the BOYS'
LIFE "Lonesome Corner," so I will make
it plain.
If you can afford it, "approval"

free.

127

Every

COES

SCOUT asks how to prepare his stamps

List and
$55.00.
Scott's Catalogue, 1000
85c ; cloth $1.00 post

Albums 30c

discount.

Bosnia,

Russia,

and

Servia

different,

all

France,

England,

Germany,

39

Magazine

this

satisfactory service.]

Japan,

Scouts'

About Exchanging

column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exin
pert
stamp matters.
Kindt}/ report any un-

[No advertisements for

The Boy

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA.
200 Fifth Avenue,

New York

you
Always agree as to the basis of exchange before you send any stamps for

City.

Please send me a copy of the "Bird
Guide," by C. A. Reed, illustrated with 200
color pictures, and descriptions of all
birds, and a year's subscription to BOYS'
LIFE, both for $1.30.
(All delivery charges prepaid by us.)

With these things
mind I don't see how you can get into
any very serious difficulty over the exapproval or selection.
in

change question.
It helps
in

STAMP ALBUM

with 538 Genuine Stamps, incl.
Malay (tiger). China (dragon),

Mexico.

BUT

1 Tasmania (landscape). Jamaica
(waterfalls),
100 diff.. Jap. N. Zld., etc.. 5c.
Big
fete., lOc.
1000 Fine Mixed
List, Coupons, etc.. FREE!
20c. 1000 Hinges 5c. Agents Wanted. 50%.
CO., St. Louis. Mo.
Stamps

WE

HUSSMAN STAMP

WANTED
$$
Eagle Cents dated

COINS

J>LD

S.
$4.25 each paid for U
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
Send lOc. at once for New Illustrated
before 1895.
Get posted; it may mean your
Coin Value Book. 4x7.
& CO.. Coin Dealers,
C. F.
good fortune.
Box 10, Le Roy, N. Y.

1856.

CLARKE

different stamps from
countries, free.
Postage
this paper. Large album,
possible send names 2 col-

100

STAMPS

all

^i

Mention

2c.

If
15c.
lectors.

QUAKER STAMP

We buy stamps.
CO.,
Toledo, Ohio

100 varieties used stamps.
packet stamp hinges.
1 pocket stamp album.
1 set Venezuela. 2 varieties
1 set Ecuador, 2 varieties.
10 varieties unused stamps.
Co., 520 Union Bldg.. San Diego, Cal.
'

ALL
FOR

1

lOc

Lake View Stamp

*

1000 Mixed for 12 Cents
our regular 25 cent mixture containing abouV
is
200 varieties and is sold only to those applying for oui
approval sheets.
FAR WEST STAMP CO.. Box 711. TACOMA.

This

WASH

system

P.

greatly if you use the pricing
vogue with the exchange clubs,

Etc., Etc.
lectors
2c postage.

&

ATTPUTIDU
""""""'

Illustrated

I

!'.

STAMPS.
r:,000

210

spaces.

250

Tyndale

St..

Rosllndale.

Mail.

&c.. stamp dictionary and list
Cata. stps. of world 12c. Aeents.
& Co.. Sta. A9, Boston. Matt.

105. China.

bargains

50 per cent.

Stamp Album. 560

hinges and 100 varieties. 5c.

WRIGHT.
fiyl

U. T. K. Stamp Co., Utlca, N. Y.

2c.

A. Billiard

Genuine

Boys.

Remington

Typowriters. $10.00 cost J97.50. guaranteed
two years.
Free, a course in speed typeSend
for
writing.
proposition.
Agents
Wanted.
Harlem
ExTypewriter
change. Dept. B. L. No. 207 West
125th St.,

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

New York

City.

answering adeertitemtntt

If

HOTS' LIFE
off

subscription

and remit 80 cents

is

for

not

Bird

only.

follows:
Below the left-hand corner
the stamp mark its catalog number.
Below the right-hand corner, your selling

as
of

The Greatest Discovery Ever Made

If your selling price is less than
the catalog price, make a double entry in
the form of a fraction the catalog price
above the line and your selling price below.
Make your figures small and neat.
Use ink if possible.
It is wiser to use net figures than to
offer a discount from catalog, because it
saves errors and time.
price.

Removal of all
Grease. Stains, etc.
NO SOAP
NO WATER
for the
Dirt.

;

CONTAINS NO GRIT

A

HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY OF UNUSUAL MERIT

Cleans and Protects the skin. Makes the Hands
and White. No Injurious Chemicals. Non-inflammable.
Will not Injure Varnish.
Removes dirt and grease from clothing without
injury to the fabric.
Cleans glass, paint, iron.
leather, wood.
Will remove ink.
For insect bitps
burns, sunburn, chap.
Soft

A

MICHIGAN BOY'S "FIND."
The paragraph I wrote telling you of
opportunities of finding stamps in vacation time brought a reply from a scout
in Michigan.
He says he thought of a
house in his town while he was reading
the article, and the next day after school
he made a trip. He is evidently a lucky
hoy as well as an observing one, for he
found "a flour sack three-quarters full of
old
are
papers, among which
many
stamped checks and documents, one of
them with a $20 revenue on it, and letters

INDISPENSABLE IN HOSPITALS- INVALUABLE
TO ALL WHO PERFORM MANUAL LABOR

SCOUTS, ATTENTION.
VALUABLE

GIFTS FOR READERS
BOYS' LIFF.

OF

The Bradlee-Wood Company, Inc.,
owners of a wonderful new discovery just being placed on the market,
described above, are offering a big
list of gifts to boys who become interested in their plan. Among the gifts
are baseball suits, gloves, bats, etc.,

He wound up

with a postscript like
this: "What is a seven-cent Treasury Department in perfect condition worth on
That special one is catathe cover?"
logued at $2.50, and if Bill found one he
is
lucky and has a good start toward
enough to buy his album, or more stamps.
He tells me he has moved his collection
four times, and wants a real blank album.

How TO MAKE AN ALBUM SOON.
In an early issue of BOYS' LIFE I'm going
to tell you exactly how a scout made his
own blank album and the description,
with the illustration, will be so clear that
any boy can do the same.

NON- POISONOUS
SAVES LABOR

ANTISEPTIC

back to 1870."
Packet Stamps. Big Illustrated List.
lrj
Free coupon. Sample Peelable Hinges.
For name and address 2 active Stamp Col-

r>andy

S.

wanted, cross

Guide

or Cash.

They want

the readers of BOYS'

all

LIFE to write for

this

complete

list

of valuable gifts, together with full
information as to how you can get
the very article you most desire. Address Bradlee-Wood Company, Inc.,
3 East Fourteenth Street, New York
City, giving name, address and age.

eewatin Academy
Winter

Ke

Home

at St.

Summer camp

trips

I

Address

in

at

Minnesota

REGISTRAR,

an

J t d0

fch
c00 i for
or
Augustine. Florida.
Mercer. Wis.
Camping

and Canada.
du Chlcn. Wisconsin.

Prairie
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Quarry Troop's Fourth
of July
(Continued from paye 4)
As for the bull, he stood there grunting and pawing the sod furiously, his
fiery eyes fastened on the lone figure.
But it was not in Dick Austin's make-up
to flee from a bull.
Instead, he shouted:

"Come on, you old son-of-a-gun," and
he actually kicked the red silk flag into
the air to tantalize the animal.
This was
too much for the beast.
When he saw
the red flag flaunted at him by this puny
human he let out a bellow and charged.

was on

With
DICK

his

toes

in

an instant.

a twist of his hand he started
the loop circling about his head, while his
were
fastened on the enraged aneyes

imal charging toward him with lowered
head.

Nearer he came
Dick could see the
red in his distended nostrils; he could see
the cords and arteries in his massive neck
and shoulders standing out under his velHe could feel the ground
vety skin.
tremble under the pounding of his heavy
feet.
The next instant those short, ugly,
black-tipped horns might be buried into
his flesh and he would be tossed into the
!

"Biking"
Joys for Girls and Boys
Away, away this summer day

!

What joy was ever

like

"

"

Biking ?

Spinning along the road, coasting down the grades, turning aside to rest in the cool
forest glades, filling lungs with the flower-laden air
you and the dear companion.

Can you beat
building fun,

if

it

?

your

And

if he dropped limp and helpwould be stamped to death. The
beast was twenty feet away now.
His
head dropped lower for the final plunge.
He lunged his great body forward.
But the boy was not there
Like a
panther, Dick had leaped behind the flagpole, but not until he had hurled the

air.

less he

!

ride, whether to work or to play, joy-giving, healthEvery
"
"
Bike
is equipped with the dependable
ball-bearing

whistling loop straight at the charging anfeet.
Then with a quick turn he
snubbed the line about the pole.
The next instant the great beast's legs
were jerked out from under him and with
a roar of rage he turned a complete somersault and crashed to the ground, every
bit of his wrath jarred out of him by
the stunning impact.
In a twinkle Dick came from behind
the pole and with the lariat still in his
hands rushed toward the prostrate animal.
Two dexterous twists were all he
made and the hind legs of the bull were
lashed as fast as the front ones and savimal's

You

New

There's no
pedal with ease and coast when you please.
Departure won't give you a prompt, smooth stop.

Never

slips,

binds or locks

nickel-plated and

handsome

is

No

dependable always.

repairs,

limit

no

write us today a postal will do simply say
win a Gold Watch, Chain, Stick Pin and Cuff Links."

New

Departure Mfg. Co., 101 N. Main

C The BraJte

rust

the

age Ponto was helpless.

heavily

in design.

BOYS AND GIRLS
to

where

Tell

St., Bristol,

that Brought the

me how

AFTER
Troop

$O.48
J
'-

Each

Smooth Tread

'$2.75 Non-Skid

Up to 10,000 Tires a Day Akr'on^fc^e

Ti fe? are b j ilt in a factory Bhe ?e tlie
tput uns
as 10.000 pneumatic tires in a single day.
a?, high
,:

They are made wth the same core that won

leader-

ship forGoodyearAutomobilelires and Goodyear
Motorcycle Tires. Small wonder, then, that Ooodyear- Akrons bring greater value at lower price.
ASK YOUR DEALER. Responsible dealers
tires selling at nearly twice their price. But will always get Goodyear- Akrons for you from
our wonderful factory organization makes our our nearest branch when they have none in stock.
They know that you cannot apmanufacturing cost far lower.
j^^^y
~""
i>>
the value of these tires
Besides. we are content with a f-*
Besides,
rufc
_ preach
for less than $4.25. Our prices are
So you get I f\f\Tl
very small profit.
''VF
I E,AIX the same every where -J24S each
these leading tires at prices that I
\J\JLJ
for smooth trend. Si 15 for nouhave never before beea ap- V4
AlfUrtlM
skid. Accept no substitute.
At\.rv<Jl>
proached.
1

AR

'

.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Makers

of

Please mention BOYS' LIFE

Goodyear Automobile Tires

when answering

these advertisements

the members of the Quarry
had viewed the municipal fire-

in front of Town Hall that night
they gathered at headquarters to discuss
the day's events before going home.
But
there was only one event to lie discussed,
and that was on the lips of every individual in town.
"By Jove, I called him a coward," said
Bud Weir. "But if there's a fellow among
us who has as much sand as he had I I
well, by crackey, there isn't any."
"It's
"Well," said Bruce thoughtfully.
this way
ah er I mean
Aw, shucks,
I can't express it the way I want to, but
he surely didn't shirk the duty for which
he was prepared. He told me this morning that lassoing cattle (roping he calls
it) and riding horses is part of a day's
work where he comes from."
"I don't care if he is skittish about
machinery," said Romper Ryan emphatically, "I'm going to see that Dick Austin
becomes a scout before he leaves Woodbridge; he's the kind of a chap we need."

works

Conn.

Bike Back

Better Bicycle Tires
w-i
f
r or Less Money
It is no longer necessary to pay as
high as S4.25 to get the best in bicycle tires.
Goodyear-Akron tires will give yon longest
wear and maximum beuuty and safety yet they
cost but JUS each for smooth tread or SI'S for
non-'ikid. We give you this tremendous "
saving
through wonderful factory efficiency. Good
year-Akrons cost more for material than most

"

(2384)

Another Quarry Troop
Crump, u'ill appear in an
BOYS' LIFE.

story,
early

by
issue

Mr.
of

New

Wireless Outfit for Boy Scouts

Every Troop Should Have a Wireless Squad and Every Squad
Should Have This Outfit in Camp This Summer.

MULTUM

The exact measurements
3 x

1%

x 9

this

of

PARVO

IN

indeed "much in little." It is a marvel
of efficiency and compactness, for it combines the CRYSTALOI DETECTOR, which is superior to any other, with
a COMPLETE AND PERFECT RECEIVER.
The Crystaloi Detector especially designed for us becomes
far more sensitive when used in combination with our
Multum in Parvo. This compact little instrument has a
wave length ranging from 50 to 3,600 meters, and will go
into your vest pocket.
Price $20.00.
This instrument

instrument are

is

inches; weight 3 ounces.

MULTI-AUDI-FONE
This instrument increases the audibility

HUNDRED TIMES,
MULTUM

FIFTEEN

and when used with the
IN

PARVO

less

surpasses all other wiredevices on the market.

The

amplification is so great that by
attaching a horn to the 'phones you
can hear the signals all over the

room.

Remember

the
that
Multi-AudiFone, the only actual amplifier yet
invented, will work equally well
The exact measurements of this instrument are 4 2 x
4 x 2' 2 inches;
with all detectors, including the
weight 12 ounces.
Audion, and when used with any wireless set will double and even triple the distance, and renders
audible hundreds of stations that you can get in no other way, bringing out all nearby stations as
well as those thousands of miles away.
Price, $30.00.
.

....

.

These instruments

in

1

combination have a receiving range of 3,000 miles.
and made of hard rubber composition.

3'

They

are beautifully

finished in triple nickel plate

The Multum in Parvo and the Multi-Audi-Fone are both "FOOL PROOF," and will last a life
time at a cost of only six cents per month for batteries. Compare this with what it will cost you to
maintain some other instruments.
You will find that the upkeep for a single year will buy one
The high amplitude buzzer designed by the Crystaloi Company for their
of these instruments.
detector will be furnished with this outfit.

We

Challenge Comparison

the superior merits of our instruments, we would be 'glad at any time to enter them in a competitive
with any wireless apparatus costing any amount up to $3,000.
feel sure our instruments will give better

Knowing
trial

We

results.

Multum

in

Parvo

Multi-Audi-Fone
A

specially

Set

is

wound Extra

Sensitive

Double Head

furnished with each outfit

Complete

$55.00

outfit

THIS OFFER IS
Illustrated

$20.00
30.00
C QQ

our interest in the

Scouts, we offer
complete outfit

this

for

Boy

$40.00

GOOD UP TO SEPTEMBER FIRST ONLY

Circular and

Full

Information

MULTI-AUDI-FONE,275 Morris
The (arey rrintind Company

To show

Gladly Sent Upon

Request
H. S.

Ave., ELIZABETH, N.

J.

NORTH and

C. N.

doing business as

FOWLER.
R.

Jr.\
Jr.

Multi-Audi -forte/

"

N

t

,

^"O

& I IffJ II

i

All you have to do is to
go to the right store.
are finished to a finish and just as good
They have snap and
no more than ordinary.

Remember, they

as possible, inside as well as outside.
looks, wear long and feel fine, and cost

the center is made with convertible in-or-out collar, so a fellow can be prepared
the lower
with high-or-lo collar.

The upper

If

the dealer

to the

KfifflEfc

is

without collar

you ask
shop

in

says

"We

your or

a

haven't

it",

drop us

NEW YORK
220 FIFTH

AVENUE

a postal

and

we'll direct

you

nearby place.

CHICAGO
COMPANYcKbE Blouse Makprei

603 MEDINAH BUILDING

BOYS
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GENTS

Crump, Walden, Elderdice, Rouse,
The Cave Scout and Dan Beard

Stirring Stories by Heyliger,

B

D

"SWAT THE FLY"

B

E

SCOUTS!

B
B

a

E

o

E
B

E

E

E

B

E

E

E

Attention!

j
i
i
i

E
E
E

Boy Scouts
and all Boys:
Here
You

your chance to earn
a vacation trip.
it

BOUND
WITH

E

FELT.

E

BLACK
ENAMELED

E

HANDLE.

E
E

E

E

B

national Exposition

E

or any place you wish to go.
With each package of Sanitol that you
purchase from your dealer for your own
use or your friends' use, you will receive
one Mile Card which will pay for

B
B

tion

This

e
E

E

12-MESH

BLACK
WIRE

E

CLOTH.

E

an easy way to get a free vacaOr if you prefer to spend
money in other ways, you can purchase what you like. Perhaps you need a Baseball Outfit, Camping
Outfit, Canoe, Football Outfit, Bicycle, Wireless Set, Roller and Ice
You can easily earn whatever you desire by
Skates, Camera, etc.
using SANITOL and getting your friends to do so.
is

trip.

B

the

i

FRAME.

E

MILE OF TRANSPORTATION

on
any railroad or steamship line when
redeemed by your dealer for cash.

COPPERED
WIRE

E

ONE

E

FLY KILLER

E

the Seashore, the Mountains,
the Panama-Pacific Inter-

E

Trade Mark

visit

E

E

SWATMOR

E

without interfering
with your daily duties, during your
Our tour plan will
spare time.
enable you and other members of

your troop to

Registered

E

is

can do

SUPPORT THIS MOVEMENT. GAIN
SOME PRACTICAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE, PUT SOME MONEY IN THE
TROOP'S TREASURY. AND MAKE SOME
MONEY FOR YOURSELVES, BY SELLING

$6.5O per Gross

B

one gross or more)

(Express prepaid on

B

Everybody knows how good the SANITOL preparations
Everybody needs Tooth Powder, Tooth Paste, Tooth Brush, Face
Cream, Shaving Foam, Face Powder, Talcum Powder, Health Soap,
Shampoo and many more of the Sanitol preparations.

B

SANITOL yourself and get your friends to use
and insist
on getting a SANITOL MILE CARD with each package.
Your Druggist will furnish you the SANITOL MILE CARD with

E

are.

Best quality of material and workmanship
throughout,
insuring maximum durability.

SELLING PRICE

lOc.

EACH

five and oneeffort to sell 100 a day
half cents profit on each killer sold. Everyis
a
customer
everybody will be swatbody

No

;

B

home should have one in
every room.
Packed one dozen in a box convenient to
handle.
Express shipments insure prompt
deliveries, and by ordering one or more
pross will save you transportation charges
and drayage.
Scout Masters can materially increase the
troop treasury by supervising the sale and
division of profits with the Scouts.

B

U. S.

E

tine the fly; every

;

E
B
E

Use

it,

each package. If your dealer should happen not to know about it,
write us a letter and send us his name. Address Free Tour Department.

E

E
E

Sanitol

Chemical Laboratory Co.
St. Louis, Missouri.

E

B

I

Fly

enclose $
Killers,

B

Name

E

Troop No

Street

E

WIRE MAT COMPANY
Decatur,

111.

for

gross

Swatmor

which please express immediately

No
City

to
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to Readers
This 14-K Diamond
Point Fountain Pen is

made

of

good
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Rubber,
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Associate Editors:
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construction i s

DAN BEARD

ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

and

The

simple and cannot get
out of order, overflow
or fail to write, the
feeds being the same
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Each
fountain pens.
pen is fully guaranteed,
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said

demanded

Jiminy.
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"Well
don't

delivered

g

ivomper.
*'But what's to prevent?"

I

and Jiminy Gordon,
were passing the Post
Office just as Morton
McCabe, the little old

man

Summer
bummer

The
he Woodbridge
YVoodbridge

companions,
BKUUU
R
omnpr T?vnn
Ryan
Romper

Guards

Life

well

know,

I

unless

a joke."
"We'll find out if it
is or not by sending
district of WoodI would a wire
I need to help me this summer.
immediately," said Bruce, who had
bridge, came down the broad stone steps, boys
b
been thinking the situation over.
"How are you, Mr. McCabe," saluted
Tg
O '"mcTorcycIc^Hfe-saving corps I am or?
Bruce.
"Yes, but first why not get the troop toganizing at Old Harbor Beach.
all
the
concessions
here
and
we
I own
bathing
gether and see if we can get ten good
"Hello, boys fine, fine, thanks. Say, did
a
P
t
n is fifteen mUraloSgjSft as firm as swimmers whose parents will let them go?
you get your letter?" said the diminutive
is treacherous
at We can call a meeting this afternoon and
postman, who always talked very fast and concrete. The bathing here
tried to crowd as many sentences as he times, however, and there have been several lives send OUT telegram tonight," said Romper.
8
*
could into a single breath.
"Right-o; good suggestion," said Jiminy.
more^such accidents' and I wTnt TgUi crew
"And I really think we should submit
"Letter?" demanded Bruce, "what let- of life savers to help me. This crew will cover
he beach on especially designed motorcycles.
I the whole
ter?"
thing to Mr. Ford and get his
W
"Why, I left a letter up at headquar- and arewelf "fitted"- the"! du'ties.and thTtU opinion before we take definite action. If
It was ad- why I am eager to have your services. Of course some one is joshing us, he'll be able to see
ters for you this morning.
ant only the te b est swimmer s
it all right."
dressed to you, care of Quarry Troop No. l Y,
5 ' he,,tro op
fu
I* is
that, you come tto Old Harbor through
t
j TJ
Mar- Beach atnecessary
Old
Came from r\\
1, of Woodbridge.
as
the
International
Automobile
once,
Saw the post-mark. Races will be held here next week, and these T)
bor Beach, Maine.
subsequent events proved conVe ti0 S
'"
th
-D clusively
that the letter was not a
important."
Big letter. Looked
nfTto COld
nM ilarbor
-5
h
^frombring
,"i
sands ot people
now until
mi
y-i
imi_
n j AI
The scouts called
their meeting im"Is that so? Thank you, Mr. McCabe," the end of the Summer. I will pay transporta- J oke
tion for ten scouts and will board you and pay
said Bruce.
mediately, and after a careful study of the
11
"Who do you know at Old Harbor satisfactory wfre me aTonce a'nd'TwMTend'a tro P' s meri ^ badge list, and a painful
check to cover expenses.
Beach, Bruce?" asked Romper.
process of elimination, the ten oldest and
best fitted scouts of the troop were se"That's what I was wondering. I can't
Very truly yours,
lected to become members of the life-savThe letter must be meant
J. ARTHUR HERRICK,
figure it out.
crew.
Then Bruce, Romper and
for all of us, or else it wouldn't have been
President, Old Harbor Improvement Association. ing
Come on, felmailed to headquarters.
Jiminy took the letter to Mr. Ford and
"By Jiminy, what do you think of that?" gave him the whole details of the case,
lows, we'll see what it is."
exclaimed Gordon in amazement.
Mr. Ford read the letter slowly, careminutes later the three lads arThen he
"Jove, I can't believe it. Seems like a fully considering every detail.
rived at headquarters. There was the
well, I think some one is making fun of laid it down and removed his glasses,
"Well, boys, if you want my opinion on
big blue envelope sticking under the door, us," said Bruce. "Wait, I'll read it over
Bruce picked it up and ripped it open, again and see if I can see a joker in it the whole matter, I would say that you
while his companions crowded around and somewhere." Once more he read it aloud, were quite the luckiest lot of chaps I've
looked over his shoulder. Hastily the pa- while Romper and Jiminy Gordon listened, ever heard of. I spent a summer in Old
"Sounds mighty good on second read- Harbor Beach three years ago, and, of
trol leader's eyes ran through the first
He is quite
course, I met Mr. Herrick.
paragraph. Then, as if he could not be- ing," asserted Romper.
It sure does," exclaimed Gordon enthu- the finest man I ever hope to come in conlieve what he had read, he started to go
over it again.
siastically, "and just think, fellow, if we tact with; big, stout and jovial, and as
"Out loud, out loud.
Don't be so go we can see the Internationals. Jove, good-hearted as can be. If your parents
blamed stingy," said Romper, who was I was looking over the entry list in the will let you, I would advise every one to
paper this morning. The best automobile accept the offer."
eager to hear the news it contained.
"I er aw, say, this must be a joke, drivers in the world will be there
I
St.
"Crackey, we are in luck, fellows.
Gee, if it isn't, it's the biggest piece of Clare, DuBlan, Osterhaut, and and best move we telegraph our acceptance right
luck the troop has had in some time, of all, Dan Dacy, the American, who has away," said Romper.
been smashing ail of the old records. The
"I move we turn the matter over to Mr.
Listen, fellows:
He's our
lie's Ford and let him telegraph.
papers say Dacy is the favorite.
Bruce O'ifford, Chief, of, the Motor Cycle Fire De- goVg to make a' BeV record in
everything ScoXittaaster, and I'm sure Mr. Herrick
partncentiWoVdbndiMY;
f jbm ftVe ty &K&ia mUe^ and
^im the Would feel better" about the whole thing
MY BEAB BEUOE:
Frenchmen and the GeTmabs an-*-"
if he found he was dealing with a grown6
We're not there yet. up person " said Bruce,
say quit
Bre^Tpa^ntS^e'^e^oTh^rnXTo'n _
that the members of your troop are exactly the Gee, you almost make me believe I'm
Right, said Jimmy and Romper.
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wind

be just as good, won't I, May? Boys, this
is my daughter May.
Now come along
sult your parents first and tell me what with me to my office on the pier and I'll
outline just what my plans are.
I want
they have to say."
"Whoope-e-e, we will see the Interna- you to go on guard as soon as you can, for
tionals!" exclaimed Jimmy.
the crowd at the beach is getting larger
"Yes, and we get a month at the sea- with every train that pulls in. The InterWhen'll we start?" demanded nationals start tomorrow, you know. The
shore.
racing cars are all here. For a week past
Romper.
"Just as soon as the money arrives. they have been tearing up and down the
About Tuesday, I should guess," said beach from sunrise until the bathers beBruce, as the lads left Mr. Ford's house. gin to turn out for their morning dip.
Sort of tuning up for the big events."
"Will we be able to see the race?"
is hardly natural for ten thoroughly
IThealthy scouts to be confined to the re- asked Gordon eagerly.
stricted limits of a day coach for four
"I don't see why not.
They start tosolid hours without becoming extremely morrow and will last for three days," reweary of the monotony of it all. Bruce plied Mr. Herrick.
and the rest of the members of Quarry
"Won't that be great," exclaimed sevTroop No. 1 became quite restive before eral as they fell in line behind Mr. Herthe long journey to Old Harbor Beach rick and accompanied him through the
ended.
Indeed, the lads were thoroughly resort toward the pier.
pleased when, after the engine whistle had
emitted a prolonged shriek, the conductor
BEACH was like all
poked his head in at the door and
other high-class watering places along
drawled "Old Har-b-o-r , Old Harbor
the Atlantic Coast, only a great deal larger
Beach
Next stop Port Junction."
than the average. At least a dozen tre"Thank goodness we're here at last," exmendous hotels were located on the
claimed Nipper Knapp, as he began to
"Well,

do

if

that's

said Mr.

it,"

Ford

;

the

lies,

I'll

"only you boys con-

OLD

HARBOR

!

gather his luggage together.
"That's the best news I've heard today,"
insisted Bud Weir, swinging his suitcase
to his shoulder and crowding out into the
aisle with the rest of the scouts.
A stout, good-natured looking man, with
a little five-year-old girl in a bathing suit
perched on his shoulder and a big collie

There were
heights back of the beach.
the usual number of shore restaurants and
candy stores, too, and a boardwalk that
stretched along the entire waterfront.
Below this was a great wide beach of
pure white sand as firm as a well-paved
road, and fairly crowded with bathers.
This beach was known throughout the
world as an automobile race course, and

down

at his desk, while the collie curled
at his feet and his daughter took her
place on his knee.
"Scouts," he said, "there have been three
very sad occurrences at the beach this
summer, and while in each case the fault

up

lay entirely with the bather, I feel very
much disturbed by the accidents, and I
don't want any more to take place this
I
have called upon you boys to
year.
Remember, from
help me prevent them.
now on you lads are the guardians of the
lives of bathers at Old Harbor Beach."
He spoke the last sentence very impressively.

"Here's my plan," he continued after a
"Last Winter I was out to California, and at one of the beaches I saw a
motorcycle life-saving corps that had
been organized by an old-time life-saver.
It pleased me so much that I decided to
have the same sort of a patrol on my
I ordered two
beach.
motorcycles built
along the lines of the machines used there.
T
Thej arrived here two days ago and are
now in their garages waiting for you.
These cars are equipped with all kind's of
pause.

life-saving and first-aid devices, including
a stretcher, a pulmotor, bandages and
medicines of all kinds. There will be two
men to a motorcycle; a driver and a man
on the tandem seat, ready to spring from
the wheel and plunge into the surf and
make a rescue. He should be the best
swimmer of the pair, of course.
"All along the beach I have had signal

towers

built,

each of which will be manned

a scout. He will keep constant vigil,
dog romping by his side, was easily the
a speed record had been made on it. by
most conspicuous individual on the long many
at the first sign of trouble in his
"So this is the famous Old Harbor Beach and,
station platform.
Bruce caught sight of
he will flash a warning to the
race course?" said Jiminy, as he eyed the vicinity,
him as he descended the steps of the
next tower. The scouts in that tower will
coach.

"That's Mr. Herrick, or I'm a duffer at
guessing," he said to Romper, who was just
behind him.
"You're not a duffer, for here he comes
to welcome us," said Ray Martin, who had
overheard the remark.
Indeed, as soon as the big man saw the
group of uniformed scouts leaving the
train he hurried toward them.
"Hello, there, boys. I'm the one you're
looking for, I guess. My name's Herrick."

name is Bruce Clifford, Mr. Herrick," said the patrol leader, extending his
hand, "and these are the life-savers you
have been looking for."

"My

"Good,
and if I

I'll

learn your names later, boys,
I'll give you names that'll

don't,

straightaway.
flash the signal on until it reaches the
"That's what it is, son, and if you'll
lookout at the garage. Then the motorlook away down there you'll see a number
will be off to the scene of trouble,
of low green sheds. Those are the garages cycle
down the beach at a mile-a-minwhere the speed maniacs store their high- tearing
ute clip. How does that strike you?"
cars."
powered
"Great," exclaimed several of the scouts
"Jiminy !" whispered Gordon, thoroughly in unison.

awed.

"Well, don't get the idea that it's all
Indeed, it's mighty serious business,
HERRICK'S office was in the big I'll have you know. On your quickness
white building at the shore end of to respond to an alarm and upon your
the steel recreation pier.
Without any bravery and cool-headedness in a crisis
ceremony he ushered the lads into the will depend a human life, perhaps several
room and had them make themselves at of them," said Mr. Herrick.
"We realize that," said Bruce soberly.
home. This invitation the scouts accepted
"I guess you'll do, all right. I've heard
by promptly taking a seat on whatever
was handiest, including window sills, a great deal about you Vermont scouts
and
even
the
Mr.
tables
Herrick sat and I guess you'll be able to do what I
floor;
fun.

MR.

BOYS' LIFE
ask of you and do it right. Now, if you
are ready, we'll go down to one of the
garages; there are two of them. If you
will look out of the window you will see
one about a mile down the beach there,
The other is a mile to the north of us.
The distance between the two stations ineludes all of the beach reserved for bathers
and it will give each machine about a mile
to patrol.

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

the machine off to its destination at top

woman

he

is

after he

been

regular

mile-a-minute

sleeping
for

and when the buoy is
made fast to any one,
the man on shore hauls
away and drags the
body out, just as he
would haul out a big

completed.
contain

accommoda-

tions

five
boys.
divide your
crew into two patrols,
with a leader for each

You

will

One

patrol.

fish."

"Jove, but that's an
for
exyou,"
claimed Romper.
"Well, I'm glad you
outfit

patrol

will occupy the north
station and the other
the south. There will

be two

three

scouts.
The
it,
outfit in the north sta-

like

savers and
watchmen to

life

tion

identically the
didn't spare
any money to have your
equipment the finest."

Do you
each patrol.
understand?"
we do,"
"Indeed,
said Bruce.
"Good,"

said

but very strong,

light,

will

Each

does not have to

ambulance struggle to keep afloat, for the buoy holds
him on top of the water. If he has to
service, you see.
"Under that flat top are a lot of inter- dive for the drowning one, he merely unThe box contains several buckles the life belt and when he comes
esting things.
compartments in which are all sorts of to the surface the buoy is right there for
first-aid preparations, including bandages, him to seize hold of, or, if he chose to,
medicines, aromatic stimulants and the he could strap it fast to the one he is
like.
And, last of all, there is a pulmo- trying to save. The wire cable is very
speed;

"The garages have
just

1915

August,

is

same.

I

"That's mighty good
of you," said Bruce.

Mr.

Herrick.
Then, after
sending his little
daughter out on to
the beach to romp
with her collie companion, he continued:
"Come on and we'll

"Why,

to
lads.

it's

interest,

my own

A

sin-

gle life saved is worth
more to me than all the
money I've put into this
scheme. Now it's up to
you boys to make good

"Well, boys," said Mr. Ford, "I would say that you were quite the luckiest
lot of chaps I've ever heard of."
inspect
your new
my investment."
"We'll do it," shouted
And, with
quarters."
the scouts in unison.
Mr. Herrick in the lead, the scouts filed tor."
"All right, boys, that's all I ask.
out upon the pier and down a long iron
"Oh, I've heard of the pulmotor and
I'll
always wanted to see one in use," said leave you now. You can organize your
stairway to the beach below.
own patrols and select your own leaders
Bud.'

"Well, I'll tell you how they work,"
said Mr. Herrick. "It is the latest thing
they arrived at a
in the way of first-aid appliances.
It
long, low structure built near the boardpumps oxygen into the lungs of an unconwalk. This was the south station.
scions person automatically.
Firemen and
Carpenters and painters were putting
the finishing touches on to the building, life savers all over the world are using
and it looked to the scouts as if they them now. That blue tank there contains
were going to have a capital home in which oxygen. This machinery under the glass
covering is a pump that works by the
to spend the month of August.
little of the
Inside the big double doors were two pressure of the oxygen.
rooms. The rear room was equipped with oxygen escapes from, the tank and moves
the pump, which forces the life-giving gas
five white iron beds and several chiffoniers
and wash stands, while the front apart- ]n to those long pipes. That muzzle at the
ment contained the life guards' motor- end of the pipes is placed over the victim's mouth and nose, and in that way the
C y cj e
enters the lungs.
You boys can
'"Jiminy, look at that machine," exclaimed oxygen
Gordon, who was the first one to enter study the directions for its use on the
cover of the box here. When you have a
the building.
tor around you won't have to resort
"Crackey, it's the best make on the pulmo
to the artificial respiration drill described
market, too," said Nipper Knapp, examin y our Handbook.
Try it out on each
ining the maker's name plate.
"Bet it will burn up the beach, eh, other until you know exactly how to handle it-"
fellows?" said

crowds of bathers the lads

made their way until
THROUGH

A

Romper.

"It sure will.
It's a two-cylinder tandem.
It'll make fifty miles an hour, or
I'm no judge," said Bruce enthusiastically,
"Like it, boys?" queried Mr. Herrick,
who had been watching them as they inspected the apparatus.
Like it!
Gee, we couldn t help but
like it.
It's a corker.
But what's that
side car paraphernalia, that long box and
the cigar-shaped tin can and the reel with
wire cable on it, and all that?"
"I'll explain that to you right away,"
said Mr. Herrick. "That long, flat-topped
box on the side car serves several purposes,
AVhen you want to take an unconscious
person to the emergency hospital over on
Beach Avenue you can use the box as a
stretcher. Just put your patient on to the
top of it and while the man on the tandem
seat holds him fast the driver can rush

without my help. When you get hungry,
go to the Pine Grove Hotel. I've arrange'd
to have all your meals served to
you

there.

"You can spend the rest of the afternoon
becoming familiar with the apparatus, and
I guess you'll have all the time
you want
to practice during the next two or three
days, for while the races are on no bathers
will be allowed on the beach.
Well, goodbye and good luck to you."

And

the

genial

hath house proprietor

left the scouts to their

" T

J

IMINY,

fellows,

own

I

Some one pinch me,

devices.

can't

believe

please.

I

it

want

I'm awake. Just think of being
in charge of such an outfit," said Gordon
after Mr. Herrick had left.
"It does seem like a dream, doesn't it?"
said Bruce, examining the contents of the
to see

if

first-aid chest that formed the body of the
side car.
"Come on, let's dig into this

"You bet we will. We'll work out a and see what we have to work with."
That invitation was unnecessary, for sevregular rescue exercise, won't we fellows?"
said Bruce.
eral of the lads were rumaging through
"Ri<jht-o," exclaimed half a dozen lads the chest while others were inspecting the
machine and still others were wandering
jn unison
,
the building looking their new
Fine
N<w>
explain fte way a through
So occupied were they in
res cue is made by the California life- quarters over.
sa vers.
That reel of wire cable and the this pleasant occupation that they comthe time.
Indeed, it was
cigar-shaped float attached to the rear end pletely forgot
of the side car is a very important factor after six o'clock before they realized it.
in res cue work.
The float has a life belt And since six o'clock was the dinner hour
attached to
can see. When a at the hotel the lads hustled off up the
as
'

m

it,

you

rescue is to be made the motorcycle comes beach to find their boarding place.
For an hour after they left the hotel
to a stop at the water's edge and the man
on the tandem seat leaps off and seizes the scouts wandered through the resort
the float.
He buckles the life belt on to acquainting themselves with the place.
him as he plunges into the water and the At eight they all returned to the south
man on shore reels out the cable as the station, for they realized that they still
rescuer swims to the person in trouble, had a great deal to do that evening.
When the life saver reaches the man or
(Continued on page 15)
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gave a delighted shout at the scoutmaster that he
prospect of camping and hurried was ready for his
second-class tests.
out into the yard.
Scout work, that
He found his father scraping up dry
night, was soon over.
twigs and leaves and helped him.
"This is the start, Don," he said. "It's The boys began to

DON

like old times."

discuss plans

for

"/ want

to settle

my

account," ha said importantly.

the

"Did you camp when you were a boy, winter. Mr. Wall promised a snow hike,
and later, when the river froze, a hike
Dad?"
"Often."
Mr. Strong bent down and on ice skates. Alex Davidson suggested
showed Don how to arrange his tinder. that the troop feed birds.
"We're going to put out bird houses
Then the boy struck a match, cuffed his
"We might
hands to shield the tiny flame, and touched in the spring," he argued.
it

to the

twigs

dry pile.
and leaves,

solid sticks.

sank a stout post into the ground over
near the north corner.
That afternoon he built a small signboard and gave it a first coat of white
Later in the week he nailed the
paint.
sign to the post. The black lettering was
Carefully he fed the just as well start now with food shelters. neat and well done:
and after that some Each patrol could have charge of its own
shelters."

The scouts gave a yell of approval. Mr.
are we going to cook, Dad?"
Don asked, eagerly watching the dancing Wall smiled.
"The birds win," he said. After a moflames.
After a while, ment he became serious. "I like the idea
"Potatoes and meat."
when the fire had formed a bed of coals, of feeding birds," he told them. "It's
Mr. Strong showed the boy how to bury good advertising."
the potatoes.
Then he had Don cut a
"Advertising?" asked a puzzled voice.
stick from a tree, split one end and in"Advertising," Mr. Wall repeated. "You
serted the meat.
Shielding his face from didn't know that scouts advertise, did
the heat the scout held it out over the fire you?
They do. Every scout advertises
the organization.
If he's a good scout,
to broil.
"Gee, this is great !" he cried in his if he lives up to his oath, people who notice what he does will say good things
excitement.
The night, black and starless, came about boy scouts. That's advertising.
"That's one reason it's good to build
down upon them. Don drew closer to his
father, not in fear but in comradeship. food shelters and maintain them.
People
Presently the meat was done. The coals will notice these shelters. They will ask,
The potatoes were 'Who is that?' And the answer will lie,
were raked away.
'Chester Troop of boy scouts.' That's the
brought forth.
"Shall we eat here or indoors?" Mr. sort of advertising we want, isn't it?"
"Yes, sir," said Alex. Davidson, and
Strong asked.
"Not indoors, Dad," cried Don.
So the others agreed. It was a new thought.
they sat in the dark and watched the
fire die away.
Don sighed.
struggled with a problem as he
walked home that night. If it was
"Pretty good meat, Mr. Cook," his father
said as he chewed it.
good for scouts to advertise in the right
"Fine
We'll do this again, won't we, way, wasn't it good for other people?
Dad?"
His father, for instance? His father was
His father laid an arm across his shoul- a good mechanic.
His father did good
der.
"You bet we will," he said quietly. work. Why shouldn't his father adverSaturday, when he went to Mr. Wall's tise?
house for the troop meeting, he told the
Before starting for school next day he

"What

DON

!

ROBERT STRONG,

CARPENTER AND JOINER.

"Dad

!"

he called, when

it

was

all

fin-

ished.

Mr. Strong came up from the carpenter
shop.

"Like that?"
His father smiled, pleased. "Of course,
I like it.
It's a corking sign.
Putting
some ginger into the business, aren't you?"
"I thought it might help trade," he exMr. Wall
"That's advertising.
plained.
says good advertising is fine."
"That's mighty good advertising," said
Mr. Strong heartily. Just as he re-entered
the shop with the smile still on his lips,
Alex Davidson came down the road.

"Don!"*e
Don went

called.

over to the fence.
"Some of us have been talking things
"It doesn't seem right
over," said Alex.
to use Mr. Wall's library for meetings.
We're going to get our own troop headquarters."
"How?" Don asked eagerly.
Alex shook his head. "Don't know yet.
We're all thinking and trying to find a
way. See if you can think of something."
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Don looked startled. "Gee! I could
never think of anything like that."
But the matter stuck in his mind. After
supper his mother sent him on an errand.
On the way he passed the place where the
two trolley lines crossed. This spot was
known as the "Transfer Station" because
of the number of passengers who changed

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

August.

1915

He counted out the
importantly.
exact amount as though it was an
everyday matter for him to
settle a

The

call

and

bill.

smiled behind his
"Quite right, Mr. Strong.
Thank you."
Don turned toward the door.
The cashier coughed. "Ah do you
cashier

hand.

cars at this point.
A small brick and concrete structure want a receipt?"
served as a waiting room. It had all the
Don flushed. What a chump he
7
hen he
appearance of newness. In fact, until a was to forget a receipt.
week ago a low, frame building with one came back to the desk his confidence
room
Don gave a low whistle.
had vanished. He took the receipt,
"Wonder where that shanty is," he mut- said a hasty "Thank you," and hurtered.
He wondered
ried from the place.
It would be just big enough, he thought, if the clerks in the office would
for a meeting place. He wondered if the laugh at him after he was gone. He
It felt a sense of vexation.
He had
trolley company had any use for it.
had been a miserable apology for a wait- tried to play at business, and he
ing room. The roof had leaked. The door had bungled the game.
would not stay closed. Some of the winHowever, as soon as he reached
letter
dow glass had been broken and had not home, his vexation passed.
He read it eagerly:
been replaced. Don wondered if the struc- awaited him.
ture had been thrown on the scrap heap.
Mr. Donald Strong,
If he asked the trolley company
Gee!
Chester.
Dear Sir:
what an adventurous thought that was.
The Chester Trolley Company takes
That night, after many false starts, he
pleasure in donating to Chester Troop,
wrote this letter:
No. 1, Boy Scouts of America, a frame
building,
formerly used as a waiting
This building now stands in the
room.
Chester Trolley Company,
rear of the car barn on the Chester TurnChester.
pike, and can be removed at any time,
Gentlemen:

W

A

am

a

member

Chester Troop,
Boy Scouts of America. You have
new waiting room at the Transfer
and maybe you have no use for the old
If you have no use for
waiting room.
I

of

No.

Sincerely yours,
H. E. BLACK,
Sec. to the President.

1,

built
a
Station,

wooden
it,

will

Don gave

W hen

a

shout

of

tt
,

^
.

Mm.

It'ttrr
,,

He

read

eaaerly."

delight.

Barbara came running to see
present of it to Chester Troop, No. 1, Boy what was the matter, he showed her the thought the pictures were gorgeous,
Scouts of America
We need a meeting room letter and together they rejoiced. But
"They'll look swell on the wall," he said,
and would be very glad to get it.
after a while Barbara's practical mind be"Certainly," the salesman agreed politeRespectfully yours,
DONALD STRONG.
ly.
gan to look ahead.
I enclose stamp for reply.
P. S.
"How are you going to furnish the
"How how much will we have to pay?"
"About fifty cents down and fifty cents
Don read the letter over five times. place?" she asked.
Don hadn't thought of that. Four bare a week."
The postscript pleased him especially. It
Don drew a sigh of relief. That was
was crisp and businesslike, he thought, to walls and a bare floor wouldn't do at all.
you please

tell

me whether you would make

a

r

?

I guess I know a way," he said.
all right.
If each fellow put in five cents
After dinner he walked to the store of a week the troop could easily pay the
A card fifty cents.
the Chester Furniture Company.
the mail slot.
in the window said that goods were sold
In the front of the store they found
the manager waiting.
"Does Mr. W'all
was Thursday night.
Friday for cash or on credit. Don entered.
"I'd like to see some things," he said to know of this purchase?" he asked,
he sold two bird houses.
Saturday
"I'm the only one who knows about it
morning his thirty days was up, and his the first man he met.
account with the lumber company was
"Certainly," the man gave him a glance so far," Don said proudly,
The manager raised his eyebrows. "Oh!
due.
He took the money from his bank of surprise. "Chairs, tables, beds, sideand walked down to the lumber office.
boards
Well, suppose you talk this matter over
"I want to settle my account," he said
"Oh, just chairs, and a table and and with Mr. Wall and with the troop."
We want "I'm going to," the boy said. "I I
maybe some benches.
them for our meeting place boy guess we must pass resolutions before we
Could we buy can buy. I wanted to pick out the stuff
scouts, you know.
them on credit?"
and find how much it would cost so I
"Just a moment," said the sales- could tell the fellows."
man.
"You had better talk with
He
"Quite right," said the manager.
our manager."
held open the door and Don passed out.
So the manager was brought from Gee! how easy it was to get things when
some place in the rear of the store, you knew how.
He was a short, stout man, well
Back in the store the salesman gave a
"How is that for
groomed and soft spoken, and he shout of laughter.
listened attentively while Don told nerve?"
of how Chester Troop had secured
The manager shook his head. "Great
its meeting place from the trolley boy," he said.
"Leave that list at the
company and now wanted to fur- desk. Mr. Wall may O. K. it, and then
nish it.
we'll know just what's wanted.
Great
"You have a leader, I suppose?" Scott, think of a boy walking in here
the manager questioned.
and picking out ten dollars' worth of fur"A scoutmaster? Oh, yes, sir. niture as though he was spending two
cents.
Our scoutmaster is Mr. Wall."
W7 hat's the world coming to?"
"Of the high school faculty?"
Don, quite unconscious of the stir he
had created, walked home well satisfied.
"Yes, sir."
The manager nodded to the sales- A meeting place thoroughly furnished! He
had done it all alone. The Wolf Patrol
man. "I guess it's all right."
"It doesn't seem right
For the next half hour Don se- would be proud of him.
to use 3Ir. Wall's lilected industriously six plain chairs
He decided to keep this a secret from
at fifty cents each, one table at a Barbara. When the meeting place was all
brary for meetings.
......
We're f/oinii to <i<t
\\Y\\ dollar and a quarter, two benches at ready and the furniture was in it, he'd
I
our own troop headone dollar each, and three framed take her down and give her a surprise,
Don
pictures for three dollars.
quarters."
(Continued on page 27)

enclose

down

a

stamp.

He

to the post office

THAT

took

the

and dropped

letter
it in
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How to

Be a Forest Ranger
By

HENRY

S.

NONA/

GRAVES

Chief of the United States Forestry Service.

parts of this country boy
and other fellows as well, are
an active and important part in

many

INscouts
taking
the

work of conserving the

nation's forest

resources, which is
the duty of rangers
and other members
of the United States
Service.

Forest

These

really
boys
forest
rangers
in the best sense of

are
the
Design

of the

Forestry Merit Badge.

term, although
they have no title as
such, wear no regulation

uniform

and

get no pay for their
For they do better than anyservices.
thing else the most important and farreaching thing of all the many, many matters which Uncle Sam's trained rangers
are paid to do. That is, they teach other
boys and grown-ups, too how to use the

woods

without destroying them.
They
are the benefits and the beauty

know what

Pomona, Cal., scouts receiving instructions in forest fire prevention from
and the wonder of the woods and why
Forest Ranger Sloan.
it is wrong to be wasteful and destructive
of the trees which Nature plants for man's scars and holes at the bottom, which let young trees for transplanting and set out
benefit.
Such saplings for shade and other useful purrot into the heart of the tree.
Some states will furnish young
trees die before their time, and if cut poses.
WHAT A REAL RANGER DOES
for planting, on application to
down make less lumber than round trees
A real ranger who rides his horse would. Fires do not pay, from any stand- seedlings
the State forester, and wherever there is a
through the vast, timbered wildernesses of
the National Forests, watching for fire,
issuing permits to persons who need wood
or other things, building roads and trails
and keeping selfish folk from abusing the
public privileges, spends much of his time
teaching people how to keep from destroy-

ing the forests.
He never misses a chance to tell a man
or a boy, a woman or a girl, why fires must
not be started in the brush and leaves,
and how, if the young trees are cut or
burned, there will be no new growth to
replace the old trees when they die or
have to be felled for lumber. He explains
that trees keep the ground from drying up
and that, if all the trees are taken away,
there will be nothing then to hold back
the rain water that it may seep gradually into the lakes and streams, but instead, there will be floods, washouts and
landslides when a heavy rain comes, and
parching dryness during the season when
there is no rain.

point.

WHAT'S UNFAIR AND UNMANLY
Moreover, you can teach other boys not
to drop burning matches in the
leave campfires untended; you

woods or
can

ex-

and wasteful it is
plain how selfish
to destroy or permit the destruction of the
forests, which have such a necessary and
beautiful part in the life and work of the
people of any country; you can try to
make them see that it is unfair and un-

State forester he can be written to for
information on how young trees may be
grown from seed at home.
So it must be quite plain that it isn't
hard to be a forest ranger, even though
one does not live near a National Forest
or is not old enough to enter the Forest
Service of the Government.

REPORT OF NATIONAL COURT OF
HONOR FOR JUNE, 1915
HONOR MEDALS

to do anything which will deprive
East Orange. N. J.
Marcellus Hatcher
others of the beauty and material bene- Harvey Keiderling
Passaic, N. J.
If some man
fits afforded by the forests.
SCOUTS
or boy had done something to kill all
To win the Silver Engle these First Class
the trees in your neighborhood, you not Scouts must have
qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
only wouldn't have any shade in the sum- It is the highest honor given for winning Merit
mer time, but you couldn't go woods- Badges.
Webb
Wellsboro. Pa.
scouting and there would be no homes Charles
J. E. Knott
Boston, Mass.
for the wild animals and birds.
Paul E. Stevenson
Boston, Mass.

manly

EAGLE

B.

ON

Harrisburg, Pa.

Homing

HELP
SIGNS
John H. Keller
Harrisburg, Pa.
In the National Forests the rangers put
LIFE
STAR SCOUTS
the
looktrails
and
at
the
up signs along
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
WHAT CAN You Do?
out stations warning campers, tourists and
athletics, life saving, personal health and public
are
a
for
instance,
boy other persons not to start fires by being health. Star Scouts have five badges in addiyou
Suppose,
scout and that you live near a farm careless or thoughtless.
Boy scouts can tion to these.
whose owner lets fires start in his woods
and sweep through them and other woods
near by. Then, if you want to be a forest
ranger, you can show that farmer that
fire, even a small blaze which runs through
only the fallen leaves and low bushes,
kills all the seedlings, the tiny trees which
have just poked their fresh green tips
above the ground. That means, you will
to
say, that there can be no young trees
grow up and take the place of the big
ones which die or have to be cut down.
If you look at woods where the ground
is burned over often, you will see almost

AND

sometimes get owners to want signs put J. E. Knott, Jr.
Paul E. Stevenson
up on their land, asking people not to R. M. Thomas
make any fires, and can offer to put up John H. Keller
signs if the owner will furnish them. Such B. Roming
H. Fred Gramm
signs will help to prevent fires, but there
is

nothing

to teach

and needlessly wasteful to
the woods.

harm

or destroy

C. Willard Smith

Edwin H. Draper
Robert Hoskins
Walter Johnson
Bernie Goodrum
Richnrd Stevens
Carl Skinner

Greeley. Colo.

seeds

in

small

nurseries

to

grow

1,056.

(

Hartford, Conn
Hartford, Conn
Pittsburg, Kans.

Homestead. Pa.
Kans.

Fairview,
DID You EVER PLANT A TREE?
STAR SCOUTS
Another thing that the ranger does is to
Zoeller
Homestead, Pa.
J.
plant trees whe-c they are needed. In this A. Roy
Homestead, Pa.
H.'Wyman
a
followed
he
is
being
by
already
example,
Camden, Ind.
Gordon T. Runcie
also see great many scouts and other boys who
Total number of Merit Badges issued in

You will
the trees are old.
that many of these old trees have fire- plant
all

like actually talking to people
them how cruelly selfish it is

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa
Harrisburg, Pa

June,

A

Comedy

Baseball

of Errors
By

Author

of

J.

RAYMOND

"A

Victory Unforeseen,"
Illustrated

the most graphic method
of chronicling that colossal conflict,
the
Sophomore- Freshman baseball
would be to quote from the "write-

PERHAPS

game,
up" of "Scoop" Sawyer, Baseball Editor
of The Bannister Weekly, whose picturesque account appeared in the Commence-

ment

issue of that periodical.

Before detailing the contest by innings,
the embryo journalist made a few general
remarks as follows:
SENSATIONAL FINISH ON BANNISTER FIELD
WILD AND WEIRD BASEBALL!

"Hit-key Edits," Etc.

BlGNKT.

account of this "wild and u'rird"
baseball game at Bannister College is
published (slightly abridged) in BOYS'
LIFE by courtesy of Mr. Elderdice, the author, and of D. Appleton rfr Co., who in

afternoon that annual combinaFarce-Comedy, Burlesque, and Continuous Vaudeville, more generally known to Bannister as the Sophomore- Fresh men baseball game,
was perpetrated on Bannister Field by Captains "Butch" Brewster and "Roddy" Perkins,
aided and abetted by twenty or more accomThis "Slaughter of the Innocents" and
plices.
"Crime in the Name of Baseball" was witnessed
by a vast and enthusisatic crowd of four hundred, including Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors,
of

Seniors, members of the Faculty, townspeople,
"ilarcellus" Jones, the Smithson sweep, and
a yellow dog, name unknown
Promptly at 1:30 P. M. Captain Brewster's
and for fifteen
so-called nine took the field,
minutes vainly endeavored to delude the longsuffering public into believing that they were
Then Captain Perkins' aggregapracticing
tion followed this heinous example and illustrated the old adage, "Six of one, and half a
dozen of the other."
the
Several of
Senior-Scientifics, equipped
with powerful telescopes, made heroic efforts to
discover some real ball players, but the total
number seen could be counted on the thumbs
The infielders could not have
of the left hand.
stopped a ball with a writ of habeas corpus,
while an Act of Legislature would have been
necessary to start an outfielder after a fly.
When Umpire "Soc" Osterhaus (as an umpire, he is a splendid checker-player ) shouted
"Play Ball," the Sophomores took the field, for
"Don" Carterson,
what purpose is unknown.
who will never divorce Walter Johnson from his
with Captain
for
entered
the
box
1919,
job,
Brewster playing the role of "The Man in the
Amid vociferous rooting from
Iron Mask."
extremely partisan members of the two lower
classes, the annual baseball classic (?) was on.
Of "Don" Carterson's pitching we have to
remark that his control was absolutely pheI

I

"Rtin, Hicks, run! It's your third
strike'"

rHE

the early fall will include, this entire story,
tales of other exciting school experithe
ences of
ever-amusing T_. Haviland
Hicks, Jr., in a book which will be called

u-ith

"I. Haviland Hicks, Sophomore."

who has
1

On Saturday

tion

F.

by

ELDERDICE

boasted that he can pitch horseshoes,
never mentioned baseball, showed up as
team timber, and not a Freshman crossed
Howthe home-plate after the second inning.
ever, with ten runs in the Treasury, this seemed
unnecessary.
In the interim, while Captain "Roddy" Perkins* pitching would have won the game (with
the Boston Red Sox and Ty Cobb back of
him), the Freshman team seemed determined to
give the 1919 crowd the game as a Christmas
In order
present, or as a token of affection.
to make it appear that there was no foul
held
them
while
Ichabod
this
to
effect,
plot
scoreless after the second inning, '20 quietly
at
a
run
the
handed
frequent inSophomores

but

first

enlivened, for T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., of
whose presence in the Titanic struggle all
hope had been lost, entered the 1919 batting order. As the score was ten to four
for the Freshmen, and the game nearly
ended, the hilarious ecstasy of the crowd
at Hicks' debut may better be imagined
than described.
T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., toward the end
of the eighth inning divorced himself from
the 1919 "dug-out" and navigated nonchalantly toward the grandstand. Having

howled encouragement to Captain "Butch"
Brewster's nine until his shouts resembled

the vocal efforts of a bullfrog with bronchial trouble, the blithesome youth felt
of the skyjustified in seeking the society
larking upper classmen.
As the sunny Sophomore drifted toward

the stand his lurid bathrobe flapping grotesquely at his heels, he stopped suddenly,
a
Freshman
team
cast,
The entire
composed
for a tremendous outburst from the specpresenting a modern version of "A Comedy of
The outfielders seemed to have sworn tators deafened him.
Errors."
not to catch anything more than public atten"Hello," said Hicks, as the tumult sudwhile the infielders apparently thought
tion,
ceased, leaving a strange stillness.
that they took part in a football game, for they denly
hurt?
'Sukey' Sykes
punted and drop-kicked the ball with marvelous "Somebody got
ability, to the great enthusiasm of all football knocked out
sliding head first into third
lovers present.
base
I wonder
However, Captain "Roddy" either "tightened
He hesitated. Several collegians were
up" or "cut loose" after the scores stood
Freshman, 10; Sophomores, 4, in the fifth; and bearing the injured gladiator from the
from then until the final frame the virgin soil
field, stunned, but not seriously hurt. Umof the home-plate remained untrampled by alien
To keep the contest from being monoto- pire Osterhaus, a big megaphone in hand,
foot.
nous, Umpire "Soc" Osterhaus seized the op- after a consultation with Captain Brewportunity to demonstrate, to the satisfaction of ster and the 1919 nine, was striding imall (except the players), that if he had to earn
make an
a living at umpiring, he would starve to death. portantly toward the stand to
tervals.

!

inning
announcement. A moment later Hicks beand The Bannister held Butch, Beef, Pudge and Ichabod
J^ Weekly may be left astern now, for dashing excitedly toward him.
"Hicks," began Captain Brewster, earnit was in the last of the eighth that the

In the

last half of the eighth

fcQCOOP"

Sawyer

listen

"just
game really began, in the estimation of the estly,
And he wrathful!}' explained that the
joyous upper classmen. At this juncture
1919
substitutes,
and
believing the game irrevHistory began to be manufactured,
had rushed to the gymnasium
nomenal.
Having gathered affidavits from stu- the weary spirits of the spectators became ocably lost,
showers so as to be sure of a bath before
dents of unimpeachable veracity, we can state
without fear of contradiction that in the two
supper; this (this alone, indeed) made it
hurler did
innings he officiated, the Sophomore
not hit anyone in the grandstand, or throw a
Evidently
single ball over the left field fence.
laboring under the delusion that he was a
French soldier shooting at a German aeroplane,
Carterson persisted in aiming at a point fully
six feet over his catcher's head.
Varying this
performance, he became insanely positive that
the home- plate was a target, and he registered

As a
several bull's-eyes.
sion so many Freshmen
soon resembled a Bowery

result

of

his

absolutely necessary.

Butch's voice was drowned by Umpire
"Soc" Osterhaus, who, aiming his big megaphone at the spectators, was bawling out
the announcement:
"T. Haviland Hicks, Jr., now playing
right

obses-

field

in

place

of

'Sukey'

Hicks
Sykes' place.
Hicks now at bat for '19.

in

After two innings of Carterson's officiating as Transportation Agent, Captain Brewster
requested that he forget the location of the box
as well as he had that of the plate, and ininto the melee as embryo
serted "Ichabod'
night.

Sykes.

Ichabod batting

Change of batting order.

promenaded that it
Bread Line at mid-

Ichabod's.

in

Two

out; last

half of the eighth."

1

Mathewson.
With the Freshmen proud possessors of ten
runs, as a result of countless passes and five
hits
off
Carterson's delivery, "Ichabod" proceeded to take the situation in hand.

"Ichabod,"

in

ALMOST
Sophomore,
'They punted and drop-kicked with marvelous

ability."

game,
while

wabbled
from the

a trance the paralyzed
thus pitchforked into the
toward the home-plate,

stand

the

enthusiastic

August,

19*5

shouts of
sounded.

the
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delighted

Hicks will save the
'Ray Ray Ray
"
Hicks Hicks Hicks'
"Aw, he couldn't hit a barn with a scat!

!

!

!

!

!

ter gun."

"Let him bat with a board, Roddy."
"Don't mind them, old man," begged
Butch, worried, but Hicks said, "Bah!" in
his scorn of them, seized a bat, swaggered
toward the stand and struck what he believed was "Home-Run" Baker's camera
The crowd yelled, but stilled the
pose.
tumult with uplifted hand. Then the funhiving Sophomore shouted:
"Fellow Bannisterites
The great moving picture drama 'HICKS, THE HOME-RUN
HERO!' will now be staged.
I am sorry
there are not three men on bases, for only
at such times can I knock a home-run!
However, I shall proceed to win the game
"
for old '19. My class calls on me, and
At this juncture angry Butch Brewster
seized Hicks and dragged him to the homeHis knees wobbling, and the bat
plate.
shaking nervously in his hands, the alarmed
youth, batting woman-fashion, struck out
!

one, two, three; just like that!

exuberant

upper classmen, who
they were "getting their
money's worth," roared their delight,
While they were shouting big Butch
Brewster,
corralling
Hicks, handed him a
glove and in chaste
English expressed his
unqualified opinion of
that grinning youth.

now
THE

felt

he

"Hicks,"
with grim

emphasis,

brains

were am-

"if

Scouts'

Magazine

upper classmen the

"

day

The Boy

ninth, with the score ten to four minutes longer, because there were signs
against the Sophomores, and Hicks, hav- in the atmosphere that "things might
ing made the last out the previous inning, happen !"
no one dreamed that the festive youth
With two on bases, and two out, "Pudge"
would again have a chance to imitate Langdon selected a choice spot back of
either "Home-Run" Baker or the immor- shortstop, and dropped a beautiful "Texas
tal "Casey."
Roddy had been pitching Leaguer" thereon, which act won him gensteady ball, giving his team mates no op- erous applause from the spectators and
portunity to kick the game away, and not caused a near riot among the 1919 rooters,
a cloud appeared on the horizon of 1920's as the bases were full!
Following this
blue sky.
illustrious example, "Chub" Chalmers, who
Taking careful aim, James Roderick had never hit a ball, drove a short single
Perkins hit "Beef McNaughton fairly in to right field, scoring Butch, and keeping
the back with the ball, though that ele- the bases crowded
With the score 10 to
phant did not become exhausted from his 7 in favor of 1920, and the noise and
efforts to get out of the way.
Following chaos approaching the thunderous din of
to shew his marvelous accuracy, a combined earthquake,
this,
artillery-battle
Roddy smote Ichabod in the ribs, a diffi- and cyclone, the tumult suddenly died,
cult feat, as the lengthy youth presented a for
batted
1919
had
in the ninth
around,
very thin sideview. Thanks to an error the next hitter was Thomas Haviland
by "Biff" Pemberion, the agitated 1920 Hicks, Jr
"It's all over!" groaned Captain Butch
catcher, second and third base soon became occupied by the two Sophomores. Brewster, taking a long lead off second
Then, with the spectators taking a mild base. "Three runs to tie and four to win
two men out the bases full and Hicks
interest, the Freshman pitcher reformed
temporarily, and struck out "Skeet" Wig- at bat! Good night!"
Followglesworth on three pitched balls
ing this Captain Butch Brewster, by way fTlO do the happy-go-lucky Hicks justice,
of gentle reproof, leaned against one of
L he appeared to realize the solemnity of
Roddy's fast ones for a two-bagger, scor- the occasion. It was all right to be jocular
ing two runs. This feat raised the hopes when the score was ten to five, two out
of 1919, the enthusiastic interest of the and a runner on second, but now with
upper classmen, and the score to the bases congested, and three runs needed
ten to six, all at one fell blow
to tie, and himself about to make the third
"Go get 'em !" was the cry. "A out, the final one of the game it was time
!

!

!

!

You can do it." for serious reflection
garrison finish
Utterly carried away with ex"Casey at the Bat!" howled the uppercitement, "Cherub" Challoner, a classmen, and the hilarious Freshmen, the
rotund youth, swung frantically tension relieved now, took up the cry. In
at two balls so far over his head truth, every one believed the game was
ended, for it would
but a few
require
seconds to strike out
the nerve - shaken
Hicks.
However, he
mi<jht get a base on
!

!

said,

munition you wouldn't
have enough to shoot
a cap pistol off. Now
take this glove and
stand in right field
and do your worst!"

balls,
ter,

The Freshman half
of

the

passed

final
inning
without
un-

toward

incident,

held

pitching
scoreless.

right

'

field

Out
T.

by a pass
"Strike out Hicks!"
shouted the Freshmen.
the Hitless
"Hicks
All right,
Wonder!
Roddy three pitched
in

them
in

Havi-

land

vious

Doc

of

G r u d e r's
shouted

a

Mac-

will
do
it
end the game !"
Three pitched balls
did but in an unex-

balls

"Just leave

it to me, Butch," the
sunny Sophomore chortled.

pected way!
In Hicks'

laurels,

intensely

humorous

How we

star,

wonder who you are

in right field,

!

on the job.

that

a

vaulting

pole

would

have

been

more appropriate than a bat. Then he
steadied down and aroused futile hopes

My, but Hicks looks like Ty Cobb !"
by getting three balls, after which he
must not be supposed that the blithe- showed his gratitude to Roddy Perkins
some Hicks was in the least perturbed by by gracefully striking out. As this made
this continuous storm of jeers, ridicule two out, Butch on second, and "Billy"
and sarcasm, or that the hilarious col- Harnsworth, a woefully weak hitter, at
T. Havi- bat, the crowd made unmistakable evilegians meant anything by it.
land Hicks, Jr., was the most popular dences of departure.
youth at Bannister. By his harmless bragHowever, since Billy could not hit the
godocio and his funny swagger, entirely ball, the nervous Roddy courteously hit
assumed, he made everybody laugh all the Sophomore, carefully picking out the
the time and brought his punishment on left shoulder; whereupon the second
year
himself, and it is hard to say who en- batter promenaded to first, being greeted
joyed the chaffing more, the students, or heartily by Butch Brewster, who had
Hicks!
grown lonesome on second. After this
When 1919 came to bat in the last of event the spectators decided to wait a few
It

!

they'll

parody:
"Twinkle, twinkle, baseball

Out

"Beef" McNaugh-

run would be forced

as

Hicks, Jr., by
the simple process of
atdoing
nothing,
tracted all the attenand "Shakestion,
peare" Sawtelle, en-

would

ton, up, with the score
then 10 to 8, for a

splendid

Ichabod's

which

bring that heavy hit-

nervous,
excited

frame of mind Roddy
could have heaved the
sphere at the second-baseman, and the
Sophomore would have struck at it! Determined not to get out on called strikes,
the desperate Hicks resolved to swing
wildly, in the shadowy hope of hitting the
ball!
With this in mind, and not hearing
his team-mates' imploring shouts to "Wait
him out!" the second edition of "Casey"
struck madly at two balls that aviated far
above his noble brow
!

"Str-r-rike

TWO

!"

pronounced Umpire

"Soc" Oslerhaus excitedly,
"It's all over but the shouting!" howled
tne happy Freshmen, and the upper-classnien following a Bannister tradition, left
the stand and crowded together to give
>

their clas s yell for the victorious nine!

(Continued on page 28)

Dan Beard
To Make

Tells

How

a Backwoods Crane, and Backwoods Napkin Rings*
By

DAN BEARD

National Scout Commissioner,

we produce anything
for BOYS' LIFE which has a camp
flavor to it, which suggests the
odor of bacon and flap-jacks, the freedom
of tent-life or life in the open, it is always popular with the scouts. Those trammels that we published seem to have been
were
just what a number of our readers
waiting for and the echo of the trammels
is still resounding in the editorial office.

WHENEVER

A NEW

You

CRANE.

All my readers of course know that before there were any other scouts in the
world there were here in America the
scouts of the Boy Pioneers, Sons of Daniel
Boone, and Acting Scoutmaster Victor
of Troop 61, Boy Scouts of
Aures,
America, Buffalo, is one of the scouts who
has graduated from that first society. He
is one of our old reliable stand-bys and
pupil, and he can turn out some very
practical and ingenious scout inventions.

Boy Scouts

of

America.

course, wholly upon
the individual using
it and the number of
kettles to be used.
After securing the
material and trimming it to represent
Fig. 1, the strip of

which

bark

is

left

attached to one end
of the fork (Fig.

1A)
and

is

whipped back

tightly secured
to the fork with cord
a vertical line
in
above the smaller

fork (Fig. 2).
This crane has advantages over other
styles of trammels
in that it may be
readily

adjusted

to

any height by simAfter that trammel article was published, ply drawing it with
Scoutmaster the kettles upward
Acting
Aures sent us what he or slipping it downthe "Backwoods ward.
calls
It
would A scout staff
Trammel."
more properly be a scout placed vertically in
trammel, as the scout the ground makes
crane
staff is used, and to it an excellent
the rustic contrivance is
attached.

support.
should

be

Care
taken

in

not making the bark
a trammel at all, but a loop not to make it
it
will
rustic crane just such as too small;
How TO MAKE THEM.
are found in the old-time not matter if it is a trifle larger in
of
Usually we selected a sapling of birch,
fireplaces, the differences diameter than desired, as the weight
being that the ones in the kettles will prevent its sliding down- which we sawed into sections of the proper
A couple of notches should be width. Then we cut out the center part
the fireplaces are made ward.
at the blacksmith's shop cut in the top of the trammel to prevent of the wood of a section, Fig. 4, after it
and made of iron. So, the kettles from sliding, as shown in had been sawed off from the sapling,
We carefully cut away
if Victor Aures will al- Fig. 3.
Figs. 5 and 6.
low us, we will call this
A SCOUT NAPKIN RINO.
all but the sap wood from the center of
the Scout's crane, or, if
As usual, I went camping last winter the section, as in Fig. 7, after which we
he would rather have it with a lot of comrades in the mountains busied ourselves carving our initials upon
so, we will call it the of
Pike County, Pennsylvania, but we the bark.
Backwoods crane. It is were out for hikes over the mountains and
We did this by first marking out the
made of forked branches through the snow looking for tracks the initial letter, then cutting away the bark
such as are tracks of
it to
foxes, wildcats, lynx, rabbits, from around the tracing, allowing
shown in the mink and all the different little mice and remain on all that part included by the
illustration, wood rats.
Then, you see, the initial
Because we wanted to give letter itself.
Fig. 1.
our time to this interesting work or play, stood there, a raised letter with the bark
Forked
did not cook our own meals except on- it, which, if it was well done, was
branches we
beautiful.
We ate our break- often
the noonday lunch.
such as fast in the kitchen of the summer club, we Whenvery
they were finished and the edges
shown in the were out all
with
sandpaper some of the
day on our hikes, and we ate smoothed
illustration
our dinner, or supper, as one may choose white birch rings had the appearance and
Some of them were not
<;an be easily to call
club house lustre of opals.
it, at night in the same
found in any kitchen.
so well done, but they were all good napwork.
woods, b u t
The table was that of a good old- kin rings and all genuine scout
care should
looking at the accompanying diafashioned farm house. We had tablecloths
By
be exercised
and napkins, but we had no napkin rings grams any scout with gumption can see
in the selechow to make a set of napkin rings which
nothing to mark our particular napkin
tion of mawill be a credit to the table of a farm
so as to tell it from our neighbors'.
Up
*
terial. Trees
and be especially
there in the mountains there are no stores house or country house
with tough bark, such as basswood, etc., and but
for one of these so-called
we
could
so
few
appropriate
houses,
very
for a permaare safest, as no small share of the weight
not buy ourselves napkin rings, but we bungalows and equally so
of the kettles will rest upon the bark loop. solved the
nent
own
our
camp.
making
problem by
The size of the crane depends, of r n7S out of the material the forest furSuch articles of scout work make appro(Continued on f>aye 32)
*
nished.

Then, again,

it

is

V

;

Copyright, 1915, by D. C. Beard.
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The

Moonshiners

in the
By

WALTER WALDEN

Illustrated by

CHAPTER XI.

DREW
-

NORMAN

a great breath

of relief

P.

ROCKWELL

as he thought of

(Continued)

when

how

he had been demeaned
.

Bat Mason
ey
James was examin__ ^
gun> whose
ing his
barrel had
so
eft
.

l
"-ed into the woods, and, with
Bat walkeof
an oar, pushed off.
My heart was
the campdancing with joy, and I noted
as
fire on the island was burning briskly
I turned the skiff's nose toward it.
The gray of dawn was in the east as
As I drew
I pulled toward the sloop.
near I saw two figures by the fire.
"Hurrah!" I called.
Both Uncle Bill and James came down
and pulled the skiff up on the sands.

I

Jungle

,

f ortuna t e ly

off in

failed

to

Bat Mason's

That barrel
hands
had not been used for
so long that t he dews
had soaked into the

pin _hole in the nipple,
it
with
obliterating
"He's gone!" I said. "He thought this rust) S o that the fire
was Pine Island and you had gone for from the cap could
not reach the powder.
help, Uncle Bill."
"Fetch hit liyah," said Uncle
Uncle Bill put out his hand and grasped

mine warmly.

"7 blew a song with the whistle."
Bill.

"I'll

fer ye."

fix hit

to
Then he did an astonishing thing. He
"I reckon maybe I kin make it up
he said with g O t O ut his Barlow and whittled a splinye some time, Nathan-ee-al,"
ter of fat pine knot and drove it hard
his old friendliness.
"There isn't anything to make up, Uncle j n t o the nipple.
James and I looked at one another,
Bill," I said.
"I'm a durned ol' fool!" he said. "But open mouthed. In woodcraft Uncle Bill
I shore seen thet haind had never before shown any such stuI'm a-learnin'.
o'

pidity.

righteousness."

exchanged meaning looks.
"Them preachers shore knows what they
on.
"They ain't
is talkin' 'bout," he went
no good ever comes o' goin' agin the law."
over the
felt a little uncomfortable
I
But
trick we had played on Uncle Bill.
the risk of
I couldn't think of running
the good that had
undoing, in any degree,
been wrought in Uncle Bill's character by
in the "hand o' rightetelling him our part
And then, while the hand he

James and

I

We

hastily threw everything
blowing.
into the skiff and rowed out to the sloop,

whose

and

anchor

were up

sails

hurry.
In twenty minutes

we

in

a

anchor a

cast

hundred yards from the beach, and all
hands climbed into the skiff and made for
Besides Joseph DeLong we recogshore.
nized James's father and mine.
The revenue officer seemed as happy to

"Naow," said Uncle Bill, "stick on a see me as I him.
"And where's your captor?" he finally
cap an' aim at thet tree."
James, appearing a bit foolish, com- asked. "He certainly wouldn't be losing
this fine breeze if he had that sloop."
plied.
At the pull of the trigger "Bang !"
He hied out ;- i sa d And then I told
of
buckshot.
went the charge
him how it happened.
at
our astonish,,
Unc i e Bill chuckled
said Joseph
Well> j mus( get hinl)
mart.
"that's what I have come down
.
DeLong;
,.
j
j
,
,
and
We were all half dead for
;

.

.

sleep,

were not long

in

dropping

off,

in

o

spite

of the brightening day.
ousness."
I dreamed a mess of things, none of
saw was only a physical representation,
At last
well as a symbol for which remained in my memory
yet it served very
I heard, ever so faintly, that old familiar
the real and invisible hand of righteous-

know _ Tom Wasson
^ twQ days befoj
.

out Qf ^

And

thg

J

^

ard who

&nd

he>s

got

letter

e

hel

d him

down

Jn th , g

Bat Mason
to Bat Mason
_

wa / h

/wr(

ft e

that let ter

s3wisiSK - s witrrwa^oto ^^^
s tstfxisz Sfess 3=?S %H2au -t^atTon^f s-jysrs
&Jf-.2? ttff% t^S^JSSS

s

put

Xi^'tor-^osetT
how

"^

to cut out the held my breath
us
ground, he showed
her e t came a gam
bud. It makes a very pleasing vegetable
of
with a taste not unlike the center part
^ater
'

across^

-SS-our
potatoes, rice

"Old Dan

breakfast on

roasted

^
^ ^j

a

111

ome

med
Use
J

toj

r

sweet There was a group of horsemen on the
It

fou r

smugglers
that

finally

made up

their

Bat had peached on them,

causing them to be caught

-nge^ey^told

So, to get rethey

^ e^him

;

^and

I promised
was Joseph DeLong, the revenue offi- 'Only you git Mm,' they said.
No one else would have that them I would, and I guess we will, Nat,
sure.

cer
whistle

Traveler" with his old vigor.
exSuddenly he stopped; a brooding
ROUSED Uncle Bill and James with a
face.
pression was in his
I "hurrah!" and ran down to the beach
"I shore would like to ketch thet thar
his gun on and waved a coat.
skunk," he said. "He pulled
I saw something that looked like an
me an' they ain't nary body ever afore
answerine wave
or
tied me up like a yearlin' calf
M> companions were now beside me.
rooster."

boy."

James's father told about the coming
of the pony, and how he had tried
to brush off the bit of moss and it wouldn t
brush; and then how he discovered the
note when he pulled at it. Then Joseph
.

home

DeLong had
quiring

for

arrived from the north, mThe rest followed
Nat.

naturally.
"It's
K.S ..usrim
to
maicrous TO
explained.
Joseph DeLong," Ii c^*..,^.
The "rooster" sounded ludicrous
.-.w.n'W hp<rnn
Toseoh
pn DeLons
Well,
began Jo.
of the sun showed that it
The position i^u.-g,
Tames and myself, and we grinned broad'eijong,
I was on that chaps
time
was
breeze
a
Bill
was
westerly
past noon;
BuftneTwas no smile in Uncle
ly

11

"it's
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the

sloop

Rambler."
I

confessed

my

August,

1915

We noted fresh blazes on the pines a
hundred yards from the point. Following these guides, we finally came to De-

and the man Long's note.
produced the paper. Dear Nat:
It was from Joseph
Look for my bird between the tall palm and
his little brother.
Make him sing at intervals
DeLong. It read:
of two minutes.
out of view of the island.
identity

Keep

Dear Nat:

We

arrived about 5.
\Ve lost the trail down
the river.
But I have
just learned that a chap
of our man's description crossed the river in
a boat six miles below

Jos.

DEL.

The two palms were not hard to identwo feet distify; the one tall, the other
tant from it with its top almost at the
ground.
Midway between I unearthed
the revenue officer's wonderful whistle.

here.

While James and his father kept back
under cover, I crept into a bit of brush
who hands you down nearer the point,
ton,
looking out on the
this note, will furnish
Gulf of Mexico. The island referred to
you with three horses
to follow.
by Joseph DeLong lay off about half a
Go to Blount's place, mile. It seemed about a third of a mile
down the river, and
directions in extent from north to south.
get further
from him.
I blew a
song with the whistle it
Your friend,
seemed more a song than a blast of
Jos. DEL.
I waited what I thought must be
We filled saddle- sound.
two minutes and blew another.
bags with provisions
and ammunition for
at once, a boat appeared, coming
Then
James's gun.
out of a growth of mangrove.
The
we started, reaching oarsman was Uncle Bill. We tethered
Blount's place by our horses to
and
were soon in the
graze,
dark. We slept there boat with Uncle Bill and
being ferried
and at daybreak across to the island.
were set on a trail
Joseph DeLong greeted us on a wee
by Mr. Blount that stretch of sand beach in the midst of the
would take us to
mangrove.
on the
Gonzales's,
"Well, Nat, boy," he said, "do you want
coast, a six hours' to see a
couple of your old friends?"
ride.
At that point
He led me up through the brush till
directions
further
we came in view of a well made board
were to be left by shack. Three
steps took us across the bit
Joseph DeLong.
of clearing at the back.
That six hours
He set me at a freshly made gimlet
saw us through pine
and my eye took in a portion of the
woods nearly the hole,
a table, at which sat
whole of the way, interior, including
two men, drinking demijohn, cups and
now and then skirt- revolvers
on table. They were Bat Mason
or
bay-heads
ing
and Tom Wasson, who had so recently
at
we
times
ponds;
from prison. They were so far
would enter a bit of escaped
with drink as to have lost much of
hammock to ford a gone
their powers
of articulation, mumbling
creek.
their words much after the manner of
About twelve miles
babes in cradle. Tom Wasson was talkout we came upon a
small heap of new- ing.
"I r-reckon tha'
I
I

We

are starting imMr. Carlmediately.

THEN,

"Under a stone near

the ashes I found a note from the
revenue officer."

Uncle Bill, so soon as he had learned
revenue officer's errand, had started
off down the beach to where I had landed
Bat.
He now returned and announced
that he had got that "skunk's" trail.
The party split up. My father turned
home to set the folks' minds at rest as to
what had become of us two boys and Uncle
Bill; James's father gave over his pony
to Uncle Bill, who set off with Joseph
Delong on Bat's trail; Mr. Howatt joined
James and me on the sloop. We three set
sail for Fort Myers, down on the Caloosahatchee River, there to meet the two
horsemen, if, as Joseph DeLong surmised,
the trail should lead that way.
"We'll likely be there ahead of you. If
not, wait till you hear from us, if it takes
a week," called out Joseph DeLong, as we
three started toward the sloop in the skiff.
the

1

we had our

BEFORE
ponies with

their

sails

riders

up the two
had disap-

woods.
With a good, fair breeze our voyage
down the coast and up the Caloosahatchee
was uneventful. We cast anchor before
the town of Fort Myers at about seven
o'clock, and when we reached the wharf
in the skiff we were met by a man who

peared

in the

said:

"I have a note for Mr. Nathaniel Wil-

p-prison guar'
ly-made ashes and signs of a camp recent- r-reckon tha'
prison guar' iz iz sittin* on
Under a stone near the ashes
ly abandoned.
tha' w-wharf w-waitin' fer me
yet."
I found a note from the revenue officer.
And he laughed his drunken laugh.
4 A. M.
retired
the
We
soon
to
Dear Nat:
brush, where
We camped here. Hope you get this. You were the others.
will hear from me again at Gonzales's.
If no
"Bat's in there," I said to James.
one is home, look for a note on the door, or
"We
shore has thet skunk treed naow,"
J amb
Jos. DEL.
said Uncle Bill, pulling his goat-whiskers
It wanted an hour of noon when we with a chuckle.
A full- Joseph DeLong explained that it would
got to Gonzales's, on the coast.
whiskered old Spaniard answered our be
easy to capture the two men now, but
-

knock.

We

asked if he had anything for us.
"One, two, three," he counted us. "Ah,
I have ze papier."
And he brought JoIt
seph DeLong's note from his table.
read:
Dear Nat:

We

are going in the old Spaniard's boat.
But you follow the shore around till you get
to the point at the south side of the bay.
Wait
there
or, if possible, I will leave a note.
Follow any fresh blazes you may see.
Jos. DEL.

We

saw

the two ponies, left by Joseph
and Uncle BiP, in a corral in the

that he was sure from their talk that they
had a cache on the island somewhere, and
he meant to seize the goods it contained.
It was a case of wait till they were sober
and should go to dig it out.

Presently the revenue officer crawled to
the shack and returned witli the information that the two were laid out asleep.
It was a tiresome wait, the balance of
At dusk Uncle Bill rowed over
the day.
watch was
and watered the horses.
kept during the night turn about.

A

CHAPTER XII.
hammock.
We
Find
at Last in the Island
What
It must have been about five miles
Sands.
around the arm of the sea to the point.
three of the morning, Uncle
The sun was at its highest and blazing
Bill, who was on watch, noted a light
hot when we got near our goal.
Pines
grew fairly close to the water here and in the shack and roused Joseph DeLong.

DeLong

ABOUT

fraternized with the palms.

(Continued on page 30)

Think

Fatty Masters Tries to
A

Cartersville Story

With

Several of

a Punch

Them!

WILLIAM MERRIAM ROUSE

By

Author

of

"Strawberries and Scoots"

Illustrated by F.

RlGNEY
trying to wink. His
face is so fat he

Fatty
Masters got
the
in
caught
fence and walloped

AFTER

"Come

he
on,"
"What's the
matter?
Things is
said.

by Gramp Hawkins
instead of John Nelson,

the boy

all

scout,

right."

"Go

Fat
he was mad.
was mad, I mean. I
the
guess he was
maddest boy in the

Smitty,
it's

"prob'ly

whis-

I

on,"
to

pered

all

in

his plan."

So Smitty climbed
over the fence and,
of course, when he

world.

"I'm going to get
even with that feller

did,
did,

making friends
with Gramp and not
for

You'"*just

V.1-P

wait,"
*

Fat

told him.

"It's

everybody
even

too,

else
little

Runty Brown.
The reason they
had stopped was because
VdUO*-*-/l^U.iJ.-

like

getting licked
we planned," said
Fat. "I had to eat

U

wink good.

can't

a-coming pretty quick and coming good.

Squire

"
"He got the worst of it before, Thompson keeps sheep and he has got a
It ain't right
Smitty
"
ram that is a terror. If the Squire wasn't
it's fSr for him to figger things
Grunter
anTrTow
"You amiable to Tck im
of the peace he would have been
justice
his
own
Carout
Bunk
"You better get
way."
Perkins sa"d
arrested long ago, Pa says. Pa has never
him
Besides
off.
cheered
Fat
up right
son to think up a Plan."
over the time ttiat i
Grunter and me, there
Tliat riled Fatty up some more, for jt and Smitty and
got^
fn, rnn./*'

Fat said that

Brown.
plan.
got things
i

feli;ra7ound"her;rh"at'7an~think," Fatty

"I

partly fixed,"

Fat told out for

own

his

hide.

tn or* thp blame for beme- afraid.
I made him the one
I got my ideer.
of you fellers if even if
promise to show the rest
I'll go get him right wards
his sol- you wanted him to.
Jt^ou^ca'n'see'John'" Nelson get
coot
a

was when

_

off."
dier-looking clothes all mussed up."
"Going to make the Scoot scoot?"

?>

?

>.

suras,
.,
thf

h,

!,

S,

.c.,

to try my
or not?" he said,

had got quieted

down some.
"What do you think,
Bunk?" Smitty asked me.

feller

My other
might

take

it

out

on me.

turned round and
round, and almost fell off.

Fat

Fat's

I

Everybody

place for us to exercise,
us to Squire Thompsons lot and
started to climb the fence.
Everybody
Fat
but him and the Scoot stopped.
twisted up one eye and I knew he was

fine,

down and

trying to get you into a Brown
"Fine plan you got," Grunter whisscrap with Gramp Hawon Fat's
kins?" Slats asked him.
pered to Fat, and Slats stepped
"I wasn't the one that got toes.
"You just wait," Fat told him while we
the worst of it, why should
said Nelson, were bending over and touching our feet
I be mad?"
time. "It's a-coming pretty
laughed but Fat- for the second

Fat bounced around like
a rubber ball and said to
for ideers come along, he knew where there was a

plan didn't work
they would have to come 10 me
couldn't
again, and even if it did work he
he didn't
keep on thinking up others, for
have an ideer of his own once in a dog's
a _e
"Sure, we better try Fat's ideer," I told
If

,.,

o.p.s.ure

I

had to

get into trouble and
benefits.
getting the
ideer hadn't

worked good, and if I tried
again and got left the fellers

end

,h. ,o ,h

'

"Better try Fat's ideer?"
I figgered on using what
Pa would call diplomacy,
which is letting the other

you

,.,

could like to get into the shade.
Those exercises of the Scoot's struck me
hadn't made
He had fifteen of them,
up my mind not to. He as first class.
with
said sure he would show us and by the time we'd got through
off two or three
his setting-up exercises, he 'em once Fatty had sweat
and
called them.
pounds, I guess, and Slats Sanders
"Ain't you mad about our Grunter Perkins was mad. Little Runty

almost think
that feller if

"T~"vO you want

Uplan,

.

Fa, c.me back

,

pRETTY
Seoo, -

He h^

after things

g,.,, .. P.

level

took

13

set

quick and coming good

was

right.

rest.

!"

It was.

to look between my
FAT
The
saw

I

happened

legs when I bent
Squire's ram had

over and
come out of the shade with a couple of
I

it.

ewes to see what all the fussing around
He shook his
in his pasture was for.
head as if he didn't like it worth a cent.
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attention to what I said at all.
I guess nobody but me saw him, for the any
other fellers were pretty busy with the
Bimeby the ram got everybody tended
The ram pawed around some to once apiece and then he saw Fat and
exercises.
and pretty soon he made up his mind to went and danced around the rock, pawing
take a hand in that exercising himself, and shaking his tail. Fat turned around
When he put his head down and hunched and around and almost fell off trying to
He made me think of a cat
himself up and started I thought that face him.
on a fence trying to keep
Squire Thompson's pasture
her mind on her feet and a
was no place for a minister's son.
dog at the same time. The
Scoot yelled that he would
I lit out for the nearest
fence, which looked like it
get the ram away while Fat
made a run for the fence,
was about four miles off.
but Fat said no, he had run
"Hey, Bunk, where you
all he was ever going to, if
going?" yelled Smitty, but I
he lived to be a hundred
1
didn't stop to tell him.

knew just how Pa had
when he climbed up in

years old.

felt

that

soon

apple tree and I agreed with
him about Squire Thompson.
The rest of the fellers
must have seen the ram

fellers had
PRETTY

all

of the

got around
to our side of the pasture,
Every one was sore some
about that time, for I heard
place, but Smitty was worst,
7 saw Smitty flop up in for he was sore in his feelNelson yell out:
the air and come down
ings because he was a big
"Steady, fellers, steady
on one ear.
feller and got bumped by a
Don't run !"
ram just like the rest of us.
That sounded like almighty fool advice to me and pretty quick, Pride goeth before you stub your toe, as
not hearing anything coming behind me, Pa would say.
"Didn't you fellers know there was an
I turned around to see if they took it.
I kind of wanted to look at the battlefield, ugly ram in that lot?" Nelson asked him.
for I hadn't ever seen a real war except
!

in

August,
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"We

all ought to have stood our ground."
"Never mind what we didn't know,"
"I got something to say to
Sraitty said.
Fat Masters right off."
Smitty spit on his hands and I could see
that maybe after all it was a good thing
for Fat that he had that ram between
him and Smitty Henderson,
"Hey, Fat," yelled Smitty, "what was
the ideer you had when you got us out

there?"

Fat looked around at him kind of hot
and worried and peevish,
"I figgered the Scoot would stand still
like he did hi Gramp Hawkins' strawberry patch and the Squire's ram would
knock him galleywest," Fat yelled back.
"What did you figger would happen to
us?" Smitty asked him.
"I forgot all about us when I was

The Scoot was laughing so he pretty
fell off the fence, but Smitty didn't
He hitched up his galluses and
laugh.
pulled his hat down,

near

"All right, Fat Masters," he said. "You
want to be glad that ram is out there now,
for when he gets ready to go to bed

you're going to get walloped so you'll
think you're in a thrashing machine."
All he could say didn't make any difference to Smitty, for
he's

pictures.

his

hi

guess Fat and

I

would

all

and

ram

the

been there yet
Thompson
Squire

if

on Smitty Henderson.
Smitty was ahead of everybody else,
making for the fence on the other side of
The ram
the pasture from where I was.
went right on past the others and pretty
soon I saw Smitty flop up in the air and
come down on one ear.
Then the ram turned around and faced

him

home

and

He

and
sent

took

Smitty by the collar
and gave him a good
start toward his Pa's
blacksmith shop.
There is no use in
Fatty Masters trying to

He was a knowing critter, for
the rest.
he'd picked the fastest runner and now he
had the others all headed off. Of course,
they turned around and run in my direction.
But, shucks, that ram wasn't tired
a bit.

think.

HENDEBSON
"SMITTT
GETS REVENGE," another
The ram got everybody tended

was ahead

terrible set

mind.
Smitty

hadn't come out.
chased the ram
cuffed Fatty and

set

for Slats
NEXT

fig-

gering," said Fat.

The humans was retreating as much as
That is,
possible, but it was not enough.
they had all retreated except the Scoot,
But
and he was yelling to stand fast.
the Squire's ram didn't pay any attention
to Nelson.
He seemed to have his heart

time he picked

1915

to

smashing Cartersville story,
will appear in the September BOYS' LIFE.

once apiece.

Slats

Sanders,
coming back,

and it did my heart good to see them
come together. The ram hit him a different kind of wallop from what he had
Smitty, and Slats went skittering along
on the ground like a baseball. After he
got to going slow enough so I could keep

Boy Scout Life Savers
By

ARMSTRONG PERRY

count he rolled over fifteen times.
A LL that is needed to make this a
By that time the Scoot had given up
regular story is for the hero and
He had grabbed heroine to grow up and but Boy Scouts
trying, to do anything.
Runty Brown and was carrying him over don't care for all that slush. The rest
to the fence on my side and laughing fit o f the plot is all there the circus parade
I
had been running w ;th its elephants, lions, tigers, prancing
to bust himself.
backward and was most to the fence steeds and funny clowns; the crowd with
when the ram got through with Slats and e yes and mouths wide open taking it all
turned around to pick out another one.
a sudden swerving of a heavy team
;
Next he took Pieface Sherman and let j n charge of an inexperienced driver. One
him know he was in Squire Thompson's o f the leaders snorts and rears a child
pasture, and then he went after Grunter screams and falls directly under the menI had got so it hurt to laugh
Perkins.
An exclamation of horror
acing hoofs.
f rom the crowd, a mother's frantic cry, a
any more and I wished he would stop.
All of a sudden I remembered Fatty flash of khaki, and a brave scout is beside
An
and looked around for him. He had got the child in her perilous position.
himself up on top of a rock over near us. instant later the cruel hoofs descend, but
It was just high enough so the ram in that instant the scout has pulled the
couldn't get on i|t and just big enough for girl from the jaws of death, escaping
Fat.
He sat there looking kind of brick destruction himself by only the narrowest
color in his face and sweating like a of narrow chances.
"Just a good turn," he told the mother;
I yelled to him to
pitcher of ice water.
come over to the fence, but he didn't play "a scout is expected to do one every day."

m

'

Would
thanks!"

he

accept

some

Can you beat

money?

that?

On

"No,
Circus

Day, too!
This happened in Plainfield, New Jersey,
on May 8, 1915. The name of the hero
The Nais Harvey Kiederling, age, 13.
tional Court of Honor of the Boy Scouts
of America awarded a bronze medal to
him.
T\ It

ARCELLUS HATCHER,

Troop

18,

iVJ. East Orange, N. J., was sifting
ashes in the back yard on February 5
when he detected smoke coming from the
house next door. Unwilling to leave his
work without permission, he told his mother, who ordered him to go on with his
work. The smoke cloud grew larger. He
reported it to his mother again and once
more she told him he should pay closer
attention to his ash-sifting job.
Finally
out in such volthe smoke came
pouring
umes that he decided he must investigate.
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Forcing an entrance, he heard a child
crying with fear. He groped about until
he found the tot and took it out the front
His mother, at last realizing the
way.
seriousness of the situation, came at his
Then
call and cared for the little one.
Marcellus ran to a box and pulled in a fire
alarm and waited to show the firemen the
way.

"They got there before me because I was
I couldn't run any more," says

so tired

Marcellus in his affidavit, but at that stage
game he had a right to take it easy.
The National Court of Honor awarded a
Bronze Medal.
of the

LYON

a Tenderfoot
Eastern Delaware County, New York, Y. M. C. A. A
prominent citizen of Hobart, where Lyon
resides, was overcome by gas from the
engine of his automobile while lying under
He was
it at the garage on January 14.
dragged out by two other men who were
nearly overcome by the gas themselves before they discovered that the man under
the car was unconscious. Scout Lyon was
quickly on the scene. He started artificial
respiration, but an injured wrist comP.

in the troop
WILLIAM

is

at the

pelled him to turn the work over to others.
He directed the first aid treatment until
a physician arrived.
So the prominent
citizen was brought back to life.

If

a Giant Cut the Wires

Suppose all telephones were
and that for forty-eight
hours you could not even call a
As Scout Lyon had incurred no risk,
a letter of commendation was the highest telephone exchange anywhere
award which the National Court of Honor in the Bell System to ask what
could give.
the trouble was
silent,

There would not be time
enough to do the things we are
accustomed to do, and social as
well as business life would be
paralyzed.

!

The Quarry Troop

Life

Guards
(Continued from page 4)
the electric lights were lit and
the scouts were comfortably situ-

WHEN bedroom

of the station, Bruce
The four best swimmers

ated in the
called a meeting.

Imagine the confusion which

would

with personal

prevail

and messengers

visits

substifor direct, instant com-

tuted

munication; with sidewalks,
street

carsand elevators jammed;

first.
They were Jiminy, with every old-fashioned means
Romper, Bud and Bruce. After a vote of communication
pressed into
Jiminy and Bruce were selected to man

were selected

the motorcycle in the south station, while
the two others were appointed operators
of the apparatus in the north station. The
six remaining lads were appointed lookouts to man the beach towers. Three were
attached to the north station crew, of
which Bud was made leader, and the other
three were appointed members of Bruce's
south station crew.
Before the meeting adjourned it was
decided that all ten scouts remain in the
south station for the night, since there
would be very little work for them to do
next day. Bruce also thought it wise to
have all the lads together while they were
learning to use the pulmotor and becoming familiar with their apparatus. Then,
too, the south station was better located
to afford the lads a view of the automobile races next morning, which counted
for a great deal.
By sleeping two hi a bed and disregarding any slight discomforts the ten
lads found that they could occupy quarters meant to accommodate only five. And
after a round of pillow fights and similar noctural diversions they were finally
all tucked in and ready for sleep.

"Well, good-night, fellows. Hope we all
sleep comfortably," shouted Romper after
the lights had been turned out.

"Good-night yourself," shouted Jiminy.

Then he added, "Hi, fellows, the Internationals tomorrow
Whoop e-e-e !"

service

and

all

of

them com-

bined unable to carry the load.

The instant contact of merchant with customer.of physician
with patient.of friend with friend,
would be severed ; the business
man and the housewife would
lose the minutes and hours the
telephone saves them. The economic loss would be incalculable.

Such a condition is almost inconceivable. The Bell System has
developed telephone service to
the highest degree of usefulness
and made it so reliable that its
never questioned.
has connected cities, towns
and the remotest places from
coast to coast, and has taught
availability is
It

the people the advantages of
nation-wide telephone facilities.

Plans
built

are made, buildings
and businesses run with

Bell Service taken for granted,

and yet we have to imagine what
it would mean to be entirely
without telephones before the
great value of this ever-present
service can really be appreciated.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
One

Policy

One System

Universal Service

CAMPING CHEST FOR BOY SCOUTS
Better than a trunkstronger, cheaper, greater capacity.
Has
Excellent for provisions and camp utensils.
capacity for tent as large as 12 x 14 feet.
Made of tough wood slats woven with galvanized wire. Strong
dovetailed frame, reinforced at corners by specially designed steel metals.
Inside measureSolid %" cover.
Furnished with ha--;) for padlock.
ment, 39" x 16" x 15 *".
Can be checked aa baggage same as trunk. In cti.up can be used
as <t table or seat.
Weight, 40 pounds.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
If you cut out this ad and send It to us we will grant you this
especially low price to introduce this splendid and useful chest.
$2.10 f. o, b. Watertown, Wis.
Price, set up ready for use
Price. 1C. D. (saving 2/3 freight).. 1.85 f. o. b. Watertown. Wls.
Make up a club order, get these chests in the knock down and
save considerable in expense and freight.

!

G.

B.

LEWIS COMPANY. SOLE MFRS.. WATERTOWN. WIS.

(Concluded in September BOYS' LIFE)
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Comic Capers

'A Stitch in Time Saves Nine"
But, Be Careful!
FROM TROOP 26, NEW YORK CITY.

'A Scout

Is

Cheerful"

Here's a Picture of a Bu

FROM

F.

Ci

A

Study in Posing.
FROM SCOUTMASTER JAMES N. ROBINSON, FULTON,

N. T.

Good-bye, Doughnut, Hole and All!
FROM SCOUTMASTER H. SPENCE, LA.
CHOSSE, Wis.

"A

Pair of

FROM SCOUT HAI

A

Pair of "Fussers" in the Boston Scout Camp.
I'R'iM O. E. LOOMIS, SCOUT COMMISSIONER.

A

"Baker's Dozen"
Count 'Em
FROM SCOUT DONALD MARTIN, SAN
BENITO, TEXAS.

I
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>ut

in

Camp

Even the Dog Learns Telegraphy.
FROM SCOUT G. MALCOM VAN DVKK, JIiiosic.

if

Youngstown, Ohio, Scouts That Proves

1

,

PA.

It.

IETS.

"Washing Their Ears"

at the Boy Scout
Pensacola, Fla.

FROM M.

The "Clean-Up Squad."

S.
LAIRD, SCOUTMASTER
BIGNED, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

in

Camp,

TTNAS-

Products."

JETER, PEKIN, ILL.

PROM

Oh, for Just One Swat
SCOUTMASTER

L.

C.

DAVIS CITY, NEB.

I

OSTERHOUT,

Gee,

Some

Scout!

FROM ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTER
GROTON, CONN.

C. G. SISTARE,

The Boy
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The Cave
He

Talks About the Scout's Big Job

By

|
I
H
^
^
S
E
E
3
S
5
S
~

Built Especially for

Boy Scouts
plete angling outfit. Sanctioned

by

the Committee on Scout Supplies,

black enamel, cork

Three piece

steel rod, with nickelplated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;

handled

75ft. of hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel
hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored

in a neat carrying case,

all

to attach

to

Scout Haversack

Bamboo

Split

making a fly,
ruple

E

of America.

Boy Scouts

made

S

.

rn

Boy
.

<|>

p.3U

.

with two tips,
bailor boat rod; quadrod,

multiplying,

nickel -plated

S
=
s
S
=
~
S
1

S
=
=
~

^
E

E
S

double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkers and two-color cork float; all in

E

S

E
E
E
E

neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired
in place of split Bamboo) pO.UV

E
S
=

5

sliding click

*r AA

Either outfit sent postage

|
E
S
E

E

free.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Makersor'FishingTacklelhat'sFitfor Fishing'

|
E

New

York City
Street,
Established 1820

18 Vesey

SlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIlE

REEL
ROD
need "3

in

One"

oil.

It

makes reels run

right

ONE OIL

tion.
I

must

try

best;

to

do

ever stop to think what a
Did
my dickens you
of a lot of damage to the scout

organization one boy can cause? Suppose,
me from for instance, Mr. Jones sees Scout Smith
morning
birds with an air rifle. Mr. Jones
To see how I behave myself I'm never out of shooting
tells his wife about it, and when Mrs.
It
certainly is up to me to do the job up Jones goes to the meeting of the Woman's
right;
Club, where the subject of Scouting is
I'm a scout.
Gee, folks have

got their
until night

I'm a scout

eyes

on

1

"Well, I don't think
organization does what it
Kindness to animals is one

discussed, she says:

Come on in
there, scouts!
here out of the sun and cool off!
I thought you were all so busy

HELLO,

camping that you wouldn't find your way
But I'm mighty
into the cave this month.
glad you're here.
"Say, Mr. Cave Scout, what makes you
look so solemn today?"
Do I look solemn? Well, it's enough to
make anybody look solemn to think about
what a whale of a big job it is to be a
scout and that's just what I was thinking about when you fellows came in.
I've just been reading a lot of reports
from all parts of the country, telling about
the serious, important work scouts are doIn the past few weeks a number of
ing.
scouts have saved lives, many others have
worked like heroes to save property from
destruction by fire, and thousands of
others have served their country and their
local community by volunteering their
services in Fourth of July celebrations.

this

Boy Scout

claims to do.
of the laws, and just this morning my
husband saw Willie Smith shooting birds.
And Willie Smith is a scout." This report gives all the
members of the
club a bad opinion
of scouts. And
these women tell
the "Willie Smith
story"

bet your

life,

CO., 42 ELG. Broadway, N. Y.

other

to

women, and there's
no telling where it
Mr.
will
end.
Jones goes to a
luncheon with a
group of men, and
the

subject

of

is

brought
up. Mr. Jones tells
the "Willie Smith
story" again, and
Scouting

still

Scouting has grown

further harm
scout or-

the

ganization results.
But that isn't
fair, you say. Just
because one scout
doesn't behave himself is no reason

it's

for knocking the
whole organization.

maybe
But the fact

Well,

without them."
There is only one thing that can explain
this change in people's ideas about the
scouts, and that one thing is the fact that
GOOD.
scouts have

Prevents twisting and (angling.
Try "3 in One "yourself at our expense.
Write at .once for sample bottle and book-

both free.

IN

never have a chance to take

just a kid's game a fine thing
to give the boys a good time, but it can
never accomplish anything worth while."
Today these same people are saying: "The
boy scouts are an important feature of
community life, and we couldn't get along

last longer.

3

jinks, I almost
a rest;

;

I'm a scout.
For everybody knows that

"Oh,

cracking of cane or bamboo rods and makesall joints
Makes silk or linen lines stronger and
fit snugly.

I

comes my way
I'm a scout.

By

and kind, and take no do a big job.
Big opportunities make big responsibilities.
(Golly, but I certainly am in a seriAnd a big responsious mood today!)
in the organizability rests on every scout

for any blooming thing that

And "Be Prepared"

You

ALWAYS.

rhrr
ntt

every day,
helpful, friendly, true
tips for pay.

It hasn't
to be a mighty serious thing.
been very long since people were saying:

No sticking, no jerking, no backlashing. Just an easy, steady action that feeds or
reels the line evenly, smoothly at any speed.
**3 io One" prevents rust on ateel rods, prevents

let

bet,

always

to

r*LINE
ell

scout,

night and day, but still,
I'm glad
I'm a scout.
I must be clean, and brave, and do a good turn

Be

the right kind of stuff in them
glad of an opportunity to
tackle a big job, for big jobs, successfully
accomplished, produce big results. One of
the finest things about Scouting is the
fact that it gives every scout a chance to

who have
are

me humping

you

;

and drag; 75 feet
of pure braided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
reel,

F. J. P.

about the biggest job a fellow ever

got

had;
I'VE
I'm a
keeps

Haversack Fishing Rod and com-

float

E
5
E
E
~

=

Scout

not.
re-

mains that people
do judge the scout
movement by the

MADE

actions of those of its members with whom
they are brought in contact. Just as soon
as a boy becomes a scout, people watch
him to see if he makes a slip. And if he
does, BANG, the scout movement gets a
crack in the eye
And every time the scout movement gets
duty.
People are going to expect bigger a swat in the eye, every member of it is
things from scouts from this time on than injured.
Every time a scout breaks the law, you,
they ever have before and it is up to the
and I, and every scout, has a right to get
scouts not to disappoint them.
That is why being a scout is such a big sore about it, for we are all members of

mighty nice, isn't it, fellows, to know
But just
that scouts have made good?
think what a big job this puts up to us
for the future!
People know now just
what a scout is supposed to do and they
are going to expect every scout to do his
It's

OIL
WHITE FOOT
REMEDY
POISON IVY

Relieves

Chegoe

all itching.
Bites, Chafing,

smarting or burning

Cures Poison Ivy Poisoninc.

Sun Burn. Itching Piles. No
when applied. A free can to

Sold hy Druggists or shipped by
any Scoutmaster.
Price 25 cents.
Parcel Post.
WHITE FOOT REMEDY CO., Centrevllle, Mil.
start

In
in Piopnnst
rigeons; gqua bs
Market or Breeding Purposes.

Raising
f

o r

Maka

^ trated. instructive circulars.
PROVIDENCE SQUAB CO.. Oept. 0..
on Boys'

T-,TFK

Provldanct, 8.

the

job.

big profits with our Jumbo Pigeons.
We teach you. Large, free, illua-

But we don't want
-^
I.

in answering advertisementi

because there

!

is

to get scared out just
a big job to be done. Men

same organization, and we

all

must

whatever criticism is brought
against our brotherhood of boys.
share

in
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when a fellow goes
him play the

to see
according to the rules.

into a thing,

I

like

And it is the
game
same way with Scouting. When a boy
becomes a scout it is up to him to follow
This is esthe rules of this great club.
to
pecially true since no boy Is forced
free will.
join he comes in of his own

There is a double responsibility resting
on every scout. In the first place it is his
duty to respect and obey the rules of the
brotherhood with which "he has chosen to
cast his lot, and in the second place it is
his duty to use his best influence with other
members to prevent their committing acts
which would reflect discredit on the organization.

Well, the Cave Scout has laid down the
law here in pretty stiff terms, but he
doesn't want any of you to get the idea
that he is "crabbing." The vast majority
of scouts live up to their obligations nobly.
The best proof of this is the fact that the
movement has made such rapid progress
and has won a position of such high respect in the public opinion of the country.
Boy Scouts are capable of doing a big
job; they have done it in the past; they
will do it in the future!

THE CAVE

SCOUT.

Troop No.

Scouts'

of Paterson, N.

Questions

Answered
When one scout meets another, whether
first time in the
should
he give full salute or haff salute ?
day,
Does a scout of America use the left hand in
shaking hands, as the English scout does? Ma.
a patrol change its name once it has chosen one
A. E. L., Iowa.
The half salute or scout sign is no longer
A.
used in America. The scout salute, that is, the
fingers clasped in the proper position and raised
to the forehead, is now used for all occasions.
The left hand is no longer used in giving the
A Scoutmaster has the authority to
scout grip.
change the name of a patrol.
a
scout
meets a scout of another troop
//
Q.
Scout K. S. t Conn.
is he supposed to salute?
a
It
is
A.
courtesy for a scout to salute
when meeting another scout, a troop, or a scom
Q.

comrade or stranger, for the

official.

Q.

more boys to or
boy scouts? -J. H. T., Pa.
is a fine thing to have eigh
start with, National Headquar

Must there be

11

eight or

ganize a troop of
A.
While it
or more boys to
ters will be glad to permit troops to organize
with smaller numbers, providing the other re
quirements of registration are met with.
What class of Boy Scouts does a Bo?
Q.
Scout belong to after he has passed his 18th
Can a boy be put out of the Scou
birthday?
Movement if he smoJces cigarettes? if. G.

J.

won $90.00 in our Camping
satisfied. They say they will
Club House Offer

saved $i 17.63 in six months
Trip Offer and they're not

win

first

prize in the big

has bene"Selling the Curtis Publications not only
fited my Scouts in salesmanship, but it has made

them brighter and better boys. The training they
have received will cause them to be better fitted
to take

up

their life

work,"

writes the Paterson Scoutmaster.

The Mayor of Paterson so approved of our plan that
he stepped into the picture we were taking of Troop 1 1
By our Troop Plan you can completely equip your
Troop and earn as much as the Paterson Troop has earned.
Write today for our Finance Manual for Scoutmasters.
.

Box

976, Troop Finance Section

Illinois.

There is no maximum age limit. In othe:
A.
words, a scout does not have to leave a troop
merely because he has passed his 18th birth
2
day, but will continue as he has in the past.
scout who has reached his 18th birthday WL
usually be fitted to hold some office in the troop
The're is no direct Scout Law which wouk
make it necessary to expel a boy because h
smokes

cigarettes.

A

boy who smokes

is

mor

often in need of the help which the scout wor
will give him than any other boy and should b
treated with consideration.
However, he shoul
make every effort to break this habit, which in
jures him mentally and physically. In a numbe
of states there are laws against boys havin
Therefore yo
cigarettes in their possession.
have plenty of ground for insisting that no scou
shall smoke, for certainly a boy cannot keep hi
Oath if he is practising a habit which injure

him mentally and
Q.

physically.

Could a boy be a Lone Scout even

if h
he wante<

could be with the troop at all times, if
A, J,, Mass.
to be a Lone Scout?
"Wherever it is possible for a boy to a
A.
tend troop meetings regularly he should do s
The Lone Scout program wUl be developed fo
the benefit of those boys who are so situated a
to be unable to meet with troops.

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

BOYS, YOU

WANT A SHETLAND PONY

We have in our big herd the

kind you have alwaya
wanted. Ponies require very little feed and are very
useful, you can find work for them to do every day.
Beautifully illustrated Catalogue of Ponies and VehiBiE discount for ca*<h.
cles, only lOcta.. also Goata.
BLUE RIBBON SHETLAND FARMS, Will, amspurt. Ohio

LOOK

LISTEN
STOP
"CHARLEY CHAPLIN PUZZLE''
!

I

!

Send lOc stamps or coin.
Interesting and amusing.
Write today. Don't delay.
NOVELTY CO., 4233
Lake Park Avc., Dept. "C," Chicago. 111.

PARK

INDIVIDUAL "NAME" PENCIL

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up your mind what
Say, Boys!

yrm are going to be? Shall it be a trade, a proHow
fession, or something in the mercantile line?
would you like to become a Watchmaker and also
It is a nice,
take up Jewelry work and Engraving?
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, Bradley
full

Polytechnic

Institute,

Peoria,

Pencil mailed Postpaid for 10 cents
SAME NAME in handsome box 25 cents.
C. L. DAMON,
441 Tremont Ave.. New York
Pencils

all

asking

for

INFORMATION and FREE
Boarding Schools
Catalogs
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

(or camps) In U. S.
for girls or boys? Mainfree.
American Schools' Association.
tained for all schools.
Write. 1050 Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.
of all

On a Lead

111.,

particulars.

Mention BOTS' LIFE in a-nswerinn advertisement a
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No Money
This Marvelous

CAMERA
Trial!

Only 10,000 of these marvelous, instantaneous
pk'ture-t.iking and making cameras to be sent
out absolutely on approval without a penny in
advance just to prove that it is the most wonderful invention
the camera sensation of the
So you must send
age.
for

it

quick! Just

think

of

the

it

new Mandel-ette

TAKES
AND
MAKES
Finished
Pictures
INSTANTLY
I

1

You press the button, drop
card in Uevplnper and in one
minute take out a perfect, fln[shed post card photo. 2&x3),&
inches in size.
Camera, itself,

about 4^x5x7 inches.
post cards at one time.
is

No Films

No

Loads in daylight 16

to

50

No Dark Room

Plates

Not a bit of the muss and bother of the ordinary
kodak or camera. It is instantaneous photography. 'Universal focus lens produces sharp pictures at all distances.
Pictures develop and print automatically. Can't
over-develop; results simply amazing.

We

Trust

You

No difference who you are or where you live, we will
send you the complete Mandel-ette outfit absolutely on
If not satisapproval and give you 10 days to test it.
If you wish to keep it. simply pay
factory return it.
$1.00 on arrival and $1.00 per month until our special
When you see what elegant
price of only $5.00 is paid.
pictures it takes so quick, so easy, with no trouble at
all you'll be surprised,

Easy Payments

No References

No red tape of any kind. Monthly payments sn small
Lots of fun. and big profits.
you'll not notice them.

No Experience Required
Plain instructions and everything complete with outfit
so you can begin taking pictures the moment it arrives,
guarantee that even a child can operate it. Mail coupon right now. No risk or obligation to keep camera.

We

The Chicago Ferrotype

j

Desk

Co.,

Ferrotype Bldg., Chicago, III.
Send me at once one complete model Mandel-ette
Camera outfit including supply of post cards and inI agree to pay $1 when camera arrives.
structions.
examine and test it thoroughly and if satisfied keep
it and pay you $1 a month until your special price
of $5 is paid.
Otherwise I will return it at the end

1

93,

I

I
I
I

'
I

of 10 days.

Name

I

St and No

Town

I

...State

..
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Boy Scouts Around
the

World

Italian Scouts on

Review

in

Rome.

ITALY. National Headquarters has received
a letter from Mr. Carl Cattapani, K. C., Commissioner of the Boy Scouts of Italy, in
Nocera Inferiore, Italy, telling about the first
national convention of the Italian Boy Scouts,
Mr. Catwhich was held recently in Rome.
tapani encloses with his report a number of
scouts
enthe
showing
interesting photographs
gaged in various activities on the occasion of
convention.

this

One

of

these pictures

is

re-

produced herewith, since BOYS' LIFE feels sure
that the Boy Scouts of America will be glad
to

see

how

their

Europe look.
TURKEY. Even
There is
under Scoutmaster
scouting.

brother

scouts

in

southern

the boys enjoy
an active troop in Smyrna
E. R. Harlow, of the In-

in

Turkey

|

Mobilize Your Strength

1

Shredded Wheat

ternational College.

THE PHILIPPINES. Lieut. Kiser of the Philippine scouts in the American army has organized a troop of boy scouts in the town of
Zamboango. The boys are keenly interested in
scouting and put the scout law into action
They have cleaned up their village and
daily.
have also taken hikes. These Moro scouts are
the first boys of their race to show kindness
to animals.
JAPAN. The boy scout movement in Japan
is growing constantly there being some 500 boys
There
in the troops of the city of Tokyo alone.
are also troops in other cities and these boys
besides attending to the regular scout program
make themselves useful in campaigns against
injurious insects, and in learning simple engineering work.
INDIA.
The last census, taken late last year,
showed there were 2,065 boy scouts in India.
An interesting demonstration was given by the
members of the Fifth Calcutta Troop when Lord
Not a
Carmichael presented the King's flag.
was in sight when the visitors arrived,
and they naturally thought the boys were late.
At the blast of a whistle, however, over 150
scouts dashed forward, waving their patrol flags
and yelling their patrol cries. At a second whistle every scout dropped in his tracks and became absolutely motionless and silent. On another signal the parade formed, and the colors

maintains

1
=

and helping in the offices of the war department, etc., the English scouts have a fine opportunity for helpfulness in assisting the farmers who are naturally short of labor during the
In many places this service is
harvest season.
rendered as a substitute for the usual summer
camp, in return for the board and accommodations which the scouts receive.
CHINA. News items in "The Boy Scout in
China," a paper printed in Shanghai, read
much the same as they do in BOYS' LIFE, telling
of scout concerts, presentation of a play, "A
Day in the Life of a Scout," practice in the
regular activities, competitions between troops
and raising money for their various needs.
FRANCE. All of the scouts of France are, of
course, eager to be of service to their country
at home, but only those whose averages in their
Those
school work rank high are selected.
called are given a month's suspension from
school work and half of this time is spent on
day duty and half on night. These boys carry
messages, conduct visitors through the wards of
the hospitals, distribute flowers, play games with
the wounded soldiers, read to them, write letters
for them and otherwise make themselves useful.
HAWAII. In the Hawaiian Islands there are
Japanese, Chinese, Hawaiians and Portuguese as
One of
well as Americans in the scout troops.
the most interesting hikes of these scouts from
of
Honolulu
is
a
hike
the city
around
five-day
the island of Oahu.

at

army always

its

greatest

strength.

The
Boy

=

call for quick,

Scouts

active, vigorous service

made on

answered by
country
WHEAT. The endurance that enstand the most tiring strain can only be

all

over

the

is

|

SHREDDED

is

ables

=

found

|
E
E

made

E
^
=
E

Athletes, sportsmen, put-door men everywhere have long recognized its
remarkable muscle-building, stamina-giving value. They have appreciated
also the ease with which it can be served and the convenience of carrying
it and keeping it fresh.

them

to

in this nutritious, delicious

whole wheat

is the stuff that muscle
is
of
vigor
living and the health of the
soil are in every shred.

The

of.

sun and

E

Make

SHREDDED

outing

outfit.

Its

WHEAT

a

delicious flavor

of
your
always new.

part
is

Made only by

E

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara
inn
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A 1915 HANDBOOK OF THE BEST PRIVATE SCHOOLS
A guide-book for parents a deak-book fur educators. Notinbut discriminating, including only the best. Written
with the co-operation of more than 100 educators. Crimson
Full crimson
silk cloth, round corners, gold stamped. 82.00.
leather, gilt edges. $3 .00. Sent postpaid.
PORTER E. SARGENT. 50 Congress Street. Boston. Mass.
clusive

"BILLIARDS The Home Magnet"
A handsomely Illustrated
Home Carom and

wick

actual
Free!

colors,

giving

easy

book showing
Pocket Billiard
terms,

prices,

FREE!

BruntTables in
etc.
Sent

Spend summer gathering insects, butterIs
flies
I pay big prices. Many worth $5.00salable.
Men. Women. Get instructions,
All
$10.00.
Send
price-list, pictures, descriptions of valuable ones.
tump. SINCLAIR. Box 244, D79. Los Angeles. Cal.
4

Falls,

New York

illinium

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii'n

_. ._
FLAG
OUTFITS FOR SCOUTS

CIJ

AOIl

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

,

of American Flag 2|/'2 x 4 feet.
Strong cotton bunting 13 stripes and 4S stars.
Guaranteed fast colors with brass jointed mahogany
color flag staff. 5 ft. long with gilded spear and
metal cap.
Complete outfit, price only $1.00.
Parcel Post Paid to any address in the United
States. Daniel O'Neill, 27 Henry St., Everett, Mass.

Consisting

all

Write for it today.
The Brunswlck-Balkc-Collender Co., Dept. 14D. Chicago

/"i

food.

SHREDDED WHEAT

scout

were presented.
JAMAICA. There are now six troops, 208
scouts, on the island of Jamaica.
ENGLAND. Besides doing coastguard duty,

muscle

the

QUICK MONEY
thi
fore, explained in

&
be-

new book. "Truth Abou
Mushrooms." Add $10 to $70 a week to your

income. Small capital startsit. Demand exceeds supply. Grow in cellars, eheds, boxe?,
etc. Nowiabesttime. ProfitBbiEEer.quicker.
'Anyone can do it. Send forthe book, it'sfree.
Industry.

Dept. 206.

answering advertisements

1342 N. Clark Slreel. Chicago
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Our Lonesome

IDEAL BOY SCOUT

Corner

TENTS

ROUND THE WORLD!

Scout Should Have One

Every

Scouts'

Really,
before long your
I.o
.onesome Corner Letters will be going to (and coming from) every country
on earth.
Everybody's camping now and so, of
course, the Lonesome Corner boys are

A"?
L *

seems

that

writing about their camping experiences.
and think
It's a fine thing to write about
what fun other boys will have reading
what you do this summer. Then won't
it be fun to read about other boys' fun

wlim they answer your letters?
There are loafing hours in camp why
lon't you improve yours by writing letters

Note:
In these Tents Scouts' Staffs arc used {or
leather washer to staff which
poles by tacking
catches In l', 2 -lnch rings sewed In top of tent.
Sec tents rolled up on
Rings all hand-sewed.
shoulders of two end Scouts, ready for a hike.
Above cut shows part of Troop No. 1. Boy Scouts
of America. Toledo, Ohio, with their No- 1 Army
Khaki-Dyed Tents manufactured by us.
No. I
Scout Tent 4x6 ft., center 3 ft.,
wall, 1 ft. ; 8 oz. U. S. Army

Khaki-Dyed,
filling

Stakes
Scout
double
Duck.
Stakes
Scout

No. 2

duck.
Tent.

and twisted
Complete

Size.

8

are:

filling

White

with

Poles,

oz.

;

3.50

and Ropes
8

oz.

3.00

Hopes

5%

poles are not wanted deduct
Special Prices in lots of twenty-five. Terms net cash
Special Tent
in advance unless otherwise arranged.
Catalogue and Samples furnished Free on request.
If

THE OHIO CANVAS GOODS MFG. CO.
TOLEDO, OHIO
A SCOUT OFFICIAL'S ENDORSEMENT

Dept. No. 10,

:

"With the boy's welfare in mind,
ily

I

Any Boy Can Do

Forrest Armstrong, O.
14-year-old scouts.
Richard Beghtol, Colo. English scouts.
Samuel Blumenthal, N. Y.; England, China,
Japan, Alaska, Canada, France, Germany, Russia, Australia.
scouts living in
Harold F. Benner, Cal.
Eclaire, Wis., or around there, interested in first
aid and life saving.
Clem Bush, Okla.; scouts who work at soda
fountains.
Lee Bollinger, Okla.; telephones and elec-

It

;

Khakiwith
Poles,
Complete
Dyed.
3.25
Stakes and Ropes
Same Size. 8 oz.
Scout Tents.
ComSingle Filling White Duck.
and
Stakes
with
Poles,
plete

No. 4

on

$4.00

Same

Same Size.
Tent.
ordinary
Filling
Single

No. 3

doing
page?
PICK YOUR HOBBY

WRITE Now
Here we are again with a big bunch
of names of boys who want to correspond
about their own particular hobbies. They

double and twisted
Complete with Poles,

and Ropes

in the picture

ike the scout is
;his

most heart-

endorse Tent No. 1."
(Signed) GEORGE M. PROCTOR,
Scoutmaster, B. S. of A., Decatur,

111.

This

;

Howard
who

Clark O.
raphy, art.

A. Brettle, N. Y. ; foreign boys;
are ministers' sons.
Bynum, Okla.; electricity, photog-

we

will forward
If your letter

or

Walter Bairum, O. electricity, wireless.
Luther E. Boggs, W. Va. reading books, collecting old and foreign coins; boys in Europe,
Asia, Pan-America.
Douglas Cook, Mass. ; patrol lenders; camping, hiking, second class scouts; scout work.^

is

;

Way

it.

is to a boy in North America
If it
England, put on a two-cent stamp.
to go to any other country abroad, five cents.

;

Boyd N.

violin music, hikes,
Shertzer, Okla.
stamps, scrap books,
write
about
scouting.
baseball;
Walter Socolofsky, Kans. 13 and 14-year-old
American and foreign boys.
Vernon B. Townsend, Me.; camping, hilling,

camping

H. V. Fitzpatrick, Ga.; camping and fishing.
Abe Glassman, Pa.; foreign scouts about the
war; American boys.
David Hagan, Md.
signaling, scout bands,
Japanese
drum
;

corps.

Harold Hotz,

THE PLUMB ANCHOR BRAND

the

right postage.
Put your own name and address on the reverse side of the inside envelope.
Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the boy,
Hail this to us and
in care of BOYS' LIFE.

tricity.

scouts

is

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope "with his name and the

111.

work.
John Hincken, N. J.
stamps and foreign
newspapers; American scouts west of Mississippi; preferably scouts from Japan, Belgium

;

foreign scouts, ancient
electric-

stamps of foreign lands.
Harold Mason, Mass.; scout news, camps, etc.
Leon Penniman, 111.; cycle scouts in Illinois.
Peter Caucanas, of France, writes that he desires to correspond with American boys who can

ity;

Italy.

South America,

111.

Randolph Yeager, Pa.; wireless and

;

and

boys.

history of America.

trol

Nick Hamilton, La.;
Japan, France.

;

Albertus Towner,

correspond about pa-

will

;

;

trips, postal cards,

Spain,

write French.

D.; fancy poultry, truck
gardening, boy inventors.
Wilbur Harding, Ind.; hikes, woodcraft.
Ralph Hendee, Pa. boys in America and foreign lands.
S.

Eugene Haisch,

NEW

JOINERS OF THE "L. C."

Following are
have their name
PeieT-Johnson, Conn.; Wrd lore and flowers,
Bcnnie K-plovitz, 111. foreign hoy scout news, did not mention
John Klem, Ind.; American and foreign about which they
;

the boys
inserted,

who asked

to

and since they

any particular subject
desired to correspond, it
photography.
is assumed that they will be glad to get
Ph0t graphy MtUral
letters about anything; but in writing to
hislrT
coin col- them be sure you tell something interTru'ett C. Lusk, Ark.; stamp and com
lector; views and minerals from anywhere.
Their names:
esting.
Joseph Lennon, R! I. boys on Pacific Coast
J. Talbot Harlan,
and west, interested in show-card writing and Gerald Allenden. Cal.
Cal.
Oscar DeHart, Ind.
exchanging post-cards and newspapers.
Edwin
Takashi
Cal.
Kingery, Iowa
merit
Koga,
N.
C.
badges,
Lonnie C. McMillan,
M. W. Leckenhy, Col.
Frank Kinard, Ga.
printing, athletics, pets; electricity.
Wilbur
C. Mundt,
Cal.
Manning,
Irving
Maurice W. McNair, Va.; camping, cycling,
S. 1).
Wallace Masters, Cal.
exchanging post-cards.
W.
Oscar
Parker, Ore.
C-l.
Pitts,
George
Nelson D. Montgomery, N. J. foreign money.
Ralph W. Roby, W. Va.
nature study, especially Frank Stovall, Cal.
Johnson Neff, Mo.
Franklin Thompson,
H. Turner, Ga.
Julian
ornithology.
Va.
Conrad K. Roland, Pa. bird study, drawing. Melviu \V ilson Cal.
\\ allner,
George A.Wolgamott,
Henry Rozan, N. Y. Polish scouts in their Siegfried
Iowa
Mass.
own language; camping hikes, patrol leaders in
Cal.
Clifford
;

Look for this Trademark on the

Scout Axe.

Official

scouts

Designed and Furnished by

FAYETTE

PLUMB,

PHILADELPHIA.

U.

S.

Inc.
A.

Makers of the Plumb Anchor Brand Tools
Axes
Hammers

OllPllitv
Fir^f
ir&l
ViUcAIliy F
1

Hatchets

;

i

sledges

'

;

'

R.

;

;

Camp Guide FREE
af'Cai
great
day. Get o
b tells all about
lift.'; how to lay out a
what to take alone;
p;
hat to do when you get there.

Only

p

'

l

,

ivi.l

this

-1/ fri'e.

d.

Do

it

Rreat book
Ju=t send a

NOW.

Shelter Tent
it

are in active service

;

;

;

;

Oliver Curtiss, Cal.

Florida.

Eher L. Russell, N. Y.

;

Indian

relics.

Fletcher Rider, N. Y.
foreign scouts patrol
leaders; cycling.
cfare'nce "Senior, Mo.; stamps, post-cards, foreign insect collecting.
C nn BCh 01 tOP ' CS
;

;

\j,Zlll s ,. Chicago

mn
Tools

have sent letters through BOYS' LIFE since
our j ast j ssue
Any boy ought to be able
to pick a boy in the state or country he
weeley, Iowa; American and English m ost desires to learn more about, and send
letter.
Perhaps the boy you
*"""* ],j m a togood,
*' SUt r
^
is as anxions to hear about your
*&*
'

Verlin
boys.

and Cutlery

Mention BOT.S' LIFE in answering advertisements

Wilson,

The following lists contain the names
of both American and foreign boys who

'

'

'

'

.
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tate as

Longer Life To

Shoes

The Boy

you are about

W.

D. Austin, N. C.

Kans.
3erton BaUard, Cal.
n Brander, Jr., Pa,
ioward M. Bommer,
N. Y.

Russet "Oil Paste"

also

size box, each IOC.
Ask Your Dealer lor

Same

WMttemore's
if Shoe Polishes

|There

a Difference in Polishes

is

BOYS! BUY-A-TENT

Richard Boyd, O.
Col.

Clifton Bradley, Mass.
Edgar A. Burt, Pa.

Verne H. Barnes,

111.

Albert Bullivant, Cal.

\Vm. A. Burke, O.
Floyd Cox, Mich.

W.

Warren
lain,

Chamber-

Ark.

Harry Do

Vries, la.

Remick

Ferguson,

larold Collom, Pa.
jouis Clonnen, Conn.
Gardner Deane, Ark.
George Dickson, Cot.
Howard H. Eutzly, O.

Geo. L. W. Errickson,
N. J.
Albert Fryberger, Col.

G. Challiss Franklin,

Sedgwick Gold, Conn.

S.

Mass.

Chas. Gehring, Ind.
N. J.
Archie Green. Jr., N. 0. Gerald Hakes, Mass.
Frederic Gardner, Mo.
Hugh M. Hay, Jr., Pa.
Victor G. Goldsmith,
Wesley Hauser, N. Y.
Frank Kingman, Mass.
Minn.
Robt. Kuykendall, Cal.
Claude W. Harkins,
Frank Lockmiller,
N. J.
Tenn.
Julian Hogan, Ark.
John L. Livingstone,
jeorge Hawk, Pa.
Ind.
Orville Kiest, N. Y.
Mnson Lowe, la.
5van Lyon, N. Y.

Leonard Moody,

Richard Lyon, N. Y.

Tenn.
jeorge W. Lind, N. J.
E. Abbott Martin, Ga.
Calvin McClure, Ind.
Warner Overton, N. Y.
Thomas Mitchell, La.
Harold Phillips, 111.
Sterling Pool, Tex.
3dwin B. Plimpton, la. Gerald M. Poley, 111.
Theodore A. Phillips,
Earl Owen, Ind.
Conn.
Maurice Robineau,
Jack Polhemus, N. Y.
N. Y.
Arthur Princz, N. Y.
Hinton Raper, Ga.
Henry Raola, N. J.
David Richardson,
Eugene Royer, O.
Neb.
Claire Rickel, Neb.
R. F. Slaughter, Jr.,
Tom Slater, Mich.
Kan.
N.
Y.
\Vm. Seabrook,
James B. Simmons,
Jay Stafford, Ind.
Saml.
Miss.
Sacks, N. Y.
Wm. B. Steele.Pa.
Caskey Settle, Mo.
Jesse Stallis, Tex.
Donald Short, N. D.
HallTownsend, Ark.
F. Fagan Thompson,
Lamont Van Woert,
Tex.
N. Y.
Weldeu F. Vedder, Neb.
John H. Willard,
Don E. Woods, Ga.
Minn.
Harold Ault, N. Y.
Arthur Williams, Ky.
John, S. Arnold, Va.

OTHER LANDS THAN OURS
D.

J.

Anderson,

Scot-

Acquah,

Jr.,

land

George
Africa

GREAT TENT BARGAIN
ORDER NOW
Wall Tent.. $3.40
12x14
Wall Tent.. 12.69

5x6

Wall

7x9

Made

Tent.. $5.53

"

9'/2 xl2

of

"

..

9.11

"

"

14x16

.17.09

36 inch 8 oz. high grade Duck. Complete with
poles, stakes and ropes.
Terms: Cash in advance.

MODEL. TENT COMPANY

916

Summit

Toledo, Ohio

St.

A Handy
Combination
Plier

" Red Devil "
No. 11245 inch
A

vest

around

pocket tool for all
work.
Grips bolts,

nuts, pipes, screws, wires, etc.
work,
tun
nose for close
rest-o-lite opener and
Nickel plated.
driver.
you'll like to work with.

Sample

postpaid

Booklet free.

for

screw-

A

tool

soc.

Write today.
CO., Inc
New York City.

SMITH & HEMENWAY
168

Chambers

St.,

BOYSBe Good Shots

Holmes Burnett,

Atlee, Tex.

uther Al.man, Ind.
Tomie J. Bryant, S.C.
Clarence Barrow, Ind.
Baylor R. Brinkerhoff,

For aWkinds of Black Shoes
Polishes, Preserves

his state or country,

AMERICAN
i.

Blacks,

23

Magazine

flie list:

Vivian
"

"Oil Paste" Polish

Scouts'

A

J.

E.

C.

Samuel

Searson, Eng.
land
Charles L. Smith, Eng
land
Eddie Cooke, Australia

Byrne, Australia
Ge or e G
Eng
Ankrah, Africa
land
Harold Benson, Eng- Thomas Johnson, England
land
Edw. F. Booth. Aus- A Kemp) En gi and
tralia
Porto
Alfonso
Lomo,
Ted Creagh, Ireland
Eico
W. J. Hooper, England Ernest M. Monaghan
Victor
Johnson, EngEngland
Alan Macdonald, Eng
land
P. Jackson, England
land
Matthew Lennox, Scot- R. H. Nunn, England
land
Norman F. O'Gorman.
Jas.
Australia
McGinnity, NewZealand
Edw. R. Paling, England
Ted May, England
Harry Marsden, Eng- Harold Roberts, England
land
Edwin J. Strickland,
J. Newton, England
Manuel Perez, Cuba
England.
Lewis Raymond, New Earl B. Stilson, Japan
Zealand
(blind)
-

.

NEW RULE ADDED
Attention particularly is called to a new Lone
some Corner rule which states that all letters
sent to BOYS' LIFE to be forwarded should have
the return address of the sender on the reverst

This will preven'
side of the inside envelope.
letters from going to the dead letter office, anc
will enable writers to know if they fail to reach

If

you would

when a serious brush fire startec
The fire had gained head
way and a sixty-mile wind was blowing
It was hard work, and several of th;

Goody ear- Akron
Bicycle Tires
Ask Your Dealer
Sturdy

Enduring

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answrr-ny advertisements

Champion-

white and blue hoses) are made in the
Cartridge factory, by the same people who
U. S. Ammunition, which tne most
experienced shooters in the world demand.
tJ. S. Cartridges help you to be a better shot because they hit where you aim and do not vary.
Book for Boy Scouts

(in the red,
TJ.

S.

make the famous

A

Our free book, "How to Use Firearms," will be
sent to you without charge. Ask for it on a post
card addressed to

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.

New York
2314 Trinity Building
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY, General Selling Agents
JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. COMPANY, Philadelphia
SELBY SMELTING A LEAD COMPANY, San Francisco

A New

Scout Book

Boy Scouts of the
Wildcat Patrol
By WALTER P. EATON
story of Boy Scouting
This story is a continuation of
the history of Peanut and the
other characters which appeared
in previous volumes by this au-

A

thor.
Some of the former characters have developed into Scout
Masters themselves and the story

shows what they have learned in
the way of Boy Scouting and how
they passed it along to others.
Other volumes in this series are
The Boy Scouts of Berkshire, Boy
Scouts in the Dismal Swamp and
Boy Scouts in the White Mountains.

Each Volume $1.00 net.

Delivered $1.12.

Illustrated with Colored Frontispiece

W.

A.

WILDE COMPANY

120 Boylston Street
Rand McNnlly Bide.
Boston, Mass.
Ch

Every boy we ask says

"It's a

:

Corker!"

THE BOY SCOUTS OF
BLACK EAGLE PATROL
By LESLIE W. QUIRK

A

real live story for real live scouts

At

LITTLE,

all

Bookstores

$1.00 net.

BROWN & COMPANY, Publishers
BOSTON

Council,

on

s

.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for BOY SCOUTS

the boy addressed.

Scouts Fight a Hard Fire
A large group of Richmond, Va., Scouts
had occasion, recently, to show their appreciation of the work of Mr. John Stewart Bryan, President of the Richmonc

like to

be an expert marksman
you must be as careful
what cartridges you buy as World
ship rifle shots are.

his estate.

Scouts received burns on their hands anc
faces, but they finally extinguished th<
blaze.

Bamboo Scout

Staffs

Full size, best quality, 15c each. Carrying charges colled.

Deltour,

901

Jefferson

St.,

Hoboken,

N.

J.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA. Treasure Island, twenty- Last year this troop had a fine 'ong hike in
miles up the Delaware river from Trenton, the Shenandoah Valley.
STEUBEN COUNTY, N. Y. Conducted by SpeN. J., an island of fifty-one acres, accommodating two hundred boys at one time, is where the cial Field Scout Commissioner Ira M. Sitterly,
general camp of the Philadelphia Scouts is held. the Steuben County (N. Y.) Boy Scouts are
The Council of this city also owns a tract of taking a summer hike. They left home on July
land at Homesburg, Pa., where a cabin has been 19, and when they return on August 2, they
five

sites

THE AUTO -WHEEL
Trek Wagon for Boy Scouts
Designed especially for scout trnops. Meets every
requirement of hiking or camping trips.

DON'T BREAK YOUR BACKS
packsacks and blankets.
The AutoWheel Trek Wagon will carry full camping equipment for the whole troop tents, kits, rations

carrying

even-thing.

Solves the transportation problem.

READ THESE SPECIFICATIONS

WHEEL

Write for full description
stating "whether cam-as top is
Don't
the
lag

and

prices,
in-

be

to

cluded.

is

here and

wagon

to

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
131

four miles from the seucoast in a thickly
wooded and hilly country there is unusual opportunity for exploration and over-night hikes.
One day each week the whole camp hikes to the
seashore, and spends the time in the surf or
fishing

and clamming.

IN THE RAMAPOS.
Pond

Schenck Sl.,N.Toiuwanda.N.T.
In Canada Preston, Ont.

in the

of BerMoffat at

Camp
Ramapo Mountains. With
is

Commissioner John R. Banta, Hackenas chairman, Scoutmaster L. J.
J.,
N. Y., Camp Master and
Sparkill,
Scoutmaster E. P. Beebe, Mahwah, N. J., secretary, the scouts are having a profitable and
Scout

N.
Stewart,
sack,

happy summer outing.

Houston scouts going to
this year are enjoying the
the fine new dining hall, recreation
room and camp kitchen attached. This camp is
on Shell Point, one of the best camping spots
in the Bay District.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. Within six miles
of the city of Tahlequah, on a high bluff overlooking the Illinois River, with an Indian stomp
ground within a mile hike this is Camp Tahlequah of the Oklahoma City and Muskogee
scouts.
Fishing, boating and swimming are

HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Camp Sandy Hook

benefit

of

available,

old

and a "fox chase"

is

promised by an

hunter.

DETROIT, IOWA. The camp of the Detroit
scouts is on a deep bay on the shore of Harsen's Island.
Nearby is a large field for baseball and other games, and close to this a dense

It

1

woods.

The scout camp is at Camp
N. J.
in the green hills of Sussex County,
Baseball, basketball, races, hikes, scout
work, marshmallow roasts, impromptu entertainments and council fires have been arranged.

NEWARK,

AUamuchy,

Boy

Scouts:

ATTENTION!
want your Indian
relics and you want
my money. Boy agents
needed in every town
I

in our country to find
and ship Indian relics

Send post-card with address and get my circular
all about it.
Lots
of money is eas-

telling

ily

made by

hustling

boys.

risk.

is

No

Now

just the time to
find
spears, axes, etc.

arrows,

Address

LEIGH M. PEARSALL
NEW YORK

IS WILLIAM STREET,
Reference: This magazine knows
be trusted.

I

may

Obtain our dandy American
Cook Kit for Boy Scouts.
Free for .iust a little work. Get particulars quick.
Lentz Distributing Co., Dept. B. Lancaster. Penna.

DfiV CPflllTC
Ol/UUlO

DUI
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NORFOLK, VA. In the field, track and swimming meet Troop 16 rolled up the highest score,
41 points, and was awarded the prize pennant.
With 37 points, Troop 7 won second place, and

MAMAROXECK, N. Y. Boy Scout Day at the
Orienta Yacht Club, with competition in water
sports
swimming, two and four man canoe
was greatraces, canoe tilting and sardine race
ly enjoyed by the members of Troops 1 and 2.
WASHINGTON, D. C. Not satisfied with the
clean sweep made in the athletic events in Potomac Park several weeks before, Troop 21,
Takoma Park, won the highest honor in the
Annual Field Meet on June 19, scoring 21
points and finishing first in many of the events.
In the specialties Troop 16 performed the banner stunt
installing a telegraph system in a
downpour of rain. .Troop 21 carried off second
with
"music"
from a full band, the inplace
struments being improvised on the principle of
tissue paper over a comb.
WENHAM, MASS. In the local field meet of
the towns of Beverly, Topsfield and Wenham
the Scouts of Wenham won the championship.
After the events the national fiag was brought
forward by a Grand Army man while the scouts
rendered the customary salute.
ROME, N. Y. Scout Scribe Harold Cooper
reports of the participation of Troop 8 in a
"safe and sane" celebration on July 4.
The
boys took part in the parade and also held a
Field Day with a relay message delivered to
the Mayor of Rome.
ARDEN, N. C. The Wolf Patrol of Troop 1
made an overnight hike to Busbee
Mountain, and though it rained severely, the
leanto which they built did not leak, and all

N. J.

recently

FOREST HILL AND BLOOM FIELD, N. J. In
the beautiful mountains of Orange County, near
Monroe, N. Y., on the western shore of the
lake from which it takes its name, is Camp
Mombasha, the summer home of the scouts of
Mr. C. F.
Forest Hill and Bloomfield, N. J.
Honnes is the camp director.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. Scouts in the Birmingham district have a delightful camp at Cald-

had a

fine time.

well, Ala., which they call Camp Borden Burr.
BUFFALO, N. Y. For the third successive
season the Buffalo scouts are at Camp Ohiyesa
Last
at Cascade Park, near Springville, X. Y.
year the boys built a smalt dam in Cattaraugus
Ohicreek which has improved the swimming.
yesa is the name of Dr. Eastman, the Sioux
Indian, author and lecturer, who is director of

the camp.

CHICAGO. Because of the previous good
Learning knots from Mother Mature.
for the fourth year the scouts of ChiScoutmaster Alfred H. Loeb,
cago are encamped on Crystal Lake in 'The Photograph &y
Philadelphia, Pa.
Land of the Ottawas" (White Hall, Mich.).
They call their camp O-wa-sip-pe, and the plans
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. Members of Troops
include expeditions to Big Blue Lake, Twin 1 and 4 spent the week of June 5 to 12
campLakes, Indian Burying Ground and Duck Lake, ing on the Medina river, near San Antonio,
research for Michigan snipes and a hunt for practicing various scout activities and
making
the long lost pot of gold.
surveys and maps of the river and surrounding
ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PA. Camp Chief Red country.
Oak, on Connoquennessing Creek, near Ellwood
STONINGTON, CONN. An interesting mock
this is where, under the leadership trial was a feature of a recent
City, Pa.
meeting of
of Chief Grizzly Bear (Mr. C. L. Smith), camp Stonington scouts, the motive of the trial bedirector, the scouts of Allegheny County have ing a supposed bank robbery for which several
The days are spent in vari- members were "arrested." The trial was such
their good times.
out activities by the different troops, each cook- a success that the troop is thinking of repeating its noonday meal and with a campfire, ing it in public.
lighted in true Indian fashion, as a climax each
CAMERON, Mo. The local scouts were in
evening.
camp near Perrin during the week of June
RICHMOND, VA. Sixteen members of Troop 15 to 22. The co-operation of the railroad offi12, with Scoutmaster Ashby B. Pyle in charge, cials in having one train a day stop at camp,
returned about July 15 after a notable visit to the telephone service supplied by the local comOn the way there they camped pany and the rural free delivery of mail all
Niagara Falls.
in Washington, visiting the National Museum, contributed in a large measure to its success.
DALLAS, TEXAS. Over 100 scouts, repreZoo, Navy Yard and other places of interest.
They stopped also at Baltimore, Philadelphia senting every troop in the city, enjoyed an outand Buffalo.
At Niagara they camped about ing at the expense of the local council on May
two weeks and made short trips into Canada. 29. A trip in a special car, a short hike, a
times,

'

for cash.

tion.

Troop 13 was third with 36.

The scout camp

gen and Rockland counties
Sterling

I

Tail board is raised or lowered with adjustable
chain.
Tongue and top are both removable.
Strongly braced at all points handsome ash and
maple body is finished wear and weather proof.
Has standard AUTOconstruction
real
roller bearings, real auto type wheels.
Bessemer steel axles with trim, dustproof hub caps,
oval spokes and solid steel tires.
Absolutely the
easiest wagon to pull with a load
and it has
more speed than can be used except for play.

camping season
you need this
save you work.

and is making arrangements for camping will have visited the New York State Soldiers'
on farms near the city, in order that the and Sailors' Home, New York State Fish Hatchboys will have a better chance to get out in the eries, Curtiss Aviation Fields, Cornell University,
Elmira Reformatory, Arnot Art Gallery and
open.
BOSTON, MASS. Because of its location on many other interesting points. Each patrol has
one of the three large ponds within a quarter a trek cart carrying a tent, cooking utensils
The keynotes of this hike
of a mile of its site, the Boston scout camp is and other equipment.
Situated about are recreation, fresh air, fellowship and educacalled "Three Pond Camp."
built

Just what you've been
waiting for!
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baseball game, swimming and scout practice
were features of the day, with "eats" provided
by the council. This is the first of a series of
treats to the scouts out of an appropriation from
the budget' for this purpose.
BRYAN, TEXAS. Troop 1 enjoyed a five-day
hike to the Brazos river, where several boys
They also gave a benefit
qualified for badges.

making about twenty dollars.
NORWOOD, OHIO. The programme of the

recently,

field

day, held here on June 5, showed many interesting events, one being a relay team message
from Mayor Spiegel of Cincinnati to Mayor EnOther events were tengelhardt of Norwood.
nis, baseball, signaling, etc., and in the evening
there was a lawn fete and strawberry festival,
speeches by the Mayor of Norwood and Scout
Executive Traeger of Cincinnati, and the award-

ing of prizes.

Scoutmaster

DAHLONEGA, GA.

w. M. Bar-

nett reports that his troop has had several outings, fishing and swimming, and are planning
for camp in July.
KEY WEST, FLA. At the recent field day of

METALLIC

the scouts here, more than 3,000 people watched
Prizes awarded to the victors
the many events.
were blue ribbons bearing in gold the words

"Scout Day."

MERIDEN,
Troops 2

of

CARTRIDGES

between
a
contest
In
Waterbury, and 5 of Meriden, the

CONN.

won eight out of ten events. The wall
scaling was done with a team of fifteen in 59
seconds, and included a run of fifty feet. Troop
5 of Meriden will challenge any troop in Connecticut to a contest on scout lines, including
latter

swimming.

cooking,

etc.

"The Quartermaster Says'
Chats with the Equipment Man
By FREDERICK N. COOKE, JH,

The o22 Metallics that Come

Secretary, Committee on Scout Supplies.
The Supply Department at National Headquarters has just received another shipment of bamboo scout staffs from Japan, and you may be

know

the story of their life.
grown in very large tracts on
It is cut close to the
the west coast of Japan.
After a
ground and loaded into small boats.
slow journey of from two to three months these
boats land their freight at Kobe, a large port on
At Kobe the poles are stacked
the Izumi Sea.
in the sun to dry, a process which takes from
When they are
one to three months more.
thoroughly dried they are carefully inspected.
After cutting, the poles are heated over charcoal fires, which drive the oil of the bamboo to
the surface, thus completing the drying and seaWhen hot the poles are
soning of the wood.
pliable and in this condition they are straightened in forms or by bending with notched sticks.
When this process is finished the bamboo is
again heated and thoroughly cleaned. It is next
sent to the packing room, where the poles are
put in bales. Then they are ready for shipment
from Kobe via trans-Pacific boats, which land
them at Tacoma, Washington. From this point
they are brought overland to New York City.
From the cutting of the bamboo to the time
when the finished staff is landed in this country
nearly a year is required for the various operations which have been described.
interested to

The bamboo

is

Hartford Scouts Fight Fire
Returning from the Memorial Day parade in Hartford, Conn., Hartford boy
scouts discovered several barns burning.
One of them immediately turned in an
alarm and the others, without waiting for
the firemen, started to get the horses out
and to fight the flames with their coats
and sacks.
When the firemen did arrive, the boys
assisted them with the hose and also acted
as guards.
In all they saved ten horses
and prevented a greater loss of property.
The scouts who deserve special mention
for their presence of mind and courage
are Reuben Rosenblatt, Meyer Gross,
Louis Shapiro, Jos. Tannenbaum, Jack

Malley,

Saul

Lipman, George

Sam Cramer, Max

Forman,

Grone, Scout Wolf.

The National Court of Honor has sent
a special letter of commendation to these
scouts, through
G. S. Ripley.

their

commissioner,

Mr.

Across with the Results

and

for that reason in greater demand than any other .22

cartridges

on the market.

long-time
EVERYWHERE,
sportsmen and boys juststarting

-L-^

out to shoot, insist on getting RemAmmunition no matter
ington-

UMC

what make

of

rifle

they shoot.

Long or Long

Short,
cost no

Rifle

more

than the ordinary
of knowing what' s
a
matter
just

kind
what and seeing that you get

it.

to the dealer who displays the Red
Mark ofRemington-UMC Sportsmen's
Headquarters. Ask for Remington-UMC
and look for the Red Ball Mark
.22's

Go

Ball

on the box.
Write for Metallic Cartridge folder
contains facts you ought to know

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Company
Woolworth Building (233 Broadway) New York
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the Scouts Afield

PeanutvEutter
UTICA. N. Y. The scouts of Utica responded
BUFFALO, N. Y. After four months of strenuous work, Troop 29 has dedicated its new- willingly to the call to take part in the MemThis building, which is a one- orial Day celebration, acting as escorts for the
club house.
story frame structure, 20 x 30 ft., is set in veterans, decorating the graves and in other
a Jot 60 x 145 ft., which allows plenty of ways honoring Utica' s brave soldiers.
In front is
WILTON, CONN. The scouts took the initiaspace for recreation grounds, etc.
a steel flag-pole more than fifty feet high, sur- tive and Memorial Day was observed with apmounted by an eagle; in the rear is another propriate exercises, with a parade, addresses,
pole, donated by the loca'l telephone company, singing of patriotic songs and a small silk flag
which is to be used for a wireless station. The presented to everyone present. The scouts also
assisted in decorating the graves of the soldier
troop has a wireless patrol.
Scoutmaster dead.
ME. Troop
THOHNDIKE
1,
a
was
Lewis S. Hogan,
year
organized just
WORCESTER, MASS. Aucoot Camp, on the
has shores of Buzzards Bay, is where the scouts of
it now
ago with twelve tenderfoot scouts
one First Class scout and fourteen Second Worcester go.
As a result of a lecture by Dr.
Class, a number of whom are ready for most Allen Williams last winter, the boys are making
This troop has solved special study of the snakes in the wilds around
of their First Class tests.
A "jitney bike" will be taken in
its finance problem by building and selling lad- Mattapoisett.
The boys go into the woods on meeting August by the scouts of the Bethany church
ders.
They will hire a one-horse wagon, rig it
day, get the material and make the ladders in troop.
the scoutmaster's home, where they have a work up as a prairie schooner, accompanied by Itev.
Ladders are in great demand by the Frederic K. Brown, and will hike for two or
bench.
farmers, and they treceive $2.50 for a twenty- three weeks without any particular destination.
Plans are being made to build a
foot ladder.
WASHINGTON, I). C. The Washington scouts
log cabin, the scoutmaster having donated the were a busy crowd on Memorial Day.
They
has given permission to cut assisted the G. A. R. in
a
farmer
and
land,
decorating more than.
the logs from his property.
in the National cemetery, includ15,000
graves
WAGONER, OKLA. While traveling with a ing those of officers on which they placed
wagon train en-route to Texas, eleven-year-old wreaths sent by President Wilson. They did
But in one
Willis Moore got lost on the prairie.
police duty during the services in the amhour from -the time they received notice of his phitheatre, and helped at the unveiling of
had the Maine monument.
of
scouts
the
local
squad
disappearance,
The Scout Drum and
found him and returned him to his mother. Bugle Corps and one hundred scouts of the
These boys have been active in many ways. various troops assisted at the flag raising at
They erected a fifty-foot steel flag-pole at their Bradbury Heights.
Washington now has fiftyheadquarters, and on this and the campus ad- two troops and about nine hundred scouts. Scout
joining they displayed 130 fligs on Flag Day. Livermore of Troop 47 is the fourth eagle
A uniformed squad salutes the flag each morn- scout in Troop 47, and the nineteenth in
ing and evening with twelve guns, one repre- Washington.
Merit
1,300,
These boys have pur- have been awarded. badges, numbering
senting each Scout Law.
Many of the boys are
chased a tent and established a camp in the planning to go to Camp Archibald Butt, 220
rear of their headquarters.
earned premium days by selling tags
A fire department of two com- having
MILO, ME.
on Scout Tag Day.
panies is to be formed by the scouts here.
ANADARKO, OKLA. Besides making rapid
They will have the use of the old reels and
in their regular scout work, under
hose of the village fire department, and will progress
direction of their new scoutmaster, H. H.
the
be trained by Chief F. H. Rogers.
have conducted a successful cleanthe
boys
Gay,
Second
3.
N.
Twenty-one
EAST ORANGE,
a demonstration of scouting in a
Class scouts
(the entire membership of the up day, given
and acted as an escort of
school
entertainment,
8
record
of
is
the
Troop
months
troop) in six
veterans
on Memorial Day. Plans
honor
for
the
of the Calvary Methodist Church of East Orare
made
for an outing to Fort Sill.
being
that
of
Bible
Class
Men's
The Young
ange.
In the contests conW.
VA.
PARKERSBURG,
church has just presented the scouts with a
ducted by Troop 1, Paul Dawkins received first
large American flag, and the ladies of the church
a
silver
Frank
cup
Woody ard, who won
This troop prize,
have given them a troop banner.
a silver medal, and a scout axe, was
also has the distinction of having discovered second,
to
Monroe
Rathbone, who won third
what has been chosen the permanent camp site presented
Attendance at meetings, good turns, proof the East Orange scouts. .This is on the Pas- place.
and
merit
badges all counted in this conThe motion
saic river, and is a very fine location.
On Flag Day the D. A. R. presented an
test.
scouts were encamped there over Memorial Day.
flag to this troop, and an interesting
CLEVELAND, OHIO. Troop 44 spent a very American
scout exhibition was given by the boys.
pleasant month in their annual camp at LillysBALTIMORE, MD. Two hundred scouts were
on-the-Lake, under Scoutmaster R. W. \Voodand controlling the
This troop is planning to inaugurate a on duty serving as ushers
roofe.
crowd at the State Championship Meet at HomeCamp Saving Fund in the fall, and with the
as
the scouts aswood.
Besides
ushers,
acting
in
classes
reorganization for regular meetings,
in the various homes
Troop 37 of Cleveland sisted in placing the boys
first aid will be started.
to
which
had
volunteered
the
throughout
city
under
is
also encamped at Lillys-on-the-Lake,
Scoutmaster P. S. Crampton and his assistants. entertain them.
of
Veterans
When
the
Sons
MASS.
FOXBORO,
A. M. Guhl, Scout Scribe, reports that Troop
decorated the graves of the soldiers on Mem70, which was organized in January, has over
orial Day a member of Troop 1 accompanied
$50 in the treasury, and also a 14 x 16 tent, and assisted-each
one.
There are now
all of which the scouts earned.
RICHMOND HILL, N. Y. Four life, four star,
and
many
two Second Class scouts in the troop,
twenty-nine merit, two First Class and four Secmore who are ready for the tests.
Gerald Kowalski and Jacob ond Class badges were awarded at an outdoor
UTICA, N. Y.
of the Court of Honor of the Richmond
Levine, First Class Scouts and members of Troop meeting
in the final Hill Council held in Forest Park on May 1.
17, won the trophy for signaling
District Commissioner Worden the scouts
Under
each
consistand
A
answer,
contest.
message
have been very active in clean-ups, in the Fourth
ing of seventy-three words, were sent and re- of
July demonstrations and other civic affairs.
turned in one minute and twenty-nine seconds
WEBSTER CITY, IOWA. Scoutmaster Murray
The semaphore code was used, and Scout
each.
McMurray
reports many good turns of the scouts
writer.
or
a
reader
Levine worked without
food
Scouts of the Buffalo during the past winter, such as delivering
CALI.ENSBURG, PA.
On the Nato the poor and sick.
and
clothing
Patrol were busy on Good Roads Day, helping
took
about
forty-eight
On Memorial tional Scout birthday they
haul cinders and in other ways.
bunches of carnations for which they had earned
Day they played a game of ball with a troop the
money, to the sick, visiting private resiof Foxburg, Pa., beating them 19-9.
'well as hospitals.
They also held conRUTHERFORD, N. J. Red Cross Society dences as
kite makine. g"ve a fathers'
Bronze Medals for advancH first aid hnve been tests in coasting,
in Memorial day
assisted
and
sons'
banquet
awarded to Scoutmaster Charles F. Sclnil*. as- and
The scout movin-r picture. "The Adsistant Sco"tmasters Leon Seward and Walter exercises.
whi<*h
they exhibited in
Somerset. Senior Patrol Leader Georere Collet, ventures of a Scont."
for c-mp expanses.
and Scouts Allen Bigg and Harold Risdon of Febrnnrv. netted themOn$75
Memori.il
Day Trooos 6
CONCORD. N. H.
Troop 4. This troop took ri r t in an entertainthe vet pro ns and also decorated
ment given bv the Methodist Sunday S<-hoo'. r>nd 8 nssistpd unknown
dead.
They conducted
the era VPS of
eiviner a sketch, "A Dav in Camp" with an
P re?t tent for the veterans and kent everyone
oriein^l "Charlie Chaplin."
In
the
evenmsr tbev
ice water.
McLEANRRORO, ILL. Troop 3. through the supplied with
in a rally, usin? boy scout slides fnd
efforts of Sroutmoster R. L. Vance, now has a took part
bovs
These
took first pr>70
to advantage.
splendid scout hull, which serves as n place posters
n pnrnde during the celebration of the 150th
for scout meetinss, the practice of their two in
anniversary of Concord, Competing against the
bands, and a gymnasium.
;

scout in the

EVERY

Patrol warms up to
the scout with Beech-

Nut Peanut Butter in
Dandy

his ruck-sack.

and goes

flavor,

hungry
The

Virginia and
acrid hearts

finest

nuts

Spanish

to the

spot.

removed

completely

cately roasted and
to a creamy butter.

BEECH-NUT PACKING

deli

ground

CO.. Canajolarie, N. Y.

STEEL

Here's the
Knife they

Want!

All

You can earn some useful
by
pocket money
these
knives

selling

pocket

Boy Scout

bors, etc.
They sell on
sight because they are
distinctive -- different

from

any

;

splendid

to
your
friends, neigh-

e>

ordinary

knife.
3 M:

"

blades

long, two "Car- Van" Steel
the finest knife steel in the

made from the famous Dnniascus sword blade formula rediscovered by us, after years of exWill hold a keener
perimenting.
edge longer than any other steel.
Unique Transparent Handles, clear as glass and tough
as horn, in which we can place the owner's name and
Style D1

1.
3

world

Length, 3 /8 ".
2 Blades.
Price, $1.50.

any photo or patrol emblem desired. Our special agents'
price will enable you to make a good profit on every
knife you sell.

Write

today

for

further

particulars

of

this

unusual

proposition.

Send us $1.50 for Sample DM Knife with your name
and address and any emblem or photo In the handles.

1

he L^anton Cutlery \*o,

Canton, Ohio
Dept. 63
AMERICA MUST RELY ON HER BOYS.
.Formerly first, we are now last in aviation.
You boys must make us first again. Study
^aeronautics, build a model man-carryiug ma-

We

you plans.
Monoplane
Hydroplane
Flying Boat

Wright

Biplane

Nleuport

%7YK^*

FtLir*nG

will send

Curtlss
Curtlss

chine.

Blerlot Monoplane
Peoll
Racer
Cecil

25c

35c
25c
25c
I5c

25c

Complete set of six, $1.25 postpaid
f^fgiL *V Complete 48 pp. Catalog of "Ideal"
Model Aeroplanes and Supplies. 5c.
l>
1
IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.. Warren St. & W. B'way, N. Y.

A

^^*VV

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before "insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOYS* LIFE when answering advertisements.
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Scouts'

New Hampshire

National Guardsmen and the
They also participated in
on Governor's Day, being -reviewed
On June 17 they started on
by the governor.
their annual hike, camping at Fort William and
Navy Coast Defence at Newcastle, N. H. and

High School Cadets.

BOYS!

A REAL WIRELESS DETECTOR FOR 10 CENTS
acquaint you with "Wireless", read this astounding

To

and hitherto unattempted offer.
wtrelesa
For IOC. we will mail you prepaid a complete
"

In condetector exactly aa illustrated, size 2"xl M "*1 J*
nection with any tele phone receiver and a wire on your roof,
this detector is guaranteed to receive messages from 100 to
600 milea. Complete instructions furnished.

the exercises

SEND FOR COPY OF OUR NEW
WIRELESS MANUAL No. 5
Its pages give simple forthe
for
calculating
natural period of an antenna capacity of a receivconor
transmitting
ing
denser
spark frequency of
tables for
rotary spark gaps
calculating the correct amount
of wire for the construction,
of magnets and tuning coils;
tables for ascertaining
the spark lengths of
different voltages; tho
Federal regulations regarding the restrictions
of
wave lengths for

mulas

t

many interesting places.
WILLIAM SVILLE, VT. The scouts

visiting

of

Sunday evening music

the

took charge
Methodist

;

the

in

;

These boys, with the Campfire Girls,
are beautifying the town by planting flower beds
in front of the churches and in other conspicuous
places, and have cleaned off the advertisements
from the town, scales and have repainted the
woodwork.
PHILADELPHIA. At a recent meeting of the
Court of Honor 140 of the scouts of this city
received Merit Badges.
ARDMORE, PA. Instructed by the assistant of
the fire department and assistant State fire marChurch.

shal,

Scouts of Ardmore are learning

the

;

amateur stations ; instructions for the installation, maintenance and
operation of wireless stations; directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
list of up-to-date wireless instruments and accessories, together with other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
Containing as it does a fund of, valuable information not generally contained in a catalogue, it
approaches nearer a text book iu the fascinating
field of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
No expense has been spared
cover in two colors.
to make it accurate and reliable.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for It, which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
No wireless experimenter should be without the

how

and use the pulmotor. They have
been organized into a junior volunteer fire brigade, equipped with a small hose cart and a
to fight fires

ladder brigade formed.
GETTYSBURG, PA. Scouts of Troop 1 are
mourning the loss of their scoutmaster, John
H. Keller, who while in swimming on June 27,
was seized with cramps and was drowned. Mr.
Keller was a very fine man and was well liked

by

his boys.

all

In cooperation with the
BOSTON, MASS.
Health Department, and the Boston Record, the
scouts of Boston are engaged in a desperate war
The boys are assigned to different
against flies.
territories in which they make a thorough inspection, reporting to a Health officer at the close of
tions. 2000 articles "Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy" each day.
Some of the scouts are specializing in
and 20 coupons for free Wireless Course, also full list ot the matter of fruit stands, stables, etc., and
This grratbook has 275
all U. S. Wireless call letters.
without it. others are visiting the residence sections, where
be
can't
tb.
You
and
>a
ia
thick
weighs
H*
pages,
with household259 Fulton St., N. Y. City in a courteous manner they talk
Electro Importing Co.
ers about the dangers of flies.
"Evervthino for the Experimenter"
BROOKLYN, N. T. Forty members of Troop
41 were present at the launching of the U. S. S.
Arizona, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, on June
19, after which they attended the Fourth Avenue

MESCO WIRELESS MANUAL.

This detector ia no toy. but does exactly the same work
BB a S10 00 instrument. If j oil have no receiver Ret our 75
ohm Pony telephone receiver and Detector, both for GOc.
prepaid. Your money back if dissatisfied.
IMPORTANT: Send today 4c. extra postage for our fa.
mous Electrical Cyclopedia No. 15. containing 658 illustra-

STATION

RECEIVING

Subway

maintaining

Hundreds of Miles

acting as

an

assisting

I

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY
NEW YORK

Demonstrating their

N. Y.

TIME BY WIRELESS

New

play,

two

CHICAGO
114 So. 5th Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
6O4 Mission St.

17 Park Place
ST. LOUIS
1 OG Pine St.

escort to the
the police in

etc.

NEW BRIGHTON,

slide
our
tuner,

lines,

is sent twice daily by
the Gov't stations.

"The Perry Boys."

BRANDES

tripl

action

Don

c a t
whisker
detector,
n I. u a
t

I

r

'

i'B

,

;

;;

vt.i\ ..,-,

;

'3H

_--

:^a^<^^^"~

-\m-'m^^^^
^^
^^^^^
'

"

,

*

r

-

working, a
tell if yuur d-tpSS^^^^^t.-.-tor
wound high 6-capacsilk wire
to
that
allows
you
get
Arlingcoil
\p"^^
loading
ity
Send stamp
long-wave stations.
ton, Va.. and the
If
for our largo catalog "L" of remarkable values.
THE HANDEL
and see our strck.
call
possible
ELECT CO.. 138-140 Centre Street. New York City.
'

is

'

Wireless Stations
In

many cases saves

50% to 60%

Wireless Receiving Sets $1 85
Usually sold elsewhere Tor S6. 00

*&up

Wireless Sending Outfits $750

NICHOLS ELECT

;

nothing to get out of order. Boy Scout agents wanted.
Price $3.0010 cents extra
Send stamp for circulars S. 1&2.
by Parcel Post.
S. & K. Electric & Mfg. Co., "Exceptional Wireless Apparatus"
Office

and Showrooms: SOU Sackett. near Court

IF

St., Brooklyn.

N. Y.

YOU'RE A LIVE BOY OR A

LIVE

WORKER AMONG BOYS
You'll

AND SHANTIES"

With more than 300

HERE'S

illustrations

b; the Author

"Shelters. Shacks and Shanties"
Boys' Life for one year
Both for $1.25.

Boy Scouts

of America, 200 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

"The

to

articles. 100 to 150illus. Read thegreat
"
liaron
unchhausen a hew
aerial .
Scientific Adventures." #1.00 a year.

any

goods

here?"

"No,

I

sir.

told

them

I

wanted

Wireless News. Latest Patents

100

M

know how much it would cost for what
we wanted. The man said fifty cents
down and fifty cents a week would be all
to

Electrical Experimenter

right."

"But you didn't buy anything or sign
any papers?"
"No, sir."
"Oh!" Mr. Wall gave a sigh of relief.
"I'll lay this matter before the troop,"
he said gravely.

How

"Don Strong" Began

STRONG

wants
DONhighand school
not
baseball under
football

teacher,

who

enter the Chester
study, but to play
Mr. Wall, the Lati.'i

to

coaches the team.

Don

thinks his

Barbara wants him sent to work but when
his father tells him he can have a year at school,
he learns Barbara has been pleading for him.
sister

$1.25
1.00

to

pick out the stuff, but that the troop would
have to pass resolutions. I just wanted

send

to

to

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

"L"

Electrical Experimenter"
The bin; electrical Magazine for those
who dabble ia electricity and Wireless
Chuck full of experiments Intensely
iotei eating. Monthly prizes of $5.00 for
best experiments Amateur Electrics,

want

DAN BEARD'S New Book, Just Published
"SHELTERS, SHACKS

32

for catalog

made

C. BRANDES, Inc.
UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK

sir."

"Are they going

CO., 1-3 W. Broadway, N. Y.

ate,

Send stamp

"Did you sign any papers at the furniture store?"
"No,

Don't take your clumsy outfit to camp this year, buy an
ESANKAY Pocket Outfit, it
will do good work and it only
weighs ten ozs. tunes to 1200
meters. Very simple to oper-

are best because they are especially
for Long Distance Reading.

terrupted sharply.

__

POCKET WIRELESS

HEADSETS

that
be-

fore the hour Don sat in Mr. Wall's
He had
library facing the scoutmaster.
he could.
kept the good news as long as
Now he would have to tell all about it.
As the boy's story grew, Mr. Wall
Once he instared up at the ceiling.

Wireless Sending and Receiving Sets $C95

"and up
Usually sold elsewhere for S10.00
Send 6c. in stamps for Big Catalog "L. 220"

Patrol

(Continued from page 6)
The troop was scheduled to meet
Twenty minutes
night at 8 o'clock.

"and up

Usually sold elsewhere for S9.00

Wolf

Strong of the

126

Buttons. Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys,
Burglar and r'ire Alarm t'ontrivancua. Electric Call Bella.
Electric Alarm Clocks. Medu-al Hatt.-n.-s. Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heato. Ai.i-.iratu-n. llntt.-ry Connectors. Switches.
Battery Gauges. Wuelts* Telegraph Instruments. Ignition
Supplies. Etc. Ready abuut March 1st. It Means M.meySaved to
you to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to buy.

the
efficiency in stagecraft, as well as scoutcraft,
Brighton,
members of Advance Troop 7, of
S. I., recently rendered successfully a three-act

consists
of
Bet
bare wire wound
d o u b1 e

cup

celebration,

Borough President and

Will Receive

new

SEND FOR OUR POCKET CATALOG

It will contain over 2UI) pages, with over 1,000 illustrations,
describing in plain, clear language all about Bell?. 1'u^h

WIRELESS

COMPLETE

27

Magazine

a

copy

at

238

Fulton Street, N. Y.

News

stands.

WIRELESS OUTFIT GIVEN
Complete with telephone receiver, insulated wire
for connections,
50 ft. copper wire (enough for
aerial), directions for installation and operation to
Sell
receive messages within radius of 200 miles.
twelve (12) 25c articles for us and this Dependable
Wireless Outfit will be presented to you entirely
without charge. Don't delay boys; write today for details.

FREE

ROCHESTER IMPORTING

CO.,

Rochester.

N. Y.

;

a widow's son, also is amAlex works all
high school.
summer.
Don learns that Alex has twenty
dollars saved. Amazed, he goes around to Alex's
Alex

bitious

IDC

Davidson,

to

enter

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOY'S LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
BOY'S
LIFE
when
answering advermentioning
tisements.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements
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house for a look at a boy who has saved that
much money, and finds Alex wearing a boy scout
uniform. He sneers at scouts
but later, when
he discovers that Mr. Wall is the Scoutmaster,
he enters the troop, and works enthusiastically.
Earning a dollar for his second class requirement does not prove easy. He weeds flower beds
;

and mows grass and later begins building birdhouses and selling them. Don fails to make the
team, but becomes a substitute. Ted Carter, a

worms

way

into the boy's good
buying sodas,
sodas,
too, and his savings shrink.
Finally, egged on
by Ted, he quits the squad, but returns to it,
realizing it is his duty to his school. Soon Don
is shifted to the first team.
theatrical manager goes to town.
Tickets
are twenty-five cents each. Don has planned to
go with Ted, but football practice has kept him
from doing much on his houses, and he can't
bill has to be paid or interest will be added.
"\Vorriedfi he fears he has "bitten off more than
shiftless lad,

Don

his

Because Ted
money from

graces.

takes

is

always

bank and buys

his

A

Anyone can make

he can chew."
In order to earn money for the show, Don
works with feverish haste to finish a bird house.
The house is so poorly made that he refuses
to sell it, but he borrows a quarter from Ted,
and together they see the show. When the football season closes, Don has more time to work
and his savings grow.
He prepares for his
second class test and his lather promises to
help him with his cooking requirement.

a per-

cup of coffee instantA spoonful,
ly with it.
more or less according to
fect

desired strength, added to
either hot or cold water,
makes delicious coffee instantly.
Just the thing
All food
for "Hikes."
stores, air-tight cans, 3-

50 and

MEMORIAM

IN

SCOUT ROYDEN

S. PIERCE,
Troop 36, Boston.

SCOUT JOE EVERETT DRENNAN,

serve
s now ready to
dissolves instantly in hot
water.
;

i

Troop

St.

New

Texas.

Troop 23, Brooklyn, N. Y.
SCOUTMASTER JOHN H. KELLAR,
Troop 1, Gettysburg, Pa.

G.WASHINGTON SALES CO.
79B Wall

Ratcliffe,

1,

SCOUT AUGUST ZIMMERMAN,

York City

ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTER EDMOND
Troop

74,

0.

PECH,

Buffalo, N. Y.

SCOUT HAROLD D. REID,
Troop

JUST IN FROM JAPAN
way from Kobe, Japan, and beyond, come these
bamboo poles, which are cut the right length for

strong, light,

Scout

staffs.

takes weeks and weeks to get them here, but in less than
no time the whole five thousand will be gone.
It

at

A

Get together quick in your troop and order all your staffs
one time; that way you'll reduce carriage charges on each

Not

less

IN

express charges collect.
than 8 to an order.

ORDER DIRECT OF

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

New York

Avenue

By Dan C. Beard
Boy Scout Edition
Fully Illustrated by Mr. Beard.

BOY SCODT

Cloth Bound, with

SEAL.

All that Dan Beard knows and has written about
the building of every simple kind of a boat, from
a raft to a cheap motor boat, is brought together in
this book.

SPECIAL: This

fine

Dan Beard given with
BOYS' LIFE at $1.00.

book by

one yearly subscription

to

ORDER NOW.

In the July issue of BOYS' LIFE a typographical
error made the price of the new model Boy Scout
hat appear as $1.25.
There has been no change in
the price of the hat, though It has been greatly imin
The
proved
quality.
price still remains as forParcel post charges to be added by
merly, $1.15.
purchaser.

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200

Filth

Avenue

New York

strain,

intensely nerv-

could

and Billy
Harnsworth, followed by Pudge Langdon,
dashed across the plate.
In the meantime the watchful "Skeet" Wigglesworth,
who knew baseball, even though he could
not play it, grasped a startling situation.
"Run, Hicks run!" he shrieked madly,
knowing why Butch and Billy had

City

sprinted.

your third
it

!

Run

"You struck
strike,

run

at

that ball

it's

and the catcher missed

run!"

was true! The excited Hicks had
an unmistakably healthy swing

ITtaken

at the ball, several feet over his head, but
in a daze he had stood for a second or two

at

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

the

rolled thirty feet to one side,

City

NOTICE

BOAT BUILDING AND BOATING

under

With a marvelous leap the Freshman
catcher succeeded in touching the ball with
his big glove, converting a wild pitch into
a catcher's error; the spheroid, deflected,

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
200 Fifth

'

not have
pitched the ball over the plate for a Carnegie medal; however, since Hicks would
offer at anything delivered, the Freshman
slowly made his wind-up for the third
strike.
With elaborate care he poised a
second, made a windmill of his arms, to
the terror of Hicks, and threw the ball
far above "Biff" Pemberton's head!

TURN AS RECEIVED
FIRST
SERVED, THE RULE
COME,

Price 15c each

Comedy

(Continued from, page 9)
ous

FIRST

Baseball

James Roderick Perkins,

staff.

ORDERS FILLED

Maiden, Mass.

The members of Troop 3, Cleveland.
Ohio, have requested BOYS' LIFE to insert
this notice in the official publication as an
evidence of their respect for the memory
of their former Scoutmaster, L. Lloyd
Bickle, who died in camp on August 23,
1914.
BOYS' LIFE is proud, indeed, to pay
this tribute to the memory of a man who
served his country so well by devoting his
time and energy to the mental, moral and
physical development of its boy citizens.

Scout Staffs Arrive
All the

3,

the plate.

Now, aroused by

Skeet's

BOYS' LIFE

1915

August,

he plunged wildly toward first
Biff Pemberton, having retrieved
base!
the ball, did some quick thinking two
runs had scored, but the Sophomores still
needed one to tie, and two were out if he
caught the tardy Hicks at first the Freshmen would win the game

The Boy

Scouts'

29

Magazine

shrieks,

Every Boy Scout
will want Columbia
Double-Disc Record

!

With

mind, and actuated by good

this in

motives, Biff .hurled the ball, but it went
nut into right field, to the surprise of the
fielder, who stared at it in bewilderment!
While this took place, Chub Chalmers, a
fair sprinter, turned third base and dashed
at top speed for home-plate with the tying
When the
run, amid deafening cheers
right-fielder finally picked up the ball the
speedy Sophomore was nearing the plate,
and a throw even from Ty Cobb would
have been futile therefore he made a
"bonehead play" and hurled it toward an
angry catcher
"Hicks, Hicks, Hicks!" Every one, it
the
dazed
Freshmen,
seemed,
except
shouted at the debonair youth, who was
the
around
industriously striving to sprint
!

A1331
ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

!

"Go

bases, studiously touching each one.
it,

has a message for you on Scout Patrol Calls. As it contains the correct calls of loon, moose, seal, pigeon, fox,
cuckoo, night bird, and other patrol calls, it could not
\vell be written.
Therefore Mr. Seton made a record
a record that will reproduce on either Columbia or Victor
talking machines.

home-run, old man!"
As the hard-working Hicks neared third

Hicks

base the frantic Freshman catcher, in
striving to pick up the ball as it rolled
to him, dropped it again
Finally clutching it, he threw it to the third-baseman
!

Ask

and it was promptly muffed. The ball
bounded on toward the left field fence at
a slow pace, and Butch Brewster, who had

Double-Disc

Record A1331

run down to coach, took a desperate
chance and yelled:
Hicks
"Home
Run, and slide
go

75c.

There are hundreds of other Columbia Records in the
Columbia catalog which are just as interesting and educational as this one.
This catalog is free and can be
secured from any of the 8500 Columbia dealers. If you
do not easily locate a Columbia dealer, write us.

!

home!"
The frenzied third-baseman,

in starting
after the ball, caught his toe in the bag
and did a beautiful Annette Kellerman
dive on terra firma!
By the time- he recovered his equilibrium and the ball Hicks,
even with his speed materially reduced because of fatigue, was about to be received
with tremendous cheers and open arms at
Determined to interrupt
the home-plate
and foil this "Come-Coming" delegation of
1919 enthusiasts, he went Biff Pember-

Columbia

!

throw to first base one better,
and
The spheroid sailed high over the catch-

ton's wild

er's

COLUMBIA

for

GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY

head, striking in the wire backstop,

which extended to the right of the homeAmid an uproar that no event in
plate.
history can duplicate, T. Haviland Hicks,
Jr., having actually scored a home-run,
and added four scores to the 1919 column,
thus winning the great Sophomore-Freshman game on a strike out, literally stag-

Box G645 Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK,

DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

N. Y.

gered across the plate and collapsed!
minutes

SEVERAL
shouting and

the

later,

when "the

tumult died," and

the hilariously happy rooters of old 1919
bore the triumphant players gymnasiumward, while the thrilled spectators still
vociferated
their
unparalleled joy , T.

Haviland Hicks, Jr., borne on "Bus" Norton's broad shoulders, looked across several heads at Captain "Butch" Brewster,
being transported in similar fashion.
"Just leave it to me, Butch," the sunny
Sophomore chortled joyously, with that
inevitable Cheshire cat grin on his classic
"I said I would win the
countenance.

game

for old

'19

!

And, behold,

"

I

are

I"

!

Bah

STAMPS.

108 all different.
Transvaal. SerPeru, Cuba, Mexico, Trinidad,
and album, lOc.
1000 Finely
65 different U. S.. 25c.
Mixed, 20c.
10CO
5c.
hinges,
Agents wanted, 50 per cent
I
List Free.
buy stamps.
___
C. Stegman. 5951 Cote Brilllante Ave.. St. Louis. Mo.
Java,

you are some batter, you

etc.

.

DIFFERENT STAMPS
7O
\J

with each order. QUEEN CITY STAMP
Room 35. 604 Race St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

iLD

COINS

different stamps from
countries, free.
Postage
a11

CO.,

Toledo, Ohio

STAMP ALBUM with 538 Genuine Stamps, incl.
Old Mexico, Malay (tiger), China (dragon),
Tasmania (landscape). Jamaica (waterfalls),

WANTED
99
Eagle Cents dated

100 did.. Jap. N. Zld.. etc.. 5c.
Big
1000 Fine Mired
Coupons, etc., FREE!
1000 Hinges 5c. Agents Wanted. 50</o.
HUSSMAN STAMP CO., St. Louli. Mo.

etc., lOc.

List,

20c.

A

10,

an expert in

Mention this paper. Large album.
15c.
If possible send names 2 collectors.
We buy stamps.

2c.

QUAKER STAMP

& COIN

1856.
$4.25 each paid for U. S.
82 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
before 1895.
Send lOc. at once for New Illustrated
Get posted; it may mean your
Coin Value Book. 4x7.
C. F. CLARKE
CO., Coin Dealers,
good fortune.

Rnx

10

^

of

from 70 Different For-

etc.. for
which tells

dad,

CO.,

STAMPS

eign Countries, including Bolivia, Ceylon. Gold
Coast. Monaco. Persia. Reunion, Servia, TriniOur pamphlet,
only I5c A BARGAIN.
"How to Make a Stamp Collection Proper-

m.

ly."

FRFF
IVL.L,

Brazil,

via,

have

kept my "word, for
"Yes
jeered Butch Brewster, though
he could not conceal his happiness sufficiently to crush the exuberant Hicks with
the proper scorn.
"A home-run on a
strike-out

STAMPS
{No advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval
stamp matters. Kindly report any unsatisfactory service,]

BUT

Stamps.

WE

STAMPS. 105. Chins. Ac., stamp dictionary and list
SiS.OOO bargains 2c. Cata. stps. of world 12o. Agents.
per cent. A. Bullard & Co., Sta. A9, Boston. Mats.
Jl

Le Roy. N. Y.

ATTENTION

I

J
WRIGHT.

Illustrated

Stamp Album. 560

spaces.

binges and 100 varieties, 5c.

210 Tyndale St..

Roillndale,

Ma.

250

Packet Stamps. Big
JTDF1?
rivdd Dandy
F ree Coupon. Sample
$1 15

Illustrated

List,

Peelable Hinges,

For name and address 2 active Stamp ColEtc., Etc.
2c postage.
lectors
U. T. K. Stamp Co., Utlca. N. Y.

&
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and found the two

investigated,

in

walked down to examine their boat. They
made a keen examination of the mainland
then they turned up the beach and went
right into the mangrove.
I held my breath, and I saw consternation in the face of DeLong. 'They were
Imost certain to discover our boat.
;
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swiftly

around a clump of the brush, and directly
I heard him give the order. "Up with
your hands!"
Then I saw Tom Wasson running back,
and I thought of his revolver on the
table.
I tore through the brush by
short cut and rushed in and slammed the
door of the shack.
I
The revolver lay on the table.
Then I heard James's
pounced on it.
"Hands up!" and I
father call out:
opened the door to see Tom Wasson a
captive.
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"that mishap
haven't learned the
location of their cache."

"Nat,

he

boy,"

went against us
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Jungle

he shack gathering things together as if
'or departure.
But it was day before either came out;
and then they stepped forth togethersaw Bat was armed. They went direct
to the beach (Joseph DeLong keeping
them in view I close behind him). They

Styles
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HAD

been thinking of that thing dur
ing the few minutes following thi
capture, and fretting my brain for a solu
tion.
Small as the island was, it migh
take months to dig all over it. But when
he spoke an idea burst forth.
"I have a plan," I said, "that migh
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make them

tell where it is."
His only reply was to show interestec
So I told him my idea.
attention.

"We'll try it !" he said, slapping
"We'll begin at once."
back.

m;

Then we went in. He furned flashin]
eyes on the two prisoners.
"You have a cache here," he said, "and
you are going to show me where it is."
They were startled by the first half o
and seemed considerably dis
concerted by the assurance he displayec
So far my plan wa
in the latter half.
working well.
"We go at once!" he snapped out.
He directed Uncle Bill to lead th
prisoners; a task he seemed to relish.
Joseph DeLong led the way; Uncle Bi!
followed with the captives; the rest of u
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DeLong made

walk.

Uncle
Arrived

Bill

Keeping a sharp eye out, I noted tha
the two in chains instinctively held bac'
at the first turn of DeLong, but presse
forward eagerly when DeLong started ol
north.
few steps and my friend glanced bac
to me, and I gave him a nod to the south
"Hold on !" said the officer, "we're go
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he turned south again,
ever in

briskly, keeping his eyes

moving
front.

The prisoners gave one another a quick
were careful not to exhibit reWe moved rapidly down the

We Went

glance, but
luctance.

beach

The

silent.

all

Limit

Presently both prisoners turned their
heads slightly, as if to look out on the
water. At this I spat, loud enough for the
listening ear of DeLong.
He stopped suddenly, and, noting my
glance and nod up through the brush, he
turned his steps abruptly that way, mov-

when we put

the SpeI5J4 oz. Sea Island
Fabric into
cial

VACUUM CUP

ing quite as briskly as before.

BICYCLE

THEN

saw the two turn widely astonI ished eyes on one another. They were
plainly mystified and fearful. I now followed close; all were stumbling forward
We came out on higher
in the brush.
ground, in a chimp of cabbage palms.
Joseph DeLong moved straight across toward the brush on the farther side.
And now I saw the prisoners cast furtive and fearful glances toward the edge
of a bit of mangrove growing close to
the palms.

"Ah!"
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I could not mistake the pain in
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the others.
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When he got down in the sand a foot
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He pulled out
"I've struck something."
an armful of sticks.
Then next he pulled into view a shallow box, such as is used for plug tobacco.
It was wired to the roots, doubtless to
keep it from being washed away in event
twist loosened the
of a violent storm.
box.
Joseph DeLong took it under his
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chopped

there he set the shovel
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Here h"

broke open the box and there Were displayed sure enough plugs of tobacco.
He pried off the top layer and exposed
two chamois bags stained with tobacco.
One he opened and emptied into his hat

How

beautiful the sight! All the colors
glinted in the half light in the hat.

"Diamonds

again

!"

I

said.

GIVENTO SCOUTS!

There

seemed nearly a score of them.

"Well, Nat, boy," he said, giving me a
warm look, "your plan worked great
We'll talk more of that when we get more
!

time."

He entrusted my pocket with one of
the bags, the other he placed in a belt at
then called the others.
his waist.

We

need to detail the return home.
and his father and I went in
my sloop Rambler; Joseph DeLong and
Uncle Bill took the prisoners across coun-
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We all met at my home, where DeLong
remained one night to delight me with his
presence and his merry talk. He quizzed
me about the moonshine business.
I told him that, as he was a revenue
I

officer,

couldn't

tell

would

tell

him facts in
him a story.

to

hear

case, but I

"Always

like

this

stories,"

he

laughed.

So I began: "Once there was a " And
so went on with a recital of all my "moonhine experiences," using, of course, fictitious names.
And when I told him how
the box and the "hand of righteousness"
business went off, he began I thought he

wouldn't ever get through laughing. And
jt every recounting of Uncle Bill's telling of the "hand o' righteousness" he'd
<een, the revenue officer broke out afresh.
I never fully appreciated the humor of
the thing as he saw it; and the minister,

when

I finally told him the story, though
smiled, took my view of the matter.
He said it had a deep spiritual significance, and that Uncle Bill's point of view
was, after all, the correct one. However
lie

much

had been deceived,
eyes had seen the real thing,
and real spiritual results had come of it;
which was all that counted, anyway.
James and I cleaned up down there in
the jungle at Prairie Creek, while Uncle
Bill was gone to help Joseph DeLong with
his prisoners up as far as the railway.
buried the remnants of the still at
the edge of the smaller stream.
I called on Uncle Bill the day he returned, to learn if all had gone well on
the trip.
He was sitting on his back porch playing "Old Dan Tucker" on his Jew's harp.
"Howdy, Nathan-ee-al !" he greeted me.
Then he got out his old Barlow and behis physical eyes

his spiritual
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whittle.

"Say!" he began, "thet 'revenuer' o'
yourn is a right smart clever chap. But
he shore's got a consarned queer streak

I tol' Mm 'bout thet rev'lation I
in 'im.
see how I see the 'hand o' righteousness'
way down in the timber. An' he jes' went

right off in high-steericks
He jes' losed all control

jes' like
o'

a gal.

himself."

THE END.
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How

your friends made for you while seated
round the blazing campfire, is a ring full
of associations, associations which give a
value that tradesmen cannot hammer into
or affix to articles made for commercial
purposes.

Cats make the most careful toilet of any
Lions and tigers wash themselves

animals.
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Scout Magazine,
200 Fifth Avenue. New York.
You may send BOYS' LIFE, one year, beginning

Tells

(Continued from page 10)
priate presents for a scout to give to his
parents or his friends, and a well-made
napkin ring makes a bully present for
one's scoutmaster, a present that he will
be proud to own and will show to his
friends upon every occasion.
I use the ring which I brought down
from our mountain camp in preference
to the antique silver one I have at home,
for every scout understands that sentiment
is really of more value than gold or silver,
and a ring which you made yourself, or

in
,

exactly the

same manner

as

the

cat,

wetting the dark, rubberlike ball of the
forefoot and inner toe, and passing it over
the face and behind the ears. The foot is
thus at the same time a sponge and brush,
and the rough tongue cleans the rest of
the body. Our Dumb Animals.
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SHORT

time ago a boy said to me, "I wish the
wouldn't make me go to school any more.
I'd like to quit and get a job.
I don't see what
good it is going to do me to learn all about grammar
and to study all those dates in history, that are so hard
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to

remember."

I said, "maybe there's
something in what you
There are some boys who are naturally so stupid
never
could learn anything anyway, and they might
they
just as well quit first as last.
Now, if you think you

"Well,"
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belong with those fellows

"No," he interrupted hastily, "I could do the work

4

The Quarry Troop

In the Scout

say.

wanted to get right down
would do me any good."

right

if I

think

it

to

it.

But

I

all

dnn't

"All right, then," I said, "let's look at it this way.
President Wilson thinks a boy ought to go to school,
so do all the governors of all the states, all the men
in the legislatures, all the judges on the bench, all
the doctors, lawyers, bankers, preachers, editors, authors,
teachers why, everybody in the country who amounts
to anything believes it does a boy some good to go to
school.
They believe it so thoroughly that they have
spent miDions and millions of dollars to build schools
for boys to go to. Well, maybe all of these people are
wrong and you are right."

"But, wliy do all of these people believe a boy should
go to school?" my friend inquired.
"Because school is a place where you learn to solve
problems," I answered. "In arithmetic, for instance, you
take a certain number of figures, group them in a certain way, and you get a certain result. In grammar you
group words in a certain manner and get a sentence.
History presents the problem of reading about something that has happened and then remembering what
you have read. If you know arithmetic it will be easier
for you to remember dates; if you know geography it
will help you to remember places, so you see these
different studies help each other.

"All this solving of problems is valuable because life
simply a series of problems. They often come all
mixed up together and you need a lot of different kinds
of knowledge to figure them out. You never can tell
when your arithmetic and history will come in handy.
This is one 'thing school gives you knowledge.
But
school also gives you practice in using this knowledge
in such a way that you can get an answer to the problems of life.
is

"Come to think about it," I added, "you're facing one
of these problems of life right now. 'Shall I, or shall
I not, stay in school?'
I wonder if you have had
enough
practice in solving problems to find the right answer
to this one?"
"I'll

think

it

over," he answered.

THE

EDITOR.

The
By
Author

of "Batter

Duffer

HAWLEY

WILLIAMS

Up," "Johnson of Lansing," "The Winning Hit,"

etc.

He pushed

Tygert, and

caught

Larry Sims moved into the
neighborhood, the Willow Streeters
didn't view his coming with much
enthusiasm. He was plainly too light for
football and he gave no sign of being able
to play baseball. There didn't seem to be
any place wher he could fit with the gang,
and to amount to anything a boy had
to take some part in the constant warfare that was going on between the Willow
Streeters and the Washington Streeters.
The Willows, a rough and ready, hard-

WHEN

scrapping set of youngsters, were, in a
Their rivals lived
sense, the under dogs.
nearer the county park, and could get lots

his

the

balance,

bigger

lad,

fell.

"This gang is out to win all the time,"
to Willow street and began to
little
"We play to win see? ^
rejoice with ice cream and soda and candy he said.
in Mrs. Harris' Ice Cream Parlor.
Larry runt like you can't change things."
"You
said
Larry.
right,"
"Right's
stayed out in the street and leaned against
would you?"
the fire hydrant.
Big Tygert, the tackle, wouldn't play dirty,
"I'm with 'the gang," said Shoots.
came running out of the store laughing.

came back

A

Next day Larry Sims found himself
Larry.
Several
!" he said.
"You look like a fun- "prominent" in a surprising way.
of the Willow Streeters were in his room
eral.
Are you one?"
As he dumped
at Public School No. 34.
"No," answered Larry, "but I like to see his books into his desk he saw two words
I don't like to see a team slug,
fair play.
chalk-scrawled on the blackboard:
and break the rules and do up players."
SAINT SIMS
Now Tygert, by the deft use of his knee,
The intended ridicule didn't bother Larry
had disabled the tackle who had opposed
much.
him. He glared at the smaller boy.
That winter the Willow Streeters organ"Trying to get fresh, aren't you?" he
ized a basketball team and played at Turn
sneered. "I'll tell the fellows."
That night, when he came out after sup- Verein Hall. Whenever the team scored
and cat-calls from
per, Shoots Walsh was waiting in the there would be hoots
the gallery and cries of "How is that Saint
street.
"Look here, Sims," the pitcher cried, Sims fair, eh?" "Give a ruling, Saint
"are you knocking the gang?"
Sims," and "Any foul in that. Saint
rooters
"Oh, no." Larry kicked his feet against a Sims?" at which the Willow street
Larry watched
telegraph pole. "Tygert wanted to know nearly always laughed.
vliy [ wasn't doing a song and dance for the contest calmly.
the team, and I told him I liked to see a
Then, hard pressed by the Washington

He saw

"Hello

of practice on the well-kept grounds. On
the other hand, the Willows had to practice on the cobbled roadway in back of
the paper mill.
bouncing ball might
mean a broken window or a cut lip, and
a hard tackle and a hard fall in football
practice might mean a broken bone and a
rush for Simon's drug store on the corner.
Larry talked little, and nobody paid
much attention to him, except occasionally
"Shoots" Walsh.
Shoots was the star
pitcher, and whatever Shoots said was law. game won by clean playing."
"Aw!" said Walsh, "he's a willing little
"Meaning that our fellows played dirty?"
duffer.
Let him stick around."
"Didn't you see it?" Larry asked.
"Those Washington
Shoots scowled.
Larry did stick around with the Willows, though in almost complete obscurity Streeters aren't saints."
until the evening of the football game
"What has that got to do with it?" Larry
with the Washington Streeters at the asked mildly.
Shoots didn't argue. He tapped Larry
County Park.
His gang had won. Triumphantly they on the chest.

A

off

Streeters, the team began to rough and
foul in the many .ways possible in basketAfter a while the cries of Saint
ball.
Sims ceased. Twice there were fights in
the gallery between supporters of the two

neighborhoods.
In the end the Willow Streeters won
they always won, it seemed. Bill Tygert,
with a swagger, led the team from the
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The spectators filed from the gal- Larry saw only Shoots. He wanted to go
To-night none of them had mocking out on the diamond and tell his chum not
words for Larry. Shoots Walsh looked to care that the hit had been an accident.
across at him and walked thoughtfully But, accident or no accident, the score was
2 to 1 and the men and boys from Washfrom the hall.
Next day the gang tried to force a gay ington Street were dancing on the field.
Larry had stood up at the start of the
spirit and ask Larry what he thought of
Now
ninth prepared to go home happy.
the victory.
"Ask Tygert," Larry answered quietly; he dropped on one knee. All of a sudden
"he had the most to do with it." When he noticed that Tygert was next to him.
"I wonder if you'll cheer if the Washingthey told that to Tygert his face became
crimson. There were whispers through the ton Streeters win," said Tygert.
Larry swallowed hard. How could anygang that Tygert would just about beat
Larry Sims up. But the days passed and body think he'd be glad to see Shoots
Tygert did nothing of the kind. For one Walsh lose? Just then the pitcher struck
out the third batter. The Willow street
thing Shoots Walsh was generally around
team came to bat for the last time.
where Larry was.
Pietro was first up and Pietro hit for
By the time baseball practice started in
back of the paper mill, Larry had ceased three bases Larry went crazy with joy.
Some of the gang When he regained his composure, he found
to be "Saint" Sims.
Instead of pushing he had been pounding Tygert's shoulders.
were now friendly.
"Let up," Tygert growled. "You'll be
aside his ideas as freakish there was a
But the saying in a minute that it wasn't a fair
tendency to argue with him.
hit."
argucrs never got very far with Larry.
One or two boys
He was too direct. He didn't fence. He
Nobody laughed.
looked uncomfortably at Tygert as though
knew the rules from first to last.
The Willow Streeters that year had the they wished he would keep quiet.
The field was still in a riot. Any kind
best nine that had ever gone forth from
the neighborhood.
By the time June ar- of hit would tie the score. But neither of
rived thirteen games had been won, and the next two boys was able to deliver. The
Willow Streeters were face to face with
only one had been lost. That was to the
their last chance. The uproar died away.
Triangles, the Chestnut Street fellows.
Shoots Walsh came out to the plate.
Shoots Walsh had pitched nine games and.
had won them all. One of the afternoon There was a dogged set to his shoulders.
held his breath. Oh, if Shoots would
papers had printed a story about him, a Larry
newspaper photographer had posed him on only 'kill it
The pitcher's bat caught the second ball.
the county park diamond, and a manager
The fielder
of a state league team was "said" to be It sailed toward right field.
Shoots laughed and went off raced for it.
after him.
It seemed that everybody was yelling.
with his catcher behind the paper mill to
But Larry saved every
practice control.
one of the notices.
And so, after a while, came the big game
with the Washington Streeters.
Larry
was, for once, shaken out of his calm. He
rode out to the county park with Shoots,
court.

lery.

'

and promised huskily to root his head off.
Shoots smiled. "I want you to throw up
your hat if I win."
The park authorities had stretched ropes
so as to give the players plenty of room.
Larry went out to the right field line and

As the game started the rope
squatted.
The spectators
in that section broke.
charged forward ten feet and dropped to
the grass.
Nobody came to order them
back. Pietro Roandelli, the Willow Streeters' right-fielder, looked over at them.
"Give me room if I have to come chasing
that way," he called.
Several yelled out that they would. Then
Shoots pitched the first ball and the game
was

on.

"Fair play !" he cried passionately,
though nobody heard him. "Give him a
chance." He pushed Tygert, and the bigger lad, caught off his balance, fell. The
fielder, panting, swept past and reached
the ball.

The game was

over. The Willow Streethad lost.
Larry thought that Tygert would jump
up and hit him. But Tygert lay there on
his back and looked up with something of
foolish surprise on his face. Larry turned
away.
Slowly he followed the crowd from the
park and out to the trolley line. He was
in no humor to ride, so he walked home.
He remembered what Shoots had told him,
that the gang's ways were right. How he
ers

hated the sight of the cars

going past

crowded with jubilant Washington Streeters.
Shoots had been his best friend and
he had helped the other team to win. He
felt that Shoots, the only fellow who had
really stood by him, would turn against
him now.

At

that

moment he heard a

shrill call

from behind:
"Lar-rie!"
Shoots' voice.

He

felt a chill, for it was
"Now," he thought, "I am

in for it."

In a moment the pitcher was at his side,
twirling his glove gloomily. "Well, Larry,
I surely got my bumps all right to-day,"
said Shoots. "But I guess a fellow can't
win all the time, and that was certainly a
peach of a catch that Washington fielder

made."
"Did you see how he happened to get
it?" Larry asked.
"Yes," said Shoots.
"I am awfully sorry we lost the game,"
said Larry, "but I just couldn't help butwith
ting in when Tygert tried to interfere
the fielder. I suppose you won't have anything more to do with me, now. But, gee,
Shoots, you wouldn't want to win a game

would you?"
"No, Larry, I guess you're right," said
Shoots. "The gang is going to lick the tar
out of that Washington Street bunch next
time but we will do it square."
that way,

The

Fork of a Tree Never

Grows

Higher
believe that the fork of a
tree will gradually grow higher
from the ground. If they would investigate they would find that the forks and
"heads" of fruit trees are at exactly the

Some people

forest

same point where they were when first
noted.
It' should be remembered that the

was a Saturday afternoon battle, and
and mechanics from Washington
and from Willow street had
The crowd
thronged to the grounds.
hurled shouts of defiance back and forth
across the diamond.
Larry, caught up in

base of a fork or a branch of a tree will
always remain at the same distance above
The side branches of some
the ground.
trees, such as the elm, usually continue
to grow upward, while those of other trees,
such as the maples, incline upward when

the excitement, couldn't sit still.
In the first inning the Willow Streeters
scored a run. Larry yelled like an Indian.
A Hc-r that his heart' was in his throat every
inning. For the Washington Streeters had
a nine that could hit and a pitcher who
was as good as Shoots.
Inning after inning the other team got
runners on the bases, and inning after
inning Shoots sweated and toiled and held
the rivals at bay.
Larry, mopping his
face, wished that the agony was over.
In the ninth, with two of the Washington Streeters out. Shoots suddenly went
bad.
He hit one batter, and the next
player slashed the ball for a home run.
In all the din of yelling that followed,

weight of the branches gradually brings
them to the horizontal. This often in:ik'
the removal of large branches necessary,
icnnt
to
"But, r/ee, Shoots, i/u vonliln't
which not only spoils the symmetry of the
win that, way!"
tree, but usually starts decay, after which
the tree soon dies.
No street or roadside tree should be
But in all that din Larry heard Tygert's
voice:
permitted to form a fork lower than ten
"Get in his way. Block him off. Trip feet from the ground, and all of the side
branches to the same height should be
him."
The ball would drop almost in front of removed. If this is done the tree in time
will grow a saw log below the branches.
the crowd. Larry jumped to his feet.
A book on the planting, care and primNone of the others had heard Tygert.
Now the big fellow himself lunged out to ing of street and roadside trees may be obLarry forgot tained free by writing to the Indiana State
get in the fielder's way.
Forester at Indianapolis.
cMTything but the injustice of the act.

It

clerks
street

young and as the

tree

grows older the
,

Smitty
A

Plot

Henderson Gets Revenge

Based on a Pie on Miss Dobbs' Pantry
By

Window

and

What Came

of

It.
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Rigney

Fatty will do most anything if you know
He has got one weakto go at him.
ness that is so big there is not much room
for any others.
Fatty Masters would
rather eat than do anything else in the

how

world.

"What you blacking your
I

asked him, but

I

knew.

shoes for?"
"It ain't Sun-

day."
"It's going to
"Picnic," said Fatty.
start in an hour or so, maybe, and I want
to be all ready.
They's two kinds of ice

cream and

Ma

is

baking her special choco-

late cake."

"I'm hungry now," I said. "It's going
good long while before we get a
chance at that ice cream and chocolate

to be a

cake."

"So'm I," Fatty said, "but I've had three
doughnuts since breakfast, and Ma won't
let me have any more."
"Well, I know where there's a fat pumpkin pie, just baked and all brown and
cinnamony on top," I told him. "It could
be got now on account of its not being
guarded by anybody."
Fat's eyes begun to shine and he licked
his chops.

"Where is it?" he said. "Let's go get it."
"Aw, go on and do what you was going
Bunk," said Smitty.
feed the animals."

to,

"Don't stop to

I nudged him and I guess he begun to
Smitty Henderson sitting out "The minute lie struck those doors they see that I was getting ready to do just
what was in my ideer.
of his Pa s blacksmith shop lookSmitty thinks
opened right under him."
I backmost
as cheerful as the day after
mostly with his hands and feet.
ing
"Where is that pie?" Fat asked me
Thanksgiving, when old Doc Hornaday was planted with corn and pumpkins this
comes around and says a big dose of cas- year and all of a sudden an ideer come again. You couldn't of dragged his mind
tor oil would be good for the boy.
over me just like a flash of lightning. It away from that pie with a four-horse
did seem as though Fatty had been a team.
"Hello," I said.
"It's
kind of stalled ox in the slaughter house
"I'll tell you where it is," I said.
"Hello, Bunk Carson," said Smitty.
"What's the matter?" I asked him.
lately, and had more than his share of setting outside of Miss Amanda Dobbs'
"I'm trying to think up a horrible death trouble, but what is a feller going to do pantry winder to cool off right this minfor Fatty Masters," he told me, "but I when a good ideer just comes and laughs ute."
can't figger out nothing bad enough."
in his face?
I knew what Smitty had on his mind.
"Can you let on you're friendly with
DOBBS is the school
teacher when school keeps and beIt was the time he got his dignity hurt Fatty for about half an hour?" I asked
sides her being cantankerous by nature,
by Squire Thompson's ram on account of Smitty.
"What for?" he said.
there are a lot of reasons why she and
Fatty's trying to play a joke on John
"Because a soft answer turneth away Fat don't like each other. His face looked
Nelson, the boy scout.
"Some things is worse than death," I wrath," I told him. All Smitty can think hangdog right off and you could see he
of when he is mad is to wallop somebody. didn't think much of his chances for that
told him.
"You think up something, then, that's "You act pleasant to Patty for a little pie.
worse than death," Smitty said. "You got while and I figger my plan will get so
"There's a lot
"Oh, shucks," he said.
much revenge you won't be able to en- of candy down in Brewster's store, too!
brains."
You never want to deny things like that joy it."
Anyway, how do you know there's a pie
because other folks may not keep on be"It won't keep us from going to the outside her pantry winder?"
"Because she was to our house yesterlieving it if you don't encourage them. church picnic on the lake shore this afterA word in time is the forelock of wisdom, noon, will it?" he said. "I heard they're day and I heard her tell Ma that she was
as Pa would say.
going to have two kinds of ice cream."
going to bake pumpkin pie today and that
"I guess I have."
"Yes," I said.
"No," I said, "but prob'ly Fatty won't she always put 'em out the pantry winder
Smitty dug up a sigh clear from the be able to get there not if the plan works to cool off," I told him.
like I think it will."
bottom of his insides.
There was considerable more Miss Dobbs
"I 'spose it comes of being a minishad said, but I didn't tell Fatty what it
ter's son," he said, kind of sad and jealbrightened up and we went was. I was keeping that to myself. He
ous.
over to Fatty's house. He was in the perked up some, but kind of doubtful.
"I can't help it," I told him.
"There ain't no way of getting it, even
"Keep back yard blacking his shoes. He started
still and let me think about death and to run into the house, but I yelled that if it is there," he said.
it was all right,
revenge."
Smitty wouldn't touch him,
"Maybe so and maybe not," I said. "The
I looked off across the Dobbs lot thai and he came back.
women folks will be at the church getting
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caught and Scoot?" I asked him. I wanted to get him
them when she away, for I was afraid he would want io
got home and know who help Fat out. Smitty said let's stay a few
minutes longer and enjoy hearing Fatty
it was.
"J i m i n y crickets, but beg. That made Fatty madder than he
you've got brains," said had been and he said he'd be darned if
he'd let us enjoy him if he had to stay
Smitty. He was tickled.
get

she'd find

end of the cellar in Hie dark.
waited a few minutes and yelled all
down at Fatty. Not the things we could think of. He didn't
really wanting to hurt any- answer, but we heard a scraping sound,
"We'd better go," I told Smitty. "Too
body", Miss Dobbs had put
some straw and old pieces much of a good thing is sometimes worse
of carpet on the cellar than none."
Just then somebody said "Yah!" at the
floor, so Fatty wasn't even
shook up. But he was winder of the shed. We both jumped, and
trapped all right. The eel- there was Fatty Masters looking in at us
lar is deep and maybe a and grinning all over his face. You could
man couldn't of got out of of knocked me down with a feather,
"Is there two of you?" I asked him.
there, I don't know. Fatty
"I wish there was on account of the
had run up the cellar stairs
and found the door locked picnic this afternoon," he said. "The Scoot
from the other side, and unfastened one of the cellar winders in
the cellar winders fastened front and helped me out."
in the other

WE

went and looked

We

him !" yelled Smitty.
Just then the Scoot popped up in place
of Fatty at the winder. He was grinning,
fellers, and you can have
all the pie," said Fatty, too.
"Maybe you can get out to fix me,"
He is scared of Miss Dobbs
he said, "but I couldn't get in when I
worse than anything.
"We're going to have all tried."
We jumped to the door, and sure
the pie, anyway," Smitty
_
.
sa jd an(j then he held onto enough, there wasn't any way of opening
at us."
"There was Fatty looking
There was a spring lock that wouldn't
e while I reached over it.
without a key. I hadn't heard that
ready for the picnic pretty soon and Miss from the side of the hatchway and got it. open
Dobbs is always one of the first ones any- We cut it in two with his jack knife and part when Miss Dobbs was telling Ma
about her boy trap.
set down to eat it where Fat could see us.
where."
Fatty and Nelson had their heads tnMiss Dobbs lives alone, and all the dog It was licking good pie.
I figgered Fatty
"Ain't you fellers going to help me out?" gether peeking in at us.
she keeps is three cats.
"Get out of there or I 11 throw a chunkwas about ready in his mind, so I said Fatty asked us, kind of choky. "I'll miss
of wood at you,
said Smitty, and he
to come on and we'd look the ground the picnic. They's two kinds of ice cream
chocolate picked up a pine knot out of a big pile that
over, anyway. Smittv had begun to grum- and Ma has made her special
from the

.

ble at so

much

.

m

"I'll fix

outside.

"Please

help

me

out,

.

m

cake."

talk."

"Miss Dobbs'll help you out bimeby,"
"Don't worry about
just as we got in sight of Miss Smitty told him.
Dobbs' place we saw her come out the ice cream and cake we'll take care
and start for the church with a couple of it."
of baskets, and so we sneaked around
Fatty kind of slumped down on the
It was straw 'like a sack of meal, only he was
and up through the cornfield.
more fun than going straight into the yard, full of misery instead of meal.
but Fatty kicked because it was so much
extra wo'rk.
He hasn't got any imagina- \\7"E was just finishing the pie when I
heard a noise and looked up. There
tion when there's anything to eat around.
The woodshed is built out from the was John Nelson looking in at us through
back of Miss Dobbs' house. The kitchen the one little winder in the side of the
door and the pantry winder open into the shed, which is about as big as a pie plate,
woodshed.
Just underneath the pantry only square.
"I
said.
winder there is a hatchway into the cellar,
"Hello," he
but Miss Dobbs don't use it much, for it heard a yell a few minutes
hasn't got any stairs and there ..a flight ago and thought maybe one
of regular stairs going down from inside of Miss Dobbs' cats had
the house. I knew because I'd been there took sick."
with Ma.
"You going to squeal on
The woodshed door was open a little us, Scoot?" Smitty got up
crack, which was fine. We went in and it and doubled up his fists,
flopped shut behind us and lo and behold The Scoot stopped grin-

WELL,

W

'

Miss Dobbs had for kindling.
arm.

was the pie just as I had figgered
would be, setting on the winder ledge.
Fatty couldn't hold himself in any longer,
He made a jump for that pie and landed
on the hatchway doors.
The minute he
struck those doors they opened right up
under him and he went out of sight like a
it

jack-in-the-box, only he yelled like
in-the-box never did.

think

L\
Honest

"
I

won't

squeal,"

laughed and when Smitty got over beAll the
ing surprised he laughed, too.
while Fatty was yelling for us to get a
ladder or something and help him out.
Then I told Smitty how I had heard Miss
Dobbs say when she was telling about the

m

'

I
I

pies that she had had some stole and had
fixed up a boy trap with her hatchway
doors, so the next time anybody stepped
on them to reach the pantry winder they

said,

He's caught in Miss
Dobbs' cellar and I guess
most likely it's a judgment
on him for getting Smitty
Henderson butted by
Squire Thompson's ram."
The Scoot laughed and
Fatty heard him and set
up a yell to be let out.
"Look and see if there's "Revenge ain't all it's cracked
U P to be."
anybody coming, will you,

ters.

he said,

but Miss
s out
where the

front of the house
winders are, talking to a woman.
lah-h-h!
said Fatty.
'Don t worry
about the ice cream and cake to the picnic
1.U take care o
that
this afternoon
Then both of their heads bobbed out of
sight and we could hear Miss Dobbs corn(Lont. on p. 35)

there

and then I told the
Scoot, which is Smitty's
name for him: "The cat
a jack- you heard was Fatty Mas-

I

'&' u

,*

would,

Dobbs has just come back and she

am?" he asked Smitty.

"He

'

told him.
Maybe
the Scoot will help us out the cellar wm-

ning.

"What do you

grabbed

'

Wait a minute,

i

there

I

his

_
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must be

PAET

his garage
yes, it
See the sign over the
door. Vix-Benson, it says.
That's the car he's going
is.

II

bang-bankety-

to drive."

bang-bang-bang
BANG
scouts
The
!

bounded

ten
out of

bed

scouts

at

THE
Jiminy

All were wide eyi-il
with excitement and wononce.

soon found themselves
part of a very large crowd
gathered about the famous
driver's headquarters.

der.

"What

the dickens!

An

earthquake ["demanded
Bud Weir.
Jiminy Gordon was the
first one to the window.

was

the

favorite
the race,
and since he was to operate
one of the best
known
cars
everybody was enthusiastic
to see him carry off the
honors of the event in
which he was entered. He
was standing by the door of his garage
watching his attendants tinker with his
machine, when the scouts came up. The
lads pushed their way through the crowd
to reach the rope railing about the entrance to the garage, and when the tall

Dacy

American

"Gee whiz, look at him
go

followed

and Bruce and

in

American

!"

"Look at who what?"
"Why that was one of

j

the racing cars," said Jim"They are tuning up
iny.
Guess it was a
for the big races today.
foreign car from the racket it made. All
Couldn't make out just
the mufflers off.
which car it was though. Going so fast
I
it looked just like a gray streak.

"Spat

fire

all

the

way down

the course."

was only a matter of a few
presently the troop was
on its way down the boardwalk toward
the point where the series of green-peaked
minutes and
DRESSING

the garages of the speed
Although it was not yet five
o'clock in the morning there were scores racer saw them, he smiled and waved his
bang-bang !"
another
here's
one," of people on the boardwalk all headed in hand.
"Whoopee-e-e,
"How are you scouts," he said goodthe same direction.
screamed Jiminy.
Then without waiting for an
The ten scouts rushed to the front door
"Say, this is going to be a big day all naturedly.
answer he came over to the rope.
of the building, ignoring the fact that they
right," said Ray Martin, as he noted the
"Where are you fellows from?" he dewere clad only in pajamas and night shirts, enthusiasm that prevailed.
manded.
and waved to the passing racer.
look at the crowd down
"Right-o,
just
"Woodbridge, Vermont, sir," said Bruce.
"Cracky, look at him tear up the beach," there at the
garages already this mornexclaimed Bruce.
"Woodbridge, Vermont? Well, you came
said Bruce.
ing,"
a long way to see the races, didn't you?"
"Rather early in the morning to risk
About each of the low houses were
It's only four o'clock.
neck, eh?
Guess they are doing their last tuning up
before the events start," said Jiminy.
"Say, how do they race?" asked fat Babe
Wilson. "Do they line 'em up like a lot
of sprinters and start 'em when a pistol

one's

is

roofs

located

bumpety-boom-boom-bang- maniacs.

"Bur-r-r-r-r,

fired?"

"Well, they may do some match racing
tomorrow, but today I think they will
hold all their time trials. They wiil race
to see who can make the best time over
the course," said Jiminy.
"How fast can they go?"

asked

Ray

Martin.

"Oh, they can make a mile in half a
The world's record for a mile is

minute.

and one-half seconds," said
Gordon, who was more or less of an auevents.
thority on automobiles among the memThe excitement was infectious and bebers of the Quarry Troop.
"Gee Whizz
Say what can they make fore they realized it the scouts were as
How long will it take thoroughly interested as every one else.
fifteen miles in?
'em to go the full length of the beach?" They began to talk automobiles to all with
whom they came in contact and soon
asked Bruce.
"Well, the world's record for fifteen miles picked up a great deal of information
That's an old about the notables who were to take part
is just ten minutes flat.
record and Dan Dacy says he's going to in the races.
smash it to smitherines today. Hope he
"Say, Bruce," said Jiminy Gordon suddoes.
Say, fellows, what do you say to denly, "there's Dan Dacy. See him. That
going clown and looking over the garages big, tall, light-haired fellow down there.
twenty-five

!

he said, a boyish smile

about the

playing
grouped dozens of curiosity seekers. The corners of his mouth.
scouts soon joined the throng and began
"Well, not exactly. You see we are here
to inspect the quarters of the racers. Each on business.
That is, we've been hired as
contained
a
sullen
car
garage
big
looking
life, guards at Old Harbor.
We're going to
about which was grouped half a dozen
patrol the beach for the rest of the Summechanics. These men were tinkering here, mer.
tightening a bolt there, or wiping and pol"O-ho, so you are the chaps Mr. Herishing the great machines as if they were rick was
have motortelling me about
so many sacred elephants.
Mechanical
cycles and all that sort of rigging, eh?
of
cans
of
boxes
tools,
parts, pumps, jacks,
I saw
Say, boys, that's a great scheme.
oil, extra tires and wheels, cushions and the
motor cycle life guards work
innumerable odds and ends were scattered out original
in California last year, and they're
about each building and everybody seemed
great, too.
Hope you have luck." Then
to be keyed up to an extreme nervous pitch. after
shaking hands with Bruce and JimOn every side could be heard remarks
and two or three other scouts, he
about the cars and drivers, their records iny
turned and entered the
for one of
and their chances for winning the various his mechanics had calledgarage,
him.

And
it,

this

although Dan Dacy did not realize
spirit of democracy had won him

ten thoroughly capable rooters, for the
scouts were more than pleased with his
friendship.
"Say, isn't he a corking fine chap," exclaimed Bruce.
"I should say he was; a regular pippin'
I'd call him," said Jiminy stoutly.
And
he looked at his companions as if he dared
any one of them to deny it.
The crowd about the garage was grow-

I've seen his picture so many times that ing to tremendous
before breakfast?"
proportions, and it was
"Pine, let's get some clothes on and we'll I almost feel as if I know him. Come on, all that the scouts could do to extricate
we'll go down and see his machine.
start right away," said Romper.
That themselves. When they finally reached the

September,
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open beach again, Bruce looked at
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of tan or the opportunity afforded them to the part of the crowd.
But the noise
display their rather pretentious bathing stopped when a single individual carrying
"Say, fellows, it's getting late," he ex- suits, that moved them to take this step, a black and white flag stepped out into
He
claimed; "it's six o'clock and we haven't However, fifteen minutes later, a group the course and began wigwagging.
had any breakfast. I think we will have of ten uniformed and more or less self- was signaling to another individual at
to hustle over to the hotel if we want to conscious
beach guards were sunning the garages, who in turn transmitted his
get back to quarters and have a drill themselves in front of the south station signal to the starting line in the dim
in full view of the thousands of people distance down the beach.
before the races start."
"That means everything is ready. The
"Right-o," exclaimed Babe Wilson, I who were gathering- on the board walk
know it's getting late because my stomach to view the races,
first ear will start in a moment," said
feels all shriveled up for want of someJiminy Gordon nervously.
thing to eat."
Everyone was gazing down the beach,
T3^' l even o'clock the crowd had increased to a veritable horde.
Thou- where a tiny black blotch on the sand
"Huh, that stomach of yours," said Jimboardwalk from the marked the dozen or more racing cars held
iny Gordon in disgust, as he took a linger- sands lined the
moment garages to the finish line and hundreds ready for the start. Then when every
ing look toward the garages.
later he fell in line with the rest of the of automobiles were parked in every road- one was waiting tense and silent
Boom
lads, who started up the board walk to- way.
Special guards, composed of the came the muffled echo of the starting gun
ward the hotel.
local troop of boy scouts with their staffs
"They're off!" cried the crowd, and far,
and a troop of militia from Portland far down the beach the scouts could see
their way back the scouts paid a had been detailed to keep the sightseers the tiniest black speck coming toward
brief visit to the north station, but orderly and in position on the boardwalk, them.
Soon they heard a curious far-off
they all returned to Bruce's domain at They were all having their hands full drone which developed quickly into a
half-past seven, for the north station crew accomplishing the task, however, for the grumble, then into a fusillade of loud
was rather eager to stay in the vicinity of automobile enthusiasts began to get rest- bangs as the racing car approached. The
the lower station for a better view of the less as the time for the start of the races scouts were all on their feet now, nervous
races. Then, too, they had decided the night drew near.
and expectant.
before that it would be well for all of them
At five minutes after eleven the band
"Osterhout, the German," cried the specto practice their first aid work together,
on the recreation pier, which had been tators, as the long, low racer drew near.
There was very little need for the look- blaring forth popular airs for an hour,
Then almost before the scouts could
outs to man their tower during this prac- ceased, and a moment later the judges wink, it had roared past, its hood entice work, for they needed no drilling made their appearance on the beach. This veloped in blue flames and its driver bendsince all of their signaling would be done was a signal for prolonged cheering on ing low over the steering gear.
with signal flags and the sema"Gee whiz !" was all that the
amazed scouts could say when the
phore signal code which is part of
the examination for all second
big car roared across the line.
his

watch.

D

A

!

ON

class

scouts.

A BRIEF

case, Bruce decided that all of the lads would
devote the morning to operating
the pulmotor, while the four life
savers made frequent plunges into
the surf so as to become accustomed to swimming with the aid
of the buoy.
One after another
the lads operated the pulmotor
upon a supposed victim until each
had learned the proper method of
adjusting and strapping fast the
mouthpiece, and which screws to
turn to start and stop the oxygen
pump. An hour of this practice

but tense silence followed the finish of the run, for
the crowd waited while the judges,
by means of an elaborate system
of telephone communication with

work was quite sufficient, and when
it was finished Bruce and Jimmy
and Bud and Romper, turn about,

don,

"Dan Dacy

some

to beat that.

That being the

the starters, fixed the time. Presently, however, the huge scoreboard on the recreation pier dis-

played: Osterhout, two minutes 34
This announcement was
greeted by a roar, for the German had equaled the world record
seconds.

for five miles.

for

the

races

Boom! Here

which were

said Bruce, as
of the
motor cycle and wheeled the machine into its quarters.
"And the water is just snappy
it

is,"

the

power

idea," exclaimed several,
enthusiasm, and forthwith

they all donned the special maroon
bathing suits that Mr. Herrick had
provided for his life guards. But it
is

hard

to

tell

whether

it

was

Clare and Du Blon followed
quick succession, each of them
driving their madly flying vehicles
to the limit of endurance, but each
fell behind Osterhout's mark by
several seconds.
McCalkin, the
ruddy-faced Irish driver, was the
next sensation. His was the smallest car of the race in point of
Indeed, it looked as if it
length.
had collided with a telegraph pole
and lost most of its hood. But
under that snub nose were conSt.

in

"Good

the desire to acquire a good coat

conies another one!

race.

You
enough to feel good, too.
know, I think I'll stay in my bathing suit all day, even though there
won't be any bathers to rescue. I
want to get tanned up right away,"
added Jiminy.
with

if

But before the big racer had
traveled half of the course the hum
of its engines ceased and the black
speck gradually came to a halt.
Wolverton it proved to be and his
car had developed engine trouble.
The Stafford car was out of the

station.

off

go

eral enthusiasts.

some fun," said Jiminy Gordon,
as he emerged from the surf for
the last time and came toward the

shut

Just think,

reigned in the vast
crowd again and every eye followed the black speck. "Du Blon,"
guessed some; "St. Clare," said
others; "Wolverton," asserted sev-

is

"You bet

Gorto

Silence

scheduled to start at eleven.
"Say, fellows, that rescue work

he

Jiminy
have

will

Osterhout had been one-fifth of a
second faster he'd have smashed
the world's record. Gosh, I wish

took the motor cycle for short
dashes up the beach and indulged
in a mock rescue.
At ten o'clock
the drilling was stopped, for the
racing automobiles began to appear on the beach in final preparation

cried

"Crackey,"

"Again he

and Ms hand closed about the cold
wrist of the unconscious man."

tried,
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six perfectly good cylinders that
spat fire all the way down the course and
shot the car over the finish line two seconds
What a
better than the world's record.
roar of applause greeted the boyish driver
Even
when the figures were displayed
the scouts forgot for a moment that they

cealed

The Boy

Scouts'

!

!

starting line.

"Gee,

I

hope he comes through with a

record," said Bruce anxiously.
"He will," asserted Jiminy Gordon posi-

new

tively.

B OOM

Jiminy was right behind him and
ah instant later the pow?rful machine was
making forty miles an hour over the sandy
beach.
Bruce bent low over the handle
bars while Jiminy clung on for dear life
and sought to buckle the life buoy belt
about his waist.
When the machine reached the wrecked
motor car Bruce brought it to an abrupt
stop. But already Jiminy had leaped from
the machine and plunged into the water.
With powerful overhand strokes he
He seemed to
breasted the breakers.
shoot through the water, so mighty were
cycle.

Five thousand pairs of eyes
were fastened on the tiny black speck
that detached itself from the black blot
far down the beach, and sped northward, his
Ten thousand ears were strained to catch
!

hum

the first far-off

of the motor.

His Vix-Benson was

Dacy was coming.

Now the scouts
burning up the beach.
It grew
caught the buzz of the motor.
louder with the passing of every second,
Like a black projectile the car came on,
flames from the throbbing cylinders licking
about the hood.
"Dacy!

Dacy! Danny Dacy!

Make

it

new record!" screamed the electrified
crowd while he was yet two miles from
a

the
the

finish

line.

Unquestionably

he

was

favorite.

On came

The car
roaring racer.
was just a gray blur that hardly seemed
to touch the beach, and begoggled Dan
Dacy looked like the hooded messenger of
the

death.

Then with an ear-splitting roar the great
machine passed the scouts on the last mile
of the course!

"By Jiminy,
Oh,

mercy

!

new record or I'll
Look
Look
She'll
be
it's

a

!

!

killed!"

The scouts stood transfixed with hor-

Up the beach in the very path of
the flying motor stood little May Herrick,
clutching a red rubber ball in her hand
and looking at the coming machine with
horror written in every line of her childish
ror.

face.

whole situation was clear. The tot
dropped her ball, which had
rolled out onto the sloping beach.
With
her mind only on rescuing the plaything,
she had pulled herself out of her nurse's
grasp and run out onto the race course,
And then when she found herself in the
path of certain death she had become

had
THE

panic-stricken.

Dan Dacy's

heart must have leapt to
when he saw the little one in
his way.
But if it did it in no way affected his nerve.
He knew that to turn
the steering wheel but an inch meant certain destruction to the careening car and
a broken neck for himself perhaps.
Yet
he braved this hideous fate and wrenched
his

throat

at the steering gear.

There was a terrific roar, a crash of
shattered metal and in a cloud of sand the
big
gray racer turned abruptly and
plunged end over end down the beach into
the curling breakers.
The crowd gave
vent to a shriek of alarm when they saw
Dan Dacy's limp form shoot clear of the
.

1915

wreck and go whirling, arms and legs and longer than any that had greeted the
flying out toward the point where the racers rent the air.
It was hard work and Jiminy was at
combers were breaking.

Like every one of the five thousand
witnesses of the tragedy, the scouts stood
paralyzed for a moment but only for a
moment. Bruce was the first to gather
were rooting exclusively for Dan Dacy and his scattered wits.
burst forth in a ringing cheer.
"Quick, Jiminy! We'll get him! Come!
The rest of you
But presently their attention was He may still be alive
diverted from this achievement, for word fellows follow on foot!"
While he was speaking, Bruce rushed
was passed from the judges' stand that
Dan Dacy with his Vix-Benson was the into the station and started the motor
next contestant.
"Dan Dacy next!" was the word that
the
passed from mouth to mouth through
crowd. Every one was a-tip-toe with exAll eyes were strained on the
citement.

S.. ^ember,

Magazine

efforts.

feet out he saw something
bobbing upon the surface of the water.
It was Dacy's leather helmet. Toward this
Jiminy headed and the water fairly boiled
with the struggle he was making to reach
the spot. In a few seconds he was near
enough to reach out and grasp the black
But he let go of it immediately
object.
and the next moment he was seen to preA
pare for a dive under the surface.
few feet away he had seen some air bubbles coming to the top.
In a jiffy he had unbuckled the life
buoy. Then like a seal the lithe youngster sought the dark green depths, folDown he
lowing the line of bubbles.
swam, deeper and deeper, for on the
white, sandy bottom he could see a dark,
shapeless mass turning round arid round
with the' action of the water. He reached
out to seize it and his fingers slipped from
the driver's leather jacket.
Again he
tried, and his hand closed about the cold
wrist of the unconscious man.
Then he turned and started to struggle upward, dragging his heavy burden
terrible
after him.
It was hard work
work, for he had dived deep and he was
badly in need of air. His lungs felt as
The blood pressure
if they would burst.
in his neck and head was almost unbearable.
At first he could make no headway,
The drowning man seemed to hold fast

rpHIRTY
J.

the point of exhaustion, yet he tried his
utmost to buckle the life belt about poor
But while he fumbled with the
Dacy.
straps the two other scouts arrived and
relieved him of the task. Qui -kly the belt
was adjusted and the sign
flashed to
Bruce, who seized the steel cable and

hauled away.

Then the two lads turned their attention
to Jiminy and between them aided him
into shallow water.
By the time the three swimmers reached
the beach the scouts had cleared Dacy's
lungs of water and had started the pulmotor. For twenty minutes the lads
worked valiantly, doing everything that
they could to bring back life in the unconscious man, while the anxious crowd
looked on.
Finally their efforts were rewarded.
Dacy's eyelids quivered several times, then
slowly opened, whereat the crowd gave a
mad cry of joy and the scouts had all they
could do to keep them from pressing
closer.

"Ot'T one man

did break through the
guards and the lads let him
pass. He was Mr. Herrick. Tears of joy
coursed down his good-natured face when
he saw that Dacy was still alive, and before the scouts could restrain him he seized
the prostrated man's hand and squeezed

AJ

it

circle of

while he

murmured:

"Dacy, Dacy, thank goodness you are
I was afraid you had sacristill alive.
ficed your life to save that little girl of
mine."

Then turning toward Bruce, he said,
I don't know how to thank you

"Scouts,
for this.

I

"Don't try to thank us, Mr. Herrick,"
said Bruce, "but you can help us put him
onto the side car. I think we should get
to a doctor's right away, for there may
be some broken bones or internal injuries."

And a few moments later the
guard's motor cycle was carrying its
patient to the emergency hospital.

How

to

Make

life
first

a Sunshine Gauge

easy to make a sunshine gauge
if you can get hold of a clear round
J[
You will find that such a
gl ass ball.
ball acts like a lens or burning-glass, the
focus being very close to the ball itself.
Anything placed at that focus and exBut he fought hard, for posed to the sun will be burnt, or at least
to the bottom.
he realized that if he let go of Dacy he scorched.
would have difficulty in finding him with
So you can cut in a piece of wood a
a second dive. Every moment was pre- half-circle, just a shade larger than the
There might still be a spark ball, and by means of another piece you
cious, too.
of life in the limp form he was trying to fi x the ball exactly at the centre of the
rescue.
You then" place the instrument
curve.
Up, up, he struggled. Above he could facing the south and inclined upwards, so
see the light of day. Great green bubbles that the sun's rays come to a focus on the
raced past him.
Only a few feet now. edge of the curved wood,
As the sun moves across the sky, the
Only 'a second or two longer. Thus did
he spur himself onward until suddenly his little spot of burning light will 'travel
head shot clear of the waves, and, with a along the wood, and you have only to
gasp, he filled his tortured lungs with new place a piece of paper there to get a
air.
record of the sunshine throughout the day.
Ten feet away danced the cigar-shaped
If you divide up the paper strip into
float with its life belt, and swimming twelve parts, each part will represent an
toward him from the crowded beach were hour from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m., and the
two other scouts ready to help.
positions of the burnt marks will enable
Jiminy summoned every ounce of his you to tell very nearly when the sun
remaining strength and held the head of was shining and 'when not.
the unconscious man above the water.
A mark will be made when the sun is
And when the spectators saw that he had out, and, of course, your paper will not
actually made the rescue a cheer louder be scorched when the sun is hidden.
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A

motor truck carrying pupils

to a

consolidated

school

The small picture shows an old type rural
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school, the large one
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consolidated school in Utah

fundamental principle of our
American democracy is equal op-

THE

We

are beginning
portunity for all.
to learn there' can be no equality of opportunity without equality of opportunity
The inalienable rights of
in education.
and the
life, liberty
.1 slower means of transportation
pursuit of happiness
the
as
recognized
birthright of all mean society, nothing that man or God can do
For the
something more than that can make good the loss.
the right merely to individual child the loss is irreparable,
exist and breathe as and all society must be on a lower plane,
beasts may, to possess the state less strong and industrial life
the untrained liberty less efficient as a result.
of the wild ass of the
Therefore, states, counties, cities and
desert, and to pursue local districts combine to promote and perthe unthinking happi- fect our public school systems, and the
ness of the pig lying federal government helps in many ways.
fat and lazy in the
sun.
They mean the
every state, in every city and town and
in every country district in the United
right to live the hutypical Southern consolidated school at
man life, with the States there is a public school open and
Dr. Philander P.
Washington Parish, La.
of
of
school
education
and
fullest
Claxton
free to all boys
age.
girls
different
races
and
soul.
of
mind
children
In some states
schools, especially in sparsely settled rural
body,
are beginning to learn that to give attend separate schools. This is especially districts, are in session only five or six
in
the
children
in
education
colored
true of white and
such opportunity of equality
months, or even less, in the year. Some
But some kind of school are taught in poor houses with little or
to all children among us, white and black, Southern states.
None
is
excluded.
for
all.
no
rich and poor, native and foreign born, is provided
equipment. In some the teachers are
without regard to the social standing, the In all but a few of the states the laws ignorant, untrained and unskilled.
In
and
to
send
the
some
guardians
religious compel parents
places there are no public high
partisan political affiliation or
or
to
either
schools.
In very many cities and in most
creed of their parents, is the first obliga- their children
school,
public
tion of the state and the highest duty of private, or to provide for their educa- rural communities the schools are not
certain
between
tion at home,
ages.
They fully adjusted to the needs of the chilsociety.
are also learning that it is the most are not allowed to permit them to grow dren.
and
To
do so
But the ideal is becoming clearer every
illiteracy.
important thing for the individual and for lip in ignorance
If to any child there is regarded as a misdemeanor.
Rightly year and the efforts at improvement are
society and state.
crime.
That
the
is denied an equal opportunity with every considered it is a serious
Short
stronger and more persistent.
other child for that education which will poor may have as good opportunity as the school terms are lengthened. The United
and
all
material
States
Commissioner of Education and the
necessary
develop its manhood or womanhood, pre- rich, text-books
pare it for the duties and responsibilties for school work are provided free in state school officers have agreed on a minischool term of 160 days and an
of citizenship in our democratic govern- many places.
As yet we are far enough from the average of 180 days for the country
ment, and enable it to make an honest
of
the
ideal
of
schools.
And a nation-wide campaign for
equal
living by some kind of intelligent work, actual attainment
Some this has been begun.
then there is nothing that individual or opportunity in education for all.

IN

A

We

We

mum
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Small
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country

schools

with

and a few pupils are

only
in

one and with
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cost of

many energy elsewhere.
To this end high
larger
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in which agriculture and
the mechanic arts are taught.
Most of
these also offer courses in domestic economy for women. For these schools the
federal government appropriates $2,500,000 annually $50,000 to each state and to
Hawaii and Porto Rico. They also have
some income from an original land grant
made by the federal government in 1862.

ogy, cooking and sewing and other things
pertaining to home making, shops for work
in wood, leather, clay and metal, rooms
for typewriting, bookkeeping and other
schools, however important, are
and rural communities the most beautiful, forms of commercial work, print shops
not the only agencies by which we
best built and most costly buildings are and paint shops, soil laboratories, means are trying to give equal opportunity in
the new schoolhouses.
education to all. In almost all cities and
In most of the new buildings care is
larger towns there are public libraries
taken with the heating, lighting, ventilafree to all, and trained librarians help
Schools
Facts
About
Concise
water, so
tion, drainage, cleaning and
boys and girls, men and women, select
there may be no danger to the health of
books and make out useful and interesting
12,000 public high schools.
2,000 private high schools.
Walls are tastefully tinted
the children.
courses of reading. To get children interenter
and
cent
our
25
of
boys
girls
per
and hung with good pictures to make them
ested in the library and in good literature
high school.
School officers are always trybeautiful.
10 per cent graduate from high schools
many of these libraries have children's
more than in any other country in the
and
ing to find more comfortable seats
reading rooms and arrange for story hours,
world.
inventors and manufacturers are trying
when skilful story tellers tell to children
$15,000,000 appropriated every year for
to help them.
the great stories of the world.
normal schools to educate teachers in
teaching.
More public high schools are opened
The Bureau of Education through its
and
universities
600
More
than
colleges
home education division conducts reading
every year. There are now nearly 12,000
offer opportunities for higher technical
in the 'United States and more than 2,000
circles for children, for older boys and
education.
and
Several of these institutions offer more
private high schools. Of these public
girls and for men and women in all parts
courses
of
different
than
1.000
study.
of the country.
private high schools more than 10,000 have
Through its school and
was the income of these
$120,000,000
It will not be
full courses of four years.
home garden division it gives instruction
institutions in 1914.
$2,500,000 appropriated by the Federal
in gardening and promotes home gardenlong before every boy and girl in the
Government every year ($50,000 to
States may attend some high
I'nitecl
ing through the public schools in cities and
each state, including Hawaii and Porto
school within fairly easy reach of home.
towns.
Rico) for colleges of agriculture and
mechanical arts.
The Department of Agriculture of the
Already about 25 per cent of our boys
libraries
in
There are 4,032 free public
and girls enter high sc'hool, and about 10
United States in co-operation with the
the United States.
states directs thousands of corn clubs,
per cent graduate from high school
In these libraries there are 55,534,882
more than in any other country in the
books.
potato clubs, cotton clubs, pig clubs,
The United States Bureau of Education
world. Many people believe all boys and
poultry clubs and other similar clubs for
conducts reading circles for children,
girls should have high school education,
boys, and canning clubs and home-making
for older boys and girls, and for men
It also gives instrucand the Bureau of Education is undertakand women.
clubs for girls. All these are educational
tion in gardening.
in a very high and good way.
ing the task of making high school eduThe United States Department of Agrication universal.
The Young Men's Christian Association,
culture in co-operation with the states
Teachers make the schools, and the
directs thousands of corn clubs, potato
the Young Women's Christian Association
clubs, cotton clubs, pig clubs, poultry
schools can never be better than their
and many young people's associations conclubs and other similar clubs for boys,
teachers.
Standards of preparation for
nected with the various churches do much
and canning clubs and home-making
teachers have been too low, and in most
valuable educational work, as do many
clubs for girls.
states there have not been enough normal
organizations for boys and girls not conschools for their professional training.
nected directly with the state or with any
But many new normal schools have been for testing seeds, gardens, experiment church. Among the greatest of these is
established in recent years and all are plats, farms and home projects directed the Boy Scouts of America.
much better supported. Appropriations by the school are all now considered as
little Polish boy who had been in
for these schools for the professional edu- essential for school work as are text- this country only a little while wrote to a
cation of teachers now amount to $15,000,- books, blackboards and recitation rooms.
friend in the old country and told him
000 a year. Higher standards of preparaContinuation day schools and evening about his public school, with free tuition,
tion for teachers are required. People are schools open to all are beginning to free books and all its
opportunities. And
no longer willing to permit incompetent make it possible for any one to learn any- then he added, "What shall I do for a
teachers to waste public school money and thing he needs to know to enable him to country that does all this for me? Shall
fritter away the time and opportunity of live and work better.
1 not love it and serve it?"
The same
school children.
question and the same answer may well
are the American people satis- be asked and given by every Boy Scout
school terms, consolidation of
fied with elementary and secondary and by every other boy and every girl
More than six hundred colleges in America.
i weak schools into better and stronger schools.
And all who read this should determine
schools, better houses and equipment, com- and universities offer opportunities for
pulsory school attendance, free text-books, higher and technical education, and many now to make full use of all these opporhigh schools within reach of all, higher of these, especially the state colleges and tunities and prepare themselves for good
standards of preparation for all teachers universities, are free to all who are pre- citizenship, for making an .honest living
all these help towards the democratic pared to enter and do their work.
Many by some kind of useful work and for the
ideal of equal opportunity in education have loan funds for those who need them. fullest and best and happiest life.
To all who will do this I send my
for all.
But more important still is the In most of them boys and girls who are
remaking of the courses of studies and willing may pay their board by some greeting.
the readjustment and differentiation of kind of work. In at least one state travelschool work so that every boy and every ing expenses of students attending the
Depths of the Oceans
girl may find in school that work and those state university are paid by the state.
The greatest sea depth is in the North
studies for which he or she is best fitted
Some of these institutions of higher
and which will best fit him or her for the learning are growing very rich. Almost Pacific Ocean 27,930 feet or a little over
Other sea depths are as folwork he or she is to do in life.
all are better supported as the years go five miles.
Feet.
Equality does not mean sameness, but by. In 1900 the total income of all these lows.
27,376
intelligent variety. The work of the school schools was only a little more than $27,- Northern Atlantic
must not only result in general develop- 000,000. In 1914 it was more than $120,- Southern Pacific
2fi,588
ment and culture and give information 000,000. Several of them offer more than Caribbean Sea
20,562
about the general duties of citizenship, a thousand different courses, and some Indian Ocean
20,358
needed by all. It must also help toward do a large amount of extension work, South Atlantic.
10,704
The North Sea and Baltic are the most
making a living. Whatever is needed that especially in agriculture. Some state unimen and women should know and be able versities try to make their campus as shallow of great bodies of water, the former being only 442 feet deep, the latter
to do should be taught in the schools un- large as the state.
less it can be learned better, more surely
In each state there is at least one Land 233 feet.

wagonettes, or automobiles at public expense, or their fares are paid on railway
or trolley cars. Everywhere better houses
are being built, and in many cities, towns

!
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money and Grant College

schools and even the
into
consolidated
states
being
schools with more pupils, more teachers, higher grades of the elementary schools
In now offer many courses and much freebetter houses and better equipment.
many places children who live too far dom of choice in the selection of studies.
to walk to school are carried in Laboratories for chemistry, physics, biol-

away
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Don

Wolf

Strong of the

Patrol

By
NORMAN

Illustrated by

P.

WILLIAM HEYLIGEK
ROCKWELL

we're not paying our own way. We're acWe're taking something
cepting charity.
and giving nothing in return. That doesn't
Half an hour later, when the meeting sound
scouty.
was called to order, Mr. Wall faced the
"Now you re talking," cried a voice.
scouts.
Phi! Morris seemed to take courage at
"We intended tonight," he said, "to have
we can do
there
a session on map reading. That, however,
for thu house?>
e
I have two important
will be impossible.
matters to lay before you for your conup. "That that old waitingsideration.
room wa P rett y dirtv >" e fal t er ? d "!
decided that
f
"It seems that you
when
of thought I was doing a fine stunt
it isn't fair to use my
The I asked for it. But if it isn't scouty
tae scouts squirmed uncomfortably.
to take it for nothing, maybe if each
scoutmaster smiled. "You are welcome to
patrol took turns keeping the new waiting
wonder
3/r. Wall gave me
room clean sweeping it and things like
that."
"
that
That's the spirit
thing "for yourselves.
This time the scouts did shout.
They
That's the spirit that gets
that counts.
a cond --_
under
doubt
kft
"Buying when you haven't the money,"
ahead.
tion they would be glad to get the place.
Alex said earnestly, "isn't paying your
"Scout Strong has been quite active in
still have the matter of the furniown way. It's running your nose into debt,
LIUHCV
LUC trolley
win recall,
recaii, the
this matter
Li you will
remmdec1 Mr A a 1.
ture
Thrift
means saving money.
Thrift
company took away the old waiting room
e was
w as not surprised wiie
Don
doesn't mean owing money."
Scout Strong
at the 'Transfer Station.
,
able
to
Without
s.lence.
Bother
being
Rut
w| are /ure
W can
wrote to the company
y and asked that th?
,,
fin g er on the reason, he thought the fift
ut h
each week? Don askpd
room be give n to Chester Troop. P
!f
with
this
there
that
was
something wrong
Then let's save
Alex answered.
But I had better read
The
"As fast as we saveHow much do the
their letter."
chairs cost?"
The boys listened attentively while the
"Fifty cents each."
letter was read. Don saw several of them
there
was
Don
So
sighed.
something
"As fast as we save fifty cents let's buy
look at him and he tried to appear unwrong.
a chair.
That'll be paying our own
concerned.

V

CHAPTER

(Continued)

,

-

^

^

^

^

"That wasn't all that Scout Strong did,"
Mr. Wall went on. "He decided that a
meeting place would need furniture. So
he visited the Chester Furniture Company,
He picked out six chairs, two benches, a

These
table and three framed pictures
articles will cost nine dollars and twentyThe furniture company is
five cents.
willine to deliver the goods if the troop
will pay fifty cents o/delivery and fifty
cents a week.

.-,.,,
the

tu i
I^v
boys to shout that
expected
they wanted the meeting place and
l_J
_
,

.

the furniture as soon as they could
get
.1
them. Instead, there was a long silence.
and
each
at
looked
The scouts
other,
.

How

way."

"Don Strong" Began

STRONG

Don made no

wants

to

enter

the

Chester

school
not to
the
and baseball under
Don thTnks'h'is
teacher, who coaches the team.
sister Barbara wants him sent to work, but when
igh

.

,

^g^&*SZS?*?S?

'

h^^

'

,

and mows grass and later begins building birdhouses and selling them. Don fails to make the
Ted Carter, a
team, but becomes a substitute.
shitless ^a, worms his way into the boy's good
Ted
is
Because
buying sodas,
always
graces.

Don

anil HUs Bav HJKa Mil inn.. f luuiiv
eggeu uu
he quits the squa(i, but re'turns to it,
to
his
Soon
Don
is'
his
school.
it
duty
realizing
is shifted to the first team.
Tickets
theatrical manager comes to town.
Don has planned to
are twenty-five cents each.
go wih Ted, but football practice has kept him
from doing much on the houses, and he can't

TOO

,

ty Ted

ffi

.

,

,

,

,

'

%^<*^&*
11

.

.

..

^

T TIS

The
thoughts were interrupted.
meeting was breaking up. He arose

,

looked away, and shuffled their feet.
A
"I don't think we ought to take the
voice.
a
said
hesitating
waiting room,"
Don gave a gasp. Not take it? What
was
this?
nonsense
sort of
DmlaftoTa'paid or" in^st ^ll 'be
Scout Morris has the floor," said Mr. Worried, he fears he has "bitten off more than
he can chew."
Wall.
In order to earn money for the show, Don
Don looked at Phil Morris. The boy's works with feverish haste to finish a bird house.
The
house is so poorly made that he refuses
face was uncertain and troubled.
11
114 116 borr ws a l ua '' e r fro m
to
.^ rigirc
ri"-ht
j^ i'v^
J e 'J'
be ^I don't* .look at this the
..t,-.,*_, ,^
show, \\henthefoot\\hen the lootan
ind
d
together they see the snow,
I don t want any fellow ball season closes, Don has more time to work
way," he said.
repares for his
to 'think I'm a goody-goody, but we're and his savings grow.
scouts, and if thlt doesn't mean some- ES
The troop decides to obtain a club room and
thing to us then we're not the right kind
with the Chester
of scouts
The scout law says that a Don makes arrangemen
scout is thrifty and pays his 'own way.
Well, if we accept this meeting place, room on credit.
.

reply.

"I guess there's no need of putting the
matter to a vote," Mr. Wall said. "Runj^^mn g m t o debt is bad. If a boy had one
hundred dollars in the bank and owed
a one hundred and five dollars, that hundred
Alex Davidson, a widow's son, also is am- dollars would not be his.
Al
works all
Don suddenly remembered that he
bilious to enter high school.
hadn t aid T e a th
rt
he had
SSffiSfsav^A^S?
?
/
t
house for a look at a boy who has saved that rowed trom him for the theatre ticket.
and finds Alex wearing a boy scout His lips twitched. He had one dollar and
'

and started out with the others.
"Just a minute, Don," said Mr. Wall.
He waited. After the boys had departed the scoutmaster came back.
"r>nn
sairl
"T clon
rlnn'tl want -un,,
tn
uon " nhee saia
y ou to
/
go away thinking that your plan was a
>

>

,

.

failure.
Your idea of getting that old
It Tacked only
waiting room was bully.
a way to make some kind of payment, and
a ' so found the way.
As for the fury OU
-.
i
i
.,
_ glad
]. ,
T
niture T
I
you did that. It gave
the troop a chance to think about debt and
Sometimes boys are careless
borrowing.
u
"
,

,

m

.

a """ tf th

.

.

-nntt^rc

_

"Yes,

sir," said

Don.

His eyes were on

one thing more," said Mr. Wall.
father give you more of the
fire and cooking test.
A member of the
local Court of Honor will be here Wednes-

"Have your
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and he is going to help me
give the second-class test."
Don's eyes did not leave the rug. "I
I can't pass them all," he said in a low
clay afternoon,

voice.

Mr. Wall was surprised. "Why
not?;'
"I haven't earned and saved a dollar."

"But you told me
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every day," noon Don repaid his loan and squared his
books.
"No hurry about this," said Ted. "Keep
He fell
Wall.

"He comes around almost
Don answered.

"Does he?" said Mr.
and once more tapped

into thought

his fin-

it if

you need

it."

"I have plenty," Don explained.
"My
gers against the chair. Presently he stood
lumber bill is paid, and there's enough
up and Don followed him to the hall.
"I suppose you're working on your bird stuff in the shop for four more houses."
"Huh!" said Ted. "What are you going
houses while Ted is there?"

sir."
to do with all your money?"
must be lonesome for Ted sitting
"Save it."
"Not for mine. Come on down to the
around and watching you working."
"I guess it is," Don answered honestly. station and we'll drink hot chocolate and
a quarter."
eat cakes until the quarter's gone."
"Oh !" said Mr. Wall. "Sit down, Don." "He wants me to stop and talk to him."
But Don, who had asked his father to
"You had better wait a moment," said
He drew a chair close to the boy. "Suppose you tell me about this. What did you Mr. Wall abruptly. He walked down the help him find a good place for a food
hall and hurried upstairs.
borrow the quarter for?"
shelter, declined the invitation.
When he came back
"Ah !" Ted growled, "you're getting to
"To go to the show."
he carried a thin, be an old woman."
"Didn't you have some
Don smiled to himself. Old woman, inpaper - wrapped parmoney?"
cel.
"A little present deed. He was sure that the coming winter
"Yes, sir. But I didn't
for you," he told Don. would give him far more fun than it gave
want to spend it. I had my
The boy took it and Ted.
lumber bill to pay in thirty
wondered what it Winter was not slow in coming and it
days, and I wanted to save
could be. They walked settled for a long, cold stay. After the
So I told Ted
my dolla
to the door.
first few weeks of sleighing and snowthe average boy of
"What did Ted say?" Mr.
balling
Chester found life pretty dull.
Wall interrupted.
"
But Don found everything full
Don hesi"He said
of interest.
He thought that
tated, and his cheeks turned
he had never been so busy and
hot.

know I did," Don cried desperately.
"I have one dollar and fifteen cents in
the bank at home. But I owe Ted Carter
"I

"Yes,
'It

.

.

so happy.

"I think I ought to know,"
the scoutmaster said quiet"This wouldn't be carly.
rying tales, Don. What did
he say?"
"He said 'Beans! Boy
I
I can't
scouts again !'

All told, he made and sold
sixteen bird houses. He passed
his second-class examinations.
He bought a uniform and a
hat.
And with all that, the

approach of spring found him
with almost three dollars in the
bank.

make him understand about

He asked
saving a dollar.
me if I could go if he
loaned me a quarter, because that wouldn't be
breaking into my bank, and
I said yes, and he told me
pay him any

time.

I

thought everything was

all

to

right.

about

A S for Chester Troop, it
JL\ passed a joyous winter.
With the help of a wagon and a
horse the waiting room was
'You want Unit coal

But tonight when you got
"

to talking

He
"I know," interrupted Mr. Wall.
of
began to tap his fingers on the arm
The room became very quiet.
the chair.
Don could hear the tick of the clock in
the hall.

"You and Ted have been pretty

friendhaven't you?" the scoutmaster asked
suddenly.
"Yes, sir."
"What did he think about cutting

ly,

lawns?"
"He laughed at me."
"I

see.

How much

fun did he make

of you about football?"

"Not much after
"After you came back to the squad?"
Don sighed. "Yes, sir." Gee how much
Mr. Wall knew!
!

in

advance?"

carted to a field adjoining Mr.
Wall's house.
They repaired

"Don," said the man, "there are some the roof, the windows and the door. One
scouts who seem to blunder very often, of the scouts unearthed a second-hand coal
stove in his cellar, and that was brought to
but, for all that, they're
hole was cut in the
"Yes, sir?"
troop headquarters.
"For all that they're good scouts
roof, a pipe was .run up and they were
ready for a fire. All they lacked was coal.
mighty good scouts. Good night."
"And coal," Phil Morris had wailed,
"Good night," said the boy.
He walked home with no more worry "is seven dollars and fifty cents a ton."
But the boys refused to be cast down.
In some
about what had troubled him.
way, Mr. Wall had robbed the matter of The Chester Coal Company had a big
its sting.
plant at the bottom of a rather steep
His mind was principally concerned with road. Alex Davidson thought of a way
the package he held snugly under one arm. out of the difficulty.
"We'll make a bargain with the coal
What could it be? Had Mr. Wall made a
similar present to all the other scouts?
company," he said. "We'll keep the sideWhen he reached home the sounds from walk in front of their office free of snow,
the kitchen told him that his mother and and we'll keep the hill clean and covered
Barbara were setting bread for the mor- with ashes. They have a lot of trouble
row's baking. He slipped up the stairs to with that hill when it's slippery. It ought
his room.
Eagerly he broke the string to be worth something to them to have
around his package and shook away the that hill kept so their horses can get

A

The scoutmaster's chin grew the least
hard.
"Just what did he call you, paper.
up and down easily."
"How much ought it to be worth?" Phil
Don names, I mean?"
He found a heavy, oblong piece of card"
"He called me 'Mr. Weak-knees.'
board. On one side of the card was print- asked.
"Ton of coal, anyway," said Alex. "I'll
else?"
He turned it to the light and read
"Anything
ing.
"
"
hit

go and see them."
A SCOUT IS CLEAN
A sharp young man at the coal comHE
KEEPS
CLEAN
IN
BODY
AND THOUGHT
"That's all," said Don.
"Ted doesn't
pany's office listened to his proposition.
STANDS FOB CLEAN SPEECH
"You want that coal in advance?" he
mean anything, sir. That's just his way.
CLEAN SPORT, CLEAN HABITS
AND TRAVELS WITH A CLEAN CROWD
asked.
But I thought, after what you said to"Now I wonder why Mr. Wall gave me "Yes, sir."
night, that maybe I shouldn't take my
"Ah! And how do I know you'll live
second-class tests if I owed Ted a quar- that," he said.
ter."
CHAPTER VI.
up to your bargain after you get the
coal?"
"Oh, you can go ahead on the others,"
The Meaning of the Sign.
"We took that old waiting room from
the scoutmaster said, "and perhaps you'll
meet the deposit requirement in two weeks.
morning Don hung the sign on the trolley company," Alex said, "and
And now as to Ted. I suppose you don't
his bedroom wall.
Later in the day agreed to keep the new waiting room clean
Ask the trolley comsee much of him now that the football he slipped a quarter from his bank; and for three months.
when Ted Carter came around that afterseason is over."
(Continued on page 35.)
'Easy mark.'

"Anything

else?

aloud:

Think."

NEXT

In

Cave

the Scout
Trees and Fighting

By

THE CAVE SCOUT
F.

J.

P.

fellows, don't you think it is
old cave
pretty hot and stuffy in this
we go
to-day? What do you say if
outside and sit in the shade some place
where the wind can blow on us?
What's that? "Good idea?" All right,
then, let's beat it out of here.
Isn't this a whopper of an old oak?
Let's sit down on the grass right here and
have our little confab about scout affairs,
I just can't help admiring this old tree
How old do you think it is? I wonder if
a band of Indians ever squatted on the
ground here, like we are doing, to hold a
council? How many tons of water do you
think have gone up through that stocky
old trunk to be distributed to the leaves
and branches? I wonder how many birds

SAY,

!

have sung

in this old tree,

and how many

work has been
organized I have noticed that
the boys have been playing
havoc with it. Many of the big
have been blazed and
trees
marked with signs, while scores
of younger trees, two or three
inches in diameter, have been
cut down for use in building
Since the scout

shelters."

"But,"
it is

I

scouts

said,

"do you know

who have done

these

things?"
"I've trailed them through
the woods and watched them,"
he said. "They wore felt hats

and leggings."
"That doesn't prove that they
were scouts," I argued. "Not
every boy who wears a felt
hat and leggings is a scout."
But I had to admit, boys,
that it might possibly have been
a troop of scouts who were re-

have chatted and scolded and
chased each other through its spreading
I wonder how many bears have
limbs?
munched acorns on the ground beneath?
but gee, when you once start
I wonder
for this damage to
thinking about a tree there is no telling sponsible
where you will get to. A tree is just as the forests. Then I came back
whose at him strong,
interesting as a story book to a boy
"Let's look at the other side
"wonderer" is good 'for anything.
squirrels

of this question for a minute.

Maybe you which

about the same with everything do not know that scores of forest fires
you see in nature. But there is a cer- are put out every year by boy scouts;
tain point beyond which your "wcnderer" that thousands of tussock moth nests are
Did you ever look up destroyed each year by scouts; that this
refuses to work.
at the .stars, for instance, and wonder summer thousands of woodpeckers, which
whether or not anybody lives on them, or were fed during the winter months by
whether there are any scouts up there? scouts, are eating millions of grubs and
And did you ever get to thinking about insects harmful to trees; that every year
what a little bit of a speck of dast this on Arbor Day, boy scouts plant thousands
earth is, and what would happen to us if of trees; that in several States boy scouts
one of those other great big worlds are co-operating with the forestry officers
bumped into ours? When your mind once in the great work of conservation. Why,
own State of Massachusetts, boy
gets started on this subject you soon begin in your
to think about the great Power that keeps scout troops have recently co-operated with
all the worlds where they belong, and then the forestry department in conducting a
a lump comes up in your throat and you tree census, the results of which will be
feel kind of queer inside, and your "won- extremely valuable to the forestry officials."
"Well," he said, when I had finished,
derer" is stuck it won't budge another
"I'm glad to know these things. I had no
inch
Well, that's the way the Cave Scout idea the scouts were doing so much to save
I guess, after all, the few trees
I start out the trees.
feels sometimes about trees.
by thinking about the process by which I saw felled and blazed wouldn't amount
It's just

!

they grow

how they draw minerals and

to

much compared

to

the great

number

water from the ground, gases from the air which have been protected by scouts."
and light from the sun and mix 'em all up
Yes, fellows, I feel pretty sure that
together to form wood. That's wonderful
enough, but when I stop to think about scouts save more trees than they destroy,
the Power that devised such a marvelous but I can't see any reason why scouts
should destroy any. As a matter of fact
process for making the earth beautiful
well, that's such a big thought that it I don't think that a genuine scout would

destroy or injure trees. I've got so much
Maybe that is one reason why I always confidence in you fellows that I would be
get riled up when I see a tree that has willing to bet that in nine cases out of ten
the destruction of trees, which is charged
been needlessly cut down or disfigured.
to scouts, has really been done by others.
Sometimes, it is true, new scouts, going
I guess I'll have to tell you about a
talk I had the other day with a man who on their first hike into the woods, get a
little bit too eager to try out their new
lives in a city in Massachusetts.
"I'm afraid" he said, "that the boy scouts hatchets. A boy is not a scout very long,
are doing more harm than good.
There however, before he learns how to use a
and how not to use it,
is a good deal of fine timber near the city, hatchet properly

almost swamps

my

"thinker."

13

is a bit of lore equally important.
In the majority of cases the trouble is
caused by groups of boys, who are not
These boys see scouts goscouts at all.
ing into the woods with hatchets and they
naturally try to imitate them. Frequently
these boys commit depredations in the
woods and the scouts get the blame for it.
For the sake of the conservation of trees,
a work in which every scout is interested,
and for the sake of the reputation of our
great organization for boys, we should
watch for these "counterfeit scouts" and
try to put a stop to their activities.
And let's watch those scouts who are
If
occasionally careless with their axes.
we see a fellow "pulling the George Washington stunt," let's take the trouble to explain the evils of tree-damaging to him so
effectively that he will never forget them.
The next time I have a talk with this
gentleman from Massachusetts I hope he
won't have any excuse at all for making
a kick.

Scout, this talk on
think of some things I
never thought of before, but I'd like to
ask you one question on an entirely different subject."

"Well,

trees has

Cave

Mr.

made me

Would you mind

telling

"I'd rather not tell
tell

you

where

I

you

live

me your name?

but
PeekskiU,
that',

will

I

New

York."
All right, I'll try to answer your question anyway. Let's hear it.
"My trouble is this, Mr. Cave Scout.
There is a boy in town whose ideas are
entirely opposite to those of the scouts.
He keeps making fun of me and the scouts

of this city.

I

take

it

seriously,

(Continued on page 31.)

and

I'd
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me he was on a vacation, and all good
workers ought to be able, at the proper
Of course, idling
time, to be good idlers.
is 'a comparative term
what one may call
another person might consider
Scoutmaster (so you will idling,
working. Scoutmaster Fitch is idling by
preparing a camp for his boys, and taking
notes on the birds. He says:
to

From Dan

Beard's Duffel

Stylops (so you won't be one) and a Good
be one some day).*

About the

By

DANIEL CARTER, BEARD

Bag

;

This place is certainly a bird paradise, and I
enjoying the observation of them during this
nesting season as I haven't had a chance to do
since I was a boy.
A pair of robins have a nest in the vines on
times becomes a necesmy veranda, not four feet from the dining-room
sity, because none of us window, and in plain sight as we sit at table.
We watch the old birds feeding the little ones
wants to be a Stylops.
as we sit at lunch.
There is another nest of
Stylops is no good in robins, with three little ones, in the lilac bushes
camp or in the field or in near the back door, only about four feet from
the office.
haven't a the ground and plainly to be seen.
Yesterday Mrs. Fitch several times went to the
Stylops among the scouts, front door to answer a rap from without; but
I hope.
could find no one there. It seemed most uncanny.

am

National Stout Commissioner,

to

Boy Scouts

my

buckskin calendar,
ACCORDING
this
the wild rice
of the Indians, the
first moon of the Indian
Summer, and the Andy
Poc moon of the scouts.

We

And} Poe was born on
1

But I finally found it was a red-headed woodpecker boring a hole near the top of one of
our piazza posts.
I suppose he thought the
But it has just oc- house was deserted and he could make a quiet
nest
there.
Put
that
in your Duffel Bag. old
curred to me that perscout, but don't tell that I put a fresh coat of
haps you do not know paint on the post to discourage him I did,
In though."
what a Stylops is.
that case, it may be well
I will tell that, too.
The
Yes,

the 30th of September,
1742. He was a famous
man of the

WHAT

buckskin

buckskin period along
about Revolutionary Waitimes. He was a great
hunter and earned fame
by attacking singlehanded Big Foot, the Indian Chief, and a comAfterpanion Indian.
wards, when he was an old man, he
slew a mad bull which had attacked him,
using no weapon but the old tomahawk
that he won in the fight with the Indians.

Poe was one of those men who made it
settle the Middle West with
peaceful farmers. Where he hunted, and
occasionally fought with savage men and
possible to

savage beasts, the land is now thickly
populated, traversed by railroads, telegraph and telephone lines, dotted with
cities, towns and villages and manufacturing centers, and poor old Andy is unknown and forgotten by most of the inhabitants, although there are people in
Wooster, Ohio, who are thoroughly versed

and history.
The president of one of our great

in his life

colleges recently said that a man reaches his
full growth at about eighteen or nineteen
If that was the case with
years of age.

our pioneers they must have indeed been
"some men" when they were boys, for if
one of them, when he reached an age
where most people are content to doze on
their front piazza or in an easy chair in
front of the fire, could whip a mad bull
single-handed, armed only with a tomahawk about the size of a lather's hatchet,
he must have been a corker when he was
eighteen.
to lick a bull

single-handed because he had lived a clean,
When it
healthy life out in the open.
comes to an elixir of life, boys, there is
nothing can beat Old Mother Nature.
That's the reason it makes me glad to
know that so many of you scouts are having an opportunity during your vacation
to get out into the woods and live much
the same kind of a life that the old wilderness men lived.
Your National Scout
Commissioner would like to be out with
some of you right now, with or without
a bathing suit, but with a good springboard or a good raft from which to dive
into deep water.
But in place of that
delightful situation, he is busy drawing the
picture of a Capricorn beetle with his
hands and at the same time dictating the
Duffel Bag with his mouth.
This doing
two things at once is not to be recommended, but when the two things have to
be done within a certain time it some1

"Oopyrigbt,

America.

A

is

moon

Old Andy Poe was able

of

1915, by D. 0. Beard.

to let

lops
*

Is

A STYLOPS?

Judge,
Sty- readers of the Duffel Bag all have sense
gone enough to appreciate the fact that even
dead-beat a bird lover does not want his
piazza post

you know.

is

a

wrong;

A

beetle
a

beetle, a parasite beetle,
a beetle that lives off the labors of others,
never turning over its hands to help itself.

full of holes when there are plenty of
trees around with decayed parts which will
better answer the purpose for birds' nests.

there are other beetles and tumble
WHY THE JUDGE DIDN'T WIN A RACE
bugs and little folks of the insect world
wanting to have a swim, and the diving
Judge Fitch, boys, is doing the same
beetle wanted to show the rest of bug kind of work here that our great friend,
dom how to make a high dive, or the Judge Lindsay, is doing in Denver. There
whirligig, or how to dive from the sur- is nothing of the Stylops about him; he
face or swim upside down, there is no always does his share and more, too.
doubt that all of them would do their
I can remember the time, a few
years
share of the work to prepare for the ago, when both the Judge and I were
play all of them but the dead-beat, good- young athletes. The Judge was rowing in
It was a
for-nothing Stylops. He could only show a four-oared paper gig race.
them how to sponge on some one else for close race and, of course, the Judge wanted
a living.
Look him up in your natural his crew to win. It did not win because
history, boys, and see how closely he re- the Judge pulled until he fell unconscious
sembles Pinheadus in the newspaper comic. in the bottom of the boat.
I lifted him
I am now writing about the Stylops in out and put him in the barge, and applied
my new boys' book of Bugs, Butterflies first aid until we brought him around all
and Beetles, and he is a daisy character right.
The rest of us learned a lesson there,
on whom to preach a sermon; I don't
mean to sit on him and preach a sermon, and that was to "be prepared" and not
but to use him as an illustration of the attempt to pull a hard race without preterrible effects which come through the vious severe training. However, the Judge
life of a sponge and a dead beat.
It does was in good enough physical condition to
not make any difference whether it is a entirely recover from the severe strain
rich man, a poor man, a bettle or a bug, and feel no ill effects afterwards.
And
as soon as it becomes a parasite it becomes he is now teaching his boys how not to
degraded. Mrs. Stylops lives in the body make any such mistake as he did in that
of a bee; she needs no eyes or nose, legs race.
or antennae she needs only a digestive
So, fellow scouts, don't be a Stylopstube and a place and muscles necessary to Pinheadus, and when you have any task
work the mouth to absorb the food, and a to perform train for it before hand. "Be
bag to hold it, and also to hold her eggs Prepared." Then we won't have to give
so that she can propagate hundreds of you first aid. But if we do, be sure that
more dead beats to live off the work of the you reward us by making as good a.
scoutmaster as the Honorable Joseph
industrious bee.
So, fellow scouts, when you are building Fitch.
your spring-board or your swimming raft
and getting ready to have fun, just remember old Stylops and, when you think
of him, do more than your share of the
If

work.

A

SCOUTMASTER-JUDGE WATCHING BlEDS.
Speaking of work, I recently received
a bully letter from Scoutmaster Fitch,

Financial

A

Campaigns Succeed

campaign in Syracuse, N. Y.,
in which more than $10,000 was raised to
finance boy scout work in that city, was
The campaign was
recently completed.
conducted under the supervision of Mr.
H. L. Eddy, who worked as the personal
financial

known as Judge Fitch, or the
Honorable Joseph Fitch but Scoutmaster
He
is the title of which he is most proud.
is an awfully hard-working man.
There
is nothing of a Stylops about him, and the representative of National Headquarters.
A financial campaign in Muskegon,
consequence is he has one of the finest
troops in Greater New York, although it Mich., has recently resulted in raising
is but a year old.
But when he wrote $2,500 for the Movement
otherwise

Red

Red
A

T

ain't right

L.

and

I

going to do Jim Gilly, "or

ain't

WHITSON

NOBMAN

I'll

P.

KOCKWELL

drown you

Red

like

a rat." they ain't but one Reelfoot in the whole
world, and jest think, I bin a-livin' here
right on her very hanks fer fifteen years
and didn't know till a few days ago that
she hadn't been here since the world be-

Without another word Red began slowly
Gilly as he deliberately
dropped the end of a great fish-net to lift the heavy net heavy from the
back into the water.
weight of water and a mass of squirming,
I tell you, wriggling fish.
"Right nothin' ! Pull pull
can't you see we'll git a haul here?"
"Hurry, hurry, now," hoarsely whispered
"Yes," assented the boy, "I can see it'd the old man, as they rapidly transferred
be a load, but I'm tired of gittin' hauls the fish from the net to the boat. "Better
from other feller's nets. They ain't our leave a few in the net so's he won't
fish and I don't want nothin' what's not 'spission he's been swiped agin."
mine by right."
The emptied net sank into the water,
"Shet up !" stormed old Jim Gilly from and the fish-boat slowly moved on towards
the other end of the boat.
another this time the property of the
"Rut, pap," protested the boy, "you fisherman himself.
One pull at the tightened ropes showed
promist me you'd quit a-fish-thievin' when
the new year set in, and now I want to 'another heavy catch and a few moments
later the little fishing-boat stood barely an
begin bein' square."
"Well, let's git 'em this time, Red, inch above water.
"Move her careful, Red," the old man
maybe we'll not take any more; folks are
aller's a-robbin' my nets," complained the cautioned as the boy dropped listlessly
man.
into the seat and began to pull the oars.
"No, they ain't, pap," said Red. "You
Slowly the little boat moved in and out
jest think they air 'cause we steal their'n; among the tree-tops until it reached the
but you've gone one too far when you open water of the lake. Not long afterwant me to help you steal from Sid Wiley, wards Red, alone, carried the load of
and I ain't goin' to git 'em this time, fish on to the dock.
nor the next time neither, fer if I did, it'd
be the same thing agin tomorrow, and I'm
first foggy gray streaks of morna-tellin' you now I've quit."
ing fell softly about him as the canoe
"Quit, have you?" shouted the man, in- floated down the long stretch of placid
"I'll see if you've quit.
furiated.
Pull water.
that rope !"
"Ain't she too beautiful fer anything
The boy stood and gazed defiantly at this morning!" mused Red as he gazed
him.
on the scene before him. "Tennessee ort
"Pull that rope, I tell you," commanded to be proud of her," he continued, "fer
it,"

said

hands und listened as Jiard as he could.

Tennessee Mountain L ad's Singular Experience on a Strange Lake

Illustrated by

*
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Reelfoot Fisherboy

Gilly,

By A.

"~r

sat with his face in

!

THE
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gun.

"The book said in 1812 Reelfoot lake
was formed by an earthquake. Now I
don't know 'zactly what an earthquake is,
I bin a-studying about it, I do
believe that God must'r jest looked down
on the world and saw all this long chain
of hills a-laying here wasting and he
knowed thev's too steep and dry fer to be
cultivated and far too purty to never be
seen, so he jest cracks the brim off about
ten of the biggest hills and they went
down jest as they was, and now I know
why the tree-tops stick out'n the water.
They was real live green trees growin' on
the high hills when they sunk, and the
trees under the water are them what was
in the valleys and on the hillsides, and
the blue pool what nobody ain't found
the bottom of must'r bin the deepest valley of 'em all, and the book said the
great father of waters flowed back'ards
fer three days.
It's my notion the old
Mississippi was glad to run back'ards to
help make sech a place as this."
The sun peeped over the great hills on
the east side of Reelfoot and up went
the fog, leaving before the worshipping
eyes of the young fisherman a broad ex-

but since

panse of blue, calm water, broken here
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and there by the gray, deadened trees
that stood above the level of the lake like
And now Red
monuments of cement.
understood that among their roots on the
hills under the water was the playground
of various kinds of fish, and his boyish
heart beat with pride when he thought
of the honest catch they had hauled up that
Then a sickening sensation
morning.
through

passed

his

mind," he mused, "and

mured

ears that
and, after receiving
the money for his
silently.

your

"Here's

p a p," he
when he ensaid
tered the cabin.
"Nine dollars," the
man chuckled,
old
bad
a
"not
sech
money,

Red,

ketch,

is

rain,

dropped was wrong with our fishin'."
home"We'll," broke in Sid Wiley, "you don't
made canoe and ap- want
to git all the fish out'n the lake, do
vi f oais
his
plu
you, and you and yore pa bring in twic't as
a
For
long
orously.
iv as anybody else now.
But I underon
time he

it?

the

stayed
water fighting

When yore net's full of fish
the time to go after 'em, and old
,,
Jim Gilly never was known to come in
h
second.
Why, I see yore all's lantern
fo ra-bobbin' on the lake lots of mornings

coat, son-

Gilly

fin-

ished, holding a five

want it, "Then," he said, sobbing, "my name
Red Gilly at all?"
pap," answered the
don't

ain't help

would

him

be

until

he

glad

to

boy. "It ain't mine.
Sam Hicky needs a coat lots worse than
me and the money's his'n by right."
"Now, listen here, Red," old Gilly began, "you needn't be a-tryin' some of yore

play square.
Twilight came, and" above the gres
Reelfoot
surrounded
hills
that
towering
A new moon
the evening star twinkled.
hung lazily over the western brim, and
old stunts of being good" and saintly like, silhouetted against the northern lake shore
of a tallow candle,
Thought you'd 'bout fergot that foolish- Red caught the gleam
ness."
"Why haven't I thought of Sid Wiley
"Well, I haven't," returned the boy. "I before now?" he wondered, and, rounding
haven't said nothin' lately, fer you promist the bend south of the Devil's whirlpool,
me you'd quit thievin' witli the new year." he swiftly skimmed the waters till he
The deep black eyes of Jim Gilly looked reached old Sid's cabin.
fiercely upon the boy and his great, mushat brings you out, lad?" said old
cled arms ached to shake him.
hands
Wiley, as he rested his broad, heavy
"You didn't reckin fer a minute I was on the shoulders of his favorite. "Didn't
in the
a-tellin' you the truth, Red?" he growled,
you see that bank of black clouds
"Why, i" jest told you that to shet you so' west? That's a sign of mighty bad
up fer a spell but since you're going weather."
to be a bonehead I reckin we'd jest as well
'Oh, go on, Sid," returned the boy conscared of
know how we stand."
fidentially, "you know I ain't
The bov didn't reply but sat in silence storms and "winds and clouds nor the
s
before the man whose terrible anger had lake, fer I allers feel like if a feller
will
his tanned square they's som'n in his heart what
sent a flush of red

W

staining

and Jim Gilly grumbled on
"Our blood ain't never mixed very well,
Red," he said slowly, "and yore ma made
A mighty bad mistake in a-leavin' you to
my keer, but I've had all the trouble
a-raisin' of you and now you air able to
pay me back and we ain't done no stealin'
face

:

yet."

Gilly

saw the red deepen

face.

"Yo're younger than
continued,

my

"and ort

to

Come on and

one.

I

in

!

him when to head in.'
Old Wiley saw there was something
wrong with Red, and, holding him at
arm's length, he earnestly studied the face
tell

before him.

"What's troublin' you, sonny?" inquired
"I allers bin yore
Wiley softly.
come on," he pleaded, "tell
friend. Red

old

the boy's old Sid."
"I allus

thought," said the boy after
am, Red," he a pause, "that you was jest erbout as

You you
square as they make 'em.
wouldn't take nothin' what wasn't yores,
half would you?"
He scarcely whispered the

rob five nets to
we'll be real part-

ners this year and 'vide up the cash
of it if you want to.
I don't keer 'bout
that, but I want to double any fish record
we've ever made."
"Stop Stop !" came from the boy's lips
"I won't
like a pistol shot on the lake.
listen to yore thievin' plans," he cried,
"fer I ain't a-wantin' to be one, and if

question.

"Not on your

that.

ever or to stay and
'fore

towards Red.
"I

he

into his little

Here, go buy you a

new gum
ny," Jim

the opposite side of the mud fireplace and
anxiously waited for the boy to speak.

Up

hurried

he

away

'I

alone,

it

OUTSIDE

of
such
on deaf
morning,

fish,

slowly:

go

"You see, Sid," Red finally began in an
the hut
unsteady voice, "some'n is a-troublin' me,
Red Gilly hesi- but you'll have to hold up yore right hand
tated.
Maybe he'd and promise not to tell 'fore I let a
been too harsh, he word out."
thought, but the
went the strong old arm of Sid
memory of the re- Wiley and a solemn vow was made to
a
sent
talk
cent
the
secret.
keep
fresh gust of mad"I reckon," the boy started, "I ain't
ness chasing through the sort to be
and I ain't coma-cryin'
liis
veins, and, unI
don't mind
plainin' about the work
mindful of sun or that, but I've knowed a
long time some'n

for

fell

1915

I jest as well

can't

words

a haul

September,

figure

dock.

praise

Magazine

is, jest laps
year after year like clapon a square boards on a roof."
deal with him or go
Red drew his chair a little nearer the
it alone,' and, bow- fire and
unconsciously ran his long, thin
ing his head on his fingers through his heavy, tangled red hair
folded arms, he muragain and again, while old Wiley sat on

his

brance of robbing
another man's net.
"But I'm done!"
he exclaimed aloud
as he drew near the

T HE

Scouts'

you don't mean to keep yore promise I'll knows I git a cent on ever' fish I handle,
clear out. So make up yore mind before I and I can honestly say I ain't never fudged
once the whole time, and clean money
git back."
The door closed with a bang, and the grows, Red. Why, I was jest wonderin'
old man looked about the bare walls of today what I was goin' to do with all
the hut and the anger in his heart dis- the money I've saved up, since I ain't got
no wife nor chil'ern to leave it to. And
appeared.
"Jest like his mother when he makes up the int'rest on mpney, Red, whatever that

remem-

the

at

soul

The Boy

I

git up."
"it ort to

to

go to

be
his

body of a-robbin' his nets, and nine out'n
ten o' them who air scared of gittin'
robbed air net-thieves theirselves, and
they ain't satisfied a-doin' it alone, but
they drag out their sons and teach 'em
to rob and steal whether they want to
or not."
Instantly Sid Wiley was beside the boy,
and, lifting Red's chin with his rough
hands until he could gaze down into the
honest eyes of the boy that he loved so

devotedly

"Red

Gilly !" he exclaimed, "yore pa
forced you into no sech a life has
he? Has lie?" Wiley demanded. "Tell me,
ain't

Red. I fit fer you onc't when you was
a baby, and Jim Gilly got you, but he
swore he'd raise you square and if he's
tried to bring you up fer a fish-thief I'll
You'se
shake his teeth out'n his head.
meant fer me anyway."
"Sid !" cried the boy, an old hope reviving in his breast, "oh, Sid, you couldn't
be a-meanin' I ain't Jim Gilly's own son,
can you?"
Wiley gently pushed Red back into the
chair, from which he had risen, without
answering, and while Red anxiously waited
the old man took down his long-stem corncob pipe from the blackened mantel and
filled
it
with home-made tobacco, then,
lifting a red coal from the hearth, placed
And
it carefully on the crushed tobacco.
still Red sat fascinated as he watched
the unbroken rings of smoke that Sid
Wiley was famous for blowing when he
was worried float upward and disappear
among the cobwebs in the rafiereu canin.
"Red, my boy," Sid finally began, "if

Red," laughed Wiley,
had more chances to
steal and git away with it than any other
man in these parts weighing ever' pound I'd a-knowed Jim Gilly wasn't actin'
a-told you long ago what I'm
of fish that's bin caught and shipped from square, I'd
this old lake for twenty years.
Ever'body
((Continued on page 87.)
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Find the Treasure of Pirate La Fitte*
By

DAN BEARD
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NATIONAL SCOUT COMMISSIONER, BOY SCOUTS OP

"Shacks, Shelters and Shanties," according
to what he decides will be the prize.
in Fig. 2,
Then at the peg marked
he places the first contestant with a pocket
to be
compass in his hand. A is supposed
The scout
the stone in Dead Man's Gulch.

A

holds the compass in his hand and rememend of the needle is
bering that the black
until
the north end, adjusts his compass
he
the needle points exactly north, then
his
sights along the northwest point, gets
70 paces
line of direction, and steps off
and hunts for a cask o' rum. He is only
allowed a certain time to find each cache,
two minutes, three minutes or five minutes,
of the underaccording to the difficulty

FITTE was the American pirate
of the Gulf of Mexico, afterwards
the American patriot who refused
a bribe of the command of a man-of-war,
thousand
and, if I remember aright, thirty
He is the same man who
dollars in gold.
in the Battle ot
helped Gen. Jackson out
New Orleans. But La Fitte was once a

The scoutmaster starts him with
taking.
a whistle and calls time with a whistle.
When played as a game, the first cache
counts one, the second two, the third three,
the
the fourth four, etc., and, of course,
one finding the treasure makes the biggest
score.
The scoutmaster can hand the pathfinder
each peg
bits of paper or pebbles, one for
found. The pebbles act as counters for the

LV

claim

real pirate, and all pirates with any
had a "'Black
to being the bona fide article
the
Jack" to hoist in the time of battle,
crossold black flag with the skull and
struck terror into

bones, which formerly
of
the hearts of the poor merchantmen
the Spanish galleys and treasure ships.
Of course, La Fitte must have had a
what
Black Jack and also treasures, for
if one has no
is the use of being a pirate
s
treasures
By the way, one of La Fitte
to work
men, known as Black Jack, used
the Mississippi
for
grandfather on
!

my

command

River, when grandfather was
Rover
of the good old barge called "The
he
\Vell-if La Fitte had a treasure,
buried it. Of course, he buried it, pirates
Who ever
their treasures.
in

score.

Of course

in

when they

side of their doublet
fell into
died, the map always
of some story book hero.

the

the hands
As luck would have it, we have found
La Fitte's notes and they read like this:
"Start at the rock in Dead Man's Gulch,
travel
near the skull of the Spaniard,
northwest 70 paces to a cache, where you
due
will find a cask o' rum, from thence,
the
west 30 paces, where you will find
Piedro Fiesto.
bones of Don
finger
Thence northeast 50 paces, where you
thence
will find a cache of coffin nails,
a
north 20 paces, where you will find
cache of bullets, thence northeast 40 paces,
will find a cache of copper coins,
where

you

find
thence west 60 paces, where you will
Beard.
"Copyright, 1915, by D. 0.

2,

may

be

of the compass, that is, the four quarters
of the compass, north, south, east and
of the compass,
west, or the four eighths
that is, northwest and northeast, southeast and southwest.
a cache of brass coins, thence southeast
To go any further into the sub-divisions
cache
20 paces, where you will find a
too diffi80 paces, of the compass makes the game
of silver coins, thence southwest
it hard enough to find
find
will
You
cult.
the
keys
where you will find a cache with
30 the treasure if you stick to the quarters
to the "treasure chest, then northwest
con- and eighths, and you had better practice
cache
find a
paces, where you will
the quarters. That is, go
chest full of bars of first simply on
taining a brassbound
of east so many paces, north so many paces,
and
doubloons
of
pieces
gold, bags
south so many paces, and west so many
Fig. 1.
eight."
3 shows a mariner's compass
In order to play the game the scout- paces. Fig.
and its divisions.
Fig. 4 is a pocket
master must carefully lay out the course.
At each cache he is supposed to bury compass.
It is allowable for the scout to place
but in reality he only
things enumerated,
The his compass on the peg and lie prone on
drives a small peg to mark the spot.
a the ground and sight his direction before
treasure may be a pocket compass,
he begins to pace it. Where there are a
scout whistle, a scout knife, scout axe,
(Continued on patje 34-)
books of
outfit, or one of my

always bury
heard of one who did not? Then, to make cooking
all
sure that no one should find it, they
had a pleasant custom of killing the men
who helped to bury the treasure. This
which they
done, they usually made a m;ip
and

sewed

the distances, Fig.

but each
any number of paces you choose,
direction should be one of the four points

The
Militant
How a

Reformers

School-Ground Bully "Got His" and the Part

a Teacher Played

in

By C. V.

Illustrated

His Downfall.

HULL

by F. RIQXEY

schoolroom was

a busy place. ways, the boys of his own age would not
there a pupil was study- permit him to associate with them. Barred
out through from their society he sought consolation
ing. Others were looking
the windows, envying the carefree birds and amusement by making life miserable
for boys younger and weaker than himwhich were flitting from tree to tree.
In the back of the room occasional self. He took a particular delight in orsounds ot sly whispering could be heard.
dering the younger boys to do things which
James Perkins, better known to the "fel- would either cause them physical pain or
lers" as "Shorty" was laboriously writing would get them into trouble. And woe unto
Bitter expeon a fragment of paper while keeping one the boy who displeased him
cautious eye peeled in the direction of the rience had proved to the little group whose
At last he can-fully actions he dominated, the folly of reportteacher's platform.
folded the paper and, when a favorable ing his misdoings to teachers or parents,
opportunity presented itself, threw it for the culprits were made to "walk turacross two intervening rows of seats into key" or were subjected to some equally
And with it all he
the lap of Mary Gowan.
painful punishment.
Mary opened the note behind her big was so crafty that it was almost impossigeography and smiled pleasantly as she ble to catch him at his meanness. As a
his
read: "Mary, can I walk home with you result of
domineering and cruel
after school, I want to tell you something. methods with smaller boys, he had been
nicknamed the "Czar."
James."
There was a pretty touch of color in her
When the bell rang for the afternoon
cheeks as she looked at James and nodded recess, the Czar walked out to the play"Yes."
ground and looked for Sam Roberts.
After recess she missed the note and
"Sam !" he called, "Come here, I got
decided to make a thorough search for it
something to show you." Sam, who was
at noon as she was afraid some one else used to
obeying the Czar, hurried toward
might find it. She wished she had torn the older boy.
it up.
"Read this note to the boys and have
Some one did find it. Fred Tower, a some fun with
Shorty," he instructed.
in
the
high Then he walked
big, seventeen-year-old boy
away to wait for the
school, picked up a piece of paper as he leaven to work.
came down the stairs and, out of curiosity,

THEHere and

!

opened

it.

It

was Mary's

TOWER

FRED
overgrown
naturally

mean

was a

lost note.

type of the
account of his
bully.
disposition and his crafty

On

fine

not knowing what to do, but not earing to
"snitch" on Sam.

As Shorty came nearer he repeated his
"Tell me where you got that note

threat.

or where it is, or I'll knock your block
off," he threatened.
Just then the Czar came to the corner of
the building. Without taking notice of the
situation, he spoke to Sam, loudly enough
for Shorty to hear.
"Sam," he called,
"what did' Shorty say when you showed
him the note?"
Sam was surprised and caught off his
But now the cat was out of the
guard.
bag and he wasn't at all sure about handling Shorty.

"Oh, he got kind
it,"

Sam mumbled

o'

warm when

he heard

as the Czar turned to

go upstairs.
Shorty, walking up to Sam, demanded,

"Where did you get that note?"
"None of your business," said Sam.
"What did you go and read it for?"
"

'Cause I wanted to."
"Well, it was a dirty

know it."
"Aw, go on

!

trick

What you

and you

goin'

to

do

about it?"

show you!"
Without further argument Shorty landed
a stiff punch on the side of Sam's head.
"I'll

WAS

a real scrap. Blow met blow;
they clenched, they rolled and they tumscarcely time
to get up and go at it again.
to get out of sight before Sam collected bled, only
both
a crowd of boys about him and read the Neither gained any advantage though
The Czar stood
note to them. Just after he finished read- were dirty and mussed up.
in the upper hall window and watched with
ing and while the boys were still laughing
interest.
and joking Shorty came up.
"Soak'im!" "Clinch with 'im !" "Go it !"
"What's the fun about, anyway?" he
asked.
Carl Schmidt looked at Shorty with a

DID work

too.

He had

IT

IT

jeering grin and piped up, "Mary, can I
walk home with you after school? I want
to tell'

Shorty saw red in a second. "You got
that note?" he interrupted savagely.

"No."

"Who

has?"

"Sha'n't tell."
"You will or git a trimmin'," and Shorty
started toward him to make good his
threat.

'Why

Carl knew that discretion was the better
you boys form a club and part of valor, for he had several times
a
tried issues with James.
He backed off,
give him
good licking?"

don't

16

'Whose is that?" he asked, angrily.
"Mine!" Shorty retorted defiantly.
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!"
"There! Hand him one!"
might have lasted for some time but
for these and other cries from the interested onlookers which attracted the attenAs
tion of Miss Milliard, the teacher.
she passed out of the door, the Czar saw
her and walked noiselessly across the upper
But then
hall into the high school room.
the Czar was always cautious in his maMiss Milliard came so quietly,
noeuvres.
and the boys were so interested that they
didn't see her until she was near the
Then Fat Killian whispered as
crowd.

"Stick to him
It

loudly as he dared, "Jiggers

comes

!

!"

The warning came too
had seen and

late.

When

The Boy

Scouts'

Czar saw that the boy was
and said roughly,
I didn't
"Oh, shut up, you big baby
know you had a sore arm. But it will do
it good to have the scab knocked off."
At noon the Czar placed a chip on Tom
Barber's shoulder. "I dare Harry Rice to
knock it off," he said.
When Harry hesitated, the Czar continued, "Tom called you a name and talked
about you. I heard him. Are you afraid
of him?"
Tom dared not dispute the Czar, who
Here she continued talking until the two boys fell
to fighting. When the Czar saw the teacher
Miss Mil- looking out of a window, he stopped the
the

!

she spoke sharply:

"James and Sam
will

Miss Mil-

came

to

it

and got

dinner Shorty told his father
story of the abuse and
tyranny of the Czar. When it was finished
Mr. Perkins sat for a few moments in
deep thought. Then he suggested a plan.
"Why don't you boys form a club and
give him a good licking. The first time he
picks on one of you, the rest can jump in.
And make him promise to be good before

them

soon

in-

one who

resisted

bossing or undue
a b u s e. The lesson

completed

world had come
But
or was near.
she

his."

the whole
AFTER

a few minutes after
the other pupils
had gone, both felt
that the end of the

their

sassy."

asked.
"Yes, sir."
"What did the teacher say?"
"Aw, she didn't see it, and I didn't say
nothin' to her. And if I did the big bully
would thump me. Skinny Rasmussen tried

cluded the Haymarket riots. Miss Milliard
tried to explain anarchy to the class and
mentioned the Nihilists of Russia as typical anarchists.
Shorty understood from
the explanation that an anarchist was

night."

When

too

boy?" the father

you quit."
The history lesson that afternoon

!

please

stay one hour each
after school to-

liard

he said I was
"Isn't he a high school

because

really in pain he laughed

liard

You
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his

er's suggestion.

fath-

The

boys could form an
club and
overthrow the Czar.
They could not do

anarchist

gained

confidence

and drew from
them the whole
story. Immediately
she saw the hand

so as the Haymarket
rioters had done, but
then there would be

of the Czar in the

a way.

affair

So when the gang
met at the swimming

and thought,

"What a

cannot
ished in

pity he
be pun-

some way

''The anarchists settled doivn to real business.

hole

that

night

Shorty proposed his
by saying, "Better quit before Miss plan. "Let's form an anarchistic club," he
He will abuse the boys and lie out of it if
Milliard
sees
I make any report."
you."
explained. "You see, it's this way. The big
After school the boys discussed the duffer can lick any of us and "the teachBut to the boys she said: "James, you
affair.
ers can't catch him at his meanness.
know better than to write notes. Please
So
don't do it again.
"Say, Tom, did you say all that he said let's do like the anarchists. We will form
Sam, you should be
did?"
asked
a club and trim him. We'll go ahead and
more of a gentleman than to make fun of you
Harry,
"No, but I didn't dast call him a liar." do it our own way, without payin' attenanyone as you did of James. Both of you
the
"On
dead, Tom, didn't you say any tion to rules or anything, just like they
know you "should not fight. I hope you
did at the Haymarket fuss, only we can't
But perhaps you are of that?"
will not do it again.
"No, siree!"
not entirely to blame; there seems to be
quite kill him."
a
"Then he lied to us and stirred up
"Well, he ought to be bumbed and
some outside influence. You were always
row just for his own fun."
blown up, even if it killed him," Sam argood friends, too; are you not ashamed
"Sure. But we can't get even. Ain't he gued.
and sorry that you fought?"
"I'll tell you what we'll do," advised
"Yas'a'm," they both replied promptly, ornery?"
"We'll do like Shorty says and
"Oh, mebbe sometime we'll get a chance Clif.
for they were.
when he picks on one of us, don't run but
Miss "Milliard's sympathy was aroused, to square up with him."
Next day the Czar grabbed Bud Fisher give an awful yell like you was bein'
She evidently forgot about the note and
Then we'll all come and pile on
did not entirely blame the boys for the by the seat of the pants and made him killed.
She made them a proposition for "walk turkey." When Bud fell forward and lick him till he promises to be good
fight.
on his hands and stuck a bad sliver into forever."
temporary peace. "If you will promise to
"Mebbe he'll lick us all," objected Skinny
home his palm, the Czar only laughed. "You're
fight no more this term you may go
now. But if you get in" any trouble dur- awkward and careless ; what's the matter Rasmussen.
with you?" he said as he gave Bud a jerk
"Well, you needn't help if you're afraid,"
ing school time you will have to stay three
If you prefer, you may stay the and sent him on his way.
hours.
exploded Shorty.
The next noon Shorty got in the way of
"Oh, I'll stick with the bunch," said
hour to-night. Which do you wish to" do?"
There was no hesitation.
Quick as a the Czar and was roughly jerked aside, Skinny.
"You big rough neck! Ain't you got any
So it was agreed that the boys should
thought, they answered, "We want to go
sense?"
home."
Shorty grunted as he dodged administer justice in their own way.
Five minutes later Miss Milliard stood back, rubbing his arm.
"Shut up," the Czar commanded, and
at the window, smiling as she watched the
opportunity came the next noon.
The anarchists were playing roly-poly
two boys "dog-trotting" down the road to slapped him across the face. "Y'ou're too
a game in which each p'layer mounts
catch the crowd at the swimming hole.
sassy."
Shorty went home that noon with a guard over a hole in the sod while an odd
"Shorty," said Sam as the two boys
At the dinner table player tries to roll a ball into one of
trotted along, "what did she mean by 'out- bruise on his nose.
his mother noticed the mark and asked them.
Then the boy to whom the hole is
side influence?'"
"Mebbe she meant Fred Tower; he gave James, "how did you get hurt? What is assigned must run. While Sam was rollme the note. I s'pose he wanted to see us the matter with your nose?"
ing the ball, the Czar came up.
"Give me the ball," he ordered.
"Nothin'," he replied evasively.
get into trouble."
Mr. Perkins looked up and repeated the
Sam obeyed and the Czar rolled the ball
next morning the Czar grabbed question.
Shorty knew it was useless to into the hole assigned to Shorty. No one
No such
Clif cried try to evade his father and answered, ran and the Czar was miffed.
Clif Race by the left arm.
insubordination had ever occurred.
out in pain. "You big dub! You grabbed "Fred Tower hit me."
"What for, son?"
"Whose is that?" he asked angrily.
me right
ight where I'm vaccinated, and you
'Cause he said I was in the way and
knew it."
(Cont. on p. 39.)
!
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Handicraft.

FEOM SCOUTMASTER H. M. RYDER, WILKENSBURG,

A

i

PA.

Fire-Lighting Contest.
1, PORTCHESTER, N. Y.

FROM TROOP

A

Cair

"Spuds" for Dinner.

FROM SCOUTMASTER JAMES

N. ROBINSON, FULTON, N. Y.

Breeches Buoy Demonstration.
BY A PATKOL OP BOSTON NAUTIC.U. SCOUTS.

The Cooking Test.
FROM SCOUTMASTER MERRITT
OXENHAM.
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Ohio Scouts Do a
FROM

F.

Bit of Pioneering.
CLAY VIETS, YOUNOSTOWN, OHIO.

A Beauty!
FROM SCOUTMASTER CLYDE J.
WALSH, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

ort.

A

Critical

Flapjacks.

PROM SCOUTMASTER W.

F.

SON, ATHENS, TEXAS.

Moment.

FROM SCOUTMASTER THOMAS W.
GRIFFITHS.

Two

Pictures of Willows, Cal., Troop Taken One Year Apart.
BY SCOUT COMMISSIONER C. E. DE WITT.

FERGU-

With The Boy

Scouts of America

Reports of Scout Progress and Activity of
Interest to All,

from Tenderfoot

to Eagle
Cliff

clliinj

bv Phoe
Scouts.

visited

Boy Scout

Life Savers

all

danger.

The two rode home together

Our Double Page

Pictures
on their bicycles. The story was told to
There are so many interesting things
By ARMSTRONG PERHY
only a few confidential friends, but in the
course of time it reached a scout official about the pictures on our double page this
Springfield Sunday School, which who realized that it should be published month that we cannot tell them all in the
held its annual picnic at Nine Mile for the
titles.
inspiration of other scouts who
Pond, North Wilbraham, Mass., on June may sometime be called upon to act in
The picture in the upper left-hand corone
have
returned
would
5th, 1915,
boy similar emergencies. The National Court ner shows the handicraft work of troop
short if there had not been a quick-witted of Honor awarded a bronze honor medal. 1,
Wilkensburg, Pa., at Camp Minnesscout by the name of Ernest Waterman
kala.
These scouts arranged a pageant
When the other fellows
in the party.
production of "Hiawatha"^ and the padwent swimming, Ernest and another scout
dles shown in the picture were used in
went out in a rowboat and, after the scout REPORT OF NATIONAL COURT OF this production.
1915
FOR
HONOR
JULY,
for
chances
their
fashion, kept
eyes open
The picture just below shows a woodHONOR MEDALS
An eleven-year-old boy folto be useful.
gathering, fire-lighting, and charcoal-makPa.
water
and
Pittsburgh,
into
Chessrown
Getsinger
lowed the swimmers
deep
ing contest.
Springfield, Mass.
went down. He came up, struggled at the Ernest Waterman
Just below this fire-lighting picture we
sank
for
a
moment
and
surface
again.
EAGLE SCOUTS
see members of Troop 1, Fulton, N. Y.,
he
was
The crowd on the shore thought
To win the Silver Eagle these First Class engaged in that great camp activity known
A Scouts
must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges. as
fooling, but Waterman knew better.
These scouts ought
"spud peeling."
him
It is the highest honor given for winning Merit
quick dive and a few strokes placed
to get the potatoes clean with the whole
Badges.
lad
in a position to reach the drowning
of Lake Ontario to wash them in.
Akron, Ohio.
when he rose again. Caught by the arm, R. C. Sutton
Camden. Ind.
Gordon T. Runcie
Nautical Scouting is rapidly gaining in
he broke the grip as he had been taught Norman Bull
New York City
popularity in many of the scout centers
Kansas City, Mo.
to do, and swam for the shore. Although Sidney Acker
of the east and especially in Boston. The
Baltimore, Md.
Lockwood Day
weighted down by his clothing, which he Richard Munson
Pekin, 111.
picture in the lower left-hand corner shows
had had no time to remove, he kept up Frank P. Fitch
Prophelstown, 111.
a patrol of Boston nautical scouts demuntil friendly hands relieved him of his Lowell Tatman
Portsmouth, Ohio
onstrating the use of the breeches buoy
Patrol Leader Waterman now
burden.
at the annual rally and demonstration of
STAR SCOUTS
LIFE
has a bronze honor medal, which was preLife Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid the Greater Boston Council, held recently.
sented to him by the National Court of
and
health
public
athletics, life saving, personal
The big picture in the middle explains
Honor.
Star Scouts have five badges in addihealth.
itself.
This happy-looking scout is "Squirtion to these.
rel" Roberts of Troop 26, Youngstown, O.
New York City
Milton Lowenstein
We hope all scouts get as much fun out
New York City
took this story over a year to leak Norman Bull
St. Paul, Minn.
S. Tousley
of BOYS' LIFE as "Squirrel" does.
He
ITout. The rescue was made on May 23, Albert
Kansas City, Mo.
Acker
Sidney
seems to be nutty about it
1914, near the Oakmont Bridge, which Richard Munson
Pekin, 111.
Just below the big picture is a member
Decatur, 111.
spans the Allegheny River, some distance Stuart Wood
Portsmouth. Ohio
of Troop 55 of Brooklyn, N. Y., qualifying
Chessrown Get- Lowell Tatman
above Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edwin Addis
Plainfield, N. J.
for his second class badge by cooking "a
singer and a brother scout were on a hike.
When they reached the bridge they were
LIFE SCOUTS
quarter of a pound of meat and two potatoes in the open without the ordinary kitso warm that even the muddy river water Ira Edwards
Josephine, Pa.
chen cooking utensils." Certainly a shovel
Josephine, Pa.
seemed inviting. In they went. The first George Axe
Josephine. Pa.
Ralph Buterbaugh
can hardly be considered an "ordinary
plunge was so invigorating that Getsinger's
Total number of Merit Badges issued, 680. kitchen cooking utensil."
comrade attempted just a little more than
He swam out
he could get away with.
To the right of this ingenious scout
into the stream, turned and started back.
we see our National Scout Commissioner,
Scout Review in Cincinnati
Dan Beard. At the time this picture was
Twenty feet from the shore his strength
failed.
The first annual review of the Bay snapped Mr. Beard was having a lot of
Getsinger
splashing water on
himself to wash the mud off, heard a Scouts of Cincinnati, Ohio, was held on fun with a small turtle which you can
As he July 17, at the Carson Athletic Field of see on his knee. Mr. Beard has almost
"Oh, Chess!"
strangling cry:
turned he saw his companion's head dis- Cincinnati University.
as much fun with turtles and bugs and
The review included most of the usual frogs and things as he does with boys.
Quickly he swam to the spot.
appear.
The drowning boy clutched at him with events of a scout exhibition, but several
Just to the right of Mr. Beard are two
such desperate strength that his finger new features were introduced. In a knot- members of the scout troop at Altus, Okla.,
riails pierced the skin on his neck.
Get- tying demonstration, for instance, a picked engaged in a "terrible, death-defying, hairHe hesi- group of scouts tied the knots in a large raising" exploit. Almost makes you hold
singer wrenched himself away.
tated a moment, wondering if his strength hawser, large enough so that the specta- your breath, doesn't it? But just between
were equal to the task considering the tors could easily see exactly how the knot us, fellows, this picture is a fake.
It's
but when he was formed. Then each of the scouts tied turned up sideways, you see.
possibility of getting help
saw his friend sink again, helplessly, he the same knots in short pieces of rope and
the
In
upper right-hand corner is a
resolved that he would get him out or go these smaller knots were tossed into the group of Ohio scouts engaged in constructto the bottom with him.
He dove, missed crowd to be retained as souvenirs.
This bridge was
ing a rustic bridge.
In the bandaging demonstration "vic- used in a production of "Hiawatha."
him, but felt his head as he was coming up.
the
the
hair
with
one
hand
he
for
from
struck tims" were called
Looks like that fellow had dropped out
among
Grasping
out for the shore with the other.
The spectators. When these subjects had been of an air ship, doesn't it? He didn't,
returned
to
their
floated
like
a
stick
and
he
He jumped from the top of a
body
along
carefully bandaged they
though.
feared that life was gone, but fifteen min- seats in the bleachers, where the ban- boat house at' the Boy Scout-Y. M. C. A.
the
audience.
of
brisk
work
bank
were
utes
on the
removed dages
inspected by
camp at Lake Kanuga, Charlotte, N. C.
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The picture was sent to National Headquarters by Scoutmaster Clyde J. Walsh.
Just to the right of this crack diver we
see Scoutmaster W. F. Ferguson stirring
up Hap jacks fur the hungry scouts -of
Athens, Texas. Mr. Ferguson's scouts say
that he has their mothers "backed off the
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Hidden Factors of Service

ma])" when it comes to making flapjacks.
The last picture on the page shows what
progress can be made in one year. The
little picture inserted at the top shows
Troop 1 of Willows, Cal., a year ago.
The larger picture shows the troop as
it
is today, with about twice as many
members as they had a year ago, and with
their uniforms and
Is there any reason

not do as

much

equipment complete.

canas these California boys

why every troop

have accomplished?

"Beanie" and the Bloodhounds
s
Herewith
shown a picture
of Richard Mci

Records kept like this are practically useless for the management
of a business. Efficiency is impossible and funds for improve-

ment cannot be obtained.

statistics and accounts
kept like this are available for a
complete knowledge of the cost
and efficiency of each department of the business.

Records,

Assistant
Patrol Leader of

Keen,

Troop
O.,

in

Leipsic,

1,

charge of
blood-

the city
hounds.

A
ago

few

weeks

Richard's

who is
father,
chief of police,
met with an accident which has
caused him to be
laid up in the
hospital and, in
the meanwhile, no
scout has any control

one but this boy
over the vicious dogs.
Whenever the hounds are taken out of

Such methods result in a telephone line which can give only

The

poor service.

gives good service.

result of such records is a
telephone line like this, which

kennels to trace robbers, Richard,
or "Beanie," as he is known among the
scouts, has control of them and sees that
they do their work well. On every occasion the guilty miscreants have been run

their

to earth.

The dogs' names are Dan and Queen,
and they weigh sixty pounds each, and
when they get started on a trail they lead
their young master a merry clip
but he
hangs on and with but little assistance
is complete master of the situation.
;

Catches Pike Bare* Handed

The

A

remarkable fish story has been received from Scout Scribe Harold F. MilThe incident ocler, of Napoleon, Ohio.
curred during the encampment of Troop 1
at King's Grove on the Maumee River.
Scout Miller writes that while .Scout Harold Clyborne was standing on a bridge
twenty feet high over Turkey Foot Creek,
he saw a pike with another fish in its gills.
Scout Clyborne watched for the pike to appear again, then dove straight for it, and
brought the fish up in his arms. The other
scouts helped him get the pike to shore,
where they found it measured 22 inches

The fish which it was carrying was
a sheephead, 11 inches long.
long.

subscriber

knows the

a well-informed,

difference!

He demands

intelligent business management.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy

One System

Watchmaking, Jewelry, Engraving and Optics
Have you made up your mind what
Say. Boys

Individual

you are going to be? Shall it be a trade, a proor something in the mercantile line? How

would you like to become a Watchmaker and also
take up Jewelry work and Engraving? It is a nice,
clean business and a trade that pays good salaries.
Address HpHOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT. Brad-

In the announcement of the Buffalo
ley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, 111., asking for
full particulars.
scout camp, "Ohiyesa," in BOYS' LIFE for
August, an error was made in stating that
Dr. Eastman, the Sioux Indian, for whom
the camp is named, was the director. This
camp has a different director for each
week of the five, the directors being scout- The Constructional Toy with the Interchangeable Parts
$1.00 to 136.00.
Builds Models That Operate.
masters.
CM MECCANO-wUe at all Toy Department!.
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441 Tremont Ave.,

New York
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d

business courses.
Strong athletic
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Address
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With

the Scouts Afield

MARSHALL, ILL. An unusual scout encampment was held recently at Marshall, 111., under
which Mr.
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Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,
Boy Scouts of America.
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hooks; one nickel-plated trolling
spoon, half dozen assorted flies;
assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
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with two tips,
making a fly .bailor boat rod; quadSplit

rod,

ruple multiplying, nickel -plated
reel, sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure brr.ided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
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Makers of'"Fishing Tackle that's Fit for Fishing"

18 Vesey Street,

New York

the auspices of Marshall Troop 1, of
The Marshall
O. H. Rolison is scoutmaster.
scouts made all of the arrangements for the
encampment, and then sent out invitations to
the boy scouts of Robinson, Lawrenceville, Casey,
Greenup and Paris, 111., and Terre Haute, Ind.
The Marshall scouts paid all ol the expenses

City
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SS

E
5
~

E
=
E
|
~
5

Established 1820

boys already have

a

home

in this district

which

they call "Good Turn Inn," but since there are
over 400 scouts in the city, they will be able to
make good use of this new privilege.
BUFFALO, N. Y. Troop 29 of Buffalo, of
which Thomas W. Storms is Scoutmaster, is
proud of their new scout headquarters building,
The cabin is
which was recently completed.
The ground
except the railroad fare of 20 feet long by 30 feet wide.

the encampment
the visiting troops.
The total cost of the
Marshall troop was $250,
for

encampment to the
of which the scouts
themselves earned ^200. The remaining amount
was donated by business men.
A special feature of the encampment was the
meeting of scoutmasters and scout commissioners
at which was formed a Scoutmasters' Encampment Organization, with Mr. Rolison as president.
It was decided to make the encampment
an annual feature of the scout work in this
section of Illinois, and Terre Haute was selected
as the place to hold the next outing.
In the scout contest the Marshall scouts made
an enviable record, winning the first prize cup,
and thirty-five out of the thirty-nine medals
which were offered.
Scout Paul Stewart made the
most individual points and won the individual
cup.
for it was donated by Mr. B. M. Hauck, a
Mr. Rolison reports that the encampment has member of the troop committee.
resulted in arousing a new interest in Seoul ins
Troop 29 enjoys the distinction of having a
in that section of the country, and that the wireless
patrol, every member of which is a
scouts are becoming more and more interested licensed
The troop also boasts of an
operator.
in the work of the Movement.
efficient fife and drum corps.
160-mile hike to RoosePHOENIX, ARIZ.
In all features of scout work Troop 29 is
velt
and the prehistoric cliff dwellings of near the top rank among the scouts of Buffalo.
Arizona was taken recently by the boy scouts They are the first Buffalo troop to build their
jf Phoenix, Ariz., under the direction of Robert
own club house.
R. Boardman, Boys' Secretary, Phoenix Y. M.
WORCESTER, MASS.
Twenty-seven FrenchC. A.
speaking boys are banded together in a troop of
The route of the hike lay through the old scouts under Scoutmaster William A. Menard.
stamping grounds and hiding places of Geronimo,
Los ANGELES, CALIF. A Boy Scout Forest
Patrol camp has been established by the Department of Agriculture, through the Supervisor of
the Angeles National Forest, on Pine Flats, back

Dam

BOYS! BUY-A-TENT

the people with whom they came in contact.
He
also says that the most popular member of the
camp was the cook.
GREELEY, COLORADO. The scouts have been
given the use of the home of N. C. Meeker,
t'ounder of the city of Greeley, and hero of many
Indian massacres.
They are fitting the house
up as their headquarters.
CONWAY, ARK. The Conway City Council has
given permission to the boy scouts of this city
to construct a swimming pool on the lots of the
municipal electric light plant.
GREENSBURG, PA. A check for $40.32 for
services rendered by Troops 1 and 2. This is the
result of the first attempt of the scouts in delivering telephone directories for the local company.
This money is to be used for camp equipment
by both troops.
YOUNGSTOWN, O. Through the kindness of
Judge G. E. Rose, a great wood bordering Poland
Manor will be opened to the scouts of this city.
The boys will be allowed to cut trees for a log
cabin, wood for their fires, and to build rustic
The scouts are also
bridges in Yellow Creek.
at liberty to build a dam in the creek to make a
and
hole
stretch. .These
canoeing
big swimming

A

Mount Wilson. This camp will be open all
during the dry season, and boys will be constantly on duty, ready to report fire or violations
of

of the Federal laws.

ifr/;
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Apache chief, through the most barand mesquite and cactus-covered
mountains in all America.
At the Roosevelt Dam, the scouts had a great
time fishing and swimming, after which they
continued their journey to the ancient cliff
dwellings, near which there now live a number
of Apache Indians.
The cliff dwellings were carefully explored
by members of the party, who dug in the ancient
ruins in search of hits of pottery and other
the famous
ren desert

of this ancient race.
Among the other
souvenirs of the hike obtained was a fourfoot
cedar post which was taken back to
Phoenix to be set up in the scout room in honor
of the cliff dwellers and as a reminder of the
hike to their dwellings.
FLUSHING, N. Y. Eighteen scouts with Scoutmaster Joseph Fitch spent a week encamped at
Scoutmaster Fitch reports
Brookhaven, L. I.
good work done by the boys, who, by their scoutlike behavior, won favorable opinions from all
relics

SCRANTON, PA. A ten acre tract on West
Mountain this is the generous offer of Mr.
William H. Freeman, a well-known resident of
West Scranton, for a permanent camp site for
the scouts of this city.
Acceptance of this offer
will make the boys independent, and they will
not have to seek new camp sites from year to
year.

ABINGDON,

VA.

An

unusurl

method

for

obtaining uniforms for scouts is being worked
Mr. J. W. Bell, an officer in
out in this .city.
the First National Bank, is the originator of the
At a recent meeting of the troop, Mr.
scheme.
Bell told the boys that every good scout who
would earn twenty-five cents a week for a period
of twenty
weeks, and then deposit the full
amount in the First National Bank, would be
Mr. Bell is
given a uniform free of charge.
using this method to acquaint the scouts with
the value of a bank account.
The scouts accepted the generous offer, and are now busy
earning and depositing their money.
NEW YORK CITY. "The Scout Trail" is a
new paper issued monthly for the Upper East
Side District by several troops in New York
The object of this paper is to bring the
City.
troops of the district together, promote a spirit
of friendly rivalry among them, and aid the
scouts in the requirements of scouting. The first
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A New

Scout Book

The Boy

Scouts'

opy, which is mimeographed, gives five pages
o interesting reports, scout instructions, etc.
MONTCLAIK, N. J. Four scouts of Troop 13
Montclair, N. J., completed on July 2 a hike
f 135 miles through the Delaware Water Gap
nd return. The boys were in charge of ScoutThis picture
.aster
Theodore T. Dorman.
lows the scouts at the end of their long trip,
he scout on the left is Louis Brooks, tender'

Boy Scouts of the
Wildcat Patrol
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Beech-Nut
Peanut.Butter

WALTER P. EATON
A story of Boy Scouting
By

This story is a continuation of
the history of Peanut and the
other characters which appeared
in previous volumes by this auSome of the former charthor.
acters have developed into Scout
Masters themselves and the story
shows what they have learned in
the way of Boy Scouting and how
they passed it along to others.
Other volumes in this series are
The Boy Scouts of Berkshire, Boy
Scouts in the Dismal Swamp and
Boy Scouts in the White Mountains.

Each Volume $1.00 net. Delivered

11.12.
Illustrated with Colored Frontispiece

W. A. WILDE

COMPANY

120 Boylston Street
RandMcNJlyBldg.
Boston, Mass.

FOOTBA
SUPPLIES^
Footballs, football dothhelmets, masks, shin
guards, at unusually low
Ing,

prices in our Sporting
line of

meat
allel

Goods

Also our complete

Catalog.

gymnasium equip,
vaulting horses, parspring boards,

bars,

swinging

rings.

Many

wonderful values. Write for

Sporting Goods Catalog
No. 84B248 Address
Sears, Roebuck and Co.

Chicago

BOY SCOUT STATUETTE
Sculptor Designs Attractive Model
Strong, well posed figure; Scout
Stands
in
Summer Uniform.
seventeen inches high.

SUITABLE FOR CONTEST PRIZE

OR FOR TROOP ROOM DECORATION
$3.00
Ivory finish
3.50
Copper or Bronze finish
Express Charges Extra.
Department of Equipment and Supplies
Boy Scouts of America,

200 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City.

SHETLAND & WELSH PONIES
Also Carriages, Harness and Saddles
PINE HILL FARM, 347 Forest Si.. Medford, Man

heavy

scout-duty,
AFTER
a fellow can do to stop

it's all

the scout next to him is Joseph Boyd, secnrt class scout; the scout standing behind the
rek-cart is Richard Congdon. second class scout;
nd the scout holding the flag is Philander H.
Jetts, a first class scout with ten merit badges.
One of the reScoutmaster Dorman is seated.
uirements of this trip was that no scout
veighmg less than MO pounds or measuring
ess than five feet in height would be permitted
o go. The total cost of the expedition for each
cout was $6.60.
GRAVITY IOWA. That Troop 1 has been very
iusy is evident from the report of Scoutmaster
Voodfill.
They have fitted up a library and
eading room and are now building a croquet
round and tennis court.
HABBISBTJBQ, PA. For the fifth time Troop 4
as proved its ability to camp out for a week
These boys had a
rithout any one starving.
ne time at Camp Laurel, on Mountain Creek,
he chief event being a hike to Pine Grove
urnace, where the abandoned ore pits and iron
urnaces were inspected.
it;

at three or four Beech -

Nut Peanut Butter
sandwiches

they're
of taste
staying qualities, too.

chuck

just
and

Big Virginia and Spanish
nuts, acrid hearts completely removed roasted and crushed to a
delicate creamy spread.

BEECH-NUT PACKING

WASHINGTON, D. C. While Rock Hall Troop
was enjoying a three weeks camping trip in
lock Creek Park, they had the honor of enterTining Mr. Colin H. Livingstone, president of the
ioy Scouts of America, at dinner. This dinner
vas cooked by all the members of the troop.
CANTON, O. National Headquarters has reeived from Troop 3 a package of spalls chipped
rom the wreath about the McKinley Monument
when it was in the course of construction. Mr.
C.
R. Hoover, the Scoutmatser of this troop,
writes that the boys have collected quite a numand are selling them to
>er of these chips
ouvenir hunters, in this way helping to defray
heir troop expenses.
CENTRALIA, WASH. When the G. A. R., the
Woman's Relief Corps, and five other similar organizations held their convention in the latter
>art of June, the scouts of Troop 1 assisted by
neeting the trains and finding lodging places for
he delegates. After all visitors had arrived, the
)oys were stationed at the headquarters, convention halls, and on street corners. These boys
are also helping to keep their city park clean by
jreventing people from throwing refuse on the

CO.. Canajoharie. N. Y.

how a bicycle spins after oilini! with
3-in-One oil. It's just right for fine ballbearbrifjht
ings. Kills friction. Keeps nickel parts
and enamel new looking. Preventsrust.Maks

My

3-in-One Oil

rass.

HARBOR BEACH, MICH.

The scouts

of

Harbor

Beach took a trip to Bad Axe, where for an
lour and a half, in the business section, they
_8ve a demonstration of scout work. These boys
were then given a fine banquet by the Board of
Trade of Bad Axe, on whose invitation the exhibition

had

been, given.

ScoutCHILTON, Wis.
Accompanied
by
master Griem, the scouts of Chilton spent three
the
chores
Lake
on
of
days camping
AVinnebago.
These boys also took part in the reunion of the
Wisconsin veterans, their part of the entertain
ment being a camp scene in two acts.
In the Herkimer County Seoul
ILION, N. Y.
camp, held July 2 to 5, in which six troops anc
110 boys were assembled, Troop 1, of Ilion, won
the silver cup for scout work.
This troop also
won ten of the thirty badges given for athletics,
a record of which Scoutmaster Macbeth is proud
NEB. Thirty-five
dollars
was
FAIRBURY,
cleared by Troop 1 by a successful entertain
These boys enjoyed the film, "The Ad
ment.
ventures of Scout." and gained a lot of scou
knowledge and pleasure from it.
LOOANSPORT, IND. The Crow Patrol, witl
Assistant Scoutmaster Daniel Drompp, enjoyed
four day camping trip on Deer Creek, where th_
time was spent in swimming and fishing. The>
also had a pleasant visit with the scouts of the
Bringhurst troop.
MARBLEHEAD, MASS. Scoutmaster Shaw re
1

ports the fine work done by the scouts of Troop
1 in the Independence Day celebration, both in
the parade and in assisting in the fireworks dis
These boys bare been highly commend
play.
by the town officials.

Mention BOTS' Lira in answering adoerthementt

full

DONT QUIT
Scouting
Go to
school!

your

when
the

you

go

away

to

EAST GREENWICH

ACADEMY

where you can get a first-class
general and college preparatory course,
and where Scouting is taken up right IN
school as a regular class and field depart-

ment and where

SCOUT PROGRESS IS CREDITED TOWARD YOUR DIPLOMA
I

On Xarragansett Bay, with woods,
and streams behind and the sea
Best of

AND

for Scouting ON LAND
Write for particulars. D. S.
The East Greenwich Academy,

facilities

SEA.

WHEELER,
Rhode

in

hills
front.

Island.

IfmUon SOTS' Lira

in

aniwering adttrUitnunti
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STAMPS
[A'o advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exKindly report any un

How

pert in stamp matters.
satisfactory service, ]

a Scout

HUSSMAN STAMP

Stamps.

By

Mo

CO.. St. Louis.

100 all different stamps from
countries, free.
Postage

this

all

STAMPS

Mention this paper.

2c.

15c.
If
lectors.

QUAKER STAMP

Large album.
send names 2 colbuy stamps.

possible

We
CO.,

page

scout's
108 all different.
Transvaal. Seri via,
Brazil, Peru, Cuba, Mexico, Trinidad.
I.lava,
and album, lOc.
1000 Finely
etc.,
65
Mixed,
20c.
different
U.
10CO
8.. 25c.
J
5c.
iges.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent
List Free.
I buy stamps.
C. btegman, 5951 Cote Brilllante Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

40

POSTER STAMPS
American
Advertising

16 United States Navy
y
16 Panama Canal

A.

GRAHN,

1817

Stamps

both ,for
,

1

.

-

-

St., St.

from
stamp

bum from

the

To begin
bought

fifty

lOc.

size

lOc.

put in his pocket.
These leaves are

Paul, Minn.

$$ By
1S56.

this

that

200 different Foreign Stamps for
65 dlff u - S. Stamps.
only I0c
including old issues of 18til and
$2.00 values, for only lie.
Our

and

& COIN

All
J\ll

tells

-

"How To Make

a

Stamp

Collection

QUEEN CITY STAMP

frco with each order.
CO., Room 35, 604 Race St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

in

gold piec
a Colo IBook,

Lucky Seed.
C.

CAREY. New

J.

Y.

N.

Rochclle,

-lOINS, Notes, Stamps, Indian Relics, Antique
Weapons exchanged for United Profit Shar*
ing Coupons.
Booklet for Stamp.
.

COIN

EXCHANGE, New

105.
f& STAMPS.
3.00U bargains
li

50 per cent.

N.

Rochelle,

COAST OF AFRICA.
I&O

CEWTS

-

IJ3OLLATR. *'/. 00

U. S.

ruled.

Y.

China. &c.. stamp dictionary and list
Cata. stps. of world 12c. Agents
& Co., Sta. A9, Boston, Mam

2c.

A. Bullard

meant

is

faint

squares,
rangles,

lines

or

in

quad-

on
hot h
These special

leaves are ruled with
four squares to the
inch,

which

the

best

is

about
al-

size,

though some prefer
the inch.
see
the
holes for the binder,
and these are readeight

A 25 California
frf
1(\f
IDF OUC.
Columbian nickel,

W

they are ruled

sides.

$1.00

.

CAPITAL.

at a stationwhich were of a
that he could

-

CLARKE &

revenues

GOES

blank

-

S. Eaele Cents dated
$4.25 each paid for U
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
before 1895.
Send lOc. at once for New Illustrated
Coin Value Book. 4x7.
Get posted; it may mean your
C. F.
good fortune.
CO.. Coin Dealers,
lioi 10, Le Roy, N. T.

l'ro],crly"

L.

-LIBERIA-

al-

be-

with, he

"quadrille"

pamphlet which

FRANK

leaves

JLD COINS WANTED

-

of
of
a

ginning, so you can
do the same.

er's

)

Van Buren

Own

month

a reproduction
1GIVE
a photograph

Toledo, Ohio a

STAMPS.

His

Stamp Album

STAMP ALBUM with 53S Genuine Stamps, ind
Old Mexico. Malay (tiger). China (dragon)
Tasmania (landscape), Jamaica (waterfalls).
100 diff.. Jap. N. Zld.. etc 5c. Big
fete., 1 00.
'List. Coupons, etc.. FREE!
1000 Fine Mixed
20c. 10(111 Hinuus 5c. Agents Wanted. 50%. \VE
I

BUT

Made

You

ily

to

will

added

if

you

prefer to use plain
sheets and go without the advantage
of the ruling.
This scout has
laid
out
carefully

page to accommodate such stamps
his

30 DIFF.

No

Postage.

Beautiful Japanese
JAPAN un
MUSSEN, 116 Minn.

Revenue.

Mounted

lOc.

Mount.

ALFRED RAS-

Avenue,

San

Jose,

Cal.

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOYS' LIFE when answering advertisements.

as he owns, in the
best looking form.
His next move is to
look up the catalog
of the
stamps and to write

numbers
them
cil.

The First Boy Scouts of
America wore Moccasins
They

were

Indian

Footwear appeal to

noted for their
which should make

Boys,

and endurance,

agility

all

Boy

vigor,
their

Scouts.

We

$1.00

100

make

over

styles

Hand Made

Postpaid in

of

In-

Moccasins
fur Indoor and
Outdoor wear.
diiin

and
Catalog
Introductory Offer will explain
how to obtain

No. 402
self

Moccasins

Money

or your

for

o r

your-

VVriie to-day.

ALGONQUIN SLIPPER COMPANY
1121

Main

Street

Bangor, Maine

WHITE FOOT OIL
POISON IVY REMEDY
Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning.
Bun Burn. Itching Piles. No
smarting or burning when applied.
A free can to
any Scoutmaster. Sold by Druggists or shipped by
Parcel Post.
Price 25 cent*.
Relieves

Chegoe

all itching.
Bites. Chafing,

WHITE FOOT REMEDY
Mention BOYS'

LOT

CO.,

Centrevlllfl,

Md.

in aniweriny advertitemcnti

the

lightly in penin

Next a look

encyclopaedia,

and he had the data for

his

heading with make your money go farthest, you won't

the
of the country
and the care to buy a printed album till you have
capital
value of the money, which he made enough to make a showing, and the money
into a little table to aid his
memory. Tak- one would cost can be put to better use
ing the squares as a base, he divided them by making your own first book.
Perhaps
l)y
light horizontal lines, and carefully you will prefer to make all after you get
printed in the needed letters, making the used to the blank pages, and I am sure
country name a full square high, with the blank book is by far the best, both
his figures the same size.
It takes very for what it makes you remember and for
little practice to do a
very good job of its easy extension to accommodate new
lettering, and you can see that a little stamps.
care will help the page very much.
Do
I believe this answers several questions
not shade the letters.
from scouts as to loose leaves for a book,
This scout made his own cover, and but I will add one suggestion, and that
used a shoe string to bind his sheets with, is, to have your paper as heavy as possiHis idea being that the first album was ble. It will make your book hold its shape
only a beginning, and that he would soon better, and will hold the binding holes
need a larger one. He did, and in less without tearing.
than six months, but in the meantime his
Lettering is, as you can see, merely a
stamps were kept clean and he was gain- matter of practice. Of course, vou can
ing a fund of learning that added about put your titles and numbers in with a
a hundred per cent, to the value of his typewriter if you are fortunate enough
first little book.
I rescued this leaf in to have a chance at one, but hand-lettering
order to show the best way to begin.
is just as good, and teaches care, neatness
Please notice that I have no objection and increases your ability to draw, and
to a printed album, but if you want to to do other things that need the steady
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hand and accurate eye. Do it yourself
and you will enjoy it much more when the
job

done.

is

ABOUT MOUNTING STAMPS.

Now

First you need
as to mounting.
"hinges" or, as the boys say, "stickers."
Hinge making is a science. Your hinges
should be "peelable," that is to say, coated
The very best
with two layers of gum.
cost twenty cents a thousand, post free,
and good ones can be bought for ten cents.
Remember that you are likely to move
your stamps several times and put hinges
on carefully, using as little moisture as
possible; if the stamp is new with full
gum, be sure that the gum is not stuck to
your page as well as the hinge.
The primary idea of a hinge is to allow
inspection of the back of a stamp, and
to make removal easy, and so a hinge is
folded with gummed side out, and the
back half stuck to the page and the front
Some people prefer to
bears the stamp.
have the hinge fold project a little at the
top of the stamp, so that one can turn
the specimen over witli the tongs and
You can try several
look at both sides.
different foldings and positions till you
arrive at the one that suits you best. But
remember that you should try to do every
bit of handling of both stamp and hinge
with the tongs.
If the stamp has old hinges on its back,
try to remove them before mounting.
Some will pull off if care is used, some

must be damped off, and still others can
be removed by laying the specimen on a
wet blotter for a few minutes. In any
use force, as that will probably tear and perhaps ruin your stamp.
Also remember that some stamps are
printed in "aniline" colors and these run
Such must be dampened only
in water.
on the back and with great care.

Troop No. 1
of Dover Plains, N.
Shows what "small town" Scouts can do.
of 662 inhabitants.

Earned: $90.00

instance, it would do no harm to
have the name of the gentleman (President Gibson) and it would help to have
The gauge of
the names of the animals.

For

perforations might be added, or a
note to tell that the stamp is normal when
"waterabout
Notes
"imperforate."
marks" and other details also may be of
later use, and paper names are valuable.
Notes all depend on how good you think
your memory is, and how much you care
to write.
Suppose you had a page of
stamps all of one denomination, of the
the

in

Won: $80.00 from
Read what

the

Dover

commissions.
the

Camping Trip

Offer.

Plains Scoutmaster thinks of our plan:

"Aside from the money results to the Troop the contest developed
individual responsibility that cannot fail to benefit the
boys when
the time comes for them to enter a vocation.

WRITE IN.

I don't know what to tell the scout who
asks about the amount of "notes" he
This pictured page of
should write in.
"Liberia" has about as few as can be
used, unless you simply write the country and the catalog number, but to my
mind there should be as many as are
shown here and a few more.

Plains boasts

Their Finance Plan Record

case, don't

WHAT You MIGHT

Dover

Y

"I heartily approve of your Troop Finance Plan and believe that,
even where there is no prize at stake, the plan is a great means of
promotion of systematic effort and Troop spirit.

"Our camp
and was named

at

Lake Hammersley, N. Y., opened on June 26,
in honor of the
company whose

CAMP CURTIS

generosity equipped it."

A

completely equipped Troop, your own summer camp, a club
house, plenty of money in your treasury, are the benefits your
Troop can get by our Troop Finance Plan. In our Finance
Manual for Scoutmasters the plan is explained. It costs nothing
to start.

Write

for the

Box

Manual

today.

977, Troop Finance Plan

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Notes would seem
issue and color.
useless.
Say this page is all two-cent

same

stamps of the current issue. You can
find several shades; you can find several
kinds of perforations (government and
private) you might add a note as to
where and when some odd one came from,
and advertising cancellations like the present one in use in San Francisco would
need dates, etc. You see there are lots
of ways to add notes.

Cents aCornet
Day
Pays for This
Ana.,tM,indmr..tt.T!

mly lOc
--u|t,-rli Tiii'i'' Sih T 1'l.ited
Free Trial ii^iuro yoilUec.de
for big
oiler.
Writs
Write lor
BiK offer.
Write

Build a

^

..._-t.

to buy.

Free Band Catalog

WURIJlZER kin 250-DBse
,.,,,.r,,i;~,.l^=

_and knocked downparta will enable you to huild EASILY exact
ft. Flying Uodela of those Aeroplanes, now
used in Hi- Km .[.<, m War America Must Rely On
jr BOV3 to developherAeroplanes. Study Aeronautics. Build
a model man-oarryinn mm-hine.
We will send you 3 ft. Scale
Drawings with building,V flyinginstructionsatfollowinp prices:
26c
Curtiss
Flying Boat
"
.26c
Military Tractor
"
35c
Hydroaeroplane
2Bc
Nieuport Monoplane
, :!

.

Band Catalog..

Bit-riot

Monoplane

Taube Monoplane

Another helpful stamp
Goes will appear
Life.

in' the

by Mr.
October Boys'

article

WAR AEROPLANE

<

this

Every advertisement

16c
26c

25c
26c
Cecil Peoli Racer
Complete Set of Eight, $1.60 Postpaid
JUST OUT--1916 cat. of Model Aeroplanefl& Supplies, 60pp..

Wright Biplane

is

carefully investigated
before insertion in BOY'S LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOY'S LIFE when answering advertisements.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

i

IDEAL AEROPLANE

,

& SUPPLY

CO., Warren St.

answering advertisements

5c

& West Broadway, New York
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SEND FOR COPY OF OUR NEW
WIRELESS MANUAL No. 5
Its pages give simple forthe
li>r
calculating
of
an annatural
I'l'riod
tenna
capacity of a receivconor
transmitting
ing
denser
spark frequency of
rotary spark gaiis tables for

mulas

;

'

;

;

cak'iilating the correct amount
of wire for the construction
of magnets and tuning coils;
tables for ascertain ing
the spark lengths of
tho
different voltages
Federal regulations regarding the restrictions
wave lengths for
of
amateur stations; instructions fur tlie installation, maintenance and
operation of wireless stations; directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
list of up-to-date wireless instruments and accessories, together with other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
Containing as it does a fund of valuable information not generally contained in a catalogue, it
Hiipumches nearer a text book in tlie fascinating
flc Id of wireless telegraphy.
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
No expense has been spared
cover in two colors.
to make it accurate and reliable.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for It, which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
No wireless experimenter should be without tlie

Our Lonesome Corner

;

in his

SEND FOR OUR POCKET CATALOG

CHICAGO
114 So. 5th Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
6O4 Mission St.

PORTABLE WIREIBS RECEIVING SET

"tffgS? $ 3S5

6"high,73i"long,
55i"wide. Weight

WHAT

ANOTHER BOY

TO

we

like

letters
can't print them

all.

Of

this.

But

here's

a dandy which you mustn't miss:

getting a great deal of fun out of my
correspondence with other scouts through BOYS'
LIFE.
I am writing to a scout in Sweden who
tells me about his city and that makes me run
to the commercial geography to find out all
about that city, which happens to be the main
iron and cutlery manufacturing city in Sweden.
It is called the Sheffield of Sweden.
I am writing to a scout in Persia who tells
me many interesting things about his school and
scouting.
I am writing to a scout in Wisconsin, one in
New York, one in California, and I expect to
I

am

up

too much, but I must say that I consider the
BOYS' LIFE as half of my scovit work. In it I
keep up with everything and learn a lot besides.
I hear about other fellows and get a chance
to write to some of them. (Signed) James M.
Earle, New Orleans.
it

What has been your experience?
ANOTHER "SHUT-IN" WRITE HIM

tubular fixed condenser, one two-cup
detector, a 501) ohm
ten tio meter, one
So
ght tone nickel case
buzzer and one drycell in nickel case to
operate the buzzer.

The buzzer

MEANS

There are many
course,

one

stations,

IT

a correspondence with a lot more.
I don't like Jo seem as though I am crowding

conveniently
as a lunrh box. This
remarkable portable
Bet consists of a bnre
wire wound tn-o slide
tuner, a 6 capacity
inductance by which
you get the long

wave

appreciation

will forward it.
If your letter is to

is

name

is "Harry"; cycling, foreign scouts.
Alonzo E. Gilbert, Mass.
birds,
camping,
automobiles.
Carl Haas, Mass. foreign scouts.
scouts in Indiana.
Glenn Hinckley, Ind.
;

;

;

on photography.
Matt Hakala, Mich.
forestry, hiking, signaling, exchanging postcards.
Illinois

;

Clarence
Stuart

exchange Hawaiian
Sweden, Hawaii,

;

or Straits Settlement stamps;

Belgium on scouting.
Virgil Hunt, Okla.

bird

;

houses,

scouting,

wireless.

Harold

C.

Penna.

Hiller,

American boys 16

;

to 18 years old.

Axel Johnson, Mass.; plans for building bird
houses; physical culture.
Edward C. Jones, Jr., W. Va. cartooning,
photography, wireless, electricity, stamps, nature,
woodcraft, scout activities, foreign scouts.
Stanley J. Jarek, Mass.
camping, hiking

and earthquakes.
Mason Low, Iowa

AMERICAN
Harry Anderson, O.
Gerhard L. Bargen.

.

This Wonderful
Electric

Aft

Phone*
Paid

perfect workimr miniature desk telephone,
7
1-2 inches high.
Talks for hundreds
of feet between any
Outfit consists of

regulation pattern desk phone with

Minn.
stamps.
coins,
J. Theo.
stamps, postBailey, Mo.
card views, soil from every state and foreign
athletics.
country
Clarence E. Barnes, Iowa; exchange letters
with scout scribes.
George Becht, Pa. stamps.
Gustav K. Bidermann N. Y. stamp collecting.
Ammeron Buxton, Utah; boys from every state
on all topics, exchange postcards, etc., with foreign boys.
John A. Brookens, 111.
foreign scouts on
exchange photostamps, postcards, nature, etc.
graphs.
Chester Clardy, Ark.; correspond with boys
;

;

;

;

;

in

48

states

and foreign

countries.

\V. Va.
boys in Wisconsin
camping, hiking, forestry, first
work
first
class
exchanging photographs
aid,
with South American or African scouts on hikes,

Henry Cavendish,

;

or Michigan on

;

One outfit talks one way. Full instructions
Send cash or money order today.

etc.

;

;

craft.

Watson Me Alexander,

camping

Ark.;

and stamps.
Oscar DeHart, Ind.

A.
Cyril
Marx,
scenic views, etc.

Howard

Street.

CO., Dept. F
CLEVELAND, OHIO

Pierce,

postcards,

;

stamps.
stamps, athletics.

111.;

Samuel Pashley. X. Y.

woodcraft,

;

scouting.

;

ex-

Richard Dillon, 111.; German scout interested
photography, camping, hiking, automobiling.
Armand Donaldson, La. butterflies, poster
stamps with scouts 14 to 18 years old.
Ross Freeman, Conn. coins and curios.
George Gibson, N. Y. scouting and baseball.
Leon A. Grapes, Iowa electricity, first aid,
in

;

;

;

foreign scouts.
Harry E. Greenawald,

;

boys whose

first

13-

;

E.

Ralston,

baseball,

Cal.;

camping,

hiking.

Arthur O. Robinson, Md.

W.
in

stamps.
Clarence Shelly, Pa.; correspond with boys
;

Lynchburg, Va.

Warren

Shurtleff,

bird study.

111.;

Harold R. Stiles, Okla. scouts interested in
band and orchestra music.
Earl M. Stelley, 111.
violin music, automobil;

;

camping, hiking.
Swezey, Del.
marksmanship,

ing, scouting,

William
Pa.

Presby,

graphs preferred).
Alfred

birds, wild flowers,

;

correspond with

;

Wash.
Japan,
Hawaii,
foreign scouts; stamps and postcards (photo

Benedict
all

electricity

;

Sixth

exchange

;

exchange postcards,
correspondence with scouts in Nevada and Mis

exchange postcards

wireless,

;

R;ilph L. JJunckel, N. Y.

THE ELECTRO-SET

Fla.

Rea Al Nunnallee, Tex.

woodcraft.

Experimental Goods.

signal-

;

change photographs with boys in California.

Wireless and

wireless,

;

;

Deane,

Walter E. Duncan, Pa.;

BIG NEW CATALOGUE

;

electricity, collecting minerals from everywhere.
William McCullock, La.
photography, campcraft; boys in west, China and Japan."
Harold May, Mo. correspond with scouts that
work.
Vincent O. Miller, 3d, N. J.; athletics, camping, stamps, scouts in war zone.
Clifford Mosier, Neb.; foreign scouts 15 or 16
years old.

ing,

Willie Osborne, N. Y.
Sterling P. Pool, Tex.
year-old scouts.

birds, etc.

stamps for our

Fla.

sig-

music, electricity,

;

naling.

cents In

warship

S.

Lester Lockhart, N. Y.; scout scribes, books,
stamps, scouting.
Norman Leigh, N. Y.
exchange postcards
and stamps with western and southern scouts.
Kenneth Laughlin, Ore. music, books, wood-

books, pets, scouting.

;

Ernest Culberson, Ala.

4

U.

issippi.

Judson Colvin, N. Y.
Gardner

postcards

scouting,

collecting

;

photos.

stamps.

;

;

Post

A handsome,

East

senior patrol leaders;

;

Hawkins, Mass.

;

AND WHITE

i

I960

Hammes, Wis.

wireless telegraphy-

;

;

of Electrical,

to go to

;

Send stamp for our large catalog "L" of remark:aUe values.
138-140 Cent reSt ..N. Y.

Send

a boy in North America
If it
England, put on a two-cent stamp.
any other country abroad, five cents.

or

;

THE HANDEL ELECTRIC CO

included.

we

have received the name of another
"shut-in," and it is hoped that he will scouting.
receive several good letters through this
John H. Kirby, Utah <SM)
interested in
His name is Harvey Coe, genealogy; scouts in Scotland, England, Ireland,
department.
Canada and Japan; also American scouts.
N. Y.
Henry Kinnear, O. exchange stamps; correwith foreign boys 16 years old.
THESE BOYS HAVE HOBBIES FIND YOURS spond
Robert Kuykendall, Cal.

positively if your
detector ia working.
This set will receive
hundreds of miles
and is just the outfit
for the Boy Scout.

both ways.

verse side of the inside envelope.
Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the boy,
Mail this to us and
in care of BOYS' LIFE.

;

We

tells

Rnvc
D JS

It

Way

the

is

I

start

be as
2y2 \bs. Cancarried

This

Lonesome Corner (he writes). Through
Pick out the name of a boy.
have been able to form friendships in EngWrite a letter to him.
land, Sweden, Texas, Georgia, Massachusetts,
Address an envelope with his name and the
Kentucky, New Mexico, Canada and California
friendships which I highly esteem and which right postage.
Put your own name and address on the reI hope will last forever."
it
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MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

my

"I cannot too greatly express

Any Boy Can Do

of the

MESCO WIRELESS MANUAL.

de3cribing in plain? <-'l<--ar language all a'l.out Bell:- Push"
Buttons. Telephone and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys,
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances. Eltctric Call Bella,
Electric Alarm Clicks. Medical Ham-ries, Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heated Apparatu- Hatt.Ty i\mnt.'otors. Switches.
Battery Gauee.H. Win-less Telegraph Instruments. Ignition
Supplies, Etc. Heady about March 1st. It Means MoneySaved to
you to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to buy.

it means when hoys write
Hamilton, of Louisiana, did
recent letter to BOYS' LIFE:

what

like Nick
THINK

ing,

signaling with.

;

American or foreign

campboys.

BOYS' LIFE

1915

September,

The Boy

Scouts'

29

Magazine

Hall Townsend, Ark.; stamps of North Amer-

Wood

Light for Scouts

foreign newspapers and minerals.
Therrien, Mass.; collecting

ca,

names

Herman

of

from every troop.
Berry Taylor, N. Y. electricity.
Joe j. Upchurch, Tex.; scouts in Florida and
Oanada.
Waldemar Voorhees, N. Y. printing and elecjoys

;

;

Ed'ward T. Wandell, N. Y.

books, signaling,
assistant patrol leaders, hikes, camping, scouts
n California and Arizona.
Earl D. Wooddell, N. Y.; poultry, scouting.
Frank B. Ward, N. Y.; patrol leaders, athin
etics, school work, foreign Scouts, especially
;

South America and Europe.
Chauncey C. Whitcher, Mass.

;

A REAL WIRELESS DETECTOR FOR 10 CENTS
To acquaint you with "Wireless", read this astounding
and hitherto unattempted offer.
For lOc. we will tuml you prepaid a complete wireless
detector exactly as illustrated, size 2*xl H "xl !i *. In connection with any telephonereceiver anda wireonyour roof,
ihia detector is Guaranteed to receive messages from 100 to
>00 miles. Complete instructions furnished.

wireless, books,

etc.

old coins,

Luther White, Va.

;

aviation,

photography.

FOREIGN
George
approved flashlight for the Boy Scout
a strong
carries flat in the hip pocket and gives you
white light for general camp use. with green, red.
Equipped
or white lights at will for signaling.
with tungsten lamp and powerful battery, renew-

i
I

able

at

any hardware

your dealer or postpaid.
lamp. 13c; battery. 35c.
phlet

on

From
or electrical store.
Renewal
$1.10 complete.
Send postcard for pam-

signaling.

C. D.

Wood

Electric Co., Inc.
New York City

136 Liberty St.
QUAKER LIGHT SUPPLY

CO., 728 Arch

St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

You can have

;

Perez,

Cuba; stamps and model

Norman

O'Gorman,

F.

With this mechanics'
No. 023.
you can make inkstands, trays,
and
glass windows for doll houses
other novelties, you and the folks
will be proud of.
tool

Mailed for
of

ice.

REAL

Write for free booklet
Mechanic's Tools.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc.
168

Chambers

New York

St.,

Look

for the

AMERICAN
Cylde Baldwin, Mo.

William Astley, Mass.
Harold B. Bair, Pa.
ioy Caldwell. Mo.
Gates,

John A. Clark, Jr., Mo.
Frank P. Frey, Okla.
John Glendenning, Mo.
Noel Hall. Mo.
Donald Marye, N. Y.
Harold Mussen, N. Y.
Paul Rising, Mo.
Edwin Scarlett, Mo.
Louis Seaton, Mo.
Milton Thompson, Cal.

Fla.

)lman Guyer, Mo.
Willie McCombs, Mo.
A. Mort, Pa.
Owen, Ind.
Slden Rutledge, Mo.
John Sturdy, Mo.

Xorman

with

leather sheath
$1.00
without leather sheath
75
At National Headquarters and all hardware stores.

FAYETTE
of the

R.

PLUMB,

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
famous Plumb Anchor Brand

Tools.

BOYS MAKE MONEY
Growing Mushrooms

Earn

Boys and girls can easily make money
gruwing mushrooms for profit. We will
send any hoy or girl our free huok te!ljing all about it and how they can be
grown in cellars, sheds, old boxes, etc.
our own spending money and have a lot of fun,

too.

iend for full information today, to

BUREAU OF MUSHROOM INDUSTRY
1342 N. Clark Street,
CHICAGO
Dept. 221
Spend summer gathering insects,
butterflies. I pay good prices for
specimens properly prepared.

Hundreds
stamp for

salable.
Men.
particulars.
SINCLAIR, Box 244,

Many worth

Women.

Kan.

FOREIGN
Henry
Henry Cone, France

$5-$7.

Boys.

Send

Los Angeles, Cal.

a

2000 articles "Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy'
and 20 coupons for free Wireless Course, also full listoj
U. S. Wireless call letters. Tkii artalbook has 273
'
be without it.
patres. is ^ thick and weighs >a Ib. 1'ou can 't
259 Fulton St., N. Y. City
Electro Importing Co.
J

tions.
all

9

"Everything for the Experimenter*

m p,

BR ANDES RECEIVERS
Our "Superior" Type

write to the countries you are especially interested in.
to

consists

AME:RICAN
Harold E. Benton,
N. H.
Carl M. P. Butts, N. Y.
W. G. Banks, Jr., Tex.
Samuel L. Best, Mont. Newell E. Boughton,
111.
Samuel T. Cramblet,

Jr.,

B.
Mass.

Chas.

Jim

William Cowan,

German

green

cord

long.

They

copper

N. Y.

silver

and

a
feet

''ix

tremely

exsensitive to

wireless

signals.

are

as
Complete,
2000

lllus-

ohms,

$5.00.

111.

Single receivers only,

Ray Dawson, W. Va.
Rodney Dutcher, Vt.

David Dean, Tex.
Marshall English, la.
Donald Eaton, Okla.
Plumley

With

wire,

trated,

Jesse Cooper, N. Y.

F.

N. Y.

each

headbands

Chapman,

Corbett, Jr.,

two

of

receivers
aluminum
wound to 1000 ohms

Winfield Anderson, 111.
Walter Anderson, Ind.
Cecil Bridges, 111.
Paul Brollier, O.

Flint,

Send stamp
32

1000 ohms,
for catalog *'," to

$1.65.

C. BRANDES, Inc.
UNION SQUARE
NEW YORK

Vt.

Nathan Effron, W. Va.

Everett E. Fraedrick,
Ore.
Walter Huffman, Ind.
Edmond Hawley, Conn. Merritt Hulburd, Pa.
Wm. L. Holler, S. C. Earl Holmer, Wis.
Hugo Hoffman, N. J. Cecil Hewette, Pa.
Roy W. Jacobs, Pa.
Evan Holway, Wash.
Burgess Isenian, Mich. Fred Jaehne, Ind.
Thomas Knipe, N. Y.
William Judd, Va.
Louis C. Kolmer, Jr., William H. Keith,
Mass.
111.
Rex Lynch, W. V.
George Kingdom, O.
Burtrom
N.
Y.
Liebe, Iowa.
James Livermore,
Earl Leibold, O.
Leslie Leonard, Mass.
Herbert
Edward Leouhardt, O.
Lindstrom, Fla.
Omar H. McMahan, la.
George Logan, Miss.
Arthur
McCall, 111.
Robert McMurray, Ind.
Ernest Meredith. La.
Paul McGuchin, O.
Erwin E. Magee, Wis. Harold Marx, Mich.
Frederick May, Mo.
Clifford Millen, Iowa.
Firman Opp, HI.
Otis Mahaffey, Okla.
Merrill Reed, Me.
Y.
N.
S.
Pitts.
Rayard
Joseph Rothstein, N. Y. Wycliffe V. Rountree,
Ga.
Theodore H. Spoor,
Jack Sharp, Ga.
N. Y.
Grier M. Shotwell, Ind,
H. M. Smith, Ala.
Fred W. Smith, Tenn
Raymond Sanger,

Y.

Foster, N.
C. J. Fish, Mass.

Earl

J.

Samuel
Beatrice

Slobodk'in,
Scott, N.

T.

N.Y
Y.

Sexton,

Miss.,

Clark Stewart, Mich.
Boyd Taylor, Ga.
Adelbert W. Thomas,

O

"The

Electrical Experimenter"
The big electrical Magazine for those
who dabble in electricity and WirelessChuck full of experiments. Intensely
inteiestine Monthly prizes of S5.00 for
best experiments Amateur Electrics,

Wireless Newa. Latest Patents 100
lOOto ISOillus. Read theereat
"Baron Munchhaustn a A'cw
Sdfntific Adventures:' $1.00 a year.

articles.
serial

Electrical

Experimenter
IOG

a

copy at

238

Fulton Street. N. Y.

News

William A.
N. H.
Smith,

stands.

SPECIAL SALE
Our

Minn.
Alfred

Kan.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

h

Following is a list of new senders of
through BOYS' LIKE. The list of
month.
foreign boys is increasing every
This ought to be a good chance for you

illiam

and Cutlery

c

letters

Brownell Stone, N. Y.
Walter E. Stokes, Jr.,

Tools

La

This detector is no toy, but does exactly the same work
a S10 00 instrument. If sou have no receiver Ket our 75
telephone receiver and Detector, both for 60c.
prepaid. Your money back if dissatisfied.
IMPORTANT: Send today 4 c. extra postage for our famous Electrical Cyclopedia No.15.conta.ninR 658 illustra,s

jhm Pony

France.

Walter Davis, O.
Paul Dwyer, N. J.
Charley DuVergey,

trade-mark on the
Scout Axe.

Makers

Sorley,

Pa.

Official
Price,
Price,

Merrow

Mich.
Ernest Chamblee, N. 0.
Arthur L. Currier, O.
Craven H. Crawford,
Neb.
Elaine Cunningham,

Plumb

postcards,

Here are more boys who want to correor
spond with anybody about anything
names are:
everything. Their

City

THE PLUMB SCOUT AXE

Australia;

exchange stamps, photography.

3arl

and make many useful things
with "RED DEVIL" Glass Cutter

aero-

planes.

l*eo

lots of fun

15-year-old boy.
Faller, Scotland
Esperanto.
Isa, Japan
;

Kosaku
Manuel

Officially

"GEM"

Wireless

reiving Set

Shepard,

For one
month only
This set is perfect in

.60.

N. Y.

Edward D. Schneider

t-ery particular.

La.
Olin Scoggings, Tex.
Leander Slabaugh, O.
Fritz Tackett, Colo.

.^,-tiive

ages

^^^^^^BJB
NICHOLS ELECT.

CO.,

Mention BOYS' LIFE

1-3

Will

wireless messto 500 miles.
d 6c in stamps for
"
152 PE- Catalog "L-220",
,

Matt R. Smith, Kan.

up

W. B'way, New York

in ansu-.-rinn advertisements
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Rogers Whitmore, N. Y.

Albert

S.

Tousley,

Minn.

ilarola

.

Bertram Warren, Ore.
FOREIGN
Prince Emmanuel
Ansah. Africa.

?oger Aubert, France.
?rince Albert Ansah,

New

Koy Constant,
Zealand.

H. Gundry, Africa.
E. S. McKay, Aus-

J.

China.
Shoichi Misuno, Japan.

Shogo Rai, Japan.

tralia.

Solomon Ocran, Africa.
Jack Stotesbury, Can-

Philip

C.

T.

Tsen,

China.

ada,

Stephen Teo, China.
Thomas Shaw, Eng-

Tsang, China.

lharles

A.

John Ahwah, Hawaii.
Arthur Dix, Australia.
Byron S. H. Liu,

Africa.

land.

Shiroji Yano, Japan.

Scouts'

Questions

Answered

1

of

I

lacturea ny .riumu, ure me omcrai
All orders for official equipment
must be signed by the scoutmaster.

Health and Vigor
in Every Shred
the

All-American,

(

muscle-making,

work or

food,

strength-giving

it's

play,

the

Boy

Scout's most

reliable "stand-by."

=

damp weather it's always sweet in hot weather always
You can always enjoy it in its natural crispness by
heating it a moment in the oven or above the camp fire.
In

fresh.

In the

camp or

trail,

training table or home,

its

is

place

firmly

established.

;

outing

SHREDDED WHEAT
outfit

no camp

Made

is

first

troop organized here, and
they number troops, or

know how

we

sylvania.

A. The first troop in a town is number
and the others are numbered consecutively.

a part of your
complete without it

only by

one,

What does a boy have to do to become
Q.
"lone scout" Does the "blazing arrow" patro\
call?
If a, scout has his uniform and
his troop disbands, is a scout allowed to keep
and wear his uniform? Scout O. T., Texas.
A.
"Write to National Headquarters and we
will arrange for you to join a troop near you.
A whizzing sound may be used as the call
for a blazing arrow patrol.
A registered scout is entitled to wear his
uniform as long as he is a member of a regisIf a troop disbands, any scout
tered troop.
who wishes to remain in the organization should
notify National Headquarters at once, in order
that he may be connected with another.
hare a

How long does a patrol leader or his
Q.
When one of the
assistant remain in office?
above named officers leaves the patrol for the
summer or a shorter period, does he get someone to take his place temporarily, or does he
Scout F. B., Michigan.
lose it altogether?
A.

berries or fruit, alone with cream or milk, it furnishes a number
of delightful varieties. Simple to serve, convenient to carry its flavor
is always fresh and appetizing.

With

Make

are the

like to

shoidd be known as Troop 1 of this place,
or some other number?
Scout C. H. R., Pennif

Shredded Wheat
In rain or shine, in

We

Q.

would

Until he

his successor

or

Th'is

matter

is
is
is

removed by the scoutmaster
elected or appointed.
in the hands of the

scout-

master.

Please explain th e first class requireQ.
Point out a compass direction without
ment :
Scout C. B., Illinois.
the help of a compass
A.
At night, North can be located from the
North Star, and the other directions calculated
from that. The fact that the sun rises in the
East and sets in the West will enable one to
approximately locate directions during the day.
Also see Boys' Handbook, p. 77.
If a boy joins the scouts and stays long
to get a suit and then gets put <mt,
and is treated as a scout, some,
boy thinking he is a scout, he is told scouts
secrets, can he be compelled to give up or sell
P. E. M., Oklahoma.
his suit?
A. The use of the official uniform and badges
is restricted to members of our organization.
person who is not a member cannot legally wear
The matter should be explained to the
them.

Q.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

Falls,

New York
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BOY'S

CAMP BOOK

By

EDWARD CAVE

New, illustrated, cloth-bound edition; containing
everything the boy camper should know, with full in-

camping under all conditions. Numerous helpful illustrations by Norman P. Rockwell.
OUR OFFER For One new Subscription to BOYS'
LIFE, the official Boy Scout magazine, at $1, we will
send the "BOY'S CAMP BOOK" FREE, all charges
prepaid by us.
structions for

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

200 Fifth Avenue,

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

New

York

enough
iv ears

his suit

A

When he understands that the wearing
of'the uniform may lead him into serious diffiIf he
will probably be glad to sell it.
he
culty,
continues to wear it, report the matter to
National Headquarters, which protects the rights
and privileges of registered scouts. Some troops
avoid such difficulties by earning the money to
When equipment is pa id for
buy uniforms.
out of the troop treasury, it remains the property of the troop and can be controlled more
boy.

easily.
to

Has
Q.
the first

any troop the right

to

add questions

and second class tests prescribed in
Handbook? A. F., Massachusetts.
A.
See the Handbook for Boys, thirteenth

the

page 59, section
(revised),
"Examinations for Scout Tests."

edition

entitled

BOYS' LIFE

1915

September,

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine
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MEMORIAM

IN

ScorT HERBERT POLSTER,
Troop

1,

Warrenton, Mo.

SCOUT JOSEPH
Troop

J.

HURLEY,

Rochester, N. Y.

3,

SCOUT KENNETH SMITH,
Troop 26, Youngstown, O.

SCOUT LLOYD LEWELLYX,
Troop 25, Newark, N.

J.

SCOUT FRANK LACHER,
Troop

Baltimore, Md.

7,

SCOUT GORDON BELL,
Troop

25,

New Haven,

O

Conn.

SCOUT PAUL HARNTUN,
Troop

1,

Joplin,

Mo.

SCOUT LEON KOHLENSTEIN,
Troop

57,

Baltimore, Md.

SCOUT PAUL EDWARDS,
Troop

1,

The Grand National King Marksmanship
Contest will be held from November 8th to
in every
In your town
3th, inclusive.

Martins Ferry, O.

SCOUT WILLIAM JONES,
Bethany Church Troop, Philadelphia, Pa.
SCOUTMASTER A. H. PINC.REE,
Troop 1, Norwood, O.

SCOUTMASTER EDWARD
Troop

Member

12,

St.

P.

1

town throughout the country

HANPETER,
Mo.-

Louis,

of

Troop Committee, Troop
Cleveland,

air rifle shooting contests

be held to determine the crack shots. The competition is absolutely free to every boy in America under
6 years of age.
Fifty fine prizes will be awarded to
will

MR. AUGUST HEIL,
70.

O.

1

the winners.

William Heyliger a Scoutmaster
Start practice right

Sonic of the proudest scouts in New Jersey are the members of Troop 2, RidgeTheir scoutmaster is William
field Park.
Heyliger, author of "Don Strong of the

Wolf Patrol," which is now running serialTheir assistant scoutly in BOYS' LIFE.
master is A. C. Olson, secretary to Mr.
West, the Chief Scout Executive.

Ask your
In the Scout

Cave

(Continued from page 13)

I'd like to know whether or not I ought
to hit him."

remember

rifles

We

over pretty carefully, for it is
an important problem.
First of all, let's see if we can figure
out just why this Peekskill scout wants to
hit this fellow.
For one thing there is the
desire for personal revenge.
It makes

1

Address Dept.

let.

B.

The Markham Air Rifle Co.

him mad when this boy calls him names,
and he feels like wading into him and
making him take it back. Then there is
his loyalty to his troop, and to the scout
movement, which makes him feel like en-

Mich., U. S. A.

Plymouth
Southern Representatives:

Pacific Coast Office:
Phil B. Bekeart Co., Managers
717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Sands & Hulfish

forcing respect for both.
And now let's see whether or not hitting this boy will accomplish the desired
effect.
Take this personal revenge business, for instance.

11

Hansa Haus, Baltimore, Md.

I-NG

know two hoys
One of these

Air Rifles

fighting.

hoys was a

little bigger and stronger than
and he always came out ahead.
The fights usually started in some such
way as this: The bigger boy would do
some rather mean trick to the other, and
the smaller boy would say, "You're a dirty,
Then the big boy
over-grown bully!"
would proceed to thresh the smaller one.
Well, they kept this up for two years, and
the matter was never decided. After every
fight the big boy would say, "Will you
take it hack?" And the other would anYou can
swer, "No, I won't take it back
lick me, you big stiff, but you're a dirty
coward just the same!"

think of air

that for thirty years the "King" has been known as the
best and surest shooting air gun made.
make everyfrom the little pop gun
thing in the gun line for boys
to the
000 shot lever action repeater and the new King
Kadet army model gun. Write for our illustrated book-

it

to

not

dealer about the rules and reguHe will supply you with neces-

When you

Before we say either "yes" or "no" in
answer to this question, I guess we'd bet-

The Cave Scout used

it

In case he should
sary information and a free target.
not be fully informed just drop us a postal with his nameand address and we will quickly forward full details to
him.

punch him one, but my friend says
that would he against the rules of a scout.

who were constantly

you'll find

lations of the Contest.

like to

ter talk

away

only great sport but splendid for developing quickness
of mind and eye, steadying the nerves, and giving you
And if
the confidence that all good marksmen have.
you are going to be the best shot in your division you
ought to begin training right away.

the other,

!

Now

then,

I'll

leave

it

to

you

fellows

for
Hey, Scouts! This

all

of You!

Life for a
Tomlinson's Great Scout Book and Boys'
Ihus:
of the book alone.
year both for the price

Mr

"Scouting with Daniel Boone."
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BOONE

Price...
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Our Price to You for Both, $ 1 .20
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and get a

Columbia Grafonola
Every Boy Scout Patrol in
camp, gymnasium, or drill
work can make exceptionally good use of a Columbia
Grafonola.
This Model, $25

Any Columbia

dealer will ar-

range, free of charge, to deliver
a Columbia Grafonola (any

type

of

instrument

that

you

prefer) together with sufficient

Columbia Records,
you a few days' free
you

may know

allowing
trial,

that

for yourself the

inspirational, disciplinary and
teaching possibilities of this
This Model, $50

perfected

modern

invention.

Columbia
GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
DEALERS

BoxG645 Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK,

EVERYWHERE

N. Y.
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whether or not all this scrapping ever did
any good. The big fellow never got any
satisfaction out of it, for he could never
make the little fellow take back what he
had said and I am pretty sure the little
fellow didn't enjoy it.
Yes, I think we'll have to decide that
slugging a fellow is rather a poor way to
It's a foolish method
resent an insult.
because it doesn't really accomplish its
purpose.

And now let us consider the resenting
of such insults out of loyalty to the troop
and the Movement. Do you really think it
would increase respect for either to have
scouts going around punching people who
make fun of Scouting? Why, under such
conditions a troop might develop into a
gang of bullies who made people afraid to

We

want people to
boy scouts.
stop criticising us because they think we
are all right instead of because they are
afraid they'll get beat up if they don't.
You see this brings up a problem with
which every troop has to contend, espeIn almost
cially when it is first organized.
every community there is a bunch of boys
criticise

who

like to

stand around and poke fun at

And sometimes

it is mighty hard
your temper, isn't it fellows?
Sometimes you say, "Oh, Mr. Scoutmaster,
let us at 'em just for five minutes, and
we'll fix them so they'll never call scouts
'sissies' any more !"
It is pretty hard to know just what to

scouts.
to keep

do, isn't it?"

Well, here is a little story that may help
One night a National Headquarters'
official was visiting a troop meeting in
one of the poorer sections of Richmond,
Va. A crowd of rowdies soon collected
and began throwing pebbles against the
windows and making such a racket that it
was almost impossible to conduct the meeting. When the scouts were dismissed they
had to pass through this gang of boys,
who called the scouts all the names they
could lay tongue to. But the scouts paid
no attention to them. The scout official
wondered how these boys could keep from
under such provocation, and
fighting
finally he spoke to one of the scouts
about it.
"Tell me," he said, "how you can keep
your temper when these hoodlums are beyou.

having so."

"Why, that's easy," the scout replied.
"You see we scouts are gentlemen, and a
gentleman doesn't need to resent an insult
given by such people as these, so we just
don't pay any attention to them."
"But suppose these boys should hit you
scouts?"
"Well, in that case we would have to
defend ourselves and strike back a gen-

GIVENTO SCOUTS!

tleman may do that. And you
me, sir, we'd hit hard !"

Now

This Official Scout

Axe

or Hunting Knife

name

of Scoutmaster.

PIKSBAR NOVELTY

CO.,

Pike's Building, Chester, Pa.

is

it?

in nnsu'eriny (trli'ertisemenfs

clear

reasoning,

Why

tually attacked.
Surely that will enable you to maintain
your self-respect and also the respect of
others.
Nothing "sissified" about that, so far as
I can see.
does it strike you?

How

Mention Boys' LIFE

mighty

believe

wouldn't that be a good
rule for all troops to follow? First of all,
be gentlemen, then go ahead about your
own affairs, paying no attention to the
taunts and insults of boys who evidently
have no gentlemanly instincts, and finally,
"be prepared" to give a mighty good account of yourselves in case you are acisn't

Complete with sheath, given to any boy selling 30 sets of PREMIER INLAID PEARL COLLAR BUTTON SETS at 10 cents per
We send you these sets, all charges prepaid by us. and when
set.
you have sold the 30 sets, send us the $3.00, and we will send
either
the SCOUT AXE or HUNTING KNIFE.
Just the thing
you
When ordering give number of troop and
for a Scout or any boy.

that

may
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After an exhaustive struggle, and
MAZOMAXIE, TVlS. When they were about to .for shore.
other
go down for the third time after having fallen after being pulled down twice by the them
mill
managed to get
Mazomanie
finally
in
the
Rayruomd
water
two,
into the still
pool
was
ten
The boy who was rescued
iond, two little ten-year-old girls were seen by ashore.
thirteen.
f.
_van Hazelton, a boy scout thirteen years old. years old and the girl
the
of
GEORGETOWN, S. C. Two boy scouts
Without hesitation Hazelton plunged into the
Dick Watson and Percy
pool and managed to drag the girls ashore Eagle patrol troop one,
He Fox worth, saved their comrade John Cauthen
where he applied artificial respiration.
then went for a doctor who said that the little from drowning recently, when Cauthen tried to
across a creek, which apparently was too
girls would not have lived were it not for the swim
Both the other boys saw
prompt and efficient way the lad had taken much for his strength.
care of them after bringing them out of the him struggle, and immediately went to his aid.

ws

water, reports the Baraboo, Wis., Republic.
DELAIR, N. J. Henry Tomlinson, a boy scout,
rescued Charles Manning from drowning in
the Delaware river under the Delair bridge. The
lad was unconscious and Tomlinson gave him
the proper treatment, and after a half hour's
work brought him to consciousness. Philadelphia,

Pa., Telegram.

A

quick rescue was effected, reports the ColumRecord.

bia, S. C.,

While several boy
ST. PAUL, MINN.
scouts were swimming from a floating dock in
Lake
Silver
middle
of
the
recently, Oliver Hauklin started to tow Roy Flug, who could not swim
Before
ashore.
proceeding very far Hauklin
was seized with cramps, and in order to save
of
himself let go
Flug, who immediately sank.
Ocea Phillips, who saw him, risked his own
life in a desperate effort to save the drowning

NORTH

Walter Horth, a boy scout
N. Y.
Y., went to the aid of one of
companion scouts who had struck his head lad.
He succeeded in keeping him up until
on a submerged rock while swimming recently, William Grunnow reached them with a boat.
Horth St. Paul, Minn., Daily Neivs.
reports the Syracuse, N. Y., Herald.
kept the injured lad above water for three
SAN LEANDRO, CAL. After sinking twice in
Scout Horth has a deep swimming pool in Niles canyon, little
minutes until help arrived.
received a national life savers' license for his Miss Aileen Stanford, who was on a raft which
bravery.
capsized and threw her into the water, was
FALL RIVER, MASS. David Bishop, a boy saved by Floyd Duncan, a boy scout of San
scout of Fall River, Mass., saved an unknown Leandro.
The struggles of the drowning girl
lad about fifteen years old from drowning at dragged both of them under water, but after a
The unknown boy valiant struggle Duncan brought the child to
the Thomas Wharf recently.
lost his head, and while still some distance away
San Bernardino, Cal.,
safety and revived her.
from the wharf, sank.
Bishop, who saw his 2nd ex.
struggles, went in after the lad and grasped
him by the arm as he came up for the second

MOHAWK,

of
his

Mohawk, N.

The boy then took a firm hold on the
neck of his rescuer, but Bishop fought him off hole in eteele s (Jreek.
in appreciation ot nis
John Ryan, heroism Robert's parents presented Nason with
twice, and went after him again.
a young man of twenty-four years, who hap- a beautiful set of engraved cuff links, which
pened along at this time, saw the weakened con- Scout Nason accepted after having refused a
dition of the pair in the water, plunged in to gift of money, reports the Utica, N. Y., Press.
their rescue, and in a little while the three,
TROT, X. Y.
Rudolph Sovetts, a boy scout
Fall
wharf.
reached the
River, of Troy, N-. Y., while wading in the Poestenkill
exhausted,
Mass., Globe.
Creek, went beyond his depth and sank twice
HoRNELij, N. Y. The presence of mind and before Chester Helms, another scout, heard his
Mel ius swam to the lad and reaching
bravery of Raymond Wright, a boy scout of cries.
Hornell, N. Y., saved two of a party who went him just as he was going down for the third
Troy, N. Y., Times.
fishing in a pond near this place recently, ac- time brought him to shore.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. When a six-year-old boy
cording to the Elmira, N. Y., Star-Gazette.
Floyd Wright, one of the members of the party, named Philip, who was so frightened that he
went in swimming, and Nina Wright, who was did not know his last name, fell into Go\vanus
watching him from the apron of the dam, slip- Canal recently, he was rescued by John WesterFloyd started ma nn, a member of the boy scouts of Brookped and fell into the pool below.
ut
to assist her, but in her struggles she dragged lyn.
By the time the ambulance arrived, Sco"*
oad
him down twice.
Raymond leaped into the Westermann already had the boy on the ro;
water and getting- hold of the girl's dress started to recovery.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Eagle.
time.

Boys, It' sYour Ammunition!
U. S. Cartridges (in the red, white and
blue boxes) were first made for Boy
Their success was so striking
Scouts.
that today thousands of the most exin America use U. S.
perienced shooters

Ammunition.
.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for
SCOUTS

BOY

are the most popular cartridges ever
because "they hit where you aim.

A Book for Boy Scouts
Write for our free book, "How to Use Firearms." We'll mail it without charge.
UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.

New York
2315 Trinity Building
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY General Selling Aeents.
Francisco
San
COMPANY.
*
LEAD
SELBY SMELTING

A

FREE
^Delivered
*^
A sample 1916 model "ttanger" bicycle.
on approval and

I

3O DAYS TRIAL.

Write at once for large illustrated
catalog showing complete line of bicycles.
tirea and supplies, and particulars of moat
marvelotts offer ever made on a bicycle.
You will be astonished at our lo wprlco*
and remarkable terms.

RIDER AGENTS

^~

The Third Law
CALIF.

Reporting

"A

Fourth

of

Scout

is

Helpful"

entitles the scout to a free ticket to the theater,

news, a local paper prints the following and the scout finding twenty or more such
"Long Beach Boy places will be presented with a medal by the
story entitled "Good Scouts"
Scouts very materially aided Long Beach Bravest Board of Health.
of lost chilin
the
finding
*
yesterday, "especially
SYRACUSE. X. Y. Because the City Forestry
dren.
They also extinguished three incipient Department has no funds to hire men to pick off
fires at the auditorium and one on the Pine the cocoons of the tussock moth which has again
Avenue pier. One of them located a misplaced invaded the
have called on the scouts
July

automobile."
"I don't think I could
have done better myself." This is what a doctor
said of the treatment which the scouts gave
to a playmate who had received a bad triangular
The
cut in his heel while wading in a pond.
wound had been thoroughly cleaned nnd a handkerchief tied around the foot to stop the flow of

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

blood.

GREENSBORO,

N.

C.

"Good

bye,

Mr.

This is the way the scouts
Under
Greensboro are addressing these pests.
the direction of their scoutmasters the boys will
all
visit
possible breeding places and report
them to the city authorities who will take
Each place found
measures to destroy them.
of

Mosquito."

city, they
to help save the foliage of the trees.

Two hundred and twentyincluding some sixty pairs of nesting
were counted on forty acres of land in the
recent bird census conducted by the Dallas
DALLAS, TEXAS.

five birds,

Do Business direct with the leading bieycla
house in America. Do not buy until you know
pvhat we can do for you. WRITE TO US.
MEAD CYCLE CO., DEPT. D-17 CHICAGO

ELECTRIC BICYCLE LAMP

"SURELIT"

BOYS!

This included

eight varieties of birds
the scouts acquired wil
blanks and sent to the Biological
in Washington in the near future

The information which

be tabulated on
Survey Bureau
to help that department in compiling a statemenl
of the number and kinds of birds in this country
E ASTON, PA. The boy scouts are earning
money for a new water fountain for the Main
This will be arranged for horses and
street.
dogs, with a bubbling fountain for the public.

Get an
Handsome nickel

Be up-to-date.

lolate finish, large reflector, powerful
Convex lens, Ediswan tungsten bulb,

"bayonet lock switch, strong black
enamelled waterproof battery case
State
for one or two dry cells.
whether for one or two cells, we'll fit
proper bulb. Eouipped either way.
This
elegant
ason with ordinary usage.
nailed complete (le3 batteries) for $1.00
and lOc in stump* n. uvt-r po-*tace n,nd packing. Order today.
TOPP1N & WEATHERBY, 393 Plait St., Rochester, N. Y.
.

'100

MILES FOR

10

CENTS"-

MIAMI MOTOR BICYCLE
SAFE

birds,

scouts.

IVanfOrf-Boys.

make money taking orders for Bicycles,
Tiros and Sundries from our biff catalog.

,electric "Surelit."

LONG BEACH,

made

CLEAN

SILENT

PRICE, $125.00.
Send for

WEIGHT,

110 Ibs.

catalog.

THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG.

CO.

Middletown, Ohio

850 Mobile Avenue

DOW'S BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIERS
BEST THING

t

for the purpose ever put on the market,
use all over the United
States.
Can put on or detach In
itantly with adjustable hook.
Good sellers, because the
-

Boy Scout

Fire Fighters

ABERDEEN, Miss. Considerable damage would
have been done to the home of W. P. Haughton, of Aberdeen, Miss., had it not been for the
quick work of the boy scouts of the vicinity,
who got the blaze under control before the fire
department arrived.
ORANGE, TEX. When Ernest Stevens, a boy
scout of Beaumont, Tex., saw a blaze on the
roof of a resident in Orange he lost no time

riders all want them and the
price Is popular.
Write for Prices.

and were marching home when their scout
master saw smoke about half a mile away. He
ordered the boys to "double," and in a few
minutes they reached the place and found a
forest fire rapidly spreading.
They cut cedar
branches and after much hard work succeeded

After they
in getting the fire under control.
had carried water from a nearby farmhouse
to quench the last sparks, a forest ranger ar
aid from his brother scouts. rived and took charge of the situation.
in summoning
NEW YORK, N. Y. When a fire started in
Aftt-r giving instructions to them he rushed into
Then he an apartment house near Public School No
the house and aroused the inmates.
and his friends, who had sent in alarms, worked 43 recently, the boy scouts who were jus
hard and removed all the furniture which could assembling for an early drill formed fire lines
The fire department did not reach keeping the 1,000 scholars on the sidewalks anc
be moved.
the scene until the house was a smoking ruin. out of the vacant lot behind the apartmen
CHAZY, N. Y. Eagle patrol, of Chazy, while house, so that the firemen could work withou
on a hike recently, had just finished dinner hindrance.

DOW

WIRE AND IRON
WORKS, Louisville, Ky.

INFORMATION and FREE
Boarding
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

Schools (or camps) In U. S.
for girls or boysf Mainfree.
American Schools' Association.
tained for all schools.
Write. 1050 Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple, Chicago.

Catalogs of

all
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Readers can
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help us maintain this valuable service by always
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Dan Beard

A Message Across the Sea Brings
Scout Supplies Through War Zone

1915

September,

Tells

How

You

(Continued from page 19)

number of boys engaged in the game, a
number of maps or courses and distances
may be laid off from the rock in Dead
Man's Gulch,

radiating out in different
With this arrange(Fig. 2).
ment one may start off a half a dozen boys
at the same time, and the one who finds
the treasure chest first is given a note, a
card which is an order for the prize.
The beauty of La Fitte's Treasure hunt
is that it
gives one practice in the use of
the compass and an experience which may
serve one to advantage on some occasion
when dire necessity demands a knowledge
of its use.
directions

To-day England furnishes her soldiers
with pocket compasses, so that they may

way in the dark in the trenches,
we use it as a peace device for finding
way on hikes.

find their

but
our

'The Quartermaster Says"
Chats with the Equipment Man
By FREDERICK N". COOKE, JR.
Secretary, Committee on Scout

Supplies.

does your troop do to earn money

WHATOurvery
are

Zigzagging a path through the sea lanes to avoid possible
mines, and keeping a sharp lookout for the enemy's torpedo
boats, an English steamship recently reached New York
having, as a part of her cargo, a consignment for the Boy
Scouts of America.
few weeks before, a message in "International Morse"
sped under sea along the Trans-Atlantic Cable, flashing
word that Scouts in America were shut off because of the
war from fast-color fabrics for Neckerchiefs, and asking that
a quantity of the official English ones be shipped at once.
And now they're here. Eighteen colors: khaki, dark
brown, light brown, scarlet, rose, garnet, yellow, orange,
burnt orange, green, olive green, dark green, light green,
navy blue, light blue, king's blue, purple, black and gray.
These Scout neckerchiefs are 29 x 3 inches, and are
made of light mercerized material. They are guaranteed
not to sun fade or wash out within six months.

A

1

Prepaid, 15c each.

Per dozen, $1.50.

SUPER QUALITY
Royal Blue, Khaki and Red only, Postpaid
ORDER DIRECT OF

35c.

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

200 Fifth

New York

Avenue

?

the British Boy Scquts,
resourceful in ways of adding
In their "Headmoney to the troop funds.
quarters Gazette" recently a Scoutmaster told
how for nearly five years his troop has been
practically self-supporting, earning a clear profit
of $30 from last seasons work.
You'll be interested to know how they did it.
friends,

SHIP ESCAPES PERILS

means

"It

during

"but

I

find

winter
boys arc

the

my

spend four to five hours per
week
evening after their own work is
So -far, our
done, making articles for sale.
chief industry has been making woolen rugs,
but this winter, in addition, we are taking up
cane work, making all kinds of baskets, trays,
with a border of cane work, and other aticles;
quite

willing
in the

to

we are also making hammocks and other articles
string netting.
Every winter we also give
a concert.
All the books and bills are examined
by the Patrol Leaders and Seconds at the end
of each year when the balance sheet is made
of

up."

Our own Chief Scout Executive has an
in this

connection which

idea

may

appeal to you.
"Mr. Quartermaster," he said recently, "I believe we should consider very seriously the development of a plan to have scouts themselves

make and

sell to the Department
and Supplies as many as possible

of Equipment
of the articles

used in Scouting."
Of course, he didn't mean that scouts should
make uniforms or field glasses, but, when you
stop to think of it, there are a number of
things that scouts use which troops might
Take, for instance, the fire-making sets
supply.
which are described in the "Handbook for
Boys."
Troops living near where balsam fir
or red cedar grows could collect the wood, make
the drill sockets, fire boards and bows, and sell
these to our Supply Department, at a profit to

the troop, and at the same time help out other
scouts who cannot get the right wood where

they

live.

Then,
terested

City

work

hard

he writes,

months,"

too,

in

think

archery,

scouts who are incould make bows and

of the

who

arrows for other troops.
The "Handbook for
Boys" again is of service, as it contains full
directions for

making

both.

Perhaps the troop you belong to has some
special equipment which the scouts have made,
and which other scouts might be glad to purchase.
The Department of Equipment and Sup-

BOAT BUILDING

AND BOATING

Boat-Building and Boating
By DAN

C.

BEARD

BOY SCOUT EDITION.

Fully Illustrated by Mr.

DAN

C.

BEARD

Bound with Boy Scout Seal.
All that Dan Beard knows and has written about the
building of every simple kind of a boat, from a raft to a
cheap motor boat, is brought together in this book.
SPECIAL: This fine book by Dan Beard given with one yearly subscription to BOYS' LIFE at $1.00.
ORDER NOW.
Beard.

Cloth

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

plies

cases

will
if

act

as

a

sort

what you make

of
is

go-between in such
practicable, paying

you a price which will add to your funds,
reselling your product to other scouts.

and

Don't forget the opportunity afforded by the
parts of Scout equipment such as the
shoulder knots, etc.
flags, patrol flags,
Many scouts want lanyards which are made
either of braided leather or cord.
There are
other useful articles which may occur to you
which your troop could make and sell.
small

signal

is
It
probable that all supplies made by
scouts and sold in this way will bear a stamp
or label calling attention to their enterprise.
Talk this project over with your Scoutmaster,

and
to

let's
offer.

hear from you

The Boy
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you have something

The Quartermaster would like to have scouts
write to him in care of National Headquarters,
about matters of equipment.
Perhaps you've
discovered some wrinkle that you are proud of,
some stunt in putting up a tent or new uses
for the scout staff; if so, let's hear about it.

Smitty

Henderson Gets
Revenge

(Continued from page 5)
ing through the house.
of a sudden the

ALL
opened.

kitchen

door

"Aha!" she said, just the way she does
when she catches you in anything at school.
"You boys needn't try to get behind each
other; I know you, Andrew Henderson,
and you, too, John Bramwell Carson. I
must say I'm surprised."
She stood there looking at us for about
an hour, it seemed like to me. Then she
spotted the empty pie tin.
"Well," she said, "when I feed tramps I
always let 'em work at the woodpile, and
I'll be
fair and give you boys the same
chance.
You can split up all those pine
knots for kindling and pile it up nice and
neat, or I'll have to speak to your folks
about you. Have it either way you want."
It didn't take a minute for us to make
up our minds.
"We'll split them knots up for you first

REPEAT ING RIFLE
There's one thing every real
fellow is sure about when he
gets his .22 rifle he's going to have

a good one

class," I told her.

"See you do," she said. "You'll be done
just about the time I get back from the

EE
knows
show

leading sportsmen everywhere,
that the Remington-UMC
will
him the best time at the targets,
with his .22 Rifle Club and in the woods.

and then I'll let you out."
She went into the kitchen and locked
the door, and Smitty and me looked at
each other. I didn't exactly like the way
picnic

he

he looked.
"You never

can tell how things are
going to come out in this world," I said.
"Yes, you can, Bunk Carson," he said.
"You told me I'd get so much revenge I
wouldn't be able to enjoy it, and I have.
Now I'm telling you to split them knots.
Maybe I'll help a little bit after a while."
When we got done it was about supper
time, and then Miss Dobbs come home
and let us out. I had blisters on my hands
as thick as freckles.
cracked up to be.

Don

Revenge

Strong of the

Slide-Action Repeater Hammerless, fitted with the
famous Remington-UMC Solid Breech. Handling fifteen .22
Short, twelve .22

And

Long

or eleven .22

Remington-UMC

To be

Wolf

gun and the Remingtonammunition you ought to have,
go to the dealer where you see the
Red Ball Mark of Remington- UMC
the Sign of Sportsmen's Headquarters in every town.
Send for Booklets, "Boy Scout Marksmanship" and
"Four American Boys Who Are Famous Rifle Shots."

Remington Arms-Union
Metallic Cartridge Company
Bldg. (233 Broadway) New York

THEY

tumbled out of

in
it

Woolwvth

one of these usually
if he did not balance

AGENTSWanted
Rider
in each town to ride and show a new 1916

himself nicely.
Don sighed often when
he thought of the stout chairs he had
picked out at the furniture house.
Right after Christmas the troop had its
Mr. Wall led them into
first snow hike.
the woods. They chose a route that took
them where there was only about a foot
of snow.
They went along in single file,
and each scout had his turn breaking trail.

a glorious hike.
The woods
The air had a
were white and clean.
It

model

The

trees stood like sheeted
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were sure of a warm meeting
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(Continued from fage 12)
pany if we're living up to our agreement."
"I will," said the young man.
Two days later a ton of coal was
dumped in the rear of troop headquarters.
That afternoon the scouts built
a rough shed to shield their fuel from
the

a Remington-UMC.
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previous wars, disease
churned,
nearly
as
many victims as
shot and shell.
Camp
Sanitation is of compararecent
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development
and the best camp disinfectant is unquestionably
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their
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American disinfectant in use in the European
trenches.

dealer cannot supply you,

If your
card to

drop a post
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Am.
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Assn.
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and school." Chicago Herald.
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You'll never have to say
is
my whistle," or

'Where
"Oh, for
tach

my

either

knife,"
to the

if

They

A

Special Offer
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of Boys' Life

branch. "I wonder if there are many of
these lying around," he said thoughtfully.
Phil Morris was at his side. "Why?"
"We could cart this stuff to headquarters and build rustic furniture and
"And that's about all," Phil cried, joy"Mackerel, Don, but you're the
ously.
fellow with the ideas."
So the hike turned into a search for
On the way home the
building material.
boys decided to haul sleighs into the
woods and bring out a quantity of the
stout, heavy branches.
Within a week they were hard at work.
By degrees chairs took form and shape.
The troop house began to look homey and
comfortable.
In January they had their ice hike.
The river was frozen solid, and they
skated six miles upstream to Pine Island.
The last mile was a race. A majority of
the Wolves reached the island first and
that patrol was exempted from cooking
the meal.
So, while the other scouts got
a fire going and fried bacon, and roasted
potatoes, and made cocoa, the Wolves
took the lead in a merry game of hockey.
The journey back was slower than the
The scouts were tired. Mr.
trip out.
Wall set the pace and did not push them
That night only two scouts came
hard.
to troop headquarters.
The others were
content to go to bed early.
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His face broke
"Yes, sir," said Don.
a grin.
He knew what that order
meant. Mr. Wall valued him as a pitcher.
He didn't want him to hurt his arm.
So he pitched lazily to Alex. Davidson.
But, though he used no speed, he did
strive to put that ball where he wanted it
to go.
Alex, held up the big glove as a
the mark.
target, and he pitched for
The catcher gave a shout.
"That's control, Don."
Mr. Wall looked across at them and
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along who could pitch a shade better than
I can?"
But soon his fears were dispelled. The
moment he reached the field Mr. Wall
came toward him.
"Fifteen minutes' work for you," he
said.
Get
"Straight balls and no speed.
your arm into a sweater as soon as you
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That first day he went to the field a
on edge.
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Joyously Don brought his old grammar
school uniform down from the attic.
He
tried it on in his room. It was tight across
the shoulders
the legs.

good

with
black chased cap and

fashion the winter passed. By
middle of March the snow was
There came a week of balmy days.

gone.

of

Rubber,

Para

high school nine.

Formerly to Obtain.

Available

creaked and groaned
weight of snow; and once,
while the troop was at halt, one of the
tree branches snapped and came down to
the ground, shaking a powdery, fleecy
white mist into their faces.
Don walked over and examined the
sentinels.
under their
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Ted Carter was at first base and oh,
what a player Ted was. He pulled them
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The Boy

out of the air; he dug thorn out of the
It seemed impossible to get a
ground.
ball past him.
He killed hits that were
away over toward second. He raced in
for bunts and flipped them backwards.
He was here, there and everywhere. The
encouraging ring of his voice swept across
He was the livest kind of
the diamond.
a live wire. The moment a baseball glove
went on his hand he seemed to be a different boy. The slouch dropped from his
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"I can't play the whole infield," Ted
announced modestly.
"No," said Don, weakly; "I guess not."
So that was the kind of fellow Ted

asked no questions.
He
minutes of hurling and
Ted dropped out of the

Tread

Each

$2.50 Non-Skid

The usual price of other high-grade
bicycle tires is upward of S4.00 each. Of
course, there are lower grades and prices,
but poor tires bring: only trouble.
Now conies Goodyear-Akron "with the
third price-cut in eighteen months, saving: the user in all one-third former prices.
This is due to the demand for Goodyear
quality that has more than doubled our
sales the past year.
The new Goodyear-Akron price is $2.25
each for the smooth tread, $2.50 each for
the Non-Skid.
And these

Alter a while he came over to Don
wiping the sweat from his forehead.
"Going home?" he asked.
"Are you through?" Don asked.
"You bet. Catch me doing too much
the first week and putting myself on the
frit/c.
How's your wing?"
"All right," said Don.
Ted laughed. "You're a wise bird, too.
It didn't take you long to quit.
I guess
you'll do most of our pitching.
Any time
you go in there, keep pegging all the
time. This nine is going to be a bunch of
hams."

was, eh?
Next day,

Smooth

*

Again

His eyes brightened. His feet
became nimble and no longer dragged.

"Why,
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"Andy's out for pitcher," Ted whispered.
"Here's your chance to get square.
He
beat you out for end.
Now you rub it
into him."

Address
(Send

said nothing.
He didn't exactly
like Ted's talk of rubbing in, but at the
same time there was no denying the fact
that Andy had taken a place on the football team away from him.
He wouldn't
rub anything into Andy, but he would
like to beat him out.

me

the Flashlight)

Don
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Scout NAME Knife!
Do You Want It?

Red

Reelfoot

Boys' Life Will Help You.

Gilly,

It

Fisherboy
(Continued from page 1C)
going to tell you now."
Not a word came from the tightened
lips of Red Gilly.
back, Red, and comat the beginning," said old
Wiley dreamily. "Once there was a girl
lived on the east side of the lake.
She
Her father was the
growed up there.
best fisherman that ever dropped his net
in Reelfoot, but her mother died when she
was jest a baby, and we all had a hand
in raisin' her.
She was the apple of her
daddy's eye, and ever'body else loved her,
too.
They wasn't a boy in these hills who
wouldn't a jumped in the lake a million
times if she said to, though none of us
but Jim Gilly ever dared to pay her comJim was a right good looker
pliments.
in his younger days, but he wasn't fitten
fer to tech her hand, and she knowed it
and she treated 'em all alike.
"I was a-livin' alone then in the 'Dirt
Dobber,' as she had named the hut, and
one night a stranger came to my door
accident'ly. He was lost from a party of
duck shooters who was a-campin' on the
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enlargement (13 x 17 inches) with the small photo of the
Boy Scout in the Father'* Hands.
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1915

south side, and wanted me to take
over, but the lake was rough, so I
suaded him to spend the night with
Next mornin' we's jest gittin' in the

him
perme.
boat

when Dawn (that was the girl's name)
eome a-singing and skipping around the
hut, and, not noticing the stranger, called:
'Let me go with you, Sid.'
"I knowed 'fore we got across that the
camper hadn't never seen anything so
purty as our Dawn. Why, Red, she was
Her eyes was as
jest part of the lake.

deep and blue as the blue pool, and her
hair

was colored

like

the

inside

of

a

yancapin burr, and her skin was soft and
jest like the pink part of the water-lily,

was exactly like the lake
calm and peaceful.
It was a
case of love at first sight, Red, and in
less'n three months that handsome birdshooter come down and carried off our
while her temper

when

it's

Dawn."
The old man paused. Red sat with his
face in his hands and listened as hard as
he could.
"Yes," whispered Wiley, "that's what he
did.
And we all lived as if it was in the
dark fer a long time after she went away
fer you see, Red, they's got to be a
dawn before day and ours was gone and
her goin' made a different man of Jim
He never did fergive the birdGilly.
But as long as
shooter fer gittin' her.
her pa lived she'd come back alters jest
like she was "fore she went away
'ceptin'
Then her pa
she's sweeter and happier.
died and the lake folks didn't see her no
more, and seemed like she kinder fergot
'em all 'ceptin' me. See, I was sort of a
pal to her like I've bin to you, Red." He

paused.
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into

my

old hut.

Then

'long

comes a man one day bringing a child,
with directions to leave him and a letter
at the Dirt Dobber cabin, and that night
Jim Gilly and me come in together from
a long hunt and found the baby at his hut.
Gilly cussed good and proper when he
found the kid, but we opened the letter
and it was from Dawn, a-saying her husband was dead and she's dying, and was
sending her child back to the man she
next to her father.
I said, 'He's
fer me,' and Gilly admitted it was,
too, till we opened the second letter that
we found in the basket of little clothes.
loved

meant

That letter had five hundred dollars in it
and said that it was to be used fer the
child.
Then Gilly turned turtle and
wouldn't let me have him."
"Oh, Sid," cried Red, "that boy wasn't
me?"
"Yes," answered Wiley, "that's who it
was, and when Gilly refused to give you
up, I fit him, but he had the best of me,
as he lived in the Dirt Dobber hut, and I
But he promist to
couldn't do nothin'.
raise you square," cried Sid, his anger
returning.
Red Gilly threw his

arms across the lap
came he could

of old Wiley, and tears
not keep them back.

"Then,"

t

-

moved

Gilly

Red

he

said,

sobbing,

"my name

Gilly at all?"
"No," answered old Wiley, "you're real

ain't

name

is Radford Sherron."
"Radford Sherron," repeated the boy
"Why, what a name, Sid !" he
slowly.
cried joyfully, and, raising his head defiantly, he hurriedly mopped the tears from

his shining eyes with a red bandanna.
"I tell you, Sid," he exclaimed, "I'm
I a Hers
the happiest boy in the world.

BOYS' LIFE
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wasn't Jim Gilly's own flesh
fer they never was nothing
holding between us, and I never wanted
to be a net-thief.
I ain't never wanted
anything what wasn't mine and now
he paused.
"Now," took up old Sid Wiley, "they's
cr going to be a settlin' with Jim Gilly."
And Sid started for the door.
"Come back, Sid," Red entreated. "I
think I better go see Gilly myself."
At
"I
the door, Red stood for a moment.
wish I'd bin raised by you, Sid," he said
softly; "all I ever knew about what was
right I learnt from you." Then he passed
out into the night.
felt

like

jmd

blood,
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Three
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shadows

quality at three

across the bare floor and rafters of the
Dirt Dobber hut, and old Gilly sat with
his gray head on his folded arms on the

prices,

each

"Pap," spoke the boy gently.
"Yes, Red," he answered, "I've bin awaitin' up fer you."
The boy couldn't
so old
a-takin' stock

continued:

Gilly

"I

the price.

bin

o'

my

past history

and

I

Sid

come back

got here I ain't

you done

can't be

but if you're
I'm with you
of yore pal."

me

told

tonight

to settle up.
But since
mad no longer. What

undone now,

I reckon
play square, Gilly,
and you won't be ashamed

willin' to
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The hand of old Gilly clasped that of
the boy in a vise-like grasp. "You won't
leave me, Red?" he questioned anxiously.
"No," answered the boy, falteringly.
"I'll not leave you
we'll break the record fer catchin' fish, and we'll catch 'em
honest and and
he stammered, "I
want to grow up to be the kind of man
that Dawn Sherron would a bin proud to
call her son, and
you'll be pap to me,
same

as always
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How

happened no one could

But
some way Sam got down on his hands and
knees behind the Czar as the boys came
it
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head and Bud and Skinny were
holding his arms. Tom and Clif, with the
rest of the club, were holding his legs andting on
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eannette, Pa.

(Continued from paqp 19)
"Mine," Shorty retorted defiantly.
The Czar walked over to him. "We'll
see you run now."
He grabbed Shorty by the ear. To the
Czar's utter amazement, Shorty turned mid
letting out a wild yell struck savagely at
his

popular

giving un-

service

myself today, Red," he
said slowly, "and I know I've bin a mighty
mean man, and I'm going to tell you all
about yoreself and give you half of what
"
he hesimoney I've laid up and then
tated "then I'm going to clear out myself and leave you here to live honest like
you want to." The massive frame of old
Gilly shook, and Red, crossing the room,
leaned over his chair all the anger and
rebellion gone from his young heart.
"Gilly, Gilly," he said gently, "I know

I

high

equaled

little table.

speak,

of

grades

his

making themselves generally useful.
Miss Milliard, looking oiit of the window, thought of a picture of Gulliver being captured by the Lilliputians, which
she had seen when a child.
Then she
stepped back from the window, remembering that_ an older teacher had once told
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Next
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he looks

way

a

Boy Scout

acts, the

way

most important.

is

This boy is not a Boy Scout, but wants to
be, and will be when he's twelve years old.

how

See

looks in a

Kaynee

He's wearing
latest

clean

neat,

a

and comfortable he

blouse.
fall

blouse,

made

in

the

of

hard-wearing, unshrinkable,
unfadable material.
style,

There are no buttons on the

collar to bother.

There are no draw-strings to get loose or to tangle up. All buttons are sewed on
Sudden strains can't start the seams. There are no unexpected rips. It
securely.

3}

1
'?
I

isn't too

soon for you to

*

S

know how well made and how

1

<*

xi

Attractive

I

really are

and why.

Ask mother

to

explain the fine points.

Garments

m

She knows.

m

For Scout-Brothers the little chaps who look up to
you, just as you look up to Dad there are dandy Kaynee
two-piece suits for daytime, and Kaynee pajamettes for
night-time.

I

TELL

MOTHER ABOUT THIS

Tell her that Kaynee garments can he found in any good store
near home, that Kaynee garments cost as little as soc a garment,
and that dress-up styles, made from finest, exclusive materials,
cost but little more.

Have you seen the Scout Laws printed in many colors? Just
the thing to frame, and hang on the wall of your own room.
You'll find one inside of the next Kaynee blouse you get.

i
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good news: In the six
weeks preceding the publication of

by the Boy
Scouts of America. It
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this

magazine of that great organidevoted to the best interests
finest stories for
of excitement in
right sort; stories
handicraft, scoutfootball,
baseball,
fact,
every sport,
boys' life, presented
all boys.
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It is packed full of the
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about camping, woodcraft,
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in
animals
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recreation or activitiy in
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preparing for my scout work. Perl Hixon,
Carmen, Okla.
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Don Strong
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Duffel

In

Harm

The members

every scout should have BOYS'
have found it a great help in many
think the Cave Scout is a great
Russell A. Dixon, Pittsburgh, Pa.

think
I

I

In this troop, we believe no boy can be a
true Scout unless he owns a scout manual
and is a subscriber to BOYS' LIFE. L. L.
Pickell, Chardon, Ohio.
"Resolved.

That

the

Scoutmasters'

come a subscriber."
tion of Cleveland, 0.

Scoutmasters' Associa-
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all

President Taft to the Boy Scouts

Nautical

I

one of the
BOYS' LIFE
writers, will begin a new adventure
story, "Scouting in the Gold Country."
It will be a two-part story.
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E. Russell Paterson
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Wolf Patrol (Cont.)
By William Heyliger

A Strenuous Afternoon

Observation

of Troop 2 wish me to say
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H. De Young,
success without BOYS' LIFE.
Scoutmaster, Ilion, N. Y.
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Saved by the Rolling
Hitch
A
By

Thrilling Story of the Sea

ROLT WHEELER

FRANCIS

Author of "The Boy with the U. S. Fisheries.'
"The Boy with the U. S. Explorers," etc.
Illustrated

we're doin', sailin' back
to the Ambrose Channel

of

the
force

among

The boy stopped, shivering, on the top
rung of the hatchway ladder a moment
to make sure that he had securely fastened the collar of his oilskins when a
rumbled threat from below sent him out
of the shelter in a hurry.
"Full an' by," said the helmsman, as
he gave the wheel into the boy's hands,
meaning by the phrase that the vessel
was sailing close hauled, with her yards
braced at their sharpest angle, or "by" the
wind; and that while he must steer as
close to the eye of the wind as possible,
the sails were to be kept "full." In a gale
such as was blowing, to let the sails come
aback might send the "good ship Constitution" to the bottom.
"Full and by," Jetty repeated.
"Ye'd better freeze on to her good an'
solid," the helmsman warned him, "she's
kickih' more'n a little."

NORMAN

P.

ROCKWELL.

sail began to shake.
Then, slowly, the
weather edge of the lower topsail, always
braced round more
lights?"
began to lift
A dull "boom" up aloft and filled again with sharply,
a report like cannonsounded menacingly, as fire. But the canvas held. Again the
the main topsail lifted its leach of the lower
topsail lifted, but less
weather edge and filled violently, the ship's head fell away and
The mate looked the danger was over. Jetty breathed more
again.

salt
spray,
tops of the
the
of the northeast gale, struck Jetty in the face with a sharply at the boy, but already he had
There was a heavy
vicious spurt as the lad put his head out put the wheel up.
of the hatch which led to the narrow sleep- chop to the sea, for the wind had shifted
the early part of the night and
ing quarters of the crew of the "good ship during
Constitution." The "good ship" was merely the wheel was as hard to hold as a slipThe barque was runa phrase, for of all the leaky tubs that ping anchor chain.
risked foundering in each Atlantic gale, ning under reefed fore and main upper
the Constitution was
the worst. topsails, lower topsails and foretopmast

spindrift

whipped from
ATHIX
waves by

l>y

top

The mate said nothing.
had twisted a small tendon in
the boy's neck.
At first it bothered him
slightly, but as the minutes passed, and
he was compelled to stand tense, every
easily.

The

jar

muscle in him braced taut, holding the
wheel hard up against the driving seas,
the pain grew intolerable. To ease the
The wind was blowing in strain, he crouched forward and hunched
staysail only.
savage gusts
up one shoulder.
and though Jet"Stand up straight, you half-squeezed
ty had been but
deck-swab," growled the mate, "slouchin
a short time at
1

wheel, the

the

salt from the
spray was beginning to crust
on his face. His
mitts were wet

through and his
hands began to

grow numb.

ONCE,
ing
early

part

dur-

the
of

watch
at
the wheel, it
got away from
his

him.

Blindly

boy nodded. He put up the helm the boy grabbed
a spoke or two in order to get his at the whirlbearings and to get the "feel" of the wheel ing spokes,
before bringing the bow of the ship near and, though the
nearly
enough to the eye of the wind for the re- jar
quired lifting of the weather edge of the wrenched his
shoulder
out of
upper topsail.
He knew, as well as anyone on board, joint, he caught
the value of keeping the ship as near as and held fast.
possible to the direction from which the The mate, quick
wind was blowing, since it was a head as a wink, was
wind. He knew, also, that unless he was with him and
careful in luffing her up or in bringing the helm was
her too close to the wind, the sails might put hard up in
come aback and ship and crew would go a few seconds.
clown to "Davy Jones' locker."
Jetty watched
The first mate, who had been pacing in deadly fear.
up and down the poop, waited a couple The ship luffed
of minutes, ever and again watching the sharply into
sails, and then coming aft, stooped and the wind and

THE

peer,ed

into

"Keep her

the

binnacle.

he bellowed through
the roaring of the gale; "what d'ye think
close,"

the

whole

weather side of
the

main upper

"But

it

was a

true 'rolling hitch'

and took

the strain instantly."

BOYS' LIFE

,5
.AC

you thought

a

wheel

was

a

~~77dtchin' post!"
"My neck hurts, sir," answered Jetty,
"What in blazes is the matter with your

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

that seemed to rive every timber asunder
and the foremast went by the board,
broken off about ten feet above the deck.
The ship reeled, as though smitten with a

mortal wound. The hatchways vomited men.
neck?"
"What's the matter, Mr. Murchison?"
"Twisted it, sir, I think," said the boy.
If I catch you again roared the captain, first to reach the deck,
"Twisted, is it?
"Foremast's gone, sir," the mate shouted
standing like a half-frozen brass monkey
"Gale shifted suddenly.
on a piece of ice, I'll give it a twist that'll back.
Veering
make you so as you won't ever look easterly."
As though hurled by a catapult, the
An' keep her liftin'.
straight again!
What the Styx has a dod-gasted twist second mate leaped out of the companion
in your neck got to do with a
ship's course?"
So, though the pain shot
knives through
little
like
his neck and shoulder, Jetty
stood as straight as he

The

could.

strain

made

put before the wind, so that she could drive.
The mast had fallen outboard but some
of the wire rigging

still held, and, as the
vessel rolled the wreckage struck the side
as though to beat her to her doom. Speedily
the rigging was already cut away, but the

heavy lurch.

colder,

away

that

Had

lull

or

twistbut the

"Well,

closely,

only

tle !"

Bang!

Again the spar
struck the side of the ship.
"Another

one

like

that,"

said one of the sailors under
his breath, "an' we'll be feedin'

fishes."

"Goin'

queried

to cut her loose?"
the second mate, as

the first mate rushed forward,
the storm mizzen having been
hoisted and the ship brought
before the wind.
"Nothin" aboard for a jurymast," was the reply.
"Want the topmast for a

en-

For a second the driving
of the spindrift ceased, and
In that
the sea darkened.
second of silence the boy

spar?"
"If

we

can."

Like a living lightning the
second mate leapt into the

heard distinctly, as though it
were a loud sound, the wet

!

can't stop to get

now.

Move, ye
lop-eared lump o' Dutch tallow," he shouted, springing
at one of the men who was
standing with a bewildered
look on his face, "get out
your sheathknife if ye
haven't anything else, ye fatheaded landlubber, an' whit-

during.

rustle of the mate's slicker
as he whirled on his heel to
come to the boy's aid. But
it was too late

we

that

after

would have given him
But he was not

warning.
watching

going

rest

hold.

and

Jetty been less
less pain, the

in

was

vessel

of the men went
on working at the wreckage.
"Five inches, sir," the carpenter reported, a minute
later, after finding out how
deep was the water in the

pricking sensation shot, and,
half carelessly, he relaxed
his grip a minute to close
his fingers on his palm a
few times and restore feeling in them.
Suddenly the ship seemed
to pause as though with a
gasp of dread of what might
be in store and the wind
tired,

the

The

lit-

too, the
his energy
and his feet began to feel
like lead.
Through the fina
gers of the left hand

lulled.

second

the

down.

ed tendons a rest,
eye of the mate was on him
and he dared do no more.
pain took

Carpen-

well,

mate, fearing, as did the boy,

spots

He grew

ordered

ter !"

eyes.

to give his aching

floating

There was no buoyancy as

she righted.
"Sound the

dance before his
After he had been
there for ages, it seemed to
him, Two Bells rang. Only
half the time gone!
Once or twice he moved,
tle

The

immediate peril was great.

spars came pounding against the already
over-strained timbers of the vessel. Jetty,
who had been sent from the wheel, thought
he felt the ship sinking as she gave a

crowd of sailors. He cuffed
one on the side of the head,
'The tempest tore loose

its

shook

his
fist
face, the while

fury upon the ship."

hatchway beside the captain.

in

another's

stirring

them

with taunts and threats which made the
mildest of them boil. They would have killed him, cheerfully, any of them, but he
made them work. How he made them work
A long sheet rope hung taut over the
Jetty
edge, holding one of the yards.
Inside the rail the
stood nearest to it.
but
a
of
feet
couple
rope was tangled,
beyond it was clear. Jetty reached out
to cut it, hanging on with his left hand.
Just as he leaned out over the side, however, the tendon in his shoulder gave a
wrench, and, with a cry, the boy loosed

"Watch below!" he shouted, as he spun
shriek that sounded as if on his heel and took the poop ladder at
every inch of the storm-racked sky a jump. "Carpenter!"
There was no need to call. The carpenhad agonized in one ear-splitting cry, the
tempest tore loose its entire fury upon the ter, a tall, powerful Norwegian, was beBefore the second mate could
ship, heeling her over so that the sea fore him.
reach the fo'c'sle hatchway, every man,
boiled up the scupper channels.
Stunned by the blast and with one hand even the ship's cook, was on deck,
The
"Storm mizzen!" the captain ordered,
off the spokes, Jetty was powerless.
wheel spun round, throwing him to the
"Port watch aft, bend the storm mizdeck, and the ship, free of the helm's re- zen," came the quick emphatic command
as
wind
her
head
to
of
the second mate, "starboard watch,
though
straint, flung
in a moment's mad defiance she dared to clear wreckage.
his handhold and fell into the sea.
Lively, now!"
with
the tempest.
Wrenched by the shock and out of all
He landed in the midst of the wreckgive battle
a
as
she
had
struck
human control, the barque lay wallowing age. One of the heavy wire ropes of the
Crashing,
though
the
sails
came
in the trough of the sea.
With the fore- rigging struck him on the back.
Half
rock, bow on,
barque's
The grip of the storm was at mast down, the foretopmast-staysail had stunned and half drowned, however, he
aback.
her
back
and
her throat and forced
back,
gone too, and without head sails the ship scrambled on to the drifting foremast.
down. Down went her stern, and, at the had no steerage way.
The second mate threw him a boathook.
Fortunately the
of
"Take this, ye pigeon-breasted, cockwater, green, solid, mainmast held,
instant, a wall
of
white
on
without a curl
it, reared itself
eyed oaf!" he yelled, "an' fend her off,
1
over the quarter and hurled its tons upon
port watch men rushed aft. Twice if ye can !"
'"|
on
the
deck.
For one long
A the seas pooped the ship, rising over
tons of water
minute that awful shock of suspense the quarter as though to beat her down, but
a moment, just for a moment,
gripped the vessel, and then, forward, jn an incredibly short time the storm mizzen
Jetty thought of his own peril, but as
came a long grinding splintering crack was bent on and hoisted and the ship's head
(Continued on page 39.)
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'TT^HERE

goes the Ail-American SubBenton
declared Leslie
with a grin, indicating by a wave
of his hand a boy who was crossing the
campus of the Lakeside High School. The
group gathered on a bench under the elms
I

stitute,"

laughed as they glanced toward the object
of the speaker's remark.
"Better look out, he may get your job,"
declared Chub Demming, the school jokesmith, and he spoke with such seriousness
that the crowd roared with laughter.
"Anyhow we need a new White Hope to
bolster up our weak line," declared Art
Goodwin, as he gathered up his books, "the
way they got through in the Saturday
game was fierce." Again a wave of laughter went around the circle.
The game on
Saturday had gone to Lakeside by a score
of 33-0.

The boys under the elms were mostly
of the Lakeside High School
football team, composed largely of veterans from the preceding year, and which
iiii-nibers

had thus far in the season enjoyed an unbroken string of easy victories.
The object of their jokes was Roland
Mott. Although he came out for football
practice each night no one took him seriHe did
ously, unless it might be himself.
not

know

the

game very

well,

but

he

worked hard and was always on hand
when there was a scrimmage between the
regulars and the unappreciated "scrubs."
Roland usually played at right tackle on
the second team and cheerfully took all
the hard knocks that big Olaf Swenson
gave, for the latter rode rough-shod over
his opponent, be he scrub or a member of
a rival team.
But Roland was not a

good
mixer and so had never become popular

with his class-mates or the members of
the team.

That night after football signal practice
Coach Wilton spoke to Lew Allen, the
Lakeside captain.

"I wish," he said earn"that you could talk to Benton a
little on the side.
He isn't playing the
game he ought to and he is altogether too
sure of himself."
"I know it," said Allen
"I've
seriously.
estly,

been thinking about it myself. Les is a
good kid, but he won't take advice from
anyone."
"Yes, no one can help liking him,"
agreed the coach, "and yet his popularity
is a bad
thing for himself and for the
team. Now, there's our big
game coming

a week from
Thursday. That Rindon left
tackle is the strongest man in their
line,
too, and unless Benton learns some new
points of defense they are
to find a

'\

going

weak place in our line right there."
He was seized from behind
and then everything turned black.
Allen was silent.
He thought of Les
and wondered how he could
appeal to him. on Thanksgiving is going to be no pipe,
"Well, I'll talk to Les," said Allen, as
The boy was a natural-born athlete, but either."
he prepared to leave the training quarters,
his easy success had
given him the idea
"It certainly is not," agreed the coach, "perhaps I can wake him
up some way."
that he did not need to work, and as there
"those Rindon men are lighter than our
"All right," said the coach, "and make
was no real rival for his position the adbut
have
drilled
a
lot
on
trick
team,
it strong.
That Rindon game may depend
they
vice of coach and
captain was unheeded.
plays and they have the forward pass upon right tackle."
"This easy season has been a bad
down
And
their
left
thing
pat.
tackle, Bradfor us," continued the
coach, "the fellows ley" the coach
paused and shook his
game on Thanksgiving day beall think that Lakeside is invincible."
head "he's been breaking up plays all seatween Rindon Academy and Lakeside
"Yes," admitted Allen, "and that
game
High School would decide the champion.
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The two schools had

Lakeside quarter, called the signals, while
year the three backs, Allen, Cross and Goodwin,
the interest was particularly keen, since who had made the Lakeside scoring maneither team had lost a game.
The Rin- chine feared all over the state, began
don team was light and fast. The Lake- their attacks upon the regular line,
side team, was more heavy and powerful, Straight bucks, cross bucks, tandems, and
and depended upon a stonewall line and end runs were pulled off in rapid order,
plunging backs to carry the ball down the At first the solid red line held well, then
field, wearing out opposing teams by su- they began to yield as the play kept on.
Coach Wilton had Benton,
let
several
perior endurance.
especially,
plays
never been able to develop a satisfactory through, and when Allen cried, "Come,
forward puss, the great difficulty being on brace up there, Les," the tackle retorted,
the receiving end.
There was no one on "Heavens, man, what do you think this is,
the team who was reliable at getting a championship game
I don't work my
under and catching the ball.
Next morning us Lew Allen
was eating his breakfast his
ship of the state.

always been athletic rivals

antl

this

!

anxiously that he was not as fresh as he
should be, and frequtntly there came disquieting rumors of the night escapades

which
all

his right tackle engaged in.
But to
his remonstrances Benton turned a

deaf ear and Allen had to admit that the
problem was beyond him.
In the last scrimmage before the
big
game, Allen, playing behind the scrub's
line, tried a forward pass to Roland Mott.
To the surprise of coach and players the
boy caught the pass neatly and got away
from the whole first team for a touclidown.
"Now you see what Rindon is
liable to do to us," declared
Allen, as the team discussed

father glanced up from his
"Your football team
paper.
has a peculiar way of training
for a big game," said M.r. Allen

the prospects of the big
in the dressing room.

sarcastically.

never happen
No one tried to stop
game.
him anyway."
In his heart Allen believed
that this was so, but he did
not want the team to feel over-

"O, Heck

Lew, surprised.
"Last night," continued his
father, "I passed the Oakhurst
pool room about eleven-thirty
and saw Leslie Benton in there

game
Ben-

disgustedly,

confident.

playing. He was smoking too.''
Allen's heart sank.
"I don't

That night, as the coach discussed the preparations for tingame with Allen he said, "I am
going to put Mott on the list
of substitutes, he has been very
faithful in practices and he de-

know what to do with him," he
confessed, "he won't listen to a
thing I say."
"Better can him off the team,
he probably needs a good jolt,"
advised his father, and went

some honor for it."
So next morning on the big
bulletin board the list of men
who were named to report at
the gymnasium in suits on Thursday contained the name of Roland Mott and the boy's face
lighted up as he saw it.
"You'll make the All-American yet," declared Leslie Benserves

back to his paper.

As Allen came

exclaimed

"that could
in
a regular

ton,

"What do you mean?" asked

!"

into the school

yard he heard shouts of laughter from the gathering place
under the elms. He came up
in time to hear "Spek" Blake
"
and every time he
saying,
missed one he looked as solemn
as though he'd thrown away a
championship, and he'd go back
and try it over."
"O, Allen !" cried Benton, as
he caught sight of the captain,
"cheer up, the championship is

not ill-humoredly, as he
glanced down the list Roland
had been reading.
ton,

A

hand reached

out through the
confusion of
sweaters and
blankets

ours."

"What's the joke," inquired
Lew, but he did not smile.

HANKSGIVING
dawned

DAY

clear
and cold,
ideal weather for the big game.
The morning trains brought in

crowds of

visitors

and by noon

the town was full of people
"Why, reports have come,"
who had come to see the holiday contest.
began Les, with mock earnestness, "that head off for nothing!"
the All-American Sub is practicing daily
After the game Allen took Leslie aside. The huge grandstands filled
rapidly and
in his own back yard at receiving forward "Now, Les," he said,
"you know I don't long before the hour of two-thirty every
passes. Soon he will be so proficient that want to be disagreeable, but honestly, I seat was occupied.
On one side of the
he can make twenty yard gains regularly wish you would get in and work and cut field was the Crimson and White of Lakefor the team.
Then the fullback will be out the night stuff until after that Rindon side, on the other the
Purple and Gold
able to loaf en the job and take a well-

of Rindon.

earned

The Lakeside team entered the field
and were greeted by a roar of welcome as their supporters sprang to their
feet, waving caps and banners at their
favorites. The men ran
through some simpie signals and then the coach gathered
them about him for a few final directions.
While the consultation went on the Rindon
team came on the field and began warming
up with a short, snappy signal practice,
The Rindon captain won the toss and
chose to take the west goal. Thus Rindon

game."
Les started slightly.
"What do you
"Well, if more of you fellows would mean, night stuff?" he inquired, innodo that I'd feel a lot better about that cently.
"You know what I mean," answered
Thanksgiving game," declared Lew.
"O, come on, Lew, forget it," cried Les, Allen, "and on the square, I mean what I
clapping his chief on the shoulder. "Ev- say this time. Now listen, you know that
erybody knows that we are going to walk Bradley, the man you
play
against
all over that little
delegation from Rindon. Thanksgiving, has been breaking up the
when
we
there
will
lie
line
in
this
season.
You
can't
Why,
get through
every game
nothing left but a blue smear on the field." afford to take any chances for the sake
The crowd laughingly endorsed this senti- of your own reputation, Les."
ment, and Allen was silent. He saw that
"Well," declared Benton, lightly, "I'm
this was not the time to say what he had
glad you've got it out of your system, old
intended to Leslie.
man. I'll try to keep in condition all right
That night the coach announced a scrim- for the game. So long, Lew."
Allen looked thoughtfully after the dismage with the scrubs. As the teams gathered helmets and other headgear together, appearing form of his friend and shook
the coach drew Allen aside.
"I hope he will," he said to
his head.
"I am going to put the first team backs himself, "but I don't know."
behind the scrub line," he said, "and I
want you to tear in there as if it was the
daily practices went on and the
Rindon game. Perhaps that will show the
team rounded into shape for the big
linemen something."
game. Benton was playing a good game,
The scrimmage began. Ad Wilson, the but after a hard practice Allen noted
rest."

THE

first

got the advantage of the wind and had
the sun behind them.
The two teams scattered to their places
on the field, Lakeside spreading out to receive the kick.
The purple sweaters
stretched across the field just behind the
long chalk line on which the halfback was
adjusting the ball for the kickoff.
Bradley, the Rindon captain, was going
along the line with a slap on the shoulder
and a word of encouragement for every
"We must play fast," he advised.
player.
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Peterson swung out of his position and
"play them off their feet in the first quarIf we can score early and then hold taking the ball followed the smashing inter.
terference of the three backs against the
them the game is ours."
He got through
the line.
"Ready, Lakeside?" shouted the referee. other side of
Allen held up his hand. "Ready, Rindon:-" outside tackle and made five yards before
That was the way the
Bradley nodded. The whistle sounded its being stopped.
for Lakeside team was accustomed to see the
sharp blast. The Rindon kicker poised
Again Ad called his
a moment, then took a half-dozen quick plays go through.
while the signals and taking the ball darted through
steps and his toe met the hall,
whole team plunged forward to meet their guard for three yards more. Third down
one man, and only two to go. Ad suddenly decided
opponents. The stands rose as
each side shouting defiance, and the game to hit the right side of the line. If Lakeside could once gain through that wonderwas on.
Far down the field soared the ball. ful blue tackle the whole Rindon defense
Lew Allen gathered it in and with his in- would crumble. Taking the ball on the
terference working nicely before him he snap back he passed it to Allen and Lew
carried the ball back fifteen yards before lunged forward.
Again the big captain
The teams quickly lined of Rindon was through the line and Lew
being downed.
of half a yard.
up and play began. Ad Wilson, the quar- was tackled for a loss
terback, called the signals sharply. Good- With one more down and two and a half
A gust
win, left halfback, received the ball and to go, Ad decided to punt again.
He of wind caught the ball as it rose and the
plunged forward on a tackle buck.
made barely a yard. Again Ad called punt went barely thirty yards. By the
off a string of numbers and the fullback time the Rindon runner was downed it
took the ball and swung off toward left was Rindon's ball in the middle of the
end.
As the ball was passed the tousled field. On the first play the Rindon quarblond head of the Rindon left tackle shot terback made a perfect forward pass to
The end was downed in his
through the line, and Allen was tackled left end.
He tracks by Goodwin, but it was first down
before he was hardly under way.
managed to advance a few steps, and then in one play, and it was the first play that
another Rindon man was on him. There Rindon had attempted. The next play was
was no gain. "Third down nine to go," a straight buck through tackle. The big
shouted the referee. The Rindon bleach- leader of the Blue crashed and tore his
The heavy way irresistibly through the Lakeside deers were yelling furiously.
Lakeside backs had been stopped on the fense and the play went for six yards.
Lakeside held and Rindon was
It was more than they Then
very first plays.
had expected.
Angrily Ad pushed the forced to punt after two unsuccessful atlinemen into their places. "Get your men, tempts to gain.
Back and forth the ball surged, but
now," he shouted and called the signal
for a quarterback run around left end. usually in Lakeside territory.
At last time was called for the first
When other plays failed Ad with his speed
Now the Lakeside cheer leader
could usually be depended upon to skirt quarter.
the ends for a gain. The ball was passed. led off in the old school battle song,
The backs swung to the left while the "Lakeside Champions," but it did not
confident as it had in the
right end left his place and followed the sound quite so
rootplay around behind the line. Ad was run- big auditorium the day before. The
ning well in behind his interference, head ers were not accustomed to seeing the big
down, ball tucked snugly under his arm. red team playing on the defensive.
Out, out toward the sidelines he rushed,
the start of the second quarter it
watching for a chance to cut in and go
was Rindon's ball, third down and five
dodging through the scattered field for a
gain.
Suddenly he turned to strike the yards to go. The play started on what
spot where the crimson line had swept the looked like a left halfback run, but after
Before he had starting, the halfback turned suddenly and
tacklers from his path.
gone two yards he was seized from behind threw the ball to the left end, who had
Before the
and falling forward instinctively, he rolled come around on the play.
over and over with the arms of the Rin- Lakeside team could decide what to do
don left tackle clasped like a vise around the ball was passed in a long throw to
his knees.
Benton had let his man get the Rindon left tackle and when he was
The referee pulled the downed the ball had been advanced twelve
through again.

AT

"Fourth down six yards to
apart.
go," he announced. There was nothing to
do but to punt.
Chub Demming, the Lakeside center,
stopped the Rindon quarterback with the

men

The
ball on the Rindon forty-yard line.
blue line crouched low for their first attack, and the Lakeside supporters began
to slow chant, "Hold that line
hold that
line."

The Rindon backs ranged them-

selves in a line one behind the other with
the quarter farthest back. It looked like the
old tandem play and the Lakeside backs
swung a little to the left. Then the ball
was snapped back to the quarter and to
the surprise of all he dropped back a step

and sent a long, low punt down the field.
Ad, playing too far in for a punt, realized
suddenly that the ball was going over his

The ball struck the ground .just
beyond his reach and went bouncing along
toward the goal line. He was able to recover it, but was downed on his own
twenty-yard line.
Again Ad called the signals. This time
he called for a right end around, and Buck
head.
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and when the referee had forced the players apart, the ball was over the line by
inches.

The Rindon bleachers were a smother of
yellow and blue and the jubilant roar was
continuous as they ascertained that the
hoped for result was true. The Lakeside
stands were silent.
They were entirely
unprepared for such a turn of affairs. It
seemed incredible that the great, undefeated red team had been scored on. Then
rallying, they once more took up the cheer.
"We're behind you, team! We're behind
you, team !"

Amid the continuous roar of the blue
bleachers, the Rindon quarterback carried
The
the ball out for the try at goal.
The halfback
angle was a difficult one.
sighted carefully and then the ball was
lowered; the Lakeside players rushed forIt
ward, and the ball soared overhead.
passed outside the goal post by inches.
The score was Rindon 6 Lakeside 0.
Shortly after the kick time was called
for .the

first

half.

Coach Wilton gathered

his

team

in

the

room.
Swiftly he examined
dressing
bruises and injuries while he talked. "Now,
fellows," he began cheerfully, "you are
going to win this game next quarter.
They fooled you on tricks that half, but I
think they've shown about all they've got.
They can't get away with any of that stuff
next time. Tou halves play a little further
The
out and watch for forward passes.
he paused. He was
line is holding well"
going to say, "except right tackle," but by
Benton's face the coach concluded that
the boy had learned his lesson that day, so
he said nothing of his misplays. The team
emerged more cheerfully after the encouraging talk by their coach. But in spite
of his confident attitude before the men,
the coach frowned thoughtfully as the
team filed out again.
the kickoff Allen sent the ball spinning in a beautiful curve down the
fullback caught it be-

ON The Rindon

field.

own

goal posts and advanced it
Then Rindon tried a trick
run from forward pass formation, but the
fore his

twelve yards.

runner was downed behind his own line.
Next came an end run and Rus Arnold,

crimson end, nailed the runner, interference and all. The team had settled down
to their old game now. The Rindon rush
formation hit left tackle. Benton yielded
a little, but Allen hurled himself against
the weak part of his line and the Rindon
"Rindon ball first down," cried advance stopped. Rindon kicked. Again
yards.
the referee.
The ball was inside Lake- Ad called the signals and once more the
The Rindon Lakeside warriors plunged to meet the
side's twenty-five-yard line.
quarterback dropped back and heaped up foe.
Hammering, battering, hurling the
a little mound in preparation for a place crushing force of the three great backs
kick.
The ball was snapped and placed against the lighter blue line, slowly the ball
on the ground, but as the fullback's foot was forced up the field.
But as time
swung, the quarter sprang to his feet and went on Lakeside continually made their
dodging the runner's intent on blocking downs by narrower margins. Allen was
the kick, he rushed through the line and wearing himself out with unceasing line
on toward the goal. Only Ad, the quar- plunging. He was in every play and it
terback, stood between him and a touch- seemed impossible to gain without him.
down.
Ad braced himself and made a Ad's long runs would net a few yards,
beautiful tackle, stopping the runner on then one of the halves would fail to adthe five-yard line.
It was Rindon's ball vance the ball, then Allen would gain a
and the goal to go. Three times the Rin- little. The goal posts looked far away to
don backs plunged against the line, which, the little Lakeside quarter as he racked
now desperate, hardly yielded an inch. his brains for something to solve the RinLakeside's old stone wall was sustaining don defense.
He tried the forward pass
its reputation.
Then the left tackle sud- on three occasions, only to have the ends
denly swung back on the signal and took fail to get under it. Twice it went incomthe ball on a tackle around play.
There pleted and was brought back, and once
was a mighty surge of red and blue jer- Rindon intercepted it for a gain costly to
seys as the two lines met in a desperate Lakeside.
crash.
Then the red line yielded a little
Rindon was apparently as hopeless of
under the savage assault of the blue.
(Continued on pacie. 29.)
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sick

grumbled
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under
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breath.

his

of

the

silly

Dad Gibson
He slumped

shoulders a bit and the staff he carried
"What's the
tilted to a slovenly angle.
sense of it, anyhow?"
"
'Tention !" rang out the quick, decisive
voice of Scoutmaster Curtis, standing slim
and erect before the line of scouts. "We'll
a littletry that again, fellows, and get

his

more pep

into

it

this

time.

Remember,

meeting before the exhibition,
and we mustn't fall down then. Dad, if
you could manage to carry your staff upit's

our

last

it would look rather better."
There was no sting in his tone, and
Dad, grinning sheepishly, straightened his
shoulders and brought his staff to the
same angle as the others. He hadn't any
who was uniquarrel with Mr. Curtis,
It was the
versally popular in the troop.

right,

drill

he objected

to.

"Prepare to form riot wedge !" ordered
"One !"
the scoutmaster crisply.
There was a rapid thud of feet and a
swift, scurrying movement that might have
seemed to the uninitiated observer meanBut when
ingless and withor.t purpose.
the stir ceased and silence fell, it was seen
that each of the three patrols had formed
itself into a regular wedge with one of
the largest, strongest boys at the apex
and the patrol leader standing in the
middle of the base. Their staves were upright, but at the

these

swung

sharp

command

of

"Two !"

ends crossing and the whole becoming a
continuous barrier.
"Fine and dandy !" approved Mr. Curtis heartily.
"That's more the way it ought
Now let's try the double wedge I
to go.
Wolf patrol,
showed you last week.
dress a little to the left, Eagle patrol, to

One!"
This time there was a little more confusion, for the movement was newer and
somewhat more complicated than the
The Badger patrol took position
other.
as before, though spreading out a bit
more and gathering in a boy from each of
the other patrols to form the ends of the
The Wolves and Eagles
larger wedge.
then swung around against either side of
the wedge, each boy covering the space
between two lads behind him. The final
manoeuvre thus presented a double row
of scouts linked together by their lowered
staves into a formation that would be
equally effective in pushing through a
dense crowd or withstanding the pressure
the right.

Ready?

of their assaults.

smiled Mr. Curtis.
"A bit
slow yet, but we'll get it all right. Now
what do you fellows think about using
It's mighty effective,
this on Tuesday?
and the audience will like it, but we'll

"Good!"

Part

into a horizontal position, the

'iCftif

tJo'wn

ft

blast of bent struck his face; then
lit.*

have to work overtime tonight to make
as smooth as it ought to be."

The
so

it

affirmative response was instant and
unanimous that Dad Gibson's

nearly

grumbling protest passed unnoticed. The
boys of Covington Troop 3 were keenly
enthusiastic about the coming exhibition.
It had been organized by the combined
scouts of Covington to give the people of
the town an idea of what they were accomplishing.

Each of

the four troops

hands caught him, easing

descent.

had

been working, taking up some special detail of the scout work, such as signaling,
first aid and the like, and there was naturally a lot of good-natured rivalry which
made the fellows keen about any new de-

would increase the effect of their
They therefore flung themselves into the manoeuvre with such zest
and energy that at the end of an hour
they were able to go through it with a
snap and swing and swift perfection that

tail that

performance.

delighted their instructor.
"That's corking !" exclaimed the latter.
"I don't see how any crowd could do it
This will be the last thing on the
better.
program, you know, and then we march
out.
Now, fellows remember that every-

body must be

at the hall Tuesday evening
at a quarter past seven sharp, and don't
forget that Captain Chalmers will review
us, so it'll be the most special sort of inall
I
think that s
to-night.
spection.
Patrol leaders dismiss their patrols."
Out on Main street Dad Gibson, more

disgruntled than ever, lost no time in
venting his grievance before the halfdozen members of his patrol who had left
the building with him.
"Riot wedge!" he sniffed contemptuously. "If anybody can tell me what good
it is, or ever would be, I'll set him up to
When would there
an ice-cream soda.
ever be a riot in this one-horse burg, I'd
And if there was, how
like to know?
would we get mixed up with it? And if
we did, what would a bunch of fellows
like us be able to do against
"Oh, dry up, Dad !" good-naturedly admonished Bob Mcllvaine, leader of the
"You know you're just talking to
patrol.
hear the sound of your own voice."
"Am not !" growled Gibson stubbornly.
"Here we've wasted over an hour on the
darn thing when a lot of us had counted
on seeing the basketball game after meet-
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If one could judge by the quality of the
first time he's kept us,
were more than pleased.
getting to be nothing but drill, applause, they
After a review and inspection of the endrill, drill, and it makes me sick."
"Don't be an ass, Dad, just because you tire scout body by the commissioner,
off with an exhibition
happen to know how," urged Mclllvaine, a Troop Two started
touch of earnestness underneath his banter, of signalling that was swift, snappy and
"You know perfectly well it isn't a drill, on the minute. Then came the offering of
or anvthin<* like it. We've only been work- Troops One and Four in the shape of a
to little pantomimic drama designed to illusing up a Tittle of it for the exhibition
show the different uses of the staff, and I trnte several features of scout training.
Some curtains had been drawn across
for one don't see any sense in undertaking
Trouble the end of the hall occupied by the pera thing unless you do it right.
with you, Dad,' you're so blame set and formers, and when these were pulled back.
stubborn you've got to find something to the platform of a patent medicine fakir
kick about and argue against or you was revealed, from which one of the older
wouldn't be happy.
Why, if Dan Beard boys, arrayed in fantastic clothes and a
himself came out for a talk, you'd want to bushy beard, harangued an audience comeive him points on camping, or forestry posed of other scouts in the dress of counor something like that."
try people. Then there entered from the
There was a shout of laughter from the other side a troop off on a hike with
others that brought a touch of color to staves, knapsacks and all the other regular
These had scarcely apGibson's cheeks. His denial of the charge paraphernalia.
was prompt, and Bob had hit the mark so peared before the realistic sound of galfor loping, produced off stage by the vigorous
perfectly that Dad dropped the subject
He resumed it later, how- pounding together of two blocks of wood,
the present.
of a runaway
ever, and up to the very night of the scout announced the approach
entertainment, he growled and grumbled horse, and a moment later there dashed
and complained at frequent intervals over into view a spirited papier mache steed,
what he had come to consider his griev- operated by one of the boys, who seemed
to be making desperate efforts to hold him
ance.
And yet he dressed himself with unusual back. Apparently these were futile. The
care that night, hurried through supper creature plunged into the group of counand was one of the first to reach the place try people, overthrowing and trampling
of meeting. If he had stopped to ask him- many of them and scattering the remainThe horse itself dashed on
self the question he would have had to der in terror.
admit that he was as keen as anyone about toward the approaching scouts, who inHe liked the idea of be- stantly took the situation in hand.
the exhibition.
Two of them, exhibiting the most exing part of a performance. More appealof traordinary nerve and nonchalance, caught
ing yet was the sense of emulation,
skillful and busigood-natured rivalry, of pride in his crowd the runaway in the most
and belief in their ability to make a bet- ness-like manner. The rest hurried to the
assistance of the injured, and without deter showing than the other troops.
In reality it was nothing more or less
than scout spirit, though Dad didn't realize it, and if he had been accused of pos/*
f
sessing such a thing he would have denied
ft
In fact, on the way upit with scorn.
|
J
/
stairs, he seemed to realize that for a
/
moment he had verged too close on the en/-g>V 'M'l
thusiastic, and at once he proceeded to

ins

It's

either.

not the

Its'

VvL'iW

freeze

uuBrl

'//

up again.

Few

of the other fellows paid any attention to him. They were used to Dad's
grumbling manner and, moreover, just now
they were too excited over the forthcoming
performance to think of anything else
Masonic Hall occupied the entire third
floor of the old-tashioned frame building,
and in their hurry to reach it, the boys
pushed and jostled one another on the
In the hall
narrow, twisted staircase.
above they paused to fall in and then at
the word of command troin Mr Curtis,
they marched through the double doors
into the brightly lighted assembly room
and took up their position at one side ot

_
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"Don't be a grouch, Dad!" cut in Bob
Mcllvaine.
"They were all to the good.
Of course, the horse was funny-looking,
but that wasn't Doc's fault. I don't believe we could have done as well.
Gee,
What is it, Beck?"
that's a funny smell!
Wesley Becker, assistant scoutmaster,
glanced around, sniffed and shrugged his
"You've got me, Bob. Comes
shoulders.
through the register, I reckon. Guess they
must be burning something in the fnrnace."
By this time the space back of the cur-

tains had been cleared, and at a word from
their scoutmasters, the two troops which
had just finished performing, lined up and
stood at ease on either side of the center
to give Troop Three room for their evoAs these responded to Mr.
lutions.
Curtis's word of command and took their

places, Dad Gibson found himself standjn
g directly in front of the closed double
doors leading into the hall. It was a good
ways farther off from the register, and

yet the odor of burning seemed even
stronger than before. With a touch of uneasiness, the boy wondered what it could
be
Then the curtains were pulled back
and a burst of hand-clapping greeted the
appearance of the line of trim, erect scouts
in khaki.
-\Vhen this subsided, Mr. Curtis stepped
f orwar( j to explain the purpose of their
.

He had spoken scarcely more than
a sen tence or two, when Gibson became
aware of a slight stir and movement
amongst some of the audience and noticed
tbat a number of those in the front now
se emed to be staring fixedly at his own
dri u

f ee j

A flush mounted to Dad's forehead and
he sqmrmcd uncomfortably. He was quite
sure his shoes were immaculately polished.
He also rea ij zed perfectly that he ought
not noti e t he audience, but remain rigidly
<.

But presently curiosity got
at at t e ntion.
the i, etter o f discipline. He shot a furtive
glance at his feet a glance that flashed
sidi-wise beyond the trim shoes and wellfitting leggings to rest in dumb, horrified
amazement on the crack extending below

-/A

tne

f

^

smo k e was slowly

For g

,

j

trickling.

momellt the boy stood like
He thought of the crowd, of

-

nne petrified

,

through which a thin

double doors,

line of

,',.,,.,.
twis t e d stairs, of panic. What
ought he do? What was there for him to
f
d(J
He trie(J to remember what t he scout
book said ab(mt fires and
i<% hut his
brain geemed mmib Before R had cleared

the

''

HftkX

|Vs

*

came

there

'

Rhead

^

U( <1rellsed anyone co fa
himaelf , citll
door tQ kt
unusual core. b i ac l- smoke

^

crv from the other
the voungest bov
j Qut of ]me and befor e
hi
he had erked
doud of dense
a rom

choki

fl

sid
and Bf, nme
sh
jn the t

'

j

manoeuvre was executed with

There
appeareu uil uie lace 01 mint:
These speedily vanished,
and they held themselves .stiffly
tion, while the remainder of the

mmi unc

jareraLiuiis

iicait-Li

ctuu

I.IIUMII^

ma

ic-

m

.

,

^

.

gh as of
breath

^

.,

,

.,

Ums n ' and in a second more, the hall
however, covered. Emergency stretchers were then
1
with that cry wh.ch ch.lls he
resounded
at atten- improvised with coats and staves and the
blood a " d s ds shlve rs c hasin g on th ?
audience playlet ended with the most seriously inon
appeared, singly or in groups. By eight jured being carried away thereon.
seemed as it hat whole closeo'clock the rows of chairs that filled over
The resulting applause was long and frightened, it
ack * d a ssemblage surged up like some
half the room were occupied, and there loud, finally necessitating the appearance P
l
r " shed t ow ard
.
When the doors of the actors before the curtain. Dad a "' tm mo ste F and of
!""'
were people standing.
a perfect bedlam of
the accompaniment
were finally closed, the place was almost Gibson, engaged with other members of
* le
fr m ou t of do
sl '" U
" nds w
,"
uncomfortably crowded with the proud his troop in clearing the stage for their
?
f re ala " n suddenl -V
W c Ia r, of
mothers and' fathers and brothers and stunt, sniffed scornfully:
'
J"
, "Y'
/fthorrOr to the SCe " e
add
sisters of the performers, to say nothing
"Huh! Don't take much for 'em to burst forth to
Shaking and terrified, Dad nevertheless
of a great many other members of the make a fuss about!
Jim Crancher was
Decommunity who were interested in the bum, and Doc. Gowdy made a rotten continued to stand motionless, partly
to do > but
Movement, or curious to see some of the horse. If I couldn't do any better, I'd cause he did not know what else
results of the past year's work.
(Continued on page 43.)
boy.
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The

Merit Badge of Painting

Practical Information for the Scout

Who

Wants

When you reach the desired
obtain a merit badge for Painting you go.
stop, regardless of what the formula calls
a Scout must
Turpentine and dark driers will
(3)
1.
Have knowledge of how to com- alter shades. Make allowance for this.

TO

order to produce paints

to

Add

shade,
for.

slightly

This

,o

His String

COLOR FORMULAS.

Here are a few

di-

rections for preparing simple but standThe
ard colors from pure white lead.
quantity of white lead for each formula

FOR NEW WORK OUTSIDE. Knots and is 12y3 pounds.
streaks should be shellacked with
to snappy
Pearl gray
1 ounce French ochre, V ounce
out very
grain alcohol shellac, brushed
to
colors
add positive
Avoid the use of wood alcohol. lamp black.
thin.
^4 ounce lamp black.
Light
gray
lead
white
of
a base
Then put on the first or priming coat,
Drab 6 ounces French ochre, Va ounce Veneor white zinc.
tian red, % ounce lamp black.
mixed as follows:
the
1 ounce lamp, black.
Slate gray
3.
Understand
12 Vz Ibs. pure white lead.
Cream 6 ounces French ochre.
mixing of oils, turpen- 6 to 7 pints pure raw linseed oil.
Yellow -5 ounces medium chrome yellow.
1 pint pure turpentine.
tine, etc., to the propGreen 2 pounds chrome green.
H pint pure turpentine drier.
Blue
% ounce Prussian blue.
er consistency.
Where the
This makes 1 Vt gallons paint.
Dark
brown 1 Vz pounds burnt umber, 1
Paint "a porch lumber has many knots, use less oil and more
4.
pound burnt sienna.
floor or other surface turpentine; too 'much oil on the knots causes
the latter to draw and check.
To get darker or lighter shades of any
without
and
laps.
evenly
color simply use more or less of the tintKnow how and when to putty up
5.
PUTTY. After the priming coat of paint
You will readily see that
ing material.
nail holes and uneven surfaces.
is thoroughly dry, putty up all knot-holes,
white lead may be tinted to any color dePresent for inspection a panel cov- dents, cracks and other defects in the
6.
sired.
ered with three coats of paint, which panel surface with a pure linseed oil putty comthe
The last requirement, of course, is of a
of
border
and
molding,
lead
a
of
white
contain
must
posed of equal parts
be painted in one
practical nature and it may safely be left
body of the panel to
whiting.
color and the molding in another.
For the second or body coat, mix as fol- to the judgment of the examiner whether
the applicant has met this requirement in
lows:
PAINTING DIRECTIONS.
workmanlike manner or not Information
Ibs. pure white lead.
12V*
the
FOUNDATION PRINCIPLE. To insure
supplied by National Lead Company.
3%
pints pure ri.\v linseed oil.
almust
H pint pure turpentine.
best results the painter himself
and condition
^ pint pure turpentine drier. mix as follows:
ways first consider the kind
the third or finishing coat,
For
the preof the surface to be painted, and
12 V4 Ibs. pure white lead.
he can decide upon
Then
weather.
4
pints
pure raw linseed oil.
vailing
and mix
AUGUST, 1915
pint turpentine.
the proper materials for his paint
Vs pint pure turpentine drier.
it to suit conditions.
EAGLE SCOUTS
PAINT? The best known paint
In cold or damp weather use a fourth
To win the Silver Eagle these First Class
an old one simply pure more drier than in warm, dry weather. Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
prescription is
oil and
linseed
with
or
is the highest honor given for winning Merit
It
is
mixed
surface
lead
when
the
pure
white
Never paint
frosty
Nothing better has wet. All the thinners should be of the Badges.
the necessary color.
and lin- best
Morristown. N. J.
or Henry 'Williamson
ever been found. Pure white lead
grade. Do not thin with kerosene
and benzine.
Cortland, N. Y.
Earle W. Wright
seed oil paint wears down slowly
Easton, Md.
Isaac
Henry
to
comes
time
the
when
numThe
so
WOODWORK.
that,
Siloam Springs, 111.
REPAINTING OLD
Graham P. Curry
smoothly,
or
Kansas City, Mo.
Smith
deEarl
no
scraping
in
expensive
ber of coats necessary
repainting
paint again,
Kansas City, Mo.
Osborne
Roderick
old
coat.
of
the
is
necessary.
burning off
Kansas City, Mo.
pends upon the condition
Edgar Crosby
MIXING. Careles^ mixing, even with the The first coat may be mixed as follows:
Park Ridge, 111.
Silas Woody
make
to
Park Ridge, 111.
not
is
William
likely
Woody
best of materials,
12 V4 Ibs. pure white lead.
D. Winnifred Smith
oil a
Barre, Vt.
and
lead
the
oil.
Give
linseed
raw
4
durable paint.
pints pure
union
1
pint pure turpentine.
chance to combine in that close
V4 pint pure turpentine drier.
SCOUTS
LIFE
which they always make if allowed to,
and which is the secret of the excellence
The second coat over old work may be
Life Scouts hold Merit Badges in first airt
The
of white lead and linseed oil paint.
the same as the first coat except that the pthletics, life saving, personal health and public
Star Scouts have five badges in addi
best results. The
of a pint. health.
following directions give
turpentine may be reduced to
tion to these.
See formulas for
order is important.
NEW WOODWORK INSIDE. The thinners Fred Hoffman
Washington, D. C.
used for the priming coat depend consid- Luther E. Hearne
West Orange, N. J.
quantities.
Plainfield, N. J.
Take the proper amount of white lead erably on the kind of work to lie painted. C. C. Dunavan
(1)
will
which
Rockville Center, L. 1.
directions
Woodworth
required bv the
.fo..ow. Soft woods like white pine, poplar and Ralph
Easton, Md.
Isiae
Henry
"Break up" or soften it in a large pail with
deal of oil.
a
absorb
will
basswood
woi-KaU.e
a
great
to
paste.
it
Ca-mden, Ind.
Floyd M. Gish
just enough oil to n.ng
and
hemHelstern
Rochester, N. Y.
'Walter
For
spruce
J.
cypress,
Use a wooden paddle to stir.
pine,
yellow
be
to
is
the
Portsmouth. O.
if
paint
Add tinting colors
(2)
oil and half turpentine Curtis Bellamy
with the white lock "half iinseed
Siloam Springs, 111.
Curry
them
thoroughly
Graham
P.
tinted, making
average Earl Smith
better than all oil.
are
good
Kansas City. Mo.
6a
Kansas
is
Stir thoroughly.
Osborne
for
City, Mo.
Roderick
drier.
formula
in
Put
(3)
priming
Kansas City, Mo.
Edgar Crosby
Add the remainder of the oil required by
(4)
12J/< pounds pure white lead.
Siluim Springs, 111.
Pulliam
R.
Loreu
Stir
thoroughly.
formula.
the
6
pints pure raw linseed oil.
Stir until the
Park Ridge, 111.
Silas Woody
Put in the turpentine.
(5)
1
pint pure turpentine.
Park Ridse. 111.
William Woody
whole mass is thoroughly mixed. The paint
turpentine drier.
H
pure
pint
Park Ridge, III.
Donald Parsons
now ready to apply.
For the second inside coat use
SmithWinnifred
Barre, Vt.
D.
livid.
'
white
the
12
pure
use
pounds
highest
Lebanon, O.
Carl H. Reid
MAKING TINTS. Always
Hi
pints pure raw linseed oil.
obG.
Gard
Washington, D. 0.
can
Robert
materials
you
grade of coloring
1H
pints pure turpentine.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Henry E. Knowlton
tain.
pint pure turpentine drier.
Cheap colors are never satisfactory.
is desired mix
finish
dull
or
a
fl-.t
If
variaM-ke some allowance for slight
LIFE SCOUT
(1)
different makes 12 -i pounds pure white lead.
f-Kis in the strength an! tone of
Kansas City, Mo.
% pint pure raw linseed oil.
D. S. Stophlet
Chromes and ochres vary noticeably.
of colors
add it
1% pints pure turpentine.
Total number of Merrt Badges issued, 841.
Weigh out your color and effect
(2)
drier.
turpentine
as
1/8
pint pure
not all at once, noting the

bine pigments
in

in

shades and tints of color.
2.

Know how
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Ways
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WILLIAM MERRIAM ROUSE

"Strawberries and Scoolt." "Fnthi Maxtrr* Tries
Think," etc.

of

Illustrated

around

<:n:l

KIUXEY

F.

Ijy

1ft

to

on they're having a good

time.

John Nelson was one of the

fellers sen-

tenced to speak a piece. He had to speak
"Bingen on the Rhine" and he would
rather swim the Atlantic ocean, he told
me, only his aunt, Miss Sally Stagg, had
her heart set on his speaking and he

guessed he'd have to do it.
The speaking was planned for before we
had anything to eat and just as quick
it started I went around back of the
platform and sure enough there was Smitty and Grunter and Slats with a chair
and some soap boxes, just as they said
The platform was built
they would lie.
ideers," said close to the house so there wasn't much
S m i t t y. room in behind it and nobody could see
and us. We kept awful still for a long time
"Grunter
Slats have got until it come John Nelson's turn and we
a plan to fix heard him begin:

as

have any

the Scoot."

"A soldier of the Legion lay dying in
Smitty is almost as strong There Algiers,
was lack of woman's nursing there
as a man and
was dearth of woman's tears
'

a

it's

Then Grunter and Sniitty piled up the
and put the chair on top and Slats
He was right close
set around climbed up onto it.
had without making a peep while they talked behind where the curtains met and when

thing
what
So I

Stats fell orer backwards.

HENDERSON'S

luck

made him sort of curdled inside,
SMITTY
First off Fatty Masters had got him

bumped in his dignity by Squire Thompram and then he had got himself
trapped in Miss Dobbs' woodshed when
son's

he tried to get even with Fat. What was
worse yet John Nelson, the boy scout, had
been mixed up in it and laughed at Smitty.
The afternoon before there was going
to be an ice cream festival on
Ellery
Hoclgkins' lawn I saw Smitty and Grunter
Perkins and Slats Sanders going into the
on the lake shore, so I went along,

old mill
to
-

"We

don't

want none of your

Hunk Carson," Smitty
(.'"t

said to me.

ideers,

"We

he

to

do

says. boxes

Nelson pranced around in saying his piece
things over, but I could just feel trouble
in my bones.
Bimeby when they had their Slats could have reached out and touched
plans all made we went home "for supper him.
Slats had a caterpillar tied onto the
and to wait for the ice cream festival
end of a stick with a string. He had
to begin.
"Don't you say or do anything," Smitty blacked the stick and the string with ink
told me, "or the parson won't have any so they wouldn't show against the curtains and the caterpillar was tied loose so
son."
I promised.
had warm biscuits and it could wiggle all it wanted to. It seemed
honey for supper, but I couldn't eat much to want to wiggle a good deal. Slats had
on account of looking forward to what argered to get a thin caterpillar because
was going to happen. I hustled over to he said it would
the Hodgkins place just as quick as it got have more wiggle in
dark and folks began to go to the festival. it, but Smitty had
Ellery Hodgkins is rich and a deacon stuck out for a fat

We

in Pa's'

church and

his

enough on our minds now."

"I ain't got any," I told him.
know what's up, but whatever
going to keep out of it."

good

house

is

according.

The lawn was all lil up with Japanese
"I don't lanterns and long board tables to eat the
it is I'm ice cream on.
Up near the house there
was a stage built with black curtains for

I
had made up my mind to let the
heathen rage, as Pa would say, for I was
pretty sure they flggered to get even with
Nelson.
It seemed to me kind of unhuman the way that boy scout was able to
keep out of trouble.
"You can listen if you'll agree not to

a background.
It made me think of the
pictures of when that English king had
his head cut off for some of the fellers
had to get up there and speak pieces.

Also some girls had to sing, but girls like
such truck.
It was one of those things
that grown folks get up and then set
10

one

because

it

would be stronger.
Smitty had his way
and it turned out all
for the best, as Pa
say, for that

would

caterpillar was
strong
too.

hold

and

wiggly,
catch

He would

of your finger
hang onto it
like grim death.

and
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Well, by the time Slats had got himself carries a rabbit's foot, or something."
then I feel sorry for martyrs, that's alL
with Smitty and Grunter holding
"Mebbe they ain't," said Smitty, kind of Along toward the last of the cake he turnthe chair on the boxes to steady it, Nel- grim, "but I'm going to keep on trying as ed sort of
pale green and you could see
son was getting near that part that says: long as I last."
the whites of his eyes.
When Aunt AraJust then Mrs. Deacon bella asked him if he didn't want another
"And up the pleasant
Hodgkins and Aunt Ara- piece he didn't answer at aii just got up
river and down the slantbella Greenfield came over and staggered away from the table toward
to the cake table. * Aunt the gate.
ing hill
The echoing chorus soundArabella has got a,repuT do i, e ij eve there's something the mat>.
tation for a cream cake she ter with that
ed, through the evening,
Deacol
said Mrs
boy)
calm and still."
makes which is the best
Hodgkins
in
the
world
next
to
thing
I knew there was something vhe matter
chocolate
ice
cream or
Only he didn't get quite
of
that far. I was around at
watermelon. They was one writh him S() l g ral ' l)e d a go d
the side of the platform
of her cakes on 'the talile fruit cake and went alon g to see what ]t
Just as 1 uick as he got away from
where I could see what
end it had been making was
the Hodgkins place he kind of hung himwas going on on both sides
mv mouth water
Anybody
of the curtain.
'"I'm going to cut a big self over a fence and groaned.
hunk of this cake for the cou l d f told that his insides was terrible
"I saw the blue Rhine
all fixed,

.

pi^

-

Nelson boy," she told Mrs. discouraged.
sweep along," said Nelson, "The ne.rt minute he
to look uncomfortable."
Deacon Hodgkins.
"He
All of a sudden I heard a giggle in the
swinging his arms like they
do speaking pieces, "I
spoke his piece so well in dark and Slats and Smitty popped right
heard, or seemed to hear, the German spite of them young scalawags behind the up side of me from a fence corner. They
were awful tickled and I begun to have
songs we used to sing, in accents sweet platform."
and clear. And
"Yes, do," said Mrs. Hodgkins, and I an ideer.
Just that minute Slats reached out and could hear Smitty grind his teeth and
"what did you fellers do to the Scoot?"
the caterpillar, which was getting more Slats groan.
j asked them
of
on
account
time
I
all
the
went
for
I
scared
was
aggravated
right away
his cream cake with a
Slat
being tied to a stick, took a good hold with Slats and Smitty would do something and ,
| sugared
sa
vhen Al mt Aral 'ella left
lo * of fin
It looked
all his fortylevenlen-s on the back of Nel- I'd get accused of being in it.
!* }
?
t
So instead of saying "up," to me then like they was a hoodo on o ff guarding it tor a minute, whispered
son's neck.
I
am
t never enjoyed
myself
mitty.
in
the
word
was
the
next
to
which
poetry, trying
^
put anything over on the Scoot, f
his voice turned into a kind of cross be- So I got a place at the table where he was
_
tween "up" and a puppy trying to bark and figgered I would be able to prove I
Right then and there I made up my
It sounded like "urp," hadn't done it if
mind that the luckiest folks can't get
for the first time.
anything happened.
You'd
Mrs. Deacon Hodgkins and Aunt Ara- away from trouble all the time.
only very loud and thin like when a
bella Greenfield come bustling around, have said that if anybody was vaccinated
girl sees a mouse.
Two or three people out in front giggled each of them with a dish of different kind against trouble it was the Scoot, but look
but for the most part there was a good of ice cream for Nelson. He waded into at what happened to him.
Nelson got red in the the ice cream and looked as though he felt
deal of silence.
face and pawed at the back of his neck better and then Aunt Arabella made anHORE FUN NT ONES.
with both hands, but Slats had pulled the other trip and come back with that big
It looked fine.
I saw the
Mr. Rouse's very popular series of coinicaterpillar away. Then Nelson went back hunk of cake.
cnl stories began in the July Boys' LIFE.
eight or ten lines in the piece and started Scoot's eyes shine and I kind of wished
Just as he was going good I had spoke a piece.
over again.
The title was "Strawberries and Scoots."
"I want you to eat every scrap of that,"
Slats started to let the caterpillar take
In August we printed "Fatty Masters Tries
a fresh grip and I don't know what would said Aunt Arabella, kind of decided like
to
Think" and in September "Smittu
of happened if Fatty Masters hadn't come she always says things. "I'm a-goin to set
Henderson Gets Revenge."
down like the wolf on the fold, as Pa right here and see you enjoy it."
Xe.rt month's story will be entitled, "The
She's real proud and touchy about her
would say.
U'l'i-m That Turned."
It if ill have comical illustrations by J/r.
Fatty had been tagging the Scoot cooking and she sat down pleased as
He looked
around ever since he saved him from Punch and watched Nelson.
Rigney.
Smitty and I spose Fat wanted to do happy as a clam when he put
Fat had the first forkful of cake into
something to pay him back.
crawled up on all fours under the plat- his mouth, but the next minform and when Slats tried to give the ute he begun to look uncomHe rolled his eyes
caterpillar a chance to get in another fortable.
lick Fatty kicked the bottom box out from around quite a lot and swallowed mighty hard. Then he
under the pile he was standing on.
Smitty and Grunter had been so busy laid down his fork,
I'm
don't know but
"I
enjoying themselves and trying to keep
from haw-hawing out loud that they hadn't pretty full of ice cream," he
He sounded feeble.
seen Fatty and the first they knew what said.
had happened was when Slats fell over Aunt Arabella bristled right
backward and set down on top of Smitty's up.
head and the chair tumbled onto Grunter
"Do you mean to say you
and his neck got stuck between the rungs, don't like my cake, young
Somehow Fatty managed to get covered man?" she asked him. "Ain't
up by a box and they all yelled like mur- it good enough for you?"
der and for a minute you couldn't hear
Three or four women looked
Folks begun to look at at Nelson real peevish and
yourself think.
each other kind of scared and then Deacon shocked -and I could see that
I didn't
Hodgkins run aroimd behind the plat- he was squelched.
form and come out with both hands full know what had struck him,
of boys. He took them away so fast that because he hadn't had enough
all you could see was heels snapping.
ice cream to be sick, but it
Things quieted down then and the Scoot was something bad, you could
got through with his piece and I went see that.
Anyway, he must
and set down near where the cake and of made up his mind that it
ice cream and stuff was piled up on a was easier to eat the cake than
table.
Bimeby Smitty and Slats came to arger with Aunt Arabella
sneaking up and said they had got into and so he went at it.
the lawn through the hedge, but Grunter's
If the early martyrs that
Pa had taken him home for a lickiu fe
Pa tells about went through
"There ain't no use trying to get the any more than the Scoot lookScoot into a mess," I told Smitty.
"He ed'like he wa? going through "He kind of hung himself over a fence and groaned."
.
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(STORIES

ABOUT THESE

fekfi

The "Highest" Scouts in
Troop 1, Leadville,

Troop

1,

Atwater, Cal., in Camp in Yosemite Valley.
FROM SCOUTMASTER EARLE F. DEXTER.

"Why
FROM SCOUTMASTER

Handicraft

A

Member of
the United States
Colo., Altitude 10,200 Feet.

Leadville Scouts Climbing Mt. Massive, 14,424 Feet High.
FROM SCOUTMASTKB DAVID MCMARTIN.

the Creek Went Dry."
A. J. CONNELL, COWLES, NEW MEXICO.

Work

at

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FROM SPECIAL FIELD SCOUT COMMISSIONER CHARLES HOWARD MILLS.

Scout Clyde Sullivan, Lockwood, Ohio, Who Found
Five Lost Children at a Fair.
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PICTURES ON PAGE

27)

A

FROM

"Cowboy" Scout.
EXEITTIVK .MAKTIX ,1.
BACH, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

SCOUT

BFRKI.-

A

Bunch of "Cave Scouts."
FROM: SCOUTMASTER JOHN H. POAG,
LANCASTER,

S.

Utah Scouts in the Mountains.
FROM SCOUTMASTER C. H. SPENCER,

A

Pie-Eating Contest.

FROM ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTER ROBERT RENXICKS,

Some Climb!
FROM SCOUT MARK HARWELL, BIG SPRINGS,
TEXAS.

JR.

C.

JR.,

NEW

ROCHELLE, N. T.

Denver, Colorado, Scouts Building a Mountain Trail for Uncle Sam.
FROM SCOUT COMMISSIONER ~\V. C. JAY.

"He

Don

slid-

A

cloud of dust hid the players and the bag."

By

NoKMAK

P.

(Synopsis of earlier chapters

ROCKWELL

is

"Ask him," said Alex.
Ted's face grew redder.

VI (Continued)

on page 16.)

Next day,

"Ah!"

RADUALLY,

as

the

practice

\J[ along, the team took shape.

out fielders and gets into that grass the
runner's on third before they find it. And
with this bunch fielding, good night!"
"But what about planting the balls?"
Don asked.

"I'm coming to that," Ted said. "We
can plant three balls one in right, one
in left, one in center.
Then, if a ball goes
into the high grass, all the fielder has to
do is to run in, grab the planted ball and
throw it out. We'd win lots of games."
"Do we want to win that way?" asked
Alex.

Ted

bristled.

"Because

it

"Why

not?"

wouldn't

be

fair,"

Alex

answered.

And

at that

Ted gave a howl

of deri-

sion.

"Put that proposition up

to

Mr. Wall,"

Alex retorted.
"I
Ted's face grew red.
"Beans !"
guess he'd give a couple of winks to win
;i

game."

in the practice,
cool.

Don

thought

he that Alex was rather

ran
growled, "you give me a pain."
Ted, of
Don was glad when Ted turned away at
course, played first; Roberts was on the next corner and went off by himself.
second, Lane covered short, and Leonard, Don didn't like these spats. Ted was his
The friend, of course, but Ted didn't seem to
the football captain, was at third.
outfield did not look any too strong. Gru- show up very well when it came to an
now, slow and lumbering, was in right, argument with Alex.
and McMaster, fat and dumpy, was in left.
After the first-baseman's departure Alex
Burns, the best of the three, was in center. was silent for a while. Then:
"Your drop was breaking fine today,"
"They're a fine trio," Ted said in dis"We'll have to plant a bunch of he said.
gust.
balls to help those fellows."
Don smiled with pleasure. "How was
"Plant them?" asked Don. He and Alex the in?"
and Ted were walking home from the
"That was fine, too." The catcher sighed.
"I wish Andy had some of your stuff."
practice.
"Sure; didn't you ever hear of that?"
"Maybe he'll get better as he goes along,"
Suddenly Ted gave a cackle. "Say, we said Don.
could do it."
But he knew in his heart that Andy
"Do what?" Alex demanded.
wouldn't improve.
Andy had a habit of
You moving his wrist about as he wound up.
"Plant balls for those fellows.
know how the grass grows in the summer, It slowed his delivery and took the snap
don't you, right in back of the outfielders out of his curves.
high and rank? If a ball gets past the
/^1

Patrol
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CHAPTER

Wolf

Strong of the

"Between you and me," said Ted CarAlex Davidson is a little snipe.
Some day he's going to get me mad."
Don did not answer. Secretly, he had
begun to wonder if Alex wasn't a better
Alex had such a
sort of chap than Ted.
calm, sure way about him, and he never
ter, "that

knocked.

The first game brought Bloomfield High
School to Chester. The night before Don
had been told that he was to pitch. After
school he came hurriedly to the field. Soon
the Bloomfield boys appeared. They were
a thick-set lot, and they swaggered as
though the game was a mere formality
and that it was already won.
A plain bench had been placed on either
side of the diamond one for the visitors,
one for the Chester boys. Mr. Wall sat
on the end of the Chester bench, pulled
his hat down over his eyes and prepared
to watch.
He never coached during a
game. Once the battle started, his boys
days later, during the practice, were left to fight their own way.
Mr. Wall discovered the fault. All
Roberts, the second-baseman, had been
As the umpire swept
afternoon he labored with Andy, elected captain.
the playtrying to help the boy rid himself of his the dust from the plate, he drew
After the practice, Don ers around him.
pitching fault.
"How about you, Don?" he asked. "These
Ted
and Alex left the field together.
Can you hold
Carter overtook them. He and Alex had fellows look pretty big.
them?"
smoothed out their former trouble.
Don surveyed the rival team. "I guess
"I guess Andy will get some place
"I tell you, it so."
now," the catcher said.
"Sure he can," said Ted. "If any felNone of
takes Mr. Wall to see things.
low gets fresh with you pitch one for his
us noticed Andy's fault."
head."
"I did," said Don.
"That isn't baseball," said Alex.
"You did?" Alex gave a long stare.
Ted laughed.
"And you wouldn't tell him?"
The first batter to face Don lined out a
"Why should he?" Ted demanded
That's how Don felt.
Why should he? single. The next boy bunted.
Ted was in on the ball like a flash.
Weren't he and Andy rivals for honors?
liut, for all that, he wished that some- His hand jerked, and the sphere flew to
body beside Ted Carter had spoken up Roberts, forcing the boy who had been on
first.
Roberts tried to make the return
that way in his defense.
"All right," said Alex, "if that's how throw to Ted for a double play; but the
runner, zigzagging and throwing his arms
you feel about it."

TWO
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into the air, made a throw impossible. The
third Bloomfield boy was at the plate.
"Dirty playing," said Alex.

"Ah! be a

The batter grinned.

sport,'

he said.
He raised a foul that Alex caught, and
the next boy struck out.
The Chester boys came to the bench.
"This is some bunch," said Ted.

Mr. Wall made no comment.
The game developed into a bitter strugThe Bloomfield players resorted to
gle.
every mean trick they knew. They baited
the umpire; they bothered Alex by wriggling their bats in front of his mask; they

bumped into runners on the baselines.
Twice they tried to trip. Their coaching
was nasty and offensive.
The Chester boys playing a cleaner game,
led at the start of the eighth inning by a
score of 8 to 6.
Then the Bloomfield
hits

and two

Scouts'

Magazine

The Bloomfield third baseman roared
with rage. "He knocked the ball out of
my hands."
"Safe!" said the umpire again.
He

on

infield

"Watch

cried Ted.

them now."

The next batter dribbled a

toward

roller

third base.

Ted

nine in the lead.

The bench gave him a rollicking welcome.
Roberts popped for the third out. Ted
jumped up.
"Keep them from scoring this time and
it's

all

over," he exulted.

Don kept them from

Only

scoring.

three boys faced him, and then Bloomfield left the field defeated by a score of

Mr. Wall stretched his legs, and arose.
The players, laughing and happy, came in
for their sweaters. Soon they were grouped around him.
"I suppose," he said quietly, 'that you
expect

me

to tell

you how pleased

I

am

at

cried.

THF,

of their hands."

Mr. Wall made no comment.
Burns was up first. He tapped to the

Don's mind began to go back
over other things
that Ted had ad-

Alex

"That makes three your success. I am afraid I cannot. There
out."
may be honor in defeat, but there is no
Leonard came in, scooped the ball, drew honor in a dirty victory."
back his arm, and threw wildly. He ran
He walked away and left them there.
to the umpire.
Alex Davidson stared blankly at the
"My arm was jerked," he shouted in- others.
"That runner jerked my arm
"But they were the fellows who played
dignantly.
as I was about to throw."
dirty," he protested.
said
the
"I didn't see it,"
Don felt a burn in his cheeks. Every
umpire.
"He was behind me," the third-baseman boy there looked concerned every boy exexplained.
cept Ted, and Ted's face wore a wise grin.
The umpire waved him aside. "I didn't Don turned toward home.
see it."
"Wait for me," Ted called.
Two runs were in, and two were on the
"Can't," Don answered over his shoulder.
bases.
The score was tied. Don, mad "I'm in a hurry." He quickened his stride.
his
clear through, put so much effort into
A deep, sickening sense of shame had
pitching, that the next batter struck out. swept over him. The others might be in
doubt as to what Mr. Wall meant, but he
nine came to its bench. Leonard knew, for he had knocked the ball from
sat down beside Mr. Wall.
hands.
And Mr.
the third-baseman's
"He jerked my arm, sir."
Wall had said it was a dirty victory.
In the excitement of the game it had
"Play the game," said the coach.
Ted Carter had paused for an argument seemed justifiable to rough that third-basewith one of the Bloomfield players. Now man and make him drop the ball.
Ted
he came in and sat down.
Carter had advised
"Go back at them," he advised angrily.
Don drew in his breath. That was it
Knock the ball out Ted Carter had advised.
"Slide into the bags.
He hadn't
"Yie!"

15

walked back to his place. "Play ball."
vised
planting
The Bloomfield boys fumed and threaten- balls in the outDon stood on the bag and grinned. field, for ined.
A few minutes later when the game was stance. That day
resumed he crept away from the base. And
ha d
when Lane chopped a hit into right field, spurned the sughe came home with the run that put his gestion.
Oh,

9 to 8.

lads,
outs, filled the bases.

"Watch them now,"

The Boy

thought of sliding into a player until Ted

he

hadn't

why

f

had the sense today to see the
shame in Ted's
proposal?
And Mr. Wall
called

/,'

a dirty

it

victory.

Don's

spirit

writhed

as

it
had
though
been lashed. He

wanted

his scout-

master's

respect.

Mr. Wall had begun to fill a place
in

his

seemed

life

that

mean more and more each

to

day.

Ted hadn't
"I mustn't blame Ted," Don gulped "He
didn't make me do it. It's my own fault."
But for all that, deep in his heart he

If

did blame Ted.

It

had been a dirty

vic-

tory and he, Don Strong, one of Mr
Wall's scouts, was the one who had made
it

dirty.

When

he reached home Barbara was
sweeping rugs on the porch. "Who won?"
she asked.

"We did," said Don. He hurried past
her and up to his room.
For a great thought had suddenly come
to him.
He tossed his cap on the bureau,
and walked over to the sign and stood in
He read it
front of it for a long time.
aloud, just as he had done the night he
had brought it home.
A SCOUT

IS

CLEAN,

BODY AND
THOUGHT,
STANDS FOR CLEAN SPEECH,
CLEAN SPORTS, CLEAN HABITS,
AND TRAVELS WITH A CLEAN
CROWD.

HE KEEPS CLEAN

IN

had counseled such action. And Mr. Wall's
condemnation hadn't bothered Ted a bit.
"I know why Mr. Wall gave me that,"
pitcher and was out. Alex Davidson came Ted bad grinned as though he were
he said slowly. "I must chum with a clean
next.
He hit hard and he hit far, but amused.
crowd, and Ted isn't that kind."
a fielder was under the ball when it fell.
Don advanced to the plate.
CHAPTER VII.
His bat met the first ball. He knew
He ran tothat he had hit solidly.
ANOTHER MEANING OF THE
ward first. The coacher threw up both
SIGN.
hands.
It was the signal to keep going.
next afternoon, while Don was
So Don ran to second. McMaster, who
reading in his room, a whistle
was coaching at third, gave him the signal
sounded from the road. He lifted
He raced toward third.
to keep coming.
his eyes from the book and listened. Every
And then, all at once, McMaster benow and then the call of the whistle rose
came the picture of alarm. The ball was
and fell. After a while Barbara came upon its way. He took a quick look at the
stairs.
throw and a quick look at Don.

LATE

"Slide!"
"Slide!" he yelled.
Out of the corner of his eye
the shadow of the flying ball.
to

run faster.

He had

to

"Ted Carter's whistling

Don saw

He

Don nodded.

tried

be safe.

you,"

it."

He

she

"I

know

pre-

read the book and turned a
page. 'I am not going out," he said.
"Good book, isn't it?" Barbara asked

tended

It

meant too much

to reach third in the last
half of the eighth with the score a tie.
These fellows had been so unfair
He seemed to hear Ted advising the
bunch to go back at them. Ah! that was
A little of their own medicine. Knock
it.
the ballcloud of dust blurred the
He slid.
players and the bag, and then the ball
"/
rolled out of the cloud.
"Safe!" ruled the umpire.

for

said.

to

carelessly.

!

"Pretty good."
"Shall" I tell

"No."

away

A

know why Mr. Wall gave
slowly.

that," he said

Don

Ted you won't be out?"
looked up hastily. "He'll go

after a while."

Barbara went downstairs with a knowing smile. She parted the curtains at one
of the parlor windows and peeped out.
She didn't know what the game might be,
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"
"What kind of a sign?" his father asked.
but whatever it was, she was sure that
Don Strong
Began
"Let me make it first," Don pleaded,
Ted Carter had lost.
r\ON
wants to enter the Chester
STRONG
When Don approached the high school *** high school not to study, but to play "and then see how it looks."
A day or two later he hung the smalller
next day he found Ted waiting. The first- football and baseball under Mr. Wall, the Latin
who coaches the team. Don thinks his
baseman gave him a wink as though some teacher,
sign in place. It read:
sister Barbara wants him sent to work, but when
his father tells him he can have a year at school,
capital joke was known to them alone.
"Where were you yesterday afternoon?" he learns Barbara has been pleading for him.
SCREENS
SCREEN DOORS.
Alex Davidson, a widow's son, also is am"Home," said Don. His heart began to bitious to
enter high school.
Alex works all

How

AND

beat faster.
summer.
Don learns that Alex has twenty
Amazed, he goes around to Alex's
"That's funny.
I whistled for half an dollars saved.
house for a look at a boy who has saved that
hour. Why didn't you come out?"
much money and finds Alex wearing a boy scout
uniform.
He sneers at scouts; but later, when
"Why," Don stammered, "I
"Beans !" said Ted. "You can't fool me. he discovers that Mr. Wall is the scoutmaster,
he enters the troop, and works enthusiastically.
More boy scout stuff, isn't it?"
Earning a dollar for his second class require"Yes."
ment does not prove easy. He weeds flower beds
and mows grass and later begins building bird"Well, what's the joke this time?"
houses and selling them. Don fails to make the
"It's the
"It's no joke," Don cried.
Ted Carter, a
team, but becomes a substitute.
scout must stand for clean shiftless lad, worms bis way into the boy's good
scout law.
'

A

sport.
balls,

You've been talking about planting
and about sliding into players, and

A

"Yah !"

cried Ted. "So that's it, eh?
clean little scout can't pal with a naughty
boy like me. That's what you mean, isn't
it?"

"That that's about it," said Don. He
wondered if Ted would try to hit him.
But Ted did nothing of the kind. His
face grew crimson with wrath.
"You can't give me any taffy like that,"
he cried. "I know you. You knocked the
ball
I

out

of

saw you.

that

And

third-baseman's hands.
now because Mr. Wall

throws some hot air about dirty playing
you want to blame it on me. All right;
you can cut away. But you put this right
I'm going to get square."
in your pipe.
"I'm not trying to blame you," said Don.
"Tell it to Sweeney," Ted mocked.
'You're a little Lizzie just like Alex
Davidson. And you can't cut away from
me, because I'm going to cut first. You're
a little squirt."

graces.
A theatrical manager comes to town. Tickets
are twenty-five cents e^.ch.
Don has planned to
K<> with Ted, but football practice has kept him
from doing much on the houses, and he can't
afford the expense.
He knpws that his lumber
bill
to be paid or interest will be added.
In order to earn money for the show, Don
works with feverish haste to finish a bird house.
The house is so poorly made that be refused
to sell it, but he borrows a quarter from Ted,
hd together they see the show. When the foothall season closes, Don has more time to work
and his savings grow.
He prepares for his
second class test and his father promises to
help him with his cooking requirements.
The troop decides to obtain a club room and
Don makes arrangements with the Chester
Trolley Co. to use an abandoned waiting room.
He also arranges to purchase furniture for the

hy

;

.

i

oom on

credit.

The troop agrees
company, but

to accept the offer of the
to pay for their generosity
waiting room clean.
They
decide not to buy furniture on credit and Don
thinks of the 25c he owes Ted.
At the close of
the meeting Mr. Wall asks Don about his relations with Ted and gives him a copy of the
eleventh Scout Law.
Next day Don repays Ted
the loan.
The busy winter passes and the basetrolley

by keeping the

new

season opens.
Don determines to make the
position of pitcher and beat out Andy Ford, who
made end on the football team in Don's place.
ball

Ted walked toward the school entrance.

Don

followed at a slower pace. Roberts,
the captain of the nine, met him after the
first period.

Ted became angry.

"Don's

pitcher," he growled.
After the practice he tried to

a

lucky

"You just watch the orders come in,"
he said confidently.
His father smiled. "Everybody knows
make

screens, Don."
don't," said the boy. "Eight of
nine persons stopped at troop headquarters
and asked us where we got ours."
"Oh!" said Mr. Strong. "So that's it?"
Next day he confided to Don that he had
been asked to submit a price for making
screens for three different houses.
I

"They

Dons eyes danced.
it, Dad?"

"That's

"That's

said

all

right,

isn't

splendid,"

father.

his

"You're a fine business man."
"I'm a better baseball pitcher," Don
laughed. "We have a game tomorrow. I
guess Mr. Wall will use Andy Ford."
Don's prediction proved to be correct.
Mr. Wall sent Andy to the mound against

Lackawanna High

School.

Andy

any too sure of himself, and the

v.v.sn't

batter got to first base on four balls.
Ted
came out to the pitcher.
"These fellows are your meat," he said.
"Take your time."
Andy walked the next boy.

"Here's where

"Come

we

on, Andy."
third batter

The
Ted got

start,"

slashed

first

cried

a

Ted.

grounder.

and threw to Leonard at third,
and Leonard threw to Roberts at second
it

for the completion of a double play.
"That's the stuff," Ted yelled.
"They
can't touch you, Andy."

The next Lackawanna boy hit a liner.
Ted speared it with one hand. The side
was out. Alex took off his mask and sat
down beside Don.

walk off
"Did you and Ted have a row?" he asked with
Andy alone; but Andy held back for
"Ted surely saved Andy that time," he
anxiously.
Alex and Don and Roberts, and Ted went
"We we had a little spat," Don off alone.
whispered.

answered.
He didn't feel that he could
Ne\t day he was at Andy's elbow again.
tell the captain what it was all about.
But Andy accepted his attentions with a
went
off
to
tell
concerned,
Roberts, looking
quiet smile and refused to become flustMr. Wall.
ered.
Don did not see the Latin teacher until
He didn't
classes were dismissed at noon.
Chester Troop was
know how he was going to start to tell
The scouts of the Wolf
busy.
his story; and afterwards he never knew
Patrol, working in Don's rear yard
how he did tell it. All he remembered with now and then some help from Don's
was that he found himself standing beside father, built a screened door for troop
the teacher's desk, and Mr. Wall's hand headquarters and screens for the windows. Scouts-'of another patrol planted
was on his shoulder.
'That's the first time you ever did a flowers about the house nasturtiums and
trick like that, isn't it, Don?"
pansies and poppies. There was a general
"Yes, sir."
feeling that the troop ought to paint the
"It's going to be the last, isn't it?"
meeting house.
In fact, so fast and furious did the
"Yes, sir," Don answered fervently. At
no time had he mentioned Ted Carter; scouts plan things that Mr. Wall decided
but Mr. Wall had sat on the bench, and he needed help in handling the
troop. Phil
he had heard from Roberts. He knew.
Morris graduated to the position of assistThat afternoon Ted showed just what ant scoutmaster, and Alex Davidson behis future course would be.
Up to that came leader of Wolf Patrol. Don, catchtime he had worked his own position and ing the spirit of advancement, cast
longhad bothered nobody else. Now he sud- ing eyes toward the time when he would
to
took
a
violent
Lord.
be
a
first-class
scout. There was six merit
fancy
Andy
denly
He stood beside the pitcher and tried to badges that he had made up his mind to
coach him, and kept telling him how good get.
he was.
Meanwhile, business had picked up a bit
Andy's head did not become swelled. for Mr. Strong. Don was sure that the
He grinned at the first-baseman.
sign on the lawn had helped.
Privately
"What are you trying to do," he asked, Mr. Strong thought that this was just the
"kid me?"
usual spring rush, but he did not
say a
"You're the sweetest little pitcher on the word that would spoil Don's enthusiasm.
said
Ted
"If
we
could
lot,"
earnestly.
put a smaller sign under
"Not when Don's pitching," Andy that one," the boy said eagerly, "things

MEANWHILE,

laughed.

would just hum."

Don nodded.

After that it seemed that Ted was savTime after
ing Andy in every inning.
time the wobbly work of the pitcher had
him in trouble; and time after time Ted
soothed him, and steadied him.
The fielding of the first-baseman was faster than it
had ever been before. He started two double plays, and twice he whacked the ball
into Alex's big mitt and cut off runs at
the plate. Thanks to his work, the Chester
nine squeezed through to a very narrow
victory.

Don walked home,

feeling vaguely un-

comfortable.
Would Ted work that way
in back of him?
He knew that he would
pitch against

Washington Academy. Wash-

ington was a mighty tough team to beat.
Would Ted sail in and help him the way
Andy had been helped?
However, the worry did not long remain. By bed-time Don had told himself
that with Mr. Wall looking on Ted would

have to play his hardest.

Next morning Roberts, the captain, met

Don

near the high school.
"Mr. Wall won't be with us when we
play Washington," he said, nervously. "He
told

me

after the

game

yesterday.

There's

a scoutmaster's meeting or something that
day. Get out early every afternoon, won't
you, Don? I want to have every fellow
in shape."

Don

He walked on toward
His worry had returned. Mr.
(Continued on page 48)

promised.

the school.

Whirligigs and Other
By

Water

Bugs

DANIEL CARTER BEARD
(Illustrated by the

Author)

J. B. Lippiin-ott tf- Co., the publishers of
Mr. Beard's ni'f l>,,]> jirxt intl>li.'.'li>'<l, "yioy/.v'
Book of Buys, Butterflies and Beetles," have
yenerously permitted BOYS' LIFE (o print

for

its

readers the extract which follows'.

the most interesting pets
of beetles are the ones
you find in the water. They are
trouble to feed and keep in confinein

the

way

PROBABLY
little

ment because one can put them in an
aquarium (Fig. 174) where they may be
observed all the time. But since the water
beetles will come out at night to fly
around, the aquarium should be protected
by a wire netting. Some of the smaller
water beetles have an odd habit of swimming around and around on the top of
Ihe water in the aquarium, all the time
emitting a whining, complaining noise.
Others, like the whirligig beetle (Fig.
175), for instance, strenuously object to
being confined in the aquarium, but will

become accustomed to it in time, and so
tame that they may be fed from one's
hands. The whirligigs in part of the South

west are called "apple bugs," not because
they love apples, but because when held in
the closed hand for a while, they emit an
odor like that of sweep apples, but Packard says that when caught, they give out a
disagreeable fluid; this may be true of
Yankee whirligigs, but it is not true of
the ones I caught as a boy on Brookshaws
Pond or the Licking River in Kentucky.
The whirligig is an extremely shiny
beetle of oval form (Fig. 175) and bluishblack color that you will find on the quiet
eddies of the brooks, and on the surface
of the ponds, where they collect in crowds
If apcomposed of many individuals.
proached quietly and carefully, tney will
often be seen resting perfectly still upon
the surface of the water, but the moment
they are disturbed, they start rapidly circ-

around in and out among themselves
in a most bewildering manner.
The captives that I had in the aquarium,
being unable to circle around in the wide
accustomed on
spirals to which they were
the open water, would dive down under
the water when frightened, and, clinging
to a plant, remain there for some time.
But after a while they became accustomed
to my presence and when I caught a fly
and held it for them, they would take it
from my fingers, and in the winter time
after the flies had disappeared they would
take little bits of fresh meat from my finling

gers.

But the eels that lived in the sand in
the bottom of the aquarium would smell
the food and come wiggling to the surface of the water in search of it. The eels
were extremely small, no larger than small
leeches, so when they seized the food which
the whirligig beetles held, it made an in-

The eels often
teresting and even fight.
won, however, by twirling themselves
around rapidly like a corkscrew until
they threw the whirlicig in the air.
The female whirligig

lays her cylinder-

shaped eggs on the leaves of water plants,
placing them end to end in parallel lines
and in a little over a week they hatch out
creatures
looking like thousand-legged
worms (Fig. 176), each division of the
body having a thread-like breathing apparatus very much like the Hellgranites,
Dobsons, Clippers or Bogerts. In August
these queer things creep out on the shore
and spin cocoons in the retirement of
which the pupa stays a month remodelling
itself into the form of a beetle.
These little incidents are what give interest, they are the things that happen in
life, and that is the reason I tjll you boys
that lire speci ^ens are much more interWhen I was a
esting than dead ones.
small chap like you fellows, I used to
make myself little cages for menageries of

It is my impression now that the water
bugs were the victors, for along towards
spring I had neglected my aquarium for
some time and when I looked in it for
specimens from which to make drawings

for this book, the only two live creatures
were two water bugs. I do not think
the other creatures died of starvation, but
I strongly suspect that the water
bugs
sucked the juice out of them; even the caddice worms and snails were sacrificed.
left

The animals, which prey upon other animals, as do the lions, tigers and wolves

among mammals, the hawks and eagles
among birds, and various beetles, bugs and
spiders among the insects, are called "pre-

daceous." Most of the predaceous insects
are useful to man because they help destroy their insect relatives, which live on
and sometimes used two thin the leaves of our trees and garden truck.
beetles,
One of the most interesting facts about
round pieces of cork for the top and bottom of the cage and long bright pins for insects which live in the water, is their
bars (Fig. 177).
various ways of supplying themselves with
To-day, however, you have the wire air. Take, for instance, the tribe known as
screen netting with which to make cages the Scavenger beetles. These beetles when
of all kinds, whereas when we boys of yes- quiet at the top of the water, keep their
Some
terday were building cages for wild beetles head uppermost, as does a man.
we had only mosquito netting to use for beetles reverse this position. The predaceous diving beetle, those whose horny
netting.
An ordinary square glass aquarium, the wing covers make a straight line where
bottom of which is covered with a layer of they join on the back, rest in the water
sand an inch and one-half thick (Fig. head downward, with the tip of the tail at
174) and one end of which is banked up the surface.
Many insects carry the air
with sand and moss half way up the side, down with them, covering the whole undermay be made into a land and water affair side of their bellies with minute bubbles,
by putting in enough water to cover the which gives them the appearance of being
sand and allowing the moss to serve as the coated with quicksilver.
land.
I have such an aquarium in the
When frightened, the whirligigs hitch a
window now and all winter in it I kept bubble of air to the hind tip of their body
water beetles and other interesting aquatic and dive below with this supply of breathinsects with some water bugs.
ing material.
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he sat down on his hind legs and ate some
sandwiches which had been prepared for
him, while the Red Cross boys rushed in
and rendered first aid to the injured,
mended the broken legs and broken arms,
bound up the torn scalps and put adhesive
plaster on the gaping wounds amid great
applause from the audience.
One of the amusing things which occurred at camp happened to a scoutmaster who was attending scoutmaster's
In the September

school.

number

of BOYS'

told bow to find the treasure of
Well, at Culver, I laid
pirate La Fitte.
I, in:,

I

out a course with three treasures hidden
measured the
them out by
the aid of a compass, then I called the
scoutmasters up but allowed them to use
no compass.
One of them, who is a
Methodist minister, started off, reached
the first point, .stooped down, picket! up
some object, started on the second course,
reached the point, stooped down and
at three different points.
I
courses carefully, and laid

up another object and so on to
the third.
It so happened that I had hidden some
Colgate's tooth-paste at the three points,
but when the scoutmaster came in he exhibited a two-dollar bill, all wet and dirty,
picked

had apparently been hidden in
bunch of yellow pencils and
some other object which I have forgotten.
where

it

the ground, a

Mr. Beard with

liif

boi/s at the

camp

the camping season is over,' v,-ere cooking flap-jacks for the visitors.
In front of the Pawnee Hogan, one
and your National Scout Commissioner has just stepped off little fellow stood, with, two hands full
the Manhattan Limited, and has not yet of live snakes, inviting people into the
He has been held up at museum. Inside the Hogan, the boys had
reached home.
soft-shell turtles, painted
Boy Scout Headquarters to report to you land tortoises,
scouts on his experiences in the camp of turtles, green-striped turtles, polk-a-dot
the Woodcraft Department of the Culver turtles, snapping turtles and musk turtles,
all alive, of course, besides which they had
Summer Schools.
We had a great camp, and after eight live bats, flying squirrels, ground moles
weeks under canvas, yesterday we turned and an old" mother white-footed mouse
over to the parents, one hundred and with six little blind babies, green tree
and various other varmints which
forty-odd boys, who were bright-eyed, up- frogs
them 1 h;nc forgotten.
standing, clean-limbed l.ds; all of
Around the walls of the Hogan were
as hard as nails, with no illness among
of marine obthem, which is a great record in itself. hung prepared specimens
But the strangest part of the affair is, jects sent in by some friends of the boys
Outside was a board covered
that in place of the boys being homesick, in Florida.
half of them were sobbing because they with armfuls of weeds, wild flowers and
did not want to go home
plants of all kinds, with a woodcrafter
Of course, your National Scout Com- standing behind the improvised table,
missioner did not cry, he is too tough a ready to tell you the name of any plant
select.
proposition for that sort of thing, but you might
At the last
O it was a great camp
when he went around individually and
said good-bye to all those fine fellows, council fire we allowed the spectators to
half of whom broke down and sobbed on take two of the woodcrafters, tie their
his manly breast, he certainly did have to arms behind their backs, tie their feet tobite his lips good and hard to keep up gether, gag them and throw them on the
his reputation for being tough.
ground. Then we had a lady whisper a
However, this is not what I meant to message in the ear of one of the boys.
tell you about, for it is the stunts that After a few minutes the gag was removed
you are interested in. Well, to begin with, from the other boy's mouth and he shouted
the boys built an Iroquois Long-House, out the message which he had received witha Kanuck Log Cabin, an Apache Hogan, out wires, and without sounds of any kind.
a Pawnee Hogan, a Northern Tilt, and Next they blindfolded the boys, gagged
an Objibwuy-Tepee-shaped, shack, all in them, leaving each with his hand behind
a day and a half's time, for a street fair. his back and his feet securely lashed toInside of these "Shelters, Shacks and gether. In this condition they were thrown
Shanties," some of the boys were show- down in front of the council fire, back to
ing how to make prints of leaves, which back, but they were still able to receive
from the Girl Pioneer's and send messages. I will not tell you
they learned
book, while others were demonstrating how they did it, I want you to guess.
After this stunt a band of emigrants
wireless and ordinary telegraphy.
They
also had a prairie schooner which they came into the light of the council fire,
had built on the wheels of an old buggy when out from the dark woods a lion apand covered with canvas in the proper peared, sprang upon the emigrants and
Then the lion disIt was marked the "Chuck Wagon," mauled them severely.
style.
arid around the Chuck Wagon, the boys appeared into the outer darkness, where

WK1.L,

!

!

Of course, I claimed the treasure, but
have not yet succeeded in annexing the
two dollars, and ere this it has probably
But when
gone into missionary funds.
the news leaked out, there were one hundred and forty scouts trying to break
a\vay from their studies in order to go
on a treasure hunt.
We had eight weeks to try out all sorts
of stunts, useful or amusing for the
scouts, but I will not attempt to tell it
rll to you in one issue of the Duffel
Bag;
suffice it to say, that all of the one hundred and forty-odd boys who were of the
proper age, were made into BOY SCOUTS,
and all of them took the Scout Oath, and
now that they have returned home, if they
do not remain good scouts, it will he the
fault of their parents or their local scoutmasters.
I'll guarantee that every one of
them is a good scout to-day, whatever he
may be to-morrow, and if each one of you
are good scouts to-day as I believe you
are we can leave to-morrow take care of
itself.

!

St.

Paul to

New

York on

Bicycles
Paul, Minn., to New
miles in thirtythree days, was the achievement of two
St. Paul high school boys, who recently
dropped in at the editorial office of BOYS'
LIFE, sun-burned and dusty after their long

A

trip

from

St.

York, on bicycles

1,600

The boys were Harwood Temple
and Leon Schroeder. They reported that
they made the trip without difficulty and
that they could have completed it in much
ride.

time than thirty-three days if they
to hurry.
They carried all of
their luggage
a tent, cooking outfit, etc.,
in pack sacks.
They did their own cooking and camped out along the road whereOne of the
ever night overtook them.
boys reported that he had gained seven
less

had cared

pounds since leaving

St.

Paul.

A

Strenuous Afternoon
A

Short Scout Play that any

By

E.

Troop can Enact

RUSSELL PATERSON

Illustrated by

NOEMAN

P.

ROCKWELL

S. M.t
So long.
CHARACTERS
ScoutScoutmaster. Assistant Scoutmaster (of
(Exit Assistant Scoutmaster.
another troop). Three Patrol Leaders, master sets to work writing again. Soon
Scouts of Eagle, Buffalo, and Wolf Pa- looks up.)
Guess I'd better see what the
trols.
S. M.:
Farmer. Tough (from city).
This play is set for a troop of three patrols will do till supper.
Slight changes will adapt it to a
(Rises and gives signal on his whistle
patrols.
for "Rally."'
All scouts of troop run in,
troop of any size.
salute him, and group around his table.)
c
c
You scouts will remember my
S. M.:
Camp scene. Small table and camp announcement this morning that I have
chair facing stage entrance at opposite to
spend the afternoon in writing up our
side of stage.
One other camp chair at report for the Local Council, and I want
back of stage. Flag pole with flag raised, to know what each patrol is going to do
The play can be produced with no set- un til supper.
First of all I want an
ting other than a table and two chairs, Orderly to wait over there (pointing to
in which case ceremony of saluting and
stage entrance) and prevent any interruplowering flag at conclusion will be omitted, tions. Who'll volunteer?
(Several hands are raised. Scoutmaster
(Scoutmaster discovered sitting at small points to scout who raised his first.)
table writing busily.
Enter Assistant
All right, you were first. Now
S. M.:
what are you patrols going to do? How
Scoutmaster.)
A. S. M.:
Hello, old man, you look about the Eagles?
busy.
Patrol Leader of Eagle Patrol: We're
S. M.I
Well, I am, rather. Making up going to finish our bridge over the stream,
report.
S. M.:
All right. And you, Buffaloes?
A. S. M.: Don't you think this is too
Patrol Leader of Buffalo Patrol:
We
fine a day to waste on that kind of a have a lot of test work to finish
up sketch
'
j D
maps of the camp, and signalling, and
S. M.I
Yes, but you see we break camp things like that.
tomorrow, and I want to hand in my reS. M.:
That'll be all right.
And the
port to the Local Council as soon as I Wolves?
I
intended to write it
get back to town.
Patrol Leader of Wolf Patrol:
We're
up day by day while we were here, but orderlies for supper, and we're going to
well, you know how such things go.
So give you a bang-up feed, so we won't have

manv

details to look
that you put

after

to spare. Most of US want to
aid for our first class test,
Now
That covers everyone.
S. M.:
please remember that I don't want to be
disturbed unless it's absolutely necessary.

much time
practice

You, Orderly, wait over there, and please
keep out everybody you can. Now clear
out, all of you.
(Scouts salute

and run off stage.
master resumes writing.)

weeks

finished

know

specially.
S.

you

and

you

cap.)
S.

A.

M.:

S.
I

fellows

your

me?
does

cost

it

5

Dunno.
Tough:
likes de look o'

?

M.i Why, you
have to learn a few
S.

things and do a

lit-

Then
work.
you take your tenderfoot test, and
tle

when you pass it
you take your oath
and then you're a

1

scout.
tenderfoot
After that you can

if

work at all sorts
of different things,

would

and get badges and
honors

Would you

send

to see

How much

jine

like to join our troop
in a game of flag

raiding.
to
like

Yah.

I

came

over to find out

Do you want

de uniform. Whatchuh gotta do tub

brief

Oh,

just

Bring him here.

intr

diary of what's happened. So I made a
resolution to give
the whole of this
afternoon to the job.
ree.

All right.

tub jine de scouts?
S.' M.:
Why, it doesn't cost muchtwenty-five cents to have your name offiYou don't have to buy
cially enrolled.
But if
a uniform if you don't care to.
you get one it will cost from two to five
dollars extra.
Are you thinking of join-

you
done more than jot

down a very

M.I

Tough:

haven't

find

M.I

(Exit Orderly, after saluting. Re-enters
with boy dressed as tough from the city,
who shuffles across stage and pulls off

is

before

it,

Scout-

Now let's see. What did we do
S. M.:
Started sketch map work
on Monday?
in the morning, and took a hike in the
afternoon.
(Writes busily.)
(Enter Orderly, and salutes.)
S. M.:
Yes, what is it?
There's a fellow out here
Orderly:
wants to see you, sir. He's the chap we've
noticed hanging around the camp for the
last few days.
Says he wants to see you

off writing and keep
putting it off until

your two

first

as

them

as

many

you want.

Eh?

Tough:

over?

Just as
much obliged, but I
Most of
guess not.
them have work they

JVyuh say work?
I fought it wuz all

want

to finish

I

gets

fore

they leave

in

de

M.:

S.

camp,
they'd

so

Gee, if it's
work, not fer mine

play.

!

up be-

city.

work

I'm out

here fer fun.

I

guess
better stay

M.I Well, you
join our
troop now, a n yway, because we're
S.

here.

A. S. M.: Well, 1
wish you joy. So long.

'nuff

couldn't

"7/otc'

much

tines

if

rout
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But
S. M.
Even that doesn't make any difYou're an officer, and therefore
there are lots of other troops, and some ference.
of them must meet near where you live. it's up to you to second all my orders,
You could join one of them when you get Now clear out and see that that noise
back. When I said work, I meant the kind stops quickly.
that's fun, you know.
(Patrol Leader salutes and runs off. His
whistle sounds behind the scenes and row
Tough: I ain't ever seen dat kind.
Scoutmaster nods his
S. M.:
Well, perhaps you'd like to see stops suddenly.
it now.
Orderly, get someone to show head as if satisfied, and continues writthis fellow around the camp a bit, and let ing.)
him watch the scouts working.
(Injured scout enters with a rush, from
(To
Tough) Then you can come back and talk opposite side of stage, if possible, holding
it over with me, if
you like it, you know. left wrist with right hand.)
I. S.
Sir, I've hurt my wrist
(Orderly salutes and exits with Tough,
going to leave for town tomorrow.

:

!

:

who

still

keeps

mumbling about "Work

Never heard

dat's fun?

o'

dat," etc.)

M.
There's Monday finished.
Now
Tuesday morning. Hmm. Let's see. Oh
yes, it rained that day, so we stayed under
canvas and passed a lot of tests. And we
had a bathing suit parade through the
S.

:

brush after dinner. (M'rites busily again.)
(Very small scout runs^ in, stops

(Scoutmaster

examines

and

rises

S.

take him to his tent. Make him comfortable there, and bathe his wrist with cold
water.
If it pains too badly call me.
(Patrol Leader and Scout make chair
carry, and take Injured Scout off ctage.
Scoutmaster sits down to writing again.)
S. M.:
Heigh-ho! I've got as far as
last
Let's see.
Saturday.
Morning
mm. (Continues writing.)
Scout
runs in and salutes
(Very Small
hurriedly.)

V.
is

S. S.

the

:

(All in a breath)

Eighth

S.

M.:
S.

Is

M.

:

Sit

down
Scout

down

while

go off stage.)
S M: I say, do you
know what the Sev-

abruptly in centre of stage, comes stiffly
to salute, and remains at salute while he
flings out, all in one breath)
V. S. S.: Please sir, does north-northeast come between nortli and north-east
or is it east-north-east or is that between

enth Law is?
V. S. S.: Yes, sir.
"A scout is obedient."
S. M.:
Yes, that's
it.
Or(Grinning)
to
ders
were
not
bother me unless nec-

and north-east?
(Scoutmaster looks up and grins.)

east

M.
I beg your pardon?
(Very Small Scout
same thing
repeats
faster and louder than
S.

:

V.

(Very Small Scout
and runs off

voice

saying to himself,
"North-north-east o r
east- north - east or
north- north - east,"

see

The farmer.

surplus energy stored
up during the rain.
too.

of follow the
trail in the afternoon.

(Continues writing.)
be-

not.)

M.:
S.
Orderly,
Orderly
Enter Orderly, sain

whatever patrol leader
nearest.

Ti

S. M.":

Hello, he's fainted.

Leader enters and salutes.)
Tip that chair back.
M. I asked you fellows to keep quiet
(Patrol Leader and Scout tip chair back
so I could write this afternoon.
I can't until
patient's head is near ground, steadywork while that row is going on.
He revives and they
ing him meanwhile.
P. L.:
it
wasn't
me
I
Well,
sit him upright again.)
yelling.
was
S. M. :
Yes, I'm sure it's strained, and
S.
M.
It it's just the shock that made him faint,
(Interrupting quickly)
doesn't matter whether it was you or not. Bind
up the wrist tightly, and put the
Don't you know that you're responsible arm in a
sling.
for seeing that the other scouts keep up
(Patrol Leader and Scout take off their
to the mark?
That's your job as patrol neckerchiefs, and use one to
bandage wrist
leader.
and the other to make a sling.)
But it wasn't my patrol
P. L.
S. M.
Now make a chair carry and
trol

:

:

:

I

guess

on,

.

!

(

(Orderly salutes
again and exits. Pa-

Come

:

hind the scenes, boys
talking loudly. Scoutmaster tries to work,
but finds out he can-

S.

me, eh?

Orderly follows: Scoutmaster rises.)
Farmer:
(Using whatever dialect is
local)
Hey, be you the boss here?
S. M.
Yes, what can I do for you?
Farmer: Well, do these young goodfer-nothin' scalawags belong to you, eh?
S. M.:
Yes, I'm responsible for them
just now. What's the matter?
Farmer:
Well, what d'you mean by
lettin' 'em run through my oats makin' a
path six foot wide through the best part
o' the field, an' spoilin' enough to
Scoutmaster continues exOrderly:
(Interrupting and bringing
Enter Pa- a chair from back of stage to Farmer)
amining wrist.
trol Leader and Scout at a Will you have a chair, sir?
run. They salute.)
(Orderly stands beside chair at salute.
Here's an injured Farmer stares at him, releasing the other
S. M.:
two scouts, who stand against back of
wrist.
Strained, I think.
head stage side by side, rubbing their ears.)
Scout's
(Injured
Farmer: Why, thank you, bub. Think
suddenly drops forward.)

Game

Send

very

you
young scamps," etc.,
as
Farmer
enters,
two
along
pulling
scouts by the ears.

M.:

M.:

he's

important."
very
voice "Can't
Man's

Wednesday
morning, Wednesday
morning. Land sports
to work off all the

is

"But

he can.

luting.)

sir.

busy, and he can't see
unless
it's
anyone

salutes

(Row occurs

Yes,

writing again.)
(Noise is heard behind scenes. Orderly's

Go and

They were good,

S.:

Scoutmaster turns to

ask your patrol leader.

S.

S.

(Very Small Scout
salutes and runs off.

I
M.:
S.
really
haven't time to think

etc.)
S.

Understand?

essary.

before.)

that through.

or

S. M.:
Oh, I see.
Eighth Law is "A
Scout is cheerful."
V. S. S.: Thank
(Turns to
you sir.

in the chair here.
sits

sir,

the Eighth Scout Law
cheerful or thrifty?

!

(Injured

Please,
cheerful

What's that?
S.:

M.:

Orderly!
(Orderly enters and salutes. Scoutmaster does not look around.)
S. M.:
Send me two scouts. Quick
(Orderly salutes and exits.)
S.

Law

Scout

thrifty?

V.

wrist.)

1915

October,

:

I will.

(Farmer

sits

down and

Scoutmaster

Exit Orderly.
Farmer
does the same.
takes out bandanna handkerchief to mop
face.)

Farmer: Well, them two young rascals
wuz runnin' through my oats makin' tracks
four foot wide or

so,

big 'nough fer a

team o' horses to pass down, an'
(Farmer fumbles handkerchief, and
drops it to ground. Befor he can pick it
up, one of the two scouts c.ives for it, and
hands it to him politely with a salute.
Farmer stares at him before he takes it.)

I
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(Farmer rises and shakes hands with
Farmer: Why, thank you, sonny. As
wuz savin', I caught these young shavers Scoutmaster.)
have
if the

I'm sorry, sir,
S. M.:
o' my best
boys
vourn' right in the middle
foot wide bothered you. We've tried to keep off the
two
'em
behind
a
with
oat's
path
here.
been
we've
since
can't afford to lose crops
if 'twas an inch, an' I
Farmer: I'm sure you have, I'm sure
let em
money like that. Now why d' you
I wisht that young nevvy o'
have.
trouble
makm'
you
the
country
run over
mine from the city 'd keep offen 'em, too.
P6
now? I
with purse in his hand. Why don't he jine in with you
(Scout runs in
seen him in the camp as I come through.
and
salutes.)
Farmer
of
front
Stops in
S. M.:
I found
Oh, that boy? Well, I shouldn't
sir?
Scout: Is this your purse,
if he'd jojn a troop when he gets
wonder
after
pass<
you
it on the ground just
hack to the city! We'll see.
through the camp.
Farmer: I hope so, I hope so. Well, I
(Farmer takes purse and examines.)am t
be goin'. Sorry to waste your time,
must
that
If
Farmer: Well, by golly
nothin' at all, nothin' at all.
An' there's a heap o cash in it, sir. 'Twas
mine
Next time you boys
round.
to scouts.)
(Turning
I
carry
'n
usually
more
too,
have
Yes, there s the comes nigh my place, jes' drop in an'
(Takes out money.)
all right! a drink o' milk.
Maybe we can find some
whole dollar an' thirty-five cents
a boy myself
lose all that money, no apples, too. Eh, what? Wuz
I wouldn't like to
That wuz once on a time.
thanks, sonny.
o'

Beech-Nut
Butter

1

!

Why,

siree.

You might like to see our camp
S. M.:
all right.
Sorry I can't show you
starts to put purse in pocket before 'you go.
and takes out around myself , but I'm busy just now.
but hesitates, then opens it
These scouts will take you about.
to Scout.)
dime, which he holds out
Thank you, sir, thank you.
Farmer:
Here y' are, sonny.
Farmer:
Sorry to trouble you. (Exit Farmer with
fer findin' it fer me.
thank you, sir. hands on shoulders of scouts, still mutScout:
(Saluting) No,
Scoutmaster
their good turns. tering friendly good-byes.
Scouts don't take tips for
sits down at his writing again.)
(Exits.)
for last
Such is Scouting.
S. M.:
after him open-

a good find

(Farmer

Now

Farmer:
(Looking
the money) Tuesday.
(Continues writing.)
mouthed, and still holding out
Don't take tips fer
(Tough enters excitedly, Orderly followWell I'll he
I ever ing.)
Why, that's the first boy
goodScoutmaster)
to
Tough: Say, mister, it's great! I seen
seen
(Turning
But it all, an' it's'work dat's all fun fer fair!
mister.
That's a good boy o' yourn,
What have you been watching:
S. M.:
These young fellers wuz
as I wuz savin'.
an some
Oh, I seen dem wavin' little
Tough:
in mv oats walkin' through 'em,
where flags round deir heads, an' I fought clat
oats wuz trampled down
tlie
o'
Now I don't mind hav- wuz kids' play, hut de guy dat wuz showin'
they'd stepped.
hadn t me round begun readin' out letters. An'
in-'bovs on my property, but they
had they. I asks him what he's readin', an' he says
ou "liter swish through my oats,
this gen- it's de letters dem kids is wavin' wid de
S M.: Were you fellows in
An' he explains it tuh me, an' gee,
honor?
flags.
tleman's oat field on your
I'd like tuh be able tuh wave t'ings like
Both Scouts: Yes, sir.
How far were you in the oats.' dat!
S. M.:
(Tough pretends to expectorate on
About ten paces.
First Scout:
but too
ground. Orderly jumps forward,
Second Scout: About fifteen paces
No, it was only ten be- late to stop him.)
First Scout:
We don't do that in this
Orderly:
fif- camp.
It isn't healthy.
Scout: No, I'm sure it was
(Tough wipes mouth with back of hand,
teen because
and looks ashamed.)
at them.)
stares
(Farmer
It
don t
S. M.:
Yes, that was signalling.
Farmer: Hey, you boys! Why
No one doesn't take long to learn it. What else
in my oats?
wuz
you deny you
did you see?
seen vou but me.
Tough: Oh, den dere wuz a gang dat
We're on our honor, sir.
First Scout:
Scout- wuz drawin' little t'ings on papers, an' it
never!
I
(To
Well,
Farmer:
didn't look like nuttin' at all, but de guy
In all your boys young gentle
master.)
he tells me it wuz de camp dey wuz draw111
to help them in', just like 's if yuh wuz lookin' down
We
try
S!M.: (Smiling.)
on it frum de sky, an' I seen dat wuz
to be gentlemen.
at it dat way.
see
did
why
right, too, w'en yuh looked
never
Why,
I
Farmer:
starts' to expectorate again, OrThey
(Tough
matter
don't
it
anyway.
I guess
rememJes' a step 'r two in derly starts forward, and Tough
didn't do no harm.
Rebers and checks himself in time.
the oats.
in them peats this at intervals through his speech.)
were
We
sir.
Scout:
No,
First
S. M.:
They were drawing sketch maps
quite ten paces!
That's something you have
1 m of the camp.
was
fifteen,
it
Scout:
No,
Second
to do to get your first class badge.
sure
We saw Tough: Dat's firs' class work, all right.
First Scout:
(Explaining.)
wanted An' den dere wuz a gang tyin' each udder
we
and
oats
the
of
out
a bird fly
up wid handkichers, an' gee, dey looks
nest.
to find its
de
the
steal
to
funny! I starts to laugh at dem, but
eggs?
What
fer,
Farmer:
tells me dey're pretendin' dey're
he
it's
guy
know
wrong
Don't you
busted arms an' legs an'
No, sir, it wasn't to take hurt, y' know
First Scout:
An' anudder gang wuz finishin' off
wanted
Just
that.
do
t'ings.
don't
We
the eggs.
We're sorry we spoiled a bridge acrost a stream, all made out o'
to see the nest.
de bridge, y' know, not
sticks an' ropes
the oats.
de stream but no nails ner iron ner nutSecond Scout: Yes, we're sorry, sir.
it togedder 'cept de ropes. An'
Farmer: Well, I never did see, on my tin' t' hold
but dey let's me tie
sir, I t'inks dat's easy,
life!
(To Scoutmaster.) It's nothin,'
do-n. some o' de knots tuh try it, an' firs' t'ing
nothin' at '11. Jes' a few straws bent
mornin'. I knows dey's slippin' all down de sticks.
They'll straighten out again by
to have Dat ain't no cinch tyin' dem sticks togedOh, "nothin', nothin' at all! Sorry
(Continued on page 23)
troubled
!

your troop
WHETHER
wins or loses you

hungry after the game and aren't
you all glad that Beech-Nut Peanut Butter
sandwiches are as nourishing and wholesome

as they are appetizing !
Selected Virginia and Spanish nuts
hearts completely removed roasted
and crushed to a creamy spread,
acrid

know Beech-Nut.
BEECH-NUT PACKING

CO., Canajohari

box have a flat top when yoa want it.
Buy one right away if you can't, you can earn a
Coaster quickly easy, pleasant work amonjc your
chums. Write ua, we'll te you how or have your
Mention name and address of
father wria for you.
your hard ware dealer when writing.
Buffalo Sled Co., 131 Schenck St. ,No. Tonawanda, N.Y.
In Canada, Preatou, Ont.
1
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you.
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will all he

Useful Things

mechanic'^ tool yea can
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this

for doll houses and other
you and the folks will be
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proud

of.

Write for free
Mechanic's Tools.

l\f"iled for 6 cents.
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Of course you have all seen football
games and most of you know what a

Cave

"grand-stand artist"
to

Can You Camp

1915

some other scout doing something that isn't
just right he says "shucks, I should worry!
That's none of my business !" Do you think
that boy knows the full meaning of individual responsibility? WeU, I don't think
he does. In such a case a scout should say,
"well, that fellow is making a fool of himIt's up
self and he's queering the scouts.
to me to do what I can to straighten him
out!"

Scout

In the

October,

in the

show

off his

a player

is

own wonderful

who

tries

ability

and

forgets to do the things which are best
for the team as a whole.
Well, a player
like that is individual all right, but he
doesn't know much about responsibility.
football team may have a lot of individual
stars and still get walloped to a "fare-theewell" by a bunch of men with less ability,

Same

A

Place Next Year?

who have teamwork down pat. Teamwork
means that each man must be willing to

help every other man on the team, and to
sacrifice himself, if necessary, for the good
of the team as a whole.
In other words,
he must have his individual responsibility

By the Cave Scout
F.

J.

P.

highly developed.
It is the same

Some wise

old

said

duffer

In Pall are "melancholy"
word of

I don't believe a
It's just a lot of

jolly

that

days

;

boys when I see
and stay as long
That made us
thought I'd write

it

!

Come out into the hazy
And fill the woods with
These Autumn days

air
shoutin',

Are perfect days

them.

Come again next year

as you like."
feel pretty good,
to

you and

tell

you bet, so
you about it.

I

there's nothing in that
us squirm unless some of
us are thinking about our own summer
These crisp days make you
the fall!
camps and are wondering whether or not
feel
like
so full of "pep" you
snorting we will be as welcome next year at our old
the
sod!
around and tearing up
stamping grounds as these Illinois scouts

A

bully time for scoutin'

TELL

I

Well,

I

you, fellows, there's

no time

letter to

guess

make

like

I

will be.

the first anniversary of the discovery of the Scout Cave. How many of
you remembered it? It has been just one
year since we first began having these
But it doesn't seem
lieart-to-heart talks.
that long, does it? We've all been so busy.
But we've had a lot of fun here together
and we've got right down to brass tacks
on a lot of puzzling questions, too.
I see a whole lot of scouts here today
who have never been in the Cave before
and I want to give you fair warning that
you may hear something that will make
try to get at the facts
you squirm.
here and they are not always pleasant. But
we always remember that we are here to
try to make better scouts of ourselves, so
we try to be good sports and grin and
bear it even the spells of "poetry" the

This

is

We

Cave Scout sometimes indulges

in.

Come to think about it, scouts, isn't this
a pretty good test by which we can determine whether or not our summer outing
has been a complete success? Suppose each
one of us stops right now and thinks
about his sunimer camps and hikes? How
many of us have left gates open, or walked
through growing crops, or "borrowed" a
few apples, or left our camping grounds
in rather a "smelly" condition?
Gee, wouldn't it be a tine thing if every
troop in the country could make as good a
report as these Illinois scouts have made?
Well, there isn't any reason in the world
why we can't do it if we only use our
"beans" a little and learn the great lesson of individual responsibility.
That sounds
learn,

Let's have a look in the old question hole
stir

up

this time.

doesn't it?

But

it

simply means

to every scout to do his own
share. Just suppose, for instance, that one
member of this Illinois troop had "cooned"

that

and see what kind of an argument we can

like a pretty big lesson to

it

is

up

one of this generous old farmer's watera letter from Illinois, but the melons. The whole
troop would have been
name of the town isn't given, and I can't asked to move on and
I guess weTl have
make out the cancellation mark on the en- to admit that
they would have "had it
Let's read it, an way:
velope.
coming to them."
Dear Cave Scout
Individual responsibility it means that
This isn't going to be a question, but just a
each scout must say to himself, "I am reshort statement about something that happened
at our camp
sponsible for the reputation of my troop,
something we all feel proud of.
I won't tell you the name of the town we live
and to a certain extent, of the whole Scout
in because we don't want you to think we are
Movement. Gosh, it's up to me to behave
Here's

:

"tooting our

When we

own horn."

broke up our summer camp a couple
of weeks ago, an old farmer came over to us
and said: "Boys. I came over to tell you that
any time you want to camp on my land, you
can just come ahead; I'll be clad to have you.
I must confess that when you first came I was
a little bit suspicious and I decided that if you
didn't behave yourselves I'd make you move
off.
So I watched you pretty close without
So far as I knnw not one
letting you know it.
of you swiped any of my apples and I haven't
found any tracks in my melon patch or sweet
So I've brought this sack
corn field, either.

myself!"

But individual

responsibility goes a litfarther than that.
It means that a
scout must be responsible not only for his
own conduct, but for that of other members of his troop as well. This is where
the idea of "teamwork" comes in.
Suppose a boy is a pretty good scout
himself, he obeys the Scout Law fairly
well and passes his tests, but when he sees
tle

A

way

with a troop

of

boy must be willing to sacrifice
his own desires, on occasions, for the sake
of the troop and of the Movement.
And
he must feel that it is his duty to help
every member of his troop, and every
scout, to be the right kind of a scout so
that people will have a good opinion of the
troop as a whole, and of the Movement as
a whole.
That's teamwork.
And it may encourage you to know that
such a sense of responsibility, and the resulting ability to do teamwork, is one of
the finest qualifications a boy can possess.
It will be worth a lot to him in a great
many ways, all his life.

scouts.
of apples over for you to take home with you
just to show you that I know a ^nud bunch of

Remember that those of us who meet
here in the Cave are honest-to-goodness
fellows
scouts, all wool and a yard wide
who know that Scouting means more than
merely marching around with a six-foot
stick.
We try to get down to bed-rock,
here, and do some serious work on the
fundamentals.
Well, come again next month, fellows.
THE CAVE Scon-.
Scouts' Questions

Answered

What are the names i>f some bm,k/t dealQ.
ing with Reijitireirtent '2 of the merit badge for
Scout E. B., ('.HIM.
A.
There are no books on the subject of
Sufficient
archery prepared especially for boys.
information to enable a scout to qualify for the
merit badge of archery can be obtained in the
Handbook for Boys on pages 33 and 95 to 100.
arcln-rii!

is also an excellent article ia BOYS' LIFE
for July, 1914.
The smut mint, of a troop is in straits/*'
Q.
country; the troop is disorganized; can a boy
continue beliniiring to the Boy Scouts of America

There

i-

In/

n'!iixt<'i-'m<,i

quarters?

M.

with

himself
P.,

National

Head-

Cuba..

A.
Every scout must be a member of a
If the scoutmaster leaves the
registered troop.
troop, national headquarters will be glad to receive notice from one of the scouts and will do
everything possible to secure a new scoutmaster.
Please send us your name, address and troop

number.
Please tell me in BOYS' LIFE how mvfh
Q.
i-iistx to be a scout.'
J.. L. G., Brooklyn.
A.
The registration fee is 25c. This entitles
a scout to a celluloid covered membership cerTifu-atf.
A scout is not required to pay anything more, but may buy a uniform and badge,
and other official equipment if he wishes. The
it

Brooklyn Headquarters
Call there

and

find

is

at

201 Montague

St.

out what troop you should

join.

Can a scoutmaster or a deputy scout
Q.
commissioner aive the second and first ,-/<i.v.v
without the scout commissioner beiny present or has the scout cominisxii>ner any nitthnritii
to direct scoutmasters to </MV the second and
tests

class

first

ning,

BOYS' LIFE
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October,

themselves!

tests

0.

W.

0.

The Boy

Scouts'
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Kittan-

Pa.

council has the authority to say
how, when and by whom the examinations in
The first class
the various tests shall be given.
tests and merit badge tests are often given or
reviewed by the local court of honor. Even the
second class tests will be more impressive if taken
In towns where there
before the court of honor.
is not too much work for the court of honor,
scouts are sometimes required to appear before
them to t:ike the examinations.
Can a scout be expelled from a troop of
Q.
scouts for not taking a certain examination in
a certain length of (imp/ Smut E. P.. Pa.
The matter of admitting a scout to _a
A.

The

A.

troop

lo'-al

Mm from its membership is
hands of the scoutmaster and the

or dropping

entirely in the

froop committee.

w-. -

**,

1

A Strenuous Afternoon

.

(Continual from page 21)
der so dey'll stay put!
S. M.: "No, bridge building looks a bit
hard until you know how. But do you
think you'd like to join a troop when you
get back to the city?

Tough (emphatically):

Yuh

bet

LONG
DISTANCE

v

TELEPHONE;

-'

.

r %<g'

*

"

cher

>

neck
S. M.:
!

Well, we'll see about that when
In the meantime you can
get there.
start in learning some of the things you
have to know before you can take your
oath and become a real scout.
(To Orand get one of
derly) Take this chap out
the 'scouts to start him on his tenderfoot
work. And tell the supper orderlies we'll
have a visitor to-night. (To Tough) You'll

we

The Man

in the Multitude

That the human voice may

be transmitted across our conwon't you?
stay to supper with us,
tinent by telephone is the marvel
Tough: Yuh betcher I mean, t'anks,
of
this age of wonders. Yet the
mister.
(Exit Orderly and Tough, latter walk- full significance of the achievewith
ing behind Orderly, holding himself
ment is not realized if it is constiff back, and trying to march military
Scoutmaster continues writing.)
fashion.
sidered strictly as a coast-to-coast
(Enter Very Small Scout in a rush, fol- connection.
lowed
Orderly, who chases him around
by

stage,

Sma'll Scout calling out

Very

)

The

Transcontinental Line
V. S. S.: Please, sir, how do you do the
Fireman's Lift?
not only bridges the country
S. M. (grinning): Here, Orderly, take
from east to west, but, by having
this young pest out and keep him out!
lead
to
and
starts
catches
him,
(Orderly
finally overcome the great barhim off by the scruff of the neck.)
Or wait! He wanted to know rier of distance, it has removed
S. M.:
how to do the Fireman's Lift. You might the last limitation of telephone
as well show him.
Carry him out that communication between all the
way.
(Orderly lays him on floor, and carries people of the nation.
him out with

Lift.)

This means that the voice
can be sent not only from New
York to San Francisco, but from
(Continues writing.)
(Enter Patrol Leader with scout. They
even
anywhere to anywhere
salute.)
in the
P. L.:
This chap has just passed his from any one to any one
tenderfoot work with me, sir. You know
United States.
to let him
we made a

M.: Well, I'm getting a few minutes to myself now and then.
Thursday
Let me see.
afternoon.
Paper chase.
S.

special arrangement
to camp with us if he passed
Can we give him his
his tenderfoot here.
There's just about time
oath now, sir?

come out

M. (aside)
Might as well give up,
suppose.
(To P. L.) All right. Call

I

single out from this

To

bring this about, the Bell
System has spent years and
lines
its
millions, extending
the
uleverywhere, anticipating
timate triumph. It has had the
foresight and the courage to
unite this great country, com-

munity by community, into one
telephone neighborhood.

With success achieved by
the Transcontinental Line, the
established Bell highways make
you, wherever you are, the near
neighbor of your farthest-away
fellow citizen.

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

:

in the troop.

P. L.
Whistles sound behind
and troop marches in and forms
ceremony of taking Scout Oath.
Oath is taken. Then flag is saluted and
lowered.
Bugle sounds supper calls behind scenes, and scouts are dismissed and

(Exit

scenes,
up for

run

You can

vast throng any particular individual with whom you desire
to speak.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

before supper.
S.

Wherever you are, it is posreach any one of our
hundred million population.
sible to

off in a

:

(Exit

S.

Camp Guide FREE
to lay out a
camp life;
camp; what to take alone;
what to do when you get there.

We

will

tend

book
Jost send a

thia great

absolutely free.

^postcard. Do it NOW.
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Build a

Get our great* 'Camp
Guide." which tells all about

Writ.- today.

hurry.)

afternoon.

Universal Service

Shelter Tent

M. (gathering up papers)
Well, old
report, you're pretty hashy, but I guess I
Now for
can touch you up a bit later.
That's what I call a strenuous
supper.
S.

One System

One Policy

PINE HILL FARM,

347
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Engineering is real Engineerinj
can duplicate any machine or
large, strong models, or small, complicated on
that are true to correct Engineering principles
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MECCANO
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Engineering
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You

build just like a real engineer, using miniature steel beams, girders, angle irons, rods,
is
wheels, gears, nuts and bolts.
the greatest toy ever invented for boys.
It's

MECCANO

more than a toy
and engineering.

it's

an education in mechanics

MECCANO

is
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original

building toy that builds models true to mechanical and engineering principles. The
wise boy knows about real engineering and mechanics he learns as he builds and he has a
heap of fun at the same time.
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Mechanical; because you can
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You can build anything with
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models you can operate like real machinery;
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Builds
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Models
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You can build all those shown in our big Manual of
Instruction, all those in any other manual and you
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two
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The Dover Plains Scouts' Tower
two hundred yards up the
from the place where they were cut.
Two of the poles had been erected and
the third was on the way up, when an
unusually strong gust of wind blew them
down and the work had to be done all
over again.
Finally, however, the task
was completed, and the tower is now as
Its steadiness is shown
solid as a rock.
to be carried
hill

by the fact that the picture of the tower

was taken on a long exposure, when the
wind was blowing so hard that Scoutmaster Matthews had to lean against it to

balance while he took the picIn spite of this the picture is cleanin
cut, showing that it was not shaking
the wind.

keep

his

ture.

We

One of the features of

the occasion was
giving of 'the Boy Scout yell by the
boys at the conclusion of Mr. Taft's remarks. The latter seemed to deeply appreciate the spirit with which the yell was
given, ending as it did with three cheers
for Mr. Taft.
tlie

One

knife.

BOYS' LIFE, 200 5th Ave., New York
Send me the Scout Name Knife for

Name

members

am

help others,' and the officers and men who
are at the 'he (! of the movement desire
above all else that this spirit may dominate
every boy fn this great country of ours.
have reason to be very proud of you
boys of San Francisco for the splendid
work which -you have done at this great
exposition today.
May God bless you, every
one.

Mountain

Address
These specannot be
without desti<>>

and

the other side.
cial
insignias
ing the

as I

This program was arranged by request
of the officers of the San Francisco Chapter of the American Red Cross.
Commissioner W. S. Wollner, Dr. G. H. Richardson and the Scoutmasters co-operated
with National Field Scout Commissioner
Cross in working out the details.

il

transhandle*,
as
clear as glass and
tough as horn, is
the Emblem of the

parent

which

part:

am very proud of
sure you are. You
have demonstrated today that you are prepared, and efficiently prepared, to render
aid to others who may be greatly in need of
assistance.
This is the gre::t underlying
purpose of the Boy Scouts of America
organization-, that boys may be trained to

Any

readers,
on the

the United States, was the guest of
honor and principal speaker.
Following the meeting, the boy scouts
gave a demonstration of first aid work on
the Marina, the magnificent outdoor field
which forms a part of the Exposition
grounds. Mr. Taft and party were most
interested spectators and viewed the work
of the boys from a specially arranged platform in the center of the field. An audiece estimated at ten thousand looked on
while the boys went through the program
of bandaging, rescue work, etc. Dr. G. H.
Richardson, a prominent physician of San
Francisco was in charge of the work.
Immediately following the conclusion of
the program, Mr. Taft left his place and
standing before the scouts who were at
Mr. Taft said
attention, spoke to them.
of

my membership,

Gift at

a n

of the Country.

Troops 1, 11, 12 and
of America, of San

Boys, you and I are
great organization and

$1.50.

A

in All Parts

Francisco, rendered valuable service in
ushering the great throng of visitors from
all over the world who attended a meeting
of the American Red Cross at Festival
Hall at the Panama-Pacific International
Honorable
Exposition at San Francisco.
William Howard Taft, former President

in

mula.
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The Boy

of
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Tower

Built by Scouts
"good turns" recently ac-

complished by the Boy Scouts of Dover
Plains, N. Y., was the erection of an observation tower on the point of a mountain
that juts out into the Harlem Valley about
two miles south of the village. From this
observation tower there is a view to the
south of approximately forty miles, while
to the north thirty miles is the limit of
vision.
Since the erection of the tower a
great many people have visited it.
The building of the tower was a considerable task as it was accomplished
without using any special tools. The four
main poles are thirty feet long and twelve
inches in diameter at the base anil had

Scout Ideas In It for You
VT do you boys think when you read

News With

WH

reports in BOYS' LIFE about scout
Do
in all parts of the country?
you simply read them through and say to
a liveyourself -'"nfese scouts are certainly
ly bunch 1" or "what a lot of interesting
things scouts are doing?"
Well, that is one reason why v:e print
these reports, but we wonder if most of you
scouts know about a still more important
the

activities

reason

?

Here is what the editors of BOYS' LIFE
want you to think when you read these re"Gee! That certainly is a corking
ports:
I wonder
stunt this troop has pulled off
!

why our

troop- couldn't do

something

like it?

bring up this matter for discussion at the next troop meeting."
These reports are just chock full of suggestions of things to do and that are especially good because they tell, in most cases,
how other scouts actually )v*,done them.
If other scouts can accomplish these things,
why cannot iiour troop do them, too!
Here are just a few itehis which have been
selected because they are especially suggesRead them through carefully and you
tive.
will be sure to get a hunch for some interJust read
esting stunt for your own troop.
over all the items and look for suggestions
We are anxioxis for you to take adin them.
vantage of the experience of successful troops
The whole "Scouts Afield" deeverywhere.
partment is a regular gold mine, full of nugand inspiration.
of
information
gets
Get the idea ?

Guess

I'd better

THE EDITOR.

On

from his
trip to the coast recently Scoutmaster Franklin
from
warm
welcome
a
received
Troop 5.
Payne
The boys had watched all incoming trains for
took
arrival
his
sr\,-r;il
and
they
upon
days
charge of both Jlr. Payne and his wife, looked
pfter their baggage and escorted them to their
home where a fine breakfast had been prepared.
'vVirnrTA, KANSAS.

his return

October,
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ZEBULON, GA. Second Class Scout Walter
Green, of the Crow Patrol of Troop 1, Zebulon,
has worked out an ingenious chart by
Ira.,
means of which he can ascertain at a glance the
distance between any large towns in the vicinity
Scout Green, finds
of that in which he lives.
,-...

,

.

._

...

.,
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Magazine

the Pictures

on Our Double Page
double page of pictures in this month's
LIFE contains a.n unusual number
interesting snapshots taken in the big
All scouts will be glad to
western country.
know that their western brothers are so active.
In the upper left-hand corner is a view of
Troop 1, At water, Calif., taken on their trip
A splendid view
through the Yosemite Valley.
of tlic famous Yoseraite Falls, is shown.
On this
trip the boys walked 18.") milrs in twelve days.
Just below the Atwutt-r smuts we see Troop 1,
of Cowles, New Mexico, trying to drink all the
water in a stream which runs through the Santa
Fe National Forest. These New Mexico scouts
are lucky enough to have a real forest ranger
His name is A. J. Confor their scoutmaster.
nell.
Recently Mr. Connell took the troop to his
station
where
ranger
they learned a great deal
about woodcraft. During their stay in the woods
there was a severe forest fire and the boys had
a n opport u n ity to study the methods by which
such fires are extinguished. They have secured
a special permit for four acres of land in the
Santa Fe Canyon where they -are building a cabin
to use as a winter camp.
Handicraft work was a special feature of the
scout camp at Grand Rapids, Mich. The picture
just below the New Mexico scouts shows two
Michigan boys making a camp settee.
To the right of the Yosemite Valley picture is
a view of a mountain lake near Leadville, Colo.,

THEBOYS'
of

especially helpful in directing travelers
who inquire about the distance to these towns.
A reproduction of Scout Green's chart is given
a
herewith, since BOYS' LIFE feels that it is
suggestion that many other scouts will be glad
to follow.
feature of the MiamisMIAMISBURO, OHIO.
burg camp was a Mothers' Day, which was enjoyed as much by the boys as by the mothers who
that

it

is

A

attended

it.

TAMPA, FLA. An entertainment for their paand a demonstration of first aid, signalling,
of the Tampa
etc., was given by the four patrols
rents

These boys are planning to give an extroop.
hibition of swimming and lifesaving in the near
future.
LAKE ODESSA, MICH. While on their way
home from a successful camp at Gun Lake,
the scouts of Lake Odessa entertained the peoand
ple of Hastings with an excellent drill
exhibition of scout work.
scout
lifesaving
boy
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
class has just been organized at Knoxville, Tenn.,
under the supervision of Mr. W. L. Webb, of
The chiss is comthe Mine Rescue Station.
posed of scouts who are anxious to be of service
in cases of drowning, or in any emergency where
The
quick and scientific action is necessary.
class has access to the pulinotor in the ^mine
rescue station at a'.I times, and as the majority

A

cm

members have bicycles the pulmotor
to the scene of an emergency on
The Scout Commissioner of
notice.
short
very
Knoxville, Mr. W. P. Toms, and Mr. D. T.
the Local Council, are planof
lilakey, president
ning to send the class to Jellico soon to comin
a
life-saving contest with teams of
pete
miners from various p-rts of the mining disThe
members of the class are Russell
tricts.
ilcBath, Roland Crane, George Crane. Morris
Bloomer Houston McNutt, Fred Chandler, Hale
Thomas. Ben Gallaher, Glenn Siiodgrass and WilE. P. Easton is Scoutmaster of this
liam Kane.
of

be

the

rushed

troop.

RALEIGH, N. C. Assistant Scoutmaster L. P.
Denmark insists that all scouts who wish to go
TO camp with him shall be immunized against
The retyphoid fever before they leave home.
sponsibility of a lot of boys is, in the judgment of
warrant
to

camp

this assistant scoutmaster, sufficient to
his refusing permission for them to go
hereafter unless they have taken this

precaution.

of Natrona Troop of
a crop of beans and
residents
of the town.
the
Early
to
selling
in the year these boys were given the use of a
the
from
and
the
of
money
ground
large plot
sale of the beans and other vegetables which they
orthe
of
in
the
work
used
be
raised will
ganization.
have
here
scouts
The
ALA.
SCOTTSBOEO,
twenty members in their troop, which is only a
six First Class, two Second Class and
year old
They arted as a Bureau of
twelve Tenderfoot.
Information for the Jackson Countj; Fair last
saved a building from
and
they
recently
year,
destruction by fire.
They worked around town
and earned enough money to rent a fine building for headquarters, where they have their scout

NATKONA, PA. Members
Boy Scouts are harvesting
them

and patrol
CLYDE, OHIO.

library

flags.

New members

are joining the
The boys reClyde troop almost every week.
cently held an entertainment in which the Camp
were $20.
the
took
also
receipts
Fire Girls
part;
SHAWNEE, OKLA. Troop 3 conducts trials by
Law
or una
Scout
of
infraction
jury for any
excused absence from meeting.
Scoutmaster
reports
Parry
SCSANTOS, PA.
some interesting ways for troops to earn money.
His troop has sold salt for a Scranton compiny,
which gives tho troop one barrel for selling
each
ten, and as the boys make 5c a bag on
His troops
bag sold the profits accumulate.
with others t-ike tho contract for delivering the
His troop delivered
telephone book at Ic each.
Old newspnpers and magazines
1.200 books.
are brought to the troop headquarters and are
sold at prices ranging from 38e to 65c per 100
nds.
A Scout is given a credit of 5c
is his dues for bringing in 25 Ibs. of
to.
These boys recently ran a. relay race of
papei'
Twentv-two boys ran and the time
five miles.

was 22 minutes

flat.

where Troops 1 and 2 had their summer outing.
The Leadville scouts claim the distinction of
being the "highest" scouts in the United States
is
situated at an elevation of
level.
Camping requires
care
this
at
altitude where there is frost
great
One of the greatest regrets
nearly every night.
of these highland scouts is that they cannot learn
to swim, because the water in these mountain
lakes is nearly always near the freezing point.
The picture just below the lake scene shows a
group of Leadville scouts on the slope of Mount
Massive, 14,424 feet high, Colorado's highest
mountain. As Scoutmaster David McMartin
says
"
"This is a cold spot for 'tenderfeet.'
Just below these mountain climbers, we see the
smiling face of Scout Clyde Sullivan, of Troop 1.
Lock wood, Ohio.
Scout Sullivan won a great
reputation for himself at the Carthage Fair held
near Cincinnati. Ohio, Auciut 12 to 15.
His
On the first
specialty was finding lost children.

for

Leadville

10.200 feet above sei

day

of the fair he
their eyes

crying

found
out

five little tots

for

vanished

who were
mammas.

Scout Sullivan took charge of the children and
succeeded in finding a mother for every one of
them before dark.
He received special com-

mendation from the fair
detective

work

officials

for

his

fine

in finding the parents of lost chil-

dren from the me.agre descriptions given by the
heart-broken

ones.
To the right of the Leadville scout pictures is
a snap-shot of a "cowboy" in the scout camp at
little

Tennesee.
These Chattanooga
Chattanooga,
scouts, on account of their kindness, made a
great hit with the cows that supplied the camp
with fresh milk.
Just below this picture is a group of "Cave
Scoutmaster John
Scouts," at Lancaster, S. C.
H. Poag reports that the boys of Lancaster are
developing into first rate scouts.
Below the "Cave Scouts" we see two Big
Springs, Texas, boys enjoying a stiff climb in the
cliffs near that city.
Scout Mark Harwell, who
sent the picture, reports that his troop is making
rapid progress.
In the upper right-hand corner is a striking
view of a rocky peak in the mountains near Salt
Lake City, Utah, taken on a recent hike under
the supervision of Scoutmaster C. H. Spencer,
Jr.
Scouting is booming in Salt Lake City.
The picture just below shows a bunch of "piefaced" scouts at New Rochelle, N. Y. It's kind
of hard to get at the pie in this position, but it
tastes good just the same, ajid the contest is very
exciting.

|

Built Especially for
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Haversack Fishing Rod and complete angling outfit. Sanctioned by
the Committee on Scout Supplies,
Boy Scouts ot America.

Boy Scouts

E
5
5
5
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E
E
S
E
E
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Three piece
handled

black enamel, cork
rod, with nickel-

plated reel seat; nickel-plated multiplying reel with click and drag;
75ft. of hard braided casting line;
half dozen snelled spring steel

hooks;
spoon,

one nickel-plated trolling
half dozen assorted flies;

assortment of sinkers; two-colored
float
all in a neat carrying case,
made to attach to Boy tf> r A
Scout Haversack .
<P"- ""
.

Bamboo

Split

making a fly,

.

with two tips,
bailor boat rod; quadrod,

nickel -plated

multiplying,

ruple

sliding click and drag; 75 feet
of pure brr.ided silk line; half dozen
hand tied selected flies; 1 dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot
double gut leaders; 2 nickel-plated
trolling spoons; assortment of sinkreel,

and two-color cork float; all in
neat, leather bound carrying case.
Made to attach to Boy Scout Haversack. (Steel rod if desired *r
in place of split Bamboo) pJ.UU
ers

AA

Either outfit sent postage

|
E
E
E

free.

ABBEY & IMBRIE
Kakersof"FishinRTacklethat'sFitforFi$hing"

18 Vesey Street,

New York

City

Established 1820

We Teach you

DRAW a

to

good

.salary

Most Art Schools merely tench
you how to draw pictures *e
teach you how to draw a good
Practical and
salary aa well.
Personal Instruction. Study
during your spare time andle trn
How To Make Pictures That
Will Sell. Artists e^rn from S25
toSloOa week. Send sample of
your work

for free criticism

and

6 cents in stamps for illustrated
catalog.
Correspondence and
local school.

WASHINGTON
SCHOOL OF ART
f!13

The picture in the lower right-hand corner
shows a party of Denver Boy Scouts constructing
a mountain trail for Uncle Sam, under the direction of Scout Commissioner Walter C. Jay.
The
trail was built under the supervision of a* United
States forest ranger who pronounced the job first

steel

^

FST., N. W.

WASHINGTON, D

.

c.

,

chiss

in

One

incident occurred
which proved that these Denver scouts are the
real article.
After the greater part of the tr.iil
had been built, it was discovered that it had been
made partly of solid ground and partly of
"made" ground.
The forest ranger explained
tlr.t a first class trr.il should be three feet wide
and all solid ground. It was explained to the
boys that they were not bound by any written
contract to make the trail any w'ider and they
were under no legal obligations to improve the
work which they had done. But the scouts replied that they would build the tr.-iil right if it
took all summer and thev went at it again with
a will and did an A-l job.

every respect.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelry work and

_ A fine trade commanding a good salP
L-*n graving* ar
an(
services are always in
y

demand.

Address

|

your

HOROLOGICAL

Bradley Institute. Peoria,

111.,

Department,

for our latest catalog.

INFORMATION and FREE
Boarding Schools
Catalogs
SCHOOL
Want
Export Adtice
of all

(or

camps) In TL

S.

for girls or boys? Mainfree.
American Schools' Association.
tained for all schools.
Write. 10!>0 Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple. Chicago.

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOY'S LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOY'S LIFE when answering advertisements.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

I'M

n/m/vrinp advertisements
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Troop

in
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Canoe Regatta

who likes
Good Books
Every real boy with snap

in his makeup
good books. Here
a brand new fist of
them written by the
boys' favorite authors
especially for the boys
who like good books.

and vim
likes

'*

is

THE SECRET PLAY
By Ralph Henry Harbour

A

of

story

A
school athletics.
the Barbour snap.

high

real

Barbour story with
lustrated,

Il-

net.

$1.30

THE ROCK OF CHICKAMAUGA
By Joseph A.

Altsheler

A splendid story of the heroes of our own
country.
Picturing some of the great Union
leaders of the Civil War.
Illustrated, $1.30
net.

FAIR PLAY

View of

the Allegheny River, near Pittsburgh, during the regatta.

By Hawley Williams

A new

volume by the author of "Johnson of
Lansing," showing how well it pays to play

fair.

net.

HAVILAND HICKS, FRESHMAN

T.

R. Elderdice
story with fun and good

By

A

$1.25

Illustrated,

Prep,

J.

ship all through.

Illustrated,

fellow$1.25 net.

AGAINST ODDS
By William Heyliger

A new

story of school life by
of "Hartley, Freshman Pitcher."
$1.25 net.

the author
Illustrated,

MAKING GOOD
By W.

A

story

of

a

T. Nichols
boy who was determined

succeed
spite
trated, $1.25 net.
in

of great

difficulties.

to
Illus-

JOE MANNING
By

A

fine

Irving Williams

out-of-doors story of

some boys who

form a club and spend their time
ing.

$1.25

Illustrated,

in

camp-

net.

Send a post card today far
a new catalogue of books for
boys, including other books
by these authors and other
well known writers of boys'
books

APPLETCN

D.
33

W. 32nd

AND

WANTFH
WAm ,L
1

COMPANY
New York

Street

ALERT AND
AMBITIOUS

City

RHVCi
B\JIJ

every town and scout troop to sell our remarkable Colored
Charts of American and European
The selling price is 25 cents each, and of
History.
this the agent keeps half.
Every intelligent person
will buy one, and agents should earn from two to
five dollars a day in part time or evenings.
Complete outfit with full selling instructions free.
Write
at once for territory.
GRAPHIC TEXT BOOK
COMPANY, 31-33 East 27th St., New York.
in

active troop of nautical scouts has
been formed at Oakmont, a suburb
This troop is under the
of Pittsburgh.
of
the
Allegheny County
jurisdiction
Council and any First-Class scout in the
county is privileged to apply for admission.
A limit of twenty-five members has
been set for the first troop, and as soon
as this number is reached, a second troop
Mr. P. W. Price is scoutwill lie started.
master of Nautical Troop No. 1.

AN

PLAYS
^.i
!

Comic

Jokes, OperettBA,Mnalcal Pieces,

Recitations* Tableaux* Games.
Suitable for all ages
Catalogue free.
Co.. Dept.18, * IIH \*.0, 1LU
i

IMlls, eto.

T.

Stage,

s.

IUM<0\ &

SCOUTS
A

IN

CAMP

Play written especially for Scouts. Send
35 cents for a copy.
Address National headquarUrs or Leroy C. Partch. Lake Mills, Wis.
.T-'act

in

Smoking ?

very well for men as a
of
pleasing habit, but it costs a deal
money which might otherwise be used for
a
something better than disappearing in
cloud.
Twenty-five million pounds is a
what
very big sum of money, but that is
is spent on tobacco in Great Britain in
one year. And also it does not do their
is all

SMOKING

health much good.
But for a lad who is still growing, tomen
A number of prominent Pittsburgh
bacco is an absolute poison, because it
have
offered
who have served in the Navy
always weakens your heart; and the heart

training the nautical scouts.
situated on the Allegheny
River about twelve miles north of PittsAt this point in the river there
burgh.
is a stretch of about ten miles of slack
water averaging about one-quarter of a
mile in width. The river is a popular summer resort and there are frequently held
regattas, lantern parades, boat races, etc.
These various activities will give the nautical scouts an opportunity to be of service
as life savers and as water police.
to

assist

in

Oakmont

is

pump which takes the blood
through all the little pipes or
veins to every corner of your body, and
this blood then makes the bone, flesh, and
muscle which build you up into a strong
and healthy man.
If the heart becomes weakened by smokthe
ing or any other causes it cannot pump
blood properly; consequently the boy does
is

a kind of

and drives

it

He gradually
not grow big and strong.
becomes weak, finds himself easily tired,
his food does not agree with him, he gets
Nautical Troop 1 has already attained headaches and his eyesight weakens, and
some distinction by winning a silver cup so he gradually develops into a poor, deoffered as first prize in a canoe regatta pressed little worm instead of a big, bright
These scouts and active young man.
in the latter part of July.
No one ever took to smoking while a
also constructed a model of the battlefor it gives a most
ship Pennsylvania, which was exhibited boy because he liked it
unpleasant taste until you are used to it,
during the regatta.
and it makes you uncommonly sick.
But many boys are such little funks
that they
will say
DUNKIRK, N. Y. Two twenty-eight foot afraid of what others
Tvhaleboats are being loaned by the U. S. navy face this unpleasantness in order to show
of
Dunkirk.
A
the
scouts
of
to
regular troop
off and look like men.
They think themnautical scouts is being formed among the oldawfully manly when swaggering
er boys to man the boats, and while all scouts selves
will be allowed the privilege of the boats, the about with a cigarette between their lips,
Later it is planned but if a man sees them he
older boys will be in charge.
only thinks them
to use these crafts as lifesaving boats.
Robert Baden-Powell,
fools.
Sir
little
MEDFORD, MASS. A thirty-foot cutter, formerthe
Scouts of
used on the battleship Virginia, has been
This boat was
presented to the Medford scouts.
obtained through the efforts of Mayor Benjamin
F. Haines, and has been renovated throughout,
Manned
painted gray and new seats installed.
by a picked crew, it will be used as an inly

School Room or
Dialogues, Speakers,
Monologues, Minstrel B

for Parlor,

Harm

struction

Chief Scout of

PORTLAND, ME.

Boy

England.

Because he had learned the

of first aid, and because he did not
lose his presence of mind, a scout who did not
his
name, saved a ten-year-old boy, Robert
give

methods

bo.it.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. When Nautical Troop
117 of the Boy Scouts of America returned
from its second cruise to Toms River and Barnegat Bay it brought the Sea Scouts' Championship and a profound admiration for Scout
Ray T. Tarbuck, who broke all sea scout records by swimming five miles, part of the way
against a head tide, in three and one-half hours.

scout

immeatey

remove

s

garer an

tightly around the boy's prm above t>
Two stitches were later found to be necessary.
The boy's
parents wanted to thank the M'out,
"
but he could not be found, neither could his
-

it

name

be learned.

lit.
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(Continued from page
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Over !

The Lakeside team, playing

gaining now.
the trick plays before
desperately, stopped
and blocked the runthey were under way,
ners who tried to receive forward passes.
Rindon had clearly exhausted her offensive
now merely playing a deplays and was
fensive game. They risked no more tricks
and play into the hands
lest one

for you!
tells

that wins.

go wrong

LETTERS FROM
BILL
BROTHER
TOWERS
WALTER
Assoc. Editor of

tell you all that the Varsity coaches told him.
play the game as the college men play it
with brain as well as with brawn. There's more real,
useful "meat" and more good, clean reading in this
booh than you ever founu between two covers. If
your bookseller is out of stock, send 55 cents and

Mott.
work.

The coach thought of

his

faithful

There seemed no chance to score
now anyway and the boy could fill the
So he
the game.
place for the rest of
called,

"Mott, take right tackle."

Roland sprang up and pulled off his
sweater. His face was flushed at the unwas trembling all
expected chance and he
and excitement.
with
over
eagerness
and
Quickly he reported to the officials
took his place in the line. The game went
on.
Roland, fresh and eager, played with
an enthusiasm that made up for what he
lacked in weight and experience. Ad had
been trying in vain to get the team to
show the old fighting spirit. The game
seemed hopeless and they had lost the old
dash and ginger which should have ad-

vanced the ball. Now Ad called for a quarHe
terback play through right tackle.
had not made a play there during the
whole second half. Roland summoned all
his strength and hit his opponent low and
with every bit of energy in his 145 pounds
Taken off 'his guard, the big
of weight.

Rindon tackle was fairly stopped for the
first time that day and Ad went through.
Dodging through 'the scattered players he

made

fifteen

yards before the surprised

Rindon backs could get him.
"One minute to play," announced the
timekeeper. As the team lined up Roland
drew Ad aside, "Try me once on a forAd considered.
ward pass," he said.
There was little chance of scoring in the
time that remained. He remembered that
pass which Roland had received in the
scrub game and in a moment a plan of
action presented itself.
a

He

signalled for

punt formation and then shouting, "Hold
(Concluded on page 31.)

to

we will send you
from photographs.

Thomas

a

Illustrated

copy postpaid.

Company

Y. Crowell

428 West

Broadway
New York

BOVIM BOUILLON CUBES

A New

With Chicken and Parsley

FOR FALL HIKES

'

were forgotten.
Coach Wilton looked toward the substitute bench and his eye fell on Roland

"The American Boy"

Let Bill

Learn

announced the

In the first
last quarter.
start
fierce smother of red and
play
blue uniforms and when the pile had uncovered, a crimson player lay prostrate.
his
"It's my knee," said Benton, gritting
With the
teeth together with the pain.
Goodwin he got on his
help of Allen and
to step on
feet, but when he attempted
the injured leg he would have fallen but
for the support of his teammates. Slowly,
with their help, he hobbled toward the
The rooters rose in a cheer for
sidelines.
He had not filled his
the injured player.
he ought, but he had
place as well as
and past mistakes
played his best that day

K.

By

Back and
fast.
play had been terribly
Lakeside would adforth went the ball.
vance a little way and then kick. Rindon
would take as much time as possible with
They
their plays and then kick in turn.
were very plainly stalling for time.
of the
THE
there was a

of inside in-

est bookseller for

score.

whistle

It is full

formation and live tips from the
first page to the last. Ask the near-

Their bucks gained
of their opponents.
them nothing against the Lakeside line.
But they were gamely holding against the
It
rushes of the heavy" Lakeside backs.
looked as if there would be no further
Both teams were tiring, for the

referee's

Here's real football
Here's a book that
you how to play the game

Boys!

When

Boy Scouts of the

is called, lay and light your
one of the two matches allowed and
then when the water boils let each scout enjoy
a stenjning hot cup of this delicious and nourish-

the halt

flre

with

ing

refreshment.

Wildcat Patrol
By WALTER P. EATON
story of Boy Scouting
TTiis story is a continuation of
the history of Peanut and the
other characters which appeared
in previous volumes by this au-

Bovim is made from selected fresh meat and
and greatly superior
well seasoned
vegetables,
Has a distinct flavor
to any similar product.

A

its own.
Tested and enthusiastically recommended by
Scout Masters and Commissioners.
Put up in convenient packages for the pocket

all

fifty

or haversack.

Postpaid
4 cubes

50 cubes

lOc.

$1.00.

10

Scout Book

Some of the former characters have developed into Scout
Masters themselves and the story
shows what they have learned in
the way of Boy Scouting and how
they passed it along to others.
Other volumes in this series are
The Boy Scouts of Berkshire, Boy
Scouts in the Dismal Swamp and
Boy Scouts in the White Moun-

cubes 25c.
cubes $2.00

thor.

100

tains.

Each Volume $1.00 net.

Delivered $1.12.
Illustrated with Colored Frontispiece

W.

Order direct of
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Cornell University

Publisher

New York

PET BOOK
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advertisement
this
Before
placing
proved to BOYS' LIFF that I have actually
to
A.
M.
C.
Boys
helped hundreds of Y.
earn money for their own use, for Troop
and Camp Equipment, etc. I have an unusual business proposition to make to you;
I want
25 boys made $75.00 in 3 days.
you to know how you can do as well. Why
full
not write me today for
particulars?

HENRI M. STEWART,

WILDE COMPANY

BOY SCOUTS, ATTENTION

-OPPORTUNITY^

Times Building

A.

120 Boylston Street
Raid McNally BldB.
Boston, Mass.

Department of Equipment and Supplies,
Boy Scouts of America,
New York.
200 Fifth Avenue

City

a year around companion. Stories,
housing and care of 70 pets, including the animals found in trips afield.
117
Profusely Illustrated. 310 pp.
Price, $2.50 net.
pages half-tones.
Am. Libr. Assn.
"It fills a lone felt want."
Is

+

Booklist;

Mothers' Magazine.

"Book should be in every juvenile
and school." Chicago Herald.
For sale at

all

THE COMSTOCK PUBLISHING COMPANY
Ithaca,
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Alaska
Night

This 14-K Diamond
Point Fountain Pen is

made

of

good

quality

Rubber,

with
black chased cap and
well polished.
barrel,
construction i s

Para

The

simple and cannot get
out of order, overflow
or fail to write, the
feeds being the same
as used on all standard
fountain pens.

Each

pen is fully guaranteed,
and if unsatisfactory in
any detail can be exchanged for a new one.

Tin

ca iii/Jit plenty of

i/

Troop

is

very popular and

used.

extensively

The lead

is

"clutched" or
gripped by the
thumb screw

at the

top of pencil. To
unfasten the lead

simply
screw

the

desired

the

at

is

turn

until the lead

length. By turning
the screw back in

opposite
the lead

direction
is

fastened.

Heavily
and
plated

nickel

propatent
"clip" which holds
the pencil in the

vided

with

pocket.

BOTH

this

DIA-

MOND POINT

FOUNTAIN PEN
and the CLUTCH
PENCIL
for

ONE

sent to

you

yearly sub-

BOYS'
scription
LIFE at $1.00.
to

1,

ORDER BLANK
the Boy Scouts' Magazine.
Avenue, New York.
Plpase send, all charpes prepaid, the DIAMOND
POINT FOUNTAIN PEN and the i'LUTCI! PKNCIL advertised by you, for which I send you $1.00
for a year's subscription to Boys' Life.
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Name

Fifth

...........................................

Pen and Pencil and the Magazine will
be sent to separate addresses if requested.
Note:

Mention BOTS' I.TKK
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nnx

to

drink.

is

FftirlKinkn. .llaska.

a

widespread

illusion

that

ice

is

snow,

who come here

live in

underground

houses, or else in houses built out of the
Now, this article is
everlasting snow.
written so boys will know that that isn't
true, and also to show what Scout camp-

big territory. Of course
severe winters here, and the
mercury can go down as low as sixty or
more below zero, but it also can reach a
hundred or more in the shade in summer.
In many ways a scout camp in Alaska
is much like a scout camp in any other
section of the country.
There is pretty
much the same routine, and the same
work, and the same kind of tents, and the
same chance for swimming yes, swiming

is

like in this

we do have

Swimming

in

ylacier water.

around it was excellent opportuswimming, and often, when it had
grown quiet, for some casting for greyling.
Greyling and king salmon formed always
a part of our menu, and a welcome part.

and

all

nity for

All around, too, berries grew in profusion.
Blueberries, currants, high bush cranberwhere we camped, there was
ries, low bush cranberries, raspberries, etc.
sensation that it was not at all unlikely
and all edible. Indeed, it is said that
that we might find a large black bear or in this interior there isn't one
berry that
perhaps a larger brown bear paying us is not edible, though some don't taste as
a nocturnal visit, or even a daytime one.
good as others.
For you must know that at the season of
Routine work began at six-thirty A. M.
the year at which we went camping, dur- in our
camp when reveille was sounded
ing July, there was no such thing as night. on a big tin oil can, for we do not boast
never saw a star.
simply at the a trumpeter as yet. Then came setting
proper time went to bed, and the day kept up exercises, roll call, prayers and the
on being day, though for a few hours, say morning raising of the
Flag. Then prepthree or four, the sun was not quite above aration and
eating of breakfast, and after
the horizon.
that we followed on different days, except
Then we were in the moose country, and for the meal hours, different routine work.
within a hundred yards of our camp one Sometimes it was a hike once to
bring
could find the tracks and signs of big back a five-gallon can of blueberries.
Regbull moose which had been roaming around
we
went
Then
scout
ularly
swimming.
there.
Not far away is the caribou coun- games, or examinations for the scout work.
In the evening it was the usual routine of
try, and one of our scouts, who had been
up in that part of the country, killed a lowering the Flag, evening prayers, and
welcome at ten-thirty lights out? No, for there
big caribou not long ago.
enough kill, for here in the outlying dis- were no lights except the sun it was quiet
tricts caribou, moose or bear is the
only and sleep.
fresh meat one can get hold of, and
The river is bright, clear, glacial water
where this caribou was killed they had
and cold
The first time the Scoutbeen living on corned moose for a number master went in and under, he came
up
of weeks.
gasping. But after the first time it wasn't
Then, also, we had opportunity to secure so bad. Something like bathing in an ice
But just around the beach didn't
pictures of birds in their native haunts. tank!
We got several pictures of young ducks seem so good a place to take the drinking
in their breeding
grounds, on the quiet water for the camp, and so up stream a
little
lakes in the interior.
Creeping little way, where the bank was steep and
through the high lake grass isn't exactly the water pretty deep, we rigged up an
pleasant, but if it means a good picture affair like an old time well sweep and
of wild game, it is worth while.
swung out our five-gallon cans on a hook
The camp was on a beautiful sandy cut from a tree, and fastened on the end
liar which extended far out into the
It worked fine.
river, of a rope.

ming

We

and

all

such

sports.

But

here,
the delicious

We

A

;
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(Continued from pa ye 29)
'em fellows," he rapidly called the numbers.
Lew dropped back as for a punt.
As the ball was passed Goodwin turned,
iind, running behind the fullback, received
the ball. The Lakeside line held well and

Goodwin had plenty of time for his pass.
As the ball was snapped, Roland had
broken through, for his man was intent'
on blocking the expected punt. The Rintlon backs were watching for a kick.
The
fullback had dropped back and the halves
were playing close to the line. Goodwin
It
got the pass away straight and high.
was a long throw.
Watching the ball
closely over his shoulder, Roland jumped
just at the right moment and getting his
fingers on the leather, deflected its course

and grasped it with his other hand. It
was a wonderful catch.
The stands were silent for a moment in
wonder, and then the Lakeside supporters
sprang to their feet as one man and a
mighty shout sounded forth. Roland was
speeding toward the Rindon goal with
none but the Rindon quarterback to stop
him.
The Rindon man dove with all his
energy straight at Roland's knees. It was
a splendid tackle and the play would have
ended there but just as the man dived,
Roland leaped from the ground. The arms

Mobilize Your Strength

of the quarterback just caught his ankles
and Roland pitched forward, striking on
his head and shoulders and rolling 'clear
of the Rindon tackier. It was a bad fall.
Staggering to his feet he struggled toward
tlie
it

goal

He

line.

Shredded Wheat
maintains the muscle army always at its greatest strength.
call for quick, active, vigorous service- made on Boy
Scouts all over the country is answered hy
WHEAT. The endurance that enables them to stand the
most tiring strain can only be found in this nutritious, deli-

could hear somewhere,

seemed far

the Lakeside

The

in the distance, the cries of
rooters frantically calling his

SHREDDED

name. He heard the footsteps of two Rindon backs close behind. The blurred white
line where the goal posts stood, seemed
to rise and fall as his feet made desperate
efforts to carry him forward. Then he was

cious whole wheat food.

seized from behind, stumbled, and with the
sirms of the Rindon fullback about him,
the two rolled over on the ground and

stopped.

And

then

everything

SHREDDED WHEAT

is the stuff that muscle is made of.
of living and the health of the sun and soil are in
shred.

The vigor

turned

every

black.

When Roland opened his eyes Ad was
bending over him, while the "whole team
gathered around, dancing and hugging each
other like mad men.
Weakly he rose on
one elbow, to find that he was lying across

sportsmen, out-door men everywhere have long recognized
remarkable muscle-building, stamina-diving value. They have appreciated also the ease with which it can be served and the convenience
of carrying it and keeping it fresh.
Athletes,
its

the goal line with the ball just over.
He
had made the touchdown.
Make
Roland was helped to his feet, while the
a part of your
crowd went wild as he walked unsteadily
no camp is complete without it
outing outfit
back with the team.
With the greatest
care Ad prepared for the try at goal.
Lew sv.-ung his foot a few times and tested
Made only by
the wind. Narrowly he measured the distance.
The crowd waited breathless.
Shredded
York
Company, Niagara Falls,
Then the hand of the referee fell as the
hall touched the ground.
The blue line
dashed forward. The fullback's foot met
the ball and it sailed
straight and true be- niiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiR
tween the goal posts. The game was won.
'100 MILES FOR 10 CENTS"
the
Lakeside
crowd
Impetuously
swarmed onto the field and the members
to
of the team were lifted on the shoulders
SAFE SILENT CLEAN
of their admirers and carried in
triumph
PRICE. $125.00.
around the field. At the head of the proWEIGHT, 110 Ibs.
Send fur catalog.
cession was the big fullback, with Ad and
Roland close behind.
THE MIAMI CYCLE & MFG. CO.
No. 5
Reach Practice Rugby
850 Mobile Avenue
Middletown, Ohio
As Roland entered the dressing rooms a
(value $1.25), made of fine Brown
hand reached out through the confusion of
Pebble Grain Leather, Canvas
sweaters and blankets and sweaty, musculined.
Given to any reader of
lar bodies and grasped his own.
"Fine
BOYS' LIFE sending us two yearly
CHAPLIN
old
PUZZLE"
work,
man," declared Leslie Benton,
subscriptions
(at $1
each) for
Send 12c stamps or min
heartily, "I hope you do make the All- Interesting and amusing.
BOYS' LIFF.
Write today. Don't delay, PARK NOVELTY CO., 4233
and
I believe
American,
you will."
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The
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MIAMI MOTOR BICYCLE

How

Get a Fine
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M

LOOK!
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"CHARLEY
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SEND FOR COPY OF OUR NEW
WIRELESS MANUAL No. 5
Its pages give simple forthe
fur
calculating
aunatural period of an
tenna; capacity of a receivcon or
transmitting
ing
denser; spark frequency of
for
tables
rotary spark gaps;
calculating the correct amount
of wire for the construction
of magnets and tuning coils;

mulas

1

ascertain ing
lengths of
tho
voltages
Federal regulations regarding the restrictions
of
wave lengths for
amateur stations ; instructions for the Installation, maintenaoce and
operation of wireless stations: directions for learning the code, working diagrams and a complete
and aclist of up-to-date wireless instruments
cessories, together with other features of interest
to the amateur or professional wireless enthusiast.
it
does
a
fund
of
valuable inforContaining as
mation, not generally contained in a catalogue, it
appioacliL's iieanT a text book in the fascinating
wlrpl*>p
tplt'L-rnphv.
of
flelrl
It is printed on good stock with a heavy paper
cover in two colors.
No expense has been spared
tables

the

for

spark

different

;

to make it accurate and relinble.
We make a
charge of 10 cents for It, which amount will be
allowed on an order amounting to $1.00 or more.
No wireless experimenter should be without tho

With

the

Boy Scouts

DETROIT, MICH. An unusual troop of scouts
Troop 5, of Detroit, Midi., which has its
Van Leuven Browne HosSchool.
The members are all crippled,
pital
liut they take no less interest in the scout work
on that account.
The troop was organized in
March, 1914.
Earl Casey, the oldest boy in the troop, is
sixteen and is paralyzed, yet he is a pianist of
is

headquarters in the

MESCO WIRELESS MANUAL.

SEND FOR OUR POCKET CATALOG
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contain over 20U cages, with over l.uuo illustrations,
ck-ur l:mj,'ua K e all about Belli
Push
Buttons, Telephone and Tfh-umpti MitiTul. Electric Toys,
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances. Ek-ctric Call Bella.
Electric Alarm Clocks. Mc-.ln.il liatUTi..-, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Ht'ated Apparatus Battery Connectors Switches
Battery Gauges. Wireless Feletrraph [,, mrm-Nt*. Itmition
Supplies. Etc. Kt-ady about Man-ti l>t If M, an- M,n t-ySaved to
yuu to have our Manual and our Catalog when you want to buy.
It.will

describing- in plain,

N. J.
To Troop 5 goes the honor
, HOBOKEN,
of holding the record in their
county for mountain climbing.
On their camping trip to Echo
Lake, N. Y., they scaled Overlook Mountain,
3,150 feet in height, taking with them their
trek-cart weighing 500 pounds.
While in camp
the boys took First Class Scout test No.
4,
hiking a distance of seven miles through the
wildest section of the Otskills.
An interesting
feature of the camp was the wild life which
the boys observed, one of the visitors to the
camp
being a porcupine.
Many birds were also observed.
The last night at camp was celebrated
hy a large campfire, addresses and a snake

dance.

DUKE, N. C. The hoy scouts of Troop 1 recently went on a 37-mi'.e hike, which took about
three days, and camped on a site known as
Drenkery's Hill, about three miles above Ra-

T

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

The boys indulged in swimming, fishing,
games and reading, and one day was
spent at the capital city, where they visited the
Hall of History, the st-.te museum and other
places of interest.
After that they went to the

leigh.

NEW YORK

boating,

17 Park Place
ST. LOUIS
Pine St.

1106

i. M. C. A., where the
secretary, who
a scoutmaster, showed the bovs many

Complete
Wireless

and
Station

win

Set

receive

consists of

undreds

one %" spark coil
oak case, machine

of

in

miles.

Sends from

turned fluted spark gap. our
I
to 5 miles.
1501 key, flat plate condenser assemnled in oak case, correct capacity helix, buzzer and
switch to tell if the detector is working, tubular fired condenser, hare wire wound double slide tuner of high capacity. Our
new two-cup triple action cat whisker detector, 4 capacity loading inductanoecoilthatallows you to get Arlincton and the
long wave stations. Send stamp for our large catalog "L" of
remarkable values. If possible, call and see our stock.

Wireless Stations from $1.95 up
Remarkable Code I earner $1.25
THE HANDEL ELECTRIC

CO., 138-140 Centre St.,

New York

and he has been judge of the hospital
school court for two years, holding co-.rt
t
9
o'clock every Monday morning when there are
offenders.
Charles Brown is a few months
younger than Earl, and is captain of the
Van Leuven Browne police force. He is also
In another year he expects to pass
paralyzed.
a business course examination.
Joseph Harper
has curvature of the spine, and although he is
nearly fourteen years old he is only three feet
John Coyer and Robert
eight inches in height.
"Wilson are twelve and fifteen years of age.
Both have pr.ralysis, but they are able to walk.
;

vale,

N.

J.,

recently,

ahout

Light

for

stamp

logue "L."

scribes all

our head,

first

Scoutmaster Walter

Barola Graybeal
recent

TEACH YOURSELF

in half usual time, at trifling cost, wifh the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter THE OMNIGRAPH. Sends unlimited Morso or Continental messages, at any speed, just as an expert operator would. Adopted by U. S. Gov't
4 styles.
Catalogue free.
Omnlgraph Mfg. Co., 39-M Cortlandt St., New York
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of

Academy.
LENOX, IA. The
Lenox Scouts, under

C. BRANDES, Inc.
UNION SQUARE
NEW YOKK

AND WIRELESS

year

scout work, has received an alternate
appointment to the
United States Naval

sets.

TELEGRAPHY
JH&LEARN
MORSE

and
_-

.v-i.

hen, but with

and first class scout food consists very largely of carrion, they are
and winning pretty likely to succeed.
two merit badges in
EDWARDSVILLE, IT,L. Twenty-five members of
his

cata-

fully de-

miles,

tests

Built

It

their pictures.

These young buzzards -were about the size of a
much longer and stronger wings.
They were covered with thick, white down which
was just giving place to a coat of dnrk brown
CANTON, OHIO.
Scout Harold Gray- feathers that they will wear when they grow
Their heads and necks are bare and the
heal, leader of the up.
Panther Patrol, skin is a dirty blue. When they are disturbed
who made a bril- they try to make people go away and leave
liant
showing by them alone by opening their mouths and vomitpassing both second ing all that they have had for dinner. As their

for service.

Send

15

camped there for a week, returning on the
Rev. Romig and Scoutmasfollowing Sunday.
ter E. F. Hartwell accompanied the boys to
the camp.
The weather was inclement but all
say they had the time of their lives.

sensitive.

in weight.

PA.
Troop 30 of Philadelcharge of Scoutmaster William L.
on a recent hike found a nest of turkey buzzards containing two young birds
The
birds were driven out of their she:ter into the
sunlight, where they were made to pose for

m

LITTLE FERRY, N. J. The boy scouts of
Troop 1 of Litt'e Ferry, N. J., hiked to North-

BRANDES
Extremely

aho

courte-

PHILADELPHIA,

phia,
Fisher,
talent,

Receiving

is

sies.

Sending
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Afield

A. Morgan, are progressing well. They
have had a bird
house contest and
a question answering contest.
On a
spoke to a crowded

Sunday Mr. Morgan
house on loy work anj Scout work. A number
of the boys will take their second-class examinations soon.

BALTIMORE, MD.

Troop 1, under Scoutmaster Dr. H. T. Wharff,
went on an annual camping and hiking trip
recently.
They were joined about noon of the
first day by about twelve scouts from
Marine,
under Scoutmaster L. C. Heim.
PLEASANT CITY, 0. The boy scouts of Troop
under Scoutmaster Dr. William Stranathan,
1,
recently celebrated what they called
"Peace
Bay." A parade was held in the morning, and
evening exercises were held from the steps of
the Lutheran church.
Major James Laughlin
and Rev. Chain, pastor of the M. E. Church,
delivered addresses.
The exercises were closed
with a solo by Master George J dwin, the scouts
joining in the chorus.
During the entire evening the Pleasant City Citizens' band played.
Souvenirs were given out in the form of a little
card carrying a small srk American flag, and
with a poem written by the Scoutmister.
SHiPi-ENsruRi, PA. Twenty-eifrht l;o<-s and
four adults of Troop 2 of the Y. M. C. A. Boy
Scouts, returned recently from a two weeks'
camp at Quigley's Bridges.
The camp w-s

Thirty scouts with Mr. A.
66 spent two
the beautiful Chester River, Kent
Mr. Frank A
County, Md.
Greenhawk, an expert camper, woodsman and ideal
the boys christened it "Camp Shack-apractical scout, gave instruction in woodcraft maxon" (which was the n-.me of an
o'd Indian
and camp lore and took charge of all hikes and
chief), and each tent was named after Indian
scout activities.
This camp was so successful tribes.
that it is planned to repeat the experiment on a
Every evening the boys gathered around an
larger scale next year.
immense campfire and listened to the Shack-aR.

King,

weeks

in

Scoutmaster of Troop

Camp McAlpin on

;
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maxon band, under the leadership of George R.
Xaugle, which was composed of two fifes, a
bugle, pie pan and fish horn, and sang the
camp song which was composed by the Scoutmaster.
The day was closed by a short devotional

service

conducted by the scoutmaster.

There was a store in camp which was open
from 9 A. M. to 2 P. M. The boys issued a
daily paper called "The Ingle Dingle Daily,"
which was read every evening at campfire, and
created much amusement.
VICTORY, N. Y. Troop 1 enjoyed its first
overnight hike recently which took in a distance of about three miles.
They camped on a
sit
near a creek where all enjoyed swimming.
Several of the boys passed their second class
These scouts helped the
on this trip.
committee on arrangements to keep the grounds

tests

refuse

clear of all
their city.

at

a

recent

social

held

in

JACKSONVILLE, FLA. Troop 5 has just completed its first annual camp at Riverview, Fla.
Through the courtesy of Mr. H. T. Tabor, manager of the Riverview Recreation P-rk and Casino, the troop had the use of the baseball
diamonds, tennis courts, brisket and volley ball
Mr. F. S.
courts, spring boards and high dives.
Tousey coached the troop in different sports.
This troop recently held a cake sale and a
minstrel show, the latter being so successful
that they decided to have it again.
ALLENTOWN, PA. Scout Scribe Ernest Snyder, of Troop 1, reports that $38.50 was recently realized from a play entitled "The Boy
Scouts."
This, added to the amount already in
the treasury, enabled the troop to have a fine
this
A feature of the camp was a
year.
camp
50-mile hike to Valley Forge.
The troop expects
to have 16 dog tents, and full equipment for
every member by the time they go to camp next
season.

MINN.

The

Daniel Boone
Troop has just returned from a hike and campWhile
ing trip at Lacquin Park Lake, Minn.
on the way some hardships were encountered
on account of the heavy rains, and the boys
who had wheels had to abandon them, but,
after the weather t-1 eared, everyone had a fine
time.
Camping space was granted them by the
Montevideo Boat Club and the boys enjoyed

MONTEVIDEO,

boating, swimming, games and fishing.
The
troop has a band which practices twice a week.
AKRON, O. Scout Leander Schlabach reports
a very successful hike by Troop 2 1 under the
direction of Scoutmaster Hollenbeck and Dr.
Barton.
They visited the Akron Y. M. C. A.
boys and spent the time in swimming, boating
and first-aid instructions.
GREEK, S. C. An overnight hike to Paris
Mountain was enjoyed by the members of

Troop 2.
REVIKRA, TEXAS. All of the members of
Troop 1 are now Second Class Scouts. Two of
the scouts, Turner and Sheppird, recently took
a hike to an old and haunted Mexican Ranch
called La Bovido.
The fearsome tales which
are told of this place made their undertaking
one of both bravery and daring but it was accomplished without mishap, and with an added
knowledge of the country and its wild flowers,
birds and trees.
GOVANS, MD. During the three days of the
Kenilworth Carnival, Govans troops 1 and 2
95 of Hamilton and 61 and 53 of Baltimore were
encamped on the grounds. No end of good turns
presented themselves and were disposed of. The
camp was a success and those in charge of the
carnival consider the scouts an indispensable
feature.

COLUMBUS,

Miss.

Organized

in

M;ir<-h

1 now has three patrols
Owl, Stag and
Eagle, twenty-four members in all.
All the members are ready for their second-class tests.
They
have a well-equipped scout headquarters^ credit
for which is due largely to the boys themselves.
This contains a fine large reading room and a
store room for tents and other
equipment. They
expect to install a shower later.
MONESSEN, PA. The local troop in company
with a number from the Charleroi
troop held
a successful camp at Cedar Creek under
the
direction of Scoutmnsters Bowes and Marshall
HILL, N. H.
Clippings from a local newspaper which have been received at the office of
BOYS LIFE tell of a hike, a clean-up campaign
and an interesting investiture service and demonstration of scouting by the members of the
troop
of

Troop

Ask Dad

You'll have barrels of fun with a Lionel electric locomotive. Pullman, freight cars, switches, semaphores,
the trains scoot around with touch of your finger
'em on batteries or from electricity ui your house with a Lionel

One.

for

Make

I'liTtric lights, tracks, etc.
just like the big railroads.
Bun

transformer.

25O.OOO Boys

Own Them.

Join us

a Quarter million of happy boys.

LIOflEL
are safe no shocks.
They resist hard, much usage because they're steel not cast iron and won't
break.
Are highest grade of material throughout hut not high priced.
Unconditionally guaranteed.
Models are faithful reFinished handsomely in rich, harmonious, non-chipping colors and gold.
Locomotives, cars, etc., can be bought
productions of originals seen on our prominent railroads.
made up into trains outfits or separately as one's pocketboofc dictates.

Write Quick for NewBoy's Catalog
Do

it

catalog

awav.
right
for
specially
No
pictures.

I've

YOU

new
this
crammed it

written

and

words in it you'll
New Photos tell you
understand them all.
why you'll have such a dandy good time with. Lionel Trains.
full

of

big

.

Section

Lionel

of

Free.

Rail

Most toy

dealers, electrical stores and
you'll go to your toy dealer,
tell me when you write for
section of rail free.
Be sure to

sell Lionel Toys.
sells Lionel Trains,

department stores
find out
catalog.

if

he

I'll

address Dept.

include

a

special

If

and

42.
J.

Lionet Co wen,

A

friend of Boys, President

THE LIONEL MFG. CO., Dept.
New York

42, 52 E. 21st. St.

City

GALENA
NICKEL

DETECTOR
CUP ANO
BINDING

A REAL WIRELESS DETECTOR FOR

10 CENTS
To acquaint you with "Wireless," read this
astounding and hitherto un attempted offer.
For lOc. we will mail you prepaid a complete
wireless detector exactly as illustrated, size 2"
xl^"xlH"- In connection with any telephone receiver and a wire on your roof, this detector is
guaranteed to receive messages from 100 to 500

POST

Complete instructions furnished.
detector is no toy, but does exactly the
as a $10.00 instrument.
If you have
no receiver get our 75 ohm Pony telephone receiver and Detector, both for 60c. prepaid.
Your
miles.

This

same work

money back If dissatisfied.
IMPORTANT: Send today 4c. extra postage for
our famous Electrical Cyclopedia No. 15. containing 658 illustrations, 2000 articles, "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy" and 20 coupons for free
Wireless Course, also full list of all U. S. Wireless call letters.
This great book has 275 pages. Is

thick

'/;

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY, 250
|

and weighs

!'2

Ib.

Fulton Street.

You can't

GIVENTO SCOUTS!

FLATONIA, TEX.

rles,

,

It.

City

"Everything for the Experimenter"

Hill.

Some of the boys on bicvothers traveling "scout pace" or ridinsr on
the 'chuck wagon," the scouts of Flatonia
hiked
to Austin, Texas.
The trip was crowded with
exciting and interesting events. The boys camped
along the way, went fishing, swimming and boating when the opportunity afforded, visited the
University of Texas, the Confederate Woman's
me
v
1 j (.f er eJ ? demonstration of scoutcraft delighted the old ladies), the Austin Country Club
the Insane Asylum, the Institute for the
Deaf
and Dumb, the Capitol, and many other interThere \yere also watermelon sunesting points.
pers and other entertainments
NATIONAL CITY, CAL. With a trek-cart of
their own make, the scouts of National
City

be without

New York

This Official Scout

Axe

or Hunting Knife

Complete with sheath, given to any boy selling 30 sets of PREMIER INLAID PEARL COLLAR BUTTON SETS at 10 cents per
set.
\Ve send you these sets, all charges prepaid by us. and when
you have sold the 30 sets, send us the $3.00, and we will send

you either the

SCOUT AXE or HUNTING KNIFE. Just the thing
When ordering give number of troop and

for a Scout or any boy.
name of Scoutmaster.

PIKSBAR NOVELTY

CO.,

Pike's Building, Chester, Pa.
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With the regular camp tnsks. the
tents.
hiked for two days in search of a good campThey finally aring place in the mountains.
rived at Dutchman's Canyon where they pitched
building of a swimming pool, a trip up Mother
Grundy Peak and other good times, the days
passed all too quickly.
ORANOE, MASS. A. W. Evans, Scoutmaster ot
Troop 2 reports a very successful season at
Village, Mass.
Camp Se'ton on Lake Wiola, Locks
Part of the time was taken up with an over-night
Sunderland
of
hike to Mt. Toby and exploration
their

Newly Received

Scout Field
Glasses
Classes,

may

well,

the misdemeanors committed by the boys were
discussed and the offenders punished adequate"

SPENCER, N.

C.

Scout Will Powell of Troop

Spencer, N. C., has sent to BOYS' LIFE an
interesting description of Boone's cabin on the
This cabin is a
banks of the Yadkin River.
1,

fine three days' hike was
P.-trol of Troop 1 when
Pelham Lake, located in
they' went" to beautiful
a dense forest, ten miles from Eustace.
Troop 1 went camping at
FOND*
West Caroga Lake in the Adirondack Mountains
for a week.
They enjoyed it so much that they
have resolved to go for a month next yer.r.

Y

N

the constellations, and the Astron-

omy Merit Badge as

1915

A
FrxT-vrE TEXAS.
enioved'by'the Hyena

The clear Fall atmosphere produces nights
that are excellent for the study of the stars.
the aid of a pair of Scout Field

By

October,

Magazine

be brought

with Troop 3. of
2,
a fine time at Camp Safety
With plenty of swimFirst, on Quiver L->ke.
ming boating, fishing and baseball they enjoyed
They were
this outing to the utmost extent.
Scoutmaster E. H. Cheeseman, ol

PEKIN

nearer.

ILL.

Springfield,

around
all
Satisfactory
"Everyscout."
Black leather
glass for general Scout work.
shouland
case
and mountings, with leather

Troop

had

accompanied by
Troop 2, of Pekin.
A fine band of twenty- replica of the cabin in which Daniel Boone
CATTLESP.URG, KT.
two pieces has been org.-.nized in Troop 2. This lived before he opened the trail through the
to
able
is
now
give fine concerts and mountains into
-nd
The cabin is buiH
Kentucky.
Rev. S. L. Kinnaird would like to hear o
on the exact spot where the original structure
the scouts.
among
similar oragnizations
stood.
It is now used as a museum and is
read
TOLEDO ORE. It is very interesting to
who filled with a great many interesting artirles.
the dir.rv of a member of the scout party
sueh as Indian relics, old documents, pistols
took the" fifteen mile hike to Whale Cover in the and old flint-lock guns, animal skins, etc.
He tells of breakers fifteen feet
early summer.
LOOANSPORT, IND. The report of the Fourth
Some of the
whi'e the spray goes fifty.
b"-li
Annual Encampment of Troop 4, held at Culver,
feet in circumferspruce trees are thirty-six
teems with interesting facts. One hundred and
6I1
twenty-six scouts from various nearby Indiana
BENTON, ILL. The Scouts of this city, under towns were in attendance. The commissary deScoutmaster C. H. Roe, attended the Old Sol- partment, under Major Reed M. Burdge and the
The
diers' and Sailors' Reunion at Pinckneville.
kitchen, in charge of Sergeant Berkshire, a
s'xtv scouts from Sparta, Du Quoin, Benton, graduate of the Army Cooking School, were very
considerable
attracted
Iler'rin and Pincknevi'.le
successful.
The sergeant's report shows 1,1148
-(tendon and were complimented by the veter- meals served, not including lunches for the night
ans and authorities for their conduct and the guards at various times.
A fine field hospital,
assistance they rendered.
complete in every detail, was no small part of
Hiking, both coming the
LAMI-.EBTVILLE, N. J.
it was not kept
though
luckily
equipment,
and going, the scouts of Lambertville spent about very busy. The Boy Sco-.t Bank, located in the
A
ten davs in camp nine miles from that city.
handled
in cash as well as
about
$350
hospital,
hike to Washington, D. C., is their plan for the valuables and return tickets, r.nd the field postnear future.
during the
Scoutmaster office handled 1,250 pieces of mail
Assistant
IDA.
KENDEICK,
Mr. Daniel Carter
eight days' encampment.
Ernest Clem reports the annual hike of the Beard, the National Scout Commissioner, was a
their
scouts eighty miles back into the hi:ls to
visitor and after a thorough inspection he comcamp on the Clearwater River, as very successmended the trmp highly for its cleanliness and
Two incidents were the inspection of the completeness in all details. Other visitors gave
ful
.Tericho Mine and the large Potlach sawmill, interesting talks on various subjects and pracwhich turns out some 350,000 feet of lumber tical demonstrations were given of various
This troop has a fine branches of scout work.
every twenty-four hours.
The field hospital
maintained entirely
head'quarters, fitted np and
corps of the troop eh-llenges any scout hospital
bv the boys. They have installed two telegraph squad in the United States composed of four or
Their finance problem was solved, eight first class scouts, to compete with them
instruments.
in a measure, by their entertainment recently, in any branch of scout field work.
which netted $62.65 and by the $25.00 which
The success of this camp is due in a large
they earned by cleaning up the village cemetery. measure to the leadership of Mr. L. O.
ALDEN IOWA. A particularly fine example Special Field Scout Commissioner, under whose
scouts
of the small scont camp was that of the
command it was conducted.
Under Scoutmaster Muhle- personal
of 41deu at Idlewild.
branches
man, the boys spent the diys in various
times.
of scout work, games and other good
of
WINCHESTER, VA. The first summer camp
twelve
about
held
was
the Winchester scouts

der strap, $3.50.

"Scout Special." Same make as the prewith military tan
covered
but
ceding
extra
leather, and glasses provided with

1

leather carrying cord for slipping glass over
h.juhliir when out of case, $4.50.

"Superior." Adapted to long range work.
Larger model than the preceding, with
covgreater magnifying power. Tan military
Has both
ering and leather case to match.
shoulder strap and extra carrying cord.

.

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT
AND SUPPLIES
Boy Scouts
200 Fifth

America
New York

of

Avenue

W

WE DO

YES,

<

I.

out of the city at the junction of three
which afforded fine boating and swim
"A good deal of si out work was underreports
t-.ken and a field day was an event,
Scoutm-ster S. M. Baker.
Labor
Day en
CAMDEN COUNTY, N. J. The
County
campment of the Boy Scouts of Camden
confine
A
v-as held on Burlington Island.
with athletic and scout events
test was
miles

make

a special station
for
receiving time sigThe
Here it is.
nals.

creeks,
mini'

loading

transformer,

i

and condenser are
enclosed in a mahogany
case with switches on
the front to vary sam<\
coil,

mounted
detector,
top, is of the catwliisker type and is very
include a
sensitive.

The

arranged

on

We

1,000-ohm,
receiver,

cnrd

headband.

PRICE.

S-3.
describing
$2.00 up.

S.

&

302

FREE

K.

$6.00.

this

and

ELECTRIC

double

pole

green

silk

"am

and leather-covered
Send for circular
outfits
from
other

&

Port Chester and Mamaroneck on Labor Uay.
Their services were greatly appreciated and en-

MFG. CO.

Oince and Showroom
Sackett Street, Brooklyn,

:

New York

This Wireless Receiving Station
with your order

for Wireless Outfit
Receives
miles.

up to
Cannot

500
be
elsewhere

purchased
for

We

less
will

a

than

make

present

$6.00.

you
of

it

with your purchase of a wirekss outfit.
No

work necessary
no string to our
offer.

ing

a

station.

152

Page

NICHOLS ELECTRIC

Catalogue

Full par-

ticulars

and

blank for orderG70, six cents.

CO., 1-3 W. B'w'y, New
Manufacturers of Reliable Goods Only

York

camping

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

A

Scout

is

Helpful

Evidences of scout detective work in the lofrom two
cating of missing persons have come
103
In Youngstown, Mrs.
a cities in Ohio recently.
NEOSHO Mo. The scouts of Neosho spent
and
ill
been
had
husband
whose
Fred
scout
Weller,
week at Elk Springs, in the Kansas City
from home over night, called at
As it was the first experience of this had been away
camp.
assistance
the
asked
and
it
all
the
scout
headquarters
kind with 'ninny of the boys they found
In fifteen minutes, the scouts
scouts.
very interesting, especially their initiation into of the
in a search.
dish washing and guard were scouring all parts of the city
the "joys" of camp life
In a couple of hours, one of the boys, a memwith a
Weller
Mr.
walking
saw
KNOXVILLE, TENN. An official of the Knox- ber of Troop 26, Thinking that the man had been
ville scouts was bitten by a five-foot rattlesnake park policeman.
be nowould
the
and
city police
knowing
while camping in the mountains near here re- found
That
called the search off.
He immediately applied a tourniquet tified, the scouts
cently.
were
the
that
learned
police
park
m~de an incUion about the evening they
i-love the bite,
of the city and had
with
those
connected
not
the
out
sucked
poiron
his
knife,
wound with
Hownot le-rned of the se-rch for Mr. Weller.
and, carrying the snake, which he had killed,
reever, of his own fccord, the missing man
walked back to camp, about five miles away.
that
evening.
home
to his
FRESNO, CAL. The boy scoots of Troop 3 re- turned
Ohio, were rlso of
of
scov.ts
The
Nor.walk,
Sin
to
hike
da--s'
Joiquin
a
three
cently went on
service in the finding of Wnldon Brown
River.
They started about six o'c'pck in the great
five a lad afflicted with a m'lady which mentally inmorning and tr-ve'ed the eleven miles in
This boy wanderel
Their bedding rnd supplies were car- capacitated him at times.
hours.
and the po'iee were unable to loea'e h m.
ried on a trek-cart which had been made by p.way
in a short time
and
out
called
some of the members of the troop, and which The" scouts were him to a
pond on the bank of
An interesting feature of the they had trrced
cost but $2.60.
conclusion that
The
his
cap.
was a council fire, where all which they found
trip
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the boy had drowned was later found to be
true and the boys further proved their helpfulness by acting as pallbearers at the funeral and
assisting in other ways.

BROKEN Bow, NEB. During the Nebraska
State Sunday School Convention, under the leadership of their Scoutmaster, the scouts did efficient work in helping take care of the crowds.
They met all delegated at trains, acted as esied baggage and received
corts, checked and ca
many compliments for their courtesy and willingness at all times.
IND.
Scouts
are
to
take
INDIANAPOLIS,
charge of parking automobiles at the State Fair
during this month. Their duty will be to escort
the drivers of motor cars to special parking
spaces and in this they will bo helping to solve
one of the greatest difficulties of fairs of other
The scouts will also give a number of
years.
drills and demonstrations, serve the public as
free escorts, and conduct a first-aid station.
HASTINGS, NEB. When a four-year-old boy
was lost in Chautauqua Park recently, thi>
scouts were called and within three hours he
W--S returned to his mother by Scouts Bobbitt

1000
Scout Troops

t

Are expected to start with our Troop Finance Plan between now and January 1, 1 916,

and McGrew.

MEMPHIS, TENN. Troop 4 is congratulating
Scout Williford on the presence of mind which
he showed recently.
While making deliveries of
garden truck, by which this scout earns money,
he noticed a small house burning on the shingle
roof.
He immediately notified the occupants
and called the fire department. His prompt work
prevented any material dam"ge to the house.
ATHENS, N. Y. When the Athens fire department was called out by a fire in one of
(he residences, they found the boy scouts already
on the job with their buckets and before the
hose could be laid the fire was under control and
no water from the engine was necessary. "This
several times the boys have prevented what
is^
might have been disastrous fires and too much
cannot be said in praise of their work," says a
local paper in reporting this incident.
RICHMOND, VA. Another instance in which
scout forethought prevented a probable railroad
accident is that reported from Richmond.
Six
scouts, James Ellis, Howard Jones, Charles Redford, Monroe Layne, Will Turner and Jack Turner are being praised as heroes in recogniton of
such a service.
During a recent terrific storm
they took refuge in an empty freight car, and,
while there, saw several tree's blown across the
tracks.
Knowing a passenger train was due
within a few minutes, they braved the elements
and informed the watchman of the danger. He
then waved to the engine and shopped it.
LEAVENSWORTH, KAN. When the Liberty
Bell visited this town on its way to San Francisco, the scouts acted as guards and kept the
crowds in order. Under the leadership of Scoutmaster S. G. Butcher, these boys went to camp,
and during the time there seventeen passed their
second class tests.
DOVER, N. J. Troop 1 was highly commended
for the work which they did during the
picnic
and parade of the Improved Order of Red Men
on July 4. The boys took part in the parade,
conducted a first aid tent, and assisted the police
maintaining order. As a result of this work,
six boys applied for membership.
SHERADEN, PA. While Scout Samuel Andrews was cruising about in his motor boat on
Oonneaut Lake he heard calls for assistance and
discovered that a mother and her three daughters were struggling in the water.
They had
been enjoying a ride on the lake in a skiff'which

What

It

Teaches Scouts to be Thrifty.

By

our plan hundreds of Troops earned

money

for last

Troops can do as well
It

Includes Vocational Training.

Scoutmasters everywhere are invited to
ask full particulars. When writing please

mention the time when and place where your
Troop meets, and the number of Scouts in
your Troop,

Conneaut.

Troop Finance Section

Memoriam

SCOUT DEB WILSON,
1,

Mart,

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Texas.

SCOUT CLARENCE DUNCIN,
Troop 3, West Hoboken, N. J.
SCOUT GEORGE ELLIS JOHNSON
Troop

1,

summer's camping expenses

and for Troop equipment. Single Troops
have earned more than $200.00. Many more

some manner had been upset. The young man
immediately headed his boat for the upturned
skiff and arrived just in time to effect
the rescue of the entire party.
Scout Andrews, because of his timely assistance, became the hero

Troop

Troop Finance Plan?

a plan by which any Scout Troop
can earn from $15.00 to $40.00 every month
in the year.

in

In

the

It is

m

of the cottage colony at

is

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Alexander Valley, Cal.

SCOUT ROBERT REYNOLDS,
Troop

3,

Parkersburg,

W.

Va.

SCOUT FRANCIS SAMUEL TuoMpsot
Troop

1,

Florence, N. J.

SCOUT LLOYD JONES ELDERT,
Troop

3,

Jamaica, N. Y.

WHITE FOOT OIL

Troop

37,

St.

Paul,

Minn.

Troop

2,

Greensburg, Pa.

SCOUT JOSEPH

B.

ALLEN

Troop 39, Boston, Mass.
SCOUT WILLIAM KAEL,
Troop 1, Litchfield, Conn.

I

C.K.GROUSECO.

POISON IVY REMEDY

SCOUT WILLIAM OTTO MORIN,

SCOUTMASTER
WILLIAM G. HAGENLOCHER,

_R NGS-FRATERNITYPINS -BADGES,

Relieves all itching.
Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning,
Chegoe Bites, Chafing, Sun Burn. Itching Piles. No
A free can to
smarting or burning when applied.
any Scoutmaster. Sold by Druggists or ghipp.-d by

Parcel Post.

WHITE

Price 25 cents.

FOOT

REMEDY

CO.,

Centrevllle,

NORTH ATTLEBORONASS.BOX B-19

Md.

SCOUT MONROE MCDONALD,
Troop

1,

Jledway, Mass.

SCOUT EDWIN
Troop

E.
Buffalo,

LONG

N. Y.
SCOUT GEORCIE Foss,
N.
H.
Troop 1, Dover,
18,

developed & printed
6 exp. any size
and 2Hc each, as to size. Send two

FTT
IW^l
F 1JU1V1O
Prints 2

per
roll
negatives

sample prints. Enlargements: 5x7, lOc; 8x10 15c.
Our aim is to give you the best work at the lowest price.
for free

GEORGE

R.

MAPSTONE,

Dept.

8.

Aurora.

N.

Y.
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STAMPS

Hints on Stamp Arrangement

are ac[No advertisements for this column an excepted unless they meet the approval of
Kindly report any unpert in stamp matters.
satisfactory service.]

By

FRANK

L.

GOES

Transvaal, SerSTAMPS.
Mexico, Trinidad.
VTia. Brazil. Peru. Cuba.
1000 Finely
Java. etc.. and album. lOc.
1000
65 different U. S.. 25c.
'/.Mixed. 20c.
5c.
Agents wanted, 50 per cent.
hinges.
I buy stamps.
List Free.
Mo
C. Stegnan. 5951 Cote Brilllante Ave., St. Louis,

108 all different.

^urr

DIFFERENT STAMPS
a

for

ate

from 70 Different ForI

BARGAIN.

only

Our pamphlet.

after the detailed directions ing, or by curved top lines, or both.
If
Sep- you are mounting shades of the same
LIFE, you have now pre- stamp, this is even more to be considered.
100 all different stamps from
Postage
a u countries, free.
pared loose leaves or a loose leaf album Some expert mounting depends as much
Mention this paper. Large album. for
2c
your needs; you have lettered a page on position and balance as on the colors
If possible send names 2 col15c.
We buy stamps.
or two and are looking for stamps to fill. and lettering.
lectors.
And again it is here that
the youthful desire to be "different"
Toledo, Ohio It is here you need to go slowly.
CO.,
Let us take a country as an example. should be carefully curbed.
The differOne that is in the public eye at present, ence between good and bad arrangement
France. Her first issue was the "Repub- is so small that one cannot afford to run
lic" series in 1849 in January, the series be- any risks.
Always lean toward the quiet,
Sometimes a
ing completed in 1850. The head is "Ce- orderly and unobstructive.
res," engraved by Barre, and the stamps title page with a design of stamps, or a
Boi 10, Le Koy, N. T.
are imperforate.
Next, August 12, 1852, commemorative set mounted in a fanciful
"
for the names
ffi ff
5 a11
the "Presidency" issue with Louis Napo- form, will add to the album's attractiveCTIIUDC CDCC
|
two cullectors and 2c. postage. 5
I BIYIrO rKtt
6 Bouleon's head.
lOc.
30 Sweden
Following this short series, ness, but repeated effects of this kind
Bosnia pictures 1906. lOc.
Foreign the
mania 1306 pictures and heads. lOc,: 20 diff. We
"Empire" sets, dating from August 17, usually end by giving the eye a tired
buy
free.
Lists
5c.
8.
cent,
U.
25c.
large
coins.
1853, with profile of Napoleon III (same feeling, and the display loses its interest.
iUmps and coins. Buying 1'st lOc.
TOLEDO STAMP CO.. Toledo. Ohio, U. S. A.
man, but a new title), with changes of
sample page of "plain" mounting in a
1861, 1862, 1863. scout's album has straight lines of stamps
color, plates, etc., in
STAMP ALBUM with 538OenulneStamps,lncl. Following these, the Republic sets begin- in numbers, as follows: (beginning with
Old Mexico, Malay (tiger), China (dragon)
with the "Bordeaux" the top line)
The odd
Tasmania (landscape), Jamaica (waterfalls). ning November, 1870,
Big
100 diff.. Jap. N. Zld.. etc.. 5c.
lOc.
eta
issue, then the "Paris" issue, October, 1870, numbers giving a chance to use a center
1000 Fine
List, Coupons, etc.. FREE!
Mix.;;!
WE changed In 1872, then the "Peace & Com- line to advantage and the five lines across
20c. 1000 Hinges 5c. Agents Wanted, 50%.
HUSSMAN STAMP CO.. St. Louis. Mo. merce" sets of 187618921898, then the
iins.
dividing his page so there was ample room
"Blanc" and "Monchon" types, in 1900, for notes and lettering.
with the 40c. and upward of the "Olivier
In April, 1902, a new
- - - lOc. Merson" design.
It is becoming an every-day thing for
40 American Advertising Stamps
"Monchon" type, and in April, 1903, the one parent or another to ask me for the
16 United States Navy b<(th for
I 0c .
1
16 Panama Canal
This "rules
"sower" in issues of 1906 1907.
for
Even
collecting
stamps."
Minn.
A. GRAHN, 1817VanBurenSt., St. Paul,
series, you see, shows all the dates of gov- scouts with collections of merit ask if
ernmental changes, the year of the previ- this or that is the best way.
To meet
Notes, Stamps, Indian Relics, Antique ous German invasion (1870-72) and the these questions, let me say that the "way
SharProfit
United
Weapons exchanged for
COINS
story of the re-issue in Paris of the first to begin" is to acquire some stamps. Buy
Booklet for Stamp.
ing Coupons.
COIN EXCHANGE, New Rochelle. N. Y.
Republic types, and then on down the them, trade for them, get LTncle Dick to
varied line of issues to date.
donate his old album, hunt them in the
over
500
series shows only stamps garret, rescue them from the neighbors;
Album,
Illustrated
Stamp
Perhaps
your
ITTEUTinU
IIIU "
100 varieties. of 1872 onward.
250 hinges and
Mount them in proper but get some stamps. Like the honey
spaces.
WRIGHT, 47 Court St.. Boston. Mass. order, leaving spaces, if needful. Later, bee, go after the thing you need as he
stamps, 5c.
when the earlier issues come to hand, does for honey. You can't get too many
A 25c California gold piece, a
All C
OUC. Columbian nickel, a Coin Booi, you'll need to insert a leaf, or remount a or too great a variety. Then, in order,
IGF Ofk*~
leaf and insert two, as need be.
How come the tasks of preparing them for
and a Lucky Seed.
C. i. CAREY, New Rocholle. N. Y.
much simpler this is than having a page mounting (removing the paper that adfor each series to start with and no speci- heres), sorting, locating by number in
fan STAMPS. 105. China. &c.. stamp dictionary and list mens at all.
Get an old Gibbons catalog, the catalog and finally mounting in your
[3000 bargains 2c. Oata. stps. of world 12c. Agents.
Mail.
when you can, and you'll have all the album. Intermediate steps to those of us
:." per cent.
A. Billiard & Co., Sta. A9, Boston.
names of designers, printers, and types who are not able to buy the album and the
at hand.
Remember that each of the initial stamps needed are the building of
changes I write in that list meant some- the album and the trading of duplicates
new
1916
and freight prepaid on the
thing to France, its people and its Govern- for needed space fillers. The three really
"RANGER" bicycle. Write at one* for ment.
Thus you may make of your album indispensable things are catalog, hinges
our big catalog and special offer.
Marvelous improvements. Extraordi- and collection a diary of historic events (or mounts) and tongs. The catalog need
nary values in our 1916 price offers, i'ott
that you will learn twice as quickly from not be the latest, in fact, one four or five
cannot afford to buy without getting our
latest propositions. WRITE TODAY.
It is years old will do for some time; but the
writing the dates on your pages.
Boys* be a "Rider Agent'* and make
and
ordera
for
wonderful how readily events impress mounting hinges and the tongs should be
bicycles
big money taking
supplies. Get our liberal terms on a sample
themselves when they are connected on the good.
The mounts "peelable" and the
to introduce the new "RANGER."
TIRES, equipment, sundries and everypages by the stamps and the intimate in- tongs with points that will not scratch or
.thing in the bicycle line half usual prices. Factory
formation about the little pictures.
prices on Motorcycle and Automobile Supplies.
damage the stamps.
MEAD CYCLE CO., DEPT. D-i? CHICAGO
Our own U. S.
do not
CO..

Room

35.

604 Race

Ohio.

St..

and

illustration published in the

SUPPOSE,
tember BOYS'

STAMPS

QUAKER STAMP

-

:

;

;

A

37557.

POSTER STAMPS
1

...

|

I

AH

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

stamps

DOW'S BICYCLE

picture

I have a criticism from a scout like
changes in Government, but they do recall
"I went into a
store the
men, events and more or less history of this:
LUGGAGE CARRIERS moment. If we think of revenues as part other day, and the man stamp
used his fingers
BEST THING for the purof
our stamp history we have a long line on every stamp he showed me."
pose ever put on the market.
"Why
In use all over the United
of events well recorded.
do you say tongs should be used?" BeStates.
Can put on or detach Incause, Rollo, they are usually clean, alstantly with adjustable hook.
A scout asks about mounting for the ways sure, and in the end more rapid. It
Good sellers, because the
riders all want them and the best effect.
This must be a matter of in- is unpleasant to me to have a salesman
price Is popular.
dividual taste always.
If the stamps to slip me a stamp out of a stock book with
Write for Prices.
be
mounted are all of one size, it is im- the moistened end of a smudgy finger.
DOW WIRE AND IRON
WORKS. Louisville, Ky.
possible to relieve the monotony by group- For myself, I like to make my own mo-
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and the accuracy and rapidity
are an object. This is leaving cleanliness
When you mount quantities
out of it'.
you wUl find the tongs will multiply your
tions count,

speed by three, perhaps four.

A

if "war covers"
and which are best
If he Is fortunate to get many,
to keep.
I would suggest keeping all till the war
ends. There are certain to be some with
marks that will be of value, either as aids
to the placing of the troops or the methods
I
have just
and places of censorship.
found a brand-new Russian censor stamp
After
in a lot of supposed duplicates.
to be
you are sure there is nothing else
learned, you can trade the covers or the
dismounted stamps to your less favored
will be
correspondents or friends. They
the saving will
glad to get them, and

Southern scout asks

will increase in value

mean something

UMC

k

AUTOLOADING

RIFLE

to you.

one of the things that I try to
impress deeply. Every item of note, cancellation, censor label or stamp, corps or
base post-mark, mean something, and the
something may be of value to you later.
The same rule applies to ordinary letters,
to letters with precancels or to ordinary
foreign mail. I do not ordinarily counsel
study of post-marks and cancellations, but
because of the war they have new and unThis

REMINGTON

is

usual meanings.

The "Shut-ins" were the subject of a
paragraph not so long ago. Just keep
them in mind from now till Christmas.
Stamps are so easy for a sick boy or girl
I
to handle that they are an ideal gift.
have a letter from a little cripple in
Georgia (written by his mother) thanking the givers of stamps and a catalog
and album. It is hard to be deprived of
one faculty, and this little man finds his
one hand can help him enjoy the stamps,
although he can neither walk nor write.
Don't forget the "Shut-ins."

the ~22 Autoloader
That Really Works
T

_

is a fine thing for a fellow to get a .22
Autoloader that he knows is made just

1

"exactly like the celebrated Remington-UMC
Big Caliber Rifles with the famous Remington-

UMC Autoloading Mechanism.

Sixteen shots handling Remington-UMC Autoloading .22 Cartridges (rim-fire). The simple pressure of
your finger fires the shot, ejects the empty and slips in a
fresh cartridge.
Magazine in stock, Hammerless,
Solid Breech, .22-inch Remington Steel Barrel.

you want a hand-operated [repeater, ask your
show you the Remington-UMC .22 Repeater.
Go to the dealer who shows the Red Ball Mark of Remington- UMC.

If

dealer to

He

and the Remington-UMC
you ought to have for any make of arm.

specializes in these rifles

uu~jp.!*ns>n

"Write for 'u^aklets 'Four American
Boys Who Are }-a,,tvis Rifle Shots'"
and
Scout
Mark^nanship.'
'Boy

Respect for the Flag
BROOKLYN, N. Y. In order to acquaint
people with the proper forms of respect

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cc-tridge Co.
Woolwortb Building (233 Broadway)

New Yo.L

to the flag, the members of Troop 44, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., of which Robert Davison
is scoutmaster, is distributing cards to all
residents in their district, bearing the fol-

lowing information:
The customary forms of respect due to
the flag are:
It should not be hoisted before sunrise
1.
nor allowed to remain after sunset.
At "retreat," sunset, civilian spectators
2.
should stand at attention and give the military

salute.

When the national colors are passing on
3.
parade or review, the spectators should, if walking, halt, and if sitting, rise and stand at at
tention and uncover.
When the flag is flown at half staff ab
4.
a sign of niouruing it should be hoisted to ful
In plac

staff at the conclusion of the funeral.
ing the flag at half mast, it should

be

first

hoisted to the top of the st-.ff and then low
ered to position.
Preliminary to lowering from
half staff it should be first raised to top.
On Memorial Day, May 30th, the flax
5.
should fly at half mast from sunrise unti
noon, and full staff from noon to sunset.

State Parks

Made

Bird Reserves

The necessary legal steps have been
taken by which the five state parks o:
Wisconsin have been made into bird re
This will be of great value ii
serves.
preserving all kind of bird life, and espe
cially important in view of the threatenec
extermination of certain species.

By

BOY'S

CAMP BOOK EDWARD CAVE

tf Ride a RANGER

New, illustrated, cloth-bound edition; containing
everything the boy camper should know, with full

know you have the best. Buy a
machine you can prove before accepting^
iO
DELIVERED FREE on approval anil
days' trial. MO EXPENSE to you if. after
trial you do not wish to keep it.

bicycle and

Nuinstructions for camping under all conditions.
merous helpful illustrations by Norman P. Rockwell.
OUR OFFER For One new Subscription to BOYS'
LIFE, the official Boy Scout magazine, at $1, we
FREE, all
will send the "BOY'S

CAMP BOOK"

LOW FACTORY

charges prepaid by us.

BOY SCOUTS

OF AMERICA, ZOO Fifth Avenue,

New

York

Goodyear-Akron

I

Bicycle Tires
Ask Your Dealer
Sturdy

MEAD CYCLE CO.

Dept. D-17

Enduring

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

COST,

great improve-

ments and values never before equalled.
WRITE TODAY for our bio catalog
showing our complete line of 1916 bicycles.
lha
TIRES, sundries and parta, and learn will
--wonderful new offers and terms we
rive you. Autoand Motorcycle Supplies tAfaclmi
Do not buy until you know what
to user prices.
we can do tor you. A postal card brings everything.
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Our

Chip

Lonesome

and get a

in

Corner

Columbia Grafonola

Any Boy Can Do
This

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope with his name and the

Every Boy Scout Patrol in
camp, gymnasium, or drill
work can make exceptionally good use of a Columbia

right

we

will forward
If your letter

or
is

This Model, $25

Columbia Grafonola

(any
|

type

instrument

of

that

you

I

I

prefer) together with sufficient
Columbia Records, allowing

I

i

This Model, $50

of

possibilities

perfected

modern

it.

that

summer

the

is

and

over,

boys have returned to their homes
camping and vacation trips, we are
expecting an increased interest in the
Lonesome Corner. You'd better get busy
on your letter-writing at once so you will
be able to build up an interesting list of
correspondents before the long winter
You will have a lot
evenings are here.
of things to write about, too, with all your

summer experiences

to

few names from the

you a few days' free trial, that
you may know for yourself the
inspirational, disciplinary and
teaching

re

is to a boy in North America
If it
England, put on a two-cent stamp.
to go to any other country abroad, five cents.

NOW
from

dealer will ar-

range, free of charge, to deliver
a

postage.

Put your own name and address on the

verse side of the inside envelope.
Don't seal that envelope.
Enclose it in another, addressed to the boy.
Mail this to us and
in care of BOYS' LIFE.

Grafonola.

Any Columbia

Way

the

is

It

Select

relate.

lists

remember that "WRITE
Lonesome Corner motto.

a

given below and

NOW"

the

is

AMERICAN BOTS WITH HOBBIES
patrol leaders on how to
curry out scout plan; Australian scouts.
Correspond with French boys;
photographs and music.
William J. Begeer, Cal.
scouts employed by
and
California
Holland
Forestry
Service.
scouts, preferably those from San Francisco.
James Bentley, Ala,; stamps.
Bennie Breed, Mass.
foreign scouts, foreign
coins, prpferably from Japan, China, Turkey

Eben Akkala, Mich.

this

P. Bntteix, N. J.

invention.

;

;

;

Columbia
GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY

;

and Canad i.
William A. Burke, Ohio; cartooning, scouts

in

Irelan'd.

what made your troop
Burns, Texas
popular.
Clarence E. Carty, Md.
signalling,
bugling,
camping, swimming.
bird and wild flower
C. Ebbe Carlson, Conn.
study, building bird houses.
American
Harold Melbourne Carpenter, Wis.
and foreign scouts.
A.
Winnard Chadwick, Fla.; stamps, patrol

John

;

;

;

;

NEW YORK,

leaders, exchange postcards.
8t;inlpy Clay, Mo. ; second class

DEALERS

Box J645 Woolworth Bldg.

about

scouts

hiking.

EVERYWHERE

N. Y.

Lowell Collyer, Ind.

;

first

boys in Germany.

aid,

Fred Crow, Ala. foreign scouts.
Listen Crow, Ala. boys in France.
Winfield R. Datoush, N. Y.
boys named Winscouts in war zone, especially France.
field,
Paul Dryzmalla, Fla.; 16-17 year old patrol
leaders, foreign scouts.
James G, Edward, R. I.; exchange postcards
with boys in San Francisco, England, Canada, Alaska; American boys about golf.

J.

;

;

;

David Getts, Cal.
camping, hikes, first aid
and thirteen-year-old scouts.
Abel Greenstein, N. Y. amateur journalism ami
magazine printing.
Claude W. Harkins, X. J.; boys from 15 to 18
years from United States, France, England.
Belgium. Italy, Scotland and Japan.
Postcards of statues or
Stanley Horka, N. J.
;

;

3 Individual

"NAME PENCILS"

25c

AL L S ME
( N A ^E )

"Christmas Greeting," "New
Holly, Floral and Santa Claus boxes.
Year," etc., pencils in Green and White stripes.

;

historic
ball,

houses,

athletics,

etc.;

curios,

also

autographs,

base-

photography and

relics,

stamps.

Junius

camping, cycling
Ives,
Fla.;
books,
stamps.
Everett I. Johnson, Wis.
stamps, photography.
Indian relics, brass bunds, music piano .and
;

cornet, swimming,
eign scouts.

boys in war zone,

Jesse Jones. Jr., Texas; boys

who own

all

for

wireless

outfits.

New
name,

trations.
lOc.
Also

One

send

for

Pencil

largest

line

illus-

with

"Ad"

pencils for business houses.

C. L.

DAMON,

441

Tremont Avenue, New York

boys

Frank
Hazel

and

in

anfncering advertisements

Kohl,

MIPS.;

15

;

;

Charles E.
gle

Mention BOYS' LIFE

and 16-year-old
in South and West; stamps and baseball.
Kuhn, Ala. stamps.
W. Lawson, W. "Va. baseball, German
French scouts.

W. Corydon

calls,

McLaughlfn, Me.
camps.

;

cornet

music,

bu-

October,
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Fred Meyers, Texas; fishing

find hunting.
Povrell, N. C.
troop problems, patrol problems and hikes. "\Vould also like to exchange
kodak pictures with other scouts.
Roy V. Price, Ohio; motion pictures, relics,
postcards; correspond with boy in every state
Wi'.l

;

foreign countries.
Ta.
music, trees, bufflin?.
amps boys in Pennsy Iva n n
Francis P. Squibb, Ind. ; stamps, postcards,
chemistry, second class scouts, patrol leaders,
boys from Mexican border.
H. M. Smith, Ala.
bird study, school work,
r.nd

all

Clarence
r

1

Sicler,

i

;

South and A\Y^t on entomology.
Mo.
T;.ft,
correspond
;

X.
Allen,
Chauncey
N. Y.
Lanier Barrow, La.

Joe

Bell,

Jr.,

Ala.

Blum, \\ i^
Ki,-r Budd, Pa.

l)aniel

in

]i.

1

.

with

boys

.

;

Isabel Kelly, Ind.
Ross Laporte. N.

FOREIGN
Walter Hammond, England
wireless, aviation.
H. Harvey Hitchcock, Hawaii
camping, hiking and scout work.
ntuiiiu Ledenna, Cuba
exchange postcards.
F. Herons Newey, England; exchange postcards.

W.

;

;

.'

;

Ross,

Hu Mao

Fa, China

Be Good Shoto

n
Chi * Di "S I. China
Heng 'D S wen He, Chin,
Ohen Yuin, Siu, China J. W. Spence, England
The following boys have sent letters through
the Lonetome Corner for the lirst time:

Clifton Churchill, S. D.
Kenneth Corbett, Wise.
whose last name is "Taft"; printing, cycling, Lee Donahue, \Vi^
Louis F. Eley, N. H.
stamp and coin collections.
Elbert C. Taft, Mo.; boys from New So. Wales. Ben Evans, Ohio
or any foreign country about stamps, boys H. Frank, N. J.
in Denver, Colo.
Edward Gilkey, Minn.
Henry E. Thomson, Jr., 111.; camping and hik- Lewis Guilford, Ind.
Frank Hayes, N. Y.
ing.
George "Wanamaker, N. T. scouts in War Zone, Harold J. Heintz, X. Y.
and
Canada.
Russell S. Hoffer, Ind.
England
Franz Wiseman, Ohio; fishing, hunting and William T. Jones, Ohio
scouting.
Harry Kaiser, 111.

Dewey M.

and

BOYS-

FOREIGN
Arthur E. Christopher

.

;

L.
nalling,

39

Magazine

;

;

German boy in his own lantrr.^^c.
Howard Stutz, N. Y. correspond with boys

Harry

Scouts'

Hawaii

first

troop

;

financing,

sig-

aid.

Following is a list of names of boys who
wish to receive letters on any subject at
all:

Pa.

Harold E.

Robert Coffin, Wise.
Clyde Long, N. C.
Otto Pfannekuchen,

Wash>
Gerhard Bergen, Minn.

Slarr,

Mass.

Charles A. May, Vt.
Clinton Miller. Iowa
Allen J. Olson, Iowa
Irl Park, Ore.
John Pullman, N. Y.
Edward C. Read, Mass.
Malcolm Klttenhouse,
Ind.
Arthur Seaton, Wash.
Cloyd E. Small, Me.
J.

Dean Burkholder, O.
Richard H. Cooley, Pa.
Rohert Dial, Ohio
Ralph H. Dudley, Va.
Russel \V. Ertlman, Pa.
Joseph W. Ford, Mo.
Malcolm Franklin,
A. Grage, N.

v

111.

.

Edwin Hageman, Wise.

J. Ward Hicks, Va.
Alnis Johnson, Tenn.
Willis Jones, Trxus
Harold E. Kauffman,

Kan.
Harold Kennedy, Mass.
Baron McLean, Cal.
Carl Marback, Ohio
Felix Martinkoski, Mich.
Frederick P. Mayer, Pa.
L. Moore, Ohio
William Olson, Mich.
Charles Prager, N. Y.
Harold Pruitt, Ind.
Shirler B. Reed, N. J.
John K. Robertson, Ore.

MacGowan, John

Leroy

James

AMERICAN

Y

Arthur Biddle, Pa.
Frank Boone, Tenn.

Stokes,

Texas

Ben Shaw, Texas

you would

If

like to

be an expert marksman
you must be as careful
what cartridges you buy as World's Championship rifleshots are.

.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for

BOY SCOUTS

white and blue boxes) are made in the
TJ. S. Cartridge factory, by the same people who
make the famous U. S. Ammunition, which the most
experienced shooters in the world demand.
tl. S. Cartridges help you to be a better ehot because they hit where you aim and do not vary.
vin the red,

A

Book for Boy Scouts

Our free book. "How to Use Firearms/* will be
eent to you without charge. Ask for it on a post
card addressed to

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.
New York

A. B. Stokes, Texas

2316 Trinity Building

Arthur Sullivan, 111.
Peter Thompson, Conn.
John Waters, 111.

Also
National Lead Co., General Selling Agents.
John T. Lewis & Br<is. Co.. Philadelphia; United
Lead Co., N. Y. Selljy Smelting & Lead Co., Sail

Foster Welch, Pa.
Frazier Vance, 111.
James H. Wallace, Colo.

Francisco, distributors

011

Pacific Coast.

Wallace West, Tenn.
B. Austin, Mo.
Beebe, C^l^. Frank B. Woodford.

Leslie P.

FOREIGN

Luke Hanks, Miss.
Arthur McCall, HI.
C. O. Sayler, Md.

Hugh

Milton Weinstein,

N".

Black,

Robert

.

B. Messeroy,

Canada

Y.

Australia

Ernest Charty, Austra-

h

G

c

p lenty

_

gouth

o U HPLI Rb

Australia

Saved by the Rolling Hitch
(Continued

froi'i

page 3)

SAY-BOY,YOU[

your bicycle frequently with 3-in-One. Will
it run much easier and prevent wear.
Also oil every part of your sun, inside and
out, with 3-in-One, before and after shooting.
3-in-One is good for almost everything skates.
fishing reel, rod, catcher's gloves, mask and
every tool. Won't gum and clog; contains no
grease; no acid.
Write today for free gener ous
Sold everywhere; lOc,
sample.
25c and 50c bottles.
oil

make

PRFE _

The barque

lay iaalloiain<i in the trough of the sea.

3-IN-ONE OIL CO.
the vessel rolled toward him and he saw the
danger of the broken mast crashing against
the side of the ship, the spirit of obedience
asserted itself, and, though sick and
bruised, he tried his best to fend off the

spar. Once, twice, and again, three times,
he succeeded, and though his shoulder
hurt fearfully, the excitement kept him

from giving way under the

strain.

Greatly daring, the ship's carpenter
perched himself on the rail a minute, with
a looped rope under his arms, and leaped
into the sea.
He was a powerful swimmer and though he was carrying a heavy
axe, with a stroke or two he came to the
A few terrific
spar and straddled it.
welts, first through the leather collar with
the axe, and then through the iron band
with hammer and cold chisel, released the

with which the Constitution was tearing
through the water.
Fortunately the mast was lying on the
water with the yards beneath. Although
the huge iron pin holding the collar of
the lower topsail yard was rusted in, the
A
strength of the Norwegian sufficed.
succession of heavy blows drove out the
The carpenter then crawled along
pin.
the spar, and holding himself on with
one hand as best he could, chopped

through the upper mast immediately below the topgallant yard.
The seas dashed over him and strove

wrench him from his grasp. But he
chopped on. It seemed incredible to Jetty
that the man would ever be able to hack
his way through the hard pitch pine timber tossing up and down on the waves,
upper topsail yard. The way it sprang hut the carpenter had used his axe from
away, when released, showed the speed hoyhood in the pine-forested regions of

42 ELB. Broadway,

New York

THE INDIAN BOYS
On

returning to their Wigwams did not take off
their Moccasins to rest their feet, because the very
nature of the Indian Footwear was conducive to
rest and comfort.
Algonquin Moccasins retain these
features.
make over
100 styles of
Postpaid in Hand Made In-

We

$1.00

U^ 5^ diun
for

Moccasins
Indoor and

Outdoor

wear.

and
Catalog
Introductory Offer will explain
"

to

No. 402
Money
self

or your Troop.

Write to-day.

for

your-

ALGONQUIN SLIPPER COMPANY
1121

Main

Street

Bangor, Maine
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Great Prize Competition
FINE PRIZES or CASH to the 25 COMPETITORS who sell the greatest number of

STOAT

into the seething sea.
Jetty, though busy
every minute trying to keep the spar from
a
hole
in
the
side of the ship,
punching

THE GREAT WAR GAME
EVERY ENTRANT will earn some money

saw the carpenter slip.
He yelled for
help, but had forgotten the precaution
the Norwegian had taken in tying a rope

and

gain valuable experience whether he wins a prize
or not, and the percentage of your profits increases
with the number of games you sell. Every reader
of BOYS' LIFE is eligible.

THE COMPETITION
Co., Inc.,
out and mail

Fill this

IS

NOW

arms, and, a moment later, to
he saw the dripping but undaunted sailor hauled aboard.
?\s soon as the mast was clear,
Jetty
heard himself called.

under
his

OPEN!!

it

to us

and we

will

send you

full

particulars.

Address
If

this

rope!"

The lad looked up. The second mate
had coiled a heavy line and was standing
by the rail swinging it for a throw. The
first time it fell short.
The second time,
the coils went through the air like a
snake
and
fell right beside him.
springing

Name

Town

his

relief,

"Boy, make fast

450 Fourth Ave., New York

Game

1915

lis home, and the wood came
away in
great flakes.
Finally the mast was free and lay rollAs, howing in the trough of the ocean.
ever, the carpenter leaned forward for
a final stroke, a rope caught his foot and
him from his grasp upon the spar
pulled

25

Strat

October,

State

He

grabbed the rope, and, as quickly as
made two half hitches around
the spar.
Three or four of the men tallied on to the line and began to pull the
spar in-board. Slowly the spar came in,
the combined on-rush of the vessel and
the tilting of the spar keeping Jetty under
water half the time.
Though strangling
and grasping for breath, the boy hung on.

you are a Scout, give Troop number and name of Scoutmaster.

he could,

"Merceen
The Guaranteed Fast Dye Scarf
4 years' continuous use the
British Scout Headquarters recommend and sell only "Merceen" Scarves

After

the Official Scarves for every Scout-

ing Organization in England.
With this recommendation they are conintroduced to the Boy Scouts of

fidently

America.

"Merceen" Scarves are backed by a

15c.

$1.50

Each

Doz.

definite

guarantee that every one- will be replaced
should it fade within six months. "Merceen" Scarves can be fearlessly worn in
the rain the dye will not come out.

"Merceen" Scarves are strong and durable.
Many Scout-masters call them "the doublewearing" scarves because they

last so long.

ORDER DIRECT OF

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

FREE
Send no money

I

New York

Avenue

200 Fifth

NewisieBookof
Sporting Goods
64 Pages

BOYS MAKE MONEY
Growing Mushrooms
Boys and girls can easily make moupy
growing mushrooms fur profit. We will
send any boy or girl our free book te'.lj!ng all about it and how they can be

Just off the Press

Merely a postal card brings you this

latest greatest f ree catalog ot the Charles William Sporting
GoodsSlore. fully prepaid. It tells you how to save frent SOI
to SOt on your sporting goods. Gives rock-bottom prices on

Winches'er Guns and Rifles
Qual.ty Basket Balls
Remington Guns and Rifles
Real Grain Leather Foot Balls
Colt and II. & R. Revolvers
Best Hunting Clothing
Clereview and Lcout Cameras
Bristol and Sampson Rods
Sweaters, Gloves, etc.
and nearly 2,000 other articles standard makes for all
sports. Don't buy any article for Hunting, Trapping, Foot
Ball, Basket B 11, Snating, Photography or other sport until you have this new up-to-the-minute book to help you.
We have million^of dollars' worth of merchandise in stock
No exclusive Sporting Goods Store can place before you so
big a variety to choose from; norpecialty store could carry
so extensive a stock or offer you the convenience, safety and
laving in purchasing. This new book n f -ee write a postal
LOW; simply say, "Send the Free Sporting Goods Book." Address

l@lKtel1s

Cl
*
[Store*

grown in cellars, sheds, old boxes, rto.
Earn your own spending money and have a lot of fun,
too.
Send fur full information today, to

BUREAU OF MUSHROOM INDUSTRY
1342 N. Clark Street,
CHICAGO

Dept. 229

straight

YOU CAN'T SHOOT

is

if

dirty.

yourgim

Clean out

the barrel,

polish
the stock, lubricate the trigger with "3 in One."
Use "3 ill One" ou your skates, bicycle, toolsprevents rust. Write for free sample and booklet.
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3-IN-l OIL
BROADWAY,

Every advertisement

COMPANY

NEW YORK CITY

is

carefully

371 Stores Bldg. before

investigated

insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning Boys' LIFE when answering adver-

New York

tisements.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

City

in

answering advertisement!

to his horror, with a succession
,
of short jerks, the knot began to slip,
each jerk nearly tossing him into the
sea.
Finally the rope slipped entirely
and the spar fell back into the sea. Not
only that, but with the next roll of the
vessel, the spar came crash against the
side of the ship with a shock that made
her quiver from truck to keelson.

1

"Make a
jellyfish !"
line and

rolling-hitch, ye snail-fingered
roared the mate, coiling up the
throwing it again.

With a sinking in the pit of his stomach
Jetty tried to think how a rolling-hitch
was made. He had never seen one used
during the two years he had been at sea,
and, for the life of him, he could not recall what it was like.
Suddenly he remembered that, the last time he had been
home, he had been showing off to his
chum, who was a Boy Scout, the knots
he had learned at sea and his friend had
shown him others that he had not known.
Was it? Yes, that was right! One of
the knots his boy scout friend had shown
him was a rolling hitch. How did it go?
The boy's mind worked in a ferment, trying to picture the scene at home, as the
rope came whirling through the air.
Then, like a vision, as he reached out
to grasp the rope, came the figure of his
friend in the khaki scout uniform, with
the look of pride on his face as he showed
the young sailor some knots the latter
had failed to learn at sea. The feel of
the rope in his hand brought back to Jetty
the very motions of the knot, and leaning
down with the sea roaring over him and
about him, with death threatening him
every instant, deftly and quickly he tied
the required knot the only knot which
would hold, the knot on which his very
life
depended.
The rope tautened, and, in a half-panic,
But it was a
the boy watched the knot.
true rolling hitch and took the strain instantly.
side and

lifted.
Here was the strain.
the knot slip? Once there came a
jerk and the boy's heart was in his

Would
little

Gradually the spar came to the

mouth.

But

it

The Boy
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ow

was only the knot tighten-

ing.

until
Higher and higher came the spar
Then the carthe end swung inboard.

leaning over the rail, reached
out one long gaunt arm he had thrown
his oilskins off before plunging into the
sea grabbed Jetty by the collar and
side.
pulled him over the

(jo;

to rig up some head sails and steer
It was good to lie
vessel to port.
deck.
there, even on the wet and heaving
Then he heard, in the first mate's voice:
inches in the well, Carpen"How

the

many

ter?"

There was a pause and he heard the
sounding rod.

rattle of the

sir."

"Seven,

Soon Paid

Superb Brunswick

"Baby Grand"
"GRAND," "CONVERTIBLES" and New

of his bruises, and went to the great
iron wheel by the mainmast, which was
and in his clear
already revolving steadily,
the old chanty:
'boyish treble started
"()h-h, in Ri-i-o Gra-a-ande, where I-I

yearly.

but
pumps.

that's

afloat,

to the

was born;
"Heave awa-a-ay for Ri-i-o!"

Day

reveals the roussent FREE to every boy
illustrated billiard book
How their parents praise
at home.
iiiE snort thousands of boys are enjoying right
basement or
How
for.
room,
attic,
any
billiards and pay to play till the table is paid
Pocket Table now made in
loft gives plenty of space for a real Brunswick Carom or
sizes from 2% x 5 feet to 4ya I 9 feet, regulation.

Tables are

keep

at lOc a

Our handsomely

about all.
Here, you," a
seaboot caught Jetty in the ribs, "take
your spell at the pumps."
The hoy, with a groan, got up, in spite
"She'll

Four men

Man's

a

Billiard Table!

LITTLE

means

Own

Boys!

penter,

the boy cared that somebody
kicked him to one side as he lay on
It was enough that
the deck exhausted.
he was safe and that the spar had been
hauled aboard for a jury-mast, to make a
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Brunswick

Home Carom and

Pocket Billiard

Then

makers and

sell

to

"How

Trial

Day
Brunswick

In

and lOc a day.
Home
bouk "Billiards The
famous
Our
Magnet" shows these tables in all their handsome colors; gives full details, prices, terms,
etc.
The coupon brings it send today

thousands

Playing Outfit Free
Balls. Cues-,

Rack,

lOc a

right
Our plan lets you try any
your own home 30 days free. You can Day
monthly as you play terms as law as $5 down

!

largest

FREE

30 Days'

made of rare and beautiful woods.
but scientific tables, with accurate
toys
speed! lightningever-level bed life!
angles,
action
Yet our prices are low due to mammoth
For we are the
output now $27 upward.
Not

world's

"DEMOUNTABLES"

Junior

1

Tips. Brush. Cover,
Level, expert hook on

Cue Clamps,

Markers.
to Play,"

Spirit
etc.,

all

included without extra

cost.

The Brunswlck-Balkc-Collender Co..

is

Send

the Kolling Hitch

623-633

I7X,

Dept.

This

postpaid,

Wahash

S.

free,

Ave..

color-illustrated

Chicago.

book

"BILLIARDS THE HOME MAGNET"
and

used
is
knot
where a rope is to be
bent to a spar or another rope where the pull
This

a parallel line.
Make the first turn
the
around the
spar
same as in a clove hitch;

Home

details of your 30-day

Trial Offer.

Name
Address
(466)

and Pocket Style

is in

then

make another turn
same

the first;
this gives two turns instead of one, as in the first part of the
The third turn is the same
clove hitch.
as the second turn of the clove hitch. The
the standing
rolling hitch is used where
of awaj
part leads along the spar instead
from it, where the clove hitch is used. The
it will not slip
rolling hitch jams so that
in the direction of the side where the two
turns over the standing part are made.
the

From

as

Nautical Scouting.

Where

the Earth

Of

course,

Don't take
Important to every Scout.
chances.
Don't go tramping around without a compass. A Scout should always know
where he is and where he is going. A reliable
compass will prevent your being "lost" and may
save your life. Remember, "Safety First" and carry
an accurate, reliable compass. It's part of the equip-

ment of a

first-class soldier.

K&

E Army Compasses

Point the
Is

everyone

wouk

realize after stopping to think for a

Way

A

troop of scouts

No.

mo

now

being organ
ized in the Onondaga Indian reservatio
New York State, by M. Albert! De Franl
an Oneida Indian.
is

supplying the

Sam

Regular

Army and

Our instruments are
other military organizations with compasses.
known for accuracy and wearing qualities. The special model
a
offered is the standard type of the United States Army
wonderfully well made compass sturdy, durable, reliable.
5613.

Pocket

Compass,

'\Va,

inches,

German

Silver,

hunting case, silvered metal
dial graduated to two degrees, numbered in
quadrants every ten degrees, edge bar needle
with jeweled center and stop.
Price, $3.00,

watch-pattern

ment that it would be some point on the
A line through the Himalay;
equator.
Mountains would come out in the Indian
Ocean, so that point could not be taken
It has recently been determined by verj
that
ar
exact scientific measurements
imaginary line drawn from the top of Mt
Chimboraz in Ecuador on one side ant
coming out on the northeast side of th
Isle of Sumatra near the strait of Malaccj
would probably be the longest line tha
could be drawn through the surface o
th: earth.

Uncle

for

For some time we have been

Thickest

Have you ever wondered at just wha
place on its surface is the earth's larges
diameter?

Guide Right

postpaid.

Sold by scientific instrument or sporting
goods dealers, or sent postpaid on receipt
of
tive

20

price.

Order today.
of

list

cents

up.

Send for descriprange from

Prices
compasses.
Write now.

KEUFFEL & ESSER
General

300

Adams

COMPANY

Hoboken, N. J.
Drawing Materials. Mathematical and Survey*
ing Instruments, Measuring Tapes.

mn mm
Tools

and Cutlery

Mention BOYS' LIFE

Office,

St.,

... You Hunt
.Can

rabbits, biros.
Oil your gun
with " 3 in

Oneandevery
.
shot goes straight to the mark. Makes trigger
work right keeps barrel bright inside aixl out.
Write toTHREEIN ONEOILCO., 42 ELB. Broadway

New York City, tor generous sample bottle FREE

in

answering advertisements
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'The Quartermaster Says"
Chats with the Equipment Man
BY FREDERICK N. COOKE, Ju.

These Are Great Days!
School goes a bit hard the first month or two after vacations are over.
But there's a Saturday in every week, and oh, these are wonderful days in
the woods and open country.
Scout Troops will take full advantage of their Saturdays for jolly hikes
and for passing off out of door tests for the next rank above.

Should supplies be needed, here they are:

POPULAR HIKE TENTS.
66-inch

army duck

.$3.00

tents.

72-inch

$3.50

SPECIAL SCOUT BLANKETS.

wear

Every scout is obliged to be versed in the use
a compass and to know how to use a knife
axe.
So there is provided a line of compasses from which to select, and an official axe of

of

and

superior quality equipped with a sheath. Similarly, there is a choice of official knives
Some boys wear their knife on one of the
snap hooks of the belt, and the scout whistle
on the other.
Since the adoption of the scout
lanyard, however, many boys are wearing knife
or whistle on that.
Before a scout can reach first class rank, or
even second class, he must learn simple camp
cookery without the aid of home cooking utensils.
There are, therefore, for his convenience,
two styles of "mess kit" with which he may
pass his tests. The first of these outfits consists
of a soup can, cup, stew or fry pan and a very
convenient little folding wire broiler, all of these
parts pack closely together, and there is a handle
for each article.
More recently an aluminum
cook kit has been coming into popular use consisting of fry pan with patent handle, small
cooking pot with cover, and stew pan which also
serves as plate or soup bowl.
There is also included a drinking cup, and a fork and spoon.
A khaki carrying case to match the uniform and
having an adjustable strap, makes the kit com-

NEW ALUMINUM CANTEEN.
always safe to drink the water you come across on a
Better to carry some with you. The "Wearever" canteen
holds a little over a quart.
Heavy metal. Olive drab cover
with adjustable strap
$1.50
It isn't

hike.

ARMY HOUSEWIFE.
in the woods, or buttons lost, this comsave the day. Sold by hundreds of thousands to the Government. Contains scissors, safety pins, common
Weight only
pins needles, thread, buttons, etc., in khaki case.
SOc
4 ozs

uniforms get torn
outfit will

ESSENTIALS.

plete.

To make sure ol at least a little pure drinking
water in case of emergency, on the hike, many

you will want a staff to help you over the hard
places, and a "Hikemeter" or pedometer to measure the miles.
Bamboo Staffs. Light, strong and cheap. Now owned by thousands of Scouts. We have to ship them by express, charges
So get together in your troop to make up an order and
collect.
Last of

all,

scouts wear the

being a
is flat

strap.

first

ORDER DIRECT OF

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
New York

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

has an olive drab

color.

service through their knowledge of
A well equipped scout, therefore, may
number among his possessions a
aid outfit, several of which are offered by

aid.

be expected to

SPECIAL OFFER

Avenue

It

ceptional
first

all

Fifth

aluminum canteen, the capacity
more than a quart.
The shape
conforms to the body when slung

it

Scouts are often in a position to render ex-

ordering before October 31st, and mentioning BOYS* LIFE,
carriage charges on all the above, except staffs, will be prepaid.

200

little

so that

over the shoulder with the adjustable carrying

so reduce cost for all.
Each 15c
Not less than eight to an order
Hundred Mile Pedometer. Registers every step, and you know
how far and how fast you're travelling. Full directions with
each
$1.00

To

cot-

$2.25

KIT.

All nesting compactly in the khaki carrying case with adjustable
$2.00

TWO MORE

can-

The neckerchief is really one of the most important parts of a scout's outfit, for two reasons.
First, to remind the scout of his daily
good turn, by plncing in it an extra knot which
can be untied after the daily "good turn" has
been performed, and second, to show, by the
color worn, the troop to which he belongs, as
all boys in the troop wear the same color.
They
may be worn with any of the outfits spoken of
above.

strap

little

drab

1

meal cooked in the woods. In
pan with patent handle, cooking
pot with cover, drinking cup and stew pan, which also serves
A fork and spoon for good measure.
as plate or soup bowl.

If

olive

For use during warm weather and in camp
"shorts' are coming into very great favor and in
sections of the country where the climate is uniformly mild these are worn all year 'round. The
average scout looks very snappy ill an outfit
consisting of the standard khaki hat of light
weight, one of the scout skirts, preferably woolen,
neckerchief and shorts with woolen stockings
turned down below the knee.

Is there anything quite like a
this new messkit there is a fry

plete

either

ton.

Should rain overtake you, no need to worry with either of
these garments.
May be used also as ground blankets and
pack covers.
Waterproof Poncho. Made like a single blanket with opening
in center for the head, closed with a ball and socket fastener.
66 by 90 inches
Size 45 by 72 inches
$2.25
$1.50.
Waterproof Cape. Same material as the ponchos but made up
Suitable for general

when opportunity arises?
Quartermaster has been told of many
in everyday clothes, and
wearing no emblem of any kind, have been
identified as scouts by their manly beari ug,
courtesy and quickness to take advantage of a
chance to do a good turn, however trifling.
But there are times, at meetings, rallies on
hikes and in camp, when it is desirable that a
uniform be worn.
This saves the everyday
The

instances where boys

vas puttees, or stockings, either of wool or

RUBBER PONCHOS AND CAPES.

into a garment.

Supplies

to

another

form scouts may wear

No chill of October can get through these. Just the thing for
overnight hikes and week-end camps.
"Scouts' Own."
Stamped with official badge design Soft,
Size 66
beautiful blanket for all year use; strong and durable.
$3.50
by 80 inches, weight 4 Ibs. Remarkable value
"Highgrade." A superior blanket practically all wool. You
can roll up in this on a fall or winter night and not feel the cold.
Size 62 by 84 inches.
$5.00
Weight 4 Ibs

ALUMINUM COOK

ought a scout

clothes when indulging in some of the more
strenuous scout activities.
For wear during all but the summer months,
most scouts make use of a uniform consisting of
the improved regulation felt hat, and khaki coat
with breeches to match.
There is a choice of
shirts in light weight khaki and standard weight,
and also a woolen shirt. To complete the uni-

Quickly and easily
erected.
Complete in case with
Waterproof khaki material.
poles pegs and guy cords. Height when erected, 36 inches.
Similar to the regular

Scout

have in the way
of supplies and equipment to enable
him to be identified as a scout, and to be
in a position to render service of one kind and

WHAT

NO SEASON LIKE THE FALL FOR SCOUTING

Committee on

Secretary,

City

the Supply Department.
Purely as a matter of enjoyment a field glass
is a valued possession.
It is especially helpful
in connection with such scout activities as signalling, bird study and astronomy.
All of this seems like a big lot of .equipment
for one boy, but remember we started out to
inquire about everything that a fully prepared
scout might require for his convenience or to
render service to others.
Again, let it be said,
that there are plenty of boys who have risen to
rank
scout
without
uniform
or any special
high
In this article, the Quartermaster
equipment.
answer
a
which
has frehas tried to
question
quently been asked with the belief that it will be
of general interest.
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Wedge

(Continued from page

8.)

mostly because the fellows on either side
of him had not stirred. He dug his teeth
into his under lip to keep back a fright-

ened whimper, and then,
Mr.
even above the deafening
"Troop Three prepare

clear, high voice of

riot

wedge

!

One !"

Instinctively

ward and a

of a sudden the
Curtis rang out
din and turmoil.
to form double

Dad

leaped two paces for-

In like
the right.
fashion the others darted to their positions
with the swift precision of machines. Not
Even Bennie Rhead,
a scout failed.
frightened as he was, made no mistake,
and in a thrice the wedge was complete.
"Two!" shouted the scoutmaster.
Down swung the staves, interlocking in
a double barrier of stout hickory, backed
by equally sturdy muscle. The scoutmaster
had barely time to place himself swiftly
in front of the apex of the wedge before
the mob struck it.
little

to

Fifty King
Prizes

"Hold fast, boys !" he cried. "Brace
your feet and don't let them break the
line."
He flung up both arms in the face
of the

maddened

In a little over a
month from now fifty
will have won the
right to call themselves
sharpshooters of Amer-

boys

throng.

"Stop!" he shouted.

"You

can't get out

this way; The stairs are impassable. Stop
There's no danger if you keep
crowding
The escapes are in good
your heads.
!

The windows
The rest was choked

order.

by the crushing
against the barrier.
Even in the second row Dad felt the
double line shake and give under the strain
and instinctively he dropped a shoulder
against the pressure and spread out his
Bob Mcllvaine must
legs to get a brace.
have noticed what he was doing, for he
shouted to the others to follow Dad's example, and presently the line steadied and
held.
Then a shrill whistle cut through
the clamor, stilling it a little and making
it possible to hear the stentorian voice of
Captain Chalmers from somewhere in the
rear of the crowd.
"You can't get out by the stairs. The
fire escapes at both front and rear are in
good order. Ladders will soon be raised
to the other windows.
There's no danger
if you
only keep your heads. Stop crowding and form in line at the windows.
Scouts will see that these lines are kept, and
that the women and children are taken out
weight of the

off

mob dashing

first."

An inarticulate murmur followed his
words, but the wild din of a moment before
was not resumed. In a moment, too, the
pressure of bodies against the double line
of scouts about the door
began to relax
.is
those in the rear made haste to seek
other ways of escape.
Presently it had
ceased entirely, and as the boys straight-

ened

from

their cramped
Curtis turned to face them.

positions,

Mr.

"I'm proud of you, fellows," he said in a
low, quick tone.
"That was corking!
Steady, now, for a minute or two longer."
That minute or two seemed the
longest
space of time Dad Gibson had ever known.
Now that the stress and strain of strenuous action was removed, he had time to
wonder to be afraid.
think, to
His
mother and father were both here; so was
Ted and little Flossie. Had they been in
that awful crush, he wondered, as his anxious gaze flashed from one to another of
the scurrying groups.
Had they been
hurt? The smoke was pouring thicker into
the hall, stinging in his
eyes and catching
throat in a
choking sort of grip.

*'"
his

and will possess
ica,
Will one of these prizes be yours?

splendid prizes.

fifty

The Grand National King Marksmanship
3th (inclusive) in every
Contest will be held Nov. 8th to
town throughout the country. It is open to every boy of 6
years of age or under and costs nothing to enter.
1

1

The man who

sells air

guns

your town has

in

a free target for you, and the rules governing the contest are
printed on the back. If your dealer has not received his targets, send us a postal with his name and address and we -will
send him a supply.

The "King" has
the best air

and

rifle

for 30 years

made.

perfectly safe in

is

been known as

handsome, strong, shoots
the hands of a boy.
It is

Write for illustrated booklet "B," and when you receive

straight

show

it

it

to

father.
If

there

is

no "King" dealer in your town write us a letter
and the postman will bring the
"King" you want by parcel
post,

at

the

retail

price.

The Markham

PLYMOUTH,

Air Rifle Co.

MICH., U.S.A.

Southern Representatives

Pac. Coast
Office

Phil.

Sand & llnlii.i:
11 Hansa Haus. Ballimore. Md.

B. Bekeart Co., Mgrs.
San Francisco. Cal.

717 Market St..

(15)

WEAR

IT

ON A LANYARD

DON'T LOSE YOUR KNIFE

Have you

seen the Lanyards that many
Your knife or whistle is safe when hitched
Plenty long enough

KHAKI OR WHITE-Each
Order Direct of

Scouts

are

wearing?

to one of these.
not to interfere with use of knife.

15c. Prepaid.

Per dozen $1.50

DEPARTMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,

200 Fifth Avenue,

New York

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisement
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Through the open windows came the clash
and clang of engines, the muffled roar of

Dad
excited crowds
gathering below.
could see nothing of his mother or the children, and a dry sob came from his tight

VACUUM CUP

lips.

TIRES
A Good Scout

you

Dad

Knpws a
Good Bike

get that

Motorcycle
need the real autowear that's in
these tough, speedy motorThey're built
cycle tires.
right up to the big Vacuum Cup Tire standards in
everything but size.

why you see so
men pedalalong on Vacuum

That's

tire

merit

many
ing

They're

Cups.

made
oz.

Guaranteed 5,000

highest

quality

and they've got a
Sea
puncture-proof

Island Fabric as strong as that

Miles

of most Auto Tires.

and their suction grip
will save you many a spill

They're guaranteed for one

on the treacherous roadway. They hold where the

Dad found

full

season, or repaired or replaced
free of charge.

going's bad.

Direct factory branches and
ice
agencies throughout
the United States and Canada

sm

liere's

the best thing ever.

* STAR.*
*THREE
LIN& OF(

BICYCLE TIRES
Three

tires

different

at

three popular prices reaching right down to rock bottom pocketbooks. And there
is quality to spare in every

one

;

you'll

tomed

whichever

you

select

get more
value.

than

accus-

what we say abou

MOTORCYCLETIRES
We

sell them direct to the
we can save quite
a bit on the price and yet
put more quality in at the
same time.

dealer, so

one

guaranteed

for

4,000 miles.

ENTS

THE PLUMB SCOUT AXE

Toothache

Look

for the

Gum

Plumb

not only stops toothache instantly, but
cleans the cavity, removes all odor,

A

trade-mark on the
Scout Axe.

Official

Swell Affair

FAYETTE

R.

PLUMB,

later

his

panic

reached

its

when he discovered

that Mr. Curtis
had disappeared from his place beside the

window.
"He's gone!" he gasped, choking with
the smoke. "He's got away and left us."
In his saner moments he would have realized the impossibility of such a thing, but
he wasn't quite sane now. Instinctively he
took a quick step out of the line toward
the window, but Wesley Becker's sharp
voice halted him.

Dad! Not quite yet. We'd
down on the floor, fellows. The

"Steady,
better

lie

air's better, clearer there."

Dad dropped down with the others and
was instantly aware of the difference.
Within a foot of the floor there was scarcely any smoke, and he could breathe quite

full

Inc.

of water.

"Found it
in the
coat
room," he
gasped, when he had gulped some fresh air
from the window. "Dip your handkerch'efs

Philadelphia, Pa.
Makers of the famous Plumb Anchor Brand Tools

Mention BOYS LIFE

A moment

height,

A moment later the scoutmaster
freely.
staggered out of the murky darkness behind them, carrying a red fire bucket half

with

leather sheath
$1.00
without leather sheath
75
At National Headquarters and all hardware stores.
Price,
Price,

wasn't a conscious longing for any
else's place.
It was blind fear, pure
and simple, and though he tried to crush
it down by thinking of the
people he was
helping, it persisted and grew stronger
just as the smoke grew steadily denser and
more choking, and the crackle of flames
seemed to come from behind the closed
doors with ominous distinctness.
When
the lights suddenly went out, it was all he
could do to keep from crying out in terror.

one

STURDY STUD

Every

Dealers everywhere.

ing.
It

SHORT ON
LONG ON SERVICE
that's

nothing funny in his appearon the contrary, he wondered admiringly, whether Jim was as cool as he
seemed to be, and even found time for a
twinge of remorse at his unjust criticism

ance

of the fellow's acting.
Then his thoughts
flashed back to his mother, and his anxiety
broke out afresh, not to be quelled until he
suddenly caught sight of her in the line of
people close by the next window. She was
carrying Flossie, and his father had Ted
over a shoulder. They both looked so calm
and brave that Dad's spine stiffened, and
when he caught his mother's eye a moment
later, he was able to smile and wave his
hand almost as carelessly as if his heart
wasn't pounding unevenly at the sudden
realization that not a scout could stir until
all, everybody, was safe out of the build-

Pennsylvania Rubber Company, Jeannette, Pa.

FOR THE SCOUT

pivoted mechanically and moved
in
step with Bob Mcllvaine.
Through the swirling smoke he could see
that the other troops had gathered at different windows and were keeping the
crowd in line, helping the women and small
children through to the fire escapes or out
onto the ladders which had just been
raised. By this time the men had, for the
most part, recovered from their panic and
were assisting in the work.
In a corner Jim Crancher, still in his
costume of patent medicine fakir, with
false beard pushed around under one ear,
knelt beside a woman who had fainted, and
was reviving her with salts and ammonia
from an open kit beside him. Somehow,

forward

Tire

you'll

mobile

the
scoutmaster
'Tention !"
called
"We'll take the two windows at
Line up on
this side of the front, fellows.
either side of them and keep the crowd in
order.
Women and children first, remember.
Left, face! March!"

sharply.

FOR
BICYCLES

FOR

MOTORCYCLES
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"

in
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them.
it,
boys and breathe throu;>i
We'll be out in a jiffy now."
By this time the women and children
were all out, and the men hustling down
But
the ladder as swiftly as they could.
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wet
panting at full length,
handkerchief over nose and mouth, he
could see through the blackness of the hall
a bright line of fire that marked the crack
beneath the double doors. Under his body,
too, the floor felt hot and he could sense
a queer, uneven pulsation, as if the boards
were moving. What if the flames should
burst through before they could get away?
as

Dad

What

He
softly

Scout Masters

lay

if

Food

quickly prepared
to

the

Scout

is

essential

when

on

a

hike.

.

Wheat ena

his brain,
thing seemed to whisper through
"A scout is brave," and he remembered
Curtis
scraps of a talk on courage Mr.
had given them one Friday not so many

weeks ago.

"No one can

It's
help feeling fear.
something that comes, or doesn't come, in
can do to the conspite of anything we
There are mighty few people in
trary.
this world who have never known it. True
courage is really keeping cool and facing

afraid we
hearts."

matter how much
actually be deep in our own

men,

like

Dad's

that

tastes good, that has plenty
of nourishment and can be

shivered violently and began to cry
Then all at once someto himself.

danger

:

may

no

sniffling ceased,

and he ground

as a Scout Ration meets all requirements and has satisfied
the hunger of many scouts this summer.

Write for a free supply of hike packages
of next hike and the number of
\Yrite your name and address, with
scouts in your troop.
prepay all charges.
shipping directions plainly.

Give number of troop, date

We

his

teeth together. Resolutely turning his gaze
away from that glowing crack, he discovered to his surprise that the window was
almost free of people. In another moment
or two the scoutmaster's voice sounded
crisply.

"All ready, fellows.
slip out on the

names,

As

I

ladder

The Wheatena Company, Wheatenaville, Railway, N.

call

your
and get

down as quickly as possible. Keep your
heads, though, and don't run any chance
In passing the lower windows
of falling.
be sure and hold your breath so's not to
breathe in any smoke or flame.
Ready?
Rex Slater!"
Like a flash Rex was up and through
Another boy followed and
another still. Mr. Curtis was calling their
names in the order in which they crouched
along the floor. Waiting with taut nerves
and ears strained from anxious suspense,
Dad became aware of a stifled sobbing
from the boy on his left, and when his own
name was called he yielded to a sudden
the window.

impulse.

"You

Jack !" he exclaimed, catching
boy by the shoulders and
thrusting him forward.
go,

the smaller

The

lad scuttled to safety like a startled
Dad felt a momentary glow of selfapproval, followed swiftly by a pang of
keen regret. An instant later there came
a crash, a roar, a sudden blinding burst
of flames, a wave of scorching heat that
He
seemed to sear into his very soul.
rabbit.

flung up both hands before his eyes, and
as he did so, two arms grasped him about
the body and fairly whirled him through
the window to the ladder.
"Catch hold and slide !" commanded the
scoutmaster.
"Hustle !"
Mechanically, as he had done a score of
times in their fire drills out at Mr. Curtis's

farm,

Dad

the ladder

curle_d

legs

and arms around

shut his eyes, and slid.
Part way down a blast of heat struck his
face; then hands caught him, easing his
descent, and he found himself on the
ground with firemen all around and the
cool spray from one of the big coppernozzled hoses drifting over him.
In a moment Mcllvaine stood beside
him.
Then Wes. Becker landed safely.
Last of all, the scoutmaster himself, hair
singed and clothes smoking, shot out of
sides',

Hey, Scouts! This for

all

of
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Mr. Tomlinson's Great Scout Book and Boys' Life for a
both for the price of the book alone. Thus

year
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i
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.00

$2.20
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the flame-tinged cloud and came down the
moment later Dad
ladder with a rush.
found himself in his mother's arms.

A

Compare the

size of the

enlargement (13 x 17 inches) with the small photo of the
Boy Scout in the Father's Hands.

was after school next day, and a crowd
gathered on the steps about one
of the fellows who was reading aloud
from an early copy of the town paper.
Almost the entire front page was devoted

IT had

to a graphic account of the fire, in which
full credit had been given the boy scouts.
"The town may well be proud of the
courage and discipline displayed by the

members of

this admirable organization,"
the reader concluded with a flourish. "But
for them there would undoubtedly have
been many injuries to record, with perhaps even a loss of life. Particular credit
must be given to the quick wit of Scoutmaster Gordon Curtis, and the extraordiPlaced in
nary steadiness of his troop.
double lines across the entrance to the
hall, they stopped that first panicky rush
for the burning stairs and undoubtedly
saved numberless women and children from
being badly crushed."

"Hooray!" shouted Bob Mcllvaine. He
glanced across at Gibson and grinned.
"Well, Dad," he drawled, "see any use in
drilling

now?"

Dad
his

flushed and kicked a pebble with
toe.
"I s'pose it was some use last

admitted grudgingly. Frownswung his foot at another stone
a moment was silent. Then all at

night," he
ing!}'

he

and for

face cleared and he glanced
"Just the same,
quickly at Mcllvaine.
Bob," he went on more briskly, "the chief
couldn't have thought of anything like that
when he got us to learn it."
The taller lad's smile deepened and he

once his
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face
the
they
gave
alarm that neither could swim and Scout Burchswam
to
them.
had
They
jumping in,
field,
disappeared again, but when they arose the
second time he managed to help them to shore.
Had it not been for his assistance the boys
might have lost their lives.
BALTIMORE, MD. A rather unusual sort of
scout bravery is that shown by Scout Russell
Strawbridge, a Tenderfoot in the Eagle Patrol,
Troop 71. Baltimore.
His friend, Malcom Wiley, a second class
in
the
is
patrol leader of the same troop,
hospital as the result of a motor truck striking
him one day when he was riding his bicycle
and scraping several inches of skin off his

The doctors decided that new skin
leg.
was thn only thing which would make matters
right again and when Scout Strawbridge heard
this hi-' very pluckily offered to give some of
right

Scout Strawbridge is a bright-eyed lad in
the sixth grade at school and he does not considet his act anything very extraordinary. "It
isn't much
who wouldn't do it for a friend?"

his.

he suys.
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in it passed him.
One
of the boys standing in
the boat caused it to
capsize. As soon as the
boys came to the sur-
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"Xobody

significantly.
that's

too weak
whimsically. "Aren't
Of
you ever going to wise up, Dad?
course, he wasn't thinking of anything
He just wanted us to be ready
special.
for any old thing at any time.
That's
about the only real use of drilling that I
know of. It gives a fellow steadiness and
discipline and helps him more than anything else always to be prepared."
to stir," he
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Don
R<3

He bumped into the first-baseman at
noon. Ted grinned, and announced loudly
that Andy was as good a pitcher as the
high school had ever had.
"You don't see them hitting Andy for
eight runs," Ted proclaimed.
Don flushed. Bloomfield had got to him
for eight runs. He felt like turning around
and making some kind of retort; but Alex
Davidson slipped an arm across his back

who

the friend

Wolf

(Continued from page 16) ..
Wall would not be there. How would Ted
back him up?

they can't do without the good old bike

chum

Strong of the

1915

Patrol

On the Boy Scout's Hike
It's a feller's best
never fails.

October,

And

the healthful pleasure of cycling has
been made absolutely safe by the

and led him away.
"This Washington

bunch can't hit a
drop," said Alex.
Don brightened. "Who told you that?"
"I heard it from a fellow who has played
We'll see if we can't get
against them.

The Brake that brought

work

doubles the fun and halves the

It

your drop tuned up, eh?".
"You bet," said Don. On the way home
to dinner he pointed out a spot where the

back

the Bike

troop could set out a bird house.
"We ought to call ourselves the Robin
Patrol," Alex laughed. "We have six bird
houses out, and five of them have robins

of the run.
has made the bicycle
the safest, the easiest controlled vehicle in the
no matter how
world
on any road

This wonderful device

crowded

hilly or

in less

and

speed.

instantly control

buy your bicycle see
the

New Departure

It is

built

and

coasting,
controlling device for

its

that

it's

than

That day,
its

length

When you
equipped with

last

word

in a stable, sate

your bicycle.

Free to Live Boys. We
will send
ypua gold plated
"Joy Boy" stickpin if you
will give us name of your
nearest

bicycle

"I guess he means it when he says it
He broke a
about me," Don answered.
beautiful drop down across the outside

dealer.

corner.

The New

Departure
Manufacturing Co.

100 N. Main Street

Bristol,

Toward

He
ternoon it was working beautifully.
did not go near Ted, and Ted did not
bother him.
Andy" pitched without much
effort, giving his arm a chance to rest
after yesterday's struggle.
Once, during
a lull, he said hurriedly:
to
"Don't pay any attention
Ted, Don.
He doesn't mean half what he says."

TV*

and

braking

worked steadithe end of the af-

at practice, he

ly at his drop.

Coaster Brake.

the

strong

Don knew. He could not seem to get
over tlic wonder of a bird living in a house
that he had built.

rough.

You can stop your bike

of steel

already."

"I wish I
"Mackerel!" Andy sighed.
could do that."
Don smiled to himself. There wasn't a
chance of Andy doing it, he thought, in a

Conn.

thousand years.

For the next three days Don practiced
drop zealously. Then, the morning of
the Washington game, he suddenly awoke
He
to the fact that his wrist was sore.
hurried through breakfast and went off
His whistle brought the
to Alex's house.
his

^

catcher to the gate.
"Got your glove?" he asked.
"Inside," said Alex.
Don took off his coat. "Get it.
thing's wrong with my wrist."
Alex brought out the glove.
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Don
ranged off the pitching distance.
threw an out first, then an in. His wrist
did not complain. He tried the drop. The
wrist gave a kink of pain.
"That's it," he called.
Alex whistled. "The drop?"
Don nodded. "I guess it's all up with
me," he said.
But when Captain Roberts heard, he bit
his lips and scratched his head, and finally
decided that Don without a drop was
quite likely to be better than Andy.
As a result, when the game started that
afternoon, Don was in the box. Ted kept
up the liable of talk that usually comes
from .-in infielder to a pitcher; but there
was none of the fire and pepper to what he
said that there had been while he had been
encouraging Andy Ford. Don looked at
him doubtfully.
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GET THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA HABIT
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The Boy Scouts are daily acquiring habits that will last them through life and one of the most valuable habits
that a Boy Scout can acquire is the Encyclopedia habit, looking up subjects and investigating for himself, and by
this means keeping in step with the events and progress of the world.
Send in the coupon to-day and we will send you sample pages, etc. These pages will interest your whole family
and convince them of the necessity of having Nelson's Perpetual Loose-Leaf Encyclopaedia and Research Bureau
for Special Information in the home.
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IT
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NELSON'S

The World's Great Rulers, Statesmen, Diplomats, Scientists, Specialists,
and Scholars, when seeking the most Accurate and the Latest Information
Depend upon Nelson's The World's Greatest Question Answerer
HOW NELSON'S LOOSE-LEAF REVOLUTIONIZED ALL ENCYCLOPAEDIA MAKING
When

on November IS, 1907, Nelson's Perpetual .Loose-Leaf Encyclopaedia was perfected, newspapers and magaand publishing houses everywhere recognized the great practical value of the loose-leaf binding device as
applied to Encyclopaedia making because by this means Nelson's Encyclopaedia could be kept always new, and
could be relied upon to supply the facts of to-day as well as the facts of yesterday.
At once the cumbersome,
Since its appearance in 1907, Nelson's Perpetual
unsatisfactory method of issuing year books was superseded.
Loose-Leaf Encyclopaedia and Research Bureau for Special Information has achieved the most remarkable success
in the history of Reference Book publishing, and is now to be found in all parts of the civilized world
in Government Departments, Libraries and Educational Institutions wherever the English language is spoken

zines

Nelson's L-L
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Nelson
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ard Authority
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L-L

perpetual
you never

need to buy
another En-

the English

language
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THAT LITTLE BAR AND NUT

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

cyclopaedia.

^Research Bureau for Special Information
The

fact that over half a million people in every
quarter of the globe have' subscribed for NeUon'
Encyclopedia is in itself the highest recommendation. No book which is not thoroughly good could stand
the Inquisition of these hundreds of thousands of readers and continue to sell as Nelson's is selling now.

Bound in Twelve Handsome Volumes
Treating over 1,000,000 topics with 7,000 illustrations, 500 new maps and plans, models, manikins,
and colored plates. The Patented Loose-Leaf
Binder, a volume so practical that by simply turning
a nut the pages are loosened, the obsolete pages
easily removed, and the new pages substituted. The
Publishers issue to subscribers not less than 250 revised pages each six months in March and October thereby making Nelson's Encyclopaedia always
_

new and abreast of

the times.

The World

Moving
Discoveries are

is

Nelson's

FREE Research Bureau

Nelson's permanent Research Bureau for Scientific Reports
and Special Information and Special Correspondence is the only
organization of its kind in existence. I-t is prepared to answer
fully and freely any question, to supply free any information
that Nelson's subscribers may ask or may want to know. Any
time a subscriber wishes a special report on any subject,
large or small, old or new, he Dimply writes to Nelson's
Research Bureau with the positive assurance that he
will promptly receive the latest obtainable and most
dependable information on that subject.
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Sciences change overnight.
of last
inventions of yesterday.
is. keeping abreast of the times.
Encyclopaedias that served you jvell within the last decade are now practically obsolete.
They tell
you nothing of The Great War in Europe destined to change the map and history of the world; the
Eastland Disaster; Sinking of the Lusitania; The new V. S. Federal Trade Commiss on; Discovery
of Germ causing Typhus Fever; Vaccine Therapy; Panama-California Exposition; The New Seaman's
other subjects and current events that cannot he found in any other
Law, and thousands of ot'
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;

Reference Works.
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allowance for old encyclopaedias to apply as part payment
on Nelson's. We have, therefore, prepared a price list, stating the amount allowed, which will be mailed upon request.
All
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381-385 Fourth Avenue, New York City
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Structural Steel

the famous Erector girder

*

It is the onlv girder that exactly resembles the structural steel
material used in the great skyscrapers of New York, Chicago,
and other big cities. No other construction toy has girders
with interlocking edges which enable you to linil

columns.
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I

You can build over 500 big
strong models with Erector
bridges with third rail cars
run by the Erector motor,
skyscrapers with running
elevators, workshops with
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With most sets I give the Erector Motor without extra
It starts up quick, carries a heavy
load and is
charge.
guaranteed to develop more power than any other toy motor.
Be sure you get Erector. Dealers everywhere sell it, $1 to $25
The most popular set is No. 4 at $5. which has 571
per set.
parts and motor, builds 250 models and comes in fine oak cabinet.
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liull xjiini safely orer their outstretched /iii<*< rs anil,
turniny likf a rifled projectile, sailed far down the field."

"The

The

Cherrington Scrubs
By

HUGH CRAIG

Illustrated by

CHERRINGTOX

DICK
himself,

up the rent

was sewing

in his football trousers

WALT LounERBACK

he knew the coach
the Saturday before.

had seen Anoka play The best ones that are out keep quitting
right along."

Cherrington heard a locker slam shut,
was dejected he had come to the con- speaker in the other room went on, "and and the two went out. He sat for some
clusion for the fourth time annually that some of their open field work is dazzling. time after he had finished his trousers,
lie would
Holman impressed me as having his men thinking.
always be a scrub.
The Lincoln-Anoka game was the big
Dick had red hair, very blue eyes, plenty well under wraps, too. Our offense can't
event of the season for both teams. These
of freckles and a superabundance of soul. touch theirs."
conBecause of the latter, hence the measure
"Well, what are you going to do about two high schools were the only real
of his dejection.
tenders for the interscholastic state chamit?" asked the captain.
The mid-October twilight deepened in
Not one of our backs pionship. Lincoln had won from Anoka
"I don't know.
and with seven
tin empty locker room.
Footsteps sound- is above mediocre, and the ends are no for three years now,
was
ed outside, and he saw the coach and cap- better.
Try to give them the spirit, I veterans on the team another victory
tain pass the window
in
front.
They suppose, but spirit alone won't win against expected as a matter of course.
But Cherrington realized that Coach Mcturned into the adjoining small locker Holman's combination."
"If we can develop a perfect defense, Cracken was right, and that if Lincoln
room, sacred to the varsity.
"It's no use talking. Hardy," Cherring- we can keep them from scoring, at least," were defeated, coach and captain would
ton distinctly heard the coach say, "we suggested the captain.
come in for heavy and unjust condemnahave a poor show against Anoka this year."
"Our scrubs aren't strong enough for tion at the hands of the student body. The
Cherrington straightened into attention that, and I can't get another man out. team had been winning easy practice
for

he was

a scrub.

He

"They have a

fast, versatile

team," the

November,
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games by goodly

scores, hut the

home.
he watched the practice

day
he was nursing a turned ankle
THE
He wondered
did more

and

that he

thinking.

had not appreciated the real condition
of things before.
McCracken, the coach,
was trying desperately to instil snap and
dash into his men, but after irregular and
spasmodic efforts they stubbornly slumped
into their previous form.

However, they ran all over the scrub at
The second team was not greatly

will.

inferior to the first in personnel, but their

play

lacked

still

Scouts'

Magazine

work of himself the next afternoon. Cherrington posing play as it came at them.
"He is a born coach," Cherrington heard
was much perturbed. That night he held
a long and earnest eonference with Ruth- McCracken say, one day, as the coach
erford and Wedge, and the next morning watched him drill the scrubs in a new formation, and the words gave him a thrill
out the coach.
he

the backs had been ragged, the ends were
and the veteran line was
unreliable,
True, the
slovenly and over-confident.
halves were veterans, but they were very
ordinary material.
"Strange how easy it is to see a thing
when someone else points it out," Cherrington said to himself, as he started

next

The Boy

more wofully any of

the characteristics of a real football team.
Every man was playing the game to make
the best showing for himself, and from
his own point of view; signals were often
confused; the men in the line appeared
to take it as a foregone conclusion that
the varsity would get the jump on them.
Cherrington thought of the Bellvue

academy team which had badly defeated

the Lincoln second a week before. Lighter,
and inferior as individuals, they had made
up for this by dash, thorough mastery of
the game, and unconquerable spirit.
Cherrington was quarter and captain of
little light, and not overthe seconds.

A

to
ly fast, he had finally been compelled
realize that he must forego what he wished
for most in his school career. His brother

was captain of Harvard this year that
made it worse. However, during the last
two days, his dejection had lessened, for
a big idea was gradually taking shape in

sought
"Mr. McCracken," he said, "I've talked that almost compensated for his never
with Rutherford and Wedge, and we've having made the varsity.
Football took on new meaning for the
decided that we would rather stay on the
Instead of being a form of torscrubs.
scrub."
"What!" exclaimed the coach in aston- ture at the hands of the first, and a succession of standings up to be knocked
ishment.
"You see it's this way," the boy went down again, it became an exhilarating conand skill. The conon, "one night, when I was mending my test a battle of wits
suit in the locker room you and Hardy sciousness that they were making a new
came into the varsity room, and I heard team of the varsity inspired them to work
if they themselves were the ones who
your talk about the prospects for the as
Anoka game. I got to thinking it over, would play Anoka.
and it struck me that if a lot of us felCherrington asked them to get together
lows would get together and be deter- for an hour each evening for blackboard
mined to develop the best second team we work, the same as the varsity.
"We must master more of the fine
could, and put in a lot of time at it, and
not care whether we made the varsity or points of the game if we are to give the
we are capable of," he said.
not, we could give the varsity practice first all
As coach McCracken watched the dethat would develop a perfect defense anyto wonhow, and maybe you could beat Anoka, velopment of the scrubs he began
der which was the better of the two teams.
after all.
"I thought if I could help by the means Cherrington put something into his men
of that it would be next best to making that the varsity seemed to lack. Ten days
I before the Anoka game he had the two
the first, which I never expected to do.
talked to the fellows, in confidence, and teams play a game of four ten-minute
Neither side scored until the
we've formed an honor society in which quarters.
we're all pledged to work our heads off final period, then Cherrington unmasked a
to develop a second team that will make trick he had never tried in scrimmage,
and made a touchdown. The next day
the varsity play so it will beat Anoka.
"Now, if you take us out of the team both teams went at it so furiously that
the rest will lose all their espry dee core, McCracken had to call a halt for fear
would go stale. After that, scrimI think
you called it once, and every one they
will think about his getting on the first, mage work was limited.
and I'm afraid things will go back where
It means a lot to us,
they were before.
too, for we're all seniors, but we've talked
it over, and although 'Ruthy' was uncertain at first, we've all decided we would
rather stick with the scrub."
The coach's face had changed expression several times, as he had listened.
Finally he answered:
"Well, Cherrington, if you feel that way

mind.
decided to risk his ankle the next
afternoon, and spent all his spare time I'll let
you stick. I think you are right.
that day talking to the members of the I believe
you fellows can do more good
He also saw Sturdevant,
second team.
by
staying on the second, and I want you
of
considerthree
men
and
Birkner
Wedge,
to let all the members of your honor soable ability who, for various reasons, were
ciety know that I appreciate and value
not playing.
their efforts as highly as if they were the
the end of the week the var- ones who will go out on the field to beat
sity realized that something new was Anoka."
his

He

BEFORE

Rutherford and Hayes were out,
that Cherrington worked harder
and Sturdevant, Birkner and Wedge had
than ever with his men. He wrote to
With the advent of
applied for suits.
these men the second team was greatly his brother, and the latter sent him several
The first found also that plays to try and much advice. He had
strengthened.
they could no longer charge through on lived a year in California, and had seen
He
the scrub signals, and nail the play with- the Rugby game exemplified there.
The scrub began to practice the backs and ends at
out stopping to size it up.
evidently had new signals, also several new lateral passing, and worked out a number of plays in which each back passed
plays.
Scrimmage stiffened; several varsity the ball outwards as he was tackled, until
men decided they would have to fight for finally a man was "slipped around outtheir places, and a great improvement side."
Thus he made up for the inferior speed
was noticeable in the work of the whole
team.
Hardy and McCracken lost their of his backs, and subjected the varsity deanxious look, and again and again the lat- fense to a more severe trial than would
come from the speed of the Anoka backs.
ter applauded the work of the scrubs.
The seconds now appeared on the field For a time the scrubs had Hardy and
half an hour early each day, and spent McCracken "on their heads," as they exthis time practising plays. One afternoon pressed it, to meet this new offense. Plan
they worked two tricks in succession on after plan was tried, and it was not for
the varsity, taking the ball to the ten-yard ten days that one was hit upon which
line, whence they bucked it over by straight proved effectual.
Cherrington also experiA shout, followed by the Lin- mented with a defense along the lines of
football.
coln long cheer with "Scrubs!" on the end the one Harvard was trying that year. In
of it arose from the crowd on the this the men, instead of charging blindly
afoot.

AFTER

ahead, broke through in a more convergAfter practice McCracken told Cher- ing manner, thus bringing more lateral
rington that he was going to give the var- surface into play for defense, and enab- "The buy,
Rutherford, Wedge and ling themselves better to size up the opsity signals to
bleachers.

wiV/i

xnh, x/irini// bnckwanl tun!
into the air,"

j<niiji<'<>
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The evening before

the

game

squad was ordered to report
two o'clock the next day.

"McCracken

is

certainly

field

"All right,

spirit is all I want,
Now, don't get rattled, and remember that
the first and I, and the whole school, are

that

to-morrow." trusting you."
Half doubting his

highly confident.

They had

been holding secret practice for a month,
and they felt sure that their attack would
So when the
mystify the Lincoln team.
game began with the Lincoln men holddown
ing their opponents on the fourth
with one-half yard to gain, the Anoka
cheers died down for an instant as if
smothered, and when the cheer leaders
did get them going again, they carried a

and of the uneasiness

tension,

November,
line,

1915

a tempest arose in the stands

Sanford then punted.

thickly.

said
mean a

white,"

AS

new note of

Magazine

the whole head swam; he could hardly find his voice, hind the
"We'll die trying, coach," he said above,
suits at

he watched the team warming up
out in the middle of the white-striped
gridiron, Cherrington felt the old yearning and sense of failure. His brother was
But
playing against Yale that afternoon.
as he saw the speed and smoothness with
which the first executed every formation,
and the dash and snap of every man, a
sense of compensation came to him.

Anoka was

Scouts'

in

C'lierrington to Sturdevant; "it'll
lot for us all to trot in with the varsity

when they come on the

The Boy

which follows a reaction from over-confidence.
Lincoln's offense started off with a dash,
and for a few moments carried everything
before it. Anoka held, however, with the

goal posts looming over them, and Sanford, their particular stellar light, kicked.

The struggle then surged back and forth
with each team putting forth
But neither was able
its full strength.
in mid-field

senses Cherrington
to him. One instant he felt
like leaping high in the air, the next his
called his

men

knees knocked under him.
"Fellows," he said, "the coach is going
to send us
the scrubs in to play this
We're getting the chance most
last half!
of us thought we would never have. Now,
we've got to win! But there is just one
thing I want to ask of you play the
game the same way we've been playing;
don't think of yourselves or the glory
you're going to get, but all the time just
how you can help the team and the school
most. Come on line up!"
Both sections of rooters were astonished
to see this new team tear up and down
The Lincoln
the field, running signals.
side realized the situation first, and sponOn
taneously raised a tremendous yell.
the opposite stands questions, exclamations
and comments were so mingled that the
leaders could not bring their cohorts
down to organized cheering.
As he toed the line for the kick-off Cherrington's tongue stuck to the roof of his
mouth, and his brain was all in a jumble.
He could not call to mind a single signal,
Panic assailed him.
Was he going to

pieces?

Cherrington, who
as he watched"
it come; he had never
caught from a kicker
like this.
Up and up the ball soared as if
to bore a hole in the sky, poised, then
started downwards on a long uncertain
slant.
Now back, now forward, Cherrington edged.
Closer came the oval, then
suddenly shot forward as if gliding on
wings. As he realized it was going over
him, the boy, with a sob, sprang backward and jumped into the air, both hands
extended. The ball struck his fingers, he
clasped it, it slipped from him. He juggled it, then plunged after it, as it rolled
to the ground.
In an instant an Anoka
end was on his back, but the leather was
safely covered.
At once Cherrington started his lateral
Backs and ends swung
passing attack.
out into a long line, the ball flashed from
one to another, always going farther out,
as a man was tackled or hemmed in. Finally a short forward pass lodged it in the
arms of Sturdevant, who shot down the
side-line for twenty-five yards,
signal could not have been heard during the moments ensuing, but there was
no need of it.
Back towards the other
side of the field went the same
procession, and again the outside man got by
for ten yards this time.
From right to
left the tired Anoka men raced until
they
were nearly winded, and Cherrington's
men would have scored had not a forward
pass gone over the side-line at the last
moment, giving Anoka a respite,
Sanford kicked, then again Cherrington
started his offense, but the breathing
spell
had enabled his opponents to pull themselves together. Opening their defense and

was back,

felt

gooseflesh

'

A

A moment later, as he sped down beto gain any appreciable advantage over hind the ball and action released the pentthe other, and the quarter ended with the up tension, this was succeeded by a preternalural acuteness of mind and a feelball on Anoka's forty-yard line.
In the next period it became clear that ing as if he were bursting with energy,
Anoka had a slight superiority on offense, Sturdevant almost instantly nailed the
and that Lincoln had the best line and Anoka back who caught the kick-off and calling up their secondary line, they met
most effective defense. Towards the end the two teams lined up on the fifteen-yard the lateral passes more successfully and
of the half Anoka uncovered a new for- line.
finally held on their fifteen-yard line. Soon
mation, and, using Sanford most of the
Cherrington's scheme of defense dif- after the quarter ended,
time, drove down to Lincoln's thirty-yard fered somewhat from that of the Lincoln
Then Sanford again took the ball firsts. He sent the ends in fast to de- r I^HE last period began with Anoka
line.
and by a magnificent dodging run went velop the play, and played the center and I plainly playing for time. On every occasion Sanford kicked.
After about five
fifteen more.
On her fifteen-yard line tackles loose.
Lincoln held for three downs.
Ellwood, Anoka's quarter, mistook this minutes of play, Cherrington tried a new
It was a shift with a
"I thought so," Cherrington heard Me- for greenness, and tried a fake on the formation.
slicing
When Rutherford knifed smash at the line on the long side, or a
second down.
Cracken say.
It worked
But, on the fourth down, Sanford this, downing the runner ten yards be- wide end run on the short.
well for a time and
dropped back, and,
a

moment

ball

took

later, the

soared between

the posts.
So the second period ended with the
score three to noth-

the

signal for his
most cherished trick.

With every one else
on the line he dropped back ten yards,
and, as he received

RACKEN
C

h e

r -

the

rington to him.
"Cherrington,"

some
"I'm

to

down

put

!

had

this in

mind

ever since you beat
the varsity, and I'm
going to risk it. The
first

those

have

fellows

standstill,

terfering with them.
Cherrington stood,
the ball poised in his
hand, watching the

played
to a

and

they

can never stand up
fresh
against your
team.
Now go out
and beat them."

Che r r in g ton's

the field, those
for the for-

ward pass scattering,
the others attempting
to confuse their opponents as much as
possible, while not in-

to play the last
half of this game
in

I've

the

eligible

and your men

i/ini

from

man ahead charged

excitement,

going

ball

backed off
center,
still farther.
Every

he
speaking with

said,

team
yards

Then he gave

down.

ing.

McCcalled

the

twenty-five

confused
medley
ahead while the
forwards
bore down upon him.
As they closed in he
(Concl'd on p. 48)

Anoka

"They placed

men of their oic'n two teams on their gho-ulrlrm mi/1 bun/ them
through the writhing ecstasies of the snake dance,"

the
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Author
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Worth
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Alaska
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twenty minutes to twelve,
midnight, and still broad daylight; for it
was hardly above a hundred miles to the
Arctic Circle that Alan had got himself
and early July. The sun set shortly before twelve, by cuddling in behind a mountain to the north; and very soon it came
out on the other side of the peak to say
"Good morning." But Alan gave no heed.
He had been on his feet for ten hours,
ever going toward the North Pole.
"Well, it's all very well to be dogged,
as I see you are, Alan, lad," finally came
from Mr. Healy, "but I see you're just
tuckered out, though you don't say so.
Let us rest." And he threw off his heavy
burden beside a small stream.
For answer Alan allowed his trembling legs to double up under him, and he
leaned against his pack, without removing it from his shoulders, and fell into a
lacked

heavy

The

sleeg.

old
miner presently loosed the
straps and laid the boy's head on a blanket,
without arousing him, rnd then himself
stretched out for a bit >f a snooze.

Alan awoke, after two in the
morning, the Arctic sun was hot
on his face. His companion had a fire of
willow twigs, and was preparing beans,
bacon and coffee.
"I was tired," greeted Alan.
"That you were, my boy," said the
"This moss-trotting is not so easy
other.
as good hard roads and a pack's tormenting."
When the meal had been eaten Mr.
Healy took up pick, shovel and pan, and

WHEN

said
"I think
:

This
in

is

I'll try a few pans in this creek.
Spring Creek, I see by the paper

that stake below."

Story

WALTEK WALDEN
XORMAN

P.

ROCKWELL

With the pick the old miner loosened
under
heavy pack,
Alan Worth plodded over the bog- some rock by the water, and Alan
STAGGERING
The other then
like moss, and so benumbed with shovelled it into the pan.
weariness was he that he noted nothing dipped all into the stream and whirled the
He was barely con- water within till he had washed out all
of his surroundings.
scious of his companion and partner, old but a bit of black sand in the bottom.
"
said he, pointing
"Just a few 'colors,'
James Healy, whose load was even heavier,
including in addition, us it did, pick and out a couple of wee flakes of yellow gold
shovel; and he had even surreptitiously amongst the black grains in the pan.
Young as he was, Alan showed no more
slipped the gold-pan off Alan's pack to
It

Two-Part

Smugglers," "Moonshiners in the Jungle," "The Mystery of the River Cave," Etc.

his

lighten

A

enthusiasm in the gold search than the
old case-hardened miner; he, too, took it
Although
only as a matter of business.

harsh things, however true they might be,
and spoken with a good purpose.
Though Alan did not answer back, he
said certain things within, and being possessed of an obstinacy like his father's,
there grew between the two a kind of
Alan felt his father could not
barrier.
understand his ambitions, so he did not
discuss them with him. But he determined
when he got the chance he would show
him what he could do.
Well, the breach grew. Between Christmas and New Year's Day, Alan, obtaining
an unwilling consent, packed up and
started west.
His ticket read, "Portland,
Oregon," the home of his sister.
"Now, we'll see what you can do better than a place in the store," said his
father.
"You've enough money for several months.
Remember, I don't give my

the boy did his share of the work without lagging, and pushed on without waverwith
ing, it was with a kind of grimness
no whit of the cheerfulness that lightens
labor.
During all those days since he
started on this quest, he had never been
seen to smile and he was a scout, too.
But there was that which took all the joy approval to this thing. And don't you
out of life for him.
leave Portland without my consent."
It was a tearful mother and sister that
now, leaving these two beside the bade him good-bye. His scoutmaster told
stream in the gold country, let us him to take along his uniform, and keep
will go far his "Handbook" with him, and to rememsee what it is ails Alan.
back "in the States" as the miners in ber that he was a scout, and he promised.
In Portland, after a week's visit, he set
Alaska say to a town on the Ohio River,
where Alan Worth lived with his parents out to look up a "situation" that would
and a younger sister. His elder sister had put him in the way of things worth while.
married and gone to live in Oregon. Alan He didn't expect it would be easy, hut
was fifteen, in his first year in high school, he was unprepared for the rebuffs he got.
and a member of the First Troop of If he was not too young it was always
Boy Scouts in the town, and preparing "What can you do?" and often a laugh at
to win his first class scout badge.
his inability to answer.
For how long it had been he could
The sending of letters home got to be
not have told, but he had a yearning for seldom, since he waited to report success.
bigger things than his home town seemed After some weeks, hating to admit failto offer.
He wanted to make for himself ure, he got to avoiding any talk in his
a bigger place than one in his father's sister's home regarding his progress; so
store, where he knew it was planned to es- that her husband began to suspect that
tablish him when his school days should he was frittering away his time, mere
be over.
sightseeing, or otherwise amusing himself.
The climax came on Thanksgiving Day. Then, one night when it was believed he
Alan was dressing for church. His father was sound asleep in his bed, he heard
in an adjoining room overhead him talk- this conversation:
"I say, Marg., it appears to me that
ing to his sister. He said many things to
brother of yours is just on pleasure bent."
show his state of mind. Among them
"I'd like to know what I've got to be
"Well, he hasn't said anything lately
* * *
thankful for.
Anyway, I'm going about what he is doing," Alan heard his
to do something better than stick around sister reply.
in that old store."
"If he isn't going to get that wonderful
Then his father came into the room, his job of his," said the other, "nor go to
And he said some pretty school, it's pretty near time we were packface flushed.

AND

We
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mile along the hard, smooth sand beach,
ing him off home. You know what your on
with thirty pounds on his back, soon befather said in his letter."
"Yes," came the reply, but in a doubtful came rack enough; but when it came
tone, and Alan began to hope that his finally to plodding through the soft moss
But she of the tundra, at times up hill, to cross
sister was about to defend him.
went on to say, "I'm afraid it's like father a divide, he could wish for nothing so
I'll speak to Alan in much as to sink down in his tracks and
said it would be.
seek non-existence in unconsciousness, let
the morning."
But recollection
Alan felt his heart sink inside him. all f\se be renounced.
wollld
me, and he would again buckle
-They're all going to try to down me,"
and with never a murhe said. Then! very wakeful, he lay think- *o, grit his teeth,
ur set hls feet forward; tor he had
ing for a long time over his clash with
to "show them.'
his father; over his unhappy search for promised
Wherever these two gold seekers went
a position; and then the talk of his sister
and her husband. He felt they were all they found the ground all claimed; there
"And they're was no place they could set a pick on
in a conspiracy against him.
Then, finally, after
writing back and forth about me,'' he said their own account.
He finally worked himself into weeks of discouraging search, they deto himself.
At last he made cided to go back farther into the Arctic
a fever of resentment.
up his mind what he would do. "I'll show mountains. They returned to Nome and
revictualed in accordance. It was on their
them," be said.
renewed quest for gold that we left them.
.

he heard the clock below stairs
sound one he crawled out of his
bed, made a light, dressed, dug into his

WHEN

He put
trunk, and packed his suitcase.
uniform and Handbook,
in
his
scout
Blowing out the light, he slipped careout through the
fully down the stairs
"I'll show them," he said, as he
gate.
hurried off in the night.
Alan walked to a small station three
miles out of the city, waited for the four
ciYlucU tiviin, and in a few hours set foot
in

Seattle.

to his mother, from Nome, merely telling
of his health, and avoiding any reference to his father. And now he had begun to have an uncomfortable feeling that
he had not given his father exactly a
His leaving home was
square deal.
against his father's judgment, and he had
left his sister's house against his father's
strict mandate, however strong the incentive had seemed to him.
The discomfort
in his mind seemed to grow worse with
every step, and he got to upbraiding himself with being a fool to leave home, which
began to seem quite the most desirable
spot on earth.
Anyway, if he only had
his father's good will
!

noon the two were arrived

BYgulch

in the

flapjack.

And

\

)l

7ELL,

VV

in

a

mountains, near the top
of the ridge.
Here they rested and renewed strength on beans, bacon and a
after

some

hours'

again came the laborious climbing
il
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till

rest,

the

summit of the divide was made.
man's ground,"
There opened before the two comrades

there's little profit prospect-

i
ing on another
said the old miner, as he emptied the contents of the pan into the stream.
"The
summer's short in this country; we must
get on."
So Alan again took up his heavy pack
and turned his cheerless yet resolute face
Mile after mile they went,
northward.
avoiding speech to husband the breath.
They followed the course of the stream,
which had its fountain in the mountains

Then came days and days of search before them.
Alan had never seen a region so baragain for a position. He sent his mother
a line to let her know that he was well, ren.
Though deep moss was everywhere,
but not a word of his prospects.
His and wild flowers, such as he had never
money gave out at last, and in despera- seen, grew on the slopes, there was not a
tion he accepted a position as bellboy in tree you could call such; only a species

a great expanse of country; the vastness
of it awed the boy.
It was leaf-lined
with streams, and in the distance dim
chains of hills
barren - topped
which
hemmed in the great basin all about. The
march downward was made with much
less labor, but the same music and nerve
racking came again only too soon. As it
neared midnight, Alan found himself wading in dew-wet willows, and he was soon
drenched to the waist. Then soon, at a
signal from old Mr. Healy, he threw himself down on his blanket in exhaustion.
The sun was just touching the northern
hills before making his climb into the sky
There was no moment of darkagain.
ness in the whole twenty-four hours; he
might have studied his Handbook at

of willow brush, the thickest like his wrist.
of his spare time he spent among
But Alan turned no interested eye on
His mind as well as bis body twelve, midnight.
the wharves on the bay front, where many all this.
vessels were loading for Alaska.
And was racked. The only word he had sent
When the journey was again resumed
one day, as he sat on a mooring-post, hat- home was a short, non-explanatory note it was now down to a creek bed, a fording his job, and thinking, then up over a bit of a divide, down
ing, though wrongly,
again through the moss, a pushing through
how his father would
the willows, more wading, and more climbover
his
menial
gloat
ing till at last came the word from the
he
fell
in
old miner:
position,
talk
w t h an old
"Well, Alan, lad, we should now be far
miner, James Healy,
enough in to find something or other that
had
lost
who
a partwe can stake for our own
better
ner who was to have
make our camp on this creek, and see if
him
into
we can't find at least a 'fraction' someaccompanied
the gold country in
where."
Alaska.
The old
In three hours they were astir again.
miner offered
Alan
Leaving their packs beside the stream
his
ticket
partner's
they moved down its course, and hadn't
and outfit, to be paid
far to go till they came upon an 'Initial
for when they made
Claim-stake' close to the water.
Mr.
their
gold strike.
Ilcaly took a folded paper from its cleft
Said the miner:
and read aloud:
top
"
"You seem just the
'Number Twenty-one above Discovery,
lad I need, though a
on Canon Creek, a tributary of Iron
bit
But it's
River.' Ah," said Mr. Healy, "that makes
young.
company and an honus five miles above Discovery Claim."
est comrade 1 want
Then Alan could hear the old miner
I can hold the heavy
mumbling the numbers as he paced the
end."
distance down to the next Initial Stake.
After a long voyage
"Five hundred and twenty-eight steps,"
across
Sea,
he said; "thirteen hundred ^ind twenty
Bering
with rough
weather
feet.
That's carefully measured no spare
and worse food, Alan
ground there."
set foot on the beach
Seeing a questioning look in Alan's
of
Nome, Alaska
face, the old miner explained:
the
beach
heralded
"You see, the law allows a claim of
long ago as paved
twenty acres 1,320 feet long, up and down
with gold. Then came
the creek (660 feet wide), and sometimes
for Alan periods of
a locator will pace off too much ground,
such physical torment
and the next locator sets his Initial Stake
as
he had neve r
where the first stopped. Well, sooner or
dreamed
to
the
'.///,,/
wliarren on Hie, brn/ front, where iiiam/ vessels later the
experiMining Inspector will set the
ence.
To trudge mile tee re lomliuy for Alaska, lie fell in talk icl/li ,1 11 ,./</ miner.- first locator's
upper stakes back where
a hotel.

Much

i
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time you
satisfied

the
as
creek, Alan began to count his paces
well, and soon learned to gauge his steps
mile below
to two and one-half feet.
they passed a smaller stream (Dexter
from
Creek) that flowed into Canon Creek
the left, and they continued past Discovery
Claim on down to the confluence with Iron
River, but without finding a fraction large
retraced
enough to be worth while. They
their steps, and, after a meal, they took
Dexter
their packs to the smaller creek

The

spirit

begun

was

not

discouragement

over

"by your

and a. minThen came
days of delving with pick and shovel in
All up
the creek bed for signs of gold.
and down the claim they washed rock and
sand, but not so much as a wee color
showed in the pan.

THE
ing

little

tent was set up
established.

camp

"Well," finally said the old miner, one
day, "we'll have to sink a hole to bedrock on one side, and perhaps we'll find
a pay-streak."

So a hundred feet away from the water
they began to dig a prospect hole. It was
not so hard through the clay and some
wash gravel, but at four feet the pick
struck frozen ground; it felt to Alan like
Bit by bit was got
digging into iron.
loose by the pick and thrown out by the
shovel.
Alan took his turn at the digging
with desperate vigor, with a doggedness
that puzzled the old miner for low-spirited
though Alan was, there was never a word
of giving up.
They worked mostly through the night,
as it was broad daylight all of the time,
and slept through the middle of the day,
which was quite warm. They reached bedrock at last, and the dirt was carried to
the creek and washed in the pan carebut never a color
Alan began sefully
cretly to feel that this non-success*" was
his punishment, and that the old miner,
through association with him was likewise
suffering chastisement, which unlike Alan
himself he did not deserve.
During the time he was tormenting him;

!

blanket

feeling

his

feel

realized

fully

had made him
so. unhappy for so

long.

When
awoke
little

the old miner
he was not a
puzzled over the

in Alan's
appearance and when
he was ready to startfor
Nome, and the

change

;

was

letter

handed

to

he began to susAnd then Alan
pect.
told him about his home

liim,

set willingly to work
to cut the five claim stakes from a clump

it

back

to

then

alarm him.
But though Alan

But

finished,

crawled

what

to

homesickness
prospects, nor even so much
His
that weighed so heavily on Alan.
mind was much on his father and what
he might be thinking of his son, who- had
so shabbily frowned on his good counsels,
and who had embarked on this wild venture into the far north without either a
leave," or so much as a warning.

letter

Alan

something heavy
had eased up somewhere inside. He just

in

of willows, while Mr. Healy got out sheets
of paper and wrote the Location Notices,
there was no sprightliness in his move"I fear the lad is getting 'cold
ments.
feet,'" the old miner said to himself.

to-

and

that

up

had

grub

ALAN.

"Well, lad, at last we've found someThis will
thing we can name our own.
have to be called, 'Fraction No. 6A above,
on Dexter Creek, a tributary of Canon
Creek, which is a tributary of Iron River.'
And it's as likely looking ground as
we've seen."
The old miner spoke in a cheerful tone,
a, little

for

to
mother
Love
sister and to you.
Your son,

A

depression

school

day.

where again they began measuringmile and a half up
claims by pacing.
Dexter Creek they discovered a fraction
and down the stream.
550 feet

whose

Nome

going to

A

the attempt to instil

to

out of here first, if you
Mr. Healy is
don't mind,
He is
a very good man.

As Mr. Healy measured on down

in

say,
to go

and go into the store. But
I would like to stay a whiltand try to make something

own."

Alan,

come home any
and I'll be

will

I

thus left bethey belong, and the ground
tween the two claims becomes a 'fracWhoever finds that condition can
tion.'
stake that fraction and record it as his

affairs,
ing his

freely confessmistakes.

"You have done
right," said

"There opened before the two comrades a great expanse
of country; the vastness of

it

awed

the boy."

"Your
quite

quite

Mr. Healy.

father

will

happy over

l>r

this

letter."

As

the

old

mine;-

such thoughts, Alan came upon "mushed" on toward Nome he decide
He turned to' the himself to write a letter to Alan's father,
his Scout Handbook.
"On my honor *
for he felt that he could give a good acScout Oath. * *
Then he looked count of the boy.
to obey the scout law."
on the opposite page. There things stood
"A scout's honor is to be trusted.
out:
alone, Alan fished out and put
* * *
He is loyal to * * * his home and
on his scout uniform, and then delved
*
*
and shares the home duties. in the new prospect hole. It was with a
parents
* * *
He obeys his parents. * * * A scout blithe heart, and so with increased vigor,
And he had taken the oath that he swung his tools. He even whistled
is cheerful."
There in the Alaska in time with the ring of the pick in the
to obey this law.
vastness he held up his three fingers as he frozen
ground. On the second day, after
And now how had he kept doing what he knew to be a fair day's
recollected.
this pledge?
Something seemed to tumble work, he decided to explore a little of
all about- within at the thought.
the region to the north and east of Dexter
Creek; he had got a new interest in his
great labor they sunk another surroundings. So, accordingly, he set off,
hole- on the opposite side of the
hoping at the same time to get a glimpse
creek, and with like unhappy result. Then of the prospectors over on Rabbit Creek.
while at work in a third, they became
But Alan had covered less than two
conscious that the grub was running low. miles, and had just met with some marshy
But it was not. till they got their first ground when a sound between rumbling
As Alan adsight of other prospectors, who, with four and splashing got his ear.
pack horses,, went by on their way to Rab- vanced he could hear distinctly the sound
bit Creek, six miles away, that Mr. Healy of
splashing water, but no sign of a stream
suggested that he had better make a. trip could he see until suddenly he found himto Nome for more provisions.
self on the edge of a steep little canon.
"You will have company within seven Just to the left, hidden between clumps
miles till I get back," he said.
of willows, was a wonderful little cascade,
The old miner was to start toward eve- the water tumbling down thirty feet and
But Alan did forming a brisk little stream which flashed
ning, after the day's rest.
not close his eyes as usual that day. along at the bottom of its narrow channel.
When the other showed by his heavy
After some search Alan found a place
breathing that he was asleep, Alan crawled in the canon wall, down which he could
from his blankets, got out paper and pencil crawl to the stream below. Then, hardly
and began to write:
a half mile downward, he came to where
the waters of the creek disappeared under
Dear Father:
rocks, and the canon came to an end in
I know
I am sorry for what I have done.
Everything the high wall. Nowhere was there a claimyou were right in what you said.
I couldn't find work
looks different to me now.
Alan's
search carefully as he did.
And I heard Marg. and George stake,
as I expected.
and
it
made
me angry. But heart jumped within him as the realizaabout
talking
me,
He had discovered a
I am with an old tion came to him.
I shouldn't have gone off.
miner, Mr. .Tames Healy, in the mountains north new creek, missed by all the rest!
of Nome.
We have a claim, but haven't found
(Concluded in December BOYS' LIFE)
any gold yet.
self with
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Boy Scouts of America,

perienee which will help JIMI later cm
life, although you do not realize it at

in

Boy Scout in the e.cecut'wi' chumber in
Massachusetts cajiito!

And

it

is

much

easier for the

American

boy of to-day to be cheerful than it was
time.
for the boys of the '80's, for when I was
New York City.
As junior citizens you have already hern a boy there was no such organization as
of the greatest assistance in helping city the Boy Scouts of America.
]>tar Scout*
With every good wish for all the boy.s,
authorities in civic betterment, and in a
It is iinpussihle to address you without
number
of
States
have
done
valuable
you
Sincerely,
for the wonfirst
200

Fifth

Avenue,

tin-

;

offering congratulations
derful progress that you have made durIn New York
ing the past four years.
State your brown ranks now hold more
than 22,000 out of a total national enrollment of 150,000, and it is a source of particular gratification to me that one-seventh
of the scout influence for good citizenship,
figured numerically, is exerted within the
It
liorders of my own Empire State.
holds a fine promise for the future.

You

scouts are to he the

men

work in the protection of natural resources.
Thus your training for future responsibilities has gone hand in hand with service
of very present value.
That this good
work may continue, and your usefulness
increase from year to year, is the wish of
Yours

CONNECTICUT.

of the com-

ing generation, who will be called on to
take our places in public life, and I feel
sure that your watchword, "Be prepared,"
will help you in fitting yourselves for the
life work which you will take up when
your time to serve arrives.

Be honest and fearless, and true to each
responsibility which is given to you to
carry out. Do everything thoroughly and
and when you have once begun a
never leave it until it is done. Make
the best use of each opportunity.
Each
task will give you some knowledge or exwell,
task,

Governor of Massachusetts.

sincerely,

Governor of

New

York.

MASSACHUSETTS.
To

To the Boy Scouts of America:
The thought of one hundred and fifty
thousand boys who have sworn to do their
duty to God" and their country, to be helpful,' strong and ready, and morally straight,
must go to the heart of every man who
loves his nation and its people. So many,

Boy Scouts of America:
have recently been studying the Scout
out to
their number ever renewed,
Laws, and, while I like them all, I believe bear the heat and the burdengoing
of the day,
I like best that
eighth rule which holds an
army always marching forth to battle
that the true scout is "cheerful.'
for their country, not, we hope and pray,,
likes
cheerful
If
Everybody
people.
you in the war of man against man, but in
will but be observant, you will see that the never
ending struggle to build the
the cheerful boy, and the cheerful man, get foundations of
society stronger and better
well
in
this
cheerful
world.
A
smile
along
is half the battle
time.
every
Try it, boys, if only for a day. Don't
be cheershirk, don't grumble, don't lag
the

I

ful

!

First and foremost, be cheerful at home.
Try your smile on mother, who loves you
so much.
Try it on father, who works so
hard for you.
Be generous with your
smile to sister and brother. Carry it with
you to school, and make your teachers

happy.
In my opinion this eighth rule embodies
the others. The boy who is cheerful is
bound to be also trustworthy, loyal, helpall

ful,
friendly, courteous, kind, 'obedient,
brave, clean and reverent. He can hardly
be cheerful honestly cheerful, for imitation cheerfulness does not count, unless
happily he possesses all these other at-

tributes.

Govsr.

ir

W. H.

P. Hunt, of Arizona

Be cheerful and you will not only be
happy yourself, but "the bearer of happiness to

all

who

love you.

Governor Phillips Lee doldsboroiifi/i.
Maryland

f
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Oorernor Oakley C. Curtis, of Maine
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Governor
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Louisiana

1915

Oorernor James Withycombe, of
Washington
Parker

TT. B.
self-confidence,
cheerfulness,
and truer! At the end of the Civil War obedience,
reverence.
It inculcates ideas of thrift.
these are things that will bring the Ameriin
there paraded up Pennsylvania Avenue,
The boy scout propaganda does not, as can boy to the crest of the Hill of HappiWashington, the Grand Army of the Re- some
persons suppose, seek exclusively to ness.
public, tattered and worn and weary, but
war-like spirit.
It teaches
a
in all the glory of a noble victory over a promote
but patriotism may be of the
noble foe.
America has few occasions in patriotism,
loftiest and never fire a shot.
Indeed,
its history that so set the blood to tingBut perhaps grander the most exalted form of patriotism is that
Governor of Montana.
ling as does this.
which engenders fairness and decency, a
even would be the sight, at the end of a
for the rights of others, and
kindly
regard
generation, of a parade of your army,
LOUISIANA.
to create the highsome victorious, and some defeated, but all every other act tending
I have never met a
of
est
citizenship.
type
mindful that they had been true to their
To the Boy Scouts of America:
boy scout who wasn't a manly fellow whose
pledge.
I know of no
organization in America
hand I was glad to clasp.
Sincerely yours,
which is doing more for the men of the
immediate future than the boy scouts.
Learning to read and to write and learning the things to which literacy leads are
important, but they are by no means the

Governor of Connecticut.

Governor of Kansas.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

MONTANA.

advice to the boys of America as
the vacation season ends and school days
return is to apply to their own interests
the splendid motto of the boy scouts, "Do
a good turn daily."
Every boy can do
himself a good turn daily by giving his
best efforts to his school work. Our public school system is the nation's gift to its
boys and girls. They should prize it as a
privilege, enjoy it as a pleasure and make
of it a sure foundation for a useful life.

My

Yours very

truly,

whole of education.
The highest mental
cannot be
attained
without
proper development of the senses and of
the body.
The work of the boy scouts
promises us men better developed in mind
and body, men who are alert and observant
and full of vitality; and it is such men
as these that make a nation great in peace
and in war. The training acquired by a
hoy scout increases his ability to succeed
in the world and renders him of vastly
more value to his countrv.
efficiency

The boy who has shaped his vacation
upon the model prescribed in the
scouts' oath and law has done that which

life

be of incalculable benefit to him. He
up the tasks of the new school
term with increased zest and do far better work.
The application of the same
will

will take

rules in his school life will pay in dividends so rich as to approach munificence.
Better boyhood means better manhood
and upon that the life and happiness of our
country depend. Scouting and schooling

Governor of Louisiana.

OHIO.
Governor of

New

To ily Friends the Boy jcoutu:
Your work is produc:.ve of good health,
good habits and good citizenship. Loyalty,

Hampshire.

KANSAS.

friendliness, courtesy, cleanliness, thrift,
cheerfulness, courage and reverence are
the keynotes of your organization.
Boy scouts are of incalculable value at
great public meetings.
They guide the
stranger, help the aged and comfort the
distressed. Just to-day I saw a boy scout
helping an aged lady across a crowded

Scarcely a day passes without some incident proving the elevating, man-building
influences

of

the

principles

of

the

Boy

Scouts of America. It would be difficult
to imagine any form of
obligation more
likely to impress a boy seriously than that
in which he promises to do his
duty to
God and his country. I shall be satisfied
if the boys of this nation
try to live up
to that promise.
It is a fine possibility.
The boy scout movement should be encouraged and helped forward by every
man and woman hi America. It makes
boys clean, it makes them trustworthy,
helpful to others and courteous.

It teaches

street and another caring for a little child
that had been hurt by a fall on the pave-

ment.

This

is

manly and makes

for good

citizenship.

The boy scout is too brave to 1 e cruel
to birds or helpless dumb ani:
-,;
only
cowar-Is will injure the defense^js.
The outdoor life to which membership
.

(Governor James B. HcCreari/, of

Kentucky
1m.

Press

A.88H.
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make your own way

in the boy scouts is conducive promotes
good health, cheerfulness and clean living.
Familiarity with God's great out-of-doors
encourages love for the beautiful in nature
and reverence and respect for things
Your organization meets with my
divine.

in the world, and you
are likely to be the better for it.
I like
a boy who has lime in his spine, who can
say no, who can say yes when duty calls.
I wish the Boy Scouts of America every
possible joy that can come through abiding

heartiest approval.
That you keep the scout oath

service.

tome good,

noble, courageous

Cordially yours,

and he-

men

is

the

\vish of

Governor of Michigan.
Governor of Ohio.

MINNESOTA.

TERRITORY OF ALASKA.

To

have watched the progress made by
the Boy Scouts of America ever since the
movement was inaugurated with ever increasing interest, for the reason that my
observation has shown me that in this way
Ihr youth of America has a
prime opporI

Governor Locke

Craiij, of Xortli

Camlina

the Boy Scouts of America:
In their studies during the coming winter I trust that the boy scouts will excel,
just as they always excel in whatever
they undertake. The pupil who obeys the
scout laws and is trustworthy, is loyal

and obedient to his teacher, helpful to his
schoolmates, friendly and courteous to all,
physical and manly development and the inculcation of those princi- I would earnestly counsel every boy scout and always cheerful, brave and clean, is
to livt up to his oath and his laws.
sure to find his school days more pleasant,
ples which are essential to good citizenand to store more useful knowledge, than
ship.
the boy who is careless in his work and
And in this way all of us may help or
thoughtless in his conduct.
hinder, and to choose the helpful part
The outdoor training given to boys by
should l;e our aim, and it should
inspire
all with a never
scouting will make them better students
failing pride in best enGovernor of Wyoming.
and the mental training they receive in
deavor, wheresoever we may be.
school will make them better fitted to obey
the
Wishing you
greatest success possithe scout oath: to do their duty to their
I
ble,
am,
God and their country, to help other peoMICHIGAN.
Yours cordially,
ple and to keep themselves physically
tunity

for

To

the

Boy Scouts

of America:

mentally

strong,

awake

and

morally

straight.

Once upon

a time I was a boy.
I enjoyed many of the activities that you are
blessed with under the provisions that are
made for the Boy Scouts of America. In
order to get real joy out of life, boys must

Governor of Alaska.

WYOMING.
I cannot impress too strongly upon the
boys of America the importance of the
splendid lessons taught in the boy scout
law.
It is a creed which embraces the
outlines of all good and true things, not
only in boy life, but in that of adults.
The boy who adopts it as his motto and
lives up to it cannot help but prove a
valuable citizen in the years to come.
It
i.s the sort of man he will be caused
to become, who will prove the mainstay and
backbone of the citizenship of the future.

Governor

WinfeM

Scott

Minnesota

Hammond,

Governor of Minnesota.
be trustworthy, loyal and helpful. First
I beg of you to be loyal to your parents;
second, loyal to your friends; and third,
WISCONSIN.
to be loyal to your country.
I like any
boy who is helpful, friendly, kind and
courteous. These qualities belonged to our To the Boy Scouts of America:
I take pleasure in sending the
Lincoln.
greetings
American, Abraham
greatest
Obedience is an absolutely necessary qual- of Wisconsin to the Boy Scouts of
I beg of you as America.
ity for true patriotism.
Our country is depending for her
boys to awaken to a realization of your

own

best possibilities.
Through industry future upon self-reliant and manly boys.
and thrift you can reach any goal for I am glad to know that so many boys anwhich you have even a small degree of starting in right now to be strong and
fitness.
If you are made of the right kind helpful citizens. The scout needs to have
of stuff you do not need financial assist- all the manly virtues, and chief among
ance, even of fathers or friends. You can these are self control and good habits.

of

Governor John B, Keedrick, of Wyoming

Governor Richard I. Manning, of
South Carolina
.i.

Press

.4.V.S-7I.

.
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I desire to wish the
must be clear-headed, honest and fluence.
organizastrong, because others depend upon him tion continued success and each of its
I
for help and guidance.
greatly admire members all good things.
the scout who said, "Be sure you are right
Sincerely yours,

lie

and then go ahead." The way to lie right
in these days is to have temperate habits.
to be fair and considerate of others and
ila a yood turn rrrrii ilinj.

Very

truly yours,

Governor of Washington.

MAINE
Governor of Wisconsin.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
Self-reliance and wholesome knowledge
taught the boy scouts* patriotism in its
The boys should
best sense is developed.
keep in their heads and their hearts at all
times the teachings of their order. I approve of the organization and heartily
commend it to the future men, the boys
is

of our country.

(Signed) RICHARD

I.

MANNING,

To the
The

Bo;/ Scouts of Ami-rii-ii :
chief
purpose of preparedness
against war is to insure peace, and while
would not advocate the use of firearms
1

GEORGIA

obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave,
and reverent, are made the best
and noblest men and citizens. That is
the kind of training which fits
boys for
lives of efficiency,
helpfulness and happiness in this world of ours.
It develops
the kind of men we need, both in
public
and in private life. It makes for national
It is a conscious social effort
efficiency.
toward the development of a higher
type
of humanity.

The world needs boys and men who

know bow

to find

their

way through
'

woods

both

literally

the

and

figuratively
what to do in
to do it, boys

which animates the Boy
the spirit we need
among the
men in public life in West Virginia and
the
United States, and I exthroughout
tend herewith a most cordial
greeting to
all who are
engaged in this great work,
to
the Boy Scouts of West
particularly

OAKLEY

C. CURTIS,

Governor of Maine.

As Governor of Oregon it gives me sincere pleasure to address a word of greeting to the boy scouts of all the States of
the Union and all good friends of the Boy
Scout Movement. Healthy interest in outof-door life, self-reliance, honesty and efficiency are among the highest assets which
any of us may attain; and the work that
the boy scouts are doing to build up their
minds and their bodies in such a way as
to gain these attainments merits the approval and aid of all of us. To my mind
the Boy Scout Movement is one of the best
efforts ever put forth for the best upbuilding of America's youth.

Governor of Kentucky.

kind,
clean

in all sorts of situations.

The

(Signed)

me pleasure to again express
deep interest in the Boy Scouts of
The success of this organizaAmerica.
tion has been wonderful, and I sincerely
trust that your good work will continue
and be extended and enlarged as the years
go by.
sincerely.

worthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous,

war.

in

OREGON.

Very

out the activities of the organization. Out
of boys who are
learning to be trust-

hoys and men who know
;m emergency and how
and men who have acquired those
qualities of mind and heart, and that training of nerve and imiscle, which fit them
for team work under all conditions and

training

KENTUCKY.
It gives

1915

scouts, I would urge thorough
the rudiments of military tactics, and the inculcation in the minds of
the youth of our land of the principles
of respect and honor for the flag and love
of country as most powerful means of upbuilding the national strength for peace or

by boy

Governor of South Carolina.

my

November,

Magazine

Scouts

spirit
is

Virginia.

HENRY

(Signed)

D. HATFIELD,

Governor of West Virginia.

OKLAHOMA.
send my greetings to the
boy scouts
and congratulate them upon the' success
of their organization. The
boys of to-day
will be the men of the nation to-morrow.
Their organization lays the predicate for
better men for the nation in the to-morrow.
I

Yours very

truly.

Very truly yours,

me

great pleasure to add my
ndorsement to the great work being done
by the organization of Boy Scouts of
America.
The building of the character of the
boys of this country along the lines followed by your organization and other
training along the lines of patriotism and
good citizenship constitute a benefit to
our civilization that will be felt for many
It

gives

Governor of Oklahoma.

i

generations.
I have had occasion more than once to
note the efficiency with which the members
of your organization perform the duties
which they undertake and I cannot too
highly commend the work that is being
done.
With best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,

Governor of Georgia.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

/
Governor of Oregon.

I

the Editors of Boys' Life:
am deeply interested in the

movement and

NEW

JERSEY.

boy scout

activities primarily beto develop strong, alert,

its

cause it aims
courageous, manly boys, and fit them to
I am glad to add my endorsement to the take a place in society as competent, efmany you have doubtless received of the ficient, useful -men, and also because I beBoy Scouts of America. The training this lieve it is accomplishing its aim in this
organization gives in the formative period respect.
It is splendid to have the boys of the
of youth, the patriotic feeling it inspires
in their young minds, the love of their country organized in such a movement as
the boy scouts, that holds before them the
flag and country thus instilled in their
hearts, will always remain with them and ideal of being trustworthy, loyal, helpful,
will prove the strongest force in making friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerof them good American citizens.
The ful, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent. If
movement has my sincere wishes for its the scout boys will only get and keep a
continued success.
proper appreciation of the scout ideal,
and of the oath and law of the organizaSincerely yours,
tion, and if each will really make his best
effort to

WASHINGTON.
I have watched the development of the
boy scout organization with much interest,
and feel that good results have been ac-

To

Governor of

New

Jersey.

WEST VIRGINIA.
complished by the work, not only among
the boys who have become identified with
the organization, but among those with
I am glad to take
advantage of this
whom they come in contact. The Scout opportunity to greet the Boy Scouts of
Oath and the Scout Laws incorporate the this country, and am also glad to learn
very highest principles and ideals, and that so many thousands of the boys of
boys who live up to them cannot well help West Virginia are definitely interested
becoming good citizens and men of in- in the Boy Scout work and are following

do

his

duty to

his

God and

his

country; to help other people at every
opportunity; to keep himself physically
awake and morally
strong,
mentally
straight; if each will determine to develop
courage moral and physical and banish
fear and cowardice from mind and soul;
to be really courteous and helpful, espe-

women and children, the aged, the
infirm and the weak; to be friendly and
kind to all; to be ever cheerful and hopeful; to be thrifty, save his money, work
cially to

faithfully,

waste

nothing

and

make

the

best use of his opportunities; to be clean
in thought, speech and habit; to be obedi-

rut.

recognizing

The Boy
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and since that time I am quite
ship fee
sure that the membership must have materially increased.
What a splendid work these boys are
doing
Learning how to get close to
nature; to appreciate the handiwork of
God; to so build up their bodies and
minds that they shall lie able to render
high order of service to God and man;

to

obey before he can be able to command;

toward God and to respect
feelings and convictions of others in
matters of custom and religion; in fact,
and in short, to honestly and wholeheartedly strive to live up to the scout
ideals, rules and laws, then indeed will the
s;-out movement be a permanent blessing
to the country and of inestimable value to
It is a pleasure to
the boys themselves.
mi to 'say that I believe the boys arc, in
good faith, trying to do this.
I am interested in the special messages
you are planning to publish in the Novemto be reverent

the

ber

number of BOYS' LIFE and

to avail

I

myself of the opportunity

am
to

!

thus making themselves, when
co.

boy with the scout spirit, in and out of
the organization, in all the land.
With keen interest, best wishes and fraternal regards, I am,
Sincerely,

Governor of South Dakota.

ARIZONA.
To tlic Boy Scouts of America:
Even a casual reading of the Scout
Oath, and the supplemental Scout Laws reveals a standard of conduct to which
youth
and adult alike might worthily subscribe.
Were it possible to so order the world of
men and affairs that the principles of

Governor of Arizona.

NORTH CAROLINA.

chivalry.

How

do I remember the willing,
and splendid service done In tlic
boy scouts at the Fiftieth Anniversan of
W,>*t the Battle of Gettysburg always at the
elbow of the veterans of the "Blue" and
the "Gray,'' and of the countless thousands

Governor

Jlrnrii

7).

JJntjirlil.

of

Virginia
the

soul.

It

all

presupposes

the

noble

and loyal affections love of home and
parents, love of your neighbors and companions, love of your town or city, love
of your state.
It crowns them all.
It
forms the character, brightens and sharpens the mind, lightens labor, gives zest
to study, enriches the whole life.
Patriotism leads directly to self-sacrifice,
In service, to obedience to law and to
your
officers, and these things are the essence
of growth and true manhood.

t

rulv v<m

rs.

The

Prodigal

Mother

A

very beautiful cat was given the
Italian captain of the oil tank steamer

NORTH DAKOTA.
believe in the boy scout movement, in
the training, the companionship and the
love of outdoor life that it gives to the
boys. I further believe that it teaches our
boys lessons of loyalty and patriotism to
our country, and I hope and believe that
the boy scouts will
appreciate the oath
which they take and will carry the lessons
taught not only while they are in the ranks,
Lut in their every-day life.
I

Bayonne that

plied between

Savona and

Point Breeze, Philadelphia. In the course
of time she presented the ship with a family of kittens, which were less than a
month old when the Philadelphia docks
were reached. In a little hook called "The
Cat," Miss Agnes Repplier gives the further history of this traveled pussy.
She was missing when the Bayonne was
loaded and ready to depart.
There was
much vain search about the wharves, and
With all good wishes to the boy scouts Captain Hugo had at last not only to
of our country, I am,
sail without his mascot, but to assume

of

North

Dakota.

is accounted a privilege and pleasure
send a word of greeting and good cheer
to the Boy Scouts of America, especially
to those in Maryland, in whose hearts I
am particularly anxious to sec burning the

fires of inspiration that

of Amerirn:
to love your

of.

Governor of Maryland,

ARTHUR YAGER,
Governor of Porto Rico.

1 1

tlie Boy Scout*
Be not ashamed

proud

Very

(Signed)

'o

'I'n

to be

America.

MARYLAND.

RICO.

men

in

Governor

PORTO

visitors
there present, with smiling
countenances and ready hands to do that
which would make for the comfort and
happiness of the country's heroes and their
friends.
Thin and there I said what a
splendid body of boys they will make

all lands, both in
war, is true, strong nn-ii,
and these can only be made out of true
and loyal boys such as the Boy Scouts of

trulv,

Carolina.

of

The greatest need of

peace and

Sincerelv,

North

well

unselfish

wish to express my best wishes for the
Boy Scouts of America. I hope that each
member will exemplify the fine lesson
It certainly
taught by this great order.
should encourage them to make
good men
and good citizens with that kind of
that
would make our country
patriotism
worthy to lie loved and worthy to be de'fended.

Governor of

the

they shall

man's estate, factors invaluable
upbuilding of society anil the
.

I

Yours

to

progress of their count r\
In this wcirk-a-day world, how wise it
is to stop for a moment and plant in our
hrcas's
ihc
of
and
spark
patriotism

scouthood could be universally adhered to,
the millenium would be attained, so far
as its attainment lies within the
scope of
human conduct. The problem of introducing kindness, courage, honest}' and mutual
helpfulness into everyday living confronts
each one individually, and being dealt
with in a conscientious manner by each individual becomes straightway an organized
movement, fraught with incalculable possibilities for the betterment of mankind.

lie

for

glad
send

through that medium greeting to all the
ho\s, and the expression of my fond wish
for each individual boy scout, and of every

13

shall light

up the

which lead to a clean, helpful and
productive life.

I

laths

I

am happy

in

knowing

that at the last

country annual meeting of the National Council
and honor her flag.
Patriotism is the of the Boy Scouts of America, held in
cap stone of the grand arch of enno- February last, there were more than two
bling sentiments which, founded upon tin- thousand scouts registered from Maryland
love of God, forms the superstructure of
every one of them had paid his member-

the responsibility for abandoned infants.
Two days later the prodigal came back.
Another and a larger boat filled the liayimne.'s place. Repentant and dismayed, the
cat visited every steamer in the docks;
then, convinced that her indiscretions had
made her both homeless and kittenless, she
took up her quarters in a watch-box, and
patiently awaited Captain Hugo's return.
Week followed week; scores of barks arrived, and the cat anxiously inspected each
turn.
Undiscouraged by repeated disappointments, she bravely kept her post.

in

At last the Bayonne was sighted, and
there was no need this time to hunt for tincat.
There she stood, quivering with agitation, on the extreme edge of the wharf,
as the malodorous little craft made its
way along the river. The captain's big
black dog, pussy's old friend and companion, barked with a furious welcome
from the deck. The sound increased her
excitement, and when the steamer was
still
several feet from the docks, she
cleared the intervening space with a flying leap, and amid the cheers of the crew,
ran straight to the captain's cabin, where
she had left her kittens three months before.
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ISN'T IT

From Dan
At

Big Tink Lake

A
By

National

I,

LOW

Gee

Beard's Duffle
Hoot

Bag

!

Owl

five in the mornten or eleven at night with scarceAnd that is the reason
ly time to eat.
that the Duffle Bag was not ready yesterday iii place of to-day.
The Duffle Bag is lots of fun. I enjoy
writing it because I feel as though I was
talking to you scouts, but I would enjoy

and Bald Eagle

ing

CARTEK BEARD

DANIEL

Sront Commissioner,

Hoy Srouts

of

America.

about it very much more keenly if I had all
fellows out at my log house at Pike
loudly you
the shores of Big Tink; then I think
under t h e foot-falls. <in
There could be no doubt I would be inspired to say something that
would be really worth while.
it must be the wild man
Good luck to you all and sunshine in
he was
he had come

editor that he, the
editor, is in a hurry for
These
the Duffle Bag.

'our

there

your hearts.

!

are

always in a
They do not conn-

GOT

IT

you and say, "Won't
you give us this and that
On the
to-morrow?"

to

The

AWAY
WAS IT?
lieutenant

WHAT
had

served eight weeks with

contrary they all want it
done yesterday; all my

('apt.

Beard and me and

wild boys in camp
who could give points to
any wild man that ever
"-JaS?*"'"
roamed the woods, so in
And the trouble is that yesterday 1 was spite of the hoot owls, and in spite of the
out at my log house on Big Tink Lake, wolf brush, and in spite of the hohgobMy word for it, it was fine out there! lins, and in spite of the wild man, my
Tlie ruffed grouse were drumming in the brave lieutenant arose, grasped a bit of
woods, and at night the hoot owls were rope as a lariat, and stole out to capture
the intruder.
calling. Whop! whoo! wkoo-whoo! lehoo-ah!
The hoot owl, you know, hoys, is the barred
But the intruder had big, sharp ears,
owl.
He is the owl that gave the call an(j no intention of being captured, so he
to the Indian hoys of Whoo-ah! Whoo-ah! spread his large plume tail in the air like
He is the fellow that makes your hair a jg> white flag, gave a derisive whistle
stand on end and lift your hat off your an(j dashed away through the woods, down
head when you are alone in the woods the bank at headlong speed and then
hear him shout.
plunged with a mighty splash into Big
Tink where, after a few moments listenA VISITOR IN THE NIGHT.
ing, the* lieutenant could hear him blubOne night we left Lieut. Bauer in the hering as he put his head under water.
log house alone, and somewhere down the
What the night prowler was I will leave
railroad it was reported that there was to some of
you naturalist scouts to tell.
a wild man loose in the woods, so everyBut he furnished one of those incidents
body was joking the lieutenant and tellh j ch nla {e
night in the woods interesting him that if he slept there alone the n r
wild man would come and grab him, but
One morning when we got up (this haphe, being a brave soldier boy, went to bed
pened before we left the lieutenant alone),
as usual.
We had some men out at Pike shing- wh en all three of us were there, we saw
over the top of the doorway two pairs of
ling my log house and all the old shingles
that they ripped off were strewn on the h"{fht eyes watching us; it was only
In the Fanny flying squirrel and her mate. They
ground surrounding the house.
middle of the night, or rather toward scampered away scolding us for our intrusion on their private domain.
The
morning, when the wolf brush was in the
eastern sky (I don't suppose you know g reat bi g woodpecker, known to the nawhat that means, it is the pale "streak of tives as the cock of the woods, and to the
naturalist as the pileated woodpecker, was
light which comes just before dawn)
outside on a pitch-pine tree
well, you know when the wolf brush is hammering
and having a loud argument with some
in the sky, that is the time best suited to
the activities of burglars, wild men, and grey squirrels about the war news from
it's also the time bug-a-boos, hobgoblins Europe.
After I had cooked breakfast and the
and bogarts go trooping home to escape
That is the captain and the lieutenant had washed the
the approaching daylight.
time of night, or morning, when, if awake, dishes, we started over to the Forest Lake
Club to hunt up one of my staff officers,
you feel blue and you know
Mr. Elmer Russell Gregor. When we ar"Everything is gummy when you're blue, rived there we found that he and Warner
Your best friend's a dummy when you're
Miller, the editor of Field and Stream, had
blue
hiked over to the Indian Cave to dig for
There is nothing good and true,
relics, so after lingering to watch a bunch
\nd everybody's doing you
of mallard ducks on Wolf Lake, we hit
When you're blue."
the trail for the log cabin, filling our
Well, I don't know how it was with the pockets with the little red newts which
lieutenant, but he woke up when the wolf abounded in the damp places in the roads,
brush was in the eastern sky to hear a or stopping to watch old Uncle Sam, the
stealthy step coming through the woods, bald eagle, sailing around over Big Tink,
Wow
as he has been doing to my knowledge
He sat up in his cot and strained his since 1887 and in all probability for many
ears, but that was unnecessary, for now years before that.

work must be done yestcsday so that they can
get the magazine out tomorrow.

till

the
old
shingles
the house rattled

scouts,

FE

hurry.

FINE TO BE IN THE WOODS?

but it is fine to he in the woods
with nothing to do but live
Especially
does one appreciate it after one has spent
!

two months hustling from

Night Visitor

your National Scout
Commissioner has
just received word from

editors

1915

Troop Makes Some
Dandy Noggins

Indiana

141

A

"

-'

live troop of hustling scouts is Troop
of Bluffton, Ind.
Sixteen of them enjoyed the summer camp, on the last day
of which six scouts qualified for first class
rank.
Many of the boys are interested
in making noggins, following the directions given by Dan Beard in the July
issue of BOYS' LIFE.
All of these scouts
1,

|)

]

-

;

!

are ready to admit, however that Scoutmaster T. J. Simons is the best noggin
maker in that troop. The picture shows
the front and back view of one of his
choicest specimens carved out of applewood.

Scout Play Published in October
"Boys' Life" Proves Popular
BOYS' LIFE has heard of quite a number
of scout troops which are planning to put
on the scout play, "A Strenuous Afternoon," which was published in the October
BOYS' LIFE. The play is to be presented
by at least three troops in New York City.
If your troop is planning an entertainment
for the winter, don't overlook the opporThat is
tunity which this play offers.
the main reason we devoted space to it in
the magazine.

Don

Strong of the

Wolf
By

Patrol
WILLIAM HEYLIGEK
Illustrated

liy

F.

CHAPTER

VII

\

KldNEY

Synopsis of earlier chapters

is

on pat^r

out

(Continued)
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at

Ted

Carter.

Ted had vowed to get
did not take the Academy boys long square. Well, Ted had
start their attack on Don's pitching.
double, an out and an infield single
Another
lirought a run in the first inning.
double came in the second, but did no
damage. Then, in the third, three singles
The
in a row brought in two more runs.

ITto
A

done

it.

When

the

inning-

ended the score was 9
to
3
in
Academy's
favor.
Ted came in to
the b e n c h, and sat
down, and said not a

'"

Airs <mki-il
after your first-miss ba<l*j<
score was 4 to 0.
the
Chester
this
word.
Don
Roberts.
Don told her about the Bloomfield
In the last half of
inning
nudged
"I'm going home."
nine made its first assault. With three on
game, and about what Mr. Wall had said,
Davidson
Alex
"All
said
the captain. He looked and about the scene with Ted Carter. He
the liases and two out,
right,"
The beginning of the fourth in- crestfallen.
explained how Ted had tried to take up
tripled.
4 to 3.
with Andy Ford, and how Ted had worked
ning found the score changed to
Roberts walked out with Don.
trudged away and did not glance for Andy against Lackawanna. Then Inat the bench.
As he walked along related what had happened that after"Hold them !" he charged. "We can get
Hold the cries and the shouts of the game be- noon.
another run in an inning or two.
came fainter and fainter. But of this
Barbara tapped one foot against the
them down and we'll win out for you."
Don nodded. He pitched to the boy at fact Don was unaware. He was complete- floor. "Are you sure it wasn't an accithe plate, and the boy bunted, and Ted ly absorbed in his own thoughts.
dent, Don?"
It had been the easiest kind of a chance.
"An accident !" Don grunted. "I guess
Carter fumbled the hit.
Don resumed his place on the mound. Why, Barbara could have caught that ball not. He meant it."
"How do you know?"
Ted had not looked at him. He pitched, the way he had thrown it. And Ted had
and the batter popped to Leonard.
got it right in his mitt and had
"Why, the ball was right in his mitt."
"He meant to drop it !" Don muttered
"Isn't it the easiest chance that is missed
Robert's voice rang out gleefully: "One
down; that's the way, Don. Get this next passionately. "He saw I was in a hole the oftenest?"
with three on, and he dropped it so the
"But he meant to drop this one, Barfellow."
But the next fellow walked; and after runs would come in. Oh, wait until I tell bara."
Once more Mr. Wall."
"How do you know?" Barbara persisted.
that came a scratch single.
"Because he said he'd get square."
As a matter of ordinary principle Don
Washington had three men on bases.
"Did he say he'd get square by throwing
Don discarded curves, and tried speed had no use for the tale-bearer. Here, howand a straight ball. The batter fouled ever, was something that struck him as one of your games?"
"N no."
two, and then struck out.
being different. Here was a fellow selling
"Then how do you know he meant to
Roberts gave a cry of relief. "Now, this out. Here was a fellow throwing a game.
last one, Don."
Here was something that Mr. Wall, as drop that ball?"
"I don't know it," Don said at last. "I
Don went back to curves. The batter a coach, should know.
The white sphere came
hit over the ball.
"And I'll tell him first thing in the think it."
"Ah!" said Barbara. She glanced tobounding toward the box.
morning," Don vowed.
It was the easiest kind of a chance. The
When he reached the house Barbara was ward the wall. She kept her eyes there
coachers had yelled "Two out; run on any- setting the supper table.
She looked up for so long a time that Don turned to see
what she was looking at. There was the
thing," and the Washington lads were rac- as he paused at the door.
Don grinned.
"Who won, Don?"
"A Scout is Clean. He Keeps
ing around the bases.
sign:
lot of good it would do them to run on
Clean in Body and Thought."
"They did, I guess."
a hit like this.
"Oh!" said 'Don.
"Why, isn't the game over yet?"
The ball struck his glove. He took two
Barbara stood up, and gave him a partDon shook his head. "I was taken out.
He ing pat, and left the room. "You had
or three steps toward where Ted waited on Ted Carter dropped a ball and
first base.
He threw and Ted dropped did it on purpose, Barbara."
better wash for supper," she called from
the throw.
Barbara put down the knives and forks. the doorway.
shout came from the coachers. The "How do you know?"
"All right," said Don.
runners put every ounce of strength into
"He's sore because I cut away from
he did not leave his place. There
their stride.
Ted scrambled for the ball. him."
were the words on the sign clean
"Home !" yelled Roberts.
"Why did you quarrel, Don?"
Ted threw' to Alex. But the third run"Because he
Oh, I knocked a ball thoughts. Was it clean for him to thinkner had slid safely across the plate.
Mr. Wall said it that Ted had dropped the ball intentionout of a fellow's hand.
Three more runs were in.
was a dirty victory. Ted said he'd get ally when he wasn't sure? Would it be
Don's blood grew hot. He held up his square. To-day he deliberately dropped clean to go to Mr. Wall on just a thoui/lit
Alex tossed him the ball.
He a throw and three runs came in. I'm go- and charge that Ted had thrown a game?
glove.
It was a tough thing to say about any
caught it with an angry clutch; and when ing to tell Mr. Wall to-morrow."
that he had thrown down his
Alex signalled for a high out, he threw
"Are you?" Barbara said thoughtfully. fellow
the ball over the catcher's head.
Don went upstairs to his room. He school. Suppose Ted had made a real,
Roberts walked toward the mound. was there but a few minutes when a knock honest, fair and square muff?
Don forgot his passionate anger. He
"That's enough, Don."
He made a mo- sounded and Barbara came in. She sat
tion with his hand, and Andy Ford came down beside him and rested a hand on began to think calmly about that miserable fourth inning. When Ted had dropout on the diamond.
his shoulder.
"What about that dirty victory and cut- ped the hall, he had got a momentary
With hanging head Don walked to the
Taken from the box. He glared ting away from Ted?" she said gently.
bench.
glimpse of the first baseman's face. How

DON

A

A

BUT
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had Ted looked? Slyly satisfied?
little mv.scle in there a chance to get well."
"Can I use my out and my in?"
Don, after a moment, shook his head.
No. Ted had not looked like that. Ted
"Oh, yes. You throw those with a difhad looked startled and flustered, just as fercnt motion. See if you can't find someany boy would look who had missed an thing else."
And Ted had come in to
"Yes, sir," said Don. He wondered how
rasy chance.
the bench with a sober face, and had not he was going to think of something new
said a word.
Was that the way a fellow to pitch. He wasn't a Matty or a Walter
would act who had just got square?
Johnson.
Barbara's voice sounded from downHe put in rather a gloomy evening. If
stairs.
he could use only an out or an in he was
"Supper! Supper, Don!"
"Coming," he answered. He rose and handicapped.
Maybe Andy Ford would
On the threshold become the leading pitcher. Don didn't
approached the door.
he turned and looked for a moment again want that.
The leadership, he felt, was
at the sign.
As he descended in the hall his. He wanted all the glory.
full of the savory smell of supper he said
to himself
almost aloud: "You're a great
Ford pitched the Trenton game.
old law, sure enough.
Every time I start
Don didn't want to see Andy lose
wrong you sort of get in there and save but he did have a hope that Andy would
me."
He was not enjust about pull through.
thusiastic for Andy's success.
CHAPTER VIII
To-day, just as he had done in the
Bad News
Lackawanna game, Ted worked desperately for the pitcher. Don tried to choke
brought the news that evening down
of resentment.
It
a fresh

ANDY

that
ALEX

1915

November,

Magazine

"Not what way?" Andy asked.
"Not in and high. Keep the ball low
and
I've been watching those bat-

^out.
ters."

Ted leaned across Andy's legs. "That's
what I thought," he said to Don.
Don nodded "I've been watching them."
Ted dug Andy in the ribs. "You hear

Now get after them." He grinned
at Don.
"He's been getting out of the
holes, hasn't he?"
"You bet he has," said Don.
After that Trenton's hitting became very
thin.
Chester won. All during the game,
when the Chester boys were on the bench,
Don sat on one side of Andy and advised
him and T <' d a " n ti *
el a d
r
Andf jTed
and Don
to
that.

^

'

spoke
couraged.
eadl other as though there had never been
a harsh word between them.
Mr. Wall
smiled quietly.
While Chester was in the field for the
ninth inning, Don did some rapid thinking.

He

had acted

began to have the idea that he
foolishly.
The scout law said

-

feeling
he couldn t chura Vlth a cert ain type of
would serve everybody right, he thought, fell
mt it didn t
that he c )ukln t
Andys curves were hammered all over talk to that fdlow Instead of just
_
drop
Thunder but they could hit."
ping away from Ted in an inoffensive way,
Andy's curves were hammered. But for he had made Ted his enemy.
Don nodded. They surely could. HowHe had
ever, he did not feel to-night that he all that Trenton scored very few runs, tried to stand so straight that he had
wanted to discuss baseball. The talk soon Andy pitched a dogged, determined game, leaned backwards.
Surely it wasn't a
turned to Chester Troop and to the do- Inning after inning he worked himself out good turn for a scout to arouse hard

the final score was 14 to 5.
"If you hadn't hurt your wrist," he
told
Don, "we'd have had a chance.

,

-

.;

,

!

ings of the Wolf Patrol.
"Going after your first
Alex asked.

degrees the hostility left feelings.
the end of the fifth innWhen the game was over Don left the
ing the score was 3 to 3. Don began to bench and began to walk away. Ted took
The
of
the
forward
lean
Don grinned. "You bet I am. And
a step or two after him, and "then paused
grip
anxiously.
He began to root. He awkwardly.
as soon as I get that far I'm going after game got him.
Don swung around and
to
win.
wanted
merit badges."
Chester
waited.
"Good boy," said Alex.
"I
I'll
walk a way with you," said
"I'm after
And before he knew it, as the first half
merit badges myself."
of the sixth inning was played, he found Ted.
That night Don checked off the things himself rooting for Andy He kept mur"All right," said Don, and they went
that a boy must do and know before lie
muring advice just as though the pitcher off together.
of the holes.

badge?" Don's

class

eyes.

By

At

can become a

For

first-class scout.
"I must make a round trip into
the country," he thought, "seven
miles and return, and I must write
an account of the trip and the

Mr. Wall

I

am

ready for

noisily.

"I thought you were going to tell
Mr. Wall I meant to drop that
oall," he said.
"I was going to," said Don.

my

Ted

tests."

He put

his

Boy Scout Hand-

the first

tice.

But

was

There
and

sore,"
see it."

Don

held

Ted gave a little whistle. "Gee
do you fellows live up to it like
that?
I guess Andy would make
a good scout."
!

"Why?"
"He came

said.

out his

"Let

arm

for

gave

me

I
didn't,
error."

Don.

Don believed him. They parted
with a degree of warmth.

is

me
in-

me and

a moment.
"I
That was a clean

<ir/,,,

di,i

.,/

,,

uarrf i,

Don?"

There was no pain now.
"You let your drop alone for three or could hear him. Trenton had two on the
four weeks," the coach ordered.
bases, but she did not score. When Andy
Don's face became gloomy. "That's my came in with Ted, Don slid along the
best ball, sir."
bench to reach the pitcher.
"I know it.
I'm sorry.
You'll hurt
"Not that way, Andy," he said nerGive that vously.
yourself if you keep using it.
spection.

to

He

blazes.
thought I dropped that
Ted was silent
ball purposely."

they were going to

Mr. Wall

asked.

thoughts."

expects me to complain to
Mr. Wall," Don thought.
After
that he made an effort to keep out
of the coach's way.
The practice was almost over
when he heard his name called.
Roberts and Mr. Wall were standDon walked over
ing together.
if

I

Don paused and
"Because
flushed.
"Oh, because the scout
law is that a scout must have clean

"He

wondering

not.

"Why?" Ted

<

hostility in Ted's glance,
a dash of defiance, too.

question him about the game.
"Roberts says your wrist

I

wasn't

I

And besides, it
on a thought.
wasn't the right kind of thought."

baseman kept

watching him suspiciously.

"Why

surprised.

sure whether
thought you did.
couldn't go to Mr. Wall just

"Well,

you did or

Ted Carter

did not meet

until the next baseball prac-

looked

didn't you?"

book away. His last thought, before going to sleep, was what boy
he would train as a tenderfoot.

DONThen

few minutes they walked

silence, looking at the
sky, at the front-yard gardens, at
the ground
any place but at each
Ted cleared his throat
other.

things observed. Then I must find
a boy who wants to be a scout and
teach him the Tenderfoot requirements. As soon as I do that I'll
tell

a
in

along

oy walked the
Pl
JL/ way shaking his

rest of tbe
head. Andy
fighting for him
Suddenly he tho-.ight
of what Ted had said that Andy woidd
make a good scout. It was necessary for
him to train a boy in the Tenderfoot requireinents else he could not hope to be a
!

(Continued on payf
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Floyd Locals" Found by a Scout
A

Profitable

Stamp Discovery
By

XOTK

Please

do not be

troubled

I

if

Other Stamp

FRANK

L.

News

and Helps.

GOES

do

the condition that warrants

have
I
not immediately answer your letters.
often to search for the best way to overcome
the troubles and setbacks you scouts sometimes
I
have, and often too a question is asked that
think

is of

fully.

P.

interest to
L. C.

all

and

I

write on

it

its

Make

it

your-

you can.

MOKE ABOUT MOUXTINC.

very

Another scout's question
about using both sides of
the sheet in a loose leaf
book deserves more than a
short answer.
It is better, both for your stamps

time ago a scout told me that
he could not believe there were possibilities in stain]) finds in reach of

SOME

the ordinary scout.
Well, perhaps there are not for every
scout, but there are a great many more
chances than are taken advantage of.
It always seemed to me that the use
of brains went hand in hand with scouting
and that a scout with an idle brain wasn't
much of a scout.
See how it worked for one boy of my

Not long ago he heard his
mother tell his father that an old uncle
who had just moved East was once prinHe had left
cipal of a school in Chicago.
and
college and gone West as a teacher,
had finally left the schools and gone into
business further West, and now that he
had retired and his children were all
settled in New England, he proposed to
settle in the East and reopen the old
won't say where, but it
I
homestead.
was slated as the Summer vacation place

purchase.

self if

and for your pages, to use
one side only. If you have
tissue
leaves
separating
you can use both sides of
a leaf, but the dampening
of the hinges will

make

the

page hook badly unless the
stamps are mounted exactly opposite each other and
the leaf kept under pres-

acquaintance.

sure until thoroughly dry.
You will do better to use

hand pages only,
and be sure to use an ink
the right

that does not rub off

you do your
The "Floyd Locals'' which n scout found.

for this scout.

the "Floyd Locals."
What you don't?
Something I have written for the rest
of you had stuck in his mind, and he re- Well, some of you do, and the others who
solved to be a real scout at the first op- are good scouts can soon find out the facts
about them.
Write me what you learn
portunity.
A few blind questions here and there about "Floyd's," and I probably will pubwhen he landed in the country satisfied lish in this department the most interesthim that he was on the track of something, ing account sent in, if it isn't more than
and with the full permission of great- 200 words long
Of course you can't all do as well as
uncle and mother, he systematically combed
this the first time, but you can study
the homestead for stamps.
out possible lines, and in "following them
His BIG DISCOVERY
V ou will probably find more places where
The results were in a way disappointing, lie possible finds of stamps and stamp
for there seemed to be few high values historv.
Don't be discouraged if you
on the old U. S. covers, and no foreign don't "win out the first time.
letters, hut he found several Confederate
LOOSE LEAF BLANK ALBUMS
covers and a few things which he brought
A scout asks as to the "best" loose leaf
hack to be classified.
Among these were
blank album and sets his price limit at
six
envelopes with "Floyd" stamps on
That is quite a question, because
them. I can show a picture of these, and Si. 50.
as one of the letter heads can be used, you there are many makes of loose leaf books
alwill see that the letter was dated "1862." that will answer the purpose of a first
One of these four has not been can- bum. The best I can suggest is that you
Two are cancelled with a stamp go to your stationer or an office supply
c -lied.
house and see what is offered. Quadrille
"Floyd's Penny Post" in an cval or circle,
one is pen cancelled and that one is on ruled leaves, about 5x7 should cost not
A canvas
over forty cents a hundred.
(Not catalogued.)
pink paper.
When the bunch was looked over these cover for this size about a dollar. This
were a mystery to the scout, but I found brings the total below $1.50. Of course
a place for them, and was glad to give him a leather cover in any of the "ring binder"
The last sales books costs more than the canvas. You
their full appraised value.
were around .^3.00 each and our friend remember the picture in the September
now has two in his collection, beside hav- column showed a sheet of this size (5x7)
There are
with three binding holes.
ing sold these four and several other U.
am not
S. covers at figures that have given him cheaper loose leaf books, but I
funds sufficient to buy a loose leaf album, sure about the quadrille ruled paper,
the big packet he wanted, and leave a However, that is not a necessity, although
And a cover can be made
Beside it is handy.
good balance for future buying.
he has filled 25 or 30 spaces in his U. S., at home. I would prefer to save the cover
cost and put it into the stamps, leaving the
at no cost, and with good specimens.
You scouts of course know all about cover to come when the pages have reached
17

lettering.

a fine pen.

A

stylographic
such a wide
ink is too

pen

when
Use

stub or a

mark

black

makes
that the

or

to

heavy for the lighter colors of the stamps.
LOOK OUT FOR "FUGITIVE" COLORS

Be

sure in mounting
- your specimens that
are clean, both of old hinges and
lt much solled vou
P a P er on the back
can clean to some extent by dampening
and dl7 in g' or bv the very careful use
"
"
Don 't soak anv
of
.

they

-

art

S

printed

in

m

analine

stamps

or

"fugitive

colors,

Many Russian stamps and some of England will not bear washing; some ot the
United States Postage dues also. You 11
learn thls b v experience. I believe it wiser
to take off old P a P er without dipping.
Lay them on a wet blotter and the damp
w ifi loosen the old paper without wetting
the face of the stamp.
As a means of
learning how much a stamp may be brightened up by cleaning, try an old stamp in
Peroxide of hydrogen will
various ways.
restore color if the stamp is changed in
color, but it must be washed out in clean
water very thoroughly or it leaves the
.

paper

brittle.

QTD g TAMps ()N ENVELOPES OR DocDMENTS
Tb e inquiry of a scout s father in reg ard to the finding of old stamps on covs
(envelopes) or old documents, will
be be er answered for you all.
Any
stamp on cover is likely to be worth its
fa ce value or more, if prior to 1894.
Of
course the cheaper values (Ic, 2c, up to
1<0 ma y catalog Ic used on account ol
that being the smallest fraction of our
currency, but the higher values (JOc up)
will probably catalog face even in used
condition except in a very few cases,
rh e covers themselves, unless they bear
(Continued on paae 36)

The

Scout and the Serpent
WILLIAM MERRIAM ROUSE

By

Illustrated

Author

of

"Strawberries

;intl

Ijy

Scoots,"

F.

KKJXEY

"Fatty Masters Tries to Think," Etc.
his line jerked and then
Fat took a new hold
steady.
and then he braced himself against the
side of the boat. The boat tipped and the

enough,

S~L'RE
pulled

line

began to

slide

"Gimme

through his fingers.

that !" Smitty told him, and
But Fat hung on
grabbed at the line.
and pretty soon he had it coming his way.
"I can ketch 'em myself without any
help !" he crowed. "I bet this is
Fatty never said what he thought it was.
One of the kind of animals you have
in mince pie dreams, with a head about as
big as a washtub, peeked up out of the
water side of the boat. Fat's line was in
its mouth.
I can't tell you what that critter looked like in the face because probably there hasn't been anything like it
since Bible times.
It was green and yellow and red and black and it might easily
of been the great-grandfather of all the
bullfrogs and rattlesnakes in the world.

"One of

the kind

<if

iinimiilx i/mi hurt' in

mince

with a head about as

l>

biff

as

n leanlitnb.

didn't take John Nelson, the be.,
scout, more than about ten minutes
after he got over being sick to figger
out that Smitty Henderson and Slats
Sanders was the" ones that put salt in his
cream cake at Ellery Hodgkins's ice cream

IT

festival.

He

told

me

so next

day.

He

said he

was going to get even so much they would
be something left over in favor of him,
but his revenge wasn't going to be mean.
It was a brand new kind.
I was pretty busy for a while watching
for something to happen and planning not
to get mixed up in it.
Fatty Masters,
being sort of on the fence between Nelson
and the gang, was the only safe feller in
Cartersville. Only Fatty never is safe because he's such a boob.
Nothing happened. Things went along
regular and Smitty and Slats began to
brag that the Scoot, as Smitty calls him,
wasn't big enough to do anything. Bimeby I got to thinking he wasn't going to do
Then one day Smitty
anything, either.
and Slats asked Fatty and me to come
along and go fishing off Ledge Point.

Fatty
his

fish

just once and fell over
into the bottom of the boat with

looked

backward

line

all

tangled around him and

lay there and groaned. He was too scared
then, to holler. Slats jumped up and waved his

don't..,-_,
"Well,
-~, why
you pull it in,
-..
instead of hollering about it?" Slats asked
Slats was sore, I guess, because
him.
Fatty had the first bite.
Fat pulled in his line and he had a
He was all
whopper of a fine perch.
worked up over it, but Slats and Smitty
wasn't cheering very much because they
both know how to fish, and Fat don't and
they hadn't had a nibble.
Fishing is a good deal like religion, you
can't ever tell how it's going to work.
Fatty got all the fish he could pull in and
the rest of us didn't get a smell. He had
He
bass and perch and even a pickerel.
got so many you couldn't believe it except when you looked at the fish wiggling
around in the bottom of the boat.
The more fish Fat got the more worked
up he was. He hollered and got red in
the face and bragged till Smitty said he
would take his fish

away from him and
cuff

him

into

the

bargain if he didn't
shut up and act senBut Fat kind
sible.
of seemed to think
Point is the first point on the he had caught all
lake north of where the village is. that mess of fish beThe water is deep there and either you cause he was such a
don't catch anything or else you get some smart feller,
mighty good fish. It is about a quarter
Bimeby the rest of
of a mile around by the shore to the vil- us
stopped fishing

arms,

"Shoo !" he yelled.
shoo worth a cent.

me

Smitty got a lend of

his pa's

and watched
boat and There
wasn't

was promised to be licked if anything happened, and we all got some tackle one way
and another and started. Smitty rowed
because he is stronger than anybody else.
He stopped inside the point a little ways
from shore and we dropped over a big
stone tied to a rope for an anchor. Then
we got our lines out and I was figgering
on how much I could get for some rock
bass, if I caught any, when Fatty piped
up that he had a bite.

The

Shucks, says
out

He come

his

beach,

We

all

strong.

out

jumped

mighty quick, but
Fat, and he lay in
the bottom of the
his
boat
amongst
fish

shut

with

and

Smitty

his

eyes
groaned.

him

poked

the ribs.

in

"You

get

up

yelled. "I got

!"

he

enough

trouble without sav-

line
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the

hit

and coming

Fat.

overboard
with
a
b i g flourish and
puffed himself up.
"Just look at this
one what I'm going
to ketch!" he said.

all

we

of

dropped

I

kind of slow, but
with Fat's fish
line still sticking out of his mouth, as much
as to say, what's the use of hurrying?
I'm going to eat these fellers up anyway, and I might as
well take my time
about it.
He was about two
rods behind us when

any
doing anyThat
thing else.
made h i m prouder
than ever and he
use

critter didn't

to myself, look at
right.
critter in the water started after us

off.

J<mah.

LEDGE

lage.

But the

It bobbed up higher
water and we could see there was a
good deal more than head to it.
Smitty is brave. You got to adfnit that.
He punched Slats in the stomach and made
him set down. Then he grabbed the oars
and begun to row like everything for the
shore.
Being a minister's son I guess
I'll have to tell
the truth about myself.
First off I hid behind the bait pail", but
when Slats got so excited it kind of cooled
in the

ing you!"
Fatty flopped over
and got up and run
with us just as the

"Smitty made a dire for the woods, but
his pa is a good runner and soon had him
by the collar."

animal
nose on

We

bumped

its

the beach.
the
for
run

woods
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the sea serpent wink.

like all pos-

sessed, but instead

of coming after us
the animal just
laid there with its

hack showing
through the shallow water and

It

was the end of that sea serpent.

He

a balloon
let the
air
out.
All we
could see was a

"What is
Bunk

that

Carson?" Smitty asked
me, after we had
stopped and looked
thing.

He

and yellow
and red and black
splotch on the
green

thinks I
deal

sand.

know a good
more than

"I guess it must
a sea serpent
left over from before the flood," I
told him.
i n
"By
y,
j i

n't

didn't

know

thought
I

maybe

right, after

I

"Keep

shoot

h i m,"

said

Fatty.
"If we had sonic
salt we
could go

still,"

he

told me, "until you
see the end of this.
There's
going to
be more to it than
I planned, but it
won't do any hurt."

was

we had a
we could

"If

it.

ned.

all.

cannon

believe

looked at Xrlson and he grin-

m

but

the

I

that's just what it
is !" he said.
Slats
too,

first at

wreck of the critter and then at his
gun like he could-

be

so,

Gramp stood

looking

do.

I

and

squashed

just
like

up

when you

plates.

hack.

Gramp

sir,

Scoot.

It
us.
watched
had eyes as big as

pie

Well,

his musket
to charge.

by the barrel and
started
He marched right
up to the critter and swung his musket
and brought the stock down on its head.
I was so scared I
grabbed hold of the
grabbed

a few min-

'The

and put it on his
tail and catch him and

was

whirh

advance
ti

all

dogs,

utes
FOR

got

string around

figgrr out the sea serpent, but just

there

was a

lot of noise in the

then of the sea serpent.

woods and Henderson's

"There's plenty of guns in the village," hoys yelling and dogs barking until you
said Smitty.
"We better go get pa to couldn't hear yourself think. I knew the
crowd was coming from the village to
come with his rifle."
Everybody wanted to go and have a make a Roman holiday, as pa would say,
good time spreading the news, but Slats on that serpent. The Scoot began to act
said somebody had to stay and watch the uneasy.
sea serpent and throw stones if it started
"Bunk, I like you," he said, "and I
to go away, so it would get mad and stay
If you
guess you better come with me.
where it was.
That was a job nobody don't
You may be a hero
you'll be sorry.
wanted at first, but I was beginning to for a few minutes, but
every hero gets
have an ideer and pretty soon I let the hold of a lemon sooner or later."
other fellers coax me to stay. They started
I
looked at him and then I looked at
off for the village on the run.
the critter there in the water.
I said all
right, and we went out on the Point and
clear to the edge of the woods hid in some bushes where we could see
I and set down on the sand and looked all that was going on.
at that sea serpent.
He looked just like
the pictures and all that, but somehow I
advance guard, which was all dogs,
couldn't make it seem right.
He was too
got there first. They run out of the
darned tame for a first-class sea serpent. woods and barked at the sea serpent and
By good rights he ought to of been snort- ran back again. Then Smitty and Slats
ing fire and clawing things up instead of and Fatty popped out from amongst the
laying there partly out of the water with trees and
pointed.
Right behind was
I was trying to Smitty's pa with his blacksmith apron on
his head on the sand.
There must of been
figger it out when all of a sudden I heard and a repeater rifle.
somebody yell:
twenty or thirty men and boys. Some of
Who's your friend?"
the men had pitchforks and some had shot"Hello", Bunk
John \elson was on top of Ledge Point guns and rifles. Deacon Hodgkins had a
and he was looking down at the sea ser- horse pistol and old Gramp Hawkins was
there with the musket he carried in tinpent.
"Come on over here !" I yelled back at Civil War.
him. "Only be careful and don't go down
Smitty Henderson's pa was the first one
on the beach."
to shoot.
He took aim and fired, but the
He came around to where I was, cool sea serpent didn't say a word. It just
as a cucumber, hut interested.
I told him laid there with its hack bobbing
up and
all about what had happened.
He said it down in the water. Then a lot of the
was a great thing and probably Smitty others fired, but bullets didn't seem to
and Slats would be heroes in the village. hurt that critter a bit.
He thought maybe Fatty would be a hero,
All of a sudden Gramp Hawkins got

WENT

THE

!

mad.

too.

They say he was awful brave

busy

talking and poking
at the remainders

__

tie a

his neck," Slats told him.

every-

was

hody

rr firxt."

Then

I

saw Smitty

start for him.
Smitty
made a dive for the woods, but his pa is
a good runner and he had him by the
collar in two shakes of a lamb's tail!

A
and

pa

couple of other

men nabbed Fatty

Slats, their pa's not

serpent party.
of switches.

being at the sea
cut a lot

Gramp Hawkins

"The grown folks think it was
up job," whispered the Scoot.

all

a put

"Yes,"
said, "they's going to be wailing and gnashing of teeth in three woodsheds before night."
The crowd started off with their prisonI

ers.

"Glad you weren't a hero, Bunk?" Nelson asked me.
"It's a good deal of a risk," I told him.
"But what I want to know is, what kind
of a sea serpent was that?"
"It
said.

was a home made sea serpent," In
"It was mostly done out in mv

1

Aunt Sally's barn, with barrel hoops and
I
painted canvas stretched over 'em.
waited for Slats and Smitty to go on! in
a boat. When I heard 'em talking about
coming over here to-day I brought the
animal over to the other side of the Point.

Then

I

swam around under water and

hitched it to the first hook and line I
could get hold of."
"Great jiminy crickets!" I said. "How
did you stay under water all that while?"

"Well,

I'll

tell

you," he said.

"Just be-

down calm and easy
your mind and breathe deep for two or
three minutes.
That way you get your
lungs full of oxygen and get rid of carbon
fore you go

in

set

in

dioxide."
"I've heard pa talk about them things,"
in I told him, "but I never took much stock

He is lame with rheumatiz now, in my insides."
hero's fate isn't all it's cracked but he limped right out of the woods and
"You better," said Nelson. "A feller's
up to be. You and I are better off the we could hear him holler something to insides are worth a lot to him. You get
the rest.
Then he pulled up his musket your lungs filled up with oxygen that way
way we are."
I couldn't figger him out nor 1 couldn't and shot.
N'o use.
It didn't even make
(Continued on JKHII l:>)
"But never you mjnd. Bunk," he

me.

"A

told the war.
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Reading BOYS' LIFE on a Mountain 9,000 Feet High.
FROM SCOUTMASTER X. \V. REYNOLDS, SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.

Flags of the Allies," a Tableau Given by French Boy Scouts in Paris.
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"A Rough-Riding Scout."
FEOM Scon R. VAX DANXKHE,
1

FREDERIC-KSBURC!, VA.

The Totem

Pole, a Feature of Scout

Work

FROM SCOTT EXECUTIVE

J.

in East Orange,
w. PATTOX.

New

Jersey.

"A

Helpful

FROM SCOUTMASTER

W. Price, of Nautical Troop No.
Mlegheny County Pa., Presenting Members
With Merit Badges tor Swimming.
itmaster Philip

I

,

A R att er Photographed Alive
BY ScoUTMA3TEE w C. GUC.UEXl

.

HEIMER, OF BUFFALO, N. Y.

C.

Good Turn."

T>Ic'k-KXox. RorKFOUD, ILL.

Baking Biscuits in a Mud Oven.
FROM SCOUT EXECU TIVE D. \V. POLLARD
Los ANG ELES, GAL.

A Review of Five Hundred Boy Scouts Held in Shanghai, China.
PHOTO FROM MR. W. D. MURRAY, OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL, EOT SrorTs op AMERICA.
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but
{retting in front of a. train of cars,
And they held those
they never flinched
big fellows practically to a tie score!
Not only that, hut in the last two minutes of play they rushed their opponent';
three-fourths of the way down the field
!

and were playing them off their feet when
That's the kind of thing
time was called
that makes football worth while!

Scout

In the

!

Have you fellows ever heard a good
A
football coach talk to his players?
friend of mine who is coach of a successful college team has about the finest
He always
line of talk I ever heard.
gives it to the squad at the beginning
Of course it isn't always
of the season.
exactly the same, but it goes something

Cave
A

Talk on Football

By

THE CAVE SCOUT

like this:

Now

F.

there's one thing you've got to learn
can
I
and that is fight, fight, fialit !
forgive you if you get licked, but I can't forThere is no place on
give you' if you lay down
If I see any player
this team for a quitter.
to

P.

J.

do

1

I don't
out he goes!
begin to lose his nerve
care if he's the fastest man on the -squad.
And the same thing holds good for dirty play-

Any man who

can't play tin- ga.'ie acto the rules might just as well hand
for I'll take it ,-tway
in his suit right now
I've got to have
from him later on anyway.
a bunch of men that I can depend on.j-nbtoWhen the critical_gajK<-"ef .Jhi- . sealiit.'lu!
son come on I must be sure thflt- -every man
will give his last bit of strength for the J**ml.
"That's why it will be an honor tb m;ttfe
ing.

cording

Rah, rah, rah
Hah, rah, rah
Hah, rah, rah!
Sky U Mah!
Yoh, yah, yoh, yah
Whe-e-e

Game

Be

!

!

"\Yhen

When
!

When

smashing fullback charges through
and bangs >ou on the chin.
half a yard of precious hide is missing
from your shin,
your heart is thumping till you think
the

surely got to bust.
both your legs are dragging and your
mouth is dry as dust,
you think you simply cannot stand the
strain a minute more.
every joint is creaking and when every
muscle's sore,
it's

"

Mr
T T EY
matter
'

-*

*-

like forty college
'
ers all rolled into one

When

What s the
You sound When
'

Cave Scout
with you?

'

!

football

root-

When

!

Why,

hello,

there.

Scouts

!

You kind When

your wind is gone and every
seems hotter than a flame,
Just grit your teeth and bore right in'l
give an inch

of surprised me!
I feel sort of silly to
think you caught me acting up so, but
you see I just heard that a football team
I'm interested in had won a game by a
score of 73 to 0, and I just had to let
off a little surplus steam.
I'm a
Yep
bug all right when it comes to football!

br,-:.th

Don't

I

Of course
on the team.
be big, and strong and

position

to

it

means

but

fast,

control your temper, to keep 'your head level in tight places
and to have a spirit inside you that enalih-s
you to fight harder than ever when the "'Ws
are against you, or even when you know there
It's an honor to be
is no chance of winning.
able to throw yourself into the game with joinit

means more

whole
honor

body
to

"Now,
other,

never

!

BE GAME

a

something

'u>

to be

able to

and mind and heart
game!

then,

I

guess

so let's get
foriret
that

down

you've

!

It

we understand
to
got

business.
to

.ri///i',

is

an

each

And
A'//''.

fght!"

How's that for a sermon?
"Shucks, Cave Scout, that isn't a sermon, that's just a talk !"
to cuss.
Well, you just better bet your neck
When the scribe forgets to do his 'job and
And a mighty good ser"Did you ever play football. Cave
that's a sermon
let's the records go,
the
treasand
When funds are badly needed
Scout?"
mon, too! I've seen fellows brace up unis low.
ury
I used to be a wonderful
"Oh, yes.
When the Oath and Laws are busted tilt der it and make men of themselves.
I
was headed straight for the
there's nothing left to break.
player.
All-American team until one night in When half the boys desert and say that
"But, Mr. Cave Scout, I'm not a footScouting is a fake.
scrimmage a big duffer slammed against When the fellows say it's all your fault and ball player, so I don't see how it applies
to me."
my knee as I was going around left end.
yet you're not to blame,
Don't
your teeth and bore right in
Say, fellows, had
My right leg bent over and knocked .lust grit
Why you poor
an
inch
give
we better throw this bonehead out? Well,
against my left one, and it's been so wobBE GAME!
bly ever since that my football record has
maybe we'd better take pity on him. Of
When you buck against the game of life and course it applies to you hits you right
been confined mostly to veiling.
start
things
going bad,
dome wasn't
When some punk duffer gets the job you between the eyes. If your
But hold on
I'm talking too much
solid ivory you'd have felt it
know you should have had.
about myself!
You scouts didn't come When you simply cannot get ahead in spite
Here's a 'story that shows how it apof all you do,
here to listen to a story about the Cave
When old Tough Luck seems saving up his plies to scout work.
Scout's bum leg!
A few years ago I knew a boy whose
hardest knocks for you,
"All right, then, forget your old peg, When you almost wish you'd never live to see home was in rather a tough section of

When
When

!

troop affairs don't go just right, and
things are in a muss.
every fellow raises Cain until you want

!

I

!

!

!

a nother day,
He belonged
lived.
tell us why you like football."
When disappointments come so fast they 1ak' the city in which he
to a gang that was always getting mixed
Well, that's a more sensible question.
your "pep" away.
When your trusted "friends" desert you and up with the cops, and it 'looked as though
I like football because the most importcharacter defame,
he'd ho
ant rule is this: "Be game!"
Don't Xed (that isn't his real name,
Just grit your teeth and bore right in
"Be game!'' Goily, I think I can spiel
sore at me if I told it) was destined to
give an inch
But the
a poem about that
Look out now you
BE GAME
spend a rather disgraceful life.
fellows
Stand back and give me room
Boy Scout Movement struck the town,
When I once get started making verses
and Xed became interested. He told the
it would
there's no telling what I'll do
Here It's a game that makes men!
gang about it, and they thought
so
goes! (The verses li'ffe right here, but the
a game I saw about be bully to go hiking' and camping,
I'll never forget
Editor jerked them out and stuck them three
decided to organize a troop, and
was
the
teams
of
One
they
years ago.
some place else. Guess you'll have to hunt all
rustled around and found a man
crippled up; the fullback had a split Ned
scoutthem up.)
was
who
a sprained
half
had
willing to act as their
the
knee-cap,
right
Well, that's over, maybe I'll feel better knee and the
master.
a
had
badly
quarterback
now.
Well, these boys didn't know much
But the team was
strained shoulder.
and
short on substitutes, so these men had to about what Scouting really meant,
And maybe you think they didn't they started raising the dickens so much
Oh, it's a great old game, this football! play.
If a fellow has a yellow streak football put up a nervy scrap
The other team that their scoutmaster became disgusted
Of course the gang didn't care
will polish it up until you can see it a had a
powerful, smashing backfield that and quit.
mile away. You've got to have starch in charged like a bunch of bulls, and these much, but Ned had developed into a genthat he didn't want
your backbone and real gritty sand in crippled players had to play close up to uine scout. He knew
and he
your gizzard to play this bully game. the line to stop them. It was almost like to drop out of the organization

and

I

I

!

I

!

!

!

!
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could see that the other fellows ought not
to.
So he decided to try to hold them
together.

He

rented an old ramshackle huilding
hegan holding meetings and training
the fellows for their tenderfoot and second class tests. Meanwhile he kept pestering away at another man he wanted
for scoutmaster.
He finally landed him,
hut it was not long hefore scoutmaster
numher two gave up the gang as a hunch
of had eggs.
But Ned still stuck. Another scoutmaster was secured, hut he
didn't last long either.
Discouragements
that would have taken the heart out of
most hoys only made Ned fight the hardnncl

And finally he succeeded in getting
a permanent troop organized.
He soon
became a first class scout, and then his
opportunity came, and he won an honor
medal for life-saving. Now he has a number of merit badges, and is an assistant
scoutmaster
Ned won out because he was ijatm
And when Ned goes out to make his way
in the world old Tough Luck better save
his cracks for softer material.
If he gets
funny with this gritty scout he'll get a
wallop in the jaw!
er.

!

Bell Telephone Exhibit. Panama-Pacific Exposition

'

Sure it pays to be game in life
more than in football or scouting.

"It is the most beautiful and inspiring Exposition
the world has ever seen." President Hadley of
Yale, in speaking of the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

even

The

that if a boy learns how to be
game in football or scouting, it is going
to be easier for him to be game when
he goes out and bucks the world.
Here's another true story.

point

A Wonder of Wonders

is,

I know a man who has been
scrapping
with old Tough Luck most of his life. I
heard him say a few days ago that he
spent one whole year strapped to a bed.
One day when he was just a boy he
asked a man for a job. The man turned
him down because he couldn't ride a biThat same afternoon this boy
cycle.
went hack and asked for the job again

EVERY
feel

it

American

should
a duty as well as a

listen to talk in

thousand miles

privilege to visit the PanamaPacific Exposition and view its

how much he'll stand. That
way it was with this boy I'm

He had

is

never-equaled exhibits of
achievements in Art, Science
and

been awarded the Grand Prize

off Atlantic

Industry.

In

all

of Electrical

this

punch.
This scrapper I'm talking about is your
Chief Scout Executive, James E. West.
He wouldn't like it if he knew I was telling
you this, for he is modest as good fighters

Executive

is

But

of

Com-

This Transcontinental Line
has taken the thought, labor

and ingenuity of some of the
greatest minds in the scientific
world.
Yet it is but a small
part of the more wonderful

Telephone System.
Here, in a theatre de luxe, the
visitors sit at ease
while the marvel of speech

welcome

universal

transmission

System, which makes possible
instant communication between

vealed and

pictorially retold in story.
They
is

service

the

of

Bell

the people of the country

all

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

thought you fellows
that your Chief Scout
a good scrapper, and that he's

usually are.
like to

would

Methods

munication.

just

telling

troubles and disappointments and handicaps enough to discourage a dozen ordinary fellows, but he
kept fighting right ahead and old Tough
Luck never could get in a knockout

you about.

fai

Coast; they witness
a demonstration of Transcontinental
telephony which has

and

see
the

on the

the roar of the surf

assemblage of
wonders, combining the highest
of
creative
accomplishments
He
admitted
to
the
was
and
mechanical
nights.
finally
genius
skill,
bar and became a lawyer.
You know, sometimes old Tough Luck there is none more wonderful
seems to like to pick on a fellow just to than the
exhibit of the Bell

He had spent the day
got it.
This boy wanted an
learning to ride.
education, but there was nobody to help
him so he worked daytimes and studied

New York, three
away they hear

I

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

know

One

One System

Policy

Universal Service

game!
I haven't time for another word to-day,
Don't
scouts, so I guess it's your move.
!
forget to

for the purpose ever put on the market.
In use all over the United
States.
Can put on or detach Instantly with adjustable hook.
Good sellers, because the
riders all want them and the
price Is popular.
Write for Prices.

SCOUT.

Six Cities Choose Executives
Cities which have elected new Scout
Executives recently, and the men chosen
are as follows: Louisville, Ky., Mr. A. T.
Benson; Chattanooga, Tenn., Mr. Martin
,1.
Burelbach; New Haven, Conn., Mr. G.
N. Jerome; Pittsburgh, Pa., Mr. R. A.
Stevenson; Richmond, Va., Mr. Charles L.
Weaver; Baltimore, Md., Mr. John Henry
Skeen.

ouFREE

Y
A sample 1916 mod--l "Ranger" bicycle,
on approval and 3O DAYS TRIAL.
Write at onco for large illustrated

BEST THING

BE GAME

THE CAVE

T

DOW'S BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIERS

catalog showing complete line of bicycles.
tires and supplies, and particulars of most
offer ever made on a bicycle.
You will be astonished at our low prico*

marvelous

and remarkable terms.

RIDER AGENTS Wanted

DOW

WIRE AND IRON
WORKS. Louisville. Ky.

Boys.

make money taking orders for Bicycles.
T/rescnd Sundries from our big catalog.
lu
Do Business direct with the leading
house in America. Do not buy until you ftnow
what we can do for you. WRITE TO US.
MEAD CYCLE CO., DEPT. F-17 CHICAGO
.

.

.

,

,

Goodyear- Akron

Bicycle Tires
Sturdy

Enduring

Ask Your Dealer

Mention BOYS' Lire

In

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
before insertion in BOY'S LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
LIFE
when
mentioning Boy's
answering advertisements.

answering advertisements
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BOYS!
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You Can Build More Toy

You

MECCA
can build a

new

toy every day long bridges,
high towers, electric locomotives, cranes and derricks,
Panama steam shovels, fire engines, trains, automobiles,
clocks, submarines and thousands of other models.
;

Small, complicated ones, or large, strong ones anyIt's the greatest fun you
thing real engineers build
ever had you'll never want to stop just think
;

!

you can build anything you can think of!
and

2

jjfyfaS; eHeald

""^^th

;

'?

and

Pullevs
-

Large
for VV,ea
<-an b. ''.ng Ml

MECCANO

Toy Engineering

because you build

like a big

is

such fine fun

engineer and because

10,000
last

cont

things yi
is the be
models b
as well

.MECCA!
parts to

MECCA
BUILDS

MODE

you make your models work just like real
machines. It's easy, too you don't have to
learn.
You can start right away. Each outfit has
;

everything you need
Lifts

30

rods, couplings

Pounds

gears, nuts

and

steel

and cranks

girders, beams, plates,
;

brass wheels, pulleys,
is the finest toy

MECCANO

bolts.

ever invented for boys

!

r

BoysBoss of
Here' s"the
Motors
All Electric
,_,

MECCANO
Motor
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W
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J36.00.
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"8.00
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10.00
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Hey, Fellows Look
What I Made With

MECCANO
I

00
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I

)

OTTO

Get Busy;

O'OTTi

It 's

ooo

Fine

.Sport!"

Rnvs
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T
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s

Traveling
Crane is 36 inches
wide and about 18

inches high.
Wouldn't
one

make

work

a

to

sport

it

big,

be

it

great
build

real

>\

and
like

crane?

Vith

re

entered in our
of all the

think
Id!

MECCANO

It builds the most
toy of them all.
las the most inter-change-able parts,
inter-change-ability of every part.
:hanically correct
you need fewer
;

ering

models and can make them better,
easier and quicker.
That's an-

reason why MECCANO
Toy Engineering is such heaps of

other

This

fun.

is

the

MECCANO

Look for it in the Toy Department. and don't he satisfied until
you find it. because there isn't
box.

IF

O Y

B

wise!

S

MECCANO-

Get

MECCANO

anything else just the same.

the one best
building toy the one all the boys
want. See the outfits in the Toy
is

;

Each one is comDepartment.
to buy.
Pick the one you're going to get. See
ivements, too. If you have MECCANO get the
Be a MECCANO Engineer it's piles
y Outfit.
^ANO-wise! Send for this fine story about a
And don't forget to look at the
treat!
EC-

Mr

FRANKHORNBY
THE BOY WHO

MADE

,000,OOQ

M

in the

Toy Department

!

Boys
Here's a

.000 ,00

ere's

^^^^*

The New

Contest

MECCANO

Great Story
Tells how a hustler got an idea,
his first model, patented it,
a factory, sold the toy and
made a pile of montM
finally
Tells just how he did it.
Read
the hook,
theu perhaps you ca
do the same.
It's
a
livt - winn <.
story,
boys, you'll want (<
it
\\n-c.
144 pages, size
x
^".cloth bound, illustrated. You
can get it Free.
All you have tn
do is send five (5) hoys' names
and addresses, with 4 cents In
stamps for postage, and the book
is vnurs.
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Scouts are Doing

Stories of Interesting Activities in All Parts of the
Country.

Own

He Makes

Fire

Seconds

ord for making fire
with rubbing sticks
h.-is been
established
by Scout L. Milton
Knight, of NewtonMass.
Scout
ville,
Knight's time was
- seven
sectwenty
onds, four seconds
better than the time
of Scout Fred C.
Heed, of Washington.
Scout Reed established his record
of thirty-one seconds

Piduwe

Show
Bright hoys and s't'l* everywhere
are giving their own picture shows
at

home, showing war

by Friction in 27
a Record
A new scout rec-

pictures,

poster stamps, snap shots, scenic
and travel pictures, birds, animals,
and are holding guessing contests,
charades, puzzle contests with

The New

Scouts 1000 Feet in the Air

in

a

Big Balloon
The Eagle Scouts of Kansas City made

an

unusual scouting trip recently.
As
guests of Capt. H. E. Honeywell and his
aide. Ward C. Gifford, they made an ascension in the balloon, "The Heart of
America." While over 1,000 feet in the
air the scouts made maps of Kansas
City

in

December, 1912,
and Scout Knight's
record
was established last June, al-

though the official
claim was not regis-

No

other Christmas present you can thi
of will give so much fun. Just the thing
You'll never tire of
entertain parties.
New modcK no\\ .in sale have improve J lenses u
lighting systems jud adjustable c.n d ImMers.
in si\ sixes fruin JS2.50 to $25, (or tkui icit\

lene, natural ur artificial

FKF.F.

BOOKJ.FT

-h.uxin^

tered

Ma

,

National

is,

acu

:.:;>-.
-ill

at

Scour KN-IGHT Headquarters until
Makinii His Record September 2-1.
Scout Knight
fourteen years old and is now preparing
for his second class examination in Troop

M>

Send for it.
travelogues. etc.
At depart niL-nt or |..y stores rt*k
rhe V
MirrvMt-. II n deale
(OVMI selU ii WL- will ship direct
rcccipl of nritt.

Newtonville, of which Mr. J. C.
scoutmaster.
In competing for
the record, Scout Knight was timed by
Mr. Edward R. Kimball, Jr., District
Scout Commissioner of the 8th District,
of Greater Boston; Mr. Harold P. Page,
Field Scout Commissioner for the Greater
Boston Council, and Mr. Irwin, his scoutmaster.
All of these men used stop
watches in timing the trial.
The record was made under the following conditions: Bow of applewood, string
"
of
rawhide twisted, fire board and
4
drill of red cedar, socket of
spruce, tinder made from inside bark of cedar shredded and dried in the sun, no artificial
heat used. Scout Knight was timed from
the first stroke of the bow until the flame
was produced. The record was made during the first trial so there was no chance
of either fire-board or drill to hare been
warmed before starting.
A number of unofficial reports of fire
by friction records have been made to
National Headquarters recently.
Scouts
rnd scout officials are hereby notified that
all applications for records must be
prop1,

of

Irwin

THI-

is

y

E
g

earnaCoasterquickly easy, pleasant work among
ohums. Write us. we'll tell you how or have your
father write for you. Mention name and address
of
your hardware dealer when icritlng.
Buffalo Sled Co., 131 Schenck Si.. No. Tonawanda, N.Y.
In Canada. Preston. Out.

If
New Card Game Funniest

B
B
|

Ever

"HINKEM BINKEM"
Fitidnating, scientific,
game for every

card

the family.
prises every

wide

instrur

member

;

1

1

1

Latest
Ulghter.
thing
'Don't talk to tin- Gl

25c

of

Men-- "f fun: surminute
Keeps yoi.
awaku and n ia r - with
out.

postpaid or at

The HinVm-Binkem Co.

lour dealers.

510 Republic Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

Mrvtion

T

IFF

and Cutlery

sects."

In the picture are shown, from left to
Capt. H. E. Honeywell, aeronaut;
Ward C. Gifford, aide; Scout Snell, of
Troop 33; Scout Frank, Troop 40; Scout
right

Acker, Troop 19; Scout Sherman, Troop
Eagle Scoutmasters Holt and Stophlet accompanied the scouts on the ascen20.

sion.

Troop Wants to Talk by Wireless

What
of

the

Law

Newark, X.

Says

has constructed and put into operation a complete wireless outfit, and would be pleased
to communicate by wireless with any other

Troop

25,

J.,

troops in their locality on Tuesday eveNational Headquarters will nings. John Arsics is their wireless opererly filed.
ator.
Scout Arsics informs BOYS' LIFF.
furnish proper blanks upon
request, to
that Troop 25 has investigated the Fedany one who is interested.
eral statutes governing the control of wireless stations, and that the scouts of Troop
Christmas
25 are entirely within their rights in comBoy scouts who are looking for a chance municating with troops within the juristo do a Christmas "good turn"
and of diction of the State of New Jersey.
course this means every scout in the counFor the general information of scouts
try can find an opportunity by lending interested in wireless telegraphy, the foltheir assistance, wherever
possible, in the lowing extract is published from the Fed"Shop Early" campaign. To the thousands eral Statutes, covering this matter:
of clerks and
"Be it enacted l>y the Senate and House of
delivery men in the large
Representatives of the U. S. A. in Congress
('tores, Christmas, instead of
being a time assembled, that a person, company, or corpoif rest and
enjoyment, is a period of hurry r-ition within the jurisdiction of the Unite!
and over-work. The "Shop
Early" cam- States of America, shall not use or operate any
paign tends to relieve this condition and ;ipparatus for radio communications as a means
of commercia_l
intercourse amons: the several
scouts who assist in this effort are
doing States, or with foreign nations, or upon any
'>
good turn to those people who help to ves e el of the United States engaged in interstat"
make the purchase and delivery of our or foreign commerce, or for the transmission of
radiograms or signals, the effect of which ex
Christmas presents possible.
tends beyond the State or territory in which

A

"Good Turn"

'

Tools

and signalled to other scouts on the
ground. As one scout said "Kansas City
looked like a checkerboard. Packard motor cars like Fords, and Fords like in-

same are made, or where interference would be

Fred

Conn.
Dorrancetown,

Poust

L.

Pa.

EAGLE SCOUTS

of the said State or interwith the reception of radiograms^ or signals
from beyond the jurisdiction of said State."

Silver Eagle these First Class
Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
It is the highest honor given for winning Merit
Badges.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Clarence Reitter
Frank C. Wilson
Bridgeport, Conn.
Logansport, Ind.
L. O. Wetzel
Frank Parater
Richmond, Va.
Lebannon, Ohio
Carl H. Reid

To win

in,

Life Savers

ARMSTRONG PERRY

N

Howard

a great hole dug out by the flooded
Susquehanna and left full of water
when the river receded, the boys of Dorranceton and Luzerne, Pa., go swimming.
They call it "The Pond Hole." On September 11, Joseph Barrett, age ten, was
among the bathers and walked off the
narrow ledge at the edge of the hole into

s

-;

New
New
New

Brunswick, N.
London, Conn.
London, Conn.
Prophetstown, 111.

Gifford

Greene

W. Ames
W. Fitch

Tracev

Franc

the

A.

l
Kenneth

I

Thomas Fitch
E. Hubby

Plainfield,

N.

Home
Billiards!

J.

With the smooth

J.

Merit Badges in first aid,
athletics, life saving, personal health and public
addiStar Scouts have five badges
health.
Scouts hold

W.

Fred L. Poust, a Tenderfoot Scout, was
at the opposite end of the hole, sixty
Even the older and larger
yards away.
fellows turned to him in the emergency.
He jumped from the high bank, swam
across 'and began diving. The water was
deep and so muddy that he could see
nothing beneath the surface, but after
several attempts he found the boy.
While he applied artificial respiration
he sent others to stop the first automoThere
bile that came along the road.
was still a pulse when the unconscious

0p

K.

ge

reached the hospital, but in spite of
every effort he passed away.
One of the older fellows was asked why
he did not attempt the rescue. "I wouldn't
do nothin* unless there was somethin' in
it for me," he said.
lad

Hartle

Dunworth

Harold
.

Reitter

Thomas^^

Edwin^

^J^J

packman^
1

Clarence Slatcher
Samuel Schultz
Robert Cruise

New
New
New

Mellen
S. Chudleigh Hicks
Wilfred Blake
J.

W. Mutton

J.

Harvey Cooke

HowardPenton
Carl^Mahler
Hallet B. Schenck

T ho

ab

Hu'ijby

,

I

borhood

"Baby Grand

"Grand", "Convertibles" and
"Quick Demountablcs", $27 Upward
Brunswick Home Carom and Pocket Bil-

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
Pa.
London, -Conn.

liard Tables, made of beautiful woods, appeal
to the expert as well as the novice because
they are scientifically built.
So don't confuse them with toys or flimsy
Every Brunswick is a real man's
contraptions.
table, though made in sizes to fit In any home.

you get for pulling D.
J
(.ut that Barrett kid'?" some of the gang
asked Poust. Fred is a scout and there-

Dell

and few pleasures, but he has somehim and to
tiling which is worth more to
foot and some other fellow had been in
the world than nil the wealth of all the troub e at the same time> he wou ld
proba"
millionaires.
and helped
bly have said let er bleed"

Day

Playing Outfit Given
Hand- tapered Cues, Balls.
Book of 49 games,

Now

see

and

colors

included

Outfit

Playing

I:igh-class

Markers,
complete

Rack.
a

etc.

expert

free.

these handsome tables in actual
in
our famous
details
get full

book "Billiards The Home
coupon or a postal brings

The

Magnet."
free

it

postpaid.

Send today!

Send This

LIFE SCOUTS

tore has self-control.
Nobody could have
Charlottesville. Va.
>ert A
Reece.
if he
lit:
had
nan |uucu
him 11
blamed
niaineu nun
somebody'sa j
pushed auuici.iuw^
Morristown, N. J.
Knox
rehe
Wilmington, N. C.
face in, but he didn't.
Howard
Greene,
"Nothing,"
His Total Number of Merit Badges Issued. ... 1140
plied, "and I don't want anything."
lot in life has been hard work, few lux-

lOc a

!

Pittsburg, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fl.

Withers,

-

Then

Free Trial

Test any Brunswick in your own home 30
Then pay us only a small amount
days free
Our
monthly as little as 10 cents a day.
prices are low because we are making for
thousands now $27 upward.

STAR SCOUTS

did

!

Superb Brunswick

London, Conn.
London, Conn.
Cambridge, Mass.
Morristown, N. J.
Morristown, N. J.
Waterbury, Conn.
New Brunswick, N.
Wilmington, N. C.
Wilmington, N. C.
Wilmington, N. C.
Highland Park. N.
Plaiufield, N. J.
Waco, Texas

Kenneth Greene
Tracy W. Ames

Edwin

a
a merry gibe
One chance shot
hair's breadth hit
any of these may deThis
thrilling
victory
cide
tonight's
game puts new blood into grown-ups
and makes any boy the king of the neigh-

Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,

Michael Coplin

Donald

liards.

Cleveland, Ohio
Newton, Mass.
Ashbourne, Pa.
Ashbourne, Pa.
Ashbourne, Pa.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Richmond, Va.
Richmond, Va.
Hagerstown, Md
Miami, Fla.
New Brunswick, N.

^Armstrong

Clarence

up.

with

done

and a good meal stowed away
all hands are eager for a rousing
round of carom or pocket bil-

AND STAR SCOUTS

LIFE
Life

balls glisten-

ing in the early lamp-light
lessons learned, business

Waco, Texas

water eleven feet deep.
He could not swim and immediately he tion to these,
went under. There were a dozen o'ther Ralph pLinc
oggins
boys in the water 'and some on the bank. Kenneth' Scull
One of the swimmers tried to help, but Hammond Armstrong
was pulled under, broke away, and gave Edwm

"How much

Work

After

After School

Croton,

Willis Leroy Tabor, Jr.

beyond the jurisdiction

it

27

Magazine

LETTERS OF COMMENDATION

granted by the secretary of commerce and labor
upon application thereof; but nothing in this
act shall be construed to apply to the transmission and exchange of radiograms or signals
between points situated in the same State; provided, that the effect thereof shall not exceed

By

Scouts'

Report of National Court of
Honor for September

r:iused thereby, with the receipt of messages or
signals from beyond the jurisdiction of State or
territory except under and in accordance with
;i
license revocable for cause, in that behalf

The
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for Billiard

Book Free

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
I

I

Dept.

I9Z. 623-633 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
free Jjostpaid your color-book

The Home Magnet"

"Billiards
and

uries

|

Stud

tell

about your free

trial

offer.

Name
I

I

I

Address

(470)

'

,

>

In

addition

letter of

The doctor testiprompt first
Boy Scouts of a j,j. Young Hanover was weak from loss
of blood when the doctor came. As it was,
if Tabor had not known just what to do

to this he has

received

a th e other fellow

commendation from the National

Honor

Court of
America.
is

of

the

a bloody tale

ne{}

first.

to the efficiency of the

that jagged bit
a beach there is the fellow who dropped
with broken glass if china would now be a murderer.
The National Court of Honor has sent
i letter of commendation to Scout Tabor.
Carl Hanover, nine years old, stepped
on one of those souvenirs of stupidity at
JOHNSON, of
He cut two arteries and
Groton, Conn.
Mazomanie, Wisconsin, has sent in
the blood spurted out at a rate which an account of a heroic rescue. Ivan Hazthreatened to empty his circulatory sys- eltine of that town saved two girls from
lem.
drowning, pulling them out of the deep
Willis Leroy Tabor, Jr., a scout, looked water of a creek, and applying artificial
National Headquarters reat the wound' and one of the first things respiration.
he had learned in the Handbook exactly grets exceedingly that Hazeltine cannot
He quickly secured a be rewarded with an honor medal because
fitted the case.
cloth and a stick and applied a tourni- he is not at present a registered scout,
"As though his own life depended However, his act was just as courageous
quet.
as though
upon it," one of the witnesses said. Cer- and worthy of commendation
If the cut had been on his own he were in a position to receive a medal.
tainlv!

Wherever there

a

fool to sprinkle
and china.

is

it

SCOUT

Make
Inkstands,

Useful Things
glass trays,

aquariums,

lampshades

and other glass novelties

with a

"RED DEVIL
GLASS
CUTTER

No. 023
the Standard
Glazier's tool
of the world.

HAROLD

Sample sent postpaid
10

Send

for

Free Booklet.

Smith & Hemenway Co. Inc.,
Manufacturers

of

for

cents.

Real

^ ?Y
e

Mechanics'

Tools.

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
help us maintain thjs valuable service by always
adverwhen
LIFE
BOYS'
answering
mentioning
'

tisements.

Mention BOYS' LITE in anawerina adrertisfmrnts
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Dan Beard

Beech-Nut
PeanuLB utter

To Make

November,

Magazine

Tells

You

How

One*

a Whiffle^Poof and Trail
By

1915

DAN BEAKD

National Scout Commissioner

A GOOD

scout

a

is

good cook

for

him, things must
taste delicious as well

wants Beech-Nut
Peanut Butter.
BEECH-NUT PACKING

T

CO.. Canajoharie, N.

THE PLUMB SCOUT AXE

Look

Plumb

for the

trade-mark on the
Scout Axe.

Official
Price,
Price,

with leather sheath...
without leather sheath

At National Headquarters and

FAYETTE

all

...$1.00
75
hardware

PLUMB,

R.

stores.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
.V

akers of the famous

scouts on the other side of the but they were going in the wrong direcwater go "tracking"; that is because tion, and landed at the .starting point of
they are not American and do not the trail before thev discovered their misunderstand what is meant by a trail. Origi- take.
nally it was called a trace; Daniel Boone,
DOES A WHIFFLE-POOF CLIMB A THEE?
Simon Kenton and George Washington followed the Indian traces.
Even the soWoodcrafter Jeckly at the Culver camp
called war paths in those days were so
came up to Capt. Beard and said that he
overgrown with underbrush, grass and
weeds that an ordinary city boy would wanted to show him something; he then
have been unable to follow them that is, led the captain to the trail of a Whittlethe war paths showed mere traces of a poof. Jeckly was very mysterious and setraveled route.
Later when the pack cret about it, because there had been talk
horses of the pioneers began to travel the of a strange animal in camp, and he did
Indian paths, when they came trailing not know whether or not it was a joke.
"That," said Capt. Beard, solemnly,
along through the wilderness with their
after examining the marks, "is the trail
packs, these highways were called trails.

THE

be nourishing.
That is why for his
hike sandwiches he

as

Humb Anchor Brand Toola.

DENTS

Trail is the American word and the word
for all scouts in America to use.
If you had been on the frontier as late
as the last Indian war out West and had
spoken of picking up the track or tracking the Indians, you would have immediately been put down as a tenderfoot and
treated as such.
Farmers' boys track
rabbits in the snow, but scouts follow trails
all the year round.
Now, since trailing is one of the stunts
which boy scouts must learn, it is a great
convenience to us to find a simple trailmaker, a trail-maker that it is not necessary to go to a blacksmith to have manua
trail-maker
which though
factured,
the

here in
parents,

Cleanses the ca v.
ity, prevents
decay. Used by
Millions for past

25

American

Slippers inadj uf
hese
Indian
) r o
n
e a t h e r with

w

>rown
ng.

$1.00

jjaid in

ALGONQUIN SLIPPER

ooze
lin-

felt

U.

jiuht-

S.

A.

CO., 1121 Main Si., Bangor, Maine

Mention BOYS' LTFK

in

nmvr<n0

ailrertixeini'i<t.i

and

asked

again
if

a

He was
Whiffle-poof could climb a tree.
told that he was following a strange animal and the trail would do all kinds of
queer things. Jeckly once more started on
the trail and did not appear again for
more than an hour; then he came again

TO

MAKE

IT.

WHIFFLE-POOF
for this
strange American beast has come to stay.
The Whiffle-poof is made of a piece of
hail

the

!

wood about

long.

Here

It Is

and

Its Trail.

panying drawings. When dragged through to Capt. Beard with the animal in his hand,
and holding it up for inspection, said:
plowed field, the road or the
"Huh! Whiffle-poof."
underbrush, it is hound to leave a trail
a trail that may be followed, but none too
Jeckly later became one of the most pereasy a trail, for the Whiffle-poof is_an ec- sistent and best trailers in the camp.
centric
sometimes
it
'travels
animal;
A scout who can trail a Whiffle-poof
it
throws somer- beast for a
sideways, sometimes
couple of miles across country
sometimes it jibes, tacks
saults,
and over all kinds of
ground may be put down
comes about and sometimes it hops as a
good trailer; such a scout could trail
like
a
Then
along
porcupine grasshopper.
a man or a deer; in fact, we might call
again, one must be somewhat of an expert him a real,
genuine scout, a worthy deto tell which direction the
is
Whiffle-poof
scendant of the old Buckskin men.
last
summer
I
saw
scouts
traveling. Only
DAN BEARD.
following the trail backwards; I do not
mean that they were walking backwards.
'Copyright, 1915, by D. C. Beard.
the grass, the

-.T'.JIS

later Jeckly

great-grandparents.

three inches in diameter
This is driven full
of nails, as may be seen in the accom-

by mall

About half an hour
came to Capt. Beard

still

and ten inches

C. S. DENT & CO.
Detroit, Mich.

YOUR MOTHER

is

How
All

fire

years.

All drug stores, or
15 cents.

response.

scout

^Toothache

Cum
Stops theAcheV

what is a Whiffle-poof?"
"Follow the trail and find out," was the

sir,

an American born and
movement itself evolved
America, born here of American
and
American
grandparents

hyphenated
like

of a Whiffle-poof."
"Gee-wizz! is that so? Don't tell anyone I asked you," said Jeckly, "but please,
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Scouts' Splendid Service at

G. A. R. Encampment
Tin-

to their old trick

hoy scouts arc up

reputation for themselves Jit the National G. A. R. reunion.
This time it was the boy scouts of WashThe G. A. R. encampment
ington, D. C.
was held there from September 27 to October 2,. during which time the Washington scouts were on the job early and late,
making themselves generally useful and
making friends by the thousands.
As soon as the encampment started, favorable reports about the work of the

making a

of

boys

fine

to National Headlike to give a lot of

coming
would

began

We

quarters.

them, here in BOYS' LIFE, but we haven't
do want you
the space this month.

We

know, however, what Major Raymond
W. Pullman, Police Commissioner of the
the
said about
District of Columbia,
to

scouts.
This
ter which Mr.

told in the following let-

is

Pullman sent to Chief Scout
Executive James E. West:

M<i

D<'(tr

Mr.

TTV*/

:

The Washing! on momliers

of your great orcertainly to be congratulated on
service and co-operation which they
liavo inven to the Police Department and to the
in/ins' public order committee during the 49th
G. A. II. Encampment, which is just coming to
Some of the veterans Jriiy that the boys'
a Ho^r
work, from the standpoint of real helpfulness,
lias even n'onr ahead of that performed at the
In a statement which the
(tettyslmviT Kennion.
papers requested, on the day of the parade, I
sire

t:aniz;ition

the

said

elm-ii'iit

:

"The work

members

of the

of the Boy Scouts'
of ma rch and on

n \y.;\ ion along the line
lie streets where the parade formed is deserving of special commendation and the service is
They did fine work in
thoroughly appreciated.
assisting the police and members of the public
order committee and in helping the veterans who
(11x11

1

I

were compelled to drop out of line."
You know that I have followed the work of
Boy Scout organization closely ever since
you became connected with it in 1911. and I
find myself each year believing more and more
the

firmly that the
of this country

movement is giving to the boys
more that makes for character

and good citizenship than any other
American institution, excepting the home.
The average citizen is coming around to mud
the same opinion, I think, for on all sides this
week I have heard the scouts praised for their
manliness, their alertness and desire to serve
The boy of the
and their unfailing courtesy.
Twentieth Century is truly more fortunate than
the boy of any other period because of the wonderful opportunity for self -improvement which

building

he

may

the

accepting
the scout organization.
"With best wishes, I am,

by

grasp

Very

K

|

Shredded Wheat

|

The
1
E

natural food because

it

the food of Nature.
nutritious in the whole
stored in every shred.
is

good, pure and
wheat berry is caught and
Light, nutritious, easily digested,
fresh and new.
All that

is

flavor

its

is

=
=

always

After the morning plunge in the lake or the early fishing trip,
at night at the end of an active day, at any time when the
body needs food, a bowl of milk with SHREDDED
will bring vigor back to the tired muscles and enjoyment to

of

WHEAT

*

sincerely,

(Signed)

privileges

|

The Natural Outdoor Food
for the Natural Outdoor Boy

\YMOND W. PULLMAN.

the tired camper.
it this year on outing trips
you will find it a neverIt is easy to pack and
failing source of comfort and pleasure.
carry, easy to keep crisp, easy to serve and store.

Try

MEMORIAM

IN

SCOUT HKRTJKRT

Troop

LKtvis,

Ansonia, Conn.
HARTKT,L,
South Boston, Muss.

Troop

"There

^,

HERMAN

Sc'in-T
3,

SCOTT Lons

=

is

health and vigor in every shred."

~

Made only by

OBERTI,
Troop 7, Bradford, Muss.
SCOUT ANTONIO ANC.LEX,
Troop 1, Maricao, Porto Rico.
-T.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara

Falls,

New York

SCOUT LEOXARD HENSON,
Troop

Ashtabul.i,

1,
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Ohio.

SCOUT EDWARD READ,
Troop

2,

Troop

1,

Bagdad,

Growing Mushrooms

Fla.

Boys and

SCOUT OSCAR FOWLER.
Troop 148, New York City.
SCOUT ALFRED BARKER,
Troop

1,

Orlando,

Fla.

Jersey City,

6,

N.

10,

Elizabeth, N.

"^

can easily make money

growing mushrooms for profit. We will
ml any boy or girl our free book tellg all about it and bow they can be
_ 'own
too.

J.

SCOUT JAMES HENRY,
Troop

girls

in cellars, sheds, old boxes, etc.
lot of fun,

for full information today, to

Si_-nd

BUREAU OF MUSHROOM INDUSTRY
CHICAGO
1342 N. Clark Street,

Dept. 242
,T.

Bird with the
Trained
Voice. Price $5 Each.
Genuine highbred canaries direct from St. AndreasV burg. Germany, raised and trained
x for us by expert bird specialists who
turn out the finest singers in the
world. Price, Jubilee Rollers $5
each; Chorus Leaders $7.50.
Each birJ guaranteed. Imported Females $1.50 each.
Handsome Bird Cagesfrom
$1 to $5 each.
*-

Earn your own spending money and havo a

SCOUT WILLIAM CONKLIN,
Troop

ROLLERS
JUBILEE
The
Wonderful

BOYS MAKE MONEY

Barre, Mass.
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SCOUT JOHN McREA,
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6,

Jersey City, N. J.

SCOUT PHILIP ROTHSTKIN,
Troop l:<7, \o\v York City.
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PACKAGES.
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Cards and Tags.
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Model,
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all parts

ready

ing and racing aeroplanes.
By
sport that ever was.

It's

the

greatest

means of simple
we 11
easily understood plans and instructions
an
how
to
build
show you

3 -FT.

WAR MODEL

Guaranteed to Fly
but a wonderfully interesting real minia-

a toy
ture flying machine with which you can have intensely fascinating and instructive sport.
Scale drawings with building and flying instructions, caiefully prepared, at following prices:
25c Bleriot Monoplane. I5c
Curtlss Flying Boat
Monoplane. 25c
Curtlss Military Tractor.25c Taube
.

25c
Hydroaeroplane. 35c Wright Biplane
Nieuport Monoplane... .25c Cecil Peoll Racer.. 25c
Rare one type against other.
I'.riLD A FLEET.
Get complete set of above 8 plans for $1.60.
In addition to plans you can get all knocked down
parts necessary for building complete aeroplanes.
An_ especially popular knocked down model is the
Curtlss

"Ideal" 3-ft
Bleriot

Monoplane

duplicating

exactly

the

man-carrying
used in
a en tplanes
"Ideal" Bleriot
European War. Complete with plans, simple directions and all parts, including silk for planes, nickel plates, pneumatic
Marvel of
tired wheels and substantial fittings.
fc A
Delivered
beauty and scientific value.
2*5

<|r**iU
ready to assemble, all charges paid
There's a dealer near you who sells parts and
If you can't find
plans for "loVal" Aeroplanes.
him. write us and we'll see that you are supplied.
Write today for our 50 -page Aeroplane Cook with
full information, prices for parts, complete models,
postpaid,

5c.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
Warren St.& West Broadway, New York City

of Boys' Life
In Shanghai, China, one of the greatin the Orient was
est field meets ever held
brought to a successful close recently. The meet
lasted a full week, about 400 athletes competing, besides 460 boy scouts who had an important place on the program, not only as competitors, but as marshals, messengers and handy

CHINA.

men

This 14-K Diamond
Point Fountain Pen is

made

athletes

came

from

Japan, Philippine
and all parts of China. China won in
nearly every contest and demonstrated their
superior ability as runners, jumpers, swimmers,
football and baseball players, shot putters, discus
and hammer throwers, etc. The scouts who
participated did exceedingly well and won the
approval of all by their neat appearance, usefulness and ability to handle the crowds,

The

simple and cannot get
out of order, overflow
or fail to write, the
feeds being the same

On

the last night of the meet, athletes, scouts,
officials and friends of the competitors gathered
at the Y. M. C. A. to receive their awards.
The prizes numbered more than 1,200, and it
The
took two full hours to present them.
Ting Fang.
presentation was made by Dr.
On Wednesday following the close of the
meet there was a procession to commemorate
China's victory.
Thousands marched in the
parade, each carrying a Chinese lantern with
the Chinese flag on one side, and the sign of
their own organization on the other.

movement

yoxi

to

know

any detail can be exchanged for a new one.

The Clutch
Pencil

that
is

well established in Egypt,
are branches of the
following national associations: British. Greek,
French and Italian.
The Greek are a smartlooking lot and are by far the strongest in the
numbering about 300 and distinguishcity,
able by their blue neckerchiefs."

and here

in

815 Boylston Street

is

Cairo there

Prepares boys for college, The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and West Point. Boys
who are in doubt about results next June,
should apply at once.

very popular and

The lead

is

"clutched" or
gripped by the

POLAND. The mn.iority of Polish boy scouts
are students in the secondary schools, although
number of troops have been formed among
young factory hands and apprentices. The principles of Polish scouting are chiefly those laid
down by the English Chief Scout, although the
English rules have been adapted and modified
somewhat to meet Polish conditions.
In the
scout law, for instance, only one important
change has been made, and that is the reference
to moral purity, which in the Polish scout law
reads as follows: "A scout does not drink alcoholic beverages, neither smokes tobacco, and is
pure in thought, word and deed."
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EGYPT. In a letter which has been received
Bruce
at National Headquarters, W.
Rainsford. formerly a scoutmaster in Australia
and now with No. 2 General Hospital, A. M. C.,
Australian Imperial Force, Egypt, writes as
interest
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direction
is

fastened.

Heavily
and
plated

nickel

propatent
"clip" which holds
the pencil in the

the
another,
Troop, etc.
SYRIA.
R. C. Agne, scoutmaster recently in
charge of a troop of scouts in the American
Protestant College at Beirut. Syria, called at
National Headquarters recently and gave a
most interesting account of scout work.
Mr.
Agne has just completed three years' work as
a teacher in this American college.

vided

with

<3
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this
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Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
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Catalogs
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and the CLUTCH

art

PENCIL

Mr. Agne reports that the correspondence
conducted through the Lonesome Corner was u
he!p to him both in his scout work and in
his work as a teacher of English.
Seventeen
of the boys corresponded with scouts in tinUnited States.
One of his boys received fifteen
letters from scouts in this country.
One of the steps taken for promoting scout
work durin? the time Mr. Agne was svoutznaswas the formation of a National Scout
ter,
Association for Palestine and Syria.
Troops
were formed in a number of the schools and
approximately 700 scouts were enrolled.

for

bis:

DENMARK.

of Denmark have
of Norway and
them in establishing a
"Scandinavian Camp" sometime in August.
It
will be remembered that a short time ago, the
and
Denmark met
Kings of Norway, Sweden
and formed an alliance for defense for the three
Scandinavian countries.
The camp proposed
would be another link in the chain to bind to-

invited

Sweden

The boy scouts

their brother
to join with

scouts
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The Boy with the U.

A

photographs
Govern-

ment Bureaus
Large 12mo. Cloth. Decorated Cover. Price, SI. 50

A prominent critic lately said
that the books of this series were
especially to be commended for
the attitude they taught toward
our government.

This

volume

American

our

ment cares
of

lives

By

the Korean boy needs more
than anything else in the world is
for somebody to come along and teach
him to look like a boy. He's been the perfect image of his
sister for a thousand years and he
can stand a chaiisrc.
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BOY SCOUTS!

a

hair
"sissy"
and the balloon-like
skirts he wears certainly don't tend to
increase his manly
beauty. And the joke
is, he's got to wear
his hair in a braid
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take the
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like
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that
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just
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do
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The Scholarship Bureau of The Crowell Publishing fnii)].aii\ can make arrangements with any
institution

of learning to
a comparatively

pay your
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in

small number of subWoman's Home Companion. The
American Magazine and Farm and Fireside.
ri'lurn

for

scriptions to the

Free Booklet

his

horsehair bonnet.

A

Book Every Scout
and Scoutmaster
Should Have

THE SCOUT LAW
A.

CAREY

"The Scout Law in Practice" Mr.
has made a distinct contribution
the cause of Scouting by making avail-

INCarey
to

able to Scout leaders his exposition of the
His keen interest in
Scout Oath and Law.
the character development of boys, his active participation in Scouting in this country during the last five years, and the
things for which he stands, make his interpretation a valuable aid to all interested in
the development of boys' character.

JAMES

E.

WEST

alt Booksellers, $1.00

LOTS OF WHIPPINGS

net

LITTLE, BROWN & CO., Publishers

BOSTON

BOY SCOUTS ENTERTAINMENTS
have a line of Plays. Songs. Drills. ExerScout
cises and Features well adapted for Boy
A VERT HELPFUL CATALOG
Entertainments.

SENT FREE.
Eldridge Entertainment House, Franklin, Ohio

HOCKEY SKATE

$

& SHOE OUTFIT
REGULAR

$7.50 VALUE
All outfits which are purchased from
us will be riveted free of charge and
lare
jmaruntecd.
Kxabsolutely
charges prepaid on all orders for two outfits.

press
Write for
\.

handsomely illustrated catalog of sporting goods
DAVEGA. Jr.. 125 West 125th St.. New York
ottr
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Scholarship

New York
lustrated
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getting spanked.
Spanking in public is
not only punishment for crime in Korea
but furnishes free amusement to whole

doubt very much if you, Young Amerwould swap homes with Pak of Korea
not if you saw his home first. He lives
in a house made of mud and the chickens
and pigs have as much right in the house
as he has. To heat the house in winter the
smoke from the kitchen fireplace is led
underneath the floors.
Fine scheme in
winter.
But I tell you, that's a hot house
in summer!
Still, in summer, Pak wears
little more than a smile and
maybe he
ica,

answering advertisements

mind

a

heated house.

QUEER THINGS HE EATS

He

Fourth

obligation,

Avenue.

your 16-page

il

booklet explaining the Crowell Scholar-

My Xame
Address

.

FASCINATING TALES OF
FOR BOYS

ADVENTURE

The Young
Mineralogist
Series

city fuls.

doesn't

381

City.

Send me. without
ships.

You're greatly honored by
pensations.
As in China and Japan, the
your dad.
boy is the only thing that counts in the
household; sisters are nuisances and are in
line for any left-overs from the
boy's domain.
Not many Koreans read English,
but they all know that line about "Spare
the rod and spoil the child."
Oh yes
Very few rods spared in Korea. But the
joke of it is that, with the slack of his
cotton trousers still warm, Pak may stroll
down the street and see a grown man

We

ICE

in

CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY.

I

Chief Scout Executive
The Boy Scouts of America

At

that's the reason the

But being a boy

IN

PRACTICE
ARTHUR

Korean boy
marries so early twelve and thirteen is
not an unusual age for a bridegroom, and
old bachelors of twenty are rare.

Maybe

eats

many things that don't look
pleasant, such as the snaky arms of cuttlefish, over-ripe whale steaks, now and
then a puppy and, especial dainty for
holidays, a juicy sea snail known as bechede-mer.
Candy in Korea looks like a
church window, it's so highly colored; and
it tastes like a patent felt insole for
your
shoe.
They make a sort of taffy out of
wild honey, but they do not seem to care
how many bees are preserved in the candy.
Unless Pak happens to be a rich man's
son he's not bothered much by school.
Korea's public schools are feeble institutions.
But if he is to have the educa-

By

E. J.

HOUSTON,

Author of "The

Ph. D.

Series"

Pacific

FULLY ILLUSTRATED
In this book
and adventures

stories are told of the life
of a lad who has inherited.
Imth fruin father and grandfather, a fondness for mineralogy as well as that wider
The scenes
subject,
physical geography.
are laid in the United States, fur the
author believes that boys of America should
become especially interested in the physical
features of their own country.

A CHIP OF THE OLD BLOCK
THE LAND OF DROUGHT
THE JAWS OF DEATH

THE YELLOW MAGNET
ONCE A VOLCANO
THE LAND OF ICE AND SNOW
Price, per copy, SO cents net

THE GRIFFITH AND ROWLAND PRESS
1701-1703 Chestnut

Yon

Philadelphia

St.,
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for
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1 OU a Vdllieid .
mv magaz j nes American Photography and Popular Photography, which will
lell \ou how to make better pictures and earn money
K.
FRAPRIE, 886 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.
F.
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ion of a gentleman that means he must
earn by heart all the books of Confucius,
That is
he ancient Chinese wise man.
but it gives Pak a remarkable
[ttite a job,

Over !

nemory.

THE GAMES HE PLAYS

Here's real football
Here's a book that
you how to play the game

Boys!

probably laugh and think Pak
boy after all when I tell you
hat stone fights make one of his eonimonst amusements
regular stone fights with
a side. You'd
fifty or a hundred boys on

for you!
tells

that wins.

It is full

You'll

.

of inside in-

formation and live tips from the
first page to the last. Ask the nearest bookseller for

believe there's considerable excitePhyong Yang when a stone fight's
Kite flying is a national sport, wherein
in.
men join with hoys in "fighting" their
You know the old trick of sawing
kites.
the other fellow's string with your own;
well, in Korea that sometimes leads close
Another favorite sport is
murder.
to
Setter

ment
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"The American Boy"
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Company
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Oddly
shooting with bow and arrow.
enough, swinging yes, plain old-fashioned
is
considered
great
sport;
swinging
hardly a big tree anywhere near a village
A
its
of
straw
has
not
that
rope.
swing
very popular game is one played with the
A shuttlecock is made by wrapping
feet.
a few copper "cash" in paper and leaving
a "tail" to the wrapper to keep it always
This is then passed
in proper position.
back and forth between two, but exclusively by kicks and back-flaps of the feet.

tell you ;ill that the Varsity coaches told him.
play 'the game as the college men play it
There's more real,
with brain as well as with brawn.
useful "meat" and more good, clean reading in this
If
two
covers.
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k than you ever
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\ our bookseller is out of stock,
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from photographs.
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....
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bound
Scout Master's Testament,
Leather
Scout Master's Testament, bound in Ooze
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Boy Scouts' Bible, bound
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or the publishers
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about the best book I hay read
long time is Hawley Williams'
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make
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given to someone else.
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Inc..

Times Building, New York City
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Dialogues, Speakers,
Monologues, Minstrels,
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5-act Play written especially for Scouts.
35 cents for a copy.
Address National headquar
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one of the Lansing Academy Series and
as sometells of Garry Moore, who was,
one said, "as a tackle, a bird; as a third
And that's the
baseman, two birds."
To know all about
truth, some of it.
book which will, I guar_rarry, read the
antee, give
watching a
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tight
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a.s much pleasure as
baseball or close foot-

you just

course,
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SCOUT BOOKS
will

want

to

know

of

There are three
the latest Scoiit stories.
Leslie
that will thrill you with delight.
Patrol
Quirk's /}// Scouts of Black Eagle
Brown & Co.) is brimful of just
(Little,

as you would
stirring adventures
athto have your patrol share in
kinds
letic stunts, exciting games and all

such

like

of Scoutcraft.

In the Boy Scouts in a Trapper's Camp
con(Penn. Pub. Co.) Thornton Burgess
cludes his stories of the boys of "Woodcraft
though this time it's a trap-

Camp,"

per's camp that makes possible camping
Besides learning
in the winter woods.
about the trapper's skill, the boys have
the time of their lives helping to run down
a band of poachers.
Of a very different sort is Percy K. FitzTom Slnile, Boll Scout of the J/or-

hugh's

Pirtiirfu (Grossett and Dunlap). No
i,i;i
doubt many of you Scouts have seen our

November,
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The Boy

Scouts'

motion picture, 'The Adventures of a Boy
Scout."
Tom Slade of Barrel Alley was
the hero of that film and in the book based
upon his adventures, in almost as moving
and stirring a way as the same narrative
related in motion pictures, Mr. Fitzhugh
tells of how Tom was gradually changed
from the street gangster into a firstclass scout.
Scouting activities and principles are all cleverly

woven

Two New Books by Your
Favorite Authors
CHARLES

;i

By the use of many
they did with it.
modern devices the farm, in spite of many
obstacles, was carefully developed into a
most profitable investment. The book is
sure to prove an inspiration to all boys

Hill

ALFRED BISHOP MASON'S New

their uncle help to deliver his yacht to its
new owner in Barbados. Besides learning at first hand much about West India

ways and history, particularly as regards
pirates and smugglers, the boys had many
adventures yachting, hunting, fishing and
treasure

the

seeking,

account

makes the story absorbingly

UP

IN-

which

of

interesting.

ALASKA

suppose you have been told that Alasalmost equal territorially to all the

I

ka

is

States east of the

To

Mississippi.

help

boys to easily learn more about that wonderful country, Capt. Kilbourne, U. S. A.,
written

lias

An

Armif

-/?//

(1'enn Pub. Co.), and

it's

A

Tom

Widely different is Mr. Verrill's Cruise
of the Cormorant (Henry Holt & Co.)
for it tells how' two American boys with

sequel, with
[6th

Strong.

Washington's

Scout

Tom

Boy Captain

Strong,

4th Printing
4th Printing
(

5th Printing

I

Also

Boy Scouts' Library

in

wholesome

Story of the

Young United

States

Tom

Strong's son as hero, to

Printing

(Also

in

Boy Scouts' Library
2nd Printing

Young Tom is introduced to many
The Clermont was built in his

scenes

:

shipyard

stirring
father's

he stumbles on the duel between

;

he
Hamilton and Aaron Burr
serves in the navy during the war of 1812;
makes the trip to Pittsburg and down the
Ohio and Mississippi with dispatches for General Jackson at New Orleans, etc., etc.

Alexander

;

Boys and girls will read this absorbed in the
story and, incidentally learn more about the
period than most of their parents now
know. It does not depend on Mr. Mason's earlier books for its interest.
Illustrated: $1.25 net.

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY,

<llaska

in

"some

10th Printing

TOM STRONG, JUNIOR

very informing to many who, beginning life on the farm, face just such
problems.

COAST

of

story about Mr.
Burton's favorite boys. Very few writers have caught the spirit of a "gang"
of country-town boys as well as Mr. BurThe boy scout appeal is stronger in this story than in any of
ton.
the earlier books. Illustrated by Gordon Grant; $1.25 net.

;;nd

DOWN THE

of Bob's Hill
Bob's Cave Boys
Bob's Hill Braves
Boy Scouts of Bob's

Boys

Another

Uncle Abner'.t Legacy (Henry Holt &
Co.), by A. Hyatt Verrill, is the story of
boy and girl who had an old, abandoned farm "wished on them," and what

BURTON'S new book for Boys

By the Author
The
The
The
The

stirring experiences and fine
suspenses that will, once you begin the
hold your rapt attention right
story,
through to the end.
situations,

A FARM.

P.

CAMP BOB'S HILL

into the story,

which, apart from these interests, abounds
in those pleasing thrills and fascinating

Ox
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.story,"
the life

In this far away territory,
of the "Wild West" repeats itself and
the hoys who like the thrill of big adventure with life in constant jeopardy
and hairbreadth escapes will find aplenty
too.

WIRELESS MADE PLAIN
Increasingly, boys are becoming interested in mechanics and electricity, and
increasingly books understandable are being written for boys upon these subjects.
Of such a sort is A. F. Collins' Book of
Wireless (D. Appleton & Co.), which
shows you exactly how to make and set
up and operate a complete wireless stafor both sending and receiving mesThe more than two hundred illussages.
trations drawn to measure by the author
himself are sure to help to make good
his Claim that the book is "written so any
tion

one can understand

it."

Washington's

Scout',"

or

THORNTON W. BURGESS

adventure by wilderness, lake and stream. The characters in them are Scouts, and they solve difficulties by Scout Law and
woodcraft.
An officer of the Boy Scouts of America said recently that
one of these books is "the best Scout story every written." Cloth, illustrated, $1.00 net, each.
stories of

THE BOY SCOUTS OF WOODCRAFT CAMP
The

story of a tenderfoot in a Scout

finally

camp who got a wrong

start,

but

made good.

THE BOY SCOUTS ON SWIFT RIVER
Three seasoned Scouts take a tenderfoot on a
out to have more grit than they expected.

A

wonder how many boys read "Tom

Strong,
Strong,

By
These are

difficult trip.

He

turns

THE BOY SCOUTS ON LOST TRAIL

WASHINGTON'S SCOUT'S Sox
I

The Real Thing

Scout Stories

this book.

in

"Tom

Boy Captain" by Alfred Bishop
Mason. In Tom Strony Junior (Henry
Holt & Co.), Mr. Mason gives us the

In his
story of the son of Tom Strong.
father's shipyard, the Clermont was built;
he saw the duel between Hamilton and
Burr; served in the navy during the War
of 1812; helped defend Washington when

party from "Woodcraft

finds a

mystery

in the

THE BOY SCOUTS
A

Camp" hunts

for a long lost Indian trail and

North woods.

IN

A TRAPPER'S CAMP

winter in the woods, and

how

a

New York newsboy

proved himself

of good Scout mettle.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

THE PENN PUBLISHING

925

CO.,

FILBERT STREET
PHILADELPHIA
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was burned; with dispatches for GenJackson at New Orleans, he made a
trip from Pittsburgh down the Ohio and
Rivers enough
adventures,
Mississippi
surely, to make a book of interest to any

three big adventure tales: Ungava Bob,
a story of fur trappers, by Dillon Wallace; and The Last of the Plainsmen, the
life story of Buffalo Jones, by Zane
Grey;
and Tin- Wrrrkinit Mitxter, a story of the
business of saving
wrecked ships, by
boy no matter how red-blooded.
D. Paine. All of these stories are
GREAT BOOKS IN THE SCOUT "Evi:uv BOY'S Ralphthe kind in which skill and
just
daring
LIBRARY'
and courage abound to delight the boy
not
the
least
I am sure you will be interested, too, reader.
And,
among the
in the new additions to the
Boy Scout new additions to "Every Boy's Library"
Movement's "Every Boy's Library." Boys is Colton Maynard's Sehool Days of Elliwho like to read about the marvelous in- ott Graii, Jr., which gives in genuine lifeventions of recent years will be delighted likeness all the thrilling, joyous experiivith
Harry K. Mg.ule's Hoys' Bunt, of tnces that go to make up the busy round
..YfK' hiri'iitinn.t, and The Wireless Mini. of a boys' preparatory school.
Then there are
THE CHIEF SCOUT LIBRARIAN.
by Francis A. Collins.
it

eral

The

Newest
Books
for

THE

Readers
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Strange and exciting experiences of a Scout Patrol Stranded on a Tropical
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just

which
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to

forward to anyone who
will write for

post
day.
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it.

card for

Send
it

to-

D. APPLETON
& COMPANY
35

W. 32nd

Street

NEW YORK

BOYSIAFLEET1
OF YOUR. OWN!

WE SEND YOU ALL the
MATERIAL & YOU PUT

THE SHIPS TOGETHER.
LOTS OF FUN FOR,
WINTER EVENINGS. 6
SHIPS 25* -13 SHI PS 5$
SEND TO
S.A

METCALFE

BOX 972 SAN FRANCISCO

LOST!
Fish

SPECIAL
SALE
Shaker
$8.

Heavy

F<

COAT SWEATERS

40

''D

All

wool. ]>]ain colors.
Ver.v
lira\y.
Full collar, can he hm
toned up or rolled douii.
A*
reitl
value.
Sent post$8.00
paid on receipt of price.
Write for our handsomely illustrated catalog of Sporting goods
I.
Jr., 125 West 125th St.,
York
/
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New

in
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advertisements

A

broken engine on the flying

but the Fli/iny Fish has disappeared!

Left

away Pacific starts alone without food or shelter, the scouts
all of the trouble.
Aboard the ship are are beset by strange sights and perils by
most of the members of the Coyote Pa- day, and stranger sounds and dangers by
trol of Boy Scouts.
While the engine is night. How heroically they faced their
being repaired, the boys with their scout- dangers, how well prepared they were as
in

the far

master go ashore on a small island to see scouts to overcome their difficulties, makes
the sights.
A terrific storm suddenly a story as fascinating and thrilling as any
I'lv.'iU, making their return that night im- BOYS' LIFE has been privileged to give its
possible.

readers.

In the morning, they are all up with the
In addition to the strange, exciting and
first break of dawn, eager to return
the
enadventures
scouts
dangerous
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counter, Eel win C. Burritt, the author, describes the queer animal and plant life of
the islands in the southern Pacific.
He
tells of the trees, the flowers, the snakes
in the jungle, the queer fish that live on
the coral reef; the wild beasts of the forest, and the wonderful birds that live in
the palm and fig trees.
He tells of the
well, how would you like to read a few
paragraphs selected at random from this
A few are
stirring tale of adventure?
given here:
"What on earth is that," s;iid Hod as tlipy
rieared the cabin, "over there by th.'it pile of
rocoanuts ?"

Karl approached cautiously, not wishing to
He stopped when
frighten the creature away.
the ungainly figure raised itself up in alarm.
"A big land crab," he whispered.
"Keep
still ;md let's see what he is doing."
The great
They stood still and watched.
crab seized a cocoanut in his pincers and, bit
by bit, tore off the husk from the end where
the eyes of the nut are.
Into an eye he inserted one of his sharp claws and worked out
a space large enough so that he could get hold
Then piece by piece he
with his nippers.
snapped away the shell until a large enough
opening was made.
Turning around he began
to extract the nut through this opening with
his hind pincers, which were much smaller and
narrower than the strong front ones.
-"So that's the beast that steals tlie cocoanutsl"
exclaimed Rod.

The
The next three days were busy ones.
patrol decided to build a better and more comfortable house than the one at the bay. To
keep out snakes and insects they imitated the
natives of this part of the world and raised
Ihe floor of their dwelling about four feet above
the ground.
Across beams lashed firmly to
stout posts split bamboos were laid for flooring.
The walls were also of split bamboo, placed
vertically this time, and fastened to three hori2ontal canes, one a few inches above the floor,
another at the top of the walls and a third
half way between.
Lianas and cocoanut fibre
were used in tying and in some places bamboo pegs were made use of as a substitute for
nails.
The floor was mnde to project beyond
the walls about six feet in front and four at
the sides and back to form a porch.
A ridge
pole was set up and a properly pitched roof
of bamboo and palm leaves built to project
over the porch as a protection from sun and
A door was left in the end towards the
rain.
sea and a window at the rear and on each
Lattices of narrow
of
bamboo
side.
strips
were placed in the windows to keep out wild
be
while
another
movable
lattice
could
beasts,
set up in the doorway.
ladder that could
be pulled up at night was necessary to enter
the dwelling.
Dinner consisted of crab soup, broiled pigeons,
bamboo sprouts, hot sago cakes sweetened with
palm sugar and spread with cocoanut, and

A

Are You In It ?
THE

SELLING
STKAT
COMPETITION
You make a steady income and stand a
chance of earning one of the

bananas.

Karl turned back to the fire and heaped on
of fuel.
Suddenly he heard a
sound and turning quickly in
the direction from which it came, he uttered a
a fresh supply
slight rustling

The flickering firelight
cry of horror.
revealed the ugly head of a great snake thrust
a little hole, the sinuous body following itl
For a moment Karl was so frightened that he
Then quickstood transfixed, unable to move.
ly lie seized his axe and made a quick move in
the direction of the advancing reptile, but just
as he was about to strike he realized that it
would be almost impossible to bit that swaying
head.
He knew that he must wait until the
snake came far enough through the opening so
that its body rested on the ground.
Rod, who had been awakened by Karl's shrill
cry, grabbed his gun by the barrel and was
about to strike at the ugly head which was
when Karl
protruding through the opening,
Wait I'
Rod undershouted, "Don't strike yet
and
the
two
watched
with bated
stood
boys
breath while the reptile crept slowly through the
At last the fore part of the snake's
opening.
body touched the earth and the repulsive creature advanced toward the two boys, its head
raised and hissing.

It's
Strat
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Fill this

shrill

through

a competition where you can't lose
Game Co., Inc., 450 Fourth Ave., New York
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.

out and mail
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to us

and we

will

send you

full

particulars.

.

Address

Town
If

State

you are a Scout, give Troop number and name of Scoutmaster.
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Holly, Floral and Santa Claus boxes.
"""

Year/'

etc.,

25c

(

"Christmas Greeting,"

pencils in

Green and White

"New
stripes.

*

tale of adventure, crowded with
breath-holding episodes like these, and with

The long

accurate information about nature which
every boy should have
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name,

trations.
lOc.
Also
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illus-
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stamp
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,

with 538 Genuine Stamps, tad.
China (dragon).
Mexico. Malay (tiger)
(landscape). Jamaica (waterfalls
Big
10(1 tlifi...lap. N. Zld.. etc.. 5c.
IOC
etc
1000 I ine Mixe,|
List, Coupons, etc.. FREE
50%. V\E
20c. inno Hinges 5c. Agents Wanted.
HUSSMAN STAMP CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

STAMP ALBUM

old

.

Tasmania

stamp probably

.

off the cover.

!

ASSES'

In the case of documents, if they have
cancelled, it is perfectly allowable
The exception to
to remove the stamp.
this being the old document fiscals not
Some people collect these
perforated.
imperforated fiscals in pairs to prove the
obvious
It
is
absence of perforations.
there are not likely to be enough pairs to
go round. This being so, an imperforatc
is
stamp, on the document or part of it,
of the place
pretty satisfactory evidence
to catalog' the specimen.
Remember I am not giving counsel
niiixt a collection of stamps on cover,
hut simply telling you that you are more
with the stamps
likely to progress rapidly
alone, and they are certainly just as instructive in most cases. Stamps on covers

BUTStarops.

A I~C*
A
C^ 1^' *^
*~
f

IVI

I

sss aa at
WtrUT
KhP
1h IVLlL.

Ar20th Century Packet of stamps from
to all reetc..
sentine. Sweden. India,
reference
sending
nlKali ,, B our approvals,
Try this special offer: 250
'V stamp for postage.
,,!
Peclable Hinges
all different and 1.000 English
I,,?,
ATLAS STAMP CO.. W. Somervllle, Mass.
1

L.

W"

r0 " UP
SUmP frl>e
S*
t
'?"
n5
I
or with an order for any of
a ,,,. r ,,ials
Fine packet of rare stamps, set ot
following:
rare
pSri" 3 old Mexican. 50 old stamps mixed
lOc
toe set of unused, and coupons worth
S
old U
1000 fine old stamps.
to trade^ll for only 25c.

FDCT
Kbt.
F

/

the

75

for

diff.

all

two collectors and
1006. lOc. : 30 Sweden,

Bosnia

pictures
niania 1!<OG Pictures
larce TJ.
coins 25c.

and heads.

:

S.

Buying

^

I7DPP
IXHt.
r

is

lucky.

make over

to

we

for

agree the
The think to talk
will

over is how to remove the stamps from the
old album and get them into the new one
in

good

the

If

condition.

stamps

are

is
it
pasted to both sides of the pages,
best to use steam for removing the stamps
For
on one side at least, if not both.
this use the hot water kettle, holding the
sheet in front of the spout, and go very
It can't be hurried
Hurry will
slowly.
do more damage than anything else. Wet
paper, especially old stamp paper, is very
tender, so use no force.
Dry them flat,
either on clean blotting paper or clean

if you try to get lightly
cancelled copies your pages will look fully

2c.

(Another stamp

by Mr. Goes

article
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:

20 diff.
Lists free.

^lOc,

young man

used stamp, and

names of
5
postage.
6 KoulOc.

the

10c,:

5c.

cent.

collection he is going
Of course
the scout.

The catalog dif- glass.
are usually cancelled.
ference between used and unused (mint)
Do the work with every thing clean
often is so great as to seem discouraging.
fingers and blotters.
tongs,
But, you can learn just as much from tin-

Schenectady, N. Y.

OTHUDC
rKtt
STAMPo CDrC

TRANSFERRING FROM OLD ALBUMS

The same parent has a "pasted down"

:>een

for
175 different Foreign Stamps
only lOc. 65 diff. U. S. Stamps,
including old issues of IStii and

'J-5

*

I

pages of collectors who can
afford mint copies.
am all the time trying to teach tlv
I
fact that a collection is valuable just in
the proportion that it teaches us facts.
With that in mind you can see that the
instructive value is not a bit different, and
in some cases is greater when the stamp
has been used.
as well as the

foreign post marks, or war post marks,
are not really valuable except prior to
It is rather difficult to keep a com1865.
jlete collection of covers in viewable form,
ind unless old or of personal interest, the
will be of as great value

sen-ice.]
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11"
Foreign
asldns for our approvals

10 Japan
lOc. 7
10 Brazil lie. 15 Chile 7c. 10 Costa Rica
ForMix.
5c 25 France Sc. 25 N. So. Wales lOc. 1000
Buy Stamps. Marion Stamp Co.. Marion, 0.
eign 20c.

and sending reference, also 2c to pay postage.
'->
Canada lOc. 10 Mexico lOc. 25 India
i.,

U

'

P

S

Post

c.

We

Our Lonesome Corner

Transvaal. Ser108 all different.
Peru. Cuba. Mexico. Trinidad.
1000 Finely
and album. lOc.
1000
65 different U. S.. 25c.
I
Agents wanted. 50 per cent.
I buy stamps.
List Free.
v=
Mo.
C. Stegman, 5951 Cote Brilliants Ave., St. Louis.

STAMPS

Brazil.

Uavi

etc
Mixed 20c.
5c.
ilnges.

this

month,

we

This letter is from
H. Liu. who wrote:

China.
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Si

nf these sets 3 diff. Sou(lim (conlel) _ or 3 dift. Nyassa

1

3.

ripht

It

young

have on hand a large quantity
of stamps that you can sell fur lc and 2c each and
make 100% profit, and I %vill include mv pi-rs.,n.il inFor each 25e I will send
struction in lio\v lo start.
you $1.50 cat., value mounted on sheets. D. M. WARD.
is

222 Taney

profitable.

St.,

Gary,

I

Inn.

OLD COINS WANTE_
Cents dated

$$

1s:

S.
"Eiiele
$425 each paid fer I
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
Send lOc. at once for New Illustrated
before 18%.
Get posted: it may moan your
Coin Value Booh. 4x7.
C. F. CLARKE
CO.. Coin Dealers.
good fortune.

&

Box

JO,

JK.
_\

W

I

I

.
I

Le Hoy, N. T.

%A FPFF
TIXLL,

UUV
rA

mill

W

different stamps from
,., iuntr ies.
free.
;ill
Postage
2c.
Mention this paper. Large album.
If possible send names 2 col15c.
lectors.

QUAKER STAMP

BIG

^ or)

We buy stamps.
CO.,
Toledo, Ohio

WAR PACKET

".0
stamps from warrinp onuntries. including Germany
All for 25 cents to
surcharged Belgium and Poland.
those applying for approval sheets.

FAR WEST STAMP

CO.,

Tacoma, Wash.

EXCHANGE,

New

Rochetle,

N.

Y.

friend,

(Signed)

Byi TO

S.

H. Liu.

From Denmark, which is surrounded by war,
comes a letter from Fritz Kraul, a patrol leader
who writes- "Winter is coming soon and we
have already started to gather wood to be dis-

tributed to "the poor people at Christinas time;
tins to
also we will have quite a collection of
Scout Kraul wants to
give to the children."
receive letters from "brother scouts in America.
Who will be the first to write him!

"I have 51 corscout writes:
respondents for letters in the United States,
Canada Cuba, Porto Rico, Ireland, England,
Scotland, Holland, Denmark, France, Australia,
corI also have 10 postcard
and Hawaii.
It costs me only about $1.50 a
respondents.

month
writing,

Stamp Adrertiaemfnta stre page 37
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to do so.
I am,

Way
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is

out
of a boy.

Perhaps the arangement is n(
years.
have a bugle band an
so goo'd as vours.
and B about eighty scouts.
A
two troops,'
I am very anxious to know a full description
ill
you
about the' scouts in your school.
I hope that
be so kind as to tell me about it.
allows
if
time
you
me
write
to
often,
will
four

It

Pick

;

THIS YEAR!
DEALER
BE A STAMP
man can make a success of
kind of a
it.

This

The word "Friendship" is very important, so
for
it
important that men cannot do without
all of
all men in the world cannot stand alone,
them want one another's help in their invent
So we must learn to nave
and future works.
"ill MMI
some friends when we are young.
If yon are
me.
please to be a friend of
need of help, perhaps I can help you; if
am in need of help perhaps you can help mi
Thus, friends are helping hands.
Here the boy scouts have been formed aboi

,

The

a

from
boy named Hyron
recently

dear Friend:

My

or 1916 Hungarian War Stamp, or 1 Xvassa$2 premium coupon,
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postage.
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Tom Fort, Jr., of New Mexico,
my name to the Lonesome

writes:

I

Corner of
and have re
ceived letters from all over the world and I
think nothing could have been done any betsent
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three
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ter to draw the boys all
gether by correspondence.

ago

over
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world

to-

These boys with bobbies have sent (heir names
They want letters from yon

to BOYS' LIFK.
right away.

AMERICAN
Dean Burkbolder.
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Pacific Coast

and Panama.
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Donald Cruikshank, O.
exchange pho
and specimens with foreign boys.
Holand Ellis, Ark.; patrol leaders, athletics, In;

dian
pi;!

out-door sports.

relics,

Vf. Erriekson, N. J.
model aeroagriculture
patrol leaders.
foreign
Grann, Flu.
exchange stamps

L.

George

Mrs

James

;

;

;

;

;

scouts.

George A.

N.

Gibson,

J.

and snap-

postcards

;

shots.

Kdwiii Glause,
of

west

scouts
foreign scouts
Mississippi on wireless
postcards.
O.

;

;

;

if

you can prove yourself

one of the
Hussell Hult,

M.

Harry

stamps, scout news, etc.
camping, hiking and
Hezlep, Pa.
111.

best air

shots in

rifle

They're crackerjack
country.
Just the things that red-blooded
prizes, too.
boys want most things for the camp, for the
stream, for the woods and for the athletic field.

;

books.

H. Honaker, W. Va.
exchange photographs with boys in Ireland.
John J. Hayes, N. Y. postcards with l.oys in
foreign lands and in Newark, X. J.
stamps with
oys in forGeorge Kingdom, O.

Roy

fifty

the

;

;

;

1

;

countries.

eign

Evan Lyon, X. Y. stamps
war zone.
Rohert Louis Lowman, Neb.
;

car

transfers,

;

cycling

If

scouts in

and

foreign

United States > tamps.
Hix Long, Jr., Del. stamps, books, magic,

into
sig-

;

nalling.

Harold Mason, Mass. inventors ways to make
money.
John Millnne, Pa. scouts in Colorado, Montana,
;

along the border of Texas; Alaska, Australia.
German and American
L. Moore, O.

Ask your

the

inclusive.

"what boys
Conn.
for, and liow."

in

;

dealer

sells

air

man
about

rifles

in

your

this

great
If he can't give you full inshooting contest.
formation and free targets, just send us his
name and address and we will supply him with

boys.

Mansfield,

Nov. 8-13,

town who

;

Wood ford

Grand National King

the

for

training

Marksmanship Contest

;

;

John

under you

or

sixteen

you're

If
you
ought to be practicing right now.
haven't an air rifle buy or borrow one and get

slrert

collecting

;

stamps,

poster

;

the

WL-st hunt and rish
Harold May, Mo. merit badges.
William Pfugf elder, N. Y. first aid; boy scouts
of Germany.
Alfred
Kan.
travel,
Holland,
photography,
;

;

the data.

all

;

cycling, foreign countries.
liobert Rahl, N. Y.
stamps, coins,
;

curios,

min-

For over

erals.

William Singleton, Pa.
C'.ark,

Ind.

Trittschuh,

camping, books.

hiking,

;

and

cycling

;

has been

electricity.

for

its

thirty years the
choice

first

sure,

"King"

among thousands

of boys

sharp-shooting qualities.
Whether you want a popgun, a 000-shot lever
straight,

1

foreign scouts and scouts that work.
Boyd Taylor, Ga. exchange stamps, coins and
butterflies with foreign boys.
VrUliam P. Taylor, Wash.
correspond with
Spanish speaking boys who are studying
English.
Ralph F. Willard, Me.
boys in Maine about
wireless and general electricity.
Raymond Young, Kan. stamps, etc., with foreign boys
especially Mexico, Panama,

action repeater, or the newest King model,
called the King Kadet army gun, you'll find it
in the King line.
There is an interesting illustrated booklet B -we'd like to send you.
Write
for it.

;

;

;

;

GT

;

,

The Markham

I

man

Guiana, etc.
La Roy H. H. Zehrbach, O.
exchange photographs and

Plymouth, Mich., U.

boys
specimens with
foreign

;

them.
Nils Bostrom,
boys.

FOREIGN
Sweden
17-year-old
;

Air Rifle

Pacific Coast Office:

j

Eddie Cook, South Australia; wants to exchange
sifts wilh American
oys for their respective
1

troops.

I'liil

B. Bekeart, 717 Market St.

San Francisco,

ING

American

Company

5. A.

Southern

Sand
I

&

Jlansn Hans,

1

Cal.

Representatives.
Hullls!).
lialtiuiorc,

iJd.

AIR RIFLES

Richard Curric. Scotland Aim-rii-mi scouts whc
work.
AAmerican,
Ernest M. Monaghan, England
rican, Japanese scouts.
:

If

letters

is

no "King" dealer in your town

write.

us a letter and the postman will bring the "King"
you want by parcel post, at the retail price.

;

These boys also want

there

:

AMERICAN
Thomas

R. B. Aldrich. La.

John D. Biery,

Edward

Jr.,

Pa.

G. Powell,

N. Y.

Thomas D. Reno, Pa.
Edward
FOREIGN
Harold Brown,

New

Pag

Averill.

Ky.
Richard Mason, Li.
Edward Powers, N.

Fritz

St-irbird,

Kraul,

STAMPS

Y

Mass.

ATTENTION
mill

Denmark.

stamps.

(h'or other Stain}) Advertisements see

nii's'rated
Stamp
, 50
Bpa<p( s>
hingl s
WRIGHT, 47 Court

'

.

,

5c.

.

over
500
Album.
and 100 var i e ties.
St.,

Boston.

Mass.

Zealand.

A
;it

large number of letters has been ivc.-hM
the office of BOYS' LIFE since the last issue

R. B.

was published.

These were from both American
mid foreign boys.
Any of them will be glad
to receive letters from you.
Their names are;
Charles M. Adams, Jr., Leslie M. Abereomhie
Pa.
Conn.
Orlin Andrews. Wis.
Francis Mark Bream
Pa.
Leroy Brooke, Pa.
Forder Buckley, Mo.
Paul H. Berrien, Pa.
Van Bell, AV. Va.
A. W. Bushy, Jr., Ill

CHRISTMAS PACKETS
Santa
Kris

Boy

VERY GOOD

APPROVALS

WATT,

STAMPS.

FOR BEGINNERS

435 Park Street, Hackensack, N.

J.

China. &c.. stamp dictionary and list
IS-. 000 bargains 2i-. Cata. stps. of world 12c. Agents,
50 per cent.
A. Bullard & Co., Sta. A9, Boston, Mast.
foul

100
13
15

100

105.

DIFF. UNITED STATES STAMPS
DIFF. NYASSA. 1901. STAMPS
DIFF. DUTCH INDIES STAMPS

$0.15

MIXED SOUTH AMERICAN STAMPS
STAMPS ON APPROVAL AT BIG DISCOUNTS

Chas. E. Birr Stamp Co., 1736 Newport Avenue, Chicago,

.Vrn/i'o??

Boys'

.10
.25

Claus
Krlngle

Scout

BURT McCANN.
(Menher

321

American

All for 30c.

A

(400 different) $0.75
(600 different)
1.50
(750 different) 2.?5
Newton. Minneapolis. Minn.
Stamp Dealers' Association)
1
L'.V
California
:l
gold
pi.

No.

Columbian

1

I

nickel,

a

and a Lucky Seeu.
C.

J.

CAREY. New

Roch-lle.

N.

Coin

'

.

Book.

Y.

WAR ISSUES FREE. I cive tlu-s<> hiftonc stamps lo
each applicant for approvals.
Mv Specialty: CLEAN
stamps at 1 and 2c for THRIFTY collectors.
C. A.
PLOCH, 1133 Reid Place. Indianapolis. Ind
BAG of REAL UNSORTED MISSION POST1/jL
' 2 J U- AGE
STAMPS. From mcr 60 countries, beinwell
I

III.

30')

mixed so there are over .Vin varieties represented
Value!
Postpaid at $1.00
WORLD-WIDE
0, Storm Lake, Iowa.

m mensp

MISSIONS. Box

I.JFK in

answering advertisements
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MESCOLITE
WAY
The MESOOLITE
be in every
home,
Scout's

Marion Griffin, 111.
Richard Grasham, S. C.

SAFE AND BRIGHT
she mid

Boy
It

dandy

a

gives

that

lit

clear,

is

and

ight

steady.

do "a good turn

the

is

daily,"

constant aim of
Boy
true
every
No better
Scout.
of
filling
your pledge can

Clifford Kulp,

electric
is
Jt

SAFE.
ways
the

gar-

or closet,
automobile
the
or motor boat.

On the dark
or in

trail

camp.

tlie

For

bijuish-

or
mobile.
cycle

When
gas,

around
g a s o
n a p h

1 i

t

n

h

e.

a

other
exor
plosives where
the open flame

(Illustration shows container with
the cover off and battery
partly inserted.

lamp,
lantern or can-

of

oil

would b<? dangerous.
So you see liow many
good turns may be done ai d how many ways may
be made Safe and rriirht with tin- MESOOLITE
The RED SEAL DRY BATTERY will give about
twenty-five hours of continuous service and from
forty to fifty hours of intermittent service.
1 he MESCOLITE can also be supplied with a
"Special" two-cell dry battery which will give approximately sixty hours of continuous and one hundred twenty hours of intermittent service.
dle

5343
MESCOLITE. complete with RED
SEAL DRY BATTERY,
V. LAMP, .each
2
No. 5344
MESCOLITE. complete with "SpeNo.

'/

2.8

volt

lamp..ea.

$1.50
1.75

Send for Our Manual No. 5 of
Wireless Telegraphy
You should have
only

superficially

it

even

clear to you.
The
Manual will explain it.
To the student of Wireless Telegraphy, the Mantirely

contains much that
is
Indispensable to
a
proper understanding of
the art.
A good por-

ual

tion of this is now published for the first time.

The Manual contains
120
pages,
ilfully
on
lustrated
high-grade
paper
with a two-color cover.
stock

We ask ten cents ($.10) for itgive you a coupon receipt
which can be applied on any
order amounting to One Dol-

more

Do not wait until some other time, but sit down
now and send your name and address, and get ono
of the most complete, comprehensive and reliable
pamphlets published.

Send for Our Catalog J-28
It Is pocket
contains 248

size,

8x4^

illustrations,
scribes in plain, clear
all about Bells. Push

Batteries.

inches,
over

with

pages,

1,100

and

delanguage
Buttons.

Telephone and Tele-

graph Material, Electric Toys,
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells.
Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical
Motor Boat
Batteries,
Heated
Horns,
Electrically

plies,

W.

Pell,

Joseph Case, Pa.
Arthur B. Cyrog. Wis
Guy Ferguson, Wis.
William Gabel, Mich.
Wilson Grayell, O.
Wilbur Harvey, Pa.
A. E. Hamilton, Me.
Harold Healy. Me.
Harry H' a n d 1 e y,

W. Va.'
Clinton Izzard,
Victor E. King,

Minn.

Pa.
Joseph

Pa.

Always use 3-in-One on your

Caso'n Mast, Tex.

Robert

H.

Penny,

N. Y.
r

1

e

S.

y

Porter,

N. Y.

Ralph Stegner, Wis.

Streeter,

Arthur
bush,

R.
Quacken
N. Y.

Kenneth Ralston, O.
Bennett B. Smith,

H. P. Strong, N.

Mass.

Frank Smithson, Tenn.
Sweeny, O.
Eugene Thornhill, Kas.
Andrew Timko, Pa.
Franklin Earle Wells,
Conn.
Myles Whiting, N. J.
Herbert P. Woodward,

Edward

N. Y.
Gerald S. Wood, Pa.

i

Mo

Aaron

J.

exist

a

C.

Write for the free sample
today.

Snyder, Pa.

Arthur Travell, N. J.
David Tilson, Texas.
John Varnedoe, Ga.
Welch
William L.
Tenn.

Thomas Ward,

Jr.,

Ill

FOREIGN
George

Cassidy,

Aus-

Charles

Can-

Leslie A.

A.

Jones,

Alaska.

tralia.

Charles L.

Stiles,

Watson,

New

Zealand.

ada,

Some Speed

Are You Keeping

Up?
Only eight months ago BOYS' LIFE published the story of Melville Bell Grosvenor,
the

first

boy who talked over the wire from
On Septo San Francisco.

New York

tember 29th President Vail of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
talked, without wires, from New York
to San Francisco to his chief engineer John
The next evening John Mills,
J. Carty.
one of the company's engineers, talked
pages! Just off the press
into a wireless telephone transmitter at
Send no moneyl Merely a postal card brings you this latest,
the Charles William Sporting Ooods
Arlington, Va., and Lloyd Espenchied greatest, free catalogItoftells
you how to make a big saving
Store, fully prepaid.
heard him in Hawaii, 4,600 miles away.
Gives rock -bottom pricei
on your sporting goods.
Only two days later the newspapers an- Standard Guns and Rifles
Basket
Balls
Quality
nounced that Prof. Pupin of Columbia
Real Grain Leather Foot Balls
University had perfected a device which
Latest Model Revolvers
Best Hunting Clothing
prevented static disturbances in the atmosClereview and Scout Cameras
phere from interfering with radio comRods
This does away with the
munication.
worst difficulty which wireless engineers
have encountered.
The whole world is on high speed these
days. If a fellow stops to wink he misses
something. There are bigger opportunities
for the boy right now than there ever
were before. Only a few years ago Lloyd
Espenschied, who was sent to take charge
of the Hawaiian end of the experiments
with the wireless telephone, was a high
his

own apparatus.

The only fellow who gets left is the one
who stands still and lets the procession go

New

ait

rnfT
FRFF
"^

We have made a special price on these carefully selected
siftsof fancy colored POSTER STAMPS uud will K ive *
calbum tree with every order for J.W or more.
j
33 col. adv. stamps. UK; Set K 16 Peace Stamps. 10 f. Set
L-1S Indian .tCowl.oy. Hi- S,-t V-15 For'n Poultry, 10 c ; Set H
16 U S Battleship. 10 c; Set AA 7n st-lciM'-il st.unii". -urn For n &
Am sets only 25.. EXTRA SPEUIAL-127 all ,litT.Tnt colored
A

;

1

Adv. Stamps,

j-k-s-t j.ri.u list,6-

It Means Money Saved to You
MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

NEW YORK:

Park Place.

CHICAGO:
114 S. 5th Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

604

.

ST. LOUIS:
1106 Pine St.
Mission

Street.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

1

month only ;><-. 19 aamAurora Poster Stamp Co., Dcpt. L Aurora. III.

all iic-w fine

A

artdosiirn, this

Real Rubber Tire

fob, 35c; tire fob only.
25c.
Toy balloons
line rubber novelties; quantity prices with special lettering.

wheel

purpose

A

1

Set

ways where electrical
may be used, and to know

what Is best for your
you need this catalog.

Steel

Sweaters, Gloves, etc.
and nearly 2,000 other articles standard makes fir all P"rts
DoQ't buy any article for Hunting, Trapping, Font Ball, Basket
this
lull. Skating. Photography or other sport until you have
new up-to-the-minute book to help you. We have millions of
Nowhere can you have
dollars' worth of merchandise in stock.
the
ao big a variety to choose from; no one el^e can offer you
book
convenience, safety and saving in purchasing. This new
U free write a postal now; simply say, "Send the Free Sport_
Ins Goods Book". Address

by.

thousand

roller

3-size bottles at all good
stores: lOc, 25c and 50c. (The
50c size is the economical size.)

B. Spooner,

N. Y.

Millet R.

and

cameras and every tool you own. A few drops
does the work. 3-in-One will keep your catcher's
gloves soft and lasting, also
prevents rust on your catcher's
mask.

Colo.

i

ice

skates, fishing reels, scroll saws, golf clubs,

Nossaman,

J.

Laurence

Robert Pilkington, O.

Dudley

Mazzori,

3-in-One is also the best gun oil. It oils
exactly right trigger, hammer, break joint
cleans and polishes barrels, inside and out;
polishes the stock like new, too.

Blount Mull, Ind.
Perry Molstad, N. Y.

V

W. A. Ramsey, Jr., Ga.
Henry M. Shaw, Me.
A.

the valuable free 3-in-One Dictionary. 3-inOne has been for over 17 years the leading
bicycle oil. It makes all bearings run much
easier and prevents wear cuts out all dirt and
never gums or clogs. It cleans and polishes,
prevents rust on all metal parts.

N. H.
Mahlon Leightamer, O.
Donald
McCloughun,

Mass.

Va.

"Attention/" We want every Boy Scout
and every other boy in America to give 3-inOne a good hard test, absolutely free.
Write today for a generous free sample and

one

devices

17

Van

Philbrick,

Wash.

BOY SCOUTS -ALL BOYS
-TRY 3 IN ONE FREE

etc.

There

and

G.

E.

by making

Battery

tors,

0. Macdonald,
Minn.
James Maze, 111.
William Nugent, N. Y.

Massie
Blankenship,
Va.
Paul C. Bucy, Iowa.
George Mueller Coles,

school boy in Brooklyn, studying wireless

Battery ConnecSwitches.
G auges. Wireless Telegraph
Instruments, Ignition (Sup-

Apparatus,

McM i 1 1 a n.
Clarence
Mich.
Joseph P. McKinney,
N. Y.
George Muse, Mass.

if

occurrence in which wireless played a distinguished
It may not be enpart.

wireless

Term.

interested.

Around about you every day
you read of some marvelous

lar ($1.00) or

N. D.

Norman

barn,

cellar

battery.

Johnson,

be Imagined than
to have one of

ywhere
erywhere

dry

Conn.

Lawrence

these

2-cell

Alvin Goldstein, Iowa,
.lohn Hudok, N. J.
George J. Hart, Neb.
Ralph Hendricks, Mo.
Austin D. Higgins,

way

lanterns.

cial"

Randolph

Mass,
P.
William
Cochran,
Jr., Pa.
Oliver F. Crawford, O.
Howard R. Emery, Me.

WILL MAKE YOUR

I

P. Bennett. Pa.
Clifford,

Harold

1915

November,

Magazine

Dr. Charles A. Eastman
(Ohiyesn).
writing in the Popular Science Montlil'/.
says the death-rate prevailing among the
American Indians is 30 per thousand of
population, or double the average rate
among white Americans.

lOc;

and

tire

paper

weight,

and complete

Agents Wanted

remit price
and
catalog
A. & M.
110

]f,'nti<ni

Hamilton

sample and get
Proposition.
Agency

for

NOVELTY

Bldg.,

CO.,

Akron.
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Secretary,

Scout Headquarters has

And we are willing to
a prolilem!
NATIONAL
necessary, for the
pay liherally,
if

Help must conic from members
and officials of the Boy Scouts of America,
solution!
since
If

it

is
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largely their problem.

Man

Committee on Scout Supplies

and more complete outfit must be provided.
This case, too, would be the scoutmaster's
outfit in camp.
Such an outfit must be
amply stocked with bandages, gauze,
splints, compresses, minor instruments and
simple medical remedies for the relief of
trifling ills or for the immediate treatment
of those which threaten to be more serious.
We must still remember, however,
that neither scout nor scoutmaster is to
be equipped to take the place of the physician, and so even this last outfit may not
contain drugs or remedies which might
prove dangerous in any but professional

you have reached first class or even
second class rank, you know how important a part of a scout's training is the
instruction in first aid. The requirements
for ranks above tenderfoot are such that
a scout who passes the tests with credit
is equipped to render intelligent service
This training
even in serious accidents.
is one of the assets which scouts possess hands.
So far it would seem that we have
over the average boy and which has so
often saved lives and brought scouts and thought mostly of what a scout's first aid
Hut now, of
the Scout Movement great commendation. equipment should not be.
But in addition to his training, the scout what ought it to consist? There is just
versed in first aid treatment must have the rub, and it is upon that point that we
He must want your help. The Quartermaster knows
suitable materials to work with.
have .just the right bandages and remedies, that many troops and numberless individand he must be sure that they are of the ual scouts have made up outfits of their
have found practical and
very finest quality. The bandages must own which they
be thoroughly antiseptic and the remedies satisfactory.
National Headquarters is seeking to
of highest standard of purity and proper
adopt three first aid kits which it may recstrength.
The needs of the scout in the way of ommend and make available officially to
These outfits should be roughly
first aid equipment are a little different scouts.
from those of an ambulance surgeon, the as outlined above. (1) A simple pocket
household cabinet or the factory emer- kit for the individual scout which may
gency case. In training the scout or scout be sold at from 35c to SOc. (2) A patrol
leader for first aid service, it is not the outfit which is to be more complete and
aim to enable him to take the place of the which would sell for from $1.00 to $1.50.
This may be a pocket case or may be
physician, but to give him sufficient knowledge and the proper equipment to permit slung in a small pouch from the belt. (3)
him to take charge in an emergency and
practical troop or scoutmaster's outfit
to give temporary treatment which will for camp use or for special first aid squads.
stay further damage until the physician This latter outfit should include a pouch
arrives.
In many instances the simple or case with strap so that it may be worn
treatment which a scout has rendered has over the shoulders. The selling price may
been all that was sufficient, but the doctor's be from $3.00 to $5.00.
wider knowledge and experience should
If you or your troop have suggestions
always be relied upon to check up the for such outfits, please make them availscout's work and, if necessary, to go on able to the Quartermaster.
Write him a
with the treatment.
description of your first aid kit, giving a
So far no standard first aid outfits have list of the contents and telling him the
been devised which meet sufficiently the purpose for which the kit was
designed.
peculiar needs of the boy scout. The Com- It will be especially interesting to know
mittee on Scout Supplies have examined in what instances, if any, the contents of
many first aid outfits and have sought very your kit have been of service in practical
able advice upon the subject, but still feel first aid.
in need of further assistance, and so the
If you are willing, forward your outfit
Quartermaster has been asked to consult to National
Headquarters by express at
the Boy Scouts of America, all of them, our
expense and it will be returned or purthe country over.
chased at its cost.

A

Let's just try to think of the various

circumstances under which a scout might
he called upon to render first aid.
He
may be the only scout in a crowd when
an accident happens, and with all his
training he may be little better off than any
other person un!ss he has in his pocket
a first aid packet equipped to meet the
most common forms of emergencies. Or
again, he may be on duty with his patrol
at some public gathering when the chances
of his being called upon to render first
aid service are numerous.
Here, in addition to the pocket outfit of the individual
scout, the patrol, as a whole, should have
a more adequate kit supplied with materials for relieving temporarily almost
any injury which may arise.
Then, therj is the scout who is a member of an "ambulance squad" or troop
which devotes itself especially to first aid
work, in v.-Mt'i instances a. much larger

Scouts Holiday Cards
The Supply Department at National
Headquarters will have for sale again this
year the attractive Christmas and New
Year's Greeting Cards which were so popular last season.

The cards show five distinctive scout deand there are ten different
holiday messages. The set of ten may liehad at 25 cents or any two cards for 5
cents.
The low cost offers an unusual
opportunity for scouts and scout leaders
signs in colors

to exchange appropriate Christmas greetings through the medium of cards unlike
those on general sale.
Orders should be placed now as the demand may exhaust the supply, though if
cards are not wanted until nearer the holidays, they will be held until any date re-

NOW

ORDER
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Editions

Exhausted Don't Wait
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' '

A
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illustrated;
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1
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Scouts Afield

ASK

DAD

for

This

TRAIN
Write Quickly for Catalog
luinvls nf fun with a Lionel electric locomotive; couple to it Pullmans or
^t suitrhcs, semaphores, electric lights, track, etc. Make the trains scoot
around with ;i touch of your tinker. Run 'em on batteries ur from electricity in your house
with a Lionel transformer which saves Batteries.
(See illustration below.)
Lionel Electric Trams are
2, iO.OOO
boys own them join us this tinarter million of happy boys.
;unl won't break.
safe no shocks.
not ("ast Inm
ThiVi.' tee]
You'll have
freight c;ns;

:

FinUnconditionally guaranteed.
Vre highest grade of material 'throughout, hut not high priced.
Models are faithful reproductions of originals seen on our
ished handsomely in colors <md gold.

New

'

""write" Quickly for New Boy*s Catalogwritten specially foi YOU. crammed full of pictures.
time with Lionel Trains.
photos tell you why you'll h-ve f-uch a dandy good
Lionel Rail Free Most toy dealstores and department stores
If you'll go to your toy
Toys.
dealer, find out if he sells Lionel Trains, and
Ml me when you write for catalog I'll include a special section of rail free.
of

Section

electrical

ers,
sell

Lionel

Lionel Cowen, a Friend of Boys. President.

J.

THE LIONEL MFG. COMPANY
Dept.
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48-52

42.
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STREET

NEW YORK CITY
You Have Electricity In Your Home
Be Sure to Get this Transformer
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Transformers. Induction Coils. WireFlashlights,
Lamps,
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Apparatus,
Meters. X-Rays. Books. Tools. Electric
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\emplanes and Parts for building your own apparatus.
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of dry battery all ready
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install.
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a
dark
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switch,
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Price
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60c.
PostExtra.
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toys,

Wiring Diagrams, tells how to put up an
ml install apparatus, etc.
Best catalog of Wireless and Electrical Apparatus.
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etc..
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every
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wonderful
outfit
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55 page book of instruc-
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Extra.

FUN WITH MAGNETISM
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page

outfit

book
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contains 32
of
all

instructhe ap-

paratus for performing
61 fascinating experiments. It will give you
some new ideas about
electricity and magnetism in such an inter-
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Price Only 50c.
Postage
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is a
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started right in your
This
study of electricity.
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Just
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the motor
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MOTOR

Is nearly 3 in. high.
Runs at
high speed on a single cell of battery.
Very powerful and may be
used to run small
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you can't help remembering it,
Price Only 25c.
Postage 5c Extra.

opportunity for every boy to learn to telegraph
This is a full
to put up a line with his chum.

sized telegraph set. consisting of a line key and
Will work any
sounder, mounted on a polished base.
distance.
An excellent Field Telegraph for Boy
Scouts.
Wt., 2 Ibs.
Prlcfl, 93c.
Postage Extra.

UPRIGHT STEAM ENGINE
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9 in.

fine engine of the best materials.
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for Any Boy.
tested at factory
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Each engine
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SIMPLEX WIRELESS OUTFIT
Get
Every boy wants a wireless.
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of a large double slide tuner, a
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interesting

around you.
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detect nr.
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There is no trail into the district, and
ground is covered with trunks of fallen
and is very rocky. For this reason the
of the scouts was rather a strenuous under-

In a report of this hike, Scout George M. Nye
writes in part as follows
"We made camp the first night close to Goose
Creek, in a little aspen grove. About ten o'clock
we ate our supper and then turned in. Next
morning after breakfast just as we were starting out we found bear tracks not fifty feet from
our camp they were fresh and made you feel
sort of creepy.
"Hiking down Goose Creek we stopped about
one o'clock for lunch. Here we discovered some
prickle cone or fox-tail pines, a rare species in
That afternoon, after
this part of the country.
going down Goose Creek through Lost Park, we
crossed the pass over the Kenosha Range on an
old logging road, and camped on the other
On the way down to this camp we folside.
lowed deer tracks for about a mile, but although
they were fresh we did not eaten sight of the
:

Your

Boys, for

Rifle

22
Cartridges, the
calibre
shorts
probably
you've
heard so much about. They "hit
where you aim."
U.

buy

S.

.

;

new motor embodying an entirely new
The Monoprinciple in motor construction.
coil is the simplest and most powerful lowon one
Runs
market.
the
priced motor on
or more dry cells.
Every boy will want a

A

become an

sensitive,

New York; SELEY SMELTING* LEApCp.. San Francisco, distributors

on

Pacific Coast.

On Thursday, when
Crane, of Waterloo.
he Governor of the State visited the Fair, the
touts were of special service, acting as an
'scort and keeping the crowds in bounds with
heir staffs.

"The

Electrical Experimenter"
The big electrical Magazine for tbogg
who dabble in electricity and WirelessChuck full of experiments. Intensely
inteiesting. Monthly prizeaof SS.OOior
beat experiments Amateur Electrics,

A

hike to Lighthouse
Lake
oint, one of the largest lighthouses on
This trip was
1.
was
made
Troop
by
Michigan,
aried with hardships, one being the pulling of
he trek cart across a corner of Duncan Bay,
a wade of half a mile. This troop also hiked
o Stony Point on the Straits of Mackinaw,
where they encamped for three days.

MICH.

3
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old
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trees still remain
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On Wednesday scout contests were run
and many prizes were awarded. That of a
car's subscription to BOYS' LIFE offered to the
cout entering the most events was won by Scout

SHEBOYGAN,

Room

2317 Trinity Building,
-

ft"

etc.

BRANDES,

necessary
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examinations to
This decision
was made after talks made by Herbert Page, the
Rev.
G. M. Miller,
the
Scout
of
troop
only Eagle
W. A. Buchanan, organizer of the troop A. W.
Prank
and
Ramsey
Neibel,
Alley, Scoutmaster,
County Scout Executive.
the
Seneca
County
N.
Y.
During
WATERLOO,
r air the scouts
pitched nine tents and remained
and
as
serving
n the grounds, acting
guards
A large sign was posted
n other capacities.
n a conspicuous place, "Ask the Boy Scouts."
hus advising the public of their willingness

prepare

to

NEW YORK

valuable

book. "The Making of a Marksman." We'll mail
it without charge.

PAUL, MINN. The twenty-one members of
Troop 20, this city, decided at a recent
meeting held at the Olivet Congregational Church

Manufacturers of the Wood. 3-color signal light for Scouts

2c. for

Championship contests. Packed in red,
white and blue boxes. Remember the
colors, and accept nothing else,
A Book for Boy Scouts
Send postal for our

ST.
Olivet
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30 silk wire wound large
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WIRELESS STATIONS
FROM $1.95 UP.
REMARKABLE CODE
LEARNER. $1.25.
Send stamp for our large catalog "L" of remarkable values.
CO. .138-140 Centre St.. N. Y.

THE HANDEL ELECTRIC

WE DO

YES,

inaUe a special station for receiving time signals.

Here

it

is.

The

transformer, loading coil, and condenser are enclosed in a mahogany case with switches on the
The defront to vary same.
tector, mounted on top, is of the
cat-whisker type and is very sensitive.
We include a 1,000-ohm,
double pole receiver, green silk
cord and leather-covered head.

circular S-3, describing

band. Price, $6.00. Send stamp for
and other outfits from $2. 00 up.

tliis

& K. ELECTRIC
CO.
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and Showroom:
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Office
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Place,

Do

MARCONI

and
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not miss this unusual
limited
opportunity

obtain

to
wireless

commercial

apparatus.

Offered Within the Reach of Every Amateur
Apparatus may be inspected at Temporary Storeroom, Gth Floor, 58 Duane St.. New York City.
Send 1 cent for illustrated and descriptive catalogue, which amount will be returned with first
Address L (Boys' Life)
purchase.
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America
Woolworth Building. 233 Broadway, New York

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

time the scouts visited this spot the old-fashioned
flowers, which had been planted by the Lincoins, were in bloom. The picture shows the
members of Troop 1 in the flower garden.
Another interesting spot visited by this troop
was the Shiloh cemetery, where Lincoln's father,
his stepmother, his cousin and his stepbrother
nd stepsister are buried.
NEW BRITAIN, CONN. Troop 8 with Scoutmaster Howard S. Fox hiked to Forestville and
encamped there over night to attend the scout
day held in connection with the Chautauqua,
lu the scout events this troop came off with
tho Horse and Rider Relay.
There were nineteen boys and two adults in the party, and it
goes without saying that it was "some time."
WESTDALE, MASS. Troop 1 spent three days
camping at Long Point, where they enjoyed
some successful fishing. This troop is growing
steadily and making good progress in scouting.
MOUNT VICTORY, OHIO. Scout Merle Harvey
reports a fine twelve-pound carp caught with a
small rod and hook in the Lewistown Reservoir.
FREEPOET, ILL. Troop 5 took a hike to
Crane's Grove where all enjoyed a good swim
and rousing game of ball. After exploring the
trove thoroughly find practicing various scout
Being caught in
stunts, they started for home.
the rain on the way they arrived there pretty
v ell soaked, though their ardor for scouting was
not dampened in the least.

CHARITON, I A. The first camping trip of
Troop 1 was at Good Indian Camp, about nine
miles east of Chariton.
Many good times were

Perfect working telephone. Ready for use the minute battery
is attached.
Shipped in handsome gift box, with full instructions.
"Call up" your playmates on your own private phone,
between two houses, or from separate parts of one house. One
outfit talks one way-two outfits both ways. Simple to use and
will last a Ion? time. Not an imitation, but a genuine telephone,
7S inches high; carbon grain transmitter; watch case receiver
wood base
with flexible
,.,!, imi-iH'd in black enamel; polished
ewitch furnished FREE; works on one 15c dry battery. Send
or writ and learn how any
dollar bill or money order today
boy can be our agent and make money.
FREE-big- new ILLUSTRATED catalog of more than 200 electrical, wireless and experimental goods. Send 4 cents for postage.

THE ELECTRO
Dept. 116

SET, CO.,
t-N-Bldff.
Cleveland, Ohio

flCTGEM

Worth
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$6.00
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miles

We
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will

a

mate

present

of
this Gem
Outfit with your
for tha

order
necessary

_
Ohm

Headset.

equip-

ment consisting of

Insulators. $.48; I
Ground Clamp. $.10: 500 Ft. of Aluminum Wire,
$1.20 30 Ft. Rubber Cable for lead In, $.90; we Include a Gem Station, total, $6.63.
A splendid outnt for beginners. 152 Page CataInc O-70. 4c postage.
NICHOLS ELECTRIC CO.. 1-3 W. B'way. N. Y.
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enjoyed and the boys are all enthusiastic over
and looking forward to a similar venture next year.
EAST ORANGE, N. J. Since Scout Executive
J. W. Patton has been placed in charge of the
work in this city, scouting has been booming;,
and it is expected that East Orange will soon
take its place in the front rank of scout cities
One of East Orange's liveliest
in the country.
troops is Troop 8, of which Carl <J. Lanning is
their experiment

Fill in

coupon and mail.

We will do the rest. That is
Send Free of All Charge enough

Wheatena

The picture shows

scoutmaster.

a

jolly

bunch

Scout Rations for your Next Hike
The Wheatena Company
Wheatenaville, Eahway,

New

Jersey

Troop No
Street

Town
State

A

Date olnext hike
of

No. of Scouts in

Troop

j oil it

members

lunch
woods.
their

.

Scout Master

Nov.

Twomrts
hold adjustable
SoiePlate

Rid

''/eft?"

This

in the fall woods.

of the Bob
at the end of

White

patrol eating
a hike into the fall

1Q16

ORANGE, TEX. The people of Orange are convinced that the scouts of that city are a real
and a valuable member of
live organization,
This conviction has
their group of civic bodies.
come through the fine work which these boys
are constantly doing. Just recently reports have
been sent to' BOYS' LIFE telling of the aid rendered to people during the severe storm which
lhat section of the country encountered, and the
latest reports tell of their remarkable efficiency
One of the residences of the
in fighting fires.
town caught fire, and even before the fire whistle
ad blown, Scoutmaster Stanley Barnes and two
of the scouts were on the roof, of the building,
doing their best to save the house from what
Other boys arrived
seemed certain destruction.
and before the fire department wagon had
seventeen scouts
were
there
reached the scene
either on the roof or on the ground, working with
water
The
all their might.
supply was from
a pump in the yard and a bucket brigade was
the
To reach
topmost peak of
quickly formed.
the ro'of three boys formed a human chain and
The
in
this way.
managed to pass the water up
boys are under strict orders as to their confeature
of
duct at fires and a very noticeable
their work was that they were systematic-ill,
and
that
they
showed evidence of real training,
gave implicit obedience to all orders.
Scoutmaster Charles Taylor
LTTZERNE, PA.
reports a "good turn" of the Luzerne scouts.
He says: "Our boys did one thing this summer
They took enthat makes them more popular.
tire care of the lawn surrounding our church,
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Any Size Shoe

Solves the skate problem for the
growing boy. Adjustment is made in a
jiffy by two nuts which rigidly clamp
the sole plate to the runner.

fONRON
EXTENSION ICE SKATE
Made

show them to you. If he is behind the
times and hasn't got them, send us one
dollar and we'll mail you postpaid a pair of
real skates, beautifully finished in "Snow
white" nickel the finish that doesn't rust.
Your dollar back if you are not more
than satisfied. Write Mail Order Dept. A.

Leedawl
COMPASS

Make Your Boy

Ind.

a Leader

waiting

Give him a Leedawl Co
Christmas and
let him lead "the
buys" through the woods, over
trail or on a tramp.
It's the only Guaranteed
Jeweled Compass for $1.00.
If
your dealer dues not li :n
them, write us for Folder Oil.

f

/

Rochester,/]
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Market or Breeding Purposes. Malta
big profits with our Jumbo Pigeons.
We teach you. Large, free, illustrated,

instructive circulars.
CO.. Dept. D.. Providence, R.
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How
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made
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Practice
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$1.25),

Brown Pebble Grain Leather riiti\;is
Given to any reader of BOYS' LIKE .snnltwo yearly subscriptions (.it $1 each) for
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lined.
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BOYS' LIFE.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

Save Magazine Money!
Our 1915 Catalog (44paees) lists more than
3000 Periodicals and Club Offers. It's a
Big Money Saver and is Free to you for the
asking;. The name J. M. Hanson-Bennett
is the accepted
stamp of reliability
and promptness in the magazine field.

Send

Local Agents
Us YOUR

answering advertisements

New BEDFORD, MASS. Members of Troops
2 and 3 of the New Bedford scouts took a
bicycle hike to Newport, R. I., where they
were entertained by Scout Commissioner GatzenA visit to the Naval Training Station
meier.
and the carnival which was being held there
were incidents. The Newport scouts also acted
as an escort in conducting the visitors to the
other points of interest in the city.
ROME, NEW YORK. Troop 8 of the Rome
State Custodial Asylum, enjoyed its annual Ik-ld
day, with a fine exhibition of fireworks and
band concert in the evening, on July 9. Mayor
H. C. Midlam was the guest of honor, and his
invitation was delivered by relay runners who
made especially good time in the two mile run
to the city hall.

Wanted

Name and Address

ADDRESS

HANSON-BENNETT

J.M.

MAGAZINE AGENCY
842 Brooks Building CHICAGO.

ILL.

Camp Guide FREE
Write today. Get our Rrreat"Cai__,
Guide," which tells all about
camp lift.-; how to lay out a
camp; what to take along;
what to do when you icet there.
We will *eml thin great book
absolutely free. .Just send a
post.

ird.

--^Army Shelter Tent

Creek.

_

553.

In writing an account

of the hike and camping trip of the scouts of
this city, Scout Frank Finley tells many funny
incidents which happened, such as for instJinrr
a breakfast consisting of pancakes "bard, brittle
and uninviting, made by mistake with lime inThese boys spent four or five
stead of flour."
days in camp on a cliff overlooking Walnut

/aylor Instrument Companies
N- y.
Makers of Scientific Instruments of Superiority

$$$$ In Pigeons!

list.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

for

,-

t

the largest in the world furnishes all
Magazines and Newspapers at Lowest
Possible Club Prices.and pives the Quickest,
most accurate, and most reliable service.

to Lieut. Gov. Edward Schoeneck and
Commissioner of Agriculture Charles S. Wilson.
URBANA, OHIO. The scouts of Urbaua are now
taking up basketball under the direction of AsA four-day outing
sistant Scoutmaster Ross.
on the Big Miami River was an event of the
all
which
summer
enjoyed.
past
WHITTEMORE, MICH. Troop 2 was very active during the Whittemore Fair. Tents, cots
r.nd cooking utensils were furnished by the Fair
Committee and the boys camped on the grounds
day and night, guarding the exhibition tents,
and helping in other ways. They took part in
the parade each day, and conducted a first-aid
tent.
This troop is growing constantly and
has many applications for membership on the

to

Kokomo,

Magazine Agency

escort

Ask The Hardware Man

Conron-McNeal Co.,

M. Hanson-Bennett

J.

and did it well."
ITHACA, N. Y. In the Fair and Carnival
Parade held in Ithaca on September 22, Troop 1,
of the Ithaca scouts, marched as a special

hockey or curved runner type 10
inch runners for boys 12 inch for men.
in

IT!

Order at
ttriVe

ily

&

Sale

S2.25. Same tents that are inactive service

H. Channon &Co.,

of

loaV^^st. Chicago
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two pairs.
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Write lor our handsomely illustrated catalog
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Puncture
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with \5}/2 oz. fabric, as
strong as is used in mosl
Ford size auto tires.

When was Sir Baden-Powell born?
When were the Boy Scouts of America
1.

Q.
2.

organized?

Can a scout pass part
when he has not passed

3.

tests

of

his

first

VACUUM CUP

class

the second class

:

requirements?

r

RBd

patrol leaders who are not yet
a second class scout to
first class scouts pass
class?
first
What is the present number of registered
5.
scouts?
6.
Can a boy belong to the scouts and to a
Scout
military organization at the same time?

Can two

4.

H.

1. February 22, 1857.
February 8, 1910.
That depends entirely upon

2.
3.

i.,u greatest
populai
priced trio of tires in the
market.

the scoutmaster, providing the Local Council, if therp
If it is
IB one, has no ruling on the matter.
deemed advisable by the local officials to permit a scout to do this, there is no reason why
he should not.
4.
No patrol leader can give official tests,
although lie may conduct preliminary ones for
the benefit of the scoutmaster.
5.
144,115, on October 4, 1915.
This is a question for the parents and
6.
\Ve believe scouting to be the
boy to decide.

most beneficial for

all

all tires made are guarantee.
for an entire season's service or repaired
The
or replaced free of charge.
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BICYCLE TIRES
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Three grades, three fancy
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select

growing boys.

can't
either.

Dors the catalogue of the Department
1.
Q.
of Equipment and Supplies cost anything, besides postage?
2
Why was the "Discoveries and Rediscoveries" department discontinued?

three

prices

from

and

choose

wrong

to

you

MOTORCYCLETIRES

on

Straight Vacuum Cup auto
tire construction in motorcycl
sizes
guaranteed for

5,000 Miles

of Boys' LIFE be ob
At what prirf-f
Are any books published that would aid
4.
If so, what are the
patrol leader in hits ivork?
Scout J. B. S., Mass.
titles?
This catalogue is sent to any
No.
A.
1.

Can back numbers

3.

a

and

tained?

dntihle

that

distance in

average

servic<

<i

scout free of charge.
The "Discoveries
2.
in

the

and Rediscoveries deBOYS' LIFE was discon-

partment formerly
tinued because of the fact that space was not
available for this feature.
Ten cents a copy.
Yes.
3.
In the back of the Handbook for Boys and
4.
also in the Scoutmaster's Manual there are lisU
Some of
of books which will be found useful.
these are difficult for a patrol leader. He should
talk the list over with his scoutmaster who could
give good counsel as to books best adapted to
He will find that many of the books
his needs.
can be obtained from a public library without
expense.

Can a boy who is not a scout write to
scouts and subscribe to BOYS' LIFE sending
Q.

ters in care of said

A.

Yes.

of

leader

tire of grand quality
inly reasonable price

V

the line.
a sur-
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Superb quality

prisingly easy price.
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4,000 Miles

Designed
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bojf
let-

paper?

Any boy may correspond with

other

boys through the Lonesome Corner Department
It
of "BOYS' LIFE, whether he is a scout or not.
is not necessary for a boy to be a scout in order
to subscribe to BOYS' LIFE.

Pennsylvania Rubber

Company

Jeannette, Pa.
Direct factory branches
UuitsJ
the
lln-mnihnnt

Witt you tell me who is the Cave Scout
1.
Q.
that writes fnr HOYS* LlFE ?
and he
a
scout's troon has broken
/'
2.
//
hasn't joined another, can he still call himself a
B. S. W., Washington, D. C.
scout?

The identity of the Cave Scout it
1.
The cave is deep and dark
in mystery.
in n while he is caught with a camera or
one of his excursions into the outside world, but
his name is a carefully guarded secret.

and

service
and
States

agencies
Canada.

A.

veiled

Once

of

registered member of a registered troop. When a
troop breaks up prompt notice should be sent to

A REAL WIRELESS

wireless

H;/ parents will not allow me to swii
possible for we to become a first class scout
W. A. R., Weyto rcceirc merit badges?

it

mouth, Mans,

The National Council has never authorized

If
any exception to any of the required tests.
they did so, the badge would mean little or
nothing. Every boy should know how to swim
unless he has some physical ailment which would

make

it

dangerous for him

to

do

so.

CUP AND
BINDING
POST

detector

exactly

as

illustrated,

size

2'

xl^'xlVi". In connection with any telephone n-ceiver and a wire ou your roof, this detector is
guaranteed to receive messages from 100 to 50 D
miles.
Complete instructions furnished.
This detector is no toy. but does exactly the
same work as a $10.00 instrument. If yuu h;n-no receiver get our 75 ohm Pony telephone r
Your
ceiver and Detector, both for GOc. prepaid.
money back If dissatisfied.
IMPORTANT: Send today 4c. extra postage for
our famous Electrical Cyclopedia No. 15, contain-

Q.

A.

DETECTOR

10
"Wireless," read

llns
acquaint you with
astounding and hitherto unattempted offer.
For Iflc. we will mail you prepaid a complete

scouts.

or

N'CKEL

BOYS!
CENTS
DETECTOR FOR

To

National Headquarters, which will do all within
its power to re-organize the troop and provide
If a troop cannot be
it
with a scoutmaster.
re-organized and some of the scouts still wish
to go on with their work, National Headquarters will endeavor to find a place for them in
some other troop, or they may become lone

Is

GALENA

WIRELESS

A

boy can only consider himself a member
the Boy Scouts of America while he is a

2.

|

.

j

ing 658 illustrations. 2000 articles. "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy" and 20 coupons for free
Wircl.-s r-'irrse. also full list of all U. S. WireThis great book has 275 pages. Is
less call letters.

'/

thick

and weighs

'/a

'b.

You

can't be without

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY, 259 Fulton Street, New York
" E".'frvthin for the Experimenter"
A Hi
Ml HB
Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

answering advertisements

It.

City
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Stories

About the

'THERE

is

Pictures

on Our

Double Page

Chip

and get a

in

great conglomeration of pictures
in our double page display this month
Chinese scouts, nautical scouts, pioneering scouts,
and several other kinds of
forestry scouts
a

scouts.

in the upper left hand corner
of boys from Troop 28, Rochester,
N. Y., straddling a tree which was broken in
lather unusual shape by a high wind.
In the picture just below are half a dozen
scouts from Troop 16, Salt Lake City, Utah,
They are sitting on a
reading BOYS' LIFE.
fallen pine 250 years old, which is on the top
Looks
of a mountain 9,000 feet above sea level.
like BOYS' LIFE is coming up in the world,

The picture

shows a group

Columbia Grafonola
Every Boy Scout Patrol in
camp, gymnasium, or drill
work can make exceptionally

good use of a Columbia

Grafonola.
This Model, $25

Any Columbia

dealer will ar-

deliver
range, free of charge, to
a

Columbia Grafonola
of

type

instrument

(any

that

you

prefer) together with sufficient
Columbia Records, allowing

you
you

a

few

days' free trial, that
for yourself the

may know

inspirational, disciplinary and
teaching possibilities of this
This Model, $50

perfected

modern

invention.

Columbia
GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY

doesn't

it?

French Boy

Scouts

are mighty busy during

not at the front, but back of
the Big War
the lines, acting as messengers, and performing
all sorts of civic duties wherever their services
But they find time occasionally
are needed.
The picture shows them giving a
for a display.
in Paris.
in
the
Tuilleries
review
The big round picture was taken at Camp
where
several thousand boys
Chief Red Oak,
from Allegheny County, Pa., had a bully time
'hiring the past summer. These Pennsylvania
scouts made quite a specialty of pioneering
work, and the picture shows them hoisting one
of their number in a barrel which was rigged
up on the arm of an improvised derrick. Probably these boys will be building skyscrapers some
day.
Notice that bright looking boy at the bottom
of the page. He's a Prince
yes, an honest to
for
goodness Prince, not just a "good fellow"
His name is
his daddy is the King of Italy.
Urnbert, and he is going to be king himself
He couldn't be a scout in the
some day.
United States, because he is only seven years
eld, hut the Italian scouts were glad to take
And Prince Umbert was glad to be
him in.
taken in, too, for he is very proud of his unihe is working like a nailer to learn
and
form,
all the secrets of scoutcraft.
at
the
top of the page, to the right of
Up
the pioneering scouts, is the picture of the scout
at
East
totem pole
Orange, N. J. Some of these
East Orange scouts got themselves in bad by
So Scout Execunear
the city.
marking up trees
tive J. W. Patton located an old dead tree. Then
"Now
and
said:
he called the boys together
we will give one section of this tree to each
can
mark
troop, and the members of the troop
it
and decorate it any old way they please."
have
scouts
The Allegheny county nautical
made great progress in their work. The picture
just below the totem pole shows a group of
these scouts receiving their merit badges for
swimming. Only first class scouts are admitted
to the nautical troop, and they are all required
to qualify for their merit badge in swimming
The troop has received two
us soon as possible.
whaleboats from the United States Government,
and they are going to engage regularly in lifesaving drills along the Allegheny River.
Look out for that fellow in the small picture
He is
just to the right of the nautical scouts
a Kcnnine old western rattlesnake, photographed
I

alive

DEALERS

Box K645 Woolworth Bldg.

NEW YORK,

EVERYWHERE

N. Y.

by

Scoutmaster M.

C.

Guggenheimer,

of

Troop 7, Buffalo, N. Y. This picture was posed
in western Cana_da.
The parade picture at the bottom of the page
shows 500 Chinese boy scouts assembled at the

If it weren't for
big review held in Shanghai.
the bamboo fence and the flags it would be easy
was
taken in the
this
to imagine that
picture

United States.
Scout R. Val Dannebe, whose picture appears
in the upper right hand corner, probably is training for a wild west show, although he doesn't
admit it in the letter we have received from
He lives in Frederickshurg, Va. He says
him.

Subscribe

Now and

Get This Flashlight

Vest-pocket Flashlight for One Subscription to Boys' Life at One
Almost everyone is carrying one of these they're so conTake up no room in your pocket, yet throw a bright light
at night or in a dark room.
Heavily nickel-plated over brass.
Tungsten battery, guaranteed to give 400 per* cent, longer service
Ihan any other similar flashlight battery made.
lts Mazda
2%
Send to-day
inches.
Slide contact button.
lamp, a x 1% x
and get this flashlight and Boys' Life one year. Both for $1.00.
The supply is limited. Send order promptly. 200 5th Ave., New
York.
Dollar.
venient.

%

USE THIS ORDER BLANK
HOTS' LIFE, The Bnv
2(10

Fifth Avenue.

Scouts' Magazine,
York.

New

You may send BOYS' LIFE, one
fur

which

I

enclose

ONE DOLLAR.

Name
Address

me

the Flashlight)

year,

beginning

is no
it
and you

trick at all to ride a horse like this
will notice that he hasn"- any saddle,

cither.

Scouts

row
1

Adam and

Prindle, of the blazing ar-

patrol, Troop 1, Rockford, IU.,
ike recently, came to a dangerous

while on
washout

a
in

While they were erecting a danger
the road.
signal that would keep wagons and automobiles
out of the ditch, their scoutmaster, Jlr. C. Dickinson, snapped their picture.
Los Angeles, Cal., scouts spent a bully summer in the Angeles Forest Reserve, where they
worked for Uncle Sam, patroliug the forests
und protecting them from destruction by fire.
The Government paid the scout camp a ranger's
which
salary of $75.00 a month, in return for
the boys did regular ranger service, covering
The
k distance of 9,000 miles on patrol duty.
own
boys were thrown almost entirely on their
resources did all their own cooking, and took
care of themselves generally, under the direction

Scout Executive Pollard, of Los Angeles
They made a specialty of camp cooking, and
became quite expert in the art of baking bread
mid biscuits in a mud oven, as shown in the
of

picture.

Two
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Who

Recently
Boys
Did Big Things

PUMP GUN
aixd
Steel
Hubert

IV.

tennis champion of the United
William M. Johnston, a twentyyear-old youth from California. Johnston
won his title on September 7 in a match
at Forest Hills, N. Y., with Maurice E.
McLoughlin, several times National Champion and regarded by many as one of the
greatest tennis players the United States

The new

States

SHELLS

is

has ever produced.
On the following day Johnston and
Clarence T. Griffin, another California!!,
defeated McLoughlin and Bundy for the
double championship on the Forest Hills
and
Last year
Courts.
McLoughlin
Bundy defended against the Australian
players in the International matches for
the Davis Cup.
They have been the national doubles champions for four years.
Robert W. Dowling, an eighteen year
old boy living in New York City, performed a feat which has never before

been accomplished, when on September 5,
he
swam entirely around Manhattan
Island, a distance of thirty-five miles.
Young Dowling was in the water thirteen
hours and forty-five minutes.
He was accompanied on his long swim
by a motor boat carrying his coach and
At half hour intera party of friends.
vals he was fed beef juice and chocolate

How can

a boy hear
leading sportsmen
everywhere talking of
the wonderful shooting
qualities of the Remington-UMC Pump Gun, without deciding to get one some
day?
the

Young Dowling attempted
August

15,

this

quick to take the hint. The steel lining
grips the powder, so it gives a smashing
swift kick to the shot
great for swift
shots, bully all along the line.

Mark

it

self into perfect physical condition before

UMC

Red Ball

Sportsmen's

Would ynu like our booklet "Inside Shot Shell Facts Laid Bare"}

up.

failure only made him the more

His first
determined to establish the record, so he
immediately started training and got him-

for the dealer with the

of Remington-

Headquarters the best place to buy
shooting equipment in every town.

swim on

but was forced to give

Steel Lined Shot Shells

"Arrow" and "Nitro Club." Everywhere you hear them called the "Speed
Shells"
and you bet every live-wire is

Look

to the starting point.

same way about the Reming-

IT'S
ton-UMC

in the water.

The long swim was begun at Spuyten
Duyvil Creek, continued down the Hudson
River, around the Battery and up the East
River into the Harlem River and thence

Lined

SHOT

Bowling

Remington Arms
Metallic Cartridge

-

Union

Company

Woolworlh Bldg. (233 Broadway)

New York

making the second attempt which proved
Perfect condition, grit and
successful.
persistence

The

made

possible this success.

Scout and the Serpent

(Continued from page 19)
and you can stay under water two or three
or four times as long as if you didn't."
I said I would try it some time and then
we went down and looked at the remainIf Smitty anc
ders of the sea serpent.
Slats ever find out about it I guess thej

make up

their minds that the Seoul
It's a long
is quite a feller, after all.
worm that won't turn.
will

WHITE FOOT OIL

AGENTSWanfed
Rider
in each town to ride and show a new 1916

POISON IVY REMEDY
all

Parcel Post.

WHITE

liberal terms

DELIVERED FREE on approval

itching.

Price 25 cents.

FOOT

REMEDY

CO.,

Centrevllle,

"RANGER"

bicycle. Write for our
on a sample to introduce.
and 3O
days' trial. Send for big free catalog and
particulars of most marvelous offer ever
will
be
astonished
made on a bicycle. You
at our low prices and remarkable terms.

model

Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning.
Chegoe Bites, Chafing, Sun Burn. Itching Piles. No
A free can to
smarting or burning when applied.
Sold by Druggists or shipped' by
any Scoutmaster.
Relieves

FACTORY CLEARING SALE

Md.

number of

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
Readers can
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOYS' LIFE when answering adver-

a limited
old models of various makes,

A

few good second-hand wheels,
$7 to $12.
taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores
*
$3 to $8. If you want a bargain write at once.
.

Tires, lamps, wheels, sundries, parts, motorcycle supplies of all kinds at half usual prices. Do not

__ buy until yougetourcatalofrand offers.

MEAD CYCLE

CO..

DEPT. F-17

tisements.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

answering advertisements

Write Now.

CHICAGO
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Don

$OaBox

Strong of the

Scouts'

Wolf

Patrol

(Continued from, page 16)

2

scout.
Well, why couldn't
Andy ?
Before Don reached home he had

first-class

Necktie
Free

November, 1915

Magazine

lie

train

arhe'd

at still another conclusion
coach Andy in pitching and make him
sure of himself. The sturdy up-hill game
that Andy had pitched that day seemed

rived

to make a great difference that and the
fact that Andy had fought for him.
It wasn't hard to interest Andy in
Don loaned him the handbook
sci niting.
and the latest issue of BOYS' LIFE next
morning. Andy was over at Don's house
wanted to
early, and declared that he
So Don taught
join as soon as possible.
him the knots, and the history of the flag,
and explained all about the Scout Law,
Before the week
sign, salute and badges.

NAME

Scout
Knife

Do You Want

dress of 5 friends and

handsome

receive

free.

tie

without fading, shrinking or ripping or
Made of fine white percale shirting fabric with narrow
One shirt of each
stripes of blue, black and lavendt*.
Cut in the popular coat style, cuffs
color to the box.
Standard sizes
attached, laundered and fashionable.
Neckties are navy blue,
14 to 17%. sleeves 33 and 35.
The shirts
Take your choice.
black and lavender.
would cost you a dollar apiece and you would get no
75c.
DURO
cost
tie
would
of
wear.
The
guarantee
haberdashery catalog on request, but save time by sending $2 bill and 15c postage today with size and nve
names, for if all the goods are not satisfactory on arHighest bank
rival we will gladly refund your money.
references.

GOODELL &

CO.,

Room

64,

Basket Ball Uniforms

Yr-rk

$740
~~
I

FULL SET OF FIVE
We

New

158 E. 34th St.,

as a Special for this ninntli. a liasket
Ball Outfit of Five Uniforms, of first-class mateThe
rial and finish for the low price of $r.40.
Outfit is as follows:
offer

fashioned

5 Full

Sleeveless

color

any

Jerseys,

or

combination of colors.
Regulation Basket Ball Pants, heavy

5 Pair

padded

drill,

hips,

loose

fitting.

Khaki
Colors: Tan,

Navy, or Black.

White,

5 Pair Heavy Ribbed
nation of colors.

Hose,

any

color,

combi-

or

Send remittance with order. Give measurements
of chest, waist, and size of hose, for each player.
will ship goods within 10 days of receipt of
order.

We

NATIONAL ATHLETIC SUPPLY
2414 Washington

St.

gladly.

Mass.

new, distinctive
different from the

It is

ordinary
longer.

Yours with One

Subscrip-

EL
Develop your arms, shoulBag punch-

ing will do
forms,
at

Bags,

swivels, etc.,
in our Sporting

Catalog.

Also gym-

nasium equipment
tal

plat-

cords,

low prices

Goods

it.

bars,

vaulting

horizon-

bucks,

swinging rings. Writetoday
fur Sporting Goods Catalog
No. 84B236 Address
Sean, Roebuck and Co.

Chicago

MORSE TELEGRAPHY,
AMD WIRELESS

,

TEACH YOURSELF
in

half

wonderful

usual

time,

Automat it;

at

trifling

cost,

Transmitter

with

THE

the

OMNI-

GRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morso or Continental messages, at any speed, just as an expprt operator would.
Adopted by U. S. Gov't.
4

styles.

Omnlgraph

Catalogue free.
Mfg. Co., 39-M

Cortlandt

St..

New York

ilcnlion BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

to

Boys'

Life

and

50c.

it

But

31/2"

long,
two
C
'

'

a r-

Van"

Steel
the
finest
knife

blades

steel

in

world

the
made

from

the

mous

Damascus

fa-

sword blade

for-

mula.

Will hold a
keener edge longer
than any other steel.
2
Blades;
Regular
Price,

$1.50.

A

Splendid
Gift at

Any
Time

his trip.

(Continued in December Boys' LIFE)

b
New

T

Don

Strong Began

wants to enter the Chester
not to study, but to play foot-

and baseball under Mr. Wall, the Latin

who coaches the team.
Ales Davidson, a widow's son, also is amAlex works all
bitious to enter high school.
Don learns that Alex has twt-nty
summer.
he
around
to Alex's
dollars saved.
Amazed,
goes
house for a look at a boy who has saved that
a
Alex
and
finds
much money
wearing
boy scout
uniform.
He sneers at scouts but later, when
Wall
is
the
he discovers that Mri
scoutmaster,
he enters the troop. Ted Carter, a shiftless lad,
worms his way into the boy's good graces.
A theatrical company comes to town, and in
order to earn money for the show, Don works
with feverish haste to finish a bird house. The
house is so poorly made that he refuses to sell it.
but he borrows a quarter from Ted. and together
When the football season
they see the show.
His savings
closes, Don bas more time to work.
grow, and he prepares for his second class test.
The troop decides to obtain a club room ant
Don makes arrangements with the Chester
Trolley Co. to use an abandoned waiting room
He also arranges to purchase furniture for tin
[.:i. lie]-,

;

ders and back.

tion

play a game before breakfast; but
hen Don told her about the hike, she
Directly after
[>acked him quite a lunch.
reakfast he set forth on his journey. As
efitted a scout on scout duty, he wore
He had a compass
lis khaki uniform.
in his pocket for use should he become
lost, and he carried a small pad for mak-

ball

knife
years
;

last

will

to

DONhighSTRONG
school

PUNCHING

accepted

low Andy did not repulse the first-baseman. Often the three of them, with Alex,
argued out some pitching problem. Slowly
Andy began to show confidence somehing he had lacked before.
Friday there was a wild downpour of
Next day the high school nine was
rain.
scheduled to travel; but Friday afternoon Mr. Wall received word that the
leld was flooded
Don was glad that the game could not
This would give him a Satur>e played.
day to himself, a whole day in which to
take the long hike that was necessary
f he wanted his First-class badge.
Next morning he was out of bed an
Barbara
lour before his usual time.
wanted to know if the nine was going

How

iG

Andy

Sometimes Ted came over.

ng notes of

CO.

Boston,

take baseball coaching.

It?

Boys' Life Will Help You.

DURO Shirts and Necktie by Mail for was out Andy had taken his oath,to and
the
another member had been added
less than you pay for shirts alone
Wolf
Patrol.
shirts,
3
DURO
box
of
for
a
Send $2 and I5c postage
Include name ana adDon had wondered how Andy would
delivered free by parcel post.
six months
DURO Shirts are guaranteed to wear
new shirts free.

!

room on credit.
The troop agrees to accept the offer of tin
trolley company, but to pay for their generositj
1'Y ki-oping the new waiting room clean.
They
decide not to buy furniture on credit and Doi
thinks of the money he owes Ted. At the close o
the meeting Mr. Wall asks Don about his rela
tions with Ted and gives him a copy of the
eleventh Scout Law.
Next day Don repays Te(

Scout

Knife is
specialfor

made
BOYS' LIFE
lv

ana

readers,
on the

transparent handles,
are as
which
clear as glass and
tough as horn, is
the Emblem of the
Boy Scouts of America, with the maga-

name on one
and Your Own
Name and Address on
These spethe other side.
zine's

side,

cial

cannot be
without destroy-

insignias

removed

knife.

ing the

BOYS' LIFE, 200 5th Ave., New York
Send me the Scout Name Knife for

Name

.

,

Address

the loan.

The busy winter passes and
son opens.

Don

determines to

the

enclosed $1.50; this amount to also include
One Yearly Subscription to BOYS LIFE.

the baseball s<>;i
the position

make

Boys' LlFK

in

i

aih'i-t

t

i*>

A
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a
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Largely for Parents

Boy Scouts' Fathers and Mothers

boy happier than

to receive on Christmas, gifts conof his "equipment" a true Scout earns,

nected with his Scout activities. Most
but at Christmas it is proper that his thrift be rewarded with some specially
prized article which will increase his enjoyment of the Scout program. Below are suggestions sure to prove popular, and useful as well.

SCOUT EQUIPMENT

How About
A

for

WINTER DAYS and HOLIDAY GIFTS
Boy Scout Blankets

Mackinaw?

a

No more

coats
Made from the wool
are called.
of sheep that thrive in the snows
of the great Northwest.
Scouts are proud of them for
school wear or for use with their
uniform. Belted Norfolk model,

;

with big rolling collar that snuggles up in the neck and turns up
about the head and ears.
.Ill-Wool; Olive Drab or Plaids.

Then,

a

of

"Bigger-than-weather,"
Patrick-Duluth Mackinaw

splendid

value, $3.50.

superior blanwool. You can
roll up in this on a fall or winter
night and not feel the cold. Size

$7.50

Boys' Sizes.

Men's

all

62 x 84 inches.

Weight 4

8.50

Ibs.

$5.00

Field Glasses

manufacturer of the Scout uniIt is all wool, olive drab
forms.
only, and a bit lower in price.

No. 565.

A

"Highgrade."

ket practically

we have another
too,
mackinaw made by the

No. 564.

cherished possession

Scout than the blanket he
rolls up in on the hike.
Handy
for his bed at home or in camp.
"Scouts' Own." Stamped with
official badge design.
Soft, beautiful blanket for all year use
strong and durable. Size 66 x 80
inches, weight 4 Ibs. Remarkable

these

No. 562. Boys' Sizes 28-34
No. 563. Men's Sizes 36-44

Home

For Hike or

Splendid Coat for School or Scouting

Nothing could please
delightful

in

a

bird

5.00

study,

signalling,

glasses

carrying

when

out

of

Made

of

Aluminum

always safe for boys to
drink any water they come across
when on a "Hike." Better that they
should carry a little with them.
"Wearever" canteen holds
This
Made of heavy
just over a quart.
aluminum. Olive drab cover with adAn enviable
justable carrying strap.
possession.
High cost of metal will
soon make this canteen more exIt

Cook-Kit

isn't

pensive

$1.50

Remittance

in full

Scouts have to know
In this new

how

to

For Your Boy's Room.
by a prominent sculptor, this
statuette should be an inspiration for any
The strong, well posed figure of a
boy.
Scout in typical costume stands seventeen
inches high.
Attractively modelled base includes the Scout's emblem and the watchwords of his code.

Designed

cook.

there is a fry pan
with patent handle, a cooking pot
with cover, drinking cup, and a stew
pan which also serves as plate or
A fork and spoon are
soup bowl.
included.
All parts nest compactly inside the
Price must soon
khaki carrying case.
be advanced owing to cost of aluminum
?^.00
kit,

must accompany

all

orders,

Ivory Finish
Copper or Bronze Finish

'

.

Express Charges Extra.

which should be

sent

to:

Department of Equipment and Supplies
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200 Fifth Avenue

Tan

BOY SCOUT STATUETTE.

"Wearever" Brand

Aluminum

QA CQ
.iw

.............................. <
"Superior." Adapted to long range.
mountings and case, with extra shoulder cord .........................

case

Canteen
or Water Bottle

Of

Scout more.

astronomy and "just for fun."
around
all
Satisfactory
"Everyscout."
Black mount- (to C A
glass for Scout work.
<(>J.JW
ings and case
Same make but tan
"Scout Special."
mountings and case, with extra cord for

$4.50

Sizes.

interest

New York

Write for Complete Catalog

City

.

$3.00
3.50
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Perhaps your friend's house is over a mile
and
away. What combination of travel
bike ride on a
pleasure can beat a good
is

bicycle

a steed that

is

always ready.

It

there is the absolutely dependable New Departure Coaster Brake, "the brake that brought the
bike back," that makes it the safest vehicle on the

coast half

way

When you buy

a bike, have it equipped with this wonused by 5,000,000 bicycle riders.

derful device

of health.

Free to Live Boys!

A

"

Boy

The

"Joy

gold plated
Stickpin

you

will give us

the

name

Bristol,

he-

it happened, whether
Hayes failed
back up the line properly, or, as he
said, the left tackle stumbled and could
not reach the play Sanford broke through

to

Mfg. Co.

of

your nearest

all

how

New Departure

if

field.

When play was resumed, after Cherrington had kicked goal, Anoka took desperate chances in a tremendous effort to
few moments remaining.
score in the
Tricks, forward passes, onside kicks
everything was tried recklessly, but Cherrington's men held stubbornly.
The captains had been warned that time
was almost up, when no one knew just

farigueless fun that

glow

the

!

doubles the joys of cycling because you can nde

day and

down

racing towards Anoka's goal with
hind him

stopping in less

brings the red

sailed far

For an instant there was a confused
mixup at the spot where it fell, and Cherrington could not see what was happenThen Sttirdevant emerged heyond,
ing.

Then

It

Scrubs

(Continued from page 4.)
throw up his hand. His arm flashed and
as the Anoka ends leaped upwards, the
ball spun safely over their outstretched
fingers and, turning like a rifled projectile,

all

Cherrington

costs

has more joys for girls
to keep.
practically nothing
and boys and grown ups than you can even imagine.
It

it
road
gives you positive control
than a wheel's length.

1915

of pitcher nnd beat out Andy Ford, who made
and on the football team in Don's place.
The opposing
Don pitches the first game.
layers use unfair tactics and Ted Carter urges
?>on to "get even." Don knocks the ball out of a
Mr. Wall tells
player's hand and wins the game.
the team there is no honor in a dirty victory, and
Don goes home very much disturbed. He breaks
with Ted Carter and Ted begins to coach Andy
Ford. Don fears Ted will deliberately "throw" a
game when he is pitching.

The

moonlight night?

The

November,

Magazine

Conn.

and started

for Lincoln's goal with only

Cherrington

in front.

A

bicycle

sick feeling, clear down to the knees,
the scrub captain. Sanford was
faster than he and the best dodged

came over

dealer.

far

on the

field.

Cherrington trotted slowly ahead; the
Anoka back loomed up like a runaway
The
horse as he bore down upon him.
yell which had arisen was like the shriek
of a tremendous siren.

me-

game Cherrington had
San ford's dodging, and
he relied largely on a
change of speed. Gathering himself Cherrington appeared to respond to Sanford's second feint, then
.vhirled and drove himself with all his
might in the other direction. Almost by
Throughout the
watched carefully
had noticed that
double feint and a

the tops of his fingers he caught his man
For an instant he was jerked and bumped,
and his hands began to slip down, but
with a convulsive effort he circled one of
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over.

AH Lincoln poured out on the field.
After a long and hearty cheer for Anoka
they placed the men of their own two
teams on their shoulders and bore them
through the writhing ecstasies of the snake
dance.

:

:

;

:

:

;

;

A WEEK

as follows

later Cherrington received a
his brother which closed

from

letter

:

;

;

;

Boys' LIFE in an

have just seen Folwell, who refereed
your game. I would rather have had you
do what you did than have had you play
all fours years on the Lincoln varsity."
The honor society, which Cherrington
founded at Lincoln, is a permanent institution and is known as "The Cherrington
"I
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supported swings, giant strides, tennis courts, base ball grounds and
so on Neither does it show the bright, clean, airy workrooms where
It

does not

nor can
nearly a thousand happy people are pleasantly employed
you see the handsome executive and business offices with everything
up-to-date, a cheerful face at every desk and on the walls above the
desks framed, so placed that they can be read many times a day,

the
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interlocking
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I

reader,
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and photographs.
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Be sure to get this interesting magRead the absorbing story, "How
Invented Erector" and the special
trained

myself
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I
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A. C.
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contain illustrations and
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also a free copy
lustrated Book telling
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articles telling how
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of my new 24-page ilall
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want to present all this to you absolutely free!
toys.

Be sure you get Erector for Christmas.
Dealers everywhere sell it, $1 to $25 per set.

Look at Set No. 4 for $5, has 571
and motor, builds 250 models and
comes in handsome oak cab-

parts

inet.
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Authors
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character
volumes

For Yourself
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THESE GREAT
AUTHORS
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hand
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To guard against misunderstanding, contestants are urged to observe carefully the following suggestions:
1.
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2.
All pictures to be entered in this contest
must be addressed "Picture Contest Department," BOYS' LIFE. The Boy Scouts'
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to pass their tests.
Its stories are written by the greatest "boy
Every issue profusely illusstory" writers.
fatrated, with colored cover, sketches by
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machinery was disabled and the ship was obliged

all day to repair
In the meantime, perwould like to go ashore."

probably take

the engines.

haps you
"That is just what
tain.

I

may

find

I

should

discovered, which, on nearer approach, proved to be a small island.
havplace shallow enough for anchorage
the mate
ing been reached, the captain sent
with a boat's crew to find out what the
island was and to get fresh water. They
had just returned with the news that they
had found no signs of habitation and no
fresh water, although they had explored
the coast for some distance from the
As the sea
little bay where they landed.
was now comparatively smooth and the
sun had come out, the Captain decided to
remain here until the engines could be

been

CHAPTER I
Trip Ashore

like,

some interesting

Capspeci-

mens."

The speakers, Captain Morton and Dr.
Cameron, were standing on the deck of the

schooner-rigged steamer Flying Fish.
Surrounding them were six lads in the
khaki uniform of the Boy Scouts of
America. They were the Coyote Patrol, repaired.
part of a troop from a college town in a
Western state.
""ITIfON'T

little

Dr. Cameron was their scoutmaster. He
visiting the South Seas for scientific
purposes and the boys had come with

was

to trust to

A

you take us with you,
father?" asked Roderick Cameron,
when he heard his father's reply to the
Captain's suggestion.
"I don't know of any reason why you
shouldn't go," the Doctor answered. "The
mate saw no signs of either natives or
wild beasts.
If you will all obey orders
strictly, keep close with me and not wander

VV

her sails"

"Away with you now and get ready.
Rod, just go to Mr. Harvey's cabin and
ask him if he feels well enough to go with
us."

Mr. Harvey was a young man who
helped Dr. Cameron in his scientific work.
Like most of the others, he had been made
very ill by the storm, but unlike the boys,
he had not yet fully recovered. In answer
to Rod's question, he replied that he did
not feel well enough to undertake such a
trip.

an hour later the party were
The older boys
the ship.

HALF
leaving

while
helped the two sailors at the bars,
the others gazed eagerly at the approachwhat that dot in
ing island, not knowing
the mighty ocean would be to them some
day.

six lads were of various ages and
from Fred Morris, a tall boy a little
over seventeen, to Robert or Bobby Cameron, just thirteen, the baby of the patrol.
owned by Captain Morton. After visitFred was the son of an army officer, who
was an old friend of Dr. Cameron. He
ing the Caroline Islands, making several off by yourselves you may go."
stops, they had gone on their way towards
"Hurrah," cried Dick Lynch, the irre- had spent the last year in Hawaii, where
New Guinea, where the doctor had a pressible, "we're going to explore a desert his father was stationed, and had joined
cousin living on a ranch. It was the scout- island."
the party at Honolulu.
master's intention to leave the other lads
Roderick Cameron, the patrol leader, a
Dr. Cameron smiled. "Hurry and get
with this cousin, while he, his assistant
"You may take your pleasant looking, blue-eyed, curly-haired
ready," he said.
and his elder son, Roderick, made an ex- knapsacks with your first aid kits, and a lad, was some six months younger than
cursion into the interior.
Fred and almost as tall. Then came Karl
plate, cup, knife, fork and spoon each.
"You won't need your cooking utensils Seidl, dark, sturdily built, wearing glasses
Shortly before they reached the Molucca
Karl's
Passage, however, a violent hurricane as we shall take a cold lunch to save time, over near-sighted, brown eyes.
in the
struck the Flyiny Finh, driving her out of and
you won't need your blanket rolls. father was one of the professors
'her course.
Although the worst part of Wait a moment though. A couple of rub- college to whose faculty Dr. Cameron betowards
the storm did not last long, the wind con- ber blankets
might not be bad things to longed, and the boy's strong bent
linurcl to blow a
pale for three days. have when we stop for lunch. The grass the study of plants and animals was the
The machinery was disabled and the ship and sand on tropical islands are apt to be main reason for sending him on this trip
was obliged to trust to her sails. The full of unpleasant insects. Dick, you and to the Pacific islands.
The next in age was Harold Whitney,
sky remained heavily overcast all this time Karl may each take a rubber blanket.
so that it was impossible for the Captain
"Rod and Fred, take your axes. We who, though over fifteen, was not as tall
to take any observations to find out where shall
probably need to cut our way if we and not nearly as muscular as Dick Lynch,
they were. For the last twenty-four hours, go into the forest.
Fred may take his several months younger. Harold was quiet
however, the wind had been 'steadily de- rifle too; I shall have my gun. You can and bookish and his father had urged him
divide the provisions among you and I to join the Scouts in the hope of getting
creasing.
This morning at daybreak land had
him to take more interest in an active,
may need your help to carry specimens.

him

see something of this interesting
part of the world. They had traveled by
one of the regular steamers to Honolulu
and there had chartered the Flying Fish,
to

The

sizes,
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This trip Mr. Whitney
out-door life.
thought would be not only a help to that
end, but a physical benefit to the boy who
was not very strong. Richard Lynch was
a lively, headstrong, red-haired lad, always ready for fun or adventure and a
Robert Cameron, the
very loyal scout.
youngest of the group, was also a very
enthusiastic scout.
The three older boys and Dick were all
first class scouts, but Harold and Bobby
had not yet passed out of the second class.

were

island

at

so

they
gazing
THE
eagerly was of interesting appearance.
which break-

A

white sand beach against
was broken here and there by
masses of rock projecting into the ocean.
Cocoanut palms, with greyish-red trunks
and feathery crowns leaning towards the
sea, grew along the beach; farther back
and running up the sides of the low mountain, which rose almost in the center of
the island, was a dense forest.
This-mountain, instead of having a sharp
peak, such as might be expected from the
regular form of its slopes, was cut flat
across the top as if, Rod said, the peak
had been sliced off with a giant's knife.
It was evidently volcanic, for the upper
part was bare with dark furrows down
Dr. Cameron explained that
the sides.
these probably had been made by lava
streams, possibly centuries before.
A coral reef, running out from the shore
and curving around almost parallel with
it, formed a small bay protected from the force of the
Into this harbor,
breakers.
through a narrow channel, the
the
steered
sailors
boat,
beaching it easily on the hard
ers rolled
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columns.
Far overhead the dense black with storm clouds. It had been very
intertwined with great creepers, still in the woods, but now they could hear
did not allow the sun to penetrate.
behind them the swishing noise of the
gray gloom like twilight rested over every- wind swaying the tops of the trees. Before they were through the belt of palms
thing.
After they had been retracing their it was thundering and lightning almost
steps for perhaps half an hour, Karl continuously and the forest behind them
said suddenly:
was roaring with the wind.
"Dr. Cameron, are you sure your watch
Beyond the palms lay a stretch of coarse
is right ?"
grass leading to the shore, here a broken
"Why, yes, Karl," answered the scout- line of rocky cliffs with a sandy beach at
their base. They were not half way across
master, surprised, "why do you ask?"
"Because," said Karl, "it seems as if it this open ground when the wind struck
must be much later than that. I'm sure them with such violence that Harold would
it is a great deal darker than it was when have fallen if Dr. Cameron had not seized
we came through here before. I know I him by the arm. The trees behind them
could see that fallen tree with the orchids were twisting and bending almost to the
I ground and the roaring was so loud that
climbing over it much plainer then.
could distinguish the blossoms and I can't the Doctor had to s'hout at the top of lis
now."
voice to Fred close beside him.
Dr. Cameron paused and glanced around
"We can't get back to the bay. Run for
him. Then lie looked at his watch. Fred the shelter of the rocks."
look at his. They agreed to a minute.
"There's a little cave down there.
I
"It is darker," said the Doctor.
"It noticed it as we came along the beach,"
must have clouded over. All the more Fred shouted back.
reason why we should hurry back to the
"Lead to it, then."
like

foliage,

A

bay."

they made the best speed they could

DICK,

tention

A

they came out among the scattered they were up and follov.-ing Fred again.
that skirted the edge of the He led them through a break in the rocks
palm
forest they discovered that the sky was down to the sand beach and along for a
a little distance under the
cliff.
They were sheltered
here and could make better
trees

progress.

he
found the
Presently
place two shallow caves,
scarcely more than ledges,
one above the other.
The
boys ahead had already
scrambled
up when Dr.
Cameron with Bobby and
Harold came around a point

along the short and,

if everya
favorable,
forest.
into the

seemed

way

and

When

It was arranged that the
seamen should stay close by
the boat while the others went

little

this

was

sand.

thing

who was ahead, heard

Now that their atstarted at a run for the shore. Just
called to the matter they all then a terrific clap of thunder and blindrealized that it was much darker and ing flash' of lightning caused the bovs,
from time to time they could hear the by one instinct, to throw themselves flat
rumble of thunder.
on the ground.
minute later, however,

through the woods.

of rock in sight of the caves.
Harold was almost exhausted

They carried their lunch with
them and planned to return
by four or five o'clock.

and had to be pushed and
pulled

up

the

to

cliff

the

lower ledge.

CHAPTER

The rain had begun before
they reached shelter, and by
the time they had stowed
themselves away as well as
they could in their narrow

II

The Storm.

"TT'S
1

later than I thought.
must start back at

We

quarters the full force of the

once."

tempest had broken

The explorers had gone a

way into the forest. Interested in the tropical plants
and trees, many of which
were entirely new to the boys,
they had not realized that the
time was passing so quickly.
On looking at his watch Dr.
Cameron was surprised to see
that it was after three o'clock.
little

cept for the flashing of the
lightning it was almost as
dark as night, and the combined roar of wind, rain and
thunder made it impossible
for the boys to hear each
other speak.
Dr.
Cameron,
Roderick,

It was easy to find the trail
back, as they had been
obliged in many places to cut
their way through the under-

Harold and Bobby were

growth, and where this had
not been necessary Fred and
Roderick had taken care to

in

the lower cave, while the
others were in the upper one.

The two ledges, for they were
hardly more than that, were
so situated that the occupants could not see from one

blaze the path clearly.

"Blazing won't do any hurt
in
this uninhabited

here

Rod had
jungle, will it?"
asked.
"Not a bit," said the
scoutmaster.
In the thick
forest the tall, straight tree
trunks stood close together

loose.

The expression "raining in
sheets" hardly means anything to one who has not seen
a tropical storm.
The rain
seemed like a solid mass. Ex-

''The tide

had

risen.

Above them the cliff was perpendicular.
They were prisoners!"

into the other, and the roaring of the storm made it impossible to communicate between them.
Bobby and

Harold

were

crowded

close
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"You can't," Rod replied. "Look down
back of the cave with Rod and the
There was there."
them.
in front of
ForHis father leaned out over the edge of
scarcelv room enough for them all.
wind came from the ledge and looked down. A sudden flash
tunately the rain and
landward so that they were fairly well of lightning showed him the waves beatm g against the rocky wall. The tide had
sheltered.
For nearly three hours the storm con- risen. Above them the clift was perpendiThere would be cular. They were prisoners.
tinned with great fury.
short lulls from time to time and then it
CHAPTER III
would burst out again as violently as
There seemed to be several distinct
ever.
Deserted
to the

Doctor

December,

1915

might happen to anyone in such a storm.
It would have been better, of course, if you
hadn't been in such a hurry, but had
followed Fred's lead. But when you found
you had lost us you did quite right to
stay where you .were and let us hunt you
up."

"Weren't you frightened alone there

in

Harold asked,
"Oh, no," said Dick, "I was

the storm?"

all right and
1"" te sure * ne rest f vou D 15 * De
Of course, it was a bit lonesome."
storms of almost equal fierceness, one folITH the first signs of dawn the
At last,
"Did you have anything to eat?"
lowing close after the other.
"I had a couple of pieces of hard bread
boys descended to the beach. The
however, the thunder and lightning became less frequent and severe and the tide was out, the rain had ceased, and the and half a cake of sweet chocolate. There
wind and rain decreased slightly. When sky had partly cleared, but the wind was were some sticks and dried grass in the
he could make himself heard Dr. Cameron still blowing a gale and the waves were place. I don't know how they got there,
The lads were stiff It looked as if sea birds might have nested
running very high.
called to the boys in the cave above:
from their cramped positions and very there. So I built a little fire and with
"Are you all 'right up there?"
"All right," came Fred's answer, "but hungry, but otherwise all right. All, how- the water from my water bottle made me
some hot chocolate in my cup.
That
ever, were anxious about Dick.
a little cramped."
The scoutmaster proposed that they di- helped a lot. Then I rolled up in my
The boys began to realize that they
The storm
were very hungry. It was dark now and vide into two parties and go in different blanket and went to sleep.
the Doctor had to strike a match to see directions along the shore looking for signs woke me up a few times, hut I didn't stay
So awake. I slept till I heard you call."
It was nearly half past seven, of the lost boy and calling his name.
his watch.
"You have a cool head, Dick," said Dr.
"What have we left to eat?" he asked. Roderick, Fred and Karl started in the
The lads rummaged their knapsacks as direction of the landing place, while the Cameron, "and thorough good sense."
Dick's face flushed with pleasure at this
best they could with only the light of others went back along the way they had
matches, but the remains from lunch were come the night before. It was of no use praise from his scoutmaster. It more than
Rod had a couple of pieces of to look for tracks, for the ocean had made up to him for the discomforts of the
slight.
hard pilot bread, Harold a small tin of covered the sand but a few hours before, past night.
corned beef, and Bobby part of a jar of and the rain, washing in torrents over
Presently the others, who had heard
jam. This they divided among them, but the cliff, must have completely blotted out the signal, came running to meet them,
made little impression on their ap- any signs that Dick might have left in his and, as they made their way back towards
it
descent.
the bay, Dick had to tell his adventures
petites.
"It looks as if we should have to make
They had, however, gone but a few all over again and listen to those of the
hundred yards when the scoutmaster's call rest of the party.
a night of it here," said Rod.
The thought of breakfast caused them
"I am afraid so," answered his father, brought an answer.
"It would he hard work to find our way
"Hello," Dick's shout came from direct- to make good speed.
They followed the
back to the boat in this storm and dark- ly above their heads. There he was, look- route by which they had come the day
ness."
ing down from an opening near the top before.
They went along the shore for
of the cliff.
some distance. Then when the way was
It was still raining and blowing and it
Dr. Cameron's voice was husky as he blocked by a point of rock jutting out into
was now dark with the deep blackness of
cried out, "Dick!
are you all right?"
the ocean, they climbed the cliff and
the tropical night.
"
A s ri ht as n be but hun S r y
a crossed an open space with the forest a
"If we did succeed, we couldn't put
,
f
)ear
came ba
the cheery answer. "Ill short distance to the r.ght.
off to the ship until morning and we have
a
lft v
be
Aft
the v lc ft the shelter of the r c
better shelter here than we would have
.
;!
?
,
Doctor fired his gun once, the signal the
effects of the storm were everywhere
where we landed" replied Rod
to
let
the
others
know
that
visible.
The
tall
was
bent
agreed upon
plainly
grass
They were so cramped in their narrow p;^ had been found
almost flat to the ground by the force of
<quarters that they could not make themHow did you nanage to get separated wind and rain, while manv broken and
selves very comfortable and the storm was from us? -> tbe scou tmaster asked as
they uprooted trees were to be seen along the
still too noisy to make conversation easy,
started back
ed
of the woods
Th
did not st
to
time
so the
dragged slowly enough. The
..j
don t exactly know> said the boy, examine them, however, but hurried forwell
as
younger boys stretched out as
r heard Fre[1
there was a cave dow^ ward
they could and placed their heads on the here we comd alj
t into
j thought j
low ridge thinly covere d with palm
Doctor and Rod but they found their knew the lace he meant and started
for trees shut off from yiew the mtle b
and
bed
hard
of
and,
rocky
decidedly
spite
it
the ocean beyond
Rod and Fred ; who
their weariness, could not sleep much
As
Then there came that awfu ,
of were short tlistance ahead were the first
'
the night wore on it grew rather cold and tbunder and that
made me put on full to ascend Dr Cameron, at the foot of
who
was
not
used
to exposure, steam ,
Harold,
I gue ss it kind of rattled me too, the ridge, saw them
stop on the summit.
for I never looked to see if the rest were They stood still for a moment gazing
"Hello up there," Rod shouted to the coming. I found the cave I'd noticed and ahead of them. Then Rod wheeled sudboys on the ledge above. "You fellows scrambled in. I thought the rest of you denly and shouted. The wind blowing tohave both of the blankets.
Can't you would come before long, and before I had wards him prevented him from being
lower one down to us?"
made up my mind you weren't coming the heard. Seeing that he had not been under"We have only one," Karl called back, storm broke.
stood, he began signalling with his arms.
"Dick has the other."
"I couldn't see a foot beyond the en- Dick, who was very quick at reading
"Isn't Dick up there?" cried Dr. Cam- trance it rained so, and I knew
you never the semaphore code, translated the words
eron in surprise.
could find the place in that downpour, aloud.
"No," came Fred's answer, "just Karl But I figured that where there was one
"No boat, no sailors, no ship."
a "d I-"
cave there must be others and that you
"I thought he was with you.
He was would probably find shelter somewhere, r~f*
scoutmaster made no comment,
ahead when we started for the rocks."
It was of no use for me to
1 but started on the run, the others
try to find you
"He didn't reach here with us. I don't in that storm, so I concluded that the
In a few minutes they had
only after him.
remember seeing him after we began to tiling to do was to
stay there and let you reached the top. There before them was
run.
I supposed he was back with
you." find me. Of course, I 'knew as soon as it the little harbor, its whole shore line
"What can have become of the boy?" let up you would look for me, and I visible. There was no boat drawn
up upon
exclaimed the scoutmaster.
"I don't see figured that if I started out to look for the beach, no one in
sight.
Beyond, where
how he got separated from us."
you I'd probably miss you. If I stayed the ship had been anchored, there was
'He's found shelter in some other cave," where I was
you'd be' sure to find me nothing but open sea.
said Rod.
"Trust Dick to take care of sooner or later."
The boys stood aghast.
Their faces
himself."
"You did quite right," said the scout- went white and Harold's eyes filled with
I
The master. "I'm not going to scold you for tears. For a moment no one said a word.
ought to go look for him."
Doctor spoke anxiously.
Continued on page 47)
getting separated from the rest, for it
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The Quarry

Troop's
Christmas
By

Author

of

IRVING

CRUMP

"The Quarry Troop Life Savers,"

"Jack

Straw, Lighthouse Builder,"
Illustrated

by

Tf 7 H E W - W - W
Hi,
good
night!
y Y/ door
freeze us

"T

!

Straw

in

Mexico,"

".lack

"<!rt

Etc.

ready,

now

Bud

JUMP!"

ready,
iruce.

sleailii

cried
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shut that

want

"They're upstairs.

to jiffy now."

out?" shouted Romper Ryan, as he glared across the workshop at Bruce Clifford and Bud Weir.
"Aw, don't get fidgety. You won't ever
freeze the way you're
'
hanging over that
What's the matter Romper?"
forge.
asked Bruce.
"Busted the frame of my snowshoe. Trying to make a little brace for it and get

I'll

lie

ready

in

"Speaking of forest

a

who had come

into the

fires,"

said

room just

Bruce,
time

in

The two scouts crossed the shop and to hear Ray Martin's remark; "speaking
their way noisily up the wooden of forest fires, did any of you fellows see
stairs to the meeting room, where they the Northern Lights last night up back
Father and I
found half a dozen lads in an animated of Haystack Mountain?
discussion as to where the biggest and best thought first it was a forest fire. The sky
was all pink and white. But we concluded
Ch'istmas trees were to be found.
"I tell you the forest fire cleaned every- it must have been the reflection of the
You can see *em this
thing out of the Long Lake district," as- Aurora Borealis.

made

time of year, you know, Snow helps their
serted Ray Martin.
up before you fellows arrived."
"Well, I suppose you want us to go all reflection, Pop says."
"When'll you be ready? Where are the the way over into Bland County this cold
"Is that what it was? I saw it, too, and
rest of the fellows?"
day," said fat Babe Wilson sarcastically. thought it was a fire," said Nipper Knapp.

it

fixed

"
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the sturdy scouts all felt heavy
hearted as they watched her.
Finally Bruce left the group and went
toward her. Then for the first time the
little woman looked up, startled at first.
But when she saw the uniforms the lads
wore she was no longer frightened. In
truth, she seemed to welcome them as the
had
only sympathetic human beings she
woods was not so much of a lark, for the seen to whom she could tell her woes.
lads had no trail to follow and must needs
"Qh, boys, boys, it's gone, all, all gone.
work their way between half-covered Look my" old home all in ruins. Oh, dear!
The snow was softer here, o j, ; dear! I'm so miserable. What shall
underbrush.
But most of j ever <Jo? Why should this be taken
too, and their shoes dragged.
their surplus energy had been worked off f r0 m me, too?
They took they took her
settle
ner an d, oh, dear oh, dear what shall
by this time and they were willing to
down to single file. Each took his turn j do?" she cried.
Bruce put his hands out to comfort her
breaking a trail.
On they traveled for more than an hour, ag best he could and tne i itt i e i ac]y came
of
shoulder
the
Haystack towar(j him and laid her head upon his
always keeping
Mountain, which loomed up above the tree cnes t so bbing as if her heart was broken.
About half a mile But the a ii_ n jght strain on one so old
line, their objective.
from the mountain they suddenly came nad been too gj. ea t an d presently she beclear of the woods and into the highway. calne ver
y quiet, so quiet indeed that
Here a brief conference was held as to Bruce became frightened and looked down
the
to
climb
of
the advisability
And instantly he realized
trying
into her face
shoulder of the mountain or taking the tnat sne w: as completely worn out.
was
route
The
last
around.
led
which
road
fellows," he called in a business'
dec.ded upon because up here the thorj
,
was
and
traveled
little
was
are
pracougbf
t her into
to town and
he
saw
unbroken.
Indeed, they
signs
tically
nQW
ick ,
fd ,
P
there
few
of very
sleighs having passed
a Mat
four
snowstorm
the
since
days previous.
cut some ^ffs-strong ones.
stret cher
Away they swung, keeping an eye out Thg three of ug
take hep back to
a
for
Christmas
on either side of the road
after the
fellows
tQwn Tfae regt of
tall
find
a
fir
not
enough Cm, istmas tree B ^ t first i end U s a jacket
tree, but they did
s
tree.
to be used for the town
f or a sweater or two to bundle the old
Soon they were around the shoulder of j ad
The
the mountain and traveling west.
twink]e the scQuts were ,
^
woods were thicker here and trees more
stretcher constructed
c
numerous. But there was a peculiar odor
d
comfortable with
^
of burnt wood in the a.r, too, which all the
sweaters that the more
extra cQats
etecte
scouts detected
warmly clad scouts could spare. Then, as
"Cracky!
ky! I believe your Northern Light the th ree lads started townward, Bruce
a
or say, isn t that
was a forest
orest fire,
re, or
g lou ed
smoke rising above those trees there?" de-

this
Northern Lights, I Haystack Mountain joined it. With
route the lads could cut down the journey
think; and, say, speaking of
Haystack
at least three miles and then, too, they had
Mountain," added Bruce, "why not go up
fine snow for shoeing.
there for our tree? If this is going to be
the town's Christmas tree it must be a
land up there
they had left the open and enwhopper. Most all of that
Mr. Ford works for
tered the' hardwood belt from which all
belongs to the people
and lie has permission from them to cut the firs and other evergreens had long since
How about been trimmed. Snowshoeing through the
as many trees as we need.

"Nope,

it

was

the

1915

December,
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SOON

it?"

what

I

"By jiminy! that's just
Bruce," cried Jiminy Gordon, "and
per agrees with me.

said,

Rom-

'

"Sure I do," said Romper, suddenly makfrom the workshop, his
ing his appearance

mended snowshoe in hand.
"Then it's Haystack Mountain. Come
on, fellows, get ready; half the morning
will be gone before we start," said Bruce,
anil

in

a twinkle

a half-score of scouts

were donning mackinaws and sweaters
and making themselves generally secure
that hovered very
against a temperature
And five minutes
close to the zero mark.

armed with axes and
snowshoe-shod were to be seen leaving
headquarters in single file and heading up
Otter Creek valley over three feet of December snow.
later the entire crew,

had once more honBut the
Troop.
lads had earned the honor by suggesting
that the town hold a public celebration in
ored the Quarry
WOODBRIDGE

the square in front of the

Christmas

Eve.

Town Hall on

Moreover,

they

had

their hardest to gain the interest
of village officials, ministers, and men and
women of the community in such a celebration and it could well be said that through

worked

the efforts

of the khaki-clad

youngsters,

j

'

**.

And

for their share in the organization work the scouts had been granted the
privilege of providing the town with a big
community Christmas tree, which was to
stand in the centre of the square and be
decorated from bottom to tip with colored

decorating was an
Scouts also.
They
had been given the commission by Mayor
to
do
all
the
councilmen
Worthington and
This
electric lights.
affair of the Quarry

the electric wiring and the stringing of the
bulbs.

/

M

.

;

w

^

^

_

'

wm

.
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Woodbridge, as a community, would for
the first time welcome the coming of
Christmas.
Neighbors and friends, rich
and poor, young and old, would stand
shoulder to" shoulder this Christmas Eve
and sing the joy and happiness of the manded Nipper Knapp
Vuletide.

!

!

'

.

|

(-

'

'

^

.

whopping
M

C an
f
h
J
;
"
"Right, by' golliesr shouted Bruce, "but AV e "
hd
hour Qr
farm
.*<*
little
There's
a
now.
I
know,
-oh,
been vacant for no it 3
It's
in there.
hasn't, by jingoes a little woman has been
additional
/^RISP weather and an addit
living there all Fall. I've seen her in town.
Nanny Haskells, they call her. Cracky \_s snowstorm during the week that preconn- 'on, fellows, maybe the poor old soul ceded the holidays gave the youngsters of
the Vermont town full assurance of a
has been burned to death !"
And they would have
white Christmas.
been mightily disappointed' lads if such
scouts were off at a gallop, stirnot been the case, for what would a
ring up the snow like a whirlwind as
and a
Soon they Community Christmas celebration
thev loped along the road.
like without snow
came to an unbroken lane through the town Christmas tree be
was good packing snow,
woods. Into this thev turned and a him- everywhere? It

"?*

bad.'K
m

!

!

THE

J^

Of course the lads welcomed such an imtoo, as numerous snow fights at noon time,
portant task, for they were eager to dem- dred yards further on thev emerged into
the academy campus, attested,
Also the little farm clearing. What a sight met
onstrate how useful they could he.
Rut, aside from these noon-day diverthey were pleased to display their knowl- their eves.
In a smouldering, smoking heap of sions, the Quarry Scouts had little time
edge of mechanics. So it can be easily
understood why Bruce and his chums were charred ruins lay what remained of an to indulge in Winter sports that week,
were just right
eager to get an early start the Saturday old-fashioned farmhouse and barn that had The hills about town
\ alThey stood there for years. The fire had burned for coasting and the broad Champlam
morning a week before Christmas.
intended to search the woods for the tall- itself out, except here and there where ley stretched north and south' to be exand with sleighest and straigHest fir tree in the township. glowing coals showed themselves.
Only plored on snowshoes, skis,
In spite of the fact that their ears two blackened timbers remained standing, riding parties, but the scouts could not
find time to enjoy these opportunities,
tingled with the bitter cold and the wind And in this picture of devastation, lookwhistled through the valley, whirling the ing the most lonesome and pathetic fig- Rather, they found their fun in anticipatprovidpowdery crystals of snow into their faces, ure in the world, wandered the tiniest, ing a good time after Christmas,
the scouts were a happy lot of youngsters most old-fashioned and motherly looking ing the snow lasted, for they had work
to do. There was the big Christmas tree
as they sw-ung their way northward. Who woman the lads had ever seen.
could be other than happy with Christmas
She seemed all but distracted with her to be erected and trimmed,
but a week off? Snowballs flew thick and misery, for she went about wringing her
It was a monster tree.
Thirty-two feet
fast among them, and now and then snow- hands and sobbing as if her heart were from base to tip, and as it lay there in
shoe races were run, too.
broken.
Here and there she picked her front of the town hall waiting to be eleThe lads chose the valley bottom for way, peering into the smoking ashes and vated into position, it commanded the adtheir journey and avoided the highway now and then
Thursday
poking among them for a miration of the whole town.
which swttng to the left and made a wide trinket or a keepsake that the fire had only afternoon, after the carpenters had fmdetour before the byroad that approached blackened. It was a pathetic sight indeed, ished a big platform and grandstand, the
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lads erected timber shears and block and Other scouts followed in their wake and
tackle and set the tree into place in the screwed red, white and blue, green and
very center of the pavilion, which was to yellow lamps into the vacant sockets. And
accommodate the mayor, town officials, vis- while all this was going on, a crew of
itors, the orchestra and a host of school linemen and meter-setters from the local
electric light company were running an
children who were to sing carols.
"Gee, it looks great,'' said
Nipper Knapp, surveying the

proudly, "and won't
look corking after we get

tall
it

tomorrow

trimmed

afternoon?"
"Yes, but mind, you fellows, we'll have to work like
everything tomorrow. All the
wiring has to be strung and
all the lights put on between
one o'clock in the afternoon
and half past four. It'll be
some job," said Bud Weir.
"You're right it will," said
Bruce, "thank goodness we
have everything shipshape up
at headquarters to get a good
more than
start.
There's
enough wire in the lot Mr.
Ford sent over. And I guess
we must have put on about
three thousand lamp sockets
during the last few days,

lets

Let's

!

old

Nanny Haskell down and

give

Romper and

were up

I

!

t'

be no mistaking the
horse and cutter coming
the street was a runaway. The big
animal was almost mad with
Its eyes bulged out
fright.
until the whites showed and
were distended
its
nostrils
with fear. And, to make matters worse, there were a dozen
men and boys shouting and
waving their hands in a foolish effort to stop the horse.
But all that they accomplished

was to make the animal
more frightened.

Bruce put

we'll see if

hands out to comfort
as best he could.

his

can't
at least.

AVe'll have her all bundled up extension, or service line, from the nearest
and bring her down here. Listening to street wires, for the electric company had
the kids sing and all the fun and things promised to furnish current free for the
might help her spirit a little."
evening's celebration.
The square was- a very busy place for
"Fine idea, if she'll come," said Bruce.
"Oh, we'll arrange that, all right, I several hours that afternoon, and every
think," replied Romper. "I'll go up to the one was working with a will for he realized
Perhaps Mr. Ford that he must be finished before dusk came.
hospital tomorrow.
will go along, and we can talk it over with By half past three, however, the scouts
found that they could ease up a little
Doctor Basset."
"Good enough; I'll go with you. And for, with the arrival of one more load of
now let's go home and get some supper, colored lamps from headquarters, the tree
fellows.
It's getting dark," said Bruce. would be thoroughly decorated even to the
And presently the scouts were tramping shining electrically illuminated star on
off through the snowy Winter twilight to top which Jiminy Gordon placed there

their respective homes.

Fortunately, Bud's
acted as quickly as Bruce's.
He came into the sleigh' with
a bound, but almost before he
landed Bruce had Blossom
under way. Just a touch of
her
the whip was all that was
needed and the nervous
trotter shot forward like a
flash of lightning.
A moment later she
was a jet black streak flying toward the
corner of High street around which the
runaway cutter had just disappeared.
Almost in the wink of an eye Blossom
reached the corner and swept around it
at a gallop while the sleigh careened first
on one runner and then upon the other,
each time on the brink of turning over
and pitching its occupants into the snowbanks that lined the road. But the scouts
gave no heed to this. All their attention
was on the flying cutter a hundred yards
ahead and upon the railroad crossing half
a mile down the road. The freight train
had left the siding, and at the moment
the scouts rounded the corner she was
chugging her way slowly toward the
Of course, the gates were down
crossing.
but this only added to the peril.
The
runaway horse was blind with fright. He
would plunge into the gates, tear through
them and probably kill himself and the

with the help of an extra long ladder.
"Whoope-e-e almost through. Don't it
And here comes Bruce
look fine, eh?
with the last load of lamps.
Come on,
and help unload the sleigh,"
fellows,
shouted Bud Weir as Jiminy finally
reached the ground after he had finished
wiring the big star in place.
"Right-o-o! and last man to the curb women in the sleigh by dashing headlong
is
no good," shouted Nipper Knapp, into the freight train.
Next moment there was
"Go it, Bruce, go it. We must save
starting to run.
a scurry of scouts through the snow that them. They'll be killed if we don't," cried
covered the square and a pell-mell race the half frantic Bud.
to the curb where Bruce drew up the
And Bruce, pale of face but determined,
panting Blossom with a jingle of bells cut Blossom with the whip to urge her forand a shower of powdery snow.
ward.
Rarely was the trotter treated
"Whoa there, Blossom," he shouted. that way and when the cut came she leapt
!

Mr. Clifford allowed
Bruce the use of Blossom, his big
FORTUNATELY,
black trotting horse, and a light box
sleigh, or otherwise the lads would have
had to make a dozen trips up the steep,
snow-covered Otter Hill to headquarters
to get their coils of wire and boxes of
lamps to town next day.
As it was, the spirited animal had to
haul three sleigh-loads of equipment to

still

mind

there.

we
make her happy on Christmas Eve
gollies

that's

could

She's all well and ready to leave, but the
poor thing hasn't any place to go to, it
seems.
She's bluer than all git out, too.
Jiminy, but I feel sorry for her," said

Jiminy Gordon.
"Well, then, by

!

THERE
fact that the

her a seat on the visitors'
stand.
I guess Mr. Ford could arrange
that for us.
It might cheer the poor old
soul up a little. How is she today? Anyone been up to the hospital?"
"Sure,

Wow

Geetyap there, Blossom. Git, now,
Go!"
girl.

tell

I'll

!

!

eighty-

bring

an'

Look at those chumps up
cutter
the street shoutin' and wavin* their arms.
Those
That's no way to stop a horse
women will be killed. Hi, Bud, hop in
here.
Come on, we've got to stop 'em.
'em
with
Blossom.
after
I'm
goin'

out at noon tomorrow."
be a sight for sore
fellows,

railroad

!

corrected Romper,
a good thing school

Say,

the

!

"It'll

eyes.

toward

street

cracky fellows, there's a freight pullSee the smoke
ing out of the siding
And there's a woman and a girl in the
-

it's

you what.

tents.

down

"Two thousand and
"and

some work, too."
The "duffers" arrived with a rush and
in a twinkle the boxes were being removed
from the sleigh in a manner quite violent,
and this to the imminent peril of the con-

High

haven't we?"
seven,"

I want to
get the horse into the stable so I can do

"Hi, not so bloomin' reckless," shouted
Bruce, "don't smash 'em, whatever you do.
They are the last colored lamps in town
and we need 'em.
And, say listen
what's the fuss up the street? Hear 'em
shoutin'?
Gee, it's a runaway an' here
no no it's going to turn down
it comes

fir

all

it

and get these things unloaded.

the Town Hall before the scouts could
As
even start the task of decorating.
soon as the coils of wire arrived a dozen
scouts began to swarm the big Christmas
tree, looping the wires from branch to
branch and fastening them securely. Then to the scouts, "Come on, you duffers,

(Continued

to

page 25)

.and of Gold

In the
The

Conclusion of the Tale of a Boy Scout's Adventures

of

"The Tropic Smugglers," "Moonshiners
Illustrated by

in the Jungle,"

NORMAN

P.

"The Mystery

PART

A

;

T

<

Witness.

Alan prepared a copy of the Notice, to
T)e

taken for record to the recorder's of-

fice for the district;

he got back to camp, he found
already returned an
not a little puzzled over Alan's

WHEN
Healy
and
Mr.

Mr. Healy would sign hour,

of the

River Cave," Etc.

ROCKWELL

he set the water whirling in the pan again,
II
hurriedly scrambled out to the and then presently a tiny flake of yellow
top of the canon and went at scout's gold peeked out of the black.
second pan he washed, and it yielded
pace back to camp. Taking up ax,
he tramped back three colors, and out of a dozen, more than
pick, shovel and pan,
But Alan had learned
to his new find, and in a few hours, pac- half showed gold.
on enough of gold prospecting to know that
ing both down in the bottom and up
the banks, outside the canon, he had meas- that was no evidence of gold in paying
ured off his twenty acres, taking in the quantity. He knew that it was necessary
He set his Initial Stake at the to find a streak of dirt that should yield
falls.
lower end of the claim near the stream; several cents to each pan before it should
and in the top of the stake he made a little have mining value.
Location Notice, which
He kept at his prospecting that night
split to hold his
Tie wrote with his indelible pencil, as fol- and the following with no better nor worse
results.
On the third night he struck in
lows:
NOTICE OF LOCATION PLACER CLAIM.
his pick at the edge of a basin, a hundred
Notice is hereby given, that the undersigned,
below the falls, and the first pan
in compliance with the requirements of the Re- yards
vised Statutes of the United States, has this day washed down to an abundance of black
located the following described Placer Mining sand. Alan sent the water spinning around
Ground, viz:
And then
in the pan, watching for colors.
Commencing at the Initial Stake, where a
of yelcopy of this notice is posted, thence running 330 almost popped into view a chunk
feet in a northerly direction to Corner. Stake low as big as a nail-head.
He pounced
No. 1; thence running 1,320 feet in a westerly on
it, and he danced on the edge of the
direction to Corner Stake No. 2 thence running
660 feet in a southerly direction to Corner Stake pool as he held the beautiful wee lump
1S O. 3; thence running 1,320 feet in an easterly
of a nugget before his glad eyes. He felt
direction to Corner Stake No. 4; thence runthat, even though he might never find
uf
feet
the
Initial
or
330
to
Stake,
i>la<
ning
that bit would pay him in some
beginning; situated in the Golden Gate Mining another,
This claim shall sense for all his suffering.
District, Northwestern Alaska.
be known as Discovery Claim, on Cascade Creek,
Pan after pan he washed; but though
a tributary of Iron River, Northwestern Alaska.
he found coarse flakes, there were none
Located July 17, 19...
Locator,
ALAN WORTH.
even so large as the first.

ALAN

Alaska

WALTEK WALDEN

By
Author

in

"I don't see any Cascade Creek on the
map," said the puzzled Mr. Healy, knitting
his brows in his search.
"We're going to put it there," said Alan.
"
"Ah, 'put it there',
quoted the old
ininer, looking up, wonder still in his face.
"And so you have been discovering a new

creek?"

Alan exhibited the copy of the location
notice.

"Quite correct," said the old miner, when
he had read. "We must have a look at this
creek."

His wonder was not lessened when he
had inspected that wee canon, hidden
amongst the willows.
"No wonder it was not sooner seen," said
he.

The two moved camp to Cascade Creek,
and journeyed to the recorder's office, eight
miles or more distant, on Pilgrim River,

As they
to place their claims on record.
reached the summit of the divide that gave
them a view of Pilgrim River to the nortfi,
could see the tents of the miners down
they
"
on Rabbit Creek, and on their return
journey they made a detour that brought
them into that camp.
Sluice-boxes and hose were already in
and there was every evidence that
there was, here, no lack of resources for
extensive mining activity. The two friends
had some talk with the superintendent,
who, on learning of Alan's find, volunteered the statement that, should they find
gold at all in paying quantity, he was prepared to make them a cash offer for their
claims, based on the yield of gold per pan.
Thanking him, Alan and his old comrade
place,

as witness.

absence.

There was hardly enough left of the bit
of canon for another full claim for Mr.
Healy, but that troubled Alan little, for
there was a plenty of ground for the two,
if they found gold.
Alan lost little time in getting ti little
pile of rock and sand into the miner's pan
from the edge of the water; and when he
had washed all out but a dash of black
sand in the bottom, he watched eagerly as

nugget, he marvelled.
"Well, Alan, lad," he said, as he took it
in his hand, "it looks like you have been
making discoveries. And where, my boy, "mushed" back to their own diggings.
did you find that?"
When they again got their tools in hand,
"On Cascade Creek," said Alan.
prepared for serious work, the old miner
"Cascade Creek," said the old miner, said:
cogitating. Then he got out a map of the
"Now, then, my boy, we must get at this
We will begin by
region and examined it carefully, while thing systematically.
Alan smiled his satisfaction.
digging trenches from this pool where

When Alan

10

exhibited the

little
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you found your coarse
ing

down

bit

The Boy

outward, keep- Healy's letter assures
character.

to bedrock."

put vigor into pick and shovel,

THEY
giving

to their labors the hours between seven in the evening and six in the
morning. Alan did his turn in a manner

that would both have surprised and pleased
his father. Each morning, near the end of
the period of labor, they would attack
the pile of pay-dirt, taken from bed rock,
and wash out all but the black sand, from
which they carefully picked the little
grains of gold-dust, which at the end of
two weeks yielded an average of two cents
to the pan.
August had come; the sun
had begun to sink lower each night, leavBefore another week
ing a chill behind.
had passed a misty rain came to add to
the chill air, and the working hours were
changed to daytime.
Near the end of the month the two
miners took stock of their resources. Each
had in his "poke" a little over five ounces
of gold-dust.
"At sixteen dollars an ounce, you can
see what that means," said the old miner.
"We have made nearly three dollars a

have been

me

I

Scouts'

of your strong always to stay with you; and I don't want
to go far away again till we can all go

freely forgive your mistake,
and I must confess that I am glad of the
expedition, which for many another might
have proved disastrous. Be sure to come
home to us this fall. Drop the gold-seeking long before the cold comes, no matter
what the prospects may seem; it is a very
precarious occupation at best." And more
in like tone.

day

you back home

last

word was

fall;

Early Christmas morning Alan put on
uniform and went to meet with
comrades who had gathered at

his scout
his troop

you

this:

"I'm very glad for you, my boy. I wish
I might go back to your age.
It's many,
many years ago that I started out expectI
ing to make my strike in one season.
haven't made it yet. And now I'm unfit
for anything but just this prospecting

and hoping."
Then Alan

"I don't expect ever to go back," said
Alan. "I'm going to school till I finish;
and then I'm going into father's store."
When Alan had told the scouts a part
of the big story of his adventures, and as
he persisted in his declaration that he
didn't care to throw over any more of his
life

to gold-digging,

in

WHAT

.

,

I

45,989 by 864,726.

How would
MULTIPLY

have some-

in

above wouldn't flabbergast S. Ramanu jan,
a young Hindu, who last year
left India and entered Cambridge University in England.
It would take him only a few
seconds to multiply 4.5,989 by
rjj

In less time than that

864,726.

add 8,596,497,713,820
and 96,268,593. In the time it
would take the average school
boy to divide 31,021 by 13, Ra-

he could

manu jan

could find the fifth
root of 69,343,957, or give the
correct answer to the problem:
What weight of water is there
in a room flooded 2 feet deep,
the room being 18 feet 9 inches
by 13 feet 4 inches, and a cubic
foot of water weighing 62%

tion to this statement.

conference between

the old miner and Alan settled
the matter.
The offer was ac;
cepted, the papers made out

and signed, and Alan could say
that the claim he had discovered and staked himself was
still part his own.
the

like to

arithmetic class
at your little desk
in your room, you are trying to find out
how much sugar you could buy for $3.80,
when the price is 5% cents a pound?
Well, the larger problem mentioned

discovery," smiled the

pounds.

The professors

back

bore

toward

a

lightened
pack, a cheerful face, a roll of
bills totaling $1,250, and a little
poke of gold-dust weighing a
fraction over five ounces and

representing very hard work.
This he promised himself to
keep for many a day.
At Nome Alan found awaiting him a letter from his father.
"I cannot convey to you, my
son," a part read, "any proper
idea of the pleasure I got from
your letter to think you have
come to realize the truth of
And Mr.
things as they are.

at

Cambridge

have found Ramanujan a mystery because he is quite untaught and appears to have discovered for himself many of the
deepest mathematical principles.
America has produced three
wonderful
calculators.
boy
"Marvelous Griffith" as he was

comrades

two

AS"mushed"
Nome Alan

you

body pop that at you
or some evening while,

good-natured superintendent.
Alan's eyes gave eorroborashort

.

.

Lightning Calculators

"I've an idea this young lad
will like to keep an interest in

A

!

!

in their claims.

his first

young Harry Tobey

a ship for "The broke out with:
States."
I don't see why
I'd like to do
"Golly
just like you did."
with the long voyage, some
And some of the others couldn't aptravel on the north Pacific coast, preciate Alan's view of the matter,
and a few weeks' visit with his sister in
For three years Alan received an averPortland, it was on Christmas Eve that
Alan felt the tender arm of his mother age of $82 per year from his eighth inabout his neck and the warm clasp of his terest in the claim on Cascade Creek. His
father's hand.
interest in his father's store brought him
Alan had been very quiet about his do- $200 per year.
THE ElrD
ings on Cascade Creek, far back in the
and
the
north;
others, fearing to touch a
sailed

propose that father looked on with wondering eyes when
we seek an offer from our friends over the prodigal loosed the string of his poke
and poured the gold-dust onto a plate. It
on Rabbit."
"You know best, Mr. Healy," said Alan. was then he unbuckled a belt from his
"I've learned enough to take advice of waist, got out a packet of bills counting
those who have had more experience."
up $1,000 and pushed it over to his father
So, in another two days, a force of six with the words:
"Put that into the store, father. I mean
men and the superintendent from Rabbit
were sinking prospect holes on
Cascade, with the result that
three days later the superintendent approached Alan and
Mr. Healy with an offer of $2,500 cash and an eighth interest
this

together."

their headquarters to assist the women of
their church in distributing Christmas dinners, in baskets, to the poor people of the
town. The boys gave Alan a hot welcome.
After two weeks' study of mining opera"You look like a tough old tar," said
tions on the creeks and beach Alan said a Phil Boyd.
"Tell us about it when are
warm good-bye to his old comrade, whose
going back?"

Now, Alan, boy,
apiece.
In a few weeks this creek will
thinking.
and
it will be nine months bebe frozen,
fore we can resume operations. There is
a little fortune here, but the ground is
not rich enough for our kind of mining;
it will take much more extensive appara- sore spot, had refrained from questioning
tus to get the gold out in paying quanti- him.
So, when the Christmas goose had
ties; I am sure your folks will want to see been attended to, the mother, sister and
I

11

Magazine

called, could raise a number to
the sixth power in eleven seconds.
Truman Safford at the

age of ten could multiply one

row of

fifteen

other of eighteen

by ana minute or

figures
in

The third was William
James Sidis, who at 14 went to
Harvard and astounded all of
his instructors by his profound
less.

At

the

summit

tliey

could see thf tents of the miners OK
Rabbii Creek.

grasp of mathematical principies.

f
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Bunk Carson's Christmas
By

WILLIAM MERRIAM ROUSE
Illustrated by F.

Author

WE

of "Strawl.i-rrirs

RIGXEY

and Scoots," 'Tatty Masters Tries

to Think,"

Etc.

awful lot like the kind
Ma makes. They was a
crock of butter and a
more than
lot of stuff

do
something big on
figgered

Christinas

to

Eve.

The only trouble was we
couldn't'

think

you could keep track of.
Stumpy, he put it all on
the table and stood back
rubbing his hands. Well
sir, all of a sudden he
down on his
flopped

of

anything big enough. Smitty

Henderson and S 1 t s
Sanders wanted to maki;i

a bigger
Hallowe'en.
it

time

than

front of the
in
table and grabbed holt of
the crock of butter with

knees

"What's the matter of

Bunk

you,

Cars, m

'-"

Smitty said to me. "You
have ideers any
more."
"I have 'em just the
"I
same," I told him.
don't let 'em out any
more for they always
'

both hands.
"Lord, You put it into
these folks' heads to fetch

don't

me them

come home

to roost."
couldn't say anything to that for it was
true.
I had got into a
good deal of trouble hav-

He

So he and
ing ideers.
Slats set to work to think.
"Let's put up something on the boy scout,"

wards them
the

Take

first-class care of 'em,

Lord," lie said. "This is going
good Christmas for Stumpy Dawson."

Brown to go straight to the top of the
ravine on this side. Then we was to go
If
ain't got even with us yet for putting salt down careful and peek in the winders.
in his cream cake at Ellery Hodgkins's ice Stumpy was to home we would wait for a
whistle from Slats and Smitty and then
cream festival.''
said Slats.

"What's the use?"

vittles,"

Stumpy

"I'm old and poor
and not much 'count in
the world but I wish
You'd show me how to do
something for You. And
I feel mighty good tosaid.

Smitty

said.

"He

They didn't know it was John Nelson,
the scout that had made the sea serpent
that got them both licked, although he
I kept still.
didn't mean to do that.

pound around and yell and make him
come out and chase us. Then while he
was chasing us Smitty and Slats, who had

to

be a miyJity

class

This

village.

folks

Take

from
first

care of 'em, Lord.
is
going to be a

mighty good Christmas
for Stumpy Dawson."
He stayed right where he was for maybe a minute with his face sort of shining
like and then he got up and said "Amen"
and went to putting the rest of the stuff
away.

a minister's son, I get plenty of
gone around over the bridge to the other
prayers to home, and Pa is a good
"How about Stumpy Dawson?" Grunter side of the ravine, would run down and hand at praying, but he never said anyPerkins asked.
"We ain't paid him a bust up things in his house,
thing that took holt with me like Stumpy
Dawson's prayer did. I began to swell
visit for a coon's age."
E started out altogether, hut pretty up inside and get bigger and bigger until
"That's what I call a real ideer," Smitty
said.
He was tickled and so was Slats. V V soon Smitty and Slats branched off it seemed like I would bust.
and went up the ravine towards the bridge,
"I can lick you if you do a darned thing
They talked it over and finally they
had quite a ways to go and so there to Stumpy Dawson," I whispered to
figgered out a plan that sounded as' though They
was lots of time for the rest of us to Grunter Perkins.
it ought to work pretty good.
sneak up on Stumpy's house careful, just
Little Runty Brown sniveled right out.
"So c-can I !" he said.
A LL of us that could get out agreed like a lot of Indians getting ready to
/\ to meet right after supper at the scalp a settler. That part of it was pretty "Lick nothing !" Grunter said. "All I'm
old mill down on the lake shore. It turned good fun.
going to do to him is pick up some fire
There was light in the winder of Stumpy's wood for him. He ain't got but two or
out to be a fine night, with lots of stars
and snapping cold. There was an awful shack and we crawled up through the three sticks out to his back door."
lot of snow on the ground and some places snow, making believe we were getting ready
"Me too," said Fatty. "It must he
to give a warwhoop and get out our terrible to have a stummick and not
it was drifted waist
high, but Smitty said
that would be all the better for Stumpy tomahawks. The four of us worked along enough to eat."
wouldn't have a chance to catch any of us. until we was right under the winder and
There was a patch of woods on the side
Stumpy Dawson has got a kind of shack then we raised up just enough to look over of the ravine where we had come down and
in a ravine off to the south of Cartersville. the sill into the room.
He didn't have any not much snow there on account of its
Where his shack is the sides of the ravine curtains and the sash was open a little bit. blowing away. So we went away from
are steep but you can get down all right.
Stumpy was taking a lot of truck out the winder careful and started to pick up
Further west away from the lake the of a big basket that set on the table and, dead wood and pile it up outside Stumpy's
sides are straight up and down and one it looked Ifke Santy Claus had been to back door. All of a sudden I remembered
his house all right.
There was a turkey Smitty and Slats coming around fron: the
place there is a shaky footbridge.
Stumpy is lame and you can't tell that would make your mouth water and a other side. If they didn't hear anything
whether he is a hundred years old, going sparerib of pork and a hunk of beef. He from us they would start in to raise rucon two hundred, or not quite a hundred trotted off to the cupboard with them, tions themse'lves. I told the other fellers
He lives all alone and gets his living shaking his head and smacking his lips to keep on getting wood till they had a
yet.
by selling herbs and doing chores and such- and muttering to himself. When he opened good pile and I would go and head Smitty
like.
Some folks say he ain't very bright, the cupboard doors you could see there and Slats off.
but the fellers used to think he was kind wasn't a darned thing" in there except part
I crossed the ravine back of Stumpy's
of a witch.
Once hi a while we played of a loaf of bread. There wasn't much in shack and went along up the other side.
tricks on him to hear him yell and shake the shack, anyway.
The more I thought about it the more I
his cane.
Stumpy dug into that basket again and could see trouble coming right straight
The plan was for Grunter Perkins and got out a couple of pies and some fried towards me. It stood to reason Slats and
Fatty Masters and me and little Runty cakes and sugar cookies that looked an Smitty wouldn't feel the same way the
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ing you fellers are going
to get when I lay my
hands
on
said
you,"
Well, it looked
Smitty.
like I might just as well
go it whole hog or none,
so I fired a handful of

about

did

Of course, if
Stumpy.
they had been with us
they would, but the

way

was I didn't know
what to tell them. When
you don't know what to
do the right thing is to
follow your nose, so I
it

snow

SAW

I

\p e wen t
,,,/

1,,,,-kK'artls

Sluts

let

mil Rinilty

a double

out

jumped

said:

the Scoot will

and lead 'em away from
Stumpy Dawson's. Prob-

yell.

ably

they'll

chase

us

clear back to the village.
can run the fastest
and Stumpy'll be safe."
"That's a good ideer," said the Scoot.
Just that minute Smitty and Slats got
out and we ran faster than I had s'posed
a feller could run and got to the village
safe, but it was nip and tuck for a while.
Anyway, it worked all right for Stumpy

carefully and said:
"Hello, Scoot!"

He

him and

be glad to have you come
out right now and try it."
That made Smitty and
Slats pretty near froth
at the mouth and they
went floundering up the
ravine looking for a place
to climb out.
"What did you say
that for?" Nelson asked.
"That's all right," I
told him.
"As quick as
they get out we'll run

kept plugging along
through the snow and
trusting to luck. Pretty
soon I got to the footbridge and there was
luck ahead of me, with
both feet.
a feller that I
could tell was the boy
scout right off, by the
way he handled himself.
He was standing on the
edge of the cliff at the
I
end of the bridge.
walked up behind him

at

"Me and

We

around

and so
"Well, what you doing there?"
and I
"We figgered we'd better not do anycould see his face looked as though he'd tiling to Stumpy Dawson," I said. "Let's
let the old feller alone this time."
made up his mind about something.
"Yah!" yelled Slats.
"Are you in this business, Bunk Car"We'll let you
alone!
I guess not!"
son?" he asked me.
He had a good Christmas.
"Which business?" I said, for I wanted
He jumped for the bridge and Smitty Dawson.
to find out what he was doing before he g ve a 'beller like a mad bull and jumped Which shows that there is more, than one
found out what I was doing.
ahead of him and they was both' in the way to skin a cat.
"Picking on poor old Stumpy Dawson," m jddle of it before you could say Jack

On account of the
much snow it was pretty
quick.

stars

light

;

he told me.

What

Robinson.

Is

Noise?

"I left three fellers piling up firewood,"
p u ii!" the Scoot yelled, and you better
does a noise break a window?
"That's the way I'm picking on believe I laid back "on
I said.
haunches and
You might as well ask why does a baseAnd I come up here to see if I p u lled. It meant a first class licking if ball break a window
him.
For noise is an ircouldn't stop Smitty and Slats from doing we didn't p u n hard enough,
regular wave in the air, a real thing that
him."
to
and
time a noise
But we did.
went over backwards has
anything

Why

my

!

We

"Honest?" ke asked me.
"Honest to goodness!" I told him.
"All right," he said. "That's what

weight

and Smitty and Slats let out a
double yell.
The "Scoot and me picked
I m
ourseives up an d looked down into the
it
about
'em
heard
too.
I
here for,
talking
ravine
The other end o f the bridge had
"Mean to say you was going to tackle sM off the cliff and dropped into the
said,
both of 'em alone.'
bnutty snow Smitty was floundering around, up
Henderson is the strongest boy m town.
to his snoulders m the drifts, and someJ
"
to
else
wasn't
there
Well,
anything
We
where lmderneath llim was slats.
dp.
told
him.
a
"You got
good nerve,
could teU that by the whoops he let out
its
made
has
trouble
I
"I'll help.
up
guess
p rett soort Smittv got Slats dug out and
mind to get me and there am t any use in they brushed the snow out of their faces
running away."
an(j looked up at us.
He said all right for me and to shake
llt makes me ache to think of tbe lick .
on
voices
we
heard
then
hands and just
was
Slats
It
the
ravine.
of
the other side
and Smitty.
ker-fiop

-

,

power.

Every

gets through a shut window it shakes the
window. If the noise is coming in, the air
outside is thrown into waves which pass
through it till they strike the window and
shake it; then the window shakes the air
inside the room exactly the same way as
the air outside shook it, only perhaps not
as strongly.
Well, plainly, the noise has
only to be loud enough that is to say, the
waves in the air have only to be big enough
to shake the window more than it can
stand and then it breaks. From the

Book

of Knowledge.

ravine was only about ten feet
across there and the bridge wasn't
with
anything but a couple of stout poles
some boards nailed on. The Scoot had
knocked the poles loose at both ends
where they had been frozen to the ground.
The ravine was maybe ten or fifteen feet
deep but it was most filled up with loose
snow that had drifted in.

THE

Nelson had a rope wound around his
He made a noose and hitched it
end of the bridge. He told me
what he wanted to do, only one feller
wasn't strong enough to do it alone. We
both took hold of the rope and waited. We
could hear Slats and Smitty getting nearer
all the time and pretty soon they popped
into sight out of a clump of trees.
"Hello there !" I yelled.

waist.
to one

They stopped.
"Who's that?" Smitty hollered back.
"It's Bunk Carson and John Nelson,"
told him.
didn't say anything
Slats spoke up.

I

He

and

in a minute

We

ran faster Hunt I

feller could run.

c

,

Don
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muscles were Don's portion next
However, a warm bath and an
and the glint of sun alcohol rub brought him around, and Monon a church steeple. day afternoon he was ready for his share
That, he knew, was of the baseball practice.

long

away were

distance

houses

SORE
day.

Alex Davidson came on the

Chester.

"Gee !" he said.
"I must have come

field

ex-

citedly.

"Wednesday's game with Bloomfield has

miles." been cancelled," he announced. "Mr. Wall
He began to scribble says we can't play a team that isn't fair."
'"Those fellows" surely did play dirty
notes on his pad.
He had made a ball," said Leonard, the third baseman.
Ted Carter looked disappointed. "Then
lot of noise climbing
into the tree.
Now, there's no game until next Saturday," he
h o w e v e r,
as
he said.
"Mr.
rested the
"Oh, yes, there is," cried Alex.
were quiet again. Wall has booked Washington for Wednesappeared, day. We'll go there for the game. Here's
Squirrels
and birds many of Don's chance to square accounts."

about

nine

woods

them of a kind he
"Oh, Don wasn't 'right' when he faced
He wished he Washington," Andy claimed quickly.
had never seen before.
"I'd like to beat those fellows," said
could stay there for hours and watch.
morning was fresh and clear Soon, though, his legs began to cramp, Don; and all afternoon he practiced that
when Don started on his long hike and he came down to the ground and ate wicked in and that quick return throw.
"Are you going to use those?" Alex
alone that Saturday.
The rain had his luncheon.
made the roads firm and springy. Don,
An hour later he started on the return asked.
It was slow work finding his
"Sure," said Don. "I guess they'll hold
rejoicing in the glory of the day, could not journey.
content himself with a mere swinging way out, and twice he was tempted to Washington for a while."
stride.
Every now and then he broke into climb a tree and get his bearings. Howfound him throbbing
the scout pace fifty steps running, fifty ever, he stuck to his compass, and at last
with ambition. He had finished writAnd as he went along he he found the road he had left that mornsteps walking.
made note of the roads he passed, and of ing. The sun was getting close to the ing the account of his long hike. This
their condition, and of the birds, and the western hills.
Don squared his shoulders afternoon he would go to Washington
trees and other growing things.
and trudged toward home. There was no and pitch his hardest. He had a feeling
He had planned to follow the road that scout pace now he was content to walk. that he was going to win. And as soon
ran parallel with the river; but the woods
as the game was over he would tell Mr.
were so cool and fragrant that he turned
That night a very tired boy sat down to Wall that he was ready for his first-class
off, after three miles, and plunged into supper.
Afterwards, on the porch, he be- tests. Then, ho! for the merit badges.
their depths.
At one o'clock the nine met at the
By and by he did not know gan to tell his father about the trip. Just
exactly where lie was, and he had a reck- how much he did tell he never knew, for Transfer Station.
They piled their suitless feeling that he did not care.
Toward presently his father was shaking his shoul- cases behind the motorman.
Then,
midday he climbed far up into the tallest der and laughing and saying: "Up to bed, bunched in the seats of the car, they began
tree.
to plan for the game. Alex and Don bent
Don. You're falling asleep."
All the world, it seemed, was below him.
And Don, not the smart-looking scout their heads over a score-book and tried to
Far off the woods ended, and after that of the morning by any means, stumbled determine what to pitch to Washington's
he could see the clear land of the valley. upstairs to his room.
batters.
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to
sneak
to be hitting everything necessary
something?"
"Oh, that's only a way of putting

said.

Don

it,"

laughed. "The batter must be on his
guard. That's the rules."
Twenty minutes later the game was over.
Chester had scored a shut-out.
"I guess that was getting back at Washington," Ted crowed.
Don looked pleased. While the others
ran off for the dressing room, he waited
for Mr. Wall.
day.
"I've taken my fourteen-mile hike," he
"We've started you with a two-run
first-baseman
the
encouraged. said, "and I've written an account of the
edge,"
a
I'd like to take my first-class tests,
"Hold on to that and we'll get you
trip.
sir."
couple more."
He
"I wouldn't if I were you," said Mr.
"Oh, I'll hold onto it," said Don.
pitched to the first batter, and the batter Wall.
ducked his head and sprang away from
Don stopped short in surprise. "But
the plate.
I'm ready, sir."
"What are you trying to do?" he de"I'm sorry," said the scoutmaster. He
manded.
walked a few steps in silence and then
Don grinned, and worked the outside spoke again. "I am afraid that I cannot
corner twice.
Then, when the batter recommend you for promotion," he said.
crowded the plate, he delivered his inThe boy fell trying to get
shoot again.
CHAPTER IX
away from the plate. The next ball was
Call of Duty
The
straight over, but he was so badly rattled
did not ride home with the nine.
now that he let it go by for a called
He was too stunned and too miserstrike.
able for companionship. When the
"One down!" cried Ted. "Pretty soft
"I have a couple here they won't hit,"
said Don.
Alex looked troubled.
Chester, as the visiting team, went to
bat first. By reason of a streak of consecutive hitting she scored two runs. Don
walked out to the mound with Ted beside
him. Ted was playing heart and soul to-
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Supper was over when he reached home.
Barbara had kept his food warm.
"Ted Carter passed here long ago," she
said.

"I didn't

come on that

trolley."

"Did you win?"
"Oh, yes," said Don.
Wise little Barbara sat on the other side
of the table and waited. Don kept lookPresently he
ing down at his plate.
blurted the news that Mr. Wall would not
recommend him for promotion.
Barbara gave a little cry of distress.

"Why

not?"

Don shook

"I don't know.
his head.
just said he wouldn't."
"Aren't there certain things a boy must
do to become a first-class scout?"
"Yes."
Barbara smiled hopefully. "Well, we'll
look those things up and see where you fall
short.
Brace up, Don."
But Don ate his supper gloomily. Mr.
Wall wouldn't turn a fellow down, he
thought, without a very good reason.
Later he and Barbara sat together and
studied the Handbook.
"Now," said Barbara, "let's see where
we're at. To become a first-class scout a
second-class scout must be able to swim

He

players crowded aboard the trolley he fifty yards."
Don grinned again. There were things slipped away unobserved and waited for
"Fifty yards is easy," said Don.
"Earn and deposit at least two dollars in
beside drops that Washington could not the next car.
hit.
Why wouldn't Mr. Wall recommend him a public bank."
"I have over three dollars in the bank,"
The game ran along in this fashion for for his first-class scout badge? What had
Don said. "And I can send and receive
In the seventh, with the score he done?
six innings.
3 to 0, Washington braced and defied that
messages about twenty
letters a minute, and I've
in-shoot and got three boys on the bases
taken my hike, and I've inwith two out. The team's heaviest batter
structed a tenderfoot
strode to the plate.
scout.
I've
covered all
The Washington rooters began to yell
that."
Don shook his head.
for a clean-up hit.
Barbara nodded.
"All
This chap had been to bat twice already,
and had refused to be driven back. He
right. Now, how about first
aid"
So Don walked in for a
ivas dangerous.
"I can do all that, and
conference with his catcher.
I can do the cooking stunts.
"I'm going to try my drop," he said.
I've read maps and I've
"But you haven't thrown it in two
drawn maps. Dad has
weeks," Alex exclaimed.
"This felshown me how to use an
"Can't help it," said Don.
I'm going to use a
ax and a hatchet. I've
low's a bad actor.
slow wind-up, and if I get two strikes
judged distance and things
on him, look sharp."
many time s we've had
"But"
troop contests. I tell you,
"I'll give him a drop for the first offerBarbara, I've done all
the
those things."
ing," said Don, and went back to
Barbara read patiently
mound.
from the Handbook. "Describe fully from observafirst pitch was as beautiful a
tion ten species of trees
drop as he had ever thrown. The bator plants, including poison
ter swung, and missed by a dozen inches.
"Yah !" cried Ted. "Get a shovel."
ivy, by their bark,
for you, Don."

THAT

'

Don, winding up very, very slowly, tried
drop again. Once more it worked.
"Get two shovels," Ted yelled. "Give
him another one, Don."
But Don was through with drops for the
That second pitch had kinked his
flay.

leaves

Don

the

laugh.

low

that."

Barbara read again.
"Furnish satisfactory evidence that he has put into

wrist.

winding up slowly, he wasted two.
the second wide one was thrown he set
InAlex tossed him the ball.
himself.
stantly he shot it back on a line.
The batter was caught unprepared. He
saw that this ball would be a strike and
made a frantic stab with his bat.
"You're out!" said the umpire.
Alex stood for a moment behind the
plate as though lost in thought. He rolled
the ball out toward the pitcher's mound
and began unbuckling his chest protector.
Don came to the bench wearing a. wide
He sat next to Mr. Wall.
grin.
Still

As

"That's

what

you

call

sneaking

one

over," he said.

"Sneaking?"

Mr.

Wall asked.

"Is

it

in

gave a scornful
"There isn't a felour troop can't do

practice in his daily life
the principles of the scout
law and oath. How about
She looked
that, Don?"
up.

This time Don did not
answer so readily. After
a while his shoulders shook
in a sigh.

"Maybe

that's

it,"

l.c

said.

"Oh
}Vhfit

hvit started on his lony hike alone."

!"

cried

Barbara.

"Haven't you been living
up to the scout law and the
oath ?"
"I think so," said Don.
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"But Mr. Wall has been talking about my shoot that never was intended to hit a
and my quick throw and
He's fellow.
wrong, Barbara, if that's his reason."
"Maybe he thinks I don't care whether
Barbara closed the book. "What about or not I hit the batters," Don muttered,
that in and that quick throw?" she asked. Suddenly he brightened.
Why, it would
be easy to show Mr. Wall that this was
Her eyes were puckered thoughtfully.
And just as though he were talking to a not so. He'd do it in the very next game
boy, Don told her how he had had to give he pitched. Then maybe Mr. Wall would
up his drop, and of how he had cultivated recommend him and everything would be
that wicked in-shoot and that quick return, all right.
When Don reached home his father and
"It's fair," he argued.
"Lots of pitchers
do it. I've read of big league pitchers who his mother and Barbara sat on the porch,
used a high, fast in to get the batter away. His father waved a letter.
"Business conference. Sit down, Don."
Of course, there's a chance of the batter
getting hit. I never pitch any higher than
a fellow's chest.
And if I hit him that
found a chair.
He looked inmeans a runner on the bases. The batter
Barquiringly at the three faces.
ill-curve

only one who's taking a chance,
The pitcher's taking a chance, too; but Mr.
Wall thinks only of the batter."
Barbara sighed. "I don't know enough
about baseball to advise you, Don."
"I don't want any advice,"
Don cried
stubbornly. "I know I'm right. Mr. Wall
is against my quick return because I called
it 'sneaking one over.'
He forgets that
you have to throw so quickly that you're
taking all kinds of chances of pitching a
*.;!Tf
nail instead
ad of* a of
strike.
If 4-v.itv
that s Kir.
his
reason for te m g
."
f~~
"How big
Barbara interig is that 'if ?
isn't the

m

'.

rupted.

Don shook
said

Barbara?"

w

"I don't know
"What would you

his head.

hopelessly.

December,

Don's face

fell.

Dad?"
"I'm afraid not.

1915

"Can't you handle

it,

handle the extra
alone, and there wouldn't be enough
to
me
in
profit
justify
hiring help."
"That's as far as the conference got,"
I can't

work

said Barbara.
"That's far enough,"

Don

replied dubi-

said

Mr.

ously.

"The question is,"
"what shall I do?"

Don shook

his head.

He

Strong,

didn't know.

Mrs. Strong sighed.
"If it was something about housework
I might know," she said.
"And if it was something about keeping
us well-fed and contented you'd know,
wouldn't you, mother?"
Barbara
too,
bara smiled.
.,
asked.
She looked at her father. "My
"You come into this conference as
she
added
"would
be to
idea,"
seriously,
advertising expert," she said.
"You are making fun of me," Don pro- hold back a while."
"If I cannot accept to-day," said Mr.
tested.
vStrong, "I cannot accept tomorrow."
rm
not
said Barbara.
"Tell
><
"Nobody ever knows anything about torj. ld

DON

morrow," Barbara said wisely. "Let's all
Mr Strong opened the j etter
jt
*' 1 nk ll ov
for a ou P le of da y s - Some see ms," he said gravely, "that the making
!
f,
a ? turn U Pof window screens and scree n doors is a thing
Mr Strong smiled and put the letter in
business that has been sadly neglected in
*
...i
~
i
these parts
p eop le from Irontown have his Pcket. "Hopeful little Barbara, aren't
been driving over this road and have seen J' 011 /
"It doesn t cost anything to hope," Bary g}^
bara said "rightly.
"Oh!" said Don.
Don carri 'd that thought with him to
"Didn't I tell you?" Barbara cried tri" e "'* cost
nothing to hope. Well he'd
umphantly.
h P e that Mr Wal1 would recommend
"They have seen
sign," Mr. Strong
hlm after he Patched his next game.
"and
have asked

"

.

'

.

m

my

-

a hardware
Alas for Don's hopes, it was to he a
he went upstairs to his room dealer in Irontown for screens and he
he stood in front of the scout law didn't have them. I guess they asked him lon g time before he again stepped out to
*
4-U
._ J C
rl_'_ /-il
i
i~>
mound
for the Chester team,
once more. It had become a habit for him because
But he
my sign Don's sign, rather put the
didn't know that then.
it whenever he them in mind of it."
was in trouble. He read it again. "A
"Mr. Wall said you never can tell how
Monday, when he came home from the
scout is clean.
He keeps clean in body far advertising will carry," Don said in a baseball practice, Beth was sitting on the
and thought, stands for clean sport, tone of wonder.
porch,
clean'
"Hello!" he said in surprise. "Did they
ji n -\\-all is right," said his father.
Thats it," Don said bitterly. "Clean "But to resume. This hardware dealer at gi
you a holiday?"
Mr. Wall's holding me up on that. Irontown is a merchant.
sport.
Beth made a wry face. "A long holiday,
He buys and
Hes doing just what I did when I had sells. He doesn't make
The bakery has closed."
So' he has
guess.
things.
my row with Ted he's piling it on too written to me asking my prices for screens
"Failed?"
thick.
I play a clean game.
I never tried and what commission I will allow him on
Beth nodded. "A man came this afterJ hit a fellow.
I'm not going to change orders. He thinks he can take
many or- noon and tacked a notice on the door and
ders if I will send him sample screens." shut everything up. Do you know of any
After classes next day he went off to the
store in the village that needs a girl
"Bully !" cried Don.
practice and wondered if Mr. Wall would
His father laughed. "There's the ad- clerk?"
a
lhecoacht eated vertising man
He thinks only
Don said he did not. He went up to his
talking.
?m "Lt H
n W
eSt about
getting business; he doesn't think room. Barbara out of a job meant $3 less
"Tl,
K.",A_ ^
his arm.
the family.
and then b
"Maybe it's a good thing that
Ford.
Dad didn't say no to that man
"I'm glad you're
standing by
in
Irontown," he muttered.
me," Andy said.
Maybe his father would be able
"Shucks!" said Don. "All you
to find a way to make extra
need is to get the
feeling that
screens. If there was only some
they can't beat you."
way he could help
Andy must have acquired
He walked to the window and
that notion within the next
stood there looking down at the
few days, for on
he
Saturday
There was a way that
yard.
beat Mapleridge School
easily.
he could help.
But-t but it
It was the best
game he had yet
meant a sacrifice.
pitched.
"Anyhow," he said aloud,
"You're coming, Andy," cried
"the nine needs me.
Ted.
Andy
couldn't do all the pitching.
"You mean Don is

resumed,

HEN

,,

]

me

they

1

i

i

/

making

And

go," said Andy. He glanced
at the coach.
"Don is giving
me a lot of help, Mr. Wall."
"I know it," the coach said

I

I

don't

must show Mr. Wall that

mean

to hit the batters."

This reasoning seemed to settle the matter.
When Barbara
called he went down to supper

quietly.
Don flushed. But even in the
midst of his boyish embarrassment, in the face of praise, he

whistling a

merry tune.
However, he wasn't at the

table long before he began to
feel

couldn't

help wondering how
Mr. Wall could one minute
give
him credit for helping
Andy
and the next minute find fault
with him for
pitching an in-

J. _

uncomfortable. His mother

was unusually silent, and his
father was grave. Barbara had
little spells when she became

"He came down

to

the

ground and ate

his luncheon."

thoughtful and forgot to eat.
The loss of Beth's $3 suddenly
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to loom before Don's eyes as a staggering misfortune.
"Put I must stick to the nine," he mut-

began

"When I quit the football team Mr.
Wall made me see that a scout must be

tered.

helpful"
"You're talking to yourself, Don," said
Barbara.

He

glanced up in confusion.

"I

was

thinking."

"About what?"
"About about

scouts," he said hesitat-

ingly.

After supper he returned to his room.

The problem that he had thought was settled had come back to harass him again.
The sign on the wall seemed to offer no
He picked up his Handbook.
solution.
Maybe be would find something there. He

the well-thumbed pages until be
to the scout laws. He read the third:

turned

came

"A

scout

is

He must

helpful.

be pre-

pared at any time to save life, help injured
duties.
He
persons, and share the home
must do at least one good turn to some-

body every day."
There it was in black and white. Noth>ng about standing by the nine, or showMr. Wall, or getting his first-class
badge but a little about sharing the home
duties. And what was the chief home duty?
Why, seeing that the home was supported,
ing

Nine Times Nine Cheers for

Old Glory and Santa
By

of course.
He closed the book and stared down at
the floor. The games with Irontown High
School, the big series of the year, were ap-

!

DAN BEARD

National Scout Commissioner

smoke or the suffocating fumes of poison-

ous gas!
course, the only Duffel Bag for
Poor old Santa! His eyes will be unproaching.
Christmas is the one carried on able to twinkle over there for they will
two of those games and at Irontown the
the back of Santa Claus, the one be blinded with tears.
visiting team was always met at the station that has real
as
tangible gifts in it, such
the
Then let us give him a hearty welcome
ridden
to
and
a
playing
tally-ho
by
in another part of this
here and help him in his efforts to make
He had looked for- I have describedLIFE
field in triumph.
under the title of a
BOYS'
of
issue
Of course Santa Claus
ward to that ride ever since the first day
So you must forgive people happy.
Potlatch.
himself is only a thought, an idea, but he
But the scout law didn't say Christmas
of practice.
if he
Commissioner
Scout
National
is a happy thought and a beautiful idea
a word about rides in tally-hos or about your
in place
only furnishes you with thoughts
and he and his tiny reindeer will always
big games.
all every maafter
for
of
material
things,
to the hearts of the American chil"Gee!" Don said huskily. "It's hard to
The be dear
terial thing had to be a thought first.
dren.
be a good scout."
the
the
the
the
skate,
gun,
boat,
ball,
bat,
That is, dear to the hearts of the Ameri(Continued in January BOYS' LIFE)
the bow, the sled, the book, this magazine
The can children as long as they are Ameriall were thoughts to begin with.
That they remain American
?
same can be said of our Movement the can children.
Animal
You are
is up to you scouts.
children,
and
uniform
our
of
America,
BY F. MouLTOjf McLANE
Boy Scouts
the boys to keep the traditions of freedom
law.
our
and
our
oath
animal will suffocate for want our rules,
and self-government living, you are the
That is not all.
Self-government, on
of air if you hold its mouth open?
was
boys to follow the teachings of Thomas
is
What animal will suffocate for want of which our great country andfounded,
Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln to make
in
first
at
first,
put
only a thought
air if you hold its mouth closed?
this country the home of justice and not
when
the
soil
Pilgrims
by
What animal has eardrums on the side practice on this
of kings and cranks (although we may
You
see,
they landed from the Mayflower.
of its body?
need a few cranks to furnish us with
down
to
land
intended
What animal breathes through openings those sturdy people
the home of high ideals, lofty amideas)
the
Hudof
in Virginia, somewhere south
on its abdomen?
freedom and good scouts,
bitions,
personal
went
that
What animal has its tongue fastened at son river, but in place of and they had where every citizen is expected to do his
Cod
around
they
Cape
bumping
end?
rear
and
free
at
the
end
the front
the Scout law,
James for any good turn daily, and obey
to the
What animal has some teeth that never no charter from King no
Governor ap- for the Scout law and the preamble
there and
settlement
up
cease growing?
will go hand
of
Declaration
Independence
a
set up
What animal leaves live "fresh meat" pointed by the King, so theyand
citizen is a monarch
elected in hand where every
little government of their own,
for its young stored beside its eggs?
in his own right.
officers in good democratic fashion
their
it
which
on
What animal has eyes
stalks,
From this "we see that to have a thing
the thought of self-governthrusts about as a burglar uses a bull's- and made real
or make a thing we must think it first.
ment.
It
eye lantern?
idea.
This is the glorious Christmas time, and This opens a grand Christmas
What animal has five eyes?
can enjoy it puts us back into the time of the fairy
we
that
be
thankful
all
let
us
AVhat animal has two different kinds of
would give us
in peace under the shade of Old Glory. stories, when the godmother
are true,
eyes?
will have a distress- three wishes. These fairy stories
Claus
old
Santa
Poor
What animals keep "domestic animals,"
the waters in that if we wish for a thing hard enough
of
side
other
on
the
time
which they care for from the egg, and ing
it
for we
where a few men with crowns on their and long enough we will get
which they "milk" for a juice they eat?
of other men will work for it and win. Then let us all
millions
heads
are
directing
What animals keep and cultivate a gara happier land and
without crowns in their effort to extermi- agree now to work for
den, whose plants they use for food?
not under- a merrier Christmas each year of our lives.
for
each
other
nate
purposes
What animal has four stomachs?
who believe in selfChristmas to you all and nine
standable

He had

figured

on pitching

OF

What

WHAT

What

animal, when

stomach out over
ting

its

its

food into

What animal can

its

it

eats, extends

times nine cheers for Old Glory and Santa

stomach?

leap 200 times

its

Imagine Santa Claus over there, creep- Claus
own ing down a chimney in the night time only

The author's answers to these questions
in the January BOYS' LIFE.

himself in the ruined habitation,
deserted or occupied by the dead and dyImagine the Christ Child trying to
ing.
to find

height?

be published

Merry

by people

its

food, instead of put- government.

will

find its

way around

in the

blinding powder

!

The Medal He
OSCAK LEWIS

By

Illustrated by

SOON

as "Ten-One" Doyle heard
interscholastic meet had
been postponed for a week, he dis-

AS

that

missed

all

the

thought of the championship
mind and set about

gold medal from his

packing his suitcase.
"But, Ken," objected Benny Leard, "TenOne's" roommate, viewing his friend's actions with growing alarm, "of course you
are going to stay for the meet. You will
win the quarter, sure. You'll walk away
with it, and set up a new record in the
bargain. And a new record means a championship medal. Surely you are not going
to miss all that just because this late rain
came along and made them postpone the
meet ?"
Kenny Doyle fished a pair of heavy shoes
out of the bottom of the closet and jammed
them into one corner of the suitcase. "TenOne" they had called him on the campus
since that day in early spring when he
had won the hundred yard dash in ten and
a fifth seconds. "See here," he said, "I've
wasted nearly a week of my vacation alI'm
ready, and I can't wait any longer.
leaving for the quarry to-night."
"What, and miss the gold medal?"
"Now listen here, Benny," the athlete
looked down at his friend for a moment
and then walked over to the window and
stood gazing out across the campus. "Do
you think this gold medal is going to pay
my expense's here at Boone's next term?
It's not likely.
If I intend to come back
in the fall, I'll have to work this vacation.

Lost

NORMAN

P.

WVfc

ROCKWELL

swing clear of the ground and start

its

slow ascent of the hill. Arriving finally,
another lever was pushed as the load hit
the "trigger" on the cable which capsized
the box and sent its contents roaring down
through the hopper into the crushers.
Ken often thought it enough to be continually alert all day without having to
listen to an unending stream of joshes
during the time he was off duty. Yet that
is exactly what he had to contend with.
Somehow or other, Ken's proficiency as a
runner had become known in camp, and
for some reason they came to regard it as
an admirable source of humorous comments"There's one big drawback to having an
expert runner in camp like young Mr.
Doyle over here," Joe King, quarry foreman, announced across the table at the
cookhouse one noon. "You see, when 12
o'clock comes he travels so fast that he's
clear down here at the cookhouse before
the whistle stops blowing.
Of course he
gets first helping to everything, and I, for
one, say that he's taking an unfair advan-

r

"Where

is Wiffles?" some one asked..
"She's off visiting to-day," replied Mr.
Brant. "She went over to Forrester's with
her mother."
"Why, no she didn't," put in the camp
blacksmith.
"I saw Mrs. Brant driving
past the shop this morning and she was
all alone."
"Then she must have been left with
Hilda," said the superintendent, smiling.
"Seems to me I remember hearing her mother mention something about it last night."
Hilda was a young emigrant girl employed in the Brant household and this, of
course, allayed any fears that may have

been springing up regarding Wiffles' whereBut when, a few moments later,
abouts.
Hilda herself appeared in the doorway
about
and
stood
nervously
glancing
throughout the dining-room, those fears

"What

are

"Wilifred,"
excited.

"She

well.
He's mighty
some things.
And if he
had stayed down here for
two weeks just to run a quarter of a mile
in a track meet
well, there just wouldn't
be any job at the quarry for me this

replied
is

the

becoming
She was on

girl,

not here?

"A

I

half hour,

I'm not sure."

an hour

And

she be-

gan to cry in earnest.
They had all stepped out
on the porch before the cookhouse.
Mr. Brant decided

No, Benny,'' he added, regretfully,
year.
"I'm mighty sorry, but someone else will
carry that medal home with them this

that the quickest way to find
the child would be to divide
the men into different parties and to send them out in
all directions.
He had just
started to pair them off
when someone cried "The
quarry. See, she's up there."
All eyes turned to the
great rock-scar on the hill a
quarter of a mile away. And

.

the next two weeks Ken was
that he forgot all about the
interscholastic meet and the
championship
medal. His work at the quarry occupied
all of his time, end it was too
exacting to
allow his thoughts to wander.
Ken operated the derrick trolley that fed
Crusher No. 2.
Eight hours a day Instood on the little roofed-over
platform
above the hoppers. His eye rested
upon
one or another of the little'groups of men
down at the bottom of the quarry across
tin- way.
Now and again, one of the foreiii' n
waved a hand and Ken in ans T.
would shove in one of his levers. Then
L-ame a wholesale
puffing of the powerful
donkey engine and the cable would

Hilda?"

girl?"

about

year."

for,

the porch all morning and then quick
I did not mean that she
she was gone.
should get lost. Oh, Mr. Brant," the girl
was on the verge of tears, "I have looked
for her everywhere."
"Don't worry, Hilda. We'll find her fast
enough," he assured her. "How long has
it been since you missed the

know Mr. Brant pretty
learned that

you looking

asked Mr. Brant.

will

funny

W

iffle
superintendent. "Why, I even saw
admiring him yesterday."
"Wiffles" was Wilifred Brant, the superintendent's little four-year-old daughter,
and a great favorite in the camp.

instantly returned.

have to put in every day, too.
"Besides," and here he broke into a
smile, "if I stayed down here another week
they probably wouldn't let me go to work
up at the quarry when I got there. I
I

"It certainly appears as if that graceful
stride of his captured all the hearts in the
neighborhood," smiled Mr. Brant, the

so busy
DURING

there,

"Xo, Benny, someone
"'"'

e/se

a '*^

incdul
tllis

walking

about

near

the talus pile at the bottom
of the cliff, was Whiffles, her
red coat making her easily

carry

home

year."

distinguishable.

Almost simultaneously,
present reached for his watch,
no
one said it, the thought in
and, though
A round of laughter greeted this sally, each mind was the same "the blasts
!"
in which Ken joined good-naturedly.
Every day, during the noon hour, it was
tage over us older fellows

so fast."
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the custom of "Dynamite" Fredericks, as others, and when the last struggling runhe was called, to set off the blasts that he ner was behind him, Ken breathed somehad all morning been drilling and loading thing liU-e a sigh of relief. Now, his runup on the face of the cliffs. These blasts, ner's instinct told him, was the time for
being exploded at noon, would shake down the supreme effort.
Ken's head went back, his lips drew
upon the floor of the quarry enough rock
to feed the crushers the rest of the day.
closer over his tight-set teeth and his legs,
Fredericks always lighted the fuses on moving with the long, low, pauseless mothe blasts at twelve-thirty and immediately hastened over to the valley
road to warn off any chance traveler
who might happen to wander within
the danger zone.
It was not thought
necessary to guard the road up from
the camp, as everyone connected with
the quarry knew of the noon blasts.
Ken's watch was out before any of
the others. "Twelve thirty-two. Fredericks is over on the other side of the

ridge"

For a short moment each man stood

Ken stopped long enough to throw
mackinaw work coat and when

Three other explosions followed at
short intervals as Ken crowded Wiffles up against the side of the projecting bowlder. But these latter blasts
occurred either to the right or the left
of them and, except for flying fragments, there was no danger.
And then, when the blasts were over
and quiet had returned, Ken realized
that never had he been so tired.
He
sent the frightened child down to meet
forehead
her father and then lay still,
on his arm, while he tried to get his
breath back again.
Nor was he fully recovered when
the others arrived, and to their praise
and painfully enthusiastic handclasps
he could only smile feebly.

he started he was several yards behind the others.
result of Ken's training was
learned to hold his
keep cool under the stress

ONE he had
head and
that

But, then, counterbalancing

this,

was the

!

of winning, of demonstrating his superior
skill
for a little medal, or to gain a few
points for his school. But now his chances
of winning he knew were small, but here
surely was the time to make a supreme
;

effort.

At

X

at Boone's at the beginning

of next
BACK

Ken stopped
his

enough
inackinaw zcork
long

to

throw

off

coat.

term, several of Ken's
ventured to sympathize with
him because he had not been able to
friends

stay for the interscholastic meet and
had thereby lost the championslnn
born sprinter, seemed to carry me(j a i
They could never quite underhim along without apparent effort
stand the smiling resignation with which
ihe others, strung out along on the trail
lC ceiitcd the loss
behind, saw this new burst of speed with
wondering eyes.
"Go it, boy. Go !" they called after him.
"Ked Bar" Scouts in an
But the pace that Ken had set was beOhio CitV
ginning to tell. The rough, uneven trail,
A special first-aid class for scouts has
his own heavy shoes and clothes, and most
of all, the steady, uphill grade had sapped been formed in Youngstown, Ohio, as the
his strength, and suddenly he realized that result of an incident which happened durhe was very tired.
ing the past summer.
A man fainted at a baseball game and
The way was not all uphill, however, and
this fact gave Ken courage. The last hun- a crowd immediately surrounded him and
dred yards from the spot where the trail propped him up erect in a chair. A boy
there and he knew that when
joined the wagon road to the floor of the scout was
tion of the

thought Ken's teeth snapped toHis eyes narrowed and his lips valley was practically level. And when
formed together into a firm, straight line. Ken," gasping and weak of knee, gained the
His "fighting face," they called it back at summit, his courage returned and he raced
Boone's, and whenever Ken flashed past on with pace unchecked. It was the stretch
the rooting section wearing that expression,
that crucial test that calls for the final
it was a signal for a time of wild
applause, dash.
It seemed to Ken that never had he
To-day the grandstands and the rooting
sections were lacking, but Ken ran none moved so slowly. His eyes stole upon the
the slower because of that. One after an- face of the cliff and he" was sure that he
other he flashed by the other runners, who saw a thin film of white smoke issuing from
saw him pass, not with the envious glances one of the rock fissures. But he resolutely
that he had come to know on the track, drew his gaze away and fastened it upon
but with welcoming half smiles and some- the child playing in the talus pile before
times with words of encouragement.
him.
It was hard work, this jumping on and
It was only the strength of desperation
off the path as he forged ahead of the that carried Ken the last few
yards. \Vifthis

gether.

But before the sound of the explosion reached his ears, Ken picked up
the child, and as the roar of the blast
echoed across the excavation he turned
and staggered with her into the shelter of a large bowlder on the quarry
In another instant the flood of
floor.
stone poured down upon them, the
mass of it falling just in front and
on the opposite side of the rock. Defragments dropped on all
but a projecting ledge of the
bowlder sheltered them. The bowlder
itself swayed as the mass of rock
crashed against it, and Ken could see
smaller fragments streaming past like
a mountain torrent dividing and rushing by on either side of a projecting
rock in midstream.

off his

reward the stakes
Formerly Ken had
run just to be running; for the pleasure

cliff.

sides,

ran.

had not run over a rock strewn trail
and
and, instead of heavy shoes
-,
clothes, he had worn only his spikes and
Besides the course
light running suit.
here was mostly uphill. Yes, the circumstances were different entirely. To-day it
seemed that everything was against the
chances of making good time.

fles had noticed him at last and stood up as
he approached.
Ken grasped the child
about the shoulders and had struggled
back with her a few yards when something
caused him to glance up at the cliff. In
the instant that his eyes had been raised,
he saw a vaporish gray dust shoot out
between the fissures and a section of
rock loosen itself from the side of the

tached

dreading momentarily to see the
grayish puff on the side of the cliff
and hear the subsequent detonation.
But almost immediately they had
started a wild rush up the trail toward
the quarry; some of them calling out
futile warnings to the child as they
tense,

of an exciting moment. Like all good
runners, he ran with his head as well
as his feet.
Now as he ran, he was
able to review the situation and consider the chances of success.
They
did not seem very bright. The match
had been applied to the blasts at
twelve-thirty.
Generally the fuses
burned three minutes; sometimes it
was four never more. It was now
after twelve thirty-two.
Once on the cinder track back at
Boone's Ken had run the quarter in
52 seconds.
But it had been under
He
vastly different circumstances.

19

.

treating a

f aint

_

spell the patient

should

be laid flat on his back. The scout tried
three times to get to the man to render
first aid, but each time he was pushed back
because he was only a kid. He was, however, a second-class scout, fairly competent
to render assistance in the emergency.
Every scout who completes the first-aid
course, which is now being given, will receive a red-bar pin from the local council,
and will always carry on his person a firstThese "red-bar" scouts will be
aid kit.
advertised, so that the people of Youngstown will know that these boys can be depended upon to render first aid in any

emergency

"Ray's fingers closed upon the wrist,

to

which he clung despite the surging of the current."

Winning
By IRVING
Author

of

"Jack Straw

in

thump, thump.

Ray!

Come,

can sleep all
day? It's half past five."
Thus were the two lads aroused by Mr.
Warner as he came from his room across
the hall.

The
"Come," he added, "tumble out.
boat will start for the rock before you are
dressed."

This was enough to stir both lads, for
they had set their hearts on taking part
in the tussle with the waves to gain the
top of Cobra Head. They were on their
feet in a jiffy and presently were whisking on their clothes with little regard for
sartorial effect.
Jack man?i;ed to get
his undershirt on wrong side out and Ray
discovered that he was trying to get his
left foot into his right shoe.
But they

adjusted things quickly, dashed cold water in their faces, gave their hair a brief
but effective brushing and emerged from
their room.
Ray's arm was a little stiff at first, from
a recent accident, but the iodine that had
been applied the day before had taken
most of the soreness out of the cut and he
positively refused to keep his hand in a

any longer.
"I'll keep on the bandage but I won't
wear a sling. Makes me feel like an invalid," he told Jack as they descended the
stairs and joined Mr. Warner in front of
sling

CRUMP

Mexico," and the popular "Quarry Troop" stories.

Illustrated by

"Hi, Jack!
Hello,
THUMP,
wake up. Think you

Rock

the

WALT LOUDERBACK.

story is taken from Mr. Crump's
new book, "Jack Straw, Lighthouse
Builder," just published by Robert U. MeBride d- Company, and is printed in Boys'
Life by their kind permission.
Jack spends his vacation helping to build
the lighthouse on Cobra Reef, Hood Island,
Maine.
"Winning the Rock" will give our
readers a pretty good idea of the kind of a
vacation Jack had.

hour, and since the engineer and his young
companions were destined to be early risers
during their stay on the island it had been

decided that they take their
with the crew in the main mess

breakfast
hall.

back their plates.
Others of the crew
were doing the same thing when O'Brien
stood up and shouted, "Come bhoys, ye
have t' sha-ake a leg. In haf en hour-r
we'll man t' bhoat and r-run out on t'
last o' the down tide.
That'll give us an
hour-r t' fuss ar-round befer it sthar-rts
a-racin' in again. Come on Mike, and you
Sandy, and Lafe there, git a wiggle on
And
yez, yer all part of the boat crew."
presently there was a scuffle of many feet
and the rasp of the benches being pushed
back, and five minutes after O'Brien left
the mess hall Bongo had the place to himself.

the big negro cook of the outwas just sounding his call to
fit,
quarters on the bottom of a big dishpan
when the three entered the long, low buildThere was little of a decorative naing.
ture about the arrangement of the tables
in the hall. There were two that extended
the full length of the room and were
flanked on either side by long backless
benches.
In twos and threes and groups
of half a dozen the burly lighthouse builders came from the bunk house to the mess

BONGO,

hall.

collecting his crew the foreout three sun-tanned
workmen who were among the last to leave
the mess hall and with them at his heels
the big Irishman went into one of the tool
sheds. Soon all four reappeared, one dragging a little brass cannon, such as is used
by coast guards, while the others carried
a big open box, into which hundreds of
feet of sail cord was coiled upon pegs.
The cannon was hauled to the cliff's
edge, loaded and sighted by one of the
weather beaten trio, so as to hurl a
rocket-like projectile over the ugly gray
rock there where the breakers curled.
Of course, Jack and Ray could not en-

man singled
BEFORE

During the meal Mr. Warner and "Big"
O'Brien, the foreman, were in earnest conversation about the details of the expedition to the rock, and as the lads listened
they realized more and more that they tirely understand what
were about to embark upon a hazardous but, while they were

it

was

all

about,

wondering,

Mr.

the lighthouse cottage.
Warner, who had gone to his office for his
undertaking.
Captain Eli was of course snugly tucked
By quarter of six the foreman and the steel surveying tape and plumbline, arrived
in bed and snoring lustily at that
unseemly engineer had drained their cups and pushed on the scene and explained that when the
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men succeeded in landing on Cobra Head trying to suppress their excitement.
the projectile would be fired so as to carry
"Big" O'Brien cupped one hand about
a rope to them.
And when they had all his mouth and shouted to the boat crew:
"Row on boys. Pull, an' we'll go arthings fast, a breeches-buoy would be
rigged to carry more men from the cliff round t' blitherin' thing t' see if ther-re
to the rock.
be a place for a fly to sthick on."
And the men bent on once more and
Upon Mr. Warner's return, O'Brien
quickly gathered his crew and, with Jack urged the craft forward, keeping outside
and Ray among them, they started down of the run of troubled water as much as
the pathway that led to the beach, where possible.
the two whaleboats were moored. Into one
Slowly they made their way round the
of these the men swarmed and within a circle, the whale boat pitching and rolling
few minutes the craft shot away from the like a cork.
Foot by foot they moved
strip of sand and headed north inside the through the boiling, foam-flecked water
reef and toward the dangerous Cobra's all the time "Big" O'Brien and Mr. Warner
scanned the great granite crag for a place
Head.
to

was low water and the long jagged
ITreef, exposed from end to end, looked
exactly like a giant of the species after
which it had been named. Outside, beyond
the wicked rocks, rolled the Atlantic;
great ground swells heaving in restlessly
and thundering against the granite barrier
with a grumbling roar. Jack and Ray,
who sat in the stern of the whaleboat with
Mr. Ryder and "Big" O'Brien, were fascinated by the sight.
But, although the waves piled up outside, the strip of water between the island
and the beach was unruffled, so far as the
surface was concerned. Under this calm
exterior, however, were currents and cross
currents that slipped like oil over the granite-strewn bottom in spite of the fact that
it was the hour for slack water.
Jack
could see from the way "Big" O'Brien
handled the tiller and the strength that the
men put into their tugs at the oars that
the force of these currents was tremendous, and he wondered what that strip of
water would be like when the tide turned

and began

to

come

in.

As

the whaleboat proceeded northward
and approached the big rock the currents

became more vicious. They ripped and
swirled and licked at the side of the sturdy
vessel like the advance guard of Neptune's
forces defending the rock from the invaders. Slowly but surely the boat drew
nearer the tremendous boulder, and as the
lads got a closer view of the pedestal on
which the new lighthouse was to be erected
they realized why Mr. Warner had cause
to worry about the outcome of the expe-

attempt a landing.

at last they found it. To be sure
not much of a landing place,
but then it was better than a sheer wall

AND was

A

and water

and drenching the entire
the moment its force had been
spent and the water began to suck backward Sims gave the expected order.

crew.

aloft

And

"Yo-heave-ho

!"

he roared and bent his

The oars dug deep and the
whale boat shot ahead. Mr. Warner hesited a moment, then jumped.

body forward.

the trough he dropped and up the
He
granite he scrambled.
of granite covered with slippery kelp. On reached the first niche, the second, and
the ocean side where the great breakers third.
He was ten feet up, twelve, and
dashed in with a roar the rock weed had now fifteen. Then Sims shouted:
been all torn away by the force of the
Here
"Back, boys, back water quick.
water.
Ages of erosion had worn soft comes another!"
The oak oars bent and creaked under
spots of the granite away, too, until there
remained a sloping trough into which the the strain. The whaleboat shot backward
water dashed with a hiss and fountained and full into the oncoming wave. For a
fraction of a second it stopped dead and
twenty feet in the air.
The constant action on the side had worn every timber quivered. Then with a rush
the hard stone as smooth as glass and the it shot backward again and the wave
dashing of the wave plumes had pitted the .slipped under it and hurled itself into the
rock here and there above, so that a man trough, its great curling tongue licking
of great agility could hope to gain the top up the side of the rock as if seeking to
if he moved fast enough and could beat tear Mr. Warner from the little niches
these curling tongues of water that shot he clung to.
But the engineer was safe.
He was drenched with foam and spray,
against the rock and licked it clean.
Hevin
us
whin
wo
"May
per-rtecht
tr-ry but he was well out of the way of the
to," shouted the foreman to Mr Warner, dangerous water.
Up he climbed, slower
"fer if wan o' thim waves hits yez a slap now, feeling his way from place to place;
in t' back 'twill be Davy Jones' Locker t' while the boat backed off to a safe disnext stop. No shwimmin' yez ivver learnt tance and the crew watched his progress.
will save yez agin the undertow."
(Continued on page 54)
"Well, the engineer who made the survey last year did it, O'Brien, and I guess
we can do as much," called Mr. Warner.
"Shure yez 'er a Kilkenny cat fer pluck,"
said the foreman, "but I'm wid yea.
Hi,
bhoys, we'll make a landin'. Tiz me an'
Mr. Warner that does it an' don't anither
wan o' yez even think o' thr-ryin'. Yez
hear-r me now. I'll lick t' life out o' eny

man who

even sthands up in

Lanky Sims, yez
fit;

For fifty feet about the great chunk of
granite the water fairly boiled with eddies
and currents and the force of the heaving
swells of the Atlantic. Here all these met
and struggled for supremacy, and the ugly
sides of the Cobra's Head were lashed
and pounded by tons of water hurled
against them. It seemed folly for a craft
even as staunch as the big whale boat to
venture into that turmoil and dare the approach of the rock.
And to make the situation harder the
head presented a grim and foreboding
surface to the adventurers. Indeed, there
did not appear to be a niche or crevice
in which the men could get a foothold

hull.

kelp that draped the sides of the massive
stone.
In truth, as Jack gazed upon the
grim barrier, it looked to him like the great
shaggy head of Medusa with her snaky
locks tossed about in the hissing breakers.
And the thunder of the tumbling water was
almost deafening.
"Mighty ugly looking, isn't it?" shouted
Mr. Warner, for a shout was necessary
to make his voice heard above the roar.
"Gee, I should say so," cried the boys,

of the Irishman's protests, and he stood
waiting in the bow, one foot on the gunwale and his hand resting on Big O'Brien's
shoulder to steady himself.
Sims watched the waves with cold eyes.
Not a muscle hi his face moved. Closer
and closer moved the pitching boat.
great wave raised it, held it trembling aloft
tor a moment, then slipped out from under
it and shot into the trough, spurting foam

it

dition.

when they attempted a landing, and if
there really were any they were well
covered with slippery brown rock weed and
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take

t'

'er

t'

t' boat.
bist sailor in

INTO
slippery

Here,
t'

out-

and mind yez kape her
a shlip an' she'll be smashed t'
tiller

Jist
kindlin' agin

t' r-rock an' we'll all be at
bhottom."
Lanky Sims, a tall, rawboned Yankee
who had been brought up on the high seas,
came from the bow and took O'Brien's
Mr. Warner turned solemnly and
place.
shook hands with Jack and Ray, and
O'Brien did the same.
Not a word did
they utter, but the lads understood, and
a lump as big as an apple came into Jack's

t'

throat.

The engineer and the foreman made
way to the bow of the boat. Then
Lanky Sims spat over the sida and
their

shouted:
"Yo-heave-ho, boys !"
And the men bent to the oars with a
will.

took the craft out toward the open
they turned her, and with the
swells at her stern started to ride in
slowly, keeping his eyes pinned on the
sloping trough of rock into which each
Nearer and nearer
big wave plunged.
they drew, the men rowing with short
strokes and keeping their great bodies "With a rush the wave hurled itself into
alert and ready to obey Sims' orders.
Mr. the trough, its great curling tongue licking
Warner had decided to try first in spite
tip the side of the rock."

SIMS
ocean,
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For a Christmas Potlatch
How to Have One With

a Bob-sled Council and an Outdoor Christmas Tree*

By

DAN BEARD

National SMtit Commissioner,
e^_

scouts

Boy Scouts

of

America.

-t^S..

should

THE

manage to
Round-up

have

a

every

Christmas Christmas eve,
or Christmas night and
each patrol come with its

own

sleds
bob-sled
or
groaning under a load of
good things. But to be
real scouts, we should have

some things for the outsiders and these somethings
we may put on the
Christmas tree, a real live
growing tree if we can find
one, if not, a tree planted
the open

in

for the pur-

pose.

course, any scout who
handled a bob-sled
knows that it is not built
for carrying a pack, but
for that matter, neither is

Of

has

a horse; consequently,

man

had to invent the diamond
hitch to hold the pack on
the horse and there is no
reason
why the scouts
should not bind their duffel on a bob-sled with the

same old hitch. But this
not an article on the
diamond hitch, hence I
must refer you to my
"Field and Forest Handy
Book,"
XXIV,
Chapter
which you will find in the
If
library or book store.

is

every scout possessed one
of these books it would
save me the trouble of telling again many things alSketches by Mr. Beard which make clear the way to have a Christmas Pot?atch.
ready explained.
when you have
Well,
your duffel bags packed with your plum ents and our Christmas potlatch (or phat- Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the Christmas Counpudding and mince pies, roast turkey, latsh, pahchilt, pachatl, as it has been cil Camp. The bobs are arranged in a
duck and goose, boiled ham yum, yum spelled by different people) is to be a circle and in place or having a big Council
It makes me hungry even to talk about it Tighegh potlatch, that is, a great distri- fire, each bob has its own fire and the
and all the good things we have, or are bution of gifts. We must avoid a poor Christmas tree is planted in the center.
However, Also in front of each bob is the totem
supposed to have, on Christmas loaded on potlatch, of purposeless gifts.
the sleds and firmly fastened with the we may, if we so choose, have a potlatch flag or totem-pole or the patrol, while in
diamond hitch, then we are ready for the muck-a-muck. But whatever we have, it front of the leader's or Scoutmaster's bobChristmas Hike.
should be a Kloshe Kopa, cultus potlatch sled floats the American Flag, at his right;
It will not be selfish and it will
and the scout flag at his left.
a generous one.
help the
Christmas spirit if the scouts have a g
-, r
good
<GIFTS FOE Youn GUESTS
THE
FUTURES
EXPLAINED
dinner in the open and fill their own t umturns with roast turkey, goose and ham as
After the scouts have had their private
I've drawn some pictures that will help
well as some mince pie and puffing, but you. Fig. 1 shows the scouts dragging their banquet in the snow, the guests may come,
the real object of the Christmas tree is to bob-sleds
through the snow. If there is and the guests may be of the scouts' own
!

have a "potlatch."

no snow

-j-

You know what

a potlatch

is?

With the

Northern Indians, a potlatch is a feast
where the host gives everything he has
away to the guests. We do not propose
to go quite as far as the Indian custom
would require, but in order to have the
real Christmas spirit, one must make pres*Copyright 1915, by D. 0. Beard.

at Christmas

you must pack your choosing.

potlatch on your back or load it in trekcarts, hand
wagons or wheel-barrows,
*^' 2 shows the arrangement of bob-sleds
' a Christmas picnic in the snow.
The
bob-sled used as a table is set upon a bank
of snow or of bl g * n
bal1 * and th
j
runners are prevented from slipping off
the banl b ^ having stakes driven along5
The other bob - sleds are used
slde of them
as benches.
Fig. 3 shows a perspective
view of tables and seats arranged as in

7

'
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They may be their parents,
guardians, teachers and friends, or they
may be the poor people or poor children
of the neighborhood whom the scouts want
If the tree
to make happy with presents.
to be loaded with presents for the
is
P arentl and1 teach s / * he sco "t s then
the gifts should be of the scouts own

"

;

handiwork.
Noggins from the burls on
trees > dltt y ba g s made from the skms of
,
,
wild animals, chamois skin or leather, nremaking outfits, napkin rings made from
,

December,
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All such handi- hour; but he knows that ever after he
by the older will be crowned with the glory of a
people as showing the skill and affection satisfied ambition and has won honor and
the reverence of his people. It is a beautiof their boys.
But for the poor people, mitts, gloves ful custom in the eyes of the natives of
and warm clothing will, of course, make high or low degree, confined to no particmost appropriate presents. It is not nec- ular tribe, but to be met everywhere along
essary, however, for the National Scout the Coast.
The poor Indians by their generosity
Commissioner to tell you what to give the
while
poor children, for they need everything, reduced themselves to abject poverty
God bless them! so give them everything they are alive. White people seldom do it
you can that will not work injury to their before they die and not always then. We
little turn-turns in the way of food, and scouts want to emulate the Redman's geneverything in the way of toys which will erosity and good will, without reducing
not be a means of putting out their eyes ourselves to a helpless state of poverty and
or blowing off their heads, and everything thereby, in a measure, cutting off our
We want
in the way of clothes which will tend to power to be of help to others.
make them comfortable during the winter to do our good turn every day, besides
months.
doing a big good turn on Christmas Day.
It would be better to have hot food and Santa Claus, with sunshine in his heart, is
not "cole chuck" Kloshe-Totoosh, that is, a good old Scout!
ice-cream; and it would be best to maREMEMBER KIT CARSON
mook-kunamokst chko-kunamokst with the
Do not forget that this is Kit Carson's
Scout Executives, Scout Council and all the
officials of your troop, by which I mean, Moon and that* he was a good old scout
unite with them and let them help in the and a grandson of Daniel Boone, so do
expense of the potlatch, either by furnish- not fail to mention him in your wa-wa,
ing the chikamin (money) or the Iktas that is your address, oration or speech at
(goods) and let all join hands to make the Council Meet.
In other
he! he! turn-turn hyas Sunday.
By the way, I spoke of the turn-turns of
the children, using that word as it is used
words, Merry Christmas.
in
English, meaning stomachs, but in
THE INDIANS' POTLATCH
Chinook turn-turn means the will, the mind,
You may skip all the Chinook words if the heart. So in the Carson's Moon when
you desire, but they were suggested by in the Tshis-ki-yu (sky), the Tsil-Tsil of
"potlatch," because potlatch is an Indian the Kah Sun Yaka Chako, that is when
custom and a Chinook word. The pot- the Star of the East shines in the sky.
latch was the greatest institution of the The star of Bethlehem is a beacon to the
When a Big scouts of today as it was to the shepherds
Indian and is to this day.
When it shines your National
Chief gives a potlatch, the invited guests of old.
and tribes assemble from far and near and Scout Commissioner will doff his hat and
with feasting, singing, chanting and danc- wish you he-he turn-turn as he repeats,
ing, the bounteous collection is distributed "May the Great Chief above bless you."
while the Chief is made penniless, the
Saghalie Tyee Wa-Wa Kloshe Wa-Wa
wealth of a life-time given away in an Mesika !
sections of

young

work

be

will
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Too happy for words!
How a Keen Kutter Tool Set
will please your boy, too

5

Noth-

!

nothing can please him more
ing combines so big a measure
of practical use and enjoyment.

|

mumm
TOOLS

are a real help for the boy
make him
handy with tools encourage him to
employ his spare hours to gooO adinspire in

vantage

him an appreciation

of conscientious quality.

Every Keen Kutter Tool bears that mark
of the master maker the Keen Kutter
Trade Mark every Keen Kutter Tool is
guaranteed perfect.

You

will find that you can get Keen Kutter Tool Sets at surprisingly moderate
prices. The set pictured below costs $8.50.
There's a more complete one at 115 and
still others at $25 and up to $125.

Most dealers carry Keen Kutter Tools.
Any dealer will gladly get them for you.
tool and every set is guaranteed to

Every

your money refunded.
Booklet No. 597 of Tool Cablneta
gladly mailed on request.

satisfy or

Simmons Hardware Co.

The Quarry

Troop's Christmas

New York

Philadelphia Toledo

Minneapolis Sioux City

Wichita

No. Kl Tool Set-corn. flplete with 17 tool-$840

(Continued from page 9)

forward like a deer. Then her racing inShe
stinct seemed to come back to her.
knew what was wanted. The horse ahead
must be passed. She stretched her long
legs to their utmost and the pace she set
made the light sleigh pitch and rock like
a ship in a gale. Bruce never used the
whip again. Indeed, he tossed it into the
road, for he must needs use two hands to
govern the flying horse.
The animal ahead was flying, too, and
it was
a question for a few moments
whether the scouts could make up the distance.
But Blossom was at her best.
Faster and faster she went while town
folk stood on the sidewalk and gaped in
amazement at the pace she held. The
hundred-yard lead was cut down to fifty,
now to forty, thirty-five, thirty. Bruce
2nd Bud could see the look of terror on
the faces of the girl and the woman in the
cutter.
Also they could see the reason
for the accident.
The reins had parted
and one short length dangled over the
horse's side and slapped him continually
on the ribs while the longer section
dragged under the cutter.
"We'll make it, Bud, we'll make it.
We've got to make it. I'll drive like mad.
We'll start to pass them and I'll run Blossom as close as I dare and then when we
get abreast of the horse you hang out
upon the running-board, and jump for

St. Louis

the shafts of the cutter.
Get astride the
Get
horse's back and grab those reins.
Out on the running-board,
ready, Bud !
now! Hurry!" cried Bruce.
Blossom was drawing abreast of the cutter.
Bud clung to the running-board and
crouched for a spring.
"Go it, Blossom," cried Bruce. "Good
old girl, go it. Go on, go on. Get ready,

Bud

steady

ready now

jump!"

reached far out and leaped. One
foot struck the shafts. He threw himself forward and grasped the runaway's
mane and in an instant he had swung him

BUD

For a moment
that he could do was cling to the swaying animal. And when the horse felt the
self astride the horse's back.
all

extra weight drop upon him he bounded
forward like a stag, uttering a shrill
whinny of fear.
For a fleeting moment the lad thought
of the peril of his position.
But when
he recalled that the lives of two women
depended upon him, he became active.
Reaching forward he grasped the broken
line and the long one and forced the bit

home

into the horse's mouth.

" The

Recollection of QUALITY Remain*
After the PRICE is Forgotten."
E. C. SIMMONS.

Long

(Trade Hark Registered)

Strand Skis
am

the largest manufacturer of skis in
country.
My celebrated "Champion
are used by nearly all expert skiers.
Send cash with order and secure a 25% discount on prices Quoted below:
I

the

Skis"

Norway
ft

The animal

and plunged. Bud pulled back
The runaway reared and pawed the
air, snorting and shaking its massive head.
"Whoa," cried the scout, "whoa, boy,
(Concluded on Page 27)

Pine

ft
ft

ft
ft

snorted

We

again.

well
structive

and

Maple

$1 25
1.50
2.25
2.50
2.75

ft

ft
ft
ft

ft

$2.00
2.60
3.00
3.50
4.00

also make ash and hickory skis,
89
as all ski accessories.
Send for inAddress Dept. C.
illustrated catalogue.
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What's a Boy Scout?
A

Glimpse of the Life of a Boy

Reprinted from "The Boy Scouts
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"

"

Belongs

Year Boofc," just published by D. Appleton

&

Co.

from knowledge. He speaks ever he goes he can give his signs and be
He can
and answers questions modestly. He assured of a friendly welcome.
knows a braggart, hut he does not chal- talk with a brother Scout without making
to expose a sound or he can make known his message
lenge him, allowing the boaster
his ignorance by his own loose-wagging by imitating the click of a telegraph key.

that comes
softly

tongue.

A SCOUT

kind to everything that
that horses, dogs
most precious possession, and he and cats have their rights and he respects
would die rather than have it stained. He them. A Scout prides himself upon doing
knows what is his duty and all obligations "good turns," and no day in his life is
he has been of aid to some
imposed by duty he fulfills of his own free complete unless
His sense of honor is his only task- person.
will.
master, and his honor he guards as jealSCOUT does not run away or call
In this
ously as did the knights of old.
for help when an accident occurs.
manner a Scout wins the confidence and
If a person is cut he knows how to stop
respect of all people.
the flow of blood and gently and carefully
SCOUT can kindle a fire in the for- bind up the wound. If a person is burned
est the wettest day and he seldom his knowledge tells him how to alleviate
When no the suffering. If anyone is dragged from
uses more than one match.
matches can be had he can still have a fire, the water unconscious, a Scout at once sets
for he knows the secret of the rubbing to work to restore respiration and circulaHe knows that not a minute can be
sticks used by the Indians, and he knows tion.
how to start a blaze with only his knife lost.
blade and a piece of flint. He knows, also,
SCOUT knows that people expect
the danger of forest fires, and he kindles
more of him than they do of other
a blaze that will not spread. The fire once
started, what a meal he can prepare out boys and he governs his conduct so that
Just watch him and no word of reproach can truthfully be
there in the open
compare his appetite with that of a boy brought against the great brotherhood to
who lounges at a lunch counter in a which he has pledged his loyalty. He seeks
He knows the unwritten always to make the word "Scout" worthy
crowded city.
rules of the campfire and he contributes his of the respect of people whose opinions
value.
He wears his uniform
share to the pleasures of the council. He have
also knows when to sit silent before the worthily.

A

SCOUT

holds his honor to be

his

lives.

is

He knows

A

A

A

!

ruddy embers and give

A

SCOUT! He

enjoys a hike through
the woods more than he does a walk
over the city's streets. He can tell
north or south or east or west by the
He can tie a knot that will hold,
"signs."
he can climb a tree which seems impossible
to others, he can swim a river, he can pitch
a tent, he can mend a tear in his trousers,
he can tell you which fruits and seeds are
poisonous and which are not, he can sight

nut-bearing trees from a distance; if living near ocean or lake he can reef a sail
or take his trick at the wheel, and if near
any body of water at all he can pull an oar
or use paddles and sculls; in the woods he
knows the names of birds and animals; in
the water he tells you the different varieties of fish.

A

SCOUT
with

walks

through

silent tread.
his feet and

No

the

dry

woods
twigs

no loose stones
snap under
turn over and throw him off his balance.
His eyes are keen and he sees many things
that others do not see. He sees tracks and
signs which reveal to him the nature and
habits of the creatures that made them. He
knows how to stalk birds and animals and
He
study them in their natural haunts.
sees much, hut is little seen.

does not
\SCOUT,

an old frontiersman,
shout his wisdom from the

He

possesses the quiet power

like

housetops.

his

mind

free play.

SCOUT knows his city as well as he
knows the trails in the forest. He
practices self-control, for he
knows that men who master prob- can guide a stranger wherever he desires
lems in the world must first master them- to go, and his knowledge of short-cuts
selves.
He keeps a close guard on his saves him many needless steps. He knows
temper and never makes a silly spectacle where the police stations are located,
of himself by losing his head.
He keeps where the fire-alarm boxes are placed,
a close guard on his tongue, for he knows where the nearest doctor lives, where the
that loud speech is often a cloak to ignor- hospitals are, and which is the quickest
ance, that swearing is a sign of weakness way to reach them. He knows the names
and that untruthfulness shatters the con- of the city officials and the nature of their
Scout is proud of his city and
fidence of others. He keeps a close guard duties.
on his appetite and eats moderately of freely offers his services when he can help.

A

SCOUT

A

A

make him strong; he never
is a patriot and is always
uses alcoholic liquors, because he does not
wish to poison his body he desires a clear,
ready to serve his country at a
minute's
active brain, so he avoids tobacco.
notice.
He loves
and knows the proper forms of offering it
never flinches in the face of respect. He never permits its folds to touch
danger, for he knows that at such a the ground. He knows how his country is
time every faculty must be alert to pre- governed and who are the men in high
serve bis safety and that of others.
He authority. He desires a strong body, an
knows what to do in case of fire, or panic, alert mind and an unconquerable spirit, so
or shipwreck; he trains his mind to direct that he may serve his country in any need.
and his body to act. In all emergencies He patterns his life after those of great
he sets an example of resourcefulness, cool- Americans who have had a high sense of
ness and courage, and considers the safety duty and who have served the nation well.
of others before that of himself.
He is
chooses as his motto, "Be
especially considerate of the helpless and
weak.
Prepared," and he seeks to prepare
himself for anything to rescue a comcan make himself known to panion, to ford a stream, to gather firea brother Scout wherever he may be wood, to help strangers, to distinguish
by a method which only Scouts can know. right from wrong, to serve his fellowmen,
He has brothers in every city in the land his country and his God always to "BE
and in every country in the world. Wher- PREPARED,"
food which will

;

A

SCOUT

A

SCOUT

OLD GLORY

A SCOUT

A

SCOUT
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(Continued from page 25)
steady now," and it seemed as if the animal recognized the authority in his command for the next time the lad reined in
the panic-stricken horse slowed up and
presently came to a complete standstill
and stood trembling like a leaf.
Then, when the scout looked up for the
first time, there, not twenty yards away,
was the railroad crossing, with the freight
train rumbling slowly by.

A COLD

wind

was

driving

powdery

flakes out of the

darkness overhead
when the Woodbridge town folk began to
gather in the square to celebrate their first
community Christmas. The scouts were
there early, for, besides the fact that several of them had the task of taking care
of the electric switches that controlled the
lights on the big tree, the rest of the troop
had been delegated to police the square.

The ceremonies were supposed to begin
by half-past seven the
who had pulled in o'n Blossom the mo- big platform was filled with visitors, offili
ment the scout had jumped from the cials and prominent townsmen. The or"Fine work, and and gee but it chestra had arrived, too, and taken its
sleigh.
place and the chorus of four hundred
was a narrow escape."
Indeed it had been a narrow escape. school children stood waiting, song books
Bud realized it as well as Bruce. And so in hand. The big square was literally
did the woman and the little girl in the jammed by joyous men and women and
none the less enthusiascutter, for their faces were white and they shivering, though
And over these thousand
hardly had strength enough left to step tic, youngsters.
from the cutter when Bruce tried to as- or more silence reigned and every eye was
fastened on the tall somber looking tree.
sist them.
Then came the signal from the Mayor.
"Goodness me, what a day what a
The next moment the orchestra leader
day," said the woman, trembling with nervousness.
And when the little girl heard swung his baton and the orchestra rang

"T"1INE

Bud,

work,

fine,"

cried

Bruce,

at eight o'clock, but

!

of the
this she began to cry.
Simultaneously
children took up the opening bars of a
"Oh, mother, I'm unhappy, too," she
"Poor Nanny, poor Nanny, just good old English Christmas carol. This
wept.
think she's been burned to death, and all was the cue the four scouts at the switches
because you and father sent me to school were waiting for. One by one they
last September.
Oh, mother, mother, it's jammed the tiny rubber covered connecterrible.
And then the horse acting up tions home and in circuits of eight and
like that.
I
I
er
Mr. Boy twelve, the colored lamps on the great
oh, Mr.
tree began to twinkle until it was a blaze
Scout, do you know anything about old
lowermost branches to
Nanny Nanny Haskell? She was my dear of glory from the
nurse. Last Fall she left our house in St. the great glittering star on the top.
What a wave of applause greeted this
father and mother sent
Cloud because
the

forth.

me

my

down in Boston. She she
she said she wouldn't live in
St. Cloud without me, because she would
be too lonesome, so she came back to her
old farm in the woods here, where she
hadn't been for ten years, and now oh,
dear! oh, dear! it burned down and
Nanny must have been burned to death."
"Why why no no, she wasn't burned
to death," said Bruce, when he fully understood, "she she why she's over in the
Woodbridge hospital. That big building
over there on Willow street.
found
her and took her there, and she wasn't a.
oh,

to school

dear

!

We

only sick, that's all."
"What! is she alive really

bit hurt,

Nanny Haskell

honest
boy, you're sure?" cried

the woman excitedly.
"We we came
over today to get her and bring her back
to St. Cloud.
wanted to tell her that
Genevieve had come home from Boston to
stay, and that we wanted her to come

We

back with us on Christmas Eve and
with us for good.
Are you sure

live
?"

"Yes, yes, I'm sure. I helped bring her
into town," said Bruce.
"Then come, mother, come. I must see
old Nanny and cheer her up.
The boys
will take care of the horse and put
a stable.
Won't you, boys?" said

voices

illumination. Then someone in the throng
took up the carol the children were singing and in a moment thousands of throats
were pouring forth the happiness of Yuletide.

The

people's

enthusiasm

seemed

Advancing for Battle
at Pocket Billiards!
Great Home Fun, Boys! Beats Any
Other Christmas Gift

A
that

pay to play, like thousands
and mothers who take this way
the boys buy the table.
Mail the coupon today for
some book that shows how
ly

Superb Brunswick

lights of the great tree

revealed joyous countenances everywhere,
the scouts could single out three in the
group on the platform that seemed far
happier than the rest. In truth, tears of
joy were coursing down old Nanny Haskell's cheeks as she sat there hugging the
form of Genevieve to her and listening
to the rejoicing of the vast throng.
And
close beside them, her arm about the old
nurse's shoulder, sat a very happy mother.
All through the ceremonies they stayed,
lingering even till the lights on the big
tree began to go out in groups. And when
the star on the top, after a preliminary
wink, went dark too, they turned and made
their way slowly across the square to
where their cutter, a hired driver in the
seat, stood waiting.

VV

a

fellows," said

Bruce, as with

of bells
the
jingle
the direction of St.

him in started in
Gene- City, "I guess

our hand-

Carom

or

Made

rare

of

Home

Tables

Billiard

and beautiful woods

sizes

in

homes. The "Grand." "Baby Grand"
and "Convertibles" have Ions been conceded
the finest and fastest home tables in the world.
Our new "Quick Demountable" is made by
the same skilled men and methods.
Yet here
is the table that you can set up anywhere in
a jiffy and put aside when not in use.
Not a
but
a scientific table with life! speed 1 and
toy,
accuracy
to

fit

all

!

$27

Up Pay

lOc a

Day

Our j, rices arc now the lowest in all our
history because we are making tliese tables for
thousands $27 upward
You can pay monthly
till the table is paid for
as little as I0c a day!

30-Day Trial

But though the

of fathers
of helping

Pocket Billiards starts a riot frolic that
never lets up till bedtime.

boundless.

"AMTELL,

man's game on a real man's table,
makes you the king of your neighA game your parents will eager-

real

borhood.

Outfit

FREE

Select the table you want.
Wo let you try
30 days.
also include Complete High Class Playing Outfit FREE Balls, Cues. Markers, CueClamps. Chalk, Expert Book of 33 games, etc.
Our handsome color-catalog shows all tables,
Sent free to any boy.
prices and full details.
Mail the coupon at once, while these boobs last.
it

We

Send This For

Billiard

Book FREE'

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Wabash Ave.. Chicago.
postpaid your color-catalog

Dept. 21 L, 623-633 S.

Send

free

"Billiards
and

tell

The Home Magnet"

about your free

home

trial

offer.

Name
Address

(483)

$452 Bugles for Boy Scouts
Made

sleigh

in U. S. A.

Cloud
old Nanny's Christmas
won't be such a sad one after all, thanks
the reins and drive to Bud, here."

vieve, excitedly.
"Sure Bud will fix
him to the hotel stable.

sleigh and
said Bruce.

I'll

Come into my
And then with boisterous shouts of
take you to the hospital," "Merry Christmas, everybody," the scouts
all started for home.

nftivn
Lenctll.
Built in G Irtth slide to F.
inches.
Hiehly polished brass with silver plated
mouthpiece same model as used by TJ. Q. M. C.

Made
Boy

to give service
Scouts.

and

especially well suited for

Get your Scoutmaster to O. K. order and we
will ship one of these bugles subject to three days'
If found satisfactory send us $4.50; if not
trial.
satisfactory,

A Useful
J. W.

return busle.

and

Appropriate

Christmas Present.
Gra d R
di

YORK & SONS

K

l

&

I

.h

1

-
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this is

nothing more nor

less

than pure

who

bribery, and it is unfair to persons
Hm-m, here's a mighty interesting let- cannot afford to give tips, for the persons
to
It brings up the question of tips. But who receive the tips are employed
ter.
the best service they can give to all
I notice this request, "I prefer not men- render
I'll explain the alike, whether
they receive tips or not.
tioning any names." Well,
case to you briefly and then we'll talk it Such tips carry with them this implied
statement: "Here, let those people over
over.
Here's a scout who works outside of there go hang, even if they have paid for
I
school hours delivering packages for a drug a reasonable portion of your service.
attenstore. He is always courteous and obliging want more than my share of your
and a number of people have made a tion, even though I have no right to deI want to pay you to neglect
a nickel or a dime mand it.
practice of giving him
whenever he calls. But since he has be- your real duty and to buy some of your
come a scout he has refused to accept time that really belongs to somebody

question

hole.

else."

these tips.

"He's

What's that I hear?
"He's a good scout?"

The Cave
Scout
F.

Getting

J.

Down

P
to

Hard Pan

on Tips.

Merry Christmas
there, Scouts
in here by the fire ; there's no
use of
trying to hide. I can
!

!

HEY

Come

your
there!
you dodging round out
Are you all inside? All right.

see

fine.

Now

That's

for this
pull that curtain shut,

old fire place sometimes smokes in a
strong draught.
I suppose when you came sneaking up
to the cave a minute ago you were playing
that old game we used to play on the farm
where I lived when I was a boy. There
was always great competition on Christmas morning to see who should be the
first to shout a Christmas greeting to other
I used to go
members of the family.

down stairs early in the morning
shoes in my hand, but Mother
was always too quick for me. But I used
to even things up with my sister.
(You
fellows who have sisters know how girls
like to lay abed in the morning.)
Well, after everybody in the family had
stealthily

with

my

been properly "Merry Christmased," I
would go scouting down through the edge
of the timber to the neighboring farm
I had to be
where "Net's folks" lived.
mighty careful or their old dog would
come barking to meet me, and I had to
step softly in the snow to keep it from
But I'd
squeaking under my shoes.
slowly work my way around the old straw
shed where "Uncle Net" was milking the
cows and then suddenly jump through the
door and shout "Merry Christmas !" Then
I'd try to get to the horse barn where
Charley was doing the chores and surNext I'd
prise him in the same way.
manoeuver around to the kitchen where
"Aunt Eunice" was getting breakfast
ready and shout "Merry Christmas !"
through the key-hole. Then I'd streak it
for home where I knew Mother was building up a stack of buckwheat cakes and

home-made sausage.
Yes, I know you chaps

all

right?"

give

tips

This is cowthe custom."
Of course I knew you'd say that, but ardice. They are afraid not to give tips
there is another feature of this case that because they think people will call them
makes it more complicated. You see the "cheap skates."
scout's mother wants him to take these tips
But the people who give tips are not
and she thinks he is foolish for not doing
She even called on the Scout Execu- hurt half so much as those who receive
so.
tive of her city and asked him to tell her them.
Tips are always given by superiors
When a man offers a tip to
boy that he could accept this money. She to inferiors.
that another man, or a boy, he practically says
explained that they are not rich and
It is a
her boy is saving his tips to help him get to him, "Here, take this money.
token that I occupy a higher station in
an education.
Well, that seems to put a different face life than you do that you are my inon the problem, doesn't it? Still, I won- ferior and that I expect you to keep your
der if it makes any real difference after place."
And when a man or boy accepts a tip
all?
Let's talk it over.
he practically answers, "I acknowledge
All of us sort of "feel it in our bones" myself to be your inferior and I humbly
that there is something wrong about taking accept your gracious bounty."
And whenever we have a feeling like Gee whiz fellows, it is simply impostips.
that, scouts, the chances are ten to one that sible to accept a tip and maintain complete
there is some good reason for it.
Well, independence! Any man or boy who aclet's see if we can't get right down to the cepts a tip IS inferior, because he adbottom of this tipping business and find mits it himself!
I don't think that any boy with any
out what is the matter.
Wonder how the tipping system ever got gumption and grit and backbone and instarted anyway?
Something like this, I dependence wants to admit that he is inimagine: In the olden days when every ferior to anybody, especially when he lives
country was run by kings and lords, it in the United States, where democracy is
was the fashion for persons of noble birth the foundation stone of our country. And
to make a lavish display of their wealth. that is the reason why no real scout would
In travelling through the country, it was take a tip. Self-respect is worth more
their custom to scatter coins among the than all the tips ever given !
While visiting other nobles it
populace.
And don't think for a minute that it is
was the common practice to give money to
the servants of their hosts. But these gifts a question of occupation.
You can sell
were always given in a haughty manner, papers, or shine shoes or deliver messages
calculated to impress the people with the or bundles, and as long as you have your
exhalted station of the donor, and the re- own self-respect you can look people
cipients of their bounty invariably ac- square in the eye and assert your indeknowledged its receipt with some act of pendence and command their respect. But
servitude.
The whole proceeding tended as soon as you accept tips, down you go
to emphasize the vast chasm existing be- into
of
the class
fawning, flattering
tween persons of noble and of humble boot-lickers.
birth.
So whatever the temptation may be,
scouts, don't sell your American birthOld customs, you know, stick to society right of independence and when people
tighter than sand-burrs to a shaggy pup, offer you tips reject them courteously
so there is nothing surprising in the fact but firmly.
Independence is the only rethat we have in our modern society a quirement for a position in American noremnant of this ancient custom of the bility, and any boy can have that
it's

!

!

"nobility."
Tipping may have been all
I
right when society was built up on the
nobility plan, but it is as out of place this

our modern, democratic country as a
British flag on Bunker Hill on the Fourth
of July.
Let's consider, briefly, the reasons why
people give tips.
Some persons, like the old nobles, like
to make a show of their wealth, and by a
lavish expenditure of money in public
they
advertise not only the size of their "roll,"
but their vulgarity and lack of good taste.
in

in the city have a
They delight in hearing people say: "Look
big time on Christmas, but you needn't at those folks over there
Why, they spend
feel sorry for the boys in the country
money like water. They must have skads
of it f"
Well, if we're going to do anything at
Others believe that by giving tips they
all today with scout questions it's time can be assured of some
special attention.
!

!

Then there are people who
"because

know we will all feel like saying to
scout who is standing up for his

principles so bravely: "Bully for you, old
man! You're the real stuff! Hang to it!
And don't worry about the education
fund.
fellow with a spirit like yours

A

a way, all right, without putting
a blight on his character. We're all blamed
will find

proud of you
I

tell

!"

you, fellows, it's great
some principles to fight for!

to have

Several scouts have letters here in the
question hole which are not signed. The
Cave Scout has repeatedly stated that
anonymous letters will not be answered
here. If "B. S. A.," of West Graham, Va.,
and "O. C. H.," of Chicago, will send their
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Cave Scout,
answered in BOYS'
LIFE or by letter. The Cave Scout never
betrays any confidences, and never mentions any names when he is requested

names and addresses

to the

their questions will be

not to.
Well,

I guess we've had about all we
can digest in one day so I'll say once more,
"Merry Christmas!" And may you all
have good luck in bunches
THE CAVE Scour.
!

Scouts Climb Mountain

Two

Miles

High
Members

of

may now

Troops

1

and

2,

Heber,

qualify as first-class mountain climbers.
In the late summer they
hiked eighteen miles to Aspen Grove, at
the foot of Mount Timpanogas, where they

Utah,

made camp. The following day thirtyseven scouts and four scoutmasters started
the exciting climb of 11,957 feet to the
The trail to the
top of this mountain.
summit leads over steep ledges and rocky
up steep snow and ice banks and
across a perpetual glacier one mile long.
The climb requires such endurance that
none but those in the best physical concliffs,

members
Coming
down was less strenuous and more laughable.
Each scout straddled his staff and
slid down the steep snow banks.

Weavers

dition attempt it, but thirty-six
of this party reached the top.

We

An

Efficient

Boston Scout

have had several inquiries for the
name of the scout whose picture appeared
in the November number of BOYS' LIFE,
showing him in conversation with Governor Walsh in the executive chamber of
the Massachusetts capitol.
This boy is Scout Donald B. Alexander
of Troop 39, Boston. He is a first class,
merit badge scout and a senior patrol
leader.
When a number of Boston scouts
were selected to go on duty on Saturday
afternoons in Governor Walsh's office,
Scout Alexander was one of the first scouts
to be selected.
He was also one of the
eight chosen by competition from Greater
Boston to work on the government trail
constructed by scouts in the White Mountains in the summer of 1914.
This year
he was awarded one of the two scholarships open to scouts of Greater Boston at
Greenwich Academy. Scout Alexander's
name has just been added to the subscription list of BOYS' LIFE.

From

the Mexican Border

the magic looms of the

Upon

We

attendance at meetings."

Two

Deaf Boys Become Scouts

troops of scouts have been organized in the Kentucky School for the
Deaf, under the authority of the DanThere are
ville, Kentucky, Local Council.
sixteen members in each troop.

the subscribers, these weavers
speech sit silently at the

System, tens of millions of
telephone messages are daily
woven into a marvelous fabric,
Bell

of

representing

switchboards, swiftly and skillfully interlacing the cords which
guide the human voice over the

the countless ac-

a busy people.

tivities of

country in

Day and night, invisible hands
shift the shuttles to and fro,
weaving the thoughts of men
and women into a pattern which,
if it could be seen as a tapestry,
would tell a dramatic story of
our business and social life.

In

warp and woof would

its

mingle success and failure,
triumph and tragedy, joy and
sorrow, sentiment and shoptalk, heart emotions and million-dollar deals.

The weavers
Bell operators.

are the 70,000
Out of sight of

all directions.

Whether a man wants his
neighbor in town, or some one
in a faraway state; whether the
calls come one or ten a minute,
the work of the operators is
ever the same making direct,
communication

instant

where

The

scouts down near the border line of
Mexico are feeling the effects of the
Mexican Revolutions, as the following extracts from a recent letter from Scout
Scribe Donald Martin, of San Benito,
Tex., show.
"No doubt the scout official in headquarters who reads this will have seen in
the papers something of the situation that
this country is in.
There have been several battles with the U. S. troops and
several murders by lawless Mexicans within a few miles of San Benito, which is only
eight miles from the Mexican border. The
condition is very bad to say the least.
"Of course it has an effect on scout work.
cannot hike and it is hard to get an

of Speech

every-

possible.

This

is Bell Service. Not only
necessary to provide the facilities for the weaving of speech,
but these facilities must be vitalized with the skill and intelliis it

gence which, in the Bell System,
have made Universal Service
the privilege of the millions.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
One

Build

One System

Policy

An AEROPLANE
ipartswill enEASILY exact
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.

Models of those Aeroplanes, now
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Flyi
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.
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1

Her Boys

Build

We ill
id you 3 ft. Scale
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Curtiss
26c
Flying Boat
'
26c
Military Tractor
35c
Hydroaeroplane
Nit-uport Monoplane
25c
Bleriot Monoplane
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Universal Service

Leedawl
COMPASS

FOR CHRISTMAS
A

very useful

rjlft

that

appeals to every boy.
Ask your dealer for
_
the Leedawl the only guaranteed, jewIf he does not
elled compass at $1.00.
Send for
have them, remit direct to us.
free folder C-15 or lOc for book, "The
Compass, The Sign Post of the World."

f

,
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.

Rochester,
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THE RULES.
Of course

Scouting in the Dictionary!
A

Great Contest, with $100.00
for Forty'four

the

biggest

you ever saw?

WHAT'S
tionary,

The

in

Those winning books from Every
Boys' Library will receive a complete list
of 40 books in that Library from which to

MIGHTY

"BOOK

make

will be the Editors of BOYS'
LIFE, in collaboration with the Editors of
The New Standard Dictionary.
will agree, of course, that no letters
can lie used except those in the four words,

We

ligious crusades, of laboratory research
into the deep mysteries of life, of school

The

For all words are thoughts
put into 'letters.
Bigger and bigger grows the dictionary
vc.ir after year, until today it contains
Flr ?t
3,000 pages 'and 450,000 words, all differboys' play.

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA.
That in any single word you write, the
letters cannot be used more often than

Prizes

WHICH WILL You WIN?

P " ze: The Funk & Wagnalls
New Standard Dictionary a book

of more than 3,000 pages, containing 450,000 words and phrases and
exactly what you think unless
their definitions, and 7,000 illustrayou know the words that represent your
tions; including 60 full page illusthoughts. You cannot tell what you think
trations, many of them in colors;
about anything about a football game,
bound in full morocco; value. .. .$30.00
a hockey match, a moving picture show,
a book you have read, a lesson you have Second Prize:
The Funk & Wagstudied, the food you
vou eat unless you
vou
nolle
w<>.,,
oi n ~j n ~A r>: n n
nails New
Standard
Dictionary,
know just the words to express it. And
same as above, but with 53 full
did you ever think you thought something,
page illustrations; bound in anthen, looking in the dictionary, find that
27.00
tique Spanish lamb; value
you did not think that way at all that
Prize
The
Funk
&
words you had in mind, or spoke or wrote, Third
Wagnalls
*
ls ew Standard
meant "something you didn't mean at all?
Dictionary, same as
above, but with 40 full page illusThat's a common experience, even of
trations and bound in sheep; value. 12.00
grown-ups who did not learn to use the
tell

:

dictionary when they were your age.
Fourth Prize: The Desk Standard
Now BOYS' LIFE has a game for you Dictionary 720
pages, 80,000
nimble-witted boys. It will be great fun,
words and phrases and their defiand will open a new world of words to
and 1,000 illustrations;
nitions,
you words which forever after will be
value
to
use
when
write
talk
or
or
yours,
you
Fifth Prize:
The Comprehensive
merely think.
720
48,000
Dictionary
pages,

THE CONTEST

Take

the

SCOUTS OF

a contest:
in the words,
AMERICA, and see how

game

BOY
many

letters

words you can form from them.
This is the way you can start:
Our is to be found in scOUTs.
FAME you can make up from

words and phrases and their defiand 1,000 illustrations;
nitions,
value
Sixth Prize:

Dictionary

oF

The Concise Standard
589

pages,

38,133

words and phrases and their defiand
780
nitions,
illustrations;
value

AMEniCA.

You

from noY scOUrs.
Prizes (seventh to twentyWe will go further in starting you on Eighteen
fourt h inclusive)
Each one year's
vmg you the following so
subscription to BOYS' LIFE, the
as to show you a convenient
of
arway
Boy Scouts' Magazine, value ($1.00
ranging the words:
:

each)

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Buy, bear,

Twenty Prizes

(twenty-fifth to forEach one
ty-fourth, inclusive):
a book selected from Every
Boy's

bait.

Out, oats, obscure.
Yes, year, yucca.

Library, Boy Scout Edition; value
(50 cents each)

sore, scarce.
Come, cocoa, corset.
Suit,

Use, ubiety, umber.

Team,

tear, torso.
Fist, first, feast.

Are,

.arc,

armor.

My, must, mace.
Ear, east, embryo.
Race, rest, roast.
It, ice, imbue.
YO-.I can start with the words
above (/he judges will count them

from you.

they occur in these four words, That is,
only one y, b, u, t, m, e, i, can be used in
one word; s, c, and o, not more than twice
i.i one word; o, not more than three times
in one word.
No word may appear in
your list more than once.

No word will be counted that is not
found in a modern dictionary of the English language; and it is understood and
agreed by contestants that in deciding
any question that may arise as to the correctness of a word used, the Funk &
Wagnalls New Standard Dictionary is to
be the sole arbiter.

Do not write plural forms, they will
not be counted. Do not ivrite compound
words, foreign words not in active use
in English, abbreviations, names of persons, obsolete words, misspelled words
they will not be counted.

(NOTE: If you were to use both the
singular and, by adding an s, the plural
forms of the words, you would almost
double your work and the work of the
without adding any new words.
2.25 judges
Obsolete, that is, dead words are marked
with a cross (f) in the New Standard
Dictionary and Obs. in some other dictionaries.

The contest is open to all boys
1.25 not reached their 18th
birthday.

who have

Contestants may consult with parents,
teachers or friends about the contest, but
the lists must actually be compiled and
written by the contestants themselves.
.85
The words must be written in ink or on
typewriter, on only one side of the paper.
Arrange the words in the order in which
their first letters occur first in the words
BOY Scours OF AMERICA; that is in the
order in the list above: B, o, Y, s, c, u,
18.00
At the end of the list
T, F, A, M, E, R, i.
under each letter, the contestant should
write distinctly the number of words in
that list.
At the top of the first page must be
10.00 written the name, age and address of the
contestant and the total number of words

Others you can find for your list in newspapers, magazines, story books, school
books, but the best place to get them is,
of course, in the
Whenever
dictionary.
you discover a word for your list that is
new to you, make very sure that when you
write it down you know
exactly what it
given means; then nobody can take that word
in),

selections.

The Judges

were common, thoughts that
wen- born of wars, of crimes, of great re-

Here's the

it

tied.

What a story book it is full
of thoughts that have come down
to us from the days when myths

not

if

of words, in accordance with the rules, will
The second prize
receive the first prize.
will be awarded to the boy who sends in
the second largest list, the third prize for
the third largest list, and so on.
In case of a tie for any of the prizes,
the prize will be sent to each contestant so

OlSfE

ent, all expressing different thoughts.
What do you think about it? You can-

rules;

tell who came out ahead.
The boy who sends in the largest number

THIS

dic-

You
of course.
have all seen it most of you see
it
nearly every day standing alone
on its spindley legs in the corner
of your schoolroom, or on the
reading table in your home.

game has

it

could ever

Prizes

Winners

book

the

would not be a game it would
be a sort of rough-house, and no one

didn't

he submits in this contest.
Do not include in the contest letter any
information or question about any other
subject.

Papers

may

be folded or sent

flat,

but

must not be rolled.
All lists must be in the office of BOYS'
LIFE by February 15, 1916.
The prize winners will be announced in
BOYS' LIFE as soon as the judges can complete their work.
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in-

dividual

acknowledgment of contest lists
cannot be made, or information given to
contestants in advance of publication in
the magazine. If you put your own name
and address on the envelope containing
your list, and sufficient postage (lists
should be sent by first class mail), it will
reach BOYS' LIFE, or the Post Office will
return it to you.
Contributions which are not sent in accordance with the rules will be disqualified.
Address all contest lists to
WORD CONTEST EDITOR, BOYS' LIFE,
200 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

]PU

Ten Dollars
for a Boy Who
Sells

What do you
books,

bicycles,

sell

soap

Things

newspapers, chocolate,

?

sell, write us about it. We want
other schoolboys how they may earn while

Whatever you
to

tell

they learn.

FOR THE BOY'S LETTER
which contains the best story about what
he himself sells, how he sells it and what
he does with his earnings we will pay

TEN DOLLARS
The Boy

Your letter must be about what you yourself
have sold. It must not contain more than 350
words, must include your name, street and city
address, and must be in our hands before January,
15.
If you are a Boy Scout your letter must give
the name and address of your Scoutmaster and of
the number of Scouts in your Troop.
A beautiful silk American flag will be given to
every boy from whom we receive a letter telling all
about what he sells; and to the writer of the best

Scouts' Clock

By JAMES YEAMES.
Scouts, you have all learned the twelve
laws. Yes, twelve of them just as many
as the hours on the face of the dial. Why
should not every hour as it strikes remind
you of your oath and duty as a scout?
When the clock strikes one, or when
your eye rests on the hand pointing
straight to that lone figure, the hour rings
I Trust as Worthy
out, "You are the
of my confidence," and you look at your
badge and say to yourself, "I am the
you may tie to, Trustworthy in word
and in deed."
reminds you to be
to

ONE

we will send $10.00.
Address your letter to

letter

ONE

TWO

(2!)

Vocational Section, Desk 181

LOYAL

Flag,

Friends,

Country,

and

the

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY

Truth.

THREE see the three fingers of the
HELPFUL hand in salute!
FOUR Four links in the FRIENDLY

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

chain.

FIVE, C-O-U-R-T-(5
by the sign of the

SIX

letters) -E-O-U-S,
lifted hat.

KIND, "Have

SEVEN

a Heart," fellows!

The Tablets of the Lawequal to the two Great Commandments of
love of God and love to Man; and, duty
is

love obedient.

EIGHT CHEERFUL!

See that smile!

The ribbon with the motto has
smiling

NINE

Busy

bees,

Working, storing.
miser

am

TEN

Keep

it.

!

THRIFTY

"Neither

bees.

waster nor

I."

Sword and

shield;

BRAVE

to

stand or to strike for truth and the right.
Clear, crystal water, gushing from the fountain; CLEAN thoughts,
words, life!

DeMERITTE SCHOOL

God

Prepares boys for college, The Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and West Point. Boys
who are in doubt about results nest June,
should apply at once.

ELEVEN

TWELVE "REVERENCE

for

and things holy."
So, boys, every hour the clock
reminds us of our obligation.
a chiming clock, and at the hours
out:
Trustworthy,
Loyal,
it

strikes

Ours
it

..RINGS-FRATERNITYPINS-BADGES_

C.K.GROUSECO.

815 Boylston Street

BOSTON, MASS.
NORTH ATTLEBOROMASS.BOX B-

is

rings

Helpful,
Obedient,

Friendly,
Courteous,
Kind,
Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave, Clean, Reverent!
Hear the bells!

Learn Watchwork, Jewelry work and
Fnirra vinCT
l-illgl

UVIIlg.

nne traae commanding a good salarVj and -, our serv ces are a ways j n

-^

j

|

Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our atest catalog.

demand.

Mention Bovs LIKK

in

INFORMATION and FREE

Boarding
SCHOOL
Want
Expert Advice

Schools (or camps) In TT. a.
for girls or boys? Mainfree.
American Schools' Association.
tained for all schools.
Write. 10SO Times Building, New York, or 1550 Masonic
Temple. Chicago.

Catalogs nf

all

nnswei-iny advertisement!
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FREE
,.

isn't

like

This Big, 144 P?

of the greatest boys' stories ever written. Not a booklet, but a big, thick
how to make small am
story book that tells everything about
large models; full of pictures of models that won prizes; tells how thej
were made. 12 Chapters of interesting story about how Frank Hornb>
how and where he got the idea; how hf,
invented
x>v
worked it up. It's a dandy story, and in addition contains conv

One

Great Book
Contains
This

Story
Big
Boys'
No
Send
Money.
Stamps
or

What This

It tells
catalogue Boys.
about
MECCANO;
but it's also a wonderful
story about the success
of a great inventor. Tells
how he started, how he
fought
against
failure,
how he invented this toy,

all

MECCANO;

MECCANO;

V

a regular

The

"

s

MECCAI
Hoi
71 West|

Ne

how he made it and how
he finally won success.

Other boys say it is the
book they
ever
Get it now and see
what you think of it.
finest

read.

Get

Boys

MECCANO

for

Christmas!

Builds All Kinds of Model.
can build any kind of a model you want to with
Large or small, simple or complicated ones; big,
sturdy toys that it's real fun to play with.
l
parts are made with equidistant holes ( /z inch
apart), so you can fasten them together in a whole lot more
You can
ways. Every
part is inter-change-able.
That is why
change each part around as much as you like.
you can build so many more models with MECCANO.
is
mechanically correct and builds models that
faithfully duplicate real things
anything you can think of.
you don't have to put
parts are all ready to use
them together before you start to build.
You get more and better parts with MECCANO, too boys
Flanged and Sector plates, girders, flat strips of many sizes,
vent strips, lots of rods, brass gears, wheels, pulleys, couplings,
cranks and many useful parts you won't find elsewhere. MECThe one
is the original and leading constructional toy.
you can have the most fun with and that shows you the most
about real engineering.

Boys

You

MECCANO.
Here's
the MECCANO Gearand-Shaft Drive
Electric
It

MECCANO
MECCANO

like

most
powerful toy electric motor made.
Will lift 30 pounds.
Connects direct to your models and drives by
wheels
and shafting no belt
gear
to
It's
a dandy and isn't
slip.
real,

big

machines.

It's

the

equaled for power, speed or

Ready to
and

MECCANO

Motor

makes your models run

MECCANO

MECCANO

!

relia-

bility.

Motor shown above has starting,
Inreversing and stopping lever.
cluded in outfit No. 3x ($7.50). Sold
Same motor,
separate for $3.00.
without control lever and with fewer
Ix
gears, included in outfits No
(3.00) and No. 2x ($5.00).
Sold
separate for $1.50. Get one of these
electric motors and double your fun.

Boys

;

MECCANO

CANO

1O,OOO Models
were entered in the last prize contest; just think of all the models
You can win a prize this
that can be built with MECCANO.
year in our

$1,000.00 Prize Contest

Now On

Get an entry blank at any store that sells MECCANO; it tells you
Ask for one and enter your models in the contest.
just what to do.
And don't forget to send for Frank Hornby's book! See
Free Offer above.

Boys

Tow-

Build
t

r

C

-.

I

n

i

,i

.-,,

an es,
and
Swings
r

Printing

Presses

These I

Like

"

Ulii Blf4Ji ^Sr*'--",;

-

Get Busy
With

1=-^ -

SEND FOR PRIZE MODEL MANUAL FREE

E
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Book Catalogue FREE
Cloth Bound Book Sent
MECCANO.

You Absolutely

Free

!

FRANK HORNBY

x 5J-2 in., cloth bound.
This book sent absolutely free to any boy. Don't send any money or stamps.
Simply write the names and addresses of five boys you know on a postal card
and mail it. That's all you have to do to get this fine book. Send the
names now. Don't wait! Do it right away and get the book before
plete

information about

l

Size 3 /2

in.

THE BOY WHO
MADE

$1,000,000

Christmas.

ANO

Builds More and
Better Models!

and Better

Easier, Quicker

iirders are
se; Strong

MECCANO

Boys

Boys^You can build real working models with MECCANO:
high towers with electric elevators, derricks that hoist heavy
loads, cranes that swing them around, bridges that open and close,
steam shovels that you can dig with. You can work them all with
It does more than turn the
the
glectrig Motor.
wheels it actually works, lifts 30 pounds. That's where the fun

MECCANO

MECCANO
;

tigid.
Greatest Fun
You Ever

Had!
Build

Models

cnaking your models do real work.
it leads
this year is bigger and better than ever
The 1915 improvements are wonders. The new MEC'em all
CANO Girder Strips make it easy for you to build big models.
You can see how they work on the tower the boy is building;
l
they come in two sizes: S /2 inches long and 12^2 inches long.
The Inventor's Accessory Outfit is another new improvement.
Costs $2.00
If you have MECCANO, you should get this outfit.
and contains big three-inch wheels, girder strips, sprocket wheels,
chains and other fine parts that you want, and which can be used
model.
with any
is

MECCANO

MECCANO

See

Boys

Like These

and Make

Them Work

With

MECCANO

Look at the fine outfits. See all the new improvements and the
dandy parts you get look through the Manual of Instruction and
the Prize Model Manual and see all the big models you can make.
Get MECCANO-wise! You'll know in a minute, when you see
MECCANO, that it's the one you want because it has the parts
that let you build all kinds of models easier and quicker.
Look at
;

MECCANO

anything

And
about

j

now

ust

but be sure
same.

the

it's

MECCANO

because there

MECCANO

You can get a
outfit, inthe most powerful anjj re-liable
toy electric motor made-, for as little as
$3.00; also larger outfits with motors for
\Vlin you visit the
$5.00 and $7.50.
Toy Department, or any store that sells
MECCANO, be sure and look at the outfits.
Look for the
box shown
and
above; there is only one
there isn't anything just the same.
See
the new Improvements, too. that make
the leader of them all.

MECCANO
MECCANO

MECCANO

Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit
Outfit

Young

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

all

1

Is with Electric Motor... 3.00
2

4.00

2x with Electric Motor... 5.00
3

6.00
3x With Electric Motor... 7.50

4 Spring Motor Free
10.00
Inventor's Accessory Outfit... 2.00

Others at $14.00, $18.00 and $36.00.

isn't

if you want to read a real story and find out all
send for Frank Hornby's free book. It doesn't
not even the postage. Read Free Offer above.

say, Boys,

BOYS
Electric

Tliis

Lo-

comotive goes liko
60"
The MEC!

CANO

Electric

Motor runs

itl

.--:

V ? -vSr^
'

;

'"'

'-

.-'wr /y*

iiiiBfe^
ff4$J

i,;

<*, ;.'>
P5**=^0<^ig&^
.,

the

Book Sure See Offer Above!

dealers
$1.00
2.00

.

MECCANO,

cost anything

Motor

cluding

Sold by

Your Dealers

at

Electric

as low as $3.00

!
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'
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DAN BEARD'S NEW BQQK> BOYS LIKE BEST
New
U T""
1915 Book
Boy Scouts
AMERICAN BOYS' BOOK
OF BUGS, BUTTERFLIES
for

CHIEF SCOUT LIBRARIAN

AND BEETLES

AMERICAN BOYS'
BOOK OF BUGS
BUTTERFLIES/
BEETLES
>

i

Illustrations
from Dan's own

li

sketches,

some

This

color.

is

in

a

strong, handsome

octavo

volume,

an excellent present for any boy.
$2.00 Net

Price

Dan Beard is the real boy's friend, and
probably has made more interesting and practical things for boys than any other living
man. Wonderful collections can be made by
those who like to hunt about in the fields,
woods and little creeks.
Dan Beard knows what is interesting about
each beetle and bug; draws its picture, tells
where to look and how to find, catch, and
mount it. It is a wonderful sport and new
things can be found out every day.

A New TRAIL BLAZER
Gold Seekers of '49
By Edwin

L.

Volume

New

for Scouts

The Boy Scouts

Snow-

of

Shoe Lodge
By Rupert Sargent Holland
Illustrated in color and black and white. Net $1.25
Si'L-ufs
laid in the Adirondacka.
Plenty of
sledding, saow-shoeing. skiing, trapping, real
winter sports and experiences.

B. LIPPINCOTT CO.
PUBLISHERS PHILADELPHIA

J.

By the
author of

"The Boy
Scout
Eaters.

A NEW BOOK
JACK STRAW, LIGHTHOUSE BUILDER

CRUMP

Author of "Jack Straw in Mexico."

The first book in the Jack Straw Series,
which on account ot its lively and wholesome story was

listed

in

the

Boy Scout's

official reading list, is followed by these
adventures with men who "do" things.

12mo.

Illustrated.

You boys well know, I hope, of such of
England's great soldiers as Nelson and
Wellington, and no doubt many another's
of lesser fame. In later days "Bobs" was
the nick-name of one of her best beloved
In "The Boys' Life of Lord
generals.
Roberts" (T. Y. Crowell & Co.), by Harold F.
B. Wheeler, there's a record
crowned with valiant deeds and noble acsentence
after
words
these
by
me,
"Repeat
tions.
Boys who read this book, in a most
sentence," his father commanded.
for Samavia !"
'The sword in my hand
entertaining way, will learn much of Engfor Samavia I"
'The heart in my breast
land's history during the last fifty years.
'The swiftness of my sight, the thought of my

way through Europe in the guise of a stalwart little tramp, secretly carrying a sign and
a message to stray men in crowded streets, at
palace gates, in forests and on mountain sides
he himself ignorant of all but that he must
obey and pass on in silence.
He must obey, for as a little lad of
;welve one day his father gave him a big
bared sword, and stood erect before him.
his

brain, the life of

my

life

for Samavia I"

"Here grows a man for Samavia I"
"God be thanked."
That is the oath the little lost prince
swore, and he kept it unafraid to the very
end of his life. Such a beautiful story it
is
how I wish every boy everywhere
might be privileged to read "The Lost

$1.00 net.

ROBERT M. McBRIDE &

new

Postage lOc.

CO.,

New

York

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

Our Own Heroes

1

In "The

Young Heroes of the American
Navy" (W. A. Wilde & Co.) Commander
Thomes A. Parker, U. S. N., tells of our
great commanders who as boys in the
navy had* such startling experiences and

who won

HEROES ALL

Illustrated in color and doubletone. Net $1.25
The gold seekers travel through the Isthmus of
Panama to their California goal with many
adventures, told in the inimitable Sabiii way.
A bully story of adventure.

By IRVING

is
one, though he has always the noble
age of a prince before him; and he makes

Prince."

Sabin

Something

WONDERFUL

story is "The Lost why tell you more? Surely this is enough
Prince" (Century Co.) by Frances to make you just hungry to read the life
Hodgson Burnett. The letter sent story of the pioneer patriot who died so
with the book describes it so well, I must gloriously defending the Alamo.
quote a part of it:
"Bobs" Who Was He?
The boy hero is a prince who does not know

A

280

odds.

so often in the face of terrible
is the story of "The Captain

There

''Treasure Island!" Who wrote it? Of Who Won with a Beaten Ship." Who do
And what was his you think that was? And "The Man with
course Stevenson.
front name? Robert, and his middle name Nine Lives," is another story. I am willwas Louis, you say. Fine, indeed, but how ing to give you all nine guesses as to who
much more do you know about the won- that was. "How Bagley Met Death with a
But
derful man who has given to this and Smile," is another thrilling chapter.
succeeding generations one of the very so are they all thrilling, as you are sure
to find if by some good fortune "The
finest stories ever written for boys?
Jacqueline Overton's "Life of Robert Young Heroes of the American Navy"
Scribner's should come into your possession.
Louis
Stevenson"
(Charles
Sons) tells about him in a most entertainYou know Stevenson's father
The Life Savers
ing way.
and grandfather before him were light"The Boy with the U. S. Life Savers"
house builders and that's how it is that
he knows so much about the sea.
Then, (Lothrop, Lee & Shepard) is the seventh
too, he lived for a long time in the South volume of the "U. S. Service Series," by
Sea Islands, where he had such thrilling Francis Holt-Wheeler. The book is proAnd did fusely illustrated from photographs supexperiences with the natives.
you know he spent quite a little time in plied by the U. S. Government Bureau,
our own country, once as an "amateur and makes yet more interesting the story
emigrant," as he called himself, and again, of how our Government cares for the lives
when quite sick, in the Adirondack Moun- of its citizens by means of the Coast
tains, where he wrote some of his best- Guard.
The rescue of the engineer trapped on
known books? But I am not going to tell
you any more. I promise you if you will a burning ship and the pluck of the man
only read "The Life of Robert Louis who built the Smith Point Lighthouse is
Stevenson" you will find it a treasure, if sure to make you feel like giving a cheer
or something like that, which you boys
not a "Treasure Island."
Remember the Alamo!
give when you are mightily pleased.
"Be sure you're right, then go ahead."
That's what Davy Crockett said, and what
BOT Scour STORIES
he preached he practiced, particularly as
Is this to be a meeting of bandits or Indians
regards the "go ahead." How you do like or Boy Scouts? Because if it's Boy Scouts, I
to read about such men, you boys.
You have just fried a batch of doughnuts, but I don't
are so constantly "on the go" yourselves, suppose Indians or bandits care for such things.
that that kind of a boy or man is always
That's the proper way to begin a book,
sure to interest you.
don't you think? It's one of the opening
In the series, "True Stories of Great sentences in Charles P. Burton's "Camp
Americans" (The Macmillan Co.), William Bob's Hill" (Henry Holt & Co.). Some
C. Sprague tells of the adventureful lift- of
you boys have read about "The Boys
of Davy Crockett.
How interesting it is of Bob's Hill"; and how the Band (gang),
you will learn when you run over the chap- with Skinny Miller as leader, was orter headings:
"Scouting in the Creek ganized into Raven Patrol.
War"; "Fighting the Indians"; "Perils of
Now, in the latest of the series, "Camp
Pioneers"; "Davy as a Bear Hunter." But Bob's Hill,"
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Mr. Burton portrays with vivid accuracy the exciting doings of the same
fine bunch of boys, only this time they have
their pood time camping on Long Lake
in Indiana.

They named
this is the

way

their

camp Bob's

they did

Hill,

and

it:

Then Skinny stepped forward with a dipper
of water, his eyes shining, his cheeks very like
1
an apple.
"I, Skinny Hillei ," he said, "leader
of Raven Patrol No. 1, Troop 3, Massachusetts,
name this camp Bob's Hill, and all those that
don't like it will do their kicking now, or forever
after hold their peace."

As he spoke he dashed some water from the
dipper on each tent, then folded his arms like
a bandit and looked fierce.
"I have spoken," said he; "let be what is."

After that, don't you think they had a
good time? And they "sure did,'" as every
boy will agree who reads the book.

A Book

of Thrilling Adventure
by the Father of the Boy
Scout Movement.

Every red-blooded American boy, whether he be a

.Boy

Scout or not, and every Scoutmaster should own a
Here's "Peanut" Again
copy of
interested
in
one
of
"Peanut,"
Boys
the heroes of Walter Prichard Eaton's
scout stories, will be pleased to learn that
in his new story, "Boy Scouts of the Wild B Y SIR ROBERT BADEN-POWELL, K.C.B.
Cat Patrol" (W. A. Wilde & Co.), Mr. rust issued 24 illustrations in color 100
illustrations in
Eaton tells of his adventures as an as- black and white, drawn by the author. Tales of wars, animal fights, every day life, curious superstitions, etc., told in a
sistant scoutmaster.
that makes you feel the VERY ATMOSPHERE of India.
Peanut takes a younger bunch of fel- Avaybook
your father will want to read with you. Price, $3.50
lows in his town (their baseball team was let, postpaid.
called by some "The Baby Braves" and by
.

MEMORIES OF INDIA
;

"The Brave Babies") and organizes
them into the Wild Cat Patrol. What
happens after that, how well Peanut succeeded in his undertaking and what the
Wild Cat Patrol did, is clearly indicated
in some of the chapter headings, such as:
"Peanut Stops a Fight"; "Peanut and
Jimmy Climb a Cliff and Find a Cave";
"Jimmy Emulates Sherlock Holmes";
others

;

DAVID McKAY,

Publisher. PHILA., PA.

A modern

tale of chivalry

and adventure, with a boy hero

The

Lost
Prince

"Peanut's Farewell Feast."

Scouting in Winter

wonder how many boys have read
"The Boy Scouts of Birch Bark Island"?
It was one of the very first of the Scout
story books. The author, Rupert S. HolI

BY

Frances Hodgson Burnett

land, has written another book equally as
The title is, "The Boy Scouts of
good.
Snow-Shoe Lodge" ( J. B. Lippincott
The story is laid in the AdironCo.).

dacks

A New
"A

story for all ages from ten to a hundred.
very essence of youth and romance.
As fresh and gracious as Springtime,
full of high and clean and simple ideals.
A tale of faerie, touched with mysticism, instinct with romance and courage and the spirit
of consecration to an ideal of splendid service.
The gallant Prince ... a bright and
shining figure, quintessence of all that is true
and noble, high in aim and of good repute."
New York Times.
.

copies will be purchased by, or for, boys
who are not yet scouts. The publishers

(D. Appleton & Co.) say, from their long
and intimate knowledge of boys' books,
that "never before was there such a book
as this never was there such a list of distinguished contributors to a single volume
never such a wealth of good things for
boys between the covers of one book." It
contains over a dozen corking good stories
by prominent juvenile writers; a great
number of special articles by the most
famous men of America public officials,
educational leaders, naturalists, explorers,
handicraft experts, scout leaders; about

.

.

"the greatest boys'

half-tone reproductions of photograph's
similar to those used each month on the
double-page in BOYS' LIFE.
The book will be of peculiar interest to
boy scouts, of course, but thousands of

.

.

Boy Scouts Yeai Book
it's

Today by a

The

winter, offering fine opportunity
for sledding, snow-shoeing, skiing, trapping and other winter sports of which you
boys are so fond.

Somebody says

of

Magic Story-Teller.

in

book ever published," which undoubtedly
is saying too much
But it must really
be a very fine book, or "somebody" never
would have praised it so extravagantly.
"The Boy Scouts Year Book" is a large
volume with beautiful cover in colors, and
contains 248 pages, including two pages
of colored pictures and twenty pages of

and Beautiful Romance

.

.

Illustrations

PRICE,

$1.35

.

by Maurice

L.

Bower

NET

THE CENTURY CO., 353 Fourth Avenue, New York
Boy Scouts' Bibles and Testaments
These authorized standard American editions are officially authorized for publication
by the Executive Board of the Boy Scouts of America. They contain an introduction by the
Executive Board, the Scout Oath and the Scout Law.
Boy Scouts' Testament, bound in Khaki Cloth
25c
Boy Scouts' Testament, bound in Ooze Leather
50c
Scout Master's Testament, bound in Khaki Cloth
50c
Scout Master's Testament, bound in Ooze Leather
75c

Boy Scouts'
Boy Scouts'

Bible, bound in Khaki Cloth
75o
Bible, bound in Ooze Leather
1.25
Supplied by all Booksellers or the publishers
214 E. 23rd Street, New

JAMES POTT & COMPANY

-ANDA "Prosperity" BILLFOLD
ELEGANT. Practical Xm& Gift order one also for
Combines currency
memo pad. 1916 calendar,

self.

eaf

Moner Cheerfully Refunded
'

your-

fold, coin purse, card case, loose
transparent identification card and photo

Hade of finest soft, genuine black Seal Grain Leather. Any
name beautifully engravwl la 23-Kt. Gold uplendid. last in? gift
Sue dosed BXBM inches, open8*3H- Compact, flexible will titan)
pocket. For ladies and gentlemen. Special price 50c postpaid holder.

Attractively packed in handsome gift box.
nuine Mor
o Leather, 11.00
Send M.O..* draft or postage stamps'.' Order'Vbipped day received.
Write for Xmaj Gifts 'aujlotf
A. LAND A fit SONS CO., Leather GoodtMfrs.. Pert AltfChlcafl

Satiaf action guaranteed.
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thirty pages of

"what

to
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do and how to do

material on woodcraft, camping, fishing, etc.; photographs of boy scout activities in all parts of the world; stories
of heroic deeds by scouts; several pages
of games to play; boy scouts in foreign
countries; and other things too numerous
to mention.

it";

The Greatest Boys' Book
of the Year
!

INDIANS!

Woodrow Wilson

President

Ex-President Theodore Roosevelt
Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary
Postmaster General Burleson
Sir

Orville Wright
Robert Baden-Powell

Henry Van Dyke
William T. Hornaday
Sir

Douglas Mawson

Daniel Carter Beard
Paul J. Rainey

Wallace
Walter Camp

Dillon

heroism recited at the Sioux council-fire,
and they had filled him with a longing to
achieve the exploit.
How well he succeeded makes a story
so brimming full of desperate exploits that
all boys are bound to read it with glowing

Mathewson

Christy

Joseph A. Altsheler
Ralph D. Paine
Walter Prichard Eaton
Dr. William Brady

interest.

The Great Wild North

Captain C. A. McAllister
John Fleming Wilson

and many other famous men helped

make

to

THE BOY SCOUTS
YEAR BOOK
the greatest treat that

"The Red Arrow" (Harper Bros.), of
course is an Indian story. Elmer Russell
Gregor, whose stories have delighted many
a boy's heart, is the author. White Otter,
a young Sioux, is the hero of the story.
At his own request, he goes to recover
the Red Arrow from the Pawnees.
Many years before, that famous medicine trophy had been stolen from the
Sioux medicine lodge by a daring young
Pawnee. The Sioux had made countless
efforts to recover it, and many warriors
had forfeited their lives in the attempt.
White Otter had heard the tales of their

American boys have had for many a year. THE
is edited by Walter P. McGuire, Editor of

"In the Great Wild North" (Lothrop,
Lee & Shepard) D. Lange recites thrillingly the adventures of a pioneer boy, who
with his father and a faithful Indian guide
made a five-hundred-mile canoe trip from
a Hudson's

;

;

;

Write for This Wonderful Book To-Day
or Get It at Any Bookstore!
THE

BOY SCOUTS YEAR
contains more than 100 pictures, including 20 full
pages of photographs and 2 colored plates, is W'A inches high, 7'A inches wide and I'/,
It is bound in red cloth,
stamped in gold, and finished with a beautifully
:olored inlay on the
The price is $1.50 net, or $1.65, if sent by mail. If you
coyer
NOW, be sure to put it first on the list of things you want
for"

We

BOOK

boys to act as agents for THE BOY SCOUTS
earn some Christmas money.
Write for terms

to

Write for our

D.
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New

St.

Here

is

Catalog of Books for Boys

APPLETON &

W. 32nd

YEAR BOOK.
NOW1

CO., Publishers
New York City

Hurrah for

the

Golden West!

of you boys read "On the
Plains with Custer"?
Very good, that's
And how many of you
quite a number.
read "Buffalo Bill and the Overland
Trail"?
Well, well, that's a good many
more. I needn't tell you boys, then, that
it was Edward L. Sabin who wrote both of
these books.
And now he has written another one of
the same fine sort, "Gold Seekers of '49"
What it meant for
(J. B. Lippincott).
men to make their way across the plains,
bound for the Land of Gold, and what

happened when they reached there, though
told in fascinating story form is all set
down with due regard to accuracy, so that
in reading it you boys will learn of the
beginning of California's history, and be
proud of what is one of our greatest states
today.

More Indians
of cowboys, but did you ever

hear of a cowboy artist? "Indian Why
Stories"
by
(Charles Scribner's Sons)
Frank B. Linderman, has many beautiful
illustrations, the pictures from which they
were taken being painted by Charles M.
So you can well
Russell, a real cowboy.
feel that book must be very good or a
cowboy would not have wasted his time

The book is especially for
illustrating it.
younger boys, though I am sure big boys
enjoyed the stories when they heard War
Eagle tell them across his lodge-fire long
centuries ago.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

River.

Have any

You know

Agents Wanted
live

chance

Red

stirring experiences and hairbreadth
escapes from the perils that constantly beset the pioneers.

Christmas

want

post to

many

BOY SCOUTS YEAR BOOK

"Boys' Life" and Franklin K. Mathiews, Chief Scout Librarian of The
Boy Scouts of America, and published under the supervision of the editorial
board of The Boy Scouts of America. Of course, every Boy Scout will
want this wonderful book, but thousands of other boys will, too. For
never was there such a boys' book as this never such a list of famous
contributors never such a wealth of good things between the covers of
one boys' book. It contains eleven corking short stories a great number of
special articles by the most famous men in America
public officials, educational leaders, naturalists, explorers, handicraft experts, scout leaders,
athletes and big men of sport, humorists and artists
many pages of "what
to do and how to do it" material on
woodcraft, carpentry, etc. photographs
of Boy Scout activities in all parts of the world; and
many other things
far too numerous to mention.
Yet the price of this marvelous book is
only $1.50, a few cents more than that of the average boys' story.

Bay trading

There they join in a great buffalo hunt,
narrowly escaping capture by hostile
Blackfeet Indians. Following that comes
a perilous journey down the Arkansas
River to the Mississippi, and then on to
St. Louis, where all land in safety after so
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SCHOOL STORIES
There are two school stories that are
likely to interest you very much, though
both are quite different. The one is "The
Secret
Ralph
(Appleton)
by
Play"
Henry Barbour; the other, "Deal Woods"
(Macmillan Co.) by Latta Griswold. The
first story is very largely of football and

"the secret play" won the big game
of the year. The second story is quite unusual, for there is in it so little of school
sports. It's a gripping story just the same
because it gives in such a vivid way the
everyday happenings, and the things that
don't happen every day, in a boys' pre-

THE IDEAL BICYCLES FOR THE
Scout
Boy
Camp Fire Girl

how

paratory school.

ALL HAIL AMERICA!
The beautiful, the great and glorious,
and what helps to make her so are the
many places of scenic beauty and historic
memories that stretch from shore to shore,
and Lakes to Gulf.
In "Places Young
Americans Want to Know" (D. Appleton
Co.) Everett T. Tomlinson marshals all
of his many abilities to make real and attractive to young people their country's
noblest and best possessions.
Maybe you will be fortunate enough to
travel about a bit and see this glorious
land of ours. If so, be sure to read this
book, for you will enjoy every place you
visit the more for having read it.
For
those who never "get about" to see
all the places, let me add that the profusion of beautiful illustrations makes it
almost a picture book.

"MAKING GOOD"
was a boy I lived not a great
distance from a tannery, where in the
great yard we had such good times tumbling about in the tan bark. I was never

When

I

privileged to go through the big buildings,
but looked through the windows, wondering what was going on in there, for there
was not only the roar and rattle of machinery that invited, but also the mystery
of it all, since it was commonly reported
that the tanning of certain leathers was
a secret process.
But no boy need feel like that today, for
in "The Story of Leather" (Penn Pub.
Co.) by S. W. Bassett, you may learn

about it, and in a most delightful way,
for the book is not simply a record of dryas-dust facts, but a story, the story of
how Peter Codington, leaving his comfortable home to enter his father's leather
all

tannery under an assumed name, with his
friend Nat, mastered this fascinating but
difficult industry and became, by his courage and faithfulness, a power in the tannery, and with his father.

STORY WITH A MYSTERY
Good news for the boys who read about
the adventures of the four classmates who
went on a cruise "To the Land of the
Caribou."
Good news for all boys, too,
for the author, Paul G. Tomlinson, has
written a second book, "In Camp on Bass
Island"
(Charles Scribner's Sons), in
which he chronicles more experiences of
these same four hoys.
This time they
spend their summer's vacation camping on
an island in the St. Lawrence River. Such
good times they had fishing, boating,

swimming, camping, and competing in
athletic games at a summer colony nearby.
And on the island they found a hermit

who proves to be such a mysterious perOf course those boys couldn't be

son.

they found out all about
they did it and what their
discovery was give a most intense element
of interest to the story.
satisfied

him.

until

JDHNSDN

IVER
Don't

lose a minute
Christmas is almost
This specially designed model for BOY
Is the bicycle you want.
It's the
snappiest, easiest riding, fastest boy's bicycle

here.

SCOUTS

we know how to make. High-grade tires, best
A bicycle
grade of Iver Johnson bearings.
that will last you for many years. Price $25,
Boy's Size.
Buy of the local Iver Johnson
or send
agent,
the
price to us.
We
ex-

This is the mate of our Bicycle for Boy
Scouts.
The "Camp Fire Girl" is a hifhgrade, elegantly finished machine, the equal
in all essential respects of the best Iver Johnson for grown-ups.- -Made in three sizes which
sell for $20, $22.50 and $25.
Buy of our local
We prepay exagent or send price to us.
press.

__

Send for our big %2-page
book on Bicycles and

prepay

Motorcycles.

press.

IVER JOHNSON'S

THOMAS

ABC

A.

ARMS & CYCLE WORKS,

EDISON

HANDY
of

ELECTRICITY

The Book Every Boy Can Understand
140 Absorbing Pages Illustrated
Sent

Postpaid,

Cloth for

50c.

Reading, Pa., U. S. A.

Big

PAY BOYS

Money to Represent

Motor Mechanics
in their town.
A little of your idle time each
day will make you $15 to $50 per month. What
you make depends upon your own energy. No
Motor Mechanics
trouble to interest people.
will sell to every automobile owner and everyEverybody interested in things mechanical.
body wants to know what's going on in ihe
great mechanical field, and Motor Mechanics
Get the Agency for your town today.
tells all.
Write us.

MOTOR MECHANICS,

Cleveland,

Scout Book

Boy Scouts of the
Wildcat Patrol
By WALTER P. EATON
story of Boy Scouting
This story is a continuation of
the history of Peanut and the
other characters which appeared
in previous volumes by this author.
Some of the former characters have developed into Scout
Masters themselves and the story
shows what they have learned in
the way of Boy Scouting and how
they passed it along to others.
Other volumes in this series are
The Boy Scouts of Berkshire, Boy
Scouts in the Dismal Swamp and
Boy Scouts in the White Moun-

A

HANDY BOOK COMPANY

WE

A New

Endorses

tains.

Each Volume

$1.00 net. Delivered $1.12.
Illustrated with Colored Frontispiece

W.

A.

WILDE COMPANY

120 Boylston Street

Rand McNally

Bide.

Boston, Mass.

Chicaeo.

Ohio

BOY SCOUT ENTERTAINMENTS
We

cure thai

cises

have a line of Plays,

Entertainments.

THE pET ROOK
Anna
GUIDE

Songs,

and Features well adapted

Drills,

for

Boy

ExerScout

A VERY HELPFUL CATALOG

SENT FREE.

Botsford

Comstock

Eldrldge Entertainment House, Franklin, Ohio

the proper care, feeding, and
housing of seventy common and uncommon pets. 310 pages + 117 pages of halftones.
Frontispiece in colors by Fuertes.

A

to

Bound

in Library Buckram, $2.50.
a long-felt want." Am. Libr. Assn.
Booklist; Mothers' Magazine.
'Book should be in every juvenile library

"It

fills

nnd school."

Chicago Herald.

THE COMSTOCK

COMPANY

PUBLISHING

126 Roberts Place,

Ithaca.

N. Y.

And how

list

DftV
DUI
On All T

OwUU
__ __.

I

PLAYS
11 "

Hiawatha Entertainments (35c), Pedlar or Spy (25e). Little Rebel (25c).
Snuaw of Bear Claw (25c). Indian
Dances (O jistoh-SOc) Boy Scouts (25c),
Making of Larry (25c), Perry Boys
I25O. Capture of Ozah (2oc>. Yagowanea (25c). Yot-che-ka. The Erie
Aid to the Wounded (25c). Washing.

(25o); First
ton Celebrations
35c ea.). Boy
Plays,

York.

(35c). Lincoln Celebrations (2 vol.,
Impersonations
(M5c), recitations
43 East 19th Street, New
Catalogues Free.

etc.

WERNERS.
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Honor

Scouts must have qualified for 21 Merit Badges.
honor given for winning Merit

Badges.

Domld

Parsons, Park Ridge, HI.
Luther Hearne, West Orange, N. J.
Leon Mayfield, Richmond, Va.
Frank McXamer, Prophetstown, IB.
Peter Isaksen, Woodmere, L. I.

Book for Boy Scouts
Send a post card for our free book "The Making
Marksman."

UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO.
New York
2318 Trinity Building

Earl D. Dryfoose, Toledo, Ohio.

NATIONAL LEAD Co., Gen'l Selling Agents; Also
JOHN T. LEWIS & BROS. Co., rinia. UNITED
LEAD Co.. New York; SELBY SMELTING & LEAD

LIFE

;

Francisco, distributors
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Pacific

Belchertown,

It is the highest

A

m

October

A

BOY SCOUTS

factory with the rifle cartridges

that win World's Championships.
They are packed in red, white and blue boxes.

of a

for

HONOR

Albion,

Story,

.22 Calibre Short Cartridges
for

Report of National Court of

the troop built a log cabin 9 x 12 in the Gerald Shugbron, Ronceverte, W. Va.
woods, but as this is now too small for
LETTER OF COMMENDATION
the troop meetings a new one is being
Rea Eggleston, Jamestown, N. Y.
built on an acre of ground donated by a
EAGLE SCOUTS
farmer.
There will be
philanthropic
scout
To -win the Silver Eagle these First Class
plenty of room for field sports.

sharpshooters use.

same

Building

Parts of the Country.

TROOP

Here Are Cartridges
That Hit Where You Aim
use the
If you want to be a good shot,
kind of cartridges that marksmen and
Scouts

in the

Cabin

New One

in All

N. Y., which
MEDALS
started with twenty members a year
Bridgman. Belchertown. Mass.
Last winter William
ago, now has thirty.
Herbert
Mass.
1,

made

Its

1915

Scouts are Doing

of Interesting Activities

Troop Outgrows

December,

Magazine

AND STAR SCOUTS

Scouts hold Merit Badges in first aid,
athletics, life saving, personal health and public
Star Scouts have five badges in addihealth.
Life

Coast.

tion to these.

Floyd Mack, Cleveland, Ohio.
Harry MeNamer, Muskegon, Mich.
Clarence Carty, Cumberland, Md.

MECHANICAL DRAWING
We
Be a mechanical draughtsman.
teach

by

successfully

a

give

drawing

complete

Alva

The Outgrown Cabin

outfit

to students.
free with lessons.
also different data sheets showing
useful drawing and mechanical information.
Course consists of 100
sheets;
genuine blueprint lesson
and thorough.
simple,
practical
Especially adapted for Boy Scouts.
No Contract to sign and no time
limit for doing the work.
Simply
send 50 cents each lesson; pay as you go. No other
Will assist you to secure high salaried
expenses.
position when qualified.
Send postal for particulars and sample lessons, or
remit 50 cents for first lesson.
Better still, ask
your parents to order first six lessons ($3.00) as
a Christmas gift.
Outfit sent with lessons.
Money
back if not satisfied. Act now while interested.

(value

free

$20)

Drawing

W. Edgar

and

mail

paper

ALBANY INSTITUTE MECHANICAL DRAWING
Lock Box 84

ALBANY,

N.

Y.

was held at which the boys prepared
and served flapjacks and other scout grub.
An admission fee was charged, and the
net proceeds were $15. At an ice cream
social $10 more was made, and together
these amounts were sufficient to start the
social

C.

Wylie, Pittsburg, Pa.
Corrao, Pittsburg, Pa.

Harry Davidson, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Hulbert Robertson, Decatur, 111.
Leon Mnyfield, Richmond, Va.
M. L. Mattern, Richmond, Va.
"William E. Jones, Richmond, Va.
Gilbert Hardacre, Kansas City, Mo.
Harvey C. Lapp, Kansas City, Mo.
Russell Williams, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Harvey Wagner, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Joseph B. Williamson, Pataskala, Ohio.
Frank R. MeNamer, Prophetstown, 111.
Alexander H. Holcombe, Jr., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

new building.
Bertram Hammond. Chicago, 111.
The new cabin is 18 x 36 and contains Peter Isaksen, Woodmere, L. I.
Carl Walker, Portsmouth, Ohio.
a
a council room with
large fireplace, Charles
Morison, Bridgeport, Conn.
a library, and a cloak room. The boys, George Warrek, Bridgeport, Conn.

with the assistance of Scoutmaster Charles Leonard Thomas, Kansas City, Mo.
City, Mo.
W. Palmer, are doing all the work. The Frank Snell, Kansas
Charles Brennon, Kansas City, Mo.
scouts are passing their tests regularly.

LIFE SCOUT

Victor Victrola

The

Harvey Wagner, Portsmouth. Ohio.
Total number of Merit Badges issued, 859.

Life Savers

they had cut th'e distance down to five
rods, Story wisely concluded to get ashore
with
recommendation of one member as quickly as possible and secure a pole.
8 Song Hits
of the National Court of Honor in Just in time he found one, waded back in
this case read:
as far as he could, thrust one end of it
Four Double Face Records.
"Bronze medals for the two boys for into Bridgman's band and pulled him and
Delivered free anywhere.
Send $2 now
balance
Other
upon examination. Satisfaction guaranteed.
rescue and scout work. 'Chump marks' for his helpless burden ashore.
Models up to $300. Send for catalogue.
all three for attempting the swim without
Bridgman was so exhausted that he
ROONEY CO., 1449 St. Nicholas Avenue
a boat accompanying them."
could not even assist with th'e first aid
New York City
They were all old enough to know better, treatment, but later he recovered, ran a
and they do know better now. Probably quarter of a mile and called a doctor.
most scouts will be willing to overlook
Now, altogether "Safety First! Safety
their mistake, in view of the heroism which First
Safety First !" Say it ten times before you duck under and you will not have
Decorate your parlor or den followed it.
with
flaps,
banners,
penThe three boys were Milton Howe, to spend eternity in Davy Jones's locker.

Latest Model $

By

ARMSTRONG PERRY

18 THE

BANN IRS
nants,
free.

any

Ono
Generous
Mfg.

Individual

Co..

pillows.

Any

size,

Catalogue

any

letters,

colors.
Felt or leather.
free
for
thrm
selling
commissions tu aEents.
Dept. E. Lowvllle, N. Y.

Name

!

William Bridgman and Herbert Story,
and they started to swim Lake Metacomet
near Belchertown, Mass. They got across
safely, and half way back, and right there,
in the middle of the lake, is where the
trouble occurred. Howe found he could not
swim another stroke tired out. Bridg-

man

a tree which overhangs the
River at Ronceverte, W.
Va., and from one of its outstretching
branches hangs a rope. To take the end
of this rope, stretch back, and then with'
a few quick steps launch out into the air,
swinging fifteen feet above the swirling
water, makes a fellow feel like an aviator.
When he lets go, he flies in a graceful
pir.-ibola and then drops into the stream
kerplunk and makes the water fly airship, flying boat and submarine trip all in
is

Greenbrier
THERE

started pulling him along and Story
kept him on the surface by continually divPencils ing under and
pushing up.
COLD
A11 with
Same ORn
It was strenuous work and Bridgman
Name in handsnme Zuli
Floral or Holly box.
A
a
mouthful
of water now and then,
got
delightful gift. ONE pencil with name.
but they stuck to it.
Fifteen rods from
inc.
Stamps accepted.
Also,
largest line
of "AD" petn.'ils ever offered.
shore Howe became unconscious. Ten rods one.
See illustrated "ad." in October and November issues
out they all went under, but the two fought
There's one kid down in Dixie who will
C. L. DAMON, 441 Tremont Ave., New York their way up and struggled on.
When not try it again with'out a stabilizer, pon-

Pencils

Stamped

'

n
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toons and compressed air tanks. He was
just tuning up the engines of his monoplane on the day after the Fourth and
hadn't even thought of needing a diving

but his hands slipped and he looped
He knocked
the loop all the way down.
a hole in the water as big as a wash' tub
and the crowd on the bank simply laughed
suit,

ASK

DAD

themselves sick.

However, the little comedy had its seriThe
ous side and very serious it was.
For a moment
aviator could not swim.
there was some doubt as to whether the
last act would be a rescue or a funeral.
Only one person correctly interpreted the
meaning of the drawn face, the convulsive
movements, the choking cry of the boy in
That one was Scout Gerald
the water.
He
Shugbron, tenderfoot, age twelve.
flew in like a kingfisher bird, and, although

clothed

and lacking

in life saving
experience, he did the job like an expert.
fully

And now

SCOUT
jump

he wears a bronze medal.

ATWOOD PEARL

got

This

TRAIN
Write Quickly for Catalog
You'll have barrels of fun with a Lionel electric locomotive; couple to it Pullmans or
Make the trains scoot
freight cars
Ret switches, semaphores, eFectric lights, track, etc.
around with a touch of your finger. Run 'em on batteries or from electricity in your house
with a Lionel Multivolt transformer which saves Batteries.
(See illustration below.)
Lionel Electric Trains are
250.000 boys own them join us this Quarter million of happy boys.
safe no shocks. They're steel not Cast Iron aud won't break.
;

the

on his scoutmaster and the rest
of the troop in going after a brother scout
who was swept into a deep hole by the
swift current of the Grand River, near
Grand Ledge, Mich., on June 22. The
presence of so many, who were prepared
to render assistance, materially reduced
the risk, but nevertheless Pearl's promptness deserved a letter of commendation
from the National Court of Honor, for in
such emergencies every second counts.

EGGLESTON

was waiting for
a chum on the shore of Chatauqua
Lake one morning last July. They were
intending to practice some of the work
tests.
The
for
second-class
required
chum's brother, a baby of two and a half
years, was left alone for a few moments
and started on an exploring expedition.
He went as far as the end of the pier
Rhea heard a
a little farther, in fact.

RHEA

splash and grasped the situation instantly.
He rushed out, disentangled the toddler
from the weeds and snags and pulled him
out of the muddy water. It was not deep
enough to drown a scout and there was
no danger at all, but to the mother the
rescuer will always be a hero rightly so
and the letter of commendation he received
was well deserved.

*
' *tm^
>*
Are hiphest grade of material throughout, but not hiph priced. Unconditionally guaranteed. Finare
faithful
Models
reproductions of originals seen on our
and
gold.
ished handsomely in colors
prominent railroads.
for YOU. crammed full of pictures.
Write Quickly for New Boys' Catalog written specially
such a dandy good time with Lionel Trains.
photos tell you why you'll la-ie
of Lionel Rail Free Most toy dealelectrical stores and department stores
If you'll go to your toy
Toys.

Lionel

sell

sells Lionel Trains, and
write for catalog I'll include a special section of rail free.

dealer, find out
tell

if

he

me when you

Lionel Cowen. a Friend of Boys. President.

J.

THE LIONEL MFG. COMPANY
48-C

EAST

21st

STREET

NEW YORK CITY
If

Ycu

Sure

to

Have

Electricity

Get this

In

Hultlvolt

Your Home Be
\[y

Transformer

A MECHANICAL PUZZLE

DRIFTWOOD CRYSTALS

SPEEDWAY

W

Beautiful
i

bicycle

during the past

summer from
to
Elizabeth

P a.
Scranton,
They carried
all

their equip-

ment with them and pitched camp along
overtook them.
One of their camps was on Lake Hopatcong and another at the Delaware Water
Gap. The total distance covered on the
trip was 275 miles.
the

road wherever night

Blind Scouts

Form Debate Team

Cleveland, O., composed of
blind boys, is making a specialty of debating and has formed a team with Scout
Roy Searls as captain. They are planning
to challenge other scouts to debates.

Troop

85,

Few have

1-

trip

VACUUM

WHAT MAKES

Bicycle Travelers
lard and Edwin
Gloss, of Troop
1 3,
Elizabeth,
N. J., made a

New

Section
ers,

Something
Scouts

for

You Scouts who live on the sea
coast have seen the mysterious colors
in a
camp fire, continuously changing now blue, now
green, now yellow, now gold, now
old rose.

DRIFTWOOD

GO

!

been able to answer correctly.

A PERFECT TOY

A

IT

ENGINE

that

"GROWN-UPS"

will

enjoy

Real

Engine in miniature built of high-grade
steel and castings, carefully machined.
Has 1-in
olimUT. 1}& -inch stroke. Buns at 2000 revolutions
PIT minute.
Simple, instructive and safe.
Many
interesting experiments can be made with the Speedway running builders' outfits and other toys.
Ample

flame- shields left out of
cut to give better view

Right in the circle of your own camp or
council fires (or your fireplace at home) by
few of the
a
sprinkling
on the open fire you get all
the marvelous effects, in varied colors, of a
fire at the beach.
They make
your fireplace a thing of weird beauty and
romance.
one
of
your evening

DRIFTWOOD

CRYSTALS

DRIFTWOOD

FREE A small sample of DRIFTWOOD CRYSTALS will be sent,

PAT.

without cost, to any reader of "Boys'
Life," with our plan showing how

$3 50

Ask your Toy dealer for tho Speedway if he has
not got it we will send C. O. D. charges prepaid
anywhere in U. S.

CO.

Gloucester, Mass.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

1911

Price,

you can get one large box free for
your council or self. You must give
name of Scoutmaster and Troop
number.

DRIFTWOOD CRYSTAL

MAY 8.

in

SPEEDWAY TOY MFG.

CO.

217 Gibbons Arcade, Dayton, Ohio

answering advertisements
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Scouts. As Auxiliary Firemen

Beech-Nut
PeanuLButter

A
so

view of the splendidly equipped troop

1, of Unadilla, N. Y., has the distinction
possessing what is probably the best equipped
uxiliary fire apparatus of any troop in the counThey are organized as a regular auxiliary
ry.
Their scoutthe Unadilla Fire Department.
master, Yale Lyon, has been chaplain of the two
re companies in Unadilla for the past five years.
Ie owns a fire wagon and two hose carts, which
le turned over to the members of his troop for

N. Y.

at Unadilla,

Troop

.f

Scout Rules
for Winter: Keep
THREE
be well

warm, keep dry,

and doesn't

nourished

Beech-Nut Peanut
Butter sandwich go to

a big

The duty

of this

scout

fire

A

heart,

completely
removed, crushed to a
butter, ready to spread.

BEECH-NUT PACKING

directed by the firemen.

a good account of themselves should the occasion

heir use.

the spot just right after
a hike through the snow.
The best of the peanutacrid

lot

Unadilla scouts have had a great many drills
and exhibitions and are proficient in handling the
So far, however, the scouts have not
apparatus.
had an opportunity to put their equipment and
But the
training to a real test at a large fire.
boys are confident that they would be able to give

t"

auxiliary

is

to

go

require.

tt

Scout

Helpful

Is

Reports from Everywhere Prove

CO.. Canajoharie, N.

Scout Master :
coupon and
That is

Fill in

mail.

We will do the rest.
Send Free of All Charge enough

Wheatena
Scout Rations for your Next Hike
The "Wheatena Company
Wheatenaville, Kahway, New Jersey
Troop No
Street

Town

FREMONT, O. A most commendable enterThese
prise has been inaugurated by Troop 2.
scouts assist at the Lake Shore Electric Station,
making themselves generally useful to women
with luggage and small children, old women,
This is
Ktrtieularly receiving careful attention.
a busy corner, and the efforts of the lads are
jreatly appreciated.
Troop 2 has also been active in a Safety
rst

campaign.

awarded

Harold

Scout

Lease

by the

It

I

scouts, planted with flower beds,
seats placed, and opened as a

put up,

An

swings
public

was an exhibition of "The Adventures of a Boy Scout," which
and was a deto
swell
the
fund
helped
camp
cided success from every standpoint. During the
in every way
the
scouts
assisted
Chautauqua

park.

educational

feature

possible.

NOBTH WOODSTOCK, N. H. The members of
their
of
1 showed their
appreciation
scoutmaster by splitting his wood and keeping
the snow shoveled from the roof of the church
and parsonage during his three months' illness

was Troop

a prize of fifteen free theatre tickets for
up 1045 nails in a week and other

picking
Another
icouts hold records almost as good.
feature of the campaign was a poster distributed
whenever the occasion seemed to demand it.
This poster reads as follows:

North Woodstock is a summer resort
town, and the people who come here year after
year have remarked on the improved appearance and gentlemanly conduct of the boys since
BEG TOUE PARDON
the scout troop was organized.
But your car is headed
on the wrong side
COLUMBUS, 0. In appreciation for the fine
service rendered at the State Fair, Troop 6
of the street
was presented with a fine army cook range
SAFETY FIRST
and utensils. Their duties at the fair consisted
The Boy Scouts have removed thousands of of police and messenger work, assisting the hos-

from

the

last winter.

and finding lost children and restorThose scouts who
ing them to their parents.
had qualified for the firemanship merit badge
were given an opportunity to demonstrate the
Turn around at crossings. Slow value of their training when a string of three
to the right.
down at school houses.
box cars caught fire. These "firemanship" scouts
Everyone knows you have a helped the firemen, while the remainder of the
Motorcyclists
machine so keep your muffler closed.
troop rendered service probably equally as valuable, by keeping back the crowds.
FREMONT BOY SCOUTS
SOMEWHERE IN CONNECTICUT. "I am a boy
This
Approved by City Safety Department.
scout and could not possibly take pay."
Nashof
The
local
was
the reply given to a party of automobilists
ARK.
paper
NASHVILLE,
travelling in Connecticut, who were assisted by
ville, in reporting a fire in which one residence
was totally destroyed, gives the following para- a scout who found them stranded because of
The scout, who was driving
graph: "The residence of H. H. Benedict, lo- lack of gasoline.
cated near, caught fire from sparks from the in a buggy, went to the nearest house and obburning building, but was saved through the tained a fresh supply. Before his return, howefforts of the boy scouts."
ever, the automobilists secured enough gasoline
to enable them to
GOWER. MD. The scouts of Gower are build- from a passing automobile When the scout reon their journey.
ing bird shelters and feeding boxes for their proceed
him for his
offered
to
turned
recompense
they
scouts
These
winter.
friends this

pieces

of

glass,

tacks,

nails,

etc.,

If you appreciate this
and highways.
endorse their commendable enterprise by
ordinance.
the
traffic
Safety first. Keep
obeying

pital corps

streets
fact,

State

Date oinext hike

:

No. of Scouts in

Troop

.

Scout Master

Dec.

(This order

must be signed by Scout Master)

7,000 girls earn
by

Camp Fire dues

selling

our

"Camp Fire Cocoa"
7,000 boys should do the same.

Drop us a post card for circulars and copies of letters.
"Best cocoa put up in America."
$7.00 profit on a case.
60 days

for

payment.

LOTOS TEA CONCERN,

Inc.

57th St. and Lexington Avenue
New York City, N. Y.
'phone Plaza 7454

Old Dutch

Cleanser
Chases
Dirt

Mention BOTS' LIFE in answering advertisements

feathered

with this exdemonstrated their helpfulness during the Sun- trouble, but he politely declined
"It is one -of my duties to give serday School convention, held in Gower. They met planation:
I have done
what
to
are welcome
the delegates, checked and transferred all bag- vice, and you
This incident was reported by
gage and suit cases, superintended the registra- without pay." The name of the scout is unthe travelers.
tion, and helped in many other ways.
known.
PATr'HOGUE, L. I. A "good turn hike" was
TRENTON, N. J. Two boy scouts, members of
when
they
taken by Troop 3 on Columbus Day,
and their scoutmaster prevented a
tramped seventeen miles to entertain the pa- Troop 19,
fire in one of the residences recently,
serious
This
tients at the sanitarium at Medford, L. I.
when a lace curtain blew against a gas jet. They
visit caused great happiness to the boys and
discovered the flames coming out of a secondgirls confined there because of weak or affected
of the house.
By
The patients take no medicine but simply story window in the rear
lungs.
a shed, and forming a bucket
undergo the "pure air, out-of-doors" cure, and climbing upon
soon had the fire under control.
they
cured.
brigade,
are
entirely
discharged
every
year,
many
The main feature of the day was a baseball game
WASHINGTON-, D. C. Girl scouts of Troop
between the scouts and the boys of the sani- 18 and boy scouts of Troop 12 went hiking toWhile the boys were giving
turium.
gether recently.

CHICAGO JUNCTION,

0.

A

letter

from Scout-

master Leon Z. Davis reports excellent progress
being made by the scouts. A plot of ground, donated by the railroad company, was cleaned up

the

girls

instructions in woodcraft, a
scout troop, Ethel Thomas,

of the girl

member

fell

into

She
Eastern Branch, a deep stream of water.
was unable to swim, but the timely assistance

BOYS' LIFE
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Scouts Kenneth Veith and Henry Brebekast
prevented anything more serious than a wet-

of
'

tins.

ELTBIA, O.

The boy scouts have volunteered
fliig and to raise and

to take charge oJ the city

with appropriate ceremonies. They have
lower
noticed that this flag is permitted to fly continuously in spite of the fact that the law provides that all public flags be hoisted at sunrise
and lowered at sunset.
PATERSON, N. J. The boy scouts have received a letter of thanks and commendation from
the Chamber of Commerce for their splendid
services rendered during the First National Silk
As many as twenty scouts were
Convention.
on duty at all times. That their assistance was
deeply appreciated is shown by the following
it

from the letter
"The uniform courtesy

extract

noted

:

by

all

delegates

am

of the boy scouts was
called upon their

who

pleased to send you the
thanks of the convention for your service and
their best wishes for the continued success of
your fine organization."
BOWLING GREEN, 0. "Scoutmaster Mitchell's
troop of boy scouts reflected honor upon the
great organization of which they are a small
This is what the local press said of the
unit."
work which these boys did in the Chautauqua
The boys acted as
held recently in that city.
ushers and assisted in every way in their power
a
success.
this
toward making
meeting
services,

and

I

STOUOHTON, MASS. The scouts here did
patrol duty at the Stoughtou Pageant which was
held the last week in September, and acted as
an escort to the Governor of the State, who
v as the guest of honor.
Scoutmaster D. W.

Bowmar,

of

Troop

1,

has gone

to

Singapore

as a missionary, and will probably be away for
Mr. R. K. Bennett, the
two or three years.
superintendent of schools, has taken his place
and the boys all say he is fine.
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Our Lonesome Corner
CHRISTMAS

to all

Lone-

some Corner boys!
MERRY
LIFE can

BOYS'
print this here and
200,000 or more boys will read it.

Are You a

But what about your "Merry Christmas"
boys we mean your "Merry
Christmas" to all the other Lonesome Corner boys you know? They are scattered

Shooter?
Then see that your outfit
includes a plentiful supply of
3-in-One oil. Nothing like it to
keep a gun in fine shooting condition.
Oils lock, trigger, ejector and break-

over the world, of course in Europe,
Amerii , Asia, Africa or in the
You're li'ixliini/
islands in the great seas.
them a Merry Christmas, naturally, but
wouldn't it be a fine thing for you 'to let

them know

oil

(^

Dictionary.

your Christmas greetings

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO.

he
iu'ht postage.
Put your own name and address on the
reverse side of the inside envelope.
Don't seal that envelope.
Em-lose it in another addressed to the hoy,
in care of BOYS' LIFE. Mail this to us and
1

i

we

"\v

i 1 1

forward

it.

It' your letter is to a hoy in North America
If it
or England, put on a two-cent stamp.
is to so to any other country abroad, five

off early, especi-

cents.

going to boys in distant lands.
There's no doubt about the fun (and the Tm:sK HOYS WAXT LETTERS ABOUT THEIR
HOBBIES
benefit) any boy will have who through the
In tlie United States
Lonesome Corner makes friends around the
world.
Let's

furs this season and prices

Strother Alsop, N. C.
athletics, pets, coins,
scouts 12 and 13 years old, electricity.
Leonard Akkala, Mich.
cycling and motorwhat other boys think of the Cave
cycling
Scout; hoys from Minnesota, Ishpeming, Mich.,
and Florida.
Harold Arnold, Ind.
football, athletics, hiking.
ooks
scouts from Colorado.
riaivnce H. Ames, Me.
exchange postcards
irolf,
baseball, automobiles,
hooks,
camping,
woodcraft, wild flowers.
Paul Buttery, O. ; scouts from every state.
Richard
Colo.
Begthol,
exchange
poster
;

FROM A BOY

for

Pick out the name of a boy.
Write a letter to him.
Address an envelope with his name and

ally those

42ELH. Broadway, New York

demand

is

simple rules of the Lonesome Corner.

of BOYS' LIFE, together with a request that
they write letters to you?
Remember that it takes time for trains
and steamships to carry the mails, so get

Write for a generous free
sam pi e an d the 3-in-One

It

Way

the
Pick out some names from the long lists
below and AVIilTE NOW, following the

any Lonesome Corner friends yet,
wouldn't this be a good time for you to get
some by sending Christmas greetings to
boys whose names are printed in this issue

1 oz. bottle, lOc; 3 oz., 25c; 8 oz.,
pt.)50c.
Also in Handy Oil Cans, 3J-2 oz, 25c. If your

terrific

This

hasn't

dealer hasn't these cms, we will send you one
by parcel post, full of good 3-in-One, for 30c.

here is a

Any Boy Can Do

it?

not send a letter, or even a postcard,
to each boy who is now or ever was on your
list of
correspondents just a friendly
greeting in that happiest of all seasons
the Christmas season?
Or, if you are one of the boys who

Why

contains no acid or grease. Never gums or
dries out. All big gun makers use and recommend 3-in-One oil. Hardware, sporting goods,
drug and general stores sell it. Three sizes:

i

"MERRY
CHRISTMAS"

South

Cleans the barrel of
burned black powder residue. Prevents
leading and pitting. Also keeps a fine
polish on stock and fore-end.

FRF
F
ri\E.Ei

AM SIGNALING YOU

all

joint perfectly.

3-in-One

1

greeting,

let

ix CIIIXA

some of the boys speak for

themselves on this. First, a boy in China,
who has written as follows to "any boy
in the United States of America"

;

;

;

I

;

;

II

be paid lo the trappers of North America this Winter

Dear Friend:
seems that the friendship of us cannot be
performed if we are not at the same l>m scouts.
But I am very "willing to make a friend of you,
so I am obliged to perform our friendship
through letters.
The first thing which I am going to tell you
is the work of our boy scouts.
We are divided
into two troops and one bugle band and we have
all the works which boy scouts should know to
learn and have afternoon drill on Monday and
Friday and have an hour of learning all sorts
of works which we should learn as the members
of the boy scouts on the Thursday afternoon,
have morning exercise on every morning.
but
~
The second thing which I want to tell you is
the works of our school.
We have to study six
hours a day and two hours out of six are for
and
the
Chinese
rest for English, except Saturday afternoon and Sunday, for on Saturday we
have only three hours to .study and the rest for
holiday, and on Sunday we have only one class
of Scripture and the rest for services.
In addition to this, we also have two hours for preparation on every night.
Again I want you know
that I study in the fourth form of Boone preIt

16-4-1

YOUR SELLING PROFIT

60%

An

excellent opportunity to make
extra money.
Send one dollar and
try sixteen assorted handkerchiefs.

They
in

sell

at

1

individual

cents each. Enclosed

sanitary envelopes.

AMANDA & SON

paratory school.
Will you please tell me something about your
boy scouts and your school, and in what form
you study, through a letter?
I have a great
and sincere pressure to wait for this letter.
With best wishes to you, I am,
Sincerely yours,
PHILIP 0. T. TSEN.
(Signed)

;

si

:i

m|.'-

Milton P. Byron, N. Y.
first

aid,

signalling.

Louis Cohen, N. T.
electricity and scouts in
the west.
Harry Curtis, Tex. correspondents in foreign
countries who know English.
Clarence S. Chandler, N. H. hoys in China,
New Zealand, France, Belgium, Panama, Switzerland; exchange postcards and curios.
Donald Cooper, Okla. photographs, athletics,
Indian relics.
IKP- let- stamps,
Lee Evans, Tex. trapping, fishing, hunting.
Joseph C. Gephart, Pa.; hiking, woodcraft,
foreign scouts.
J. Rupert Gruver, N. Y.
chemistry, materia
medica, first aid.
Frank Gilliam, Tex.; hunting, trapping, stamp
collecting, birds, books, wild animals, scouting.
J. Talbot Harlan. Cal.
15-year-old scouts.
Milton Hoffer, Mich.; American boys; foreign
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

boys, coins

Wesley

and

postals.

Honeycutt,

where.
K<hvin
state

Ark.;

Hageman, "Wis.
flowers and soil.

S"S 1

hS

everything,
electricity,

;

11

ft <

can Photography and Popular Photography which will
tell you how to make better pictures and earn
money
F. R. FRAPRIE, 887 Pope Building, Boston, Massl

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

every-

scouting,

Robert A. Hughes, S. M., N. Y.; boys of his
troop want postcards from foreign hoys.
Ralph Hendricks, Mo.; (shut-in) boys in War
Zone.
Paul Hucklehy, Okla.; wireless.
Joseph M. Hutchison, Pa. wireless, huntinc.
taxidermy, camping, electricity.
Horace V. Kain, Ind.
exchange
cycling

Scout Eddie Cooke, of South Australia, writes
BOYS LIFE that his troop has a very interesting 'Foreign Boys' Box."
He wants "scouts in postcards.
the United States to correspond with him about
Thomas Knipe, N. Y.
wireless, woodcraft,
this box, saying his troop will be
glad to "send boys in Texas and foreign countries.
something from the wilds of Australia" in exLeonard Kellogg, Jr., Iowa; birds.
A letter to Scout Cooke sent through,
change.
Boyd Kopf, N. Y. printing, first aid.
the Lonesome Corner will bring a
W. M. McMahon, S. D. ; boys in Forestry
response giving full information.
Service, preferably in Northwest.
to

;

;

?

swimming,

wireless,

;

;

143 Terrace Ave., PortChester.N.Y.

Have You a Camera

;

;

;

The Boy
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Clarence Meador, Md. books, motion pictures,
scout work, second class srouts, 15 years of
age in the U". S. foreign scouts.
Daniel Noble, Conn.; fire by friction, first aid,
anything else.
William M. Ross, Colo.; scouts in England,
Prance, Japan, China, etc.
Luke Schmucker, O. Africa, Germany, Norwants
way, Greece, China, Japan, Turkey
photographs of all boys who write to him, in
their scout uniforms; California, Texas.
Ralph Sloan, Ark. scouts in every state on
how their troops made good progress.
Charles Savior, Kans.
football.
Howard A. Thorpe, X. H. exchange photographs, postcards with boys in California and
AVa.shin^ton, D. C.
Clifford Tatum, Fla.
scout "work and outdoor life.
Ernest Voss, Wis.
Star and Eagle scouts,
scoutmasters where scout work is efficient; scouts
over 18 scouts interested in literary work foreign scouts.
Herbert Williams, Pa.: exchange scout manuals and badges with foreign scouts; American
scouts on woodcraft, campcraft, scoutcraft.
Russell Wright, Okla.
wireless, magic, elec-

Scouts'

43

Magazine

;

_(/ff/s

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tricity.

Leonard A.
wireless,

Zirkle,

D. C.

;

star fish,

stamps,

postcards.

In Foreign Lands
Charles A. Jones, Alaska
wireless, exchange
postcards with Seattle, Wash., scouts.
Louis Perregaux, Switzerland; boys from 15
to 17 years old.
Arturo Rodriguez, Porto Rico; scouts in Miss.,
Ala., La., Fla., desiring to exchange postcards.
;

WHO WANT

OTHERS

.22 Cal.

LETTERS

These boys will correspond about anything:
Percy H. Bond, Eng- G. A. Wolgamott, Iowa.
land.
Fort H. Callahan, Ga.
Ira H. Ballinger, O.
Ross D. Heath, Pa.
Harold Folk, Pa.
Stirling Menzies, N. C.
Clark Kingery, Iowa.
LETTER WRITERS WRITE TO ANT OF THEM
The following list is the boys who have written letters through the Lonesome Corner since
the November number went to press.
Both
American and foreign boys are taking advantage
of this department of BOYS' LIFE in increasing
numbers.
E.

Arnold,

Wash. Charles E.

Jr.,

Hark

C. Bandy, Iowa.
J. Bechtel, Pa.
Clarence Bradney, Kas.
Abner Baird, Utah.
Albert Butz, N. J.
D.
Weaver
Bridges,

Paul

REPEATING RIFLE
The

Remington-UMC
put
YOU canwant

Jackson,

S. C.

William F.

Lenn

a

n

N. J.

e t

t,

N. Y.

Wallace M. J a c o b

y,

N. Y.
Francis Kernan,

Mo.
Robert King, Ark.
Wilbur Lewis, Kas.
H. R. Langridge, Iowa.
Morgan Bigham, Tenn.
Hugh R. Blackwell, Va.

Emerson
H.

B

R.

Brooks,

n h a r d

W. Va.
R.

J.

Bradley,

t,

Jr.,

Fla.

Wesley Brochvater, N.J.
Cunningham,

Opal
Tenn.

J.

James G. Wunder, Pa
Howard
O.
Wald-

David Cockran,

Sydney
Mass

Jr.,

Vt.

Carpenter,

Glen Goodson, Mo.
Gordon C. Gunderson,
Minn.
Donald George O
William C. Graf. X. J.
William Holtz, Mont.

Walter

Long

Rifle Cartridges.

Rifle.

displays the Red Ball Mark of Remyour sign that he is Sportsmen's

Write

booklets

for

Famous

Riiic

"Four

American

Boys

Who Are

Shots" and "Boy Scout Marksmanship."

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Company
Woolworth

Rackliffe,

Mass.
Jr.,

or eleven .22

Headquarters.

Vern Miller, Md.
Harry Painter, Pa.
C.

gun that a

who

ington-UMC

W. Aus-

E. Mensah, Africa.
Rhea F. Moore, Va.

J.

Harry Ralya,

Carvel Clapp, Wis.
G. L. Cake, Jr., N. J.
J. A. Eiseman, Pa.

Building (233 Broadway)

O.

New York

E

City

Joyce Robertson, Kas.
Wheeler Ralston O
Margaret E. Snyder,
Del.

Pruden Shockley
Roy Sutherland;

Va
111

William Tisdel, Okla.
George G. Wallace lil
Vincent K. Worman.

NY

Phillip

Wilbur

E.

W.

Camp Guide FREE MAKE XMAS MONEY
BY PROMOTING

Only

camp

life;

bow

to lay

what to take along;
hat to do when you Ret there.

amp;

Fend this great book
Just st-iia u
jsolutely free.
ie will

Wood, Me.

jstcard.

Wimberly,

Tex.
Shige.H Minowa, Japan
Herbert Harrower, III. Eitoshi Suzuki, Japan.
Ernest M. Monaghan, England, writes that
some time ago he wrote two letters to American
boys, in reply to those he received, but is afraid
they went down with the S. S. Arabic.
He is
anxiously waiting for replies from his American
friends to the contrary.
-

the dealer

Schmidt, Pa.

Walter

A

For rifles, for the Remington-UMC cartridges
that everybody shoots in every make of rifle, go to

N. Y.

Lowe,

Long

UMC Autoloading

W

L.

that the regular
.22 to be a real

If you've got your heart set on an
autoloading .22,
be sure to ask the dealer to show you the Remington-

Howard G. Snyder, Pa.
Lament Von
o e r t,

A.

down

their

Remington-UMC.

Short, twelve .22

tralia.
e r

Rifles

*.

Marion Stroup Ore
Leonard Sudderth, Ga.

Mass.
F.

Game

Slide-Action Repeater
Hammerless, fitted with the
famous Remington-UMC Solid Breech. Handling fifteen .22

N. Y.

Arthur Wriggins, N.
Myron Woods, Me.

Big

World-Famed

fellow can be proud of
and that will keep
step and step with his shooting progress.

William McKenzie, Ga.
Walter Miles, N. T.
Roger Cochrane, Me.
Jas. I. Carpenter, Jr., Alfonso Man
Trx
W. Va.
Milton Norris, Pa.
Paul Cooper, 111.
P e r c y E. Prickett
A. H. Danforth, 111.
W. Va.
Edward Gabel, Mich.
Arthur W. R o o m c
Bliss P. Gander, O.
Mass.
Winfred Grandy, Conn. C. H. Roser, Conn.
Robert M. Goff, Conn. William Rettew, Pa.
Waldo Hillbom, Conn. A r t h u r I. Seymour,
Cal.

a

rifle

Roy Carpenter, Md.

Henry Hasegawa,
John B. Ha r t n

it

fellows

Chas. A. Knudson, Jr.,
Wis.
Chas. C. H. Kendall
Mass.

Miss.

Little Brother to the

Hanneman,

.

nly

Write for

detail]

S2.2S

.

Same

Do

it

rmy Shelter Tent
teats

LI

mt are in active eervice

H.ChanDon&Co.,io 2

IN

i5'"J^ st

Address S. F.

YOUR TOWN

HAYWARD & CO.

39 Park Place

D

I'

FIRE PROTECTION

NOW.

New

York, N. Y.

Chicago

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always
mentioning BOYS' LIFE when answering adver-

JUST OUT! Set of 20 colored
DAVC
DU
I O, EUBOPEAN WAB, 25c.
FULL OF

tisements.

1337-39 Hull Street

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in

views of

ACTION.

REINHARDT SALES COMPANY
answering adcertixfments

Baltimore.

Md.

BOYS' LIFE
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STAMPS

[No advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exKindly report any unpert in stamp matters.
satisfactory service.]

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
Send

our special $1.00 Christmas Combination
the biggest bargain ever offered stamp col-

for

01f er
lectors.

.

UPackage of stamp mouns.

Teaches," an interesting 75-page book
postage stamps.
Wo will mail this splendid gift, packed in a
beautiful Christmas box. to any address with your
Price, $1.00.
card enclosed.

SCOTT STAMP AND COIN COMPANY
New York
Dept. F. 127 Madison Avenue

FOREIGN STAMPS FREE!
Mention
Gift

No.
F185

9 "ZOOLOGICAL" Stamps
including Australia (KanChina
(Dragon),
garoo),
Guatemala (Parrot), Malay
Sudan (Camel),
(Tiger),

Send

4c.

in

S.

I

'.

Stamps
for

Postage

Cuba (Oxen), etc.
Onlv one packet to each applicant
BRIGHT 4 SON, 164. Strand. London, W. C. ENGLAND
different postage stamps only from all parts of
Fine specimens no trashy junk.
the world.
desirable stamps, choice sets and high value*,
2000 ImLot catalogs $35.
listed up to 50c each.
25 dlff. scarce (only
ported Hinges (25c)
"5
J2). .Entire lot for price of packet.
Guaranteed to eatisfv or money refunded, tista Free.
CO.. Box 955, Storm Lake, la.
H. S.

Many

&

C9 4

POWELL STAMP

STAMP ALBUM with 538 Genuine Stamps. Incl
[Old Meilco, Malay (User). China (drum)
I Tasmania
(landscape), Jamaica (waterfalls).
BU
I etc.
too.
lOOdlll., Jap N Zld.. !.. 60.
'
FREEI 1000 Fine Miied
!<
Llat, Coupon*
200. 1000 Hlnaefl 80. Agent* Wanted, 50%. WE
HUSSM4N STAMP CO.. St. Uull. Mo
SUrapj.
.

BUT

OTHMDO
rUCt
OlHmrO CDCT
Bosnia

mania
coins.

75 all diff. for the names of
two collectors and 2c. postage. 5
6 Roupictures 1906. lOc. ; 30 Sweden. lOc.
1906 pictures and heads. lOc. : 20 diff. Foreign
Lists free.
buy
25c. : large D. S. cent. 5c.

stamps and coins.

:

We

Buying

TOLEDO STAMP

CO..

i?st

lOc.

Toledo,

Ohio,

U.

S.

A.

Etc., For Sale: For'a. Coins. 25 for .20: Large
tI. S. Cents. 5 diff., .25: Cuban P. Money.
Svar., .15; Panama Coina, 2 var.. .15: 250yr.
old coins. .12: 1500 ST. old. .10: Genuine Widow's Mite
Prei.miird. .60; Babylonian Tablet. 4000 yrs. old. .75.
mium List .10: 160 pp. Boot, .40: Retail Lists and
Anc. Coin. .05.
T. L. Elder. Dept. B. 32 E. 23d St.. N. Y.

ALL
for

lOc
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Magazine

not needed but the more

facts, dates, names and
locations, the easier becomes the learning
and the more certain their
of new

you memorize of

2

things

Don't let your
on your memory.
stamps make you waste time in writing
things you can easily remember.
hold

I met a scout this summer who could
name the "allegorical" designs on the
Newspaper Stamps of 1875-95, and I'm
free to own that I am unable to do it

without a look at the stamps and some
because
thought. He said he learned them
they were the subject of a composition.
You see how one thing leads to another.
Anyway you should learn all the portrait
let anysubjects on our stamps, and don't
one fool you on Seward or what we owe
Neckties
It is a standard question which is
Shirts
him.
than answered.
for less than you pay for shirts alone more often missed

by Mail

and

On

receipt of $2

THE NEW CATALOGUE

and 15c postage with

name and address

of five friends,

A

REVIEW

we

ever occurred to any
suppose
send a box of 3 DURO shirts and a
of you that we all depend for prices on
handsome necktie by parcel post.
the Standard Catalogue, and that almost
DURO Shirts are guaranteed to tuearaix month* every one of the sixty-odd thousand prices
free.
without fading, shrinking or ripping, or new shirts
over and changed if
Made of fine whit* percale shirting fahric with narrow is carefully checked
One shirt of each
new edition is
the
before
etripes of blue, black and lavender.
necessary
cuffs
coat
style,
Cut in the popular
color to the box.
The 1916 catalogue is just off
Stand- printed.
attached, hand laundered and very fashionable.
Neckties are navy the
ard sizes 13^ to 17^, sleeves 33 or 35.
press, and the editor announces 25,000
shirts
I don't

The
Take
blue, black and lavender.
would cost you a dollar apiece and you would get no
Illustrated
guarantee of wear. The tie would cost 50c.

changed prices.
Every one of you needs a catalogue, esor
pecially if there is any exchanging
buying done, and to meet all pockets the
new catalogue is issued in paper covers, in
cloth covers and in a new de luxe form

&

GOODELL

Room 65, 158

CO..

.

34th St., flew York

with soft leather binding.
While not as large as some of the Euro-

STAMPS
(For other Stamp Advertisements see page 44)

No

advertisements for this column are accepted unless they meet the approval of an exKindly report any unpert in stamp matters.
[

satisfactory service.

FDTTI7
r
I*'*-*"

]

Stamps and Hinges for Coupons given
Premiums on receipt of first

to
re-

Siam

15c
15c

pean catalogues, the new Scott Standard
Catalogue is most complete and thorough
hi United States stamps and envelopes, has
a parcel post scale and map for package charge calculation, and "language"
and "colony" tables, which are invaluable.

Dandy Present]
Thousands

New

S Different
1 1 Different
SI Different

.

from 70 Different Foreign Countries, including Bolivia, Ceylon, Gold
Coast. Monaco, Persia. Reunion, Servia. Trinidad etc. for only I5c A BARGAIN. Our pamphlet,
which tells "How to Make a Stamp Collection Proper-

." with each

Room

order.

QUEEN CITY STAMP & COIN

604 Race

35,

St.,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

WANTED
$S
OLD COINS Eagle
Cents dated
each

99

1856.
paid for II. S.
$4 25
$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of old coins dated
Send lOc. at once for New niustrated
before 1805.
Com Value Book. 4x7. Get posted; It may mean your
C. F.
CO., Coin Dealers,
good fortune.

CLARKE &

10,

The New

show snapshots, poster
of
stamps, war pictures, post cards

you can

scenes and

stamps.

I
.

5c.

Stump

Illustrated

spaces

250 hinges
47 Court

WRIGHT.

500
over
Album.
and 100 varieties.
St.,

Boston,

Mass.

and list
STAMPS. 105. China. *c.. stamp dictionary
12c. Agents.
3,000 bargains 2c. Cata. stps. of world
A. Bullard &. Co., Sta. A9. Boiton, Mail.
50 per cent.

S

give these historic stamps to
Specialty:
each applicant for approvals.
stamps at 1 and 2c for THRIFTY collectors.
C A PLOCH, 1133 Reid Place, Indianapolis, Ind.

WAR

ISSUES FREE.

VERT GOOD
R. B.

buildings,

shadowgraphs,

I

My

APPROVALS

WATT,

CLEAN

All sorts of games,
shows and entertainments are easy

to get up.
Latest models now for sale have improved
lenses and lighting systems, card holder
that adjusts by simply turning a knoh. and
many other hew features. Be sure to ask
for a New Mirroscope and look for the
name. Every New Mirroscope fully guaranteed.

FREE:
tricity,

Booklet showing six styles for elecacetylene or gas, priced from $250

Send

to $25.

for

it.

THE MIRROSCOPE

J.

DIFFERENT STAMPS Catalogulng$1.00 for27c.
R. H. A. GREEN. 4407 Dover St., Chicago, 111.
Mention BOYS' LITE in answerinu advertisements

CO,

Cleveland. O.

16806 Waterloo Rd.

They'll fit

too dad!

which grades

will

likes to

every stamp teaches.
catalogue can be bought through any
of your trade acquaintances or at your
book store, or direct from the publishers.
In all probability, the Scott Catalogue
will be the only true guide which can
be easily obtained till the war in Europe
When peace comes there will be
is over.
changes beyond all belief, but now they
have stopped almost entirely as compared
with the first few months of the trouble.

A

Another helpful stamp article by Mr. Goes
appear in the January BOYS' LIFE.
readers are exchanging stamps through our

buy

for himself

as well as
the boys because they're
always "just
r i g h t," no
matter what
the size.style
or shape of
the shoe.

determine value, always

remembering that a thin spot, perforations
which throw the design "off center" or
which cut the printing, torn perforations,
etc., have a place in valuing, and often
some minor details determine the value of
an otherwise "mint" specimen.

you

Here>sthe

skate dad

"mint, no gum," "lightly cancelled," "medium cancelled" and "heavy cancelled,"

FOR BEGINNERS

435 Park Street, Hackensacfc, N.

cartoons,

etc. .enlarged to sev-

eral feet across.

Fits

any

The

size shoe

plate

sole
slides

on the runner to the proper place and is
rigidly locked in position by two nuts.

foNRON

Le Roy. N. T.

ITTCUTIflU
AIICH
HUH

want a

I

I always tell a beginner that a poor
specimen, if bought at a proper price, is
and that it
BAG of REAL UNSORTED MISSION POST- better than a blank space,
AGE STAMPS. From over 60 countries, being can be replaced for a better stamp when
_
well mixed so there are over 500 varieties represented.
WORLD-WIDE opportunity offers. The blank space has
Immense Value! Postpaid at $1.00.
MISSIONS, Box 0, Storm Lake, Iowa.
no educational value, but the poor copy
has some, and we are out to learn what

Box

girls

.

.

70 DIFFERENT STAMPS

CO.,

boys and

year. It is a dandy present, bringWith
ing fun for months to come.

APPROVAL SHEETS.

for

of

Mirroscope for Christmas this

the
regret they continue the omission of
coinage equivalent tables, as they are
very handy for foreign correspondents
Ecuador for
15c
Japan for
through the BOYS' LIFE Lonesome Corner.
SPECIAL Not over two Sets to a customer.
Remember always that the catalogue
Frlico Stamp Co., Dept. B, P. 0. Box 878, St. Louis, Mo.
prices are for "fine" copies, and that
G5 Foreign Stamps to applicants fof our specimens of quality below perfect must
Send reference and 2c
60% approvals.
than a
50 TJ.
., for lOc. 100 not be expected to bring more
.,
catalogue value $1.12,
One thousand part of catalogue value, according to
Foreign, catalogue value $1.25, for lOc.
mUed stamps, 25c.
condition and rarity.
Thus, "mint, full
HOLLY STAMP CO., East Pembroke, Mass.
gum" is the best thing you can have; then

Agents.
mittances for 60%

That A

Isn't

it

your choice.

literature on request, but save time by sending $2 bill
and 15c postage today with size and five names, for If
arrival we will
all the goods are not satisfactory

1

EXTENSION Ice SKATE
in both hockey and curved runner typessize for men one size for boys, to take care
the
widest variation in shoe Bizes.
of
Cut out this ad and show it to Dad it's getting close to Christmas.
If the hardware man hasn't got them yet,
send one dollar for the dandiest skate you ever
saw a polished finish that won't rust, and it
the skates are not up to your fullest expectations, we'll return your dollar'
without a word.

made

one

Conron-McNeal Co
Dept.

Kokomo,

How

to

A
I

rid.

Get a Fine

No 5 M Reach Practice Bucby (value $1.25).
made of fine Brown Pebble Grain Leather. Canvas
Given to any reader of BOYS' LIFE sendlined.
us two yearly subscriptions

will

ing

Many

BOTS' LIFE.

(at

$1

each)

for

Lonesome Corner.
Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements
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MESCOLITE
A DANDY ELECTRIC

The
A

a

It gives

that

light

nifty
clear,

is

Author

Scout

the

is

constant

aim

of

true
Boy
every
No better
Scout,

way

of

filling

your pledge can
be imagined than
to have one of

these

lanterns.

electric
is
It

SAFE.

P.

ATTENTION!
XMAS MONEY FOR YOU

MORGAN

Electrician," "Wireless
Telegraph Construction for Amateurs," etc.

and steady.
bright
Jo do "a good turn
daily,"

By ALFRED
"The Son

be in
Scout's

Boy

every

Electric

December, 1915

Magazine

on a Frontier

should

that

Scouts'

Pleasant Job, and a Big One, For the Scout

HAND LANTERN
home.

The Boy

of

you know that there is a reason
why boy scouts should be especially

DID

interested in electrical things?
to page four of the Handbook
and you will read about scouts in all ages
and in all kinds of work principally fron-

Turn

tier scouts,

who have gone out on new and

and through their
work have benefited the people of the

strange

Anywhere
Everywhere

adventures,

Alwaysin

barn,

the

<><

gar-

cellar or closet,

the
automobile
or motor boat.

On the dark
or in the

trail

camp.

For

bi-

or pushmobile.
When
cycle

around

(Illustration shows container witb,
the cover off and battery
partly inserted.

dle

gas,

g a s o 1 i n e,
n a p h th a
or
nther
explosives
where

the open flame
of
oil
lamp,
lantern or can-

w..uld bo dangerous.
So you see how
may be done and how many ways many
af
and Eri elit with the MESCOMTEmay
Vt
T^
^
The BED SEAL DRY BATTERY will
give about

good turns

hours of continuous service and from
forty to fifty hours of intermittent service
The MESCOLITE can also be supplied
with a
Special
two-cell dry battery which will give anproximatoly sixty hours of continuous and one hundred twenty hours of intermittent
service.
No. 5343 MESCOLITE. complete with RED
SEAL DRY BATTERY, '/2 V LAMP each $ 50
No. 5344-MESCOLITE. complete with
'Speclal" 2-cell dry battery. 2.8 volt
lamp..ea. 1.73
twenty-nve

I

I

Send for Our Manual No. 5 of
Wireless Telegraphy
You should have
only

superficially

it

even If

interested

Around about you every day
you read of some marvelous
occurrence in which wireless played a distinguished
part.
It may not be enclear to you.
Th
Manual will explain it
To the student of Wiretirely

less Telegraphy, the

ual

Man-

contains much that
indispensable
to
a
proper understanding of
the art.
good por-

is

A

tion of this is now published for the first time.

.The Manual contains
120 pages, fully illustrated on
high-grade paper
stock with a two-color
cover.

We ask ten cents ($.10) for ityou a coupon receipt
which can be applied on any
give

earth.

Send your name and address now, and get one
and reliable

Send

for

Batteries.

Motor

along the frontier of that land
Science has an opportunity for
scouting which far surpasses almost anything across the seas.

passes
called

Every boy probably knows a

tunity for real scouting.
This land is really a huge wilderness
into which countless men have gone in exThe knowledge they have
ploration.
brought back is one of our most precious
possessions. This land is so huge that no
man can even imagine going to its farthermost border.

B

The entrance, however is right at hand
and is in such a strange place that you
would be scarcely apt to look for it. It
is wherever your
toys, or those things
which you use for amusement, may happen to be.
The very top which you spin is a por-

e a u

f ul

art

sten

d u

bulbs
b1 y

;

r a

to

a d e

withstand

ELECTRIC

jar

and

rough

un

usage.-

LANTERN

-

rwlleti for
b r i 1 hunt light.

NO. 707
PRICE:

bate s ;

i

Tungin

oil,

with

rell

e r

t

BOX

This

Patina

llnj.sh
:;

t i -

r c e n

g

Lantern,

65c;

Battery,

20c;

Lamp,

I3c.

wonderful lantern absolutely safe with gas.
hay, anything inflammable or explosive com-

plete for only 98c.

"Stayslif
NO. 400

FLASH
PENCIL

U.S. PATENT
SWITCH OFF

SWITCH ON
FULL NICKEL

Highest
material

quality

and

workmanship
to
nothing
get
out of order.

FINISH

is

just

many

CHICAGO:
114 S. 5th Ave.

604

SEND

FOR

SEL

"L"

MANY OTHER

CREATIONS

NEW

LINCOLN ELECTRIC WORKS

A

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

UNCLE
SAM
MAIL

OR RUBBER

Did any of you ever hear of a fiyroIt is really a specialized form of
top.
Every top exhibits gyroscopic action.
That is why it stands up when
spinning and falls down as it stops.

a

Park Place.

HAND

xrn/ii''.'

etc.

NEW YORK:

AT

too.

THE TOP THAT SEEMS ALIVE

thousand
and one ways where electrical
devices may be used, and to know
what IB best for your purpose
you need this catalog.

17

THE ENTBANCE

the lantern,

bit

little

about electricity, mechanics, chemistry,
Some of you know so
astronomy, etc.
little that you think it wouldn't interest
you, and it is not until you begin to approach the boundary line (on the other side
of which lies the land of Science) that
you will become interested. And here is
room for the scout. Here is an oppor-

Boat

Battery

exist

The reader of BOYS' LIFE cannot

being explored and which promises
interesting adventures.

tors,
Switches,
Gauges, Wireless Telegraph
Instruments, Ignition Sup-

Thore

Active.

tion of the land of science which'

Horns,
Electrically
Heated
Apparatus, Battery Connec-

plies,

At Rest and

'

Our Catalog J-28

It Is pocket size, Sx4^ Inches,
contains 248 pages, with over
1,100
illustrations,
and
describes 4n plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons,
Batteries. Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys,
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells,
Electric Alarm Clocks. M. .h-

cal

Gyroscope

go to some far away frontier whence he
may push into the great unknown beyond.
Fortunately it is not necessary. There is
right at home a wonderful borderland
which needs exploring and the scout who

order amounting to One Dollar ($1.00) or more
of the most complete, comprehensive
wireless pamphlets published.

in every Scout troop to introJust the thing for your
duce this dandy lantern.
Furnished with red
"hikes" and Scout duties.
globe it's the bi'st ever for your dark room and
with blue and fim-n cl'tb"s for signal purp'tsi's.
Absolutely safe and durable no danger from flres
and wind can't blow it, out. To every purchaser we
will tell how he can get his money back ;md keen

One agent wanted

Tlie

CO.

ST. LOUIS:
1106 Pine St.
Mission Street.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

gyroscope in a sort of top which is
You will persupported at both ends.
haps understand better by referring to the
illustration in Figure 1, which shows a
gyroscope lying at rest. If the wheel in

WEST
ADAMS

112

CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

December,

1915

The Boy

BOYS' LIFE

the center of the gyroscope is set to spinning by pulling a string, which has been
wrapped around a shaft, in much the
same manner as in spinning your top, the
apparatus will exhibit many strange properties which it did not possess before
For example,
the wheel started to spin.
if you pick it up in your hand, by means
of the framework and try to give it a sudden twist you will find that it resists you
and tries to push back just as if it were

Boy Seoul Knife $
4oz .....

Hoi

I

Scouts'

Air Engine

$

wt.

alive.

47

Magazine

QCINickel Pockee $ Cfl [6 volt6amp. Dy- $9.70 IRe al Wireless$ 1f|
lu
"' J
Detector, p'tp'd
Light wt. 4 oz.
'""[name wt.Tlbs. "
.

[

|

STEERS VESSELS, STEADIES AEROPLANES

Some one noticed this peculiar property
of a spinning gyroscope to resist any attempts to suddenly change its position and
tried to put it to good usage and as a result, gyroscopes now balance the aeroplane and steer some of the war ships of
the United States Navy.
It used to be necessary to keep a steersman continuously at the wheel to constantly shift the rudder so as to counteract the
effect of the waves, currents and winds and
keep the ship true to its course. Gyroscopes now perform this duty far more
accurately than man. The gyroscopes used
for this purpose are kept spinning continuously by means of an electric motor.
They are mounted upon very delicate
After the ship's course is set, any
pivots.
slight tendency for the vessel to turn to
the right or left, even an almost imperceptible bit, affects the gyroscope and the
latter by means of its resisting action
immediately sets into operation an electrical arrangement which turns the rudder and corrects the course. This is only

one of the many useful purposes of the
gyroscope discovered in the past few
years.

YOUR CHANCE

An

apparently trivial thing which you
may notice about some of those objects
Which surround you, especially about your
toys, and for which no useful application
can be suggested at the time, may one
day develop into a brand new invention
which will prove of use to all humanity.
If you build a toy steam turbine, a telegraph set or an electric motor, the actual work will be of great interest and
pleasure to you but the greatest benefil
will come from your observance of the
principles of these devices and the things
which take place after you finish them
and set them in operation.

The Boy

Rugby Football, $

Oft
'M

guar.wt.21b..

Revolver Flash- $ QCI Real
Telephone? (\ 16 Lt. Xmas Tree $A 05
*
wt. 1 Ib. .
'J| Receiver wt. lib. -^Outfit wt. 31bs.

I

light

|

(Continued from page 6)
Then Dr. Cameron forced himself to speak.
not surprising that the ship is not
he said.
"She couldn't stay at
anchor out there in such a storm. She has
either found a sheltered harbor somewhere along the coast, or has had to put
out to sea.
We were foolish to expect
I ought to have warned
anything else.
you that you would not find her out there
where you saw her last."
"But" the rowboat?" said Rod.
"I don't understand that," admitted his
father.
"I shouldn't have thought that
the sailors would have put off to the ship
without us."
"Captain Morton would be rather shorthanded without them though," suggested
Fred, "so perhaps he ordered them back."
Let's see if they have left
"Perhaps.
"It's

there,"

any message for us."
But search revealed no message or trace
of the missing seamen.
(Continued in January BOYS' LIFE)

Hustler

CC

$

Motorwt.llb

OJ

,

volt 60 amp $0.i.00 1 Electric Bikke Lamp $1.15 1" Bull Dog Spark
"
$^.00
l
(no bat.) w t.21bs.
Storage Battery
Coil.wt. 6lbs.
When ordering any of the above, include postage, or good
must be sent by express collect. The goocla shown here ar
only a fraction of our wonderful assortment, illustrated an

Wireless Receding $9.75
Oulfil wt. 4 Ihs. *

TrolleyCirOiitfitwithSCeSie
Trach.

wt. IQIhs.

"

\

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
f).75
twt.elbs.
italic

"Everything for the Experimenter'

I

273

FULTON STREET,

WIRELESS
5000
How

NEW YORK

Wireless Outfit

CITY, N. Y.

plele.

wt. 3

Com- $1.35
l.bs.

i

Monocoil Motor
Mousepower"
*'l

Mile Wireless

make

to

this

long distance

amateur receiving set at slight ex-

pense, as well as complete plans for
building other types of wireless stations, are shown plainly in

How

to Conduct a Radio Club
a book that no student of wireless
can afford to miss.

Send 50 cents for your copy today
and re- rnrr the latest issue of
ceive rlvCE THE WIRELESS AGE.
the only magazine of Radio com-

A

new motor embodying an entirely new
The Monoprinciple in motor construction.
coil is the simplest and most powerful lowRuns on one
priced motor on the market.
or more dry cells.
Every boy will want a

munication.

Scout Crusoes

Little

MARCONI PUBLISHING COMPANY
450 Fourth Avenue,

"Monocoil" whether he has any other motor
Costs you 30 cents.
Show this "ad'* to your dealer and he will
show you the motor.
C. D. WOOD ELECTRIC CO. Inc., 136 Liberty St.
or not.

New York City

Wl R EL ESS

NEW YORK

Manufacturers of the

Wood 3-color

signal light for Scouts

Complete
Wireless
Sending

"The

Electrical

and

Experimenter"

The big electrical Magazine for those
who dabble in electricity and WirelessChuck full of experiments, Intensely

Receiving
Station

inteiesting Monthly prizes of $5.00 for
best experiments Amateur Electrics,

Wireless News. Latest Patents

100

articles. 100 to ISOillus. Readthegreat
serial : "ttaron Munchhausen a A'ew
Scientific Adventures." $1.OO 3 year.

win

Set
consists ~*

receive

-

one %" spark coil
in oak case, machine

Electrical

238 Fulton Street, N. Y;

Experimenter
IDC

a

copy at

News

stands.

hundreds
of

miles.

Sends from
^^B^turned fluted spark gap, our
I to 5 miles.
1501 key, flat plate condenser assembled in oak case, correct capacity helix, buzzer and
fixed
condenswitch to tell if the detector is working, tubular
ser, bare wire wound double slide tuner of high capacity. Our
new two-cup triple action cat whisker detector, 4 capacity loadand
the
to
Arlington
get
inductanrocoilthatallowa
you
ing
lone wave stations. Send stamp for our large catalog "L" of
remarkable values. _lf possible, call and see our stock.
THE HANDEL ELECTRIC CO., 138-140 Centre Si., New Yort

^^

Mention BOYS' LJFE in answering advertisements
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Scouts'

Buy Now Save Money
WIRELESS SALE
Bargain Prices To PROVE
we
wonderful
the

values

direct

you
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GOUTS'

give

from our factory

Complete Outfit,
$1/1
S
Reg. Price, $20.00
1^1
j^L
Sends up to 20 miles //\^^ *
Receives up to 2000
Mechanically and

December,

Magazine

AND
DISCOVERIES

electrically

includperfect
ing a 2000
headset, 1 1-2
inch
coil, air cool
er spark gap.
collapsible

Ohm

FOE BOYS

spark
big

helix,

two

-

WHO

HAVE MERIT BADGES

Purchase a piece of khaki cloth half as
wide as the circumference of your cuff
and about as long as your forearm and
sew your merit badges on it. Lay this

slide

tuner, fixed

condenser,
detector,

HOOKS,

wireless

O/?

key,
D PDT

1

Editor will

any reader

of

this

letters to

BAUD

"Smut

BOYS

Ditcoveries ,"

THE BOY SCOUTS' MAGAZINE, 200
Avenue, New lark City.

switch-

buzzer
.th

lie glad to receive from
BOYS' LIFE, suggestions
department. If you have discovfor
ered ways of doing things that you think
other people time and trouble,
save
might
This department
us hear from you.
let
a
-nighty good chance to do a
offers you
all
good turn, don't you think? Address

T<nE

LIFE,
Fifl

key.

THIS SENDING

and a twelve gauge empty brass shot gun

AND RECEIVING STATION

Reg. Price $5.95,

for

one telescoped into the other.
ing Mikell, Oa.

Xmas

shell,

War-

To GET A SURE LIGHT
Here's a tip for
tenderfoot scouts who
wish to pass their examination in fire mak-

secure it
strip of khaki on your arm, and
around the cuff with a khaki strip, fasten-

hooked
up and ready
All

FREE

for use
stamps for blp 152 pg. Catalog

Send 6c

in

FREE

Send for Bis Electrical Toy
Save Money Xmaa

Write our

Catalog.

on

NICHOLS ELECTRIC CO
t Mffira.

DEPT.

for free

.echnical

advice
Ques-

Wireless

Scout B. K. Brown,

Nichols

Elect.

Co..
C.

,

W. B'way, N. Y.

C

have replaced the old-fashioned
dangerous oil lanterns in thousands of homes
everywhere
for the automobile: bunting; camping;
around the house: on the farm; on MB railway systems:
r

Fine Christmas Gift
All lanterns ordered in

answer to

this advertisement will come specially
packed in a beautiful holly Xmas box, all
ready to be forwarded. If desired, we
will make shipments direct to names
you furnish, enclosing your card, in time

Throws a big volume of brilliant light
in any direction you wish makes no
difference what position it is in
lay it
on its side hang it upside down tuck
it under your arm. The
safest, surest,
nickel-plated, durable
Price express prepaid

and dependable.

Dcihl39,

He

boat.

made

a

narrow
shavings around the
stem of the match

number

of

Then obtain a patent

You will now have
a water flask and staff comiOVC HOT
bined, holding about a quart
I have heard from reliable sources that
and a half or two quarts of
the splitting of bamboo can be prevented
water. Scout Homer Chandler,
by boring a small hole through the centre
W. Va.

to anv addresa in U. S. S4.50. Money
promptly refunded without qurati'.n If lantern is not
expected or
(Electric)

entertaining
a ferry

a crowd on

of the staff.

quickest light^no matches no oil no
grease no grime no smoke no d anger.

ctt'tiSKsrgjue

who was

III.

scheme demby a hobo

bottle stopper such as can be
purchased at any drug store
and fasten it at the open end

Genuine Tungsten filament bulb.

FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM

this

onstrated

SCOUT CANTEEN

cracking.

to reach recipient at Xmas time.

Handsomely

saw

just above the head,
so that the shavings
looked like feathers or fuzz along the stick
of the match. With a match prepared in
this way, the first strike will give a good
blaze.
Care must be taken not to cut the
slivers or shavings too deep, or the stick
it to stand about one minute,
then pour out the shellac and will be weakened and the head will break
off
in
Scoutmaster Paul C.
striking.
allow the staff to dry out. This
will make it waterproof and the Anthony, N. J.
shellac will also prevent it from

Use an Electric Lantern

light is needed.

ing using no more
than two matches. I

Take a stout bamboo staff,
regulation length, and with an
iron rod, punch out the connections inside the staff so it
will be hollow.
Plug up one
end of the staff with a cork
and secure it with glue. Then
fill the staff with shellac, allow

Electric lanterns

any place where portable

A

tion

of Reliable

Goods Only
1-3 W.B'way, N. Y.

RY

Q U E

ing it about the elbow with rubber bands
or hooks. Then if the coat must be washed
or changed, or if rough work is done which
might disfigure the badges, simply slip off
the false sleeve and put it in your pocket.

CHICAGO

FOR FLABBY

of the staff, thus allowing the air to enter
each of the compartments and preventing
HAT RIMS
expansion from heat and dampness. The
hole can be made by heating a long heavy
good many wire and
burning through the length of the
scouts will find
staff.
This method is used by manufacthat the rim of
turers of flying machines when they use
their scout hat

A

I

Boys This

New Book

Jj

What You Want
To Find Out About
Tells

WIRELESS
1
!

=

E

I

=

?

i

I

E3

CEND

for

48 paces of valuable information for every amateur.
Tells Theory of Wireless; How to Erect
Aerials,
Diagrams of Connections. Explains "Matched Tone," etc.
Followed
by lists of best standard wireless apparatus on the market selected especially
for the fellow who wants to get results,
If you are thinking now of
owning a
wireless equipment be sure to get this
book.
Send 4c in stamps, asking for

O

CATALOG

C.

it

L.

today,

flabhy
constant Jacobus.

with
You
that

|
^

=
=
jj

I
=
I

will

damp

over

starching it and it looks better.
F. Nichols, Penn.

William

Send Now.

BRANDES

Inc.

I

816, 32 Union Square,

NEW YORK

I

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

A

etc.

Scoutmaster R. M.

WATERPROOF MATCH Box

Before

find

by laying

cloth
the
rim
and pressing with a hot iron that it will
become stiff again. This is as good as
a

sticks,

down.

pulling
I
I

Wireless Specialists

Room

bamboo

becomes

going

your next

on

hike, dip the sul-

phur end of your
matches in melted

paraffin e.

They will light
and burn brightly
even in a pouring
rain

and the wax

run down the
good substitute for a waterproof stick and keep them from going out.
matchbox can be made from a ten gauge Scout Norman P. Marks, Conn.

A

will
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Scouts Afield
Hooversville have been threatened
annually for several seasons by disastrous tires
and the boy scouts are planning to do something
notable during the present season.
COLUMBUS, Miss. Troop 1 has added a new
The troop has beautifully
patrol and mascot.
appointed headquarters and is looking forward
to the establishment of a permanent camp and
summer school, where every scout can go for
two months' training. Each of the newspapers
publishes a scout column, a nd three scouts are
articles
for
each paper
detailed to furnish
weekly. The work of these reporters is arousing
much enthusiasm on the part of the people of
of

vicinity

CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
WORTH HAVING
What can dad
the boy give dad
useful, attractive

give the boy or what can
for Christmas that will be
and not too expensive?

sure

It

is

NEW STUNT

HERE'S A

Boy can now make

His

EVERY
own Building

Blocks. You don't
have to spend a fortune to get
enough blocks or pieces to build
with.
You own your own factory.

You can

build in your way anything
the big contractor builds.

Columbus.

MONTPELJER, IND. Public recognition was
made of the scouts and campfire girls in a reception given by their mothers, and the Woman's

you think of a man or boy who
wouldn't be delighted with a Hammer like
and described
above
one
illustrated
the
below 1

Can

Kelief Corps.
With impressive ceremony the
scouts were presented a fine parade flag, then
the balance of the evening was spent in games
nd fun.
OOEANA, VA. Three hundred people were entertained in the high school on a recent Friday
evening, when the members of Troop 1 rendered
a program, illustrative of the progress of a scout
from tenderfoot to first class.
Organized last
summer with eight members, Troop 1 has grown

workmanship and maand the cost reasonable.

useful, the

terial of the best

SCOUTS!

SAY,

(Continued from page 41)

of a
It is a full size one pound Hammer, made
and temspecial steel, carefully forged, hardened
The Head is nickel plated and highly finpered.
ished, and the handle is of selected second growth

hickory-mahoganized.

to
in
Every Hammer is fully warranted and packed
an attractive Christmas box.

sixteen.

POTEAU, OKLA. In a long letter and report
from Scout Burton, we learn that in spite of the
that they are without a scoutmaster, the
boys of Poteau are active and take many inter-

fact

Each

Price $1.00

BROOKLYN, N. Y. From New York to West
this was the hike of members of

Virginia

Troop

Address

STANLEY RULE
NEW

& LEVEL CD.

BRITAIN, CONN. U.S.A.

BOYS
Here

is

!

your chance to

N.

Y.

Travelling by

passed

Md.
"Barbara

through

Frederick,

hearty welcome.
PUEBLO, COL. Troop 3, with Rev. Frederick
Hatch, their scoutmaster, went to the mouth
of the Royal Gorge for a week's outing.
A hike
wns taken into the gorge as far as the famous
fianging bridge; another over the well-advertised
"sky-line drive." and another up Grape Creek.
MEMPHIS, TENN. Troop 4 took part in the
parade of the Confederate Veterans, in their

THE AUTO JUNIOR
to be built
gasoline motor car designed
It is strictly up to date
and run by boys.
and the plans show every detail so that an
amateur craftsman will have no trouble in

the

Every part is shown in detail.
likes to do things can build
a car from these drawings at small cost.
The set consists of more than 20 blue prints
made from actual hand drawings and are

Any boy who

delphia.

WASHINGTON, D. C. A fourteen-mile hike to
Forest Glen, where they pitched a tent, cooked
dinner, and incidentally passed some of their
scout tests, was a recent achievement of Troop
19.
This ambitious troop has organized a football team, and is planning to get a wireless outfit in the near future.
camp on
HUTPHINSON, KANSAS. Hikes,
Little River, proficiency in sending messages by

not to be C9nfused with cheap press prints.
They vary in size from two by three feet
to three by six feet, and many of the views
The set is so
can be used as patterns.
complete, and details are so very clear that
inclined
should find a
mechanically
boy
any
Send
wonderful educational value in them.
a stamp for further particulars.

the semaphore code, and in knot-tying, a fine
basketball team, a baseball nine, a tennis tournament these are some of the activities reported
for the past season by Troop 2 of Hutchinson.

A FINE CHRISTMAS PRESENT FOR ANY BOY.

THE PLAN BUREAU
Mo.

Ancient, where they stayed over night,
was recently taken by the scouts of Wilmington.
Fifty-eight species of birds were noted on the

and
other Christmas Things
Inkstands,

way.

"RED DEVIL"

with this
Glass Cutter

Troop

l^Afl

Chambers

A

V

KUUAlV
5c

Troop

2,

Troop

GLADE
1,

build Churches, Schools,
Castles, Forts, Bridges, Culverts, and
thousands of models of construction.

Every set contains Moulds, Tools,
and a Book of Designs and Instructions.

MAIL YOUR ORDER

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

OFFER
Complete Set with Moulds and Tools
to make 27 different cement blocks,

PRICE $1.00

We

will prepay delivery charges to
any address on all orders received

before January

-

W. QUINCY STREET

5S7-SS9

CHICAGO,
Do

not miss this unusual
limited
opportunity
to
commercial
Wireless apparatus.

and

MARCONI;

MOSER & SON

Cincinnati, Ohio

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

J.

Troop

15,

obtain

Offered Within the Reach of Every Amateur
Ajiparulus may be inspected at Temporary Storeroom, 6th Floor. 58 Duane St., New York City.
Send 10 cents for illustrated and descriptive catalogue, which aniount will be returned with first
Marconi

L

Address
Wireless

(Boys' Life)

Telegraph

Company

of

BAKER,

MANWAEING,

Col.

DONALD MAHAN,
Pittsburgh,

America

New York

Woolworth Building. 233 Broadway,

" THERE'S MONEY IN IT"

LMORSE AND WIRELESS;

S.

Troop 29, Denver,

ILL.

C.

S.

Black Earth, Wis.

SCOUT

1916.

1,

BENJAMIN -SELLAR MFG. CO.

Pa.

,

TEACH YOURSELF
in

half

usual

time,

at

trifling

cost,

with

the

Automatic Transmitter THE OMNISends unlimited Morse or Conti
nental messages, at any speed, just as an expert operator would.
Adopted by U. S. Gov't.
wonderful

GRAPH.

4 styles.

Omnlgraph

-

Catalogue
Mfg.

Co..

free.

39-M

Cortlandt

St.,

New York

School Room or
Dialogues, Speakers,

for Parlor,

of

fllms
As a special trial order
will develop your next roll for
for 2c each.
Highest quality.

of blocks

your broth-

cousins or friends.

ers,

SCOUT CLAYTON BRUCE,
roll

to

J.

Minneapolis, Minn.

49,

Troop

F.

away

You can

ENSOR,
Mt. Washington, Md.

SCOUT

we
ani make the prints

B20, Arcade

Belton,

SCOUT MILTON

St.,

I?n MO
rlLlllj

1,

SCOUTMASTER JOHN

Inc.

Let us develop your next

7,

Troop

New York City.
MANUFACTURERS OF REAL
MECHANICS' TOOLS
168

to sell or give

SCOVTMASTER LEWIS Cos,

ASSISTANT

Glass

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

Jersey City, N.

to look like cut stone.

You can make any number

purchase.

SCOUTMASTER EDWARD ANDERSON,

make YOURSELF.
Sample postpaid 8c.
Cutter booklet free.

MEMORIAM

IN

The Standard
Tool of the World.
present like something you

Glazier's

No

and paneled

These boys have also secured a two-room bungalow for a country club house, with a tract of ten
acres surrounding it.
WILMINGTON, OHIO. A fourteen-mile hike
to Fort

Make

The process is easy and is lots of
fun.
The blocks are hard as stone

The scouts are also makreunion, held here.
ing plans for participation in the demonstration
to be given in honor of the Liberty Bell when
it reaches Memphis on
its return trip lo Phila-

reading them.

St. Louis,

Brooklyn,

(made famous by Whittier's poem of
Fritchie" ) and through other localities interestBefore
ing because of Civil War incidents.
crossing into West Virginia, they stopped at
Hancock, Maryland, and here they were greeted
by one of the local scouts, who gave them a

a real automobile. We have
just completed plans for

815 Century Bldg.,

of

54,

trolley, boat, automobile, canal barge, farm wagon
and by foot, camping out along the way, the
trip was made in five days.
They stopped at

Philadelphia,

!

!
own

PRACTICAL ARCHITECTURE FORJ

esting hikes.

Sent postage prepaid to any part of the
United States upon receipt of above price.

PLAYS
^^^^^
Drills,

T.

S.

etc.

Stage,
Comic Monologues, Minstrels,
Jokes, Operettas. Musical Piece*,

Recitations, Tableaux, (Fames,
Suitable for all ages
Catalocne free.

l>i:.MM>N

&, Co..

PepU 18, CHICAGO, iLI
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Give your boy or girl;
a steering sled 6u-6e sure its <?

Flexible Flyer SUTSI!^*
Stronger, easier than ever to control

,

All-steel front and chrome-nickel steel runners give added safety, durability and ease in

The

steering.

fastest

JUNIOR RACER

and safest sled made!

M5SS3&**

$3.50

Exprt*B8 prepaid eaut of Mi-smiri lliver.

|

The Flexible Flyer comes in nine sizes
8% feet long.
Outlasts Three Ordinary Sleds

3 to

Insist

on the genuine

it isn't a Flexible Flyer unJess it dears this trade mark.

Sold by leading Hardware- and Dep't-Stores.

Cardboard model showing how

FRFP*

* fxCjEj. the Flexible Flyer steers. Also
attractive booklet. Write for them today!
S. L.

ALLEN & CO. Box UOZS

Philadelphia.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Write at once fur one of our Money SavWhen you have
ings Banks furnished free.
the amount saved mail us the bank and we
will send you any of the articles you desire.

Ice

Hockey Skate
and Shoe

$

Outfit

REGULAR

$7.50

VALU

All outfits which are purchased from
us will be riveted free- of charge and
Eilare
puaranteed.
absolutely
press charges prepaid on all orders for two outfits.

Scout Leonard, and

HEAVY SHAKER $
COAT SWEATERS

$8

What Any

All wool, plain colors.
Very heavy. Full
can be buttoned up or rolled
down.
A real $8.00 value. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Scout

What

He's Done

With "Pep" Can Do

cellar,

A

Winslow Roller Skates $
* Boys' or
Adjustable to

W

any size.
Ball-bearing, self-coutained wheels.
Keeular Value
for
$2.50,
this
sale v I
-f
ACash
only
Express charges prepaid on all orders for two pairs.
"

1

1 39

Buys

Any

,

of

VICTROLAS

I

These
Present;

IVER-JOHNSO1V

BICYCLE
Write for our

_

ratedctUaloave of sporting good

handiameljfMiMt
Jr., 125 West

DAVEGA,

raiment.

civilian's

125th St., N. Y.

BOYS

WE

C

GIVE

YOU

THIS

SET
little

of your spare tinio

you can easily sell 30 Nathan Spring Curtain
Rods at lOc. each. You can sell from one to a
You can earn other useful
and valuable
"
We
will
send you our Catalogue
Write now to
premiums.
NATHAN SPECIALTY CO.,511aW.54lh St., New York
City
flaxen in every bouse.
dozen

Mention BOYS' LITE in answering advertisements

He
by

He wanted

halves.

a

shirt, coat,

breeches, shorts, leggings, whistle, knife,
canteen the whole
business, or nothing.
Now, there are several ways of getting
things which cost

money. The first way
is to
dig down in your
pocket and hoist up

the

In a

It

was Prescott's nature

hat,

$

Truss frame Roadster
with coaster brake.
I.

ordinary store clothes,
nor to wear a pair of
khaki leggings at the
bottom of an ordinary

be thorough.
never did things

1916

Prescott Leonard, of

He was

to

$15. to $350.

NEW

named R.

Groton, Mass., wanted a scout's outnot satisfied to put on a
broad-brimmed uniform hat over a suit of
fit.

Girls'.

BOY

price.

Prescott

was a good digger
but there wasn't

much

in

any pocket
where he had a right
price

to dig.

The second way is to
for a long, Jong time

Boys' Life

Has

Things

To

Sent

All

of

These

Scout Leonard

SCOUT AXE AND SHEATH

RUCKSACK
SEWING KIT

ALUMINUM CANTEEN
KHAKI ARMY BLANKET
CAMPER'S COMPANION
SCOUT'S SPECIAL CAP
SCOUT COAT
KMKRUEKCY CASE
SIII.IIIIFIKD ALCOHOL HEATER
SCOUT BREECHES
&COUT LEC.ruxs
ALUMINUM COOKING KIT
BRASS COMPOUND MISCROSCOPE
SUPERIOR SCOUT FIELD GLASSES
T\v<> HATS
SCOUT TRUMPET
SCOUT NECKERCHIEF
CAN OF FUKL
SCOUT WATCH FOB

WHICH WOULD YOU

LIKE

TO HAVE ?

sons every afternoon after school instead
of playing football with the bunch, bring
in the wood, carry up the coal, be in bed
every night at nine o'clock and then, just
as mother is ready to call in the family
Scout R. Prescott doctor to see what is the matter, be found
Leonard
pensively looking at the pictures in the
Prescott did not try that way,
catalog.
be very, very good either.
do not mean to insinuate that
get all your les- he was not good, or that he did not carry

We

December,
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his full share of the household duties.
believe his folks would agree with us

in

BOYS, HERE
ARE THE MOST WONDER.
FUL ELECTRIC AND MECHANICAL
TRAINS YOU EVER HEARD OF, SOLD
UNDER A WHOLE YEAR'S GUARANTEE.
The most fascinating and educational toys of the age are these
working models of actual trains. All who see them marvel at
their perfect operation and life-like resemblance to the great rail-

as well as the magazine, by get-

road trains of America.

ting subscribers.
"Bully !" he exclaimed
But being
to himself, "just the thing!"
of a practical turn of mind, he paused to
consider the matter from all sides before
jumping at the proposition.
"Getting subscriptions for BOYS' LIFE
is going to be a good thing all around,"
he reasoned. "The more the boy scouts'
magazine is read the more scouts there
will be.
The more subscribers we get the
more advertising we will have and the
more advertising we secure the more
money we will have to make it a bigger
and better magazine, and of more help
to boys.
Everyone will be glad to help
when I tell them about it." Already he
was beginning to think of himself as a
partner in the business, and he was.
He knew two or three people who subscribed at once without urging. Of course
he found after he had landed these that
the others came much harder. Right there
is where the piker gives up, but Prescott
was no piker. He kept plugging even after
his feet were sore.
He kept smiling even
after it seemed as though he would have
to prop the corners of his mouth up with

Electrically-driven "Twentieth. Century Limited"
The power for this beautiful train is supplied either from your
ordinary house current or from dry batteries. This train which is
Nearly Four Feet Long
consists of extra-heavy locomotive, tender and three cars.
Twelve
pieces of third-rail track, specially banked at the curves to prevent
derailment, complete with wiring connections, five-speed regulator and book of instructions, are supplied with it.

VARIOUS SIZES AND PRICES
made in various sizes priced at $4.00, $5.00,
$8.00, $10.00 and $15.00. All our trains are fully equipped.
MECHANICAL POWER ALSO
If you do not possess facilities for electric power zve have modThe

trains are

els of the same trains operated by mechanical
$1.50, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00 and $15.00.

BING'S
are

TOYS

known throughout

JOHN BING

fickle old dame Fortune
"I
sighed, resignedly, and said:
might just as well give that boy what he
wants he'll get it anyway." Then things

381 Fourth Ave, New York

He will personally see
that you are supplied.

began coming his way. With great regularity he sent in big batches of subscription orders from his Massachusetts town.
His folks then moved to Colorado. If
ft was to break him of the work habit
their effort failed.
He was just like one
of those mechanical walking toys whose
keep moving even when you pick

legs

them up to put them down in another
spot. Landing in Colorado, he walked
right into the first house he saw and came

like to

have?

Any scout could do it. The partial list
of scout equipment articles, published
further on in this issue, will help you to
pick your first rewards.
There are thousands of boys who have
never yet heard of BOYS' LIFE, and every
one of them has a father, mother, older
brother, sister, aunt, uncle, grandfather,

YOU ARE NOT TOO LATE TO ENTER THE

STRAT SELLING
COMPETITION

You're still in time for Xmas buying and a
chance to win one of the

some fond relative who is
racking his or her brains to think what to
get Jimmie for Christmas.
grandmother

Go

to

it,

More

scouts.

Help yourselves.

Scouts for Philadelphia

Philadelphia scout officials have launched
a campaign to double the number of
scouts in that city by the first of the year.
There are now 150 troops in Philadelphia,
with a total membership of 4,000.
The
campaign is being conducted by the district

method.

the

country for quality. If your
store cannot show you these
wonderful trains, send your t
check for one you want to

was that

things would you

at

GUARANTEED FOR TWELVE MONTHS

finally

out with a dollar.
Outfit? Yes, he has a few little things
to show for his work.
Read over his list
in another column.
How many of those

power

All the trains are sold under our guarantee
that they will operate perfectly with proper use
for twelve months. You could get no fairer

toothpicks to keep it from looking like an
arch at the entrance to a cemetery. The
result

51

Magazine

We

saying that he was a pretty good sort of
boy around home. But he had the spirit
of '76 Independence was his middle name.
He believed in working for what he
wanted, not in "working" somebody for it.
So he cast about for something to do
whereby to honestly earn a scout's complete outfit, from shoes to haversack.
BOYS' LIFE had been a source of help on
many an occasion, and he thumbed its
pages for inspiration. He ran across a
suggestion that scouts might help themselves,

Scouts'

It's
Strat

a competition where you can't lose !
Game Co., Inc., 450 Fourth Ave., New York

Fill_this out

Name

.

and mail

it

to us

and we

will

send you

full particulars.

.
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.
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VACUUM CUP

Scouts'

Questions Answered

BICYCLE TFRES

W.

of the pa
Skid-proof because
the
of
suction
gripping
Absolutely
Vacuum Cups.

mune

from

cial

15

1/2

And

next

the

are

The

the
sturdiness
highest grade

bicycle tires
in the world.

of

an

burrow-

Montana

What is the record for building fire
Q.
without match' x
If you mean fire by friction, the record
A.
'or
scouts is 27 seconds
for scout officials
26 1-5 second.
'

* THREE * STAR*
LI!\E-OFBICYCLE TIRES

which gives them a
service
unequaled

What kind

Q.

the prairie dog?
prairie dog is an American
rodent.
Habitat: Western States,

northern Mexico.

o

best

tires

fabric

oz.

here

TENN.

W.,

is

A,

ng

Punctu

oil-rot.

weal
proof and guaranteed
proof for one full season or
repaired or replaced, for
they're made with a spe-

L.

animal

Three

;

SCOUT
has

attractive tread
three grades of gener-

three

from which

prices

pleasing

to

choos

each tire

a

happy combination of
tread,
goodness, and
price.

the

N. T.
right

to

Q.

If

wear

number?

patrol

styles of

designs
ous
quality

he

S.,

a scout drops out
badge and his

his

A.
No.
Only scouts in good standing, who
are connected with an active troop, have the
right to wear any scout insignia.
(Send your
name and address for a personal reply to your
other questions.)
S. B. S., Va.
Can a scout qualify for
Q.
any of the merit badges before he becomes a
first-class scout, if he is a second-class scout?
A.
No.
See page 32, revised edition, Handbook for Boys.
. S. W., D. C.
When was BOYS' LIFE
Q.
published?
A.
BOYS' LIFE was first published under
the auspices of the Boy Scouts of America in
Before this it was published under
July, 1912.
other auspices for about one year and three
months.
Does a second-class scout have to take
Q.

first

the first-class test?

For the uttermost service and

VACUUM CUP

is

physically
scout

The

missioner.

At what time does a scout have to send
Q.
n a picture in order to get it on the double
page in BOYS' LIFE?
A.
See contest announcement on page 2 of
this issue of BOYS' LIFE.
How many boy scouts has China?
Q.
A.
We have no official figures on the Chi-

MOTORCYCLETIRES
The

rider of the single-tracker equipped with these tires
of auto tire construction seldom fails to get from them
double the 5,000 skidless miles for which they are guaranteed.

of

the

motorcycles

at

close runner-up

will

master may, at his discretion, drop boys who
do not make any effort to advance themselves.
/* Dan Beard a scoutmaster?
C*.
A,. No, Mr. Beard
is National Scout Com-

the long, hard motorcycle

grind

A

red-blooded boy, who
not require compulsion.

Any

A.
fit,

safety in

pace-setting

Vacuum Cups

a popular price

nese enrollment.
C. A. J., ALASKA.
When an officer saQ.
lutes a scout or vice versa should they come to
attention?
A.
A salute can scarcely be properly given
without the giver coming to attention.
Q.
If an officer and scout are together and
the officer salutes someone, is it proper for the
scout to salute also?
A.
Yes.
R. E. B., Mo.
Can a scoutmaster fiir?
Q.
merit badge tests?
A.
No; but he of course aids scouts in preSee page 61, Official Handbook
paring for them.
for Boys.
Q.
May a scout cooking Jcit "be used in
taking the first-class scout cooking test?
A.
Yes.
It is proper to use the official mess
kit, which the boys carry as part of their outfit.
They should, however, be prepared to prove
their ability to cook a simple meal without any

for

are

STURDY STUD
<9uWof

MOTORCYCLETIRES
Filled right through with
Guaranteed for 4,000 miles.

good

quality and
dealer to

Ask your

Pennsylvania Rubber

long

wear.

show you.

Company

Jeannette, Pa.
Direct factory branches and service agencies
throughout the United States and Canada.

utensils.

W.

T. S., KAN.
What are the bugle
Q.
required for the merit badge in bugling?
See January, 1913, issue of BOYS' LIFE.
L. S., OHIO.
May a second-class patrol
Q.

calls

A,

T

Cents a Day
Pays

Delivery Y ou

(or This Cornet

A sample

Anastoundinfrotfer! Only 10c
thia superb Triple Silver Plated

FREE

model "Banger" bicycle,
on approval and 3O DAYS TRIAL.
1916

WritO at once for large illustrated
catalog showing complete line of bicycles,
tires and supplies, and particulars of most
offer ever made on a bicycle.
You will be astonished at our low prices

marvelous

Carrying Case
with tins superb
triplesilverplated

Lyric Cornet.

and remarkable terms.

RIDER AGENTS Wanted Boys.
make money taking orders for Bicycles,
vi
X^* Tires and t'^ndries from our big catalog-

for old insti
- ,-__
the U.
u. B.
S. uuv
juv i. v> rite iuuay.
ply me
piy
Wurlltzer Co.. Dept **
The RudolpH
Rudolpfl W
4thSt..Cmc(nnati.O. S.WabshAv..Chlcfip

_

Do Business

direct with

the leading bicycle

house in America. Do not buy until you
what we can do for you. WRITE TO US.

MEAD CYCLE

CO.,

for the purpose ever put on the market.
In use all over the United

HATF1ELDS - PARLOR

States.

Honest and ambitious boys in every town
and Scout troop to sell our Base Ball Game. Sells
for 50 ct3. Big profits. Played with 60 special cards
-8 plays on card 480 plays and over (MILLION)
combinations, 12 chips, folding board for diamond.
Put up in neat box. Write for territory and agents*

Can put on or detach

In-

stantly with

adjustable hook.
Good sellers, because the
riders all want them and the
price is popular.

Write for

DOW

Prices.

WIRE AND IRON
WORKS, Louisville. Ky.

BASEBALL

GAME

WANTED

proposition.

CO.

(Not

Sent postpaid.
Inc.).

6401

50c.

THE HATFIELD

Normal Blvd.. Chicago,

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

special badges for second and
leaders?
is the same, differing only in
finish
that of the ordinary scout is gilt, that
of the patrol leader of all ranks is oxidized

III.

Are there

Q.

first-class patrol

The badge

A.

;

silver.

hnc

DEPT. F-17, CHICAGO

DOW'S BICYCLE LUGGAGE CARRIERS
BEST THING

leader wear his badge on his hat, as the firstclass patrol leader does?
A.
No. The correct position of the first and
second-class badge, whether for leaders or private scouts, is shown in the Official Handbook.

^>.

What nation was

first

to

organize

boy

scouts, and when?
A.
1908.
England.
Docs the Boy Scouts of America include
Q,
all of 'North America, or only the United States?
A.
Only the United States.

Q.
If the latter, why call them Boy Scouts
of America, and not
Boy Scouts of United
States?
In using the word America, most people
A.
understand that we are speaking of the United
States of America, not of the whole of North
The Dominion of Canada is seldom
America.
referred to as America, although it is situated
in

North America.
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Here's Our Trip
and itinerary are subject

(Date of the trip
to change.)

Most of the Eastern boys will join at New
York Western boys, at Chicago others
on points en route nearest their home,
making round trip from there.
;

;

August

On

1st

we

a special train

leave

New

York, the one city we don't have to
You know a visit to
say anything about.
New York is a whole trip in itself.

August 2nd

be
will
day
where we will
make
the
visit the Cave
Winds,
"Maid o' the Mist" trips and cross the
This
entire
Niagara Falls,

at

spent

of the

We

rapids into Canada.

will inspect the

and

Shredded Wheat Company
water power plants.

August 3rd

At

where

a

we

Detroit

Ford

immense

the

new machine

will

other

inspect

Automobile Works
is assembled every

minute.

August 4th

and

Instructive

pleasurable

In the
sight-seeing trip around Chicago.
afternoon the famous stock yards will be
visited.

Members

We

August 5th

cross

the

Join Us

We reach Denver and get
view of the grand old Rockies.
The whole day is spent sightseeing and
visiting Denver's beautiful parks.

Augus t 6th

Next Summer

first

August 7th

aboard

All

for

an

early

morning start by automobile for the newest and grandest of our national parks
Estes Park. It would take a whole book
to

Boys' Travel Club on S.S. Finland in the Panama Canal, returning from
Panama-Pacific Exposition last summer.

Nebraska, making a

of Iowa and
stop at Omaha.

states

our

of

prairie

great

describe half the things

we

will

see

here.

August 9th and 10th

More wonderful

still!

Three whole days at Colorado Springs
with an auto trip to the Garden of the
Gods, Manitou and an ascent to' the summit of Pike's Peak by the world-famed
cog-wheeled road the first day. Next day
will be spent visiting the great silver and
gold mines you have heard so much about
at Victor and Cripple Creek.
Just ask
your father and mother what these things
will

mean

to

August llth

you!

We

start

stopping at

East,

crossing the

Kansas and Missouri,

great corn states of

Kansas

City.

August 12th

Arrive at St. Louis, where
a fine program has been arranged for us.

August 13th
will

Ohio

greet us as

them on our way

West Virginia
pass rapidly through

and

we

to the Nation's Capital.

August 14th, 15th and 16th T h r e e great
days at Washington,
Here (sh
don't
let it out,) we may meet the very famous
man who lives here. We will inspect the
Capitol, Senate, House of Representatives, and all the other numerous points

and You'll Smile, too!
are the fifty Boy Scouts and Y. M. C. A. fellows
from all over the country who went on the 8,ooo-mile
trip to the San Francisco Exposition last summer,
returning home thru the Panama Canal.

WE

And what a peach of a time we had
Not one of us would have
missed that trip for a house and lot. So enthusiastic were we that
while on the steamship the day before entering New York Harbor we
planned another grand trip for this summer.
!

And we decided to have a "whole" special train full of fellows this
time instead of just fifty. // you are a first or second class Scout, or
a Y. M. C. A. boy, you can join us!

Now

read the itinerary of the great trip we have planned, even though
will give you only a faint idea of the grand time you will have, of
the fine friends you will make, and of the education you will obtain.
it

We would like to use up this whole copy of Boys' Life to tell you
about our plan, but we can't afford any more space here. However,
just cut out this coupon and send it to our Secretary, F. M. Gannon, and
he will send you our club paper and tell you all about our trip and how
you can go on it without costing you a cent. Cut out this coupon and
send it this minute !

BOYS' TRAVEL CLUB

,

of interest.

August 17th

Mr. F. M. Gannon, Secretary Boys' Club,
The Crowell Publishing Company,

Then

back

to

New

York

after having spent sixteen days together
that we will surely remember all our
lives.

Headquarters, Crowell Publishing Company, Springfield, Ohio

Springfield,

My

Scoutmaster's namt

Ohio.

Please tell me and my Scoutmaster about
next summer's educational trip for the Boys'
Club and how I can go on it without costing
me a penny. Also send club paper. I am a

Address

class scout.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in

Address

Q,nffOD0Tvn/g
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The Boy

Winning

For the

first

basisjl

can

(jive

and

value which you can secure nowhere except from
a mammoth organization like The Charles William

York's Best Merchandise

splinters.

Brought to Vow

The same high-grade merchandise which you would
get from the most exclusive sporting goods store is
and at a big saving.
Drought to you in this book
Although the prices you pay when you buy from a
specialty sporting goods store are high, heretofore it
has been necessary to pay them inordertoget quality.
But thia book makes exorbitant prices no longer necessary. Specialty sporting goods stores must and do
make lar^e profits because they have heavy expenses,
all of which yoa must pay when vou
buy from them.
When you buy from us, yon get the benefit of our tremendous cash buying power and our money-saving,
direct selling; system through which we save middlemen's profits and expenses. When you buy from us,
you pay only our one small profit you keep for yourself
the money which would otherwise go to the middleman.

f
UL L
LA

/Veiv 1 91 6
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|

"Yo-heave-ho" command.
It shot tile boat against the curling,
sucking eddies.
Big O'Brien balanced a
moment on the gunwale and leaped forward. Into the trough he dropped. Then
began the scramble for the first niche
before the next wave surged in and seized
him.
Up he climbed over the slippery
stone. He reached the first of the grooves
and was trying to get a foothold in an-

Booh

when his hand slipped. The next
moment he shot down the trough and back
to the very spot upon which he had landed.

^'

'

"

'

no money 1

Merely a

Frantically he struggled to his knees, then
to his feet, only to slip prone again. Then
with a hiss and roar the next wave came

postal card brings you this
free catalog of The Charles William Sporting Goods
Store, fully prepaid. Nowhere else can you have so big
avanetytocboose from. Writeapostalnow:simply say.

Send me your Sporting Goods Book Free." Address

curling in. He was doomed.
The force of the water hurled him up
the slippery trough, raised him high in
the air and dropped him backward, helpless, into the spume at the base of the

SCOUTS ATTENTION
How

often have you come across strange specimens
of rocks or minerals and wished you knew something about them? Our systematic collection brings

Order one
you on intimate terms with them all.
to-day and make your hikes through, the country
interesting.

Collection

No.

I

20

contains

and 20 Minerals.
Collection No. 2 contains 40
Collection No. 3 contains 40
We will send with each of these
extra set of Duplicate Fragments,
tive 63-pace test book explaining

Rocks

Minerals
Rocks
collections,

one

A. E.

GALLINA

St

New York,

N. Y.

u to -Wheel
r
Coaster)
flagon

The

Original

"Merciful Providence protect him! He's
gone," cried Sims, turning white.
Jack and Ray were numb with horror.
Big O'Brien had been whisked from the
face of the earth like a straw.
But before they could collect their scattered wits Lanky Sims' voice was heard
again above the roar of the water.
"Look! Quick! There he is! On the
port side! You, Ray, grab him! There
See him !"
Ray saw a distorted mass of clothing
and legs arise to the surface just under
him. It was whirled round and round
by
the force of the undercurrent for a brief
instant before it started to sink
again.
Blindly the lad reached over the side and
clutched.
His fingers closed upon a cold
and clammy wrist, to which he
clung despite the surging and tearing of the cur1

also a descripthe distinctive
characteristics and principal uses of each specimen.
Price for each collection, $3.00. Write for circulars.

No. 728 E. 165th

1O16
Magazine

Catalog

FREE!
WRITE FOR IT!

M. Hanson-Bennett

J.

Magazine Agency
the lareest in the world furnishes all
Magazines and Newspapers at Lowest
Possible Club Prices, and gives the quickest,
most accurate, and most reliable eervice.

rock.

Acquire knowledge while on hikes

more

This

other

80 pages. Just off the press.
.

A

his

of 2OOO Bargains

I

Rock

The chance came.
big wave burst with
a roar against the rock, the spray splashThen, as the tons
ing in all directions.
of water slipped back again, Sims roared

Stores.
Our Sporting Goods Store is but one of
43 stores, but it is an entirely separate specialty store
in charge of experts.

New

=

Auto-Wheel Coaster Wagon and

ahead

miles
of
others.
Boys don't want a substitute they
want the genuine Auto-Wheel Coaster with
roller bearings, steel axles and speedy autotype wheels like a real car.
Strong and

rent.

Save Magazine Money!
Our 1915 Catalo?(44paees)list9 more than
3000 Periodicals and Club Offers. It's a
Big Money Saver and is Free to you for the
asking. The name J. M. Hanson-Bennett
is the accepted
stamp of reliability
and promptness in the magazine field.

Send

Local Agents Wanted
O YOUR rpr^Tfc A "V I

Name and Addre.s

c

ii

1?

Sell 25

1S Designs.
packages

Price lower than at any store.
earn $1 ; sell 50, earn $2.50

at lOc

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements

J-

I

J.M.

HANSON-BENNETT
MAGAZINE AGENCY

842 Brooks Building CHICAGO. ILL.

the

FORGETFUL

Xmas

Send now for box of 25.
We Owl Jin ShODa
Room 451 393 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS.

U-A-

ADDRESS

Look

For
respiration.
ully fifteen minutes the boys labored over
the foreman while Sims and
the rest of
(Concluded on page 64)

Plumb

for the

trade-mark on the
Official Scout Axe.
Price,
Price,

At

with leather sheath...
without leather sheath

National

i

$2.50

1- *->

-

THE PLUMB SCOUT AXE
of

danger for the
moment, Lanky Sims let go the tiller
and reaching a long arm into the water
seized hold of the
big foreman too. Then
swift.
together they dragged him over the gunwale and into the boat. And while Jack
Boys write how to get one FREE and
give hardware dealer's name.
and Ray took care of the all but drowned
= foreman, Sims directed the whaleboat out
BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
131 Schenck St.,
No. Tonawanda, N. Y. E of the lashing water and toward the open
sea where there were
la Canada, Preston, Ont.
only the long rollers
to contend with.
Siiiiimmiiiiiiiiin
inn mi Minium,,;
The two lads worked manfully over
BOYS AND GIRLS EARN
Big O'Brien. First they got all 'of the
water out of his lungs. Then with him
or
for
ymg prone in the bottom of the boat
Everybody does up Xmas presents and uses our
Xmas package of 46pcs.. strung tags, cards, seals etc
:hey started artificial

$1.00

1915

December.

Then the tall Yankee at the tiller waited,
tense and alert, watching his chance to
run in immediately after a big wave had
spent itself, and back the boat out of
danger before the next wave could hurl
it against the granite and shatter it into

time, you are able to obtain qual-

ity such as only a specialty store

the

Magazine

(Continued from page 9)
Finally he gained the top and stood erect.
Then what a shout went up from the men
in the whaler!
It was O Brien's turn now.
The big
Irishman stood up in the bow while Sims
began maneuvering the boat once more.
Again it approached the rock slowly, riding in on the long waves until it began to
get dangerously near the big boulder.

SPORTING G<)OP$

now sold onaValDe
for the first time

Scouts'

Headquarters and

FAYETTE

R.

all

...$1.00
75
hardware

PLUMB,

stores.

Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Makers

of the

famous Plumb Anchor Brand Tools.

Every advertisement is carefully investigated
before insertion in BOYS' LIFE.
Readers can
help us maintain this valuable service by always

mentioning BOYS' LIFE when answering adye'r-

tlsements.

Mention ROTS' LIFE in answering advertisements

BOYS' LIFE

1915

December,

Will you give one family a

Secretary,

NEW?"

That

is

We arebutyour
you are

the host.

poor peo-

ple cheered last

Xmasin theU. S.
by The Salvation

Christmas is coming.
Accordingly he
has been trying to help scouts to "put one
over" in case they are hoping to find in
their stocking some coveted piece of equipment.
Witness the full page advertise-

Army.
Help us in this

way

to get close
to these people.
at
least one happy
day in the year.

Give them

$2.00 Feeds

ment of the Equipment Department in the
November BOYS' LIFE with the great big
heading, "A Page That Is Largely for
Do you get the point? And
Parents."
now, here in this number, are eight pages

a Family of Five

Send Donations to Commander Miss Booth
of Scout equipment which possibly in one
118 West Fourteenth Street, New York City
way or another might come to father's or
Western Dept.. Commissioner ESIILL, 108 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago
mother's attention.
But now, what about the things that are
new? Well, perhaps of special interest is
the vacuum food canteen for keeping a
This, Flashlight
lunch piping hot on a winter hike, or until
noon recess at school. In summer, it will
Vest-pocket Flashlight for One Subscription to Boys'
Life at One Dollar.
Almost everyone is carrying one
be bully for keeping things ice cold. Best
of these they're so convenient.
Take up no room in
your pocket, yet throw a bright light at night or in
of all, it performs the same service for
a dark room. Heavily nickel-plated over brass. Tungliquids and solid foods alike, so that
sten battery, guaranteed to give 400 per cent, longer
service than any other similar flashlight battery made.
whether you have beef stew, macaroni or
2H volts Mazda lamp, 3 x 1^ x % incites. Slide cocoa to be
kept hot, or milk or lemonade
contact button.
Send to-day and get this flashlight
and Boys' Life one year. Both for $1.00. The supto be kept cold, you will get equally satis200
5th Ave.,
Send order promptly.
ply is limited.

Now and Get

Subscribe

New

OUR

216 pp. CATALOG IS
THE BEST ONE PUBLISHED

a form

heard,
Y/y of greeting that is often
among scouts who
especially
always have their ears and eyes open for
BOYS' LIFE this month
the latest thing.
has considerable space devoted to Scout
equipment among which are a number
of articles that are both new and useful.
The Quartermaster doesn't forget that

DINNER?

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

ELECTRICAL GOODS and

WIRELESS APPARATUS

Committee on Scout Supplies

"TT THAT'S
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Magazine

Chats with the Equipment Man
By FREDERICK N. COOKE, JR.

XMAS

300,000

Scouts'

'The Quartermaster Says"

MERRY

agents

The Boy

EXPERIMENTERS
This
It's

Ann

the Experimenter's Reference Book

is

the

latest

edition

Catalogue,

i.

of

contains

the famous
over
200

illustrated.
Complete description and prices of the latest electrical and experimental apparatus
Rectifiers,
Storage Batteries,
Transformers, Induction Coils, Wireless
Lamps,
Flashlights,
Apparatus,

pages

and

is

fully

Meters, X-Rays, Books, Tools, Electric
Railways, Steam Engines, Water BioMotors,
Dynamos,
Telegraphs.
Telephones, Electrical Supplies. Model
Aeroplanes and Parts for building your own apparatus.
6c In stamps will bring you this wonderful book.
Contains a complete list of Wireless Calls, gives
Codes. Wiring Diagrams, tells how to put up an
Aerial and install apparatus, etc.
Best catalog of Wireless and Electrical Apparatus,
Send for this catalog right away.
etc.,
published.
Our prices will save you money. Cc in stamps brings
It by return
mall.
tors,

SIMPLEX WIRELESS OUTFIT
Get
Every boy wants a wireless.
game and read the messages flying
outfit is the greatest bargain ever
a large double slide tuner, a

in this interesting
around you. This
offered.
Consists
sensitive detector,
condenser, telephone receiver and cord.
Weight 3 Ibs.
Special Price, Complete, $2.25.
Postage Extra.

ADAMS-MORGAN COMPANY
"The Experimenter's Supply House"
30 Alvin Place
Upper Montclair,N. J.

Hello Boys*
GHHibRcalTHrphone

Its

a Wonder

factory results.

York.

The Scout who wants to prepare
in the woods will be interested in

meal

USE THIS ORDER BLANK

new

BOYS' LIFE. The Boy Scouts' Magazine,
200 Fifth Avenue, New York.
You may send BOYS* LIFE, one year,
for

ning

which I enclose

begin-

ONE DOLLAR.

Name
Address
(Stud nia the Flashlight)

TOY
TRANSFORMERS
9 Different Voltages
Watt
Watt
200 Watt
50

$3.00
4.50
6.00

100

Bell and
Wireless.
other transformers for
running motors, trains.
wireless
hells,
lights,
induction coils,
coils,
testing,

trated

A. R.

illus-

circular.

DARLING

1532 N. Capitol Avenue
Indianapolis, Ind.

! !

LOOK DAD
I

,

]

j

I

-^ THE S.

&

K.

Here's
cheap.

!

where

!

-*

you

get

60.

Then

the firemaking sets.
Here is
something that Scouts have had a hard
time to make for themselves, sometimes
being handicapped by a scarcity of the
proper kind of wood. Now a complete outfit consisting of bow with rawhide thong,
fire drill with socket, fire board and tinder,
all ready for use, may be had for a small
sum.
The Scout who takes pride in the appearance of his room will be pleased with
the genuine leather sheep-skin table covers
and fringed leather pillow tops upon which
the Scout seal has been burned.
Two-color carved felt pennants are a
Those illustrated on page 60 innovelty.
clude a larger pennant than we have had

They may be had either in red
and white, or blue and white.
Still new enough to be included here
are the neckerchiefs which have become so
popular with Scouts. Nearly a score of
colors are provided so that in all but the
largest cities each troop may have its individual color.
The lanyards on which
knife or whistle is worn have also been

Ready for use the minute battery
Shipped in handsome sift box, with full instrucup" your playmates on your own private phone,

Perfect working telephone.
is

attached.

tions.

"Call

between two houses, or from separate parta of one houBC. One
outfit talks one way two outfits both ways. Simple to use and
- inches hi^h; carbon grain transmitter; watch case receiver
with flexible cord; finished in black enamel; polished wood base
ewitch furnished FREE; worka on one l&c dry battery. Send
dollar bill or money order today
or writ and learn how any
7

1

l'<':.

can be our agent and make money*
big new ILLUSTRATED catalog of more than 200 electriwireless and experimental goods. Send 4 cents for postage.

FREE
cal,

THE ELECTRO SET
T>ept. 216.

Cleveland, Ohio

CO.,
I>N-Bidg.

Basket Ball Uniforms
FULL SET OF FIVE

$740
~~
I

We again offer as a special for this month, a
Basket Ball Outfit of Five Uniforms, of flrst-class
material and finish for the low price of $7.40.
Tna
Outfit is as follows:
5 Full fashioned Sleeveless Jerseys, any color or
combination of colors.
5 Pair Regulation Basket Ball Pants, heavy Khaki
drill, padded hips, loose fitting.
Colors: Tan.
White. Navy, or Black.
5 Pair Heavy Ribbed Hose, any color, or combination of colors.
Send remittance with order. Give measurements
of chest, waist, and size of hose, for each player.
will ship goods within 10 days of receipt of
order.
Send for our Special Prices on All Basket

We

Ball Goods.

NATIONAL ATHLETIC SUPPLY
2414 Washington

St.

CO.

Boston,

Mass.

added recently.
off

Buy your boy aa

Pocket
Wireless
Esankay
for Christmas.
It fits into
your pocket.
Only weighs
10 oz. Price. $3.00. 10 cts.
extra by parcel post. Send
stamp for circulars S (2
3) showing this and other
outfits from $2 up.

&

ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

104 Second Place

on page

before.

etc.

Write today for

his

the
large solid alcohol cookers illustrated

<

Brooklyn, N. Y.

BEAT PAINT ALL HOLLOW!

Mention Boys' LIFE in answering advertisements

Not

to forget the scoutmaster,

we should

mention the handsome and practical goldfilled compasses as one
suggestion to the
troop which is thinking of presenting its
leader with a holiday remembrance.
The wonderful little Scout Diary for
1916 must not be omitted as last year it
brought pleasure and profit to over 25,000

WHITE FOOT OIL
POISON IVY REMEDY
all itching.
Cures Poison Ivy Poisoning,
Oh&goe Bites, Chafing, Frost Bites. Itching Piles,
Old Sores, etc. No smarting or burning when apA free can to any Scoutmaster. Sold by
plied.

Relieve.3

Druggists or skipped by Parcel Post. Price, 25 cents.
WHITE FOOT REMEDY CO., Centrevllle, Md

Scouts.
Finally, all in the Scout movement will
appreciate the attractive greeting cards
in five designs and ten different
wordings
shown on page 61. These afford a simple
and inexpensive means of extending good
cheer to others at Christmas and New
Years.

ALL BRANCHES OF ART TAUGHT
iful

pupils'

ASSOCIATED ARI STUDIOS, .'US

Fli

BY MAIL.
,

fc.

Mention BOYS' LIFE in answering advertisements
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FOR THE BOY SCOUT'S CHRISTMAS
Selected List of Official Supplies and

Equipment

members of the Boy Scouts of America and their
is published in the following pages a part of
there
friends, at this season
It is hoped
the catalog of the Department of Equipment and Supplies.
to
a Scout no
be
found
here.
that many holiday suggestions will
Surely
be
useful in
will
those
which
than
gifts could bring greater pleasure
For the convenience

of

Scouting.

AN OPPORTUNITY, TOO, FOR THE SCOUT TO EARN EQUIPMENT

,E
I

AM.

From the simple but attractive holiday cards with
their bright designs a n d
varied greetings, to the more
strictly practical items of

PREPARED"/
WISHING YOU A

MERRY CHRISTMAS
THAT WILL LAST ALL
THROUGH THE YEAR.

'

V>

scout "equipment," the following pages are filled with
things to gladden the heart
of any boy
Scout or otherwise throughout the coming year. The knife and axe,
which every Scout feels he must have, the "mess kit," the
tent, the blanket, offer a rang'e of interesting suggestions.
For school or for Scouting, the splendid mackinaw coats

BOY SCOUT STATUETTE
An

Inspirational Figure

By

R.

TAIT McKENZIE

For Any Boy's Room or Gift
to the Troop
Seventeen Inches High.

No. 5088
No. 5089
No. 5090

IVORY FINISH
BRONZE FINISH
COPPER FINISH

$3.00
3.50
3.50

Express Charges Extra

warmth with their
lasting service and
ample length and wide rolling collar. Most of his needs,
the true Scout earns, but nothing will make a boy happier
will

than to receive as a holiday gift some coveted piece of
equipment for his Scouting activities. Do not hesitate to
write this department if assistance of any kind is required.

Complete Catalog Free Equipment
A

request we will gladly send without
charge a 24-page catalog showing all of the
articles distributed by the
Department of
Equipment and Supplies. Ask us also for a
circular about Every Boy's Library, the Boy
Scout edition. This library contains some of
the best stories for boys ever written, and to
date embraces 40 books, approved by the
Library Commission.
guaranteed library
for
boys of clean, wholesome, vigorous
stories by prominent authors.
Every boy
will
want these books, and every parent
should see that he gets them.
Price per
volume, 60c., postpaid.

Upon

A

Remittance

in full

as

Premiums

splendid opportunity by means of which
boys may earn Scout equipment is afforded
by "Boys' Life" in return for subscriptions.
Below the majority of items in the following
pages is shown the number of subscriptions
which must be secured to obtain the article,
with delivery charges prepaid, either entirely
without cost, or by sending in one subscription, and the balance in cash.

SPECIAL NOTE:

Any

article

listed

at

any two or more articles of
a combined listed price not exceeding 50c.,
will be sent prepaid for one subscription to
"Boys' Life," at $1.00.
50c. or less, or

must accompany

all

orders,

which should be sent

to:

Department of Equipment and Supplies
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
200 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Mailing weights are given for parcel post delivery.

For rates consult postmaster or any mail order catalog.

BOYS' LIFE

1915
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LAPEL AND SCARF PINS.
For Officials and First Class Scouts.
These pins have been found very popular

No. 35.
cilman

CLASS PIN.

FOB.

No.
tional

No.

SOLID

38.

.

GOLD MINIATURE

to

same limitations

missioner
No. 47.

No.

61.

SCARF

SCOUT

LEADER'S

This

is

PIN.

number

,

SCOUTMASTER'S MACKINAW. Same as No.

SPECIAL

For Scouting and genwear.
Order
by
breast measurement. Men's sizes, 36 to 44.
$5.00
Shipping weight 6 Ibs
Given for 10 subscriptions to BOYS'
LIFE; or for 1 subscription and $4.50 cash.
No. 536. WATER-PROOF PONCHO. This
Worn
article has a great variety of uses.
over the shoulders, affords excellent protection when caught in the rain. May also
be used as a bed blanket to keep off
dampness when sleeping on the ground,
and as a cover for a Scout's shoulder pack.
Made like a single blanket, with opening

Patrol Leader 25c

which

564.

eral

Sel-

enamel,
silk

officials.

rolled gold, rose

with

finish,

has

Scout

to

gifts

They are

SOc

best

heavy

ribbon,

for

French

grosgrain
Assistant

Scoutmasters
$1.50
No. 308. Same, green for
Scoutmasters
$1.50
No. 309.
Same, light
blue
for
Scout
Deputy
Commissioner
$1.50
No. 310.
Same, dark
blue for Scout Commis-

SOc
SOc

sioner

No.

SOc

in center for the head, closing with a ball
and socket fastening. Size 45 by 7^ inches.

Shipping 'weight 2 Ibs

$1.50
311.

Same, purple
Councilman. $1.50
No. 312. Same, white for
members of Troop Committees and Local Coun-

SOc

cils

$1.50

No. 313. FIRST-CLASS
SCOUT'S FOB. This is

SOc

a

possession
Scout would

the Assistant Scoutmaster.
First-class badge in gold and
white enamel with red enamel

plated,

rose

enamel
Commissioned

out

SOc
background. Gold rilled
No. 62. Same, green for ScoutSOc
master
Same, light blue for Deputy

which
p'rize.

any
Gold

withoptional for
finish

Scout

Leaders
$1.50
NOTE: The above fobs sold only to
No. 63.
Orders
registered Scouts and Leaders.
SOc
Scout Commissioner
must be properly signed.
No. 64, Same, dark blue for Scout ComNo. 502. PATRICK SCOUT MACKINAW.
SOc The genuine mackmaw of the Northwest.
missioner
No. 65. Same, white for Members of
"Bigger-than-weather." With one of these
SOc coats the Scout uniform is complete for
Troop Committees and Local Councils
No. 66. Same, purple for National Counwinter wear.
Olive drab, all wool, big
SOc
cilman
rolling collar, four pockets and belted at
No. 22.
SCOUT LEADER'S
A garment for every-day use with
wsist.
SCARF PIN. This number is
a Scout's regular clothes.
Order by breast
for the Assistant Scoutmaster.
measurement. Boys' sizes, 28 to 35. ShipFirst-class badge in gold and
6
Ibs
ping weight,
$7.50
white enamel with red enamel
SOc
background. Gold rilled
No. 23. Same, green for Scout-

missioner
No. 44.

Same, white for members of
Troop Committees and Local Councils
No. 26. Same, purple for National Coun-

cilman
No. 27. SCOUT LEADER'S LAPEL PIN.
The design of this pin is like the scarf
pins above, but may be worn on the coat
lapel or vest. This number is for the Assistant Scoutmaster
No. 28.
Same, green for Scoutmaster....
No. 29.
Same, light blue for Deputy
Scout Commissioner
No. 30. Same, dark blue for Scout Commissioner
No. 45.
Same, white for members of
Troop Committees and Local Councils
No. 31. Same, purple for National Councilman
No. 32. SCOUT LEADER'S LAPEL BUTTON. This form of badge has always been
popular with those who prefer to wear the

emblem

in the lapel of their coat.

The

Order

Given

SOc

or for

No.

SOc

1

for 2 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and 75c cash.

537.

LARGER PONCHO.

LIFE;

Same

as

Size 66 by 90 inches. Shipping
$2.00
4 Ibs
for 4 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;

preceding.
SOc

weight
Given

SOc

1 subscription and $1.50 cash.
No. 554. "SCOUT SPECIAL" PONCHO.
This is the style used by army officers
and National Guard. Made of the new material, with special circular collar to ex-

or for

SOc

clude rain at the neck. So fitted that two
ponchos buttoned together form a weatherSize
proof sleeping bag for two persons.
Shipping weight 2 Ibs... $1.65
45 by 72 inches.
'Given for 3 subscriptions to BOYS* LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and $1.15 cash.

SOc
SOc
SOc

No.

555.

SPECIAL PONCHO FOR LEAD-

Same as the preceding. Size 66 by
inches.
$2.40
Shipping weight 4 Ibs
Given for 5 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and $1.90 cash.
BLANKET. Made of
No. 560.
ERS.

SOc

00

SOc

GROUND

SOc

de-

sign is like No. 22 and is for Assistant
Scoutmaster
No. 33. Same, green for Scoutmaster
No. 34.
Same, light blue for Deputy
Scout Commissioner
No. 46.
Same, white for members of
Troop Committees and Local Councils

$1.25
1

:

for National

for

master
24.
Same, light blue for Deputy
Commissioner
No. 25. Same, dark blue for Scout Com-

LIFE;

25c
for

Dean
been
more successful than
these fobs. Often used as

SOc

Same, white for members of
Troop Committees and Local Councils
No. 43. Same, purple for National Councilman

e

BOYS'

or for 1 subscription and
$4.00 cash.
No. 565.

I

for First-

m

to

tions

2Sc

SCOUT LEAD-

307.

article

$1.50

No. 39. SCOUT LEADER'S MINIATURE
PIN. The design of No. 36, but with background of red enamel denoting, rank of
Assistant Scoutmaster
No. 40. Same, green for Scoutmaster
No. 41.
Same, light blue for Deputy
Scout Commissioner
No. 42. Same, dark blue for Scout Com-

Scouting

25c

ER'S WATCH FOB.
dom has the Supply
partment offered

Provided in response to the demand for a badge of superior quality. Frequently used as a gift to Scout Leaders
and Scouts. Design same as No. 36, and
subject

ish

and every-day wear. Order by breast measurement.
Boys' sizes 28 to
34. Shipping weight 4 Ibs. $4.50
Given for 9 subscrip-

No.

BADGE.

sold

polished

First-class

Same, oxidized silver finish.
First-class Patrol Leaders and op-

SPECIAL
MACKINAW.

an

Also

Patrol

cut -out pattern, rose finish

564.

all-wool coat.
Similar in
Olive drab.
model to the preceding.
Suitable for

ond - class
Leader
No. 305. Same,
class Scout
No. 306.
S a

FIRST-

officials.

metal buckle,

No. 303. Same, for Second-class Scout
25c
No. 304. Same, for Sec-

This has proven the

Commissioned Scout

No.

SCOUT

Genuine leather

fob.

strap,

37.

for

are

property

metal fob, for
Tenderfoot Scouts
2Sc
No. 302. Same, for
Tenderfoot Patrol Leaders.
Oxidized silver fin-

Lapel pin back with safety catch.
Worn on every -day clothes. Sold
only to First-class Scouts and
SOc
Commissioned Scout officials

Used by

fobs

exclusive

own

most popular badge ever designed
Gold
by National Headquarters.
filled,

others will also welcome this garment.
Splendid for winter sports and general
wear. Order by breast measurement. Men's
sizes 36 to 44. Shipping weight 7 Ibs
$8.50
Given for 17 subscriptions to BOYS*
LIFE; or for 1 subscription and $8.00 cash.

SOc

Each
of the Boy Scouts.
class of Scouts has its

of registration 90960).
The badges are also protected by the
U. S. Patent laws (letters of patent numbers 41412 and 41532).

MINIATURE

National Coun-

301.

the

57

Magazine

WATCH
These

No.

WARNING: The various official badge
designs of the Boy Scouts of America, including the Merit Badges, are copyrighted
by this organization, and the design of
the First-class badge (No. 36 below) is
registered as the trade -mark of the Boy
Scouts of America, Incorporated (certificate

36.

Scouts'

for

Same, purple

as holiday gifts to scout officials.
Individuals or troops desiring to surprise
with such a gift an official who would
ordinarily be expected to countersign the
order, may satisfy the requirements by
having the order signed by any other
registered scout leader. The facts should
also be stated on the order.

No.

The Boy

SOc
SOc

Given
SOc

LIFE; or
No.

SOc

for 15 subscriptions
to
BOYS*
for 1 subscription and $7.00 cash.

PATRICK MACKINAW FOR
LEADERS.
Scoutmasters and

563.

SCOUT

I

from THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Maintained for Service

in the Field

and

the new Federal "Seal Brand" water-proof
Size 45 by 72
material. Very serviceable.
inches.
$1.25
Shipping weight 2 Ibs
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for I subscription and 75c cash.
No. 561. LIGHTER BLANKET. Same as
the preceding, but better quality and not
so heavy, though durable. Shipping weight
$3.00
1
Ib. 12 ozs
Given for 6 subscriptions to BOYS* LIFE;
cash.
or 1 subscription and $2.50

200 Fifth Avenue,

for the Extension of the

Scout

New York

City

BOYS' LIFE
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WATER-PROOF CAPE.

Rather
poncho as an all-around
Scouting and general wear.
Olive Khaki, extra light weight, unlined,
with flannel -lined collar and patent
lit ted
When not worn may be used as
clasps.
Shipping
pack cover or bed blanket.
$2.00
weight 2 Ibs. 6 ozs
No.

540.

than

better

the

for

garment

The Boy

Scouts'

Magazine

No. 1002. SCOUT AXE. The official axe
for the Boy Scouts of America, stamped
with the emblem. One of the first pieces
of
equipment that most !$couts want.
Handy at every turn on hike and in camp.
Made of one piece of solid steel, handforged and coated with a non-rusting finish.
Hickory handle. Equipped with slot
for drawing nails.
75c
Prepaid

2 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and 25c cash.

Given for
or for

No.

1

1003.

1915

December,

No.

1201.

ALUMINUM CANTEEN.

The

makers

of this famous brand of aluminum
utensils have made for the Boy Scouts of
America an almost ideal canteen of heavy
gauge stock with olive drab cover and adThe capacity is
justable carrying strap.
just over a quart. It is probable that this
canteen will soon become a part of every

Scout's equipment. Shipping weight,

i

Ib. .$1.50

LIFE;

LEATHER AXE SHEATH.

It

not safe to carry an axe without a guard
the blade.
Made of heavy selected
leather.
Edges copper riveted. Has slit,
permitting axe to be worn on belt. Prepaid 25c
Given in connection with a subscription
to BOYS' LIFE as explained in special
note. See page 56.
is

on

No.

1004.

the

first

tion

1

4 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and $1.50 cash.

SPECIAL

Usually

emblem

official

or for 1 subscription and $1.50 cash.
No. 551. SPECIAL CAPE FOR SCOUT
LEADERS. Same as the preceding. Mention collar- size and breast measurement.
Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 10 ozs
$3.00
Given for 6 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and $2.50 cash.
No. 1170.
KHAKI CAMP
BLANKET. While all cotton, this blanket
is practical for summer use in most
parts
of the country and represents very good
value.
Size 54 by 78 inches; stamped
"B. S. A." Shipping weight 3 Ibs
$1.75

LIFE

polished
cutting
blade etched with

LIFE;

No. 550. "SCOUT SPECIAL" CAPE. This
garment is ideal for Scouting or for school
wear. Made of the new water-proof material used by the U. S. Army.
Will not
Has corduroy
stick, mildew or dry out.
military collar. Buttons are riveted; with
Order by breast measurefly buttonholes.
ment. Shipping weight 2 Ibs. 6 ozs
$2.00
Given for 4 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;

for 3 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and $1.00 cash.

acquisiof
a
Scout.
handle, large

Stag

Given for

1

SCOUT

KNIFE.

or for

Given
or

screw driver, can
opener and boring
tool for leather articles.
Equipped so as to
be hung on the Scout belt. Prepaid
85c
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;

or for

1

subscription and 35c cash.

No.

SCOUT

1005.

KNIFE. This

also

and is
designed for those
Scouts who prefer
a two-bladed knife.
is

official

Ebony

_

small

handle.
blade

One
and

one large, opening without use of finger
nail.
Has shackle for hanging on Scout's
belt.
Prepaid
SOc

Given

for 1 subscription to

No.
this

1006.

No. 1200. ALUMINUM COOK KIT. A new
Scout mess kit. Complete in every detail
and bound to be popular. Outfit consists
of patent fry pan with handle, cooking pot
with cover, drinking cup, and stew pan,
which also serves as plate or soup bowl.
There is also a fork and spoon. All pieces,
with exception of fork and spoon, are made
of heavy
gauge pure aluminum of the
famous "Wearever" brand.
Parts nest
compactly and do not rattle. Khaki carrying case to match uniform, with adjustable strap.
Prepaid
$2.00
Given for 4 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and $1.50 cash.

BOYS' LIFE.

SCOUT WHISTLE. By

means Scouts

are enabled to
another or to call

signal to one
help in emergencies.
Gun-metal
finish on brass, with ring for atto
Marked
with
taching
lanyard.
official

emblem.

Prepaid

lOc

Given

in connection with a subscription to BOYS' LIFE, as explained in special' note. See page 56.

No. 1140.

WHISTLE.

SCOUTMASTER'S

Sold to registered Scout

Officials only.

Somewhat

different

tone from the Scouts* whistle and superquality.
Heavy metal, nickel-plated.
25c
Prepaid
No. 1007.
INDIin

or

VIDUAL

Given for

subscriptions to BOYS*
subscription and $1.25 cash.

or 1
No.

1171.

3

ING CUP.
LIFE;

d.iys

cup.

all -year- round

t

badge design. Made of good, clear
material, 50 per cent wool, on a strong cotton warp. Should be a prized possession of
any Scout. Size 66 by 80 inches. Shipping

style

official

weight 4/2 Ibs...
Given for 6 subscriptions to
or

subscription and

1

No.

1172.

BLANKET.

$2.50

$3.00

Given for
or

1

j 4-00

subscription and

No.

541.

KET.

BOYS' LIFE;

$3.50 cash.

WATER-PROOF CAMP BLAN-

Finely finished and light in weight.
Single water-proof sheet, with brass grommets and ball and socket fasteners. Size
45

by

72.

Shipping weight 2 Ibs

Order from

$1.10

No.

Given
to

Extra fuel for above. Per can,
........................................ lOc
in connection with a subscription

1091.

prepaid

BOYS' LIFE.

See page

Scout

HIGH-GRADE KHAKI CAMP

S subscriptions to

lOc

No. 1001.
MESS
KIT. Nearly every

BOYS* LIFE;

4 Ibs.

Collapsible
cover;

with

Given in connection with a subscription
to BOYS' LIFE, as explained in special
note. See page 56.

cash.

Scoutmasters especially will
be interested in this blanket. Known comas
an all-wool blanket, though
mercially
containing a slight amount of cotton to
give added strength. Absolutely first qualSize 62 by 84 inches. Shipping weight
ity.

everyone

nic kel - plated
Stamped with Scout
emblem. Prepaid..

Stamped with

SOLIDIFIED ALCOHOL

1090.

HEATER. An excellent device for use on
the hike when a wood fire is not desired.
Can be carried in haversack or pocket.
Will boil a pint of water in about 3^ minutes. Complete with fuel to burn from 4 to
6 hours.
Prepaid ............................. 50c
Given for 1 subscription to BOYS' LIFE.

In these

wants his personal

KHAKI ARMY BLANKET.

Soft, beautiful blanket for
use in camp or on the hike.

No.

DRINK-

finds it desirable
to
his own individual
cooking outfit, so

have

No,

when

on a hike.
This kit consists
of soup can, cup,
stew or fry pan. and one broiler. Separate
handles for each article. All nesting compactly together.
Easily carried in pocket
or haversack.
Weight, i Ib. 12 ozs
75c
for 2 subscriptions to
1

BOYS' LIFE;

subscription and 25c cash.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT-BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Maintained for
Service to the Field

and

FORK.

little

A

contriv-

ance, practicable and good.
Place knife and fork point
to point and press together
and each point slips into

that he is prepared
to get a meal at a
notice

Given

COMBINATION

AND

most handy

moment's

or for

1187.

KNIFE

56.

the handle
of
the other.
carried
in
vest
Easily
pocket; length, 7^4 inches;
width, 34 inch.
Mailing
g
weight, 4 ozs ................ SOc
.

Given

1

subscription to

note,

page

BOYS'

56.

200 Fifth Avenue,

for the Extension of the

connection with
LIFE. See special

in

New York

Scout Work.

City.

BOYS' LIFE

December, 1915

No.

1008.

The Boy

Scouts'
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TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENT.

No.

With this 5-ohm combination set
connected to a battery or dry cell, a boy
may easily learn both to send and to read.
Weight, 2 Ibs. 3 ozs

LEEDAWL

1202.

COMPASS. No

is
very desirable that Scouts should
learn to send and read the Morse Code by
means of the telegraph instrument as well
The possession of this
as with flags.
knowledge may some day prove very valu-

It

can afford

Scout

to enter the

woods unless provided
with a reliable compass
for use in emergency.
In this and the following compasses, Scouts
and their leaders are
introduced to a new

able.

1.30

high-grade compasses of American
manufacture. All compasses have jewelled
line of

needles

centers.

All

are fitted
cases are

with

stop;

solid white
Open case.... 1.00

No.
No.

No.

1174

1174.

Given for 3 subscriptions, or
and 80c cash.
No. 1163. ELECTRIC HAND

LAMP. A
camp use. New

COMBINATION KNIFE, FORK

AND SPOON.

Considering

moderate

price,

Separates in

three

good quality.

this is a great find.
parts, metal handles,
Shipping weight, 6 ozs

75c

for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
subscription and Z5c cash.

Given
or

1

KAMPING

KIT. With this
No. 1182.
little article the Scout is ready for
the business of eating at any time. Separates into two parts, consisting of knife
blade in one handle and fork and spoon in
Made of best aluminum, Gerthe other.
man silver, with steel blades. Put up in
1.50
kid case.
Shipping weight, 6 ozs

handy

for 3 subscriptions to BOYS* LIFE,
subscription and $1.00 cash.

Given
or

1

subscrip-

tion

1182

its

1

No. 1202. Leedawl.
me tal.
Given for two subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE
or for one subscription and 50c cash.
No. 1203. GYDAWL COMPASS. Same a.
the preceding, but in case with hinged
cover

decidedly practical lamp for
model, fitted with a bail for carrying over
arm as well as handle. Will positively
average 30 to 40 hours' continuous burning,
giving longer service when used only at
intervals.
Equipped with special Tungsten
bulb and operated with any standard No.
1-25
6 dry battery.
Prepaid
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
or 1 subscription and 75c cash.
NOTE: This lamp is sold without battery to lessen cost of delivery. Dry cells
can be purchased wherever hardware or
automobile supplies are sold, at 25 cents
each.
No. 1165.
Tungsten bulb for No. 1163.
30c
Prepaid
Given in connection with a subscription
to BOYS' LIFE, as explained in special
note.

See page

cash.

56.

No.
No.

COM-

1186.

practical

Consists
reamer,

t

fi

of

knife

saw,
No".

corkpuller and cap
In fine
lifter.

as No.

leather case, with
center compartment

LIFE

for

2.00
instead of needle.
Open case
Given for four subscriptions to BOYS'
Life or for one subscription and $1.50 cash.

No. 1207. CEEBYNITE COMPASS. Same
No. 1206, but with hinged cover
3.00
for six
subscriptions to BOYS'
LIFE or for one subscription and $2.50 cash.
No. 1168. WRIST
WATCH. Offered
to
in
response
the demand from

as

real
article

Given

No.

1198.

DELTA SPOT LIGHT ELEC-

HAND LAMP.

The latest thing in
lamps. Similar to No. 1163, but has
A push of the
distance reflector.
thumb produces a powerful round spot

TRIC
camp

4

Scoutmasters and
others for a dependable and inexpensive watch
in
the
for use
The
Scout work.
wrist feature af-

long

with a range of 200 feet. Uses any
No. 6 dry battery to be purchased everywhere. Average 30 to 40 hours' continuous
Sold without battery to prevent
burning.
1.25
damage in transit. Prepaid
Given for 3 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
or for 1 subscription and 75c in cash.
light

37 practical Tools
Warranted

All For-

Best
Tool

No.1064.

fords great convenience.
Nickel

leather

Every

Given

sc r

desirable, especially in

1

carefully selected
the purpose. Key

and

G with F crook and
two
tuning slide

No.

;

brass.

turns;

weight,
against

ping

6

Given

packed

No. 1197. TOOL KIT. 37 practical tools
put up compactly in nickel case which is
Meets the many needs
handle for all.
arising daily at home or in camp or on
1.00
the hike.
Prepaid

Given
1

for 2 subscriptions to

subscription and

l.o

BOYS' LIFE
in cash.

Postage

quality;
easier

more

to

An

2.50
i

o ns

to

finish.

Pre-

BOYS' LIFE,

subscription and
cash.

Scout should have
a reliable time-piece.

This watch has been

in-

chosen
with
great
care for Scouting
Accurate
purposes.
and long-lived. Mailing weight, 5 ozs... 85c
Given for 2 sub-

higher

somewhat
tone.

Key of G with tuning
Mouthpiece attached with chain.
Two turns, brass. Shipping weight, 7 Ibs. .4.00
Given for 8 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
or 1 subscription and $3.50 cash.
slide to F.

must be added where shipping weights

or
subscription
cash.

$2.00

No. 1167.
SCOUT
WATCH. It is very
desirable that a

blow and a

mellow

1

$2.00

3.00

of

p

t

2.50

tions to BOYS' LIFE,
or 1 subscription and
$2.50 cash.
No.1065. BOY SCOUT

strument

Gun metal
or

subscrip-

TRUMPET.

Same.

for 5 subscriptions to

in

Ibs

^

Given for

1169.

paid

Ship-

damage

transit,

i

for 5 sub-

BOYS' LIFE,

camp. This instrument
for
of

strap.

Prepaid

troop will find a bugle

was

Genuine

finish.

BOY SCOUT

TRUMPET.

Steel

or for

is

dial

is

subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
subscription and $1.25 cash.

1

LITENITE COMPASS. Here

knife

ozs.

or for

but in case with hinged cover.. 2.50

and

which any Scout
would value
1.75
Mailing weight, 12

Given for

AURAPOLE COMPASS. Same

for five subscriptions to BOYS'
or for one subscription and $2.00 in

No'. 1206.

for

An

1.204,

an instrument for hiking at night as north
and south points are luminous.
Floating

quickly removable.
carried in
Easily
pocket. Tools large

work.

1205.

Ca

pocketbook.

enough

Litenite.

COMPASS.

Given

tool attaches
firmly to

handle

1206.

MAGNAPOLE

to the above. Has bar
needle with white enamel dial. Open case. .1.50
Given for three subscriptions to B O Y S'
LIFE or for one subscription and $1.00 in

chisel, screwdriver,

Each

No.

Magnapole.

1204.

Somewhat superior

t.

files,

1204.

No.

BINATION TOOL
KIT. A handy and
o u

2.00

for four subscriptions to BOYS'
or for one subscription and $1.50 in

Given

LIFE

scriptions to BOYS'
LIFE, or 1 subscription and 35c cash.

are given.

BOYS' LIFE
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Scout Equipment

ARTICLES USEFUL FOR SCOUTING AT SCHOOL AND IN THE

SCOUT DIARY

Burnt Leather Sheepskins and Pillow Covers
No. 5091. Full size sheep
skin table cover, natural
color tan ,vith scout em-

FOR 1916

seal burnt in.
just the thing for the
Scout who takes pride in

blem and

The "Miniature
Handbook"
A

own room

his
for

the

table

at

Possession.

,6?^%*

home

/\^&

or to hang

on the wall. A splendid
suggestion also, if a gift
is
contemplated to the
Scout Master or to the
If
troop meeting room.
desired, any special inscription not exceeding 50
letters will be burnt on
skin without extra
the

Most Prized

Scout's

HOME

%

^''-/W fa

^1

%^-J?
=

letAdditional
each
$2.00
No. 5092. Skin same as
the preceding, but without Scout seal. Price includes any special burnt inscription up to 50 letters.
Extra letters sc. each
$1.50
No. 5093. Here is a chance for a Scout's sister whether
his or the other fellow's to do a "Good Turn," for who
puldn't be proud of such an addition to his possessicns? Natural tan leather pillow cover
with burnt Scout seal and emblem. Cut to hold 24-inch pillow. Additional lettering on
front or back without extra charge up to 50 letters. Additional wording sc. per letter
$3.50
No. 5094. Pillow covers same as the preceding, but without Scout emblem. Special burnt
$3.00
inscription up to 50 letters included in price. Additional letters sc. each

charge.
ters

Revised and Up-to-date
Filled with Scout Lore

Some

of the Features

Time with Your Hands," "Boy
Eats," "Semaphore Code," illustrated;
to Build a Sun Dial," "Bandaging,"
"Knots for Scouts to Tie."

"How

to Tell

Scout

"How

Scouts' Membership card and passport. Scout
Oath, Law and Requirements explained. Record of promotions in the Scout Movement.
How to tell time by the stars. Patrol signs.
Whistles and hand signals. Boxing the compass. Woodcraft and First Aid Hints.

Special Cooking
Outfits

Three Styles of Binding
Regular Paper Edition.
each,

IDC.

;

ico or

sc.

more,

Practical,
outfits with

S'/2 c.

may

Scoutmaster's Edition Souvenir Edition
Flexible Cloth 25c.
Limp Leather 50c.

boil,

complete
or

compact
which you

fry,

cook a

light

meal,

make

coffee.
Useon the hike, while
camping, or family excursions, and at home.
Convenient anywhere,
ful

any time.
No.

Two

Color Cut Felt Pennants

The very

and most attractive thing
in pennants.
Letters and emblem actually
carved in the felt.
Flag of one color and
letters

of

latest

Consists of polished aluminum
boiler with i quart capacity, a coffee maker,
a windshield, a cover which is used as a
fry-pan or to form a double boiler similar
to a chafing dish. Also includes large can
of fuel sufficient to bring 15 quarts of water
to the boiling point.
Illustrations show
outfit as it looks when set up and when all
parts are nested.
Complete in leatherette
case
$3.75
1220.

1

Special for

December

1208.

blem and

1221.

Same

as No.

1220,

but without
$ 2 -50

case

SOc
No. 1222. Extra can of fuel
No. 1223. Outfit similar to No. 1220, but
with polished nickel plated boiler with one
pint capacity and without coffee maker.
$2.15
Complete in leatherette case
No. 1224.
Same as No. 1223, but without

leatherette case

No.

1225.

The above

$1.25

Extra can of

35c

fuel

articles delivered prepaid.

another.

Blue pennant with white em75c
Size, 15 x 36 in
No. 1209. Same as No. 1208, but red pennant with white emblem and letters
75c
No. 1210.
Larger pennant, same design
as the preceding, but size 18 x 42 inches.
Blue pennant with white letters and emblem'
$1.25
No. 1211. Same as No. 1210, but red pennant with white emblem and letters
$1.25
No.

only.

No.

leatherette

"Merceen"

letters.

The Guaranteed Fast Dye Scarf
The

color of a Scout's scarf or neckerchief indicates the
Merceen scarves are strong,
troop to which he belongs.
durable and backed by a definite guarantee that every one
will be replaced should it fade within six months. Price ISC.
each in the following colors. Order by number:
No. 577. Violet.
No. 568. Red.
No. 578. Purple.
No. 569. Maroon.
No. 579. Khaki.
No. 570. Orange.
No. 580. Dark Brown.
No. 571. Lemon.
No. 581. Gray.
No. 572. Tea Green.
No. 582. Black.
No. 573. Moss Green.
No. 583. Sky Blue.
No. 574. Dark Green.
No. 584. Claret.
No. 575. Navy Blue.
No. 585. Gold.
No. 576. Royal Blue.

Lanyards
The lanyard adds a
picturesque touch to the
scout uniform. On it is
worn the knife or whiswhich is, therefore,
always ready to hand
and in no danger of be-

tle

OLD FASHIONED BANDANNAS.

"somewhere else"
when badly needed. Made

ing

quality braid
with sliding knot and
loop for attaching knife
15c
or whistle.
Each
of

best

In two colors: No. 1216

Khaki,

Order from

No.

1217

In assorted fancy patterns absolutely fast dye, each
No. 587. Indigo Blue.
No. 586. Turkey Red.

15c

Silk poplin scarves for Scout Masters, each
No. 589. Scarlet.
No. 588. Royal Bhie.

35c

No.

White.

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Maintained

for Service to the Field

and

590.

Khaki.

200 Fifth Avenue,

for the Extension of the

New York

Scout Work.

City.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCOUTS TO REMEMBER THEIR LEADERS

SCOUT HOLIDAY CARDS

Testaments and

CARRYING CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR'S Bibles
Handy
CHEER

for
Thin

Size,

Scouts
Paper.

Durable Bindings.
These Testaments and Bibles were prepared
under the direction of the Executive Board
of the Boy Scouts of America, and contain
the Scout Oath and Law, also selected Scrip-

FROM SCOUT TO SCOUTMASTER
FROM ONE CHUM TO ANOTHER

or

ture

passages for Scouts.

FOR CAMP, HIKE AND HOME.
American Standard Version.
No.

3501.

MENT.

POCKET TESTA-

SCOUTS'

Khaki cloth binding. Size, 2$$ x
inches
35c
No. 3502.
Same, but bound in khaki
suede leather
55c
No. 3503.
SCOUT MASTERS' TESTA-

4

MENT.

TWO

TEN

for

for

Thin and flexible.
Khaki cloth binding

inches.

Size,

4x6 60c

BIBLE FOR SCOUTS AND
SCOUT MASTERS. Bound in khaki cloth.
No.

Size,

No.

3505.

x 6 inches

4

Same.

3506.

$1.35

Suede leather binding. $2.10

King James Version.

No. 3507.
SCOUT TESTAMENT. SelfKhaki cloth binding. Size,
pronouncing.
2 Y& inches
30c
No. 3508. Same, but khaki ooze leather

25

5

CENTS

4% x

CENTS

Roy croft

binding.

No.

3509.

maps.
No.
No.

S'ize,

S5c

style

SCOUT MASTERS' TESTA-

MENT. Khaki

sY4

cloth binding.

Two

colored

x 3^ inches

60c

Ooze leather binding... 85c
3511.
BOY SCOUT BIBLE. Khaki
cloth binding. Twelve colored maps. Size,
inches
85c
5-J4 x 35-6
No. 3512. Same. Ooze leather binding. .$1.35
20TH CENTURY NEW TESTAMENT.
A translation from the original Greek
into simple, modern English.

Instead of sending cards, such as anyone can buy anywhere, use these,
which are distinctively yours created specially for the Boy Scouts of
America and their friends.
It isn't "presents" which make Christmas, but good will and sincere

wishes shared among all.
Let these attractive cards, bright with color, do your part in extend-

3510.

No.

9Sc
Ooze leather binding. .$1.60
All Prices Include Postage.

Vacuum Food Canteen
No. 1219. Will keep your
lunch as hot as you can
it for twelve hours or
more. Will keep things
cold much longer. On winter hikes or for your
lunch at school, you will
find contents piping hot
eat

ORDER BY LETTER
B.
C.

D.

A

thousand good Christmas Wishes
are marching your way.
I am wishing you a Merry Christmas
that will last through all the year.
For the merriest Christmas that one
Scout ever wished to another.

For the happiest Christmas a boy

F.

I've

wished you the happiest Christ-

mas you ever

am

had.

and

many Scouts who

only one of

G.

I

H

are wishing you Christmas happiness.
For the happiest Christmas you ever
had.

I.

ever wished.
E.

KHAKI CLOTH BINDING.

Thin paper
No. 3514. Same.

ing this message to others.

A.

3513.

Same.

I

am

signalling

you "Merry Christ-

mas."

wished you a happy Christmas
and a very happy New Year.

I've

T.

To have

all

the fun I'm wishing you

on Christmas Day.

palatable.

With

its

jacket off the food canteen
becomes useful at home
in a score of ways. Keeps
liquids hot or cold as well
as solid food. Capacity of
vacuum jar i pint. Protected against breakage in
tin
with
case,
springs to absorb shocks.
Detachable khaki cover and adjustable
$1.75
strap to match uniform. Prepaid

heavy

Gold Filled Hunting Case Compasses
A
to

own.

the Scoutmaster's Christmas where the
Compasses which any one would be delighted

for

suggestion

troop "chips in."

No. 1205G.
HIGH-GRADE BAR NEEDLE COMPASS. In
A fit companion to any gold
gold filled hunter form case.
watch. Jewelled needle carefully adjusted and extremely sensitive.
finished
and
Beautifully
Automatic
highly accurate.
stop locks needle when case is closed
$5.00
No.' 1207G.
DAY AND NIGHT COMPASS. This is an ideal
for camping and night scouting as well as for all
round use. The North and South points are prepared with
a permanently luminous substance enabling compass to be
easily read in the dark. Instrument has floating dial which,
when it settles, enables all the magnetic directions to be
Gold filled hunting case.
quickly and accurately read.
Jewelled center with automatic stop which locks the dial

Firemaking Sets

compass

when cover

Order from

is

closed

$5.00

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Maintained for Service

to the Field

and

No. 1227. Long the despair of Scouts who
have had to make them for themselves with
too often a scarcity of the right kind of
material.
Set consists of bow with leather
Notched
thong, a drill, and drill socket.
fire board and package of tinder.
Prepaid.. 75c

200 Fifth Avenue,

for the Extension of the

New York

Scout Work.

City.

The Boy
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No.

1062.

Made
No.

"BE PREPARED" PENNANT.

high-grade felt.
Size, 12 x 24
Design as illustrated. Painted let20c

1063.

Same, but

size 9

x

18

inches.. lOc

This is a splendid tent for use of Boy
Scouts on hikes or week-end camps. It is

made in regular army "dog_" style from
heavy drill, 'dyed with genuine khaki dy_e
(government formula), and the fabric is
waterproofed.

Tent is open front and rear, but back
can be closed with the attached snap buttons.
Quickly and easily erected. Poles,
metal ground pegs and guy cords with
each tent. All packed in waterproof carrying case. Size in case 21 inches long and
Tents when erected
5 inches in diameter.
are 36 inches high and afford ample sleeping room for two boys.
No. C0100. 66 in size.
Shipping weight.
Ibs
No. C0101.
S'A Ibs

ing;

Shipping weight,

size.

7^ in.

No. 5018.
SCOUTS' OFFICIAL NOTE
PAPER. Scouts of each class can now
have their own ^individual stationery with
their badge design in gold on every sheet.
Handsome box containing 24 sheets and as
many envelopes, for Tenderfoot Scouts.
ZSc
Shipping weight, 14 ozs
No. 5019.
Same, for Second-class Scouts.
25c
Weight, 14 ozs
No. 5020.
Same, for First-class Scouts.
25c
Weight, 14 ozs
Scout Master must sign order.
No. 3006. HANDBOOK
FOR BOYS. Paper bind-

revised

edition.

been
This book
has
thoroughly brought up

$3.00

45<t

December. 1915

Magazine

of

inches.
tering

"POPULAR" HIKE TENT.

Scouts'

$3.50

to date. The first chapter is entirely rewritten

No. 1181. SPECIAL PENNANT. Offered
response to demand for a superior allwool pennant; stitched design and felt letters.
75c
Size, 15 x 36 inches
NOTE: The above pennants sold only to
registered Scouts, whose orders must be
signed by the Scoutmaster.
Pennants will be given as premiums with

Leyendecker

subscriptions to

Postpaid

in

BOYS' LIFE,

and includes new requirements for many of
the merit badges. Generously illustrated; new
cover with a famous

to registered

Scouts whose orders are signed by
Scoutmaster. See special note, page

design.
30c

Given with a subscrip-

the

tion

56.

BOYS' LIFE

to

in

accordance with special
note on page 56.

No.

OTHER PENNANTS.
See also page 60 for special felt pennants different than those here illustrated.

3007.

"HANDBOOK FOR BOYS."

Cloth.

60c
Postpaid
Given for 1 subscription to BOYS' LIFE.
No. 3008.
"HANDBOOK FOR BOYS."

A

Leather.

fine

quality

of coated

paper;

bound in full flexible red leather, lettered
and stamped with official badge design in
gold.
Frontispiece in full colors by J. C.
Leyendecker.
$1.10
Postpaid
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
1 subscription and 60c cash.

or for

No.

100

1192.

MILE PEDOMETER.

A

is much more fun if you know how
and how fast you are traveling. The
pedometer registers every step you take.

hike
far

The small

dial is spaced off in quarters of
a mile up to ten miles and the large dial
registers up to 100 miles and repeats automatically.
Hang it on your watch pocket
or on your belt. Full directions with each

pedometer.
1

Prepaid

$1.00

subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and 50c in cash.

Given for
or

No.
grade

1135.
felt.

2

"B. S. A."
Size, 15 x

No.

No.

PENNANT.
inches.

36

LIFE

HighPainted

lettering

2Sc

1193.

ANGLING OUTFIT.

Here

is

fishing tackle which means delight to scout
holders.
Three-piece black enamel, corkhandled steel rod, with nickel plated reel
seat; nickel plated multiplying reel with
click and drag; 75 feet hand-braided casting line; 6 snelled spring steel hooks;
nickel plated trolling spoon; 6 assorted
flies; _assortment of sinkers; 2-colored float

3009.

MASTERS.

HANDBOOK FOR SCOUT-

Official guide and text book
Scoutmasters. Prepared by experts.
Ten chapters, with bibliography; 352 pages.
Pocket size, stiff board covers, cloth bound.
60c
Prepaid
No. 3009A.
HANDBOOK FOR SCOUTMASTERS. Full leather bound. Postpaid. $1.10
for all

all in stout khaki
carrying case especially made to attach to Boy Scout haversack
Prepaid
$2.50
Given for 5 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE,
or 1 subscription and $2.00 in cash.
No. 1194.
Similar outfit but more complete.
Split bamboo rod,\with 2 tips, making a fly, bait or boat rod; quadruple mul-

tiplying,

nickel

plated

reel,

sliding

click

and drag; 75 feet of pure braided silk line;
half dozen hand-tied selected flies; i dozen
double snelled hooks; 2 three-foot double

gut leaders; 2 nickel plated trolling spoons;
assortment of sinkers and two-color cork
float; all in neat leather bound carrying
case. Made to attach to Boy Scout haversack.
Prepaid
$5.00
Given for 10 subscriptions or 1 subscription

No.

1134.

PENNANT.
inches.

"DO A GOOD TURN DAILYHigh-grade

felt;

Painted lettering.

tying to staff

Order from

size,

15

Has tapes

x

No.

and

$4.50

1195.

in

cash.

Same, but with

steel

stead of bamboo.

36
for

25c

Prepaid
subscriptions or

Given for 10
tion and $4.50 in cash.

rod in$5.00

1

and

"HANDBOOK FOR BOYS."

3094.

,

No.

3011.

RED

CROSS

American Red Cross abridged
first

HANDBOOK.

text book of

General edition, with

aid.

55

illustra-

tions

Given

subscripto

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Maintained for Service
to the Field

No.

Special binding. Prepared mainly for Scout
Icadrrs.
Has black cloth binding, with
compartments for lecture notes and memorandums of Scout meetings. Post} id
75c

35c

connection vith a subscription
LIFE. See special note, page 56.

in

BOYS'

200 Fifth Avenue,

for the Extension of the

Scout Work.

New York

City

December.

BOYS' LIFE

1915

No. 1212. Boy Scout Field Glasses. A
great deal of pleasure and profit is derived from the possession of a pair of good
In signalling and in study
field glasses.
of birds and stars, their use will be helpful.
All of our glasses have achromatic
lenses insuring a clear and well -lighted
field of view.
Black leather mountings;
dull

finish.

Prepaid

$4.00

No.

1143.

The Boy

FIRST-AID

MERTON'S

No.

AID

SEMAPHORE CODE SIGNAL

Best quality muslin. Size 18 x 18
inches.
One red and white, divided diagonally, the other white with red bar across
75c
the center. Sold only in pairs. Pair
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS* LIFE;
25c
cash.
and
1
for
or
subscription

Offered to Scoutmasters as a
most practical and graphic means of teaching anatomy for first-aid purposes; supplementing the Red Cross Handbook No.
Three charts, size 26 x 38 inches.
3011.
Each in 10 colors, over 50 illustrations.
Free descriptive circular upon request.

No.

1059.

FLAGS.

CHARTS.

Price per set prepaid
Given for 10 subscriptions to BOYS'
or for 1 subscription and $4.50 cash.

63

Magazine

Scouts'

ARCHERY SUPPLIES.

$5.00

1100.

No.

FIRST

in
furnished
either
be
hickory or ironwood;
feet.
Nicely pollength 5
ished, plush handle, flaxed
bow-string, eye spliced at
both ends and whipped at
Com loops and center.
plete with three arrows. .$1.75

KIT.

If

Scout were
carry one of
these little packets what a host
"
of
good turns'"
to

Given
tions

Contains

Weight
Given

5

helpful

also

as

a

30c

ozs

in connection with a subscription
111 accordance with special
D\J I J LIFE,
to BOYS'
ID
Liim, in
note. See page 56.
No. 1101. HOS-

8 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
subscription and $3.50 cash.

Given for
1

Ne.

1213.

case.

Same, but

tan

covering

PITAL

every

*

have a
This
signed

No. 1214. A rather better glass than the
preceding for all around use. Covered with
black morocco leather with black japanned
niountings. Provided with loops and carryIn substantial leather case
ing straps.
with shoulder strap and belt loop. A very
desirable glass.
$5.00
Prepaid
for 10 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and $4.50 cash.

Given
1

;

troop

Red

o lishears,
c a r-

a 1 fi s
[tweezers,
bolized
vaseline,

lt

of
package two
safety pins,
wire gauze

splints,

ozs.

two

aromatic spirits of ammonia, one

in-

(cardboard), two
one-yard bandages of sterilized gauze,
three one -inch bandages, three two and
one -half -inch
two triangular
bandages,
bandages (cartons), one U. S. tourniquet.
dividual

Weight
Given
or for

1

first-aid

outfit

3 Ibs
for 6 subscriptions to

$3.00

BOYS' LIFE;

subscription and $2.50 cash.

No. 1178.
EMERGENCY -

CASE.

This

and

two

fits

outhave

the
following

very

proven

popular a d d
tions

first-aid

No.

1086.

plies.

BRASS COMPOUND MICRO-

Troops so fortunate as to have a
permanent meeting place reserved to their
use will delight in having a microscope.
Such an instrument opens up a new world
and helps school study.
Jointed base,
height 9 inches, rack and pinion focusing
adjustment, three lenses, power no times.
Packed in wood box with one mounted object slide, one pair tweezers and two plain
glass slides.

Snipping weight

3^3

Ibs

$7.00

s

up

-

-

Metal
case

pocket
containing
ler b a n d a

SCOPE.

i

our

to

antisept

rolg_

e,

i

c

or

$1.50

All bows and arrows will
be sent by express to avoid

by the
C

LIFE;

and

to
BOYS' LIFE; or 1
subscription and $1.50 cash.

squad.
deoutfit,

very

$1.25

1148.
Same, but 6bow.
State whether
or
ironwood
$2.25
hickory
Given for 4 subscriptions

aid

Cross, is
complete.

and

No.

picked

American

LIFE;

No. 1215. Adapted to long range work and
with greater magnifying power.
Covered
with black leather with japanned mountProvided with loops and carrying
ings.
cord for slinging glasses over shoulder
when out of case. Case has both shoulder
$7.50
strap and belt loops. Prepaid
Given for 15 subscriptions to BOYS'
LIFE or 1 subscription and $7.00 cash.

-

first

subscripLIFE; or

fqot

that

desirable

$5.00
Prepaid ...
Given for 10 subscriptions to BOYS* LIFE)
or 1 subscription and $4.50 cash.

or

CORPS

FIRST AID
POUCH. It is

and

BOYS'

tions to BOYS'
1
subscription
cash.

<

or

3

No. 1145. Same, but 5^2State whether
foot bow.
$2.00
hickory or iron wood
4
for
Given
subscrip-

set.

practise

to

for

subscription
cash.

bandage
with compress, one triangular muslin bandThoroughly
age and two safety pins.
;

cart

1

gauze

practical

SET.

.

De-

result.

signed by the
American Red
Cross.

BOWBowAND

ARROW

every

would

1144.

LIFE;

damage

in

transit

car-

;

riage charges collect.
STRINGS. For s-foot
No. 1 50.
2Sc
and 5}^- foot bows. Prepaid
Given in connection with a subscription
to BOYS' LIFE. See page 56.
No. 1151. Same, for 6-foot bow. Prepaid. 40c
Given in connection with a subscription
to BOYS' LIFE. See page 56.
No. 1152. ARROWS. Hickory wood, &

BOW

inch diameter, steel pointed, three feathers,
polished.
painted between feathers and

Length
Given

22

inches.

Per dozen

$1.75

for 3 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
subscription and $1.25 cash.
No 1153. Same, length 25 ins. Per doz. $2.00
Given for 4 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or 1 subscription and $1.50 cash.
No. 1154. Same, length 28 inches. Per

or

1

dozen
Given for
or

1

$2.50

5 subscriptions to BOYS'
subscription and $2.00 cash.

LIFE;

SPECIAL SCOUT ARROWS.
No. 1155.
Heavy, blunt, broad- feathered, for use in
hike.
Per dozen
$2.21
Given for 5 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or 1 subscription and $1.75 cash.
STEEL ARROW POINTS.
No. 115SA.

woods and on

Suitable for all listed steel-pointed arrows.
50c
Per dozen
Prepaid.
Given for 1 subscription to BOYS' LIFE.

absorblinen,
ent cotton, carron oil, arnica, adhesive
plaster, liquid court plaster, safety pins,
and book of instructions. Weight 12 ozs. 50c
Given for 1 subscription to BOYS' LIFE.

No. 1179.
tities of the

Same, contains larger quanabove materials, together with
surgical dressings, ointments for burns
and sores, aromatic spirits of ammonia,
and scissors. Weight i Ib. 4 ozs
$1.00
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or 1 subscription and 50c cash.
No. 1186.
Same.
Larger size for troop
use.
or
Distinctly valuable in
wherever troops of Scouts on public duty
are likely to be called upon to render first
aid. Equipped for treatment of dislocations,
fainting,
exhaustion, sunstroke, bruises,
burns, scalds, skin abrasions, cuts, sunburn and stings. Packed in a metal case
with lock. Weight 3 Ibs. 8 ozs
$3.25
Given for 6 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and $2.75 cash.

camp,

No. 1058. MORSE CODE SIGNAL FLAGS.
Best quality muslin. Size 24 x 24 inches.
flag white with red center, other red
with white center. Sold only in pairs. Pair 75c
Given for 2 subscriptions to BOYS' LIFE;
or for 1 subscription and 25c cash.

One

JL

No.

Given for
or

1

14 subscriptions to
subscription and $6.50 cash.

Order from

BOYS' LIFE;

1191.

POCKET SIGNAL

DISK.

The

best thing yet to help a Scout to learn the
Morse and Semaphore alphabets.
Made
like a baseball score card.
Turning a circular disk brings one letter into view,
which may be identified by reference to the
25c
alphabet on either side

Given in connection with a subscription
BOYS' LIFE. See special note, page 56.

to

THE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA, 200

Fifth Avenue, New York City
Maintained for Service in the Field and for the Extension of the Scout Work

The Boy
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Magazine

Winning

the

1915

Rock

(Continued from page 54)
he crew looked on in silence. And gradO'Brien's eyequivered once or twice and finally
in
>pened. Two red spots began to show
lis ashen cheeks, and after a few moments
for
lally their efforts told,

Santa Claus Guessed

ids

What the Boys and

Girls Liked Best
boys and girls will dream
Claus brought them a bicycle.

Thousands

And

of

ie

:'

bike has brought to millions, young and old.

"How

QASTE

The Brake that brought the Bike back.

It

can never

made

of.

on the

the pedaling and in

bike.

you because it is as strong as the good steel it is
simply can't get out of order or rust. It is heavii}
Five million riders recommend it.

Mr. Warner answered the signal with a
warning wave which told the men in the

wanted them to
to land another.
"I'd like t' thr-ry anither fling at it jist
bate by a
t' show meself that I can't be
duckin', but if the boss sez 'No,' thin 'No*
boat quite plainly that he

New Departure
Mfg. Co.
Bristol,

alive or

waved and shouted.

Sims,

The

Free to Live Boys!

foreman was

"Wave to him, O'Brien. Wave your hand
;md show him that you are still alive,"
cried Jack. And the big Irishman strugonto Lanky
gled to his feet and, holding

fail

It

nickel plated.

his

dead.

no matter what the speed.

creases the joys of the hike

about Mr. War-rner?" demanded

him whether

tell

wonderful device that protects the rider, giving a conthat stops the Bike in less than its length and a perfect

The

The New Departure Coaster Brake reduces

rather thickly as he sat up.
"It didn't on'y ketch ye but it smashed
life ha'af outen ye," said Lanky Sims.

O'Brien, turning and looking toward the
Mg rock. Then for the first time the men
n the boat thought of the engineer.
There on the top of Cobra Head stood
He had seen the
;he lighthouse builder.
nccident and the rescue as well, and Jack
could guess what his feeling must have
>een as he waited there for a signal to

PARTUS

mastery,

I

he

;aid

and thousands ol
thousands of dreams will come true
with that joy the
up on Christmas morning

faces will light

trol

regained consciousness.

"Phwat happened? ugh O shur-re
snow. The big wave caught me, huh?"

that Santa

Conn.

and not attempt

keep

off

'tiz.

Come on Lank,

thurn-r

t'

bhoat and

go back t' th' island."
During the return journey Jack and Ray
saw
kept their eye on Mr. Warner. They
him scrambling about on the rock making
measurements and marking off various
Then they
sections of the rugged Head.
saw him send a signal to the men on the
cliff who waited to fire a life line to him.
They saw, too, the puff of smoke from the
little brass cannon and they watched the
rocket with the line trailing out behind it
describe a big arc over the rock and fall
we'll

"A

for that

of

Yours

Give him this splendid ElecEngine and a 16 months sub-

tric

scription to

AZINE.

THE BOYS' MAG-

Over 100,000 boys take

THE BOYS' MAGAZINE.

m

It

contains just the kind of reading
you want your boy to have.
Clean, inspiring stories. Practi-

cal and instructive articles. Beautifully illustrated throughout.
Electric Engine fans either forward or backward from
150 to 3000 revolutions a minute. Safe; easy to operate.
toy any boy will go wild over.
Send only $1.50 and we'll enter your subscription for 15
months and will forward the Electric Engine by return
mail. If you are not more than pleased with both_ the
Magazine and Engine we'll refund your money immediateAs to our responsibility we refer you to any bank or
ly.
publisher.

The

LOW FACTORY

COST,

great improve-

ments and values never before equalled.WRITE TODAY for our big catalog
snowing our complete line of 1916 bicycles,
TIRES, sundries and parts, and learn the
wonderful new offers and terms we will
give you. Auto and Motorcycle Supplies at factory
Do not buy until you know what
to user prices.
we can do for you. A postal card brings everything.
CYCLE CO., DEPT. F-17 CHICAGO

MEAD

A

THE SCOTT

746

know you have the best. Buy a
machine you can prove before accepting.
DELIVERED FREE on approval and SO
days' trial. NO EXPENSE to you if, after
?
trial you do not wish to keep it.

bicycle and

Boy

I

Ride a RANGER

Christmas"

Merry

Main

Street,

F.

co.
Smethport, Pa.

Mention BOYS' LIFE

in a

Goodyear-Akron

BicycleTires
Ask Your Dealer

Sturdy

Enduring

CIRCULATION
CHILDREN'S ROOM

into the sea beyond, dropping the rope
almost into Mr. Warner's hands.
The engineer began to haul in on the
line immediately and presently he dragged
out of the surf a heavier section of rope
This was
to which the line was fastened.
the cable upon which the breeches buoy
was to be suspended, and the engineer
the end secure
spent some time in making
over the top of the big lump of granite
that formed the Cobra's Head. The men
on shore worked quickly at rigging the
the boat crew
buoy, too, and by the time
had landed and made its way up the promontory stone cutters were already being
sent down to the rock to level its surface
and build the tower that was to support
the aerial cable way. And when Jack saw
this he realized that Cobra Reef had been

was acconquered and that the lighthouse
tually under way.

Sees His First Train at 90
John Saimaini, called "Daddy SimHumboldt
of
cruiser
timber
mons,"
90 years old, reCounty, California, and
mounthe
across
cently walked 100 miles

at twenty miles a day, to see a
railroad train for the first time in his life.
tainsi

It has

Milk to Put Out Fire
been proved that milk will effectu-

from gasoline,
extinguish the flames
or anv form of petroleum, since it forms
an emulsion with the oil, whereas water
ally

only spreads

it.

n

n

Each part of Uniform

is

stamped with the

official seal

of the

BOY SCOVTS OF AMERICA
We

manufacture Uniforms for
Boys' organizations of all Kinds

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

If

none in your town, arrangements may be made with

SIGMUND EISNER
OFFICIAL OUTFITTER BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Manufacturer of U. S. Army and National Guard Uniforms
New YorK Salesrooms
103 FIFTH AVENUE

Red BanK, New Jersey

